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HEMATOGENOUS INFECTIONS OF
THE KIDNEY*

WILLIAM J. MAYO, M.D.

ROCHESTER, MINN.

The surgical aspects of nephritis have led to exten-

sive discussion, and but little agreement exists with

regard to the types that are not clearly surgical. Wide
differences of opinion are also manifest among those

who have given the most time and attention to the

study of nephritis in general. The accumulated liter-

ature on the subject is monumental ; much of it, unfor-

tunately, is confusing, and often even the fundamentals

are the subject of controversy. Recently, however,

articles have been published that help to clear up some
of tin- moot questions.

Historically, the chief point of interest with refer-

ence to nephritis is the profound knowledge of the

various phases of the disease exhibited by Richard

1 Slight,
1 one of a long line of brilliant workers in ( iuy's

Hospital, London. In 1827 and again in 1836 Bright,

in epoch marking papers on edema and on albuminuria,

pointed out that fundamentally there are two kinds of
nephritis: Type 1, the acute or "wet" nephritis; and
Type 2, the chronic or "dry"' nephritis.

Type 1, which involves the kidney filter, was to be

recognized pathologically in cases in which the large

white kidney was found. Clinically, the type was
characterized by edema, especially in the acute stage,

and by urine containing albumin and casts, and at

times blood corpuscles, the urinary findings varying
in extent with the acuteness of the process and the

amount of involvement of the kidneys Both kidneys
are always involved, and exhibit a wide pal!

architecture. The morphology varies a tfi I

: i affect different structures

of the kidney.

BRIGHT'S TYPE 1 NEPHRITIS

Since the publication of Bright's work, we have
learned thai Type 1. or tin- "wet" type of nephritis,

is usually the result of toxins developed in the course
of infectious diseases. Diptheria antitoxin affords the

best known example of the effect of bacterial toxins on
the kidney; it may produce changes in the kidney

i Annua!
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1 Bright, Richard: Reports of Mi
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i

analogous to the nephritis which sometimes develops

in cases of diphtheria. The frequency with which
Bright's Type 1 and infective nephritis follow lesions

of the skin and mucous membrane, especially in chil-

dren, is worthy of note, as shown by the nephritides

following scarlet fever, tonsillitis, etc. In the adult,

exposure to cold, especially of the cutaneous surfaces

of the body, plays a definite role. The value of the

skin as an aid to elimination in cases of defective kid-

ney function has long been well known. The effect

produced by hot packs and similar therapeutic mea-
sures is to cause a flow of perspiration which may
eliminate large amounts of chlorids and some urea.

It is true that acute nephritis may be produced by

other toxic agent-, such as cantharides; but to all

intents and purposes an infection lies behind it. The
edema is to a large extent due to a failure of elimina-

tion of chlorids. Chlorids, usually taken in the form
of common salt, are a constant requirement of all ani-

mal life, 'fhe herbivorous and omnivorous animals

obtain the necessary amount in the form of salt, while

the carnivorous obtain a sufficient amount from the

flesh they consume, file chlorids are largely excreted

by the kidneys. In acute nephritis, chlorid is not fully

eliminated, and edema results, 'fhe physical and
chemical reactions involved in the production of edema
by chlorid retention are still greatly disputed, however,
and it is apparent that there are varying factors to

be considered.

BRIGHT'S TYPE 2 NEPHRITIS

Bright's Type 2. called the dry type because edema
is not present, involves the connective tissue and blood

vessels, < specially the arteries; the patient suffers from
1h.h1.mIu, nausea, vomiting, hypertension and other

symptoms of uremia, 'fhe symptoms maj b< latent

for long periods. Urea retention is one of the final

consequences of this type. While urea will not of
ti elf, when in excess in the blood, produce uremia,

it is closely associated with if not one of the agents

which produce the uremic manifestations, Both kid-

neys are involved, and pathologically in the typical

> i i the kidneys are contracted and granular. The
urine is of low- specific gravity, pale, and 1.

amount, fhe urinary findings may consist only iff

an occasional cast and a trace of albumin, although at

linn, there may be large amounts "f albumin
type of Bright's d . ith or

ilai disease, and
|

should ' as a true primary nephritis
i binges in tile heart ai -

r.i ight's disease that th< t] pell itii n oi cardion nal dis

ai times noi inappropriate. The pathologii

,n. Intei lure y .on v iili ;1m- situation of thi in'
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tissue deposits and the ch i
renal

lt system, Bissell' and other patholog

>n to the fact that many of the changes in the

called nephritis are

infections nor the products i

as is known, play an important part in the i

j of the condition is as

unknown, l>nt it is probably due to ers of

'.ism.

Edema may develop in chronic lisease

(Type 2), but if it does it is almost invariably the

cardiac failure and not of salt r< ention.

Widal had divided nephr mally into two

s: the chloremic or salt retention type, corre-

»ht's Type 1. and the azotemic, nitro-

or urea retention typo, corresponding to Bright's

It lias been asserted b] tuthorities

chronic Bright's Type 2 is the late result of Type
1. I am convinced, however, thai Bright's Types 1

2 ire entirely independent disea

A discussion of the differentiation is unnecessary

here, but the a eems to arise from mixed

:s. In certain varieties of Bright's Type 1. chron-

Featun ' < i ially true of a

rype 1. caused by chronic focal infections.

• n what were believed to be cases of Bright's

msed by chronic infections of the teeth, ton-

ladder, or by duodenal ulcer, etc. These

m the nephritic disturbance after

itive cure of the focus of infection. Subacute

ctions, with slowly sterilizing will often

of a nephritis which disappear as

the cau^e is removed. Excessive connective tissue may
elop in the kidneys in some cases of Type 1 so thai

resemblance is close to the contracted kidneys of

Type 2; but the vascular changes are different.

Again, chronic Bright's disease, Type 2. acts as a

se for lowered resistance of the kidneys, and a

secondary true nephritis of Type 1 may be added to

the conditi illy as a terminal infection leading

to the frequent postmortem finding of death, from

acute nephritis superimposed on chronic nephritis. This

confusion is further increased in some cases by path-

ologic changes in the kidney, the late results of unrec-

ognized hematogenous infection which might well be

called Type 3.

FUNCTION OF THE KIDNEY

Rowntree3 calls attention to the fact that medicine

of the last decade centers around the question of func-

. so far as the kidney is concerned. The capacity

of the kidney to carry on its work, rather than its

appearance, has come to be recognized as the important

tor. This is well shown by the value clinically of

the phenolsulphonephthalein test and the test of the

chemistry of the blood. The percentage of urea in the,

blood or the phenolsulphonephthalein test will fre-

quently give a clue to the state of the kidneys that

cannot be obtained from the urinary findings.

That the kidney in health filters bacteria out of the

blood, and by so doing receives no injury, is a fact

too well known to require comment. It is the reten-

tion of the bacteria in the kidney which produces the

W., and Le Count, E. R.: A Consideration of the

Relative Freoucncy of the Various Forms of Coma with Special Refer-
. . 191S.

J. T.: An 1

(he Functional Activity of the Kidneys hy

Pharmacol. & Exper. Therap. 1: 379-660

trouble. But we know much less about its ability to

Is. In the greater numb" ol

bacteria are found, and v

me material, the result of infection.

han teria themselves thai cause the

llthoi po able that an ultramicr pii

causative factor, [*he kidi y

normally fillers out urea, which is the ash of pi

derivatives, the amino acids. The patient with a

granular, contracted kidney (Bright's Type 2) must

I

large quantity of urine ; 1 1
:

•

i ii v i- low becau ;e the kidney filter is dan I

ils io eliminate normal concentrations of urea

and similar bodies, \ i these products are nol thre h-

old bodies, they are always to be found in both the

I
and the urine.

' 'n the contrary, sugar in the blood is a thn ''"' 1

body. When it rises beyond the normal, the • •

A through the urine, and diabetes results. The
1 old, however, is not an exact point, and many

i i - with crops of boils or carbuncles may, by test-

ing the blood for sugar percentages, be shown to have

an increased amount of blood sugar without having
sugar in i be urine, just as in others a low threshold

the est ipe of sugar from slight temporary
so-called dietetic or alimentary glycosuria,

which is without pathologic significance.

Embryologically, the kidney has a double origin:

First, the ureter, the pelvis, the calices, and the si

tubules all lined with" pavement epith

which are derived from the v blffi m duct and h

I that of < ollecting urine as ii is Fo

The chief response of the part of the ki lney

derived, when diseased, consists in the deveh prnent of

ns, calcrli, etc.. and if the disease is a

nam one, it is a true carcinoma. Obstructions to the

urinary outflow at any point are most potential of

mischief through failure of drainage. The med
part of the kidney is composed of the urinary collect-

nels jusi described and of the veno i h in I

which carry back the purified blood to the

dilation. See:,' 1, the filtering portion of the !:
:

In y,

which arises from the mesothelium and forms in large

par the cortical substance which is Ihc arterial side

of the kidney, bringing blood from the general cifi il-

lation for purification. The common, solid tumi i

of the kidney that we have miscalled hypernephn i in

are. as pointed out by Wilson,4 true mc h

that is. malignant neoplasms arising in the kidney fil-

ter. I think we may agree with Cushny8 that the kid-

ney docs not secrete urine, but filters it. The
may be aptly compared to a separator. The arterial

blood enters the kidney cortex, the urine is filtered out,

and the venous blood pases back to the general circu-

lation. Welrl. '' by his experimental injections of medi-
ums, demonstrated the physics of the process outlined.

I he partial failure of the two halves of the kidneys

to unite, so that the urine, when filtered, is not freely

admitted into the collecting tubules, produces the

so-called congenital polycystic kidneys that are eventu-

ally associated with chronic nephritis.

4. Wilson, L. B.: Hv r. rnephromata, Old Dominion J. M. & S.

10:238-252, 1010.

ny, A R.: The Secretion of Urine, ' II
Green & Co.. 1917, 2-.1 rP.

6. Weld. E. II.: Renal Absorption, with P Leference to

rhesis submitted
... in partial fulfilment of the require!

i ce in Surgery, June,
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TYrE 3 NEPHRITIS

Xephritis, the result of living organism-, may he

called Type 3. True nephritis is concerned with the

filter portion of the kidney, and the failure to filter

out all the bacteria and their retention is responsible

for the occurrence of one form of the disease, which

is of great surgical importance. As to just how often

such infection- may be ascending or lymphogenous
rather than hematogenous in origin there is a diversity

of opinion. My own opinion is that such infections,

other than hematogenous, art- extremely rare so far

as the kidney filter is concerned, though it is possible

they may be more frequent in that part of the kidney

devoted to collecting urine.

Accepting the idea that there is a common form of

true nephritis which differs from Bright's Types 1 and

2 and is caused by a bacterial infectio kly see

that the effect on the kidney will depend on the nature

of the bacteria, their number and on the condition of

the kidney itself, on whether, for example, there is an

anomaly present, such as hydronephrosis or calculi,

which makes tin- kidney.more vulnerable. The import-

ance of this has been shown by Cabot and Crabtn e,'

who demonstrated that the pus cocci affect th : cortex

of the kidney and often, follow lines of least resistance

toward the periphery ; and that the colon bacteria affect

the straight collecting tubules of the pyramid-, extend

from them to the pelvis, and there produce a pyelitis.

Pyogenic infections may lead <o cortical abscesses and

other evidences visible to the eye; but with scanty

urinary findings beyond a trace of albumin in the

acute stage, and a few microscopic pus and blood cells,

the urinary evidences are so slight as to be overlooked

unless great care is exercised. In the subacute and

chronic forms the kidney may be more or less

destroyed, and the common form- of pyonephrosis will

follow. The pyogenic cocci are short lived and often

are not to be found in the pathologic changes their

action initiates. On the contrary, colon bacteria, by

the production of copious, purulent sedimi il in the

urine, give abundant evidence of infection wit! n

abscess formation in the kidney. Acute ti

(Bright's Type 1
I

is the resull of toxic pi i

of living organisms, as in diphthi rial an carl J

nephritis, and the two kidneys are equally involved.

When the nephritis i- the result of living b

(Type 3) the kidneys may 1"- invoh '

unilaterally, the unilateral infection being in tin

The pus-producing organisms

iuch a- do tu
:

illi, and those w ho h

I tuberculosis of the kidney will recognize the

iblance.

I ' in nephritis is often can '

lly staphs 1

from boils, carbuncle-, etc, and from foi

lly. 'The staphyli

affects only one kidney, Vcuti

are most malignant. Subacute arid chronic
:

infections occur commonly a- a i

endocarditis, and appear in the kid terminal

ter.

In the fulmin il

ith may
often re -ult within a few days, ["he acute condition is

often confused with acute intraperitont

H
Infection with P rence to Treatment.

. ; i

on the right side, especially, is the differentiation from
cholecystitis and appendicitis necessary. This may
also be true of the less acute form. In the subacute

and chronic forms, natural processes may localize and
sterilize the foci of infection, and the patients may
fully recover, or partial recovery may later be followed

by chronic infection, and the kidney will be converted

into a pyonephrosis. The fact should be recalled that

septic infarcts rupturing through the capsule of the

kidney are the most common cause of perinephritic

.:' ist ess

Bright's disease, both Type 1 and Type 2. is of sur-

gical interest only because of complications. But all the

nephritides caused by living bacteria (Type 3) are of

great surgical interest and have, until recently, beer.

confused with Bright's disease. Hematogenous kid

ney infection is the one bright picture in a group of

maladies that have been discouraging in the extreme.

"Hie surgeon of today is as greatly interested in nephri-

tis as is the internist.

In reviewing the large mass of literature on nephri-

tis, rather superficially, it is true, I have been particu-

larly impresesd with the clear and logical presentation

made by Bre\vers
in a series of published papers begin-

ning in 1
*

> 1 1 . in which he demonstrates hematogenous
pyogenic infections of the cortex of the kidney clin-

ically, experimentally and pathologically. In this con-

nection, I wish to comment on the value of the

contributions of the surgeon to such problems.

Nephritis has been studied largely from a clinical and
psy standpoint. Clinical observations in these

cases are notoriously unreliable, while the necropsy

shows the terminal conditions that cause death. This

exposition of terminal change, determined at necropsy.

i- exceedingly difficult to interpret in the living, and
tlie final catastrophe leading to the death of the patit nl

produces pathologic changes obscuring those that

existed during life. In no other way can I explain

the various theories and controversies which have
1 the history of the study of nephritis. The

clinician attempts, by study of the urine and the symp-
of th •

i atient, to explain the terminal conditions
found after death, which may not have existed at the

time the clinical examination- were made. The sur-

n of greater acumen but 1><

tunity, now furnishes the missing link in the in

tion which carries the truth, and makes possible ail

of thekidney before the terminal infections,

ire i ncountered al necropsy, obscure the picture.

Payne and MacNider, and Buerger10 have shown
latogenous oi igin of certain of the so-called

ntial hematuria-, demonstrating that infec-

tion in and about the straight tubuli . n I Iting in th.

of scar tissue, which interferes with the
circulation, cai tion and varicosity

illae and lead- to rupture and renal hemoi
1 hi- gives a patholi gic explanation foi i <

-

in win cl ored to find the caust of renal hem
orrhage, and in which one or more papillai

to be the -< al of varicosities.

[. A. M. A. 57: 179-

1

<
i , ;

lOt:
Il r. W. It.: Th. ."nr.

.: .

II I
1
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1 have been greatly interested in the chronic form
of hematogenous nephritis of bacterial origin. In a

number of instances, I have acplored and found small,

cortical, pimple-like collections of fluid in the kidney

in vari "f sterilization. 1 have been able

to link up another most interesting sequel to the con-

dition, namely, the occasional deposit of calcium car-

bonate in such an infected aria, usually close to or

connected with the capsule, which produces a ro

ray shadow resembling that of stone. The diagnosis

of stone is often justified l>y the history of the acute,

attack which marks the onset of infective

nephritis. 1 have known such deposits of lime to

form as soon as two month- after the primary Symp-
toms. Why, in some persons, lime is deposited during

the process of the cure of the infection. 1 do not know.

The kidneys in such cases arc often painful. < >ur

patients were relieved by the excision of the lime

5, and by decapsulation. In several cases, the

ts of lime were deeper in the cortex. Their are

almost no urinary signs or symptoms in these cases,

as the masses are in the cortex with little communica-
tion with the collecting parts of the kidney. It is very

evident, too, that in some painful kidneys, with dense

scars in the capsule, the origin is similar, and the con-

dition may be relieved by decapsulation. 1 have been

>!'>w to admit that capsular compression of the kidney

be the cause of symptoms, hut I have seen at

least three cases in which hypertrophy of the remaining
kidney within its fibrous capsule, after the removal

fellow for disease, produced pain from the

stretching of the capsule. I he kidneys were low and
movable, and the patients thin, and 1 was able to fol-

low the compensatory hypertrophic enlargement by
palpation, and to satisfy myself that the hypertrophy
caused the pain.

In our experience, decapsulation has been valuable

in this small group of cases in which there are scars

and lime deposits in the capsule of the kidney, and in

another group still more rare, that of acute nephritis

I Bright i. in which, as pointed out by Mor-
the operation occasionally enables the kidneys

to functionate when urinary function has ceased and
the patients are apparently in a dying condition. For
movable kidney, etc., we have seen no good effect from
nephrorrhaphy other than the psychic.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Hugh H. Young, Baltimore: Dr. Mayo's paper is

somewhat parallel t" an article 1 wrote a number of years

which I took up the history "f urology. Among
other things it it John Hunter was
originally a urologist, although t!

as the father , and the internists claim him as

the father of modern medicine. In regard to this society, as

_inal founders of it, I may say
'

we called it the section on genito-urinary diseases, was just

with the idea of grouping here all types f scientific men
interested in the urinary tract, not only general surgeons

but also internists and physiologists and all others

interested in the urinary tract. Dr. Mayo's poinl

surgeon has played a very important part in clearing up the

gy of many parts of the b '!;. :-. 1 think, very well

taken. We know how the pathologist and the internist

for many, many centuries over typhlitis ;

typhlitis, and had no conception of the internal path'

11. Hon
Kidney. Al
and Urctei . -io<J Misplacements, New York,
Cassell & Co., 1

the real luiid.mirnl.il basis of tile condition until the

cleared it up, Real pathology of the kidnej made very little

since the time of Bright, and it i-- interesting to

note that Dr. Mayo goes back t" the cla: lification oi Bi iii

a- tin- standai d i as. For a num-
ber of years the question as to the possibility of a unilateral

nephritis has been a mooted one, < asper claimed that uni-

lateral nephritis was possible. Hie trouble was that these

Cases were not -veil early. or that the disease was not Studied

thoroughly, Undoubti i cases afe apt to be caused
by some obstruction below. Undoubtedly the kidneys Biter

i bacteria constantly, which probably is one of the ways
the body has of getting rid ol bacteria, and happily the kid-

able l" take care of it. and there is no infection in

the large majority ol cases. When the bacteria are retained

there is probably some condition below which prevents their

elimination, 1 think that obstructive conditions of the urin-

ary tract are present in a far greater number of cases than

lize. Whatever is the cause of these conditions is a
question that needs working out in every individual case.

Dr. Mayo spoke of focal infections in the kidney, one of

the most interesting and puzzling conditions met with in the

kidney. His fulminating type is rarely seen. They arc not

generally seen except by the internist or the general

who is called to operate on a man who is desperately sick,

and he may accidentally find the condition present. It has

been extremely rare in my experience. The relation of that

condition to the more chronic types is not very definite,

because those patients very frequently die before the condi-

tion becomes chronic.

1)k. William Linder, Brooklyn: The subject of hema-
togenous infection of the kidney is of great interi I to

the surgeon as well as to the general practitioner. It has

mted out that this disease early involves only one
1 hln- i The clinical picture is one of an acute upper

abdomen, fhe history is one of acute onset, ushered in

with a chill and frequently preceded by some external lesion,

such as a carbuncle or a sore throat. Examination will

reveal a distended abdomen, tenderness in the upper abdomen
but no rigidity. This alone differentiates it on the right

side from a perforated gastric or duodenal ulcer. It, bow-
ever, must also be differentiated from an acute perforative

appendicitis in the retrocecal region. But the history of

appendicitis will aid us not to be misled, i. e.. general .

inal pain, vomiting then localization to the right side and
finally rise of temperature will point to appendicitis. The
most important sign or symptom is tenderness and a sense

of rigidity in the costovertebral angle. The Murphy list

percussion sign is of great aid. The urinary findings in this

condition do not help us; one may find a few white and red

blood cells. Therefore, it can easily be differentiated from
an acute pyelitis where pus is frequently found in the urine.

In my service at the Jewish Hospital I have operated in

more- than 100 cases of this type of kidney infection. Some
patients were pregnant women and a diagnosis of

unilateral kidney infection was made and continued at the

operating table. The treatment in these cases of the ful-

minating type is nephrectomy; fortunately these cases are

few in number. In the subacute type, decapsulation, if the

patient is seen early, will save both the kidney and the

patient. Hence, the importance of early diagnosis. These
lesions, as has been pointed out by Dr. Mayo, are cortical

and a metastatic infection is carried by the blood stream.

1 hey are minute miliary abscesses and decapsulation allows

abscesses to rupture and drain.

Uk. (ii-. L. HixNi.K. Baltimore: I would like to ask Dr.

i he thinks it is really safe teaching to recommend
nephrectomy in many of these cases? I am familiar with

reci mn ndatii ns in that line, but for some reason

they have not appealed t" me. In the first place, we cannot

differentiate, within the first few days, in the acute cases,
i oil' cortical abscess cases and mere pyelitis

liven in the acute pyelitis case the urine contains

.
blood and casts, that we usually consider charac-

teristic of these acute cortical infections. There is the

same high temperature, the chills, the prostration and, as
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far as I know, it is rather impossible to differentiate which
the patient has. If you are going to operate at all

it probably ought to be done early, and that is Brewer's

teaching. I think Dr. Mayo will agree that some of these

patients undoubtedly recover spontaneously if we leave them
alone and treat them as we would a pyelitis patient. lie

has spoken of a series of cases in which he finds evidences

of past infection, with the lime deposits, showing that miihc

of those patients have recovered. So altogether it seems to

me that if we are going to operate at all in these cases it

would be safer teaching for the average surgeon to recom-
irer.d mere drainage, or, perhaps, decortication. If I oper-

ated at all on a case of that sort I should prefer drainage.

In such cases a few kidneys will be saved, and a few, of

curse, will remain infected, and perhaps have to be removed
later. But in any of these cases, another point in favor of

some form of conservative operation is the fact that we
cr.nnot tell whether they are unilateral, or bilateral. The
symptoms may all be referred to one side ; but I have had

cases where later, alter the patient had recovered, investiga-

tion showed that both kidneys were infected, whereas in the

>;ack we considered hut one kidney to be infected. I

would like to ask Dr. Mayo's opinion about these points.

Dr. Leon Loui v. Brooklyn: 1 have learned of the type

ition of the kidney to which Dr. Mayo icfers only

during the last few years. The subject was entirely new to

me, and it was only by observing the findings on the operat-

ing table that I could clarify in my mind the pathoiogy of

this disease. Hematogenous infection of the kidney is dis-

tinct from pyelitis, it is due to a general infection, with

localization in the kidney. There are fulminating cases,

which are not recognized at all—or only too late to save

the patient's life. At the Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn. I

have seen a number of these cases and referred them to the

surgeon. The internist sees them first, and he must make
a diagnosis. We deal with a general infection very fre-

quently following a tonsillitis, with metastases in one kidney.

Sore throat is often followed by chill and fever, but the patient

does not localize the pain; still, if you keep in mind this

type of kidney infection, and press your finger (irmly in the

icbral angle you easily elicit_ an acute pain: and if

\ u can exonerate the appendix and gallbladder, the diag-

iis 16 made. A iter the conclusion has been reached, our
; ttitude in these cases should be identical with that in cases

a predict the course of an acute

appendicitis ; so then, in acute hematogenous kidney we can-
no. be sure, a priori, that the infection, lefl alone, will not

r lie life of the patient, it at least one kidney, while

be saved by timely surgical intervention. Intcrn-

ists have learned that the appendix belongs to them only

until they make the diagnosis, and then it becomes tl

city of the surgeon. I think the same principle ought to be

applied to the acute kidney. A surgeon ought to be con-

has taught him that this particular
• saved without operation, well and good, we

i >n ought to be pel -

firmed. No single surgical procedure should be binding,

the surgeon ought to proceed without a Contract; no promise
of saving the kidney can be made to the patient in ad
li on inspection of the kidney tin surgi n feels that the

he will not do a I , but be
rt to a minor operation, decapsulation, nephrotomy

or partial li you are sure that the patient has
another kidney, and the partner is fundi
hazard is not great, as we know that man can li

one kidney, A few years ago I said that 1 fell that nature
ivident in giving us two kidneys, in that On- ion-

signed one ' foi the patient.

Dr. Frank [-Tinman, San Francisco: Two points might
be emphasized in tin ice, the

infection. We all know that the colon
lii 1 1 T .

-

'

I ;r that

that many
acuh infections of the kidney, probably the great i

of them, are due to tl kidneys
c..n always be left alone. They do not demand opei

the acute stages. On the other hand, streptococcus or

staphylococcus infections of the kidney are the type of acute

infections of the kidney that are so frequently hematogenous
and surgical and are the kind that sometimes demand imme-
diate operation to save the patient's life. I inferred from
Dr. Mayo's paper that this was the type he referred to par-
ticularly. The other fact that should be emphasized is that

the kidney is not an excretory organ for bacteria by choice;

it is only that when the circulation is overwhelmed with
bacteria, or when the kidney is injured, or is nonresistant

that infections of the kidney occur. This can be shown
experimentally in a great many ways. If you inject animals
with living cultures of bacteria you will find that the liver

and the lungs, the gallbladder, and the other organs of this

animal will be loaded with bacteria, and the kidney will

show relatively few. The kidney, therefore, is not an excre-

tory organ for bacteria. Marked infection of the kidney
occurs much more often with potato cultures than with
broth cultures due to the clumping and the resultant capil-

lary emboli in the former instance. The type of infection.

whether colon bacillus or coccus, and a knowledge of the
particular renal injury present, in view of the fact that the

kidney is not, by choice, an excretory organ, can often shed
considerable light on questions of surgery, particularly in

reference to these acute septic kidneys.

Dr. William J. Mayo, Rochester. Minn.: I was partic-

ularly interested in having Dr. Hugh Young lead this dis-

cussion because I believe that in the Brady Institute which
is under his charge there is a great opportunity to solve such
problems as this by attacking them from every side. Organ-
ized effort will clear up moot questions in urology just as
has been done in other fields. Dr. Hunner has brought up
an important point with regard to nephrectomy. Nephrec-
tomy is only for the exceptional case. In a very high per-

centage of these acute cases the patients get well or eventu-
eli p a chronic condition of pyonephrosis and come

to operation later. Many cases may be in their inception
so mild that we do not appreciate the condition as an acute,

or even a subacute process presenting so few symptoms.
There are cases, however, as pointed out by Brewer, m which
nephrectomy is necessary to- save life. I have removed a
kidney in a few such cases. On two occasions I operated
from in front, expecting to find acute suppurative cb

litis, lut on exploration I discovered that the real seat of
the trouble was in the kidney. The kidney when removed
was found to be riddled with acute abscesses. I could n I

conceive that such a kidney might be cured by decapsulation
or drainage. It should not be assumed for a moment that

the kidney should be removed early in all cases; probablj
nine out of ten su'ch patients in this condition will either
enter into a chronic or get well. I wish again to call atten-
tion to tin- fact that these cases may sometimes be seen in

the process oi sterilization. In some instances little pimple-
• s were shown to be bacteria free, and others con-

tained bacteria, and in the late stages of cure carbonate of
lime may be deposited in tile sterilized area giving rise to

roentgen ray shadows.

A Literary Fragment on Syphilis and Tobacco.— The fol-

lowing quotation from a curi London
in 1604, i nl nl. ii " \ i " affords some
insight, both m the origin of
syphilis and a, in us treatment: "1

I being a com-
mon herbe, which (though under divers nan

very where, was first found out by some of the
barbarous Indians, to be a Preservative, or Antidot against

filthy disease, whereunto thi

in cleanly and adusl constitution of their bodies, an
through tl Climat: so that as

brought in'

brought this

use of Tobacco, as a stinking and unsavorie \
1 and execrable a Maladic. the stinking Suffun
'bey yet use against thai

canker out another."
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This study consisted in examining all tin- infants and

children in a foundling institution in an effort to deter-

mine tin- incidence of cm. I r bloods

were examined by means of tin- \\ assermann reaction

;

luetin skin tests were made on them; ami they wore

subjected to complete physical examinal careful

;ie>ns being made with regard to tin- growth and

development and the usual symptoms attributable to

i.il syphilis.

The bloods were obtained front the infants with open

anterior fontanels from the longitudinal -inns and, in

whose fontanels we're closed, from the vein al

the bend of tin- elbow, and in a few instances from the

r the inner malleolus. The blond- were col-

lected in accordance with the usual method and trans-

mitted to the laboratory for examination. The orig-

inal Wassermann test was made on each blood, and, in

I test was made by modifying the

1 test in using one unit of hemolysin instead of

two as in the original, ami in incubating over s

ie. The readings in both the tests corre-

sponded in every ease.

The luetin -kin tests were made according to the

technic outlined by Noguchi, and were carried out

minutely. Readings were made every twenty-four

hours over a period of nearly two weeks. The dura-

tion of the reaction was from two days to nine days,

and in some instances the induration remained even

The earliest pustular reactions occurred in two

lion- were not always the ones to

remain the longest time.

REACTIONS TO LUETIN AND WASSERMANN TESTS

There were, in all, 106 infants and children on whom
both luetin and Wassermann reactions were made. The

luetin reactions were positive in scventy-nim

negative in eighteen, and doubtful in nine. In twelve

of the negative and four of the doubtful cases the age

of the infants was 3 month- or under; in the remaining

negative and doubtful cases, six and live, respectively,

the children were above that age. ( >f the positive lue-

tin reactions the age of the infants in six cases was 3

month- or under, the youngest 1 month and 2 days,

the next 2 month- and 5 day-, and the remainder

ranged up to the olde-t child investigated. The doubt-

ful reactions were also more frequent the younger die

child.

The Wa-sermann reaction- were negative in all the

cases. This seemed to be an extremely unusual occur-

rence and one entirely unlooked for, so that without

any de-ire to di -credit the value of the Was
n in congenital syphilis, but in order to exclude

n i rror'< having crept in, the follow-

ing checks were made

:

• Read before the Section on Diseases of Children at the S

Annual Session of the American Medical Association, Atlantic City.

N. J., June, 1919.

1. A -cries of eight blood-, four from children show-

ing positive luetin reactions and four from children

negative luetin reactions, were obtained by

lb; hi te< hnic by w hich the

original bloods were obtained, and wen- submitted to

another serologist, without specifying the origin of the

*.i-c- This serologisl made the original Wassermann
te-t and, in addition, a Tschurnogubow modification of

the original, all with negative i

_' Another series of hi I- was then obtained from
the children by the second serologist and examined by

him, and these also gave the same negative fin

erii i eluded the possibility of error i ither

in the technic of securing the blood for the serologist,

or in the technic of perfo Wassermann tests,

with the possibility of improper material.

Further evidence a- to the reliability of the results

of tli.' original tests is manifested when it i- shown
that while these' bloods were being examined and were

giving negative Wassermann reactions, an interesting

ol ninety-six positive Wassermann reactions was
simultaneously being found in the bloods of bid per-

sons, not at all connected with this investigation, by

the original serologist who reported on the bl I of

the inmates of this institution. This clearly showed
the reliability of the method and of the technii

employed by him in his investigation at the foundling

institution.

The question naturally arose a- to the reliability of

the luetin tests and their readings. The technic con

sisted in cleansing the inner aspect of the forea

any visible dirt with soap and water. It was then

dried and wiped with ether. The skin was allowed to

air-dry, and the luetin was injected intradermally by
an an- of a tuberculin syringe with a line steel

i

The readings were made by each of us separately and
the results compared, .the findings being identical. So
a- to check the technic of the luetin te-ts, pin

sodium chlorid intradermal injections were made in the

same manner as for the luetin tests, in five cast

ing positive luetin reactions and in live cases giving

negative luetin reactions, and in every instance the

reading was negative. To dispel the- idea of a defec-

tive luetin being used (which was not believed to be

case), a luetin secured from another mam.'
ing house was obtained, am! a se-rie's of injections was
made which included four previously positive c;

and four previously negative cases. In each in ta i

the reading corresponded with the reading in the orig-

inal te-t.

In making the readings of the luetin re-actions on

the first occasion, an interesting development occurred:

Instructions had been given to withhold all medica-

tion pending the investigation. These instructions

were carried out, with this exception: On reading

the- luetin reactions in the- room of a certain group of

bottle feeders, attention was immediately called to the

violence of the reactions, which was emphatically

by one of us tei he- due te> the- use of iodids.

After an immediate investigation it developed that the

dietitian, in making the daily food, hail continued to

add the u-ual drops from a container to the usual

bottles for each baby, as was customary. Thi

tainer held a solution of syrup of ferrous iodid.

These luetin readings were not considered as posi-

tive in this series, but were carefully watched. I >n

sation of the- iodid-, the reactions promptly sub-

sided, and at the end of eight days, when the reac-
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tions had disappeared, with the exception of only a

small indurated area, a second luetin test was made.
In seventeen instances, the reactions at the end of

twenty-four hours were diffuse, and somewhat resem-
bled the iodid reactions; but in another twenty-four
hours they had lost their diffuse appearance and resem-

bled the iodid reactions; but in another twenty-four
duration. In the seven remaining instances, the reac-

tions were all positive and pursued the course of the

normal positive luetin reaction.

Of the 106 infants and children investigated, fifty-

seven were males and forty-nine females. Their ages

ranged from 1 month to 5"',-_> years, with the excep-

tion of one child of 7 years. The ages and the num-
bers of cases are given in the accompanying table.

NUMBER OF CASES AT THE VARIOUS ACES

Years Months No. of Cases Years Months No, oJ I

There were twenty-two cases in children under 3

months, and eighteen in those under 2 month-.

From 3 months to 6 months inclusive, there wen- four;

from 6 months to 1 year, eighteen; from 1 year to 2

years, fourteen; from 2 years to 3 years, twenty-one;

from 3 years to 4 years, twelve; from 4 year- to 5

years, ten, and from S years to 7. year-, five. Forty-

one and six tenth- per cent, were under 1 year; 33 per

cent, in children from 1 to 2 years; 11.3 per cent, in

children from 2 to 3 years; 9.4 per cent, in children

from 3 to 4 years, and the remaining 4.7 per cent, in

children from 4 to 7 years.

LEGITIMACY

Fifty-nine of the infant- and children were legiti-

mate, forty-three were illegimate, and in four the

legitimacy was not known. Of the fifty-nine legiti-

fortj six, or 77, ''7 per cent., returned positive

reactions; jix, or 10.17 per cent,, negative: and -even.

or 11.8 per cent . doubtful reactions. Of the forty-

three illegitimate-, thirty, or 69.76 per rent., returned

positive reactions; eleven, or 25.58 per cent., negative

reactions; and two, or 1.65 per cent., doubtful reai

tions. i >f the four children whose legitimacy was
unknown, three, or 7r< per cent., returned positive reac

tions, and one. or 25 per cent., negative rea< tions.

["here were undei 3 months of age. -i.\ legitimat

fifteen illegitimate infant-, and one who i legitimacy

wa- unknown. < If the -i\ who were legitimate, two
returned positive reactions; two, negative, and two,
doubtful reaction-. Of the fifteen who were illegiti-

mate, four returned positive reaction-; nine, negative

is, .md two, doubtful reactions. The infant

whose legitimacy was unknown returned a negative
reaction.

( )ne legitimate and nine illegitimate infants in whom
negative reactions were obtained had syphilis skin

eruptions. All of these infants were under 3 months
of age. Forty-seven, or 79.66 per cent., of the fifty-

nine legitimate children and thirty-nine, or 90 per cent.,

of the forty-three illegitimate children were therefore
syphilitic. These, together with the three positive cases

of doubtful legitimacy, gave a total of eighty-nine posi-

tive case- in the 106 inmates, or an incidence of 83.96
per cent, as revealed by all available methods of diag-

nosis.

PHYSICAL CONDITION

Weight.—Weights were studied in ninety-three

cases. In eighty-seven they were below the normal
average, in four instances they were normal, and in

only two instances were they above the normal aver-
age, namely, in one child, aged 5, and in another, aged
2 years and 6 months. In seventy-one cases in which
children returned positive reactions the weight- were
below normal in sixty-six, normal in three, and above
normal in two. And in sixteen cases in which the reac-

tion was negative, weights were below normal in fif-

teen, and normal in one. In six doubtful case- the
weights were below the normal. The weights of the
legitimate children were below normal in forty-six

instances, and normal in one; of the illegitimate, chil-

dren, below in thirty-eight instances and normal in

three, and of the three children whose legitimacy was
doubtful, below in each instance.

Height.— The heights were studied in eighty- four
instances, in which there were sixtv positive, -even-
teen negative, and seven doubtful reactions. The
heights were normal in two cases in which the reaction
was positive; above normal in ten cases in which it was
positive, in eight in which it was negative and in three
in which it was doubtful; ami they were below normal
in forty-eight positive, nine negative and four doubt-
ful cases. With the legitimate children, the height- of
ten were above normal ; that of one, normal, and thirty-

two below normal ; while the heights of the illegitimate

children were above normal in ten, normal in one, and
below normal in twenty-eight cases. In the two cases
in which the legitimacy was unknown, the height- wen-
above and below in one instance each.

State of Nourishment mid General Appearam i

The nourishment and general appearance coincided
almost exactly in 104 cases. They were fair in twentv-
two positive cases, three negative ca-e-, and three
doubtful cases; poor in forty-four positive, fourteen
negative, and live doubtful ca-e- ; and very

]
r in

eleven positive Cases, one negative ca-e, and one doubt
ful case. The nourishment and the general appear

Ol the legitimate children were fair,
|

and very poor in twenty-One, thirty and seven

,
respectively ; of the illegitimate children, fair,

1""" and very poor in -even, twenty-nine and ..

i
. respectively, and poor in four instances in

which the legil imai j was not known.
NaiU lb nails were found to be claw shaped oi

ridged in lift] five instances, including thirty nun- po i

live, ten negative and -ix doubtful ca-e-. In thi

sification were thirtj two legitimate children, twenty-
one who wen- illegitimate, and two regarding whom
legitimacy was not known.

Glandi Glandular enlargements wen- present in

eighty instances. The gland- found to be enl
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wore in the order n
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in fifty-

nine positive, thirteen i ght doubtful

imate children, thirty fh e

illegitimate children, and three whose legitim i

not known.
•' Beading and Flaring Ribs.—Costal !

and flaring ribs were found in forty five instances:

twenty-four times in positive cases, fifteen times in

ses and six times in doubtful cases; 01 in

five legitimate children, nineteen illegitimate

children, and one child whose legitimacy was nol

known.
Liver.—The most constant symptom in the entire

study was the enlarged li\er. This was present in

eighty-three instances: in fifty-eighl positive, se\

. and eight doubtful cases; or in forty-six legiti

mate children, thirty-three illegitimate children and in

all four of the cases in which the legitimacy \>

known.
— Next in frequency to the enlarged livers

inds were the enlarged spleens, which were

in sixty-seven instances: in forty-five positive,

fifteen negative and seven doubtful cases; or in thirty-

six legitimate children, twenty-eight illegitimate chil-

and three of the four cases in which the legiti-

was not known.

SJfein.—Skin eruptions were present in fifty-five

cases, or in 51.89 per cent, of the inmates of tl

tution. In twenty-two, or 20.75 per cent.

-. the eruption was diagnosed as of sypl

10 per cent, of the cases of skin era

philitic. In this study the younger the indi-

the more frequently were skin eruption

- more particularly so with regard to the syph-

, tic :kin le:-iuiv- Hie positive syphilitic skin en

were found in twelve positive luetin casts, eighl

tive luetin cases and two doubtful luetin cases. Twelve

of the positive skui eruptions were found in ini

during the first three months of life, or sixteen infants

year or less, the remaining six being found in

infants aged up to 2 years and 5 months
! two doubtful luetin cases with i

syphilitic skin eruptions were in infants aged 3 n th

or less. The syphilitic skin eruption- were found in

five legitimate and n illegitimate children.

The ten positive skin eruptions in the n

doubtful luetin cases were associated with e

livers in nine instances, enlarged spleens in seven

instances and enlarged glands in eight in

Costal beading was present in three cases; flaring ribs

in two; clawed nails in four: anal figures

in two, and wig, snuffles, and discharging ears in one

:ice each.

The skin readings were made after the other tests

and consequently a greater time had elapsed after

medications had been withheld. It was Mated by the

attendant that the skin eruptions had increased when
medication had been stopped.

Fissures were present in four positive cas'

cases, and one doubtful case. The symptoms

;les, wig, scaling soles and palms and d

of the ear-

. ere practically absent. J lean murmurs wee
found in four pi I cases.

present in twelve positive cases and in o...

The earlie I complete eruption of teeth was in an
infant agi d 1 yeat li gitimate child

who h d shown a positive reaction. The oldest infant

with no teeth was 1 year and 3 months, atul was an

hild who had shown a positive reaction.

i »ne i hild, an illegitimate child who had given a posi-

tive reaction, at 3 years and 8 months had onlj eighteen

i: .-li i and was 6 ii ches under - ize and 1
_' pounds under

weight. \i < her .hild. who was illegitimate and had
given a negative reaction, at 2 years and 6 months had
fourteen teeth : " I was (

> inches under height and 7'j

undi i" w . hi

closed in a legitimate child

who had shown a positive reaction at 11 months and S

days, and in another child in tie same class the fon-

tanel was sti'l open at 2 years and 8 months.

RISHMENT

The nourishment in the institution consists of the

.
• ry foods usua mi such institutions, with

a fair amount of milk. The infants and children up
eceive the e i of milk, which

conl ins, from analysis: total solids, 11.36 per cent.;

ash, 0.49 per a Eat, L.45 per cent.; protein, i 62

I

; cent.; lai to e, 7.8 per cent
; acidity I as Ea< I

1 !

r cent. This information was secured bi

of the number of diaper eruptions i ini i trigo), in the
: 5. All the infants are given thi

i te

mixture, though the quantity varies. 1 he older chil-

di '. En '
" irs up, are given whole cow's milk

as part of their daily rations.

riNl MEDICAL CARE

The routine medical care of the newly born in this

institution is of intere t, e pecially in view of our
tory findings. We were infon ed that twelve

of 1 grain each of mercury with chalk are

given i i each inf; t, three powde laily for f ur

days, and on the fifth day 2 drains of castor oil.

: I thi i en ptipn, thi i treatmei I i

;

followed by applying mercurial ointment, 33 per cent.,

in quanl > simately tl;-' size of the adult ter-

n ina! !l on a linen belly-band. The lain is

pern ted to wear the same band for two or three

ithout changing: then the band is changed or

i
itment renewed or discarded accordi ig to the

response from the child. At the same tii lal the

,i i-. applied, or in those cases in which the
.

i o i ie
i

I oi

mercury with chalk, syrup of
I

i lid in doses of

5 drops three times a' da) is gh t in bottle feedings, for

infants under 6 mo ' >ver this perio

approximately until the a 1 3 ir the infant receives

10 drops three tin dings. At this

age the infant is then transferr d to i nursery,

in which he receives 5 drops three times a day in

bottle feedings. Those not being bottle fed in this

nursery do not receive the syrup of ferrous iodid.

The older children, that is, those t ruin 2U; on, receive

no routine medication.

The symptoms which determine the mercury oint-

ment treatment— for it must l.e renumbered tl

twelve powders of mercury with chalk are indiscrim-

inately give;, to evi 'hild who is admitted into the

infant nursery—are peeling oi the skin and bleeding

from these excoriations of thi iallj of the

heel, hi . ny part of iii • body, and

The skin manif tatii n of the heel so ms, according to

1.. attendant, to be the most preval I j ptom.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The Wassermann reactions and luetin tests were
shown to have been performed accurately, as was
proved by the controls made.

2. The negative Wassermann reactions in every case

investigated may be explained by the intensity of the

treatment to which each child had been subjected, or

it may be that the bloods had not yet become positive.

3. The luetin test in this series proved of greater

value as a diagnostic measure than the Wassermann
reaction in detecting cases of congenital syphilis, .and

the clinical finding- were of greatest value at th

when the value of the luetin was at us minimum,
namely, in the first few weeks.

4. The effect of the iodids on the lui

was again shown in this study. The lesion is char-

acteristic and cannot be confounded with the normal
positive luetin reai

5. Because of i aj of those examined and the

character of the institution, tl ii n afforded

an excellent opportu u ly the various available

means of detei ting the existem o cong tiital syphilis.

o i cent

to the age of 2 years, of whom 41.6 per cent, were
under 1 year of .\

6. Congenita': syphilis was found to I

moie frequent in tl legitimate

children.

7. Of cour.se, this sen titute a fair

criterion for a comparison of the Wassei m inn and lue-

tin reactions. It does, however, afford a good idea nf

their relative values in connection

Ij . al this time of life.

It must be remembered that the mortality from con-

genital syphilis is very great, and tl tho e i

which the earliest ravages of the d

are those of less severe infection, or are thi i e in whii h

the patient has been partially or thorou

This study, therefore, we believe to be a fair ft -t ol

the relative merits of the two r<

circumstances.

8. Th '• of skin eruj i philitic

- in which both

i re negative is of decided inten

further emphasizes
able mean-, including complete physical examination

ore deciding

litic or nonsyphilitic.
(
). The --kin eruptions v ii the

ubji t. This « "t the

syphilitic skin eruptions; twelve of the total of twenly-

of i( were found within the lirsi three

of life. Ten cases of positive syphilitic skin

1 at thi- time in which the

had been negative. The syphilitic skin

ons se< med to be i

that time when the negative laboratory i-

10. With very Fi all of the inmates

of the institution w< re below the i

. height, development and nul rition. It

i in view of the constitt I of the

1 1. Enlargi 11 ired to

he the most the clinical cv id<

h il is

.

12. The infrequency i r clinical m
•

snuffles. fissures,*wi », and scalii ind soles, may
have been influenced by the system of routine treat-

ment in vogue in the institution as the cases were not

fol nw ed h> us from birth.

13. The incidence of congenital syphilis in this

institution, as revealed by the study, was 83.96 per cent.

y-nine cases, or 74.53 per cent., were sho

means of the luetin reaction and ten cases, or 9.43 per

cent., were shown by the clinical findings, revealing

syphilitic skin eruptions. Many of the other cases

classified as doubtful or negative had certain of the

clinical symptoms of congenital syphilis, but not suffi-

warrant a po itive diagnosis.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSS:

Dr. Walter K. Ramsey, St. Paul: Some interestii

\e been made on a :

inann test in an article published about a year ago. I have

it. i this matter ami have found that we have been

mercury in much lai
{

n c

Hi; j Mi Kj (, Philadelphia: 1 am reminded of the practice

of the late Alexander Buehler, who sent his patients for a

of the live absolutely unreliable.

I
., i. i : . No dark field exami-

in this study. There are in

which positive luetin in which the

Wassermanns a mann reaction

employed, [ made a n a of about 250

in which tl nd chil

examined. There were nine in thi

1 1 negative,

versa. When Noguchi in". I
.1 was

as com-
i am i de a comparatn

In this study as many o

,
particularly those previi I ed as irregular,

a. il it was shown that whei

tive in cither the mother or the child in the previous

itive luetins. In making the luetin test it must

be remembered that the luetin must be injected intra'

i note the small

S It of the children him itigat 1 in the

While th the rela-

tive reactions of the Wassermann and luetin, it does

a fair comparison under the exi is. It must
he remembered that the mortality in syphilitic infants is

igh. and it is possible to have a greater number
survive if the must prompt and i is insti-

tuted 1
1

i - pos ibli

ue from that pari oi si iciety which

treatment empl
thai the inmates were in an inactive slate of sypllilil

is the probable explanation issermann. It

shi uld be borne in mind that the luetin reaction is an

while thi

1 believe the luetin test made proper]

Local Health Authorities Can Quarantine Infected Persons.

Brown, 172 X. W., 522) - ighl ol U* il

an horities to quarantine a

ion was found

84
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TRANQUTL TRACHEOTOMY, BY INJECT-
IN*; COCAIN WITHIN THE

WINDPIPE*
SIR St.CLAIR rHOMSON, MIX (Lond.),

F.R.CS. (Enc.)

for Diseases of the \ and

Throat, Kinc's College Hospital

As a genera] rule the opening of the trachea is

accompanied by so much disturbance that there often

ensues a scene which the elder dramatists would have
described as one of "wild excursion- and alarums." It

is thus depicted by Clinton Wagner:1

The introduction of the knife, together with the flow of

blood, produces violent retlex action. The larynx rises and
falls spasmodically and very rapidly, and the use of a knife

or scissors is fraught with danger. The operator at this

moment has need of all his coolness and presence of mind.

Blood will find its way into the trachea and lungs, and death

on the table from asphyxia may suddenly take place.

Apart from the risk of such a catastrophe, I remem-
ber the days when, before opening the trachea, one had
to advise the audi-

ence t o "take

cover" behind the

bead of the oper-

ating table, as the

cough started with

the first entry of

air into the wind-

pipe frequently re-

sulted in blood be-

lt out with

such force that it

• red the as-

sistants, the walls

and even the ceil-

ing.

A 1 1 this com-
motion can

be avoided by the

intratracheal hi-

nt" cocain

in the way to be

described. I ac-

knowledge my indebtedness for the idea to Dr. Crosby

Green.8 who. in an article on "Thyrotomy for Can-

cer of the Larynx," describes bow. before splitting

the larynx, he injected a 1 per cent, solution of cocain

through the cricothyroid membrane into the cavity of

the larynx. He, it appears, is not in the habit of per-

forming a preventive tracheotomy in this operation,

and he makes no mention of injecting cocain within the

trachea. If not the fir I in tracheotomy, I

think I am the first to employ it in England. This I

did in the year 1913.

It is employed in the following way: An ordinary

hypodermic syringe is charged with about 20 drops of

a 2.5 per cent, solution of cocain. As S( on as ever the

tracheal rings are laid bare tl. grasped, as

one does a pen, with the forel il 1 inch from

the extremity of the needle, and with this the windpipe

is sharply stabbed between two rii i middle,

the ring and the little finger of the operator's right hand

the Section on Laryn) anl Rhinology
;• Seventieth Ann;,,
: -:tic City, N. J.. Jum

1. Wagner. Clinton: M. Rec. 4!>:1. 1896.

2. Green. Crosby: Tr Assn. 35:163. 1913.

m
i
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Injection of cocain with

are resting on the neck, and they prevent the point

from penetrating more than one-fourth to one-half
inch within the lumen of the trachea. The cocain

solution is injected into the cavity of the windpJpe,
from S to 15 drops, and the needle is sharply with-

drawn.
The liquid in the windpipe at once gives rise to a

slight, stuffy cough. It causes no spasm or distress;

and as it trickles down toward the region which endos-
copists know to be the sensitive spot of this area,

namely, the carina at the bifurcation of the trachea,

this tickling cough soon ceases. If there is no great

urgency, ten minutes should be allowed to elapse, the

time being occupied by clearing the front of the tra< hea,

checking all bleeding, preparing the tube and so forth.

At the end of that time, the incision can be made into

the trachea and the cannula introduced^ without pain,

spasm or even the slightest cough, as quietly and
smoothly as the original incision through the skin. The
calm with which this proceeding takes place is in strik-

ing contrast with the agitated, hurried and often bloody
and dangerous operation of former days.

I have used cocain of the strength of 2.5 per cent.

for the simple rea-

son that a 5 per

cent, solution is

usually at hand,

and it has been

convenient to di-

lute it one half. In

children, a 1 per

cent, solution anil

5 flrops would be

sufficient.

The method is

employed w i t h

either general or

local anesthesia.

Local anesthesia is

sufficient in adults

when opening of

the trachea is the

only operation to

be performed at

one sitting. With
procain used ender-

mically and the cocain used in this way within the wind-

pipe, there is neither pain, spasm nor coughing in per-

forming a tracheotomy. A patient gets up from the

table and walks back to bis ward, to eat his usual meal.

I have records of twenty-five cases of laryngo-

fissure in which this method has been used in perform-
ing the preliminary tracheotomy, and the numerous
visitors to my practice have been able to see the calm

which it secures. In these five years it has been used

in dozens of cases of tracheotomy by myself, my
lis and the house men in King's College Hos-

pital, with uniformly good results and no drawbacks.
It has not come my way to use it in children younger

than 4 years, but, with the precaution 1 have advised, I

think it can be safely employed. Nor have I had occa-

sion to use it in sudden asphyxia—the "operation

d'urgence." Most cases of extreme stenosis of the

larynx ought to be provided against by a timely trache-

otomy, and even when there is dyspnea, the few min-

utes entailed by this useful detail are more than com-
pensated by the calm and security with which the

operation can be completed.

mpole Street, W. I.
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ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Frank C. Rose, London, England: This morning I

received a letter informing me that I had been elected to

honorary membership in this Association. I should like to

thank you all very sincerely for that-honor. I recognize, of

course, that the honor is intended for the society in London
of which I happen to be secretary at the present time. 1

should also like to thank the Fellows of this Association for

the great kindness and generous hospitality that has been
extended to the visitors from my own country and others.

We have heard much of American hospitality, but the reality

surpasses my expectations. For a number of years past we
have realized that any young man who wishes to become
thoroughly efficient in the practice of laryngology and
must study what is being done on this side of the

We have read the papers published, we have had opportunity

to meet certain of the American workers in London, and it

only added to my own desire to come over here and sec for

myself what was being done. And now that I have come
and have had opportunity to listen to your discussions and
hear the various papers read, and seeing some of your oper-

ators at work—in addition to the pleasure I have also a

feeling of regret—regret that I did not come before; regret

that this is my first visit instead of the second or third visit

to this side. In this department the American surgeons have
a great past ; this meeting alone shows how important the

present is, and I am convinced that in the future lies the

most splendid era for American work in this and other

branches of medicine and surgery. And on my return home
I shall endeavor to impress as far as I can on my colleagues

of my own age and standing, and particularly on the younger
ones, how important it is that they, if they mean to perfect

themselves in their own branch of work, make a visit to this

side and see for themselves what is being d

It remains for me to open the discussion of a paper which
is not here. To hold a postmortem without a corpse is dif-

ficult. Only the title, so far as I am concerned, remains to

discuss, and I wish to assure Sir St. Clair Thomson that I

like his title. It is a very good title: Tranquil Trachi

My feeling is that if the patient will be tranquil, and the

surgeon will be tranquil, two of the most important factors

for success are already present. In the matter of detail, my
own feeling coincides with that of Sir St.Clair II on,

that in approaching the trachea it is advisable and conven-
ient to divide the isthmus of the thyroid. That has been my
own practice for a number of years.

Dr. Febnand Lemaitre, Paris. France: For eighl

years I have been accustomed to inject cocain in casi

tracheotomy exactly as Sir St. Clair has so well

strated. I may say that a tracheotomy done in this way is

quite different fp.in the ordinary tracheotomy we are accus-

tomed to seeing. After the injection is made 1 wait a moment
before beginning the tracheotomy, and I utilize this time in

making the suture, in putting some catgut in, if ni

and one or two stitches at the upper ai

wound. Befoi

'

'

gotten one stage, and that is of the

trachea; but when this is done the operation is immediately
finished.

Dr. Otto Glocau, New York: I first saw this

that Sir St.Clair de

ing of the isthmus, in the Bellevue Hospital

months ago, and it is astonishing how easily the •

stand it and how 1 ti ai hea,

] would also like to mention that in these cases the

apparatus is It relieves thi

and as well >rgc.

1 d the pleasure

of seeing several of these laryngeal n

done, and it is marvelous to me. Thi

excitement or

pleased that this 1

to be tin

tie to the Gentiles, but I am very glad I

good news.

PHYSICAL RECONSTRUCTION APPLIED
IN TILE TREATMENT OF PUL-

Ml >XARY TUBERCULOSIS
FRANK BILLINGS, M.D.

CHICAGO

Physical reconstruction may be defined as continual
treatment, carried to the fullest degree of maximum

il and functional restoration consistent with the
nature of the disability of the patient, by the employ-
ment of all known measure- of modern medical and

1 management, including curative, mental and
manual work (in wards, work-heps, schools, gardens
and fields); physiotherapy (thermotherapy, el

. hydrotherapy and mechanotherapy, ma
calisthenics, gymnastics and the like), and
games and amusements indoors and outdoors.

The application of physical reconstruction in the
treatment of soldiers disabled by illness and injury
during the great war was a new policy of the Medical
Department of the Army. The measure had a few
.advocates, some tolerant but doubtful friends, and
many opponent- in the medical department, including
ol cers of the permanent military establishment and
others holding temporary commissions.
The failure of many to recognize the titer..

value of the measures enumerated is due chief!)

fact that with the exception of the curative factors

enumerated under physiotherapy (and of these i

therapy, mechanotherapy and massotherapy have keen
too often exploited by unqualified people and by
quacks), the medical pn a whole has had
little or no experience in the application of these addi-
tional forms of treatment of the sick and injured.

Thi- profession has found no u e for the e curative
measures because, as a rule, physician and surgeons

-tied with physical cure. I he average ph]
rejoices when the patient with pneumonia ha- ;

I

the crisis. Unless some unusual symptom attracts

attention, he makes no investigation to ascertain

whether the lungs and heart have regained
function. The average surgeon i- happy if his patient
with a fracture of a long hone gel through without
deformity or shortening of the lower limb, and the

mi on- malprai tice is escaped. A- a rule. In-

to ii thai He function of the joint

nill-eli s of the nn ohed e\l lemil v

trained to restore function definiti

in medicine and sut gery must I

functional a- well as ph) I he physi
-I surgeon mu to

iicnt and to preset ibe ll

5 in proper do es to insure n func-
tion or to establish it as nearly a- the nature of the

\ permits.

tpplii ation of physical reconstruction in the
treatment of the patient with pulmi

ami honorable physicians. The objections ad
are ound in thi si n e of the applii ation oi the mea-
'ire eml i physical rei onstrui tion dm

hand, 1 maintain that, when indicated, physical and
mental rest, even to the most absoluti

phy i' .il and mental rehabili-

tation as ph) i] I. or pla ,

d lor.
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Tuberculosis is an infection which, as a rule, is focal

in character. The primary focus usually located in a

lymph gland or glands is acquired, usually in childhood.

Later in life the pathogenic agents take on added viru-

lence, or the resistance of the tis ues of tlie host to

general or to wider local invasion is diminished 01 both

conditions are present. The causes of increased viru-

lence vi the pathogenic invaders and the reasons For

the lessened immunity of the host need not concern us

in this discussion.

With more general invasion and involvement of the

the course of the disease depends also on the

of virulence of the invaders, including possible

mixed infection, and on the degree of general and local

tissue resistance of the host.

MEASURES THAT SHOULD BE APPLIED

rience has shown that during the acute or active

if pulmonary tuberculosis, rest as absolute as

practicable is the best method of passive control ot the

Unfortunately, with some patients the viru-

lence of the invade] '.it that the most pains-

taking application of resl treatment does not prevent

the involvement of new tissue and a final hopeless

extension of the disease. \N i- all recognize the advan-

f pure night and day air. rational feeding, cor-

rect personal hygiene, including adequate nursing,

proper sponge bathing, and the use of simple medica-

tion when needed during the active stage of the disease.

The contention for and against the use of specific and

nonspecific antiserum- or antigens administered hypo-

dermically or intravenously to increase the resistance

of the host to the invading micro-organisms or to

the infectious agents is not germane to this

discussion.

If the patient is fortunate, the active stage abates

and in an indefinite time the patient reaches the stage

of inactivity of the disease. The reward of improve-

ment of the pulmonic disease by adherence to the rest

treatment is associated, in the average tuberculins

patient, by lessened tone of the tissues, especially of

the muscles, and by relatively poor blood circulation.

blood and lymph circulation means lessened

nutrition of the tissues generally, although the weight

of the patient may not indicate it. Long physical rest

mental unrest and discontent. In other words,

the patient's physical disease i~ much improved, bin

the function of his mind and the circulatory and loco-

r organs is far below the normal.

Until the blood and lymph circulatory organs func-

tion properly, cellular nutrition will remain low.

Rationall) we cannot prolong absolute rest beyond the

active or febrile stage.

The second stage of treatment embraces alternating

r d controlled mental and physical exercise. Indi-

vidual management is indicated throughout the whole

treatment program. But in this second stage, the

of mental or physical exercise prescribed, and

quency of the repetition, must be under watchful

medical supervision. If the progress is favorable the

1 shorter and less frequent, and

-elv the active period in chair and walk become

longer and more frequent.

Now, it is during this transition period, between

absolute rest and the ambulatory stage, or third period.

of treatment that the wise physician will apply such

otherapy a- hydrotherapy and massage, and oci u-

d therapy modified in kind and dosage to meet

tne needs of the individual patient.

The sponging with warm water and alcohol, admis-

sible in the febrile Stage, may become a sponge or

. \ bath in bed or in a chair, sufficiently cool or cold,

t.i arouse physical reaction for the purpose of improve

ment of the lymph and blood circulation. Short periods

of light friction massage of the extremities and, in

permissible cases, of the skin of the trunk will also

improve the circulation, the tone of the muscles, and

the cellular nutrition.

Mental and manual Occupational therapy should be

applied as early as mental and physical activity is per-

missible. The problem is to divert the attention of the

patient, by simple recreation, through reading, pictures,

. n . handicraft and the like, with a view to securing

a genuine interest in the attainment of a worthy end.

The end most certain to hold the attention of the

patient and to claim his best efforts is his future voca-

tion. Hence, the reading, the handicrafts, or the

academic study chosen to occupy the patient, for the

sake of diversion, should be of a character, if that is

possible, which will lead by successive steps to the

more purposeful training which he may take during

the ambulatory stage of the disease. Chair and porch

patients will be able to take increased periods of occu-

pational exercise.

In addition to what may he termed purely diversions!

occupations, such as woodcarving and whittling, toy

making, weaving, bead stringing and block stamping,

the patient may take academic courses in English and
other languages, including arithmetic, penmanship and

the like, read textbooks on and practice stenography,

typewriting, Morse telegraphy and radiotelegraphy,

bookkeeping, banking, and the like.

If the application of these measures is properly con-

trolled by adequate medical supervision, the recovery

of the patient will be enhanced. The lowered morale

incidental to homesickness, idleness and discontent

with all the retarding influence of these factors on the

improvement of the patient, will be overcome by ration-

allv applied curative manual and mental work.

When the patient has reached the ambulatory stage,

all of the measures embraced under physical recon-

struction may be applied with benefit to the tuberculous

patient. But medical supervisory control must con-

tinue. Hydrotherapy in the form of the simple over-

head shower or the hand spray may be applied safely

and with great benefit by alternating from hot to cold

for short periods. Few physicians realize the benefit

and the ease and safety of the applications of the

alternating hot and cold shower or spray baths. It is

inexpensive and self applicable. The blood is made
to flush the whole body, and in consequence aids in

washing out toxic waste material and in the improve-

ment of muscular tone and general nutrition. Pul-

monary ventilation is improved.

The end-result is equivalent to considerable active

exercise, like gymnastics or walking, without the

attendant fatigue of the latter, for those physicians

who object to hydrotherapy in the treatment of the

hospital tuberculous patient, let me advise them to try

it out with patients who have reached the afebrile

stage and who show no tendency to hemorrhage.

Likewise rationally applied massotherapy will justify

the expense of the necessary qualified personnel to

apply this form of therapy too often reserved for the

wealthy patient.
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In the ambulatory period, occupational therapy may
be applied in more diversified forms, cither prevoca-

tional or vocational. Shop and outdoor pursuits, espe-

cially the latter, are applicable to the ambulatory

tuberculous patient. The academic and commercial
courses may be continued, or shop and trade courses

in motor mechanics, motor driving, engineering, elec-

trical wiring and the like, or gardening, including

greenhouse cultivation, farming and stock raising.

Controlled recreation in the form of graduated walks,

gvmnastics, calisthenics and games indoors and out

has an important place in the treatment of the con-

valescent tuberculous patient.

When the tuberculous soldier has reached th

of arrest or inactivity of the pulmonary disease, he may
be discharged from the army. No physician possi - es

sufficient knowledge to judge the degree of virulence of

the infectious micro-organisms that remain in the lung

tissue or in the bronchial lymph glands, or the status

free of immunity of the general or local ti su

of the host, to renewed activity and further tissue

invasion by the infectious agent.

For the patient with arrested tuberculosis in civilian

practice, the conservative physician desires to main-
1 to improve the resistance of the host to the

unfriendly parasites, by attempts to have the patient

follow a rational hygienic life and, if the bank account

permits, to spend seasons characterized by inclement

weather at resorts where favorable climatic conditions

permit one to live comfortably in the open air.

These measures are correct and rational enough ; but

why not adopt measures of physical reconstruction at

nod of convalescence which will so completer)

rehabilitate the patient that be will be practically

immune to further active tuberculous disease?

It will be necessary and an economy to hold the

dependent tuberculous patient, whose disease ha

1. in public sanatoriums for a pei d ufficiently

long to permit the application of tin needed physio-

. curative work and play until the desired physi-

cal and functional rehabilitation has been i

s. real v o< ational training may be

profitably a. occupational therapy. Dr. Phil p

(rown has demonstrated that efficient training in

p ttery and tile making insures permanent cure and

lucrative jobs in industrial life, and thai a sanatorium

may become practically self supporting if '

adopted as curative

I >r. S. V 1

' >\] hi Knopf ha w ritten

tured "!i ti' imp rl ml ubjei I of

of arrested tuberculosi - among ol

' h I oncui in the principles and practice

announced by him.

al reconstruction i- e p© ially applicable to th

I or clinical!

ould base wii ition-in the final harder.

icess before the di continuation of individual

al supervision.

I'l i I.TS OBI AINF.D

of the application of these measures in

itmerrl of disabled tuberculous ioldiers in the
: ili.ii ii

my belief that curative work, massotherapy, hydro-
therapy and regulated play will be applied hen

; I

:

practically, when local conditions permit, by all physio-
therapists.

The number of tuberculous patients treated in the
military sanatoriums from the beginning of the war to

Dec. 31, 1918, was approximately 8,500.

The application of curative work was not applied
in the treatment of soldiers suffering from tuberculosis

as it was to the other types of disabled soldiers. The
reason therefor was that two of the present sanatori-

ums were under course of construction, and were not
for the reception of patients and for the applica-

measures of physical reconstruction until late

in 1918.

.Ml of the seven military sanatoriums utilized for the
treatment of tuberculous patients have excellent facili-

ties for the application of occupational therapy.
During April. I'l' 1

. there were approximately 6,000
tuberculous patients in the seven military sanatoriums.
< )f those who took curative work, 2.'Ml were occupied
with the handicraft- and arts, 339 took ward academic
instruction in languages ami the like; 1,932 received
training in commercial and professional subject-: in

technical courses including carpentry, shoe repairing,

motor mechanics, agriculture, gardening, stock raising
like, and 72? Utilized recreational play in and

out of doors. The sum of these figures gives th
ei rolment for the month. The total number of patiei ts

who took curative work was less than the last figure

some patients were enrolled in two or more
t k occupations.

finally, it must be recorded that the almosl Uni

my of the commanding officers of ti- ho
the ward surgeons, the educational

|
and the

the effect that curative work in ward.-,
-'boo!-, shops, gardens and fields is of the greatest
psychologic and material value in the treatment of

ary tuberculosis.

Tribute must be paid to the tine women who as
i' lion aide- in occupational therapy made the

ward training in the art- and craft-, m academic and
rcial study, a uci - The occasional mi-tit

them does not militate against the great value
of their presence ami service in the ward, for the
benefil of th I ildiers.

The chiei of th- 1 service and if

sonnel of in tructo • ted qualified

. splendidly cooperating with i

1

irgeons
vork. \ few ward surgeons have n

to the principles involved. They are a -mall

minority, who would become advocates probably of
1 re< onstruction und< r a • nvironment.

Michigan Vvenue.

Prevention of III Health. \n , ssential factor

improvemenl lie health i- tl I

ught I

ind how the spread

ii -I 1 -.'. ill bi .en |. o paid bj .i sa\ ing in tin

ill through ig

. problem was evei

by caring for i

ealth bulletin, filled with

issued pin itaining in pit!

points in ,: ..i ill In
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PROCTOLt M ,v [N \ WAR HOSPITAL

LOUIS J. HIRSCHMAN, M.D.

PI 1KOIT

When base hospital units were being organized to

accompany the American Expeditionary Forces, I

joined Unit No. 17 (Harper Hospital, Detroit) with

the hope of being of service to the Army in a general

way and, perhaps, ha\ ing

my special knowledge of enteroproctology.

V hen our unit arrived in France earh in July, 1917,

we were stationed iii the city of Diion, the capital of

ancient Burgundy. This city was located on the main

railroad line over which the luilk of the American

troops had to pass from the base ports to the training

centers and righting front. Many thousands of troops

were encamped and billeted in the villages surrounding
Dijon, and it was a very important center of the

American activities.

A great deal of construction work was carried on;

immense warehouses and depots for quartermaster,

ordnance and the supplies of other departments were

being erected by thousands of engineers and labor

Heavy work, continual drilling; and training,

Foods and inadequate latrine facilities were some
of the factors which very soon indicated that in our

hospital at least, the proctologic service would he not an

iderable one.

Before the Americans were actually in the trenches,

the base hospitals, which had been established early,

were fairly well tilled with patients suffering from the

ordinary diseases encountered in civilian activities.

The work of the medical staff was subdivided so as

to render any special skill possessed by its members
available for all patients who required it. My service,

embracing abdominal surgery and proctology, con-

sist,.!, during this phase of hospital activity, of the

treatment of hernia, appendicitis, rectal and colonic dis-

eases. The work was so classified that individual wards

wen- devoted to each of these classes of disease.

The vast majority of cases of appendicitis were of

the acute variety, many of which were suppurative and

v ruptured. When one stops to recall that our

were all young men of the age when appendi-

citis is most commonly found and their living condi-

tions were such as to intensify any predisposition to

that disease, the frequency with which appendicitis

affected our boys was not unusual. Patients who were

tired and hungry and had plainly been sick Eoi ome
time before the seriousness of their condition was y,,j-

'. were taken off troop trains after a two or

three days* journey from the sea port, in a bo

\
i straw-covered floor.

( )ther patients, suffering from ruptured app indices

and general peritonitis, were brought in by ambulance

from camp- from 30 to 50 kilometers distance.

The number of hernia exceptionally large.

could always tell when a new convoy of troops

arrived from the United States by the flood of patients

g from hernia and chronic hemorrhoids, who
would arrive at the hospital in groups of from fifteen

to fifty at a time. So many of these patients gave his-

torie- of long continued existence of hernia.

rhoids, or both, that it was perfectly clear to us that

•Read before the Section on ( iastro-Enterolofjy and Pro
tl "ticth Annual Session of tin- American Medical A
AtUrt.c City. N. 1 , June, 1919.

somewhere in the chain of physical examinations in the

United States there was a weak link or two.

Our acute proctologic cases consisted of thrombotic
hemorrhoids, Fissures, abscesses and impactions. It is

interesting to note at this point that the rarest procto-

logic condition, witli the exception of carcinoma, was
that syndrome known as pruritus ani.

In the operative treatment of all cases of hemor-
rhoids, acute or chronic, fissure, polypi and most cases

ot abscess and fistula, the anesthetic id' choice w i the

infiltration of 0.2S pei cent, solution of procain. All

patients were given an enema the night preceding oper-

ation, and this was repeated the follow ing n lorn ing. A
quarter gram of mbrphin and 1 ISO grain of atropin

were administered hypodermically forty-five minutes
before operation. Skin sterilization was accomplished
b) the us,- of alcohol followed by iodin. The patients

were placed in the exaggerated Sims position.

External thrombotic hemorrhoids were removed by
infiltration, excision, evacuation of clots, and closure
without suture. Prolapsing internal hemorrhoids were
removed by the author's technic of high ligation and
excision. Fissures were treated by incision or excis-

ion, depending on their extent and chronicity.

Abscesses, when very extensive, were sometimes
punctured under local anesthesia, allowed to drain and
contract for a couple of days, and then opened to their

widest dimension.

Fistulas were incised if simple, or their tracts

excised, if chronic or multiple. It is interesting to note

in this connection that at one time I had under my can-

seven patients suffering from old chronic sinuses result-

ing from sacral or coccygeal dermoid cysts. All of

these patients claim that the condition existed when
they were still in the United States and that medical

officers knew of the condition, hut allowed them to go
to France, nevertheless, and clutter up hospital beds
needed for more urgent cases.

Our work was so well organized that we were able

to handle our cases of rectal surgery with much expe-

dition. Under local anesthesia, we handled four cases

an hour in the operating room, and had the majority

of our patients on their feet and in the mess line on the

third day. Rectal patients do much better on their

feet and outdoors, than lying around the hospital ward.

As the American forces took their places on the

lighting fronts, the character of the work in an

advanced base hospital, such as ours, took on a differ-

ent aspect. All patients with hernia and chronic hem-
orrhoids were evacuated to hospitals nearer the sea

ports and farther removed from front line activities.

The proctologic surgeon along with other specialists

took over a certain number of general surgical wards,

but in addition took special charge of all wounds
involving the intestinal tract. All types of ammuni-
tion and projectiles were responsible for these wounds.

Direct penetrating wounds of the abdomen, when the

patient's condition did not contraindicate operation,

called for laparotomy, location and closure of intestinal

wounds.
In extensive tears of the intestine, it was found bet-

ter in some cases to perform temporary enterostomy.

In penetrating gunshot wounds of the rectum, simple

cleansing and drainage of them sufficed. < )n the other

hand, extensive lacerated wounds in which the sphinc-

ter was involved would call for temporary colostomy

until the lower wound could be repaired, if at all.
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In wounds of the buttocks communicating with the

rectum, it was occasionally found necessar; to :onvi r1

these into open or gutter-wounds. After irrigatii I r

several days with surgical solution of chl< i

(Carrel-Dakin solution), we were able to accomplish

secondary suture with marked success.

It might be mentioned in this connection that we
were able to follow the same procedure with a number
of our fistula cases. The use of the Carrel-Dakin solu-

tion, with daily bacterial counts in the surgical treat-

ment of fistula, is a valuable addition to the treatment

of this condition. It is surprising how a wound in this

locality can be cleaned and kept clean if the Carrel-

Dakin technic is carefully carried out. Secondary

suture of fistula wounds will, I believe, ben .me more
commonly practiced when the employment of this tech-

nic becomes more generally known.
During several epidemics of dysentery, the proctolo-

gist became of great service to the internist in the

differential diagnosis between the various types of

dysentery and between these and other colonic diseases.

1 cases of true amebic dy tentery were recognized

by smears taken from rectal and colonic ulcers and

examined on the warm stage.

The possession of a sigmoidoscope by a m
officer skilled in its use was of great advantage to the

base hospital with which this officer was stationed.

< In account of conditions mentioned above, fecal

ion was frequently encountered. The us

percent, hydrogen peroxid enemas proved to be of the

greatest service in their treatment.

As is well known, mustard gas burns wire found

mos! frequently in the region of the genitals and but-

Tlie treatment of tin- e case- fell to the lot of

the proctologi it. Alkaline bath-;, free opening of blebs

and blisters, exposure to sunlight, which
our rarest th( jents in France, and protecting

with zinc oleate or stearate proved very efficacious in

our hands.

As has been mentioned above, pruritus ani was one
of the rarest diseases encountered among our troops.

Pruritus ani is supposed to be cans,, I by practically

every disease affecting the anal region; but in spite of

our large proctologic service, pruritus was a condition

icuous by its absence.

Those soldiers who did complain of itching in the

of the rectum and who did not present evidence

of parasitic infestation were found to be suffering i rom
or ulcer. The indicated sur-

gi al treatment for these conditions very quickly cured

rit us.

In all of our proctologic work, the employmenl of

ia wis the greatest single factor in

i of a soldier's hospitalization.
I

mmand in from one third to 01

me ordinarily required for convalescence from

"i eratii ia. As
day saved in a soldier's absence From duty was

of direct assistance in keeping up the man pow< r of the

Army, local anesthesia in proctology did us little bit in

winning the war.

When a surgical team was sent from the ba

the front, medical off* enting all of

tli'- difl t( ok their turn on the team.

The proctologist was no exception to the rule, and on

abdominal surgery, he

served a very useful purpo e. Whether '.died on to

remove a piece "i shell from the brain. I I

ated pleura, to remove a tight tourniquet and

limb, or to perform the most delicate of intestinal

repair, he always gave the best that was in him.

'Flie attention to detail in after cue. which the sur-

gical specialist is wont to give in bis own special field,

always stood him in good stead when doing hi

of general war surgery in an advanced hospital unit.

After ail, the proctologist, in what vcr he did in the

medical service during the war. represented only out-

class of specialist. They were all alike ; although most

of them were beyond the so-called military age. they

were all willing and anxious to do anything in the realm

of medicine and surgery to help win the war. Whether
as interns or consultants, they were always med-

ical officers in the Army of the United States, and

always tried to be good soldiers.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Alois B. Graham. Indianapolis: There is no essei I

difference between military and civil practice in thi

nary proctologic cases. The same Fundamental principles

that govern the one govern the other. It is very true, as

Dr. Hirschman has said, that a surprisingly large number of

upied bed • in base hospital- il
i

have been used to much better advantage in caring for sol-

diers suffering from gunshot wounds. We did most

proctologic work in Base Hospital X". $2 ruder local ancs-

thesia. In a few cases we employed nitrous oxid and

used a modification of Depage's are thesia (ethyl

chlorid, ether and chloroform ) and it proved most

factory.

Dr. D. C. McKenney, Buffalo: Dr. Hirschman has cov-

ered the subject of war proctology very fully, and I agree

with everything he said. There is absolutely no question

that many men, who ought not to have gone, slipped in:

the army and were sent abroad with their rectal conditions

not remedied. Each man so disabled took one man o

fighting front, besides requiring the employment
r other work ii take care of him at son

pital. I saw very little constipation in the army and I am
not sure that the squatting position during defecation, thai

was employed so generally all over Fr; mething
to do with it. About the wounds, although many cases

d the rectum, an ii ition was that

it horrible wounds of the buttocks, the rectum fre-

quently escaped injury. Wounds that involved the rectum
very often also involved the bladder, so that it wa
sary to do a laparotomy and repair the wounds inside the

abdomen as well as do a colostomy t • allow thi

wound to heal. Frequently it was necessary to add a supra-
pubic bladder dram.

Dr. John I.. Jblks, Memphis, Tenn : A boy with an
i - mass of hemorrhoids, bli

iir board A 1. went to Ft

but not from bullet wounds.
fistula also passed thi in the hospitals for

months, an expense to hi- country, a burden to the shipping
and Imali. at an

expense to his government, with ilth to himself,

be returned to Memphis, and I have been treating bun ever

the tuberculous fistula. Thesi two cases illustrate

bow little attention is paid rectal conditions. I ha\

..I men who went into the army with il

i the rectum and colon. Not onlj
lo the army but il

whom they came in contact I
I emphasize the

importance of not allowing these men to go unexamined
I >.' I IWI'.II r I I. MCRKAV . I

tion I recommended that a

committee of live members be appointed, and a <

hairman,
I).. Dudley Roberts, Dr. William :

if putting ii

result was that lie
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inted. Dr Graham was one of them.

Same << them were proctologists, but most of them were

terologists, and one was assigned to each base hos-

pital in this country. There is no doubt that the arm) could

have di ne much better if it had appointed a proctologist with

Pk. J. C01 1- Brick, Philadelphia: 1 wish to relate an

instance which 1 think would be a propel basis for a plea

that this society make in Washington, as a matter of record,

in case of a future u.ir. i.'t- the appointment ol a reference

r the examin; 1 cases, and I will mention

a case which I think will justify it. A man was 1

ie was ready to go to camp when he made the

statement to his physician that he had a marked rectal

prolapse. The examining surgeon failed to locate anj rectal

trouble. The man came to me and 1 gave him an enema

in .Tiler to demonstrate the degree of prolapse, and found a

tia. The rectal wall came out four inches, making

eight inches outside of the anal margin. 1 gave him a cer-

stating that this could be produced at will by giving

an enema and having him hear down. The examining sur-

geon declined to accept it. still putting him iii Class \.

unless 1 would nuke an affidavit that he was unfit under

military conditions, which 1 did. In other words, "he passed

the buck." V ... it seems to me it" this societj sees in to

make certain recommendations to the authorities at Wash
ington for the appointment of a reference hoard to deter-

mine the rectal conditions with reference tu military service

it would

Uk. A. CHAKTIER, Surcl, Quebec. Canada: I cannot let

this occasion go by without telling you the way We acted in

Canada, especially on rectal cases. The instructions received

by the examiners were that men suffering with rectal dis-

eases, such as hemorrhoids and fistulas, should not he placed

m class A; and. therefore, they could not go in the fighting

line and become, if I may put it that way. a burden to the

Is at the front. The men were placed in classes 1'.,

C and E, depending on the seriousness of the trouble. As
for being in the trenches and unfitted for the work by rectal

. I believe that very few were there, because the

medical boards all through our country had received instruc-

tions on the classing of men and the examination of the

rectum was never neglected.

Dr. J. Dawson Kkkdlk, Baltimore: In defense of some
urgical records, I feel that perhaps a little injustice

has been done us. I was a member of the Medical Advisory

Board, No. 1. of the state of Maryland, and have been limit-

ing my practici I proctol > for at least ten years. I had

nothing to do with the assignment, but was assigned as a

lirinar) expert on this board, and a gynecologist was

he general inspection, carry out the orders

of the War Department, which included the inspection of the

anorectal region. Some of the mistakes that have been pre-

sented here today were due to the faulty assignments in the

various medical advisory boards throughout the country.

[ Hinsi n man. Detroit : If a criticism of the

: of examinations seems to be implied in the paper

absolutely meant as a criticism—not a criticism of

the individual medical officer who did his bit, whethei he

n an examining board or whether he did it on the

ne, but a criticism of our military methods. The War
Department was warned by a committee sent by ibis section,

a- Dr. Murray has told you, and instead of heeding the

warning given early they did not profit by it. and "by their

fruits you shall know them." Every man who was m a

ipi'tal in France will tell you the same story that I

told you. that we had beds littered up with rectal cases that

should have been taken care of at 1

' C men

should have been made into Class A men by being

on at home and then sent over, and they would have saved

a great loss of man power. So far as our duty in the matter

js com ••ry clear. [| : up to us, in some way,

r manner, perhaps through our delegate who repre-

sents the section in the house of delegates, to bring up some

lution calling n of th< Wai Depart

r.ient to the fact that through our histories received from

patients we discovered that many of ibein wile not exam
ined at all for rectal diseases, and that those thai were

examined were examined verj superficially, I have had offi

hi. tell me thej were examined bj sergeants who were not

even medical nun. and a note was made on the medical his

tory. We should ask foi a recommendation ol this kind.

thai a proctologist should be appointed for each training

camp for medical officers, and it lie dors no1 do another

thing he should teach the medical officers the wa\ I" make
a proper examination of the rectum and the reason lor such

an examination. By showing figures which can be compiled

verj easily from the Surgeon-General's report of the thou-

sands ol operations done in France, which should have been

done al home, we can make our point. We can instruct men
who are assigned to rectal operations bow to do them, and
in that way we can gel some service foi 0U1 men m the next

war. In the British army the examination was \cr\ llioi

OUgh. In the American army, however, we would nol put

a man with prolapsing hemorrhoids or any rectal diseaSO

even in Class Ik because our Class I', men were sent in the

Miami of supply that bad to do with supplies and trans-

portation, and if you can imagine a Class 1! man with a big

prolapse of the rectum carrying a big 100-pound Sack ol

Hour mi his back, you will see he was working just as bard
ii the Class B service as in ('lass A. So I still maintain

that the complete treatment and the complete relief of

proctologic conditions should take place not anywhere near

the zone of war, but at home before the men arc sent away.

CIUCCMSCKIBKI) PHLEGMONOUS GAS-
TRITIS (SUBMUCOUS ABSCESS

OF THE STOMACH)

REPORT i'l ; A CASE WITH RECOVERY AFTER RESEC-

TION OF THE STOMACH

EMIL NOVAK. M.D.

Instructor in Clinical Gynecology, Johns Hopkins University

Medical Department

BALTIMORE

Phlegmonous gastritis is one of the rarest ot diseases

encountered by the abdominal surgeon. It is almost

always fatal, and in only a very few cases have surgical

measures been employed for its relief. Indeed, so far

as I have been able to learn from a fairly thorough

review of the subject, the case I am about to report is

only the second in medical literature in which radical

cure of the disease, by resection of the stomach, has

been resorted to.

REPORT OF CASE

History.—C. E., a girl, aged 19, unmarried, who was
referred to my service at the South Baltimore General

Hospital by Dr. J. A. Miller of Baltimore, and whose
family history was uneventful, had enjoyed g 1 health,

with the exception of frequent attacks of tonsillitis. up
to the time of the onset of the present trouble. In January,

1918, she was operated on at another hospital for chronic

appendicitis. At this operation, which was performed through

a McBurney incision, the appendix was found to be very

much adherent. The upper abdomen was not explored al this

time. For about three years previous to her admission to

the hospital, the patient bad suffered with pain after eating,

the distress coming on sometimes even while eating, and
lasting from about one half to three quarters of an hour

after meal-. The pain was confined to the epigastric region,

although there was said to be a slight "pulling" pain in the

right iliac fossa previous to tin operation for appendicitis.

Following the operation, this pain in the right side dis-

appeared, but the stomach symptoms above described still

persisted.

I oi ib. si .. months previous to admission, pain in the epi-

gastrium had been constant, although, as a rule, it was made
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worse by eating. During this period there had been at least

five severe exacerbations, with a great deal of pain, lasting

usually about one week. Throughout the entire illness there

had never been any nausea or vomiting. April 2. the patient

was taken with sudden excruciating pain while on the street

car coming from her work, so that she had to be taken home
in a taxicab. Rest in bed and anodynes did not ameliorate

the pain, and when the patient was seen, April 4, in consul-

tation with Dr. Miller, the pain was so sharp that she could

not move. There was a slight evening fever at this time,

which continued until the patient was admitted to the hos-

pital, .\pril 7, when the evening temperature was 101. Her
pulse, however, was normal.

Examination.—There was an oblique scar over McBurney's
point. No tenderness was present in the lower abdomen.

Pressure over the gallbladder region, even when very light.

caused much pain. There was marked rigidity over the

gallbladder area, and, indeed, over the entire epigastrium.

A tentative diagnosis of cholecystitis was made.

Operation and Result.—The operation was performed, April

9. An incision was made in the right rectus, about 1 inch to

the right of the midline, beginning a short distance below

the costal margin and

extending almost to the

umbilicus. As soon as

the peritoneal cavity was
entered, the stomach,

which was much dis-

tended with gas, pro-

jected into the wound.
It was at once seen that

the pyloric end of the

nil was the seat of

a large tumor mass. The
area of the tumefac-

tion extended from the

pyloric ring for a dis-

tance of about
inches, being inure

marked along the lesser

curvature than along the

greater. The external

surface of the stomach
over the growth was
covered with numerous
adhesions, and si

also, along both

tures, a chain of en-

larged glands. Thi

bladder was normal ex-

cept for some adhesions
which extended down to

the region of the pylorus.

The whole pyloric mass
was about the size of a

and firmlj adherent to the surrounding structures

transverse colon, pancreas, etc. The exact nature of the

growth could not be determined from external examination.

The general feel was exactly that of an advanced carcinoma
of the pylorus. In view of the patient's age and ali

.e inflammatory reaction, it was thought quit!

that it might, however, be an enormous gastric ulcer with

extreme inflammatory reaction. At any rate, it seemed wise to

attempt removal of the le ction of the

This operation was carried out with difficulty, owing to the

extensive adhesions and the . ularity of the

The technic employed for the operation was that

il end inverted. Tin- ] >r u

of thi- jejunum,

the lot ip of bo 'i ied up in fn ml i if the tra

colon. This part of I presented no unusual diffi-

culty.

p iticnt left the dition, the pul

96. Recovery from the operation was uneventful. 'I i

is now enjoying pel and is entirely free from

digestive symptoms of any kind.

Fig. 1.—Resected itomacfa

Pathologic Report.— The specimen consisted of the pyloric

end of the stomach and about 2 cm. of duodenum, the length

of the entire specimen being about 11 cm. The external sur-

face of the stomach was covered with numerous adhesions.

Along the lesser curvature was a thick fringe representing

the greatly infiltrated lesser omentum. Several enlarged

lymph glands were seen on both curvatures. On opening the

resected portion of the stomach along the greater curvature,

a tumor-like mass was seen to arise from the lesser curva-

ture (Fig. 1). It was sessile, its base measuring about 6

cm. in length. From this, the tumor, which was somewhat
pear-shaped, projected for a distance of 3 cm. into the lumen,

so that it almost touched the opposite curvature. A small

channel, however, measuring about 1 cm. in diameter, was
left between the tumor and the greater curvature (Fig. 2).

The surface of the tumor was perfectly smooth. The larger

end, pointing toward the cardiac end, was rather plum-

colored, while the mucosa covering the narrowed portion,

extending toward the pyloric orifice, was pale and macerated.

There was no evidence of gastric ulceration, the mucosa
covering the mass being absolutely intact. The consistency

of the tumor was soft, with an indefinite sense of fluctuation.

On making a longi-

tudinal section into the

tumor, it was seen at

once that it contained

a large cavity filled with

thick, whitish pus ( Fig.

3). The inner dimen-

sions of the abscess

cavity were 4 by 3 I

J

.i em. The enveloping

wall varied in thickness.

Internally it was very

thiii and crustlike, while

the floor of the abscess

merged into the wall of

the stomach, which was
en. uni' msly infiltrated.

in' .i uring as much as

2 cm. in places. The in-

ner lining of the al

cavity was shaggy and
necrotic looking.

Microsc 'pic Examina-
tion.— Microscopic ex-

amination presented a

striking picture. Begin-

ning at the extreme

cardiac end of the re-

I
portion of the

I h, its wall was
practically normal. As
ili. abscess cavity was
appi o.i, bed. however, it

was found that the submucosa shi wed increa ing infiltration,

with polymorphonuclear leukocytes and small round cells

This infiltration was intense immediately surrounding the

cavity. The latter, n see, was developed in the

submucous layer of the stomach wall, which seemed to he

ed, the mucosa and muscularis mucosae being raised

to form the root of tlie abscess, the muscular and

Lte lining

of the abscess wall was an irregular zone of inflam

exudate, made up chief]) I leukocytes and round cells, the

former predominating (Fig. 4>. Along the floor, however.

were broad areas showing beginning cicatrization, indicating

the probable chronicit) of the com
While the phlegmonous process was most marked in the

i. the infiltration extended also, to a ci

i
i |j ing tin

hov ed littl t a slight infill

layers <. ige in the si

tions. The gland epithelium was normal in ap]

muscular coats showed a considerable degree of involvement.

I
in the form of clumps and chains of round cells

extending along the lymph

.
exposing

At the left is the
nitration of stomach
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TYPES OF nil DIS1 \-i

Types of phlegmonous gastritis are encountered in

the literature under various names ("submucous
abscess of stomach," "gastritis purulenta," "phlegmon
of stomach," etc.). The designation adopted in this

paper—phlegmonous gastritis is the one mosl com-

monly employed, in spite of some theoretical objections.

The disease occurs in two forms, the diffuse and the

circumscribed. In the former, as will be described

later, the phlegmonous process involves a greater or

less extent of the stomach wall in a diffuse manner,
while in the cir-

cumscribed variet)

the disease is local-

ized, with the for

nation of o > oi

more abscesses. My
own case is obvi

msl) of thecircum-

scribed type.

According to
Fig. -' S • growth and T . . . - .

manner in which it infringed on cavity. I.cltll. tile tir-t de-

scription of phleg-

monous gastritis was given by Varandaeus as far

back as 1620 ("Tractatus de Morbis Ventriculi").

Other early reports were those of Borel ("Opera,"

1656), Sand
I
1701 I, and Bonel I 1700). It is interest-

ing to note that all of these earlier observations on

phlegmonous gastritis bad to deal with the circum-

scribed variety of the disease. Indeed, it was nol until

1839 thai Andral5 gave what seems to have been the

first description of the diffuse type. From that time,

of both varieties have been reported at intervals.

In 1861, Raynaud was able to collect twenty-one

instances of both type-, while, in 1907, Bovee4
esti

mated that seventy-five cases of both varieties bad been

observed. More recent figures for the total number of

cases, a- given by Leith in 1910 and Jensen5 in 1911,

are 100 ami 131, respectively. In an earlier paper,

published in 1896, Leith6 stated that references were to

be found to thirty cases of the circumscribed abscess

group. These figures, however, include quite a number
of questionable cases, such a- the one of Deininyer. 7

'I'm illustrate the variance <>t' statistics on this point,

Mayo Robson and Moynihan8 were able to find only

eleven undoubted cases of the circumscribed type up

to 1904. It is certainly true, a- has been stated, that

not over 20 per cent, of all cases of phlegmonous gas-

tritis are of the circumscribed variety, and it is doubtful

whether the total number of authentic cases of the

latter exceed- twenty, or at most twenty-five.

PATHOLOGIC ANATOMY

Little nerd In- -aid concerning the pathologic anatomy
except to emphasize the fad that the seat of tin- puru-

lent disease in all i be the submucous
coat. The mucosa i-. of course, hyperemic and mildly

1. Leith: Edinb. Hosp. Re,.. 4:51,
oted by Leith: Clinique medicate. Maladies de

l'abdom. i

3. Raynaud: Bull. Soc. anat. de Paris 6:62,
W\: Tr. South. Surg. c< fiyncc. A. 20:378. 1907.

5. Jensen, J.: Phlegmonous Gastritis, II 54:505
(May 10; 1911; ahstr. I. A M A 57: 520 (Aug.

6. Leith, in Allium and Rolleston's System of Medicine 3: 419, 1910.

7. Deiningcr: Dcutsch. Arch. f. klin. Med. 23:624, 1897.
W. M., and '

Stomach and '! Treatment, Ed. 2, New York. William

infiltrated with inflammatory products, and may. a- in

.
. be more "i less hemorrhagic. In some <'i the

reported cases, one or more openings, usually very

line, have briii found on the mucosa, overlying a cir

cumscribed abscess, suggesting the appellation of "car-

buncle of the stomach." The infiltrated submucosa is

thickened, edematous, and usually a pale, yellowish

white.

Microscopic examination reveals enormous numbers
of polymorphonuclear leukocytes and round cell-. In

cases of circumscribed abscess, the purulent 'process

i- localized, with the formation of an abscess cavity of

variable size. The mucosa and the muscularis mucosae
are lifted away from the muscularis by the pit- accu-

mulation, as iii the case I have reported. The muscu-
laris i- practically always the seat of at least a moderate

degree of cellular infiltration, especially along the

lymph channels. According to Leith, the serous coat

i- often unaffected. In my own case, however, as well

as in a number of other-, there bad been an intense

peritoneal inflammatory reaction, with wide pic, id

adhesions. The lymph glands along both the lesser

and greater curvature- of the stomach may be much
enlarged.

The pathology of this disease, its tendency to chron-

icity in certain case-, and the fact that the principal

involvement is in the submucous coat suggest a possi

hie relationship with linitis plastica. This disease, like

phlegmonous gastritis, may be either diffuse or circum-

scribed, the latter type involving the pyloric region

most frequently. Although these various facts are

suggestive, no direct relationship, so far as I am aware.
has as vet been traced between these two diseases.

ETIOLOGY

The immediate cause of the disease is an infection

of the stomach wall, tin- organism concerned being

almost always the streptococcus. Mixed infection is

not uncommon, the secondary organism being usually

the colon bacillus. lust how the organism makes its

entry into the gastric tissue is still a point of discussion.

Most cases are of the so-called primary or idiopathic

type, only a few beinj; secondary or metastatic, that is,

consequent on such diseases as cancer, ulcer of the

stomach, or puerperal fever. The StreptOO

according to the work of Lubarsch8 and Dornberger,10

is a normal inhabitant of the stomach, in spite of the

9. Lubarsch, quoted by Hermann: Ergebn. d. all*. Path. u. path.

\. al . 1896. Hermann: Ueber die Phlegmons iler Magenwand, Mun-
i 1

10 Dornberger: fahrb, f. Kinderh. 35:395 (quoted by Hermann).
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presence of the slightly acid gastric juice. Whether
the organism finds a portal of entry in some abraded
or otherwise weakly resisting point in the gastric

mucosa, or whether the infection is blood borne,

according to our modern conception of focal infec-

tions cannot be stated in the present state of our
knowledge.
The disease may occur at any age, the youngest

patient in Leith's series being 10. and the oldest 85.

It is far more frequent in men than in women, ( Iser"

giving the proportion as eight to one. I.eith as between

three and four to one. Dietetic errors and alcoholic

excess have been considered by some as important

etiologic factors, but their influence is very question-

able.

SYMPTOMS

In the great majority of cases, the onset

has been quite sudden. Pain is perhaps

the must prominent symptom, being pres-

ent in at least 75 per cent, of the cases

i Leith i. It is usually described as press-

ing in character, but may be violent. It is

located chiefly in the epigastrium. Not

infrequently, however, it may be more
marked on one side or the other, usually

the right, as in our own case. Associated

with the pain there is often much tender-

in." and rigidity, so that it is easy to un-

derstand why the picture may simulate that

of cholecystitis. \ (uniting is described as

an almost constant symptom. Leube is

quoted as saying that "it was absent in only

the i ases recorded, and even then

there was a disposition to emesis."

It is interesting to note, therefore, that

in my patient vomiting had not occurred

throughout the entire course of the illness.

The vomiting may persist throughout the

malady, or it may cease after a day or two,

perhaps reappearing with the onset of peri-

tonitis.

Vomiting of pus is rare, but may
occur. In one case, that of Deininger,'

0.25 liter (quart) of pus is. said to have
been vomited, recovery ensuing. The cor-

rectness of the diagnosis in such a case is

obviously open to question. Fever is a

common bul not invariable symptom.
I he later symptoms merge into those of

the peritonitis which almost always super-

venes. The pain spreads over the abdo-

men, the fever rises, the pulse become-
more rapid, the abdomen be. onus tym-

panitic, delirium may occur, and the patient

gradually SUCCUml
DIAGN

From what ha- been said, it may be seen thai it is

perhaps true that, as Leith -ays, "we cannot hope to

do more than guess al the diagnosis" of phlegmonous
gastritis. In only a few instan tek, Dorbeck,

ey I, not all of established authenticity, is diag-

nosis said to have been mad< during life.

rognosis is grave. Recoveries from the diffuse

form of the disease are exceedingl) few, and even in

these the diagnosis must remain open to doubt. In

the circumscribed cases, it is conceivable that recovery

may follow spontaneous evacuation of the absces- into

the stomach. The occurrence of one or more perfora-

tions into the stomach is not, however, a guarantee of

recovery, as shown in Koenig's case,'- in which there

were numerous fine openings through the mucosa.
although the abscess still remained. I am convinced,

however, that Koenig is correct in his belief that in a

certain proportion of cases, phlegmonous gastritis, after

an initial acute attack, may subside into a subacute or

chronic stage, characterized by the formation of a

definite, localized abscess, often simulating a neoplasm
in its gross appearance. This I believe to have been

^' \'V*. •}*•' -.MLS* . »„

W

-<*

-

r-J

nentzundu ;

Fig. i ving -.UkM infiltration ami hen
ularii mucosae, while itself is within

Itration with lei (Phol

by Schapiro).

the history in my own patient, which is indicated not

only by the long clinical course but also by the evi-

dences of beginning cicatrization detected on micro-

scopic examination.

I K I- \ I

Iii all except a few of the cases reported in the litera-

ture, treatment has been purely symptomatic, In one

undoubted case of von Mikulicz, reported h> Lenge-
ni.uin.

1

saline irrigation and gauze tamponade resulted

in recovery. The patient in Leith's case was sul

to exploratory laparotomy, with irrigation of the peri-

i i

B
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toneum, Inn death ensued. Gastroenterostomy was
also performed in two cases bj Robson and Moynihan,8

once successfully and once unsuccessfully. In Bovee's

ca-e.' in which the disease was of the diffuse variety

and involved tin- pyloric end of the stomach, recoverj

followed incision of the diseased stomach wall and

ge by a rubber tube, which was tightly stitched

into it.

I myself, however, ha\ «.- been most interested in the

case reported in 1**11 by Koenig," because of its close

similarity to my own. In Koenig's case, as in mine,

the pyloric end of the stomach, when it was exposed
.

•

tion, appeared to be the seat of a soft minor.

like a medullary carcinoma, while there was an exten

sive inflammatory reaction in the peritoneum, with

adhesions and lymphadenitis. Resection of the pyloric

end of the stomach was performed by the Kocher
technic, the patient making an uneventful recovery.

When the resected portion of the stomach was opened,

a raised abscess was disclosed,

with numerous sievelike open- . »•.,

ings. \- far as 1 can gather

from the rather brief de-crip- jdffBxS^^^^
tion and from the

illustrations accompa- . i

nying the article, there

was not the very dis-

tinct tumor-like ap-

pearance which char-

acterized the ab

in my patient.

It would seem that.

in the prc-em stage of

advancement of m< mi

aeh surgery, the out- |^RHm
look in the cases of JT^ey n

Fig. 1.—Area of
near edge of nodut

phlegmonous gastritis '

which will he observed
from time to time will

he less devoid of hope
than it ha- hitherto

been. This applies es-

pecially to tlie circum-

scribed form, which

s h o u 1 d he just as

amenable to cure by r<

as any other benign pyloric le-

sion. In m)- own case, pylorec-

tomy was performed by tin:

Balfour technic," a modifica-

tion of the 1'olya method.

It may not be ami-- to expre-< the satisfaction I have

derived from the Balfour operation in the -mall series

of cases in which I have had the opportunity of using

it. I have been impressed with it- advantages over

both the Polya operation and the Billroth No. 2. which

I had Used formerly. It i- ea-ier and quicker, and, as

i amply demonstrated at the Mayo Clinic, it is

safer for the patient.

26 East Preston Street.

14. Balfour, ]). C: Restoration of G I tinal ' Dntinuity by
li.: ' iastrojejui

25: 473 (Not
15. In addition to the references already . lowing will

be found of ini

Bossart. L.: Cor.-Bl. f. schweiz. Acrzte 42:177 (Feb, 0) 1912.

Robertson, H. E. : Phlegmonous Gastritis, J. A. M. A. ''<

Schnarrwvler. K.: Arch. f. Verdauungskr. 12:116, 1906.

Fink. K. B.: B I T 5
Sundberg. H: Nord. m. Ark. 51:303 (May 15; 1919

J. A. M. A ':. 3i t. 6) 1919.

11 KM \.\(,1< l-END< ITHELII >SARC< >MA OF
llll' LIVER

\ DISl VS1 l IF E \ki.y LIFE *

JOHN FOOTE, MD.
WASHINGTON, 0. I .

In a recenl communication not as yet published, 1

reported a ca-e of hemangio endothelioma of the liver

iii an infant, and cited four oilier cases previously

reported. A study also of the histories of a number
of so-called primary hemangiosarcomas of the liver in

infant- led me to llie conclusion thai some of these, at

least, were really hcmangio-eiidotheliomas and should

he so classified, Because of gross and microscopic ana-

tomic details found in the ca-e- reported as -arcoinas

b) Lendrop1 and de llaan,-' and despite meager his-

tologic facts in the ca-e- of Talker'' and I'.ondy,' it is

certain that all of these SO called

angiosarcomas were really hem-
angio endotheliomas of the
liver, and should he added to

the number of these

rare growths reported

up to the pre-cnl lime.

Because of the confu-

sion in terminology,

and since, according to

Adami,6 "the actively

growing tumors o f

transitional lepidic

character have also

from this standpoint

to he considered as

sarcomatous," I sug-

ge-ted that all malig-

nant hemangiomas of

this type be called

"hemangio - endothe-

lii isarcomas."

I shall briefly sum-
marize the case which

I recently reported.

I
i 1.—A boy, aged about .?

months, was brought to the hos-

pital suffering from obstinate cmi-

stipation and enlarged abdomen
which the family physician thought

might be due to an intestinal ob-

struction. There was nothing notable

in the past history of the infant, except difficulty in feeding and
ci nstipation extending over sonic weeks and accompanied by

loss of weight. The abdomen was enlarged and distended,

and a large mass occupied the liver region, 7 cm. below the

costal margin in the mammary line and extending backward
to the left till it reached the pelvic brim. The mass was soft,

and no distinct or sharp outline could be felt. The child

bad nnt been jaundiced, and the mother had not noticed the

enlarged liver till about a month before. An exploratory

laparotomy was performed by Dr. Crook to relieve, if pos-

- it ile. any cause for obstruction. Nothing of note was found

except a large, purplish, nodular liver, one of the cut nodules

• Read before the Sect

Annual Session of the /

N. I., time. 11
1, I , ndrop: II" spita I tidendi I

2, li, li.,., n, in /. path, '

Parker: Tr. Path. Soc. London 21
4. Bondy, Julius: Angiosarcoma ,.!

I. A. M. A. 56:K?3 (March 25) 1911.

5. Adami: Principles of Pathology 1:762

on Diseases of Children at the Seventieth
man Medical Association, Atlantic City,

217.

allg. Path. 24:215, 1903.
: .."hi.

the Liver in an [nfa
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of which was bleeding freely. The infant died twenty-tour

hours later. The necropsy revealed a very large purplish

liver, studded with nodules varying in size from that of a

millet seed to that of a walnut. Some were confluent and

all showed lighter under the liver capsule. Cut sections

revealed these nodules consisting of a whitish ring with a

dark red center throughout the li\er. The liver, after harden-

ing, weighed 750 gm. Histologic sections showed the liver

cells degenerated and vacuolated, especially near the nodules.

The interlobular septums were increased in size. The
smaller blood vessels were choked with endothelial

cells in multiple layers. The nodules were tilled with

these cells with large vesicular nuclei : also some
nodules showed red blood cells and leukocytes. The
larger nodules had areas of dense fibrous material

around them made up of compressed liver tissue and

in places containing lacunae. Mitotic figures could

be seen in many of the endothelial cells.

Section of the other viscera showed no metastatic

growths. A diagnosis of hemangio-endothelioma was
made.

It is important to differentiate these growths
which are recognized in the liver of the infant

slmrtlv after birth, from the malignant changes
which occur in hemangiomas, especially of the

liver, among adults. The condition we are now
considering is distinctly a disease of early lift-

since none of the patients reported have lived to

be over 6 months old. The disease appears early

and undoubtedly exists at birth. That a supposedly

benign angioma may develop into the endothelial sar

coma type is proved in the case of the skin tumor
cited by Dutton8 and in Fischer's 7 study of three cases

of hemangioma of the liver of an endothelial type

found in adults. It is true that these adult growths

these adult cases seems to have reverted to an embry-

onic type, it is probable that in the rapidly fatal infan-

tile type the endothelium has never wholly lost its

--»*:•*-

•3

Fig. 2.— Degenerated liver tissue with septum, showing larger Mood
I endothelium;

arc similar histologically to the infantile type now
under consideration; but while the endothelium in

6. Dutton, ! I I
; M.-Chir. J. 18:

ia 1913.

primitive characteristics. This embryonic type of liver

endothelium, retaining even an embryonic function of

hematopoiesis, has been described by Borst and others,

though not especially in this particular connection.

\ striking peculiarity of these new growth'- is

that in no case has metastasis been demonstrated.

In 1899, Hewlett8 reported a case which, though

called a sarcoma of the liver, unquestionably

belonged in the hemangio endotheliosarcoma

QA group. The history, gross anatomy and histology

corresponded to the case histories already cited.

I Metastases in the lungs were described by I lew-

leu in the form of nodules of the same general

structure as the liver nodules. Unfortunately,

he did not offer any histologic detail of these

lung nodules except as to fibrosis and thickening

of the alveolar walls. It is quite possible that

metastases might incur in hemangio-endothelio-

arcoma of the liver, hut proof is so far lacking,

in marked contrasl to the frequency ol metas

in simple sarcomas. If the case just cited

be added to those already reported, the total

number of proto< "1- w ill be ten a numbi i

to summarize the main characteristics of these inter-

esting growths.

SUMMARY "i i

Family History.—Ho history of malignant diseasi

liver in parents was given in an

i

. with:
Vi h de physiol •:

20
\ .. I M 104: 102 107, 19] 191 I.

- : I
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Character of Labor.—No peculiarities of note occurred dur-

ing pregnane] or parturition.

us History.—Ten wer breast fed at the beginning.

All were well nourished, but developed digestive troubles and

constipation later.

' " **.

a

In seven cases, nodules were described as being seen through-

out the liver. In only six, reports were made of the appear-

ance of tin- nodules on section, and in all these the nodules

lid i" In- dark red in the center and surrounded by

reas or rings. Three were described as having some

confluent nodules.

Histology.—Six protocols describe multiple layers of endo-

thelial colls iii tin- smaller blood vessels, nodules packed with

large round or oval cells with vesicular nuclei, with or with

out hemorrhagic areas. Seven also describe the effects ol

pressure in causing Fibrosis around the nodules and degenera-

tion of liver cells. In two the histologic details arc incom-

plete or fragmentary, and a mere statement of the diag-

nosis is made in one case. Round cell infiltration of

^ liver tissue is observed in every case, and in one a

"fine cirrhosis" is noted,

SUM MARY

u]) the information

J** * \~

o

, V

m4-

•

*9

Fig. J.—Center of a nodule; X 450.

Dad' when Liver Enlargement was Noticed.—In some cases,

abdominal enlargement was not noted till the patient was

brought to the hospital. In two cases the growth was noted

at 3 weeks, in two at 6 weeks, in two at 10 weeks, in one at

12 weeks, in one at 15 weeks and in two at 16 weeks. In no

case was the nodular outline observed by the mother.

Special Symptoms.—In addition to enlargement of the

abdomen, all patients suffered from constipation, and one

from vomiting. Disturbances of digestion occurred shortly

before or after the third month.

Clinical Course.—Four cases were reported as anemic. In

three, mention was made of undigested stools. In no case

was any jaundice ol,served after the initial jaundice of the

• had subsided. Five patients were submitted for

treatment because of a discovered abdominal mass, one

because of indigestion, one for constipation and vomiting, and

three for constipation alone. One patient had angiomas of

the skin. No abnormalities of pulse or respiration were

Ascites was i except in a case on which a

laparotomy had been performed.

Date of Death.—One child died at S weeks, one at 7, one

at 11. one at 12. two at IS, two at 16 and one at 24 weeks. In

ry laparotomy was performed. Progres-

sive weakness and exhaustion was cited as the cause of death

in seven cases.

Metastases.—No metastases have been demonstrated.

Description of Liver.—The smallest liver weighed 522 gm„
the largest. 1.625 gm. The average in the six cases in which

the specimen was weighed was 902 gm. All were described

as purplish or dark red Nodules showed lighter under the

capsule in every case. In one, the nodules were described as

"of all sizes"; in one, of "varying sizes up to a walnut"; in

one. "pea to a cherry size"; in two, simply "covered with

nodules"; in two, "millet seed to walnut sized"; in one.

"millet seed to a marble." and in two, "pea to hen's egg"

Summing up the information gained from a

stud} of these cases, we may define hemangio-
endotheliosarcoma of the liver as a congenital

disease manifesting itself by an enlargemenl of

the liver .-111(1 some digestive disturbances within

three months after birth, and caused by rapid

and unrestrained proliferation of the endo-
thelium of the liver capillaries causing the For-

mation of nodules on the surface of and within

the liver and a rapid and progressive inn-ease in

the size of that organ with a fatal termination

usually before the sixth month as a result of pres-

sure and obliteration of liver tissue. Jaundice and
ascites are not usually observed, and metastases are

not found. The liver is purplish, and is studded with

nodules varying in size from that of a millet eed

to that of an egg, some of which are confluent. These
nodules are lighter in color than the surrounding tissue,

and are also seen throughout the liver in cut sections

to be dark red in the center surrounded by a lighter

colored ring. Histologically the liver shows an infii-

•

Ii K . 5.—Cuter of a nodule; X 100.

tration of the more normal areas with small round

cells. In places the liver cells are distorted, atrophied

and vacuolated. The interlobular connective tissue is

increased. The smaller blood vessels are choked with

large endothelial cells, some showing mitotic figures.
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The nodules are surrounded by a fibrous band of com-

pressed liver tissue. In some places this fibrous band

shows lacunae containing degenerated liver cells. The

larger nodules are packed with large round or irreg-

ular cells with large nuclei, some areas resembling

endothelium, smaller ones

myxosarcoma. Giant cells and polymorphonuclear leu-

kocytes are also seen in some areas. Hemorrhagic

areas are also noticeable in some fields.

1726 M Street N.W.

seen in clots. More recently, the bleeding had increased

definitely in amount.

Examination.—The general physical examination disclosed

nothing abnormal. Vaginal examination revealed a mod-

erate sized cystocele and a slight lateral tear of the cervix

uteri. Otherwise, the pelvic organs were normal.

Examination of the bladder by use of the cystoscope

showed it to be normal except for an area 2.5 cm. in cir-

cumference situated on the left aspect of the trigon. just

inside the internal urinary meatus. This area was raised

above the level of the bladder, and the mucous membrane

was irregular, eroded and ulcerated. In mie or two areas

there were hemorrhagic spots, evidently the source of the

bleeding. In other areas there were extensive phosphatic

deposits. The ureters were uninvolved and normal in appear-

ance. Xormal urine, free from blood, came from each. It

was felt that this area in the floor of the bladder was proba-

bly neoplastic in origin because of ill its long duration

without other signs than those of bleeding, and (2) its

tendency to necrosis with a deposit of lime salts. It seemed

wise to advise excision of the area.

Operation.—The abdomen was opened, Dec. 24, 1917. by

a vertical incision in the midline extending from the pubes

to within 3 cm. of the umbilicus, the patient being in the high

Trendelenburg position. Through this incision the intestine

was walled off by gauze packs and the uterus drawn back-

ward. The peritoneum was incised transversely at the level

of its reflection onto the bladder, and the bladder separated

from the anterior surface of the uterus by blunt dissection.

There were no evident areas of neoplasm in this region. The
bladder was then opened by a vertical incision made from

above downward on its posterior wall, and the ulcerated

area inspected. This was found to be considerably raised

above the general surface as previously described. On ocular

SOME UROLOGIC ASPECTS OF
DERMOID CYSTS*

WILLIAM C. QUINBY, M.D.

\hhough in gynecologic and surgical literature and

textbooks the varying clinical manifestations caused

by dermoids arc well known and frequently noted, il

is only in rare instances that they arc brought to th<

attention of the urologist. Such growths may at times,

however, give rise to marked disturbance and involve-

ment of the urinary tract, and it is to emphasize this

fad that the following case histories an reported:

REPORT OF CASES

Case 1 (7888).

—

Dermoid cyst of the ' septum,

causing ulceration of the bladder with profuse hemat

History.—A married woman, aged 25, entered tl

righam Hospital complaining of hematuria. She had

had two children without any complications of delivery.

Nine years before her entrance into the hospital, there had

Occasional attack of urgent urination. About

one year previously, these attacks had becomi mon
and at this time undue frequency of urination also a]

There v i micturition as if

should p •; she was unable to do so. There was
:n pain in the bladder. About two month

bet admission, hematuria began, and at I ilood was

Session of the American Medical Association, Atlantic City, N. J .

June, 1919.
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bladder. The area in question was thus excised. The
bladder was repaired bj interrupted stitches of line catgut in

a double row. It wu> found iinpossibli iccuratelj

the stitches nearest the urinary meatus, and therefore this

was left to be approximated from the vaginal ap

After closure •>!' the bladder as high as its vertex, the peri-

toneum was sutured* by a running catgut stitch, and

the urine. The
was then dosed in the usual manner by a continuous stitch

for the peritoneum, interrupted stitches for the fasi

silk for tile .-kin.

The patient was then placed in the lithotomy position, .mi

preparation was made to separate the anterior vaginal wall

from the neck of the bladder, ('n following the transverse

clow the urethra, it was at once seen that what had

previously been considered a cystocele was .1 dermoid
-ed and found to In- idled with possibly 10 c.c.

of material like yellow, thick cream. The wall of the cyst

was excised and found to connect superiorly immediately

with the area of

bladder which had i

viously been dissecte 1.

Ider tloor was

over this inci-

sion by interrupted

stitches. a n d after

sure that the

wall of the cyst was
entirely removed, the

anterior vaginal mu-
cosa was sutured with

interrupted chromic
\ vaginal pack

was put in place for

twenty-four hours.

It is evident that

we have here dealt

with a chronic bleed-

ing ulcer of the blad-

der, which was a

complication of a

dermoid cyst of the

anterior vaginal wall,

and was caused by it.

Although the diag-

nosis was nut made
operation, it

seems probable that

this condition in the

Madder would have

ded readily to

no treatment other

than excision.

Postoperative History.—The patient made an uninterrupted

and was discharged on the nineteenth day after the

operation. At this time, cystoscopy revealed a perfect healing

of the bladder floor.

A recent note from the patient state- that she is

entirely cured.

_'
| 10055).

—

Dermoid cyst of the ovary filling the true

pelvis; communication with vault of bladder; severe cystitis.

History.—An unmarried woman, aged 43, entered th( Pet i

Rent Brigham Hospital, complaining of dysuria. I

the fact that the patient had had an attack of "peritonitis"

when she was 23 years old, the p i ssentially

negative. Until four months before entrance, -he had been

entirely well. She then noticed suddenly that urination was
painful, and the condition had persisted ever since. There
was moderate frequency of urination, and the urine was
turbid. There was never any hematuria, and there were no
attacks of fever. During the month 1 ion, the

bowels had become exceedingly costive. The patient also

noticed that -he was losing weight. During -i\ week- pre-

hei admission to the hospital, the dysuria and [re-

i
i

ii more marked, and -be wa- finally required
10 urinate at least five "i -i\ nun- at night, ["here had been
a dull, intermittent, suprapubic pain for two week-, and this

was not relieved bj emptying tin- bladder Pain in the lower
r.bdomen, <<n walking, had also keen a late development,

Examination,—The patient wa-
i

rlj developed ami
nourished. The only abnormality found was a ma-- above
the pukes, rounded in outline with its Base below, extending
half way up to the umbilicus. Ii- greatest width wa- 11 cm.
Palpation revealed a firm, moderately tender tumor which
inl not disappear on emptying tin- bladder: There was no
tenderness in either costovertebral angle. When tin- mass
«.i- palpated by rectum, it was found to fill the whole pelvi

ami to cause marked downward dislocation of the uterus.
On account of extreme tenderness it was impossible to deter-
mine the i elation- of this ma-- definitely.

The urine was cloudy, with a specific gravity of 1.(117,

and in tin- sediment
were many leukocytes

and -mall round cell-.

Xo blood or casts were
found.

( )n cystoscopy, die

bladder was found to

be of slightly dimin-

ished capacity. and
contained a consider-

able amount of thick,

ropy pus. There was
considerable infection

in the region of the

trigon. In the pos-

terior upper portion of

the bladder wall, just

below its vertex, was
seen an area, about

1 by 2 cm. in size,

showing sloughy and
irregularly h\ peremic

elevations and depres-

sions, and surrounded

by bullous edema. It

was considered to be

uncertain whether this

area in the vault repre-

sented a definite pene-

tration of the bladder

or whether it was mere-

ly due to circulatory

changes in the wall, due

to adhesions formed

between it and the pel-

vic mass.

i operation. -March 6, 1910, with the patient in the Trende-

lenburg position, a linear incision was made from above the

symphysis to the umbilicus, in the median line. The omen-
tum was found firmly adherent in a large mass low just

behind the pukes in the region of tin- vault of the bladder.

Below tkis adherent omentum was a tumor mass with a

roughly nodular surface, semifluctuant. On further explora-

tion, this mass was found to be intimately adherent to all

the pelvic structures. It was necessary to resect the omen-
tum in order to lift it upward. This was done, cutting after

i with sutures passed on needles. It was then found

that the mass represented the right ovary, and that it was a

dermoid cyst containing pultaceous material and hair. After

enucleation from the posterior surface of the right broad
.

firm adhesions to the sigmoid were encountered.

These were cut after ligation and the mass lifted upward.

ctreme left it wa- not adherent, but above ike fundus
of the uterus and in front it was densely adherent to the

bladder, ami in separating these adhesions the bladder was
inevitably entered, with the escape of some of its contents

into the pelvis. The bladder was sutured, after removal of
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the cyst, as well as might be, although it was quite impossible

on account of the absence of peritoneum to make a satisfac-

tory separation of the bladder from the peritoneal cavity.

Following removal of the cyst, the pelvis was drained with

one large cigaret tube, and the bladder drained by a self-

retaining catheter in the urethra. The operation was exceed-

ingly difficult on account of the density of the adhesions,

and its duration was two hours. The patient's condition,

however, at the end of the operation, was quite satisfactory.

Subsequent Condition.—Six days after the operation the

following note was made:

"Since operation the patient has been showing increasing
signs of intestinal obstruction. She has vomited at irregular
intervals, which have grown more frequent. She has been
quite unable to retain any nourishment and there have been
frequent intervals when the pulse has been poo She has
had no fever at any time. The bladder condit-on has been
fairly satisfactory. The catheter has drained well enough
for the most part, although two days ago there were signs

of leakage around the abdominal drain, and this was there-
fore replaced by a small sized tube. The output of urine
has been only moderate in amount, but seems to have been
sufficient. Today the abdomen is tensely distended, but there
is n<> dulness to be found in either Hank, although the patient

is vomiting green bile. She is very weak and has typical

abdominal fades. It is evident that in spite of repeated
enemas and stomach washouts she is not making progress.
Secondary operation is therefore necessary to relieve prob-
able obstruction."

Second Operation.—-March 13, 1919, under light anesthesia,

the old incision was opened and the abdomen explored. No
collapsed bowel could be found, all the bowel, large as well

as small, being markedly distended. There was no purulent

peritonitis present, although over the coils of the pelvis

there were occasional bits of fibrin with adhesion. One coil

of ileum was quite markedly kinked deep in the pelvis on the

right side, and, after release, its gas was heard to move
freely through the intestine. All coils of bowel which had

adherent in the site of the previous operation were
freed, and a Mixter tube was quickly sewed into the cecum.

This was led out from the abdomen through a small incision

in the righl lower quadrant. The pelvis was again drained

with a deep cigaret wick and the wound closed in the usual

manner.

From the second operation the patient did not rally, and
death occurred about thirty-six hours later.

Postmortem Examination.—Paralytic ileus following fibri-

nous peritonitis was found at necropsy, together with B

of the posterior wall of the bladder, with Cystitis, and celluli-

tis o) the p : i e ical tissues.

This condition was undoubtedly the result of partial rup-

ture of the adherent dermoid during its removal, with some
soiling of the pelvis. The content of dermoid cysts is well

known to have a toxic proteolytic action on any fresh tissue

with which it comes in contact. In the peritoneum this action

is marked and results in a nonbacterial adhesive peritonitis

of urine through the sutured area in the Madder
played a very minor part in causation of the peri-

tonitis, if leakage occurred at all. for at the econd op
the suture see; din) i ml

Examination of Dermoid Cyst. -Gross description: The
consisted i

I ter. The
.'.as rather bright red. ["here were numerous injected

blood ves els. It felt boggy. Its a of a large

brownish hair mixed with a grayish yellow material

about the con i tern ) and gem i al appi aram e ol tl

The wall varied in th _' to -1 mm. It wa
and anteriorly wa ith a \er>

granulation tissue on which was a layei of yellow

ibout 1 to 2 mm. in thickm uld be stripped
losing a verj

place over an area about 1 I in. wide the growth of hair

teemed to spring, the hair being intimately adherent to the
wall hy a red ["here were two or three

ill wa tbi' kened and quite Bt m, i

section it was pale white and with the COnsistenc) I
I

\ fro/en section of tin portion "I the wall

it to consist chiefly of a hyalin framework in which there

were numerous leukocytes and necrotic cells. A frozen sec-

tion in another portion of the wall was seen to consist chiefly

of granulation tissue. Smears of the yellow exudate showed
necrotic leukocytes, necrotic cells and gram-negative bacilli.

Microscopic Report : There were three sections from
various parts of the cyst wall. Lining the cyst was a thick

layer of granulation tissue containing numerous giant cells

and occasional small areas of necrosis. Beneath this layer

the wall was composed of dense fibrous tissue which in great
part was of a pale, hyalin appearance. There were numer-
ous small abscesses in the wall with intense polymorphonu-
clear reaction and areas of necrosis. Many of the smaller
blood vessels showed the changes of obliterative endarteritis

and perivascular mononuclear infiltration.

Diagnosis: The diagnosis was: a dermoid cyst, with acute
and chronic inflammation of the wall.

\ third case illustrating in striking manner the
action of dermoid cysts when causing renal colic is

found in the recent report of Fagge. 1

Cask 3.

—

History.—Nurse H., aged 27. complained one
evening of dull "stomach-ache," which she had endeavored
to treat with castor oil, but without success. The history

she gave was that she had had scarlet fever in childhood, but
no other illness of importance. The recent pain had been at

first a diffuse abdominal pain. She had taken a dose of

castor oil, and then, as the first dose had made her sick, she
had taken another.

The physician who first saw her regarded the case as one
of so-called gastritis, and gave her an anodyne; this allevi-

ated the pain, and she slept fairly well. By the following
evening, however, the pain had returned ; it originated in

the left loin, radiated to the left subcostal region, around
the waist, and (a little later) toward the groin. It was of
a colic-like nature, and accompanied by nausea, though not
by actual vomiting. No tumor could be felt in the renal

re on or elsewhere, and the urine was reported by the
sister of the nurse's sickroom to be normal on chemical
examination.

Renal colic due to calculus was suspected, and a roentgen-
ogram was taken, which cleared up the diagnosis. Two
teeth were to be seen very plainly at the level of the pelvic

inlet—the root-canals could distinctly be seen in the original
plate. Since the patient had not swallowed any teeth, it was
evident that she was suffering from an ovarian dermoid cyst.

Moreover, roentgenograms of the kidneys gave no evidence
of calculi, so that the cyst was probably the cause of the
symptoms, and not merely incidental.

The patient was transferred to a surgical ward. While
awaiting the visit of the surgeon ill charge, a sudden change
occurred in her condition. She began to vomit violently and
became distended and tympanic; in sii,,ri. she showei ot

only signs of pressure on the ureter, but also those of intes-

tinal obstruction. It should be remarked that prior to this

I obstruction, she had suddenly passed an n

large quantity of urine, suggesting that the r<

which had predominated at the early stage of hei

were due to hydronephro is—-cl

Operation and Result.— In view of the sudden i hange in the
patient's condition, .' performed with the
least possible delay; it was found that there were two
ovarian cysts, firmly impacted in the pelvic brim. Both were
multilocular. and contained hail and pultaceous material of

I ind
1 he teeth wei e found in the righl cyst, while

the left cyst had evidently pres ed on tl Ion and
caused the obstructive symptoms, ["he left uretei showed
no external sign of obstruction, but a irs bad

i mi mo. n is not urpri h

as seen, and the ab
I

in no w.r. controverts the i hydronephrosis. The
pelvi '

"ion howed the u ual igns of recent moderate

I I igg< . ' 11 Bilatei I I >. iri in Di nnoid I I U Sim lati

I St 468 (Jan.) 191
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obstruction. n.>t!i cysts were excised.

macro-

lly. Recovery was unevcatful.

The further lii-t«>r> oi the case is not al present ascertain-

• :t seems probable that complete amenorrhea

set in, with all the ordinary train of physical and psychic

for the girl's appearance, prior to the operati

[rest that her supply of ovarian internal secretion

ent.

The main interest of the case centers in the

B simulation of renal trouble at the start, ami then

len transfers tinal obstruc-

: 1 also in the rapid and certain aid to diagnosis

d by the rw
The teeth in the right dermoid were about as long and as

thick as adult canines; the crowns were slightly flattened,

ami showed several little cingula near the top Each tooth

ngle root, though the apex of one of them was a

I nt to one side. N ental or bony matter

ind in cither cyst beyond these two teeth, though
Acre a few partially calcified areas in the debris,

COMMEN I

Mich oases as these are illustrations of the fad that

a dermoid cyst, frequently quite benign, may later take

on characters of growth causing marked adhesion and
even penetration into an adjacent viscus. When the
Madder is thus involved or the ureters occluded by
pressure, a knowledge of such characteristics by the

urologist is all important.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Hecii If. YorN.,. Baltimore: A man came to the

dispensary of the Johns Hopkins Hospital some time ago
bringing with him a small calculus that he had passed in

his urine. It was attached to a hair. We cystoscoped him
and found another calculus on the anterior wall of the

bladder. It. too, was attached to a hair. As the patient was
shaking, it would move hack and forth like a pendulum, and
it wa^ very easy to trace it to a little opening on the anterior

wall of the bladder, which very evidently had some pocket.

He was net willing t" go into the hospital then, therefore we
caught this calculus with a cystoscopic rongeur and removed
it. thinking that it might possibly cure him. In a few months
he returned with another hair calculus. I did a suprapubic

iy and removed a pocket in the anterior wall which
contained a very small amount of hair. Apparently he has

been cured by this simple procedure.

Dr. Arthur L. Chute, Boston: About two years ago I

saw a case of dermoid of the ovary that had ruptured into

the bladder. The patient, who had been having urinary dis-

itfa an infected urine, showed, on cystoscopic exam-
a bladder that contained great masses of hair. A

mass as big as my fi-t, filled with hair, was removed abdom-
inally and the opening into the bladder was closed. The
patient made a good recovery.

Influenza in the Philippines.—In the Rcvista Filipina dc

Medicina y Farmaria, Dr. Eugenio Hernando, the chief of

the provincial division of the sanitary service of the Philip

p.nes, reviews the epidemic of influenza that occurred in the

Philippines from June to December-, 1918. The total number
of deaths caused by the epidemic was 70.513. It is estimated

that the disease attacked 40 per cent, of the total population

of about 7,000,000. the mortality being about 2.5 per cenl oi

those attacked. The epidemic really began in June although

it did not assume severity until October. The groups of

ages that suffered most were those between 10 and 29 years.

The disease did not seem to be imported, since cases were
occurring before any ships arrived from infected countries,

although after the importation of cases it assumed a more
• rm. The June epidemic seemed to confer a certain

degree of immunity during the second outbreak of the disease

in October.

Till". SIMULATION OF MENINGITIS
P.Y [NFLUENZA

FRED 11 STANGL
Resident Pathologist, I ook ( ountj H spital

c lit. MM

In reports of the pandemic of inHtn nza and its com-
plications, reference has been made to toxemia and
to the symptoms of shock and meningitis. Thus, Keeton
and Cushman 1 mention the delirium observed early as

well as late in the disease, and liken the shock to thai

following operations. They noted the engorged con-
junctiva] blood vessels, so constantly seen in the acute

exanthems, in a number of the patients suffering frcm
influenza and pointed out the difficulty not infrequently

encountered in differentiating influenza from menin-
gitis-

Evidence of this systemic infection is also present in

Statements regarding toxemia and delirium in the

reports made liv I't tedlander and his CO Workers," and

by Syhnotl and Clark.' Strouse and Blocfr1 mention

one ease, in the 500 studied clinically by tin-in, at first

suggestive of meningitis hut with the spinal fluid

unchanged except for increased tension. Nervous
manifestations were observed in the patients suffering

from influenzal pneumonia and also from uncompli-

cated influenza by Lyon and others'' at Camp Upton.
More recently Neal' 1 has made this feature of influ-

enza the subject of special consideration. She reports

twenty instances in which she observed meningeal
symptoms, headache, stiffness of the neck, positive

Kernig sign, and extreme apathy, in patients con-

valescing from attacks which clinically appeared to he

influenza. The spinal fluids in her patient's were nega-

tive in chemical and cytologic constituents with rare

exceptions. Bloomfield and Harrop' and Alexander''

have referred to the evidence of systemic infection in

cases of influenza and have likened the onset to that

of the acute infections and acute exanthems with con-

stitutional reactions, such as headache, chills, fever,

general aching, malaise, prostration, anorexia, nausea
and vomiting. Generalized infection in influenza is

also referred to by Le Count," who stales that it is

difficult to ascribe death to the small amount of lung

tissue actually pneumonic in many eases of influenzal

pneumonia.

With these matters in mind we have reviewed again

the records studied by Keeton and Cushman with the

addition of those which have accumulated since their

report, 3,400 cases in all, and find that nearly 1 per

cent, of these patients had symptoms suggestive of

meningitis or cerebral involvement. They varied

1. Keeton, R. W.. ami Cushman, A. B. : The Influenza Epidemic
,

... A Type of Toxemic Shock, I A. M. A. 72:1962 (Dec.
14) 1

'
I

.-

• Friedlander, Alfred; McCord, C. I': Sladen, F. I., and Wheeler,
G. W.: The Epiaemii of Influenza al Camp Sherman, Ohio, I. A. M. A.
71 : 16S ' (Nov 16) 1918.

3. Synnott, M. I., and Clark. Elbert: The Influenza Epidemii al

I
,

I A VI A. 71 : 1816 (Nov. 30) 191s.

4. Strom,-, Solomon, and Bloch, Leon: Notes on the Present
Epidemic of Respiratory Disease, J. A. M. A. 71: 150K (Nov. 9) 191S.

i on, ] r Penney, ( I . and Szetlip, Leopold Somi Clinical

ion ol the Influenza Epidemic al Camp r n, I. A. M. A.
TZ: 1726 (June 14) 1919.

pbine B*: Meningeal I onditions Noted During the

Epi li mil I 1 A. M. A. 72: 714 (March 8) 1919
B lomfield, A., ami Harrop, G A : Epidemic of Influenza, Hull.

Johns Hopkins Hoap, ."SO: 1 ( Ian.) 1919.

8. Alexander: Bert, klin, Wchnschr., 1918, No. 38; abstr, Dcutscli.

med Wchnschr. 44: 1171, 1918.

9. I.e Count, h. R.: The Pathologic Anatomy of Influenzal Broncho-
pneumonia, .1 A. M A. 72:650 (March 1) 1919.
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from slight neck rigidity and unilateral or bilateral

Kernig reactions to deep delirium and marked rigidity

of the neck, and in one case to opisthotonos. These
cases, numbering twenty-nine, are conveniently con-

sidered in two groups : first, those in which a diagnosis

other than influenza was incorrectly made as shown by

postmortem examination ; and second, those in which
influenza or influenzal pneumonia was clinically diag-

nosed with meningeal complications which prompted
the performance of spinal puncture. In each of the

latter group the diagnosis was influenza or influenzal

pneumonia complicated by meningism.

lAl'.l) 1 (GROUP 1).—EIGHT FATAL CASES FOLLOWING
INCORRECT DIAGNOSIS

Total Total Hoi
Case Clinical Diagnosis Days 111 in Hospit;

1 Epidemic meningitis 24 48

2 Uremia Unknown 17

3 Uremia 14 1

4 Uremia Unknown 48

5 Tuberculous meningitis 10 23

B Apoplexy Unknown 2

7 Apoplexy 1 16

8 Polyarthritis 14 108

The eight cases of the first group were shown by

necropsy to be influenzal pneumonia with diagnosis

incorrectly recorded as follows: uremic coma, three;

apoplexy, two ; epidemic meningitis, tuberculous menin-

gitis, and toxemia and septicemia secondary to poly-

arthritis, each one. In all of these patients active

delirium or deep unconsciousness was present asso-

ciated with rigidity of the neck, and positive Kernig

and Brudzinski signs. The spinal fluid was constantly

under increased tension, but the demonstration of

globulin, albumin and increased cell counts was vari-

able; the spinal fluids were sterile.

Among these eight cases, both early and late,

involvement of the lung was found at necropsy. An
instance of the early fulminating type is illustrated

by the following case

:

Case 1.—An Irishman, aged 32 years, was brought to the

hospital in a stupor and active delirium with an admission

diagnosis of meningitis. Relatives of the patient stated that

he had complained of soreness in his joints, headache and

stiffness of the neck for two days. Bubbling rales were
heard in the lungs, but nothing else of importance was dem-
i nstrated. The neck was markedly rigid, Kernig's sign was
distinctly positive, and the spinal thiiil was under il

tension but was otherwise unchanged. The clinical dia

was recorded as: acute polyarthritis with severe toxemia
'nium all out of proportion to the other manifesta-

tions of the disease.

Five days later the patient died, and necropsy was per-

formed the same day. No changes were found in any of the

joints of the extremities. The pia-arachnoidal vessels were

ed; the spinal fluid was abundant but bacteriological ly
The mucous membrane lining the larynx.

I

bronchi and finer bronchioles of the left side was decidedly

hyperemic. In the lumen of the trachea and left bi

i moderate amount of frothy mucopurulent material.

The right lung was but little changed. The following

ti in was made of the left There is a large confluent

Bubpleural, interlobar hemorrhage, 5 bj 6 cm. in opposite
dimensions, surrounded by man) millimetei sized pel

On tin Iiiiil; There are similar

hemorrhages; one, 1 by 15 cm. on the posterior surface of

the upper lobi 1 cm., and ~ by 2.5 cm
lively, on the posterior surface of the lower lobe. 'I hi

is raised up over these. In the lowei lobe there are nine

irregular, dark brown regions firmer than the sun
t'Sfuc adjacent to bronchi and in the periphery of the lung.

They are from 0.6 by 2.5 cm. to 0.6 by 5 cm. in size. There

are four similar places having a maximum diameter of 1 cm.

in the upper lobe.

Changes like these have been noted by others in

acute fulminating influenza and called "hemorrhagic
pneumonitis." They are mentioned by the British

Medical Research Committee" and by MacCallum.10

Evidence of systemic infection, with active delirium

and meningeal symptoms occurring in a late stage of

influenzal pneumonia is illustrated by the subjoined

case:

Case 2.—A laborer, aged 41, was brought to the hospital

in delirium with an admission diagnosis of -epidemic menin-

gitis and alcoholism. No areas of consolidation were found

in the lungs. There was marked rigidity of the neck, and

the Kernig and Brudzinski signs were positive. Spinal fluid

was under moderately increased tension, the globulin tests

were positive and the lymphocyte count was from 10 to 12.

All cultures of the fluid remained sterile. The patient died

at the end of forty-eight hours' stay in the hospital, and post-

mortem examination was made a few hours after death. The
brain was found to be very edematous and the spinal fluid

increased in amount and clear. Bacteriologic examination of

the fluid was again negative. The trachea and bronchi con-

tained thick, green mucopurulent material which revealed an
intense hyperemia of the mucosa of the air passages. There
was no consolidation in the left lung. The pleura of the right

lung on the posterior surfaces of the adjacent parts of the

middle and upper lobes was raised, dark and firm. The lung

underlying these areas contained two dark red, consolidated,

liverlike regions, each 2 by 3 cm., one in the upper part of

the middle lobe, the other adjacent in the lower part of the

upper lobe.

In the second group are twenty-one cases (Table 2)
diagnosed as influenza or influenzal pneumonia with
meningism, the latter being made after negative spinal

fluid examination. There are two types of cases in

this group: first, thirteen patients with active delirium
and unconsciousness and second, eighteen who were
able to give a history and respond intelligently to ques-

TABL1 (GROUP OUTCOME OF OASES IN WHH II spinal
PI ni II Id WAS PERFORMED AFTER CORRECT DIAGNOSIS

Total Tot«
| .<-• Cllnfi il Diagnosis Days in Is Hospit i Outci

1 Pneumonia 29 Recover;
2 I

- 7 5 II, ;il!i

3 Influenza 7 4 improved
4 In" 18 16 Reco
5 Pneumonia n Dentil
6 Influenza Unknown 2:1 Deatl
7 Influenza 27 Recovery
8 i n 6 Death
9 Pneumonia 9
i" Pneumonia. Unknown 19 Recovery
11 influenza id it Recovery
12 Pneumonia n 4 i in

influenza i: 9 Beei
M Pneuo onia Unli i

i

1
'

I 7 11

Pneumo - 22
it Influenza B - Deatb
i- Influenza .....IS 6 Reci
19 I imiinlll IS 4

it Recover)
I 18 16 Recover)

tions There were five deaths among the tl

severe cases and but two deaths among the eight less

In all of the twenty-one patients, a rigidity

of the neck was noted; in thirteen the Kern;

ositive; in mx the Brudzinski sign was
i

and opisthotonos was present in one. a baby of 10

months, which later recovered. The tension of tin-

spinal fluids of all these patients was increased and all

I \1 \ 71:
lowing Influi n/.i.

1 I
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the fluids were clear. The albumin and globulin tests

were positive in one instance, bul in no instance was

there an increase in the lymphocyte count.

Postmortem examination was performed on the

bodies of four of the patients in the second group, I be

changes were similar to those usually Found in the

later stages of pneumonia following influenza, ["he

mucous lining of the air passages was acutely inflamed,

and a thick mucopurulent material was present in the

lumens: in the lungs pneumonia, lobular in arrange-

ment, with much blood and a scarcity of fibrin was

present. The brain and its membranes presented only

edema and engorgment of the blood vessels.

U ARY

A severe toxemia and active delirium with d< finite

meningeal 'manifestations such as is encountered in

systemic infections and the acute exanthems occur in

Some patients suffering from influenza and influenzal

pneumonia.
The clinical picture in some instances closely simu-

lates that of an actual meningitis or other intracranial

causes of delirium and unconsciousness, and post-

mortem examination fail- to reveal any inflammation

of the brain or its membranes.

HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCI IX THE
NOSE AX I) THROAT

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE To THEIR OCCURRENCE
AFTER TONSILLECTOMY *

M. S. TONGS. B.S.

Intern, St. Louis Hospital

ST. LOL1S

Since the epidemic of interstitial bronchopneumonia,

cither primary or secondary to measles, in the army

camps of the United Mate-,, a new interest has been

aroused in the hemolytic streptococci.

First, 1 wish to review briefly the most recent liter-

ature regarding the morphology and cultural character-

istics of hemolytic streptococci in the throat of the

healthy and sick, and then to present my results from

cultures of the nose and throat with special reference

to the occurrence of streptococci after tonsillectomy.

CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AND MORPHOLOGY OF

HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCI FROM Till-: THROAT

AS DESCRIBED BY DIFFEB HORS

Andrews and liorden 1 isolated fifty-five strains of

hemolytic streptococci from the throat in tonsillitis and

scarlet fever, and according to i lorden's tests they wen-

identified as Streptococcus pyogenes and .V. anginosus.

Sava§ lined from the inflamed and normal

throats these two types of streptococci. In broth the

organisms from the inflamed throat appeared in long

chains and those from the normal throat in short

chains. In experiments on goats3 they failed to pro-

duct mastitis ; hence he classified them as of the human
type.

• From the John McCormick Institute for Infectious Diseases,

Chicago.
• Thi< I Vmencan Medical

Ri search.

1 Andrews and Horden: Lancet 2:775. 1906.

i. of Mod. officer. Board, London,

ige: Kept, of Med. Officer, Local Govt. Board, London,
-•9J.

I he i organisms of the Chicago epidemic of septic sore

throat in 1912 were studied by I 'axis' and Rosenow.'
Ihes,. streptococci were capsulated and appealed in

pairs or in short chains. ( In blood agar plates the

colonies were large, moist, and surrounded by a nar-

row, hemolytic zone. < *u the agar slants the colonies

had no mucoid appc.iraui c.

The hemolytic streptococci in the*septic sore throat

studied by Hamburger" usually appeared as diplococci

surrounded by "halo," but no capsule was demon-
strated.

During the epidemic of tonsillitis in Massachusetts
in 1912 and 1914, Smith and Brown' demonstrated
two types of streptococci, namely Alpha and lata, the

former being surrounded by a /one of partial hemol-

ysis and the latter by a /one of complete hemolysis.

During the severe infectious with hemolytic strep-

tococci it lamp Zachary raylor, Alexander8 isolated

nineteen strains from the tonsils and forty eight from
the throat < > 1 1 blood agar plates the colonics appeared
small, round, raised and gray, and were surrounded

with a wide, clear, hemolytic /one. They usually pro-

duced a scdimcntal growth in 1 per cent glucose broth.

Davis9 isolated several strains of hemolytic strep-

tococci from the actinomyces-like granules with a

marked anaerobic property.

Keegan 1 " recently described a type of hemolytic

streptococci isolated from the sore throat which seems
different from the ordinary Streptococcus pyogenes in

cultural characteristics. On blood agar the colonies

were large and moist, and on drying they tended to

flatten out, sometimes showing radial lines or concen-

tric rings. Hemolysis was not marked. Cultures in

glucose broth gave at first uniform turbidity and then

formed sediment at the side and bottom of the lube,

the cocci being diplococci in short chains.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE OCCURRENCE OF HEMOLYTIC
STREPTOCOCCI IN THE NOSE AND THROA1

OF TIllC HEALTHY AM) SICK

Cole and MacCallum" studying the prevalence of

hemolytic streptococci in the throat found that thirty-

nine out of sixty-nine patients in measles wards har-

bored this organism in their throats, whereas on admis-
sion only five out of forty-four gave positive cultures.

Levy and Alexander12 found that 77.1 per cent, of

measles patients admitted to the hospital were carriers

of hemolytic streptococci, while the percentage of ear-

ners among new recruits was very low—about 14.8

per cent.

Cumrnmg, Spruit and Lynch13 reported that 35 per

cent, of measles patients and 6 per cent, of average

4- Davis 0. I Bacti I oi Strepl i in Milk in

Relation to Epidemic Sore Throat. J. A. M. A. 58:1852 dune 15)
1912.

Null I . and Rosenow, E i
i An Epidemii ol Sore Throat

Due to a Peculiar Streptococcus, .1. A. M. A. 58: 77.1 (March 16) 1912.
o. Hamburger, I P Kit Epidi lii ol leptii Son Throat in Balti-

more and lis Relation to a Milk-Supply, I. A. M. A. 58:1109 (April
13) 1 II

7. Smith. T.. and Brown, .1. II.: J, M Ri :: I : 155, 1915.

8 Al, *ander, H. L.: Hei ci Cau ing Sc vere Infei -

lions ;it Camp Zachary Taylor, Kentucky, J. A. ,M. A. 70:77, (March
16) l"ls.

9. Davis, I). I.: Streptococci in Granules in Tonsils. J. Infect. Dis.

23 1 (Dec) 1918
eegan, .1. I.: Hospital Epidemic of Streptococcic Sore Throat

ical I omplii ition . I. A. M. A. ~'i : I i.u
i Maj l,

I 1919
II I ole, Rufus. and MacCallum, W. <'

: Pneumonia at a Base
Hospital, I. A. M. A. T<»: 111., (April 10) 1911

i [ R. L., and v. tnder, II. I..: The Predisposition of Strep-
tococcus Carriers to the Complications of Measles, I A. M. A. 70:

i lone 15) 1918.

13. dimming, J. G.i Spruit, C. I'... and Lynch. C. : The Pnei
Strepl us "id Pneui I ips, I. A. M, A. 70:1066 (April

13) 1.
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individuals were found to have hemolytic streptococci

in their throats.

Nichols and Bryan 14 obtained hemolytic streptococci

from the crypts of tonsils in 75 per cent, of the cases

examined, and from the nose in five of nine cases,

that is, 55 per cent.

Keegan, 15 studying the bacteriology of influenza,

found hemolytic streptococci in the throat in pure cul-

ture in 4 per cent, and in mixed culture in 19 per cent,

of influenza cases, and in 20 per cent, of convalescent

patients.

Blanton and Irons, 10 from the swabbing of the throat

and nasopharynx of influenza patients, obtained hemo-
lytic streptococci in 34 per cent, of the throat cultures

and in 75 per cent, of the nasopharyngeal cultures.

During the epidemic of influenza at Camp Sherman,

Friedlander, McCord, Sladen and Wheeler. 17 study-

ing cultures from the throats and nasopharynx, found

hemolytic streptococci in only 4 per cent, of all the

influenza cases.

< >pie. Freeman, Blake, Small and Rivers 1 * recorded

that hemolytic streptococci were present in the thrqat

in 22.4 per cent, of normal persons, in 1.3 per cent, of

pneumonia patients, and in 3 per cent, of bronchitis

patients. The incidence of hemolytic streptococci in

the throat of measles patients was very low—about

2.7 per cent.—on admission, but later gradually

increased to as high as 24.1 per cent.

Blanton, Burhans, and Hunter18 obtained hemolytic

Streptococci from the tonsils of normal persons in 90

per cent, and from the depth of tonsils in 80 per cent.

of their cases. Furthermore, they emphasize especially

the number of streptococci in the individual throat.

For this reason, they investigated the percentage of

throats showing over 50 per cent, of hemolytic strep

tococci as compared with the other organisms on a

plate. They found 11.4 per cent, in normal throats

in the camp organization; 10.1 per cent, in normal

throats among the laboratory workers; 47.6 per cent.

from patients with upper respiratory infection; 42.8

per cent, from patient- convalescent from pneumonia,

and 30.1 per cent, from patients with empyema.
Smillie-" found that about 50 per cent, of normal

throats harbored hemolytic streptococci, bul thi Beta

i he found only once in the 100

normal throats studied.

After studying streptococci from scarlatinal and

normal throats, Ruediger21 ((included tha( hemolytic

streptococci were present in 59 per cent, of the normal
throats and constantly in abundance on the tonsils of

patients with tonsillitis and scarlet fever.

Davis,22 studying the bacteriology of tonsils from
various diseases, presents bis results as follows:

Twenty-five of twenty-eight cases of arthritis, nine pf

. J. II.: The I

Streptoco* H I, A. M. A. 71

I : The Prevailing Pandemii of Influenza, J. A M. A.
'.i

I
•

I
-

V. B . and Irons, E. E : A !<• •

A R J. A. M. A.
7 i 14) 191G

17. Fri .. F. J., and '

(, W.: Thi Epidemic of Influenza at Camp Shi A M A.
71 : I6S2 (Nov. 1'.) 1918,

, \I : Pneumonia al (.imp Funaton, I. A M. A. 72:108
i 1919.

19. Blanton, W. 1!; Hurl, ans, ( W. .,:.,! Hunter, n Vt

in Streptococcic Infections at Camp Custer, Mich., J. A. M A T4 :

Beta Hemolytic Streptococcus. J. Inf.
•.•I.

I Ruediger: J. Infect. Dis 3:7'5, 1906.
in 1912.

ten cases of nephritis, six of ten cases of endocarditis,

and fifty of sixty-one cases of tonsillitis hypertrophy

gave hemolytic streptococci in the crypts of the tonsils.

HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCI IN THE NOSE AND
THROAT OF DISPENSARY PATIENTS

Culture- have been made from the nose and throat

of 567 persons on blood agar plates and studied. The
presence of hemolytic streptococci of the Beta type is

spoken of as a positive culture. Most of the patients

were from the services of Dr. E. L. Kenyon and
Dr. T. W. Lewi.- in the Central Free Dispensary, Rush
Medical College. To them, I am greatly indebted.

Technic.—A sterile cotton swab was rubbed against

the tonsil.-, the anterior pillars of the fauces, and the

posterior wall of the pharynx in such a way as to avoid
other parts of the mouth as much as possible. The
nasal cultures were taken as follows: The nostrils

were opened wide with a nasal speculum, and a sterile

TABLE 1.-CARRIERS OF HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCI AMONG
DISPENSARY PATIENTS

Condi-
tion of

Sex* Age Diagnosis Throats

9 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal

c* 12 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
8 in Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
9 13 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
c" 13 Hypertrophy of tonsils Norma]
9 -1 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal

14 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
o* 12 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal

16 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
10 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal

c' IS Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
9 7 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal

25 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
cf 10 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal

n Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal

in Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
ll\ i» rtropby ol tl DSlls Normal

i Hi |i. rtropb] of toi • :• Normal
a . pertrophj of tonsils Normal
ii\ 1 1 rtropby "t ti

9 18 II

12 Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal
M Hypertrophy o1 '

:

Hypertrophy i Normal
Hyperl rophj ol tonsil* Normal

12 B tonsils Normal
cf 20 II Of 1 onsfls Normal
o* in Hypertrophy of tonsils Normal

Hypi rtropb; ol <

ami tonsillitis

9 7 11

ami tonsillitis

9 15 Hypertro] Slightly
and tonsillitis

B Hyp Markedly
ami tonsillar

V 11 Hypertrophy of tonsils Markedly
and tonsillitis Inflamed

7 Hyi • rtropl | ol tonsils Markedly
ami tonsillitis Inflamed

cf 46 Al

9 28 A.
Mill: Id

cf H i .... Markedly
Inflamed

9 35 Ai .. Markedly

e 21 Al

a 19 Ai Markedly
Inflamed

o* 14 .' Markedly
Inflamed

9 21 Ai Markedly

,' M i hronli t< Inflamed

i i
i oroi ctoni

: Chronic tonsillitis... Inflamed
S it Chronic tonsillitis Inflamed

s 1 ..!,
i

: i tonsillitis.. Murk. du-

ll (lytic

Streptococci
Remarks Colonies

Recurrent attacks 5 throat
of cold

No oilier symptom 16 throat
No other symptom 21 throat
No other symptom 3 throat
Nil other symptom 7 throat
No other symptom IS throat
No other symptom 31 throat
n<i other symptom 2 throat
No other symptom 4 throat
Nc. other symptom 14 throat
Nci of her symptom 12 throat
No other symptom 17 throat
Nil other symptom l" throat
No other symptom
No other symptom :i throat
V» other symptom 13 throat
No oilier symptom 3 throat
No other symptom 2 throat
COUgh, headache 14 throat

-
. mptom 31 throat

N< oi hi i symptom 17 throat
No other symptom 9 throat
No other symptom 2 throat

No other symptom 24 throat
22 throat

' 27 throat
No other symptom 14 throat
No other symptom 9 throat

5 throat
Dry COUgb, sore 28 throat

t hroal i nose
Backache, sore 38 throat

throat
son thioat 47 throat

Pure

n throatConstant

oat

Bad cold.

Bad cold,

Bad cold, headache

i o u { h,

bead

sore throe

Sore throat every
winter

•

for

Cough toi

i inter
it

3 throat

B throat

41. throat

throat

21 throat

13 throat

27 throat

8 throat

'
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- • LMONG

•

Throats Remark! I

• ol<l 11 throal
lilt':

9 83 Folllculat tonalU I" "to - throat

9 p Peritonsillar aba H throal
mil .

\ r. cold, head- 3 throat
inflamed

Chronic rhinitis Normal
il

18 throal
thront

ti Chronic rhinitis Slightly Cough
Inlla

-•.mi hcadachi
liillitiniil for :i mi
Markedly Had Influei

igo i nose

cT 2S Aente pharyngitis '-
; ly Borethroal
Inflamed

throat, cough as throal
Inflamed

kcnte pharyngitis Markedly Bore throat, i

Infl i

leute pharyngitis 1 throat, cough H throat
Inflm

pharyngitis Markedly Sore throat, cough I throat
fnflai i

-• a leute laryngitis Markedly Poor YOlce, head
iiillnTn.il acta

leute laryngitis M ' eadache.. 27throat
Inflan

9 S3 Acute laryngitis Markedly Cough, headache. . Dthroat
inflamed

• In tliis column, a* indicates male, and J '

cotton swab was then introduced into the nasal cavity

as far back as possible and rubbed against the nasal

mucosa. The swab was placed in a tube containing

i" plain broth, immediately after a surface streak

on a blood agar plate was made. With this broth

another blood agar plate was made by the shake method

in each case; this served to determine whether the

hemolytic streptococci would be overgrown by other

ms on the surface streak. The blood agar plate

was incubated at 3,7 C. and studied at the end of

twenty-four and forty-eight hours' incubation. The

number of hemolytic streptococci colonies, if any, was

counted carefully.

The blood agar was made according to Becker's23

rd blood agar method. From 4 to 5 oui

plain agar were placed in a flask; this flask was heated

until the agar was melted, and then cooled to from

45 to 50 C. Now 1 c.c. of the defibrinated goal blood

'led to each 6 c.c. of agar. Approximately 7 C.C.

were used for each plate. In the -hake method. 1 c.c.

of goat blood was added to 6 c.c. of melted agar in

a tube at 45 C. This tube was incubated from the cul-

ture in broth, and the whole was thoroughly mixed and

poured into a Petri dish.

i if 100 cultures made from the throat, six!

showed i * of hi molytii streptococci ;
of the

nasal cultures, only live in 100 examined gave positive

the 100 individuals, thirty-nine were school-

children sent for examination by their schools, and

thirty-two, or SO per cent, of them, harbored hemolytic

streptococci in their throats. ' >f sixty-one

individuals of this series, thirty-live, or ?7 p

were found as carriers. The higher percentage of

• - among schoolchildren so far examined is prob-

ably due to the tonsillar hypertrophy, as almost every

sehoolchild examined had large tonsils (Table 1).

In my experience, the shake method i- more reliable

than the surface streak in detecting the hi

22. Bed r, W. I : J. Infect. Db. 29:754 (Dec.) 1916.

streptococci. There were seven throat culture- dial

seemed negative on the surface streak plate but gave

positive results by the .-hake method.

R] m i i 0] CULTURES OS nil. TONSILLAR SUR-

1 ICE COMP \K1 D WITH T I CULT! RES

:."> its

t 'iic- hundred and twenty five pairs of excised tonsils

(amined. Before each tonsillectomy, an ordi-

nary throat culture was made and placed in 2 I I Oi

plain broth. The tonsils, after removal, were placed

in 25 per cent, silver nitrate for five minutes. The ton-

sillar capsule, if any, was removed by a sterile knife.

i »ne Or tWO loopfuls of crypl contents were taken and
placed in a broth tube. Blood agar plates were made
at once according to the shake method. The plates

were studied after twenty-four bom-' incubation and

again later. The results are given in Table 1.

TABLE 2—COMPARISON 0! (I mums PROM TONSILLAR
StJBJ i( I W11 M THOS1 I ROM • B,\ PTS

Nnmbei o i

The outcome is quite in accord with the results of

Davis-- and Nichols and Bryan" in the United States

Army, and Pilot's unpublished observations mentioned

by Davis.2*

THE INCIDENCE OF HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCI
IN THE NOSE AMi THROAT AFTER

TONSILLECTOMY

1 have examined 342 persons, medical students and
dispensary patients, to learn whether hemolytic strep-

TABLE S.—INCIDENCE OF HEMOLYTIC 8THEPTOOOCC1 IN THE
NOSE AND THROAT AFTER TONSILLECTOMY

i ic Streptococci
Time of ,

<
,

. tomy Tbroa! Nose Rems
6 years ago + — In good health
2 years ago + + in coo. I health; tonsillar remnants

found
2% years ago... + — Recurrent attacks ol cold

+ — Influenza last winter
i iown + — Backache; tonsillar remnants found

ago + — Sore throat I nths ago
.in + + Bad cold; throat in good condition

;o..... t- ( In good heall h

Unknown — fn g i health
tgo... -f-

— Rheumatism; tonsillar rem
found

ago + — Rh< omatism
onl ! ago.. + + Acute aephril i go: ton

•-iltit i> ;-: monl
i, igo + — Influenza last •

. ,, L-., . + + Pleurisy 7 monl
+ + tn

5 weeks ago + — in good health; tonslllai i nanl

S weeks ago.... + — [n good health; tonslllai remi

i ago.. — + in good health

igo — + Chronic
I mi nown — + Rheumatism
Unknown — + In good health

tococci are as frequently present in the nose and throat

alter tonsillectomy as before. < >f this large number of

tonsillectomized persons only seventeen throat cultures

and ten nasal cultures made in the way described

showed hemolytic streptococci, In six cases positive

cultures were obtained from both nose and throat. In

five of the cases giving positive throat cultures, rcm-

i D »is, D. J Hemolytic Streptococci. J. A. M. A. 72:319
i 1919.
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nants of tonsils were found on careful examination ;

and it is also known that tonsillectomy had heen done

from three weeks to five years before ( Table 3). These

results appear to agree with those of Blanton, Bur-

hans and Hunter, Nichols and Bryan, and Davis.

In order to learn whether hemolytic streptococci

may be present or absent regularly in throats with the

tonsils removed, four tonsillectomized persons previ-

ously found to be carriers, and eleven also tonsillec-

tomized persons known to be noncarriers, were selected

TABLE 4.—CONSTAN< V OF HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCI IN

THE NOSE AND THBOAT 05 T< iNM I.I.I c rOMIZED
PERsi.n^

r Noncarriers , *— Carriers—

.

Exam nations: 123456789 10 11 1! 13' 14 IS"

Plret ___ + + + +
_ — — — — — — — — — — + + — +

Thir.l — — — — — — — — — — — — + — +

• In cases 13 am! 15, hemolytic streptococci were found in -

examinations, owing probably to tonsillar remnants in throats.

for subsequent examinations. The interval bi

the examinations varied from six to ten days. The
result is given in Table 4.

CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AMI MORPHOLOGY
OF HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCI FROM

NOSE AND THROAT

Most of the surface colonies on blood agar plates

appeared small, round, raised, moist and gray. They
were surrounded at the end of twenty-four hours by

a clear hemolytic zone, from 2 to 4 mm. wide. The
olonies appeared in different shapes under the

iiii.' were oval, some round with smooth

edges, ami others with irregular edges and nucleus

in the center. Their hemolytic zone was usually nar-

rower than that of the -urface colonies. Three cultures

from the throats of patients with acute tonsillitis pro

duced large, flat, moist and gray colonies surrounded

by a narrow hemolytic zone, but this characteristic was

losl on subsequent cultures.

In smears from plain broth cultures after twenty-

four hours' incubation at 37 ('., all the -trains were

proved gram-positive. In some strains the cocci

appeared spherical and in others elongated. There

TABLl 5.- PERM] .VI VI [ON l ! 81

\.. ..I Knlli 1h \ I:: I BC- M.
Mriipu- ton !"-' mi'- rose cln Plain

—
— —

were nine -train- of diplococci in short 'bain-; the

rc-t were arranged in long chains. All the strains

were bile insoluble. In litmus milk all produced acid,

and -ix produced a linn coagulation on the third day.

Forty-five -train- were tested for carbohydrate fer-

ition. The result is found in Table 5.

According to Holman's classification, Strepl

pyogenes ferments lactose and salii in bul not m
Streptococcus anginosus, lactose but nol salicin and

mannite; Stn infrequens, all three sugars.

These forty-five strains, theref divided into

these three groups according to tljeir fermentation

Owing to lack of details of information il is not possi-

ble to say whether all these strains of hemolytii

Holman, W I J M Ri :t I : . (July) 1916.

tococci in throats studied by different authors are the

same strains.

CONCLUSION

The tonsils, especially when hyperplastic, are a

breeding place for hemolytic streptococci, and complete

tonsillectomy appears to be followed in most cases by
the absence of hemolytic streptococci from the throat.

St. Louis City Hospital.

INFECTIONS OF THE GENITO-URINARY
TRACT COMPLICATIXC INFLUENZA*

HEXRY G. BUGBEE, M.D.

NEW YORK

Medical literature for the past nine months has
been flooded with reports and statistics relative to the

influenza epidemic which has spread throughout this

country and abroad. Complications involving the

respiratory, circulatory and nervous systems have been
recorded in large numbers, but little has been reported

concerning the genito-urinary tract. < )ne brief report 1

of four cases of focal infection of this tract is the sole

contribution to date, other than references to the kid-

neys from a purely medical standpoint.

Jn a comprehensive review of the literature of the

recent pandemic as it occurred in Europe,2
it is stated

that influenza recurs every twenty to thirty years in

explosive waves spreading through whole continents,

and that although twenty-seven years elapsed since the

last pandemic, there has been neither an intelligent

anticipation of the event nor certainty as to the true

nature of the gigantic outbreak when it appeared.

A disease which causes such inroads on the com-
munity should certainly be studied in all its phases if

similar outbreaks in the future are to be anticipated

and a better knowledge gained of the complications

and their management when these occur.

The teaching of the Pfeiffer school, that the Pfeiffer

B. influenzae is the causative organism, and that the

various non- 1

'feiffer epidemics were not true influenza,

was upset when Stephan, in August, 1917, described

a diplococcus mucosus a- the agent of a clinically

l\ pical endemic of influenza which broke out in 1 )cccni

her. 1916, in Striimpell's clinic at Leipzig. It i- not

necessary lure to trace the subsequent bacteriologic

hi-tory of ihi- protean disease. It is safe to say, how
ever, that the entry of various cocci into the bacteri-

ologic arena will more and more direct attention to

complications and sequelae other than those affecting

iry system. It i- in this connection that

attention may be drawn to involvement of tin- genito-

urinary system ai observations reported.

Medical report- mention a general hyperemi

dition of the kidney-.

Blanton, Burhans and Hunter* hold that ii i- impos-

sible to divon i if streptococcic infection

denl di-ea-e- a- influenza, measles,

Pr< i
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and upper respiratory inflammations. Among other

localizations of streptoc icci, these writers mention

es of tlu- kidney.

Bradbury and Krumbhaar, in twenty-eight necrop-

sies at No. 16 (Philadelphia U. S. A. Army) General

Hospital, out "' 533 cases of infhien a, representing

the height of the epidemic in thai locality, found
-. s in the kidneys in iwn, among other lesions

representing a general pyemia, ["he kidneys in other

>) showed dark congestion,

Sofre/ of Naples, in summing up the principal tea

E the epidemic, gives severe acute nephritis as a

constant finding in fatal cases.

Palimicr found, in a systematic daily examination

of the urine, the presence of a large quantity of albu-

min in a high percentage of cases quite distinct From

febrile albuminuria. He has seen numerous instances

ut" acute and even hyperacute uremia in such case-,

and is inclined to believe that the cases of acute edema

of the lung recorded by Ravaut" were really examples

of this kind.

A large number of cases of acute nephritis with well

marked edema and dropsy among soldiers from the

and also among civilians, have recently Itch

studied by Diinner and Pupko.' As the cases were

1 during an outbreak of influenza, this disease

ed itself to the writers as the cause of nephritis.

In all the cases the patient'- serum agglutinated

/>'. influenzae in from 1 :200 to 1 :400. The influenzal

etiology of the nephritis was rather supported by |
1 )

urrence during an epidemic; (2) the exclusion

of other well-known causes of nephritis; (3) the fact

that the nephritis was recent, and not a recrudescence

of an old process.

Lichtenstern* observed fifteen cases of vesical hem-

orrhage which occurred on the third or fourth day of

the disease, lasted on the average three or four days,

and slowly subsided. Examination of the bladder

showed considerable swelling and injection of the ves-

ical mucous membrane, apparently du*e to subepithelial

ecchymoses. The amount of the hemorrhage was

usually very great. In one case severe hemorrhage

occurred on the second day. and it was necessary to

plug the bladder. In three cases well-marked diminu-

tion in the urinary secretion took place, and was arnmi

panied by severe pain in both loins. These symptoms

Eor twenty-four hours, and then the amount of

urine gradually increased. In two cases unilateral pye-

litis develoj

Stengel" states that renal complications were appar-

ently infrequent in the epidemic of 1889 to 1S90. No
figures could be given as to the frequency of albu-

minuria and cylindruria, but it is quite certain that

very few cases of actual nephritis developed. In the

pandemic of 1918 albumin and casts were very com-

monly found in the urini tied to Stengel to be

4. Sofri, G.: Rif„tma med. ."!4:71J I Se\

5. Dalimier, R.: Bull. Acad, de mcd. Par. SO: 45., (N'.)v. 19) 1918.
i SO: ii. reviewed

:,1 Supplement, 2: .'4 (Jan.) 1919.

7. UuntiLT, L., ami Pupko, S.: Beil. klin. Wchnscbr. 63:50, 1919;

reviewed in Medical Supplement 2:166 (April) I

. K.: Wien. med. Wchnschr. 66 , reviewed

in Medical Supplement 2:166 (April

9. Stengel. A.: The Influenza Lpiik M. I links

N. America 2: 645 (Nov.) 1

of little significance except when they were accom-

panied by other evidence indicative of nephritis. A
few cases of acute hemorrhagic nephritis with pro-

nounced uremic symptoms were observed in the series.

< M sixtv two urinary examinations made fairly

early, Ely, I.loyd. Ilitchcock and Nickson10 found that

twenty-six showed albuminuria and hyaline and gran-

ular casts; seven showed albumin only, and twenty-

nine were normal. The kidneys, at necropsy, were

found enlarged and congested, an edematous condition

frequently being found about the suprarenals.

In a clinical study of influenzal pneumonia,
\dnl|ilius 1 ). Rood11 found that the kidneys presented

nothing worthy of special note on microscopic exam-
ination. Musi cases showed the urine of atoxic paren-

chymatous nephritis. The specific gravity was raised

from 1.020 to 1.025 or 1.035, varying with its concen
nation. Albumin was found in nearly every case, and

varied from a slight trace to 30 per cent, by volume, or

even more. Rood considered its presence of prognos-

tic value, although many patients recovered even with

large amounts of albumin, i lyaline casts and cylin-

droids were present in varying amounts, but usually

disappeared toward the end of lysis, or shortly after

the temperature had reached normal. The presence

of granular casts indicated that the patient was very

seriously ill. and with few exceptions, when showers

of granular casts were reported, the patient seldom

recovered. It was striking to note how quickly the

urinary picture cleared after toxic symptoms began to

abate.

Riesman 12 considered it a striking feature of the

majority of cases, both good and had, in the recent

epidemic in Philadelphia, that there was free diuresis,

probably connected with the abundant water intake and
fairly efficient kidney function. Albuminuria was com-

monly present ; no more, however, than is seen in other

acute infections. In a few cases a true hemorrhagic

nephritis, with marked albuminuria, dark and light

granular and cellular casts, and abundance of free

blood, was noted. Even in some of these the quantity

of urine kept up very well. A not infrequent symp-

tom, sometimes overlooked, was retention of urine with

great distention of the bladder.

While the foregoing gives evidence that the kidneys

in the severe cases are overwhelmed by the intense tox-

emia which is shown in other organs of the body, it

is surprising that more local complications in the

genito-urinary organs have not been recorded. It is

possible that in the extremely severe cases the patient

is so ill that the local signs or symptoms are masked
or overlooked.

The changes, varying from acute congestion to renal

hemorrhages and severe nephritis, certainly predispose

to acute infection of the kidneys, and the fact that we
have seen thirty-nine cases of definite infectious foci

in the genito-urinary tract makes us feel that these

complications have been unrecognized and that careful

histories taken ill the future will disclose the starting

point in many lesions in the influenza attack.

10. Elv. Lloyd, Hitchcock an,! Nicks,, n: Influenza aa seen at the

I Navy Var.l. .1. A. M A. 24:24 (J in. 1) 1919
! S I, A. l> : New York M. .1. lo»: 193 (March 22) 1919

1 v Ri, . influenza Remai !.- upon Che S> mptom i

i
i i ent, M. i linicj \. Amen,:, 2:903 (Nov.) 1918.
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In twenty-two of these thirty-nine cases, kidney

infections were shown in one or both kidneys ; in five,

perinephritic abscess was shown; in four, prostatic

abscess ; in one, perinephritis and prostatic abscess

;

in six, epididymitis, and in one, seminal vesiculitis.

KIDNEY INFECTIONS

The kidney infections were as follows: right pye-

lonephritis in fourteen, left pyelonephritis in two, dou-

ble pyelonephritis in five, right pyonephrosis in one.

Nineteen of these patients were females, three were

males. The ages were as follow.-.: under 20, 2; 20-29,

2 ; 30-30. 8 ; 40-49, 2 : 50-59, 6 ; 60-69, 2 ; total, 22.

( )f these twenty-two patients, fourteen gave a his-

tory of no previous urinary symptoms.

Four of these fourteen presented prolapsed kidneys

which drained poorly, and two were pregnant. In two,

the right kidney was prolapsed and involved, in two

others, both kidney- were prolapsed and the in

was bilateral. All of the remaining eight gave a his-

tory of pneumonia complicating the influenza, and

were profoundly toxic.

The histories of the eight patients with previous

urinary symptoms were interesting. In three patients,

a nephrectomy had been done twelve, ten and fn

previously. In each case there was a well-marked

pyelonephritis in the same kidney, the opposite kidney

ing involved, and in each case the kidney was

low and in two cases it was freely movable, yet these

patients state that they had hail no local discomfort

since the operation until the attack of influenza. The

fourth patient had a ureteral calculus, but had had

nptom of kidney infection until seized with the

influenza. The fifth gave a history of two attacks of

hematuria, four and two year- previously, and exami-

nation revealed polycystic kidneys. The sixth gave a

history of two attack-, -even and three year- pi

to this one. which were similar in every way and which

were apparent!', attacks <>i pyelonephritis, ["he seventh

had noticed frequency for eighteen years, but had no

local kidney symptoms. The eighth gave a history of

painless hematuria fur eighteen month-. A papilloma

of the bladder was found. Four of these eight ca-es

ga\ e a history of pneumi mia.

These twenty-two patients with kidney infections

ring the height of the intluen/a atl

a- late a- -i\ months afterward. From observation

and the histories of these cases, the symptoms indi-

cating a kidney involvement came on from four day- to

two week- after the onset of the influenza, the average

being nine clay-.

The symptoms were pain and tenderness in tl

•on ; frequent, burning, painful urination,

in two Cases in which the uretei on (he affected side

ecluded; high temperature, chill-, malaise In

thirteen i a-e- one or both kidneys could be ].

at the time of the examination.

Cystoscopy examination ami ureteral catheterization

revealed a very much injected Madder; distinct

- in the

poor drainage on the affo ted side in eight of

the unilateral cases; pus and blood cell- froi

n oni both kidney- m the
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bilateral infections; profuse hematuria in two cases,

and deficient function on the affected side in each

case. Nineteen cases showed casts in the urine

Bacteriologic examination of the catheterized spei i-

men revealed colon bacilli in twelve cases ; staphylo-

cocci in three; diplococci in three; bacilli, reported as

possible influenza, in three.

The cases of pyelonephritis were treated by catheter

drainage, pelvic lavage, diet, colonic irrigation, and

urinary antiseptics. The acute symptoms subsided rap-

idly. The uncomplicated cases have been cured ; the

others are improved.

The case of pyonephrosis necessitated a nephrec-

tomy, and the case of ureteral calculus had a primary

carcinoma of the kidney which had previously given

no symptoms. This kidney was removed.

PERI.\ F.I' IIKITIC ABSCESS

There were five cases of perinephritic abscess, one a

female, four males. The ages of the patients were 14,

21, 24, 31 and 46 years.

The patients presenting perinephritic abscess were

all distinctly septic, having had severe attacks of influ-

enza. Of the five patients, three had had pneumonia,

two had other septic foci.

These patients were seen from -even days to four

weeks after the acute onset, and the local symptoms,

pain in the side and back, tenderness in the lumbar

region of the affected side, had persisted from five days

to two weeks when first observed. Each patient had a

persistent temperature, three had chills, and in four

there was distinct bulging in the flank.

One patient had frequent and painful urination.

CystOSCOpic examination and ureteral catheterization

revealed no definite renal lesion in any case other than

the urinary changes in acute renal congestion.

Incision and drainage was made in each case. In

one case no pus was found, but the symptoms subsided

at once.

< 'ultures showed streptococci in om . taphylococci in

one, colon bacilli in one, and possible influenza bacilli

in one.

All patient- made a complete recovery. This was
slow in two case- owing to the dition of the

patient.

PERINEPHRITIC AND PROSTATK \BSCESS

F. lv. a man. aged 48, presented a pen-

The-e foci were both well marked

on his cntraii hospital, four weeks after the

of the influenza. Mis chief complaint, retention

of urine, had been present for twenty-four hou
large, boggy, tender mass was present in the pn
Pressure on this bulging mas- per rectum caused pus
to exude from the meatus. Influenza bacilli and Sta-

ll ci were reported in the pu-. \ second bulging

ma-- wa- palpable in tin- left costovertebral angle.

id were drained. I hi ice wa- slow,

owing to '1 lit ii .ii of the patient.

lour patient- presented prostatic abscesses. The
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ble by rectum, necessitating perineal incision and drain-

age; the other three presented one or more small foci

distinctly palpable by rectum (a suppurative prostati-

tis), which drained by the urethra. These patients

gave a historj of the unset of the local symptoms ten,

thirteen, seventeen and twenty-one days after the onset

of the influenza. Two had pneumonia. Influenza

bacilli were reported in one. staphylococci in two, and

there was no bacteriologic report on the other two. Two

of these patients gave a history of gonorrheal infec-

tions eleven and fifteen year- previously, but no

urinary symptoms subsequent to thai time until the

I the present trouble. < 'ne developed a urethro-

rectal fistula. All made good recoveries.

EPIDIDYMITIS

Acute epididymitis developed in six cases, from tour

to fourtr. n days after the onset of the acute influenza.

The ages of the patients were 31, 36, 38, 44. 47 and 48.

None of these patients had pneumonia or other com-

plications. The epididymitis developed rapidly; the

swelling became of large size, although not so large as

gonorrhea] epididymitis; it was painful, and subsided

slowly ; the urine became cloudy, in four cases showing

pus. in two cases, colon bacilli, in one, staphylococci,

and in one. streptococci.

There was no venereal history of recent date, nor

were there previous urinary symptoms in any of these

patients.

SEMINAL VESICULITIS

A man. aged 51, developed violent frequency, tenes-

mus and painful urination, three days after the onset

of a severe attack of influenza. These symptoms per-

sisted, and when I saw him, two weeks later, the physi-

cal and urologic examinations were negative other than

for the presence of large, boggy seminal vesicles. The
urine was clear until pressure was applied over the

vesicles, after which it became cloudy with pus. Colon

bacilli were found in the expression. The condition

was entirely relieved by local treatment.

SIM MARY

These cases bear out the present understanding of

the disease, namely, that the system of the infected

individual is overwhelmed by a toxemia so severe that

the resistance of the several organs is reduced, allow-

ing various organisms to become active. The genito-

urinary tract is not an exception.

These cases demonstrate that kidneys once the seat

of a lesion, or subject to interference with drainage,

are more vulnerable when the individual is attacked by

re infection. This should lead one to study the

kidneys more carefully, favoring elimination, especially

when they are known to be pathologic.

Perinephritis abscess, prostatic abscess, and epididy-

mitis may he a part of any hematogenous infection.

Organic Heart Disease in Children.—The importance nf

safeguarding the growing heart in shown by the large num-

ber of cases of organic heart disease among children hi New
York it is estimated that 2 per cent, of ail schoolchildren are

suffering from organic heart disease. That all cases of

organic heart disease in children are not due to rheumatic

: is brought out by a report made by Dr. Goodman
in a series of cases studied in the Jacobi Ward in th< I enox

Hill Hospital, in New York, where 80 per cent, of the .cases

were due to rheumatic infection, 16 per cent, to ci

diseases of childhood and 4 per cent, to developmental

defects—Dr. Julius Levy.

ETIOLOGY OF EPIDEMIC (LETHAR-
GIC) ENCEPHALITIS

PRELl M I NARY NOTE*

LEO LOEWE, M.D.

ISRAEL STRAUSS, M.D.

M W YORK

In previous articles 1
it has been demonstrated that

there is present in the nasopharyngeal mucous mem-
brane of patients suffering from epidemic encephalitis

a tiltrablc virus capable of producing in monkeys and
rabbits lesions typical of those found in the brain ill

human cases. By the use of Berkefeld ( V and N)
filtrates of nasal washings and nasopharyngeal mucous
membrane from fatal cases, we were able to develop
in monkeys and rabbits the clinical and pathologic pic-

tures of the disease.

In the second article it was stated that cultivation

of all material on ordinary laboratory mediums was
negative both aerohically and anacrobically. We fur-

ther stated that the studies by the Noguchi method had
been undertaken and were then in progress. We now
wish to describe the results of the latter studies on the

nasal washings, nasopharyngeal mucous membrane,
and brain in both human cases and inoculated animals.

The methods used were identical with those employed
by Noguchi-' for the cultivation of spirochetes. A suc-

cessful growth was manifested on the fifth to the

seventh day by clouding of the mediums, commencing
about the region of the kidney tissue and extending
rapidly upward to within about 1 cm. of the top of the

ascitic fluid column. At times extensive disintegration

and autolysis of the tissue caused deceptive clouding.

By means of dark-field illumination and examination
of control tubes and stained specimens, the positive

cultures were disclosed. The clouded tubes were all

recultivated on ordinary laboratory mediums to exclude
contamination. The growth in solid mediums appears
as minute colonies, more numerous about the region of
the kidney tissue. The optimal solid medium is of a

gelatinous consistency, made so by the addition of 1

part of 2 per cent, nutrient agar to 4 or 5 parts of

ascitic fluid, the kidney tissue being added as usual.

All control studies were negative with both fluid and
solid mediums.

Smears were stained with Giemsa solution or with
methylene blue after preliminary fixation in methyl
alcohol. The organisms appear as small, globular,

purplish or bluish bodies. They assume different

arrangements, occurring singly, in diplo forms, chains

or clumps. Larger degenerated forms are seen in

older cultures. On dark-field illumination they appear
mostly as diplo forms and as masses. They are not

motile. The reaction to the ( iram stain depends a great

deal on the medium used and the age of the individual

culture. Young cultures and those grown on solid

mediums are mostly gram positive. < >lder cultures and
those grown on fluid mediums tend at times to be gram
negative.

• From the Pathological Laboratory of Mount Sinai Hospital.
Aided by a grant from the Altman Fund nf tin-- Neurological Division.

I. Strauss, Hirshfeld and Loewe: New York M. I. 10!»:;72 (May
3) 1919 Loewe, Hirshfeld and Strauss: J. Infect. Dis., to be
published.

In. Hideyo J. Exper. M. 14:99, 1911; 15:90, 1912;
16:199. 211, 1912. Flexner, Simon, and Noguchi, Hideyo: Experi-

menti oi th< Cultivation of the Virus of Poliomyelitis, J. A. M. A.
00: 362 (Feb I) 1913; 1. Exper. Med. 18:461, 1913.
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As a whole, in morphology, appearance of colonies

and growth, the organism resembles that described bj

Flexncr and Noguchi2 in poliomyelitis. It differs in

- obtained with animals and particularly in the

.susceptibility of rabbits to this organism.

Up to the present time, the filtrable organism has

been carried to the twelfth generation. It h
recovered from the brains of rabbits and monkeys

injected with filtrates of human nasopharyngeal mucous

membrane and of brains of inoculated animals. Mon-

keys and rabbits injected with the later generations

(seventh to eleventh) of the organism, originally

obtained from human mucous membrane and not previ-

ously passed through animals, have succumbed with

typical symptoms. Necropsy findings and micro

pictures are characteristic 'if those found in the human
being. The organism was recovered from the brains,

and. in a lew instances, from the mucous membranes

of the nasopharynx of these animals. I'm' of the later

generations excludes the possibility of the transmission

of sufficient original virus to produce any such results.

The organism was recovered Erom 50 per cent, glyc-

erinated filtrate of human nasopharyngeal mucous
membrane kept on ice for four months. The organism

remains viable and virulent in cultures for a period of

at least six w
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OPEN AIR CLASSES*

LEOPOLD MARCUS. M.D.

< Inspector of Open
1 a' 111

NEW YORK

The Bureau of Child Hygiene of tin- department of

health of New York City conducts only activities ol

preventive medicine. These activities cover a

of the child's life from the prenatal state until the com-

pletion of the elementary school. ties are

controlled by definite divisions of the bureau to cover

various periods of life, as well as special activities.

The division of baby welfare supervises the prenatal

work and care of the infant from birth until the second

reached. The division of midwives and found-

midwives ami supen ises their

methods in carrying on their practice. It also issues

permits for the privilege of keeping foundling

supervises the care they receive. The division of

school medical inspi ducts a progressive cam-
paign of preventive medicine throughout the year, both

in the schools and in the homes of the pupils. The div-

ision of employment certificates i-stie- certificati

ilchildren of correct age who are in physical

condition to work. There is a divi clinics

and a division of dental clinics which conduct their

special branches of medicine exclusively for the

oolchildren.

The preschool age of the child, that is, from the

second year until the child's entrance into school, is not

systematically supervised. Sonic pioneer work has

been done by our bureau, and the necessity and value

of it have been concha >n el) pn» d H
the child's life can no longer be neglected, and
the next steps in public health and preventive medicine
will lie the giving of more attention to it.

' Kra.l hrforr
I

One of the activities of the division of school i,

inspection is the medical supervision of the open air

of the public schools. The pedagogic work ot

i lasses is conducted entirely by the board of

education.

The classes were Organized to provide special oppor-

tunities for the physically subnormal pupils, after an

experiment had been conducted in one class to ascertain

the value of such organization. The results have been

so gratifying that there are now 110 open air i

The classes are at present located on the roofs of the

school buildings, roofs of auditoriums, in public parks

and in the school buildings.

( hir experience has proved that in a large city these

are best placed in the school building, in a

classroom properly located and with the required

structural changes. Besides, it is difficult to protect

them from the rain, snow, direct sunlight ani

Roofs require the climbing of too many stair~. I

tions in the parks would be ideal were it not for the

expense of the structures required. Resides, in our

city, the parks available are so inadequate that only a

small number of classes can be located in them. When
the original school building is being constructed, very

little additional cost is added by providing one or more
open air classrooms. The board of education now
provides at least one open air classroom in ev( i

J building.

At present the following types of children are admit-

i the open air classes

:

1. Children exposed- to tuberculosis at home, or in

family there has been a recent death from this disease.

.'. Children who have had tuberculosis which is now
arrested or cured.

3. Children suffering from malnutrition.

4. Children who become tired i \v languor or

before the end of the day. and on this account are

unable to carry on their class work.

5. Children suffering from nervous diseases except chorea.

6 i hildren who frequently an absent because of colds,

bronchitis, etc.

7. Children suffering from cardiac disi re recom-
mended by the private physician as pupils who ougl

put in these classes.

The classification provides for the ius, pre-

tuberculous and physically subnormal children who
may be benefited by becoming pupils in one of these

The regular equipment insists

of individual school study i i and sleeping
i study chairs are easily mi

groups of any of the children can be formed for the

convenience of the teacher. The children u

gS when sitting in their study chairs or

lying on then

The important factors in the success of this work
h cool air. light, food, correction of

;

rd growth ami development, and
proper hygienic living conditions. These are all pro-
vided for during the school Bui it must be
borne in mind that the children are in school only five

ol days and that we have about 1''!)

ioI da) - a year.

I JuritiLT the school hours, the children are completely
under control and receive the ear. they require. The
classrooms have ample light and air, as tl

always located wl

outhei n and i tern i

i
- urable. \\ e have found thai tie
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is a decided advantage and that no temperature is ton

low, provided the children are properlj protected bj

their clothing and their sleeping bags ["he g

increase in weighl i- always made during the colder

weather. With the iir>t return of warm weather, the

increase of weight is retarded. Tin- is, t" a great

extent, because of the influence of the temperature on

the appetites of these children, ["heir appetites are

always better in colder weather.

is one of the essentials for children of these

types, and we have tunnel that three meals a day arc

not sufficient to assist them to a normal average weight.

Extra feeding is always provided between breakfast

and lunch and. as far as possible, between Lunch and

supper. This extra food is absolutely required by the

children during the colder weather, and they all anx-

iously await it. Milk and bread and butter arc the

ods for them; but our funds, which .til come
from private sources, have been limited, ami fur the

past \e.ir and a half we have had to rely on cereals and

milk. All classrooms located in new buildings, a- well

as many in the old ones, have a separate kitchen in

which tu prepare the food.

The children whose growth and development has

heeii retarded because of physical defects, such as

adenoids, hypertrophied tonsils and carious teeth.

respond very quickly after their defect- are properly

remedied. Though they would in most cases improve

in regular classes after correction of their defects, the

men) i- more rapid when they have the advan-

tages provided in the open air classes. Nearly all of

these children having physical defect- improve while in

(asses, hut return to their previous condition

rapidly if sent back to a regular class.

TABLE 1.— DAILY ROl iINE OF AN OPEN AIR- CLASS

9:00 to 10:00 a. m School Work
to 10:15 a. m Extra feeding

to 11:00 a. m School work
:"0 noon Rest pel

Lunch period

1:00 to 2:45 p. m School work
io 3:00 p. m Second extra feeding

In school, the children have frequent short recesses

for recreation. They have a rest period of one hour

lunch, during which time all children lie on

their cot-. Some learn to sleep during this period, but

many merely rest. The daily routine followed in an

open' air class (Table 1) divides the day into three

pi riods : two hour.- for school work, two hours for rest

and lunch and. again, two hours for school work. We
have the long rest period before lunch, as we have

found that if we stop the school work after two hours

to give the children a long rest, they do not become

overfatigued. They recuperate rapidly, and by lunch

re fully hack to tlieir normal condition; and,

furthermore, not being fatigued, they have good appe-

tites, and derive the benefits which accrue from eating

.leal.-.

ted on the upper floors have a

riod from 1 to 1 :10 p. m. al-o. The time is

d from the morning period of re.-t, and i- given

to afford the children a short rest after climbing so

many stair-.

Parents are instructed to have their children rest at

home before -upper, and they are al-o urged to con-

tinue the morning extra feeding and to see that the

children rest during the usual time on those days when

the school is not in session.

lli. most difficult problem we have to contend with

in a large city is that of the hygienic conditions at

home. They entail a great deal of social service work,
which, however, our teachers and nurses willingly do.

Tin- work m. iv appear Foreign to the subject, hut it

cannot he neglected, for all the results gained in school

will avail nothing unless the home conditions are prop-

el K correi ted

I i mi our present experience, I believe that tin
|

;

,

tor- already enumerated are the important one-, and
none of them can he slighted if success l- to he our
goal.

Ml.nu vi. vii EN i tON ami I I vi HERS

The classes are vi-ited daily by the school nurses of

the health department. Their duties are definitely

defined, and they work in cooperation with the medical
inspectors and the teachers. The medical inspectors

of the health department have full medical charge of

these classes. They admit and discharge pupils, make
regular systematic physical examination- of all pupils,

and repeat the examination in any individual case as

often a- the child may require it. All the work of the

nurses and inspectors in the classes and in the homes
of the pupils i- recorded on individual record cards for

each pupil.

The medical inspectors decide the extent of physical

exercise in which each pupil is permitted to participate.

Tin department of physical training of the hoard of
education supervises the exercise- and play, and regu-

late- them for each pupil according to the limitations

ordered by the medical inspectors.

The scholastic work is entirely under the supervision

of the board of education. The classes are limited to

a registration of twenty-live pupils. As these pupils

are usually in various grades, the group method of
teaching is used. Only essential subjects can be
taught.

Teacher- of open air clas-es are specialists, and only

those filling the required qualifications are selected.

The qualifications considered essential are: good
health; even temperament; capacity for doing a large

amount of school work well, as a number of grades

must be taught'; physical ability to make home visits;

tact in handling both children and parents; willingness

to do social service, and a tie-ire to study the problems
of this work in the class by reading and taking an
appropriate -utdy course.

A poor teacher, or one not physically strong, is a
great handicap to an open air class, as the success of

the work rests to a great extent on her.

RECORD OF PUPILS

Children who are transferred from the open air class

to a regular class are seen at least once a month by the

TABLE 2.—CASES DISCHARGED FROM OPEN AIR CLASSES

Gained
Weight

319

temained Scholarship
Same Lost Improved Same

292

nurse, who keeps a record of their condition, weight

and scholastic standing. < >f 506 children transferred,

.vti7 wire followed up, with tin results observed in

Table 2.

The effects on all pupils in the open air classes are

shown in Table 3.

'Those children who failed to gain in weight were
suffering from physical defects of such marked char-
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acter that it is most reasonable to attribute their failure

to gain to this known cause. The children who failed

at least to maintain their regular scholastic standings

are mental defectives, as their previous records show.

These children ought not be placed in open air classes,

as it is impossible to give them there the attention they

demand.

TABLE 3.—PROGRESS OF ALL PUPILS IX OPEN AIR
CLASSES

Gained More
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seated in a previously warmed bath tub the

i small ml' or large basin

ipped «iili a broad
it the shoul-

p itienl succ< ssh ( I) Begin with

each part, reduce the water temperature
• ben needed, until ed, then

the quantit; ' h ) the patient and

sen.! hin d reaction is

ressini ["he water tempera-

il the patient (eels chilly after di

l>ut the • nd is gradual!) restored in

In the beginning reaction may
: the aim ol .ill procedures for

Annals of Surgery, Philadelphia

' K. Smith, Ni

V C. David,

• or, Mich
l; Bones.

Mechanism
r Extremity. T. T. Thomas. Philadelphia.

—

Method oi Detecting Intestinal Perform W

Knee Joint Injuries.— Thirty-tw i patients of the eighty-

se clinical history was analyzed by McWilliams and

lid not have a fracture. Eight had simple fi

while the remaining forty had combinations of comminuted
fracture fractured in eighteen, the femur

the tihia in twelve cases and the fibula in

;.-three patient- operated on for knee

joint injuries, of whom final reports were obtainable as to

remained clean; in seventy of seventy-

membrane was com
six were drained into the joint. In general,

-' treatment was not well carried out. Generally a

splint w here a fracture made
it imperative, hut the lack of night nurse- made active motion

impossible and in the daytime the patient was left

to make the motions by himself. There was n

tern, even in the daytime, for forcing the patients to make
regularly. Even with this abortive plan, all

it early motion gave excellent results,

having returned well in a short time. The t arl)

evacuations sometimes stifferend the joints irretrievably.

Treatment of Recent Wounds of Knee Joint—Pool and
emphasize that in all if j >inf - b)

'ting (through and through)
'i should le done. The principles

rvativc treatment are thus summarized: complete
•' the tract of the projectile through the joint;

mt by suture; primary oi

if the superficial parts according to the rules laid

fl parts alone: finally, early

Four cases are analyzed.

Open Operation Through the Knee Joint.—Open amputa-
ii amputation

the femur, Smith claims, offers the

antages: Fresh bone and marrow cavity are

'•re i- opportunity for .

and in some instances an osteoplastic stump; operative shock

is minimal.

Correction of Deformity in Fractures.—In Thorn;

ion the rocn'. 1 with sufficient fre-

quency to determine the results i I efforts at reduction of

fracture deformity. He is convinced that sufficient use of it

for this purpose would probably demonstrate that reduction

oi overlapping of fragments in fractures of the shafts of long

bones, without operation, is rarelj accomplished The con-

traction ot the surrounding mu • !< caused b) the irritation

of fragments never relaxes until the muscle is permanent!)

shortened b) organization of the traumatic exudate which

always infiltrates these muscles aboul the fracture Probably

no known method of extension ca ..me this

i nomas claims th.it mosl Ft ai tun i
and dis-

locations of the upper extremity are probabl) due to falls on

the hand. A dislocation is merelj a fracture ol the skeleton

at a joint with displaci nenl ol the fragment In i
Fall

the uppei extremit) is interposed, palm down and elbow
\ti nded, to break the fori

i
II, so thai the

mechanism bj which the force is applied to il is essentially

the -.one in .ill falls, ["he common and typical displacements
' emit) can be

explained more effectively by -mil a fracturing force than

by the theor) "i the |ii'.l] ol certain special mu
Pneumoperitoneum. From personal

convinced that perforation of the intestine oi H"-

i. in be diagnosed by the roentgen-ra) findings. Ilu i

intestinal gases accumulate under the diaphragm if the head

i- elevated. The roentgenogram shows the diaphragm and

livei sharpl) outlined and a collection oi air separating these

structures. Localized colli ! in the abdominal
walls, the buttocks, etc. may hetr.i\ .i colon infection and

the efore an absci s resulting from a peri iti I bowel. No
intraperitoneal injections of air have been made in patients,

although Dandy feels that the procedure i- safe and should

iluable information which ma) lead to eon,.

noses in obscun B determining the exact shape, size

and position of various abdominal structures,

be obtained not only as to the exact organ which is diseased

but also as to the pathology of tin- organ involved. Many
patients ma) thereb) be spared ,i useless exploratory laparot-

omy by the disclosure of inoperable conditions, where i

ma) I"- offered specific rather than exploratory operations,

or a rational rather than an empiric form of treatment.

Arkansas Medical Society Journal, Little Rock
i., i. 1919, i<:. N i

Abdomii i T J. Stout, Brinkley.—p. 75.

i Roi I..—p. 80.

Place ii Public Health.
I

B H Ni ' trl

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
Sept !5, 1919, 181,

•Treatment of Infected Bone Wounds. ! of < I .1. Cotton,

Boston.—p. 379.

i More Accurate Studj oi [nj irii to Atla and Axis. A.

w George, Boston.-

Certain Diagnostii Aspects ol M I Discuses of the Gastro-

intestinal Tout. C. W. McClure, Boston.—p. 399.

Treatment of Infected Bone Wounds.- Cotton reviews the

work done in these cases at I'. S. Army General Hospital
i (). iiost, ni. Tin ' n ult obtt ! are ci edited to

Carrel's technic and the use of surgical solution of chlori-

nated soda. Three hundred and forty-six patients were
admitted. One hundred and eight> -two operations were per-

formed. There was one death; a patient with empyema, who
came in moribund, died before he could be operated on.

There were two amputations, one for a hopelessly crushed
and crippied leg with a septic knee, one deliberately after

the wounds had been healed For a limb so badly damaged
and paralyzed as to be worthless. There have been no
reamputations, no resections and no cases of secondary osteo-

cl ng operation.

Method for More Accurate Study of Injuries to Atlas and
Axis.—The principal George' method i- to leave

with students some fundamental facts: first, the -only of the

anatomy; second the variations from the normal.

Colorado Medicine, Denver
bei i 119, ii:. No. 9

Surgery. Kc A, R, Pollock, Monte Vis'.a.

—p. 220.

Evcrsion of Tissue Margins in Wound Approximation. C. E. Tennant,

p

i R. Fox, Sterling.—p. 226.

Fifty Appendectomies Under Local Anesthesia. L. E. Likes, and W. 0.
Sheller, Lamar.—p. 230.
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Iowa State Medical Society Journal, Des Moines
Sept 15, 1919, 9, N

Mental Hygiene and the War. F. P. Norbury, Ja< '.- nville, II!.— p. 299.
Pneumonia Situation in Camp Pike, Arkansas. C. H. Herrmann, Jr.,

Amana.—p. 315.

Journal of Cutaneous Diseases, Chicago
September, 1919, 37, No. 9

•Alkali Reserve of Blood in Various Diseases of Skin. H. T. Schwartz,
O. L. Levin and II. C. Mahnken, New York.—p. 575.

*t'nusual Case of Granuloma Annulare. A. W. Stillians, Chicago.
—p. 580.

•Neurodermatoses and Pseudolichens. F. Wise, Ni w York.—p. 590.

Alkali Reserve in Skin Diseases.—The authors confined

their attention almost entirely to the inflammatory dc
They examined 139 patients of whom eighty, or 59.7 per cent .

gave normal values; fifty, or 35.9 per cent., gave values indi-

cating a moderate acidosis, and one, or 0.7 per cent., showed
a severe acidosis. This last patient had diabetes complicated
with carbuncles. Included in this group were rases of

soriasis, eczema, pruritus, erythema nodosum, derma-
titis herpetiformis, erythema multiforme and lupus erythema-
1' isUS.

Granuloma Annulare: Cure by Means of Radium.—The
odd features in Stillians' ease were the entire absence of

ringed lesions, the failure to localize on the hands, its occur-
rence in a patient who has a persistently positive V
matin reaction, and its superficial rese nblance to xanthoma.
The administration of potassium iodid, 10 grains, three times

a day. and mercurial inunctions, had no effect whatever on
the lesions. Salic lie plaster, worn t hi hours,

made no impression on the lesions. Roentgen rays adminis-
tered short of the erythema dose gave no result. The Kro-
mayer lamp pressed on (without blue filter) long enough to

cause a m, had no effect on the lesions. Radium.
through A mm. of aluminum, cleared up the ankle and
miis promptly, bul thost on the elbows were stub-

born, requiring a larger dose, which was sufficient to leave

a scar in one spot, without clearing up the lesion entirely.

Neurodermatoses.—Wise discusses a certain peculiar mor-
bid change in the skin, to which a variety of names h

familiar being lichen simplex chronkus,
us circumscriptum, m is, prurigo cir-

turn and pruritus with

makes a brief report of hi, own ,
, ,n clin-

ical and microscopic studies.

Journal of General Physiology, Ealtimore
I I '. 3. No. 1

i lies on Respirati [] Antagonism.
W. I \ —p. 1.

[d. VIII
M 5.

Id. IX Silts on Respiration of Aspergillus

p. 17.

cis of Rcta and Gamma Rays oi

pi

i Domii .line. (' '/. Ii i

1 ' '
;

o. 73.

Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis
i.

d Study on the 1

I
-

p. 711.

and I
i teaearch. G. Lu Ri Hi <. Minn.

—I'
I

—p. 7.57.

I

Investigation of Pediculicide Substances.—A number of
derivatives of cresol, preserving the general cresol structure,
hut diminishing the volatility, were experimented with by
Moore and Hirschfelder to test their power to kill lice. The
calculated amount of bromin was dropped from a separating
funnel directly into glacial acetic acid containing t

!

i

and a small piece of bright iron wire as a catalyzer. Bromi-
nation. as shown by titrating a sample witli potassium iodid
and thiosulphate, was complete in less than one hour. The
mixture was then neutralized, separated and lib

;irst with sodium thiosulphate to remove any excess
of bromin or bromin that had entered the 1:

then with sodium bicarbonate and water and finally filtered
or separated off. Chlorin was introduced by bubbling into
the glacial acetic acid soluti in of cresol in the presence of
iron wire until the calculated weight of chlorin h

taken up. The substances were otherwise treated in the same
way as the bromin derivatives lodin was introduced in

saturated sodium bicarbonate solution in the presence of
m iodid \ series of monobrominated and dibromi-

ted and iodocresols, orthocresol, me
and paracresol was thus prepared in which the halogen had

I'o tins mode of treatment the tri

inds of the metacresol only are formed and not tri-

halogenated ortho and para compounds were obtained.
Chlorin was also introduced into monobrominated metacresol
and in this way a monobrom, monochlor and monobromid
chlormetacresol was formed and in the same way a dibrom-

The substances which were found to

be best suited to the purpose wee the dibrommetacresol which
ten days and the dichlorn i mmetacresol which
hirteen days. 'I lu- . eemed to fulfil the

requisites of the problem so far as a laboratory trial could
demonstrate.

Relation of Pancreas to Diabetic State.—The experiments
reported on by Ervin show that a depancreatized animal as
long as six hours after depancreation develops a hyper-
glycemia and : t as in the in tncreatic

yet consumes glucose at the same rate as the normal
animal. The hyperglycemia and glycosuria are dependent on
the rate

i [lucose into glyi ogen and not on
interference with the normal rate of oxidation. Ervin

that the internal

enzyme, similar to the external secretion but diverted into
the port i the rapid synthi se into

n. The failure of its action is the cause of the state
of pancreatic diabcte

;
, who fails

thetize the absorbed
!

fficiently
rapid rate to pi perglycemia.

Cholesterol Determinations in Cancer Research.
I

observati

of giving valuable clinical information, although it shoul ]

'• oked on as

example, as the Wassermann test. It might fitl

to the test for albumin in the urim urnishes infor-
oncerning chi m ; ii will, tl

furnish information about

metabolism, radium treatment, bacten.il •

.nd hemon

ire given.

I.-aacson Method for Estimating Glucose.—The rapid
mining glui

Penncll with u

It Formation Reactions and Wassermanp

I'crutz. From the r<

that, possibly with I hi
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tionately large enough, no matter what the origin, to

admit of a routine exploration eiffler in Front oi oi

behind the sinus. Despite the fact that <>_' ]>cr cent, of

all cerebellar abscesses originate From the petrous

pyramid, and notwithstanding the importance of the

surgical localizing value <>i' a dead labyrinth (namely,

with a dead labyrinth, the cerebellar abscess is likely

tn 1h- on or near the anterior surface of the cerebellum,

frequently admitting of operative localization by

exploration in front of the sinus), the number of cere-

bellar f labyrinthine or perilabyrinthine

origin that arc not accessible by this route is large

enough to preclude it- routine employment.

Similarly, cerebellar abscesses, originating from a

thrombosis of the lateral sinus, while generally located

i.n or in the posterior two thirds of the cerebellum, are

frequently so situated, either on the upper or under

surface of the cerebellum, as not to be accessible by

puncture from behind the sinus.

In the treatment of cerebellar abscess, to inert the

surgical requirement that the operative procedure may
be attended bj a systematic exploration which will

admit of a uniform operative localization of the sup-

puration and its complete evacuation, it is necessary

in all cases :

1. To obliterate and doubly ligate the descending

portion of the lateral sinus. The sinus, no matter how
large, may be quickly obliterated and ligated by invuls-

ing the external wall into its cavity. 1

2. 1 o expose the dura of the whole cerebellar fossa

of the affected side; and, as the affected hemisphere

occupies a position beyond the medium line, the bone

over the unaffected hemisphere should be freely

removed.

3. To perform a ventricular puncture in order to

relieve the internal hydrocephalus.

4. Then to incise the dura as far forward as possible,

the incision extending outward through the obliterated

sinus and continued in whichever direction necessary.

Because of the variety of situations of cerebellar

abscess as found at postmortem, no other surgical

manipulation promises uniformly to locate the abscess

or allow of it- complete evacuation, and the introduc-

tion of drainage material within the abscess itself.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION

Dr. George F. G.tt. Buffalo: As to the mortality, some

claim 20 per cent, and some from 40 to 50 per cent., but mine

has been 100 per cent. I have not had more than six or

seven cases of brain abscess in the last twenty-five years,

and twi '-ere cerebellar ahscesses. The doctor

spoke of the radical mastoid operation being done when

there is a cerebellar abscess. He must remember that when

we are called to the country to operate we have neither hos-

pital, nor nurse, nor time to study the case; we have noth-

ing, except a patient in bed with a chronic suppurative

middle ear and we are supposed to give relief. I have seen

a number of these patients die who no doubt had brain

abscess of which we knew nothing. Every case of chronic

middle ear suppuration should be studied carefully before we

decide what to dr.; in that way a cerebellar abscess may be

discovered which would otherwise escape detection.

Prop Febnand Lemaitke, France: Before discussing the

paper of Dr. Eagleton I wish to express my appreciation of

the great honor you have done me by electing me to honorary

membership in your society. With your permission I shall

1. Eagleton, W. P.: Original Device for the Control of Hemorrhage

from the Large Sinuses of the Erain by Invulsion of the Outer Wall

into the Lumen, M. Rec. 95:274 (Feb. 15) 1919.

relate some of my observations in ease- of cerebellar abscess.

In cases ol eeieliell.it abscess of static origin the route of

surgical approach is of prime importance. Three routes are

before us: in front of, behind and through the lateral sinus.

Which is the best? Considered from the purely anatomic
standpoint, the posterior route is preferable, the anterior

being too narrow (this is particularly true when the sinus

i- ot the precedent type), and the middle route requiring

opening the sinus. However, pathologic conditions greatly

modifj oui choice of routes. The best route is the shortest.

For this reason it is not possible to choose a route until the
location of the pus is known. I have usually found the

abscess located in the interior portion of the cerebellum, and
for this reason I have usually used the anterior route. The
great question, after all, is the location of the pus.

But how solve this problem? There are three ways: (1)
The clinical symptomatology: 1 realize that localization in

the cerebellum is far from being precisely worked out. How-
ever, the spontaneous deviation of the index finger seems to.

me to be in favor of localization anteriorly. < >n the contrary.

a decided rctropulsion is in favor of a localization posteriorly.

The adiadokocinesis and hypermetry are observed in both

localizations. (2) The lesions as observed during the opera-
tion: The general principle of otology, "The specialist must
follow the course of morbid process." finds here a most useful

application. This procedure usually allows one to find the

pus in the most direct way, and, what is more important, it

makes it possible to penetrate the meninges and subarachnoid

space at the point where spontaneous walling off is already

under way. (3) The needle puncture: When dura and sinus

are exposed, the exploring needle introduced where the

abscess is supposed to be, shows pus, its localization and its-

depth. Following these guides, I have rarely found the

abscess behind the sinus, but most frequently in front of it.

In one case, finding the sinus full of pus, I was led to the

cerebellar abscess on the farther side of the sinus wall. Con-
sequently, I believe we are frequently forced by the circum-

stances to choose the narrow space existing between the

anterior part of the sinus and the posterior part of the

petrous portion of the temporal bone, removing a portion of
the latter, if necessary.

I should also like to say a few words concerning my method
of walling off the subarachnoid spaces. This method is as
follows : When the meninges are exposed and the pus loca-

tion has been indicated by means of the needle, instead of

cutting the membranes by a sharp instrument. I introduce at

the site of the needle a grooved director, allowing the pus to-

partially evacuate by this means. In abscess of cerebrum this

is important, but it is of even more importance in cerebellar

abscess, because it is known that the pus under tension is

not as well borne by the cerebellum as by the cerebrum.

Then a small rubber drainage tube is introduced through the

small meningeal opening. I have observed that the presence

of this tube provokes the formation of fibrous adhesions,

which wall off the subarachnoid space. Every clay a larger

tube is substituted until a diameter of from 9 to 11 mm. is

reached. By this time a strong, firm ring of fibrous tissue

surrounds the tube, which now functions as a drain. In cere-

bellar, abscess, at this stage I replace the soft tube by a
vulcanized one, which is specially prepared in my laboratory.

The particular features of these tubes are that they are

fenestrated and the anterior ends arc cut obliquely. This

obliquity prevents contact between the tube and anterior por-

tion of the sinus, thus avoiding traumatism and grave hemor-

rhage. In subsequent dressings these tubes are diminished

in length but not in caliber, as granulation tissue appears

and pushi s the tube outward. It is better to await spon-

taneous expulsion than to withdraw the tube. I have the

detailed record of a case of cerebellar abscess following a

concussion injury to the ear, in which there was complete

recovery after having been treated in the manner just out-

lined. This case forms part of a paper dealing with the

general subject "The Exclusion of the Subarachnoidal Space."

Dr. Ewing W. Day, Pittsburgh : I wish to make a plea

for compulsory postmortems. Dr. Eagleton and the others

who have studied his subject are hindered by the lack of
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good postmortems and the published reports. I would like to

urge every member of this society to go before the board of

governors of your hospitals and have them enact a rule

requiring postmortems in all cases in which death was due

to trouble within the cranium. We have been diverted from

this for some time on account of objections we thought might

arise. In 1908 we had it introduced in the Pittsburgh Eye
and Ear Hospital ; it has therefore been in force for eleven

years. We have had only three objections, and they did not

amount to anything. They have patients sign an agreement

before they go into the hospital, drawn up by competent legal

authority, making it a contract, that in consideration of the

treatment received in the ward, in case of death there shall

be a postmortem. When we do that our knowledge of intra-

cranial conditions will be greatly enlarged.

Dr. Edward J. Bernstein, Detroit : I would like to ask

what relation Dr. Eagleton has found between the vario'is

diagnostic aids we have and the location of cerebellar

abscess.

Dr. Joseph C. Beck, Chicago : Of the fifteen cases of sinus

thrombosis that 1 have had in twenty-five years only two

patients have lived. In only one case have I made use of a

point that Dr. Eagleton mentioned, the ventricular puncture,

and that was after I saw the late Dr. Beckman of Rochester,

Minn., in operating on a gasserian ganglion, use this method.

I only bring this up because this is the one thing that is

bothering us in the operation on the brain, the tremendous

intracranial pressure.

Dr. Wells P. Eagleton, Newark, N. J.: I think we should

e that there is no one method of treatment that is

adapted to all brain abscesses. I want to emphasize the

importance of diagnosing between two separate and distinct

ins, both of which are classed as cerebellar abscess,

viz.. intrapia-arachnoid abscess situated within the pia

"1 iutracerebellar abscess, situated within the cere-

bellar tisue. To obtain the best results, they must be treated

differently. In intrapia-arachnoid abscess puncture and the

insertion of a drain will not stop the suppurative process.

The pressure of the brain against the dura prevents evacua-

tion by drainage; the suppurative p tinues to extend

beyond the dural opening and the patient ultimately dies. All

b.n.ks on abscess of the brain speak of these cases as giving

a high mortality. becausV, 1 think, of reliance entirely on

drainage. Professor Lemaitre spoke of puncture; unquestion-

ably it is the best treatment of acute intracerebellar abscess.

ild differentiate between acute and chronic abscess. If

rate without complete preparation we will have a high

ty. A brain abscess requires the undivided attention

of the surgeon from the time he makes a provisional diag-

nosis. I have seen four deaths, all possibly avoidable,

because tin surgeons had other - The opera-

tions were put off for a day and during the delaj the

We should examine a case of suspected cere-

bellar abscess most carefully, [f the patient is conscious la-

can be put in a chair and rotated over and over again, lie

may object, but if the family are told the importance of

making the diagnosis, they will submit, and with tl

and a great deal of patience, all the t'

he applied. I have :

i in which the

between cerebellar and cerebral involvement was

irany chair, I )i i

ventricular puncture. Why it has not been more gi

it know, li

.

puncture will reduce tie- herniati >n I
>.

i to call -

ii hi maximum pressure should be

the dural incision. Ato i,

tion has never been called to it before; hut theoretically

there are points of maximum increased intracranial pressure,

incision over which will he followed by herniation, ami other
points of minimum prcssm

ibliteration oi tie- lateral sinus and incision

it, although led hut twice in literature,

should
'

I to in every ca f suspected cerebellar

he advantagi ai h. the

incision being in the line of minimum pressure.

Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments

FORMULAS FOR USE IN STANDARDIZING AUTOGENOUS
\ M VINES

Leo R. Teiion, A.B., UrbanA, III.

Sergeant, Medical Department, U. S. Army

In the preparation of autogenous vaccines, we used, as a

routine, Wright's method of counting. In so doing I have

experienced some little discomfort in handling the array of

figures usually employed in making the necessary compu-
tations.

As a short cut. the formulas here given have proved useful

and satisfactory, it being entirely unnecessary to compute the

number of organisms per cubic centimeter in the suspension.

The result obtained in working out the formulas gives the

number of cubic centimeters of the suspension of organisms
needed to make up a desired quantity of vaccine which will

contain the desired number of organisms.

FORMULAS

Quantity of , Millions of Organisms per C.c. N

lOe.c.

15 c.c.

25 c.c.

50 C.C.

Urn o.C.

b

2.72 x
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TSUTSUGAMUSHI DISEASE IN JAPAN

For many years, some of the river valleys of Japan

have been known to harbor in endemic form a peculiar

malady designated as tsutsugamushi disease. The old

Chinese literature makes it probable that something of

a similar nature was prevalent long ago in parts of

China; and recently the same disease has been observed

in Formosa. The descriptions indicate its close resem-

blance to typhus fever and allied infections. The

origin of tsutsugamushi disease is attributed to the

bites of certain insects found in the affected regions.

A- long ago as 1893, Kitasato ascribed the causation

to a plasmodium-like organism which he believed he

had discovered in the red corpuscles of afflicted per-

sons. The theory of plasmodial causation has been

'; by various other Japanese investigators who

were unable to find protozoa in the blood of their

patients.

' >f late, the study of the disease, which formed the

: of a report by the American investigators Ash-

burn and Craig1 in the Philippine Islands in 1908, has

been renewed by the experts of the Kitasato Institute

for Infectious Diseases in Tokyo.- They have verified

the peculiar periodicity of tsutsugamushi, which occurs

most frequently in the summer months, beginning with

nd ending with ' ictober. This corresponds with

the development of the insect "akamushi," the now

assumed carrier of the Nippon "river fever." 8 This

ppears to be the larva of a form resembling the

European Lcptus autumnalis. The summer likewise

i- the season when the peasants who Miller from it

enter the infected zones. Tin insei ts, which begin to

attack human beings in June, are extremely preva-

lent until the fall months. The mortality is a variable

one, but has on several occasions exceeded 50 per

cent.

The close resemblance of tsutsugamushi disease to

typhus fever and Rocky Mountain spotted lexer has

1. Ajhburn, I*. M., ;m<l Craig, C. !•'.: A Comparative S

and Spotted Fever of Montana,
I

-'. Kitasbima, T. an.l Miyajima. M.: Stl

gamushikrankheil. Kitasato Arch. Exper. Med. 8:91 (July) 1918.

3. The life cycle of the insect h?s been studied especially by Miya-

jima, M., and Okumura. T. : Kitasato Arch. Exper. Med. 1, No, 1,

been recognized for some time. There is a similarity

in the type of febrile reaction elicited , the peculiar

eruptions coincident with the height of the attack are

also reminiscent of those seen in the better studied

typhus like infections, Indeed, one might be inclined

to suspect a complete identity of the diseases except

for the recent Japanese investigations, which assert a

distinction between the "river fever" and the conven-

tional typhus fever quite as marked as that still postu-

lated between "spotted Fever" and its nearest ana-

logues, The nonidentity is asserted primarily on the

basis of immunologic investigations and the failure of

infection with one type to protect against the subse-

quent occurrence of the other.

The role of the held mouse (Microtus montabelli),

as bearer of the parasitic insects that transmit the cti-

ologic agent to man and as host of the infectious micro-

organism, seems tO be established. With respect to

prophylaxis, it is difficult to prevent the bites of the

insects under existing conditions. Excision of the area

of the sting does not prevent the distribution of the

virus. The best prospect of relief seems to lie at pres-

ent in the eradication of the mice so far as this is

practicable. Precisely what the nature of the etiologic

factor is, whether it belongs to the so-called ultramicro-

scopic agents or some comparable group, is still to be

determined. It appears to be independent of the spiro-

chetes that have lately been reported so often in Japa-

nese rodents. Thus far, attempts at chemotherapy

with preparations of iodin, mercury, arsenic, quinin or

dyes have proved unavailing.

INFLUENZA

The suffering and loss of life that characterized

the influenza epidemic of last year are still vivid in the

minds of physicians and the public, and there is much

speculation as to the extent to which influenza will

appear during this fall and the coming winter, and

what measures are of value in its prevention. In the

anxiety to do everything possible to lessen the antici-

pated danger, it is important to maintain a judicial

attitude in evaluating any proposed method of prophy-

laxis, and to inquire carefully into its merits before

recommending it for general public use. If we may

judge by the experience of the past in other epidemics

of influenza, or, indeed, in epidemics in general, a

'in iderable incidence of influenza may be anticipated

during the coming fall and winter. During the past

spring and summer there have been scattering cases,

for the most part mild, or at least not usually compli-

cated by the fatal bronchopneumonia of last winter.

While opinion as to the degree of immunity conferred

by one attack of influenza is not unanimous, there are

many facts that appear to support the view that one

attack does confer immunity to the disease. If this

view be accepted, it may be assumed that the epidemic
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of last year, which affected perhaps 30 per cent, of

the population, presumably conferred an immunity on

a large proportion of the susceptible persons, and that

therefore a recurrence of the epidemic of the same

magnitude is very unlikely. On the other hand, no

doubt there are a number of persons who escaped

infection last year, but who through changes in resis-

tance, or by accident of exposure, will suffer from the

disease this year. It must not be forgotten that infec-

tions resembling and possibly identical with influenza,

or la grippe, are with us practically always, especially

in the winter, and there is a great temptation at such

times to call any sickness that has not a definite entity

"influenza." Conditions that are ordinarily called

"colds" are now being given the more popular name

"influenza."

I he practical value of vaccines in the prevention

of influenza has been much debated. In one group

are those who are enthusiastic over the alleged success

of vaccines in the prevention of influenza, citing num-

bers of instances in which persons did not become ill

from influenza following prophylactic injections, and

in which those who did become ill suffered less severely

than others not injected. In another group are those

more conservative, who present carefully studied series

of persons who had been vaccinated, with like numbers

of unvaccinated controls, and point out that the inci-

of the disease was practically the same in the

vaccinated as with the unvaccinated persons. The

eems unavoidable that the efficacy of vac-

cines in the prevention of influenza is still unproved.

The virus of influenza is not as yel discovered, ami thus

further doubl is thrown on the probable value of

- whose action, if any. would be nonspecific so

fir as influenza itself is concerned.

I low. then, shall we answer the many queries of

patient^ as to whether they shall be injected with vac

cines or what they shall do to avoid falling victims to

the disease? Certainly they should not at present be

led to believe that by submitting to vaccination the)

can hope to acquire immunity in am T t/rce compara-

ble to that resulting from antityphoid inoculation,

Until the value of prophylactic vaccines is clearly

proved, they should not l"- recommended to patients

ure method for the prevention of influenza. The

question as to tin- value of vaccines in the pr<

of infectious diseases of the respiratory tract other

than influenza is still under investigation. Other pro-

cedures, such as good ventilation, cleanliness and

ure- in general, are of value in that they

contribute to good personal and home hygiene. I'm

of them i- all important to the exclusion of

the others. There is no scientific evidence thai

.
no matter what drug may bi

are oi value, except as temporary cleansers. There i-

one point in regard to influenza, however, on which

there is general agreement: The pulmonary complica-

tions of influenza, which make it so serious a disease,

may be avoided to a large extent by rest in bed at the

onset of the illness. Influenza itself is not usually

fatal, and general insistence on the importance of rest

and warmth at the onset of illness will accomplish more

than all else in preventing complications and reducing

fatalities from this disease.

THE LEGAL FOUNDATIONS OF PUBLIC
HEALTH FUNCTIONS

Students of the history of American legal problems

realize that, in harmony with the economic changes

that have taken place during the past century, the

interpretation of the constitutional limitations of tin

federal government is becoming correspondingly and

progressively more liberal, hew persons interested in

national welfare from the standpoint of public health

are accustomed to ask themselves whence the necessary

legal authority for the enforcement of hygienic mea-

sures is derived. Yet, as we are living under a con-

stitution that permits the federal government to exer-

cise only those powers clearly granted to it by that

instrument, it is important to know the legal basis for

permissible sanitary measures.

'I'he constitution makes no direct mention of any

power over the public health. In an address before a

recent conference of state and provincial boards of

health held at Atlantic City, President Goodnow1 of

Johns Hopkins University interpreted the sources

whence the authority of the federal health organization

may 1"- assumed to be derived, 'file first great source

upheld by numerous court decisions lies in the power

of Congress to regulate commerce. I'he earlier lim-

itations that kept tins function strictly within the

narrow construction of commerce with foreign nations

and among the several states have been enormously

extended with our national growth. I'he power of the

national government, says Dr. Goodnow, to regulate

commerce may be exercised not merely with tin
i

promoting commerce from an economic point of view

but aUo with the idea of limiting commerce in order

• it the public health or safety. It includes,

therefore, the power to establish quarantines and to

deny the right of entry into the country or of trans-

portation from "I'
I
other of objects or pel

sons when that entr) ".- thai transportation may, in

the opinion of the competent authorities of the national

government, the public safety.

'I he federal health authority i- also held l>v '.
I

now to be a function of the power to lay la-
!

duties and thus provide for the common defi i

general welfare of the United Stati l ongress may
thus prevent the production and distribution of harm-

ful substances by impOSI] Ibis is

•
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an instance of a repressive application of the

of taxation. The same privilege may be employed to

promote directly the public welfare by appropriating

ksigned for the establishment and activity of

health agencies.

Fortunately the federal government lias rarely come

into cla>h with the individual states in the condud of

nitary routine and the prosecution Of their

hygienic projects. The Pure Food and Drugs Act of

1906, the Child Labor Act, and the Harrison Vc1

relating to the sale of narcotic drugs have all

the scrutiny oi the courts and found justification and

legal sanction in our vaguely specific federal constitu-

tion. It is well, however, to remember the limitations

of the latter and to realize that any great extension of

the national health movement- can he based on funda-

mental legal -auction only so 1 < mil; a- the interpretation

of our constitution is sufficiently liberal to meet present

day needs. "Epidemics." says President Goodnow,

"arc not respecters of state or even national lines. A
keener realization of this fact will unquestionably have

the effect of causing a broader interpretation of exist-

ing powers, and may well result in constitutional

amendment where such broad interpretation is not

Je."

SOME PROPERTIES OF THE FAT-SOLTJBLE
VITAMIN (FAT-SOLUBLE A)

The day has passed when even the most skeptical

critic of novel hypotheses can deny that certain natural

fats, notably milk fat. egg-yolk fat and various tissue

oils, exhibit a peculiar potency in nutrition that is not

shared by many other wholesome fats which enter into

the dietary. Whether the property referred to he

designated as a vitamin, a food accessory substance, a

food hormone or auximone is of secondary interest so

long as its chemical nature and mode of action are still

so obscure. The fundamental fact has been firmly

established: When a suitable source of the fat-soluble

vitamin as it exists either in animal fats or in green

plants is lacking in the diet, nutritive disaster is certain

to follow sooner or later, even when all other compo-

nents of the ration are ideally adequate. We are

ding with some as yet unidentified food factor

indispensable for nutritive well-being, even though the

quantity that is required may he measured with small

units.

The earlier studies of the fat-soluble vitamin were

largely directed to the search for its sources, so that it

i- now possible to catalogue a considerable list of foods

of known potency with respect to the factor under dis-

The practical significance of this will be

clearer to the medical practitioner when the bearing

of a deficiency of the fat-soluble vitamin on the gen-

: certain symptoms of malnutrition is further

elucidated. A shortage of the vitamin in the human

dietary has already been convincingly related to the

appearance of eye disease (xerophthalmia) in chil-

dren; and English investigators are inclined to ascribe

rickets i" a similar deficiency factor. During the

enforced food shortage of war-time days, the lack of

butter, eggs and meats caused considerable concern to

.1 authorities. We have already pointed out

that butter substitutes which are made from beef fats

oils may he physiologically comparable to some
extent with butter in their growth-promoting power,

whereas those prepared from vegetable oils are inad-

equate in this respect. 1

As might be expected, these pioneer studies of dis-

tribution are being followed by investigations of the

properties of the unique something known as fat solu-

ble vitamin. It has not been identified with any of

the recognized components of fats, such as glycerol,

fatty acids, cholesterol, phosphatids or lipochromes.

Several investigators, of whom the latest is I )i-11111-

mond2 of the ( .nicer Hospital in London, have called

attention to the ready destruction of the fat-soluble

accessory food factor (A) after relatively short

exposure to a temperature of 100 C. (212 F.). Longer

exposure at lower temperatures, for example, 37 C.

(98.6 F.) may be equally detrimental. This destruc-

tion is apparently not a result of oxidation or

hydrolysis. The facts just cited render it impossible

at the present state of knowledge to "harden" liquid

oils, as is now so commonly done in the industries,

without effecting a Joss of the fat-soluble vitamin which

the original fats may contain. This explains, further,

why it is that the popular commercial hardened oils

arc devoid of the vitamin, whatever their origin may
have been.

The specific role of the fat-soluble vitamin within

the organism still remains unknown. The fact that

it is found in certain fat depots of the body has sug-

gested that it may play a part in the utilization of fats.

Recent observations by Drummond3 indicate that this

is not the case, however. A deficiency of fat-soluble

A in the diet does not exert any direct influence on the

absorption of fat; and animals are able to absorb large

amounts of fatty acids and presumably synthesize

these into fats, in the absence of the fat-soluble vita-

min.' Drummond- ventures to suggest that the latter

is not a clearly defined chemical substance but rather a

"labile substance perhaps possessing characteristics

resembling those of an enzyme." We shall await

further investigations without the bias of a fixed

hypothesis.

1. Osborne, T. B., and Mendel, L. B.: J. Biol. Chem. 20:379
(March) 1915. Drummond, J. I ind Halliburton, W. D. : J

51:235 (Sept.) 1917. Steenbock, 11.; Kent, II. E., and Boutwell,

I' W.: J. Biol. Chem. 35:51? (Sept.) 1918. A Problem Concerning

Edible Fats, editorial, .1. A. M. A. 69: 1876 (D.

1. Drummond, J. C: Si ' ' ht- Fat-Soluble Accessory Sub-

stance, I, Observations on Its Nature and Properties, Biochem. J.

13:8 (May i 1919.

J. Drummond, J. C: Researches on the Fat-Soluble Accessory Sub-

stance, 11. on II Role in Nutrition and Intiuence on Fat

Metabolism, Biochem. J. 13:95 (May) 1919.

4. iati I "ids, editorial, J. A. M. A. 73:608 (Aug. 23)

1919.
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ALABAMA ADOPTS THE MODEL LAW
FOR VITAL STATISTICS

Alabama has adopted the model law tor the registra-

tion of births and deaths, making forty-one states that

have adopted this measure. Of the remaining seven

state-. New Mexico, in its recently adopted law,

authorized the state board of health to enact regula-

tions on this subject. Arizona, Nevada and Iowa still

adhere to the obsolete method of collecting vital statis-

tics through county clerks. In South Dakota, the sec-

retary of the state historical society is the registrar

of vital statistics. In West Virginia, the model bill

has been twice introduced but has so far failed of

Delaware, although one of the oldest of the

states, is still outside the registration area. However,

the progress made in the country as a whole, since

1906, when only nine states had any adequate birth and

death registration, is both remarkable and gratifying.

The passage of the model law in Alabama completes

the reformation in the South on this subject. Of the

six states still without satisfactory laws, two (Arizona

and Nevada) are Western, two ( Iowa and South

Dakota) are Central and two ( West Virginia and

Delaware) are F.astern. The passage of the model law

by these states should be effected at the earliest possible

moment in order that the registration area for births

and deaths may be made coterminous with our national

boundaries and that the energy that has been devoted

to securing the passage of this law in the last fifteen

years may be expended in other and greatly needed

directions.

THE CAMPAIGN TO PREVENT
INFANT MORTALITY

During the first, second and third quarters of 1918,

that year bade fair to prove a record one in the attempt

to reduce infant mortality, Local agencies everywhere,

under the inspiration of the movement initiated by the

Children's Bureau, made every effort to save infant

i rge gains were being made but. unfortunately,

the epidemic of influenza made it- appearance in the

last quarter of the year and upset the good record.

The figures for Chicago and New York i ity well illus-

trate what happened. In the latter city the infant

ity rate of 1917 wa ''1
I per thousand births.

In 1918, the rate increased to 93.1. This is .-till a good
rate: but what it might have been will be evident from

the following comparison: In the first nine months
of 1918, the infant mortality rate was only 86.6 per

thousand births; the corresponding rate for 1917 was

94.6. Then came the epidemic and. in the remaining

three months, the infant mortality rale went up to 1 1 5.2

per thousand births, as against 81.7 in the previous

year. It was the respiratory diseases and infl

chiefly, that were responsible; for the rate from these

diseases wa- nearly twice thai for the previou

(more than one third of all infant deaths in I
'

November and December. 1918, were from bronchitis,

pneumonia or influenza). The rate for the COI

also increased, being 43 per cent, higher in the

last quarter of 1918 than in 1917. It is possible that

this increase was connected with the sinister effects of

influenza on pregnant women. Many physicians have

noted an increase in the number of premature births

during the period of the influenza epidemic, and it is

very likely that this was an important factor in the

larger number of deaths from congenital causes. The
figures for Chicago show a similar situation. The total

infant mortality rate decreased somewhat (from 105.9

in 1917 to 104.1 in 1918 ). But this decrease was entirely

dtie to the record made in the first nine months of 1918.

The rate for this period was 95.5 per thousand births,

as against 112.6 in the previous year. In the last three

months, the infant mortality rate went up to 133.2.

Again, we find that the respiratory diseases and influ-

enza were chiefly responsible. The rate was about

three and one half times as high as in the last quarter

of the previous year. The congenital causes were

higher by 21.5 per cent, than in the last three months

of the previous year. In Chicago, as in New York,

the rate from diarrheal diseases was higher in the last

quarter of 1918, although the rate had decreased some-

what in Chicago, and considerably in New York during

the first nine months of the year. It is suggested that

health officers of other populous centers analyze

their infant mortality rate for 1918 along lines similar

to the foregoing to determine what effect the influenza

epidemic had on their campaign for the reduction of

infant mortality.

THE APPLICATION OF HEAT TO THE
ABDOMEN

An old standby among our therapeutic measures is

the application of heat to the abdomen. No matter

what the pain or discomfort, we are likely to turn to

the poultice, the compress, the hot water bottle or the

electric pad. The general belief seems to he that the

heat will relax spasm, aid digestion, and exert a bene-

ficial influence generally. Can we prove experimentally

the correctness of this belief, and if so, can we show-

how the effects are brought about ? Unfortunately, the

literature on the subject, though extensive, fails to

afford much enlightenment. One thing seems o
and that is that the elicit- are not due to an actual

penetration ol licit to the abdominal organs. Ludin, 1

using an electropile on the stomach, found that the hot-

i poultice that the patient could bear, changed ii<

quently during the course of three hour-, raised the

intragastric temperature at most 1 C. lie fails to state

whether the person experimented on was fat or linn

Stengel and Hopkins,3 using ;> similar method, found

illy no rise in temperature with hot water hoi

tie- left on for forty-five minutes. They wire able to

lower the temperature about 1 C. with ice-bags. Carl-

son, 1 Boring and other- ha\ e revet ed thi
|

putting ice water into the stomach and watching the

temperature of the overlying -kin. They found prac

tically no change. Others have made similar Studies

with fistulas, with enema-, etc., anil have found, as

might be expected, that lot al differences in temperature

i. t.ii.i.t

.' Steoi i

II. .It! I i

in
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are promptly evened up by the circulating blood. But

even it the heat should penetrate to the intestine, it is

t'.ir trom clear how it would act there. Those who
have studied the effects of heat and cold applied more
directly to the bowel are not in agreement as to the

results. We often apply ice to the abdominal wall in

the hope of stopping gastro-intestinal movements,
quieting inflammation, restraining hemorrhage, etc.,

yet there is little in the extensive reports of laboratory

workers to encourage us in this usage, or to help us

in deciding when to use cold and when to use heat.

Most of the laboratory experiments indicate that cold

stimulates peristalsis Kelling,* however, found that

even when he put ice-water into the stomach I

not increase the tone of that organ enough to influence

any bleeding that might be present. Apparently we
nnist continue to be disappointed occasionally in our

to affect peristalsis by these measures. When
we do seem to get results it may he that they are

brought about by way of the nervous mechanism con-

necting the skin and the internal organs. We must,

however, be careful how we take refuge in realms in

which theory is easy and exact demonstration is difficult.

THE CHEMICAL EXPOSITION
During the last week in September occurred in Chi-

cago what was probably the largest exhibition of tech-

nical chemistry ever assembled. To the physician

intent on medical chemistry and materia medica the

exhibit was a revelation. In some exhibits were long

of by-products of oil. coal and metal trades

—

with strange chemical names—wdiose actions and lists

one could hardly t'Uess. Instead of delicate glass and

porcelain apparatus, by far the largest part of tin pa< e

was occupied by monster steel evaporating tanks, huge

crucibles, room high suction devices, and two ton vats.

And finally one came to the dye section—row on row

of colors—fascinating shades exhausting all thi

Durations of the spectrum—dyes for cloth, for wood,

for leather, for food, for every purpose imaginable.

Hundreds of pamphlets told how the infant American

dye industry—and the interdependent pharmaceutical

trade—stimulated by the war, had already leaped to fill

the gap left by the cutting olT of German products.

And here as a delicate reminder that tin- dye industry

ot Germany's in the first place, one could see

in a glass case a silver receptacle containing a piece of

mauve colored silk—a part of the goods dyed by

William 1'erkin, of England, in 1857 with the first coal

tar dye ever prepared for commercial pur;

4. Kelfing: Ztschr. f

.
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Cancer Research.—At the recent meeting of the

committee of the Imperial Cancer Research Fund, Sir Wil-

liam Church stated that the effect of war conditions on the

cancer mortality figures for the whole country was first

apparent in the national statistics for the year 1915. In that

year there was apparently a great and sudden increase in

the cancer death rate in males. The rate for females was
unaffected, and when the necessary correction was made to

r the withdrawal of large numbers of young males

for military service the apparent rise in the death rate clis-

:.- The Medical Officer, Aug. 30. 1919.

ALABAMA
Personal.— Dr. Nathaniel \ Barrett, president of the city

commission of Birmingham, is convalescent alter a long

illness.

Typhoid in Alabama.— During the week ended \n

fortj four cases of typhoid Fever were reported to the state

health department,

New Hospital.—The Elizabeth Coffee Memorial H
Florence, was formallj opened, August 13. The institution

can care for thirtj two patients and Dr. Luther T. Young,
Atlanta, will be in charge of the clinic of the institution,

Alabama to Care for Feebleminded.- The house of repre-
sentatives pa sed bj a unanimous vote, Sept. 19, 1919, the

Alabama Mental Deficiency Bill. This bill passed tl i

September 13. The provision is made by an appropriation
i the establishment of the Vlabam . Homi For

Menial Inferiors at Tuscaloosa in connection with the Bryce
Hospital. A potent factor in securing this appropriation at
this time in Alabama was the mental survey of the industrial

schools of the state which was made in May. 1919, bj Or.

William 1). l'arllnw. Tuscaloosa, superintendent of the Ala-
bama insane hospitals, and Dr. Thomas II. Haim
agenl of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene. This
survey was a joint undertaking of the Alabama State Board
of Health and the National Committee for Mental Hygiene.
The survey was undertaken at the request of the Alabama
Board of Economy and Control. It resulted in showing that

129 of the 654 juvenile delinquents in the four scl Is in Ala-
bama are of such low mentality that they must have institu-

tion management in order to be managed for their safety and
to the comfort of the community.

GEORGIA
Typhoid Fever.—During the first week in September,

ninety-two cases of typhoid fever were reported in the state.

Citizens to Build Hospital.—The citizens of Alliens pro-

pose to build a new hospital, to be known as the Athens
General Hospital, to est from $250,000 to $300,000, and to

occupy a choice 10-acre site.

Funds for Grady Hospital.—An extensive campaign was
carried on in Atlanta, from September 10 to 30, in an
endeavor to secure $150,000 for Grady Hospital, to be used
for the completion of the nurses' home and installation of the
sanitary diet kitchen.

Increased Appropriation for Medical School.—A report
stales that the Georgia legislature, at its recent session,

increased the appropriation for the medical department of

the University of Georgia from $30,000 to $55,000. This

includes $20,000 for courses in public health and hygiene.

Pass Bill for Training of Public Health Specialists.—The
senate has incorporated in the general appropriations bill

an item of $20,000 to provide Eor the training of public health
experts. This training will be carried on at the Medical
College of Georgia, Augusta, as a new department of the

institution.

Memorial Wing for County Hospital.—The campaign to

raise $25,000 for the erection of a soldiers' memorial wing
to tlie Thomas County Ho pital, Thomasville, was opened,
September 19, and continued until September 30. At present

union can accommodate only twelve wdiite and eight

colored persons at any one time.

ILLINOIS

Progress of Hospital Campaign.—The campaign to aid St.

Hospital, Bloomingl m, has thus far resulted in the

subscription of more than $20,000 to the hospital fund.

State Conference of Charities.—The Illinois State Confer-

ence of Charities and Corrections will be held in Decatur,
i Ictober 24 to 26, with headquarters at the Orlando Hotel.

Increase in Influenza.—The official health record for Chi-

cago, for the week ended September 27, shows a slight
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increase in the number of cases of influenza. During the

week fifty-seven cases were reported with two deaths.

Service Men Welcomed.—Will County Medical Society

gave a banquet at the Woodruff Inn, Joliet. to Drs. William

R. Fletcher and John W. (Crohn, who have recently returned

from service. Of the members of the society, eleven were in

service during the war; one. Dr. William E. Harwood, Joliet,

died in service, and two members are still in France.

Illegal Practitioners Fined.—Eva Karasek of North Chi-

cago was arrested by the Department of Registration and
Education of the State of Illinois for practicing medicine
without a license and was fined $100 and costs. Dr. Wil-
liar»t A. Lucas of Chicago is reported to have been arrested,

on complaint of the Department of Registration and Educa-
the State of Illinois, and fined $25 for practicing

medicine without a license.

Personal.—Dr. Harry A. Sullivan, Rnckford. is reported to

be critically ill with pneumonia. Dr. Alice Barlow Brown,
Winnetka, who has just returned after three years' service

in the devastated regions in France, was given a reception

by the Winnetka Women's Club. October 2. Dr. George
W. Prince, Chicago, was shol in a struggle with a burglar in

a house to which the doctor had been lured in response to a

professional call. September 18.

Sanatorium Notes.—The protest of people interested in

property on the southern outskirts of Champaign over the

plan of Champaign Countj to erect a tuberculosis sanatorium

on that locality at a cost of $75,000 resulted. September 17.

in the securing of an option at $666 an acre on a tract of 16

acres north of Urbana. Since August, 1918, thirty-six per-

sons have reported to the tuberculosis dispensary of Cham-
paign for examination, and thirty-l have returned

llj for treatment. Christrian Countj has unit red

a levy of $60,000 for a tuberculosis fund for the county.

New Hospital Group.—Work is expected to commence
within sixty days on the new group of hospital buildings to

be erected by the state for the University of Illinois, on

the site of the obi Cubs ball park. Chicago. This group will

,i,t $5,000,000 and shall be completed in about three

years. The group includes the Illinois Charitable Eye and
Ear Infirmary, the State Psychopathic Hospital, the State

Surgical Institute for Children and a clinical hospital Bj

a joint arrangement the state department of public welfare
will operate the group as to the administrative features, ami
the University of Illinois. College of Medicine, will under-

take the medical work.

Training School to Be Continued.—The Chicago Training

For Home and Public Health Nursing closed its first

eight weeks' term. September -ill, with nearly 800 students in

attendance. The interest in the school has been so great bat

been decided to conduct another eight weeks' term,

beginning '
i

: of instruction includes: bed
making—medical, Surgical, maternity, and fracture bed:

cleansing baths; baths for reduction of temperature: hoi and
I

nursing the c

infant; first aid. medical and surgical; poultice- and Stupes,

and the care of the contagious disease patients. The courses
are given at 1358 West Fulton Street, i

INDIANA
Illegal Practitioner Fined. It is reported that Kate \

Braun, alias Mary V Rose, of Peru, was ini

grand ju

i licensi I his action was taken through the Indiana
heal Registration and Examination

Personal. Dr. Maurice ('. Mckam, Brownstown, ha

appointed physician of Union County to nil the unexpired
term of 1 )r. Fred Heller, deceased. Dr. John N. Hurty,

d of health, •

Hi fi '11. 'w mi; a sui
i

ii. was s,i far
i as to be aide I. \ isn his ..ii,, e at the Stat 1

1
i

September 5.

Cars Burned.—The following is a li I ins who
lost their cars when the Horace Wood Garage, Indianapolis,
burned. September 25: < .irl II. McCaskey, William F.

Devenger, William S. Tomlin, Thomas I!. Noble. \:

Kinii" Hn, Joseph \v \\ i B. V. Keei
h'hn II Eberwein As a citj ordinance makes il unlawful
to park
and a half at a time, this garage, being down town, was used
bj physicians for da] itorage only.

Emergency Corps of Physicians.—Dr. William F. King.
Indianapolis, acting secretary of the board of health,
announces that an emergency force of 100 physicians is to be
organized in Indiana to be used in fighting the recurrence of
the influenza epidemic under the direction of the United
States Public Health Service and the state hoard of health.
The members of this force will receive a salary of $200 a
month and a per diem of $4, and the necessary transporta-
tion.

State Association Meeting.—The Indiana State Medical
Association met at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis. Septem-
ber 24 to 26. There were more than 700 in attendance and
the following officers were elected : president. Dr. Charles H.
McCully. Logansport; vice presidents, Drs. Budd Van Swer-
ingen, Fort Wayne: Samuel Hollis, Hartford City, and
Charles Stoltz, South Bend; secretary-treasurer, Dr. Charles
M. Combs. Terre Haute (reelected) ; delegates to the Amer-
ican Medical Association. Drs. George W. Spohn, Elkhart,
and Albert E. Bulson, Fort Wayne, and alternates, Drs.
Charles D. Humes, Indianapolis, and Burton D. Myers,
Bloomington. The next place of meeting will he South Bend,
September 23 to 25, 1920.

MARYLAND
Memorial Hospital Given.— Mrs. Caroline Pitt McCready,

widow of Edwanl W. McCready, who was killed in a grade
crossing accident near Crisfield, will give a hospital to Cris-
field in memory of her husband

Typhoid.— Hagerstown is facing an epidemic of typhoid
fever. More than a dozen new cases have been discovered
in the northern suburbs of the city and a survey by the
county health officer has led to the conclusion that the out-
lucak is due to an infected milk supply.

City Hospital Planned.—A recommendation from Health
Commissioner John D. Blake that Baltimore purchase the
Northwestern General Hospital, for use in case of epidemics
of influenza or minor infectious diseases, has been taken
under consideration by the board of estimates. The build-
ings and grounds together with equipment can be bought
for $50,000, and the hospital can be opened for any emergent y
on a day's notice. The two buildings contain provision for
seventy-five beds and there is, in addition, a nurses' home,
with twenty beds; a surgical ward, and two dispensaries.

Discuss Recurrence of Influenza, Plans for providing
adequate assistance for the people of Baltimore in the event
of a recurrence of an influenza epidemic were discussed at

a meeting, held September 23. at the Medical and Chirurgi-
cal Faculty Building. Baltimore, by a number of physicians
called together bj Dr. John M. T. Kinney and Dr. Arthur M.
Shipley, the newly elected medical advisers to the emergent

|

committee of the Baltimore Chapter. American Red I ross
A tentative program was outlined preliminary to the work
to be dom h\ physicians ami Red Cross workers in mapping
out complete arrangements which would enable them, should
the emergency arise, to provide medical assistance, nurses,
bed linen, nourishment and clothing fbl the sick. II :-

nursing courses have already been organized by tin

committee oi the local' Red Cross and more than 200
students are in training for a period of seven and
weeks, in which tunc fifteen home nursing le-s,.tis are given
by compi tenl te ti hers.

Personal. Dr. John M T Fint pted th< posl
"i campaign chairman in tl .line bj the Union
I'' oti i.mi fnfii mat . For tl tion of il new h< ispital at

Guilford, Baltimore, The campaign will commence, Octobei
20. and .I., ii. tober 27. George U alker, Col., M G,
U. S. Army, who wi with thi [ohns Hopkins
1 1 .. . I lospital Unit, but wa
charge of th< pi im ipal pi irts of dt bat ka cial

diseases, has returned to his home in Baltimon
William Michel, (apt. M (".. I' S, \tno.

has returi

.in.
I

has resumed pi a.
I i< c in Baltimi ire Dr. 1

\ Brush, for nearlj tl t of the Shep-
pard ami Enoch Pra Towson, has offered his
resignation to the hoard of trustees, and hope
of liis i. .i intendent, abi >ul lanu ir; I In
Brush will remain in close torn h with the hospital, but will

i si ..f his time |.. his duties as managing ed
the . [met i, mi ./..in im,' ,<i Insanity ami
in. dit al intert sts Di Harry Frii di nv .ill B
been elected vice president of the Zioni iica.
In William S. Thayer and Hugh II. Voung, Baltimore,
have returned aftei a two months' trip abro
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NEW YORK
Personal.— Or. Homer F. Smith. Norwich, hag Men

rant surgeon td the Knapp Mem. 'rial H
rk City, and has moved to New York City. Or.

i. linton P. McCord, health director of the Mbany Sell

seven years, has been appointed head of the newlj

bureau of health of Pennsylvania. Dr. William Hale, Jr.,

• been on duty with the I ttalion of the

Black Watch, has returned to Utica, after m ire than two
> cars' service abroad.

New York City

Children's Home for Bronx County.
ir the Prevention of Crueltj to Children has tenta-

tive plans for the erection of a building to be used as a

children's home, which will cost $100,000. Already many
ptions have been pledged.

Maternity Centers Opened.— The Maternity Center Asso-

ciation ': e past year, opened three ne« maternitj

centers in Harlem and Yorkville. An educational campaign
is being carried on in these neighborhoods to .show the

advantages ><i advice and help to mothers.

College of Physicians and Surgeons Opens.—The opening
exercise- I liege of Physicians and Surgeons were
held at Columbia University, September -'4. Dr. William
Darrach. the newly appointed dean of the college, delivered

the opening adi Productive Medicine."

Academy of Medicine Opens Season.—The opening

ing of the New York Academy of Medicine tor the season
''. held on October 2. was the occasion of the < ar-

penter Lecture. This was delivered by Sir Arthur News-
holme, late principal medical officer of the Local Govern-

ard of England; lecturer on public health. Johns
Hopkins School of Hygiene. His subject was "The Increas-

ialization of Medicine."

Personal.—Dr. John William Perilli has been appointed a

member of the board of trustees of Bellevue and Allied Hos-
r a full term of seven years. The board consists of

six laymen and a president who is a medical man, and Dl

Perilli is the first medical man to be appointed on the board

in addition to the president. The king of Denmark has

conferred the Order of Dannebcrg on Dr. Ejnar Hansen,

ed through the world war as a captain and major in

the Medical Corps of the United States Army.

Visiting Women Physicians Entertained.—The foreign

delegates to the International Conference of Women Physi-

cians, now in session in this city, have been invited by Mrs.

Raymond Robins, president of the National Women's Trade
Union League, to meet the member of the Trade Union

League at a tea, on the afternoon of October 3. The con-

ference took a recess from September 26 to October 1. during

which the foreign delegates took a trip to Boston, where they

visited Harvard. Radcliffe and Wellesley colleges and were

entertained at a tea by Dr. Sarah Sweet Windsor. Boston,

at her country home.

NORTH CAROLINA

Personal.—Dr. Cyrus Thompson, Jacksonville, has been

nominated as a member of the North Carolina Ret

nmission whose intention it is to examine thi

military needs of the state and report with recom-

mendations at the next session of the legislature. Dr.

Louis J. Picot, Littleton, was elected president of the Sea-

tssociation at its recent annual

meeting in Jacksonville. Dr. Sidney E. Buchanan, Con
as been elected full-time health officer for Cabarrus

County.
OHIO

Seek Fund for Training School.—A committee of the board

of trustees of the University of Cincinnati has been appoint! 1

to confer with the i Cincinnati relative to the

raising of a fund of $100,000 to be utilized in carrying on

the work of the school to train physicians in the study of

industrial relations between employer and employee and in

sanitation and fundamentals of safety and the care for the

general welfare of the worker.

Personal.— Dr. Louis F. Bucher. who has served I

eral years as medical inspector in the I i

has been appointed super-. une under

the board of education and will be assist, d by Drs. Warren

C. Breidenbach. Dayton, and Frederick J. Driscoll, Ashta-

bula. Dr. Frank G. Boudreau, Columbus, after service of

nearly two years with the British Forces in France and

has resumed his duties as head of tin- department
oi communicable diseases oi the state board of health.

Dr. Edward .1. Schv i lem, ii.es been made supervisor
of the Northeastern Ohio District of the state department
of health.-- Dr. Ralph W. Holmes, Chill, cothe. has been
elected presideni ol the renth District Medical Wmiimn

Dr. Georges Rasetti, Cincinnati, who returned to France
on th asion of thi in si call to ai ms, an I

served throughout the war, has decided to remain in France.

PENNSYLVANIA
State Medical Meeting.- Iln stortj ninth animal session

of tin- Medical Societj oi the State "i Pennsylvania was
held at Harrisburg, September 22 to 25. \i the annual busi-

ness meeting the following members were elected: Dr Henrjf
I) Jump, Philadelphia, president elect; vice presidents. Iirs.

I Wesle) Ellenberger, Harrisburg, Spencer M Free, Dubois,

Charles B Wood, Monongahela, and Anthony F. Myers,
Glen; secretary, Dr. Walter F. Donaldson, Pitts-

burgh; assistant secretary. I >r. < hristian I. I

Philadelphia; treasurer. Dr. John L Lowman, Johnstown)
i ': I i.ink C Hammond, Philadelphia; Howard C.

Front/, Huntingdon; Theodore B, Appel, Lancaster; Donald
Guthrie, Sayre; Irwin J. Moyer, Pittsburgh; G. Frank Bell,

Williamsport ; Harry W. Mitchell, Warren; R ( .. Shumaker,
Reading; Harry W. Alberson, Scranton, and Jay B. F.

Wyant, Kittanning; delegates to the American Medical Asso-
ciation, Drs. William F. Bacon, York; George R, S. Corson,
Pottsville; Herbert B. Gibby, Wilkes-Barre ; Wilmex Krusen,
Philadelphia, and George G. Harman, Huntingdon. Pitts-

burgh was chosen as the next place of meeting.

Philadelphia

Occupational Therapy Needs Women Aides.—A call for

fifty women to train immediately as aides in occupational
therapy was issued, September 22, by- the state supervisor
of occupational therapy.

Maternity Section for Bryn Mawr Hospital.- A drive to

raise funds to build, equip and maintain a maternity section

in the Bryn Mawr Hospital will begin, October 8, and last

until October 18. The receipts from the Bryn Mawr horse
show will go to this fund.

University Hospital Needs Funds.—The board of managers
of the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania has decided
to ask the public for $1,000,000, and a drive for this amount
will be made during the week of October 6. Headquarters
have been established at the Bellevue-Stratford and there

will be 360 workers, divided into sixty teams, thirty of women
and thirty of men.

Personal.— Dr. J. Harold Austin of the medical department
of the University of Pennsylvania goes to the Rockefeller
Institute, New York. Dr. William H. F. Addison has been
made a full professor of histology and embryology; Dr.

Oscar H. Plant has been promoted to a full professorship

in pharmacology; Dr. Byron M. Hendricks and Raymond
Stehle have been promoted to assistant professorships of

physiologic chemistry, medical department, the University of

Pennsylvania.

University Graduate School.—Graduate classes in medi-
cine, the first ever organized at the University of Pennsyl-
vania, will open, October 6, with headquarters at the Poly-

clinic Hospital. This is the direct outgrowth of the merger
of the University Medical School with the Medico-Chirurgi-

cal College in 1916 and with the Polyclinic in 1918. Dr.

G. II. Meeker is dean of the new school. The faculty of

150, many of whom formerly were on the teaching staff of

tin Medico-Chirurgical College, will conduct the classes. The
admission requirements prescribe graduates in medicine who
have practiced.

CANADA
Medical Inspection of Schools in Montreal. The school

commi i nei oi Montreal desire that the medical inspectors

sb ubl be under the direction of the commission, but at the

same lime officers oi the department of health.

Personal.—C'l. Robert A. Bowie, Brockville, Ont., is still

overseas. Recently he has been appointed consultant in sur-

o the Canadian Headquarters in London, England. He
was lor a time second in command of the Ontario Military

Hospital, Orpington, Kent, England. Brig.-Gen. Arthur 1-'..

Ros S , Kingston, (int., has been sworn in as a member port-

folio of the Ontario government. It is understood that when
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a department of health is created in that province he will be

the minister in charge.

University News.—The Western University. Lond
has been given the library of Dr. J. Davis Barnett, Stratford.

Ont., a library which is especially rich in Shakespeare.
Dalhousie University. Halifax. N. S., has decided on a cam-
paign for an increased endowment. President Klit.uk of

the University of British Columbia has just returned to

Victoria after an extended trip East. He states that the

universities are stripped of men in science and economics and
he experienced extreme difficulty in setting instructors in

these branches. The university this session will be greatly

crowded, the total attendance running about 800, of whom
400 are freshmen. Prof. W. S. Lindsay, from No. 1.5

Mobile Laboratory in France and Greenwich Hospital, lias

been appointed to the chair of bai

the University of Saskatchewan. Dr. John G. Fitzgerald,

an associate professor in the department (^i hygiene in the

University of Toronto, has been advanced to full professor-

ship, taking the place vacated by Dr. John A. Amyot Dr.

Fitzgerald is also head of the Connaught Laboratories and
the two offices will now be combined. Dr. Horst Oertel

has beet- n >fe— r of pathology in McGill Univer-
sity. Montreal, succeeding Prof. I. George Adami,

GENERAL
Bids for Naval Hospital.—Secretary of the Navy Daniels.

while in Honolulu, in August, cabled the Bureau Yards and
entertain bids for the construction of a large naval

hospital at Pearl Harbin-. Hawaii, at a cost of about $300,000.

Southwestern Medical Association to Meet.—The annual

meeting of the Medical Association of the Southwest will be

held in Oklahoma City. October 6 to 8. The association

includes the physicians of Oklahoma, Mississippi. Kansas.
Arkansas and

Child Hygiene Association Meeting.—The annual meeting
of t lie American Child Hygiene Association, formerly known

American \—ciation For the Study and Prevention

of Infant Mortality, will be held at Asheville, N. C, Novem-
bei 11 to 13, under the presidency of Dr. S. Josephine Baker,

N'ew York.

Millions for Medical Education.— II report

•i D. Rockefeller has irivcn to the General
inded by him in 1902, $20,000,1 to be used in

improving medical education in the United States. The
announcement states that the income and the entire prin-

cipal is to be distributed within fifty years and that a pre-

liminary survey of the medical schools will be made to

determine which are worthy of being improved.

Interallied Conference on War Disab'ement.—The third

interallii d "is relating to

war cripples will be held in Rome, [tal

An effort will be made at this conference to arran

cooperation between the various allied countries in caring

for disabled soldiers so that if a wounded soldier of one

nation be located in another of these countries, he would
find available medical care and facilities for reedt

etc.. of which he may be in need. The Medical Department
of the I ll \rtny will I

fcrence by Col. Nathaniel Allison and I ' Harrj K. Mock.
The Medical Department of the United States Navy has nol

announced an official representative. The United State P

lie Ibaltb Service will be represented by Sun;. ('.,rl Ramus.

Bequests and Donations. -The following bequests and
donations have recently been announi

I hitlrrn.

>0, ami the Pennsylvania Institute i

\ ry, SUO.OOO, in thr daughter
without furthi-- Iphja.

inference of the

it KiltniRcr.

inent of

the will nf the 1 ite Si nal II U U

. by the will ik. Clay
Neb.

The library of the Georgia
vail of In I I •

•

I

Hr I. bn T. Burford.

FOREIGN
Foundation of Institute for Biochemistry at Milan.—

A

legacy of $60,000 was bequeathed by the late Dr. Rizzi, physi-

cian in chief of the Ospedale Maggiore at Milan, to f

institute for the research and practice of biochemistry.

Fiftieth Professional Anniversary of Professor Romiti.—
The University of Pisa recently organized a festal meeting
to honor the fiftieth professional anniversary of Prof. G.
Romiti of the chair of anatomy. A marble portrait bust was
unveiled, and Romiti presented the university with his mag-
nificent library on anatomy.

Americans Equip Greek Orphanage.—The Red Cross Bul-
letin (3:3 [Sept. 221. I'M')) announces that a national
orphanage home for hundreds of little Greek children has
been dedicated by King Alexander and G Idossides
of Macedonia. In the vestibule of the building has been

a tablet commemorating the American Red I

workers who equipped the institution and organized the
work.

Deaths in the Profession Abroad.—Dr. Filiberto Mariani,
or of clinical medicine at the University of Genoa

and author of important works on various phases of internal
medicine and therapeutics, many of them passing tin ugh
many editions, up to his latest. "Tecnica Medica." In the
last few years he has devoted himself to car. Hop.

and founded in 1916 the monthly Le Malattie del
dci vast, which has appeared regularly ever since. Dr.
R. Raimondi, a well known pediatrist of Paris, and writer on
subjects connected with his specialty.

The Medical Journals and the Strikes.—We mentioned
recently that the Swedish Medical Association had announced
that until the prevailing strike of printers was over no
attempt would be made to e.et out the monthly, the archives
and the transactions published by the Association. Our
Buenos Aires and Cuban exchanges were also delayed for

•i account of the general strike, but .induing from
the appearance of the journals — the printing did not seem
to have been interfered with. The Revista Medico del
I'm, /nay conies delayed with an apology that 'the recent con-
flicts between the publishers and the printers bad prevented
the regular issues. The latesl Corresponded Blati of Basel,
Switzerland, is a delayed double number with a similar

.'
tii o or Rome has nol bei n seen for

some weeks but a notice has been received apologizing for
the delay on account of the printers' strike. The
landsch Tijdschrift of Amsterdam also arrivi

delay, merely a very thin number with ivw of the usual
departments, and a notice to the effect that on account of
the printers' strike this issue had been made up only of
matter already in type. Of course no medical journals have
been received from Russia since the end of 1917. France,
Brazil and western South America do nol seem to have suf-
fered so far in this respect, but the Journal de Midi
Bordeaux announces that after September its price will be
raised by 50 per cent, except for students. The expense of
publication, it slates, has increased by .500 per cent. -

since
1914. The morning's mail (October 1> has brought the
missing Stockholm and Amsterdam exchanges.

LATIN AMERICA
Malaria in Cuba.— According to the director of sanitation

of Cuba, the di ;itry has
1898 from 25 per 10,000 to 1.8 it

' iba malaria occupied
• place in the h-t deaths while

teenth place. In the last two years, I

the mortality has been 2.7 and 2. -I per 10,000,

Public Health in Recife. In a report on public health in
the municipal]' in 1918, just presented b) the
director of public health of Brazil, be states that during that
year there were 9,163 deaths with a mi

•and which was largely due to the epidemic of influ-
enza. There were only four deaths caused bj yellow

l.prosy and
I

Safeguarding Santo Domingo's Health. It is am
thai an m K,.,|

a medical
Domingo to take charge ol the hospital and to

I

is prevalent throughout the island and I

are wholly inadequ
i graclu

ugh a trainii

a chain of tirei
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Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Department

For the week ending September 26, there «i

in the Medical Corps, a decrease of 946 from the previous
week. The Medical Reserve Corps contained 3,472. ["he

total number of physicians discharged since the beginning of

the w.ir is 26,917.

i.n i. \ m \

Oct. 4, 1919

treatment of war risk insurance cases. Formei soldiers who
were injured, if ailments develop directly oi indirectlj from
their wai experience, will be treated at this hospital, which
uniil recentlj was known as Debarkation Hospital N I

The Public Health Service took ovei the Hudson Streel Hoa
pital last June. Then ai mmodations for 450 patients

at the Polyclinic and for 120 in the Hudson Streel Hospital.
Major James L Robinson, M C, U S. \rmv. is in charge
of the former, and Dr. Richard A. Kearney, Wa liington,

D I ,i-t the latter.

Army Decorates Navy Officers

•> of War Baker, September 5, conferred the decora

Distinguished Service Mei John I

Snyder, M. C, U. S. Navy, a member of the st.iti of the

C T. and F.

Public Health Service Changes

II. White. Memphis. Tenn.. has been
directed to proceed to Chicago to investi tal facili-

ties in that city. Sr. Surg. Julius O. C Chi

directed to act as supervisor of District No. 8, with head-
quarters at Chicago, succeeding Colonel Caldwell.

Foreign Decorations for Navy Officers

The decoration of Commander of the Order of the British

Empire Military Division has been awarded to Capt. Charles
lin, M ( . U. S. Navy, in command of Base Hospital

Si and. and Dr. Edwin S. Bogert, M. C,
I S Navy, in command of Base Hospital No. 2, Strathpeffer,

Scotland.

Motor Equipment for Public Health Service

ride automobiles for the use of the

United States Public Health Service throughout the country
l.as Keen introduced in both the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives. It is proposed to transfer a part of the surplus

motor equipment of the War Department to the Public Health
Service. The legislation lias the approval of the chairmen
of the military committees of both the Senate and House and
favorable action is anticipated.

School for Naval Medical Officers

A class has been organized at the Naval Medical School,

composed of naval medical officers who have completed a

course at sea. The school sessions began, September 9, and
the course pursued is to be along the lines of the usual

instruction, but with a special view of determining the

capabilities of the officers in special lines of their profession.

It is expected that after ten weeks it will be possible to

arrange clinical courses in large medical centers where those

student officers who have displayed a marked aptitude in

special work may be given advanced postgraduate study.

Army Medical Department Assignments

Brig. -Cen. Walter I). Met aw. assistant Surgeon-General
of the Army, returned. July 28, from France, where he had
been chief surgeon of the American Expeditionary Forces,

and has resumed his duties as head of the Army Medical
Washington, D. C. Brig. -Cm. Robert E. Noble,

assistair the \rm>. has been relieved

from duty in Atlanta, and has reported for duty in the

Surgeon-General's Office as chief of the library division,

relieving ' A. Winter, formerly head of th

Medical School, who Made chief surgeon of the

Southern Department, with station at San Antonio, Texas.

Government Uses New York Hospitals for Injured Soldiers

The United States Public Health Service has taken over

the New York polyclinic Hospital to use exclusive!} foi the

Vacancies in Army Medical Corps

A large number of vacancies occur in the lower grades in

the Medical Corps of the regular army. The demand for

physicians in the service is still very marked, but onlj a few
physicians apparently now look on the arm) medical work
as i -I- irable ..urn One difficulty is thai physicians must
serve as tirst lieutenants loi fivi years before thej can he
promoted to captaincies, and the increased cosl of living is

a most serious obstacle, the paj of these grades
being insufficient. It is understood that there are about TlH)

vacancies m the medical corps. Ahout seventy-live young
physicians recentlj look the examinations for admission to

the Amu Medical School, October 1.

Discussion on Establishment of Department
of Tuberculosis

The United States Public Health Service has sent the

following memorandum to the United States Senate in con-

nection with a measure introduced by Senator Joseph E.

Kansdell to establish a department of tuberculosis:

Treasury

Ih'rf.au of the F

Dew E n r

.

1 919.

ic Health Service,

Washington, An
E. Kansdell.

Aug. 18, 1919. hy the Si

-urn mi tuberculosis in the Public

difference of opinion as to the

'ice having appropriations fur the

seem to he a difference

Memorandum fur Si natoi Joseph

!t appears from the discussion on

the bill (S. !660) to providi .1 di\

Health Service that there was no

necessity of the Public Health Service

study and control of tuberculosis, but the

of opinion as to tiic administration of such a fund.

Tin- necessity for the Federal Government bearing its just pro] ion

of the work of the control of tuberculosis is sit forth in the report of

the Surgeon Genera] of the Public Health Service, under date of Jan-

uary 18, 1919. I do not feel that it is necessary to make any supple-

mental statement in this regard,

There seems to be no opposition to the Federal Government under-

taking its share of the work, but there 'Iocs seem to he some opposi-

listrative division to carry on this work.

vision is created or not, it is obvious

mill req sol d'd mil administra-

expended for administrative personnel
the expenditure of funds appropriated

of tuberculosis. Administrative personnel would
e of large increases

tion to the creation ot an adu

Whether such administrativi

that additional appropriations

1 o 1

1
1 I -until I. but the anion:

would he a negligible part i:

for the investigatioi

not In in the natu been forecasted, but

would he somewhat along tin lines thai you have indicated, i. e.
p
the

detail of an additional medical officer to the bureau to take charge of
the division, and the employment ol - additional office personnel

which probably would not exceed -is hi eight assistants and clerks. It

has always been the policy of tins bureau to decentralize si, far as

possible its work, and I believe that investigation will slmw that it

hut-. 1 nil a smaller overhead charge foi administration
than any other bureau in the Federal Government.

\ in the Btatemenl that tin- creation of such a division would
require a great huilding rented in the District of Columbia, I beg to

bat thi on such intention on the part of this bureau,
lini a very large proportii ns appropriated for tuberculosis
Work would lie expended in field investigations and demonstrations.
All that would probably he necessary to house such a divisi.ui in the
District oi Columbia would he the provision of four or five office rooms
fur administrative purposes and fur tin storing of records and corre-

It is believed that the Treasury Department would be able
in provide this space in buildings already under the control of that
di pn tment.

I am glad to note in the Record that the Senator from Utah [.Mr.

ade 'hi' following statement:
"I have no objection to the Goven ml making appropriation! for

the purpose of assisting in tin- investigation id" tuberculosis. Thi Sena
tor from Louisiana is no more interested in thi subject than I am. The
Si natoi from Louisiana does not know of its ravages and what it has

in. people of tin* United States mon than I know it."

With tin- above explanation that only a relatively small office force
will he involved in the creation oi 1 new divis in the bureau, taken

lion with the attitude, as indicated in the above quota'ion
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of the Senator, it is hopc.l that the Senator will withdraw his opposi-

tion and consent to the consideration of this bill, the enactment of

which is urgently needed in order that the Federal Government may
properly discharge its responsibilities to the Nation and the people.

J. C. Perry,
Acting Surgeon General.

A determined opposition has arisen in the Senate to the

establishment of a separate division of the Public Health

Service for this work. It is explained that there is no objec-

tion to a federal appropriation to fight tuberculo:

opposition being to the additional administrative expenses

which would come with the creation of the new department.

A number of senators want assurance that the money will he

used for preventive and combative work in the field and t! at

it will not be used for administrative purposes in the

ington offices of Public Health Service.

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

CALIFORNIA
San Diego— Kinney, L. C.
San Jose—Hubbard, H. D.

CONNECTICUT
New Haven—Russell. T. H.

FLORIDA
Jacksonville— Dcy. W. P.
Pcnsacola—Payne, W. C.

1LLISOIS
Normal—Sayers, F. E.

INDIANA
Plymouth—Eley. T. C.

IOWA
Griswold—YVyatt. II. \..

Ocheycdan—Adams, I! H.

LOCI
1, ('. C.

W IRYLAND
Guilford—Douglass, L. II.

S HTTS
Pittsfield—Prentice, I). D.

MICHIGAN
Ithaca—McWilliatns, W. B.

MINA '

Minneapolis—Oftedal, T.

NEW
Brooklyn— De Y

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte—Matthews. V. M
Youngsville—Timberlake, C.

OHIO
Cleveland—Bell, R. P.
Columbus—Harlor, I). M.
Portsmouth—McCaU, 1). H.

OREGON
Astoria—Van Du!
Roseburg—Wade, C 1!.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia

pklvn- De
New York-K

Vaughan, R. W
ball. C. C.

RHOD
Newp 'it Gillon, I J. C.

H CAROLINA
Trio— Register. I> \\

Dallas—Jal.low, II. B.

VERM
Burlington- Davis, I'. .V.

McMechei

WISi

Athens—

M

i I

Awards of Distinguished Service Medal

The Distinguished Service Medal has been awarded by the

commanding general, American Expeditionarj Forces, by

direction of the President, to the following named ofB

Col. WEBB
exceptionally meritorious and distinguished len II ommanded
with notable sm cess Base Hospital which under his

efficient administration became the nucleus of

which developed into the large I
. a. nation hospital

in France for patients returning to the United Si.it- s. By his marked
ability in directing the numerous activitii

services of

Ml. S, HALLORAN, y. "For
exceptionally meritorious and distingui I

11 rved with

great credit as division surgeon of tin 90th

.-ition throng in the field,

judgment, marked -ill. and untirii

effective sanitary measures be maintain! .lh of his

he was
largely l

commandi
in unfinished Mate .no] it . t time when

.

conditions, be expedited i1

in furnishing effective medical treatment t-n

and wounded of the

• I \\ 11 1 [AM 11 I II I I
.
M

mmanding

officer of Evacuation Hospital No. 7. at Chateau Montomglaust, he

l ! his exacting duties with unflagging energy and marked
executive ability. Overcoming grave difficulties due to inadequate

personnel and equipment be succeeded in receiving, treatii

evacuating a large number of wounded from the Marne offensive with

notable success, thereby rendering service of the utmost value to the

American Expeditionary Forci

Major SAMUEL J. TURNBULL, Medical C rps, U. S. Army. "For
exceptionally meritorious and distinguished services. As commanding
officer of Evacuation Hospital No. 9, he performed his exacting duties

with notable success. Overcoming numerous obstacles, by his keen

foresight and administrative ability, lie was instrumental in securing

the prompt evacuation and effective treatment of a large number of

i wounded."

Foreign Correspondence

PARIS LETTER
Paris, Sept. 11. 1919.

Postbellum Organization of the Medical Department
of the French Army

The cessation of hostilities does nol relieve the Arun Moil

ical Corps of the obligations imposed by the war. July 10,

1919. the number of sick and wounded still amounted to

78.000, three times the number of equipped beds existing in

time of peace. Tin- task that remains to be accomplished
would I'e impossible of performance if the special provisions

adopted for the duration of the war with reference to the

personnel of the Army Medical Corps ami it^ material means
of support were now to be suddenly canceled. While the
normal enrolment of the Army Me. lira! Corps during peace
times consisted of 1.710, tin losses of war have reduced this

to 1,400, 116 of whom are in Morocco ami 215 on special

missions or with the Army of the Orient. It is. therefore,

indispensable to keep in the ranks of the Army Medical Corps
a sufficient number of active members to permit the assump-
tion of tlie obligations incumbent on it until such time as

medical study ami the reorganization of the Ecole du Service
de Sante militairc shall he definitely resumed. In view of

these facts the minister of war has recentlj filed the foil iw-

ing bill

:

During the six month date Used fir tin- cessation of

hostilities, and longer, if need be. until the ministerial order shall be

for the readiuission of civilian physicians to '

d'application (\u Servio taire du Val-de-Crace, doctors of

medicine, members of the reserve medical corps or of the

army, ma-

for the duration of the war by the 1 1916.

The physicians, pharmacists, dentists and administration officers of

Medical Corps belonging to the reserve of the army in active
service and to the territorial army may, during the two -.

lowing the cessation of hostilities, at their request

intensive courses .,f instruction wall pay, the duration of whi
be define each applicant in

and within the limits of thi for such

Transportation for Physicians in the Liberated
Regions of France

M. 1
1. recently

inquired of the commission!
whal measures had been taken to

Corps who wen devoting
their time to the care of the civilian population iii the liber-

lions, and he is now in receipt of the following reply:

vilian and army physicians of the liberal

been furnished with to the prefects of th-

in or, I, '

that they may secure thi ' or hand.
•

some time to find a mi

have becon

United States Aid for France

the acti* itics of the
to brink; aid .
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France, the Americans have organized a federation entitled

the Federation of American Vgencies for the Relit E of Franci

The federation, which has .1- its American president Myron
T, Herrick, former American ambassadoi al Paris, and as its

French president M. Casenave, directoi oi the French ser-

vices in New York, lias sent to France several representatives

charged with making an inquiry on the ground, at first hand
1 these representatives, has arrived in

d lias conferred with the representatives oi tl

to set before them the program of the federation.

Mr. Lawshe announced the arrival in France of two other

representatives of the federation: fohn Moffat, vice president

of the organization, and Mrs. William ^stor Chanler, who
1-ave brought with them a preliminary fund amounting to

several million francs, to be used in the alleviation oi the

most pressing needs. Pun in 1 ranee, they will

to make a thon I and then w ill

return to America, where a nation-wide subscription will be

opened t.' raise the sum .>t $100,000,000, which will lie used

not only in aid of tlu- population of the devastated regions

of France, but also to replenish the fun. Is ol various French
welfare organizations.

It may also he announced in this connection that the

] guerre, whi< h 1- assi iciated with the

American Red I

This orphan fund has just received a check from General
Pershing for 94,625 francs. This sum represents a collection

taken among the officers of the general staff to which General
Pershing had also contributed.

A French Federation of the Societies of Natural Science

The Federatii n franchise de sciences naturel-

les has been formed consisting of thirteen distinct society

units: li Z ologique, I lie, d'Acclimata-

tion, de Pisciculture; l'Association des ^natomistes; les

totanique, de Myo I gie, d< Pathologie vegetale;
i la Societe phili imatique ; la So, iete

ue; la Societe des Xaturalistes parisiens; la S01 ete

de Ghimie biologique.

h id commenced work. The chief

task that it has set for itself is the creation of the ca

for the • raphic docum ntatii in: ( 1 ) botany :

(2 1 anatomy and embryology; (3) zoology; (4) general

ind (5 1 physiology. Whether this system of docu-
n shall be founded on an entirely new basis, or

whether an adaptation of the systems as they exist at present

shall result, it would seem that so vast a program could not

well le realized by one nation alone. The creation by an
interallied agreement of a bibliographic office would there-

fore bi

Dental Attention and Gratuitous Medical Attention

Senator Henry Cheron has just introduced a bill in the

senate which provides that dental attention shall be included

in the law pertaining to gratuitous medical assistance.

MADRID LETTER
M u>rid, Aug. 19, 1919.

Fcrran's Antituberculosis Vaccination

ians may recall the so-called Ferran campaign, when
Of a cholera epidemic, Jaime Ferran,

ian from Catali nia, began to make in Alcira, Valen-
cia, injections of vaccines or dead cultures of cholera germs.

On that occasion. Alcira remained free from the epidemic
that played havoc with the neighboring towns, and it has

always been grateful to Ferran. In that campaign
physician- wore divided into two partisan groups.

as the epidemic was over, Ferran isolated himself in his

laboratory and began I norm himself with the preven-
tuberculosis. To this be has devoted himself since.

He has now decided to submit his laboratory result- 1 1 the

fullest clinical investigation. To show the harmlessm
his new vaccine, he has repeatedly injected himself, his wife,

his 30-month-old child, his relatives and his pupils. He
government, in which the

minister of the interior. Dr. Jimet former assis-

tant, that the authorities would not oppose his carrying out

experiments on a larger scale. He decided to do this in

Alcira in remembrance of his campaign there in 1885.

August 7. accompanied by his wife and a number of promi-
nent physician, from Madrid. Barcelona and Valencia,

among whom were Dr. Martinez Vargas, former president

of the University of Barcelona, Dr. Pastor, the president

of the University of Valet" the president of the

Medical Association of Valencia, he went to Alcira to begin

his investigation there. Dr. Pulido, the president of the
in. ud "t health < Spam, acted as secretary. In tins capacity
Dr. Pulido stated that as this was an experimental study
which presented no dangers, as shown again and again by
the investigator, the sanitar) authorities were interested and
did not want to hamper with delays due to nil tape. More
than half of the total population of the town were vacci-
nated, the vaccinations amounting to 14,000 and the revat

, man. us t,, 500. The work yet to be done is the collection

oi statistics and the compilation of observations.

• 11 -.1111, rouNDAi ferrAn's antituber-
1 1

1
osis \ ,\e CINB

What is the scientific basis of Ferran's new vaccine? I

have interviewed him in onler to get this information for

I
,11 Ini RNA1 ["here are bacteria which change on growth

in various nutrient mediums. Among these are the types

, I
/'. coli, the typhoid fever bacillus and the misnamed

Pasteurella. The virulence of the different bacteria seems
to depend on the medium in which they develop. When
the organisms do not cause death, they become adapted to

antigen immunizes against the inflammatory effects pro-
duces the syndrome of the pretubcri ulous state. These strains

are agglutinated by antituberculosis serum. In its turn, the

serum obtained through the utilization of such bacteria as
antigen immunizes against the inflammatory effects, pro-
duced by the albuminoid toxins of the tubercle bacillus. On
the contrary, it does not exercise any apparent action against

the sclerotic and caseous changes produced by the lipoid

toxins of the same bacillus. There arc some varieties of
these germs which heroine so naturalized in the intestine

that they finally form part of our intestinal flora. When
they induce acute processes they are easily isolated, but it

happens otherwise in chronic cases. Ferran insists that
these germs arc deeply modified by the medium in which they
live for several generations. The nontoxic strains immunise
the body against the action of virulent ones. The multiple
infectious processes which they cause can be healed if they
arc used as a vaccine, cither in the form of killed nontoxic
cultures or with antitoxic serum obtained from them. The
infections produced by them are very frequent in young
animals and men. because these germs, the habitat of which
is the intestine, are widely disseminated in nature and because
we are born without specific immunity against them. Many
of these bacteria, Ferran believes, can transform themselves
into tubercle bacilli in the organism which they are infect-
ing, thus causing the phenomenon of a change of species
through sudden mutation. The effort required to accomplish
this is so great that very few bacilli can perform it ; for
this reason, and because the bacilli thus originated are not
virulent at the start, instead of causing tuberculosis they
are digested and assimilated by the organism as fast as they
are produced. This assimilation, he says, makes the body
sensitive to tuberculin without being actually tuberculous.
We become tuberculous when these mutations are frequent
or the resulting tubercle bacilli are virulent. As the albumin-
oid toxins which are produced by the nonacid-fast bacteria
confer a certain immunity against the toxins of the tubercle
bacillus, when this germ appears it will find the organism
more or less well immunized, and the disease will be more
or less acute according to the degree of immunity thus
acquired. The tubercle bacillus, grown in series in broth,
retains during many generations its most typical charac-
teristics; but after a large number of transformations it

ends by losing them and becoming a nonacid-fast bacillus,
i. e.. what it was before it became an acid-fast bacillus.
This property, therefore, constitutes an assumed character
which certain nonacid-fast bacteria can use to disguise
themselves.

tuberculosis must necessarily be preceded by an
infection with nonacid-fast bacteria which are endowed with
great immunizing power, it will be enough to immunize
against these in order to become protected against tuber-
culosis and in addition against all the processes which such
nonacid-fast bacteria can produce,

College for Physicians' Orphans

This month there has been inaugurated in Madrid a col-
lege for tin' need] orphans of physicians. This is an official

foundation named after the Principe de Asturias, which was
created by a royal decree suggested by Dr. C'ortezo. Into
this orphan institution, there are admitted the children of
physicians who die without leaving any resources to edu-
cate their children, something which unhappily happens very
often. The funds to support this asylum are furnished by
the Colegios de Medicos (medical guilds) which in turn
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obtain them, chiefly through the fees for the use of the
so-called seal of the Colegios de Medicos, which it is neces-
sary to attach to all official certificates signed by physicians
in regard to public health matters, diseases and deaths.

Thirty children have already been admitted to the college,

all of whom are receiving the best of care. The board of
trustees is presided over by Dr. Cortezo, and the treasurer
is Dr. Isla Boromburo, dean of the provincial board of chari-
ties of Madrid.

LONDON LETTER
London-, Sept. 10. 1919.

Women in Industry

Last September the prime minister appointed a war cabinet

committee on women in industry. To the committee Dr.

Janet Campbell, medical officer to the board oi ed

presented an able memorandum. Her conclusions are as
follows : The average woman is physically weaker than the

average man. She cannot compete with him satisfactorily

in operations requiring considerable physical strength, while
competition in operations of a less arduous but still exacting
character may lie detrimental to Iter health in that her power
of endurance and her reserve energy are usually less than
a man's; and she is often compelled to spend time and
strength on domestic tasks which do not fall to his lot The
second fundamental physiologic difference is potential or

actual motherhood. This governs to a large extent her
industrial power, efficiency and value, and prevents equal
competition with men in industry. The conditions under
which men and women were employed before the war were
not such as to enable them to develop full health and vigor.
Low wages, long hours, an inadequate dietary, and lack of
exercise in the open air resulted in physical and industrial
inefficiency and caused too low a value to be placed on
woman's strength and capability. Employment under the
conditions existing in the past has probably had an injurious
effect on women, though it is difficult to dissociate tins from
social conditions generally. The insurance act disclosed a

large and unsuspected amount of sickness am
women which compares unfavorably with men. The rise dur-
ing the war of the tuberculosis death rate among urban
women suggests that any considerable increase in the number
of women employed and in the period of their empl
may cause the female death rate to approximate thai oi the
male. The effects of employment on motherhood are not
easy to determine with exactitude. The direct result on the
reproductive system is probably largely negligible, except in

the case of the multipara engaged in heavy or fatiguing work.
The indirect effect is considerable impairment of the general
health and vitality. The increasing employment of women
has probably accelerated the steady decline of the birth rate

d since 1876. The influence of employment on infant
mortality is not clear. Employment of the expectant and
nursing mother may react on tier personal health I ;.

ing a double burden. But employment under suitable con-
ditions is not in itself injurious to the pregnant woman, while

y earned may enable her to be properlj fed. I

ment under v. ti mphasized the import
health ol which

ii n the wages repi
i lonable

recompense for labor. It has been proved 'bat properly
nourished women have a much greater reserve of enei
they havi o d wiili. and that they can be

" more ardui us i iccupations th

ltdered desirable in the past I >ire< I supi i

health of industrial workers wa
the war. War conditions have emphasized the need t

effective supervision and for research into the •

trial fatigue and the methods of preventing occt
hygiene must become a

system of preventive medicine, which is likel) I

important branch of medicine of tin- future.

Demonstration of Artificial Limbs

limbs in
tin- war attended a meetin h Red

n \\ ai !'• i: :e to w nness
a demonstration oi th< w e of at

iwn I", the cinematograph of tl

riency in artificial limbs, and demonstrations
two Americans who had overcome what might have
insurmountable diffil

who bad lost the right arm and shoulder and bit arm below
the elbow in a railway accident. Without financial r.

he reeducated bun, ill and learned a new nay oi earning a

•living. He studied law and politics and was elected county
judge. He demonstrated the mechanism of the hook
ment to the left elbow, which he had invented and perfected
himself, by which he could do all the things that ordinary
people could do. He could garden, play croquet, swim, and
drive an automobile. He was independent of nelp. His
trouble was that people would insist on helping. Mr '

Dow ling, president of the Olivia State Bank, Min
said that at the age of 15 he was frozen in a blizzard, result-
ing in the loss of both legs 1" low the knee, the left arm below
the elbow, and the lingers of the right hand, leaving only a
third of the thumb—a bit of thumb which he explained was
worth a million dollars. A son of Irish emigrants, he was
without means and without relatives. He was boarded out at
public expense for two years, but got his chance bj
two terms in a college, on which he founded his sell
tion and subsequent career. He is an expert motori

verything that an ordinary person can do except lie
a bi iw-tie.

Tuberculin Still a Doubtful Remedy
It is disappointing to find tint after the immense amount

oi research devoted to vaccine therapy in general and tuber-
culin in particular the value of the latter should still remain
doubtful. A report on the sanatorium and tuberculin treat-
ments for consumption has been issued by the Medical
Research Committee. It is found that sanatorium treatment
does not restore the patients to the average health of the

population. \< to tuberculin, mam who received the
treatment mad eries, but there are no grounds
for supposing that they would not have progressed a
factorily had the injections been withheld. This conclusion
is described as "distinctly disappointing."

Charles Arthur Mercier, M.D., F.R.C.P. (Lond.),
F.R.C.S. (Eng.)

Or Mercier. the alienist and criminologist, has died in bis
sixty-seventh year. Like many distinguished Englishmen,
he was of Huguenot stock. The son of a clergyman who
died leaving the family in poor circuits

i gan life
as a cabin boy and later became clerk in a London ware-
house. He reached a position which enabled him to follow
bis bent to study medicine. He joined the London II

I

and came under the influence of Hughlings Jack- rj

specialized in p i i|, was appointed medical
in two large public asylums and then resident physician in a

asylum. \ logical and incisive writer and a keen
••rsialist. he was the foremost authority on tl

of insanity. In 1909 he v i the quinquen-
nial Swiney Prize by I n for the best

jurisprudence. This was his book on "I

ibilitj in tin- Insane." In the present year he
received the same distinction for his work on "Crime and
Criminals." tuber works from his pen. which have all
achieved tame, are "Sanity ami Insanity, ("he Nervous Sys-
tem and the Mind." "Lunacy and Law for Medical Men,"
"Psyi hology, Normal
ity." In 1910 Me entered into another field and publi
New I ogii ." in which he attacked th

iccess H
" as -'due t,i temptation oi opi

environmental factor ol stress, a< ting oi
!

sition of
der, the inherent or coi -nay be

i analysis and
clear and logical thil

Marriages

Brison N'orkis. Lieut, M C, U. S. Navy, Washington
" < '" Miss Marion Hungerford of Marshall, ,\i.

- 16.

: Hi mo, "
|

i, . Moines, Iowa, I

Margaret Alice ( arroll ,,| Davenport, tl

ii i>s M w. Whitewri]
1 Pendleton, Vrl

. at Pin< Bluff, Vrl

NaTH ran, W. \\

el of Savannah, Ga., at Phil

1 Y \sk vik. New '.
,

, | r ,., K .

m New York City, September 22.

RoBon
umbus, i .a

, S
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Deaths

August Hoch, Montecito, c'.ili
i

'. well known as a psychi-

atrist, died in the University Hospital, San I

nephritis, September 25 Di Hoch was born in Basle,

Switzerland, April 20, 1868, and came to America in 1887,

had the training of the Gymnasium al Basle. He
: ins medical degree at the Universitj oi Maryland

in 1890 Subsequent to his graduation he worked in the

Hopkins University from 1890 to 1893 and at the Uni-
- of Strassburg, Leipzig and Heidelberg in 1893 and

1S"4, Returning to the United State: he became assistant
ii in the MacLean Hospital, Waverly, Mass., from
1905, acting .is instruct"!' in neuropathology at the

ol, Boston, during the last three /ears
service He was assistant physician to the Blooiqing-

dale Hospital at White Plains. X, Y . for four years acting

at the same time as instructor in psychiatry in the Cornell

Universit) M I
In 1909 he became professoi

in the same school, which position he held until 1917. serving

I irector of the Psychiatrii • the New York
State Hospital for the Insane at Ward's Island, X. Y.

He was a member of the American Neurological Society, the

American Psychological Association and the American Med-
ical-Psychologic Association. In 1917 because of ill health

he went to California, continuing however, to carry on con-

siderable literary work in his specialty. He was tor a time

on the editorial staffs of the Journal of Abnormal Psychol-
ogy, Menial Hygiene and the Psychiatric Bulletin. On the

foundation of the Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry, he

became a member of the editorial board, and up to the time
of his death, devoted much time and effort to work m con

nection with this publication. Dr. Hoch was regarded as

one of ur leading psychiatrists, as a man with well balanced
conservatism which prevented him from being swept off his

feet by the radical movements which have occurred in mod-
ern psychiatry during the last di

Joseph Henry Reuss * Cuero, Texas; College of Physicians
^eons in the City of New York. 1889; aged 52; a

specialist in surgerj and gi
i ir many years head of

Dall I teas, and later proprietor of

Hospital. (Hero; chief surgeon of the

San Antonio and At Railroad; formerly president

of the - [edical Association; a member of the

Board of Medical Examiners of the State of Texas from
1901 to 1905; tor several years president of the Cuero Com-
mercial Club; died in the Rice llotd, Houston, Texas, Sep-
tember 17, from acute gastritis.

Charles Martin Troppmann, San Francisco; California

Eclectic Medical College, Los Angeles, 1897; College of

Physicians and Surgeons. San Francisco, 1900; aged 56:

adjunct professor of materia medica. pharmacology and pre-

scription writing, and later professor of pediatrics in the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, San Francisco; died at his

home. September 20.

Howard F. Pyfer ® Norristown, Pa.; Jefferson Medical
47; a specialist on diseases of the eye,

ear. m oat; otologist to the Charity Hospital,

a 11 ; and laryngologist and ophthalmologist to the

I State I i Li macist ; died at his

home. September 5. from bronchopneumonia.

Theodore F. Brown, Sandford, Ind.; Indiana Eclectic Med-
ical College, Indiana;

:

; a practitioner since

1865; a veteran of the Civil War during which he served i"

the Seventy-First Indiana Infantry, and Sixth Indiana
Cavalry, and ner in Andersonville, Ga. ; died at

me. September 1.

Alexander Agnew Thomson, Carlylc. Pa.; Jefferson Med-
ged 78; treasurer of < umberland County
ff, deputy clerk of the courts; in 1890

ea i eights and
measures; died at ! er 15.

William H. H. Schrock, £ Pa.; Eclectic

Institute, Cincinnati. 1908; aged 39; a member of the Medical
nia; died in the Johnstown

Memorial Hospital, August 11, from embolism following an
operation for appendicitis.

Alexander A. McNeil, Brooklyn; Ensworth Medical I o!

1898; aged 45; superintendent of the
1 ompany; died at the home of his mother in

St Louis. September 8, from meningitis following influenza.

$ Indicates "Fellow" of the American Medical Association.

Patrick James Byrne, Cleveland; Western Reserve Univer-
sity, i leveland, 1893; aged 53; coronet oi I uyahoga County,
Ohio, for seven years, and a pioneer in the "safetj first?

in; died ai Ins home, September 14. from ptomain
poisoning.

Benjamin Almerin Green, 1 ongmeadow, Springfield, M i

sicians and Surgeons, Bo ton, 1910; aged 39;
an associate Fellow ol the American Medical Association;
also ,i dentist; died at his home, September 3.

Peter S. Clark, Darien. Ga. (license. Georgia, 1881); aged
1,2; city physician of Darien. and physician ol Melt h

( ounty, ( .a : died in a hospital in Savannah, Ga., September
1-'. alter an operation for appendicitis.

Harley Ames Reed, Fort Ritner, Ind,; Central College of

Physicians and Surgeons. Indianapolis, 1904; aged 47; while
returning from Albuquerque, X. M.; died on a Santa Ft
train, near Chicago, September 11.

Charles W. Laciar, South Bethlehem, Pa.; College of 1
'I i\ si-

cians and Surgeons, Baltimore, 1894; aged 48; proprietor of

the Bethlehem Bill Posting (ompany; died at (lis home, Sep-
tember 9, from heart disease.

George Davis Swett, Albany, Ohio; Eclectic Medical Insti-
tute. Cincinnati, 18( >7; aged 48; a member of the Ohio State
Medical Association; died at his home. September 14. from
heart di

Hamilton Price Duffield '* Marshalltown, Iowa; Rush Med-
ical ( ollege, 1870; aged 74; for many years chief surgeon of
the Iowa Soldiers' Home. Marshalltown ; died in Omaha,
September 7.

James A. Dickey, Bristol, Tenn. ; American Medical Col-
lege. St. Louis. 1889; aged 69; a practitioner for nearly half
a century; died at his home. September 4, from cerebral
hemorrhage.

Felix B. Hunter, Falkville, Ala.; Vanderbilt University.
Nashville, Tenn., 1881; aged 59; a member of the Medical
Association of the State of Alabama; died at his home,
August 31.

Alonzo Maywood Forsythe ® Maynard. Ohio; Ohio Med-
ical University, Columbus, 1903; aged 51; a specialist in

obstetrics; died in Corry, Pa., August 29, from cerebral hem-
orrhage.

Charles William Noble, Dallas, Iowa; St. Louis College of
Physicians and Surgeons, 1893; aged 57; also a druggist; was
found dead in his office, September 10, from cerebral 1 or-
rhage.

James Townsend Wolfe, New Orleans; Tulane University,

New Orleans, l'XIl ; a member of the Louisiana State Medical
Association; was shot and killed by his wife, September 5.

Francis M. Smiley ® Kewanee, 111.; Rush Medica! College,
1879; aged 60; a specialist in diseases of the eye and ear;
died in his office, September 15, from cerebral hemorrhage.

Brinsley Collins Graves, Cisco, 111.; Missouri Medical Col-
lege. St, Louis, 1885; aged 67; died at the home of his brother
in Sturgeon, Mo., September 8, from cerebral hemorrhage.

Francis Marion Smith ® Refugio, Texas; Memphis (Tenn.)
II pital Medical College, 1902; aged 44; died in the Victoria
(Texas) Hospital, September 6, from cerebral abscess.

William H. H. Roberts, Grovania, Ga.; Jefferson Medical
i ollege, 1860; aged 80; captain in the Confederate service
during the Civil War; died at his home. August 28.

James Hays, Dayton. Ohio (license. Ohio. 1896); aged 82;
a surgeon of U. S. Volunteers during the Civil War; died at

the home of his seen in Evanston, 111., September 15.

Abraham L. Hoover, Denver: College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Keokuk. Iowa 1873; aged 77; died at his home,
September 11, from carcinoma oi the rectum.

James W. Good ® Paden < ity, W. Va. ; University of
I ille 1 1894; aged 61; was killed in a runaway acci-
!- tit i

- ar Sistersville, W. Va., September 7.

Stanley L. Baird, Phoenix, Ala.; Homeopathic Medical
of Missouri, St. Louis, 1903; aged 43; died at his

\ugust 26, from pneumonia.

Charles O. Arnold, Osage City, Kan.; Chicago Physio-
Mediial Institute, 1887; aged 62; died at his home, August
31, from cerebral hemorrhage.

John P. Burford, Indianapolis; Medical College of Indiana,
..lis. 1879; aged 71; dud at the home of his brother

in Indianapolis, September 13.

Joseph Vincent Antill, Philadelphia; Jefferson Medical
( . ii. vr. 1;-;-:''. aged i,i,; died al his home, September 9, from
angina pectoris.
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In This Depart*
Journal's Bureau (

ON Pharmacv and C

Laboratory, Togeth

pear Reports of The
igation. of thf i

t AND OF THE As-
Other Matter Tending

to Aid Intelligent Prescribing and to

Fraud on the Public and on the Profession

FORMALDEHYDE LOZENGES
Report of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

The Council has voted Hex-Iodin (Daggett and Miller Co.,

Inc., Providence. R. I.), Formitol Tablets (E. L. Patch Co.,

Boston), and Cin-U-Form Lozenges (.McKesson and Robbins,

New York City) inadmissible to New and Nonofficial Reme-

dies, and authorized publication of the report which appears

below. W. A. PuCKNER, Secretary.

Some years ago, the Council published (The JOURNAL

A. M. A., Aug. 28, 1915, p. 816) a report on Formamint. a

proprietary medicine widely exploited as a peculiar chemical

compound of sugar of milk and formaldehyde The formal-

dehyde was said to lie liberated slowly by the action erf the

saliva, and because of this liberation of formaldehyde,

Pormamint was claimed to be a powerful germicide. Extrav-

agant claims were made for its curative and prophylactic

effects. The Council found that the therapeutic claims were

grossly unwarranted and that its exploitation to the publtc

was a public danger.

During the recent epidemic of influenza, a variety of tablets

or lozenges were advertised, and are still being advertised,

having formaldehyde, in some form or other, as the nucleus

around which revolve the therapeutic claims. In some cases,

the advertising clearly indicates the character of the formal-

dehyde compound that is claimed to be present ; in others

the statements are vague and indefinite or misleading.

It is hardly necessary to remind physicians that thi

tablets containing hexamethylenarnin or other Formaldehyde

compounds can neither cure respiratory infections, nor even

confer protection against such infections. To lie effect r

madchyde would need to be supplied to the entire respiratory

tract continuously tor some time or else in concentrations

lid lie distinctly irritant and damaging t<> the tissues.

Saliva-dissolved tablets, obviously cannot reach the nasal or

tracheal mucosae directly; and the application of quickly act-

ing concentrations of formaldehyde is out of the gu

This altogether aside from the fact that hexamethylenarnin,
the basis of some of these tablets, does not liberate formal-

dehyde in the mouth, and for this reason alone would he

quite useless for this purpose! | k and Collins,

Archives of Internal Medicine, November, I I

An inefficient antiseptic is more than merel) useless; it is

a menace t.. public safety, in that it tends to lead to the

neglect of rational and effective protective measures. It

therefor, for the ( ouncil again t.. call. the

attention of physicians to the subject. Accordingly, three

roducts were purchased and examined in

n's i hemi< al La

Hex-Iodin

Hex-Iodin (Hexaroethylenetetramine and lodum) I

are manufactured by Daggett and nlilfa <

ice. R. I. They weigh 15'

nd are tlav.rcd with mint or menthol. The package and
circulars do not contain a definite statement ol

The rather indefinite synonyms "Hexameth. and Iodine
imethylentetramine and lodum"

lb.it lh. ntain hcxametln leiiamin an. I frei

The further statement that lie combined medic-
inal antiseptic and pi

enetetramwe ami lodum" is also rather indefiniti

Otic action claimed for il however, could

only be produced by free iodin and by liberated formalde-

hyde.

It is unnecessary to discuss in detail the extravagant

claims made for these lozenges. The inefficiency of hexa-

methylenarnin has already been referred to; the limitations

of iodin, free or combined, in lozenge form, need not be dis-

cussed because the examination made in the A. M. A. Chem-
ical Laboratory showed that Hex-Iodin lozenges contained

no free iodin, and only traces of combined iodin. Neither

formaldehyde nor paraformaldehyde was present: hexa-

methylenarnin was present but, the lozenges being neutral

no formaldehyde is generated in contact with water or with

the alkaline saliva.

Thus Hex-Iodin is shown to be worthless for the purpose

for which it is advertised. Of the two important ingredients

said to be present, iodin and hexamethylenarnin, onlj traces

could be found of the former while the latter, as has been

shown, is incapable of exerting any effect when used as the

manufacturers direct.

Formitol Tablets

These tablets are prepared by the E. L. Patch Co., I!

Each tablet weighs 13% grs. They have the odor of thymol
or menthol and an acid taste and reaction. They are, accord-
ing 1.

1 the label

:

"For the throat an.] month. Soothing, Astringent. Antiseptic.

Rapidly destroys germs of infection, preventing and relieving sore

throat and mouth."

In a circular, it is stated, that one of the qualities of

Formitol

:

".
. . is the generation of formaldehyde when in contact with

water or the saliva."

- generating formaldehyde, Formitol, Patch contains astringent,

demulcent and .soothing ingredients winch render the COB
unusually effective."

A bacteriologic report is given in this circular in which it

is stated that, in 2% minutes one Formitol Tablet rendered
sterile a plate culture of a "characteristic throat micrococci."

The instructions are to dissolve a tablet in the mouth, slowly,

once an hour or a half-tablet every half hour.

The A. M. A. Chemical Laboratory reported that Formitol
Tablets contained formaldehyde (or paraformaldebyi

ammonium compound, and some hexamethylenarnin. It is

le that the formaldehyde (or paraformaldehyde) was
1 by the decomposition of hexamethylenarnin orig-

in, ill\ present in the tablets but decomposed by long contact

with the acid.

s differ from Hex-Iodin in that thej n lllj

contain ad i\ e formaldeh) de am!.

antiseptic effect in test-tube cultures The conditions in the

mouth, however, art ent from those in i

1

tube, since in the mouth the formaldehyde would be imme-
diately "bound" or absorbed. Th of irri-

tation indicates sufficient!'. - ent quantities

of formaldehyde under clinical conditions.

Cin-U-Form Lozenges

: ml i nges, manufai I Mel I

Robbins, New York City, ate marketed in bottles of 24 for

25 cents. Thej have a stn i nnamon, we
!i. and are acid in taste and I

nd Menthol
'

- injuni'lls to thi

in tills palatal,!.

\ ( iii nl. ii contains the same statement as to

and claims further that they:
"

Influenza, 1

Grip i ronailhis,

bis, etc."

The * '

:

I that ' in Li-

me forma ld> iformal-

and no hexamethylenarnin. Ii that the

mouth and thn

h the nose; they cannot pn i. pneumonia.



CORRESPOND! N( E

Correspondence

SPOILED CANNED FOODS AND BOTULISM

To ill,- Editor:—la the Journal of Medical Research for

January, 1919, there appeared an article, "The Bacti

oi Canned Foods," by Dr, John Weinzirl; and an abstract

was printed in The Journal, \pril 5. Tins paper is

on the bacteriologic findings in 1,018 samples of factory

canned I salient features in the summary to the

paper an- as follow S :

at 17 per cent, of the cans examined were spoiled

and (i per cent, underprocessed. the balance being normal

edible cans of f< id.

2. Viable bacteria, bacterial spores, yeasts and molds,

representing thirty-eight species, wen- found in the spoiled

and underprocessed cans and in 23 per cent, of the normal

3. The organisms recovered from the cans were obligate

anaerobes, obligate aerobes and facultative anaerobes.

4. The organisms found in the unspoiled cans were prac-

tically all spore-bearing obligate aerobes.

5. The organisms found in the spoiled and underprocessed

cans included both spore bearers and nonspore bearers. The

spoilage of cans of fruits and vegetables is attributed to

- lilag< of the sardines is considered

as due to facultative anaerobes of the colon group which

enter the cans in the intestine <•> the fish.

6. It is stated by the author that cans containing anaerobes

are likely to spoil before leaving the packer, owing to the

favorable anaerobic conditions present in a perfectly sealed

can. and that, therefore, such cans would rarely reach the

market. Anaerobes are also "apt to decompose food and

cause putrid odors."

7. Aerobic organisms are not considered a source of

spoilage except in the case of sardines, because they consist

mainly of spore-bearing obligate aerobes and. while the

spores are not killed by the processing, growth is prevented

by the anaerobic conditions prevailing in the cans.

8. The presence of living organisms in the cans is due to

insufficient sterilization rather than to leakage.

9. Members of the paratyphoid-enteritidis group and

B. botulinus were not found in the cans examined.

Or. Weinzirl draws the following conclusions as the result

of his work :

mmercial canned goods as found in the markets are

not always sterile, but may contain viable spores of bacteria.

"J. The living spores found in commercial canned goods

are unable to grow in the food due to the absence of oxygen.

"3. The vacuum is essential to the preservation of canned
food under present methods of processing.

"4. Food poisoning organisms, such as B. botulinus. B.

lis, etc.. are not found in commercial canned foods."

From the standpoint of the consumer, the paper is open to

a number of criticisms. Perhaps the most fundamental one

is in regard to the restrii ted and therefore misleading use of

the term "commercial." To the lay mind the term com-

mercial canned is synonymous with factory canned foods

home canned foods. But Dr. Weinzirl restricts

the term to refer to those factory canned goods in which no

spoilage has bi and which are --till being offered

for sale. \- si on as spoilage is detected and the can removed

from the stock or returned by the purchaser, it automatically

ceases to be a "commercial" can and becomes a spoiled

sample. He admits, however, that spoilage is not always

detected and that some spoiled cans remain on the market

as commercial cans. Three such spoiled cans are included

among the "commercial" or unspoiled cans which he exam-

ined. But for some unexplained reason he made bacterio-

logic examinations of only two of these cans, while the third

can. which was the only one suggesting botulinus spoilage

was not examined. This is unfortunate in view of the con-

clusions he derives from his work.

The point that I wish to make clear is that when Dr.

Weinzirl says that "B. botulinus is not found in commercial

canned food." he means thai it is not found in unspoiled

factor] canned foods. The consumer is likely to draw the

conclusion that B. botulinus is never found in factory canned

foods. A miner or engineer Inlying a large Stock of canned

foods to lie used months hence would be luted into a false

sense of securit) as regards factor] canned foods,

We might iust a- readily and with as much safety to the

consumer divide home canned loo, Is into two groups similar

to the "commercial" and "spoiled" samples of Dr. W'einzirl's,

and draw the same Conclusions concerning them. This would,

however, be most misleading and dangerous to the public.

There is no sharp line of demarcation between the spoiled

and the unspoiled. Their is a period during the spoiling

process when food is only slightly suspicious, and whether it

is eaten or not depends entirely on the alertness of the con-

sumer. A tiuinlici of women have died of botulism because

thej tasted canned food to see if it was spoiled, and others

have died because the cook failed to detect the spoilage.

I'nUss the canners can show that no spoilage from
/>'. botulinus occurs in factory canned foods, the consumer of

mi. I products is no more sale from botulism than the person

who cats home canned foods. For it can be said of home
canned foods, quite as truly as of commercial canned foods,

that B. botulinus has never been found in normal cans show-
ing no si^n^ of spoilage. The occurrence of botulism from

the eating of slightly spoiled home canned foods was estab-

lished by examination of necropsy material and of cans show-
ing signs of botulinus spoilage, and not from an examination
of normal cans selected at random.

A second criticism of the paper concerns Dr. Weinzirl's

justification for the statement that />'. botulinus is not found
in unspoiled factory canned goods.

The total number of "commercial samples" examined was
782 out of a total pack estimated by Dr. Weinzirl as 250,000.000

cases, or more than a billion cans. This is too small a per-

centage on which to base a conclusion in regard to so vital

•a subject as food poisoning.

The tcchnic used is open to criticism. The result would
1m more convincing if the author had made tests for the

specific botulinus toxin to substantiate his bacteriologic find-

ings. The most reliable method of demonstrating the pres-

ence of B. botulinus is to test both the contents of the can
and the cultures made from the contents of the can for the

specific toxin, rather than to depend entirely on the isolation

of the organism. In our own experience we have been able

to demonstrate the presence of B. botulinus toxin in jars of

home canned food from which we failed to isolate the organ-

ism. Also the author does not state how long he incubated

his cultures before reporting negative findings. In examin-

ing recently processed cans it would be necessary to take

into account the inhibiting effect of heat on the development

of the spores of B. botulinus.

No data are given by Dr. Weinzirl as to the length of tin-

periods that had elapsed between the processing of the cans

and the making of the bacteriologic examinations. This

point is important since it might be assumed that anaerobes

if present would develop quickly, owing to the excellent

anaerobic conditions present in sealed cans. In tests made
to determine the resistance to heat of the spores of

B. botulinus (The Journal, Jan. 11, 1919, p. 88), it has been

shown that development of the spores is inhibited in direct

proportion to the length of exposure and intensity of the

heat. After exposure to steam at a pressure of 10 pounds for

twenty minutes and IS pounds for ten minutes, the spores of

the most resistant strains of B. botulinus in my collection

remain dormant for fifty and fifty-three days, respectively, at

28 C, and then develop quickly and normally and produce

toxin. Strains which are killed by lower temperatures do not

In dormant for so long a period when injured by heat. Fifty

days, therefore, represents approximately the limit of heat

inhibition. Allowing a mouth for signs of spoilage to become

apparent in the cans, it is evident that at ordinary summer
Hires the bulk of cans containing B. botulinus will

show si^ns of spoilage within three months after being

processed. If a canner's pack is kept three months and then

a Few < i the unspoiled cans are examined, there will be small

chance of isolating B. botulinus. On the other hand, if
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unspoiled cans are examined before the end of two months

and, in incubating, allowance is not made for the inhibitory

action of heat, there will be small chance of isolating the

organism. Such examinations cannot serve as an adequate

basis for drawing conclusions as to the presence or absence

of B. botulinus in factory canned foods. Dr. Weinzirl gives

no data as to the age of his "commercial" samples. He lists

three spoiled "commercial" samples, but does not give a

bacteriologic examination of the most suspicious one of them.

From a consideration of the foregoing. I am of the opinion

that Dr. Weinzirl furnishes very unsatisfactory evidence on
which to base his conclusion that food poisoning organisms,

such as B. botulinus, B. enteritidis, etc.. are not found in

commercial canned goods.

I believe we are justified in assuming, until it has been

proved otherwise, that B. botulinus will occasionally be pres-

ent in factory canned foods for the following reasons:

1. It frequently occurs in the garden, and there is no

reason for assuming that it is not carried into the cans

with the other bacteria (Burke, G. S. : Occurrence of

B. Botulinus in Nature. /. Bacterid., September. 1919).

2. The spores of B. botulinus are highly resistant to heat,

and the canning processes are not sufficient to destroy them.

There is nothing inherent in the factory methods of canning
to make these products less subject to contamination with

B. botulinus than home canned foods.

3. The spores of B. botulinus are inhibited by heat, and
cans that are put on the market in less than two months may
contain such spores. While the bulk of spoilage is probably

apparent within three months after processing if the cans

are kept at a temperature of 22 C. or above, there may be

other inhibiting factors not yet determined which would still

further delay development. If the cans are kept at a low
temperature, as in cold climates, development will be delayed

indefinitely.

4. Cans containing organisms which later cause their

do get on the market, as is evident by frequent

over the spoilage of goods. Also such

rcial" cans are responsible for cases of food poison-

Dr. Weinzirl states that "although the public

in America has reported cases of food poisoning

Is, it may be stated at th<

is mere assumption which has never been estab-

ntific research." This is not altogether true,

in cases of botulism in human beings and in

chickens is well established, and the connection of the dis-

ease with spoiled canned fruit and vegetables ha

I all question in outbreaks caused by
In regard to outbreaks of food poison-

ing from factory canned foods to which, of course. Dr.

I should like to describe a case of which I have
' knowledge :

In San Rafael -
'. 1918, a woman and 5rvcr.il chickens

canned corn. This corn bad been slightly warmed and did
if ihc chickens died on

m of Ihc crop and gizzard contents was negati
f linical picture in both the woman and

eing eaten three
• negative findinp, altha

'mg, cannot he looked on as casting douht on the pi

lii many cases of food poisoning similar in ever)
ti> the San Rafael i

i

: tin dead i

le pack. I ha
been successful in isolating the organism from all the dead
chickens. In one case the organism was isolated tr-
out of ten chickens, but in another case from
of twelve chickens. the negative finding in the

ifael chicken mean-, little. In the cm

canned g Is it i> impossible to trace other can:
same pack.

The San Rafael rase was re|

an in charge I i health and to the

U. S. Bureau of Chemistry, and the stocks of the local

grocer were searched for other suspicious cans. It seems
unfortunate that an expert working for the National Canners
Association should not have heard of this case or, having
heard of it. should ignore it.

With our present knowledge we must assume that there

is a decided possibility of B. botulinus being present in

factory canned products, and that some of these cans will

reach the consumer. •

The time is ripe for a thorough investigation of spoilage

in factory canned foods to determine if B. botulinus is ever

present. This will determine the advisability of requiring

canners to keep their products at a favorable temperature
for three months before placing them on the market.

It is also essential that all cases of food poisoning attri-

buted to factory canned products be investigated with the

delusively that the poisoning is due to

the toxin of B. botulinus, nr if not to the toxin of B. botulinus,

to some other definite substance. Physicians, health officers

and veterinarians throughout the country can make this

by familiarizing themselves with the clinical features

of botulism (Monograph 8, Rockefeller Institute) and
reporting all such cases to the U. S. Department oi Vgri-

culture, Bureau of Chemistry, at Washington, D. C, or to

Stanford University, Calif., or to other investigators work-
n the problem. Samples of the spoiled food, dead

chickens or necropsy material should be sent to these labora-

tories together with a full report of the clinical history of

the case, brand and condition of the food eaten. It is only
by cooperation between the physicians and health

and the laboratories that the question can be quickly and
satisfactorily cleared up. I consider it only a question of
time until the connection of botulism with factory canned
products is fully and satisfactorily established.

Dr. Weinzirl's paper is important in that it indicates very
clearly that factory canning processes are not sufficient to

sterilize the contents of the ca'is, and that therefore spores
which are highly resistant to beat, such as the spores of
B, botulinus, may survive the processing.

I do not wish to minimize the efforts which first class
canners are making to put out a good and safe product, nor
do 1 wish to exaggerate the danger of spoiled foods reach-
ing the consumer. Botulism is of comparatively rare occur-
rence, even from home canned foods, because most people
are critical of their

Thi (anners and their bacteriologists, however, are not
justified in denying the occurrence of botulism from
mercially canned foods until they have proved thai
from />'. botulinus never occurs in factory canned foods, and
until they have given some other adequate explanation of the
cases of food p< ributed to factorj canned)
which are to all clinical appearances botuli

Georgina S. Bi kke, Stanford University, I alif.

AN AMPLIFICATION OF YOUNG'S RULE
To the Editor:—The inadequai rule when it

> infants

i physi-
cians, i ach in his own way. usually
entailing izing of doses given by some authority
for the din i

i

I wish to submit a modification or amplification of this rule

by which the
•

'

I

.

of 12, proceeding as with the old ruli

•iths is thus obtained :

I49-r-5=30 approximately, or (fcn of the adult dose.

I r a baby of 16 months
;

16+144=160^-16=10 || dose.

This operates exactly as Young's rule and is. of
subject to the same limitations. The ; I

r much
beat ion. how

R E. ( i oi o, M.D Birmingham, Ala.
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Queries and Minor Notes

+ .m,l queries on postal cards will not
be noticed. Every letter must contain the writer s name and address,
but the>c will be omitted, on request.

TEMPERATURE OF an :

7"o thi Editor:—In Osier's Practice

let the treatment of uremia, at the seventh line. 1 End:

"t.randtn states that irrigation of the bowel with water at a tempera-
1

temperature to r< I believe il was a Fahrenheit thermometer

that was used to test the heat of the -

that time I have scalded a chick it 144 F.

With this

the editii '' 1"' a mis|

both have the same statement. 1

not help but scald the membranous co wels into blisters.

v r Dr. I laler to includi

recommendation his wits' end

as to what next to try and who may not h.i\ hftt a tem-

perature of 140 F. wiil do? j. E ||,.,, in k M.D., Gap, Pa.

Answer.—The subject of enteroclysis, in all its phases, is

! at length by Robert Coleman Kemp in the Refer-

ence Handl k of the Medical Sciences, 4:4o, 1914. rhe

highest temperature of an enema mentioned by him is 120 F.

:

in fact, water at that temperature is favored in the prevention

and treatment of shock from ,m. cause, but especially shock
lorrhage. It is possible, however, that the state-

ment by Grandin. quoted by Osier, has reference to the

temperature of the water in the container, before it reaches

vel. Kemp publishes a talde. in connection with his

ii of proctoclysis, showing that when the temperature
of the water in the container is 190 F.. the final temperature
of the water in the rectum is only 115 I-\. the difference in

temperature being dependent on the number of drops entering
, ! per minute and the length of the rubber tubing.

Water at a temperature of 115 F. in the container will enter

the rectum at the same temperature when flowing at the rate

of J00 drops a minute.

REGULATIONS FOR PRESCRIBING ALCOHOL
To the Editor:— Kindly advise me whether special blanks are neces-

sary in prescribing absolute alcohol. i.- £ p , Chicago.

Answer.—No. Instructions to collectors of internal

revenue, issued by commissioner of internal revenue, June 30,

1919, regarding the enforcement of the war prohibition law,

direct, under the head of medical uses of wines and spirits,

that physicians may prescribe wines and liquors for internal

use or alcohol for external uses, but sucli prescriptions shall

be in duplicate, both copies to be signed in the physician's

handwriting, the quantity prescribed for a single patient at

a given time not to exceed 1 quart, and no alcoholic liquors

to be prescribed unless the patient is under the constant

personal supervision of the physician. Prescriptions must
indicate clearly the name and address of the patient, including

street and apartment number if any, date when written, con-

dition or illness for which prescribed, and the name of the

pharmacist to whom the prescription is to be presented for

filling. The physician must keep a record in which a separate

page shall be allotted to each patient. The record must
show under the patient's name and address the date of each

prescription, the amount and kind of liquors dispensed, and
the name of the pharmacist filling the prescri]

ABBREVIATION IN PRESCRIPTION FoR PAREGORIC
To the Editor:— I write for information. I wrote a prescription and

in it I wrote "Tinct. Camp. Co." I was corrected and was asked to

write "Tinct. Opii Campnorata." Please tell me whether I was correct

in writing it as I did.

Estih D . Wisconsin Veterans' Home, Waupaca, Wis.

nds on what you meant by "Tinct. Camp.
und Tincture '

is official in the

British Pharmacopeia with
'

m. "Tinct.

Camp. I interpreted n for this

preparation. However, the British "paregoric" differs from
the U. S. P. "paregoric" (camphorated tincture of opium) in

containing 25 per cent, more opium, 25 per cent, more benzoic

acid and about 13 per cent, mure alcohol. Further, it con-

tains only 75 per cent, as much camphor and oil of anise as

the U. S. P. paregoric. Unless you wished to prescribe the

B. P. preparation, you should have written the prescription

according to the correction suggested.

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Arizona: Ph Sec., Dr. Allen II. Williams, 219

PI i enix.

Aekansas: 1ml. Rock. Nov ill.'. Sec, Regular Board, Dr. T, J.
-. r

I
I

i h ' : i idi i.i...
Fort Smith,
Sacramento, Oct. 211 3, Sec, Dr. Chas. B. Pinkham,

San Fi ant iat o,

Denver, Oct 7. Sec, Dr. David A. Stricklcr, 612
1 ire BIdg., I

>

Connecticut: Mew Haven, Nov. ill' Sec. Regulai Board, Dr,
\ I urn.

. I"-, Vork Si . N< >. Hat en. Sei Hoi pathic
Di I dwin I M II. ill.

:

' Grai .1 Vve . \. a II iv.

I, Dr. I. "in s E, ll.Hi. 730 State St., Bridgi port
W .i hington, Oct. 1 I 16, Si .

I h Edgar P
i Rocking v

Gi rgm Atlanta, Ocl U-1S Sec, Dr. C. T. Nolan, Marietta,
I Boise, Oct. 7. Hon. Roht. 0. Jones, Commissioner ol I..nv

I lloise.

Kan •. i ..,.. i i, Ocl n Sec, Dr. II. A. Dykes, Lebanon.
Louisiana; New Orleans, Nov, I. Sec Homeopathic Hoard, Dr.

I" II ll.iiil.ii-i.iii, 702 Macheaa BIdg., New Orleans,
Maine: Portland, Nov. 11-12. Sec, Dr. Frank VV. Searle, 776

i ongri s St., Portland.
\s: Lansing, Oct. 14-16. Sec, Dr. B. D. Harison, 504

An ide, Detroit.

Minnesota: Minneapolis, Oct. 7-9. Sec, Dr. Thos. McDavitt, 741
Lowrj BIdg . St, Paul,

h: Kansas City, Oct. 7-9. Sec, Dr. Geo. H. Joins. State
n I. Hereon City.

tfo i iNA! Helena, Oct. 7. Sec, Dr. S. A. Cooney, Fowei BIdg.,
I r

i a: Lincoln. Nov. 12-14. Sec, Dr. H. J. LchnhorT, 514 First
Nat'l Bank BIdg., Lincoln.

Carson I ity, Nov. 3. Sec, Dr. S. L. I.ee, Carson City.

New Ikkskv: Trenton, Oct. 21-22. Sec, Dr. Alexander MacAlister,
State House, Trenton.

Nbv, Mexico: Santa Fe, Oct. 13-14. Sec, Dr. R. E. McBride,
I

(1i.ihi.ima: Oklahoma City, Oct. 7-8. Sec, Dr. J. J. Williams,
tord.

South Carolina: Columbia, Nov. 10. Sec, Dr. A. Earle Boozer,
1806 Hampton St.. Columbia.
Texas; Galveston, Nov. 18-20. Sec, Dr. M. F. Bcttcncourt. Mart

Texas.
Utah: Salt Lake City, Oct. 6-7. Sec, Dr. G. F. Harding, Templcton

BIdg . Salt Lake City.

VVi i \ h.i-.ia: Charleston, Oct. 14. Sec, Dr. S. L. Jepson, Masonic
BIdg., Charleston.
Wyoming: Cheyenne, Oct. 6-8. Sec, Dr. J. D. Shingle, Cheyenne.

REGULATION OF HOSPITALS IN OHIO
Hospitals in Ohio are now subject to regulation by the

commissioner of health in accordance with the following law
which was passed by the last general assembly of Ohio. The
new act amends, supplements and repeals sections of the

General Code relative to classification and inspection of
hospitals. It states

:

Sect. 1.—That sections 1352, 6259 and 6262 be amended and sup-
plementary section 1236-6 of the General Code be added to read as
i '

Sec. 1236-6. The Commissioner of Health shall have power to define
i hospitals and dispensaries. Within thirty days after the

taking effect of this act. and annually thereafter, every hospital and
public or private, shall register with, and report to, the

I | partmenl oi Health, on forms furnished by the Commissioner
,1 Health, such information as he may prescribe.

Sec. 1352. The Board of State 1 harities shall investigate by cor-
respondence and inspection the system, condition and management of
the public and private benevolent and correctional instilutions of the
state and county, and municipal jails, workhouses, infirmaries and chil-

dren's homes as well as all institutions whether incorporated, private, or
otherwise, which receive and care for children. Officers in charge of
such institutions or responsible for the administration of public funds

!
ii the relief and maintenance "f the poor shall furnish the hoard

or ils secretary such information as it requires, The board may pre-
scribe such forms of report and registration as it deems in

I hi ih, purpose of such investigation and to carry out the provis s

oi t In s. chapter it shall employ such visitors as may be necessary, who
shall, in addition to other duties, investigate the care and disposition of
i bildren made by institutions for receiving children, and by all institu*

eluding within their objects thi placing of children in private
: tbej deem il desirable, they shall visit such children

I report the result of such inspection to the hoard.
i the board and such of its executive force as it shall

may attend slate and national conferences for the discussion
pertinent to their duties. The actual traveling expense

bj the members and such of its executive force as it shall
., paid as provided by Section 1351 of the General ( ode,

Sec. 6259. The I ommissionei of Health may grant licenses to inain-
hospitals or homes, lying in hospitals, or plan where

are received and cared for during parturition. An application
therefor shall lirst he approved by the Board oi Health of thi city,

village or township in which such maternity hospital or home, lying-in

01 place where women are received and cared for during par-
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turition is to be maintained. A record of the license so issued shall he

kept by the State Department of Health, which shall forthwith give

notice to the Board of Health of the city, village or township in which
the licensee resides, of the granting of such license and of the terms
thereof.

Sec. 6262. The Commissioner of Health and the Boards of Health
of cities, villages or townships shall annually, and may, at any tinie.

visit and inspect, or designate a person to visit and inspect the system,
condition and management of the institutions and premises so licensed.

Sec. 2. That original sections 1352. 6259 and 6262 and sections

6257 and 6258 of the General Code be, and the same are hereby
repealed.

Passed March 11, 1919. Approved March 27, 1919.

Iowa June Examination

Dr. Guilford H. Sumner, secretary of the Iowa State Board

of Medical Examiners, reports the written examination held

at Iowa City, June 12-14. 1919. The examination covered

8 subjects and included 100 questions. An average oi 75

per cent, was required to pass. Of the 9 candidates examined,

7 passed and 2 failed. Sixteen candidates were licensed

reciprocity. The following colleges were repre-

sented :

Year
College PASSED Grad.

University
- ily of Illinois (1918)

ivi i I v. i Coll. of H m Mi I

ine

rsity (1919)
i School (1919)

iiy of Pennsylvania (1918)

Per
Cent.

83.7

87.2
87.8
86.6

FAILED

Hospital Collcce of Medicine, Louisville (1907)

Eclectic Medical College of the City of X. V (1878)

Year Reciprocity
LICENSED THROUGH RECIPROCITY Grad. with

Hahnemann M. Col.. Chicago (1886) Mich., (1916), (1911) Illinois

Bennett Medical College (
1

'-' 1 4

)

Illinois

Northwestern University (1910)
i . .(1915) Illinois, Nebraska.

I I

:
i (1912, 2) (1

LTniversil I Mil higan Horn. ... Med. School
-. I

University (1906)
• Did Dot complete examination.

67.2

Maine

79.9

June Missouri Examination

Dr. George H. Jones, secretary of Misouri State Board of

reports the oral and written examination held al St.

June 17-19, 1919. The examinal 14 sub-
• '1 included 1 |!|

> qui stions. \n average of 75 per cent.

equired to pass. Of the 9.! candidates examined, 92

and 1 failed. The following colleges were repre-

Cnllege PASSED

Arkansas
I -its

18) 75.7, :-
1

Ru,h Medical College (1919)
i Medicine (I'l

Tulane University (1911)
i niversity (1917

(19H4) 76.4
I

! (1893) 1

•

1.1,-81.1

I

91.4.
Washing!

'0.6.
' (1919) 1

(1NX3) 75
' iblin (1 I) 1

-' of Ph> I

Dr. Jones also reports thai 42 candidates were licensed

; ret ipr « it) 1919 I hi

were represented :

Year R
College

(19

•

Hering Medical <

University of Illinois (1515). (1917)
Medical College of Indiana (1880)
Drake University College of Medicine (1910)
Kansas Medical College (1907)
University of Kansas (1906), (1913), (1915, 2), (1916)

(191S), Kansas.
Louisville Medical College (18SS)
University of Louisville (1910)
Tulane University (1917) Louisiana. (1918)
University of Marvland (1908)
Harvard University (1916)
Mississippi Medical College (1912)
Ensworth Medical College (1909. 2)
St. Louis University School of Medicine (l''lill

University Medical College of Kansas City (1909), (1913)
lohn A. Creighton Medical College (1915)
University of Pennsvlvania i

Western Pensvlvania Medical College
Lincoln Memorial University (1911)
Meharry Medical College (1913)
Vanderbilt University
University of Toronto (1910)

Kansas
(1917, 3),

Indiana
Kentucky

Mississippi
Maryland
Nebraska

Mississippi
Kansas
Illinois
Kansas

Nebraska
Penna.
Penna.

Kansas
Tennessee
N. Dakota

Book Notices

The Peritoneum. By Arthur E. Hertzlcr, M.D., F.A.C.S., Surgeon
to the Halstead Hospital, Halstead, Kansas. Two Volumes. Cloth.

Price. $10. Pp. 870, with 230 illustrations. St. Louis: C. V. M -

Company, 1919.

This is a study of the peritoneum in health and in disease,

from the standpoint of the clinician as distinguished from
that of the pathologist, the physiologist or the anatomist,

so that although the anatomy, physiology and pathology of

the peritoneum are given careful attention, we are never
allowed to forget that the chief value of the known facts

concerning each lies in their clinical application. The first

volume deals largely with the abstract problems of the peri-

toneum; perhaps the most intersting chapters are those from
V to IX on wound healing (the formation of fibrous tisstn I,

the nature and genesis of peritoneal adhesions, the preven-
tion of adhesions, changes in the circulation, and inflamma-
tory reaction of the peritoneum—interesting, perhaps, because
in them is presented, in clinical language, a summary of what
might he termed general pathology of the peritoneum, a sub-
ject with which most men are not particularly familiar and
which, unfortunately, is not so widely discussed as are
the subjects of peritoneal anatomy and. to a lesser extent.

physiology. The second volume deals with the disea
the peritoneum. The subjects are well arranged, the treat-

ment is thorough, and the opinions expressed arc for the
rt, orthodox. Interspersed here and there arc inter-

esting bits of advice gleaned from experience in the art of
the practice rather than the science of medicine hints which,
properly digested and applied, may carry the physician
around mure than one sharp corm r which otherwise might be
extremely hard to ni , in this

volume which every surgeon, particularly he who is inclined
to operate with om lock, should read and pondei :

"Quickness is nol measured bj the clock, bul by the degree
of traumatism inflicted." Appreciation ol thi thought

d here might lengtl i eral ing time, but
it might also decrease po
patients.

id Chemistry: An Introduction, witi
By J

'

VI

I

i

In this little I h— it contains only eighty-three pages of
text—the authi : a simple and terse manner the
fundamental facts about colloids. It is delightful I

rather complicated
idal chemistry, giving such

an adequate view of the su ating the mote
involved academic considi n

applications of this fascinating "twilight
and chemistry" im 1

1
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for the t of Science,
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THE COST OF FOOD OF DIABETICS
IN HOSPITAL*

VI I, I N. IMKF

I Professor of mmons College

B

This investigation was undertaken to find out whether

diabetic patients cost the hospital m ire for their food than

other patients, or whether the diabetics were right when on
- they remarked. "The hospital is making money

Three hospitals, treating relatively large numbers of dia-

betics, were visted to find where a stud] could best be made.

The New England Deaconi was selected because

group of twelve or fourteen patients were in a

separate cottage, though, unfortunately for the purposes of

.. about half as many more ether patients were in

the same house

The cost of food for one week was estimated roughly, and

the result was so Startling that it was decided to figure the

r week more carefully. This was a matter of

a good deal of difficulty because some of the food of the

diabetics and most of the food of the other patients was
sent over cooked from the main hospital, often in one con-

tainer for both sets of patients. Some left over food was

ESTIMATED I EACH FOOD GROUP PER PATIENT
PER DAY

Estimated Cost

Dairy products $0,118
Groceries (except canned vegetables) 063

t.lcs, 0.150; fresh vegetables. 0.158 (all

vegetables )
308
059

.Sat, 0.398 (all meat and fish) 482
Miscellaneous (agar, whisky, liquid petrolatum. bran,

saccharin) 055

Total $1,085

returned to the hospital and therefore had to be accounted

for. The following results, while carefully determined by

weighing whenever possible, are not strictly accurate in all

cases, though with the possible exception of the meats they

are. at least, as accurate as ordinary hospital estimates of

food costs. All foods used were of the first quality, some even

of fancy grade.

During the week June 23 to 30, 1919, for which the food

was carefully estimated, there were nineteen different dia-

betic patients in the hospital, making an average of 13%
patients a day. Of these ten were severe cases, six mod-
erately severe, and three, mild. Several patients fasted one

or more days each : but as they were given broth, tea, coffee,

and cocoa shells they were certainly costing the hospital as

much as postoperative surgical or some medical cases.

At the same time that the study in diabetic food costs was

being made, the hospital dietitian. Miss Ruth M. Wallace,

estimated the cost of food of all nondiabetic patients. Results

showed that the diabetics were costing 29 per cent, more
than other patients. This should not be considered surpris-

ing when it is remembered that the diet requirements for

diabetics in severe cases eliminate practically all the cheap

Irate foods, such as brea'l. breakfast cereals, and

potatoes.

Since this study, although not claiming to be strictly

accurate, was carried on at the same time that the estimate

of the cost of nondiabetic patients was being made, and the

two were done by two trained persons working together, it

seems fair to i ! the hospital diabetic is costing

at least one fourth more for raw food materials than other

patients. It is also clear to any one who has watched the

preparation a: 'he food with its "thrice-washed"

the Diabetic Clinic of the Ni Deaconess Hospital.

vegetables and weighed portions, that the labor cost is also

high, For a complete comparison of the cost of the two
groups ii would be necessary to know the laboratory cost and
the nursing cost of each.

The investigation brought out a few other points of inter-

est; Of iliiiA products; eggs are by far the most expensive

item, and it semis unwise to limit their use; milk, butter and
i (20 per cent) ai > used in i uch small quantities that

cost is unimportant. For tin strictest economy, butter

substitutes ma] be used in placi ol othei fats in grocerii i,

aside from canned goods, coffee and gelatin are the most

expensive; cocoa shells when purchased wholesale make a

cheap drink. Almost no vegetables outside the 5 per o in.'

group were used during the week; of these, tomatoes and
spinach were the cheapest of the canned vegetables, and cab

bage, lettuce, and cucumbers Oi the fresh vegetables. Fruits

are used in small quantities, and even at present pric< ai

an inconsiderable item. Some kinds of fish were cheapei than
meat with us in Boston I od, haddock, and flounder may be

used in place of chicken in cases in wliieli the proportion of

fat must l.e kept low. ( >! meals, bacon3 and fowl, both of which
were freely used and were of excellent quality, were expen-
sive. During the wick of the study, only carefully trimmed
expensive kinds of meat were served, as had been the practice

of the hospital. If carefully cooked cheap cuts of meat were
served, and possibly some cheese, the cost of this large

item would be reduced substantially. Broth is a very expen-
sive item, especially if much chicken broth is used, as has
been the custom. ( Inlj one squab was served, our preliminary

study having shown this to be extravagant for all except
patients in higher-priced private rooms,

In the group of miscellaneous items, some might possibly

be classified as medicines, though all win- served with the

food. Agar-agar, wdiich is used in the highly prized bran

muffins, is expensive; but as it makes possible the one article

which in any way resembles bread, and helps to give bulk

to the diet, the outlay seems legitimate. The use of saccharin

is unlimited but not encouraged; an average of only five one-

f >uith grain tablets per patient per day was used. The liquid

petrolatum included here was used in cooking, and makes
possible fried eggs and some other foods.

In spite of the fact that the diabetic diet must be relatively

expensive, its cost may be substantially reduced by economy
in the use of meats and vegetables. For the strictest economy,
tea and cocoa shells should be used in place of coffee; gelatin

and agar-agar used sparingly or omitted; butter substitutes

n id in place of cream and bacon; the cheapest vegetables,

canned and fresh, selected; broth omitted, and the cheapest

fish and meat used.

REPORT OF CONNECTICUT SOCIAL
INSURANCE COMMISSION

The Connecticut Commission on Public Welfare, appointed

by tie legislature in 1917, has submitted a report covering

health insurance, hours of labor, minimum wage, old age

and mothers' pensions, and occupational diseases. Its prin-

cipal recommendation is the postponement of any further

consideration of social insurance until the changes resulting

from the war have been fully readjusted. The commission

was impressed with the lack of interest in this subject in

Connecticut. The state federation of labor in 1918 adopted

us favoring health insurance, old age pensions and
a minimum wage, but the commission was unable to deter-

mine whether the vague expression of opinion implied sup-

port of compulsory insurance or not. All of the employers

of labor who appeared before the commission agreed that

compulsory health insurance at the present time would be

unwise. The physicians of the state showed little interest

in the subject. A questionnaire sent out by the commission
to physicians elicited only about .W per cent, of replies. To

1. The 5 pel it. ermip are: lettuce, cucumbers,
spinach, ri ,! sauerkraut, tomatoes, Brussels

ea Je, ol cauliflower, egg plant, cabbage,
beet greens, dandelion greens, Swiss chard, celery, radishes,

:

ilv one half the weight of the bacon was returned to the
hospital and allowed for in figuring the cost.
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the question. "What suggestions have you to make as to how
the problem of adequate medical service can best be handled

to serve the interest of the state, the physician and the sick

of limited means?" only half of those who replied, or about

15 per cent, of the profession of the state, expressed any

opinion. "The replies of not a few," says the report, "indicate

that they did not look beyond their own immediate practice;

a small number favored a better medical organization and
suggested an extension of hospital service. Not more than

a dozen took sides for or against compulsory health insur-

ance." Physicians who appeared before the commission

strongly deprecated any action on health insurance at the

present time, declaring that it was a matter to which a great

deal more thought and study should be given and that those

of their number who were best informed were either in the

military service or so much absorbed in duties incident to

the war that they could not give the comission the benefit of

their knowledge. The opponents of compulsory health insur-

ance in Connecticut prepared for legislative consideration a

substitute providing for an elaborate organization and admin-

istration of a department of health, on the ground that the

enlargement of state health activities was less expensive,

less socialistic and paternalistic and would be more effective

than compulsory health insurance. The commission is of the

opinion that either of these plans would prove more of a

burden than the state would care to assume at present. The
commission was impressed with some of the arguments in

favor of compulsory health insurance for humane n

and is convinced that the state should do more to improve
living conditions and prevent disease, hut is not convinced

that any of the measures thus far presented should be enacted.

It feels that Connecticut should not be the first state to

experiment with such a plan, but should gradually improve

and extend its department of public health.

Regarding old age pensions, the commission after consider-

ing the arguments and objections pro and con did not regard

the situation in Connecticut as sufficiently acute to justify

leriment. Regarding mothers' pensions, it is rei

mended that Connecticut might well follow the other thirty-

six states which have enacted mothers' pension laws and
either make provisions directly for such allowances at the

te state i ir confer on the pi ivi er

and authority to make them. Tin n also believes

that any disease arising oul of or in the course of employ-
ment should be included within the provisions of the work-
men's compensation law and should receive benefits the same
as occupational injuries

Medicolegal

MARRIAGE AND THE UNFIT
Ad.lf Meyer, director of the Henry Phipps Psychiatric

Clinic. Johns Hopkins Hospital, in the July number of the

Canadian Journal of Mi-nla! Hygiene, asks : "Why should

in the [marriage) ceremi ny itself, put th<

emphasis on the real issue of marriage? Why not replace

the much discussed question of the question,
put to both parties I D ant this

man (or this woman) and no Other to bi the father (or

mother) of your children?" He says, "not until somi
tion as pointed as this is in all cases expected and
asked and square1

) answered as a matter of general and
frank coi n as marriage is considered, will the
rank and file of people realize the needed obligation to deal
fairly with the problem of health and parental responsibility

1" Discussing the influence of heredity,

Meyer reports the study of a Community in which there were
four interrelated family groups, represented by thirty-five

children at the publii -rein of whom wen
tive, and says in his analysis tl at the defects were clearly
trae.al.le to the influence of parental taint and heredity. He

: the value of legal restriction ,,n marrying Of
fit, such as was attempted in Wisconsin, and thinks

• should come from education am
Person* with taint, a

with true defects, Bhould nol I" d ihould
II rv only on condil ng them-

selves with individual lock than their own.

Privilege Is That of Patient and Not of Physician

{Markham v. Hifkc (Ifis.), 171 .V. IV. R. iflO)

The Supreme Court of Wisconsin, in affirming an order
adjudging the defendant, a physician, guilty of contempt,
in refusing to answer in an adverse party examination, says

that the action was for malpractice. The defendant was
being examined adversely before trial, under Section 4096
of the Wisconsin statutes, and refused to disclose informa-
tion received by him while treating the plaintiff as a patient,

and which was necessary to enable him to prescribe, although
the plaintiff expressly waived the statutory privilege of

secrecy and he was ordered by the court to answer. For
this refusal he was adjudged guilty of contempt, and
appealed.

The sole question presented was whether the privilege

granted by Section 4075 of the statutes is the privilege of

the patient or of the physician. The supreme court thinks

it is unquestionably the privilege of the patient. This was
so held in Boyle v. Association, 95 Wis. 312, 70 X. W. 351,

when the statute provided that no physician should be
"compelled" to disclose such information. By Chapter 322
of the Session Laws of 1911, the section was amended by
the substitution of the word "permitted" for the word "com-
pelled." and by the addition of a provision allowing the
information to be disclosed by the physician as a witness
in his own behalf in a civil action for malpractice and in

a criminal action therefor, when the patient or his legal

representatives shall have first given evidence relating
thereto. It was not entirely easy to construe the word
"compelled" as giving the privilege to the patient, as may
be seen by examination of the opinion in the Boyle case;
but it is very easy so to construe the word "permitted." The
latter word means practically the same as "allowed," which
is the word used in Sections 4074 and 4076, protecting com-
munications made to clergymen and attorneys, respectively,
ami tin- latter word has generally, if not uniformly, been
construed as granting the privilege to the penitent or tin-

client. Cases decided in tin- court since the last-named
change was made inferentially, if not directly, sustain this

\ lew.

Privilege—Compensation for Sufferings

tFishleigh v. Detroit United Ry. (Mich.), in X. IV. R. 549)

The Supreme Court of Michigan, in affirming a ii

tor $23,000 in favor of the plaintiff for damages for personal

injuries, say- that a physician whi

by the defendant was asked the question whether, without
mentioning any names, he e\er treated any immediate mctn-

the plaintiff's family for diabetes, Muring the dis-

thal 1- 111 iv ed an ed by the

unsel that the question r< Fi 1 red to a
or a sister, 'i hi ti 'a! courl ustained th< bjection i « the

ground that the' evidence could nol

tion of heredil ng the fathei 01 the mother that

erred to Bui the supreme court need nol consider
11 assigned by the lower court for its ruling, as the

supremi i tisfied that the physician was prohibited

of Michigan of 1915, from
testifying to what hi learned in his professional capacity,
while treating, and for the purpose of treating, lie

i Tin- privilege was the privilege i

who was not a party to tins suil ; and there was m
that the pri-. il the patient.

It was insist! ndant thai the verdict wa
Sive Bui the supreme court does nol think that it should
treat it as excessive When the cars collided the plaintiff
was thrown forward, her kfl

front • otl winch
broki

.
eithei as thi n lull gainsi it

or from othi i • falling on it. am by the
broki n teal 01 a pii ce ol it. an iron n id along
wood, ai I months
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afterwai and a porition of thi

was removed, and later her right ovary was removed
cheerful, vigorous woman, .1 ».iec earner, weighing

e had in twenty-two m nths' time wasted

to a helpless cripple, weighing 98% pounds, while hei

<
1 and would so continue. In personal

injury cases the amount of damages is not subject to exact

mathematical calculation. Primarily the question is"for the

jurj : and the supreme court cannot arbitrarily substitute its

1 for that of the triers of the facts. Bj the use of

the mortality taMes the plaintiffs loss oi past and •

ti\e earnings could be computed with reasonable accuracy.

But there is no market place where pain is bought and sold.

Compensation for sufferings must primarily be fixed by the

jury with an honest judgment, based on the evidence as

their yttide. If grossly excessive, if the result of prejudice,

n, or influence other than the evidence in the case,

their determination cannot stand in the reviewing court. Hut

rt mu-i find something more tangible than a diffei

ence of ;
1 amount before it should vacate a ver-

dict which has the approval of the trial court

The Kind of Insanity That Is a Defense to Crime

IPtepIt v. Morisawa (.Calif.), 179 Pac. R. SSS)

The Supreme Court of California, in affirming a convic-

murder in the first degree, says that the killing

was admitted, and the defense was insanity. Complaint was
• the instructions given to the jury as to the test of

insanity: hut on this matter they were in accord with the

well-settled law of California, being substantially to the

effect that insanity interposed as a defense in a criminal

prosecution means such a diseased and deranged condition

of the mental faculties as to render the person incapable of

. shing between right and wrong, in relation to the

act with which he is charged; that in order to establish the

it must be proved by a preponderance of evidence

that, at the time of committing the act, the party accused

was laboring under such a defect of reason, from disease of

the mind, temporary or otherwise, as not to know the nature

and quality of the act he was doing, or, if he did know it,

that he did not know he was doing what was wrong; that if

the defendant at the time he tired the shot at the deceased,

if he did so fire, understood the nature of his act, and

knew it was wrong and deserved punishment, he was legally-

responsible for his act, if committed as charged in the

information; that the true test of insanity was whether at

the time of committing the crime he was conscious that

he was doing what he ought not to do; and that if the

defendant was in that mental situation in which he did not

appreciate the act he was committing, and he did not know
it wrong to do it, that, of course, would be a legal defense.

Counsel for the defendant contended that the instructions

were erroneous in not including, in addition to the elements

stated, the element of "power" on the part of the defendant

"to adhere to the right and avoid the wrong." "the power

to govern his body." But it is now so firmly settled in

California as not to require discussion that an irresistible

impulse on the part of a person to commit an act which he

is wr..ng or unlawful does not constitute the insanity

which is a legal defense.

Privilege Not Waived

(Arizona Eastern R. Co. :. Matthews (An:.), ISO Pac. R. 159)

The Supreme Court of Arizona says that in this personal

injury case the defendant offered as witnesses two physicians

who rendered professional services to the plaintiff, and

wanted to prove by them what they discovered or learned of

i insisting that he had raised the ban of secrecy

because in a previous trial he had examined one of the wit-

i .;i regard to the same subject-matter and had per-

mitted the other to testify without objection. This offered

testimony, on objection that it was confidential, was rejected;

and the court ding was erro-

in Arizona ir New Mexico Ry. Co. v. Clarl
.
235

U. S. 669, 35 Sup. Ct. 210. it is said that the statute con-

templates that the patient may testify with reference to

what was communicated by him to tin- physician, and in that

evei ilj it permit ician to testify without the

patient's consent. The act gives him the option of excluding
iIh physician's evidence entirely by himself refraining from

voluntarily as to that respecting which alone their

knowledge is equal, namely, what the patient told the physi-

cian with reference to the ailment It did not appeal thai

the plaintiff, in the fi i in the present one, testified

Voluntarily as to what be "told the physician with reference

ailment." It seems, under the Arizona statute and
[ruction given it in the Clark case, that the patient

can object to tin- physician as to what hi may
have learned in his

i capacity unless the patient

has himself "testified to the communications be made to

the physician." If not appearing that the plaintiff testified

to any communication made by him to the physicians, be did
not ».iin' his right to object to then testifying at the second
trial, even though they did at some previous trial testify as

"ledge obtained by personal examination,
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Effect of Epinephrin on "Irritable Hearts."—The reaction

to the intramuscular injection of a small dose (0.5 c.c. of a

1:1.000 solution) of epinephrin was studied by W'earn and

Sturgis in normal soldiers, and in a group of soldiers show-

ing symptoms of so-called "irritable heart." Of twenty-six

normal soldiers, who had gone through the grill of army

training in its severest form for fourteen months, not one

gave a positive reaction as judged by observation of pulse

rate, blood pressure, objective signs or subjective symptoms.

Seventy-three patients with symptoms of "irritable heart"

were studied. Their symptoms were of long duration and

for the most part antedated their entrance into military life.

Of this group about 60 per cent, gave a reaction which defi-

nitely indicated a hypersensitiveness to epinephrin. Epineph-

rin has a selective action on the sympathetic autonomic ner-

-tem, therefore, it may be assumed that the symptoms

and signs induced in the positive cases are the result of a

hypersensitive sympathetic autonomic nervous system. A
careful clinical analysis, however, of the patients showing

positive and negative reactions has revealed no essential

clinical differences between the two groups. Although all

efforts were made to improve the physical condition of these

men, not one of those who gave a positive reaction, and only

three who gave negative reactions were able to go to full

duty.

Effect of Epinephrin on Basal Metabolism.—Tompkins and

his associates found that intramuscular injection of epineph-

rin causes an increase in total gaseous metabolism in normal

men, patients with "irritable heart" and in hyperthyroidism.

The increase in metabolism is greater in cases showing a

i" reaction to the epinephrin than in those showing

n<> characteristic reaction, and it is parallel to the pulse, blood

pressure and symptomatic changes. There is an increase in

the minute volume of air breathed under the effects of epineph-

rin, and of cither respiratory rale or depth, or both. After

intramuscular injection of epinephrin. there is very frequently

an elevation of respiratory quotient The maximum of this

elevation ordinarily precedes that of the metabolic increase.

The increase in metabolism is due to some factor other than

itement attendant on injection or the stimulation to

nd respiratory muscles resulting from injection. The
in metabolism may be due to increased muscular

- to hyperglycemia. It may lie that these factors are

only partial expressions of a general indirect stimulus to the

metabolism from the epinephrin by it-- action on von

Capable of direct metabolic activation. As epinephrin is a

stimulant to the sympathetic autonomic nervous system, the

differences in reaction and metabolic response in tin- negative

and positive cases are probably due to differences in that

Effect of Epinephrin on Electrocardiogram of "Irritable

Heart."—The effect of epinephrii Clough
in normal individuals and in a number of patients with the

Symptoms of "irritable heart." All of the latter wen
sensitive to epinephrin in the sense that they gave a much
more pronounced reaction to a small dose of the drug than

do normal individuals. In some cases gross abnormalities of

the dectrocardiographic record were observed. The most
important deviations from the normal were changes

(delayed conduction, partial heart block)

ventricular extras)

ndui i ion i in' .

length of systole and height of thi velve epineph-

rin hypersensitive patients with "irritable heart" and in twelve

normal men. No chai lion time

or the li I le in either tj pi In bi ith at thi

of the n in the height ol the

T wave An attempt was madi to correlatt the

complained of bj the patients with "irritable heart" at the

height of the reaction with abnormalities of the electro-

cardiogram, tnit no definite association could !"• made.

Experimental Leukocytosis.— Although •. endo-
thelial leukocytes normally present in the periphei

npared with the neutrophils or lymphocytes, the per-

may he increased regularly by experimental proce-

dures as was shown by tin- authors. It appears after an

examination of the usual textbooks and a cursory examina-

tion of the literature that a characteristic increase in number

in human blood of this variety of leukocyte has not been

noted in generalized miliary or other forms of tuberculosis.

Such a leukocytosis was noted by Mc.lunkin and Charlton

in the later stages of the usual experimental tuberculosis of

guinea-pigs.

Thyroid Enlargement in Recruits.—A survey of 21.182

troops coming to Camp Lewis, Washington, from eleven

states, comprising an area of approximately one third of the

United States, showed a high incidence of simple goiter, in

Washington, Oregon, California and Nevada. Twenty-one

per cent, of all troops examined showed a definite enlargement

of the thyroid. Of these 27 per cent, showed a large or mod-
erately enlarged thyroid, and 73 per cent, were classified as

"small." The enlargement of the thyroid was noted as diffuse

in 38 per cent, of the cases: isthmus, in 52 per cent., riuht

lobe, in 5 per cent., and left lobe in 4 per cent. Such physical

signs as tremor, tachycardia, vasomotor instability of the

hands and curved nails were noted, and were found in a

larger percentage of men witli thyroid enlargement than in

those without demonstrable changes in the thyroid.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

Sept, IS, 1919, 181. No. 12

Administration of Arsphenamin. A. S. Hyman, Boston.—p. 353.

Torsion of Omentum: Report of Case. E. H. Risley, Boston.—p. 362.

Surgical Treatment to Prevent and Minimize Permanent Disabilities.

F. D. Donoghue. Boston.—p. 364.

*Case of Associated Pains in Knee and Penis Due to Oljturat

II. W. .Marshall. Boston.— p. 367.

•Gaseous Exchange with Unpracticed Subjects and Two Ri

Apparatuses Employing Three Breathing Appliances. M. I i

T. M. Carpenter and L. E. Emmes, Boston.—p. 36S. Conc'n.

Associated Pains in Knee and Penis.—Marshall cites the

case of a man who suffered from pain along the course and
distribution of the internal pudic and obturator nerves. \

diognosis was made of reducible obturator hernia which

pulled or pressed at times on the obturator and internal pudic

nerves of the left side. Relief is obtained when it does not

descend into the hernial sac.

Gaseous Exchange with Unpracticed Subjects.—The respir-

atory exchange of seventeen untrained medical students was
measured by Hendby. Carpenter and Emmes with each of

three breathing appliances, namely, mouthpiece, nosepieces

and mask, on two different respiration apparatus, tin- Bene-

dict portable apparatus and a respirator} valve apparatus.

The results show that there are no marked differences in the

respiratory exchange when the breathing appliance alone is

ed. The breathing is slightly more normal with the

mask. The oxygen consumption is practically t ho same
li ss of the breathing appliance or respiration apparatus

used. The general trend of thi tlSUmption foi

from the standpoint of time, indi-

t then is practically no difference from period to

period between 8:30 a. m. and 12:30 p. m. The genera:

tendency for the metabolism to remain stationary

firmed by tile course of the pul .ie is a slight

tendency for the carbon dioxid elimination to he higher with

table respiration apparatus than with the resp

valve apparatus, 'lhis is due primarily to a tendem
slightly greater ventilation of the lungs, M..

respiratory quotient with the portable apparatus is slightly

than that « ith the respiratoi y val . and the

lowest with the mask as compared with th( mouthp
level of the respira

tiii' mghi 'in i'.'. elve period ; n .i m
io 12 :

.it) p. in. remaii I int. When
I

ilone is desired, the

found the Benedict portable respiration apparatus

laratus for short-period measurement. When
m-ie .lain aie desired, such as total ventilation, respiratory

quotient, and mechanics of breathing, tl ry valve

apparatus i- latter. I.t continued experimenting fron

to period without interruption, the masl le to the

other two breathing appliances, The detailed 'lata

experiments are given in full.
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Bulletin of Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore
i o,

1 loculation with Blood from

5

• mding R< nal

Reminiscences • 5n Ith, New

E, W. Bridgman, Baltiri or<
i

Insusceptibility of Man to Inoculation with Blood from

Measles Patients.— Sellards reports the results of tin- study

in human volunteers of the Question of prophylactic inocula-

inst measles. For these inoculations, blood was

taken from a moderately severe case oi measles twelve hours

alter the first appearance of the rash. At this time the

Koplik spots had already disappeared, the eruption was pro-

ind chest, less intense over the

•• and only a few SC ' peared on the

thighs. Immediately alter *

'filiated and centrifuged for thi I serum.

l'art of this serum was mixed witli an equal volume
'. from a typie.il case ol measles on days after

the temperature had returned to normal. Another portion of

•nal serum was diluted with nine parts of physiologic

sodium chlorid solution; om he diluted serum was

kept at room temperature for a control and the remainder

was heavily inoculated with B. prodigiosus and passed

a Berkefeld filter (so-called N). Three susceptibles

and one immune who had had measles twenty-eight years

previously were injected with diluted serum, filtered serum.

a mixture of equal parts of patient's and convalescent's

serums and defibrinated patient's blood, respectively. None
oi these four individual- developed any symptoms of measles.

Sellards says that while the delay of one hour heforc inject-

ing this serum and als. > the absence of red cells might be

regarded as factors contributing toward the negative result,

it would appear from previous work that the blood retains its

infectivity in vitro for at least a day. After an interval of

one month, a second intravenous injection was given the

immune consisting of serum collected from a patient fifteen

hours after the appearance of the rash. No symptoms of any-

kind resulted.

The remainder of the work with susceptible individuals

was restricted to an attempt to transmit measles by the

injection of patient's blood. Defibrinated blood was injected

subcutaneously into two men. Cultures of patient's blood

in ascitic broth were inoculated in two other men. None of

these four subjects developed measles; neither did any symp-

toms appear that could definitely he attributed to the injec-

tions. After an interval of thirty-five days one of the men

injected with defibrinated blood and another injected with

blood incubated in broth were reinoculatcd by smearing the

mucous membranes of the eyes, nose and tin oat with freshly

excised morbillous skin lesions. No definite symptoms devel-

oped. Two susceptibles were inoculated on two successive

days with blood taken before and after the appearance of

the eruption. Control inoculations were marie simulta u li

into two immunes. Blood for these injections was secured

from two patients; specimens were obtained from one patient

thirty hours and again six hours before the appearance of

the rash and from the other six hours before and eighteen

hours after the rash appeared. None of these four subjects

developed any symptoms of measles. Of the two susceptibles

selected for these injections, one gave unusually g

dence that he had never contracted measles. Two susceptibles

and two immunes. one of whom had not previously received

any injections were inoculated on the mucous membranes of

the eyes and nose with the lacrymal secretions and also on

the nose and throat with the nasal secretions of a patient, on

the day of the- preemptive rise in temperature, i. c.. twelve

days after exposure and four days before the eruption. A
similar inoculation was made on the day before the eruption,

: the fifteenth day after exposure. On this occasion,

in addition to duplicating the previous inoculations, the buccal

secretions were thoroughly rubbed over the mucous mem-
branes of the throat and mouth of the four subjects. On both

occasions the four subjects were in the same room with the

patient. One more susceptible was inoculated intravenously

v. nh measles blood taken within from six to ten hours afer

the appearance of the rash, ["he blood was injected imme-
liter withdrawal before it had time to clot Neither

the intravenous injection of blood nor the inoculations of the

secretion produced, in these five subjects, anj r< piratorj

•o. mptoms or anj rash, 1 inlj inl fluctuate >rti

il in the temperature and in the leukocyte count.

'-'Hod- points out that in drawing conclusions concerning
these inoculations of blood and mUCOUS secretions in these

susceptible men. two unknown factors are to be determined,

namely, (li whether the individuals in question al the con-

clusion of the inoculations were immune and if so (-') whether
the immunity was conferred by the injection of blood or

acquired possibly through a previous attack of measles. The
results of the susceptibility tests leave little doubt that these

men were immune, Sellards emphasizes further that con-

clusive demonstration of the notiiiiteel i\ il y of measles blood

on injection into a susceptible individual would still fail to

prove the absence of the virus of the disease in the circulat-

ing blood. It is very doubtful, for example, whether a sus-

ceptible human being would In- ini., -ted by the injection of

a moderate amount of blood of a typhoid patient taken dur-

ing the stagf of bacteremia. It is a theoretical possibility

that the bl od of .1 measles patient might reproduce the dis-

ease when inoculated on the mucous membranes though not

on injection into the bodj tissues. Sellards points out,

further, that there is a striking discrepancj between the nega-

tive results following these inoculations of measles blood and
the successful experiments previously reported under essen-

tially similar conditions. A careful examination of the data

recorded by Sellards has failed to suggest any correlation of

these diametrically opposite results.

Canadian Medical Association Journal, Toronto
S, hi, mbi r, 1919, 9, No. 9

Laennec: One Hundred Years After. W. S. Thayer, Baltimore.

—

p. 769.

Sanitation In War. J. W S. McCullough.—p. 783.

Physical Census. J.
(".. A.lami, Montreal.—p. 794.

Provincial Ministry of Health. W. F. Roberts, St. John, N. I!.—p. 817.

Antituberculosis Leagues in the Districts of Sanitary Inspection. E.

M Savard, Quebec.—p. 823.

Tuberculosis Hospitals and Dispensaries. II. A. Farris. St. Inlm, N. H.

—p. 830.

Seme Danger Signals in Cardiovascular Disease. T. Third, Kingston,
Out.— p. 835.

Indiana State Medical Association Journal,

Fort Wayne
Si pi 15, 1919. 12. No. 9

"War Wounds of Abdomen. II. O. Bruggeman, Ft. Wayne.—p. 225.

•Case of Appendiceal Abscess Discharging Through Vagina. M. F.

Porter, Ft. Wayne.—p. 228.

Foreign Bodies In Bladder and ( ) tosi opi as an Aid in Their Removal.
W. N. Wishard, Indianapolis.—p. 229.

Lobectomy vs. Ligation of Vessels in Toxic Goiter. T. B. Noble,
Indianapolis.—p. 230.

War Wounds of Abdomen.—Bruggeman says that taken
as a whole the treatment of gunshot wounds of the abdomen

ut the most unsatisfactory work of any phase of war
surgery. The responsibility was great and the mortality

high. It had none of the red fire features of chest surgery,

and it lacked the many novel experiences that accompanied
the operative treatment of battle injuries of the brain.

Appendiceal Abscess.— Porter's patient was only 9 years of

age, she had had influenza followed by pain all over the

abdomen, finally localizing in the left side of the pelvis.

J ni a week later there was a copious discharge of pus
from the vagina, with relief of symptoms. She remained
well for about five months when she began to complain of

gastric pain, pain in the right lower quadrant and vomiting,

A diagnosis of appendicitis was made, operation being
performed thirty-six hours after the onset of this attack.

Adhesions were found involving the cecum, ileum and broad
ligament, and extending down into the pelvis. During the

separation of the adhesions, several abscess cavities were
opened. The appendix was found perforated near the cecal

end. The patient's progress was satisfactory for about eight

days, when she began to complain of back pain and frequent

desire to empty the rectum and bladder. The drainage from
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the wound had been quite copious until within a few hours

of the onset of these symptoms. Rectal examination dis-

closed a very tender but nonfluctuating mass in the pelvis The
lower end of the original wound was opened and the finger

introduced into the pelvis without opening the general peri-

toneal cavity and without discovering any pus. A drain was
placed and a dressing applied. There was a copious serous

discharge for two or three days, which finally subsided and
the drain was removed. Following this last operation, there

was considerable mucopurulent discharge from botli the

vagina and rectum. The rectal discharge continued for a

few days and then stopped. The vaginal discharge dimin-

ished but is still present and amounts to a mild leukorrhea.

Immediate relief followed the operation, and it has continued.

Journal of Biological Chemistry, Baltimore
August, 1910, 39. No. 1

•Biochemistry of Bacillus Acetoethylicum with Reference to Formation
of Acetone. J. H. Northrop, L. H. Ashe and J. K. Senior, New
York—p. 1.

Determination of Beta 11 dro: ' ityric Acid, Acetoacetic Acid, and
Acetone in Blood. D. D. Van Slyke and R. Kitz. New York.—p. 23.

•Studies of Gastric Residuum. III. Amino Acid Nitrogen.

and C. C. Fowler, Ames, Towa.—p. 25.

Nutritive Factors in Plant Tissues. II. Distribution of Water-Soluble
Vitamin. T. B. Osborne and L. B. Mendel, New Haven, Conn.

—P. 29.

•Preparation of Protein Free from Water-Soluble Vitamin. T. B.

Osborne, A. J. Wakeman and E. L. Ferry, New Haven, Conn,

-p. 35.

•Nonprotein Nitrogenous Constituents of Human Milk. W . Denis, F. B.

Talbot and A. S. Minot, Boston.—p. 47.

•Efficiency of Oat Protein in Adult Human Nutrition. II. C. Sherman,

J. C. Winters and V. Phillips, New York—p. 53.

•Vitamin Studies. IV. Antineuritic Properties of Certain Physiologic

Stimulants. R. A. Dutchcr, St. Paul—p. 63.

Epichitosamin and Epichitose. P. A. Levene, Now York.—p. 69.

Cytidine Phosphoric Acid. P. A. Leveni p. 77.

Lipoids of Heart Muscle. P. A. Levene and S. Komatsu, New York.
—p. 83.

Cephalin. VI. Bearing of Cuorin on Structure' of Cephalin. P. A.

Levene and S. Komatsu, New York.—p. 91.

d-Chondrosaminoand d-Chitosaminoheptonic Acids. P. A. Levene and
I. Matsuo, New York.—p. 105.

•Lewis Hcnedict Method of Blood Sugar Determination. S. Morgulis
and H. M. Jahr, Omaha.—p. 119.

•Isolation of Iodin Compound which Occurs in Thyroid. E. C. Ken-
dall, Rochester, Minn.—p. 125.

Studies on Behavior of Inulin in Animal Body. II. Inulin in Alimentary
. K. Okcy, Urbana, 111.— p. 149.

Hcm.ito Respiratory Functions. H. W. Haggard and Y. Henderson,
New Haven. Conn.—p. 163.

Biochemistry of Bacillus Acetoethylicum.— Several micro-
organisms have been described as forming more or less ace-

tone, and at least two have been used on a commercial scale.

Of these organisms, Bacillus maceram was used by Northrup
and his associates in this work, inatmuch as it forms ethyl

alcohol as a by-product. Since it was not possible I

a culture of the organism in this country, the bacillus was
isolated from potatoes. The optimum con
ture, reaction of the medium oi the culture,

size oi inoculation, air suppl en supply have been
determined by the authors and are described.

Studies of Gastric Residuum.— The average aminu-acid
nitrogen found by Cessna and Fowler in twenty-six normal

centimeters. The amount of aim::

:: or trypsin content.

In view that the high amino
value of ihe contents of the lasting stomach appear,

astric carcinoma.

Preparation of Protein Free from Water Soluble Vitamin.
the experiments described in this paper it is evident

that the commt irch, which the author, us

taincd no appreciable quantity of the water soluble vitamin;
for even though tin,

the diets the rats died after a short period. Thai itarch fur-

nishes carbohydrate in a form adequate for the normal nutri-

tion of rats has been demonstrated by many experiments made
by the authors, which fact, in connection witli the ease with
which the commercial itarch, practii ill.- free from watei
soluble vitamin, can i, m..kcs this an e

source of carbohydrate for vitamin free diets.

Nonprotein Nitrogenous Constituents of Human Milk.

—

The authors report the results of a series of observations

made on the milk of normal women in which they made
determinations of total nonprotein nitrogen, urea, uric acid,

creatin and creatinin, in an effort to obtain data regarding

tlie relative quantities of these substances present under

normal conditions. It is apparent that while there are slight

variations in the amount of the various extractive substances

present in samples of milk drawn at different periods through-

out the day, these variations are relatively .-mall, and could

not be considered of importance in the interpretation of

results. There is also no apparent uniformity in the slight

variations noted, in some cases for instance the highest value

for urea was found in the samples drawn during the forenoon,

in others a maximum was attained in the late afternoon or

evening. The results of the examination of seventy-one

samples of milk may he summarized as follows:

Minimum. Maximum.
mg.

Total nonprotein nitrogen 20.0 37.0

trogen 8.3 16.0
Amino nitrogen 3.0 8.9

creatinin 1.0 1.6

Creatin I 3.9

Dric acid 1.7 4.4

Oat Protein in Human Nutrition.—Sherman's experiments

indicate that for the purposes of practical dietetics equal

weights of oat and maize proteins may In- regarded a i

tially equal in value, and that even the minimum amount of

milk which can possibly be regarded as permissible in the

light of our present knowledge of nutrition, will apparently

so supplement the proteins of either the maize or oat kernel

as to make them function with an efficiency comparal

that of the average protein of mixed diet in the maintenance

metabolism of man.

Vitamin Studies.—The substances used by Dutchcr, i. e.,

thyroxin, desiccated thyroid, pilocarpin and tethelin, appar-

ently produced definite relief in certain acute eases of avian

polyneuritis. However, in none i E the cases described did

lie obtain the almost immediate response that is usually

observed when vitamin preparation, an fed Pigeons have

been relieved of the paralytic symptoms, in avian

neurisis, by means of thyroxin, desiccated thyroid gland,

pilocarpin hydroehlorid and tethelin. I be work is being con-

tinued along the lines indicated b\ the above observations.

Blood Sugar Determination.- Reviewing all their data

Morgulis and Jahr are com meed that the presence of crea-

tinin increases the blood sugar value a

Lewis-Benedict method. It is true that concentratii

than 2 mg. of creatinin per hundred cubic centimeter have-

no effect on the accuracy ion, but with greater

concentrations the error in the sugar analysis increases

ively. It is probable, therefore, that tin

Benedict method is applii lbl< to normal bloods where the

creatinin concentration ! from 1 to 3 mg, per hundred cubic

ter, but under path I
'tis when the crea

tinin level ma> 40 mg. per hundred cubic centi-

nalysis 1". the Lewis Benedict method

loses its value a, a quantitative procedure.

Iodin Compound in Thyroid. Kendal

mainl) of detailed desci iptii ms of n

iodin compound—thyroxin— from the compound.

:::.. '

Importrr
mental Wort on Nutrition and V H. Chicli

I Grain Produ
Sole Dietary I

Vitamin Requirements i

Wii p. -'35.

Studies i I

Plasm
Methods. K. Stillmai

.

ma in Blood

K I.. <...

• i 11 M Gl i|

i -I
, Drop Q lanliti i .ill lan Bl I \ v. i

—p. J85.
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Relation of Plant Carotinoida to

:- 1 . S. Palmer and Hi
,
Mo

twecn Fecundity and Natural 1 Pi|

nd II. I.. Kemp-
313.

I Certain Pigments on Color of 1

I
- r III. Kempster,

Columbia. Mo p. 331.

High Protein Acid-Forming D Vmmonia
,nd B R lymund, Columh

! red, \\ II i

Wis p. .'4T.

[
I

K I .. Stehle,

Action of Ptyalin. Evidence is presented ' McGu
in favor of the view that ptyalin unites with the starch

during di rts a force whit h cau es hyd

Nitrogen and Solids in Blood.—A method is described bj

Peters for the determination of total and nonprotein nitrogen

and of
'

in from fifteen to thirty drop quantities

of human blood so that frequent erminations at

short intervals can be made conveniently on the same indi-

vidual. The us ;le fixed coloi standard I
i

I for the measurements of tht nitrogen

solutions. The conditions of accuracy have been tested and

the quantitative evaluation of the colorimetric results ha

adjusted to variations of analytical conditions so thai the

variability and certainty of the results lie within a few

thousandths of a milligram of nitrogen. A procedure for

determining the <Jr> i. u drops <<i blood is also

described which obviates n unequal drying.

Journal of Cutaneous Diseases, Chicago
July, 1919, nr. No. 7

•Etiology of Molluscum Contagiosum. Preliminary Report of Experi-

mental Study. U. .1 W Vrbot p. 431.

•Serologic Reactions in Case of Klin H. Bailey, New

Skin Diseases at Army Camp. M. li. Hutchins, Atlanta.—p. 456.

Etiology of Molluscum Contagiosum.- Wile and Kingery
believe that molluscum contagiosum can be produced experi-

mentally in the human being from the sterile filtrate "I typi

cal lesions. The incubation period of experimental lesions

I conditions, anions,' which
surely individual predisposition or suspectibility must play

a role. In the authors' first case an incubation of fourteen

days occurred; in the second case, in which injection was

made at the same time and under like conditions, lesions

clinically diagnosable appeared in about twenty-fivi

but were microscopically established onlj fifty-five days after

infection. The authors believe thai the o called molluscum
require a longer time for their development than is

required for the development of macroscopic lesions; that is

that the molluscum body represents a degeneration

stage in the evolution of the mulluscum tumor, no) coincident

in time with its early development. It is submitted that

mi lluscum contagiosum is caused by a filtrable virus.

Serologic Reactions of Rhinoscleroma.—The blood serum
from a case of rhinoscleroma studied by Bailey contained

complement-fixing antibodies for its own and one other

strain of rhinoscleroma bacillus in very large and similar

Power to fix complement with other species of

gram-negative encapsulated bacilli from the respirator)

tract, including two strains of Bacillus lactis-aerogenes was
high, but less high than with the rhinoscleroma bacillus.

Complement fixation with two strains of B. Uulis-a.

from the intestinal tract was practically absent I ini idenl

with clinical improvement under roentgen-ray and radium
treatment, there was a diminution in the complement fixing

power. The rhinoscleroma bacillus, because of its cultural

characteristics and immunologic reaction, recorded I

by other authors, would seem to bi as much entitled to

recognition as a species distinct from, but closely related

to, other members of the group as are others now generally

so recognized; and the results of the complement fixation

tests favor the view that the rhinoscleroma bacillus is the

factor in this disease.

BT,

I m i J \\ int.
,

i ambridge, Mass. p. SOI.

rnted 1 and tbdon tn ol - Negro
i D Weidman, Philadelphia p. 517.

Rt port ol i atal I aae .1. B. Ludy, I.. Cog>
swell and E. I.. Hunt. Camp Hancock, Ga.—p. SJ4.

Epidermophyton Infection. According to While's obsei

vations, the epidermophyton is capable of infecting singly the

mil adjacent skin, the Iocs and feel, the fingei and.

hands, the axillae, the bends ol the elbows and of the knees,

i he flat surfaces of the trunk and extremities and the scalp, or

conjointly any combination oi the above regions. White
I'mi tht disease as he has observed it in each

of these i ions (192 cases in ten years) and the

: which he found to be mosl effective in each

group.

Dermatitis Exfoliativa. The case cited by Ludy and others

presents a diffuse generalized desquamative skin inflamma-

tion associated with general hyperplasia of the lymphatic

elands and with melanosis, complicated by acute diffuse

nephritis, passive congestion and edema of the lungs wilh

pneumonitis, acute peribronchial and focal infection; macular

hyperemic eruptive lesions of the small intestine; passive

D tion and parenchymatous degeneration of the liver;

passive congestion of the spleen: passive congestion and cell

exhaustion of the suprarenals.

Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis

Febt li. 1919, 4, No. 5

Lesions of Respiratory and Gastrointestinal Traits Produced l>y Mus-
tard Gas (Dichlorethyl-Sulphid). A. S. Warthin, Ann Arbor.—p. 229.

General P Mustard Ga (Dichlorethyl-Sulphid) Poisoning.

A. S. Warthin and I . V. Weller, Ann Arbor.—p. 265.

March. 1919, I. No. 6

D is ql Acidosis* Review and Criticism of Methods at Present
in Use I J. R Mai I i od, I oronto p. ,U5.

Epidemic of Influenza al Camp Deven Mat P. G. Woolley, I incin-

nati.—p 130

..t Lymphocytosis of Acute [nfectious Diseases. W. E. San-

ders, l)es Moines. Iowa.— p. 344.

Notes Concerning Hemolytic Streptococcus Infection. M. S FleisheTj

• .1 i D. Hamilton, I S Vrmj p. 347.

May. 1919, 4,

lity .if Erythrocytes. H. '/.. Giffin and A. H. Sanford, Rochester,

Mil .

Sin. Iks in Plasmogenesis. A. I.. Herrera Mexico ' ity, Me: p 179.

Pneumococcus in Lobat Pneumonia. R. Richardson, Phila-

delphia—p. 484.

Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases,

Lancaster, Pa.

July, 1919, 50, No. 1

'Phenomena of Neurobiotaxi Dei »t trated by thi Position of the

Motor Nuclei of the Oblongata. C. I Arien Kappers, Amsterdam,
Holland p. 1.

,: Myoclonia. I P. ' lark, New Vork.—p. 17.

Uniform Statistical Re] of Insanil red. Official Classifi-

cation of Psychoses. J. V. May, Boston, p. 4J.

Phenomena of Neurobiotaxis.—A study of the displace-

ments of the nerve cells in the direction of the place of

stimulation and a comparison with the other phylogenetic

changes in the oblongata and midbrain, have given kappers

the conviction that these shillings are caused by the diffei

ence in stimulation, i. e., the difference of development to

their corresponding posterior roots and the difference in the

sensory, optic, vestibular, acoustic, and other reflexes that

influence other functions. At the same time changes in the

muscular system complicate these factors. The nuclei appear

to shift in the direction of the place whence the majority of

the stimuli come to them.

Essential Myoclonia. Aside from myoclonia being the

symptomatic accompaniment of various organic diseases more
or less pronounced, Clark says it appears to exist solely

in an ultramicroscopic lesion in the brain per se. An
abiotrophy of the neostratum or lenticular region between
iin corpus striatum and the globus pallidus is the most

probable seal of the lesion in which the tonetic function

of tin neostratum is affected.
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Journal of Orthopedic Suivery, Lincoln, Neb.
September, 1919, 1, Xo. 9

Infected Wounds of Ankle. P. Chutro, Paris.— p. 521.

Nonunion Following Corrective Osteotomy of Tibia. E. S. Geist,

Minneapolis.—p. 527.

•Lengthening Quadriceps Tendon. G. E. Bennett, Baltimore.—p. 530.

Self-Correcting Brace for Lateral Curvature of Spine. W. Truslow,
Brooklyn.—p. 547.

Treatment of Ununited Fractures. F. C. Kidner. Detroit.—p. 549.

Pedal Groups. W. J. Merrill, Philadelphia.— p. 562.

Lengthening of Quadriceps Tendon.—Loss of flexion as

the result of fractures of the lower third of the thigh, which
require plating or long immohilizaticn because of slow union,

Bennett feels is due to shortening and adhesions between
the deep central fibers of the quadriceps (particularly the

crureus vastus internus and vastus externus). He describes

an operation which overcomes this shortening. It consists

in severing the central section of the tendon at the point of

adhesions, splitting the vastus internus and vastus externus

free, and separating the attachment of these muscles from
the patella, leaving the central section witli a broad attach-

ment to the patella, forcibly flexing the knee, and pulling

down the section dissected. The next step is the sewing up
of the structures in such a way as to give the greatest amount
of strength. The vastus internus and vastus externus are

firmly united to the patellar tendon, the sections immediately
above are sewed together with either strong silk, kangaroo
tendon or chromicized catgut, the leg is then fixed in a flexion

position of about 80 degrees for a period of three weeks At

the end of this time the plaster is removed, and the leg

allowed to be extended fully, giving passive motion each

second day.

Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics, Baltimore

!ier, 1919, 14, No. 1

Relation Between Tonus and Smooth Muscle in Terrapin Heart. C. D.
- ui.l E. ('. Andi us, Baltimore.—p. 1.

Action of Epinephrin on Heart. I. Action on Turtle Heart. \V. J. R.

Hi inek; mp, I hit ago. -p. 17.

•Salicylates. XI, Stability and Destruction of Salicyl Grout' Under
< onditions. 1'. J. Hanzlik and N. C. Wetzel, (

I

'Salicylates. XII. Excretion of Salicyl After Administi
Salicylate to Animals. P. J. Hanzlik and N. C. Wei
—p. «.

•Effects of Chlorin On Isolated Bronchi and Pulmonary Vessels. II. G.
Barbour and H. W. Williams, New Haven, Conn.—p. 47.

•Drugs A Gassing, I. Influence of Mfor|

of Chlorin Poisoning. H. G. Barbour, A. M. Hjort and 1 . A.

,
Conn.—p. 55.

•Drugs After Chlorin Ga II. Treatmi with Cir-
culatory Stimi :

Effects of Chlorin On Body Temperature. H. G . Haven
—p. 65.

Stability and Destruction of Salicyl Group.—Accon
Hanzlik and Wetzel, solutions of sodium salicylate gradually

h

solutions. The destruction is due to some form of living

matter such as fungi, since solutions containing a preservative
(chloroform), and free from fungi

I nearly as much as the fungus
which naturally grows in salicyl

ith hashed animal organs results in co
. which in part, at least, is due to destruc-

diffcrence between the ai

id other organs, Ibout 20 per cent, of salicylate

administered to normal human individuals is di

cannot be accounted for in swea
ui tii m in animals i dog and cat I

greater, amounting t halt of the Balicyl admin-
istered. '11k- destruction of salicylati is markedly in<

(about 41) per cent.) in febrile conditions of man, drug
habitues (alcohol and morphia), nephritis of both man and

1 in exophthalmic goiter. The destruction

he special function of a . uch as

the liver, since tin- excretion in a
"i tii. ui in hepatic degeneration in animals was within the

normal range. The ii m, there-
fore, may be ascribed to thi general increa e in metabolism

-lils ms and exophthalmic goiter;

to retention with prolonged exposure to the destructive action

of the tissues in nephritis.

Excretion of Salicyl.—The excretion of salicyl by animals
(dog and cat) after the administration of methyl salicylate

Hanzlik and Wetzel claim is much less (25 per cent.) than
after sodium salicylate. After gastric administration the free

ester was found in urine in concentrations of from 0.2 per

cent, to 0.52 per cent., and 14.4 per cent, after intramuscular

injection. This may be of importance in explaining the

greater analgesic properties and toxicity possessed by methyl

salicylate, and in urinary and systemic antiseptsis.

Effects of Chlorin on Bronchi.—The presence of even small

concentrations of chlorin Barbour and Williams state leads

to a slight relaxation of pulmonary vessels. When a con-

centration approximating 250 mg. of chlorin to 1 liter of

Locke's solution is attained the same response occurs but is

soon succeeded by a slow and prolonged contraction of the

muscle. High concentrations. 620 mg. per liter, produce no
relaxation but a rapid and extensive contraction. These
vascular rings will, however, relax again if the solution be

replaced by one which is chlorin free. The bronchial muscu-
lature yields similar responses to chlorin but the relaxation

occurs with less constancy. It was marked however in one
case where the concentration was as high as 6R0 mg. being

succeeded by the usual constriction produced by such

am. tints. Another difference between vessels and bronchi

lies in the fact that for the latter the minimal constricting

concentration is much lower than for the former, less than

200 mg. per liter sufficing to contract the bronchial rings.

Morphin After Chlorin Gassing.— Barbour and his asso-

ciates claim that subcutaneous doses of morphin as large as

10 mg. per kilogram (given twice daily) exert, if anything,

an unfavorable effect on chlorin gassed does. Smalli
(.i to 5 mg. per kilogram) do nol appear to influence signifi-

cantly the fatality percentage. 1; would appear thai i

I be used in gassed individuals, for its analgesic

effect, if the size and frequci:<\ of the doses are limited.

Epinephrin After Chlorin Gassing.—Barbour says that it

is improbable that either epinephrin or ouabian can be made
to exert a favorable influence on chlorin poisoned dogs.

Effects of Chlorin on Body Temperature.— In the treatment

of gassed patients it is suggested by Barbour tint an i

Stvely warm environment may be as dangerous as one which
is too cold.

Kansas Medical Society Journal, Topeka
19, m. \... 9

Differential Diagnosis of Mental D M. I Perry, Topeka.

—n. 205.

perience at the Front. T. G. Missildine, Parsons.— p. 209.

foi General Practitioner. K. A. Mcnningcr,
:i2.

Kentucky Medical Journal. Bowling Green
i ! .

I Treated by 1 Pasti 1 1 R N
I

i of Better \ lington—p. 365.
:

i ildi n. W. J

I

;

I Throat. R. I

I

burn.—p. J7H.

Medical Record, Ne-v York
:•:

Gastrol

I M'.rris,

1

R I

i

Causes of Indigestion.—Vanderhoof has tahul

ical diagnoses in 2,01 i on iccutivi cases of chi
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ring indigestion. The series embraced only those patients

hief complaint was attributed to souk- disturbance oi

digestion, such as "stomach trouble," d

pain, flatulence, vomiting, etc., and entirely excluded patients

complaining of other symptoms who were found on examina-

tion to have some lesion of the gastro- intestinal tract
I

patient received thorough study embracing ;i careful history,

complete physical examination, and the necessa

analyses, including as a routine one or more gastric analyses,

(initiation, and differential blood count, with hemo-
globin determination. In the second 1 000 cases the frac-

tional method of gastric analysis was employed and routine

lann tests of the im have been done.

Advantage lias been taken of roentgen raj studies, and much
helpful advice has been secured bj Vanderhoof in cor ul

tations with surgical colleagues. The result was as follows:

chronic appendicitis, 436 cases. 21.8 per cent.: chronic

litis, 224 cases, 11. _' per cenl . neuroses, 218 cases,

10.9 per cent.; peptic ulcer, 206 cases, 10.3 per cent.; affections

of kidneys, 137 cases, 6.8 per cent; achylia gastrica (uncom-

plicated), 81 cases 4.0 per cent.; visceroptosis, 69

o.-l per cent.: affections of lungs, 60 cases, 3.0 per cent.; affec-

tions of heart. 50 cases, 2.S per cent
;
cancer of stomach,

_' ,i per cent.; affections of bl 1 and ductless glands,

», 2.2 per cent.; enterospasm (mucous colitis), 40

2.0 per cent.: peril. meal ad eases, 1.9 per

cent.; affections of female pelvic organs, .55 eases. 1.7 per

cent.: affections ••( eyes, 32 cas s, 1 6 pet cent.; migraine, 26

cases, 1.3 per cent.; organic disease of central nervous system.

1.1 per cent.; cancer of intestine. 21 cases, 1.0 per

cent.: infectious 19 cases, 0.9 per cent.; affections

of liver. 18 cases, 0.9 per cent.: affections of cars, 16 cases,

0.8 per cent.: enterogenous toxemia. 11 cases. 0.5 per rent ;

nditions, 114 cases, 5.7 per cent.; diagnosis

not made, 37 cases. 1.8 per cent.

Mental Hygiene, Concord, N. H.
July. 1919, 3, No. 3

•Mental in the S i I hildren of Trier, Ccr-

many, Caused by Malnutrition. S. Blanton, U. S. Army, p 143

and Failure as I H W. H. Burnham.

—

P

Education and Mental II < M. I ampbell, Baltimore.

—

p. 398.

Preparation of I

'•'
' ' —P- 409.

]. i
i of Interest in Social Work.

rd, Bolton.—p. 436.

iychologic Stud nts. W. Healy and A. G. Bron-

Better Statistics in Criminology. II. M. Pollock.— p. 453.

Mental Changes in Children Due to Malnutrition.—Blan-

ton reports the results of a study of the changes occurring

in the schoolchildren • G I many, due to malnutrition

caused by war conditions. It was found that at least 40 per

cent. I f the children, were suffering from malnutrition to such

a degree as to cause a loss of nervous energy. There was

no increase in the percentage of cases normally found of

-. psychoses, abnormal "nervousness," organic nervous

diseases, tics or conduct disorders. There was, however, an

increase of the number of borderline di fecti i totaling not

more than 1 per cent, of the total school population. There

was no increase in the percentage of speech defects, especially

stuttering, normally found; but there was a marked increase

in poor, lisping, slurring speech due to the retardation or

interference of the fine coordinations, necessary for good

speech, caused chiefly by malnutrition. The percentage of

children failing to pass grades increased from an avi

8 per cent, in prewar years to IS per cent, in l'Jl/ and l
n
18.

timated that about half of this 7 per cent, increase in

retardation is due to malnutrition, the other half to war con-

ditions. The specific changi the children caused by

malnutrition were a lack of nervous and physical energy;

inattention during school hours; poor and slow comprehen-

sion for school tasks; poor memory for school work; general

nervous restlessness while in si

Caring for Delinquents.—Healy and Bronner point out that

a rational method of meeting the needs of the youthful

offender, which indirectly affords, of course, the greati

tection to society by thwarting his prospective career, is

only to he developed by utilizing the facts acquired through

a good technic of medicopsychology, I Ins procedure, carried

out with sympathy and thoroughness, will contribute greatly

to the effectiveness of Courts and oi other human agencies

which attempt some solution oi the problems of delinquency,

Many of the huge number ol failures which occur under the

ordinary system it will he possible to avoid. Moreover,
evaluating any method or regime as conducted under court

or institutional auspices is rationally possible only when the

essential facts ol causation and potentialities of the human
material handled form the hsis ,,f judgment.

Nebraska State Medical Journal, Norfolk
i I 19, I. No. 7

lardization ami Medical Efficiency, J. S. Welch, I. mi

coin.- i 1

Care of Surgical F il Li on Learned from Anny
! \ i Brown, I imah

i p 19:

Evolution ol Suprapubfi Operation -.i Prostatectomy, and Its Latest

m itus, I. I Summers, < Im iha p 10

: a. Emmert, Omaha.—p, 208,

:
i ndei Local and Spinal Anesthesia. II. B. Boyden, Grand

Island.—p. J 10.

Heat and ( old in Surgi > I H Breuer, 1 In p I

i
1

I si,,ns. R. L. Smith, Lincoln.

16.

Lip Reading: Aid to Hard ol Hearing Adults, E, It. Kessler, Omaha.
p, 217.

Tetanus: F. A. Dorsey, Hartington.—p. 218.

New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal
Si pt< ml - r, 1919, 72, No. 3

Plea fot More Careful Exai n of Trine in Suspected Urinologic
ns II. W. E. Walther, New Orleans.—p. 105.

P nia Therapy, with Special Reference to influenzal Broncho-
pneumonia. A. A. Herold, Shreveport, La. p. 108.

Epidemic Meningitis from a Control Standpoint. W. H. Seemann,
Ni ,i i Irleans p 112.

Parham Martin Band in Oblique Fractures of Long Bones, II. II.

I ies sner, New I It leans.—p. 116.

Acute Mastoid Antrum Infection in Infants. II. Dupuy, New Orleans.
--p. 120.

Lessons Learned and Results Accomplished During Influenza Epi-

d nn, G. C. (Man, Her, Shreveport.—p. 124.

Bone Grafting for Nonunion of Fractures; Discussion of Albce's

S v\ E. L. Sanderson, Shi evt poi i p. 130.

Interlobar Pleurisy. M. S. Picard, Shreveport.— p. 132.

Mechanical Treatment of Nosebleed, D. T. Atkinson, San Antonio.

—p. 135.

Elixir Tnchlorethiden Propenyl Ether in Obstetrics. J. W. Lamon,
Dormer, La.—p. 137.

New York Medical Journal
Sept. 20, 1919, 1 10, No. 12

Modern Commentaries on Hippocrates. J. Wright, Pleasantville, N. Y.
—p. 485.

Importance of Different Symptoms and Signs in Clinical Study
ol ( ardiai Disi asi 9. G \\ ilson, B Itim in p. 488.

D rnentia Praecox, .1 I W. Meagher, Brooklyn.— p. 490.
in VTear (1918) of Urology at Brooklyn Hospital. N. P. Rathbun,

Brooklyn.- -p. 495.

Pneumoperitoneum, Roentgenologic Findings I Observations on
[ntraabd i i! Pri ure. J. Rosi nblatt, Bedford Mills. N. Y.—p. 501.

Hepatic Spasm and Hypersecretion. A II May, Buffalo.— p. 503.

[ultiph Vi eral S ma. /. I. Sabshin, Stapleton, N. Y.—
p. 504.

Oklahoma State Medical Assn. Journal, Muskogee
June, 1919, 12, No. 6

Studies in Pyelography. .1. H. Hays, 1

i ontxi : ol Vi I- real Di easi
.

I W Ewii s, Muskogei p, 155.

Syphilis and Its Relation to Disea es ol Eye R. 0, Early, Ardmore.
—p. 157.

July, 1919, 12, No. 7

Cancer of Cervix; Plea fur Early Diagnosis. C. A. Wall, Tulsa. -

183.

Prevention of Cancer. W. I'. Dutton, Tulsa.— p. 187.

Suggestions on Cause of Cancer. A. W. White, Oklahoma City.—
9

M li n.uit Disease of Large Intestine. L. Long, Oklahoma City.—p.

191

B. II.Diagnosis of Cancer; Plea l"r Loiter Care in Exami
Brown, Musi ogi i p. 197,

Clinical Report ol Operation on Undescei led d i F. S. Clinton,

Tulsa.— p. 198.

August, 1919. 18, No. 8

Preparation and Usi of Surgical Solution of Chlorinated Soda, M.
Smith, Oklahoma City.— p. 21

I unction. .1. S. Hartford, Oklahoma City.— p. 224.

Blood Transfusion, F, L. Carson, Shawnee.—p. 228.
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Cl'-iical Report of Operation on Fracture of Patella. F. S. Clinton,

Tulsa.—p. 231.

September, 1919, 12, No. 9

Syphilis; Social Problem of Today. M. H. Foster, U. S. Army.
—p. 239.

Syphilis; Primary Sore. J. F. Gorrell, Tulsa.—p. 245.

Skin Manifestations of Syphilis. C. R. Day, Oklahoma City.—p. 247.

is and Mental Psychosis. D. W. Griffin, Norman.— p. 248.

Methods for Treatment of Syphilis. W. J. Wallace, Oklahoma City.

—p. 231.

Treatment of Syphilis. J. W. Rogers, Tulsa.—p 254.

Curability of Syphilis. E. H. Martin and E. A. Purdum. Hot Springs,
Ark.— p. 256.

Clinical Report of Mastitis. F. S. Clinton, Tulsa.—p. 261.

FOREIGN
Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are abstracted below. Single

:ase reports and trials of new drugs are usually omitted.

Bristol Medico-Chirurgical Journal
Summer Number, 1919, 36, Xo. 136

Systematic Examination of Abdomen. R. G. P. Lansdown.—p. 33.

Postgraduate Study. J. M. Fortescue-Brickdale.— p. 48.

Operative Findings in Thirty Cases of Gunshot Injury of Nerves.
C. A. Morton.—p. 55.

Canadian Medical Quarterly, Toronto
September, 1919, 2. Xo. 1

Shakespeare As a Guide in Art and Practice of Medicine. St.C.
Thomson, London, England.—p. 362.

Disability Pensions. J. L. Biggar —p. 374.

Etiology and Operative Treatment of Acquired Oblique Inguinal II- rnia.

E. R. Sccord, Brantford, Canada.—p. 383.

Rehabilitation of Cardiac Cases. C. S. AfcVigar, Orpington, England
—p. 387.

Diseases of Respiratory System as Medical Problems in Rehabilitation.

J. II. Elliott.—p. 392.

Medical Problems Relating to Rehabilitation of Functional Neuroses
of War. G. F. Boyer.—p. 402.

Treatment of Puerperal Septicemia. A Special Consideration oi Intra

venous Sterilization with Chlorazcne and Eusol. G. G. I

—p. 407.

Glasgow Medical Journal
September, 1919, 10, No. 3

•Resection in Sliding Hernia. II. Rutherford.—p. 113.

Gunshot Wounds with Deaths and III ting Therefrom,
As Seen In a Home Hospital. J. A. Wilson —p. 119.

Case of Spasmodic Stricture of Urethra. H. E. Jones.— p. :

Phenomena of "Scrum Disease"; Relation Between Its Various Forms
and Proteins of Horse-Serum. W. T. G. Davidson.— p. 129. To
be Cont'd.

Resection in Sliding Hernia.—Rutherford reports two cases,

one of irreducible sliding hernia of the sigmoid and
sliding hernia of the cecum and a portion of the ileum with
two retrograde loops of the latter. In the second case there

was also a twisting and strangulation of the cecum, which was
gangrenous and gangrene of the two loops inside the abdo-
men and of one of the three external loops.

Indian Medical Gazette, Calcutta

,54, No. 8

Pandemic of Influenza (La I Province of Coorg During 1918.

t. II. Wri|
Treatment of Syphilis; W.usermann Reaction Then iftei I.. I

Waters.—p. 290.

Sclerotomes! Trephining by Elliot's Method. A. E. ]

•Case of Parenchymatous Nephritis. D. Mel
•Treatment of Cholera. M. 1'. Chacko p

Increased Protein Diet in Parenchymatous Nephritis.—
McCay reports a case of nephritis with edema all over the
body, in which a cut obtained by increasing the
protein in the diet. McCay calls attention to the fact shown
by Epstein that when the protein of the blood is very much
reduced the osmotic tension falls and fluid passes out into

: will be retained there in '

i protein element. Hence, the i

treatment of these cases is to increase the pi

blood, which is by increasing the protein of the
diet. The carbohydrate protein of the diet should be r<

because one of the main pr metabolism t

The protein in thi was increased up to 165 gtn. per
day and this raised the total nitrogen of the patient'

to 2.03 per cent., which was quite enough to maintain the

equilibrium between the blood fluid and the fluid in the spaces.

The patient now takes from 40 to 50 ounces of water every

day. and passes the whole quantity out with his urine.

whereas before almost every drop of fluid he took used to

pass out into the tissue spaces and collect there; and no
measures—medicinal or otherwise—could make that water
pass out of his body.

Treatment of Cholera.—Chacko records cases of cholera
treated successfully by the intravenous injection of hyper-
tonic sodium chlorid solution as suggested by Sir Leonard
Rogers.

Japan Medical World, Tokyo
Aug. 17, 1919, No. 296

•Autogenous Serum Therapy of Smallpox. K. Hata.
Efficacy of Chlorate of Chir.ine Against Surgical Tuberculosis. T.

Matsunaga.
Chlorate of Emetin in Pulmonary Distomiasis. T. Saiki.

Inhibitory Influence of Linosol and Other Creosote Derivatives Against
Growth of Tubercle Bacillus. S. Takenaka.

Comparative Study of Excretion of Calcium Salts by Either Internal
or Intravenous Administration. K. Shigetomi.

Autogenous Serum Therapy of Smallpox.—Hata carried

out some clinical observations. In nonhemorrhagic smallpox
no death occurred among those who had been treated with
autogenous serum. In hemorrhagic cases, it produced 16 per
cent, less mortality than the symptomatic treatment. In all

the cases of smallpox combined the mortality was 8.6 per
cent, less than with the ordinary treatment. The entire

course of the illness was made strikingly short. Reconvales-
cent serum seems to have some therapeutic efficacy. Normal
Serum (human) seems to have no therapeutic efficacy against

smallpox.

Journal of Laryngology, Rhinology and Otology,
London

September. 1919, 34, No. 9

•Method of Treating Atrophic Rhinitis with Ozena Based on an Altera-
ii in Composition and React r. the Bac-
terial Ferments are Acting. T. H. C. Benians, and C. 11. Hayton
—p. 325.

Wounds of Nasal Access' I i —p. 333.
Aqueduct of Fallopius and Facial P I). McKenzie.—p. 336.

Method of Treating Atrophic Rhinitis.—The treatment dis-

Benians and Hayton is described as a glycophilic

method of bacterial selection, and is directed primarily

ihe fetor of the disease. Tht ubstance: i

far in this method of treatment are glycerin and liquid

glucose. These substances are applied copiously to the

mucous membrane of the nose in a mixture consisting .if pure

glycerin with the addition of 25 per cent, liquid glucose.

a day are made with

applicator, the whole of the nasal cavity being gone over and
the crusts rubbed off as far as possil le From timi

is examined to note the cultural prop-

I the bacteria present and
I or nol

they are of the strain to ferment the cultt upplied.

Glycerin, though les from a theorel

view, since it i broken up by bacteria, has some
advantages over glucose on account of its ph

ties. In .'.lure a spraj or irrigatii

a mixture "i the twi en used in a 10 per

cent, aqueous solution. The authi t • i mphasize that the whole
in this nieti: ' nt lies in the

: the solution musl tghly to every

pari of the mucous membrane infi

times daily at tirst. \s improvement is noted, it will not be
tu paint so often.

Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, London
, 88, No. 16

I Eulotorui \ i ]

P. 153.

Lancet, London
Sept. I, No 5010

Hygiene in 1

Hi In Sputum. J '
rton.—p. 423.
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lenomi With P

R. T.

W
Cholera \

I

3 ippuralion in Early Childhood: Prevention

I
43-1.

-p. 4.U.

- and The Thyroid, i

Operation for Carcinoma of Rectum. Hack claims that

per cent of i inoma of the rectum admit

of radical operation when t"i r - 1 seen. IK insists that when

radical operation is impossible, a hypogastric col

should be done at once. Radical operations which aim at

g the anal canal, he says, arc pathologically unsound.

The only sound radical operations in Ins opinion arc: (.1 i the

ge operation (colostomy and intraperitoneal excision

by the perineal route later) ; and U'i the combined abdomino-

perineal operation. Of these, the former is the better, except

in the case of a growth situated at the junction of the sig-

moid and the rectum.

Sedimentation of Tubercle Bacilli in Sputum.— In the

method descri enfield and Anderson 5 c.c. of

sputum arc mixed with twice their volume of sodium car-

bonate (crystals) 1. phenol 1 and water 100, in a centrifuge

tube; the tube is then covered with a rubber cap, shaken for

a few minutes and put in the incubator for from twelve to

twenty-four hours. At the end of this time the tube is

centrifugalized for about fifteen minutes, the supernatant fluid

poured off, and films made from two to four loopfuls of the

are stained in the usual way.

Relation of Exophthalmic Goiter to Diabetes and Glyco-

suria.—Cases are reported by Williamson to illustrate that

a relationship exists between exophthalmic goiter to diabetes

•uria.

Iodids and Thyroid.—The action of iodids in relieving a

! in which the thyroid secretion is deficient, Ransom

(1) [odin is specifically absorbed

din in the gland in saturating the

unsaturated fatty acids of the Mood supply favors the auto-

I which the active principle of the gland is produced.

. states further that the efficacy of iodids in tertiary

may he explained nes, and it is antici-

pated that tertiary syphilis may i i uccessfully with

;

Medical Journal of Australia, Sydney
. 1919, 2. No. 6

Ivic Deformity. H. Jellett.—p. 102.

k of Scorbutus at Kew, Victoria. W. A. T. Line].—p. 107.

! Diagnosis of Spanish Influenza. D. P. O'Brien.—p. 108.

, M. '-

licine. J. II. I.. Cumpston.- \
l

[ Pneumonic Influenza Treated with MackinnonRay
Vaccine. A. Grieves.

Transplantation for Dorsal Interosseous Paralysis. L. G.

Tcecc.—p. 131.

Etiology of Scurvy.—Lind records twelve cases of scurvy

from the Idiot Cottages at Kew. Victoria, which shov i

interesting features concerning the etiology of this disease.

The disease affected the inmates of three cottages only. One
of the building ti d several hundred yards from the

other two buildings, which are about 50 yards from each

other, hut patients are frequently transferred from one to the

other of these buildings. Investig ved that all the

patients affected were cripples and confined to bed or chair.

ease attacked both sexes with the same intensity and

frequency. There has been no alteration in the dietary of

the patients for years. Other patients suffering from the

same crippled conditions and with the ami food were

unaffected. All the milk used in the institution is boiled

the patients consume it. The food given to these hand
excess of carbohydrates over the proteins

and it is all cooked. The timing of the onset in each ward

t ted a contagious disease. The scurvy cleared up in

tit. majority of tin- cases shortly after the patients received

a special dietary, consisting of raw eggs, lime water, lemon
unci .oh! taw milk, \ mon- liberal supply of vegetables!

porridge and beef tea was given to till patients receiving

invalid did Those patients who died were examined post-

mortem and showed extensive hemorrhage under the peri-

osteum ot tlie long hones and separation of the epiphyses.

It is suggested thai in addition to tin lack of certain vitamins,

there maj he a contagious infection present. I he evening

temperature oi the patients was usually about 38 C.

Practitioner, London
1919, i<>::. No I

General Principl
I iti< i< II n. hi son.—p. 161.

I Bordei p t -

Intestinal i Ibstt u lion R, \\ at ren. p is !,

i i itmi ii' ! Pc ptii I i- i I Tayloi p. I'M.

i' v. H. C. 1 in -p. 20J.

rohn Hunter's Influence on Geni I rger; n Lett.—p. 213.

..II amina ; I amini i torn) R. I Smith p, J-">.

r Uterine Dyspepsia I'. G. Moorhead. p. II

i rical Motes "" Poison ' .as II \\ , Spaight p. 233,

Annales de Medecine, Paris
August, 191'), e. No. 3

in.! Mechanism of Artificial Nystagmus of Rotatory and
Vertical Types. L. Hard.—p. 165.

I Discasi oi the Heart. E. Lenoble.—p. 185.

•The Alleged Allergic Relations between the Skin Tuberculin and
Luetin Reactions. G. Blecbmann.—p. 200.

•Pancreatii Diabeti s. M, Labbe. p. !04.

\ I i: try's Paralysis after Vaccination against Typhoid. < .. Gtiil-

l.mi and .1. A. Barre—p. -'is.

•Some Tuberculosis Statistics. 1'. t. Menard.—p. 223.

Sl..w Endocarditis in Man of Fift) Two. A. tain and J. I'araf.

—p. JJ4.

Congenital Disease of the Heart.—Lenoble analyzes the

necropsj findings in two additional cases of congenital dis-

ease of the heart which had caused no serious symptoms dur-

ing the thirty-five years of life. He describes further the

clinical findings in three other similar cases, this report

supplementing three previous articles in the Annates. In

less than three years he has encountered (in Bretagne) thir-

teen cases of these congenital heart lesions. The diversity

of the clinical types was extreme.

Relations Between Luetin and Tuberculin Skin Reactions.—
Blecbmann has been comparing the responses to the luetin

skm and the 1'irquet tuberculin skin tests in eighty children,

lie obtained a positive luetin reaction in from 30 to 35 per

cent, of the children with inherited syphilis, hut he also

obtained a positive reaction in 40 per cent, of the children

free from inherited syphilis. This suggests that the luetin

reaction is not specific. His study of the subject seems to

indicate that the luetin reaction is quite independent of that

to tuberculin, and is rarely so well defined as the Pirquet

reaction.

Pancreatic Diabetes.— I.ahbe comments on the invariably

grave nature of pancreatic diabetes, as digestive disturbances

from the lack of pancreas functioning arc superposed on the

symptoms from the diabetes. The pancreas should be sus-

ii'l investigated in every case of diabetes; if found

at fault, pancreatic opotherapy should he instituted in addi-

tion to the treatment of the hyperglycemia and acidosis of

tl ., diabetes. 'Ihe pancreas opotherapy should aim to sub-

stitute the lacking pancreatic digestive juice, and also to

stimulate the internal secretion. Improvement by this means
|

. been realized in some cases l.ut not in all. In his expe-

rience, the symptoms from the diabetes were not modified by

it in any way hut, on the contrary, there was always an

important though transient increase in the glycosuria at first,

as if the pancreatic opotherapj had suddenly mobilized an

increased amount of sugar substances, lb- .analyzes six cases

to show the necessity for distinguishing the symptoms for

which the pancreas is responsible from those due to the

diabetes. He also traces the evolution of the conception

of pancreatic diabetes, the "thin type," the digestive dis-

turbances from the insufficiency of the pancreas causing more

or less loss of weight, lie has examined the pancreas in

19 diabetic cadavers and in 37 nondiabetics. No connection
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between the lesions in the pancreas and the intensity of the

diabetes was apparent, and sometimes the pancreas seemed

absolutely sound in the graver cases of diabetes. But as a

general thing many of the islands of Langerhans were

pathologic, and transitional states from islands to acini were

frequent, while the reverse was rare. In 30 of the 37 non-

diabetic cadavers the pancreas was as pathologic as in

many of the diabetics, and the lesions were of the same

type in both, but in none was there such extreme sclerosis as

was found in some of the diabetic cases. Thus neither his-

tology- nor pathologic anatomy reveals the secret of the dia-

betic process. There is no specific diabetic lesion in the

pancreas, and we may well be guarded in our interpretation

of the physiology of pancreatic lesions. In some of the six

cases described, the previously obese patients grew

and more emaciated in spite of their enormous appetite which

they were never able to satisfy. In one case the pancreatitis

was probably of syphilitic origin.

Landry's Paralysis After Vaccination Against Typhoid.

—

Guillain and Barre are convinced of the causal connection

between the antityphoid vaccination of the brigadier of 31,

formerly a farmer, and the fatal acute ascending parahsis.

He had been given three injections of the vaccine in 1915

and was in good health a year later, when 1.5 c.c. of the

current vaccine from the laboratory of the military school

at Val-de-Grace was injected in the shoulder. That evening

and the next day he complained of stiffness and numbness
in the legs and hands, and by the third day he found he was
unable to whistle. The symptoms progressed to paralysis,

fatal the tenth day. There had been no preceding infectious

disease, and the man had not been bitten by any animal.

There was no history of syphilis or alcoholism, and he had
three children.

Some Statistics of Tuberculosis.—Menard deduces from his

prolonged study of 225 tuberculous soldiers that the onset

of tuberculosis may present a wide variety of types. The
that anything is wrong may be an embarras yas-

triqtir, neuralgic or rheumatic pains, functional heart dis-

turbance, "colds," bronchitis, febrile painful lassitude, etc.

The remarkable fact is that having begun insidiously witli

symptoms of a certain order, it persists in exhibiting this

same set of symptoms all through the other symptoms which
may develop en route. There is then a long latent interval-

six months, twenty months, thirty-eight months—after the

appearance of the first symptoms before the disease mani-
fests itself. Then it throws off its mask and develops openly.

What are the reasons for this sudden transformation from
the insidious form to this open manifestation? He suggests

that this may represent the true problem of pulmonary
tuberculosis.

Archives Mens. d'Obstetrique et de Gynecologie, Paris

'Nonpuerperal Abi

1919, 8. '

( k axy, E -p. 113.

Nonpuerperal Abscesses of the Ovary.—Chome found that

the abscesses were in the corpora lutea in all of his

teen cases of this kind. The secreting elements of the ovary
are on the outside, and when it opens to expel tin

ning may give entrance to germs, and an absr<

develop at the entering point. No inflammatory phenomena
have ever been detected in the rest of the ovaryi while the

in the corpora lutea al ed to an
m or near tin- inti etc., in the

jsmall pelvis. The micro-organisms corresponded likewise,

land the functional disturbances were those to be anticipated
with disease in the corpora lutea. Menstruation was always

dry modified, as also the cycle of cholesterolemia.

Bulletins de la Societe Medicale des Hopitaux, Paris
July 11, II . IS,

Cue of Pulmonary Valvular Lesion plus Mitral Stenosis. C
—

P

i vrr Abscess. A. Chaiffard and F. l-'rancnn.—

|

lilia wnh M) 70-'.

Laubry and
!'tc.—p. 709.

Bacillary Dysentery and Malan 1 j • zmann.—p. 714.

Amebic Liver Abscess.—Chauffard and Franqon report the

case of a young man with an acute abscess in the liver, as

large as a mandarin orange, following symptoms of amebic

dysentery. They administered emetin and neo-arsphenamin,

and recovery was soon complete with merely these medical

measures. The •Bordet-Wassermann reaction was positive

at first, but veered to negative under the tirst injection of

emetin. They know of ten similar cases in which an acute

amebic abscess in the liver retrogressed completely under

the emetin and neo-arsphenamin without the knife. In any
event, the medicinal treatment should precede the operation.

Hemophilia with Myxedema.— Benard found marked

improvement in both the tendency to hemorrhages and the

myxedema under thyroid treatment of the young man in the

case described.

Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux
Aug. 10, 1919. 90, No. 15

Luxation of Meniscus. J. Brau-Tapie.— p. 5"3.

•Kidney Symptoms in Prisoners of War. II. Mallie.- -p 304

Abscess in Front of Kidney Due to Gui —p. 308.

General Anesthesia in America. H. Wilderman (Philadelphia).—p. 310.

Study of Pupil Accommodation and Convergence Reflexes. Cabannes.

—p. 314.

The Administrative Control of Tuberculosis at New York.—B. I

—p. 316.

War Nephritis.— Mallie states that during his stay at the

prison camp of Altengrabow in Prussia, where there were
12,000 Russian and 12,000 French and Belgian war p i

stationed, he took notes of 404 cases of kidney disturbance

among the men. The actual number was much larger than

this. The only explanation possible lor the facts observed, lie

says, is to assume a toxic action from spoiled meat and
spoiled canned goods. The cooking killed the germs, but did

not destroy their toxic products.

Presse Medicale, Paris
Aug. 14, 1919, 27, No. 45

•The Lessons of the War. Sil A. E. Wright—p. 445.

The Lessons of the War and the New Views on Thera-
peutic Immunization. -Sir Almroth Wright assorts that

the war has added two new facts to our knowledge of

immunization. We have learned that when
conditions have been provided in an infected wound, that

is, when all the devitalized tissues have been excised, the

in be sutured and the protective fore*

will suppress the infection except when there i- no

for reaction, and there are streptococci present. Thi
fact is that the natural resistance to typhoid fever can be
powerful! ed by inoculation with typhoid vaccine.

If we merely apply these facts in practice this will i

wain, but nothing in comparison to what we i

mastering the principle !. and by applying them to

solve otber problems in the treatment oi bacterial ii

IK- apologizes for coining new terms to express the elements

le words
have long USted, and that almost all Latin words
base alread) been incorporated in our language, as well as

all the simple Greek words. Then i* nothing left I

on but long and compound Greek word
or an idea, some nan
term is the missionary of the idea. Among the new ti

advocates are "phylactic power," for the defense against

; "kataphylaxis," the mobilization and transpor-
I the phyla til the infection

;

"cc-phylaxis." a region in which the di ments oi
the blood have been rendered powerless or are unable to

gain access to the region. Kach colony of living bacteria is

thus the xnter of an ec-phylactic focus. Ii

"epiphylaxis" represents the reserves of defensi
can be brought up; "apophylaxis" is his new term tor what
he formerly called the "negative phase" following ante
vaccination, for instance.

He r. Id belief that
every immunization has to 1,. \\ ,. must call to our

immunization, especially in old tubercul ius or
ecus infections in which the i
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specific germs lias become exhausted. The best vaccine to

use is the one thai gives the best immunizing reaction to the

micro-organism which we are combating He shows how this

can l>c determined in vitro, and how transfusion of bio d

can be done with blood winch lias been rendered more bac

tericidal in the interval after it i- drawn, before il is

into the patient A case is described in winch this "immuno-

transfusion" was done, with an immediate change for the

better and recovery. The streptoo ecu- infection of the

extensive wound in the sacrum and ilium had previous

u worse even with repeated radical

operative measures.
%

,
-.'T. No. 1"

Niti . Oxid Anesthi Amiot.—p. 457.
)5'».

Mis. R. Raimondi -p. 461.

ilocardiac Reflex. L. Himt. p. 46.'.

Malarial Gangrene.—Alamartine reports three cases of

obliterating endarteritis, with gangrene, all evidently of

malarial origin. The patients were soldiers in the armie

and two recovered alter amputation of the leg

The amputation came to,, late to save the third.

In this latter case alone the malaria was the primary invasion.

These | the necessitj for suspecting malaria in

cases of extensive gangrene which otherwise might he classed

as ti, e .... ; ..Id age. He knows of a total of

fifteen cases of the kind at the Macedonian front. The

gangrene may he dry and slowly progressive or it may

rapidly, with grave toxic infectious phenomena, or it

semble Raynaud's disease and he mistaken for trench

this latter form quinin may cure, hut in the other

forms quinin seems powerless, and no time should he wasted

on it. Armed expectancy is justified in the slow, dry gangrene

!• mime. hate amputation is demanded with grave

[ectious manifestations. All in this group died when

amputation was deferred, while one patient with an extremely

grave clinical picture recovered after the prompt, high ampu-

tation, pushing quinin at the same time.

Acute Adenoiditis.—Raimondi describes the various affec-

cuti inflammation of adenoids is liable to

taken. If the adenoiditis recurs, he endorses their

removal, even in infants.

The Oculocardiac Reflex.—Binet asserts that compression

of the eyeball modifies not only the heart hut also respira-

tory and motor functioning so that besides the oculocardiac

there arc oculorespiratory and oculomotor reactions. Among

the practical applications of this method of research, he

having it used during auscultation of the heart in

cases. With an extracardiac murmur there is gen-

irallv tachycardia. On compression of the eye the heart beat

10, and the murmurs disappear, while

an organic murmur becomes stronger and more distinct on

compression of the eye Compression of the eyeball may

arrest a spasm of paroxysmal tachycardia. Its action on the

vasoconstrictors is evident even in the brain; the headache

transiently reduced as the eyeballs

are con,] i his may likewise arrest for half a minute

respiration i:. or it may slow the respiration,

reducing the rhythm hut increasing the amplitude. This

- the favorable action on asthma and on hiccup.

The inhibiting effect on hiccup is particularly distinct, and

Binet commends it for current practice. The oculomotor

retlex is particularly pronounced in the shaking with a chill,

as compression of the eyeball arrests the muscular contrac-

Dulac's recent F'aris thesis was devoted to the biologic

effects and therapeutic action of compression of the eyeballs.

Binet gives the tracings fi I
exophthalmic goiter

g the marked effect on the tremor of compression of

alls. The tremor nearly stopped completely, and it

did not resume its original amplitude for some time. In a

case of athetosis, likewise, the inhibiting influence of com-

:, of the eyes was marked, and Voisin has recently

attention anew to the arrest by it of neuropathic

epileptiform seizures. Bailliart has applied the method

further to determine the arterial pressure in the branches of

the central artery of the retina, as Binet describes.

Revue Medicale de la Suisse Romande, Geneva
.In.,,., 1919, :««. Mo 6

Morpholog) -I [nflueon Bacillus Cultivated .... Levinthal's Agar
. G Valeri p 165

v Jentzer.—p. -'71.

... Switzerland. A I Irliansk) p '
...

i luaion .a Nasal Fossae. Barraud.- p

Paravertebral Anesthesia. Jentzer has been making a

special study of the exacl
i

i- mosl favorable for blocking

the nerves .,- the) emerge from the spun-. This paraverte*

bral anesthesia materially reduces operative shock, even with

itions such as resecti I the stomach. Much
debilitated patients maj be able to itand a major operation

with this technic. '1 he patient recuperates readily, and in

Jentzer's thirty-two ca es then >'...- no vomiting although in

a very few there was some nans, a In seventeen the anes-

thesia was quite satisfactory; in the Others ii lew whiffs of

elher were required. He gi\es a table showing ihat the lower

part of the hist dorsal apophysis or spinous process corre-

sponds to the second intercostal nerve and the see..ml space

between the transverse processes; of the second, to the third

nerve and third interspace; of the fourth spinous process, to

the fifth nerve and the sixth costovertebral articulation; of

the fifth, lo the sixth nerve and seventh articulation; of the

sixth, to the seventh nerve and eighth articulation; seventh,

to the eighth nerve and ninth articulation; of the eighth, lo

the ninth nerve and ninth interspace; the ninth, to the tenth

nerve an. I tenth interspace; the tenth, to the eleventh nerve

ami eleventh interspace. There is no nerve at the eleventh

apophysis, corresponding to the twelfth articulation, but the

twelfth apophysis is the point de repire for the twelfth inter-

costal nerve corresponding to the twelfth interspace.

The subject seated and bending far forward, to throw the

spinous processes into relief, the skin is touched with iodin

at iln lower margin of the first dorsal and the first lumbar
spinous process. A horizontal line is then drawn through

each of the iodin dots. A point is then marked on the upper
line, 4.5 cm. from the spine of the dorsal apophysis, and a
second, similar point is marked (Mi the lower line, 2.5 cm.
from the spine of the lumbar apophysis. A straight line is

drawn between these two points, and the injections are made
along this line to block the nerves beneath. The needle is

pointed a little toward the median line, and the tip is
i ed

to and fro a trifle to be sure the anesthetic laves the sym-
pathetic nerve and the posterior and anterior roots of the

spinal nerve. As far down as the eighth dorsal spinous proc-

ess, he makes the injection at a depth of 3 cm. From the

eighth to the eleventh, at 3.5 cm., and at the twelfth, 4.5 cm.

To reach the abdomino-genital nerves at the first lumbar
spinous process, the depth must be 5 cm.; at the second lum-
bar, to act on the femoral and genitocrural, 6 cm., and at the

third and fourth lumbar apophyses, 7 cm.

Sclerosis of Coronary Arteries in Switzerland.—Orliansky

remarks that the numerous deaths from influenza last year

enabled remarkably comprehenshc postmortem studj ol the

arterial system in robust young people. He sought especially

for sclerosis of the coronary arteries, but found evidence of

it or of fatty degeneration only in 23 per cent, between 18

and 20; from 21 I.. 3d the proportion was ah. ail the same as

that reported from Germany, namely, about 46 per cent mi

men and 17 per cent, in women. Ii has been said that in

Germany no coronaries are ever found intact after 40, but

al Geneva he found 12.8 per cent, intact in the fifties and
20 per cent, in the sixties.

Imperforate Nasal Fossae.—Barraud urges physicians to

lest tin permeability of the nasal fossae as a routine measure

in infants, as partial or complete occlusion is not so rare

as generally assumed. He reports two cases of bilateral

imperforate fossae in a newly born child and a girl of 13.

both requiring an artificial opening, which was a simple

matter.

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel

July 17, 1919, 4i>. No. 29

'Rachitis and Osteomalacia. E. Looser, p. 1065.

•Bill i.. Legalize Abortion in Switzerland. V Labhardt.—p. 1078.

ce of Local H< al on si-. no. b. M. Liidin. p 101

of Di ii ati d Am.. i.l I I ' Vogeli.—p. 1088.
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Rachitis and Osteomalacia.—Looser argues that tardy

rachitis is the link between' rachitis and osteomalacia. This

assertion is based on 15 cases of severe lardy rachitis and

10 typical cases of osteomalacia, with 2 of a tran

form. All were examined repeatedly with the roentgen rays.

The rachitis in some of the youths had dragged along from
childhood. In others it was true tardy rachitis) tl

were from 12 to 20. the majority between 1" and 20; and all

were infantile in their aspect, with pronounced backward
development of the secondary sexual characters in both sexes.

The thyroid was enlarged in some. The arrest in the growth

and development is scarcely noticed until the attention is

attracted to the early fatigue in walking and standi

pains in the knees and ankles. They arc generally ascribed to

rheumatism, but the typical rachitic deformities soon

with thickening of the ends of the ribs and cartilage and of

the epiphyses, and a tendency to scoliosis, genu valgum or

varum and. generally, flat foot. In florid cases the bones are

apl to be tender but this tendency disappears when ri

tion begins, and it is thus a good index of the stagi

process, and the only clinical symptom of it. The
always less pronounced than the reality.

Under phospl 2 3 nig. daily, kept u

the pains subsided and the gait improved rapidly and per-

manently and the roentgen findings promptly changed to

approximate the normal in all but one case. This was a girl

of 20 with such a ti diarrhea that the treatment

kepi up regularly. He gave 1 1 1

;

oil emulsion in the proportion of 0.02 or 0.03 c.c. to

:l emulsion, with one drop cinnamon oil and 0.01

saccharin. Cod liver oil was so hard to procure that !

oil emulsion instead, and could not distinguish any !.

in the outcome, while the patients were more inclined to keep

ui) the treatment than with the unpalatable cod liver oil. His
..i tardy rachitis i*

generally assumed. The so-called growing pains, rh<

pains in young manifestations of tardy rachitis,

and this is tin
. lie affirms, as osteomalacia. The

veen them are merely the different physiologic

! i ffei enl pei iod ol hie. In

gome of hi- cases he followed the development of the process

from the fifteenth to the twenty-ninth year, and it was always
a continuance, never any definite limit between the tardy
rachitis and the osteomalacia. In his ten cases oi

ma!acia only one of the patients was a man; in 4 of the

women there was no connection between
a pregnancy, but In the others there was an unmi
aggravating influence from pregnancies Benefit invariably

followed administration ot phosphorus in the oil emulsion,
in the maximal thout other change in

the modi- of life. The earning capacity i in three

months in the male < eomalaci I four years of

inability to do more than the lightest work.

Bill to Legalize Abortion in Basel.—Labhardt relates that

i the canton of Basi

a law which removes the legal ban against induced
ami with the

il I" .lb husband and wifi
I unmar-

- an, and pi

i

w ided the pregnant
anil-' duration, Mo or discrimina-

te proposed measure, presenting a number of obvioi
>oii> why it would be physically dangerous for the woman,

il. dangerous for the
reputation of the canton. .\ copy of in, six-page article has

nl to eai h mi supreme council.

Influencing of Stomach Functioning by External Heat. -

I.udin is chief of the local Institute foi P ipy, and
he here reports clinical and experimental research on the

.'ic and thci n on the stomach
applied externally. In 151 tests on 23 pa

the composition oi the gastric juice could be detected
from the i the external heat irj limc-

not modified by the heat, but i

of 5ii pal

iteriallj prom local heat, With organic

stenosis of the pylorus (10 cases) the evacuation of the

stomach was not accelerated, but in 9 patients with pyloro-

spasm from ulcer, the period of expulsion of the stomach
contents was materially shortened by external application , £

heat. This fact may prove important in roentgen differen-

tiation of pylorospasm from organic stenosis of the pylorus.

It explains also the relief of pain in the stomach bj loi i!

beat. In addition to the relief of pain, the relaxation of the

spasm of the pylorus is a decided advan atment of

ulcer, preventing stagnation of the stomach
with its train of irritation, hypersecretion and hyperacidity.

Gazzetta degli Ospedali e delle Cliniche, Milan
i 1, 1919, 40. No. 61

Technic for Lumbar Puncture. Knzo Romanelli.—p. 626.

Aug. 3. 1919, 40. No. 62

i
i onjn.— p. 63?.

a. Id.—p. 636.

Sand-Fly Fever.— In this report from an Italian hospital
at I '.lie,! me. Ton in mentions the extreme prevalence of three-

da} fever or sand-flj I ver among the I tlian Idiers. It

v as noted in. iri e who had had this l i
•

seemed to be immune to influenza during the pandemic that

. er the land i later. The virus of both
sand-fly fever and of influenza seem to be tiltral.de, and
many phj sicians confusi th

Hunger Edema.—Tonin comments on the odd fact that
polyuria constantly accompanied the hunger edema

mounced in all thi i of war seen at the
hospital. The edema resembled actual dropsj in some cases,
but the heart, liver and kidney seemed to be intact.

1919, in. No. 63

•Improved Technic fur Tests for Acid. E. Pittanlli.—
|

1

Technic for Test for Acidity,- Pittarelli wains that methyl
is a derivative of dimethylamino azobenzol, and that

the latter can be substituti

without modifying the reaction in testing

Pediatria, Naples
August. 1919, '-tr. No. 8

Poliomyelitis. S. Cannata.— p. J65.
i

( -p. 477. Conc'n
neral Infection in In.

tal M i
.

Acute Poliomyelitis. — I that Luciani
in 1883, and others

reported later small epidemii
seven different points in Italy, until 1909 when G
reported I and Frisco 10

at Palermo in 1910 to 1912 In Cannata's own experi,
nd vicinity, he has encountered 275 eases -,.

uary, 1914. In 68.7 per i paral-
ysis of the legs, and in 13.4 per cent, of the arms. I he acute
poliomyelitis i i

i ,tal children
to the pediatric clinic. I l

i
oi the disi

Scurvy in Infants.—Cozzolino descril i i phase
of scurvy in infants, and expatiati
between scurvy in adults ami in infants. I how the
lirs < man scurvy, and permit the dii

in the incipient stage.

General Pyocyaneus Infection in Infants. Both of the
lied iii the iticemia

en l-l and i

months old. brother and sister, an. I th,

impressive, with hem
, itis and furunculi

death in less than 1

i child's iir

rial of entrj i

Congenital Megacolon. Hall., Valli n
m the toxins

|

with intact mucosa. He kl

•o in,
, hanical, ph.
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Riforma Medica.. Naples
. I

.

•Apix-n.' P 61 '.

"ir.

.il Jaundice, G. I

r. in the Mil

, hi and Lungs.

Influenza in Tifmontc and Treatment nf Its Pneumonic Form. P. F.

647.

Appendicitis with Movable Kidney.—Giordano gives two

illustrat >~ith which he removed the

appendix through the lumbar incision for the kidney. The

rger than usual for decapsulation and

Pseudo-Aplastic Anemia.—Bernardi reports a case of 'his

k::id in a man of 38 who died seven months after the first

symptoms; they were diarhea and general debility v.

orrhages from the bowel bul ti" fever. Neci

nemia of the pseudo-aplastic type, testifying to

and profound deviation from the normal in blood

production.

I'.tero-Hemorrhagic Spirochetosis.—Mnlinari gives a num-
• technical

|
maj aid in the bacteriologic

diagnosis of spirochetal jaundice.

Rivista Critica di Clinica Medica, Florence

.line JS, 1919, 20. '

I . Bergbinz and C. Arrigoni.—p. 301.

Conc'd in No. 25. p. 289.

July 19. 1919. 20, V
f Malaria. G. Comessatti.—p. 337.

Quinin Prophylaxis of Malaria.—Comessatti says that the

war has been an experiment on ing tin value

niin prophylaxis of malaria for laryc bodies of men. and

demonstrating its failure. Whatever the cause of the failure

may lie. its reality wa demonstrated. In one

men. who were supposed to he taking 0.4 gm. of

qu : nin regularly, 110 contracted malaria, including 92 who

had been given nearly twice this dose. The men were

nd l'iave districts.

Archivos Espafioles de Enf. del Ap. Digestivo, Madrid
July, 1 ;.

is nf the Pylorus. S. Martinez Gomez.—p. 383.

'. ntOflio Lara.—p. 398.

Linitis. Santiago Carro.—p. 408.

Stenosis of the Pylorus.—Martinez reiterates that the onl

characteristic and pathognomonic symptom and sign of

i rv of residual fluid, and relief

•he fasting stomach in the morning after a test

meal. He adds that we should never class a case as a

ach, chronic dilatation or motor insufficiency until

we can definitely exclude stenosis of the pylorus, as this

mduce any or all littons. He
•hat Reichmann's disease is usually

ved by actual stenosis of the pylorus—a further argu-

ment in favor of the assumption that the former

erally to an ulcer on or near the pylorus. The value of the

•ach tube in solving diagnostic this line is

far beyond that of the roentgen rays, especially in ca i

what he calls latent stenosis of the pylorus with toxemia. In

two cases described, the stomach tube alone gave the clue

which first permitted effectual treatment of the puzzling

mia. In another case of 9upp< the pylorus

anil stomach were found sound although the latter was

dilated. Further investigation revealed cicatricial stenosis

duodenum which hail caused the symptoms for which

the pylorus had been incriminated.

Plastic Linitis. Cairo's patient was a previous!) health]

nit 30 who had never i ipletc health after

an attack of influenza last year. Menstruation was
! she lias been losing weigh! and strength and

Complains of pain in the Stomach more intense after in

I he i'. on is Strongest in tl:. cgion ind keeps up until

as vomited, tin horn , hour after the meal.

["he durii even turning over in

fed. hut thei i neal reaction, i

no ,li. ii i
in ,i 1 hi ni' isl I'l.m

:

ion of the sj

toms is the assumption of ,i fibroplastic wood's in the

ilous process in both

lungs.

Medicina Ibera, Madrid
June ' 85

'Gastric Ulcer. C. G. Pelai | in No. 86, p. 241.

June

\ ii S r F.xtraction of Cataract in the Capsule. B. Ca
p. 243.

Il I . Diaz,— p. 246.

Surgical Treatment of Gastric Ulcer and Its Complications.

Pelaez has keen investigating the chemistry of the stomach

during the months and ye; ;astro-enterostomy in '
-1

lie found normal conditions in regard to gastric

secretion only in 6 per cent, while hypochlorhydria prevailed

in 25.75 per rent, and anachlorbydria in 45.45 per cent. I

of the patients, apparently smoothly convalescing after the

gastroenterostomy for duodenal ulcer, suddenly developi 1

tetany the twentieth and the eleventh days, with incessant

vi miting until death the third or fourth day. The duodenum
and stomach were enormouslj dilated in one hut only 'he

dm denum in the other. The passages were all permeable; the

second patient had had an attack of tetany two months before

Deration. In a little over two years, Pelaez has oper-

m 140 cases for peptic ulcer; it was located in the

duodenum in 26.42 per cent, of the cases. In the 103 gastric

there were two ulcers in over 5 per cent., and in i r

'• per cent, there was malignant degeneration. The opera:

mortality was 11.42 per cent. The gastro-enterostomy

directly responsible for the death in 2.14 per cent, and indi-

rectly in the others.

Acute Poliomyelitis.—Blasco Reta states that there have

been 68 cases of this disease at Granada since 1905, but tl

number of cases ran up to 12, 22 and \S only during 1910.

1916 and 1917. The highest figure in the intervening years

was .).

Prensa Medica Argentina, Buenos Aires
May .'0. 1919, ."".. No. 36

W.i: I reati ent of Secondary Infections with Pulmonary Tubercu-
i Uteres.—P- 353.

tion Findings in F-. Dameno.— p. 354.

I ir in Banti's Diseasi I L. Resio.—p. 354. Cont'n.

Arrhythmias. P. M. Barlaro.—p. 356. Cont'n.

Progresos de la Clinica, Madrid

•The Dei
i

i \l in s of i IS. Cont'i

.-.—I.. -'53. Cont'n

Degeneration and Regeneration cf the Deeper Membranes
of the Eye.—This instalment of this prize crowned v.

twenty-six illustrations, including several colored photo-

micrographs of the retina.

Reforma Medica, Lima
l dy, 1919, 5. No. 5K-59

. Peripheral Peru, ill'- Soldan.. -p. 75.

Sanitation of the Coast of Peru.- Paz Soldan here outlines

a campaign to stamp out transmissible disease in Peru, espe-

cially in the coast cities. His address was delivered at a

meeting of civil engineers at Lima, and they appointed a

committee to take up the matter, asking him to be chairman

of the committee.
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Revista Medica, Puebla, Mexico
July 15, 1919, 1, No. 12

Malaria in Mexico. Angel de la Garza B.—p. 265.

Composition and Nutritious Value of the Foods and

Native Mexicans. M. Ibafiez.—p. 272. Co'nfn.

Kupture of Uterus. A. Lopez Hermosa.—p. 279. Cont'o.

Drinks of the

Revista de Medicina y Cirugia, Havana
Aug. 25. 1919, 34. No. 16

•Treatment of Chronic Inflammation of Maxillary Sinus. J. Aleman.

—p. 417.

•Malaria in Cuba. J. Le Roy y Cassa.— p. 4J2.

Maxillary Sinusitis.—Aleman reiterates thai nothing but

extensive opening up of the sinus will permit a radical cure.

This can be counted on in three or four weeks unli

sinuses are involved. In one case of seven years' standing,

long rebellious tinal derangement subsided almost

at once as the sinus healed.

Ma'arij in Cuba.—Le-Roy states that practically evi

in Cuba had malaria at the close of the war. There were
But when the Americans

Id, their elf' rts to eradicate yell

numbers of malaria n is well as of

In 1913 there were only -147 deaths ascribed to malaria. In

ten years the malaria death rate had been reduced from

i the island, and in

Havana from 1.30 ' 0.02 He gives eleven largi

rovinces, ages, months, etc..

and the correspi nding weather charts.

Revista de Psiquiatria, Lima, Peru
'-'. No. 1

to Systematize Criminology
... p. 1

The Nervous System in Peruvian Folk Lore. H. Va'.dizan.—p. 26.

•Psychanalysis in the School. II. F. Delgado.—p. 48.

P°ychanalysis in the School.—This article was presented

at the recent Child Welfare Congress at Monti ideo Del

gado declares that the present school methods i education

"have defects which only psychopedanalysis will correct."

A new section in the medical inspection of schools should be

I for the purpose, and the teachers should be trained

in the theory and prai He explains

ho\v this would lay the fi undations for a social reform by

improving the individual and the community at large in mind,
in ethics, and in practical matters.

Semana Medica, Buenos Aires

June 12. 191 26,

Srrohacterin Treatment of Perl I Ponce.—p. 607.

Prophylaxis of Child Abandonment. J. F. Montellano.—

p

F D ro.—p. 615.

1 Hernia in Children. R. A. Rival

llun A Noeeti.—p. 621.
• tuberculous Glands. 1

bronchial Glai is. J. P. Garranan.— p. 630.
'

r Mercurial Treatment of Aneurysm in Popliteal Artery.
.1 A, Petrocchi.—p. 6}3.

Tuberculin Treatment of Asthma from Tuberculous Glands.

thma from tn

the hilum or in i;s vicinitj rntnon than generally

d. Tuberculous tracheobronchial glands are nol

likely to entail asthma except in children with an inherited
taint. Tuberculin treatment mod thma, and has
cured it completely in a number of cases in his expi

the details of nim >ng the
improven ma but in thi

ditioii under the tuberculin treatment

Siglo Medico, Madrid

•Preventive Imp
Conc'n In N

Simple Apparatus foi B
lar I

•Operative Trc.n ma.—p. 517. I

Immunization Against Necrotic Processes.—The man
i pagi 1021,

Operative Treatment of Strabismus.—Cas*resana's opera-
tive method tor correcting squint was described recently on

page 461 of the current volume. Aug. 9, 1919.

Nederlandsch Tijdschrift v. Geneeslcunde, Amsterdam
July 5. 1919, 'i. No 1

•The Arthritic Diathesis. T. E. L. van linemen.—p. 4.

A Case of Manic-Depressive Psychosis with Paranoid Features. J.

van der Torren.— p. 10.

Treatment of Influenza Pneumonia, (1. Here—p. 21.

m of Paralyzed Hip. .1. van
Severe Poisoning with Both Arsenic and Mercury with Recovery. J.

W. T. Lichtenbelt and E. H. Jannink.—p. 29.

The Arthritic Diathesis.— Van Breemen has found in the

course of his ten years of service as consulting physician for

the Institute voor Physische Therapie at Amsterdam that a

number of the cases of chronic rheumatism did not fit into

the usual classification. Study of ibis group over months
and years confirmed that thej were in a class apart from
ordinary chronic articular rheumatism. This was particu-

larly evident in the benign course of the joint affection, and
in the favorable influence of appropriate treatment. Also in

the way in which the disturbances m joints

to muscles, to tendons, then to neuralgias, the patients finally

becoming classed as neurasthenics. The manifest influence

-sing worry and grief on the course of these dis-

turbances was often evident, as also the chronic tendency,

and the difficulty of differentiating them From gouty phe-

nomena. Another feature of this group was the unmistakable
familial and hereditary stamp, and the frequency of asthma,
diabetes, and kidney stones in the men of these families and
of gallstones in the women, early arteriosclerosis, and func-

tional nervous affections and
All the above is included in the French term of arthritism

or the arthritic diathesis. Renaut defines it as a loss of the

normal balance between the manifestations of nerve force

and the muscle force, and van Breemen has been making a

study of the behavior of the muscles in persons of this

. and the behavior of the circulation in the skin. Ill-

found that the muscli atigued much
and recuperated much more slowly than in Other pi

i lactic acid, which seldom occurs in normal urine,

appears in the urine of this group after physical exertion,

and may reach a total of 4 or 6 gm per liter. On th

hard, experience has shown that rheumatic disturbances occur
in them after immobilization as. for instance, after a ft

much sooner than in other persons. The muscles are thus
seen to be substandard both as regards exercise and rest.

capable of executing normally the will

that seeks to control them.

He found further that the skin changes to the temperature

of the environment during cold and wet much more rapidly

than norma] skin, while it responds less actively than in

normal persons to heat-suppl

ctive fund ioning of the cir-

culation in the skin. The classi!

group apart permits proper treatment .is the) requi
i s than tlii ise no. clod with oi dinai

;

matisra, mineral v.ao
i

baths treatment. It will sun 'hen we
can class together and treat fn

eczema and nutritional disturbances in infants, bronchitis.

joint affi

rather than to attack merely the symptoms by local treatment
There can
ber of functional neuroses depends on lb-

i mg con-

often
; uall) causal treatment,

Correction of Paralysis of the Muscles of the Hip
very encoura

i utilizing the
. hip I le fol

technic in the mam. but

in S. unlet realized himself, according to the tatter's

1917. eight n ition Tin ii

th<- ilium, and then curves forward ' ending thus
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somewhat inside the superior anterior iliac spine. A piece

of cartil m long, i- then pi ied loi

ti.il margin *<i the exposed crest, beginnini

back ol the spine. This piece is cut of) from below upward,

taining access from below to the space between the

external the internal. The fascia is then sep-

arated downward, the skin incision extended a little for tins

Then on the posterior surface of the femur and

trochanter a strip of periosteum, 1.25 cm. wid

front and rear and below, and with a chisel it is pi

ith a small layer, of the cortic'alis. The flap thus

lifted up. but still attached to it i trochanter, is

turned upward and sutured firm)} to the exti

muscle which is drawn down over the crest of the ilium for

the purpose. The suture is reenforced with the Ha]

cartilage and bone from the crest of the ilium. Bj this

means the upper end of lite femur is powerfully abducted

ended and twisted a little inward. \ plaster cast is

applied which holds the upper bone in 45 degrees <>i abduc?

tion, 10 irerextension, and 1 twisting

inward, the knee in extension. In the case described the

cast wa- econd day and a splint applied,

maintaining the abduction. Twice a day tin splint was

taken off and active abduction exercises done. The thirty-

7 lie- splint v I, but a plaster hail'!

put en each knee to hold them still" and enahle the ho\ in run

about until he hail suitable braces. The braces were applied

in about three months, and the hoy now runs about without

holding on to any support. The illustration shows hovi per-

fectly he can actively abduct the leg. As he docs this, the

band running from the trochanter over the crest of the ilium

felt drawn taut. No illustrations are given of the

technic, and no details beyond thosi given above

Mededeelingen v. d. Burg. Geneesk. Dienst, Java
English-Dutch Edition

the Anopheline I lands' [ndia so I
i as

Known to Dale. N. H. Swellengrebel and .1. M. 11. Swcllengrebel-de

Graaf.—p. 1.

The Mosquitoes of Netherlands India.—This entire issue

of the Mededeelingen is devoted to the biologj of and the

microscopic findings in the larvae of eighteen different known
varieties of anopheles mosquitoes and of two yet unclassified.

A large number of pi are also given, showing the

favorite haunts of the mosquitoes. Each of the twenty-three

plates of microscopic findings give the minute detail

different hair-, plumes, leaflets, etc.. found on the

larvae. There is also a lai chart with diagrams
to facilitate identification of the spec.

Hospitalstiden.de, Copenhagen
Aug. 13, 1919, 62, No. 33

•Reconstruction of Bone am] Primary Sutui Con |n.und Fracture.

J. Nordentoft. -p. '.'45.

Reconstruction of Bone and Primary Suture with Com-
pound Fracture.— Nordentoft reviews his experiences with

and with primary suture with compound frac-

tures in a number of cases in which he applied to industrial

r injuries the lessons learned from the war surgeons

in regard to reconstruction of hone and primary suture. Bril-

liant results were obtained, healing by primary intention in

70 and in 90 per cent, of the cases—even with tin most

serious lesions. At first it seems wrong to treat sucl

in this way, hut the benefits from it are enormous, lie

netting the -tay in bed, rendering thi

treatment far simpler and easier, and giving incomparably
better functional results.

Aug. 20, 1919, 62, X... .t-t

•Diet in Treatment of i
i -p. 969.

Diet in Treatment of Heart Disease.—Rubow refers to

chronic insufficiency of the heart, am on the

importance of the calory content and the salt and water con-

tent of the food as affecting the course of the heart disease.

Even a little restriction in these three lines, with bed rest,

may cure dropsy. If not, more vigorous restriction may
accomplish it, supplemented by heart stimulants. This is

exemplified in the Karell course of treatment in which the

patient is kept absolutely still ill bed and is allow,.]

but 800 gm ol milk in the i
hi iui s I hi b< n fit

from this Karell course confirms the great important ol

measures in heart di ea i I he metabolism is low

on this diet, and the heart i- taxed less to correspond. The
on thi edema fn im the Karell com se is evi-

dently due to the small tnl ei Sometimes it is

accompanied bj a slightl] increased diuresis, 'I he dry sub-

in the blood nia\ increase bj H 1 per cent, under a

i
'in se .is the mass i d the bl I shows less I [< .

water. This
j changi and the

edema fluid -tic. mis from thi ti ues into the blood, carrying

wuli it large amounts of salt, and the sail is rapidlj elimi-

nated through the kid i led thej are permeable Eoi

salt. The elimination of water through the skin can he

promoted by sweating procedures, but it must not be for-

gotten that every kilogram of edema fluid thus evaporated

the skin throws from 5 to 8 gm, of salt on the

kidneys for elimination, If the kidneys are unable to secrete

urine with much salt content, the salt may he retailed in

the blood. The resorption oi 'lie edema thud thus acts like

an intravenou a hypertonic -aline solution, and
the diuresis maj he increased as earlj as the -econd or third

day. This rapid increase in th( diuresis cannot he regarded
as always a favorable sign, as ii may occur in consequence
of kidney disease.

In other cases, however, the edema disappears in the first

day or so without material increa i oi the diuresis hut later,

the third to (he fifth day, there may he m- re or li

The explanation of tin- is probably that, as the metabolism

declines and the edema is reduced, the work of the heart is

I
|

In 1. and condition, m the circulation improve. It is

possible also that the lesser volume i<\ the blood cooperates

in relieving the insufficiency of die heart functioning.

Another advantage of the Karell course is that the lesser

intake of salt reduces the thirst. Free ingestion of water

with a salt-poor diet in some cases of cardiac insufficiency

reduces the diuresis, and there is less thirst. With a mod-
constant supply of water, considerable reduction in the

salt intake does not lead to increase of the diuresis with

cardiac edema, hut the edema may be kept stationary with it.

In management of the case after the Karell course, the dietary

must he water-poor and salt-poor and the calorics kept down
to the actual need- of the metabolism. A combined after-

treatment, giving digitalis and ordering absolute repose or

tin- Karell course or other drj diet for a lew daj ever)

week or month—according to tin severity of the case— is

often the most effectual and the easiest to realize of all mea-
sures with cardiac insufficiency. Treatment of this kind can

he kept up successful!} for years.

Ugeskrift for Laeger, Copenhagen
Aug. 7, 1919, 81. No

•Treatment of Spastic Hemiplegia, II Abrahamsen, p, 1273.

The Blood in tin Elderly. K. M. Hansen.—p. 1281.

Treatment of Spastic Hemiplegia.—Abrahamsen reviews

-pastic hemiplegia in general, and describes a clinical ease

following a stab wound of the neck. The spasm was loi alized

and extremely severe, hut there wa- no actual contracture.

After complete failure of persevering medical measures, he

decided to weaken the rellex impulses and follow with sys-

tematic exercises of the muscles. For this it was necessary

to resect half of each branch innervating the various muscles

involved, reaching the nerves through the popliteal space and

the inguinal region, and. in the arm, resecting half of the

median nerve, ["he different nerves were easily reached and
I and all the spastic phenomena subsided completely

except for a slight lifting of the toot a- the young man steps.

The Erythrocyte Count and the Hemoglobin Percentage in

the Aged.— Han-en has been examining forty persons who
seemed to he normal loi ili.n advi I agi 'I he tabulated

findings correspond closely to similar findings earlier in life,

age in itself, apparently, not modifying the red corpuscle

count or the hemoglobin percentage. The range ol thi latt i

in the men was from 87 to 102, and in women from 84 to "7.
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PRACTICAL POINTS AND COMMON
ERRORS IN THE TREATMENT

OF STERILITY

EDWARD REYNOLDS,
BOSTON*

M.D.

A now considerable experience in the management
of reference cases of sterility has made the- history of

certain failures in diagnosis and treatment so familiar

that it is easy to classify under a number of distinct

headings those which occur most frequently. The
fact that certain particular points turn up with such

unvarying frequency makes it seem that a brii I

description of them might lie of interest.

The classes so formed comprise sterilities due to

mistakes in the marital relation ;
to neglect or failure to

appreciate sterility in the male; the subjection of inno-

cent abnormalities to unnecessary and nonproductive
operations, and failures to detect evident causes of
sterility from lack of special training in microscopii

examinations.

Each one of these subjects would he sufficient to

occupy an entire paper if fully discussed, and the

attempt to treat them all within a single article neces

sarily implies a restriction of each of them to hut a

brief outline, with, in a few instances, a skeletal report

illustrative case.

ii.ITY DUE TO MISTAKES IX THE MARITAL
RELATION

Mistakes in the management of the marital relation

' infrequently by themselves a sufficient cause
ol svrility, usually by the production ol

and its results. Such mistakes in marital life are not

usuallj
|

They may even appear trivial and
produi e important results or

even changes in the organs which may demand oper-

ative treatment before pregnancy can he obtain
is very disappointing for patients to travel, perhaps
long distances, n> see a specialist only to receivi

try i i hange of habit and if tins is unsu
ei again, and this is a very frequent cause of

sterility which the general practitioner ought really

tecting, and oi

as change of habit rned, before sending his

patients away.
Many practitioners find ii difficult to qu

patients on thi subject, parti) from consideration for

elings of the patient and partly from failure to

know themselves exactly what qui ould be
asked.

| he ubj 'i
i

.
i" b<- UM-, .i diffii ull on

M h patient ions of an imp. )

•

or defect in their sensations. When sterile they are

often very anxious about it. and if the subject is opened
frankly and without preface it is often surprising to

see with what readiness and, indeed, eagerness they
respond to questions which they themselves instinc-

tively believe are essential to a proper understanding
ot their case. Especially women often express the
greatest gratitude for a frank discussion of this sub-
ject and for the instruction which follows it. h is

quite essential that each partner should be questioned
separately, and the keynote to the subject is that any
continued error of habit which produces excitement
without subsequent relief by the orgasm tends toward
chronic congestion and its unfortunate results.

The point which the patient has noticed is usually
decrease or lack of satisfaction during coitus. Fre-
quent amorous caressing without cohabitation appears
to he a not uncommon mistake in married life, and if

habitual and frequent it is always unfortunate in its

results on the organs of one or both partners.
Want of simultaneous chronicity in the orgasm, i. e.,

ejaculation by the male before the female has reached
the possibility of the orgasm, is an extremely frequent
cause of chronic congestion in the female and of iis

i onsi quences in the uterus, tubes and ovaries. If it is

a men personal idiosyncrasy of the male it can in most
instances be altered l.\ psychologic restraint on his
part after the necessity for it has been explained to
him. It is sometimes, however, the result of a local
irritation somewhere in the male organs which pro
dud premature ejaculation, and it then demands the

priate local treatment.
The very common practice of preventii I

nancy by withdrawal usually deprives the female of
•asm, and many cases are Men in which pruden-

tial prevention of pregnane) in early married life has
set up con i quern - tion which persist after
pregn; ired.

Marked congestion of tin

mental i ondition in which .1.

frequently present in advance of cohabitation,
even at times when it is impossible, but in which the

pear during citus, with consequent
ion. In these i ases, di

on by glycerin depletion of the vagina will

frequently break the vii . nor
ntality.

I labitual ex< normal i oitus tends t<

ion and. if long continued, to

o obtain the
orgasm are also quit< ommon among woo

psychic impre sion <>f dista te foi giving
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This subject is evidently tpo complicated for brief

ission; l>ut adherence to the principle thai excita-

tion without orgasm i- a frequent cause of local < I i
s

-

turbance and consequent sterility furnishes a safe guide

notions. When any one of these or other mis-

• in coitus is remedied In-fore it bas been of long

inuance the mere correction of habit, or such

reetion in connection with minor local treatment, fre-

quently yields a prompt pregnancy. \\ hen, on the

hand, the congestion which results from such

habits has been long persistent it has not infrequently

produced changes in the prostate, deep urethra or

vesicles, or in the cervical or uterine mucous membrane

even in the ovaries, which may require long a

tinned treatment or even an operative correction before

pregnancy can be secured.

MALE STERILITY

Impregnation is the result of the cohabitation of a

fertile male with a fertile female, and the fertility of

both sexes is essential to it. It would seem ridiculous

. to ins elementary a point were it not that

almost daily experience in practice shows that the

public, and a large portion of the profession, has the

habit of taking the fertility of the male for granted.

This is far from being the fact eithei in the human

race or among dome-tic animals. In my experience

with human sterility the male has been involved in

about 50 per cent, of all cases, and, moreover, the

majority of male sterilities have been of nonspecific

I am afraid that the profession in general

believes that in the absence of a history of venereal

disease, and more especially of gonorrheal epididymitis,

the healthy young male is always fertile. This is far

from being the fact. < »n the contrary, young males of

healthy appearance may be, and not infrequentlj

infertile from either congenital or local causes without

any noticeable disturbance of general health. It may
10 that at the OUtsel of any intelligent

sterility we must drop the too general

conception that a given individual is necessarily either

flatly sterile or fully fertile. We must realize that

tility is a relative term, and that we shall deal with

every degree and gradation between high fertility and

complete sterility. This statement is capable of definite

microscopic proof in the male and is probably equally

true ale, although its definite establishment

in the human race is in her more difficult. In the case

very male, as also in the female, we must hold our-

es ready to investigate congenital, constitutional

and local causes for infertility.

genital or. more properly, conpubertal sterility

is the result of an am sted development of the genital

;

j uncommon even in othervt i e

fine specimens. It may vary all the way from unde

veloped, infantile testicles ( usually associated with a

rather small penis) and complete aspermia to a mere

low normal in botl ptibility to

improvement varies with its degree. With infantile

rmi i there is usually noth

other hand, the under-

developed person wl rrtheless not far from

the normal standard may usually be stimulated into a

fair degree of fertility.

The
;

ipparently believes, too, almost uni-

versally, that if the inspection of a drop of semen

under the microscope shows motile oa, the

male is fertile. Nothing is more common than to see

mdence, often from physician, excellently well

trained in Other respects, which States that the huS

band is ah right, whereas subsequent examination

reveals that his fcrtilitv is so 1,,\\ as to render him

a very doubtful element in the case Experimental

studies of animals in the breeding laboi

bj examination of their spermatoaoa and

(becked by subsequent breeding of tin- animals have

shown that if ]• i h of semen are divided into four

classes according to the number of spermatozoa occur-

ring in them, and again into four classes according to

the percentage of motility in the Spermatozoa, the ani-

mal may with safety be regarded as sterile miles, both

numerical frequency and motility are at least of the

second class; namely, unless the animal belongs in one
of the first four of the sixteen elasses s,, produced. My
own experience in the human race bas perhaps gone
further than this, tending to show that in estimating the

fertility of a given male we must not only judge of

the numerical frequency of the spermatozoa and of

the percentage of motility present, but must, further-

more, Study carefully their vitality both as it is deter-

mined by duration observations and. what is still more
important, by the quality of the motility present.

Nothing is more certain than that spermatozoa of
merely moderate vitality seldom impregnate a female.

( Oligospermia with deficient vitality of the sperma-
tozoa is not infrequently found from constitutional

causes. It can be easily demonstrated in animals that

both low diet and conditions of life that produce a

nervous and excitable state are attended by olig

mia. The same condition is not infrequent in men who
have been overworked to the point of neurasthenia or

even to a state of great nervous tire. Animal breeders

consider it an established principle that a high protein

diet in both sexes is essential to full fertility, and some-
what extensive experimental observations of my own
support this conclusion so far as domestic fowl are

concerned. General clinical impression leads me to

the belief that it is probably true for the human race;

but this subject has not been studied with sufficient

accuracy to warrant a definite expression of opinion.

Moderately oligospermic men with semen that ^hnw.
somewhat deficient vitality may probably be capable

of impregnating highly fertile women
I especially

women whose genital p ire in a condition

highly favorable to the existen e of the spermatozoa),
while, at the same time, they would be infertile to

women whose genital- are moderately hostile to the

spermatozoa but who w< uld vet perhaps be not infertile

to a male whose spermatozoa wire abundant and of
high vitality. Men who are of os] rmi from consti-

tutional cause, a, well as those who are somewhat
the normal from poor y often

be rendered fairly fertile or sometimes fully fertile by

change of habit and stimulative treatment ; and. though
relative infertility of both partners is always rather

unfavorable, success may sometimes be attained even
in these cases, especially if the sterility is not of long-

duration.

1 (Clinical Records No. 4270).—Man, aged 30;

woman, aged 24; inarried ten n th Mali The fre-

quency of spermatozoa was at the upper limit of the

fourth class. Thi p rcentage of motility and the degree of

vitality were of the second cla . There were no infections

k ,il ahnormalities. Female: The vaginal secretion us
favorable; the cervix was anteflexed with pinhole os; the

cervical mucus was highly tenacious, entangling all spcrma-
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tozoa as disclosed by postcoital examination ; uterine drain-

age was poor, both ovaries being somewhat enlarged ( at the

operation they proved to be distended by retained follicles).

Under change of habits of the male and moderate general

stimulation by tonics, the semen improved to a low normal.

It was believed that there was prospect of further improve-

ment. An operative correction of the abnormalities of the

female was then performed. Successful pregnancy followed

within two months, an unusually prompt result.

Double gonorrheal epididymitis frequently produce?

absolute aspermia ; or. when limited to the upper por-

tion of the globus major, may produce oligospermia by
cutting off the greater part, though not all, of the

efferent duct-.. I iligospermia, with normal motility

and vitality, is not absolute sterility, but is of high

importance because the percentage of destruction of

spermatozoa during their passage through the genital

canal of the female is so enormous that the possibility

of impregnation by a semen which starts with a defi-

cient number i- always poor. \\ hen the genitals of the

female partner are in a condition which is even mod-
erately hostile to the spermatozoa, impregnation by
such a semen becomes so unlikely as to he nol even
a probability. The only treatment of either oligosper-

mia or aspermia due to the results <<i epididymitis is

by resection and anastomosis of the vas deferens, an
on which is sometimes, though not invariably,

successful.

Local conditions in the male genital tract that are

quite insufficient to affect the general health in any
noticeable degree may nevertheless lie sufficient to

produce a high degree of infertility. Strictly localized

inflammation at some one spot in the urethra of spe< ific,

and sometimes of apparently nonspecific origin, may
produce a urethral secretion which annuls or lessens the

motility and vitality of the spermatozoa during ejacula-

tion and before they reach the female. In such cases,

local treatment is frequently sufficient to

restore full fertility. An irritated condition of the

seminal vesicles may produce the same effect, and is

also frequently removable under treatment.
lion and -welling of the prostate may occur

from man\- causes, very frequently from mere excess
or imperfection in the marital relation. It liahitualb

produces an exces "i sticky prostatic mucus which
entangles many, or in sevi II the sperm
and thus destroys then- motility befori thi f evei reai ii

the female genitals. Sin ; .. also show
il hostility. These cases are again very

hopeful under treatment.

2 (i linical Re ords No. -1271).—A physician in the
later thirties and a woman, aged M. married >c\<

in unusually H""'l health, which
was borne ..nt by app<

pasl history, Km -aid thai marital coitus had been habitually

n times weekly. The wife was in no
i irmal, except larp anteflexion with spasm

'I uterosacrals and mm. ill o Admixtun ol a direct speci-

emen with the vaginal and cervical secretions
did not affect the spermatozoa unfavorably. The woman was
probably fertile, though the probability of impregnation
would bi and anterior
i ervical

izoa in abundanci and ol l 1 motility, but from the

through i
i I. ,A 11.'

i agglutination of the sp<

< ntanglement in the mui u- Al the i nd
an hour H all the spermatozoa were ,.

and incap mi in tin direct specimen

examination of the male revealed a large, soft prostate.

The case was referred to Dr. Paul Thorndike, who con-
tinued this observation and also found a much enlarged

vesicle. He recommended massage of the prostate and
vesicle, and reexamination of the semen after treatment was
recommended if pregnancy did not follow on the normal con-

dition of tlie male, a plastic correction on the cervix.

These patients came from the Middle West for an
opinion and were not seen again: but the case is

selected as striking because the patient was a well

trained and active physician who believed his own
fertility to be beyond question, after repeated examina-
tion of his semen.

This and all the conditions mentioned have been
seen, and most of them frequently in young males in

first -rate general health.

The degree of fertility in a given male can never be
decided without a full examination (as discussed later

in the paper), and it is usually 1

unjustifiable to treat

or, more especially, to operate on a woman for steril-

ity without first ascertaining the condition of her hus-

band. Many, if not most, male sterilities are curable.

AUTOINTOXICATIONS

That sluggish action of the colon with consequent
chronic retention of feces may be of itself a sufficient

ii e oi sterility in women has been shown by a not
inconsiderable series of eases. It might at first sight

appear possible that a direct influence on the uterus
and ovaries by the production of pelvic congestion, was
the way in which this cause operated; but the absence
of significant congestion, as evidenced either by gross
examination or by the microscopic characteristics of

thi ecretions, and th< pn i nc< of symptoms of chronic
autointoxication in many of this series of cases seems
to place them among the autointoxications rather than
among those in which the sterility is due to local con-
ditii 'ii-.

'
' cal 1 d X". 4614 i. The husband, aged

lt>. presented a negative history and physical examination
'fhe wife, aged 11, con dered herself in good health, hut

mi hat past Ii oking, ami acki Ii dgi d lack of
'

'

I

!

months.
'I lie win- presented no symptoms except backache am

'I'd. minal Ian
i

-1 on, increasing during the
last six months; -.•me musculai rheumatism, some
and ocei

e (ini luding urine i

on abdominal palpation evident fulm ovei the ascending
and transverse colon The bov Ij on alternate
daj ; shi was not in thi habit of taking cathartics. I

amination was
1 wire normal. Posti i n , 1 exam

ination was postponed until aftei treatn

During the following two weeks great quantiti.

the use of liquid petrolatum, cathartics

e right ham
lien, stiff and painful lit tender

ation in proi i

I During the next two ome neuralgia
left shoulder and arm; the right hand was better; the

left hand was now i

continui d

eating better, and di tired Pel i ii

ition was nov
i ibably a little full. She .

1. An

' health; foi
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ccriil and ichthyql. Stio ma advised I

continued attention to the bowels; to nse vaginal supposi-

i and ichthyol five days in sui

planning :i the seventh day each week, i

instituting any further treatment One month
tamenia railed to appear. The patient is now well

i d m normal pregnancy.

This case is selected lor quotation as peculiarly

instructive from the almost complete absence of any
genital peculiarities and from the absence of ai

it than emptying of the bowels, except For the

brief vaginal depletion. In most of the other cases

of the retention sei i or less alteration of the

secretions was present and some dired local treatment
• in all the retention of feces has

seemed so much the predominating feature, both in

diagnosis and in treatment, as to warrant the clinical

conclusion that the sterilities were essentially due to

this factor and terminated by its relief.

My experience has not furnished me with equally

conclusive evidence that general autointoxication from
distant lesions is by itself a sufficient cause for sterility.

of the cases presenting hostilities in the secre-

tions which required considerable local treatment, and
which might have been due to cither causes than bio-

chemical alterations from disturbed health due to auto-

intoxication ; but the cumulative presumption derived

from numerous cases leads me to accord much prac-

tical weight to this probability and to consider it impor-

tant to eliminate all such conditions in the management
of cases of sterility. This conclusion is reinforced by

the experience of both experimental and commercial
animal breeders that both good general condition and
proper diet are essential to fertility, in both sexes. Am
mal breeders are emphatic about the advantage of

y coat, a clear eye. animated temper, etc., in

breeding animals. These correspond, of course, to

good complexion, bright eye and the general results

of conditions of good elimination in the human race.

EMPIRIC OPERATIONS

Sterility i- a subject that has not been adequately

studied, and the importance of the microscopic study
of the conditions that determine it ha- not reached the

mass of the profession or attracted the attention of

more than a very few. even among specialists. An
unfortunate result of this is that the specialist in

sterility sees many cases that have been complicated

by previous unsuccessful operations, usually on women.
When the organs of a sterile woman show no gross

lality -he i- usually advised to try some one of

the time-honored minor expedients and i- dismissed

with that advice; but when some gross and easily

detectable abnormality is found she is too frequently

subjected to an o] on the mere chance that

that abnormality may be causative to the sterility. If

performed ii an exact knowledge of

the can at are really involved in

the individual sterility, such an operation is naturally

not adapted to their correction; and while it may
occasionally yield results, it is worse than wasted in

the other case-. Especially prominent among these

operation- are those which are done for

the relief of retroversion without recognition of one

of the functional derangement- of the ovaries which

imply nonovulation, or of a preexisting anteflexion

from the existence of short anterior attachments of

the cervix.

I lie futility .nid injustice of the performance of an
abdominal operation for sterility without attention to

the need- ol nono\ ulating Ovaries needs no mention,
yel ii is a very common mistake.

The performance of a suspension, whether by sero-
erous stitch oi 1>\ shortening of the ligaments in the

i.ice oi a forward fixation oi the cervix, means neces-
sarily the restoration of a flexion that decrease- uterine
drainage and thereby increases the condition- produc-

terilitj ; the uterine tension so produced more-
over eventually destroys even the anatomic result in

a large proportion of cases,

Casi 4 i Clinical Records No. 4611), \ man, a I 34-, and
unman, aged 27, had bees man ml a little less than three

years. When one year married ill. wii. was referred to an
I prominent e in a lai ge city . on act ount

of the n nception. She was free from anj
symptoms of ill health, ["he surgeon Found the uterus in

ion, but 1 Mini nothing else. He dilated and curet-

ted, and performed a suspension operation. The couple were
seen a little less ihan two years later, The vaginal secretion

was overaeid and bacillary. On postcoital examination the

spermatozoa found in the vagina were all still. The cervical

contained no spermato oa and was profuse, tenaci-

ous and turbid, showing a high leukocytosis and constituting
1' itself an efficient obstacle to impregnation. The uterus

ni m straight retroversion; the anterior attachments
of the cervix were organically short, the uterosacrals in

Spasm. Both ovaries were full and slightly enlarged, the

catamenial enlargement persisting during an undue portion

of the month anil never wholl) subsiding. '1 he husband had
a negative sexual history, and his general physical examina-

. negative except that he was living a very confined

office life, and was in soft condition. He had been much
given to athletics until a few years earlier. His prostate was
soft and swollen, the left side being markedly larger. I am
ination of a direct specimen of semen revealed oligospermia,

morphologically well formed, hut mostly still and the

remainder in feeble motion, most of them entangled by their

tails in sticky mucus. There was an extreme excess of erys-

tallized elements in the semen, and it was believed to he

hostile biochemically as well as mechanically. Case 4 is

recent,
2
hut it is selected for citation because it illustrates so

many points. The husband was functionally sterile.

The retroversion created no symptoms either before the

peration or after its occurrence; such a reti

has little influence on fertility and is unimportant. The
fixation of the cervix made it improbable that a mere sus-

pension would effect any improvement in the condition of

the uterus. The vaginal secretion was slightly hostile, the

cervical was very hostile, and in the anatomic condition of

the cervix could hardly be otherwise. The ovaries were
functionally deranged. The woman was subjected to an
abdominal operation for a harmless retroversion, the ovaries

were left untouched, and except for die institution of a dila-

tation and curettage, which in such an anatomic position of

the cervix is useless, nothing else was done, yet the operator

is a well known and able man.

Cases almost as flagrant are frequently -ecu by the

expert in -teribty. To the credit of tin- profession, it

may be said that they have become tare in most other

line-.

Unnecessary and unsuccessful curettings are another

extremely frequent element in the empiric treatment

of sterility, Many operators seem to believe that if

a routine examination (lis. loses ii" evident abnormality

in the female of a sterile mating, it is always fair to

curet her. Dilatation and curettage delicately per-

formed, in connection with plastics on the cervix, form
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an intrinsic part of many operations for sterility but

when done by themselves and especially when done on
a hit and miss principle, they are seldom efficacious

and not infrequently harmful. When less well done
and when done without correction of the shape of an
underdeveloped cervix, they very often produce
trauma and scar tissue about the angle of flexion

which distinctly and by itself decreases the prospect of

incy at any subsequent time.

The use of stem pessaries is a far too frequent and
very harmful expedient in the treatment of sterility.

There is no question that the use of the stem is occa-

sionally followed by pregnancy in previously sterile

women. Some of the practitioners who use them
have claimed as high as 2? per cent, success, though
usually in a small series of cases, and from 10 to 15

per cent, is generally credited to this procedure; but

all or nearly all of the unrelieved majority are ren-

dered permanently and hopelessly sterile by the results

of the stem. When effectively used, the stem produces
improved uterine drainage; but it effects this by the

production of a pressure necrosis in the portion of the

canal where it lies. The few pregnancies that follow

its use occur during the comparatively few months in

which patency remains; but the mucous membrane
has been destroyed, and unless pregnancy occurs imme-
diately, recontraction and decreased drainage again
set in. In my own experience, 1 have never bail a

by any method after a stem pessary has been
unsuccessfully used. I have seen not a few salpingi-

tes which apparently were referable to the it-, of
the sieni.

It is well known that neither uterine fibroids nor
even ovarian cystomas are entirely preventive of preg-
nancy, though it is comparatively rare in the pn
of these neoplasms. This is evidently due to the fact

that fibroids do not necessarily encroach on the uterine

canal and that simple cysts of the ovary do not under
certain conditions produce the intra-o\ arian tensions

which prevent ovulation. When such neoplasms are

combined with the secretional hostilities or with non-
ovulating ovaries, their possessors are sterile. When
the neoplasms are removed by operations which also

to the removal of the conditions of steril-

ity, the cases form a class in which the prognosis is

especiall) favorable; but the removal of neoplasms
from sterile women without attention to the real causes
of the sterility naturally yields only a small percentage
of results, and must thi n lie followed by

rrections which might jllst as well have been
performed at the same time-. A single operation with
a successful resull is always preferable to an operation
that is followed by a disappointment, even though a

operation is afterward successful.

( hie more class ,,f failures remains to he discussed.
It is a universally accepted principle that no chain is

i than its weakest link; but the equal]
-t no tube is more patent than its narrowest

part seems to have attracted less attention, though it

will be assented to the moment it is et forth. This
principle is again as true of physiologic as of mere
mechanical patency, and it i~ eminent!} true of the
genital passages in many sterile individuals. A local-

ndition (usually inflammatory) which t- either
mechanically or biochemically obstructive to [hi

< may certainly be s,, much localized as In

exert no Special effect on the general health, and vet

render the canal as impervious to impregnation as

though such a condition extended its entire length and
caused an extreme symptomatology. Male hostility

of this class has already been discussed. Biochemical
vaginal hostility of bacterial origin, mechanical cervical

hostility from inspissated or sticky mucus, tubal hos-
tilities without marked enlargement of the tubes, and
ovaries which are nonovulating from retention of the

follicles are frequent causes of sterility which seldom
produce ill health or even gross lesions. The diagnosis
of these conditions can be made only by the microscope.
These cases are usually pronounced to be entirely

normal, the patients are often assured that they are
not su-i-ile in spite of the fact that they do not produce
children. These cases belong properly to the expert
in sterility and are among the most satisfactory cases
that are sent to him. They are cases that the general

practitioner, and even the gynecologist who lias not

made a special study of sterility, can hardly lie

expected to "elucidate. They are frequently complicated
by the presence of the stigmata of genital underdevel-
opment ;

but. unless this is very marked fertility can
usually be restored. They form an important and
very hopeful class, but their prognosis is always better
if treatment is undertaken early in married life than
when the sterility has been long continued.

Case 5 (Clinical Records No. 4167).—A man, aged 35, and
a woman, aged 30, had been six years married. The wile
presented no symptoms except occasional sensations in the
right lower quadrant when fatigued. There were extreme
anteflexion of cervix with retracted anterior attachments of
tile cervix, pinhole OS, rather small and slender uterus in

retroversion, ami both ovaries palpable and probably slightly

enlarged. The vaginal secretion was overacid and white
Smears showed a preponderatingly bacillary flora. There
was evident biochemical hostility. The cervical secretion
v, as quite normal. Postcoital examination revealed an
abundanci of spermatozoa in the vagina, all dead alter an
hour in situ. A cerv ieal specimen showed abundant sperma-
tozoa of good motility. It was presumably a case of mod-

;inal hostility and of ovarian sterility. The anterior
attachments of the cervix were released was enlarged
by a small bilateral Pozzi operation. The abdomen was
opened. The right ovary contained a small calcified corpus:
it was resected; the remainder .if the ovary was enlarged,
mainly by edema, and was SCI left ovary contained
a flaccid corpus cyst, the Eng ish walnut, probablj
hard!} palpable on examination; it was resected. The uterus
ami ovaries were suspended. The appendix was ri

in in the
general During the next six months occasional

was carried out with ichthyol and boroglycerid.
During the next three montl showed fav..r-

.il vaginal flora with only normal acidity. At the
end of this time a second postcoital examination disclosed
normal motility of spermatozoa in the vagina. Pn
occurred immediately after this, and the child was

rht. en months after operation.

I be general characteristics of tin's , |,,.. ,,f ,.,.,

an absence of symptoms, except sometimes dysmenoi
.irked anteflexion of the cervix due to a .on

genitally short I lo id other ai

attachments, cervix small with small os, the fundus
of the uterus not large, and the intermediate

|

of the organ Slender. I here is poor drainage from the
uterus, and the cervical secretion tend, to be inspis

t'd and stick) Except in the dysmenorrhea
it ditions make little trouble during maidenhood :

and in those in which pregnancy i

marriage, the development of the uterus js completed
during pregnancy. When pregnancy does not follow
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promptly after marriage, a very acid, highly bai

secretion usually appears, and sterility i- estab

lished. At this early stage, and if repeated examina-

the ovaries show them to be thoroughly nor

mal throughout the menstrual month, the cervical plas-

ne, or in combination with vaginal disinfection

and autogenous vaccinations from the bacillary flora,

are Frequently successful. If such a sterility i

long unrelieved, functional derangement of the i

usually ensues, and after persistent disturbance "t '1"'

ovaries has once followed, a conservative operation on

them must he combined with the other procedures if

success i< to he hoped for. Pregnancy seldom occurs

in the first >ix months after any of these operations.

It i- most common in th u third six month-.

and a considerable percentage of successes do not

appear until the fourth six month- or perhaps shortly

after. Minor treatment and the au vaccina-

re often of much importance as after-treatment.

This class of case- varies greatly in tin- degree to

which the several factor- are present. Sue..-, in tre;

rnent re-ts largely on careful analysis of their relative

importance and the adaptation of the operative or other

treatment thereto; hut these sterilities form a large,

sting and very hopeful class.

EXAMINATION, DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS

The many possibilities, on one side or the other,

which are involved in the sterility of a given mating

form so complicated a subject that the decision a- to

which of the many possibilities form the effective

cause or causes in a given case, and the formation of

a prognosis of what can he expected from treatment,

can usually lie reached only after all have been con-

sidered and examined for.

The examination of a couple should begin with a

careful general life history of both, which should be

especially directed toward detecting the existence of

autointoxications or of an invorvemenl of the testicles

or ovaries in past general infection-.

The general history should, if necessary, be followed

by a general medical physical examination.

A careful sexual history of both partners should be

taken. In the case of the man it should include past

and present sexual habits, degree of desire, and infec-

of the woman, a chronological inquiry

into the events of puberty, any changes in the cata-

mcnial history, and the phenomena of the marital rela-

tion, especially when first assumed.

The local physical examination of the male should

include the exclusion of any abnormalities of the penis,

and careful palpation of the testicles, of the prostatic

urethra, of the prostate and vesicle-. When il

history of past infection or any tenderness on palpation

of the urethra, a urethral examination should he added.

In the pelvic examination of the woman, the usual

visual and bimanual examination should be followed

by a rectovagino-abdorninal palpation, which is made
with the forefinger in the vagina, the second finger in

the rectum, and the other hand on the abdom
superior degree in which the shape and relation of the

uterine body, and the conditions of the ovaries are

determined by this examination can he appreciated

only by those who have trained themselves to it. It is

3. It is well known that mumps frequently affects the testicles nnd

less frequently and obviously the ovaries. These involvements also

occur, though much less frequently, during typhoid. Thei
some evidence to show that they occasionally occur in scarlatina, and

perhaps in some other infections, though this must be regarded as

unproved.

essential to the determination of the existence of

spasms in the so-called uterine ligaments (unstriped

muscles), a very important item in the examination
for stcrihtv; and the functional derangements of the

ovaries can hardly he studied successfully in any other
lu-. examinations should usually he repeated

under anesthesia, The Use of primary anesthesia hy

jrgen is usually quite sufficient for this purpose,

jo lacking in disturbing or unpleasant features

as to be quite unobjectionable.

examinations should include not only the usual

search for abnormalities hut a complete review of

evei
i
art of the genital organs, including size, shape',

i.e nf development, tenderness, congestion, local-

ized inflammatory conditions and spasms. The study
of the lesser degrees of functional alteration of the
ovaries may sometimes advantageously include repeti-

tion- of the rectovagino-abdorninal examination
throughout the varying phases of the menstrual month.

Finally, the secretions of both -exes should be sub-

mitted to a microscopic examination. Smears should

first be made from both the vaginal and the i

secretions, and the chemical reaction and gross appear-
'i both should he recorded. The smear, should

be Stained, and their study should include the bacteri-

ology of the vagina and the amount and condition of

the contained epithelial cells, with especial reference

to the degree of destruction of their cytoplasm. In

the cervical secretion the important points are the

amount and condition of the epithelial cells, the degree
and quality of the leukocytosis, and the thickness and
tenacity of the mucus.

It is usually in practice most convenient that a post-

coital examination of the woman should he the next

step, because if the examination of the vaginal pool

-hows an abundant number of spermatozoa with a high
percentage of first-rate progressive motility, a direct

microscopic examination of the male may he dispensed
with: hut it is rarely conclusive to this effect unless

made within the first hour after coitus.

The mucus of the postcoital flow as it escapes from
the OS should next be searched. Specimens taken by
syringe or otherwise from the lower and upper cervix

should be examined, and the behavior of the sperma-
tozoa within them should be carefully noted. In a

small proportion of cases an examination of the cor-

poreal secretion is desirable; but it is difficult to per-

form this examination without contamination from the

mucus of the cervix, and it i- not altogether innocuous.

It should be reserved for cases in which the result of
the previous examinations seems to render it especially

desirable.

If the spermatozoa as found in the pool are not first-

rate, an examination of the semen obtained directly

from the male and without admixture with the secre-

of the female is essential to a determination of

In- fertility, and experience has shown conclusively

tbrft no male should be condemned without the exam-
ination of a specimen which has been obtained directly

from his urethra by any one of the three po sible

methods within a few minutes of the examination.

The spermatozoa are exceedingly sensitive to chilling,

i lion and very slight overheating. Cases have
been seen repeatedly in which the male has appeared
sterile after the examination of a specimen that had
been ejaculated as short a time as half an hour previ-

ously and subjected to transportation, but in which the

examination of a fresh specimen with duration tests
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under proper laboratory conditions showed conclu-

sively that the method of collection and transmission

had involved what may be called laboratory errors

which were wholly responsible for the absence or

imperfection of motility.

After a full consideration of the history, local and
general, and of the local, general and microscopic

examinations in their relations to each other in both

sexes, a diagnosis of cause, and usually, a fair!

rate prognosis of the prospect both with and without

treatment, may be obtained ; but the conditions involved

are so complex that opinions given without such an
analysis are usually little better than gues

An accurate prognosis is especially important in

sterility, since the institution of treatment, and more
especially of operative treatment, in cases in which it

is judged appropriate, involves a decision that is differ-

ent in kind from that which is concerned with the relief

Of ill health.

When an abnormal condition involves a distressing

symptomatology and, more especially, when it involves

danger to life, it is of course proper for the surgeon
to urge on his patient the importance of treatment,

whether minor or operative ; but the institution of

treatment, with its discomforts and expenses, for the

: ilitj alone is one which is essentially at the

choice of the patients and which is essentially

dent on the degree of their desire for children in rela-

tion to the degree of improvement in their pro pects

which may be expected from treatment. 1 heir decision

must be largely dependent on the prognosis that is

given to them, and every effort should be made to

n nder it accurate.

The degree of success that may be expected from
adequate treatment of sterilities in general is a ques-

tion thai i frequently asked by the profession; but,

although experience shows thai a fairly accurati

ay usually be obtained in a given c;

statement i- as yel impossible. Repeated attempl at

statistical stud) of all tl en has been made,
but has been unsatisfactory owing to the char;

the subject. Then- are so many possible causati

i sterility; the presence of several such condi-

tion- m ithin the same i ase is so common ; the prognosis

in individual cases varies so widely in acci

the.combinations so obtained, and varies so mui

I

with the duration of the sterilities, the age- of the

female patients and often with the effect- of pn
Hi that they have undergone thai an adequate
ition of the cases for statistical analysis would

require the use of many thousands of instances, and
'-uch are not now available. Statistical conclusions
drawn without classification would be misleading, while
those drawn fro lected ould be
nearly wort! I

ml miller minor measures are
among the most gratifying thai are seen ; but the causes
that elicit sterility in this class of cases are not only
so variable, hut often grade into each other b)

indefinite degree- that their classification for adi

by statistical method- ha- proved to
I

the present, at all cent-, a hopeless task, The only
general statement aboul results that i- so far in any

rig into figures was rea< hi

uig a- .-, whole the operative cast thai ha i bei

since present method- have been used and in which
ince operation. In thi

seventy con-. ult ,,f

42 per cent of successes; but in fairness it must he

stated that this collection included a considerable pro-

portion of cases in which the couple decided on an
operation after having been given a doubtful or poor
prognosis for success (in -nine cases as low as a 10

per cent, chance), in view of the fact that they ware
assured that the prognosis was hopeless without it, and
because they were willing to take even the smallest

chance.

It may fairly he said that in young persons with nt

venereal history or serious congenital defects, and with
a sterility of hut a few years' standing, the pre-]

obtaining pregnancy under treatment i- almost always
ood. In -elected cases it is as high as from 7?

ti
,

si i per cent. : but in less favorable cases it ranges all

the way downward to those in which it is from one
cause or another absolutely hopeless. Each mating
must, then, he considered by itself and it is manifest
that no general statement of value can be made.

21 l ' tmouth Street.

STONE IX Tllh KIDNEY ANT) URETER
FROM T1IK STANDPOINT OF THE

CLINICAL SURGEON *

A. J. OCHSNER, M I).

It would seem proper for me in my pari of this
ion to avoid a repetition of what is contained

in most of the special work-; as well a- in the various
monographs on -tone of the kidney and ureter, which

i complete and exhaustive that, in connection
with the recent papers by Braasch, 1 Eisendrath,*

. < abot, Eliot, Mi rritt
1 and othi rs, the field

has been splendidly covered. It m well
worth while, however, for me to tone of
the kidney and ureter from the standpoint
clinical surgeon, especially because 1 have beei
Stantly active in the treatment of these casi

they have been looked on as surgical.

I assisted Prof. I Parkes' in 1887 in the
diagnosis and operation of his first case, which was
one of the earliest cases treat in this

try.

\t that timi
. the i hara< teristi which

are now generally ,,l inciden-
tally in textbi

i ison had written on il

ject and repo Israel was beginnit
work in this department which has since brougl

tional fame, and Jacobson had g

attention to the Surgical importance of this subject
which had been mentioned by variou in con-

ional clinical observations.
The stone in the first case of mj

bove, was the shape and siz< of a robin

\ i

I . s
with Bilateral

,

Ureteral Calcul
-.

'

I

a .

i
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was perfectly smooth and fitted like a valve into the

entrance of the ureter, accounting perfectly fur the

d symptoms of obstrui le thick-

ened walls of the pelvis which made location of the

stone by palpation impossible. The stone was I

by puncturing with a fine sewing needle, win

generally recommended at that rime, but which has

since been discarded because it leads frequently to

the missing of small stones.

My iH-xt observation of especial impc
occurred in 1SSS. when 1 was directed by my chief

to keep a colleague under the influi iroform

at intervals from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. while a renal

calculus was passing through the ureter. Foi

era] years, tl in had passed from .

three renal calculi annually. Morphin had no

on him and the pain was unbearable, so the

anesthesia was our only hope of giving relief.

A few days later. In-fore this patient had time to

produce another calculus. W( ithei one oi

-mt I'arkes* patients who had suffered from

recurrent renal colic, a manufacturer of steam boilers.

On asking him whether he had experienced any

attacks recently, he stated that he was definitely

through with renal colic, and suggested that if the

doctors used their intelligence as actively in their

ion as boiler manufacturers had to in their

business, no one would ever have to experience a

second attack unless he had more than one stone

in his kidney to begin with. He stated that when his

customers complained of their boilers filling up with

lime in the form of scales, he advised them to use

rain water, and this ended the trouble; so on the

same principle he drank freely of distilled water, and

had been free from a recurrence of kidney stone and

renal colic.

I immediately put our colleague on this treatment,

which he continued for twenty-nine years, never

having another attack, lie died of cerebral hemor-

al the age of 74.

that time. 1 have made use of this method in

rmous number of cases, always with the same

result: and the practice has been followed by many
practitioners who have visited my clinic and others

who have read ahout this method of treatment. I

have no doubt that the method must have been used

hefore the boiler maker discovered it. hut earlier ref-

erence to it has escaped my attention, except that the

water from certain springs which is almost as free

from lime as is distilled water has been used as a

prophylactic against recurrence of renal colic from

time immemorial, while regions in which the drink-

ing water is loaded with lime .-alts are notorious for

the frequency of renal calculi, a- cited by O. S.

Fowler." for install- e, in India.

A number of observations similar to the following

have proved the importance of this treatment:

Case 1.—A farmer, aged 34, from the limestone region of

-in. came to my clinic suffering from recurrent renal

colic twenty-seven years ago. During former attacks, lie had

obtained relief spontaneously, hut this attack seemed more

severe. The st c the second day under treatment

with morphin and atropin hypodermically, and 2 ounces of

glycerin and large quantities of distilled water, all of which

were repeated after twenty-four h"urs. He obtained a dis-

tilling apparatus and drank only distilled water for twelve

'
i -.Mt.K Urinary

. « i;h a New Method of Nephropexy

to Secure Meal Natural Drainage, J. A. M. A. 62: 367 (Jan. 31) 1914.

years without having any further attacks until he dl 11

; six months, being too much occupied while build

u a house to take ;

I hi

"ii anothi ring which hi passed a calculus 1.5 cm.
in length. He immediately returned to the use oi distilled

water and has now b ttacl i i fifteen years.

1 have encountered a number of similar cases.

There is a marked difference in opinion as i

the proportion of cases in which renal and ureteral

stones will pa-- spontaneously, on*

90, while others place il as low as

: Ch' ).

This depends, of course, very largely on ti

- treated. In our clinic the oatients who come
from the immediate city or vicinity usually have

tones thai pass under the treatment mentioned above.
In all probability, the stones thai passed following

this treatment would spontan
hefore the patients could have traveled a long distance

so that only those patients come from a distance
whose stones cannot pass for oni rea on or another,

and therefore clinics which receive their patients

almost exclusively from long distances must have a

far larger percentage of eases requiring operation

than clinics in municipal hospitals.

My next case of especial interest, which 1 saw in

1892, demonstrated a fact which is now mentioned
in most articles, and in practically all textbooks treat-

ing on this subject

:

Case 2.—A powerful, healthy appearing man, weighing
ovei _Ji »' i pounds, about a week previously had begun to

suffer from pain in the regi i the right kidney which had
increased constantly, no relict being obtained from the hypo-
dermic use of morphin. It was thought that the typical

uremic convulsions to which he succumbed almost immedi-
ately after I saw him were due to the pain, which was con-

fined to the region of the right kidney.

The physician in charge felt certain that the patient had
not previously suffered from nephritis and could not account
for the uremic convulsions. The necropsy revealed absence
ot the left kidney. The pelvis of the right kidney contained

a pear shaped stone, 2.5 cm. long, with the portion corre-

sponding to the stem inserted in the tapper end of the ureter.

A pyelotomy during the early stage of the attack would, of

course, have cured the patient as has been demonstrated in

many cases since that time.

Case 3.—A woman had a sinus, leading to a nephritic

abscess of the right kidney from which a stone had previ-

ously been removed, which refused to heal under treatment.

In the meantime, the fistula had drained much urine and
pus, while the amount of urine secreted by the "ther kidney,

although it remained normal in quality, decreased constantly

until less than 100 ex. were voided dairj ping the

patient under observation for a sufficient period, and finding

it impossible to pass a ureteral catheter into the pelvis of

the right kidney, we decided to remove the organ because

we attributed her failing health to absorption of .septic mate-

rial, and at the rate she was losing strength, we felt certain

that she could not last very long.

Within two days after the operation, the urine passed

from the bladder increased markedly, and within two weeks
it increased to 800 c.c. This showed in a very marked degree

the fact that the remaining kidney is stimulated to greater

activity on the removal of the di ea ed organ, the justifica-

tion of which has now been thoroughly established.

The next case marks the beginning of a change in

the practice in our clinic:

Case 4.—A woman, aged 60, emaciated and septic in

ire. with typical symptoms of double pyonephrosis

with multiple calculi, was treated hy drainage of the left

kidney and the removal of a number of stones; a month
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later the right kidney was treated in the same manner.
Both kidneys were tuberculous. The patient was put under
hygienic and dietetic conditions, but lost in weight and
strength very slowly but gradually. Formerly, no patients

of this type had ever recovered in our experience, although
we had a series of recoveries in cases in which we had
removed one tuberculous kidney even alter it had been
drained for a time. In this case, both kidneys were in such

idition that it seemed out of the question to remove
one. We consequently started to fill the sinuses and the

pelvis with a paste of 20 per cent, bismuth subnitrate in

turn, repeating the treatment once a week. The
patient showed improvement within a few weeks, it!

in weight and strength rapidly, and made a complete
reco\

Since that time, we have invariably treated sinuses

leading to tuberculous kidneys with Beck's bismuth
paste with a fair number of recoveries.

During the fifteen years ending Ian. 1, 1919, I have
treated 146 cast - of kidney and ureteral tone in my
clinic at the Augustana Hospital.

TRKATMENT

In case the calculus lies in the pelvis without

branches into the calices, we have found pyelotom)
itisfactory, following the advice of

J. I',. Mur-
phy,'' whenever possible, of first splitting the upper
end of the ureter longitudinally and continuing the

incision into the pelvis.

In branching stones, we have clamped the pedicle

of the kidney lightly, split the cortex longitudinally

iii-t behind its midline, removed the stone, and plai d

catgut sutures through tin- kidney, tied just

tightly enough to bring the surfaces together, and
then released the clamp. In pyelotomy, only in ca i

in which the edges of the pelvis failed to fall ti

evenly, hue catgut sutures were used, [n either case

we drained the wound with a strand of gauze and a

drain.

Qretei which could nol be delivered

through the Madder without traumatizing the

we have removed through an abdominal incision in

the tinea semilunaris carrying a small rubber drain.

a narrow strip of gauze ami a cigaret drain through
the lower angle <>i the wound down to the incision in

the ureter. In none of these cases have we a

sutures. Only in one case have I removed a stone

through a vaginal incision.

IONS

1. Th( ''He will u

mine the possibility of its pa ttaneously.

2. In the ureter, the primary stone, if it gets Started,

will usually
;

"Hilary stones may he stopped

itricial contractions which may hav<

al some point by injuries due to the p
or mote previou - st< m

1. A large proportion
will pass spontaneously or after dilatation of the

ureter with bougies, the use of oil of glycerin injec-

one of the various method, of dilatation, of

which the one perfected by Lespin
effective.

4. At times, simply starting the -tone with a bougie
will si::

5. Ill patients suffering from acute renal colic, the

morphin and atropin hypodi llowed
by the ingestion of J o lycerin with

: hy. J. B.: Surgical \

10. Lcavtnam, \ I.

large quantities of distilled water has seemed to he
of value in aiding the passage of stones spontane-
ously, especially when the patient was immersed in

a very hot hath.

6. The prophylactic measure of taking large quan-
tities of distilled water seems to he effective in pre-

venting recurrences.

7. Sinuses remaining after pyelotomy or nephrot-
omy will frequently heal after injection with Beck's

bismuth paste.

«S. The clinician who is alert for the discovery of

renal or ureteral stone, who takes into consideration
the history and physical findings, will rarely miss a

correct diagnosis provided he confirms his diagnosis

(.11 by careful urine examination: (6) by roentgeno-

graphic examination with intensified shadows if nec-

essary; (( I by the introduction of ureteral shadow
sounds: i ,/ i by pyelography in doubtful cases, anil

provided he is willing to consider all points as a

whole and will place no m negative findings

by any single one of the various methods employed.

DIAG

The most important element in the diagno
a carefully written history taken by the surgeon him-
self who is thoroughly familiar with the clinical

cases, because the careful weighing
of :!1 the points elicited is exceedingly valuable,
while each individual element in the historv may he
of hut slight value.

I his accounts for the constancy with which the
older clinical surgeons have their diagnosis confirmed
by the roentgenographic and other laboratory findings,
and also for the fact that we find in the literature

many of the younger surgeons and diagnosticians who
lay little value on the history.

It is certain, however, that wide clinical expi
must confirm the conclusion arrived at by Young3

after hi- extensive studies, that "no single pit

• or combination of evidence is sufficient to

make an absolute diagno
Xext in importance is the roentgenographic exam-

ination. The plate should shov tind picture of
the outline of the kidney to he dependable in I

renal calculus.

In case the shadow is not sufficiently distinct, the
lain r should he inten i

In case there is doubl concerning the

in the ureter, a shadowgraph catheter should he intro-

< »i course the bowel should he thoroughly emptied
and both kidne] -

should he examined, b© ding to Braasch,'
in bilateral -lone the pain is unilateral in I

of the cases. ( iuvoti pointed out the fact man
o pain

on the opposite side exclusively, a condition he termed
"renorenal i

examinatiot all) useful in dif-

fer ntiating b< tween calculus and tuben i

same thing is true of microscopic examinal
Stained urinary sediment and

I. uca-," m one of the earl) works in tie

ilculus which
has not received due attention. 'I he thigh i

ted position resulting in contra< tion •

hi
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iliacus muscle, which is relaxed suddenly, jarring the

ureter containing the stone and causing acute pain.

He also gives the following symptoms not usuall)

mentioned: Patients with calculi often have a ten-

dency to micturate frequently during the daytime,

while at night they arc not disturbed.

In case of obstruction of the pelvis or ureter of

the only remaining kidney, the patient in making fre-

quent unsuccessful attempts to micturate develops

iche, vomiting and uremia.

He gives the following points for differential diag-

etween tuberculosis and calculus:

Hematuria without pain appears early in tubercu-

hematuria with pain is constant in calculus.

Pyuria without pain appears early in tuberculosis;

pyuria with pain appears late in calculus.

Pus is present in tuberculosis in excessive amount

;

in calculus it i- minimal in amount.

Pain in tuberculosis is diffuse, dull, constant: in

calculus it i- definite, sharp and intermittent.

Chills in tuberculosis are common; in calculus they

are rare.

There is rise of temperature in tuberculosis espe-

cially in the afternoon : in calculus it is rare.

Tubercle bacilli in tuberculosis are sometimes

present; in calculus they are absent.

The ureter i- thickened in tuberculosis, sometimes

it is palpable; in calculus it is not palpable.

The remaining conditions to be considered in mak-
lifferential diagnosis arc movable kidney, oxa-

luria, acute granular nephritis, papilloma in the pelvis,

tumor, gall-tone-, tuberculosis of the spine, appen-

dicitis. I ttion, sciatica and lumbago, stone

in the opposite kidney, seminal vesiculitis, pyosal-

i inx, and gastric or duodenal ulcer. Phleboliths and

calcified tuberculous lymph node- may be mistaken

for stone- when one is attempting a differential diag-

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION

Dr. Charles Harpster, Toledo. Ohio: I watched the work

Israel and Nitze for about two year-, and

was much impressed by what they said regarding the finality

of any test. Regarding the use of the ureteral catheter and

the refinements of urologic diagnosis. I will cite one or two

illustrate their great usefulness. In cases of bilat-

eral ureteral calculi, with anuria of from two to five days'

n £nd the roentgenogram showing stones in both

rtiich kidney are we going to operate? In a

anuria of five day-' duration, with stones showing

in the r
i

.sere able to pass a numl

catheter by thi -ide. On one side no urine

ling at all, yet the clinical symptoms seemed to point

to that kidne; that ing. If we had

.in that kidney the man would have died. By

being able to pass the small catheter on both sides, we
cleared up tl perated on the right kidney and

saved the man's life. Regarding the length of time a per-

tbe following will

Archibald: The Val logical Examinations, in

l itivc Therapeusis, New York, I). Appleton &

K.: Traite de thcrapic chirurgicale 't .le technique •

from the Kidnev, Surg., Gynec.
2 I 1917.

! Ureteral Stones, Boston M. & S. J.

1
-. -

k: Operative
the Kidnev and

33:
B. G. K.: The Formation

102:
Sinclair: British H. J. 1:1-4 I Fan -

I 1910

son with .nun 1. 1 and tone! or both sides may live, one man
who refused operation, on whom »> had previously done a

prostatectomy, lived about twelve days. 01 course, we appre

ciate the worth of clinical evidence, but we should in all

cases corroborate our findings bj - copy, roentgen ray

and all other diagnostic refinements,

Dr. V. 1). I i
: i

,i hicago: The symptoms of stone

were worked out in the earl] days of medical practice, as

urinary stone is an obvious lesion and these symptoms were
called stone symptoms. Stone symptoms are merelj

!• on - of acute Ureteral Obstruction, and anything that will

obstruct tin- ureter will cause the -ante group of symptoms
a- a stone. So that we must have more than symptoms t"

make a diagnosis of ureteral torn HI I and pus in the

urine, of course, help a gnat ileal, hut mosl "i us nowadays
want something objective, something definite thai we nol

only can see ourselves lau demonstrate I" anybodj else, and
we turn to the roentgen ray. The roentgen ray verj often

fails, particularly in the case of the smaller -tones in the

ureter, and particularly in certain heavy individuals. The
point that I want t" make is in regard to the diagnosis of

these stones that are negative to the roentgen ray. What
happens in the urinary tract when a stone is present? There
is ureteral dilatation, dilatation of the pelvis of tin- kidney

and its calices. and these facts can he used to diagnose a

stone in the ureter, and should be used. A pyelogram and
a ureterogram should he made. Obstruction of the catheter

al a certain definite point confirms the diagnosis. These
points of pelvic and ureteral dilatation have helped me make
a diagnosis in several instances where the stone was nega-
tive to the roentgen ray and operation produced the -tone.

Dr. A. .1. CROWELL, Charlotte, N. C. : Three points in con-

nection with Dr. Ochsner's paper 1 would like to discuss:

first, the causes of recurrences of stone in the kidney;

second, the frequency with which we have recurrence, and
third, a plan to prevent recurrence. Dr. Ochsner believes he
has clinical evidence that kidney stones are produced by
drinking certain mineral water. How any mineral water can

be a direct or predisposing cause to stone formation, 1 do
not know. It may act as an irritant, lowering the kidneys'

resisting power and make infection more liable. In my opin-

ion, clot, following hemorrhage, or debris as a result of

infection, are the principal causes of stone formation. These
act as a nucleus on which the salts of the urine are deposited

and to prevent stone formation it is necessary to get rid of

tht si predisposing causes. It occurred to me a few months
ago, while studying a case of double nephrolithiasis with

infection, that, theoretically, to prevent reformation 1 should

firsl get rid of the infection. With this end in view I

irrigated the kidney pelvis with silver nitrate solutions

every third day. beginning with 0.5 per cent, and increas-

ing 0.5 per cent, each treatment, keeping this up until the

infection subsides. The stones are removed simultaneously
! pyelotomy. The wounds heal by first intention. In ten
<'

i resume pelvic lavage with silver nitrate and physio*

logic sodium chlorid solutions. This is kept up until no evi

deuce i
I infection is found. I am now tre.it me . \ o .il i ,e r<

in this way. I feel that many recurrences can be prevented

by faithfully following this plan of treatment. It was new to

me and in looking up the literature on the subject I found

that no one seemed to have thought of it as a routine plan of

procedure to prevent stone reformation. It has been esti-

mated by different operator-, that -tone- have recurred in

from 10 to 40 per cent, of the cases. I heard Mr. Freyer,

while removing a stone from the kidney of a patient, say

that unless the stone was producing considerable clinical

ms, "leave them alone since we have recurrences in

practically every case."

Dr. Gin I. Hi eh Baltimore: Ureteral stricture is the

chief cause of most -tone-, in the ureter. Not only that, but

forming in thi o dilati the ui 1 1< i al 1 1\ e

the stricture that the -tone will fiord up into the kidney,

where it will, perhaps, gel larger and remain, or get larger

and tart down again and then gel obstructed in some ..titer

ui The chiei poinl of importance about this i.- thai in

operating on any stone in the kidney or upper ureter, we
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should pass the graduated or the dilating bougie from above
downward, in order to dilate any possible stricture in the

lower end of the ureter. I am a great believer in Dr.

Ochsner's method of using these pure waters for these cases

that have shown a tendency to reformation of stone.

Dr. Albert J. Ochsner, Chicago: I am very glad, indeed.

that Dr. Hunner and Dr. Crowell brought out these points,

because there is n<> doubt but what infection is a very impor-

tant etiologic element and. of course, with the presence of

strictures in the ureters you are bound to have infection.

You cannot have retention of fluid in the bladder or in any

cavity without having infection in a relatively >hort time.

An interesting point that I might mention is this: That
there arc a number of vegetable juices that Mem to have a

marked disinfecting influence on tin- infections in pyelitis.

In my contact with ^urcso ns in the tri pics, in Porto Rico,

and in Mexico particularly I found that they can d

a pyelitis within a very short period of time. A person who
comes from the United States, with a pyelitis, who 1

under treatment for months, or possibly years, will be dis-

infected within a few weeks by the use of large quantities

of the milk of the unripe cocoanut, in '.In
1 cocoanut coun-

tries, and by the use of the juice of one of the centui

in Mexico. And here in our own country I have, in many
instances, secured relief from infection .if the kidney and
bladder with the colon bacillus by the no- of large quan-

tities of watermelon. So that these vegetable juices seem
to have the power of disinfecting the urinary cavities if

taken freely.

THE NERVOUS CHILD AND HIS
MANAGEMENT*

E. BOSWORTH McCREADY, M.D.

OTLDWOOD, PA.

The well-poised, effective, emotionally stable adult

human being is the exception rather than the rule in

modern life. Guthrie 1 believes that "neurasthenia

probably causes more misery and pain than any organic
." and Ernest Jones2 states, that "m

constitute, perhaps, the most widel) spread form of

A recent institutional censu shows thai on

Jan. 1, 1918, one individual of ever) K35 in the

State- was definitely insane to an extent requiring

custodial care. Procrastination in locking the "barn
door" is proverbial and is particularly common in nen
ous and mental disorders. For this both the public

and the medical profession are to blame, bul

particularly the latter. Physicians deride the efforts of

laymen toward thai little knowledge <>t' matters medical

which they consider renders them dangerous to their

own well being, and while this attitude ma) be advi

able under sum,- circumstances, it can be justified only

by the physician'- electing himself monitor over both

the physical and mental health of his clients b)
|

a higher value on prevention than on

The I 1
' are seldom i>f sudd n

but are u ually the end re ull of a long series

of contributing Factors, which have their inception in

early life and an- recognizable in early life In the con-

scientious and careful observer. Parental fears are

easily allayed when a trusted famih physician or con-

• Read
Annual Si

I. Guthrie, L. C: 1 in Childhood,
: 17.

1 While,

Iphia, Lea ,\ i 1913.
;i \l

, and Kurbv
i

I

I : ititutiOM in I

Stau-5, Menial Hjrgieni :: in

sultant, after examining a distinctly hypoplastic nerv-

ous child, states that he can find nothing "organically

wrong" (meaning thereby, 1 suppose, that he finds no
ciiscas,- entit) i and dismisses tiie patient with a tonic

and a few vague directions about keeping thi

out of school, getting him into the country, or giving
him more milk to drink with the optimistic assurance
that he is just a little nervous and anemic and will

out-row it after a while. As ! have before taken occa-

-tate.' " Id this attitude of laisSi

wrecked lives are due than to the actual dishonesty
of tlii- charlatan." Equally dangerous are the pessi-

mistic prognostications of another variety of routinist,

ignoranl of the value of a proper combination of med-
ical, hygienic and educational treatment. While some
children are horn nervous (hereditary causes), some
acquire nervousness (disease, habits, etc.) and
have nervousness thrust on them i faulty training at

home and at school). To counteract and to remove
these causes in their various and combined ph
the duty (and the privilege) of the physician, and if

he fails in its exercise he is derelict.

The difficult feeding case is stub because the mater-
nal supply of food does not agree with the child, or

• the child fails to agree with the food. The
latter condition is due to a deficient legacy of vital

directly traceable to either or both parents, or
to developmental disturbances in embryo. The mater-
nal inability to furnish suitable or sufficient nourish-
ment, and the offspring's inability to metabolize it, are

often due to identical causes organic inferiority and
'he proper development of the ret

VOUS system is dependent on proper metabolic fline-

. and anything that interferes with this

—

improper or insufficient food, acute or chronic disease,

fatigue, physical and emotional, including thai n nn

reflex irritation—all lay the foundation for future
trouble. Donaldson' and Sugita have shown that

the human cortex attains its full thickness ai iboul

of 15 months, and that at this time cell mul-
tiplication and cell migration have practically come
to an end. and that the changes incident to further

of enlargement of the cell bodies,

growth "i axons and myelinization. Underfeeding
and nutritional disorders retard the completion

ral organization. "All this." according to

Donaldson, "shows thai the ii in the

po hiatal growth of the nervous system occur early

and this in turn emphasizes the paramount
nice of fa iiiions during the first

three yeai s of childhood."

are many ; and while not all are of

equal import, none should be disregarded. In early
infancy the) are digestive di tut 1

extreme sensitiveness to lighl and sound, com
premature oi late closing oi fontam I

. premature or
late dentition, pre

| 'ay in the dev< 1

of muscular control, in talking, undue sensitiveness of
skin and mucous membranes, thumb sui kin]

lion, and manipulation of genitalia.
i hildhood the) a alter-

nating with d anorexia, and pei

appetite, aversion to particular art'

I. McCrcady, E. B.:
i :

i I

.....
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muscular twitching!, tics and muscular inco-

ordination, stammering, lisping, idioglossia, enuresis,

tremors of the fingers on extension, restlessness, irri-

tability, perversit) sometimes amounting to negativism,

1 hobias, extreme timidity, fatigability, hj peremoth ity,

etc. If unchecked and uncorrected, the foregoing

characteristics tend ti tion as pubert)

hes and we may have definite negativism, ste-

reotypy, ami the typical "shut-in personality," psychas-

thenia, and that short circuit of consciousness included

in the term "neurosis." From the physical standpoint,

the nervous child more than the child of stable nervous

system, is likely to presenl the anomalies, such as

marked cranial and facial asymmetry, ocular mus-

cular imbalance, myopia, hyperopia, astigmatism, ade-

noid- and enlarged tonsils, prognathism, irregular

dentition, nevi, deviation of the nasal septum, phimosis.

etc. He ma) show evidence of ductless glandular

dysfunction, may i obese with short, stubby fingers,

or slender w ies and tapering fingers, may
, or puberty may be delayed.

may take on sudden accesses of growth, or may fail

to grow at the normal rate. Adler gives a comprc-

enumeration of the defects which may be

found in organically inferior individuals predisposed

to the neuroses. Eppinger and Hess,8 discussing vaga-

tonia, which they hud a prominent factor in the neu-

rotic make-up, say: "When we discover that vagatonia

iated with so many constitutional anomalies,

which are manifestations of inferiority, we naturally

are inclined to ask whether vagatonia itself is not a

ititutional inferiority." Collin and Verde

find that children with "cerebrospinal fragility," to

use their term, are exceptionally susceptible to toxic

and infection- influences, and they review a long train

on i
:

i thai are due to this. In fact, so closely

ted and interrelated are the symptoms of defi-

energy (hypoplasia) and nervous insuf-

(adynamia) that the mutual and reciprocal

n of each i- apparent.

It is not necessary that we classify and label nervous

children, as has been attempted, into those destined

elop dementia praecox, those who will develop

manic-depressive insanity, psychasthenia, neuroses and

what not. The mere fact that the child possesses char-

amp him a potential neuropath or

Indent. Treatment should begin as

early in life even in the prenatal period.

employing every mean- at our hand to allow Nurture

opportunity for beneficent activity. Nature, in

the form of hereditary tendencies we cannot affect :

we can only influence her results through Nurture.

I, particularly the one whose nervous-

ls been thrust on him, disagrees with his envi-

[uently, his environment should be

i'i to meet his need-. Unfortunately, the average

home, particularly the urban home, is conducted

for the convenience of the adult members of the house-

hold : the children may fit in as best they can, just so

ep out of the way of their elders at the infre-

quent time- when these have "no place to go." If this

is not the case, they are liable to the opposite extreme

7. Adlcr, Alfred: The Neurotic Constitution, Net* York, Moffat, Yard
1717.

Hans, anil He«

No. 20, Ed. i. Washington, Nervous and Mental Disease Publishing

Compan-.
:n. A., and Verde: Cerebrospinal Fragility, Arch. .1.

larch) 1919; ahstr. J. A. M. A. 72: 1332 (May 3) 1919.

of oversolicitude, overindulgence, and inconsistency of

management as harmful in it- results as the neglect

referred to above,

rims the treatment of the nervous child must begin

with a modification of the immediate environment. It

is often impossible for the child to improve while he
remains in hi- own household; not necessarily because

the home i- essentially unfit, but because it is difficult

to eliminate the causes originally responsible for the

establishment of Fault) mode- of reaction. Again,
no matter how solicitous and conscientious the parents

may be. they lack the special training and experience

that would enable them to deal effectively with a mal-

adjusted child. This they have already proved, by the

child's condition, and it i- now time for some one

witli the necessary equipment to take a band. If the

child remains in his home, his regimen should be under
the absolute charge of the attending physician ; olher-

wi-e treatment is futile. Domestic arrangements must
be modified and changed as conditions require, sources

of friction must be removed, impatience, irritability

and undue sympathy on the part of various members
of the household must be curbed. The first consid-

eration should be to see that the child obtains sufficient

rest. Not only is easy fatigue a prominent symptom
of nervous instability, but it is also a potent cause.

Mosl children are overstimulated by the conditions of

modern life: conditions which, because they are usual,

are considered normal, fatigue in children brings

about a nervous irritability which leads to further

effort, giving the false impression that the child is

unusually energetic. Constant calls on the reserves of
energy which should only he made in emergency, and
very infrequently in childhood at least, result in a

condition of nervous insolvency even more serious

than the adult form. The constant dm of the city

streets, the vibration of street cars and automobiles, the

flickering glare of the "movie, the strident blare of the

graphophone, the constant hurry and bustle to be
som< where else as quickly as possible—all these have
their effect for harm on the delicate sensorium of the
growing child.

Equaling the importance of the prevention of over-

fatigue is the regulation of the diet. We are accus-

tomed to think of malnutrition as affecting only those

of narrow means; yet a large percentage of children

from well-to-do homes are undernourished. The
schoolchild, in the habit of sleeping until the la-t min-

ute, comes to the table with time only to bolt one or

another emasculated but widely exploited cereal whose
only virtue i- that it requires a large quantity of cream
to admit of its being swallowed. By the middle of the

morning his tissues crave more nourishment, which

craving i- relieved by candy or highly ornamental pas-

try of low nutritive value. The edge of his appetite

blunted, be makes a sketchy lunch, grudging the time

that might be used for play. In the afternoon again

his appetite is impaired b) some easily obtainable

carbohydrate food, and at dinner time he partakes of

tl i i dishes only for which he has the greatest liking.

'I'he result is that his diet, while perhaps not neces-

sarily deficient in calories, is composed mostly of car-

bohydrates, generating an evanescent energy, but fail-

ing to provide for tissue wear and tear, for growth
•id lor storage for emergency. Such diet, also, is

poor in vitamins and mineral salts; nervousness in

children is often as much a deficiency disease as is

scurvy or beriberi.
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Fresh air, bathing, regulated exercise, all have an
important place in the hygienic management of the
nervous child. It is time for us to apply the lessons
learned on the stock farm, in the raising of domestic
animals and fowls, to the raising of children. The
scientific animal husbandman has learned that the
three prime requisites for success, the stock being
sound, are: diet, fresh air. exercises. He knows thai
to secure growth and vigor he must feed a balanced
ration, that he must furnish sufficient roughage to
give bulk to the intestinal contents, that he unit give
green stuff and other foods rich in vitamins ami in

mineral salts. He knows that he must feed in pn
quantities, and that to gain the maximum of growth
and vigor all animals require range, free from crowd-
ing, from noise and from confusion. To the urban
realist "pigs i> pigs": Inn to the up-to-date farmer,
good pigs and other animals are the result of balanced
rations, exercise and fresh air. What observant
swineherd has not seen the "runt" of the litter, nosed
aside by his stronger and more active brothers and
si-ters, equal or outstrip them all when given a trough
and a run to himself? Our domestic animals are
important and valuable, but are they more important
and valuable than our children? Should more scien-

tific study and care be devoted to them than to the
individuals for whom they exist ?

.Mention has been made of the difficulty of bringing
about proper nervous adjustment in the child's own
home. This is doubly difficult when that home is a

city home, and most difficult when it is that of the

modern cliff-dweller, the apartment fir flat. City life

is at best an artificial one for any human being: for

the nervous child it is poison. There is nothing
conducive to nervous stabilization as well conducted
country life. It is here that the nervous child ma\ be
brought to realize what Cabot calls "the "!or\ of raw
materials,*' and it is here that the "human plant" may

receive the nurture that it requires. Mere absorp-
tion through contact is nut. however, sufficient, fur

lerience and not memory is the mother of ideas."

The child, to gain the best results, must return t.

fairly primitive mode of life; and though not. perhaps,
ing to the letter the mandate, "Stud) Nature, not

books," must "stuily Nature, then book-." A- Brown-
ing says

:

Ipctter youth
Should strive, through acts uncouth.

Yards making, than repose on aughl found made.

scientific training and purpose. It is not surprising, there-
tore, that he did what neither Pestalozzi, Froebel i

bart had done: he showed that the development of mind in
the earliest years, depends on the development of muscles

•
old nerves: and he discovered the means by which
uld he best secured. In short, he cast such a new

and essential light on the principles and practices of educa-
tion as only a mastermind can. ... In some ways Ins
scheme of garden schools is the crown and c impleti
whole theory oi physiologic education, h is also tl

cation o( Ins theories to normal children and Ordinarj
with regard t i certain essentials. In the light oi p

ithusiasms for, and experiments in, open-ail
and classes. Sequin is seen to have been a real revealer of
fundamentals and a true prophet. No better testimony to

nm! truth of his great discoveries a
than the recent rediscovery of them.

_
Some general rules formulated by him more than

forty years ago for the conduct of garden schools are
as follows :

1. Do not teach anything indoors which can he learned
outdoors.

2. Teach nothing from hooks which can he learnei
nature.

3. Teach nothing from dead nature which can he observed
on the living.

ure is to be the schoolroom and the schoolbook
insuperable difficulties prevent.

Sequin's scheme, as outlined in two papers read
before the Xew York Academy of Science in 1.

1878, embraced a comprehensive scheme for the util-
ization ot public parks, museums, libraries, con
lories and other public institutions in a system of edu-
cation which would render the s< hooling of the i

ctive and practical. Unfortunately, Sequin'-
• a whole, have not vet been put into pi

though I venture to prophesy that the day will
when we shall see them carried on, almost in entirety
with modifications mad. by the time jusl
as we now have open-air schools, manual training
domestic science, vocational training, physical cu
and other "modern improvements," all of which were
provided lor in Sequin's plan.
A description of a practical method of education for

nervous children, based on the theories enunciated by
bequm, J will take up in a later paper.
Wildwood Hall.

The conventional nit and dried methods of the
modern schoolroom, depending largely on niemorv and

•ions, fail to properly hold and direct th

the child predisposed to nervou
study of nature, of bird, animal and plant life, and con-
tact with the various activities of country lift

to bring about function of norma] areas of interest and
to eliminate abnormal ones.

Sequin,10 to whom modern education and modern
e are more indebted than either i

strong advocate of th.- utilization of Nature in the
educational system. Hohnan" says:

Of all the great educators of the past the only
•he problem

the first, in a purely scientific sp, r ,t. and with .,

.! Method of I

ABSTRACT OF DISCI SSION
Pebcivai. I. Eaton, Pittsburgh: 1 was very much

,r Dr
- McCready's ., ,he nervous

child. Some children are born nervous, but they are in the
minority. Some children acquire nen ^rc-.ic-
number acquire nervousness than thosi ..,-,, ner-

i ne great majority of „erv,„, children are t!

rvousness thrust on them, if we
i

, it that
way. Il sens to me that all of M ,,

children and who studj the effect of environment
kno* ,n '

i ms to me -11.,! one i tl

mount duties of the pediatrist is to teach the mothe
'"' l -» l " pportunity ari
generation oi

nl i i> is what hould b.

m which to tram children ,> ,n the environment
• I the fresh air As In v

i

said. th.

cannot begin a child's training prenatal: ,|,,' .,,

birth as ,, possible, h
I

I
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Du. Richard on, Montclair, X. J.: 1 believe it

was the late 11 rac< Greeley who said tin great trouble in

bringing up children in modern times is that we bring them
Eullj We '1" i"" much to our children

ten interfere with their natural development In the

Smith in slavery days the negro children were raised very

much like animals; they were put in a sort of pen when- they

crawled "r ran about naked and ate out of a trough. There
«;i- never anything the matter with them, so fai as known,
When 1 was a young man the negro was ostensibly immune
to tuberculosis; now he is more susceptible to it than the

whites. His infancy was formerly passed in such a waj that

he escaped tuberculous infection. Now he is subjected to a

so-called higher form of civilization with disastrous results

to himself.

Dr. Harold B Wood, Providence, R [.: There is an aspect

in the development of nervous and allied conditions which

should he considered. The physical condition of the father

at the time of procreation is a potent factor in the develop-

ment of the child and to a relatively corresponding degree as

is the condition i t the mother during the child bearing
1 public now appreciates the frankness of the

physicians in telling them of the problems of combating
venereal disease and would welcome needed advice on this

ether question. Children should he the result of intent and

ni t of accident. Among the better classes they would he the

result of intent if tin- prospective parents were instructed

The physical condition of the father at the time

of procreatioi in the future child. I am not

referring to the transmission of venereal disease or of insan-

ity. All of us know instances which prove my assertions. I

• a father who begat two children at times when he

ery hard mental and physical work and was
much below his physical norm. His children, now adults.

are much below his physical and mental powers. In another

first child was conceived when the father was
lil iw his normal physical condition and was much worried.

>nd child was intentionall} begi tten in the middle of

owl happy vi ' differenci in the children

is very marked, the second being of a happier disposition,

1 letter physical and mental development and much more
-ease. The ci mini n of the mother was not

a factor in thi Physicians should teach prospective

parents that there is a time for establishing their families

and that the time for procreation should he intentionally

selected according to the presence of g,,od physical condition

and mental ease of each parent, espei ially of the father. In

the development of eugenics we need prenatal instruction for

expectant fathers.

Vaccination cf Cattle Against Foot and Mouth Disease.

—

The chief of the public health service in Italy. Dr. Lutrario,

publishes in the Bulletin of the Office International d']

Puhlique 11:266, 1919, an account of successful vaccination

of cattle against foot and mouth disease. In 1914 a com-
mittee of five leading universit) professors and four veter-

inarians was organized for the study of this subject, with

tient authority and funds. The method which Pi

mi has worlo eni rcing and pro-

longing by successive inoculations the immunity already con-

tracted by the animals from a first attack. This method has

effectual on such a large scale that the farmers now
:.<k to have it applied to their cattle. From 25 to 50 c.c. of

m cattle saturated with the virus are injected bj the

vein. This is repeated four or five days later, supplemented

with 25 c.c. of a 1 per cent, solution of filtered virus. A
third inoculation i> made i en days later. The inocu-

can be done subcutaneously, doubling the amount of

the hyperimmunized blood. Another method seems to act as

an effectual preventive vaccine; this is the intravenous injec-

red corpuscles from an animal with the disease. This

tires three injections. Two animals that had never

had the disease and were vaccinated by this technic showed

no signs of thi which the controls al! succumbed
within forty-eight hours, when the animals were placed in a

herd affected with the disease in a grave form.

MAI.AKt M'l.Akl \ ( IF THE '.I. \l>l)Kk *

A. I. FOLSOM, Ml>.

DAI 1 as. TEXAS

REPOR1 "1 CASES

Casi 1.— In November, 1917, Mrs. II.. aged 43, was
referred to me. Her general health was good. She came
complaining of a severe irritation of the bladder. There was

undue frequency oi urination (nocturnal ami diurnal), a

burning sensation, and difficulty in voiding. This had been

more or less continuous for about sixyears, Eighteen months
prior to her visit to me she had p. is ed in tlic urine a small

pure of tissue winch had been submitted to a pathologist;

who had reported the lisstu- to be carcinoma.

The woman was well nourished, had lost no weight, and

in general had the appearance ol g I health. The blood

count was about normal save for a leukocytosis of mild

degree Vaginal examination revealed nothing of interest

except that the vesicovaginal septum was not indurated at

all, and no mass could be felt in the region of the bladder,

in spite of a previous diagnosis of cancer. Cystoscopy i an

iuatioti revealed a residual urine of 11 ounces, very milky

and having the odor of decomposing urine, similar in every

respect to the urine of an old prostatic.

The general Madder surface, roof and side walls were
grossly traheeulated, showing numerous cellules. These sur-

faces, however, wire only mildly inflamed. The trigon and

the adjacent areas of the base of the bladder were covered

with irregularly placed, smooth, rounded, nodular tumors.

varying in size and shape; some round and almost peduncu-

lated, others with broad bases and resembling plaques. These

masses had none of the appearance of papillomas, there being

no fronds nor \illi. None of the growths showed any ulcera-

tion, nor did any have the appearance of cancer.

There were two of these masses located directly on the

edge of the vesical sphincter; they were evidently acting as

ball valves, obstructing the passage of urine and resulting in

the residual urine and the trabeculation "i the bladder wall.

One of the small masses was removed with the rongeui

and was submitted for microscopic study to Dr. J. H. Black

of Dallas, ilis first report was that the- grow ill was medul-

lary carcinoma, i objected to this diagnosis on the grounds

that, first, the history was not that of malignancy; sei nd

in. cystoscopic picture did not warrant such a diagnosis, and
third, there was absolutely no induration to he felt in the

vesicovaginal septum.

I told Dr. Black that I did not know what the condition

was. for I had never seen such a condition before, and did

not recall having read of such, but that I did feel very posi-

tive that clinically it was certainly not a carcinoma.

Not knowing what else to do, I began tin' use of d'Arsonval

fulguration, and after the third silting I found a decided

impi vement in the local picture. Several of the masses
hunted had disappeared, just as is frequently seen in like

treat nt of papillomas. This confirmed my previous doubts

about die condition's being malignant, and I again "| id

the subject with Dr. Black. His further study of the tis-

sue and search of the literature brought him to the diagnosis

of malakoplakia. The only mention of tin- condition found

in the texts was in Mallory's "Histologic Pathology":

"Rarely an organism, apparently of the colon type, gains

the submucous, tissue and causes a mild inflamma-

tory reaction lino, consisting chiefly of an accumulation of

endothelial leukocytes, which may collect in large numbers

so iliat ifi polypoid masses project mi" the cavity of the

bladder, and suggest the presence of some form ol tumol

I in rganismS are sometimes present in large numbei in

the leukocytes, which are occasionally multinucleated and

often contain other inclusions, such as lymphocytes and red

blood cells"

The diagnosis seemed justifiable from the clinical, cyst,,

scopic and histologic findings, so we classified it as such.

Read before the Section on I'm!,, il ih tieth Annual
f the American Medical Association, Atlantic City, N. .1 ,

June-, 1919.
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Fulguration was continued, and in all there were six

The residual urine decreased materially and the growths

were nearly all gone when the patient was seen last in

March, 1918.

In April, 1919, she again came in for examination, and

no residual urine was found. The bladder surface was prac-

tically normal, save for the trabeculation and a few

thickened areas over the l>ase of the bladder. No distinct

masses were seen at all, and in every way the patient tilt

entirely relieved of her previous troublesome symptoms.

Case 2.—In January'- 1919. Mrs. S.. referred by Dr. Henry-

Clay, consulted me for a very severe Madder irrw

frequency, burning and general discomfort. This had been

irst about six years previously and had returned at

intervals, getting worse and staying longer each time, until.

for the last few months the patient had had \ cry little rest

day or night.

Physical examination failed to reveal anything "f interest

except that her general appearance was below par. She was

nervous ami her blood showed a moderate secondary anemia.

Pelvic examination revealed the uterus retroposed and fairly

tixcd with a fulness posteriorly.

The vesicovaginal septum was soft and showed no indu-

ration at all. Cystoscopic examination disclosed the general

Bladder surface inflamed in mild degree.; the trigon and

the adjacent areas were seen to present almost identical!)

the same picture as in Case 1. There were numerous

round, smooth, nodular masses, varying in size and shape,

attened and some almost pedunculated. There were
ns growths, nor were any of the ih;i-ms ulcerated.

A small mass was removed and submitted to Mi. Black for

examii;

Fulguration was instituted, and almost immediate improve

ment was noted in the subjective symptoms. Tim.
ments were given and a decided improvement in the bladder

picture was seen. The symptoms were nearly gone, and the

patient was sleeping and eating, and in every waj
improved.

Dr. J. H. Black reported: "The tissue removed from the

bladder of Mrs. H. is a soft, reddish-graj mass about S

mm. in diameter. Sections show normal surface epithelium

which is everywhere well defined and
I

infiltration of the subjacent tissues nor any transiti

tin types of cells found beneath it. Extending through the

nl i the sabmue isa are larg

o.al cells which are, in son. el) crowded together

with little supp Us have a di

oxyphilic cytoplasm which is occasionally 'foamy' in appear-

in- nucleus is fairlj small, deeph
trie These cells are apparently identical with the plasma
cell v., often found associated with Other conditions

"Many large mononuclears are seen together with some
small lyi cattered irregularly through thi

everywhere delicate, and man] small thin-

walled vi 'iily a few polymorphonuclears are

found.

"The ti m the bladder of Mis. S. is
i

Kopicatly similar to the above. Sections show the same
ind the same general pictun

ells' i- less, while the mononucle;
nately increa sed. Pi ilj mi irphi

abundant also.

two patients is

I
to in- quite imilar. Grossly the ti ue is thi

pically, the in i picture is quite analogous to those

f. e that none
called 'in. ':

MaIlory*s which I have hail the

in that it

the 'plasma cells' ami more mononuclears. The second ti--

that the inl

lory picture i d One who studies these

uld. I think,

koplakia paratively rare inffamrna
which, while essentiall) characteristic, tewhal in

I her inflammatory conditions."

COMMENT
A reasonably careful search of the literature shows

that the first use of the term malakoplakia was
by von Hansemann1 in 1903, hut. as early as

Michaelis ami Gutmann2 described the same condition.

Since that time twenty-two cases have been reported,

all hut two of which were observed at necn
Zangemeister,3 in 1906, n e first case ob

during life. The only article in the English language

was by A. M. Pappenheimer4 of Bellevue Hos-

pital, in which he reports two eases seen at necropsy.

The disease appears to he one of late life, only one

urring in a child. All other patients were over

40 years oh!. The majority of these cases have been

found in females, including the author's eases.

Eighteen have been found in women and six in men.
Opinion is divided as to the part tuberculosis plays.

Some maintain there is very close relationship, while
others do not consider it of any importance save as

an accidental association. Landsteiner5 thinks tuber-

culosis is merely coincidental when found. "The his-

tologic and bacteriologic findings preclude tuberculosis,

although the microscopic picture lends support."

Von Gierke, in a case with tuberculosis of the lungs,

intestine and tubes, found tubercle bacilli in the blad-

der folds, never in the plaques themselves,

Wegelin" and Loele' did not find tuberculosis and
do not consider it of any importance.

Waldschmidt8 concludes by saying:

issuine tuberculous etiology we must assume action

of tuberculous virus at a distance not heretofore known.
Summarizing twenty cases with necropsy, tuberculosis was
the cause of death in six and minor foci were found in live

others: in two eases no reference

changes; in seven no tuberculous changes w<

where: that such infection was found in two thirds ,,\ the

[inly i :plained by the frequencj of this disease,

lions.

Pappenheimer sa

The number of ca whether
(lie coincident occurrence of tuberculous lesions :

.

v iscera is more than fortl

In my cases no history of tuberculosis was
\o tuberculin test was made; rep

of tin- urine did not detect tubercle bacilli. Xo guinea-
' was made. A careful examination did not

and 1 feel that I

am safe iii saying that tuberculosis was not a factor
in i idler of my ca

ng those writing mi the subject, Gutmann and
Michaelis alone consider the conditii ic, call

ing it "a form of b h Hal neoplasm" ; I

maun docs not take a definite position as to the nature
of the growth. All other writers are agreed t

1

lesions are "infectious granulomas of inflami

i j i

i
-.

I

i

< :

r, A. M '1

•'.

..:

<
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Landsteiner and Stork consider it an inflam-

matory process, the characteristic large cells being

derived'from interstitial tissue, though they are unable

rniine from what kind of cell. Their phagocytic

i
- indicate wandering cells.

Gierke and Ellenrieder find a resemblance to epithel-

ioid cells of tubercle and think they originate partly

from connective tissue,
|

ir lj from blood

Giiterbock9 thinks them similar to large lymphoi yt*

and true ti\i d ci ssue cells.

• msitions from large granula-

ni • ring from other inflammatory reac

i

r and Stork think the histologic picture

.,!i inflammatory process and propose making
it "cystitis en plaques."

Hart10 would classif) it as a chronic, nonspecific

inflammatory hyperplasia.

Michaelis11 suggests that it is a sort of specific gran-

uloma, due to irritation of cellular elements of sub-

mucous lymph spaces.1 '

Pappenheimer closes his description of his two cases

by saying

:

I'Ik precise origin of tin- characteristic large cells is still

a subject for speculation. That they are of similar origin

to the phagocytic cells seen in other inflammatory processes

seems beyond question. Their large size may. as has been

suggested by Michaelis, he due to the inhibition of fluid

from the urine.

In reporting his second case he says:

Histologically the characteristic structure i^ obscured

partly by postmortem changes in the tissue, partly also by

inflammatory infiltration and necrosis. The characteristic

1mi Beitrag ;m malakoplakie del Harnblase, Leipzis.

I' 1 Hart. K.: Uchei ' lakie der HarnMr.se. Ztschr. f.

h. 60: 3S0-395. 1906.

11. Michaelis, L. : Die Malakoplakie der Harnblase, Med. Klin.

iddition to the references already given, the following will !«

rest

:

I ; : Ucber malakoplakia ' lesi lls<
!

.

• ].. 1909, pp. 539-547.

Blum. V.: Fa I
Hansemann),

,n. Wchnschr. .11: 225, !"lx.

Vr.n Ellenreider, A. R der Harnblase Freil

ini Hreisgau, 1906.

Engli* I malakoplakie, 'Ztschr. f. Urol.

i II, 745, 1917.

Ferrari, E., and Nicolich, G cbia della vesica CHanse
iroloR. 8: 644 I

Blasi ,
Muni hen. med. VI

:.,,. ! ; .-ill irnbla

schleimhaut, 53
i Malakoplakie der Harnblase, Munchen, med.

1905.
A. franc,, d'urol., proc. verb. 1903,

1 „ J
' . .

inanae, Nora. med. Art..

•"
Kimla. K.: Von Hansemann? Malakoplakie vesicae urinariae and inre

Beziehungen zur pi... I

i

chows Arch. f. path. Anat. 1S6: I
I

R.: Hansemannova n ical urinial e jeji vziah

ku tubtrkulosc mechyrc mo nann's Malakoplakia and

It. Relation to Vesical Tubt I lop. lek. cesk., v, Prazi

I . 1906.

Miche, <;. : Contribution a l'etude de la malacoi 1

l914 -

semann),
i s i : i 1-171

II .: Contribution a l'etude de la n la vessie

urinaire. Rev. med. di R :'•

de la malacopla

Schmidt H, R. : Ein Beitrag z :r i Harnblase,
I ! I .

M lakoplakia

U .1. 1 : 45 48, 1"!"-.

E Beitrag zur Lehre von .Ur Malakoplakie der Harnblase,
Ml:

:nter dem Bildc

I . . 1907.

Zangemeister, W.: Ui rH , 'Ztschr. f. Urol.

1907.

I IM alcunc formazioni della vescica urinaria e della cost-

dctia malacoplachia, R. 1st. Lomb. di ic. e lett. Rendic, Milan,

1904, Seris 2, .'57: 1' '. 1 pi.

"inclusions" could not be demonstrated, nor were bacteria to

d Since, however, there is no other known bladder

lesion producing a similar macroscopic appearance, the

lesions must, ior the present, be classed as one of

malakoplakia.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
iii \iaiini L. Chute, Boston: I have been very much

interested in the report of the case; but as 1 have never seen

anything like it. I can only speculate as to its nature. It

stems t,, me that Dr. Folsom is perfectly righl in believing

that it must be some chronic inflammatory condition. It docs

not seem to me that it is of a tuberculous nature; it doc,

not ac( in the waj tuberculous processes do. I shall be wry
much interested to hear the report of further cases of the

same sort to see if they make the condition clearer. It is a

new one to me.

THE MAXILLOFACIAL SURGEON IN

A MOBILE HOSPITAL*

REA P. McGEE, M.D., D.D.S. (Denver)

Lieutenant Col il, D, ('.. U. S, Arn.y

Jl 11 ERSON BARRAI KS. MO.

When roads are congested with hundreds of thou-

sands of moving troops with all 'V impedimenta of

war. the matter of the weight and the hulls of the

equipment for those who operate on wounded men
must he carefully considered. < inly those things

which are absolutely necessary can he carried. The
typical front line operating organization is a mobile

hospital. The dressing stations and field hospitals are

crowded with the work that they are expected to do,

which is essentially emergency treatment. There are

many patients who might have a chance to recover if

they could have specialists to operate on them at once.

Manx classes of wounds occur that emergency units

are unable to handle. The element of time and trans-

portation is a very important factor. Men that could

1m s Ut <l if they could be operated on within a few

hours of the receipt of the injury, and many others

who are in such a condition that they cannot survive

the trip hack to the evacuation hospital, can he success-

fully taken care of in the mobile units. For these

reasons the mobile hospitals were developed.

The equipment furnished by the government for the

front line work in this department was well planned,

hut the insurmountable difficulties in procuring espe-

cially designed instruments at the beginning of the war
defeated the fulfilment of the plans. There was only

one remedy : that of the surgeon's taking his own equip-

ment. That is what 1 did. and I believe it is the sat-

isfactory solution for all specialists in any war in

i my.
For plastic surgery a very complete assortment of
-I.!.

. Hagedorn half curved and full curved, with

cutting points, hntli large and small, is required. Small.

sharp pointed gynecologic needles are also required.

One complete set of cleft palate instruments, with

appropriate mouth gags, at least three good tongue
forceps; an assortment of hemostats, particularly

small, sharp-pointed ones; several needle holder <>i

varying shapes; one full set of extracting forceps; an

tion on Stomatology at the Seventieth Annual
i" the American Medical Association, Atlantic City, N. J.,

rm .. i"i".

ni lack of space, tbit reviated in Thi Journal.
article appears in the Transactions of tin S and in

nits. A copy of the latter will be sent by the author

tamped addressed envelop.
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assortment of elevators ; two ronguers ; one small den-

tal hand drill : wire working pliers ; orthodontic wire ;

modeling compound; a set of knives; a sharpening

stone of carborundum, mouth retractors, and a trache-

otomy set can all be easily carried and, if carefully

relected, will supplement the instruments found in the

ordinary hospital equipment.

It was my good fortune to be detailed as maxillo-

facial surgeon to U. S. Mobile Hospital Xo. 1, A. E. F.,

and it is from the experience gained there that 1 speak.

NATURE OF WOUNDS
Mobile Hospital No. 1 was always in the area

between the 75's and the 6-inch guns. Our advanced
position made it possible for us to receive many
patients as early as two hours after they were hit.

These patients were first carried to the front line

dressing station, then, by ambulance, to the triage,

and from the triage to us. Only nontransportable

battle casualties were taken by Xo. 1. This meant that

we received the most desperately wounded men.

Nearly all our patients were suffering more or less

from shock. Many were in a state of coma. In nearly

all cases of shock in which there was a fracture of the

mandible, the patient came out of the condition of

shock as soon as the jaw was set, because, in these

cases, shock i- usually due to obstructed respiration.

As these patients came in they were placed in the

ig waul and. according to the nature of their

wounds, assigned to the different services. They were

usually covered with blood and dirt, almost invariably

suffering from extreme exhaustion, and many, par-

ticularly those with wounds in the bead, face and neck,

were suffering from labored respiration.

\- -cum as possible after their arrival, they Were
taken to the roentgen-ray department and examined
with the fluoroscope for foreign bodies. It was impos-

sible for us to carry a photographic roentgen^raj outfit,

onsequently we depended for localization on
indelible pencil mark- made on the surface of the

When the patient came to the operating table, the

face was usually matted with blood and powder, and it

i . difficult to get him into the proper condition

We overcame tins

difficulty by using

gasoline to w a s h

the face, and after

that shaving as

smooth as possible.

Frequently it was
try to have

i sthetic yi\ en

the slightest

attempt could be

made to clear up
the fl

1 —Emergency
breathing when tl

splint to pc
lying down.

TREATMENT
I he first things to consider are the depth of the

wound, the shape of the wound, and whether or not

there is a loss of tissue. Not
tin- patients have a considerable los of tissue otln r

than that in the direct course of the missile. This
applies to wounds of the sofl tissues and not to bone
injuries. Hone injuries in the maxillary region were

i rere when caused by high explosive. The
< iermans did not use true shrapnel. All injurii -

..^ shrapnel wound- were really high explosive •

I n< y splint applied, jai

ard and mouth held

In my clinic at Mobile Hospital Xo. 1, I had only

one case of bayonet wound of the face. We found
many men wounded with the bayonet in the front line

area, but they were all dead.

The control of hemorrhage in these fresh wound- is

not so difficult as the control of hemorrhage later in

older wounds. We were bothered very little with sec-

ondary hemorrhage, largely because the mouths of

the American soldiers are the cleanest and healthie t

of those of any
soldiers in the

world. Much of the

secondary hemor-
rhage that was en-

countered in the

British army was
due to the tremen-
dous percentage of

oral i n f e c t i o n

among its soldiers.

Fortunately for us,

the American habit

of taking care of

the mouth and
teeth and the ser-

vice of the Dental

Corps in the Army
render s e p t i C

mouths a rarity

rather than a rule.

Cases in which
the parotid gland

and Stenson's duct

were injured pre-

sented the possibility of salivary fistula, and my
plan in handling them was always to gather
up the exposed portion of the duct or gland with
sutures, carry the sutures inside the mouth and
fix them there, and then close the face wound imme-
diately so that the fistula, when established, would i. 1

low the suture line and open into the mouth instead

of on the face. It make- very little difference what
portion of tlu buccal cavit) the parotid -land dis

charges into, and if any change was desired later it was
very easilj effected; but a well established fistula on
the surface of the face is an extremely difficult thing

to handle.

When it was possible tracheotomj was avoided; bul

in some cases, before, during or after the operation.

it was necessary to increase th< air supply of the lungs,

and a number of tracheotomies were performed. In

in which the patients were tubed immedi-
o :

their receipt at the hospital, I alwaj - had the
ether given through the tracheotomy tube. I hi- is a

onvenient method of etherizi I /.ration

on the face and uiouth, and -hould he taken advantage
oi when intubation i- necessary.

Pi iK I OF i S

'. Willi II RESPIRATION WAS IMMEDIATELY IMPROVED le,

I

'

i gunshot wound in the arm ami
right upper arm

upei if mI wound "i 'lie nei k, an. I destroyed the
body "t the mandible from the cu pid

.-tl the right side II" patient m shock and
I. it..red respiration, treatment failed to

get the patient in i ndition to receive an ant thetic. Thi
tie fragments were
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removed; the jaw was set, aid a wire splint was applied.

.piration immediately improved, ami the patient was

Mo anesthetic was used. September 13,

1918, three sequestrums were removed. September 16, the

I

od condition.

i: was wounded Nov. .'. 1918, at 2 p. m.,

admitted the next day at 12:30 a. m. i on the

-aim- morning at 2 a. in. Ho had a gunshot wound oi the

ind the nock Tin- roentgen-ray Ending was i

A machine gun ballet hail cut,nil the hack of the neck, to

ht "t the center, and at the level of the chin: had

ed the neck, the pharynx and the floor of the month,

anil hail destroyed bone ami teeth from the left central t.j

the right bicuspid, removing bone to within one-half inch of

'.it margin of the mandible. There was a severe.

hemorrhagic edema of the sublingual glands, driving tic

backward toward the pharynx. The patient could

breathe only when leaning forward, ami then with difficulty.

The lower lip was cut open from the center to the left

mental foramen. The sublingual glands were drained, and

a wire suture was placed through the incisions to keep the

drainagi pel \ stab wound was made ami a rubber tube

drain inserted under the chin: the hone fragments were

tic lip repaired and tension sutures employed.

Since returning to the United States I have seen this

he had fully roc

further operative inter-

U rence.

IN Willi II EMERi

LEVER SPLINT WAS USED

> 9.—C. H. was w

14 t 8 a. m., ad-

r IS, at 6: 45 a. m.

nerated on the same morn-
. Ii ick. '1 he roentgen

revealed a foreign hody

S by in mni. under the upper

third of the left ramus. There

mpound comminuted
fracture of the ramus on tin-

left side, and one of the body

hi mandihle on the right

The foreign hody entered the

r.ght cheek, passed through the

palate and lodged on the inner

surface of the left ramus.

Edema of the palate was so

great that the mouth could not

ied, and the drop ^>i the

fractured mandible prevented

normal respiration. An emergency lever splint was applied.

The respiration immediately improved, and the patient was

ahle to breathe lying down, for the first time since the receipt

of the injury. October 16, the kver splint was removed, and

the edema of the palate was found somewhat improved. An

apj lied, u d breathing stopped The

lever splint was replaced, and the respiration hecame normal.

iber 18. a local anesthetic was given. I removed a rifle

hall from the inner surface of the mandihle. evacuated pus,

inserted a drain and applied an open-hite splint with a wire

anchorage. The condition of the patient was good at the

time when he was evacuated.

BAYONET WOl/ND OF THE FACE

10.—V. E. was wounded Sept. 26, 1918, admitted the

next day at 6:45 a. m. and operated on that evening at 7

It. The patient had a bayonet wound in the right

cheek which had opened the antrum and fractured the alve-

olar the maxilla from the third molar (left) to

the second hicuspid (right), with comminution between cus-

roof of thi

had been broken through into the nose and the antrum.

There was a stellate wound of the face. The injury was

cleansed and the wound sutured. A drain was inserted, a

and splint with wire reinforcements on the

plint: a, ir

tot- teeth to serve

the loops.

ill was applied, and a chin nip used. '1 ho patUat

u.itid on the third day.

OTID GLAND

11. S. M. was wounded Sept. 29, 1918, at 7 a. m.,

admitted September 30 at 6:55 p. m. ami operated

night at in o'clock, The i
I
ading was in

A gunshot wound had perforated bis faei ind fractured, oa

each siiio, the body of the mandible, with ui in

the molar and the bicuspid region. The upper molars and

ml bicuspids wore shattered. The tongue was more

than two thirds severed, ["he wound in the loft cheek meas£

ured .i by .i inches. The parotid grand ed in the

wound, and the capsule ruptured. Breathing was difficult.

The tongue was repaired, the mucosa oi the cheek stitched)

d pan it id gland i aught with a suture and can ied

through the mucous membrane, and a ligature passed through

thi mouth and back over th< ear. Primarj sutures in the

Mi, wound and tension sutures with button were pi.nod.

The condition of the patient required rest before further

operation could bo attempted. K\ . mi 0] tion pei

formed October 1, edema ol the glottis .ml the larynx was

i
i

i ired, 1 a low tracheotomy was performed. At a third

operation, October 3, the jaws were wired ami the rube

cleaned. The patient when evacuated was in

Dl 1
i' Mi. in ONI HALF

1 III M W1LLA

Case 12.— C. 'i. was wounded
| 'i i 11. 1918, at 7 a. m., adi

i r IS at 1 p. m. and oper-

ated "ii the 'sine day at 4 p.m.

A high explosh '• shell fragment
had lorn the right side of the

face entirely open and caused a

compound comminuted fracture

of the upper jaw, complete up

to the floor of the orbit The
right half of the maxilla was

oil, and the palate was
destroyed excepl lor a few frag-

ments of bono and soft tissue.

The left cheek was without sup-
pi it, owing to the displacement
of the remaining fragment of

maxilla to the right. The base

of the nose was torn away, and
the wound was septic. Tin pa-

tient was unconscious. No in-

jury had been done the mandi-
ble. I replaced the fragm

maxilla, repaired the palate, as far as possible, by closure

of the remaining mucous membrane and repaired the mucosa
of the mouth. Tissues of the upper lip, face and nose wore

returned to place and sutured. Button tension sutures were

n i d \n interdental splint was applied and anchored by

tension wires from the lower teeth to the head bandage. A
lOUnd splint was placed in the nosi i

tion stopped on the table, and 1 performed a high tracheotomy

with good results. A gunshot wound of the outer cantluis

of the left eye was not operated on because of the condition

of the patient

MODELING COMPOUND SPLINT IN AREA 01 LOS1

BONE l

Case 13.—H. M. was wounded on. 11, 1918, at 11:30 p. m.,

admitted Octobei 12 at 3:30 a. in. and operated "ii, that day,

at 3 p. m. The injury was a gunshot wound of the chill

and a compound comminuted frai mandible. All

the bone from the second bicuspid tight to the

second bicuspid left The lower lip was detached and hang-

ing by a pedicle from the Ii r ide, i iii bi ui-'' of the nose

had been 'hot out. The segments of the mandible were

wired into position. Wires were suspended from bicuspid ti

bicuspid, img compound splint approximating tb<

i the missing bone was attached to support the soft

thod ui forming wire loops on the

i pulleys; !\ win- threaded through
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tissues of the reconstructed chin. The chin and the lower
lip were repaired. A modeling compound splint was placed

on the nose to prevent the turning up of the tip from cicatri-

cial contraction. Button tension sutures were used, and a

cigaret drain placed. The patient was two and one-half hours
under gas-ogygen analgesia.

SPINAL ACCESSORY NERVE INVOLVEMENT

Case 14.—M. B. was wounded Oct. 12, 1918. at 10:.i0 a. m.,

admitted the same day at 2 p. m. and operated mi that night

at 11:45. Roentgenoscopy revealed a foreign body, 10 by 12

mm., under the mark on the right side of the nose. It was
apparently against the body of the third cervical vertebra.

The patient had a gunshot wound of the face; a high explo-

sive fragment had entered the cheek opposite the right first

mi'lar, and had ranged inward and backward, fracturing the

mandible at the angle on the right side and severing the

mandibular artery. The muscles of the pharynx were pen-

etrated. The foreign body was found against the body of

the third cervical vertebra. It was removed through the

wound nf entry, without opening into the buccal cavity. Th<
fare wound was stitched and the jaws wired. Immediately
on receipt of the wound, voluntary motion in the arms and
the legs ceased; the patient was
semiconscious. After the oper-

ati'.n. the left arm ami both

let;- gradually approached nor-

mal. On the second day the

patient was fully conscious.

The right arm had normal sen-

sation but no motion. The pa-

tient could close the right hand

and had a slight motion in the

wrist. He was evacuated.

MET III )DS IN DIFFERENT
TYPES OF WOUNDS

W'c had several cases of

double fractures of the

ramus near the con.

with the soft palate trav-

ersed. In all these instances

the men had been shot by
In this type

of injury the jaw drops

downward and backward and
seriously interferes with res-

piration. If the jaw is set

with the mouth closed, the

swelling of the -oft palate
will completel) stop respira-

tion, It i- necessary to splint the mandible with
nili open, hut with the jaw very considerabl)

thrown forward, to allow the patient to lie down and
•' breathe. This was done with a very simp:
geney splint of my own invention, made from wooden

and orthodontic wire ( Fig. I). Ml
patients with this type of injury will die unless treated
early. They invariably come in in a sitting pi

leaning forward, breathing with the greatesl dil

and extremely apprehensive. Those who become uncon-
scious are Usually brought in dead, because !"

requires the greatest exertion on the part of the patient.

emergency splint, in every case, allowed the
patient to he down and breathe in the ordinarj

i

i Fig. 2). He was fed with a rubber tube on a

through the forks f tin- splint. The lewis were usually
leii in place for three da\ s and then removed,
Upon the jaw was closed with the wire -plini tli.it I

used .is a routine.

In fractures of the maxilla, complete or partial,
whether or not complicated with fracture of the man

Fig. A.— a. traction on the w

dible, the early treatment is employment of the open
bite splint, such as is furnished by the United States
government, or the Kingsley type of splint used by
the Xew Zealand troops. The Kingsley type I believe
to he the most efficient. In all cases, chin bandages of
whatever type are extremely unsatisfactory.

Union in fractures of the maxilla usually occurs
much more promptly than union of the mandible; but
when we do not get a prompt result, it is much more
difficult to treat an ununited fracture of the maxilla.

In all cases of traumatic cleft of the hard or the
soli palate, the injury is repaired at once. It is desira-
ble to avoid circumferential wiring or hone sutures
\vhem\er a good result can he obtained without them.

Abscessed teeth or teeth that were actually loosened
in the line of fracture were always removed.

It is seldom necessary to make incisions in the facial
tissues J,, jaw cases, the wound of entry and the nat-
ural opening of the mouth furnishing sufficient access
and drainage. Stab wounds under the margin of the

mandible an- frequently nec-
essary for drainage. Rubber
mlies are always anchored in

the drainage area with su-

tures. Every fractured jaw
must lie drained at the point

of the fracture.

I SE i IF THE WIRE SPLINT

The wire splint used in my
service was made from the
ordinary orthodontic wire.

Short wires were placed

about the necks of selected

teeth. These wires were
turned with a loop about one-

eighth inch in diameter, so

that it would act as a ring

pulley on each tooth i Fig.

3a). Two full length wires

were used, usually anchi ired

to the upper first molar if

ami if not. in

simila i ly strong point of van-
rhese wins, being

doubled, weie then worked
through the alternate rings

on the other teeth, first, below, then, above; then,

below; then, above i Fig. .^ b). After these wires had
been placed, tin end ped with a hemostat, and
gentle traction was made outward (Fig la), which
invariably swung the taw into its correcl position, with

practically no pain to the patient, ami m. necessity of

manipulation with the hands. no shoving or pushing "i

pressing to get the fragments disengaged. The wires
were then twisted m the median line, s,, that th-

were firmly held tOgi

The great advantage in tin- type of temporary splinl
is its ,ase of application, the ability to apply it without
a general anesthetic, and the practically painless setting
of the fracture. When an anesthetic must i><- admin
i-ti led. eithei for fai i i omplii ation oi foi wound
of other pan- of the body, th< ja hould on' be
Splinted with the teeth in i" . In ion until all dan

j
.l.t. ed the

i splinting, and then, two hours , ( it, , tl,,

patient had recovered from tin- anesthetic, I drew the

r.s drawing th fractured jaw
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wires up to dose the jaws. In tin- way all dangeT was
'. ami time \

Another advantage of this type of splint is that if

i; becomes necessary to open the jaws quickly, it ran

ne with one em from a pair of scissors.

The old type of wire splint, in which two alternate

teetlt were wired together, made it almost impossible

the laws. and. when tbev had b
the entire splinting process 1: to he repeated; hm
with the type of splint which i devised, it is simply

•\ to twist another length of wire on the end

of the cut wire, thread it through the loops, and again

•.he jaws by traction.

PRINCIPLES OF TREATMENT

Fractures of the jaw in war surgery are almost

always complicated by wound- of the face. The jaw

should tir-t be splinted, or, at least, temporary spGnt

wire should he placed and followed by repair of the

I wound.
gangrene does not occur in the region of the

i idement is contraindicated.

All live tissues and all bruised tissues that have a

sufficient vitality to recover must he preserved, and the

rich blood supply of the face make- it possible for

many bruised areas to regain their circulation.

The contraction of the muscles of expression draw

the lacerated tissues from their normal positions, and

the greatest care must he used to make the correct

approximation. Actual loss of tissue sufficient to

require flap transfer is comparatively rare. The exten-

5S of facial tissue from gunshot injury, so often

seen in base hospitals, i- more frequently due to shrink-

age and adhesions of flesh fragments than to the actual

loss from the primary wound.
work was to bring together the mucous

ne before the cutaneous surface was sutured.

n -mures were used in all extensive injuries to

support the approximating sutures and avoid scars and

ment.

When the nose is injured, it should he repaired at

once, if possible; and if the injury has resulted in a

loss of bone structure, a modeling compound splint

should be used to prevent cicatricial displacement.

Patients with the jaw splinted in either the open or

the closed position, require liquid diet through a rubber

tube attached to the ordinary hospital feeder. Many
times the soldiers with their mouths splinted were

unable to smoke. This was overcome by placing a

cup of coffee or cup of chocolate

h it. and by wetting their lips

with their fit to smoke so long as

the moisture remained. The process was repeated as

often as necessary -o long a- they wanted to smoke.

This gave them a great deal of- comfort. It was also

possible, in cases in which the lower jaw was fixed or

fr, for the patient to hold one nostril closed, and,

by moistening the other nostril and putting the cigaret

in it. he could smoke very nicely.

The mouth should be cleansed hourly with a warm
iution. The 5 per cent, eusol solution used by

the Briti.-h i^ very effective in these cases. A com-

bed air spray is important.

Wounds on the surface of the face should have as

little dressing as possible.

Wound- of the tongue were numerous. Bone frag-

teeth and bullets were commonly driven into

and sometimes through the tongue. In one case the

was more than two third- severed in the region

of the molar teeth. These injuries are not difficult

to repair with proper instruments, and in no case was
there failure of union.

I ocal anesthesia with procain was used frequently.

This was .a saving of time and w a - -all factory. One
of our greatest difficulties, with our very limited equip-

ment, was 1,1 cleanse proper!] the wounded mouth.

This work was carried on a- besl we could, .and our

patients were evacuated in good condition; but as

Hospital No. 1 was an essentiall) front line

organization, moving as many a- fourteen time- dur-

period of hostilities, our evacuation arrange-

ments were very frequently interfered with, -o tli.il

patients would have to be taken on motor trucks, ambu-
lances or narrow gage railways, or in any way thai it

u.i possible to get them out and get them back. We
were in no position to retain them after the period ol

danger from their wounds had pas-eel. During the

campaign, Mobile Hospital No. 1, with a bed capacity

of 200, performed in all 6,048 major operations. I

this you will see that we did not keep our patient- for

any great length of time; .and owing to the impossi-

bilit) of arranging proper care for mouth cases during
the evacuation, patients with these injuries usually

arrived with \ cry considerable sepsis, which they did

not have when they left us.

The great points to be observed in the front line

work are the conservation of hone, mucous membrane
and skin. Drainage must he carried to the extreme.

All bone fragments that have live periosteum must be

retained. One of the difficulties of this special branch
of surgery, as with all others in military lervice, is the

lack of complete understanding of thi poi tbilities and

the limitations in front line work as compared with

that of the 1m e.

I would suggest that all maxillofacial surgeons be

required to be graduates both in medicine .and in den-

tistry; or, in lieu of this, that a maxillofacial surgeon

be given a course of training in oral surgery in a

dental college, and that a dental maxillofacial surgeon

be given a course in general surgery in a medical col-

lege. This work .absolutely demand- both a surgical

and .a dental training, combined with as much artistic

ability as possible.

The conditions for maxillofacial work at Mobile
Hospital No. 1 were extremely favorable, because we
moved 50 frequently that we ware not hampered with

orders, and usually failed to receive detailed instruc-

tions until long after their period of usefulness hid

passed. The commanding officer, Col. Donald Macrae,

fr., gave every support to this department. Ibis was
of immense importance, because the specialist in a

comparatively new department of war surgery encoun-
iny difficulties that will not occur when a prece-

dent has been established; and, in this particular

instance, the precedent was not only the establishment

of tin- specialty of the surgerj of the face and jaws,

but also the unusual arrangement of placing a dental

officer in charge of a surgical department, to handle

all cases of the maxillofacial t\i I ho e who follow

us in the next war should h .natively little

difficulty in beginning where we leave off.

Diphtheria.—Diphtheria is probably a very ancient dis-

order. There are possible references to it in the Talmud;

the Hippocratie collection and later Greek medical writers. -

F. G. Clemow, The Geography of Disease, p. 131.
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In the treatment of malarial fevers, the public health

officer has seen cause for despairing of obtaining a

complete cure. The cooperation of physician and
patient in quinin administration seems impossible to

secure; yet without this essential, shotgun therapeutics

on the part of the physician, and self-medication on

the part of the patient are the inevitable results. Still,

for some reason, in face of criminal indifference in

this regard, malarial fevers

are undoubtedly being re-

severity and in

40 G

Scheme of course of treatment; fo-

200 gra i

duced in

incidence

The greatesl dereliction

consists in the insufficiency

of the dosage of quinin and

the aborted length of treat

ment. In various hospitals,

and in private practice

through the malarious dis-

tricts of the South, the sys-

tem <>f quinin treatment va-

ries not so much in propor-

tion to the needs of the in-

dividual patient as accord-

ing to the individual tastes

of the medical officer it

family physician. In the

main, the popular dosage
(applied to adults without

u n u s u a 1 idiosyncrasy

)

ranges from 12 to 20 grains

daily for active cases, and
then when clinical symptoms disappear, the treatment

is discontinued without a consideration of subsequent

microscopic examinations, and without anticipating the

clinical instability resulting in a relapse.

These difficulties open the way to an effort toward

standardization. The course of treatment here i i

is offered with a full realization of its inapplicability to

.
and it is accompanied

with the warning to the laj pan. m thai it is not recom-

mended in attempted self-medication without profes-

msultation

The formula that we suggest does not take into

account the special question of symptomatology and

the algid forms. The ectic cases and the

like do not come within the scope of the treatment of

It inii. hi s only the preponderai ii

acute forms without peculiar atypical symptoms. Nor
is the matter of method of administration other than
thai bj mouth brought into fo< us.

< >ne must realize at the outset that th< ideal formula
must provide: il) for the relief of the patient the

elimination of clinical symptoms; i _'
i for the destrui

tion of plasmodia in the peripheral circulation tending

toward the prevention of the formation of sexual para

sites; (3) for the prevention of the production of

quinin-inaccessible parasites (so-called resistant or

quinin-fast forms), and (4) for the effectual inhibi-

tion of the recurrence of clinical symptoms accom
panying relapse with the reinvasion of asexual

parasites. With these ends in view, this arrangement
of administration is proposed:

ARRANGEMENT OF COURSE OF TREATMENT
The course of treatment provides for the applica-

tion of a minimum of seventy-five days in the admin-
istration of 800 grains of quinin bisulphate.

Ibe formula is elaborated in a geometric progres-
sion, consisting of four courses of 200 grains each.

A scheme of the formula is sketched in the accom-
panying chart. An analysis of the formula follows;

1. I
:nr!y grains daily for five days.

—
'Ten grains of

quinin bisulphate should he given four times daily. At
the end of this period there should be no severe
paroxysms, no chills, and only young rings and mature

gametocytes in the blood.

2. Twenty grains daily

for ten days. —About the

middle of this stage the

patient should probably be

out of bed and clinically

a n d apparently normal

;

fevers and chills probably
absent. With the exception
of gametocytes, parasites

will not be demonstrable
microscopically.

3. Ten grains for twenty
days. Arsenic (Fowler's)
or other tonic may be pre-

scribed, if indicated. ( inly

gametocytes remain in the

microscopic examination.

The pal lent should be on
duty or able to resume nor

inal activities, if ne< i

sary.

4. Five graim
111 ibis stage, not lb'

least important, a 5 grain capsule of quinin bisulphate

or its equivalent should be- taken with a tonic accom-
i'i ii in. It. aied I In- stage is marked by the

iver) of the patient. At this juncture a

continuance of treatment should be strongly urged,

illy in the benign types of malaria, fot a period

of tWO weeks ,,, more. Bj this time, a microscopic
exainiii.it ion reveals only rapidly disappearing 01 'lis

integrating gametocytes which may be considered
potentially negligible. The sexual forms of tertian and
quartan parasites are nol demonstrable at this stage.

This system of medication is considered entirely

feasible only with patients subject to practical control.

In dealing with young persons and in chroni
among adults, modified treatment must be given not

[| i observed that the weak link

in the popularizing of tin. formula has alwa
the indiffi n m e ol the physician and the patient toward
continuing treatment long enough to insure absence

i recrudescem e of the initial in I

-

This feature can be overcome onlj under conditions
liing a military statu • It is indii ated

connection that a sustained and effective treatrm

malarial fever is equal to or superior to
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quinin prophylaxis. At any rate, it i- at pre i

more m the two to solve on an experimental

scale than has been thu

DIFFICULTU - l

the difficulties encountered in the treat-

ment oi malaria, probably the most essential point oi

view is the consideration of the chronicity of this

It is a well known fact that the

patient, or. 1 think 1 may say, the majority

of patients, cannot be induced to take sufficient quhain

for a sufficient period to effect a cure, or at leasl to

prevent a relapse in a reasonable time. This is

especially appreciated by physicians in the Mississippi

Delta, many of whom have unwittingly confessed to

me that they themselves have harbored malaria para-

rithout attempting to rid themselves ultimately
;

and like the patient- to- whom they administer, are

quite satisfied with a temporary cessation of symp-
toms to the point of the absence of Febrile paroxysms.

Therefore, it can hardly be expected that the laity

will be readily converted to the proper standard of

medication. It is a common experience that the chronic

forms of malarial fever are developed through the fact

that the patient is subjected to initial small doses of

quinin and that the treatment is discontinued when
the active symptoms disappear and the patient states

that he feels better.

A systematic campaign of publicity along these lines

would have far-rei t, both for the physi-

cian and for the patients to whom they profess to

administer. We cannot ascribe this condition entirely

to ignorance, because too many exceptions have been

red. I believe the term "fatuous indifference"

would 1 Needless to say, this situation has

its sequel in the undermining of efficiency to an extent

that is probably incalculable. Therefore, the con-

scientious sanitarian longs for any method that can

be devised to ameliorate the conditions brought about

through lowered standards.

THE LENGTH OF TREATMENT AND THE
INITIAL DOSE

In this connection we must not overlook the moot

point of what is the proper length of time to administei

quinin. The period recommended in this paper may
be felt to be inadequate, and its extension to the

of ninety days is judged to be safer. Another objec-

tion is anticipated in the heavy initial dosage recom-

mended. This may be reduced, if necessary, to 30

grains of quinin after the second day without further

modification of the formula. This change is not

i if the patient shows no distress toward the

heavier dosage.

It is interesting to relate that in some experit

conducted at a government hospital in connection with

the infectivity of malarial mosquitoes with Plasmodium
vivax. it was observed that among fifteen persons who

d initial infection from mosquito bites, the

incubation period and the complete symptomatology
could be followed perfectly. In every instance in

which the period of treatment was less than two and

a half months there followed a relapse. Among the

latter were included four physicians who had volun-

for the biting experiments. The moral is

obvious. Its application is as difficult as human nature

is mysterious.

com Ml \ I if, DS I Vu I 1 .is

The criticism of the author thai the treatment usually

alack of malaria generally fails tO

eliminate the infection is true. Phis i disputed by

ni ' i me.

It is unquestionably desirable to have a standard

enl in dosage, method of administration and
m of treatment which would t 1 > give the hi h

cm percentage of cures of malarial infections, and

(2) be practicable for general administration.

The tzvo most important bench problems of malaria

yet unsolved are to find (!) the best means of deter'

mining the existence of malarial infection in man. and
(J) the best method of eliminating it. This paper is

an attempt to formulate the la

In my judgment, the basis of Wayne's formula for

such standardization is sound, namely, heavy doses and
confinement to bed in the beginning of the treatment

of an acute attack, and continuation of the treatment
after the disappearance of symptoms. As to what
should be the preliminary high dosage; how long this

should continue; what should be the diminution of

dose in the continuation of treatment; whether the

treatment should be continuous or intermittent and
for how long the treatment should be continued, I

have, indeed, opinions which are fairly consistent with

this formula, but have not sufficient data for them to

warrant their exclusive advocacy.
I do not think it would be advisable to publish this

formula as being the method of treatment for the cure
of malaria, because (1) we do not know that it is the

best; (J) we could not say it was better than a con-

siderable number of other formulas that would be at

once brought out, some of which, as those advocating

intermittent instead of continuous treatment, are

radically different, and (3) it does not, so far as 1

know, rest on direct observation, giving the percentage

of cures from its use, either absolutely or in compart
son with other methods.

In 1913, a committee of the Southern Medical Asso-
ciation was appointed to standardize the treatment for

the cure of malarial infection. It consisted of Craig,

Bass. Deaderick, von Ezdorf and Krauss—all good
men, unusually good men in that line. No report was
made; at least I know of none; and this question was
left indeterminate. Bass did formulate a method of

treatment, however, for which he claimed much.
Deaderick. Krauss and von Ezdorf (1 don't know
about Craig) were not inclined to admit these claims.

Bass' had read a paper which, as I recall, embodied
much the same views as the one referred to above I !e

dnes nut now hold his previous opinions of the efficacy

of the method of treatment therein advocated.

Within the past three years much clinical experi-

mentation has been done along this line- by British

physicians, both in England and in the Balkans. I may
mention Ross, Stephens, lames. Carter, MacFie,
D. Thomson and others, men mainly well trained with

much malarial experience. Thej have not been able to

on any such formula for treatment, and few of

them individually make very definite and decided

claims for any special treatment.

Stephens, basing his observation on two rather small

groups— seventy-two and eighty-seven cases, respec

tively— concludes that the same method of treatment

( in this case 90 grains of quinin in solution on twfo con-

secutive days) was decidedly more effective in July

1. Bass. C. C.i South. M. J., May, 1914.
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and August than in January to April. In the warm
weather 60 per cent, of cures were obtained as against

3 per cent, in cold weather. Cases were accounted

cured if there were no relapses either clinical or para-

sitic within sixty days, blood examinations being made
daily.

I mention this just to show how inchoate is the

subject from the standpoint of British workers.

I would then regard it inadvisable for the Public

Health Service to endorse implicitly any formula as a

si indard for the treatment of malaria in the present

state of our knowledge of this subject. I say this

although I am in agreement with the basic plan of this

formula and in general agreement with the details, and
I am sure that if it were generally used, main cases

would be cured which under the treatment they do
receive are not cured. I am afraid, however, to recom-
mend that the Public Health Service go on record as

endorsing a specific formula for the cure of malaria

until we know more about it both absolutely and as

compared with other methods.

This subject was one of those put down for inves-

tigation by the National Malaria Committee ("research,

clinical"), if it ever gets started.

PERSONAL OBSERYATI'-xs REGARDING
THE TREATMENT OF GLAUCOMA'"

JOHN E. WEEKS, M.D.

NEW YORK

My object here is to give my personal impressions
of the various forms of treatment for glaucoma that

I have employed during a period of thirty-two years
in the active practice of ophthalmology, all of which
time I have diligently searched for efficient means to

control hypertension.

The principal determining causes of hypertension as

I regard them arc :

1. Obstruction to the outflow of fluids from the interior of

the eye by (a) inflammatory products, as the presence of fibrin

in tin- aqueous, blocking the spaces of Fontana. or of non-
diffusible substances, such as colloids or albuminoids, which
do not readily pass through the filtration spaces (anterior

chamber usually deep) ; lb) encroachment of the iris on the

spaces of Fontana following increase in the size of lens or
increase in the contents of the vitreous chamber

|

chamber (c) the incarceration of the iris or the

i the lens in a cicatrix after traumatism, oi

j the removal of cataract or other operation
into the eyeball (anterior chamber compromised); I li > devel-

opment of iris cysts and tumors, or thickening of the iris;

(#) increase in volume of the contents of the

ber by retinal or choroidal hemorrhages, or by intra-ocular

growths.

1 Sclerosis affecting the lymph spaces at the
junction, a> in buphthalmos or after interstitial sclerokcra-
titis (anterior chamber usually deep).

3. Increase' in intra-oculai

ufficiency plus cxten-
nporary incn a on).

4. Retention of aqueous in the posterior chamber.

' of .ill patients with
pathic" glaui

| in infantile glaucoma, there
is a history of chronic constipation. The
this condition goes far to relieve hypertension

t'rforc the Section on Ophthalmology .it the v.

Ann,i.,| ,sr «si,,n ,.f tl„
N. ).. J, in

In regard to range of tension as measured by the
tonometer of Schiotz, I have seldom seen a normal eye
with a uniform tension less than 12 or more than 27,

the usual normal range being from 16 to 25. In patho-
logic eyes without perforation I have noted a tension
of from 1, the lowest, to 130, the highest.

In "idiopathic" glaucoma, very marked variations in

tension may take place. Thus, 1 have noted a tension
of 40 in one eye of a patient and 50 in the fellow eye.

On the succeeding day the tension was 22 degrees in

both eyes, and on use of a 1 per cent, solution of pilo-

carpi once daily this tension has remained. In the

case referred to there is slight nasal contraction of the
fields, and the vision is a little less than normal.

MIOTICS

The miotics employed are, of course, pilocarpin and
physostigmin (eserin). As adjuvants, jaborandi is

used internally, opium at times, ami also free catharsis.

I have not found advantage in the combination of

ethylmorphin hydrochlorid (dionin) with these reme-
dies. The pilocarpin and physostigmin are usually
ili-j nised in a sterile 3 per cent, solution of boric acid

to avoid rapid deterioration of the solution. I have
never experienced any bad results from the use of
these remedies, if I may except a transient hyperemia
of the iris in a very few cases after the use of physo-
stigmin. Solutions of pilocarpin, if persisted in for
some time, produce irritation of the conjunctiva in a

sjnall percentage of patients, but never any disease of
the eyes.

Miotics have been employed in the way of a pre-
ventive as well as a corrective measure. Pilocarpin in

strength of from one-third to 1 per cent, is prescribed
in many cases in which the tension is at or near the

upper Imiii of normal, in which the anterior chamber is

shallow, and in which there is even slight cupping of

the whole or a portion of the disk. The pilocarpin is

used once a day, at night, on retiring, rarely twice
daily, and the solution is freshly made once in two
weeks. The treatment is continued a longer or shorter
time, as may appear to be desirable.

It i- a routine practice to test the tension of the eves
of all patient- by digital palpation. If the I

appears to Ik- above normal, or the history or the
of any part of the eye indicates hyper-

present or remote, a t< metric measurement
is taken

In all i ases of i, 21 termined by
the Schiotz tonometer, miotics ate resorted to and an

p the ten-ion at or below that

degree. The fields of vision for form and colors are
taken from time to time, and the degree of vision is

determined.
In regard to the effeel of mioti -.

il

in a numbei o of "idiopathic" glaucoma of
various forms to keep the tension at about the upper
limit of normal, anil to hold it there for many years
without deterioration in Or loss of visual fields

(
Mr- 1 1 . Rochester, nine years; Mr. I I-' . New York,

eleven years
;
and manv Othei I

I 'liat of
Mrs. Mc< , after a period of two years of hypert(
the tension became subnormal and the miotic was dis-

continued 'liner veil'- liav. I the hvper-
tension has not returned In quite a high per
oi cases th<- hypertension may be controlled

i shorter period, and then the fields and visio i

begin to fail in spite of increase in "f the

ary.
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There art- but few cases of "idiopathic" glaucoma

that arc not more or less affected by the instillation of

miotics, although it is frequently impossible ti

-ion clown within the normal range, namely,

from 16 to 25 mm. As an example of the great reduc-

. the following is a case in point:

d me, Feb. S, i'
!

l". with a

of 110; the cornea was ha y: vision ».is perception of light.

She was admitted to the infirmary. A 1 per cent solution of

.:inin salicylate was instilled every two hours, ami a

calomel purge was given that afternoon, a saline the following

.... at night. At 2:30 p. in. the

,: day the tension was 23, and the vision was

improi

In hypertension after cataract or other operation

on the eyes, a high percentage oi permanent relief is

obtained by the use of m
In regard to dosage, the strength ami frequency of

entirely regulated by the necessity, beginning

with pilocarpin in 0.33 per cent, solution once or twice

daily, increasing to 2 per cent., instilled as frequently

as is required, or changing to physostigmin solution

t the salicylate being used as a rule) varying in strength

from 0.25 to 1 per cent., and instilling it from one to

four or live times daily as required. If physostigmin,

r cent, used three

times in the twenty-four

hours, docs not suffice to

keep the tension at or be-

low 2r, I insist, with very

few exceptions, on opera-

tion.

In secondary glaucoma
the effect of miotics is sel-

dom so marked as in the

"idiopathic" cases. A re-

duction in tension of from
10 to 20 may often be ob-

tained, but it will probably

ly attained and

i- difficult to maintain.

Treatment by miotic- in these cases, if the hyperten-

above 35, is not of much value, as a rule,

although there arc exceptions.

For many years I have made it a routine practice,

when time and circumstances permit, to try the effect

of miotics in all cases of hypertension before advising

operation. There are a number of conditions which

may develop which cause me to decide that operation

is desirable, and, when convinced that operation is the

conservative course to pursue, 1 inform the patient that

lime responsibility for the consequences if

the advice is not followed. A diminution in the field of

vision for form or colors, with or without enlargement

of the blind spot, is an urgent sign, as is also a slight

diminution of vision. It i.- allowable to permit

a low degree of hypertension if no falling off in field

rm or colors or diminution of vision can be

detected, but such patients must be watched witi

care to prevent irreparable damage through unexpected

exacerbations in tension. Operation is advised if the

patient is found to be inclined to irregularity in the use

of the miotics, and in cases of contemplated long

absence from efficient observation by a competent oph-

thalmologist.

Experience has convinced me that early operation is

desirable. The degree of vision present when a glau-

comatous eye is not in a state of congestion is seldom

in Case 3.—Form

much better after operation; nor is a contracted field

much enlarged, There are, of course, exceptions to

this rule. 1 \u the} are not great in number. Loss of

field almost to the fixation point need not deter opera-

tion, as the fixation point will be included iii the blind

i the field much more quickly if operation

i- delayed than if operation is performed. Small

retinal l do not contraindicate operation if

other conditions are in

OPERATIONS

The operations to be employed must be determined

by the characteristics of the individual ca e I'.uph-

.in.l other forms of "infantile" glaucoma are

not, as a rule, satisfactorily treated with miotics, but

cases miotics act very well.

11 V R., aged 9 months, was brought to my
office, Sept. 21, 1909, with buphthalmos affecting the right eye.

The cornea wa< cloudy; the pupil dilated ind oval; tension,

T _'; vision, app t! pi Pilocarpin solu-

tion. 1 pi instilled twice daily, increased sul

frequently to keep the pupil small. The cornea gradually

cleared and vision improved. The tension decreased until it

little above that of the fellow eye. Dec. 17, 1017. ten-

sion was a little above normal, vision, fingers at 18 inches. A
few days later the huphthalmic eye sustained a blow, am 1

detachment of the retina de-

veloped. Tension then fell

™ below normal.

In buphthalmos, paracen-

tesis may be resorted to in

the early stage of the condi-

tion. When seen shortly

alter birth, the cornea will

be more or less opaque,
with stippled surface, ex-

cept at the periphery. A
small paracentesis per-

formed at the limbus, the

opening being made patent
R«i every five or eight days for

a few time . as required,

will cause the entire condition to improve. If fol-

lowed by miotics, the result will often lie quite satis-

factor}'. When the patient has reached thi

of from 4 to 8 years, trephining is the operation of

choice, a trephine not more than 1.5 mm. in diameter
being used. The anterior chamber will be deep, and
a conjunctival flap of fair thickness can be obtained.

A liberal piece of iris should be excised. A satisfac-

tory ca-e is the following:

Case 3.—Miss Y. C, aged 18 years, came under observation.

March 8, 1915. Buphthalmos was present in both eyes; vision.

right eye, was fingers at 18 inches, eccentric; left eye 20/20 —

;

tension by Schiotz tonometer, right eye 63, left eye 46; right

disk pale; thi - : were as shown in the accompanying chart.

March 9, 1^15, trephining was done under ether, a 1.5 mm.
being used. June 14, 1917, vision in the rifdit eye

equaled fingers at 1 foot, eccentric; left eye 20/30 + +

;

tension, Schiotz, right eye 22, left eye 21. The fields were as

shown. There was a relative central scotoma in the field of

ii eye.

Neither iridectomy nor the Lagrange operation in

buphthalmos is satisfactory because of the extreme

thinness of the sclera and cornea, and because of the

difficulty of obtaining a filtrating cicatrix without

endangering the contents of the globe. The opening

trephine operation ha y to enlarge

by stretching. Consequently, a large trephine should

not be employed.
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In other cases of infantile glaucoma in which the

globe is not enlarged, some other form of operative

procedure may be employed.

In my practice, secondary glaucoma is encountered

in about 4 per cent, of the cases of cataract extraction.

In some of these cases the capsule of the lens appears

to be the cause, as in the following case

:

Case 4.—Mr. W., aged 65 years, was subjected to combined

extraction for mature senile cataract. Hypertension developed

three weeks after the operation, which was not satisfactorily

controlled by miotics. Tension reached 45 mm. of mercury.

About one-fourth of the anterior portion of the capsule of

the lens had been removed by the capsule forceps. The cap-

sule at its upper equatorial area was caught in the cicatrix

at the corneal limbus and apparently put on the stretch.

Two well marked bands of capsule extended from the middle

of the incision downward, diverging to the lower margin of

the pupil. The tension was but little influenced by miotics.

By means of a narrow cataract knife, the bands of capsule

were divided. The divided ends separated widely, showing
that they were in a state of tension. The hypertension of the

globe was relieved and did not return.

It has occurred to me a few times that after a

cataract extraction the iris on one or both sides of

the coloboma in combined extraction and extraction

after preliminary iridectomy has become incarcerated

in the angle of the wound. Hypertension has devel-

oped subsequently in some of these cases. If the

anterior chamber is opened at a suitable place and the

columns of the coloboma on the incarcerated side are

freely divided, the hypertension will be relieved in the

majority of such cases. There are some cases of

hypertension following cataract extraction, not due to

either of these causes, which may be relieved by opera-

tion. In one patient coming to me after operation for

the removal of cataract by a colleague, a trephining,

made at the outer part of the coloboma, a 1-mm.
trephine being used, gave permanent relief. In a case
of simple extraction by me, hypertension developed
about six weeks after the uncomplicated extraction.

In my absence from the city, Dr. Herman Knapp per-

formed the usual iridectomy, permanently relieving the

hypertension. The patient was subsequently under my
observation for eit^lit years. The tension of that eye
remained normal.

In secondary glaucoma accompanying acute or sub-
acute iritis, the hypertension will as a rule subside
spontaneously in a few days. At times, operative
procedure becomes necessary. In these cases para-
centesis, one or more times, followed by opening the

wound every second or third day, is usually sun
The paracentesis should be made at the limbus, push-
ing a narraw Sap of ocular conjunctiva before the

point of the knife, so that the wound al the

corneal margin will be covered when the knife is

removed. Rarely an iridectomy upward is required.

The secondary glaucomas that follow scleri

r after interstitial keratitis, are not Usually

successfully treated by a simple iridectomy. In these

cases, since the glaucoma follow - the partial closure
of the lymph spaces at th meal junction by
the sclerosing process following the rnflammat
filtering cicatrix must be 'in of
operation in order to give permanent relief from the

hypertension. Such a filtering cicatrix must be
obtained in virtually all chronic cases in which the
anterior chamber is deep.
The largest percentage of cases of glaucoma i- made

course, of the "idiopathic" cases, conveniently

described as the acute, subacute and simple chronic

cases. The acute cases frequently present a very h gh
tension, ordinarily (if not treated) running a course
of from two to three weeks, when the tension sinks

approximately to the upper limit of normal, with more
or 1

ss loss of vision. As a rule, I du not find it nec-

essary to operate at the height of an acute attack, as

in by far the greater number of cases the tension can
be greatly lowered in a few hours by treatment. The
treatment that is usually employed by me is, li

tigmin, 1 per cent., every hour, if tolerated

( exceptions are very rare i ; systemically, a calomel
purge, morphin hypodermically, and light diet. If

after twelve hours there is no diminution in the ten-

sion, operation is performed. If the tension is sub-

siding, operation is postponed until the eye has become
as nearly normal as possible, when a broad iridectomy

is performed. This operation is with few exceptions

all-sufficient in these cases. Posterior sclerotomy

before the iridectomy is seldom necessary.

For the subacute and simple chronic cases of glau-

coma I prefer an operation that will permit of the

formation of a filtering cicatrix. Quite a large num-
ber of operations with this aim in view have been
devised and practiced more or less extensively. Amoi g

them we may mention the operations of Colonel Elliot,

Lagrange. Holth after 1908, Hubert, Verhoeff, and
the operation of Holth before 1909 (iridencleisis).

I iphthalmology owes much to Colonel Elliot and Pro-
fessor Lagrange for the operations they have advo-
cated, and for the extensive study and painstaking

elaboration of their work. 1 have performed the

Elliot trephining operation fifty-eight times. Unfor-
tunately, I had intra-ocular hemorrhages follow in

two cases, iritis in six cases, detachment of choroid

in two cases, return of tension from blocking of the

opening in a number of cases, and late infection in

two cases. At present I limit the use of this n

to buphthalmos, some cases with d< ep anterior cham-
ber, and to cases of chronic, simple glaucoma, mostly
with relatively low hypertension. The Lagrange oper-

ation, which I have performed 269 times, is relied on
for the forms of glaucoma other than those n
for the Elliot operation. The operation is perfi

cribed 1>\ Lagrange, except thai the incision is

seldom more than 5 mm. long ( Lagrange advises 7

mm.). The shorter incision is i I to avoid the

danger of prolapse of the head of the ciliary body or
of the lens into the wound, and to lessen th

bilities o oi vitreous. i n this series i ti

there has be itra-ocular hemorrhage once.

The openings have been occluded by the falling for-

ward of the head oi the ciliary body in th

i IOSS of vitreOUS in three case-. i

has recurred in a small percent

of inability to have the after-treatment f"l-

lowed up ; hut in prr ion has

recurred to .mi nullify the resnh jn only four

instances. 'I here ha- been bul one lighl case of iritis

ami no case of late inf<

In employing this operation the after-treatment i

very important. M ould he employed daily.

beginning fort) eight hours after the operation in all

i which the not subnormal, for the

purpose of gently forcing a very small quantity of the

aqueous through th< ing the con-

junctiva covering the opening to bulge slightly. The
i should he continued a few day- 01
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is found neo ecure a filtering cicatrix. The
patient can be readily instructed how to perform the

fter-treatment can then be conducted

without the presence of the surgeon. The results in

private patients have been mosl satisfactory, It is my
opinion that the Elliot operation will give a higher

percentage of permanent relief of hypertension in

patients who cannot have satisfactory after-treatment,

as in dispensary practice; but in private practice a

greater percentage of satisfactory results, in the class

- mentioned, can be obtained by the Lagrange

method.
- with "idiopathic" glaucoma of the nonacute

type are subject to degenerative changes even after

the correction of the hypertension, and we must not

expect as high a percentage of such eyes to retain the

vision present after a successful operation as would

obtain after iridectomy for other conditions. The
results of early operation are the most satisfactory.

Eyes with advanced degenerative changes, particularly

the chronic cases in which atrophy of the optic nerve

is considerable, not infrequently continue to degen-

erate, but more slowly, after hypertension has been

completely and permanently relieved.

46 Ea-t Fifty- Seventh Street.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION'

Dr. William Campbell Posey, Philadelphia: I believe

that operation should be performed: 1. In all cases of

acme and subacute glaucoma and in all chronic cases on

the manifestation of any inflammatory glaucomatous symp-

toms. -'. In all cases of chronic glaucoma in which there

is doubt of the patient's cooperation in the persistence

in the miotic treatment throughout the remainder oi life.

This includes practically all hospital cases and such private

cases as may be of a weak and vacillating disposition. 3.

In all cases of chronic glaucoma when the patient resides

at such a distance from proper ophthalmic care that he is

unable I sufficiently frequent intervals for the

supervision necessary in the proper and safe carrying out of

ttie miotic treatment, or n in the event that

inflammatory symptoms arise. 4. In all chronic cases under

fifty-five years of age. an operation on the most affected eye

g employed in both the operated and

unoperated eye for the remainder of life. Operation on the

second eye should follow if subsequent observation shows

that vision is maintained better in the operated than in the

nonoperated eye. 5. In all cases of chronic glaucoma, with-

out regard to age or the development of the disease, in

which miotics have been given a faithful trial for at least

m.\ weeks or two months, as evidenced by the constant main-

tenance of pupillary contraction to almost pinpoint sizi

in which vision and the field of vision show progressive

deterioration.

I very limited experience with the Lagrange operation

'eight or nine cases i and a wider, but -till in comparison

with Dr. Weeks a restricted experience with the trephining

n, I have returned to iridectomy, as both the Lagrange

and Elliot operations seemed, in my hands, at least, to be

attended with greater danger to the eyes. I speak particularly

or remotely after trephining. There are certain cases of

secondary glaucoma in which the trephining operation is in

my judgment to be preferred to other forms of operative

procedure, and I agree with Dr. Weeks in thinking it the

choice in buphthaln

Dr. E. E. Blaauw, Buffalo: Ellett refers to the silent

iritis. Diagnosis of silent iritis can be made, but then i no

other symptom whatever. but I do

not know for how long. Dr. Knapp instills atropin right

after the operation. The question hould we do a partial

iridectomy or a com; 1 any. Silent iritis is due to

chemicals in the aqueous.

Dr. D. T. Vail. Cincinnati: Conjunctivitis which almost

trachoma, renders the continuous use of a drug

prohibitive. In one case having this to contend with, and

finding it impossible to cany out an operative plan of treat-

ment, I made up a prescription of eserin in the usual way

and incorporated in that 1 grain of camphor with sufficient

alcohol to dissolve the solution and told the patient to use it

and report, He came back after three months without

renewal, and the conjunctiva was free from any sign of

ollicles which are so characteri tic of eserin where it

irritates. Since then I prescribe 1 grain of camphor, with

-nil,, nut alcohol for solution. 1 have not used the eserin

since. If we are to believe what we are told by Crookcs

ami , ilhel'-. glaucoma following cataract i- sometimes due to

epithelial cells, or transplaiH.it ion of them into the anterior

chamber, it spreads, and ultimately line- the cornea and the

structures behind il, resulting in an inveterate form of glau-

coma, which ends in enucleation. Since returning from India

I have employed the Graefe knife which performs a double

function. First, we avoid the introduction of these cells to

a large extent, and having introduced the knife into the

anterior chamber, laying it horizontal to the tangential sur-

face of the cornea, we can find the extreme edge of the

angle, something which cannot be done with a keratome.

Dr. L. WEBSTER Fox, Philadelphia: We are greatly

indebted to Or. Weeks for his valuable contribution on a

subject that has placed all ophthalmic surgeons on their

mettle. 1 wish to act as his supporter in many of the details

he has given us, both from the medicinal and surgical view-

point. We must look on glaucoma cases with fear and

trembling. We arc dealing with a condition which presents

many pathologic phases, and if the patient lives long enough,

the case generally ends in degeneration of the vision and

eyeball. I have scheduled my cases under four heads: First,

cases where there is only a suspicion of "laucoma, and

which require internal and local treatment. Second, cases in

which local medical treatment (instillations of pilocarpin or

eserin) fails to hold the field of vision, and in these cases we
resort to operative procedure. I prefer the Elliot method
here. If it fails to hold I supplant il by an anterior sclerot-

omy, and this operation may be repeated until the tension

is not only reduced, but kept down. Third, the Lagrange

operation, in my experience, is preferable to the Elliot in

such cases where the visual field has decreased suddenly and

where cupping of the disk is manifest. Fourth, a perfectly

performed operation is that where the keratome has been

used with a long incision, well back in the sclera, combined

with a broad iridectomy. To me the keratome is the one

instrument that has s,. thoroughly proved it value that I

am surprised to hear criticism of its use. I only use a Graefe

knife in the sclerotomy and Lagrange methods.

Dr. Walter R. Parkkr, Detroit: What operation shall we
do when we are forced to operate? If any of you had glau-

ci 'ina, your operation of choice would be an iridectomy. We
all know, however, that in some cases equally perfectly per-

formed iridectomies do not give equally good clinical results.

If we can select the cases which can be benefited by iridec-

tomy, ami leave tin other cases to Lagrange or trephining,

or other operations, then our operations would succeed better.

I have divided these cases into anterior and posterior simple

glaucoma. As you all know, there are two general lines of

flow of the lymph in the eye, the so-called posterior route

and the anterior route. With patulous lymph spaces, the

flow will be interior, and there will be a tendency for the

Ini to follow this flow-, and the anterior chamber will be

lessened in depth. On the other hand, if the anterior spaces

ao- blocked, and the posterior are patulous, the anterior

chamber will remain relatively deep. If the anterior spaces

are patulous, the iridectomy will do no good. If the posterior

spaces are involved an iridectomy is contraindicated ; on the

other hand, if the anterior are involved, then it is indicated.

I have tried to classify all my simple cases into one or

another of these groups. I cannot give you the increase off-

hand but the number of eases was much increased after the

iridectomies, and held its own in the trephinings.
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Dr. John E. Weeks, New York: In employing this opera-

tion the after treatment is very important. Massage should

be employed daily, beginning forty-eight hours after the

eperation in all cases in which the tension is not subnormal,

for the purpose of gently forcing a very small quantity of

the aqueous through the scleral opening, causing the con-

junctiva covering the opening to bulge slightly. The massage

should be continued a few days or weeks, as is found neces-

sary, to secure a filtering cicatrix. The patient can be

instructed how to perform the massage, and after treatment

can then be conducted without the presence of the surgeon.

The results in private patients have been most satisfactory.

It i- my opinion that the Elliot operation will give a higher

percentage of permanent relief of hypertension in patients

who cannot have satisfactory after-treatment, as in i

sary practice; but in private practice a greater percentage of

satisfactory results, in the class of cases mentioned, can be

obtained by the Lagrange method. Eyes with "idiopathic"

glaucoma of the nonacute type are subject to degenerative

changes even after the correction of the hypertension, and

we must not expect as high a percentage of such eyes to

retain the vision present after a successful operation as would
obtain after iridectomy for other conditions. The results of

early operation are the most satisfactory. Eyes with advanced
degenerative changes, particularly the chronic cases in which

atrophy of the optic nerve is considerable, not infrequently

continue to degenerate but more slowly, after hypertension

has been completely and permanently relieved. Dr. Fox
regards glaucoma as a serious condition. Since I have adopted

the method described in my paper I feel certain of relieving

hypertension in from 60 to 70 per cent, of the cases. Refer-

ring to what I would prefer personally, or choose in an
operation on my own eyes, I never recommend an operation

that I would not consent to or would not have made on my
own eyes under similar circumstances.

THE SOLUBILITY OF INTESTINAL
[PECAC PREPAR VI EONS*

TORALD SOLLMAX.V. M.D.

CLEVELAND

The reputed value of ipecac againsl intestinal amebas
riginally based on its oral administration. Its

nl and emetic actions, however, constituted

serious drawb use. Hie coating of pills with

salol is not always satisfactory, although, witl

can', it appears to be quite feasible. 1 The hypodermic
injection of emetin hydrochlorid avoids thi

action-
; but used thus, il often fails to rid the patient of

tally if he is a chronic carrier. Attempt >

have tl olve the problem by the

emetin compounds that, while insoluble in the

stomach, would be soluble in the intestine. Thi

of these attempts lie- in the difference between the

m of the stomach and that of the intestine.

Emetin bismuth iodid i- described in New and Non-
official Remedies and a further desi ription is found in

ouncil on Pharmacy and Chemistry
tor 1918.' Emetin in this form is only slightly soluble
in water and dilute acid-, bul

:

lite freely in

1 percent, -odium bicarbonate, h is evident!

" Th<" i efe.l hjr a urinl fr.mi the Tl.

Treatment of Intestinal Endamebiaria, .! A. M. A. 7 1

rt on Emetin Bitmuth Iodid. J A. M. A. 7112013 (Drc.

what soluble in the stomach, and accordingly produces

some digestive disturbances, although these are much
less severe than with ipecac proper.3

ALCRESTA IPE<

Alcrcsta ipecac is an adsorption product of ipecac

and fullers' earth (hydrous aluminum silicate)

especially prepared according to the method fit" J. U.

Lloyd, who discovered that practically all alkaloidal

salts are adsorbed by this powder and are thereby ren-

dered insoluble in neutral or acidulated water. This

finding was confirmed by Gordin and Kaplan.' The

ds can again be dissolved by treatment with

chloroform in the presence of fairly strong alkalis.

Tablets of alcresta ipecac were de cribed in

X. X. R.. 1917, on the basis of the claims of the manu-
facturers that their alkaloids "are physiologically inert

as long as they remain within the stomach, and are ren-

dered active when set free in the alkaline media of the

intestine." This was interpreted to mean that they are

insoluble in the reaction of the stomach, but become
soluble in the intestine.

1:11 VH : METIN BISMUTH IODID

AND VLCRESTA IPECAC IN" DIGESTIVE

An attempt was made to demonstrate the assumed
behavior of these preparations in the stomach and the

intestine. The gastric reaction was represented by

0.2 per cent, hydrochloric acid; the intestinal reaction

by 1 per cent, sodium bicarbonate.

The experiments were made' as follows: The pow-
:re shaken thoroughly with the solvent, filtered,

and the filtrate acidulated with hydrochloric acid, if

ry, and tested with mercuric potassium iodid

(Mayer's reagent), Solution of the alkaloid- is indi-

cated bj the occurrence of a turbiditj or precipitate

when the reagent is added.

TABLE -o\ OF TIM SOLUBILITY
01 ! Ill I i\ BISMUTH IODID, AND OI IPE( I

ADSORPTION PB01

io ex. ol solvent I

\

tlDCtl '

charcoal (at p i

: o

The detail in Table 1 Brii sl

not <|'o !

that it i

juice. This is as was expected. The adsorption pro-

duet of ipecac and IT r, was
insolubli hi the acid medium hut also in the

1 1 oal, incidentally, did not

.11

The insolubility of the adsorption product in bicar-

i important a contradiction to the

clinical tie of the producl that the investigation was
Met-, and was modified

in vai ii

3. Lloj ill i

5. Th<

88

I
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SOLUBILITY OF ALCRESTA IPECAC IN ALKALINE
SOLVENTS

Three specimens of alcresta ipecac tablets were used

in these experiments. One specimen was submitted

by the manufacturers in 1915; the others were pur-

chased recently in Chicago and Cleveland. Hie state

ments that follow may be regarded as holding true of

all three specimens, unless exceptions arc mentioned
Several specimens of emetin hydrochlorid were used

for purposes of comparison.

It may be mentioned that 0.2 per cent, and 0.5 per

cent, hydrochloric acid fail to dissolve any of the alka-

loid, even on incubation; thai is, the filtrates arc

unchanged by the mercuric potassium iodid reagent.

SOLUBILITY IN SODIUM BICARBONATE

The alcresta ipecac samples were powdered and
mixed with from 0.5 to 1 per cent sodium bicarbonate,

from 10 to 100 C.C. per tablet, and filtered either at

once or after being allowed to stand up to four days.

The filtrate i which was always distinctly alkaline

to litmus I was then acidulated with hydrochloric acid

and tested for dissolved alkaloids by the mercuric

potassium iodid reagent. The results (Table 2) were

TAB] I 2 SOLDTIOH ok nil \. U.KALOID8 IN SODIUM
BICARBONATE

i ration Length
nllUIII

Preparation Dilution Bicarbonate Contact

BCI... . 1:10 I?( Short
Ul'].. .. 1:100.000 Supersaturate] Overnight

All resta tablets, l tablet

.... lixi 1% 1 day
Cleveland 10 0.5% i day
Clevi land 10 I

I
Short

10 I'. i day at

SS I

Cleveland 10 \% io.« 1 day at
bllin I

<

All three 10 i
I

4 days

Result with
Merc. Pot. lod.

Marked turbldll y

Harked turbidity

(tear
Clear
Clear
Clear

lo change at

once, but slight
turbidity on
Btandlng

1

ly negative, with the possible exception of the

specimen- that had stood four days, in which a part

of the bicarbonate may have been converted into car-

bonate.

Theoretical objection could be made to these experi-

on the assumption, first, that emetin is liberated,

but is insoluble in bicarbonates, and second, that the

i- too insensitive to reveal small quantities of

dissolved emetin.

Neither assumption is tenable. As for the solubility

of emetin in bicarbonate: the experiments of Table _'

show that emetin is sufficiently soluble in bicarbonate

for the solution to give a marked precipitate with

reagent. In fact, a 1 : 10.000 solution of eme-

tin is not precipitated by the addition of -odium bicar-

: whereas sodium carbonate or hydrate pro-

duce turbidity. Stronger solutions were not tried. The
delicacy of Mayer'- reagenl t- such that a drop added

. of the emetin hydrochlorid solutions gives

:h a 1 :
if )>').( XXJ solution and precipitation

with a i :10,000 solution. It should also be noted thai

the addition of bile salts does not increase the solu-

bility of the alcresta ipecac in bicarbonate solution.

There is a further possibility, namely, that the emetin

is liberated by the bicarbonate from the adsorbent, but

tor some reason fails to dissolve. This assumption is

and even if tenable, there would seem to be no

1 advantage- in "liberating" an alkaloid,

purpose of dissolving it. However, to dispose

of the suggestion, and to check up the result-, the

alcresta ipecac-bicarbonate mixture or the residue

remaining after the filtration of the bicarbonate solu-

tion was extracted with ether. 'The ether was sep-

arated, filtered and evaporated, and the residue taken

up with dilute acid and tested with Mayer's reagent.
I he results i Table .^ i are uniformly negative and con-
firm that the emetin of the alcresta ipecacdiicarbonale

mixtures i- also insoluble in ether.

I 1H IK RXTKAt'TS OK U.l'KFSTA 1 I'l.CAC HK'Alt-

BONATE MIXTURES

llcri ia Tablel
1 1 per teal I

mi three
\ll three
Mi three

laud

Bicar-
bonate
Bolul ton

Ooncen
tratlon

Ol Bli II

Donate

Ether BeaoH
I Ml net (if uith

eili id Mixture or Mayer's
intact Residue Reagent

Residue (i

Mixture

U

i days
-I Mil

1 day
1 day

Ul mire
Residue

SOLUBILITY OF ALCRESTA IPECAC IN

STRONGER ALKALIS

It appeared from these experiments that the assump-
tion of the intestinal liberation of emetin from alcresta

ipecac is untenable. It was therefore thought that a

test of the effect of somewhat stronger alkalis on
alcresta ipecac might prove instructive. For this pur-

po-e. the residues remaining after the fruitless extrac-

tion with bicarbonate were treated successively with

sodium carbonate, added to 0.5 or 1 per cent., and
then with sodium hydroxid, added to 0.5 per cent. The
mixtures were extracted at each stage with ether, and
this was filtered, evaporated, acidulated and tested as

usual. The results are shown in Table 4. They indi-

TABLE 1. SOLUBILITY OF ALCRESTA IPECAC IX STKONGEB
ALKALIS •

Alcresta
Tablets

All three spec!'

mens 1:10 c.c.

1915
i Iblcago

i levi land

Sodi
Bicarbonate, r ,

clear

i tear
Clear
i I. al

sodium Sodium
i ail ate 0.6 to Hydroxid
1% to Residue 0.5% to Residue

Slightly turbid Large precipitate

Very slightly turbid
Clear

Considerably turbid

• He;. (lien oi ethereal extracts 01 thl BOlUtloni
uluimis, (villi Mayer's reagent.

as stated in the

cate that the emetin, although not liberated by the

sodium bicarbonate, is indeed liberated to some extent

by -odium carbonate, and much more by sodium

hydroxid.

prech'itation of alkaline emetin by

Lloyd's reagent

The assumption that alkaline emetin is soluble in the

presence of Lloyd's reagent was further tested directly

by shaking alkaline solutions of emetin with Lloyd's

reagent. It was found that this removed the alkaloid

jn-t as completely as from acid mediums, and rendered

it insoluble, not only in watery solutions, but even in

ether.

The experiments were made by adding alkalis to a

1 : 100,000 solution of emetin, till these contained 1

per cent, respectively of sodium bicarbonate, -odium

carbonate and sodium hydroxid.

The solution in bicarbonate was clear; that in car-

bonate had a -light precipitate; that in hydroxid was
slightly turbid, with a rose tinge.

Half of each sample was shaken with Lloyd's

reagent. The reaction remained alkaline to litmus in
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every case. Samples of the mixtures were then filtered,

acidulated and tested with Mayer's reagent. The
remainder of each mixture was then shaken out with

ether, the ether filtered, evaporated, acidulated and
tested with Mayer's reagent.

TABLE 5.—LLOYD'S REAGENT OF ALKALINE SOLTJTI0
EMETIN •

Direct Test Direct Ether Ext. Direct Ether

Mixtures without Marked Turbid I

Lloyd'^ reagent turbid- ably tut- ably tur-

ity bid bid

Mixtures with Clear Clear (liar Clear Ver;

Lloyd's reagent turbid

• Mayer's test of dissolved alkaloid api lied to I nitrates.

The results, shown in Table 5, prove clearly that

Lloyd's reagent hinds emetin in alkaline solution.

ACTION OF IPECAC ALKALOIDS WITHOUT SO]

When the insolubility of the alcresta ipecac alkaloids

became apparent, this information was communicated
to the manufacturers. In their reply they conceded this

insolubility and added: "We do not state that the

ipecac alkaloids are soluble in a solution of thi

unity of intestine, but only that they exert their physio-

logical effect in the intestine and, as you of course

understand, solubility in water is not necessary in

order to bring about absorption from the intestinal

tract."

- statements cannot be accepted. I doubt very

much whether any substance can be absorbed, undis-

solved, from the intestine. Solubility in water, of

course, has no bearing on the case, for 1 have aimed to

imitate the solubility characters of the intestinal fluid.

It appears equally doubtful whether, undis

insoluble and adsorbed emetin can kill amebas. I tried

to approach thi-, problem by testing the toxicity to

earthworms; but the low toxicity of emetin for these

animal.-- I they survive 1 : 10,000) rendered this ii

ticable.

The pharmacologic evidence indicates quite strongly

that the emetin-alcresta ipecac is quite inactive in the

digestive tract of dogs. Fantus" found thai a doubled
fatal dose of ipecac produced no effects of any kind
v. hen mixed with fullers' earth. Eggleston and
Hatcher 7 likewise found no effects whatever from

;' alcresta ipecac that would have been fatal had
a pure ipecac been administered.

'1 his is as far as the positive evidence at present
extends. < irdmarilv. il would not 1

I that a

-ub,tame thai i- quite insoluble in the intestine, and
n pletely lost it- effects on the intestinal

bich are ordinaril) verj sensitive to it, should
still U- effective on amebas, which are ordinarily

i only by high concentration.-. Such a

diction should demand a very careful and critical

nation of the clini • . As 1 am not in

ion to undertake this, I mu-t leave the subject
in this incompleted state.

Co:.

•in bismuth iodid is onlj slightly soluble in fluids

of the acidity of the stomach, but luble in

fluids o f the alkalinity of the intestine. I

' fiard: Fuller
'

Icmoii and Huchcr: J. Pham

agree with the clinical data, namely, that it is an effec-

tive amebicide, but is not altogether devoid of gastro-

intestinal irritation.

The alkaloids of alcresta ipecac are entirely insoluble,

both in acid and alkaline solution- of physiolog
centration. The solubility is not improved by the addi-

tion of bile salts or of albumin.

The pharmacologic literature of alcresta ipecac con-
firms that the emetin remains entirely inactive.

RELATION OF TEETH. TONSILS AND
INTESTINAL TOXEMIAS TO DIS-

EASES OF THE EYE*
GEORGE HUSTON" BELL. M.D.

Attending Surgeon, New York Eye and Ear Infirmary (Eye
rtment)

NEW YORK

The presence and fatality of diseases whose i

mia make them a subject of prime importance
to the whole medical profession. I have selected the
subject of focal infections for this paper, for thi

that it is a field in which I have Ion- been interested.

having read a paper1 on this subject before the New
York Institute of Stomatology, at the New York
Academyof Medicine, in < 1910. My belief has
grown stronger and stronger that there is not sufficient

attention paid to local infection- as a real cause of
- of the eye. The epoch-making work of Rose-
n the transmutation and selective localization of

pyogenic organisms in the various tissues of th

^Unionized some of our ideas of etiology and
pathology. The experimental and clinical in

tions of Brown and Irons 1 have been especially valu-

able to us, and we know now that the eye may suffer
from such infi tioi ints, muscles, nerves
and blood vessels. Wescott,' Haskins,5 Harrison* and

have recently presented interesting articles in

this connection.

\\ bat 1 now wish to do is to bring to your attention

the grouping of the most potent focal infections which
nun r in the practice of ophthalmology. For the

lack of a better classification I call them the "three
T's." which stand for teeth, tonsils and toxemia of the
intestinal tract.

. patient who com fke must stand the
"acid test" of the three T's. and the same routine is

carried out. as far a- possible, in my clinic at the New
York Eye .and Far Infirmary. It takes onl\

minutes to subject patients to this examination, pro-
vided there is a laboratory man at band yet ho>
it is overlooked and forgotten. If one has the three
T's well in mind constantly, there is no chance to

overlook any of the great sources of focal im.

•
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he ramifications of the three T's are so interwoven

iat it is impossible for me to dissociate them. In

linking of one in connection with a patient the other

vo always come into my mind. In other words, they

hand in hand. This paper is written with the undcr-

anding that, when necessary, syphilis, gonorrhea, and

a occasional sinus or tuberculous trouble must be

liminated or excluded.

THE TEETH

Much has ahead) been written, and much more can

B written about dental infectious as a cause of diseases

f the eye-. Too much -tie-- cannot he laid on a thor-

Ugh examination of the teeth, which includes: (1)

n inspection of the mouth
; (2) palpation of the minis,

rams of all the teeth, dead or alive.

ivots, arches and bridges.
: calls attention to the fact that "serious

rthritis. osteitis, osteomyelitis, periostitis, myositis,

pneumonia, pleuritis, endocarditis, neuritis,

euralgia, iritis, anemia, septicemia and pyemia may.

i certain case-, have their origin in oral sepsis." And
believe there is a growing tendency to look on the

ime etiologic factor as contributory in many instances

f chronic degenerative diseases like arteriosclerosis

rid arterial hypertension.

Cask 1 —A man, aged 22, came to my clinic at the New
ork Eye and Ear Infirmary, July 15, 1917, with plastic iritis

i both eyes. When first seen, both pupils were contracted

id the aqueous was cloudy. There was severe pain in both

,-es, considerable exudation in the left pupillary space, and

larked ciliary tenderness and injection. The patient was

•dered into the hospital at once and had the usual treatment

>r iritis. The Wassermann test was + + + +• Inunc-

ons were started. As the teeth were badly decayed, four-

:en of them were extracted during his first ten days in the

Dspital. Improvement was so rapid that I decided to dis-

•ntinue the inunctii ns ["he patient made a rapid recovery,

aving the hospital at the end of four weeks. He had gained

1 pounds in weight in the nine weeks that elapsed after he

ad the teeth extracted. His vision is now normal in both

res. He was given seven inunctions while in the hospital.

proposed to treat him for constitutional syphilis, but wanted

rst to see what would happen after the removal of these

:ptic roots, before going on with the treatment for syphilis.

he result was most happy. I showed this patient to the

ection on Ophthalmology at the New York Academy of

ledicine. Nov. 19. 1917.

Casf. 3—L. F. C, aged 37, sent to me by Dr. H. H. Forbes,

uly 27, 1917, was complaining of failing vision in the right

ye. With correction, he had vision: O. D., 20/200; O. S.,

b/20. On examination, I found that he had an exudate

horoiditis and large floating opacities in' the vitreous of the

ight eye. His tonsils had been removed by Dr. Forbes. On
xamining his mouth, I found his gums very much inflamed,

nd on the right side, at the root of one of the molars, there

.as a gum boil. There was also a bridge in his mouth. I

dvised an immediate roentgenogram of his teeth, which

howed, for one thing, that there was an old root in the gum
f one of the central incisors, which had been pulled long

Iso that there was an abscess cavity at the root of

no of the upper molars on the right side. The root of the

icisor was extracted; also two molars were pulled, and the

ridge was removed. All of this work was done in the Sum-
ner of 1917. The patient's Wassermann test and urine were

egative. and he had no internal treatment. The man had

een improving ever since the dental work was done; July

5, 1918, he came to me with a vision in the right eye of

0/20 with correction.

Any part of the eye may be attacked as a result of

lental infection, but by far the greatest number of

7. Barker. L. F. : Oral Sepsis and the Digestive Apparatus, South.
I. J. 7:481

e.i-e- shew the iris, ciliary body, choroid or cornea to

be affected.

I ewis' reports two cases of retinal hemorrhage due
tn bacterial toxins, and sets f < nth a new conception,

namely, that in these cases there occurs an absorption

into the blood of a soluble protein poison, usually given
oil from focal infections, which has a solvent effect mi
the intercellular cement substance of the cell wall, and
that the hemorrhage is not due to alteration of the

blood pressure, but to local lysis in the wall itself. It

seems to me that Lewis' theory of this new pathology
is a correct one, and will in the future explain many
obscure cases of recurrent retinal hemorrhages which,
in the past, have been diagnosticated as due to tuber-

culosis.

In operations on the eyeball when pyorrhea areo-
laris is present, or when I suspect any trouble with the

teeth, I always be<;in by referring the patients to an
Up to-date dentist, who at once starts his treatment.

\\ hen the dentin lias finished with the patient, 1 gener-

ally wait from four to six weeks before operating, so

as to try to eliminate all toxins from the system. Even
in glaucoma I wait, if it is possible, to eliminate the

three T's. All of this may seem heroic, but let me
assure you that we arc dealing with an arch enemy not
to be trifled with, and my success in treating patients

along these lines impels me to go forward.

THE WAY TO "GET RIGHT" ON THE DENTAL
QUESTION

To my mind, the way to get at the dental problem
correctly is to start with children in the schools, as

complete and proper mastication cannot take place

unless the mouth is in a healthy condition. Education
along dental lines and in dental hygiene is just as neces-

sary as education of the mind. Children who never
use a tooth brush are constantly coming to my clinic.

All they get here in our public schools in the way of

dental hygiene is what they call "the tooth brush drill."

What we really need here in New York and elsewhere

are dental hygienists or dental dressers, to inspect the

mouths of these schoolchildren regularly and sys-

tematically ; to detect irregularities of the teeth ; to

detect cavities by probe and mirror; to chart defects

correctly ; to select temporary teeth for extraction ; to

clean the scale from the teeth ; to extract the tempo-
rary teeth, and to apply various tonics to the gums
when inflamed and, above all, to educate the children

in "dental hygiene." Women who do this work are

given a nine months' course at Columbia University

;

then they stand an examination and are given a
diploma as "dental hygienists." These dental dressers

are, of course, to work under the supervision of some
up-to-date dentist who can inspect their work from
time to time. In this way the city would not be put to

any great amount of expense, and the children would
be well taken care of and receive scientific treatment.

'Ibis work is all the more important when we stop to

consider that at least 70 per cent, of our schoolchildren

have defective teeth, that all defective teeth are injuri-

ous to health, and that some of them are a deadly

menace to their owners.

EYESIGHT OF SCHOOLCHILDREN

The dental dressers could also be taught to test the

vision of all schoolchildren regularly, and those with

defective eyesight could be referred to the clinics, as

9. Lewis, F. P.: A Bacterial Toxin as the Cause of Retinal Hemor-
rhage, J. A. M. A. 70: 1813 (June) 1918.
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nothing handicaps a child's progress in education more
than poor eyesight. Hints and pamphlets on the care

of the eyes and the teeth should be published for dis-

tribution among the schoolchildren and the mothers.

The pamphlets could also outline the diet for these

children, and call the attention of the mothers to the

harmful effects of sugars and candies.

The publishing of the pamphlets, the issuing of

charts to be hung in the schoolrooms, and the preparing
of exhibits to be used in the schools are some of the

things which the dental dresser could do.

These suggestions of mine are all educational, and
should be a part of the regular course of every child

from the kindergarten until the day of graduation.

Diseases of middle life are fast increasing. They are

microbic, of a chronic, recurring character, and are

carried into the blood stream from a few foci, the

mouth being the source of the greatest danger.

THE TONSILS

The tonsils, on account of their position and struc-

ture, are more prone to infection than almost any other

organ in the body. Because of their position, they

come in contact with the various species of bacteria

in the mouth cavity. .More important than this, how-
ever, is the deposition of these bacteria with the food,

in the lumina of the crypts. They therefore receive

and transmit in many cases some infectious process.

Ziegler11 reported a case of marked papilledema in

a child, which was persistent for over a year, and
which subsided and cleared up after the removal of

the tonsils. This septic condition of the tonsil- was
well illustrated in a case of a physician which King 12

reported. The patient had arthritis and heart and kid-

ney trouble with episcleritis. He was unable to attend

to his professional duties. The whole systemic involve-

ment was cleared up by the use of vaccines and the

enucleation of the tonsils. I had the pleasure of seeing

this physician eighteen months after operation, lie

had resumed his practice and had had no recurrence of

any of his old troubles. He had gained in weight and
was feeling fine.

When the tonsils are involved, anything less than

the radical treatment is of little value. This was thor-

oughly demonstrated by Case 5.

Case 5.—Miss C. R., who first came to me, July 5, 1918,

complained of "red eyes," as she called it, and had been under
treatment for several years b} i .'. • competent oculists. There
was at this time marked redness and congestion of the

bulbar conjunctiva, with some edema and some follicles on
tin- palpebral conjunctiva. I examined the patient's eyes for

refraction, and found that her error had been properly cor-

l.ooking her over for the three T's, I found that her

teeth were excluded, hut on examining her throat, it di

that she had two large, juicy tonsils which projected way
lie pillars of the fauces. She was told that nothing

could be done for her until her tonsils were removed. That
day, the lirst time I had ever seen her, she was sent to con-
sult a nose and throat specialist, and her tonsils were
enucleated the next day. Her progress lias betn very marked
ever since the operation, and now, six months afterwai

-" have disappeared, and she no longer has any chronic
conjunctivitis. She remarked to me, "You are the tir-i

years old with a low grade conjunctivitis, which had e

>ver a period of several years, who had never had her throat
d !

11 Ziegler. S. L.: The Chemistry of Uciaboliaal in Its K.
Diseases. Ann. Opbth.. April, 1911, |i. 250.

.-. .T. J.: Fnri! • 01 on thr Conellan-King Diplo
' ",tir,ns, I. A. M A. 88 1 /l ( I in. ]

Osborne13 thinks that a very large proportion of
thyroid disturbance is caused by mouth and throat

infections.

Recently Gardiner" has called attention to the fact

that he has seen two typical cases of exophthalmic
goiter which were permanently cured after one year's

observation with the rest cure and the enucleation of
the diseased tonsils. He also states that Morn' was
able to cultivate Streptococcus viridans from the thy-

roid glands removed from two typical cases of goiter.

Errors of diet and pyorrhea alveolaris are the

starting points of nearly all cases of hyperacidity,
hypoacidity and toxemia of the intestinal tract. How
often is the dietetic condition discussed with our
patients unless they have some obscure eye disease?
How often do we demand of new patients coming to

our offices an examination of the urine? I hold that

every patient should be examined for the three T's and
along these lines. How many of us warn patients

against the excessive use of cane sugars, glucose and
carbohydrates? When we stop to consider that after

the Revolutionary War, the estimated consumption of
sugar in the United States was only 7y2 pounds per
capita per annum, whereas in 1914, the per capita used
amounted to about 90 pounds, as Joslin 10 says, "the
marked increase in the consumption of sugar is appall-

ing." He continues: "Since 1900 it has increased 17

per cent., and the mortality from diabetes mellitus has
doubled in that time. Such a marked alteration in the
diet of the nation is noteworthy and deserves atten-
tion."

It is in these civilized food products that we must
look for the agents that are responsible for autointoxi-
cations from which the human race now suffers. The
carbohydrates taken as sugars and starches are digested
by the ptyalin of the saliva, and amylopsin, maltase
and lactase of the pancreas, and the invertin of the
intestinal juice, so that they are all reduced to a state

of monosaccharids. Some of them are further broken
up by bacteria, 17 with the formation of lactic acid,

alcohol, marsh-gas, hydrogen and butyric acid. In other
words, there is nothing in the human stomach to render
it physiologically assimilable. It is attacked tl

bacteria which oxidize it and convert it into highly
irritable organic acids and several alcohols. If taken
in solution on an empty stomach, or when the food is

into the small intestine, it becomes a food
product, as the inverted ferments of the intestine

break it up into glucose and levulose sugars, which
are assimilable. If taken, however, with food which
must remain in the stomach one or more houi
sucrose becomes a foreign body, i- acted on by bac-

teria, and its ultimate products' become important fac-

n the production of our metabolic diseases. 18

As Hawk' mically considered, the carbo-
hydrates are aldeh; implex

I think- two thine

sary for sutjar fermentation; undigested sugar f

imach or intestine, and the bacteria in sufficient

quantity to attack it. Overfeeding with sugar either

given a

percentage, will cause fermentation. We must 1

T.: Tooth Infections, New Vork M. I. 1";

II ' T I of Graves'
New *

16. Jotlin, K. V.: The Treatment of Dinbel.
:

'

18. Dcefcs. W. I-:.: Gutric ind Duodena] i

'

1 I II ark, P. 1'.
: Practical Phyaloloj

|
i
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mind that the gastric juice is not only a secretion bu1

also an excretion, and anything (bat goes into the

stomach that will produce fermentation will generally

i hyperacidity and will have a tendency td give

ns the acid St

CASI /".—A man. aged JO. who came to my clinic with

vision: O. P. J'
1 20; S . JO/200, complaining of poor vision

in the left eye. There was a circunicorncal injection of blood

vessels of the left eye. The cornea was hazy, with few spots

en Descemet's membrane, and the pupil u ed. One
could see that the eye was in a state of low grade inflamma-

tion. The tcetli were negative as far as we could make out,

although a i them was ordered. A Wasser-
mann test was also taken. The tonsils had been removed

when he was a hoy. On getting his personal history, it

developed that he had eaten about half a pound of chocolate

every day for the last six months. He was a helper on an

express wagon and visited many candy stores. He was
taken off the sweets and given some atropin and hot bathing

for his eye He continued with his work.

Two weeks later roentgenoscopy of the teeth, and the

Wassermann test were negative; the urine was also negative,

except for + + ++ indican. The patient continued to

ami at the end of three months was entirely well,

with a vision of 20/30. One year has now elapsed and he has

had no return of his malady. There is no doubt that this

patient was suffering from sugar poisoning.

Dietitians are not all agreed as to the value of sugar.

I hold and helieve that it is a toxic substance, and that

children, as well as adults, should be deprived of its

use. so far as possible.

We see the baneful effects of candy and sweets in

children coining to us with eczematous keratoconjunc-

one of the commonest diseases of the eye. It

is a common disease in more senses than one, for it is

common among the common people. The sight of a

dirty and slatternly mother dragging two or more chil-

qually dirty and slatternly, with eyes tightly

closed is, unfortunately, too frequent in our outpatient

clinics, and forms a sad picture which is familiar to us

all. To my mind, the phlyctena, which is characteristic

of the disease, is the ocular manifestation of a toxemia

arising from some focus situated somewhere in the

body. It is interesting to note that all of the children

have gastro-intestinal disturbances, and the great

majority of them have indican in the urine. This

toxemia of the gastro-intestinal tract is brought on by

the excessive use of candy and sweets, and bad teeth.

Some of these unfortunate children also have adenoids

and tonsils, which must be removed. I know that a

great many observers claim that there is a good deal

of evidence to -how that a tuberculous focus exists

somewhere in the body. I do not think that their

iig is sound. I hold that the three T's play the

important part in the etiology of this disease. When
the cause of the trouble is removed and these children

have local treatment for their eyes, they get well.

Hill20 has found that the stools of breast-fed babies

are normally quite strongly acid in reaction, owing to

the large amount of sugar and fat in breast mill En

severe cases of sugar fermentation, Hill recommends
alkali treatment. He also maintains that a baby can

take relatively more sugar than an adult, as the assim-

ilation limit is much higher in infancy. Case 8 is most

interesting, as it clearly shows the results of sugar

poisoning

:

Case 8.—Mrs. A. G., aged 27, married, came to me, Oct. 1,

mplaining of her vision being fogged, and of being

unable to read. She had been under my care for her eyes

i, I.. W. : Sugar in Relation to Infant Feeding, Boston H. &
S. J. 179: 1 (July 4) 1918.

for several years, and her vision in the past had always been

normal. Her vision at tin- time was 20/200 in each eye.

The pupils reacted sluggishly to light. Pressure on the eye

balls gave her pain. Her fields for form were normal with

a central color scotoma foi red, extending from the blind

spot to the fixation point. The scotoma was more or less

circular in shape, and nut oblong, as we generally see in

toxic amblyopia due to tobacco poisoning. There was no
contraction of the peripheral field. Both fundi were
The optic disks wen nol swollen or edematous. She gave
a history of consuming large quantities of sweets in the form

of candy—about half a pound a day—and of drinking at le.i^t

tl ree ice cream sodas a day. 1 had a chemical analysis made
oi iln blood and the urine. She wa given a dose of castor

.'il. which has great power to sweep tile intestine clean, after

which I ordered a strict diet, without any sugars or sweets,

and she was given one bottle of Bulgarian bacilli three times

a day before meals.

r 6, the report on the blood was that it was normal
except for high blood sugar, from 0.15 to 0.18 per cent. The
urine showed high specific gravity. 1.027, with a positive

for sugar, and high indican reaction. I thought
from the start that 1 was dealing with a case of hyper-
glycemia, and these tests were still more convincing.

The average glucose content of normal blood is about 0.1

per cent. This increase in the blood sugar was brought about

by the increased ingestion of carbohydrates in the form of

sweets, for the reason that after the ingestion of large

amounts of sucrose or glucose, causing the assimilation limit

to lie exceeded, and alimentary glycosuria will arise.

November 1, I saw the patient again, at which time her

vision was 20/70 in both eyes. The treatment was continued.

The urine was examined again for sugar, but was negative.

The diet was continued.

The patient was seen from time to time, and on December
1 her vision was normal again and she could read Jaeger
No. 1.

This case is undoubtedly one of autotoxemic ambly-
opia, due to the anomalies of metabolism. The oppor-

tunity was afforded for the production of toxic sub-

stances through the instrumentality of the sweets.

Most candies contain inverted sugars and commercial
"glucose," which are readily fermented either by bac-

terial action or by means of enzymes or activating-

bodies or agents. It is interesting to note right here

that two fifths of all the sugar that is consumed is

eaten in the form of candy. The most frequent occur-

ring examples of such a disturbance of vision is found
in diabetes mellitus, in which we have constantly high

blood sugar.

I hold that every case of retrobulbar neuritis should

have a chemical analysis of blood and urine, even if

the patient smokes and drinks. Estimations of the

blood sugar are, undoubtedly, of great value in the

treatment of these cases of toxic amblyopia.

There are two ways in which the sight may become
affected in toxic amblyopia—endogenous or exogen-
ous : the endogenous toxins being found in connection

with hyperglycemia, diabetes mellitus, uremia, the

puerperal state, or a septic process somewhere in the

alimentary canal, while exogenous toxins are tobacco,

ethyl or methyl alcohol, and numerous other substances.

Collins and Mayou state that the poison either acts

on the ganglion cells of the retina or their synapses, or

by the production of ischemia which interferes with

their nutrition.

It is interesting to note also that Adams21 of Oxford,
in speaking of twenty-nine acute cases of retrobulbar

neuritis, states that two thirds of these were in females

between 15 and 30 years of age.

21. Ailams, P. H. : Some Points in Retrobulbar Neuritis, with Special

Reference to Prognosis, Brit. J. Ophth. 3:522 (Oct.) 1918.
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It is interesting to note that a substance which has
been occasionally found in the lens, and which does not

occur under normal conditions, is sugar. 23
Its presence

in the lens in cases of diabetic cataract has attracted

the greatest attention. Professor Kuhne was able to

demonstrate it. It is also interesting to note that

Lohmeyer- 4 succeeded in demonstrating the presence of

sugar in the vitreous taken from two human beings

who had just died of diabetes. Deutschmann25 proves

the presence of sugar in the aqueous and vitreous of

the body of a diabetic whose lens also contained sugar.

This work by these investigators is most timely and
most interesting, and only goes to show that sugar can

leave the blood stream and may attack any of the

tissues of the eye.

HOW BAD TEETH AFFECT THE ALIMENTARY
CAXAL

Pyorrhea alveolaris, or Riggs' disease, is not only a

serious condition, but also is very prevalent. This
chronic disease loosens the teeth in the gums, or rather

strips the gums from the teeth, so that they drop out,

and mastication becomes impossible. But even more
disastrous to health than the inability to masticate

properly are the effects of the continued ingestion of

toxic material which the pyogenic germs have devel-

oped. This toxic material, and bacteria mixed with

the food, pass into the alimentary tract and bring about

gastro-intestinal autointoxication which, in turn, is

responsible for a large number of grave conditions.

This is one reason why the teeth should be thoroughly

investigated in every patient coming to us, whether we
suspect a septic proces in the alimentary canal or not,

as pus may be swallowed with the food over long

periods, or metastatic infections may occur. Barker

says that some cases of gastric and duodenal ulcers are

lary to oral sepsis.

urse, the examination of the urine of all new
ts coming to the office is imperative. It is also

essentia] to have the indican content of the urine. This

rough index of the extent of the putrefactive

in the intestine. It is therefore the duty of
• hysician, whether he be specialist, general

\ rac-

, or surgeon, to examine lite urine of all new
patients coming to his office, and to demand a urinalysis

of all old patients once a year. I cannot lay too much
on the importance of having the mine of all

examined, and I think' that the failure on the

the physician to do this is simply inexcusable.

in says that "the time is nol far distant when
.< dentist, even, will demand a urinary

of all his patients." I am convinced that the

reaction is passed over too lightly by phj

I Soper''" says: "1 have "Men noted the

I
certain cases ol

rply limiting the protein and reducing or
emitting sugar from the dietary. Patients of this class

; e indit anuria, much colonic

Froth, and fermentative feces Moreover, they

are in the habit of consuming large quanti

sugar."

Apropos of the carbohydrate element, the work of

Pemberton" is especially interesting. He produced

ine Lens System, 1898, p. 67.
never: BeitraK zur Histologil

I

inn: Zur Resent ration d< n
•••

li W. : Autointoxication J
«!!>: 1 11 (Nov, 301
bertoo. R.: Metabolism and Rheuniafn.l Arthritis, Am. J M.

I..

I

good results in cases of rheumatoid arthritis by a

radical reduction of carbohydrate in the dietary.

Hagelberg23 found an abnormally high sugar content

in the blood in twenty-six cases of arteriosclerosis. A
thorough examination of urine and feces, and a chem-
ical blood examination will give us a reliable index of

the putrefactive condition in the intestinal tract.

Why the optic nerve should be affected in some cases

of gastro-intestinal autointoxication, the uvea in other

the cornea in some and the vitreous in still

others. I am not able to state, nor am I able to state

just how the conditions are brought about. We must
all admit, however, that toxemia may result from
chemical changes in the intestinal contents, and that

absorption of protein toxins from the intestinal tract

does take place, and that the blood stream is the carrier

of the infection, the three common foci being the teeth,

tonsils and the intestinal tract.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Teeth.— 1. If the teeth are properly treated

from the outset, they will not abscess. If we do our
part, Nature will do hers. That is the reason why we
must start with the children in the schools.

2. These suggestions on my part are educational, and
should be a part of the regular course of every child,

from the kindergarten age until the day of graduation.

3. I strongly urge the country to "get right" on the

dental question.

5. Modern dentistry is relieving the world of much
misery, by the watchful care of the foci connected with
the teeth, and the time is not far distant when modern
dentistry will be made a department of medicine.

7. While many of the results of oral infection are

apparent to the eye, the deep-seated and hidden foci,

which are frequently the most virulent, are entirely

hidden and can only be revealed by the roentgenogram.

8. Diseases of middle life are fast increasing and, to

my mind, the mouth and the diet are the sources of the

greatest danger.

9. As complete and proper mastication cannot take

place unless the mouth is in a healthy condition, I hold

that a dirty mouth is one of the greatest menaces of

the human race.

The Tonsils.— 1. The tonsils receive and transmit, in

many cases, some infectious process. Because of their

position and structure, the tonsils are more prone to

infection than many other organs in the body. I

'

of their position, they come i
villi various

species of bacteria found in the mouth. More impot
taut than this, however is the depo ition of th<

teria with the food which we find in the lumina of

2. It has been demonstrated that the tonsils are the
principal foci of infection in the throal

hemolytic streptococci.

3. All patienl - coming to th

ined foi ti msils.

4. When the tonsils an anything l<

the radical treatment is of little value, as they a

riers of inlY

I he l anal 1 Focal infei

dally those of the teeth, tonsils and alimentary
to use the words of Profi

fad," but realities to be looked for and eradicated, if

to cure our patients.
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t diet and pyorrhea i are (lie

starting points of nearly all cases of hyperacidity,

idity and toxemia.- of the intestinal tract. Chil-

dren are often improperly fed, with the result that

about 70 per cent, of schoolchildren have

d when decay sets in early, the teeth I

septic, poisoning the food eaten, so thai sj stemii

tion is frequei 1 teeth afford a ready p
into the system for disease germs. Large numl

children have tuberculous glands which, in my opinion,

are incident to such foci,

3. Sugar, chemically, is a solid alcohol. From a

local little used product it has become the universal

condiment in the food of the civilized races. It i- used

in man's drink, in his food and as his refreshment

between meals, not only in solution, hut also in the

form of the ubiquitous candies o\ commerce. We must

r in mind that two fifths of all the sugar con-

sumed is eaten in the form of candy.

4. Dietitians are not al as to the value of

sugars. I hold and believe that they are toxic sub-

stances, and that children as well as adults should he

deprived of their use as far as possible, as they are

chemical alcohols. When the hydrochloric acid of the

gastric juice is diminished in quantity (hypo acidity),

as it may he in many cases of functional or organic

there is no check to the growth of the micro-

organisms in the stomach; then the sugars arc acted on

by the bacteria, and fermentation takes place, with the

formation of large amounts of such substances as lactic

acid and butyric acid: in some eases a pyloric spasm

is produced, thereby more markedly increasing fer-

mentation and acidity with their end-product results.

Hawk says that there are certain of the more resistant

spores which even the normal acidity of the gastric

juice will not destroy.

5. It is difficult for me to avoid the conclusion that

the uniestricted use of all carbohydrates must be dele-

terious to the human ecoi

6. If the sugar poison can invade the aqueous, the

vitreous and the nutritive stream of the lens, then why
can it not produce an inflammatory process in any of

the tissues of the eye? On account of the insidious

onset, the cause of the trouble is liable to e
j

nition unless the dietetic condition is kept well in mind.

7. We must educate our patients to look after their

diet, teeth and tonsils, and impress on them the great

importance of having their urine examined once

In obscure conditions of the eye, wc must go a step

farther and have the feces of the patient examined, to

see if the stools are toxic, and last but not 1

insist on a chemical examination of the blood, as a

thorough inv "f the urine, feces and blood

will give us a reliable index of the putrefactive condi-

tion of the intestinal tract.

40 East Forty-First Street.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION

Dr. Hiram Woons. Baltimore: I belii . e absolutely in the

a dental origin of ocular lesions. Dr. Bell lias

called attention to a matter of great importance clinically,

1 -;t it is apt to lead us into a lot of speculative patl

'1 lie clinical importance i- ents will

not get well unless we find the cause of the eye d

•he present state of our knowledge, little more than

a therapeutic experiment is at command. We give the patient

the benefit of our host judgment and go over everything wc
think causative. Then we act. But can we tell, before our

therupeui mar righl we are? Dr. I'.rll mentions
'

,: is. Il res: ing until

rheal condition oi the gums was removed. That was
patient with episcleritis who had had

all his teeth extracted, except foui rite attacks ol i '

liiis continued. Then another dcntisl removed all the bridge
work. He siill lias episcleritis. In thi th wire

i" di id roots show ing infei i ii m.

S metimes we find more than i ne cause, as n< oi Dr. Bell's

cases illustrated. \\ iib pyorrhea or dead teeth in a syph-

ually nothing in the

the eye to guide ns in determining the etiol gy
nine dental origin, wc may depi il need

Ii ssly of a vei Dr. Bi

i ession "rheun •'

I get rid of this

tb rheumatism and iritis are in id do nol

ive relation to each other. They are due to

oe cause. As to the tonsils, they are universally rec-

ognized i
- a pi irtal i ii infei tion. I irant di tal

illar cause is

admitted. Yet even so, tonsil maj bi rem ved for i « ulai

troubles without benefit. Ii is another diagnostic pitfall.

Before the removal of a tonsil solely foi ocular disease,

there-should be, as fai a p ible, an i eclusion of other

act il gii examination of the crypt content.

Finally, Dr. Bell discusses intestinal autointoxication as a

i eye disease. I te speaks i ii il a a ti i ci una. I v. as

much surer some years ago, than now, about the ca

relation between intestinal ., id eye lesions. Dr.

Bell is right in associating recurrent phlyctenular' ophthal-

mia with iin
i ders.

Dr. .1 ,
\'-v. York: In a considerable num-

ber of casts of autointoxication, by regulating the diet, wc
were able to cure fifty-three out of tun five patients who
had inflammatory conditions of the deep structures of

the eye. Eliminate or limit the quantity of sugar; give

meat. We were never intended to cat sugar. It has only
been a diet for a COUple of centuries. Sugar causes fer-

mentation and the generation of acids, which affect the eye
and other structures.

Dr. F. Park Li wis, Buffalo: I think I have absolutely

demonstrated the effect of dental infections in the produc-

tion of jritis. About two months ago in a case of recurrent

iritis, working in conjunction with a group of men, a sus-

pected tooth was found to have a root abscess. It was
extracted under aseptic precautions. It was crushed, and

from the canal was taken a culture which proved to be

dutely pure Strcj I njections

were made into the abdomen and the ear vein of a full

grown white rabbit and within twelve bouts there devel ped

a definite iritis, with little oculai congestion, nor was there

any congestion of the retinal VI Sels. Vftei four days the

inflammation began to recede and a large dose was given

which killed the rabbit. The eye was then removed under

precautions and a portion of the iris was dropped

into culture medium. We reproduced Strcpioi >ccus viridans.

II rganism was also found in the iris tissue. This

utely for tin first time, as far as I

the selective affinity of the organism found in dental

i ot al ci for the special structure which bad been affected

in the individual from which the tooth was taken.

Dr. Clarence A. Vf.asf.v, Spokane: The most remarkable

tration of the direct influence of focal infections in

the production of ocular disease I have ever bad the oppor-

tunity to observe was in five cases of ophthalmoplegia
interna. One of the patients was treated by the former

usual methods for several weeks and others were treated for

what shorter period without the least appreciable

- iiient. In from two days to one week after the

I of the focus of infection every patient had entirely

red. Four of the cases were due to chronic infection

of the faucial tonsils and one was due to a focal infection

in a tooth because of a partially filled canal. In the latter

' nd: but a roentgenogram revealed a rari-

i of the tooth, and the canal v.
i

red t have been filled only partially. I have ah >
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observed several cases of high blood pressure, some with

marked pulsation of the retinal arteries, minute hemorrhages
and acute nephritis. These conditions disappeared within a

short time after the removal of the focus of infection. Mj
own observations, like those of others, would seem to indi-

cate that many ocular affections, formerly classed as idio-

pathic, are in reality due to a focal infection somewhere in

the body; and in any given case, whether or not there

an apparent cause, thorough examinations should be made
to discover whether in addition to the apparent cause there

may not be some focus of infection.

Dr. M. C. Rose. New York: J. Forbes Ross of London
has repeatedly demonstrated that he can modify the surgical

scar by increasing or decreasing the potassium salts given

the patient. In eye work where prompt, perfect healing is

so essential the study of every detail should be our aim.

Further confirmation of the value to ophthalmologists of the

study of diet can be found in the experiments of A. H. Clark

of Baltimore. In the treatment of some of the pus invasions

by vaccines, the reaction and coagulability of the blood is so

tit, that if the '1 od has n t the right reaction, they

fail to give results. Give the patient lemon juice and the

vaccines will produce results. Experience of over twenty

years has shown that every inflammation, from the top of

the head to the sole of the foot, makes greater headway in

an acid body; so it has been my custom to stop excess of

sugar, oranges, grapefruit, wine and beer, reduce the quan-

tity of protein food, and t . administer alkalis, such as

potassium bicarbonate or sodium bicarbonate; stop when the

body i. slightly alkalized. Dr. Mendel of Yale

how cases of xerophthalmia and othei i i

oped in children whose diet was defective in fats and vita-

mins. The eyes were quickly made well by the addition of

chicken liver and cod liver oil to the diet. Laboratory

d that the amount of end
|

of protein digestion (uric acid, ureacrcatinin) excreted by

the kidneys may bea il ratio to the uric acid,

urea and creatinin content of the blood. Clinical

monstrated, with the help i that the

1 in the blood bears

a definite relation to sickness and disease; and the amount
of the end-products i ths kidneys

ndition of the patient. Creatinin

is the easiest of the end-products ' ninated

by the kidneys. So a constant excess of creatinin in the

blood from 6 to 10 per cent, shows that the kidneys arc

and the prognosis musl be 1 ad

produced from tissue cells, and Lusl

the quantity of creatinin eliminated is independent of the

quantity of protein intake, and the same holds true, as a

I

' iting protein diet. Since the proteit

ti the urine i, t ratio to the excess

tcin end-products which may be in the bloo

ts circulating in the blood

tant relation to i ert on de i net al

the eye. I would recommend routine blood examinations in

iterative eye conditions.

I )r. Bl II

the present status of focal infection as related to

i

cannot :

finding all sources of

ns. The fact i f a po itive Wassermann d

Brown and I

their r> found that seventeen were
I numerous I .

r uveitis in syphilitic individuals, who bad cither

I the ordinary specific treatment or had recui

permanent!) ll of the teeth
or tonsils. A large numl ntS are

without teeth, but 1 think free from a return of that

As to int<

in the same category as rheumatism and is an inci-

and Ir.iis unqualifiedly present this view. They I

lind one case out of loo m which focal mf. .ti n was absent,

and conclude that the intestinal toxemias were due to the

same focal infection as the iritis. Dr. F. Park Lewis agrees

with this view in an article which he read two years ago, in

speaking of the etiology of lenticular changes. He states

that every patient with striae in the lens is suffering with

a greater or lesser degree of intestinal indigestion, with the

resultant absorption of toxic products. It seems to me that

in view of the well known necessity and value of a certain

percentage of sugar in the diet of infants and growing chil-

dren, it is a reasonable conclusion that a certain amount

able in any dietary. Our aim should be rather a

well balanced ration in a quantity suitable to the needs of

the individual. I assume that if the ordinary amount o"

tide, a focal infection might be respon-

sible for such failure. I would in this instance extract the

abscessed tooth, but not the "sweet" tooth.

Dr. James J. King, New York: The importance of ton-

sillar infection in relation to eye diseases was first impressed

on me in 1914. A doctor had a severe tonsillitis in April,

weeks later he developed episcleritis, multiple arthritis,

nephritis, myocarditis and endocarditis. Those conditions

i for eight months despite treatment by many able

specialists. In December. 1914, he consulted me in relation

to his tonsils as a causative factor of his trouble. Three
eminent laryngologists had told him his tonsils were nega-

On taking culture of the tonsil-. I Found a virulent

infection and advised the use of autogenous vaccines and
then the removal ol the tonsils. This advice was followed,

and in one month all of his symptoms had disa]

Today, after an interval of four and one-half years, he is a

well man.

Dr. H. B. Li-mirk, Omaha: In the West we practice

triology, we extend our practice to the ear, nose and throat,

so that we form from our own findings a concrete idea of

e and throat in connection with eye disease, and I

now have added diagnostic stomatology as necessary for

proper diagnosis and treatment of eye conditions. Unless
we can interpret our own roentgenograms of the alveolar

, we will fail to get the infected foci removed in

many cases. We will have to help, at times, dentists who
are not well grounded in i>. they may
be skilful mechanically, and this we shall tail t .

. do
we can discuss intelligently with them the films and the

appearance of the alve >lar processes. Many of these focal

lary to primary foci; a-, for i

infected tonsils from bad teeth or maxillary sinus empyema
from an infected tooth, and these secondary ii

in turn cause ocular disease. Dr. Knapp's paper sei

indicate that in sympathetic ophthalmia the injured i

trded in the light of a secondary focus. I want to

what Dr. Park Lewis said, that each case must
me one responsible for results, and one man must

have authority over and direi i .ill the ei

in the different branches, [nap
the intei dentist must all I e

subordina i

of parat tance.

mver Tydinc '

' When we recognized that

mic dis-

- which bad d< velo]

and which I was unable to relieve. The man was cured by
a rectal since in. Fifteen ) if a dis-

by a Xew York surgi n, I exhibited
some it. '

I was in I my mcth 'd A ;ly crude ; that
it bad been u ed .n d hundred y< ars

e New York surgi

now.
1 [

--.i-li tO

belittle the h n | think we

oxidation .M . en called pai I

of papilledema which Dr. Bell qu ti

as resulting from infecte
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same causative factor existed in several cases of Mikulicz's

which 1 published

:.i shown ii

.
i ror. In one case it

and in another it v. traction,

The qui -

j important In c;

n children it has been my cusl

candy."
I think this error starts in

r duct into the eye. \\ e

sider the importance of these underlying
rts the result of dietetic errors. 1 think that while

i Fully, we must
n'stry of the system, i

if the chemist bacteria,

. but we must consider all the fa

Dr. George Huston Bell, New York: We all n .

I radicating infections in the teeth and
intoxication is tl I

fori the medical pi

tract and also the starting point of pyorrhea alveolaris. The
human race- now suffers more than ever from diseases of
middle life and I believe that it is the civilized food products,

i diet and bad teeth and tonsils that are the causes

of the trouble It is the acid fermentation and acid intoxica-

luced by sugars and sweets and excessive use of

Irates. When sugar is fermented by bacteria, acids

med. These may be divided into two groups. The
volatile acids, such as formic acid, acetic acid and butyric

acid, and the nonvolatile acids, tic acid; the

volatile acids are formed in large amounts and are the ones
that do the most harm. Too much acid causes fermentation,

hurries food out of the stomach into the intestines, chemical
'ake place, poisons and toxins are formed, which,

into circulation, cause autointoxication. There-
fore, we must eat base forming foods. There are a lot of

things which we cannot prove in medicine; but that should
not deter us from going forward. The process of elimina-

tion of focal infections is good enough for me when I can not

obtain positive proof. The remedy for all these troubles

must be found in the field of the cause. We must investigate

the teeth and tonsils and correct the errors of diet. In the

treatment of our eye diseases, we should have at our elbow
the internist, so as to confer and consult with him. By this

means we can hope to attain proficiency in diagnosis and
have the proper conception of treatment in all eye conditions.

AN EXPERIENCE WITH EPIDEMIC
MENINGITIS*

J. S. ROBISON, M.D.
Captain. M. C, V. S. Army

WINCHESTER, INI).

'and

JESSE R. GERSTLEY, M.D.

First Lieutenant. M. C. U. S. Army

CHICAGO

recent publications, the value of the

agglutination luck on the of men-
. given the propel

arding this, e with

lie meningitis may be of

When the Army of Occupation entei
• meningitis appeared, never two in

hborhood. All patients,

whether brought in late or early in the '

;

at once put on the usual treatment, which consisted of

Mo. 49, Third American
Army, Coblenz, Gcrin:r Robot B. Hill, commanding.

intraspinal and at times intravenous o\

serum. This product, thai of an Vmerican commercial
firm, was five months old and dated good for a

month.
\i this time Captain Leon Linger of Chicago, who

in France had had consideral ce with this
:

thai in clinical \ alue the Am n

i to thai of the Pasteur laboratories.

In spite of Httr immediate requisition, however, the

French serum was somewhat delayed, <> thai

its arrival we had had ten patients. < >ur results with

CULTURES I IF ORGANISMS OBTAII ED PINAL
I I 1 IDS'

\ I! D II i. II I
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letters in the captions indicate

ii
D, ]

I

i : - serum ; H, normal t, Pastcui

. mo i depressing. Try as we might, in spite

raspinal injections, often three times within

twenty-four hours, the disease prog lily and
rapidly, absolutely uninfluenced b) our efforts, ( if the

en patients, nine died, and the only one who
recovered was a young soldier with an exceedingly

avirulent infection during the course of which he never

isciousness. On him, treatment apparently had

little influence. He never seemed better or whim- or

in any way affected by the therapy, but dragged on a

rather slow and often interrupted convalesces

Then came the shipmenl of French serum. It was
i 1

1 manufactui Novembi i and 1 >ecem-

ber, 1918. To otfr chagrin, however, it failed us com-
pletely, and the next patient, like the other-, progressed

steadily to his death.

A survey of this new serum, however, gave us some
hope. The nurse in charge of the waul. Miss Edith

Kingsley, noted that in this shipment, by an oversight,

on of vials, dated 1917 instead of 191 I, had been

overlooked, and just by chance the firsl sample taken

had come from this particular carton. ( if course, we
discarded this at once and used the new Pasteur

product.

r have we witnessed such a striking result from

a change in therapy. Patients continued coming from
all parts of the Army of ( lecupation to a total of forty-

five. There was no change in our technic. Intraspinal

ons were given twice, and in the mosl desperate

three times a day. Intravenous injections wire-

only rarely employed. Never has a therapeuti

been more definite, more conclusive. With the

i [ the new serum our mortality, almosl 100 per cent.,

changed to a recovery of 100 per cent. Every patient

>ed satisfactorily, uneventfully with no compli-

t ttions, to peri., i health. I pidemic meningitis Irom
some, depressing and repulsive disease, became
ilv a few treatments a relatively mild ailment.

lli agglutinating properties of the various serums
led by one of us (J. S. R.) without any
- to the clinical results. In the accom

panying table the numbers represent cultures of the

organisms obtained fr< m spinal fluids of the various
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patients. The agglutinations were done in February,

1919. The clinical observations extended from Janu-

ary to April, 1919.

A later check on the New York State Board of

Health serum showed it to be satisfactory both in its

agglutinating properties and its clinical results.

CONCLUSIONS

From a study of these forty-five cases, one arrives

at the following conclusions :

1. Bacteria may vary according to geographic loca-

tion. Perhaps our first serum failed because, in its

manufacture, strains or organisms indigenous to < i«-r

many and France were not included. This, at any rate.

is a theoretical possibility.

2. A conclusion of vital clinical importance is that

if a patient with epidemic meningits does not respond

at nine to intraspinal treatment, one should not tem-

porize. The agglutinating property of the serum
against the patient's own organisms should be toted,

and if the laboratory evidence is unfavorable, more
satisfactory serum should be procured at once.

4235 Michigan Avenue.

THE INFLUENCE OF HIGH AIR TEM-
PERATURE ON TUBERCULOSIS

HARRY GAUSS,
CHII '.

M.D

It is generally taught that man is a homothermal
organism, that he has a wide range of adaptability to

external atmospheric condition-, that his mean daily

temperature varies between 98 and 99 F., tin-* being

subject to minor variations according to age, exercise,

altered respiration, period of the day, f 1 metabolism,

etc. Some observi theless, have shown that

a certain relationship between the body and

atmospheric temperatures. Hermans1 records that in

crowded theaters and churches hi- own bod) temper-

( ban 1 daily :iir lcm| Vir. 4,

ature rose. Castelli and < halmers* observe that if a

person, lightly clad and in good health, places himself

in the hottest part of an

i Sea, it w ill be found ;
I

I"!" 1 time his

temperature remains normal, bin in due course of time
1 1 i

^ temperature will gradually rise t" 102 I

-

oi

when the person i imi nl be ausi ol

companying general distress, after which bis

I Herman*: Arch f. Hyg. 1:1.

-

temperature slowly returns to normal. Haldane, 3 inves-

tigating the influence of high air temperatures, observes

noticeable elevations in the body temperature when
a person is subjected to still, elevated and saturated

atmosphere. Likewise, Lee 4 has seen the temperature

of a normal adult rise 6 l'\ during a Stay of three and
one quarter hours in an atmosphere averaging 104.7 F.

with 95 per cent, humidity.

Under normal conditions, heat loss of an average

man is accomplished by radiation and conduction, 65

io il « t-i\ tS\ ir J-C ft »» t t Jo 31 I » J *
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u\ The mean daily temperature for July 27,

I taring this time

per cent, sunshine, the average hourly

6, and the average relative humidity

The principal heat wave was preceded and

followed by minor heat waves whoso nir.ui daily tem-

peratures were about 85 I'., each being of short dura-

ln Chart 1. A represents the preliminary

B the principal heat wave, and C the succeeding heat

During July, 1916, there won- admitted to

tal 158 patients suffering from heat

stroke and heal exhaustion. Among the patients suf-

fering from heat stroke there were admitting temper-

i lid to 114 F., as reported elsewhere

and Meyer8
1.

'• nt, however, of the patients admit-

ted as frank heat stroke cases, there were observed

temperature in various patients of tl

pital which seemed unusual for the expected course and

duration of their disease. Thus, in the contagious

ward there were numerous instances of elevation of

temperature in children who were convalescenl and in

temperature was expected. Like-

wise, in the general medical ward there were observed

rninp and afternoon temperatures for July 2D
- the fifty-six patients from the tuberculosis ward,

ture curve (lire.kin line) bears a relative resem-

i nc temperature curve.

temperature among some of the old heart and

kidney cases, and the same may be said of some of the

other wards. In the tuberculosis ward, certain patients

had rises of temperature of 2 to 3 F. above that due

to the usual course of the disease, which corresp

in time with the principal heat wave and the u

ing phase. Chart 2 is a representative instance. This

is ottered as an interesting coincidence of increased

fever on days of severe atmospheric conditions. There

are too many factors that may cause a rise of lever

in a tuberculous patient for one to draw ha-
ul a single case.

If an observation could be obtained on a sufficiently

if patient-, however, Mich that the individ-

ual can than the external

factor influencing the whole group, then a satisfactory

•ion might be made. The tuberculosis ward

lected for this study because it was desired to

the temperature- in patient riod of

fifteen days; five day- preceding, five days of the heat

wave, and' five day- succeeding it : and the tuberculosis

ward offered the best material. Most of the p
have chronic advanced tuberculosis, their fevers tend

8. Gaus=, II., and Meyer, K. A.: Am. J, M. Sc. ir>4:55-» (Oct.)

to run an even pn ourse, and there are Few
.

• no crises and lyses to cause marked fluctuat

fever curve-. I lie historj of ' \ ei v patient iii the

tuberculosis ward was examined, and the patients who
for the entire period of fifteen days from July

20 to Aug. (. 1916, wen- -. leeted for observation.

Fifty-six case- were thus obtained. The morni
afternoon temperatures of the entire fifty six patients

wire averaged for each day and plotted I I 'bail 3)
h i- thus seen that in the five days preceding the heat

wave, July 20 to 2?. the average afternoon ti

attires varied between 99.5 and 1 ' «
» I., in the live

I the beat wave, July 26 to 30, the afternoon
Hire- varied from 100.5 to 100.8 F . and in the
- after the heal wave the afternoon ti

attire- varied between 99.7 and 100 F. I I if striking

factor is that during the heat wave the average after-

perature was 100.62 I-', compared to 99.8
and 99.86 F. for similar periods preceding and follow-

ing it.

We conclude that the increa ed leniperatun tor

July 26 lo M) probably were caused by the high air

temperatures and unfavorable atmospheric conditions.

Therapeutics

Till-. TREATMENT Of [IC MENINGITIS

Extensive outbreaks of epidemic meningitis in the

different armies during the past live years have stimu-

lated an intense study of the disease here and al

As a result, much valuable information regard

ology, epidemiology and treatment have been acquired.

It is desirable that advantage be taken of the 1- ons
from this experience in the management of the disease

in peace conditions. Up to a short time before the war
began a -ingle type of meningococcus was generally

1 a- the cause of epidemic meningitis. Dopter
was the first to classify meningococcus like organisms

into distinct types. In connection with a recent very

lucid description of the manner in which the >

meningococcus came to be recognized, he 1 has described

in detail the modifications which have resulted in the

treatment of meningitis. Four types of meningo occi

are now generally recognized, designated as Types A,
1'., l' and D. Type A appears to have been the com-

ne before the war. being found according to

Dopter in from 95 to 96 per cent, of the cases. Of
the other types, sometimes tailed parameningococci, B
is most common, C and D exceptional, h

Type B increased during the first two years of the

war, and at : I'M" about 50 per cent of the

li army were of this form. Each of

ous types of organism i- affe ted only by its

pecific serum. A case of meningitis caused by
the Type B mi li n i us is nol influenced by a serum
prepared from Type A organisms. Consequently it has
been necessary to prepare serums from each type of
organi-in for use in the treatment of meningitis due to

onding type.

For the most efficient serum treatment of epidemic

meningitis, two things now appear essential: (1) an

mination of the type of organ-

ism concerned in the individual case, and (2) the

inal Fever, Lancet, '

i 1. 1919.
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administration of the serum prepared from the corre-

sponding type. Dopter is not in favor of using poly-

valent serum except as a measure of precaution until

the laboratory examination has determined the type

present in the case. As soon as the type is known, the

corresponding monovalent serum should be substituted,

lie believes that "too much polyvalency might con-

ceivably involve risk of diminished potency." Those
who have treated meningitis witli serum have observed

that occasionally cases occur which arc nut appreciably

benefited by the polyvalent serum used, and in such

cases the spinal fluid does not clear up nor do the

meningococci decrease in the fluid, as is usual in most
cases. Sometimes another make of polyvalent serum
may he active, and it is advised to make use of this

expedient, with the hope that a strain of meningococcus
corresponding to the one causing the infection may
have been among those employed in preparing the

serum. At best this is not satisfactory. It is much to

be desired that serums should be prepared from the

several types so that they may be available for cases

which do not respond promptly to the polyvalent

serums. Accurate differentiation of the type of infect-

ing organism by biologic tests U essential before the

treatment can be carried out with a high degree of

precision. It has been found that the cases prevailing

in a group of individuals both in the meningeal exudate

and in the nasopharynx of carriers are usually of one

type. Mathers and Herrold2 found that, in a camp
near Chicago, almost 86 per cent, of the cases of men-
ingitis were due to Type \ 1 1 froup 1 I, and in the city

of Chicago at the same time more than 86 per cent, of

the cases were due to Type B (Group 2). If investiga-

tion revealed the prevalence of one type in a community
or epidemic, a serum high in immune bodies for that

type would be reasonably used for routine treatment

if it were not feasible to make a biologic differentia

tion in each case. As the abnormal conditions of army
camp> disappear, it will be of interest to note whether
the prevailing type of meningococcus will again be the

Type A. as was apparently the case before the war.

Study of cases of epidemic meningitis has served also

to emphasize the fad that the meningococci are found
not only in the meninges, hut also often in the blood,

joints, etc. When serum is injected intraspinally, it

rapidl) passes into the circulation; but it is desirable

to secure a greater concentration of antibodies in the

blood than is secured in this way. This can he brought
about by intravenous or intramuscular injection of

serum. It would probably he a Useful practice in com
bine intramuscular with intraspinal injection in all

Alien intravenous injections are used, all pre-

cautions to avoid anaphylactic shock should be taken.

Dopter also discusses the procedun to he adopted
v. Inn serum treatment is unsuccessful Mechanical
conditions brought about b) the inflammator) process
in the meninges interfere with thi free passage of the
serum, which thus is limited in its action to a portion
of the arachnoid space, In the earl) stages of menin-
gitis, the serum injected by the lumbar punctun

freely through the spinal and cerebral sub-
arachnoid spaces and the communicating i

When the inflammatory exudate begins to organize,
obstructions to the How of serum are formed, and Ire.'

circulation is interfered with. The obstruction ma) he

Herrold, K D
M

:.•

spinal, at the base of the cranium, or at the foramina
leading to the ventricles. When the arachnoid space

has been blocked, the serum must be injected by routes

other than the lumbar one, the site of the obstruction

determining the position of puncture. With spinal

obstruction, dorsal or cervical puncture is employed.
When there is basilar obstruction which separates the
spinal from the cranial cavity, the purpose is to intro-

duce serum directly into the arachnoid spaces of the
base. This is accomplished by sphenoidal puncture,
passing through the most external portion of the

sphenoidal fissure. When the meningitis extends from
the subarachnoid space to the ventricles of the brain,

there is added a ventriculitis or ependymitis. ( (Instruc-

tion is easily produced at the narrow foramina opening
into these- cavities of the brain. The clinical course in

stub cases is usually as follows: Early in the history
of the case, the symptoms are relieved by spinal injec-

tions of serum. After a few days, symptoms recur,

temperature rises, headache becomes intense, and the
patient becomes drowsy and intermittently delirious.

Lumbar puncture yields clear or turbid fluid free from
meningococci, which escapes only drop by drop. The
patient grows gradually worse, becomes emaciated,
muscular atrophies and contractures develop, and death
terminates a chronic course. In such cases an early
diagnosis of ventricular lesions is rendered more diffi-

cult by the fact that at about the corresponding time
serous meningitis from the for* ign serum introduced is

liable to occur and to give rise to almost identical symp-
toms. Direct puncture of the ventricles involved! and
the introduction of serum, is indicated as soon as a
diagnosis is made. Experience in direct injection of
the ventricles is limited; hut accumulating evidence
indicates that this procedure will be found of much
value in many cases in which cure is not obtained by
the usual method of treatment with lumbar puncture.

It an intolerance to serum develop:- mi that serum
treatment must be discontinued, two methods of treat
mem appear to possess some value; i >,,<

is the pro
duction of "fixation abscess" by subcutaneous injection
"' -' '

' Of spirits of turpi mine I hi other is ||,e use
of an autogenous vaccine, consisting of from 100 to 500
million meningococci killed by heat at 35 C. I lopte,
is favorably impressed by vaccine treatment in cases
that do not n spond to serum.

New and Nonofficial Remedies

The follow ,.i vrticles havi bi

HE Co
1

THE RU1 ES rJN vv lie
I ,, n ,

,.,

U V DW. V I'i i km k, Sei retary.

TYPHOID VACCINE
I New and Nonofficial Reme-

dies, 1919, p 292).

The Gilliland Laboratories, \mbler, Pa
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THE OAT AS HUMAN FOOD

The sentiment once expressed in the English dictum

that oats are food for horses in England and for men

in Scotland has persisted in many quarters until the

day. 'Flu- necessities of war time, coupled

with the strongly supported exhortations of the (J. S.

administration, induced thousands of persons to

; ccept the common cereal grains as of similar values,

so far as their nutrient virtues are concerned. But

peace time is at hand once more, and the barriers built

by the national need- of 1917-1918 are being lei down.

< >ld time preferences and prejudices are likely to

return to their previous prominence, except so far as

the newer lessons have produced a satisfaction with the

enforced changes.

Wheat is already rapidly regaining its pristine favor.

What will happen to the temporary enhanced

laritv of the other cereals remains to he ascertained.

In the choice between corn, rice and oats, none of which

are preferable bread grains, geographic and racial tra-

ditions will doubtless continue to dictate the decision,

as they have done so long in the past. We have

already called attention to Sherman's 1 demonstration of

the excellent utilization and nutritive efficiency of

maize I corn meal) when its protein is supplemented

with about 10 per cent, of the nitrogenous com]

of milk. In collaboration with Winters and Phillips,
2

he has prepared a comparable report on the oat pro-

teins. The severity of the test is indicated by the fact

that the food consisted essentially of oatmi J cooked

with starch in thin, hard

jar. with and without milk. When the diet con-

tained 100 c.c. i.V.; fluidounces) of milk a day, a daily

intake of protein amounting to than 0.6 gm.

per kilogram of body weight sufficed to maintain a

i balance. Without the supplementary virtue

of the milk this record could no) be attained.

However, as these investigator- conclude, in the

maintenance metabolism of adults, as shown by the

n balance experiments, the |
is and

are of virtually equal nutritive efficiency, ["his

stud}- by Sherman and h s that

"for the purposes of practical dietetics, equal weights

of ".it and i is may be regarded a

n.dly equal in value, and even the minimum amount of

milk which can possibly be regarded a- permissible, in

the light of "in- present knowledge oi nutritio 11

apparently so supplement the proteins of either the

n oal kernel as to make them function with an

' mparable with that of the avi

of mixed diet in the maintenance metabolism of man."

Mo "He will be so rash, at the present day, as to main-

tain that the cereal per se an perfeel foods. Their

shortcomings in respeel to various nutrient virtues

have repeatedly been rehearsed in Tin. Journal.
Ik less, the time has passed when we are just i-

fied in pointing to any of the commonly used cereals

as nutritively obnoxious, as "heating" or as inherently

detrimental to health. Science confirms what experi-

ence frankly teaches, that all these cereals have a useful

place in the human dietary. Mtai need nut he rcle-

i the pig pen, nor oat- t" the stable.

i

A M. A

i :

• -.. II i
; Winters, J. C, and Phillips, V.: Efficiency of

. itrilion, J. Biol. Chcm. 3»:53 (Aug.)

THE RAILROADS AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH

To those who regard war as a great disabling mill

and contemplate with horror the casualty list of more

than a quarter of a million of soldiers in the United

\riny during the recent campaign, the statistics

of disability and death chargeable to such peaceable

agencies as the railroads ma) be extremely disconcert-

ing. There is food for reflection in the announcement

that the railway lines under government control in

1917, employing approximately two millions of per-

sons, mostly men, injured more than l'»4. ()!)<) persons.'

Approximately (\\000 of the people injured were more

or less severely crippled, and more than 10,000 were

killed.

These are not figures rendered high by some fortu-

itous circumstance. The same incidence of railroad

casualties is repeated year after year during war and

peace alike. According to Census Bureau statistics,
2

lis in I'M/ from railroad accidents and injuries

surpass all others from external causes except in the

case of accidental falls and suicides. I he casualties of

the European war have furnished the occasion for the

pment of reconstruction plans whereby the dis-

al li d an- restored to health or retui ned to careers of

ci mfort and usefulness. An official
1 of the railroad

administration has sanely remarked that, having as an

example the activities of the government in its efforts

lo salvage the wounded and sick of the \rmy and Navy
during the war which is just passing, vve should be

1. The statistics arc Riven on authority .a" il,, chairman "f the

Ith ."..I Medical Relii f, I S

3 I: 116V (lulv li

2. Principal i D ith in U. S. I : .1, Pub.
Health Rep. 34: 1474 (July 4) 1919.
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derelict if we ignored the humane and economic prob-

lem raised by railroad casualties.

Aside from such obvious considerations, the rail-

roads are concerned in less direct ways in many other

problems that involve the public health. Railroad

construction is responsible for many impediments to

natural drainage, whereby pits and ditches become

breeding places for mosquitoes. In this way the con-

tinuance of malaria, a preventable disease, may be

facilitated. Inspection of railways in the South has

shown this to be something more than a char

position.

The danger of pollution of water supplies through

the unsatisfactory methods of sewage disposal cm mov-

ing trains has often been agitated. The committee on

health of the U. S. Railroad Administration has

directed attention to the less appreciated situation with

respect to toilet facilities in stations and terminal

buildings. As every traveler in large cities mu I

know, these facilities arc Used quite as much by the

nontraveling public as by the patrons of the railroads.

This statement might be extended to include hotels and

similar semipublic buildings. Private corporations are

thus compelled to face problems in sanitation that they

should not be expected to meet. Problems of trans-

portation are intimately connected with the daily lives

of the public. The vehicle should be as sanitarily safe

as the home.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
ON THE SECRETION OF URINE

When nerves supplying the kidneys are sectioned

or stimulated, changes in the flow of urine and in

the output of it- various constituents are likely to

occur. These phenomena, long known, ha\

interpreted liv son a spe-

cific influence of the nervous system on the se<

function of the kidneys. Perhap definite

assumption in this re-pert relate- t,, tin splanchnic

. to which :i reto inhibitory ii

asi ribed. When the renal nerves

are cut on one side a larger volume of urim

from the kidn,\ involved. This manifi

er with alteration- in the relative pro:

of urinary constituents I irers to

con. hide that the changes cannot l»- explained

result of vasomotor change
;
hence they must

effects directl) on the renal cells.

i, A-her and I 'ean e1
I

iry liber- in the

because stimulation b of the

cardiac branches augmented the rate of urinary

secretion. Pearce' has subsequently concluded that

nlts claimed ate doubt ml because th< i

83
.:-

[
|

increase in oxygen consumption (an index of aug-

mented cellular activity) under the foregoing con-

ditions.

The classic example of the salivary "lands which

d so promptly and characteristically to nervous

stimulation, quite aside from the changes thereby

induced in the blood supply, ha- naturally prepared

physiologic investigators to expect a comparable

nervous secretory mechanism i n the domain

of glandular performance. The question involved

is. furthermore, fundamentally important from many

standpoints. The pharmacologist is interested to

know whether the nervous system and the drugs

wherebj he influences the latter can bring about the

production of urine through specific cellular action

much as do certain chemical substances, like caffein,

which are carried directly to the secretor} apparatus

by the circulation. The pathologist is also concerned

with the precise part played by the nerves in relation

to the kidney substance; and the surgeon should also

know definitely what a damage to the renal innerva-

tion may be expected to occasion. Marshall and

reinvestigated the problem. Their

experimental results show that tin- changes caused

in the secretion of the kidneys after section of the

splanchnic nerve on one side are, in all respects exam-

ined, similar to those caused by changes in the bl I

flow through the kidney. Comparable variations can

be produced by compression of the renal artery. I Tine

flow depends more on the rate of blood flow than on

blood pressure in the kidney. The effect of section

splanchnic nerve i- an d blood flow

h the kidney, which is responsible for the

to quote the conclusion

of Marshall and Kolls verbatim, it appeal- that the

burden of proof still resi- with those who would

nhibitory action to the

splanchnic nerve aside From the changes which it

by being the chief vasomotor nerve to tl

ong as the chai i an be

explained entirely as vasomotor phenomena, it is

• -, ai tiou for

the nerve.

This conclusion must not be interpreted to

that the renal nerves are w ithout pi

ntion is

that il« ! not a direct one on the ren d c :11s.

Further evidence of the probable correctness of the

nonspecificity of the nervous influ ound in

i main-

I. Tin- I

..i tin- Kidne) ; II, A I

i

-

Splanchnotoni) [ V, Chi
19
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tained in animals after the kidneys have been entirely

extirpated and then replaced. In such circumstances,

of course, the nervous connections have been com-

pletely interrupted. The facts cited, furthermore, do

not in any way negative the current contention that

different substances may produce their diuretic effects

in unlike ways. It is commonlj agreed that in sul

phate diuresis, for example, changes occur in the kid-

iu\ itself, whereas in chlorid diuresis, changes in

the blood supply to this organ are primarily respon-

sible. Sulphate diuresis, in which the renal cells are

involved, is accompanied by increased oxygen con

sumption in the knln< \ a result not observed in the

diuresis affected by chlorids. Similarly. Marshall

and Kolls report that after section oi the splanchnic

m one side, sodium chlorid produces a greater

diuresis on the side operated on than on the normal

one. Sodium sulphate, on the other hand, produces

an almost equally good response from each kidney.

Likewise, compression of one renal artery limits the

diuresis from sodium chlorid much more than it does

from sodium sulphate.

NEWLY ESTABLISHED FACTS IN THE
PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY

OF THE DUODENUM

Although the small intestine has long been considered

the seat of important functions related to digestion and

iii. the clinical interest with respect to it has

usually been primarily medical rather than surgical.

Since various digestive secretions pour into the upper

portions of the intestine, either from the intestinal cells

themselves or from the secretory ducts that enter this

organ from the pancreas and liver, the changes that are

• about thereby in the chyme are of considerable

significance for the organism. Surgical

experience- have been responsible for the gradually

acquired belief that the small intestine is something

more than the locus of these enzymatic reactions and

food absorption. Extensive resections of the bowel

have almost always been attended with subsequent

nutritive difficulties : and the untoward consequences

of acute obstruction in the small intestine, together

with the fact that such interference in the upper por-

:' the bowel are always more serious than in the

portions farther along the alimentary tract, have raised

the question of a possible specific nondigestive function

of the small intestine and the duodenum in particular.

Not long ago. in referring to the observation- pub-

lished in The Journal by Moorhead and Landes 1 to

demon-trate that duodenectomy is compatible with life

and perfect health, in the dog, for short periods at

least, we pointed out that such experiments, along with

•hers, definitely disposed of the alleged role of

-:,. id, J. .'
. and Las lencctomy, J. A. M. A.

.Icnal Diabetes—an Exploded Fallacy.

i •

tin' duodenum in relation to diabetes. Further observa-

tions made by Mann and kau ainura-' at the Mayo
Clinic not only verify the conclusions already readied

but extend the basis for them. The duodenum was

removed from the dog, cat, hog. goat and monkey.

Careful studies of tin- dog did not reveal any noticeable

changes following the duodenectomy. The animals

remained m good condition. Examination of the blood

-bowed it to be normal with regard to cell counts,

hemoglobin, carbon dioxid combining power and hydro-

gen-ion concentration. The roentgen ray showed the

course of .1 standard barium meal to lie virtuallj the

same as in a normal dog. The authors add thai experi-

ments on the other species have been too recent to allow

conclusions to lie drawn, but it would seem that the

removal of the duodenum in the hog is a- innocuou

as its removal in the dog. No il.ua have been secured

to show that the duodenum is of great importance in

any of the species used.

With respect to the obscure role of the small intes-

tine in the development of the toxemia following

intestinal obstruction, light i- also beginning to emerge

out of the controversial darkness thai has obscured the

subject in recent years. Few subjects in experimental

surgi ry ami pathology have been the occasion of such

lively debate and marked contrasts of opinion. < )n the

one side was the assertion that the mucosa of the upper

duodenum has a specific vital function aside from it-

ordinary digestive and secretory activities, and that

disturbance of this function rapidly causes death.

From such a standpoint it would be conceivable that

obstruction or injury to the duodenum might upset the

essential performance of an organ indispensable to life.

The new findings regarding the possibilities of harm-

less duodenectomy negative such a hypothesis.

Opposed to this assertion has been the assumption

that the obstructed intestine is the seal of the formation

of toxic products. Here, again, there has been no

unanimity as to the genesis and nature of the postu-

lated poisons. Are they the results of a perverted

mucosal metabolism in necrotic tissue? Do bacteria

play a part in their production? Out of the hitherto

prevailing uncertainty which the experimental efforts

of a considerable number of American investigator.

have only slowly succeeded in dispelling, a few salient

Facts seem to be established. These have been sum-

marized recently by Dragstedt, McClintock and Chase*

of the State University at Iowa City. It now seems

improbable that the mucosa cell- are ever concerned

with the manufacture of a toxic secretion. The preS

bacteria in the lumen of the intestine is neces-

sary for the production of the characteristic toxic

substances, and in their absence these substano do

J. Maim. F. C, and Ka i
i \r\ Experimental Study oi the

Effects of Duodenectomy, a Preliminary Report, .1. A. M. A ?:::

g tedt, I. K :
i nd Chase,

. - [nti stii .-1 i Ibsti 'i' n, 11. V Si id; ol [m olved in

ICtion and Absorption of Toxic Mali I
I

M .!0: 109 CAuj 1 i 1919
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not form. They are produced by the action of the

intestinal bacteria on proteins or their split products.

In the absence of food, gastric juice, bile or pancreatic

juice, these bacteria can produce the characteristic

toxic substances from the intestinal juice or from the

proteins of desquamated mucosa cells.

It appears, however, thai something more than the

production of poisonous bacterial product

in the gi toxemia associated with inl

injury or obstruction. These products musl be

absorbed before they can unfold their toxic mai

tions. Various in . notably Hartwell

Murhpvv' have demonstrated that the toxic cum

the lumen of the obstructed intestine are not absorbed

through a normal mucosa. As Dragstedt, McClintock

and Chase have likewise noted, injury to the mucosa

cells, either as a result of the sudden distention brought

about by conditions of obstruction or by any other

- that interfere with the blood supply to the

mucosa, is an important factor in the absorption of

toxic substances from the intestine.

Granting the sequence of events which include the

injury to the mucosa, the formation of toxic bacterial

products from proteins or their derivatives, and the

consequent existence of conditions favorable to absorp

tion thereof, it becomes evident that the exclusion of

the bacterial contamination ought to remove the most

serious factor in the sequence of detrimental features.

Sterile loops have indeed proved nonnoxious where

otherwise toxemia might have been anticipated. The

hope of securing a destruction of the i

intestinal bacteria is not promising. The Iowa investi-

report that it is impossible to sterilize die intes

tine by the use of chemical antiseptics, e\ en when these

are applied directly to the mucosa of i ol

The burden of drainage, careful manipulation and

avoidance of injury as far as possible is thus thrown

on the surgeon in the management of the difficulties

just referred to.

-i II irtwell, .1 A., and Hoguet, J. P.: Am. I M i 13

L A. M. A. 69: 82

II. J. A.: .1. Ex| i
-

) .V : Hogiu t, I I', r d Bcekman,
Iniritin il i Med. 13: 701 (Ma> I 191 I.

Obstruction, Arch,
h.i Med, IB I '15.

Public Health Nursing.—Then- should be m
\ i^it niK mi' i

i. There mus working under
child welfare, oph-

liat their

.i verj important part ol the I h w..rk,

ami that it can In.- done besl bj close team worl

i health in ih . .-. rk arid caring for

a people who value
;

as highh a> tin- reall) competent ph

h iuld work I

uld nol il" social work v. hen there .il

i it. and the public health teaching si

nwealth 6:107
June), 1919.

Current Comment

SELF-SACRIFICE IN THE WARFARE
AGAINST DISEASE

To facilitate the investigation of some of the

threatening infection- diseases thai were a source of

concern to our medical forces during the war. a number
of men volunteerd as subjects for inoculation with

virUS suspected of carrying the etiologic agent ol" dis-

ease. This is not the first time that American m
has responded so magnanimously to the call of science

and preventive medicine. The story of Agramonte.

Lazear, Carroll and Reed, who sacrificed themselves in

the attempl to discover the mode of transmission of

yellow fever, is known to all. While their achievement

was not acclaimed with flags or with personal rewards,

nevertheless their scientific work and heroism will

remain a credit to experimental medicine tor all time.

Two groups of men modestly made a great sacrifice

for their country and for mankind in connection with

scientific investigations during the great war. One
group offered themselves a- subjects for tin- study of

the mode of transmission of trench fever, one of the

great puzzles that threatened to work great havoc

among the forces at the front. \ - trench fever appar-

ently is not transm animals, tin- recourse to

human subjects became imperative. The volunteers

lent themselves to the demonstration that the blood of

trench fever patients is infective, in order to ascertain

what element .if the blood contains the virus and to

thi rel ion of the louse to the dissemi

of the disease. The stor} of some ol the e
i ndeavoi -

and sacrifices has been recorded in the report of the

medical n earch committee of the American Red
Cross. 1

it deserves to be told along with the exploits

on the Marnc and in the Vrgonne. "Words fail," says

ial report, "in attempting to express admiration

of the morale and Courage of the volunteers. They
have more than done their part in addition, by endeav-

oring to aid in the accuracy of the experiments."

Surely such men deserve official recognition for "the

sacrifices they have endured in order to save the man-

power for the army and to relieve the sufferi

their fellow men." lodav trench fever can
I

trolled Another volunteer sacrifice has been n

tlorts of the arm) medical staff to find a method
of preventive inoculation against measles. No physi-

cian need he reminded i jets to which this

subjected millions i f men in the two years just

. in time of need, to quote Major
.' who conducted the tests, the individual sol

idy and willing to offer his

.and accept stub risk a, was inherent in these "

I he nation as a whole may well join a g

Mti- tin- word- of the

ial to men who. having seen the serious

consequ in camp life, for no re

ted die risk simply from a
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desire to be of service. Aside from the possible danger

ami suffering, there was the actual discomfort ol long

•i cheerfully and conscientiously borne. I"

these loyal men has gone this tribute:

The S ->l has been informed of the fad that you

red for the measles investigation. He desires to

his appreciation of the patriotism and devotion

to duty thai you have shown and to .is-nre you that your con-

tribution to the causi ited bj him just as much as

was the bravery of the men who went into the fight in France.

QUARRY ACCIDENTS IN THE
UNITED STATES

Mining has long been regarded as one of the most

dangerous as well as laborious occupations. It is char-

ed 1>y an exceptional liability to accidents which

have been a source of solicitude t>> students of oi

lional hygiene, ["hanks to th< serious consideration

given to the subject in many countries by those

»ible for the public health, as well as by those to

whom the accidents represent an economic factor, the

introduction of more effectual safeguards has reduced

the hazard- considerably. Quarrying i- usually classed

in the category of industrial dangers along with mining.

The Bureau of Mines, which now compiles statistics

of the quarry accidents in the United States, reports

that these likewise are showing a decrease in the

fatality rate.' In 1917, the latest year for which data

are available, more than 80,000 men were engaged as

quarry employees. The number killed per thousand

300-day workers was 1.83 in contrast with an average

of 2.19 tor the live year- preceding. The number of

ll injuries, however, ha- not thus decreased.

Out of the various causes of injury in and about quar-

ries, fall- and slides of rock or overburden take first

place, for they are responsible for more than one

quarter of the fatalities. Explosives rank second in

to danger. Like the schoolboy who manipu-
> cracker-, the quarry employee i- all too forget-

ful of the charge and return- too soon to the place of

hazard. Premature -hot- also play havoc with each

group of persons. Accidents in haulage claimed 16

per cent, of the fatalities, the further causes including

a miscellaneous group of -our ional danger.

To the intelligent employer and fori man such statistics

should prove to be a valuable guide toward the field

for future safety work.

TOXIC POTATOES

It i^ well known that the green and growing parts

of the common potato may contain a toxic glucosid,

solanin. The edible part, or tuber, of the potato is

not likely to exhibit any significant amount of this

• e after it ha- passed the young stag I
rom

time to time, however, the literature has contained

intoxications in man which seemi d

iated with the use of potatoes as food.

One might readily conjecture in such cases that the

le wa- merely the conveyor of the harmful

agent—that some adventitious poison or microbial fac-

. A. H.: Quarry Accident! in the United States During the

Calendar' Year 1917, Technical Paper 213, Bureau ..f Mines, Wash-

tor hail become associated with the potato. In most
ot the ca-e- recorded, chemical examinations of the

latter have been lacking for the particular instances

in which it was under suspicion. A recent outbreak

oi poisoning in which the circumstances clearly impli-

cated the potatoes occurred In Leipzig, I he symp
torn- elicited were characteristic and included abdom
inal pains, vomiting and diarrhea manifestations

described for previous outbreaks. \ chemical analysis

of a sample of the same lot of tuber- wa- carried out

by Rothe 1
at the hygienic institute of tin I niversity of

Leipzig. The analysis disclosed, the fact that they

contained a- much as 0.43 gm. of solanin per kilogram

of potato, whereas harmless one- usually contain not

more lit nth of this quantity.3
It should be

noted, however, that potatoes which have developed

sprouts maw when examined along with the latter,

exhibit somewhat larger quantities. In dietary prac-

tice, however, the sprouts are removed prior to the

culinar) use of the tuber. Toxicologic tests on man
have demonstrated that as little as 0.2 gm. of isolated

solanin may provoke untoward symptoms, This quan

tit) or more might actually occur in the quantum of

potatoes that an adult might consume with his meals

in the course of a single day. Hence the possibility

of solanin poisoning must be reckoned with when
potatoes prematurely harvested are used as food.

PROPHECY?

The British Medical Journal, in it- issue of Septem-

ber 20, -tale- editorially that "General Leonard Wood
ha- been nominated as Republican candidate for the

presidency of the United State-."

Medical News

(] '

I [.I. CONFER A F/

DEPART'l E Ml i I EMS >"

1

NEW HOSPITALS, EDUCATION, ETC.)

ILLINOIS

Midwife Fined.— Mrs. Esther Eichenberg, a midwife c.f

is said t" have been fined $50 and costs, September
20, for practicing medicine withoul a licen i

Smallpox at Roodhouse.— It is reported ili.n i

cases "f smallp i havi I covered at Roodhousi and
thai state health officials are enforcing strict quarantine and
vaccination.

Second Home Nursing Class Begins.—The second class in

training women in the practical art of home nursing, under
i the depai tmi nl oi health oi I hi< ago, sta i ted,

October 5, at 1358 West Fulton Street, with an enrolment of
more than 800.

Traveling Health Clinic—The Cook County traveling
health clinic of the Chicago tuberculosis Institute, during
the last four months, has visited thirty-six towns, and has
held 111 clinics at which 841 persons have been examined;
of these, 352 came for examination of the chest.

Physician Committed to Jail. — It is reported that Dr.

Franklin J. Oshay of I.add was arrested and lined $225 for

continuing the practice of medicine after his license had been

rr Erkrankungen nach Genus; von solaninhal

irtoffeln., Ztschr. f. live 88: 1. 1919
.'. Meyer: Arch. f. Expei Path, u. Pfaarmakol. 36.
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revoked by the Department of Registration and Education
of Illinois. On failure to pay the fine lie was committed to

the county jail to serve it out.

Personal.—Dr. Walter H. Meents, Chicago, for the last

six years instructor in surgery in Rush Medical College,

has recently been appointed assistant professor of surgery
in the University of Illinois College of Medicine. Dr.

Wilson R. Abbott. Springfield, October 6. succeeded Dr. Leo

J. Jacobson as clinician to the Cook County traveling health

clinic of the Chicago Tuberculosis Institute.

Honors to Medical Officers.—Thirty-one members of the

Sangamon County Medical Society who served in the world
war w< i honor at a banquest given b)

professional brethren at the St. N 1. Springfield.

iber 23. Dr. John W. Kelley was toastmaster.

s of the Peoria County Medical Society gave a

dinner at the Universit) Club, October 7, in

- of the society who served in the army during the

great war. The twenty-six medical service men of Ver-
1 mnty were honored by a banquel given by the Ver-

milion County Medical Soi ille. Dr. Ja

James, Henning, president of the society, presided as toast-

master.

Recent Developments in Tuberculosis Campaign.
• and tax levies totaling considerably mon

$1,000,000, to be used exclusively in tuberculosis work, were
made by the boards of supervisors in thirty-two counties in

er. In four of these counties tuberculosis sana-

toriums are either in operation or well undei construction.

The funds provided in September will assure the building
- matoriums next spring. In the remain-

where the appropriation was not sufficient to

provide funds I next year, the money will be used

lo finance community nursing service, i

culosis clinics and dispensaries and to lay the ground work
for sanatoritims to be constructed in 1921. This activity by
the various county boards is the result of a far reaching
educational, publicity and health promotion campaign con-
ducted by the Illinois Tuberculosis Assoi several

The appropriations and tax I

to above are made under the provisions of the county tuber-

rium law which makes it compulsory on county

to !e\ y taxes for tuberi i

carried at a general county
the many noteworthy sections of this law is that

which completely removes the tubercul mi from
pauper relief. The personnel of the board in

of the funds must have no connection will) the man-
agement of the almshouse i i the count} farm ind tl

toriums by the board must be entirelj

irate in everj waj n dealing with
indigent cases. It is the spirit of the law thai thi

toriums, clinics and nursing service fin h funds
thus provided by taxation popular referendum,

count] in the same way that th< the police
and fire departments and the public libraries are for the free

MARYLAND
Personal.—Harry B Capt., M C, U. S. \rmy, Mil-

lersville, who for the last two years has bei

ting Military II spital in London, has
ed to ' lei mat

I iblenz. — i ieorge Walker, < "I . M. C.,
i S. \niiv. I'.altnn re, who wenl I I ranee with the Johns

pital 1 'nit and was placed in I

and venereal n ports,
and wli., Mm ,. the signing of I

:

England engaged in similar work, has returned

Si* Months' Record of Presbyterian Dispensary.—With a
total of 13,308 admissions to thi

ictivitics

at the al, just

:
i ion. I 'in in- thi

Imitti d ' If that number

unusual number of ! lied for treatment.

Quarantine Lease Approved
th Baltimore city for the quaran-

tine station and its continued operation by the U. S. Public
Health Service. The secret

the agreement on the part oi the sta-

tion and its equipment for $177,000 as soon as Congress
makes the ap the terms of the new-

lease the government is to -end to the I
i ; for ;

having smallpox or other maritime quarantinable diseases

and to treat them at a cost of $1 a patient per day. For
the use of the thi w ill pay

minal rent of $1 a year during the lifi

lease.

Conference on Tuberculosis.—Militancy in the stal

i an all-daj

ence for better health in Maryland held in Baltimi I

the auspices of the Maryland Tubercul n dur-

past week. This mei ed the Red
- i hristmas Se; I

Sir Arthur Newsholme,
resident lecturer on public hi ilth administration in the

School of Hygiene and Public I
the principal

speaker and favored the adoption of the militancy in gaming
of thi public and thi i" this i am

i the public health. Dr. William II. Welch also

ed the conference and emphasized the tacts that

Maryland has always been a leader in the fight against

tubercul first meeting
held here ; that the first till"

exhibit was held here under Dr. h'ult >n's direct ion; that the

Maryland Vs the first to engage a tubercu-

losis nurse, which v ruling of the publi

nd was a leader in insti-

segregation of tuberculous patients. At tin morn-
D rtin F. Sloan. Baltimore, superintendent

rium, spoiled the conference with the

statement that perhaps 27 per cent, of the new- ca

tuberculosis developed from influenza and that

the present time was perhaps the greatest single pri

ing cause of tuberculosis.

MASSACHUSETTS
The Study of Influenza.—The .establishment of a fund of

ation, which suffered hi .o

iible for tin i

work at Harvard Universitj Med il Si I to prevent the

ice of the disease. The gt eatei |
i n

will be used by Milton Joseph Rosenau, professor of pre-

ventive medicine and hygiene, and his assistants in n

in the cause. pre\ enl ion and 1
1 implication

Hospital to Open. -The Brooks Cubicle II lit I, B I

line, a ti i ucture w ith ti

honor of Dr. William A. Brool ral oi

chusctts, who was oni oi the 1 irs' fight

influenza, wa spital is

i
ins, but will

for influi

work througl ite. I'r

Thomas M Durrell, Somerville, is chief of the medii

Hugh Cabot to Leave Boston.— Dr. I hub i

at present clinical professor of genito-urinarj disi

: University School of Medicine, chief surgeon of the
il and

I in 1916, with the I In
Hospital 1

1

!

at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and will take up

Personal.—Dr. Ernest I. Hunt

A. < luisii.iii.

rvard University Me. be .1

!
i

it man of thi

1 Dt I - i tc Mcuzar, K' I

l'n it for Pali tit

. I

I p.
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Nathaniel P Breed, I ynn, has been appointed medical exam
the Nintli I to take the

Irmand Bedard, who has resigned to take up
Di Joseph B. Howe has been

medical examiner (coroner) for the

Second l
: trict to succeed Dr. John Flynn,

Di Joel E Goldthwaite, who
charge of the Development Battalion of the Twenty-

was presented with the Distinguished

Clarence R. Edwards, September 20.

tion read, "The award is made for special work in

the development section in France.'

MICHIGAN
Statistician Dead.- Herman F. Boldt, Detroit, sine* 1893,

the local board of health, aged 63, died al

French Lick, [nd., Septeml

Personal. l>r. James H. Wellings, after more than thirty

practice in Lansing, has moved to Hollywoi

whore he purchased a winter home some time ago. Or.

Albert H. Garvin has been appointed head of the nev

urn for Detroit, which is under construction

at Northville.

MINNESOTA
Southern Minnesota Medical Meeting.—The annual meet-

- uthern Minnesota Medical i will be

D cember 1 and 2, under the presidency oi

lit. Henry \\ Meyerding, Rochester.

Physicians Plan Sanatorium.—At a meeting of the Range
I

Association held at Virginia, September 5, the chief

: discussion was the establishment of the proposed

I uis County, which it is expected will be

erected on -the range.

Personal.— Dr. John E. Sopcr, Minneapolis, has I een

chairman of the Theodore Peterson Post of the

American Legion. Dr. Bre( \ Bates, Wheaton, has

j
uisbed Service Cross, which was awarded

for unusual bravery while under fire, in Octobei la I I ip

tain Bates and a number of volunteer stretcher hearers had

d to fall hack on account of heavj lire, but

remained, and evacuated all the wounded safely before day-

light

Dreyer Lectures in Medicine.—A special series of three

lectures will be given at the Institute ol Anatomy, Minne-
. Dr. Georges rofessor of pathology, Oxf rd

- iy. at 4 p. m.. October S, 9 and 10. The subjects oi

the lectures are:

me General Principles in Mathematics and Thi ir Appli

cation •

9. "Their Principles in the Study of Respiration and Circu-

I". "In. it Relation to .Metabolism in Health and Disease."

NEW YORK
Typhoid on Long Island.—An epidemic of typhoid fever

is reported in Port Jefferson and vicinity, where twenty

ire reported, with thus far, one death.

New York State's Potential Loss in Population.—In a

statement issued, October 2. Ur. Hermann M. Biggs, state

commissioner of health, estimates that the state has sus-

of approximately 90,000 population in the past

months, which is attributable to the influenza epi-

• d the decline in the birth rale. The marked decline

in the birth rate is due partly to war and partly

dm to this cause is

it ility of 51,000

mic, which would bring the total

|
birth rales for July and AugUSl

iii-

data ha ailable. The death rale for July and
• was likewise the lowest on n

New York City

Harvey Society Lectures.—The first lecture of the Harvey
series will be delivered at the New York

• 18, at 8 : 30 p.m., by Lieut. -Col -

I professor of general
|

logical Standards and Their Application

licine."

Women Physicians at Academy of Medicine.—The dele-

thc International Conference of Women Physicians

now in session in this citj were the guests of the Women's
Medical A— ciation ol Nev Vork ( it) at the Vcademj oi

the evening oi Octobei 1 1 >r. I milj I tunning

Barringer, president ol thi at ociation, presided ["hi

were welcomed bj Dr. George David Stewart.

Personal.—Col. Fred II. Albee sailed on the Mauritania,
October -'. as oiini.il representativi ol the Medical Corps
<'i the U. S. Army»to the Interallied I ongress in Rome He
expects to return about November 1. - l> rge W. Jean
has located in Santa Barbara, Calif. In fohn ( Murphy.
ioi severa iting gynecologist to St. John- and thi

St. Louis citj hospitals, has been released from military

Plan to Enlarge Beth Moses Hospital.—The Beth Mo t

Hi ipital .it Stuyvi ant Vvenue and Hart Street, Brooklyn,

which will be completed by Jan. 1, 1920, now plans I

another wing which will provide an additional ISO beds.

I |. to the present nine $300,000 lias been expended on the

and .in. i In i $150,000 will be needed before the hos

pital i- opened. A campaign to raise this sum was begun,

October 1. Or. Isaac Levin is president of the hospital,

Health Department Favors Daylight Saving. At a hearing

held before the board of aldermen, October 3, regarding

the proposed daylight saving ordinance, Health Commis-
sioner Royal S. Copeland headed a delegation thai advocated
the passage of the measure. In his arguments in sup-

port of the ordinance he said he repn iented the 700,0(10

poor children of the tenements and thai this additional hour
of sunlight is a great benefit tp them. He expressed the

opinion that the benefits accruing to public health are alone

ground for the passage of the ordinance.

Women's Motor Corps Will Assist Health Department.

—

Di Royal S. Copeland, health commissioner, announces that

Col. Helen Bastedo, commander of the Motor Corps of

America, has placed at the disposal of the health department

the enure transport service anization. Dr. < ope

land stales that the services rendered bj the Motor Corps

throughout the epidemic of influenza lasl war in conveying
doctors, nur-es, invalids, and food supplies was a great help.

and that the services of the organization will be utilized in

a similar way in the event of an epidemic this year. The
facilities thai have been made immediately available will be

used for the transportation of drug patients to the narcotic

hospital on North Brothers' Island.

Diseases Under Investigation at the Rockefeller Institute.

The Hospital of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research confines its work to selected cases thai bear on a

limited numbei of subjects chosen for investigation. In

line with this policy a bulletin has been issued stating that

during the autumn and winter the diseases that will lie the

subject oi special study are as follows:

1. Acute lobar pneumonia and other acute pulmonary infections.

influenza, bronchitis, bi I ardiac dises e,

especially the more ,nl\ mi ed stage oi heart failure. Patient

completely irregular pulse and Fibrilation of the auricles

arc especially desired. 3. Acute rheumatic fever, patients with acute

polyarthritis and children with recurrinr, endocarditis, pericarditis, and
itis of supposed rheumatic origin, and those with chorea, polj

arthritis and act irdia tiplications. 4. Nephritis. It is desired

to admit patients with acute nephritis and young persons or those ill

early adult life Suffering from chronic nephritis of only n

severe grade P] ring to send such p. ill, ills should Corn-

wall the residenl physician.

Institutional Treatment of Drug Addiction.—The Weekly
Bulletin of the department of health of October -I reports
that, though the department's Riverside Hospital in which
drug addicts are being treated has been in operation for

only a month, its methods have been attended with mailed
success. The capacity of the hospital is 523 men and 100
women. To dale, more (ban 500 of these patients have been
taken entirely off the drug to which the} have been habitu-
aiid and more than 20(1 of these, apparently cured, have

li charged to theii homes. 'I he ti i atmenl i onsists of
elimination and reduction of the drug on admission to from

3 grains a <lay. Morphin is used in the ho pital
i the drug to which the patient is habituated.

At the end of four or live days scopolamin anesthesia is

produced io hypodermic administration, and the patient
taken entirely off his drue,, which in more than 99

per cent, of the cases treated lias been heroin. The report
states lhat the striking result of the treatment is the demon
stration of the rapidity with which the drug may be with-

drawn entirely, without disturbance of the patient' well

and without producing nervous manifestations.
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OHIO
Dr. Holmes to Retire from Practice.—Dr. Christian R.

Holmes, dean of the Medical College of the University of

Cincinnati, who is now under treatment in a hospital in

New York City, has announced his intention of retiring from
practice and will devote his entire time to the work of the

college.

Personal.—Dr. Otto T. Behrer, Dayton, has been appointed

city chemist by the Cincinnati Board of Health, succeeding
Dr. E. M. Meyer, retired. Dr. John McCartney. Girard,

the oldest medical practitioner of Trumbull County, was
given a surprise party at his home, September 25. in honor of

his eightieth birthday anniversary.

Hospitals Registered in Ohio.—Registration blanks are now
being sent out to all hospitals and dispensaries in the state.

asking for details as ds available, kind of

cases taken, etc. A bill passed at the 1.

the Ohio legislature requires that this information shall be

collected and collated by the state department of health.

Maternity hospitals have been registered and licensed in Ohio
for a number of years, but this is the first time that full

information has light concerning the number and kind

of hospitals and dispensaries operating in the state.

District Society Meeting.—At the annual meeting of the

Second Councilor Di tricl Medical A
September 25. Dr. Ihtrrie B. Martin. Springfield, wa

nt; Dr. Elmer R. Arn, Dayton, secretary, and Dr.

Herbert C. Haning, Dayton, treasurer :' grad-

uate instruction under the direction of medical teacl

national repute was conducted under tl

Councilor District Society, September 22 to 26. This course

was made available to the 500 physicians practicing in the

i unties included within the district.

Trachoma Clinic in Portsmouth.—Surg. John McMullen of

the United States Public Health Service is holding a very

successful trachoma clinic in Portsmouth. \

• ^children is being made by D !

and K"ss Hopkins of the Public Health Service and state

department of health, respectively. So far, among Ports-

mouth schoolchildren less than 1 per cent, have been found
to have trachoma, while in the rural schools the percentage

has reached 3. More than forty patients were present the first

the clinic, and the attendance has continued high.

This is the second trachoma clinic to be held in Ohio; the

first was held at Wavefly in Pike County two years ago.
There is now evidence that some of the river cour
Ohio are just as much affected by trachoma as are counties

in Kentucky, and tl i Department
planning a campaign of detection, education and prevention.

Public Health Organization in Ohio.—The counties in

Ohio are organizing rapidly und< I a bill

passed by the last' general islature.

known as a general health district and
will have a full-time health commissioner, public health nurse
and clerk. Kach city having a ,

r
. 1 1 census will be known as a municipal health dis-

trict. The mayors of municipalities and pre'
ship tra county constitute (lie district

council which appoints a board • f
;

of whom shall a farmer, and
the fifth not specified. So far. eighty-foul
counties have organized and appointed a board ol

and in thirty
1 made a budget. All of the budgets s. • far I

call for a larg .ii than the minimum pn
by the I The demand for public health nurses

ned for healtl

tnd experienced men shi 111

d from ci\>]

mission. It lunty has
there been definite opposition to the l 1 and pr<'-

I health when the 1

PENNSYLVANIA
New Society Organized

hospitals and St. Li thlehem,
d a cl

lent, and Dr. William I

Hospital Notet. '

e. has
1

thus far ,
; In.000 in its drive for $75,000 for i

tion of the nurses' home. The Fountain Springs State
11 000 in one day k>r the equipment of a

new ward. The people of Pottsville are contemplating the
erection of an addition to the home for nt

1 —Trustees of the State Hospital, Hazh :

planning to build a nurses' home to cost $75,000, i

i has been given by the state.

Hospitals Attack Suit Against State Aid.-
thirty-six atorneys representing hospitals and
all parts of i ,el and

ell of the Dauphin County Court at the hear-
t lie suit insti

to sixty-six institutions to which the last lej

1 he suit

from paying out it- Ft us institutions named,
all of which are sectarian, was filed I

Ilins of
Delaware County, n the antisectarian appropria-

iciation. About J2.000.000 is in.

Personal.— Dr. Walter Lathrop, surgeon-in-chief of the

Hospital i three months
and has undergone several surgical operations, has gone to

the sea-i d the work of the institu-

Dr. Rol i. Gat ant sur-

geon. Dr. Edgar B. Doolittle, Hazleton, who i

improving.
Dr. William D. Cleland, Harlai who moved i

to New I edical director of the

-tie public schools. Drs, Calvin L. Johnstonbaugh,
Bethlehem, and Irvin D. Metzger, Pittsburgh, have been

[ membei ' stati un E medic;
and licensure. Dr. Lyndon M f surgeon

1 Company and more recently i

tse Hospital No. 115 at Vichy, France, hi

elected general and neurol B of the

Pi nia Hospital, Pittsburgh. Dr. I
1

i ker has bi d head i if the Pittsburgh
•

I 1
1 1 i

versity of Pittsburgh. — Dr. Harry (i. Clarke. Pitt

has been appointed superintendent and medical director ol

the City Poor Farm. Maj

Philadelphia

Nurses to Go to China rving fifteen months
with the Jefferson Hospital I Philadel-

phia nurses will leave. October 10, for dutj in the Shanghai
tal.

Course in Public Health Nursing.—The Visiting Nurse
health

nursing to pupil nurses of the

Eleven pupil nurses from various city h ispitals have already
nlj opi n i es during

their last year of hospital training, and should thesi

at the Pew
tal Service i m their gnu':

pital, they will be given credit for the work done while
ding class at the Visiting Nurses' Society.

Personal.—Dr. .1. Thompson Schell, ebuf surgeon of the
Northwestern Hospital, sail I

r 2.

Dr. Charles K. Mills, chief of star] at the Philadelphia Gen-
1 under of the neurologic department of

that institution, has resigned after fort

Dr. Mills will continue as consultant to the neurologic
II, head of tl

d with the Philadelphia I

been appointed to succeed Dr. Charles K. Mi
Dr. Eugene J. Asni and bacteri-

h ersitj , deliv-
ered the introductory addr 2, t" the stu

il of medicine, dentistn and pharmacy
institution in the college building. Eighteenth and '

lie was pp ifi isor of patholi igj and bat I

in Baume, at tl

CANADA
Personal.— Dr. Norman K. Wilson has returned from over-

1

nto

University Ni

ntreal, is mi
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Henrj I Machell, Ulan M.
il, and othe

of the department oi medicine of the Univer-
onto.

Hospital Items. (1i-ikt.iI Mewburn, minister of militia for

announced in the II use i i I ommons, recently, thai

: Canadian hospital patients still over-

i announced that there were Mill 6,598

ts ui the milium hospitals throu
1 Graham, the newlj appointed pro-

i medicine in the University of Toronto, 1

appointed chief physician to the ["oronto General Hospital;
Dr. John A. Ollie is to have charge of the heart cl

Fred W. Rolph of the gastro-intestinal department; Dr.

Goldwin W. Howland of nervous dise;

S Strath) of general medic
1 Charles K. Clarke

of the psychiatric department; Dr. Robert D. Ri

therapeutics, and l>r. William Goldie in charge of indooi

patients' ward. No surgical appointments have yet been
announced.

GENERAL
Warning.— It is reported that a> man representing himself

as a physician is making the rounds of physici

. with an electrical diagi which he col-

promising delivery in five days. The delivery

is not made. He claims to come from Springfield, Mass.. and
anted bj the police.

Medical Periodicals Delayed by Strike.—The medical
lis published in New York City have not appeared

for the week I f < let tint of the strike of certain

organizations of printers and employees which have tied up
completely the offices in which they are employed. It is

expected that 152 weekly periodicals published in New \>>i!.

City will fail to come oul this week.

Relief of Civilian Employees.—A bill providing that civil-

ian employees of the federal government suffering with

tuberculosis shall be admitted to the hospitals of the Vrmy,

Navy and I". S. Public Health Service has been reported

by the Senate Committee on Public Health and Quarantine
with tin tion that it pass. It was intn duced by

eppard of Texas, and has the indorse-

ment of the I . S. Public Health Service.

Gynecologists Organize World Body.—At the conference

of gynecologists held in Brussels, Belgium, the last week in

er, the International Association of Gynecologists

itctricians wa and it was decided to hold

meeting in America, 1922. The following officers

minated: president. Or. Franklin H. Martin, Chicago;

.1. Dr. Frank F. Simpson, Pittsburgh; coun-
\Yu York. Thomas .1 Watkins,

rge Gray Ward. Jr.. New York.

American Public Health Association Meeting.—The Ameri-
can Public li ation will hold its forty-eighth

annual meeting in New Orleans, October 2j to 30. Com-
mittees of specialists have been organized to answer ques-

1 give advice on milk supply, influenza, public health

tuberculosis, health legislation, water supply, indus-

trial hygiene, child hygiene, malaria, personal hygiene, etc.

An im; program will be the papers and

n the coordination and enlargement of federal

health activities.

Tuberculosis Foes Meet.—At the meeting of the Mississippi

Di Moines,

September 22 to 24. under the presidency of Sherman
were elected:

', Dr. John H. Peck. D' a; vice presi-

McM. Miller. St. Louis; secretary. Dr. Arthur T.

Laird. Duluth, Minn., and Sherman Kingsley,

nd; Dr. lame- W I l, 111.; Dr. Ethan A.

I eed, I > M lines, towa (reel

Dr F.r Di

apolis, and Mr-. P. Wanzer, Armour, S. D.

Bequests and Donations.—The following bequests and
donations have recently been announced :

Metre I
Philadelphia, $1,000, by the will of Louise M.

-

York, $5,000: New York 1

bus Hospital, St. Eli:

nvalescent H f

Blind. Home of Rest for Consumptives, and New York Skin and

I, each $500, by the will of Margaret A. Howard.

Presbyterian Hospital, Ne» York, (20 1, and Sloan Maternity
Hospital, ) 80,000, b) the will of General (I

New York, i I un t ill ol U
M. R 1

Clinical Congress to Meet. The ninth annual mei
the i Inn. alt. i. \ni,

; ii an I olli ge ol Surgeons
will be held in Yew York, Octobei 20 to 24 undei tin

presidency ol Dr. William I Mayo, Rochester, Minn. The
program includes papers bj Sir ^nthon) Bowlby, London,

ol ii"- K-iiiin "
.

1 1. ii i ej i ifshing, Bo iton, on
[umoi Statistics"; Uexis V. Moschcowitz, Yew York,

on "Empyema, with Particular Reference to Its Pathogene-
\\ I i ill .

I le\ eland, mi "Sur-
gii i! treatment oi Exophthalmic Goiter"; Sit Roberl Jones,

j

land, on "Stifl and Flail Joints" ; Otto I'

(icier. Cincinnati, on "The Physician and Surgeon m the
lii<!n n i..l Era" . I )i John B. I leavi i . Philadi Iphia, -

Acute Abdomen"; Major Gillies, R \ M. C, Sidcup, Eng-
I Burns," and < [efl

Miller. New Orleans, on "Radiotherapeutic and Other
for Treatmi nl ol I ani ei - ii the Utei us."

Investigation and Prevention of Influenza.—The Senate
Committee on Public Health and National Quarantine has

favorable report to the senate on a measure intro

duced by Senator Warren (I. Harding of Ohio for the

ation and prevention of influenza and similar dis-

l he committee has recommended thai the appropria-
tion for this work be $1,000,000 instead of $5,000,000 as pro
vided in the measure as introduced. The committee also

ad pted an amendment providing "that any allotment of

funds to universities, colleges or other suitable research
institutions shall not be limned to any one School of merli-

cine." The work is to be carried on under the supi

of the U. S. Public Health Service. The medical depart-
';

i and Navy are authorized to cooperati
in the work of "investigating influenza and allied diseases
• ii order to prevent their causes and prevent their spread."
[Tie ecretarj of the treasury is authorized to expend a part

i ney appropriated for research work on Ibis subject
in such research institutions as are qualified. The measure
is now on the senate calendar for consideration and may he
called up for action at any time.

Prevention and Control of Drug Addiction.—A bill to pro?

vide aid from the United States government for the several

states in the prevention and control of drug addiction and the

care and treatment of drug addicts lias been reported favor-
ably by the Senate Committe< Public Health and National

Quarantine. The measure as amended by the committee
appropriates a sum of $3,000,(10(1 for the fiscal year ending
\uul- 30, 1920. and $2,000,000 for the year ending June 30.

1°21, to be available for the various slates when they have
raised an amount equal to that requested of the federal gov-
ernment. The expenditure of 10 per cent, of the annual
appropriation is authorized to collect and spread information
in regard to the care and treatment of drug addicts and for

administration purposes. The bill has the indorsement of
Secretary of the Treasury Carter Glass who has said that

"it will meet what must lie regarded as a critically serious

situation developing out of enforcement of amendments to

the Harrison Narcotic Act." The war and navy departments
arc authorized to transfer temporarily hospital buildings
and equipment for the care and treatment of drug addicts
The various state boards ol health or narcotic commissions
are expected to cooperate with the U. S. Public Health Ser-
vice in taking advantage of the provisions of the mea un
It may be called up for action bj the senate whenever the

senate is considering general legislation. The bill was intro-

duced by Senator Joseph I. France of Mai Hand, chairman
of the Senate Committee on Public Health and Quarantine,
by which committee it was reported favorably.

FOREIGN
Nurses Win Greek Decorations.— Fight nurses of the

- ican Red Cross have been decorated b King Alexander
with the Medal of Military Merit for their work

ing the typhus epidemic in Macedonia.

Mobile Hospital Functioning in Roumania.—The autochir,

ile hospital purchased bj the American Red Cross
American I F. at a cost of $400,000, has been sent

to Roumania. It was intended for France, but the signing
.
: ended the need there, and whi n i (ui i n Ma i a

of Roumania appealed for help from the Red Cross, it was
to send ii to the aid of thai diseased and impover-

lation. The hospital was sent bj ship from America
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to Bologna, Italy, and thence on its own wheels to Bucharest
under the care of Col. George de Tarnowsky of the American
army. The autochir consists of a roentgen-ray truck, an
electrogenic group with accessory parts, a heating plant, a

rolling machine-shop, an electric lighting plant, an operating
room with plate glass cabinets containing every known sur-

gical instrument, ambulance trucks containing beds for
twenty patients, four ambulances capable of accommodating
six severely wounded or twelve slightly wounded men, tent

hospital trucks, an acetylene truck for lighting the hospital,
store-room trucks with large supplies of blankets, cots, sheets,

dressings and drugs. There is also a large truck which
contains sleeping r ns for physicians, nurses and interns.

Eighteen huge trucks resembling American moving vans con-
stitute the complete hospital. It lias moved up near UK-
Roumanian army, where it is functioning with speed and
efficiency.

Hospitals in Siberia.—Col. R. B. Teusler, Red Cross com-
missioner to Siberia, has recently reported mi the American
Red Cross hospitals in that country. In response to the
dire need caused by the epidemics of typhus, cholera and
pneumonia, a new hospital was established at Irkutsk.

There is a 100 lied hospital in Tchilyabinsk i" the Ural
Mountains, which was opened by the American Red ( ross

and later became an important base hospital for the all-Rus-

sian government. At Omsk, the capital of the Kolchak
government, a 1,000-bed hospital is being operated, and at

Petropavlovsk a typhus hospital was equipped and given to

the government. There is a 200-bed hospital tit Tomsk,
given to the government by the University Clinic at

\t the request of the mayor of

k, the Red Cross opened a hospital in the

Commercial Club of that city, which operated during the

typhus epidemic. —Important work in the extermination of

us diseases was dune by the Red Cri

Siberian railwa • Del plants, disinfecting
apparatus and clothing dispensaries wet d. An
antityphus train traveled ovei more than 4,000 miles in

Siberia ti ad of typhus, and is now being
: under direction of the same American Red Cross
on the Perm front. The expense of this train was

at first Ulied sanitary commissions and was
can Red I ri iss, which now litis .

i the train. At the request of

il, work was started by the

i ia. A commi i
i sting of

twenty-five phj : thirty-five nurses was sent at

: of the country. This group ha

been augmented, and a large staff is now at work am
Siberian popula

LATIN AMERICA
Election of Officers.—The Medical Society of Val

Chile, ha elei ted the followi

ent, Di Guiilermo Munnich; secretary,

and treasurer. Or. Miguel Manriquez.

Child Hygiene in Peru. Under the title "Asociaci
•

'' there has been formed tit Lim; I

a child h ciation. Its officers include the follow-

ident, Dr. R. Neuhaus; vice president, Di
Dr. Carl I Soldan,

and treasurer, Mr. i at ' D'Al

Anniversary of the Medical Society of Santiago de Chile.

Led last

h anniversary
with the celebration there was published a

Dumber
ety for the yi

Dr. Gi lenzt

cdo; secrettn ii

•i and Dr. 1 fuegos, and treasurer, Dr.

Typhus Fever in Chile,—According ti nl pub-
I Departmi ere were

1 Santiago, < hile, from < Ictober,

! which
852 died. During thi of July there were

1 mini with thirtj three deaths, During the
1 general mortalit) at

2,249 the numbei of deaths
for the same period in 1918, This ini i

- to the
I by the

Department of Public Health show that the di i

lie in Chile for the last thirtj years.

CORRECTION
Error in Article on Extra-Uterine Pregnancy.—In the

article by Dr. Alfred C. Beck, Brooklyn (The Journal, Sep-
tember 27. p. 963), the legends of Charts 2 and 3 are reversed.
That which appears under Chart 2 should accompany Chart 3,

and vice versa.

Government Services

Personnel of the Army Medical Corps

On Oct. 3. 1919, the Medical Corps contained 4,837 medical
officers, a decrease from the previous week of 459. The
Reserve Corps contained 3,509 officers. The total number of

officers discharged since the beginning of the war is 27,622.

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U
FROM ACTI

CALIFORNIA
Donald, T.

, -co (iuL'tt'sdi, A.
B H

ICUT
Meriden—Hcaly, J. B.

KANSAS
Esbon—Campbell, F. I!.

KEN I I

Auburn—Helm, J. Ii.

MAINE
Portland—Moulton, B. E.

MA S S

Hyde Pari i

I
! e, J. J.

S NAVY, RELIEVED
VE DUTY

MINN1 h I

St. Paul—Benepc, L. M.

XEH JERSEY
Garfield— Bleasby. C. B.

OHIO
Cleveland—Linden, .1. E.

PEN
phia—Conley, II. D.

Enion, G \

I \]

SOUTH' CAROLINA
ton -Beach, M, W.

TEXAS
-Gates, C. S., Jr.

UNIA
Hart, J. A.

Foreign Correspondence

RIO DE JANEIRO LETTER
Km HI I VNETRO, Aug. 30, 1919.

Statistics of Influenza

The public health department recentlj published the full

d< in

i

l- of influenza which swept i

hi ii, tober, 1918. I hat month, 11.45s deaths
occurred in Rio: 6,344 males and 5.144 females; ,;l

'ii persons
from tn 1 year old; 752; from 1 to 2 years; 1,159 from 2

ii
: 877 from 5 to IS years, and 7.473 over 15 years.

age death rati i iccurred
in the beginning of the month, and by Octobei 12, ten deaths
had been reported, The epidemic spread rapidly over the
city. Nine hundred and thirtj deaths were registered ten

days later, after which date the death rate declined, 753 on
•in 24th, 621 on the 26th, etc . altogether 8,817

in twentj days. I hi i pidemii was not

ill manj deaths, alter winch time the epidemic
I met.

Brazilian Physician Honored with an Invitation by
the President of Bolivia

Di Mi'l Ii iwell ol !

yellow tever. hookworm di

re well known in both domestii
d -oi in- itatii >ii t'< 'in the Bolivian

governmi

New Professor in the Medical School

Dr. Rocha Vaz wa n the medical school
in the place of the late Miguel Pi

ngregation voted t"r him; five for Dr. MacDowell;
four ti-r Dr. t lark, . Dr. Romeiro.

Rural Prophylaxis

i instruction
li-diiiiK i : Rio de Jam
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.iid malaria. Ml are under the

in his turn is sub-

to the fact that the director of, public health

Absence of Yellow

How lover li

Reorganization of the Public Health Department

ing the ministry of

enient to pass

stablish the federal depart-

public heal ions: public

I. maritime and fluvial sanitary
di\ ision, and publii

Ifare division. The president of tlie

i nt, as well as the heads of the tour divisions, will be

1 by the president of the republic chosen ami

[ the medical The commis-
rganization of an advisory board con-

president of the department, the chiefs ol thi

different divisions, the professor of hygiene in the medical
ademj of Medicine,

the director of the medical sell lessor of

hygiene and sanitation in the school of engim

South American Trypanosomiasis

- Chagas read an interesting paper in the National

Academy ^i Medicine, rallii some new d

ii of the dise;

treat i rams were exhibited. Henrique
read an important paper on the same suhject in the

irurgia. Aragao is of the opinion

that many ca diseases have been
,i le 1!' called attention to the fact

I with nervous symptoms.
greatly from similar

-covered in other parts of tin world. He proposed to

add the name of Oswaldo Cruz to thai giving it

name Cruz I considers aldo Cruz

no ni i ! [e admits tlie possibil-

ity that a filtrahle virus is the cause of endemic goiter and
irtanl item mentioned is that in many

thei ' il and of the Argentine Republic

triatomas (the transmitters of thi I ive been

found in large quantities without one case of the disease

having been reported. He does not consider the infei

mic of sufficient importance to be combated. Try-

i cruci has not 1 een found in more than forty cases

within the last ten years.

stated at the next meeting of the society that

Clementino Fraga and Goncalo Muniz in Batiia, Carini in

Sao Paulo. Kraus. Maggio and Rossnbusch in Buenos Arcs
rved that in many regions of I'.razil and in Arg

where infected triatomas were found, no case of Chagas dis-

is been observed. He called attention to the fact that

since 1909. when the first case was verified, up to date, only
twenty-nine cases with Trypanosoma crust in periphei

had heen declared. Although Chagas affirms that Try-

ma causes anemia. Ezequiel [has of the Oswaldo Cruz
Institute, found that male patients with Chagas disease have
5,725.000 erythrocytes, females 4.925.000, and children 5,027,000

in cuhic millimeter.

MEXICO LETTER
Mexico, Sept. 28, 1919.

Legislative Matters

There will soon come up in congress for action the bill

for the enforcement of Article 4 of the constitution, relative

to the practice of professions. This bill requires, as expected,

that in order to practice law, medicine, obstetrics

macy in Me:-. to possess a I

an examination in certain studies either at the

rersity or the universities of the different states.

;: have to he submitted for registration

ity has been established with the countrj in

which tl ined, while, so iar as other con

ed, it will 1" r the applicant to submit to

an examination. Persons who do not comply with these

11 he punished according to thi

the criminal code, and finally no person will he aut
• ision unless he agl ccs i

the pi the constitu
. this new bill ; bul

I as soon as possible |

the many abuses of quacks
i in the majorit) i who

find their victims chief!) among the li ol the

population and who enrich themselves through their brazen
fiich they prai

pies

the Mar 1857, when the constitution of the i

impossible to .

of a lav. i oi the different pn >fi

and as a consequence the whole country, and especially the

md especially

medical quacks. As an instance we ran mention the case
of an individual from Central America who emu- sometime

untry, applied for examination at the si

medicine, and failed to pass, but established Ins office shortly

1 in ..nc of the most central locations Occa
instances exist m which regular physi< ilso prac-
ticing quacker) with good i tits; bul it docs not

seem so easy to reach thu la I

ion.

Horse Meat and Donkey Meat

Becau >e of thi carcit) and thi pooi quality of thi

now on sale or tin

ptitii iusIj to the

slaughtei

aughl and punished, they intend
I

the hoard of public health that thc\ be allowed to open a

erhouse exclusively tor horses. The flesh o
i- not bad, and (hiring hard tin- we have il

here with full
I ol its origin, town that

there is in Havana a society of 1 1 do not
know anything about the qualitj . donkey meat.

New Medical Journal

The central commission for the bardillo (typhus
fever), which was created by a resolution of the medii ll

discuss this disease, has begun to pub-
lish a bulletin in which appear the most interesting articles

on this disease written abroad as well as observations by
physicians of this country. This publication is di

i harge and can bi obt tied b) writing to tin

Dr. Jose Terres, 5/a. calle dc Donceles, 115. Mexico.

Personal

Dr. <' ndizabal has requested to be excused

indefinitely from attending the sessions of the Academy of

Medicine "i which lie has been a member twenty-fivi

This society, in view of the high character of the applicant,

decided to make him an honorary member. The sam
cian will celebrate, December next, the fiftieth anniversary

of his enterini and on th:

;i. friends, pupils and sympathizers intend

him in some waj the high appreciation they have for his

services. Hi
I I Raygadas Vertiz, the surgeon, has

returned from Bern, Switzerland, where he went to represent

the Mexican Red Cross.

LONDON LETTER
London, Sept. 1*. I'd').

Hydrogen Arsenid Poisoning in Submarines

In June, I'd' enid poisoning

in two submarines was observed Ratings in other sub-

before and si affected with

mild symptoms, which in view of the proof furnished in these

eases may well haw keen due ti this gas in the

atmosphere of the hoats. The first suspicion of this

ing being present was due to an examination of the blood
men who were sent to tl ol tin Naval

idence of carbon m
ing. Thi indiced, and this suggested a bio

which revealed profound anemia. A few days later, Haldane
hydn igi n .ii semd ii i nn the battel gasi

boat in question. The- two submarines mentioned above did

of from four to eight days' duration, and were sub-
I
iiteeu hours a daw In llic In si

ch boal tlie symptoms were not so marked, and
' was generally delayed until the third or fourth day;

and on returning to their basi were able to carry

on duty oi proceed on leave. During the second trip the
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symptoms were more pronounced, and started usually on the

first or second day out. The severity of the illness forced

one boat to return at the end of four days. In an experi-

mental trip of one boat, the onset of discomfort occurred in

four hours : vomiting started in fourteen hours, and the boat

broke surface at the eighteenth hour after diving. Twenty
men out of the twenty-six on board vomited within twenty
minutes of opening up the boat. The men themselves
attributed their symptoms to the prevalent bad weather, in

spite of the fact that many had never been seasick in their

lives, or else to an evil smelling oil fuel used in all the boats.

That the condition was hydrogen arsenid poisoning is proved
by the symptoms not fitting in with any other condition, and
by the recovery of arsenic from the urine and hair of the

victims. The source of the hydrogen arsenid was at first

to be in the sulphuric acid used in ihe batteries,

which always contains traces of arsenic; but if so, it was
peculiar that other boats had been using acid with a higher
arsenic content than that supplied its in question

and yet had had no unpleasant experiences. The origin was
ultimately traced to an alloy in the batter) grids of the

affected boats which contained more arsenic titan that used
in other submarines. The hydrogen arsenid also \>j~ found
to appear in greater amounts as tin- batteries got older.

The two symptoms most complained of were vomiting and
dyspnea. Vomiting was the most a nstant and troul

m. Once it had started it was continuous tin

the trip. In half the cases it was accompanied by burning
and grilling abdominal pain. Dyspnea on exertion was
noticed in twenty-four of the thirty cases. It was probably

due to destruction of and impairment of the oxygen-carrying
rpuscles, aided perhaps by a toxic action

on the heart muscles. There was no evidence of any lung

damage. Constipation was rathei i complained of

than diarrhea. The color of the urine varied from brown to

<!. This was due in most cases to hemoglobinuria,
methemoglobinuria, or even to whole blood. In a few of the

milder cases it ma) have been caused by bib

Albuminuria, except in three cases, was always present after

admission. It was rarely more than a trace. Casts were
found on only one or two occasions. Headache was fairly

constant, and in a few men it was the chief trouble, together
with insomnia. Jaundice was a constant sign. All the men
except four showed mild nettritic symptoms. The syi

did not manifest themselves till four days after returning
from the voyage, but took from two to to pass
off. The I part in tingling and "pins

and needles" sensations in the hands ami feet. The legs

were prone "to go to sleep," and a few men suffered from
cramps. Among \ariotis individual symptoms there were

howing the affinity ol arsenii
membrane. Two men had scalding and frequent

micturition, and one suffered from an irritative conjunctivitis.
The final proof that at

furnished by the fact that it was found in the urine, hair and

Graduate Medical Study

The Fellowship "t' Medicine 1 en to carry on
it-- worl i 1 . ndon. Last winter a

id lectures were given and were
so widelj utilized by American, French and other physicians
that a regular the hospital facilities avail-

now being i

nig winter. In value as a means of eno
international friendship has proved great. The results have

d the expectations then expressed. In the
i the work i

pated. i ' lectures given under the
Fellowship al the Royal -

ber IS. The follov
as it has been drawn up: Mr. \Y. II

'

iwling, "Sui
i!l and Brain I": Mr. W II Trethowaji

Dr. Huti
rhea : Its Vat

I the Skull and Brain II": Mr. W. II.

I
the Fundus i I. "ill"

:

ric Pritchard ation and Treatment of

Lunatics and the War
\ further increase in the death rate among lund in the fifth annual report of the I. ui

Mental Deficiencj Hoar. I of < ontrol fi r 1918 In tht

under r< \ ic

per cent, ami among female. 16.4 per cent.—an inci

3.7 per cent, in the former and 2.4 per cent, in the latter case.

This steady increase caused the board much anxiety, and it

referred the matter for inquiry to three commissioners, who
attribute part of the increase to the effect of war conditions,

such as reduced supply of food, inadequate staffs, and some
of overcrowding. The commissioners, however, are

of opinion that war conditions al account for the
alarming increase oi sickness, and that their disappearance

eradicate the communicable diseases (tuberculosis,

and typhoid), which have obtained so strong a

hold on a number of asylums: they have drawn attention to

a number of matters of asylum practice and administration
which have materially added to the seriousness of the situa-

tion and call for special effort toward improvement. The
commissioners make a number of suggestions which are
already carried out in some asylums. A further decrease is

reported in the number of notified insane persons in England
and Wales, the figures on Ian 1. 1919, being 116,703,

fewer than twelve months previously. In the three preceding
years there had been dee. 1,278 .i.159 and 8.188.

rely, as compared with an average annual inci

2251 f. r the ten years ending Dec. 31, 1919. The relative
percentages of the sexes—males 42 8. females 57.2—show a

continued reduction in the proportion of males.

Biology and the Locating of Submarines

I ritish Association for the Advancement of Science
has resumed its annual meetings, interrupted for twi

by the war. The president, Sir Charles Parsons, delivered
an address on Science in War and Peace. Referring
introduction ^i the binaural hydrophone for locating sub-
marines, he pointed out that when the vessel is in m
the sea is rough the water noises from the dragging of the

instrument through the water and from the waves striking

the ship drown the noises from the enemy vessels, rendering
the instrument useless. The assistance of eminent biologists

invaluable at this juncture. Expi ere made
with sea lions by Sir Richard Paget, who found that they
have directional hearing under water up to a speed of 6
knots. Also Arthur Keith explained the construction of the
hearing organs of the whale, the ear proper being a capillary

I ipable i i an; useful function in trans-
mitting sound to the relatively large aural organs which are

in the head. The whale therefore hears by means
transmitted through ill'- su

head. It was further seen that the organs of hearing in the

whale to some , The ci 'in se

now became clear. i ing bodies in the form of
fish or porpois de of celluloid, varnished canvas,

thin metal, and the hydrophone fixed in the center
of the head. The body is tilled with water, and thi

towing the "fish" contains tin insulated li observe)
I When towed some distance behind the

ships, disturbing noises are small and enem
can be heard up to speeds of 14 knots and at considerable
distances.

Commissions for Medical Women in the Army
The grievance of medical women who durum the war did

medical work in the arm) but wei .-Missions

been reported. A joinl of the
Medical Federal ii itisl M< dii

ciation has laid before the un

g medical women the same status and com-
d rank as given to medical men doing similar work.

merated certain d under
which i] pay and

i

loc ii admini

rank. The complaint that the v.

impaired the w in. n's profi

disadvantage in meeting commis!

profession .. to which they
l) and pn.in

was In Id tli., i o enjoy the ad
from which tin H illing

me. heal

ed that there were I

duties which could not be equall
sioned women, but il

tnimously of opinion th it

duties which con 1

.
1 not be performed

No doubt certain dul
|

/
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litals, work connected with

and have
been liable at .til tin

tl women be engaged oulj on duties of

which tl ilc, it would
-. which would result in

immobili Id necessitate an incn
the medical organization in

tin- u.tr has been due in gr< ility. Nol
I

lattle areas, at

Du ig th<

uld be met and rein-

forcement
hurried up to front a el sudden casualties and to

pitals or

field am ervices had been immobil-
mmissions for special units or areas, a

lite authoriti

that there were insuperable difficulties in empl
women in charge of regiments or other units or for duty in

field ambulances. The provision of su nodation
would b< imen would be out of place in the

continual and intimate contact into which a medical
s brought with a soldier. The command of medii
units involved leadership and discipline, and at tin*

strain and hardship to which women would be equal onlj in

["hey could not undertake the important duties

of sanitation, which necessitate frequent visit to trendies and
billets. A medical woman with no companioi
^cx could nut be called on to live the life of the trenches.

Medical women could not i I inspections or

lecture troops on the prevention of venereal diseases. At the

same time the War Office expressed deep appreciation for the

valuable services rendered by medical women during a

d period of stress and anxiety. They tilled a real

! their untiring devotion earned the gratitude of all

ranks.

The joint committee of the Women's Medical Federation

and the British Medical Association made the following
•

: The reply that belonging .to the medical profes-

iition to which they are entitled

is not valid. The mei n has no status when she

joins, and hoi I es, uo right of si

Whatever her position in < • e whatever her length

of service in the army, shi to and takes orders

from an ned officer. As to inability to peri irm

certain duties performed by nun. each woman of the deputa-

tion was questioned, and they unanimously replied that med-
ic and willii

all the duties required of men ; but they agreed that there

were duties that it was desirable to have performed by men,
if available. Further, it is argued that the War Office asked
women to do work previously performed by men who held

commissions. This they have done and therefore they should
have been given the commissions that would have been given

men for these duties. Commissions have been given to med-
ical men who by reason of physical disability or age were
not fit for full service.

Marriages

William J. Egan to Mi er, both of Milwau-

kee, at - S eptember 25.

Arthur Miller, Rochester. Minn., to Miss Olga
•• ptcmber 27.

Minn., to Miss Lydia
Id. Minn.. September 6.

n Herbert Pea, Vincennes, End., to Miss Cicelia

and Rapids, Mich.. August 14.

Henb len Rosamund Levy,

ber 21.

ide Marie

I„u N |
i to Miss Laura Louise Knochc,

D ; Vthie Eliza Sale

iber 25.

Deaths

Charles Knickerbocker Winne, Albany, X Y ; I Si

M. C, U. S. Army
t sut geon in

done] and deptt

pet ation oi law .

I 23, 1904, and who during the

captain, majoi it lii

I erj ;
died at his home. !

Jacob Dennis Arnold, San l niver-
sitj . Baltimore, 1876

;

eye, ear, nose and throat; lecturer on throat and eat

m the College oi Physicians and Surg
1884 and 1885; president and profi sot oi di ea es of the

1 1 clinic from 1887 to

San Francisi 26, from
carcinoma of the pan

John Randall Hooper, Baltimore; Univci it} oi Maryland,
lent of the

Howard Bank, Baltimore, and latet cashiet and a direi

ii
i mmonwealth Bank; an astrot i oi international

; who established and headed the astronomical
ion oi the Mai | land \< adi m; ol i no ; died al the

his daughtci in Round Ba dd. September 10.

Walter Morrison Byers, Mohawk, [nd. ; Physio-Medical
1 190 d 36; a member
vfedical iot thih di iving his

bile oxer a grai e en . near Mohawk, Sep
truck l.y a I: in, and sustained a fracture

of the skull and other injuries from which he died a short
time later in the Deaconess Hospital, Indianapolis,

Harry Andrew Sullivan * Rockl ird, 111.: Marquette Uni-
Milwaukee, 1913; aged 31; who went overseas as

itenant, M. C. U. S. Army, with Surgical Unit No. 1,

saw service in the Verdun sector, and was honorably dis-

vl. 1 1 1 1 \ 8, 1919; formerly a well known pitcher of the
I ttis National League; died at his home, September 11.

from pneumonia.

Theodrick C. Boulware ® Butler. Mo.; Missouri Medical
i ollege St, Louis, 1869; aged 78; a I onfederate veteran; for

half a century a practitioner oi Butli r, and for thirt;

local surgeon. for the Missouri Pacific I' <l
.

ne of the

incorporators, directors and for several i u vici president
of the Missouri State Bank; died at his home. September 6.

Dabney Minor, Cleveland,
Nashville, Tenn . 1910; aged 32; For ten months
in the Medical Corps of the Army as lieutenant with Base
Hospital No. 54, overseas, and was honorabl) disi

June 2. 1919; was found dead m his office, September 11. It

is believed his death was <\w to an overdose of medicine.

William Henry Campbell, Pueblo, Colo ; Rush
( ollege, 1897; aged 51; a membet oi the l ol lo stale Med-
ic al Si ctetj : formerl) health officer of Pueblo, and president

of the Pueblo County Medical Society; coroner of Pueblo
County; died at St. Mary's Hospital, Pueblo, September 18,

five days after an operation lor appendicitis.

Anid Rose Girard, Wesl < olumbia, W. \'a. ; College of

Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore, 1883; aged 55; who
entered the Army at the entrance of the United Stales into

war, and was honorabl) discharged as lieutenant, M. R. C,
Dec. 12, 1918. on account of physical disability; died at his

home, September 2.1, from diabetes.

Robert Agedius Krost ® Chicago: Northwestern Univer-
sity Medical School, Chicago, 1905; aged l'>: assistant pro-

fessor of pediatrics in his aim i mater, and attending pedi-

atrician to We lej Memorial II" pit il, < hi
;
died in thai

institution, Octobei I. from septii pneumonia following an
of the nose.

Curtis Austin, Bagdad, Ky.; Louisville ill Medical I i I

ed 59; a member of the Kentuck) State Me. Ileal

Association; formerly a member of the state board of health;
ii the I mi . illc and ' a h\ ille system ; died

at his home, August 15, En >tn i
i g tritis.

James H. Bristow, Portland, Ore.; Wi Diversity,

iged 51; a member of the Oregon State

Medical on; who was taken ill in the operating

i oi !' ood Ho ipital, P n tland, Septembei 1 ;
died in

that institution, September 11.

tea "Fellow" of the American Medical A
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Thomas A. Kurr, Fredericksburg. Pa.: Baltimore Medical

College. 1902; aged 42: a member of the Medical Societj of

the State of Pennsylvania, and a specialist in pediatrics:

died in the Good Samaritan Hospital, Lebanon, Pa., Septem-
ber 20, from heart disease.

Adrian Reginald Karreman, Chicago: University of Michi-

gan, Ann Arbor, 1888: Rush Medical College, 1889: Univer-

sity of Illinois. Chicago, 1890; aged 51; a member of the

State Medicil Society ; was murdered at his home in

Chicago, September 29.

Smith H. Hess, Sioux City. Iowa: Rush Medical College,

1865; aged 75: for many years a wholesale druggist of Sioux
City: died in the Presbyterian Hospital. Chicago. S<

13. from embolism, three days after prostatectomy.

William Alexander Sympson, Glasgow Junction, Ky. ;

University of Tennessee. Nashville, 1892; aged 53: a member
of the Kentucky State Medical Association; died at his home,
September 4, from chronic interstitial nephritis.

Jacob G. Streets, Bridgeton, X. J.; Hahnemann Medical
College, Philadelphia, 1866: aged 74; for many years a mem-
ber of the local board of education: died at his home, Sep-
tember 17. from cerebral hemorrhage.

Louis Frederick Psotta, Washington, D. C; C
Physicians and Surgeons in the (in of New 'i ork. 1895; aged
51 ; died in tlie Emergency Hospital. Washington. D. C,
August 9. from angina pectoris.

Orville McLeod Smith, Palmyra. Va. (license,

uate. Virginia, 1890); aged 51; a member of the Medical
i Virginia; died at his home. September 16, from

chronic disease of the stomach.

Hiram T. Chapin, Pittsboro, X. C; Louisville (!<•

ical College. 1886; aged id; a member of the Medical
of the State of North Carolina; died at ! ugust 31.

from cerebral hemorrhage.

William Clayton Pendergrass. Clovis, Calif; Vanderbilt
ity, Nashville, Tenn I 55; a membei

I ity Council; died at his home, September 21. from
cerebral hemorrhage.

James Wilson Cormany, Mount Carroll, III; Miami Med-
ical College. 1873; aged 70; also a dentist; at one time mayor
of Mount Carroll; died in Los Angeles, September 10. from
cerebral hemorrhage.

J. D. R. Williams, Cardinal, (int.: University of Victoria
urg, (int.. 1856; aged 86; at one time acting

editor of the Toronto Globe; died at his home, August 2,

from senile debility.

Eii Hollingshead, Seattle: Eclectic Medical Institn-

C'nnatt, 1872; aged 86; a pioneer practitioner

home of his daughter in Seat;'
: 11.

Charles W. Thompson, Clearmont, V Medical
lumbus, 1896 died at the home of

ridge, Ohio, September 17. from chronic
nephritis.

Axel F. Blomburgh, Minneapolis; Minneapolis College of
Physicians and Surgeons, 1897; aged 52; died at his home.

Matthew L. Bennett * Watkins X i . Geneva (X. Y. >

i list ill surgery
; died

at his home, August 6, from angina pectoris.

Wilton R. Stuart, White P of Physicians
and Surg ! rare, 1880; aged '4; died at ho

:i from cerebral hemon I

George S. Brigham, St. (loud. Minn.; University of Ver-
irlington, 1870; aged 74; died at his home. Au

c uenza
Morris W. Fellman, Philadelphia; University of Pennsyl-

•

Andrew Jackson Dcrn, Redland
66; died at h

-'. from asthma.

Andrew W. Moore.
; Washington Uni

' ugusl 18, from
chronic nephritis.

Mahlon B. Dill • P
I

<<~
. died at i i- i

I N Murdock, Leicester "
! 92 : who went into

ears after graduation; died at bis home.

The Propaganda for Reform

In This Department Appear Reports of The
Journal's Bureau of Investigation, of the (

on Pharmacy and Chemistry and of the Association
iry. Together with Other Matter Tending

ro Aid Intelligent Prescribing and to Oppose
1-racd on the Public and on the Profession

MORE MISBRANDED NOSTRUMS
"Rubino Healing Springs Lithia Water."—The Rubino

Healing Springs Co., Hot Springs, Va., shipped, in June.

1917. a quantity of "Rubino Healing Springs Lithia Water"

into I onnecticut. This was another of the so-called "lithia

waters" which contained practically no lithium. The product

was declared misbranded, first because of the false and mis-

leading statements that it was a lithia water when, in fact,

it "did not contain a sufficient quantity of lithium to entitle

it to 1 e called lithia water" and, second, because of the false

and fraudulent claim that it was effective as a treatment for

rheumatism and gout. The court entered a judgment of

condemnation and forfeiture and ordered that the product

should be released to the claimant on payment "I the costs

and the execution of a bond.— [Notice of Judgment X
issued June 17

"Kuhn's Rheumatic Remedy."—A quantity of this prepara-

tion was shipped in November, 1916. by the Kuhn Remedj
Company of Chicago. Samples analyzed by the federal

ti showed the product to be a water-alcohol solution

containing essentially potassium iodid, iodin and sugar with

us of small amount- of plant material

tally confirmi the state chem-
ists of New Hampshire and North Dakota who tar

i m 1914 and 1916, respectively. The preparation was
d misbranded in that it was falselj and fraudulently

sold under the claim that it wa 'tin- of

rheumatism, neuralgia, blood diseases, lumbago, etc.. "when
in truth and in fact it was not." It was also falsi

a preventive of organii

resulting from rheumatism. In June. 1918, tl

pan> pleaded gi
|

lept. s. i>n<>.\

"Lower's Pure Blood Remedy." Robert II
I

Springs. Ark
. shippi

I lot Springs Pure I'.l I Remedj ." Thi
analyzed in the Bureau of ( hemistrj and found to be a weak
alcohol, Ugars, -mall amount- of

hi -.ill -. I

among which were podophyllum
and an atropin-bearing drug. 'I he -tuff wa- falsely and

treatment or rem.

syphilis, paralysis, catarrh, eczema, malaria
sciatica, all kinds of rheumatism and all blood and -km dis-

eases, In Juni ined $10,

—[Notice of Judgment No. 6353, issu< >19.]

"Schade's Specific and Female Regulator." In January,
who did business a- I lerman

. quantity of/
In fanuai
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Oct. 1

the case was fil. Schade bj the

tl

Ihe prep-

g ( hieflj sugar,

, irice, and bitter pli

ined 12.84 1

1

cohol i In

nenl authority that the claims made foi

effect tint it was a rented] for

ular, painful

leucorrhea, "palpi

ind the further

i the "monthl

the womb, were

d fraudulent. In June. 191

.guilty ai Judgment No.

Correspondence

"PROTEOGENS": DR. BROEMAN REPORTS
RESULTS NIL

To tht Editor:—In the September 27 issue of The Journal
my name was mentioned in connection with the Merrell

ipany's "Pn < treatment of

syphilis. The Merrell Chemical Company promised not to

use my name at any tiine in connection with their "Pro-

injection and they know that the use of my name
distinctly against my wishes. 1 feel that in justice

elf, a 5 well as the public, 1 should report the result

of my experiments with their "Proteogens" in private prac-

In explanation 1 might say that I began the use of their

gens" in April. 1918, and I fei 1 that 1 now have enough

give a complete report. I might say that all my
rc-ults radically nil; particularly is this true in

fphilis which all had a four plus Wassermann
reaction when 1 discontinued using tin- form of treatment.

C. J. BROEMAN, M.D., Cincinnati.

'NT.—Tn connection with the above letter read page

1000 of The Journal, two weeks ago, September 27.

—

Ed.]

"THE INHERITANCE OF ACQUIRED
CHARACTERS"

To the Editor:—Although you have distinguished company

laining of the dismal rigidity of the mendelian law.

the authors quoted in your editorial of September 13 on this

subject are not at all convincing. Their arguments appear

to me to be puerile in more ways than one. Fischer says

that the childri arcnts are apt to lie greater intel-

lectually than the cl ung parents, therefore they

have inherited acquired intellectual characteristics. Was
there ever a more I hoc ergo propter hoc argu-

ment? I doubt whether it would be possible to collect reli-

able statistics bearing on the question; but. granting the truth

riginal statement, what ground is there for Fischer's

conclusion? It is analogous to, and just as fallacious as, the

old belief in the inheritance of tuberculosis. In both instances

the result is due to environment. Of course the children of

older and wiser parents an a broader and less

impeding environment than the children of young an

conscienl are lacking in poise and experience

and who frequently suppress or warp the child ego. On the

other hand, we have the sad examples of the children of fussy

and unpractical old intellectuals in comparison with the chil-

fnl, upright.

Furthermore, i havi

ment in the comparative slowness of evolutionary processes

as applied to man. Such an attitude seems to be due to a

appreciation of the facts. Development through

. relation to the developmi nl ol the indi-

vidual: a is the slow consen itive method b) which minute
changes are tried out ovei long periods oi t it will not

to the inn
i 1 and impatie i modern

Ihe brilliancy ol the concept of selective evolution has so

da led the minds of two generations thai the relative impoi

t1 has been i result

i n\ of the ills

due to defects in the pi i enl nization,

in tubei i uloi is is < mi of i amides.

The individual man is endowed li\ heredity with possibilities

of development so fat beyond actual accomplishment that it

is as futile to n e as fi >r thi

glutted with food to crj Foi more cake. We i in change our

environment in the I id sens,- ol the word a complete!}

in clothes, Read "Sartor Resartus" once

more and be 1 1 imfi irted.

Louis C Vgi e, M i >
. Brooklyn,

POISONING FROM EATING CANNED
RHUBARB STEMS

To the Editor:—Anent your comment on "Death from

Rhubarb Leaves Due to Oxalic Vcid Poisoning (Thf Jour-
nal, Sept. 20, 1919, p. 928), I wish to place on rec&rd ten

cases of poisoning From eating rhubarb terns. These were
of the pack of 1917—whether early or late canning could

scertained. In one family oi ten, nine had i iter -
I

the rhubarb. The ages ranged from _' years to 86; all the

patients were violentlj ill; two, who bad bad two h

had convulsions The symptoms in all came on within

minutes ol each Othei and about two hours after eating.

Free use was made oi the stomach pump, followed by lime

water, and also castor oil. All the patients recovered. This
point was evident to me: that the one. who were first treated

with use of the stomach pump recovered most promptly. The
mother, who bad not partaken of the rhubarb, had no symp-

toms, <lne oilier patient in another famih two weeks latet

had similar symptoms from eating rhubarb and promptly

recovered. Samples of this rhubarb were sent to our state

laboratory. The report was that the samples submitted con-

tained approximately the normal amount oi oxalic deriva-

tlves -

IIm.kn W. Benson, M.I).. Oakland. Neb.

STERILIZE THE THERMOMETER
To the Editor:— In view of the possible return of influenza,

may I call attention to a matter oi hygiene which all consider

of importance: 1 refer particularly to the necessity of

thorough sterilization of the fever thermometer.

It is unfortunately still the custom in man) hospitals to

sterilize thermometei b tandin them upright in a solution

of mercuric chlorid, phenol (carbolic acid) or alcohol, a

solution which is often not deep (Hough to cover more than

half the length of the tube. Before use, ear li thermometer is

hastilj wiped off in oni i n with
I gauze Of

ton, starting at the top, the unclean end.

While our knowledge of influenza is what it is, it seems

important thai we should work and plan on the basis of

things known. We know that the path 5 in the

dui to gram-positive organisms irat Ij

staphylococci, streptococci and pneumococci I be

variety of these secondary organisms determines the type of

At Camp Johnston 1 found pneu cci in the sputum and

in the lung, at necropsy of influenzal pneumonia
|

is.

pneumococci which were usually of Type IV, fa elj ol I p-

I II, and 1 :n dl) ' i er of Typi I oi Fypi [] Oct ally

staphylococci took the placi ol pneum The influenza

bacillus ed in a large percentagi of the eases.

ed in in following the clinical course of the

disease v quenl udden i hangi Foi >rse in pat ienl i

who had been admitted mildly ill a few days previously.
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Were not some terminal infections contracted in hospitals?

It seems possible. Improper sterilization of thermometers

may have been one mode of infection.

We need a Semmelweis in influenza to teach us that the

nose and mouth of influenza patients should be treated with

somewhat the same respect as the genital tract at the puer-

perium. for it seems improbable that all the infections with

gram-positive organisms in influenza come from organisms

normally established in each patient's mouth, in view of the

fact that the gram-positive organisms that predominate differ

in different hospitals. One is inclined to believe that these

secondary infection? came from other patients. It would

seem well, then, to guard the nose and mouth of influenza

patients.

Perhaps it is unfair to criticize hospital methods of steriliz-

ing thermometers when most physicians still clean their

pocket thermometers by immersion under the tap or by

dipping them into a glass of water. Thermometers to be

cleaned ought to be laid flat in an antiseptic solution.

Richard E. Stifel. M.D., Cleveland.

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

Queries and Minor Notes

Anonymous Communications and queries on postal cards will nnt

be noticed. Every letter must contain the writer's name and address,

but these will be omitted, on request.

SANITATION OF SWIMMING POOLS

To the Editor:—Leading opinions an t: 1. In regard

to the comparative germicidal efficiency of liquid clilorin and the ultra-

violet ray, as found in the actual operation of these methods on

swimming poo! water.

II the presence in the water of 1 part of chlorin (available) to

1,000,000 of water cause smarting of the ey< tmell, etc.?

the fact that the chlorin acts on the bacteria in the water

all the time, and that the violet ray acts only as the wat

the mercury lamp (and not in the pool), an important or a negligible

factor?

1 is the highest number of bacteria (nonpathogenic) that may
be found per cubic centimeter and the water still cot sidered

safe for swimmers? r_ p t g,

! - l I' i- nol
i
— ible to make a precise si

regarding comparative germicidal efficiency of liquid clilorin

and the ultraviolet ray. as the conditions under which these

agents are- effective vary widely in actual practice. \- well

known, a turbid water is nol suitable for the latter m
treatment. The efficiency of liquid clilorin as a germicide

is naturally determined by the strength employed as «dl
;t> b) the amount of organic matter in the water.

2. It is possible that one part of available clilorin to

G of water may cause smarting in some
but this i- a point very difficult to determine, since

the same water without the chlorin may cause smarting
under certain Conditions. It Seems to in sonic

individuals, at leasi taining the stated

of chlorin causes no smarting of the applied in the

ordinary way. Even a small amount of chlorin may imparl
an odor to water which is unpleasant to some people. Sug-

and imagination, however, play a large part in the

I i ed from this MHircr.

points -ire important under some conditions, and
negligible under otl

I So t.ir as we know, no standard for the bacterial

mming
\

I water has i
<< b( en adopted.

In general, the treatment of swimming pool war
practiced in a uniform manner in different

communities, and the results of experimental work are nol
."ions. There is no doubt that it has proved difficult

to maintain thi

•rial purity in some instances in which chlorin or
chlorin compounds are u*cd ( areful supervision of chlorin
application i- essential. Manheimer {Pub. Health Rep.
33:2(.7 IMarcb 11 1918 tl ultraviolet light in actual

• has proved ineffective.

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Arkansas: Little Rock. Nov. 11-12. Sec; Regular Board. Dr. T. J.

Stout, Brinkley. Sec. Eclectic Board. Dr. Claude E. Laws, SOJVi
Garrison Ave., tort Smith.

California: Sacramento, Oct. 20 23, Sec. Dr. Chas. B. Pinkham,
Butler Bldg., San Francisco.

Connecticut: New Haven. Nov. 11-12. Sec. Regular Board. Dr.
Charles A. Tuttle, 196 York St., New Haven. Sec. Homeopathic

M. Hall. 82 lira...! Ave., X.w Haven. Sec.

Eclectic Board, Dr. Jar.- I Hair, 730 State St.. Bridgeport.

District of Columbia: Washington, Oct. 14-16. Sec. Dr. Edgar P.

a u. The Rockingham, Washington.

GEORGIA: Atlanta. Oct. 14-15. Sec. Dr. C. T. Nolan. Marietta.

Kansas: Topeka, Oct. 14. Sec, Dr. H. A. IKkes. Lebanon.

iana: New Orleans. Nov. 4. Sei Homeopathic Board, Dr.
F. II. Hardenstein, 702 Machesa Bldg., New Orleans.

Maine: Portland, Nov. 11 1-'. Sec, Dr. Frank W. Searle, 776
St., Portland.

Michigan: Lansing. Oct. 14-16. Sec. Dr. B. D. Hari
Detroit.

Nebraska: Lincoln, Nov. 12 14. Sec, Dr. H. J. Lehnhoff, 514 First

Nail Bank Bldg., Lincoln.

Nevada: Carson City. Nov. 3. Se< . I': S. I Lee, Carson City.

New Iersev: Trenton, Oct. 21-22. Sec. Dr. Alexander MacAlister,

State House. Trenton.
New Mexico: Santa 1 c. Oct. 13-14. Sec. Dr. K. E '

ices.

Carolina: Columbia. Nov. 10. Sec. Dr. A. Earle Boozer,

Texas: Galveston, \ l
v " . Dr. M. F. Bettencourt. Mart.

irginia: Charleston, Oct. 14. Sic. Dr. S. 1

irleston.

Massachusetts May Examination

Dr. Walter P. Bowers, secretary of the Massachusetts

State Board of Registration in Medicine, reports the oral,

written and practical examination held al laj 13-15,

1919. The examination covered 1.5 subjects and included 70

questions. An average of 75 per cent, was required I

Of the 29 candidates examined. 2.1 passed, and 6. including 2

Mis, failed. The following colleges were repre-

sented :

Year
College

1 "liege (1914) 81.1

M dicine il 1
I

(1901) 7ti.2

! Maine (1910) 75
I Medical College (1

I niversitj . (1919) 76
1

i Surgeons, Bosti 1
I 191! 1 75

Harvard 1

I lical School (1917) 78.9, 1 (1919) 7« 7

77.5, 77.5.

rsity (18! >1

I College Hi apital 1 191 -
I 75

rsity (1

Woman's Medical (oil, , inia

University of Vermont (1903) 79.5, (1914) 75

FAILED

1 71.5

'vcrsity '1

Ohio June Examination

Dr. H. M. Hatter, secretary

Board, mination

held at l olumbus, Inn. 3 6 1919

It) subjects and included I'm questions An

ined, 128 pased ami 2 failed. Twenty«-five .
through reciprocity, 'l lie following

rept. -rntcd :

V P. r

'

Atlanta V
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Year K'

so THROUGH RECIPROCITY ,,.

Illinois

(1910) Illinois

I
Illinois

(1908) Michigan
Mail (1894)

191

190 )

i (1917) Michigan
Medicine ...

(1916) X- » ^ irl

• New Y..rk. .(1896) New Vork
(191 I) Ne« •! ork
[91 i Maine

nati 1917) Kentucky
Eclectic Medical Institute, Cincinnati Indiana

(1910) Penna.
h (1910) Penna.

Pennsylvania (1913) Penna.
(1903)
n

Medicine, Richmond (1901) \ irginia

• Fifteen per cent, allowed for years of practice.

Mississippi June Examination

Or. \V. S. Leathei of the Mississippi State

Board of Health, reports (lie written examination held at

June 24-25. 1919. The examination covered 12 sub-

i led 96 questions, An average of 75 per cent.

was required to pass. Of the 21 candidates examined, 18

1 ,'. enty candidates were licensed

reciprocity. The following colleges were repn

Year No.
College <".ra<i. Licensed

University of Alabama (1907), (1919) 2

Bennett ' ege (191S) 1

:•• '1919) 6

ge (1919) 2
(1919) 3

(1912). (1919, 3) • 4

FAILED
Meharry Medical College (1917), (1918) 2

Memph; [teal College (1911) 1

War Reciprocity

College LICENSED THROUGH RECIPROCITY Qra[l w j t h

Medical College of Alabama (189 ! i Alabama
• '.ama (1909) Alabam ,

University (1905) Texas
li I Id i- tl ' II' ge ' 1

University of Louisville (19 I

Tulane University (1902). (1

College of Phvsicians and Surgeons. Baltimore (1910) I

(1910) !

Fclectic Medical Institute '1

Memphis Hospital Medical College (1898) Tenni , I Louisiana
(191

(191 i Arkansas
Yanderh. '• (1904) Tennessee

University of Virginia (1915) Virginia

Connecticut July Examination

Dr. < 'harles A. Tuttle. secretary of the Connecticn' Med-
ical Examining Board, reports th( written and practical

examination held at New Haven. Jul) 8-9, 1919. The exami-

nation covered 7 subjects, and included 70 questi

average nt was required to pass. Of the 50 can-

didates examined. 41 passed and 9 failed. The following

were repre-

PASSED
V. r

College

1919) 84.2, 84.6,

(1917) I

(1915) 84.9

..( I"! '1 Ml,
Harvard 1 niversit) ., 1904) 1.1, (1918)
Tufts Coll. 1916) (1917) 1919)

I
. ...

I 16) 1918) 87.9, I 1919)
Fordham Univi raitj (1916) I 1919)

Hi I
I (1919)
191

II reraitj

Baltimore (1910)
of Maryland ....

1

1897) "50.5

\ monl 1915)
Kedical Colli

• Fivi per ci
I

"• Ten |

|1r. lames E. Hair, secret. n oi the ' onne ticul

Medical i n B ard reports thai one candidate, a

graduate ol Kansas < it) College ol Medicim and Surgery,

in 1917, was licensed through reciprocity w i 1 1 1 Arkansas,

March 11. 1919.

ss.7

57.5

I

Indiana Reciprocity Report

Dr. \Y, T. Gott, seci etarj I : tl Ind ma State B

Medical Registration and Examination, reports that 9 candi

-iii.cit'. ti i mi M.i\ ?. 1919, to July

29 1919. The followii llegi were represented:

Year I'

[HOI ...i ii' ,. i .
,

| ,, ,,| w ;,|,

(1913) Illinois

ii \i
i ical I 1916) Illinois

[Him (1917) Illinois

i (191 I

i livei (1918) New York
c 1 190 i \ a

Pi inia ( 1902) Penna
i College (1913) Tennessee

Vanderbill I (1909) Kentucky

Book Notices

The Opi ratio op Obstetrh Embe the Surgicai Pitoi i

iCEMi 'i M Serious Complications Bj Frederic!

Elmer Leavitt, M.D., Obstetricii he Citj and Count] H

St. Paul, Minn. Clotb Price, £6 Pp 166, with 248 illustrations.

St. Louis: C. V. Mosbj I on pany, I 19

The merit of this work lies in the tact thai it is devoted

entirely to an exclusive lield of surgerj winch heretofore has

not received sufficient attention in the college curriculum.

Obstetric emergencies call for immediate action, if the

patient's life is to be saved. This presupposes a cool head,

and a knowledge of just wli.it to do I here is u ually no time

tn read up or to call a consultant While it is true that

standard textbooks on obstetrics deal with operative methods,

the grouping of the subject in a separate 1 k has the merit

of emphasis in this important field of practice. The arrange

ment of the subject matter is logical, and the treatment

quite up to date. The illustrations, by the author himself,

are adequate.

A Laboratory Outline op Embryology with Speciai Ri

• [i a thi I'M. It' I i ii l R I llii
. P ofi ..i ol Embryo!

i ir . i
. io 1 1

: i I iversity of Chicago
Pp. 66. P df 38 cent! Chi I Chicago
Pn I I

publication, which has «..nc through several n-vi

rved hir the study of embryology by medical

students. The writers believe thai a course in embryology
for medical students can be presented more effectively by

studying the development of each organ system separately

than by consideration of the entin i time intervals,

This book wives methods of studj and outlines the course in

liliinl . I "I hoUl I" I"' di'\ ' iled

i. the entire course being intended tu .
..... i

iii- outlines have been employed in the medi-

< al court '' n University oi I hica lurin hi quarters.

1
1 is bell "hat they will prove useful in Othei in i

< ir.hryoli

i
i eat h
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Social Medicine, Medical Economics
and Miscellany

ESTIMATING THE RATE OF SYPHILITIC
INFECTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES

BENJAMIN MALZBERG

Special Agent, United States Interdepartmental Social

Hygiene Board

New York

No problem in public health is of greater importance than

the control of syphilis. No other disease requires more
ntly the organization of proper agencies to cope with

it Yet the very fundamental of a preventive campaign,

an accurate knowledge oi the exact prevalence of syphilis,

is nowhere to be found. Prevention must be grounded on a

je, first, of who is diseased, and. secondly, of how
many arc diseased. The first is obvious, for how can isola-

tion of the diseased person be enforced and how can

follow-up work be maintained, if the very elementary knowl-

edge of who is diseased is lacking? How can action be

taken toward the formulation of a plan and organization

for the prevention of the spread of disease, unless health

bodies have an accurate knowledge of the size of the prob-

lem? Mere assumption or a guess as to the prevalence of

Syphilis is a very unsafe foundation on which to work. It

is true that there arc numerous estimates as to the preva-

lence of syphilis, not only in the United States, but also in

Europe. Hut as to results there is very little agreement.

This in itself is no indication of error, for it mi)

well be that the rate of syphilitic infection fluctuates widely,

not only for different places, hut for different periods of

time as well. What is of deep concern, however, is the fact

that not a single estimate of the prevalence of syphilis in

the general population can stand the test of examination.

The estimate is usually high or low, being dependent on tin

idiosyncrasies and prejudices of the writer. If he is an
alarmist pecialization, cannot see the

woods because of the trees, then he alleges that every other

idult will be infected some time in his life. On the

other hand, should the writer 1"- possessed of a conservative

then In- 'a ill report the rate of infection as small.

For many years it has been the custom to quote and
requote a limited number of authorities. Thus, Morrow in

TABLE1 'I'm il SYPHILIS AND OF GONORRHEA
REPORTED IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK'
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WIS 17.335
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n. Department of Health, City of New )

urnier in France, and Blascko in Ger-
• of the well

estimates. We ai told thai 1 20 percent.
idult population of New ',

i infected with
syphilis; that 15 per cent, of the P ulation is sim-

of Berlin clerks
I

i that from
II be infected some time in

i ic of their lives. I he time i ertainlj I

sii. b statistics should '

ig the prevaleno
frankly admitted, To quote continually data thai
doubtful value, ., hopeful au

It is well, therefore, to clear the ground
for a thorough analysis of the problem. Lcl us di

the future from the method of amassing a heterogeneous
conglomeration of statistics from all over the world, and
attempting the well-nigh hopeless task of generalizing from
such results.

STATISTICAL METHODS
What are the methods, then, by which accurate results

may be achieved? They may all be reduced, fundamentally,
to two methods of procedure: The first is the collection and
tabulation of cases of syphilis, and the morbidity rate there-
from, by the state and local bureaus of vital statistics. The
second is the examination of a cross-section of the popula-
tion. The former is obviously the more logical method. It

is suplementary to the collection ,,f mortality statistics

From the point of view of the statistician, neither set of
data would be complete without the other. It would not he
fair to state that this is not well recognized by the health

TABLE 2.—TOTAL CASKS OF SYPHILIS REPORTED AND
RATE OF INFECTION*

Estimati Rate per 1.000
City July 1, 1916 Reported Inhal

Cleveland 674,073 257
Los Vngeli 503,81 .679
New York 5,6 3.592

'nil 1 .036
:

1 468,558
Cincinnati 410,476 1 1 .387
Columbus, ' Phil f] 5

.507
Dayton. Ohio 127,224 1

1 ' Moines, Iowa ..... . 101 18 .177
Hartford, Conn 110,900 si 730

1

. W ash 150,323 9 060
T ledo, Ohio 1 172 !s98
Youngstown, Ohio 108.3S5 .240
1 " During 1916 in Cities of Over

100,000, Pub. Hi 1 32: \
1 1

authorities, for a survey of health regulations throughout the
country would at once show .1 long lis! of state and munici-
palities that require the reporting of casts of venereal
disease. Yet, that the results therefrom are utterly value-
less is well known and admitted by all concerned. At least.

the only exception I have come across is thi

the director of the Bureau of Venereal Disease oi the North
Dakota State Hoard of Health, to the effeel thai "physicians
of the state are. as a rule, faithfullj complying with the law
in reporting cases oi venereal disease to the bureau.'" To
the contrary. 11

, n s invariably
reporl cases of syphilis. This attitude results, first,

Failure to recognizi morbidity statistics

indly, from a desil he patient from any

or. whatever the motive may be in any par-
ticular ca nil is that bui

of syphil the health authori-
ties. 'Ibis failure is so well know

o e the law in relation to thi

venereal diseases. In Nev, York 1 it} an effort is being
encourage voluntary reporting by the

n tin fai il health

ning and diagnosing
specimens. Yel despite this, the morbidity rate for syphilis
for New York ( ity for the year 1918 would be only n .; per
cent, if (he inn reported by the health •

1

at their lace value Nothing
much as .,

1

' fork I ity the
given in I able 1.

•nis and Statisticians all know thai there .

11 from
syphilis, yet for the period of 1912 to 1913, the i

syphilis I

Health hi

rtmenl
nd tint its figures an trulj •

Xew Yorl
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The fallacy involved in reasoning from the reported cases

is further demonstrated, in Table 2 in which the rates show

not only that the cases reported arc far from the total num-
ber of infections, but also thai the accuracy of wliat little

notification we have varies widely from city to city. Thus,

we find that a method which could give us relativelj exact

results, if properly utilized, leads us into absurdities when
tion between the health bodies and practicing physi-

reaks down.
Till QUI si IONN UKt

Several attempts have been made t" arrive at an estimate

bj the use of the questionnaire method, rims a special

committee of the Ne« Vork Count) Medical As

estimated in 1901 thai then- were 200,000 cases of syphilis in

the city. This result was obtained by analyzing the results

received from physicians who were requested to state how

man] syphilitic patients they had treateil during the year.

This nn many errors that the result

ought surely I rded. In the first place, many of

fected will ' r treatment, trying some
self-cure or patented methods instead. In tin second place,

syphilis has been a choice field for the quack, who would be

the last individual to give facts concerning the size of his

practice. Then, again, many of the reputable physicians will

always fail to reply to a questionnaire. The method of cor-

rection usually pursued is to credit them with a number of

cases in proportion to the total reported by the other physi-

cians. But is it not apparent that the physicians replying

are more likely to be those who specialize to some extent

in this held and who will, therefore, be visited by a larger

•i of such patients? To these sources of error we
may add that arising from duplication. In view of these

nj estimate thus established -i he rejected, unless

ted with "ther very weighty evidence.

Thus, in whatever form the reporting method is used, it

is seen to result in failure. It might he argued, however.

that it is possible to estimate the morbidity rate for syphilis

by utilizing the death rate. This follows directly from the

relation between the death and morbidity rates. Thus, if the

death rate i- multiplied by the inverse of the lethal rate,

the result will he the morbidity rate ! .r the given disease.

The difficulties in estimating the death rate are similar to

ncountered in estimating the morbidity rate. The

physician making out the death certificate, in other words,

- the real cause of death by naming a secondary

symptom. It is possible) however, to evaluate with some

f accuracy the true death rati i r syphilis, by

correcting for secondary causes/ But as the lethal rate for

syphilis is an absolutely unknown quantity, it is impossible

(^ pursue the method further. And again, even though the

latter could be discovered, one could nut be -lire as to which

year a death ascribed, a- it might result from
a- old as twenty y<

EXAMINATION OF A CROSS-SECTION

There remains, then, but one other method, the cxamina-

a sample population which must be a trui

ntative of every element in the population.

One cann< t assume, for example, that because o.4 per cent.

of the applicants for a license to peddle in Xew York City

are syphilitic, the same is true of the total population, or

that there is a high rate of infection among women in Xew
York City because 40.8 per cent, of the inmates of Bei

Reformatory were found infectei [roups are spe-

cially selected and in 110 way typical of the general

hi pita! i" ip illation-, though they

ii more nearly the general population in character.'

Thus, among 18.187 hospital patients coming from

and industrial classes, and examined at random in twenty

hospitals, 19.6 per cent, were found to be syphilid)

riter has attempted, and the result will l« published

in the • the American
New Y'.rk, May

p. 163.

4. Calculated from Yeddcr, E, Ii : Syphilis aiid Publi

- I.

would be futile to infer from this that the rate of infection

I- as high in the general population, because the Eormei

Class was -elected in two ways In the first place, a hospital

group differs in age distribution from the general population

ami. iii the second place, it is undoubtedly selected indirectly

through the secondary effects Ol syphilis, which may attack

111 ol the bod) and cause diseases ib.it ,ne not at

first diagnosed as syphilitic In order to arrive at a reason-

able estimate, n is essential, therefore, that a group be

examined which is apparently in good health.

Such an opportunity was afforded b) the National Army.

which was drawn practicall) .11 random from the male pop

ulation between the ages of 21 and 31, a period at which
1

is most likely. Unfortunately, no Wassermann tests

en. diagnosis being based entirely on obviously path-

ologic symptoms at the time of examination in camp. The
result is shown in the fact that among '111.8-1(1 men exam-
ined, only 4,027. or (1.44 per cent., were diagnosed as syph-

ilitic. The ratio for all the venereal disease- was 2.25 per

cent
When the second million men ill the National Army were

examined, the percentage, owing (o more experience and,

therefore, greater skill in diagnosis, increased to 5.4 per cent,

for all venereal diseases. Applying the ratio found in the

first draft, this would mean that 1.06 per cent, of the second

million were syphilitic. But both estimates are so far from
the lion K that they are valueless for all practical purposes,

as it is not possible to correct for the amount of syphilis

that remained undiagnosed. It is interesting to note, how-
ever (assuming that the errors in diagnosis were in propor-
tion throughout the country), that the East South Central

Division, consisting of the -tates ot Kentucky, Tennessee,

Alabama and Mississippi, showed the highest rate of infec-

tion. This was followed by the South Atlantic Division,

which consists of the states of Delaware. Maryland, Virginia,

West Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida

and the District of Columbia. These two divisions showed
rates of infection far higher than those for any other section

of the country. The lowest rate was found in the Pacific

Division, consisting of the states of Washington, Oregon and
California.

No one can ever guess when again there will be such an
opportunity for examining so large a proportion of the pop-

ulation. It is not worth while expressing vain regrets over

what might have been accomplished by a thorough survey.

It would be bettei in devisi some practicable method of

either securing complete notification of cases if syphilitic

infection, or else finding another large cross-section of the

population suitable for examination. The former is a prob-
lem in public education, the results of which will undoubt-
edly materialize in the future. But we must obtain some
read) method for immediate use. As such, 1 offer the fol-

Uggestion: The policy bidders and applicants for

policies in the large life insurance companies are selected

from the entire population of the United Stale-. Comprising

element from the poorest to the richest, the most ignorant

to the nio-1 enlightened Would it not be an excellent plan,

from the point of view of both tin- public health movement
and the life insurance companies, to givi every applicant a

ermann test:- It might be objected that the cost

involved would be incommensurate with possible results. But
Mr. Arthur Hunter, in an address delivered at the eighth

annual meeting of the Association of Life Insurance Presi-

dents, showed that when only the belter type i I cases with

a history of syphilis were accepted, there was still an extra

mortalit) of 80 per cent, due to the disease. Consequently,
with the expectation of life thus materially reduced, it would
In to tin advantage of the company t" know who are the

who would make the poorest risks. Such informa-
tion, when obtained, could be turned over to the proper
health authorities, who would then have a basis of fact,

rather than .speculation, on which to work.

32 Franklin Street.

t, ] from the Report of thi Gi net il, I '.
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Medicolegal

Evidence Sustaining Conviction of Murder

(.People v. Card (Calif.). ISO Pac. R. S3)

The District Court of Appeal of California, First District,

Division 1, in affirming a judgment of conviction of murder

in the second degree, charged to have heen committed by the

defendant in the performance of a criminal abort!

that the defendant contended that there was nol sufficient

evidence connecting him with the i . of the crime,

and it was true that the dec I from his offici

all too speedy death to permit her statement as to .'

i while >lie was in his offices to be given in tl

of ti dying declaration. But the evidence showed that the

defendant maintained offices as a physician and surgi

there were several connecting rooms, one of which was his

private office, and another was his ri m; that

between these two rooms was a system > t bells so arranged

that a button touched in the reception room conveyed the

information to the occupant of the private office that a

patient was in waiting, and the touching of a button in the

private office b) its occupant info sistant in the

Ltient should be sent to the private

office: that these responding hells were rung shortly after

mil her girl companion were admitted to the

nt's reception room. The evidence further

that no other physician than the defend; I his pri-

vate office: that when his assistant wa d that he

his private office and read) for the patient, the

I was directed to his door; that she returned in a

few moments to the reception room to get a sum of money,
on receiving which she went back into the defendant's

office; that she remained away from the reception t I,

where her friend remained in waiting, for the space

an hour, when she was helped into the reception room by
ndant's assistants, and there given over to her

friend with the instruction that the patient was to

to her home or room and given a dose of stilts,

then in a condition indicating to the point of certainty that

during tin- hour spent in the defendant's private office some-
thing had been done to her which had • her imme-

preceding state i I n< irmal health, ind left
:

distressed, hardly able to walk, and bl an extent

which within a short while sapped In r lite. (In reaching her

room, less than a flock awa put to bed, and

n found on her a t il with those in

Use in ; i within a ve

rtned that day.

When thj I was intervic

ghortl) after the gitl .Is and actions

• ry far from those of an innocent man. The emit
thinks this evidence was sufficient to justify the In

the jury holdil ible for the decedent's

death b) means ol a criminal abort

bj the Supreme Court ot ( alifornia.

Valid State Requirements as to the Branding of Foods

• R. 32S)

'I In- supreme Court of the United States, in affirming a

jadgment in favor of the defendants, ays that th<

ard of health ot Kansas, and that

tin plaintiff sought to enjoin them from interfering with the

proprietary ta e" on the
ground that it was misbranded, and in particular from inter-

dealing m or selling the syrup within the state ot Kansas.
'1 he syrup, which was manufactured in lllinoi

i : Byrup 01 :

Mm. and w.i

which
'

mong other things: "Mary
Pr 'ducts Refining I

with the Food and Drugs Net. June 30, 1906 R
under serial numbei 2317, Mar) Jane A Table Syrup Pre-

pared from Corn Syrup, V
I Pure Country Sor-

' ontains Sulphur Dioxide." Regulation 6 of the state

board of health, on the effect of which the attack was cen-

ter' .1. in the argument before the court, so far as pertinent.
•

Manufacturers of proprietary foods arc required to state upon the

names and percentages of the materi tar as is

in secure freedom i'r..:.i adulteration and misbranding: (1)

In the case of syrups, the prim

spicuous letters, the percentage of each ingredient, in thi

compounds, mixtures, imitations or blends. When the name it

line of one or more of the ingredients, the prep

ing ingredient shall be named first.

It was urged that since the plaintiff's syrup was a pro-

prietary food, made under a secret formula and sold under

its own distinctive name, and since it contained no deleterious

or injurious ingredients, the effect of the regulation in requir-

ing the plaintiff to disclose on lite label the ingredients and

their proportions amounted to a taking of its- property with-

out due process of law. But evidently the purpose of the

requirement was to secure freedom from adulteratii

ling; the mischief of misbranding being that put

chasers may be misled with respect to the win
'

food value of the compound. And it is too plain for argu-

ment that a manufacturer or vender ha titutional

ing to the purchaser fair

ight of a

manufacturer to maintain secrecy as to his compoui

processes must be hi to the right of the state, in

the exercise «i its police power and in promotion of fair

dealing, to require that the nature of the product be fairly

rth.

The question of - 6 was within the

authority conferred on the state hoard was a question of

state law. Hut the question of whether I covered
l to the exclusion of stati be deter-

i in',! by what the ict of I not by wdiat it

contains, and by considering whether, in words or by neces-
i

making any regulation in respect of the omitted matter; and
the c tut holds that it has - the issues involved

in this case vt i
' iti Sect ii n 8 i

i

the federal act that "nothing in

as requiring or compelling proprietors or manufacturers of

proprietary foods which contain no unwholesome
ingredient to disclose their trade formulas, exi

freedom from
adultcral to the inter-

i of the requirements of the federal act, and does not

1 dish a rule as to matters which
it ions.

Tuberculosis and Injuries—Experts Differing

in Opinions

(.Kansas City Southern Ry. Co. v. Akin (Art

trl of Vrkans affirms a judj i

$3,000 damages in favor "f plaintiff Akin, in this pi

injury case wherein he all' tubercle

bacilli in his system tor some time pri r to the injuries

was in good health and the tuberci

sulated, innocuous and inactive
;

tl

produced by Ins injuries his strength and vitalil

affected, and by n

tuberculous condition a 5UI

resulting in the removal of hi

us. to whom a hypothetii

d that the in

mill in the plaint ifl

at the lime of the operation, when the) 1, Tin
defendant

experts introduced in it^ behalf, and also other hypothetic
questions based on tl

from the standpoint of the defendant
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the tuberculosis afterward developed in the plaintiffs tes-

unsel for the defendant contended that

i a* to tin- proximate cause <>i tin- tuberculosis in

the testicles was put at large in the realm oi speculation

njecture by the testimony of the expi

ihether or not the plaintifl was afflicted \\ 1 1

1

active tuberculosis in his arm. winch w.iv arrested In ampu-
tation in l°tk>; ami whether or not the i rculosis

may he arrested, become encapsulated, inactive ami innocu-

ous, and remain in this condition in the system for several

and then, by reason of some injury to the person,

he revived ami become active and hurtful, the court says

were questions which would require scientific knowledge for

their correct solution. These woe matter-, beyond the grasp

rdinary layman, but peculiarly appropriate tor expert

ge ami opinion. Because the experts differed in

their opinions on the same state "i facts, assuming them to

be true, was no. reason for relegating to the realm of con-

jecture and speculation the issue as to whether or not the

injury was the proximate cause of the tuberculosis there-

after developed in the plaintiff. 'ii which all

expert testimony rests is that, when i stablished

with reference to the subject-matter oi inquiry which the

common observation and experience of the jury would not

enable them correctly to understand and interpret, then they

may have the benefit oi the opinions "I those who. bj i' i on

«.f their special study ami learning, have peculiar knowledge
of the subject. Because experts differ in their opinions as

to the conclusion to he drawn from the facts proved does

li r the ultimate result to he determined by the jury

leculation or conjecture. In such cases the question

i> one not oi conjecture and speculation on the part of

the jury, but rather a question of weight and credit to be

given to the conflicting opinions of experts. If the experts

differ in their opinion as to results, then it is the province
i f the jury to determine which has reached the correct

conclusion. A contrary doctrine would result in the elimi-

nation of the i!l experts, unless they happened
;ati the rule of evidence per-

mitting the introduction of such testimony.

Applying these principle- to the .facts of this record, it

I the jury as to whether or not

the injuries produced by the alleged wreck were the proxi-

mate cause of the tuberculosis for which tin- plaintiff claimed

damages, and the court did n >t err in refusing prayers for

instructions which sought to withdraw that issue.

Suppression of Brothels a Valid Health Measure

• cl. -.. Lr.itcd Slates (E7. .ST.). S9 Sup. it. R. 324)

I of the United States, in affirming the

judgment of the District Court of the United Staler for the

Southern District of Georgia, holds valid the act of Congress

of May 18. 1917. which authorized and directed the Secretary

( f War during the war to do everything by him deemed
-nppress and prevent the keeping or setting up

3 of ill fame or brothels within such distance as he

might deem needful of any military camp, etc. The delcn-

McKinlcy and another, who were- convicted and sen-

it an indictment which charged them with having

unlawfully kept and set up a house of ill fame within the

the Secretary of War. under the

authority of the act namely, within 5 mil

certain military station of | states, contended that

nstitutional authority to pass this act.

But that Congress I to raise and support

armies and to make rule, and regulations for the protection

of the health and welfare of those composing them, the

supreme court to require mote than

the statement of the proposition. Congress having adopted
restrictions designed to guard and promote the health and
efficiency of the men composing the army, in a matter so

obvious as that embodied in the statuti deration,

may leave details to the regulation of the head of an execu-

tive department, and punish those who violate the restrictions.

This is also well settled by the repeated decisions of this
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American Journal of Anatomy, Philadelphia

Si pt. 1?. 1919, •-;<!. No i

Hi . gj -.i Uml al i ord - I Pig, with Si ei ial Referenci to

Vascutogenic and Hemopoietic Activit) oi li j
I v*ascula

- rissuc. H. E. Jordan, I'harl, tte-.vdle. Va.—p. 1.

D menl oi I ardiac Loop in Rabbit, with Special Referenci to

Bulboventriculai Groove and Origin of Interventriculai Septum.
II. A. Murray, Jr., New Vorh p 19

Onto en; and Phylogenj oi Sternum. F. I!. Hanson, St. Louis.—p. 41.

Origin of Corpus Luteum of Sow from Both Granulosa and Theca
Interna. <i. W. Corner, San Francisco.- p. 117.

American Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases of

Women and Children, York, Pa.

September, 1919, so. No. 501

Gynecology As a Specialty. !•'. 11. Martin, Chicago.—p. 249.

•Uterine Myoraas; Complications Seen in Practice. E. E. Montgomery.
Philadeli

Hairpin As a Foreign Bodj in I emalc Bladder; Report of Case. W. P.

Manton, Detroit- p.

•An Early Ovum 1" Situ, [n the Act oi Aborting. J. W. Williams,
Baltimore, p 169

ncntal Reproduction oi Premature Separation of Placenta. A.
Morsi . Ni « Havi n, I i nn. p !83

•Value of Repeated Small Bl I Tran I isions in Blood Stream Infec-

tions. J. O. Polak, Brooklyn.— p. 191

Radium Treatment»of Uterine Cancer. II Bailey, New York.—p. 300.

Treatment of Papillary Tumors of Bladder in Women. 11. A. Kelly,

ore. p. 328.

Prenatal Care Propaganda J. II. Larson, N'cvv York.— p. 335.

Single Amnion Twin Pregnancy. 0. N. Eastman. Burlington,

Vt.— p. 343.

Uterine Myoma.—This study is based on the consideration
of 251 consecutive patients with uterine myoma subjected to

tration; in 102 patients partial and in 144 complete hys-
terectomies were done: in the remaining five cases the uterus
was removed through the vagina. The mortality in the

partial hysterectomies was 4.9 per cent, (live deaths); in tin-

complete removal cases it was 5.5 per cent, (eight deaths).

Montgomerj points out thai the existence of the fibroid,

through the continued irritation or disturbance of the cir-

culation, increases the danger of complicating infections.

Tubal collections are not infrequent, large hematomatotts
ary are often found, and in many cases exten-

sive adhesions and inflammatory changes greatly complicate
the operative procedure. Intestinal, omental and vesical

adhesions may so mat the structures together as to obliterate

all landmarks and make hysterectomy in such cases one of
'

the most difficult operations in surgery. The operator must
he ready, instantly, to change his preconceived order of pro-
cedure for one adapted to the unexpected situation for the
purpose of preserving and maintaining the important func-
tions of tin related viscera.

Study of an Early Ovum in Situ.—The specimen described
by William n pre ents an early human ovum, removed thirty-

eighl days after the cessation of the last period; it was
hopelessly abnormal, and represents the youngest stage of

hydatidiform mole with which Williams is familiar; it was in

the act of aborting. The complete lack of development of

the embryo, the absence of fetal vessels in the chorionic

membrane and villi, and the hydatidiform changes in the
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stroma of the latter, make it clear that the ovum was hope-

lessly abnormal, and that abortion was sooner or later

inevitable. Furthermore, the specimen is regarded by Wil-

liams as a striking configuration of Mall's dictum that pri-

mary abnormalities of the ovum are probably the m
quent cause of abortion, and that the attempted abortion in

this instance must be regarded as a conservative effort on the

part of Nature to rid the organism of a structure which had
failed to accomplish its allotted task.

Premature Separation of Placenta.—Ace.'

the intramuscular lesions of the uterus in premature separa-

tion of the placenta are not provoked by an acute distention

of the uterine cavity. They depend on obstruction of the

uterine circulation. When such an obstruction is provoked
artificially in rabbits by ligating the veins of one "horn" of

the bicornate uterus, the lesions produced are identical with

those in women suffering from this complication of pregnancy.

Similar lesions are also observed following simple rotation

of the uterus. The primary lesions in placental separation are

an engorgement of the decidual sinuses and a hemorrhagic
extravasation into the decidua; the intramuscular hemor-
rhages occur as a secondary lesion in those instances where
the circulatory disturbance is excessive. Probably th<

sive mobility of the uterus predisposes to a similar though
spontaneous acute constriction of the veins of the broad

ligament in women advanced in pregnancy. The albuminuria
which sometimes accompanies placental separation probably

is secondary to t he disturbance in the uterine circulation and
ngt an indication of a primary nephritic toxemia. •

Blood Transfusions in Blood Stream Infections. — In

I'olak's disci is shown that after the bacteria have
gained entrance to tin- bio id stream the cellular elements of

the blood are rapidly destroyed. The heart, liver, spleen and
kidneys show definite pathology and acid is. Small
repeated blood transfusions increase the cellular elements,

stimulate resistance and raise the blood pressure and hence

add to the natural defense.

American Journal of Public Health, Concord, N. H.
her, 1919, 9. :

Arr We Physically Fit! R. Blue, • C—p. 641.

How the Armj Control G A. Soper, Washington, D. C.

—p. 646.

: ral Department of Health. P. H. Hrycc, Ottawa, Out.

(.SO.

i< ath, A Preliminary Note i n An Experimental

of this Subject in New York State. O. K. Eichel, Albany,

—p. 654.

Bactcriologic Dilution Scale and Dilution as a Bactcriologic Unit. W.
F. w

Ventilation Harmful? ('. I Reed.—p. 668.

I fant Mortality by Economic Adjustment and By Health

Iren. O. W. Hallin, Braham, Minn— p. 6S1.

American Review of Tuberculosis, Baltimore
Sept..

. D P
.

' Pneumothorax.
roue, \". M

W Shaw, Ft
N D p. il"

sfa Air Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis, With a

I

.mil Tuberculosis, S. E. Jelliffe and I

p. 417.

Experience with Artificial Pneumothorax. - i

whom ii ^ was undertaken. In t!

m only
it., doubtful in 25 per cent, and bar] in 73 ]

I be patients d 24 per cen
!'. far advai

I were clinical!) unilateral, 1

thirty-two m i xtreme

tmenl was t,, afford relief

mptoms in * of the

I longer or

The procedure was undertaken as an urgent measure for the

control of hemorrhage in three patients without regard to

suitability otherwise. In 95 per cent, of the cases—sixty

—

it was a matte and six of these cases were sim-

plified by the presence of fluid, easily replaced. During ti;<:

course of the treatment of the whole series of cast

three so-called mishaps occurred as the result of 757 punc-

tures and 634 refills. Subcutaneous emphysema of sufficient

degree to warrant a note occurred in eleven cases. Medias-
tinal emphysema occurred fifteen times in nine patients.

Escape of gas into the peritoneal cavity in a patient at the

third refill took place after 500 c.c. had been well I

8 cm. water pressure. Rupture of the pleural pocket into

pulmonary tissue, presumably through a cavity wall,

in two cases. Puncture of a bronchus or cavity occurred
once with a former patient who had returned for invi

tion of the condition of the pneumothorax. Penetration of a

large vessel occurred once. Traumatic pneurt

puncture of the lung occurred four times, (las embolism
occurred in one case along with traumatic pneumothorax.
Pleural reflex of very mild nature occurred four times in

tses. Fainting on slight movement following a refill

occurred twice in one case with a well established, voluminous
pneumothorax. The authors regard this procedure as the

most effective form of treatment for the progressive case of

age, and for indolent, moderately advanced cases. It

should be applied without undue delay in those cases which
conform to the requirements of selection, after a I

brief unsuccessful application of other forms of treatment.

Predisposing Factors in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Having
in mind the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis by the use
of artificial pneumothorax. Shaw conceived the idea that if

he injected human tubercle bacilli into the blood stream of

a rabbit with one collapsed lung, a lesion might develop in

the uncollapscd lung. The results were the reverse: the

lesion developed in tl lung and in no other organ.
That this holds true whether the bacilli are injected into the

blood stream or into the trachea of a rabbit having a col-

lung, was seen from the experiments. Therefore, il

is evident that the collapsed lung is not a defense against the

tubercle bacillus.

Fresh Air Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Branch
states that judging from clinical results, the vasomotor
.stimulation of a judicious water treatment enhances the fresh

Cl so much that the final result is improved at leas

50 per cent, by its addition to the other treatment. Especially

in many cases for' id ling exercise all the good effects of the

latter are obtaine 1 from a properly administered water pro-

cedure. There is improvement of the pulse, nutrition, etc.,

the injurious exertion incident In all

eases the procedure should be mild bul methodical, and no:

fancy. The foil.,wing procedures have
' most satisfaction in Baruch's work. If the patienl

i, able to treat himself, he may begin with cool water friction

daily after leaving his warm bed, well wrapped and '

for bis bath room. 1 i towel
in water at 90 F.. he t

I of the water
After unfolding it hi end with a hand, throws
it over his back and makes rapid passes in both direction,

freshly saturating the towel and wringing it several time-.

I the water and tn

I the body and thighs to tin point ,.f good fricti

• r drying he shoul fresh air, to

reap the full benefit of the . mulation. 'I
!

ment ma d on i

1

.. same afternoon or thi

ding to the urgency of o .

water temperature each time or less frequentlj
.'.1 7(1 or 65 I

of water left in the towel may bi

prolonged. Wh< 'i

Id friction m with a

and thorou14l.lv It in..

bed. I

lire is the e .Id .iltiisi !

.
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half hour, is seated in previouslj warmed bath tub the

outlet of which is open. From a small tub 01 larg

water of a temperature of 90 1- is dipped with a broad

mouthed vessel and poured with iver the shoul-

ck and chest of the patient succi ! gin with

each part, reduce the water temperature

daily or twice -
1 eeded, until 65

1

F, is reached, then

the quantity of water used. Dry the pati

send him out oi Good reaction is required, 01

nee of chilliness after dressing. The water tempera-

ture is not increased it" the patient feels chilly after d

but the procedure is made brief and is graduall) restored in

duration ;is reaction improves. In the beginning reaction may
be promoted by friction, but the aim of all procedures for

this neurovascular training is to evoke spontaneous reaction.

Annals of Surgery, Philadelphia
: ".

.'. 1 Willems' Treatment; Management

w B Hi I, Pil

foint. 1 M Pool, N< « Fork,

P
' n pul ition Tbi I

M K Smith, Ne« ¥i 1 1.

Injuries of Knee Joint. In Base Hospital. V. C. David,

J90.

Acetabulum with Ititr;n ement of Femoral

Report of Case M M P et, Ann Arbor, Mich.— p. 296.

of Long Bones.

Martin. Baltimore.- -p. 305.

Deformity in Fra ption of Mechanism
I pper Extremity. T. T. Thomas, Philadelphia.

peritoneum. Method of Detecting Intestinal Perforation. \V.

E. Dandy, Baltimore.—p. 378.

Knee Joint Injuries. —Thirty-two patients of the eighty-
1 nisi - was analyzed by McWilliams and

did nol have a fracture. Eight had simple fractures.

while the remaining forty had combinations of comminuted

fractures, the patella being fractured in eighteen, the femur

in twenty-nine, the tibia in twelve cases and the fibula in

Of se1 nty-three patients operated on for knee

joint injuries, of whom final report wen "litainable as to

infection, fifty-seven remained clean; in seventy of seventy-

six known cases the syni vas completelj

vhile six were drained into the joint. In general,

Willems' treatment was not well carried out. Generally a

splint was not used, except in eases where a fracture made
it imperative, hut the lack of night nurses made active motion

at night impossible and in the daytime the patient was left

to make the motions by himself. There was no general sys-

tem, even in the daytime, for forcing the patients to make
active motions regularly. Even with this abortive plan, all

•.-.tors say that early motion gave excellent results,

having returned well in a short time. The too early

- metimes stifferend the joints irretrievably.

Treatment of Recent Wounds of Knee Joint.—Pool and

emphasize that in all cases of wounds of joints by

projectiles, except eertatin perforating (through and through)

by hullets. operation shot! principles

rvative treatment are thus summarized: complete

debridement of the tract of the projectile through the joint

;

ure of the joint by suture; primary or delayed

of the superficial parts according to the rules laid

down for primary suture of the soft parts alone; finally, early

active motion. Thirty-four cases are ana!

Open Operation Through the Knee Joint.—Open amputa-

tion through the km open amputation

the lower end of the femur. Smith claims, offers the

Fresh bone and marrow cavity are

there is opportunity for a longer,

and in some instances an osteoplastic stump ; operative shock

is minimal.

Correction of Deformity in Fractures.—In Thomas' opin-

ion tlv I being used with sufficient fre-

quency to determine the results of efforts at reduction of

fracture deformity. He is convinced that sufficient use of it

for this purpose would probabl demonstrate that reduction

rlapping of fragments in fractures of the shafts of long

bones, without operation, is rarelj accomplished The con-

unding muscles caused bj the irritatii in

of fragments never relaxes until the muscle is permanently
ii-ii ..I the traumatic exudate which

always infiltrates these muscles aboul the fracture. Probably

no km mi method of extension can effectivel) overcome th •

ion. Thomas claims thai most fractures and dis

are pi obablj due to falls on

the hand. A dislocation is merelj a fracture of the skeleton

..i a join! with displacement ol the fragments, In a fall

the upper extremity is interposed, palm down and elbow

rigidly extended, to break the four ol the fall, so that the

mechanism I", which the force is applied to it is essentially

i hi all Falls. The common and typical displacements

mi fracl in es and disli cations of the uppei can be

explained more effectively by such a tin on force than

by the theorj of the pull oi certain special muscles.

Pneumoperitoneum. From personal observation Dandy is

convinced that perforation of the intestines oi the stomach

can he diagnosed by the roentgeu-ray findings. The escaping

intestinal gases accumulate under the diaphragm if the head

is elevated. The roentgenogram shows the diaphragm and
liver sharpl} outlined and a collection of air separating these

structures, Localized collections of gas in the abdominal
walls, the buttocks, etc., may betray a colon infection and

therefore an abscess resulting from a perforated bowel. No
intraperitoneal injections of air have been made in patients.

although Dandy feels that the procedure is safe and should

offer valuable information which may had to correct diag-

noses in obscure eases. By determining the exact shape, size

and position of various abdominal structures, a big lead will

be obtained not only as to the exact i rgan which is diseased

but also as to the pathology of the organ involved. Many
patients may thereby be spared a useless exploratory laparot-

oni\ by the disclosure of inoperable conditions, whereas others

may he offered specific rather than exploratory operations,

or a rational rather than an empiric form of treatment.

Arkansas Medical Society Journal, Little Rock
Si ptember, 1919, IB, No. 4

Abdominal Drainage. T, J. Stout. Brinkley.—p. 75.

Public Health and Democracy. C. W. Garrison, Little Rock.—p. 80.

Practit r's PI n Publii Health .1 B Roe, Newark.—p. 81.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
Sept. !5, 1919, 181, No. 13

•Treatment of [nfected Hone Wounds. Report of Cases. F. J. Cotton,

Boston.—p. 379.

•Method for More Accurate Studj of Injuries to Atlas and Axis. A.

\\ i ieorge, Boston.—p. 395.

Certain Diagnostic Aspects of Medicosurgi il Di i
< of the Gastro-

intestinal Tract. C. W. McClure, Boston.—p. 399.

Treatment of Infected Bone Wounds.

—

Cotton reviews the

work done in these cases at U. S. Army General Hospital

No. 10. Boston. The good results obtained are credited to

Carrel's technic and the use of surgical solution of chlori-

nated soda. Three hundred and forty-six patients were

admitted. One hundred and eighty-two operations were per-

formed. There was one death; a patient with empyema, who
came in moribund, died before he could he operated on.

There were two amputations, one for a hopelessly crushed

and crippled leg with a septic knee, one deliberately after

the wounds had been healed for a limb so badly damaged
and paralyzed as to he worthless. There have been no

reamputations, no resections and no cases of secondary osteo-

myelitis after the (leaning operation.

Method for More Accurate Study of Injuries to Atlas and
Axis.—The principal object oi George's method is to leave

with students some fundamental facts: first, the study of the

anatomy; second the variations from the normal.

Colorado Medicine, Denver
September, 1919, 1«, No. 9

Stomach Surgery. Ri ' A, R Pollocl Monti Vista.

—p. 220.

Evcrsion of Tissue Margins in Wound Approximation. C. E. Tennant,
n aver.—p. 224.

Breccli ..r Pelvic Pre! I M R. I'"-:. Stirling.—p. 226.

Fifty Api ' nder Local Anesthesia. L. E. Likes, and W. O.

Shelter, Lamar.— p. 230.
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Iowa State Medical Society Journal, Des Moines
Sept. 15, 1919, 9, No. 9

Menial Hygiene and the War. F. P. Norbury, Jacksonville, 111.—p. 299.

Pneumonia Situation in Camp Pike, Arkansas. C. H. Herrmann, Jr.,

Amana.—p. 315.

Journal of Cutaneous Diseases, Chicago
September, 1919, :t7. No. 9

•Alkali Reserve of Blood in Various Diseases of Skin. H. I. Schwartz,

O. I- Levin and II. C. Mahnken, New York.—p. 575.

•Unusual Case of Granuloma Annulare. A. W. Stillians, Chicago.

—p.
rmatoses and Pseudolicbens. F. Wise. New York.—p. 590.

Alkali Reserve in Skin Diseases.—The authors confined

their attention almost entirely to the inflammatory dermatoses.

They examined 139 patients of whom eighty, or 59.7 per cent.,

gave normal values; fifty, or 35.9 per cent., gave values indi-

cating a moderate acidosis, and one, or 0.7 per cent..

acidosis. This last patient had diahetes complicated

with carlmncles. Included in this group were cases of

acne, psoriasis, eczema, pruritus, erythema nodosum, derma-
titis herpetiformis, erythema multiforme and lupus erythema-
tous.

Granuloma Annulare: Cure by Means of Radium.—The
odd features in Stillians' case were the entire absence of

ringed lesions, the failure to localize on the hands, it

rence in a patient who has a pel live Wasser-
mann reaction, and its superficial resemblance to xanthoma.

The administration of potassium iodid, in grains, thr<

a day. and mercurial inunctions, had no effect whatever on

us. Salicylic plaster, worn for forty-eight hours,

n the lesion. Roentgen rays adminis-

thc erythema dose 'It. The Kro-
mayer lamp pressed on (without blue filter) long enough to

cause a n, had no effect on tin lesions. Radium,
filtered through 4 mm. of aluminum, cleared up the ankle and
knee lesions promptly, but those on the elbows were stub-

born, requiring a larger dose, which was sufficient to leave

a scar in ithout clearing up the lesion entirely.

Neurodermatoses. \Vi< discusses a certain peculiar mor-
bid change in the skin, to which a variety of names has been

-lex chronicus,

l'chen chronicus circumscrip is, prurigo cir-

cumscriptum and pruritus with lichenification. He also

i brief report of his own observations, based on clin-

ical and microscopic studies.

Journal of General Physiology, Baltimore
'

I, 2. X.i. 1

ition til Respiration and Antagonism.
W I '. -p. 1.

Id, VIII n lo Antagonism.
M

[d. IN tic Salts or Ri ipiration of A
p. 17.

Rays on KgK of
1 M. Bri [ht, i •

R I

ophila Involving Further I)< I

I and Increase in Dominance. C. Eeleny, IV

• n in Annelidi I i

• Which

Vatcr and Osmotic 1

Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis

Septi i.

:

p 711.

t. Value of linations

and Thrir Place in Cancel '. Minn.

•

I Portable An ' Oil

—p. 717.

l

. 11

Investigation of Pediculicide Substances.—A number of

ives of cresol, preserving the general cresol structure,

lint diminishing the volatility, were experimented with by

Moore and Hirschfelder to test their power to kill lice. The
calculated amount of bromin was dropped from a separating

funnel directly into glacial acetic acid containing the cresol

and a small piece of bright iron wire as a catalyzer. Bromi-
nation. as shown by titrating a sample with potassium iodid

and thiosulphate, was complete in less than one hour. The
mixture was then neutralized, separated and filtered off,

washed first with sodium thiosulphate to remove any excess

of bromin or bromin that had entered the b

then with sodium bicarbonate and water and finally filtered

or separated off. Chlorin was introduced by bubbling into

the glacial acetic acid solution of cresol in the presence of

iron wire until the calculated weight of chlorin had been
taken up. The substances were otherwise treated in the same
way as the bromin derivatives. todin was introduced in

saturated sodium bicarbonate solution in the presence of

A A series of monobrominated and d

chlorinated and iodocresols, orthocresol, m
and paracresol was thus prepared in which the halogen had
entered the rin] :

'

mode of treatment the trihalogen

the metacresol only are formed and not tri-

halogenated ortho and para compounds were obtained.

Chlorin was also introduced into monobrominated metacresol
and in this way a monobrom, monochlor ami monobromid-
chlormetacresol was formed and in the same way a dibrom-
monochlormetacresol. The substances which were i

uited to the purpose were the dibrommetacresol which
lasted ten days and the dichlormonobrommetacresol which
lasted thirteen days. These compounds seemed to fulfil the
requisites of the problem so far as a laboratory trial could
demonstrate.

Relation of Pancreas to Diabetic State.—The experimen-s
a that a depancreatized animal as

long as six hours after depancreation develops a hyper-
ia and glycosuria just as in the true state of pancreatic

diabetes, yet consumes glucose at the same rate as the normal
animal. The 1 and glycosuria are dependent - n

the rate of synthesis of glui and not on
i nee with the normal ra n Ervin
that the internal secretion of the pancreas is an

enzyme, similar to the external

the port oi the rapid synthi

glycogen. The failure of its action is the cans, of the state
of pancreatic diabetes: a diabetil to syn-
thetize the absorbed gluci - a sufficiently

rapid rate to prevent a hyperglycemia.

Cholesterol Determinations in Cancer Research.

of giving valuable clinical information, alth

pecific, diagn uch, for

example, as the Wassermann test. It m
to the test for albumin in the urine. Tl

mation concerning cholesterol metabolism; it will, thi

furnish information

ma. fi i

1

1 account of the technic USi 1 ' I uden
is given. This techn i nation of more
than 1,500 individual

1 content
of the 1

i of tin- diet, tl

of basal metabolism, radium treatment, bacterial ii

(ulceration, inl and hemori
I cholesterol should ha\ e

i 'ions made in

d carcinoma
i en.

'•n Method for Estimating Glucose.—Tl

le Formation Reactions and Wassermanp T>- <

'he results

sibly with the exception
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cannot be used with an;

the WsrSsermann test, and espe-

. i
- where the Wassermann gives a 'I mbl

. nticomplementary result

Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, New York
and Lancaster, Pa.

BO,

N

an Functions. B, .1. Keoi|

\ | Sei \ l

K \ M >. Kans.

114.

•Central 1

Mechanistic Classification of Neuroses.— Kempt outlines a

system which is based essentially on the integrative functions

of tlie nervous system of which the psychoses are considered

mptoms and which maintains that the same forces

which build up a personality when harmoniously int

ts deterioration when unadjustable conflicts occur.

s are (1 I acute or (2) periodic or (3) chronic;

benign or pernicious; of the suppression, repression, compen-

sion <>r dissociation type. Mechanistic differ

mmori symptoms and common causes are discussed.

Treatment and Study of Twelve Nonparetic Neurosyphi-

Serum arsphenamized in vivo was used by Skoog

and Menninger. The reactions were not severe, as a rule.

Marked improvement resulted in two cases; slight improve-

ment in six cases, no improvement in two eases and death

occurred in two cases. The improvement showed no tendency

classes. < In the whole, the treatment

appears to have given encouraging results. From two to four

en in each case, in doses varying from

• C.C. Immediate reactions consisted of a slight pulse

acceleration, negligible respiratory rate change, headache,

pains in the neck, hack and limbs, nausea and vomiting. The

intensity of the reaction depended to a considerable degree

on the size of the dose, the amount of hemoglobin in the

serum and the priority of the inj<

Central Nervous System in Purpura Hemorrhagica —
the findings of Gordon in one case, the lesion

exclusively the cells of the gray mailer throughout

the entire central nervous system. The lesion consisted of

destruction of cells and formation of vacuoles.

Maine Medical Association Journal, Portland

19, 10. No. .'

ration of Our II., M W. E. Kershner,

p. 31.

[ School Children. J. L. Johnson. Mars Hill.—p. 38.

Nebraska State Medical Journal, Norfolk
I. Xo. 9

Mitral Si i
' Crummer, Omaha.—p. 258.

• Manifestations of Lethargic Encephalilis. J. M. Pattoi

ent of Mastoids in Army Hospitals. J. B. Potts. Omaha.

mtgen Observations of Chest Conditio s \\ II Mick, Omaha.

-P

New Jersey Medical Society Journal, Orange
September, 1919, 1«.

Experiences in An Evacuation Hospital. E. Eliot, Jr., New York

p. 301.

.'..bar-- Work in France. J. ' Itimore.—p. 310.

New York Medical Journal
1919, 1 1<>. No. 13

Infancy. J. P. C. Griffith, Philadelphia.

—p. 529.

Theory and Practice of an Eighteenth Century Doctor ol

K. Riddel), Toronto.— p. 532.

: for Military Service. A. I..

::,rt, Buffalo.—p. 536.

Dementia Praecox. Description and
I

I. W. Meagher,

,lyn, N. Y—p. 540.

Application sod I f Vt .

i .

i lupplcmen*
i Pi i i Greel B kh n, N. ^ p 16.

Sleeping Ion, Geneva, Switserli I p. 550.

New York State Journal of Medicine
Septem I I 19, Xo. 9

1

1

I Diagi Strictun I Calcul Un ter. G. 1.

i
!

I

ID I C, X.

I

r Lowi

nitj i I ifo indt, Pittsbut gh p, 339.

. Blindi d ind Blii d G I

:

Philadelphia, p

Virginia Medical Monthly, Richmond
September, 1919, l«. No. 6

. , w i Powi :. Ri inoki Va p. 131

lo itmenl oi Chronic Pyelitis. S, P. I I . Va.—p. 133.

i E. G. i .ill. Roai i

p i

:

I

Oil ind 'I urpi atin< 1 1 1 1
I

N

—p. 137.

ii i
. i tronii i Radi ml I Force; Physical Diag

I
> Syphilis Thesi

r i i Roai e, \ p, 139.

T,,nsiK. As Rel ng Voice Productio M. R. Faville,

\ , p. 142.

i

.
,.. Ropes foi Ii".!- 1 in Prai lid I I > w illi

,
Ri u oke, \

—p. 144.

: ol Burns. I . I linn, Roai oke, Va p 145.

Wisconsin Medical Journal, Milwaukee
S. ptember, 1919, 18, No. 2

d ral Ri ista i is I luidi s in Treatment
,

i it, m i lironii Malign Affections. J. I. Yates, Milwaukee.

-p. 121.

•Etiologj i B Di ease or Splenic Anemia. II. r. Kristjanson,

Wauwatosa, V\ is p. 125.

Blood Transfusion. \V. F. Lorenz, Mcndota
Influenzal Appendicitis. L. M. Warfield, Milwaukee.— p. 129.

Proper Manner ..f Submitting Material to a To icologisl in Medico-

legal Cases. A. S. Loevenhart, Madison.—p. 132.

Etiology of Banti's Disease or Splenic Anemia.—Kristjan-

son's studies were made in a case of splenic anemia or

Banti's disease in which the spleen was removed. Imme-
diately atter the removal of the organ, implants were placed

on freshly prepared hlood agar, Dorsett's egg medium and

Loeffler's hlood serum, under most careful aseptic conditions.

These tubes were then sealed and placed in the incubator for

ten days. On the tenth day very small grayish colonies could

be seen in close vicinity to the piece ol tissue removed from

iln spleen in one tube. A smear from one of these colonies

showed mostly coccoid forms arranged in small irregular

clumps; these clumps, however, did not have the characteris-

tii grouping of the staphylococcus family. Subcultures were

made on fresh blood scrum slants. In four days a very slight

filmlike growth, barely visible to the naked eye, appeared.

Smears from this growth revealed cocci, similar in appear-

ance and size to those observed in the original culture. This

micro-organism retains the Gram stain and is nonacid fact.

The effects produced on animals by repeated intravenous

inoculations with the organism wen marked systemic reac-

ii. ii. indicated D3 rise in temperature and leukocytosis.

These experimental inoculatii ns in the dog produced progres-

sive enlargement of the spleen with gradually increased

and perisplenitis. The histologic changes in the

spleens were quite like those occurring in early Banti's dis-

ease. Control animals inoculated under identical conditions

with staphylococci, colon bacilli and pseudodiphtheria bacilli

showed no progressive fibrosis of the spleen but had symp-
toms of general infection from which they succumbed. \s a

constant feature, the experimental animals inoculated with

the organisms isolated from the spleen in Banti's disease

gave a positive complement fixation, using a bacterial antigen

and the sheep's hemolytic system. The biologic characteris-

n. i the organism are given in detail.

Influenzal Appendicitis.—Warfield discusses cases present-

ing a syndrome which simulated appendicitis but which was

not appendicitis. It was influenza beginning with intestinal

symptoms. Cases are cited.
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FOREIGN
Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are abstracted below. Single

case reports and trials of new drugs are usually omitted.

Brain, London
June, 1919. 48. Pt. 2

*Gunshot Wounds of Scalp: Neurologic Signs Presented. G. Jefferson.

—p. 93.

•Biologic Effects Due to High Explosives. A. Carver and A i

—p. 113.

Development of External Form of Human Cerebellum. J. W. Langelaan.

—p. 130

Gunshot Wounds of the Scalp.—The observations i

by Jefferson are based on a series of fifty-four ui

average cases of scalp wounds as seen at the base in France,

A large number of the patients showed generalized signs; a

of unconsciousness, complete or partial, with vomit-

ing, nausea, headache, and exaggeration of the tendi

generally. Only five patients out of the whole series

no positive neurologic signs at all. In ten more tl

symptom complained of was headache, but this was often so

severe and the patients were mentally so dull I

that it wa< evident that the brain had received
!

shaking up. One fourth of the patients allege that they were

actually unconscious for brief periods, while

were stunned, frequently being knocked down by the impact

of the missile. Headache was present in forty-fivi

nt in six. and not noted in three. Gi

common sign, onlj being noted on gross

-•nre. and therefore later in convalescence when
such active movements began to be attempted. It « i

is factor. Vomiting occurred in eigl

•as. or had been, present in thirteen. Tendon jerks

were exaggerated in twenty cases, and of these eight pre-

sented ini both arm and leg jerks. Increase of the

arm jerk always portended a graver injury, and
injury was always suspected when they were active. True
ankle and patellar clonus, continuous .and regular, was never

found, but a tew beats, from tv r threi

ises. Bin when pri nly, even Chi:

rm has a value. In none of these series was tl

injury to the skull, yet there were eleven definite local COI1-

\ of the motor cortex, four of the visual, and iv

in which a motor lesion wa irj dis-

iented jacksonian

and three were trephined on the neurologic evidence; in two

adural clot was found; in one, nothing abn rmal was
- i^tts of Contralateral injury bj I

Coup in tour cases.

Biologic Effects Due to High Explosives.- I I

dency to regard the neuroses of war as of exclusive!

tional origin is objected to bj Carver and Dinsley. They
a more general recognition of the underlying phys-

ical basis demonstrable in a considerable proportion

of war be brought

action of "purelj emotional shock," bj the acl
: by a combin

i

mbination is the most common occurrence.

British Medical Journal, London
-•.

•-.

1

1

.1 Heart. Report on 7,803 I I \

- 337.

i.

B

I p. 312.

II Smith, -p, J43.

Rabies and Antuabic Treatment.— Se hal if a

w ilbin ten dav 9 from the

inflicting the bite, the person bitten should receive antirabic

the dog
tself. A person severely bitten on the bead.

neck would nol be justified in waiting ten days to

nether the animal w ,i- in

e of thai kind

might be disastrous, as it might then be too late for success-

ful treatment; the safest course to adopt in such cases

would be to commence antirabic treatment at once, and as

it became evident that the doe ua s not infective leave

it off. In a rabies infected district a person bitten by a stray

dog which subsequently disappeared and was not attain seen

or heard of should receive antirabic treatment as a precau-

tionary measure. In a rabies infected area it would be a

ii.iv a health} looking dog immediatelj after it

had bitten any one. because then all information regarding

dition would be lost mile-, ill, carcass or a portion

of the brain was sent to a laboratory Eoi i perimental tests,

which would mean a delay of from tour to tiv.

period of three weeks, or possibl] longer, according as to

whether Negri bodies were looked for and found, or the

ini culation of an animal carried out.

Disordered Action of Heart.— In Venning*s ipinion the

strain of warfare, mental and physical is the chief i

-ui- oi l> V II The causation of next imp
is infective diseases, and the majorit) of tie

traded in civil life, rheumatic fever being the worst

Bulletin of Naval Medical Association of Japan, Tokyo
April. 1919, N

i

'

i i Maruta —p. 1.

i

I and Vaccine Treatment <>f Inguinal Bubo. T.

ore Urine. K. Takei.—p. 3.

Cause of Cold Abscess of Thoracic Wall.—Shiozawa main-
tains that these cold abscesses may be caused by a

in the connective tissue in the environment of the

no change in the bone or the cartilage

itself, (hit of twelve specimens examined by him, pal

changes of the rib or the cartilage were present in four while
in the remainii e i uld establish the existence

of typical tubercles in the environment of the rib with no
of the bone or the cartilage at all, the proportion of

lei to the bitter being 1 to 1. The principal site oi

the latter affection which showed the typical pathologii

tures ascribed to tubercle, corresponding with the pred
locality for the caries of the rib, was in tin- subpleural lis-nr

ilu COStal pleura and the interior intercostal muscle.

All the patients from whom these specimens wen taken be!
some tubercular change in some other part of the body, but

its relation with the cold abscess ol the thoracic wall ivas

blished.

Vaccine Treatment of Inguinal Bubo.— Kurita
vho bad inguinal bubo ass, icial

normal soft chancre bv a v

atmenl had a good < ffi i the pain of the

and the bubo in il d by the

je. 1 be a.h aie ed bubo and the

i abdominal bubo
, beneficiall) bj

tliis treatment. The only untoward symptoms resulting from

of the vaccine were pain at the site of inoi

and fever with headache, shivering and giddiness.

Cancer Diagnosis from Urine. The sulphur reaction of

itive results m
I
eel

I a , an. ei , ases. 57. 1 4 per cenl

ind l'ei) per i
•

cancer, while Kiuchi's method wa
54.55 per cent, and 26.66 per cent, respectively

linical point of view, the Inst method is a little

iii i
. a. i mi ale than •

I d is less

expensive than kiuchi's, but the Inst method is mi

nger for its completion than tie

taking two and a halt days, while tin- sec. ml
el. i. d m I ihe lirsl

intained

in urine, if an) . must be reniov

.

on! the lest, while there is no such trouble with lb.

I n the first method till

with the nutrition of the patient examined an
I

I
! ill no and dl lies taken :

account while in the second il"
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Dublin Journal of Medical Science

' \\ ..•
i

a

Japan Medical World, Tokyo

Xisliikav

Lancet, London
!

'

473.

tie.—p, 474.

I iropean Troops:
\h K Craig.—p. -ITS.

Influenza. F. T. Grey.

A R. Fraser.-

•Thrcc I l luttstiral Obsl W II. C Romanis.

—

r

R Creasy.—p. 482.

Aortic Disease in Soldiers.— C< -tt- »n has analyzed the case

with signs of aortic insufficiency.

The points which Cotton makes arc these: Aortic disease

•atil.lt- with good exercise tolerance; when there-

in an equal degree of distress after effort the increase in pulse

the same in patients with slight aortic incompetence,

in aortic disease with tree regurgitation where then

ion, and in D. A. H. cases in which there are

structural disease.

Increase of Alkalinity of Blood in Shock.—Moore claims

that the outlook on the chemical conditions in shock is all

ind this is why the invariably underlying presence of

s," to which at first much attention was given, became
VII ( iary shock show

1 "acidosis," but this acidosis is not "acidosis." it is

"alkalosis." So all the attei I gists to mimic it

live. When the pressure of free carbonic acid

1 1 i- decreased then alkalinity rises and kidneys

ue cells remove alkali from circulation. It is for this

•hat the circulating bicarbonate decreases, and so

lowered titration figures are obtained, hut the blood is more
alkaline. A fall in bicarbonate reserve to one-third of norma!

can he caused by a small fall in pressure of carhon dioxid

and accompanying increase in alkalinity. When primary

sudden heart failure. El

hemorrhage, pain, or some sue 1 ' stimulus, there is

cerebral anemia and uncoi There is a general

of metaholic acti ind a shutdown later

it one third of the normal rate. If there he a closure

down in the ti third, what must happen if the

on working at their normal rate or even at one

half their normal rater An excess of carl

iuced must he removed in the lungs and tl

go alkaline, and this is what occurs in secondary shock.

During the period of fainting both heart and respiration are

held in abeyance, the heart perhaps more than the respiration.

and there is a ndition which favoi

later there is a condition in which respiration exceeds cir-

culation and the hlood becomes more alkaline and carries

•;erve centers and heart. If as a result of a

primary shock the circulati one third

I. and the respirati n at the usual

on dioxid produced will only he

one thir mat, while elimination proceeds at normal

I he result must he that the alkalinity of the hlood

I any such increase leads to heart failure.

be an antecedent factor to

such as toxic products from wounds and muscle

surgical shock. In the main, the condition depends on rela-

tive rates of circula' ration, although other con-

injury and fatigue of nerve centers, undoubtedly play a part.

Etiology of Veldt Sore.- I luring the Egyptian and Pales

I
• campaigns chronic sores, nn resistant to local treat

unrxM ei ed parts, bi ciall;

among mounted units Craig investigated these lesions in

I h< mil i
I

i in the

i >il-ni. x were : (1) staph] I
I aureus

or \. citreus; (2) diphtheroid bacilli, of two morphologic
types: (a) \ small straight bacillus, staining uniform!} with

1 ni dei olorizii

lar i fferentiation n ith Nei n. 1 su illj

ill forms wen- present in moderate numbei

i
arallel in paii s i b < F u ms moi phi ill gii all

the true Klebs-Loeffler bacillus, Craig believes that type

.hi immature form of (6). Inoculation experiments
showed that the small form was equal!} as to>

form and developed into the lattei One oi othei ol these

as present in 1_' (
' out of 197 sores camined, 67.S per

cent During the period ol investigati liphtheria both of

ind nose had been
i

ips. The
Craig collected at that time showed that thi

correlatioi • incidence oi faucial diphtheria

and the occurrence of the "desert" thi causal agent in

being the true Klebs-Loeffler bacillus.

Inoculation Against Spanish Influenza. -Grey's experience

south Sea islands impressed him with the value of

antipneumostreptococcal inoculation as a prophylactic against

Spanish influenza. A full dose of the vaccine used by Grey
contained 125 millions of Micrococcus catarrhalis, 50 millions

each of pneumococci, streptococci ami a gram-positive diplo-

coccus. Experience showed Pfeiffer's bacillus to he unneces-

sary as a constituent of a vaccine directed auaitist this epi-

demic, and in view also of the risk of a negative phase. Grey
thinks it is dear} unwise to use it in an> community where

demic is alread} well under waj Gre} gives a ful!

dose (50 millions each pneumococci and streptococci) every

five or six weeks, and never gets more than the

reaction.

Cases of Intestinal Obstruction.—Romanis cites two cases

in which there was enormous di tention of the cecum, and it

was gangrenous, due to obstruction From cancer in i

and an impacted gallstone in the other. In a third case he
1-1 tiri of ileum which had become gangrenous from

1 ition in a small hole in the lower part of the mesen-

tery. The patient made an uninterrupted recovery, and after

.he first week rapidly put until in four weeks he

was heavier than before the operation \t first then
six or seven louse motions daily, I'll! when seen four months
after the resection, he was having two soft motions daily .'ind

doing his full day's work with ease.

10, r'l''. 'I. V

of Rygiene in F.pypt. A. Balfour.-
ii Pi

1

1 1 p

i
1 Hypertrophii Diagi

R Pirie.—p. 515.

Fin-tin r I
I

I, , tlt :.,,,! An, i i are. G. S.

i ad and P. C. Varrier-Joni

ent of Septic Wounds by J tilorin). F. W. B Young
—

p

'
i B i' i cell 530.

neous Cure of Strangulated Inguinal Hernia, W. F. Stall.—
p. 550.

Kyperadrenalism as a Cause of Pyloric Stenosis.

—

Pirie

suggests that the sjiasm inducing hypertroph} of the pylorus
is primarily due to hyperadrenalism before birth, and that

other subsidiary postnatal causes determine the persistence

or recurrence of the spasm. This condition is due to a lack
of balance between tl ol the varii

organs in the process of their development and involution,;

which may result either in tt relative or an a

adrenalism. The amount of hypertrophy present at birth 's

insufficient, except in rare instances, to cause symptoms of

obstruction. Tins is clearly evident from the clinical history

of the great majority of cases. But tint, are certain con-

ditions which will cause spasm after birth sufficient to com-
pleti the obstruction in an already stenosed orifice This

combinat m the onset and severit} of th tip

toms. That some of these < ithoul surgical
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intervention is due to the fact that the subsidiary conditions

are amenable tn palliative treatment, and are of greater

moment in producing obstruction by added spasm than the

congenital stenosis itself. And there is sufficient evidence to

justify the opinion that the two chief contributory causes of

spasm, phimosis and secretory inhibition, are directly asso-

ciated with the congenital hypertrophy. In cases of true

congenital stenosis circumcision without anj

treatment has relieved the symptoms immediately for varying

periods of time. Vs to the effect on the stenosed pyloric

i changes in the stomach itself: \ny local irritative

ns or inflammatory changes will prodnce swelling of

the mucosa. In many of the cases, perhaps all. there

of the nature produced by the undue retention anil.

thus, fermentation i f food Ordinarily these changes would
not cause obstruction. Inn added to congenital pyloric

'.hey hasten tile formation of tin- vicious circle, and the per-

petuation of the obstruction is due to the more rapid -

arrest. It is also likely that phimosis, while in itself an
spasm, hastens the appearances of symp-

obstruction in the same way.

Medical and Surgical Treatment of Hypertrophic Stenosis

cf Pylorus.—When surgical interference is necessary in these

'.-ay and 1'irie advocate Rattim - [n

their opinion, it will, in the near future, take the

ther surgical method devised for the cure oi

trophic stenosis of the pylorus. In all other cases palliative

treatment should first be adopted as follows: ili peptonized

milk in appropriate quantities; (2) gastric lavage; (.11 cir-

m; (4 1 subcutaneous infusion of physiologic sodium
chlorid solution ami _' per cent, glucose, when necessary

;
and

: 1 ration of chloral hydrate. If there is

no relief of symptoms in forty-eight hours, operation should

be performed without delay. In the majorfrj of cases pallia-

tive treatment is to be persevered with for from ten to twelve

days. Failure to improve aftei this point constitutes an
n for operati.11 in boys, but not necessarily in girls.

Retroversion of Gravid Uterus.— In this case Eccles

replaced the uterus by the knee elbow position and then

introduced a Smith Hodge pessary to keep the uterus ante-

verted. There was complet* the bladder, and the

catheter was passed ever) six hours for eight days. The
patient made an excellent recovery. A.I the end of

month of pregnancy Eccles removed the pessary. I in

months afterward thi .e birth to a tine, healthy

male child, the lab. 11 hi ni irmal

Archives de Medecine des Enfants, Paris
•• .'. \

•Normal » Puig y B —p. 449.

p 461..

I ' p, 4S5.

Normal Weight and Stature of Children. Puig h;

.ling conditions in Spain in this line, and lias

' Ids work for comparison with similar data e

tries. His investigation! groups
•mil 1,845 children in th district. His
niirm the findings elsewhere that girls weigh more

certain age lui after 1? tin- boys rapidly gain

The peculiar feature about his statistics

i. that this superioritj in weight anil height begins much
:id lasts latl • Ties. It js .

I

7 kg. in weight in favor of the girls at 14.

I M' cm. oi superioi height. \t 1.' the girls wen
'.iller than the h I •

d iii the Boston sta from 11 to 14

and tie. : 111 I .etnianv from

with .1 maximum of 4 1 cm I ible of

From Huts . 1

surpassed girls it
• mtly and at ill ag

Importance of Change of Air in Treatment of Whooping-
C"tigh. •

! ,serts that m In

-called children', diseases run a milder course in

ntry than in th( city. II has also found that

plete change of air not only attenuates out usually cures

completely all cases of whooping-cough. It is necessary,

however, for the change of air to come at about the fifteenth

day for it to be effectual. Later than this no influence from

it is apparent, and earlier than this it de.es not modify the

disease, but a further change of air about the fifteenth day
then will prove effectual as usual. He urges that provision
l.e made in the country to receive whooping-cough children
from the city sent out at about the fifteenth day of the dis-

ease. He proposes for Paris that two sanatorium
be established for the purpose at about a two-hours auto
drive from the city. The number of inmates may vary from
zero to a thousand in different weeks, and there would be

many advantages in providing accommodations for the

mothers to accompany some of the children. When the

number of admissions is low. the convalescents might be

given the privilege of a longer stay in the country. B
that Paris records 500 deaths from whooping-cough annu-
ally, and that most of these children might be saved if pro-

ns of ibis kind were made tor them,

Cryptogenouc Fever from Thyroid Instability.—This article

was summarized Aug. 16, 1919, p. 562, when it appeared
els. where.

Urticaria Treated by Antianaphylaxis.—Summarized mi

p. 562.

Congenital Stenosis of the Esophagus.—Comby reviews
Brennemann's and other recent publications on this subject,

and remarks thai congenital atresia of 'be esophagus seems
to be frequent in America. He does not agree with those

who think that there is any chance for the survival oi thi

children. Even when successful,

anomalj would be so difficult and complicated, he says, that

the outlook is hopeless

—

II flint nee,/'/.'?- I'infruitable.

Bulletins de la Societe Medicale des Hopitaux, Paris
July 18, 1919, 1::.

1

I G. L. Hallez.—

Malignant Influenza with Necrosis of Lung. C. Caussadc ami A.

1
:

' .11. I 'mt is,,t anil P.
1 1 trt.ois, -p. 730.

P Serratua Magi -, G. Guill i 1

. 734.

Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux
90,

ii' I Andrrodias

Elderlj A. Venot.—p. 337.
111a of the Arm. R. \

1

Prolapse of Gravid Uterus.- Inderodias reports the case
f 31 who for ten years, from immediati I

. vulva. At the age of 24, a malformed infant was
nl: transient!}

The protruding cervi*

ted. In

four similar cases in hi oiey went to
term in all and deli

than usual, and laceration «

mon. In bis four cases labor lasted from four and ,.

Wire Treatment of Genital Prolapse in Elderly Women.—

(ruction of the pelvic floor. He

taining the walls of thi

of the vagina and leni • previ nting
:

from the urethra and loosened up through I

urethrovaginal wall .i\<i\ 3

sion in the posterior vaginal wall, thesi incisions material!;

facilitating the the curved needle Thi
incision whet
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over the handle of the Reverdin needle, to ward ofl

win tight, and the knot is pushed in

m,U\ The wire can be easil) removed at i

Paris Medical
:<.

1 il

i; Moreaux.—p. 146.

'Retenti

Delirium and Psychoses with Influenza. Porot and Hesnard

at the delirium and psychoses accompanying or Fol

e m -• t) pica! example and s) nthetic

illustration of this form of acute infectious mental patholog]

which requires general care rather than special institutional

care, the clinician rather than the alienist. There is no essen

tial difference between the brief delirium and the i>

which may ilr months on account of

some predisposition or reenforcement from secondar)

The delirium with influenza ma) not accompany the fever

but develop later when the lack of nourishing food, the

secondary autointoxication and the exhaustion from the dis-

tnbine to sap the vitality, especially .liter alcoholic

or other excess and intoxication. The initial disorder is

connected with an organic condition, anil this latter is what

determines the indications t'"t" therapeutics.

Retention of Urine from Atony. I lean eliminated all the

usual c retention of urine in a group "t cases

in which the only objective sign was the insufficiency of the

bladder musculature. Whether t!.:- is cause or effect is still

K- that iii certain circumstances

emotional inhibition might breed a habit. The prognosis

is favorable; a cure is general!] realized in a few days

under the influence of systemati< catheterization anil silver

applications. \ special feature of these cases is that the

residual urine fluctu am From da) to day. It is

generally clear, ami the sphincter tonus seems to he normal.

Presse Medicale, Paris

I
I

I, 27. X". i;

i id C, Dunet.—p. 469.

M liastinal ' Hand V, Dufourt.—p. 470.

of the Lips. I., [mbert.— p. 472.

I
i la i ml.— p. 472.

Significance of the Thrill.— Berard and Dunet present evi-

demonstrate that the thrill occurs when a blood

passing through an abnormally narrow canal or

between two cavities each of which has a different

The thrill is not exclusively a mechanical phe-

i; it is also a vital phenomenon in that the active

contractility of the coats of the arteries is a factor. The
thrill with an arteriovenous aneurysm is stable and is always

accompanied by a continuous murmur, reenforced during

The thrill of arterial origin alone is variable. The

disappearance of the compressor element or of the spastic

element is responsible for it. There may with it also be a

murmur with systolic reenforcement.

Progres Medical, Paris

, :; i. No. 31

I
' '. lutier .-.ml K. J. Weissen-

bach.-
mia. Especially of Malarial Origin. P. Maurcl.

Coagulation of Lumbar Puncture Fluid in Meningitis from Trauma of

Sinus. H. K..gir anil I.. Giraud.—p. 306.

Typhoid and Paratyphoid Infections.—This article is

entitled "Lessons from the War." It says that nothing seems

to have been learned during the war in regard to treatment

id and paratyphoid except that in paratyphoid, sub-

ot" a specific vaccine seem to have

materially hastened the cure, and reduced the death rate from

7.7H per cent, in the nontreatid to .5.4 per c=nt. in the treated

(1.119 casc.ii. Lenglet claim-, that this vaccine therapy seems

to prevent relapses and reduce complications. Weil has also

n ported excellent results with it in suppurating bone lesions

in of typhoid and paratyphoid.

Revue Neurologique, Paris
Vol, I 1- ••(!. No 1

thi Coi pli t< i. iv. .i, .1 Sp nal I ord C M irii

i
i

the ( 'rii. Nerve « I I Mental [mpaii

K, Iehil '.'..i i Ki I p. 277.
•

I nd '" I in pi .'..i ition to Correi
I i Radi il P iralj ia I

I
vski and II P A. hard p. 283.Oi \ Rio de J ini il i)

r 288.

Autonomy of Completely Divided Spinal Cord. Mariiuse >

declares that the war experiences with complete!) severed
spinal coids seem to have completed demolished Bastian's

theor) that reflex functioning is practical!) abolished after

the cord has been severed in the lower part of the cervical or

upper pan ot the dorsal region ["his is true onl) ol a brief

period. Marinesco and others have dei istrated

that the cord recuperates an actual autonomy This doi nol

i

.
i nipt ion oi its ioi in, i at ti\ il j bul a m w

activity of its own, which reprodt nl) rudimentarily the

activity of the divided spinal cord in the dog. It is an
inferior kind of activit) which differs from normal activity

and from that of decerebrated animals and of pathologic

obstruction oi the spinal cord-cortex route in man. ["hen ia

no doubt thai the fibers of the spinal cord can regenerate, bul

i ation is nol 5) stematized. Ii does not

lead to reconstruction ol nervi routi which would ensure

the resumption of useful transmissions. Regeneration seems

to be possible not onl) oi tin root; bul of the white substance,

but all the experiments and experiences to date demonstrate
that the regeneration does not permil resumption of the old

functioning. The activit) of the spinal cord after complete

separation from the cerebellum and brain is a new activity,

pertaining exclusivel) to the spinal cord itself. The innerva-

tion of the extensors of the legs depends on the supra-

m< dullai j centei s, and the exti rs do nol regain theii

reflex activity. All the activity of the "spinal man" is in the

sphere of the flexors. The flexors regain theii tonus and
Ini Ction in a Synergic manner, but their temperature is below
normal, and electric tests show a different n pons rn

normal. The assumption seems plausible therefore thai thi re

is an autonomous activity of the spinal cord. It is manifested

defensive movements, but these defensive movements
cannot be identified with the reflex defensive movements of

the decapitated frog, as they are purposeless and could not

serve in any way for actual defense reflexes.

Familial Atrophy of the Optic Nerve with Tremor.—The
parents were healthy and also four of the six children, but

one brother and sister developed visual disturbances suddenly

al puberty and they rapidly progressed. The symptoms
closely resemble those described by Leber as character! til

of hereditary atrophy of the optic nerve. There are also

certain other nervous symptoms, incoordination in the movc-
ments of the eyes and asymmetr) in the innervation of the

face in the young man. In the young woman there is tremor

besides, including even the trunk when seated, and all the

finei coordinated movements are slow and awkward but tin-

gait and reflexes seem normal. There is pronounced mental

impairment in this case. The patients had been apparently

normal until puberty. The cases resemble some reported by

Behr ; his were all in boys, and evidently congenital.

Tendon Transplantation for Radial Paralysis. —The success

in the ease of which an illustrated description is gi\rn pi.N

lies, it is staled, tendon Iran pli ml. il ion as a routine measure

for peripheral paralysis. It gives as certain and as prompt

functional results as can be obtained with orthopedic appara-

tus, to say the least.

Cataphrenia. -Austregesilo's article was reviewed, Jan. 11,

I'd';, p 154, when it appeared cbewhere.

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel

Aug. it, i''i'i. i;>.

Tcchnic for Administration of Digitalis Preparations. M. Cloetta

—p. 1193.

"Influence <>t Influenza "'i Pregnancy and the Puerp I Gc)

p 1198.

G neo logii Mi dii ation. A Nordmann. p i
I 8,

i Koller.- p. 12H-. Id. A. Ziegler.—p. 1216
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Influenza in the Pregnant and Parturient.—Geymiiller's

experience with influenza in forty-two pregnant women and
in eighteen parturients confirms the frequently disastrous

influence of these conditions on the course of influenza. The
proportion of pneumonia cases was larger, and half of the

pneumonia cases terminated fatally. Spontaneous abortion

was frequent, probably the result of the excessive amount of

carbon dioxid in the blood. The delivery in turn has an

unfavorable influence on the pneumonia. After the childbirth,

an attack of influenza offers no special danger, the in

processes not being appreciably modified by it.

Gazzetta degli Ospedali e delle Cliniche, Milan
Aug. 10, 1919, 40, •

Tbe Campaign against Cholera in the Troops on the Austrian Front.

< ;. Massarotti.—p. 657.

Aug. 17, 1919, 40. No. 66

ce of Weather Conditions as Influencing Development of

Acute Noncontagious Diseases. A. Catnpani.—p. 685.

Meteorologic Conditions as Influencing Certain Diseases.

—Campani accepts the term "cyclonosis" to express the three

groups of symptoms which seem to have some connection

with the weather. The first group includes headache, sensa-

i heat, irritability and tendency to epistaxis and to

nd group includes intestinal catarrhal

ices, sleeplessness and loss of appetite, while the

third group comprises rheumatoid pains, painful joint dis-

turbances, pains in old -ears. itc. He compares in

the morbidity and the meteorologic conditions during

a recent nearly two year period at Verona in northern Italy,

his data including 24,528 cases of recorded disease exclusive

of acute contagious diseases. The morbidity was least in the

ecially in winter, while the highest mor-

bidity accompanied periods of cloudj skies. As a .

rule, he says, the best conditions for health seem to be during

ir immediately after the great atmospheric convulsions and
the fair weather that follows them. The morbii

during the periods of stagnation preceding storms, with a

constant temperature, generally rather above the mean, the skj

cloudy, and only weak atmospheric currents. The greater

the fluctuations in the temperature of the twenty-four hours,

the morbidity, and the less the fluctuations the higher

the morbidity, especially when the humidity is high. The
northwest winds in winter and the southwest in summer
seemed to be the most favorable for the health in

The influence of the weather on the development of plants

and crops is so evident that he i that physicians

may well study the subject in the interests of patients. It

e well to add study of the appearance of sun spots.

iation in electric Conditions and even the phases of the

affect the action of certain ferments.

Policlinico, Rome
July 13, 191 -••;. \"o. 28

"ic for Romanowsky Stain. R. Romanese.—p. 873.

i
i .-mi -p. 874,

p

I

•-••;. Hon No. 7

Peripheral Nerves after War Wounds. C.
nt'n.

\\.,r V

The Romanowsky Stain.—Romanese ha- worked out, he
imple and reliable substitute ior the Giemsa

-ante with it as with the original

fluid, while the ingredients are inexpensivi ai d

at hand 11, Km . methylene blue in 50

glycerin, and adds 3 c.c. of

a In per cent solution of sodium carbonate in distilled water.
!- for fifteen minutes. Then he adds .15 ex. of a 1 per

solution of eosin and boils fifteen minutes.
It is then removed from the tire and alcohol is added to bring

100 c.t [I

ior a week.

Stain for Tubercle Bacilli.—Gasbarrini has long contended
Is used to decolor the bacilli .

technic are too powerful and detract from the effect. To
avoid this he uses methylene blue in excess in a solution

of 40 c.c. lactic acid in 160 c.c. distilled water, and adds to

this at the time of using four parts of alcohol (95 degrees).

Mi decolors and recolors at the same time, with the

md most constant results. It has shown up tubercle

bacilli in sputum, urine and stools when the Ziehl gavi

tive findings, and the accuracy of the lactic acid method was

confirmed by the course of the cases. The nonacid resisting

bacilli can be differentiated more readily, and the whole

procedure takes less time than the ordinary technic.

Riforma Medica, Naples
3.-.. No. 32

'Action of the Meningococcus on the Eye. L. Guglianetti.—p. 662.

•Laboratory Tests in Typhoid. C. Pezzi.—p. 665.

Malaria in Istria. M. c;i,isC fi'i

Tumors in thi ,

i linari.—p. 676.

Action of the Meningococcus on the Eye.—Guglianetti here

iont irni experimental research on the

i
u of the meningococcus on the various

of tbe rabbit eye. The meningococcus induced inflammatorj

processes when injected inl the different tissui s,

with the exception of the conjunctiva. There was no reaction

by the conjunctiva not even to subconjunctival injection oi

. nns.

Laboratory Diagnosis of Typhoid and Paratyphoid.
I

• • that beef gall with J per cent, glucose is ai i

means for distinguishing between cultures from typhoid and

paratyphoid infections. Each is unmistakable.

Rivista Critica di Clinica Medica, Florence

M ii 31, 1919, 30. No. 22

ire Precision in Estimating Tine with Multiple Heart and
Pulse Tracings G I tell -p. 253.

The Diet m Fever. Cesare Capezzuoli.— p. 253. t

June 1-, 1919, "JO. No. 21

By-Effects with Artificial Pneumothorax. C. L. Rusca.—p. 277.

Present Status "f Diabetes. Fornaseri, -p. 280. Conc'n.

July 12, 1919. 80.
"Hemolytic Splenomegaly. L. Castaldi.— p. i2S. Com'd in '

p. 313.

Hemolytic Splenomegaly.—Castaldi reviews the few cases

on record of what he calls Banti's hemolytic splenomegaly,
and describes a ease personally observed in a man of 27.

There was no pain and but little jaundii ing tin-

intense anemia. The blood count showed 2,105,000

6,305 white corpuscles, hemoglobin 45 per .em. and
I

index 1.07, with 53.5 per cent.
, 0.5 per cent.

eosinophils and basophils 4 per cenl : large mononuclears 4

and 415 per .ant lymphocytes; no myelocytes, and
no nucleated erythrocytes. The case thu th< frame
of Banti's ahemopoietic hemolytii In the nine

similar < ird the spleen was n even and
with excellent results m everj instanct vemenl
was realized under medical measures. Castaldi advised splen-

ectomy but the patient refused this and roentgen treatment

was applied, with brilliant success. Ten exposures of tell

.•.ere given in

the outline of the spleen sul II bj 16 to 12 by II 5.

while the hemoglobin ran u I the erythn

and ili' weigh! ii nearlj 5 1.

would not wait for further treatment bul lias kepi

well during the four >ears since, including nearh thri

of military set te t< aches tl em oi a trial

of thorough i resorting I

ectom} in such

Annaes Paulistas de Med. e Cirurgia, S. Paulo, Brazil

April i".

Septicemias. I n the advanl
taking a culture from the blood
mitier how mild it ma.) seem. The results should
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..itivc until tin- cultures have been taken al

different irtj.hU in the fever. It has been his experience thai

stlj bj was of the veins, and that the

ci arc most frequently to be in and that

the prognosis with them is almost always fatal in adults, and

, m children. There are always symptoms from the

lia, but the) varj widely in different cases. The

coccus ma> proliferate in bile Septicemia with

ire lii the majority of cases the pneum
is found in the blood after it has localized in the lung, but in

his case- the pneumococcus was isolated from the

efore it had localized anywhere. In acute case- of

septicemia, if an abscess forms, the prognosis becomes more

able.

Archivos Espanoles de Pediatria, Madrid
::. N

1

Spain. P. Puig y Roig.—

Albumin Milk in Infant Feeding. A. MuBoyerro and liravo I-nas.—

p. 354.

Treatment of Fracture of the Femur.—Criado declares that

the treatment of fracture of the femur is still open to improve-

ment. The current methods of continuous extension arc not

rrect principles although they may give more or

less satisfactory results, hut he claims that the plaster ban-

nses is irreproachably efficient and can he absolutely

depended on. He gives minute directions for applying it

without the slightest compression at any point. He first

applies the bandage to the pelvis, winding it to cover peri-

neum and anus, leaving only the genitals exposed. Then the

is wound in the same way. including the

foot tlie patient lying supine. No attention is paid to the

fractured region while the pelvis and leg are thus being

wound, except to keep the thigh in a generally good position.

When the leg and pelvis are thus wound they are held firm

b) assistants while he reduces tlie fracture, watching for the

disappearance of the deformity of the muscle, the good posi-

tion of the foot, and the normal length of the limb, comparing

it with the sound mate. When the femur is thus in normal

,
he draws a horizontal line on the pelvic bandage, at

about the anterior superior iliac spine, and another at the

middle of the bandage on the leg. and measures the space

between, cutting a piece of cardboard exactly the length of

this space. This cardboard measure is entrusted to an assis-

tant, possibly a member of the family, and the thigh is then

wound with the bandage, measuring with tlie cardboard con-

stantly to keep the two lines the same distance apart so that

the limb will retain its normal length. The thigh and knee

are wrapped in cotton and the plaster bandage is applied over

this, smearing more plaster on the pelvis and leg bandages

to make the whole solid. When the plaster hardens, he cuts

out an opening for the anus and for the heel. The plaster

bandage holds the whole limb in its normal position and

length by the extension and counterextension from the plaster

hold on the dorsum of the foot and the perineum, thus pre-

venting any contraction of muscles. The patient can he up

and alxiut with this bandage if care is taken not to fall.

Weight of Schoolchildren in Spain. Reviewed above as

published elsewhere.

Brazil-Medico. Rio de Janeiro

July 12. 1919, ::::.

The Balantidi. nting Signs nf Dysentery.

•Henamethylcnamm by the Vein in Spirochetal Jaundice. A. da Matta.

— P-

Hexamethylenamin by the Vein in Spirochetal Jaundice.—

A similar article by da Matta was summarized in these

;

1580.

Gaceta Medica de Caracas, Venezuela

June '-"•
>. 12

•Ethnic Enlightenment of America. Ian.—p. 125.

ind Cholelithiasis. Rivas

. lesv- p. \-~
.

The Eugcnizntion of America. Pai Soldan reitera

gobernar es saneor, es eugenisar, and that Imerii ill. for

lion and biosocial progress. He in-i.ts that the

scientific societies, especiallj tin- national academj oi medi-
in different countries, should inaugurate a cai

hten the public in regard to racial and eugenic duties

a- a new and exalted form ni He appealed to

the Vcademia de Medicina at Caracas to considei tal ing the

lead in this work. The Acidemia uarinb endoi led this plan

of ethnic enlightenment as the synthesis of a vast program i f

life and prosperity for the human being on this western con

tinent, but it declined to take the lead in thi movement as

o was n< •( in a i" '-ni' 'ii ami did ni 't ha\ e • n ugh pn

te an impi n tanl ci usade i if the kind. I ul il pi orai ed

valiantly and devotedly in the ranks.

Medicina Ibera, Madrid
July 5, 1919, s. No. sr

Criticism oi Modern Method Eoi I tracl laracl I Barraquer.

P i

1

' and l ipi rativi Treatment of Cen bi lloi n I

w I ..]...' Albo ""I l » i fari is 1

1

hi -p. 5.

July 1.'. 1919, H. ...

•i lecti agul ition oi BI iddi i I uraoi I Miraved p. 17,

in Dermatolog] i Rodriguez and I Sierra p. 21.

Cerebellopontine Lesions.—Lopez and Garcia remark that

thej could find only one article on this subject credited to a

Spanish author among the .500 articles tin > consulted. They

have encountered at the public hospital oi Bilba ur cases

of lesions pressing on the cerebellopontine tissues. The

patients were three men between -> ami ,'ij and one woman
of _'4. The disturbances may be ascribed to trigeminal neu-

ralgia at first, and it is important to examine with minute

care the functions of the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth

nerves. In their cases the evacuation of the pus in tin- one

case of cerebellopontine abscess was followed by a complete

cure, but two other patients given operative treatment suc-

cumbed to respiratory paralysis. Treatment for syphilis had

been pushed m some of the cases but no benefit was apparent.

In one "I the operative cases a cerebellopontine extension of

a tumor in the left half of the cerebellum had been assumed,

but the space was found empty. Hemorrhage from the lateral

sinus compelled tamponing and this entailed a destructive

process with hemiplegia and the patient died -ix weeks later;

no necropsy.

Electrocoagulation of Bladder Tumors. Miravcd reports

favorable experiences with electrocoagulation of bladder

tumors, and commends it as simple and practical. As it does

not require general anesthesia, the patient can live his usual

In- throughout the course. A single application usually cures

completely the smaller tumors. The principal advantage in

cancer cases is that it checks the tendency to hemorrhage,

but he lias had a number of cases in which the malignant

tumors retrogressed to a certain extent, and in one case to

a complete clinical cure.

Radium in Dermatology.—Rodriguez has applied radium

treatment in 1-!-' cases ol cancer of the skin during the 1
a-t

ten years, and ll'J of the patients were radically cured. All

are free from recurrent - to date. The three failures were

in patients who had been previously Heated vigorously with

the roentgen rays; one had an ulcerating roentgen dermatitis.

He has applied radium in 147 cases of lupus and many of

these patients with lupus of thirty or forty years' Standing

were cured. \ preliminarj cureting seemed to promote the

action of the radium. Vmong other lesions that subsided

under radium were leukoplasia and lichen planus oi the

tongue, and he regards treatment of these as very important

as the* predispose to malignant di-ease.

Prensa Medica Argentina, Buenos Aires
"i. 1919 'J. No. 2

i
I N. H. Hosso.—p 25.

i Bulb i Wo ind R. \ Hi rnandi z.—p. 27.

i Brain 1
; I Mo

i Pulmonary 'I uben ulo i i
Pari nf < urn

goio.-- p. 30.
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Tardy Inherited Syphilis and Abdominal Disease.—Castex
and Rosso give minute details of nine cases with numerous
roentgenograms which confirm that various gastrointestinal

affections may be traced to inherited syphilis. They say that

such cases are comparatively numerous, and a frequent type

is the gastroduodenal ulcer. A circumscribed perivisceritis.

causing pain in the epigastrium, is also relatively frequent.

Chronic inflammatory processes in and around the -

and the rectum may he a tardy manifestation of inherited

syphilis. Chronic peritonitis with effusion is sometimes
traceable to it also, but when this is the case oilier serous

membranes are usually involved and some of the viscera may
be diseased. It may be impossible to differentiate these tardy

syphilitic lesions from tuberculous changes, but the improve-

ment under tentative treatment as for syphilis clears up tin-

cave. Some of their cases presented Lane's kink and Jack-

son's membrane as syphilitic lesions of this category. Lane
called attention to the benefit from calomel in cases of kink,

but he .. the action on the liver.

Localization in the Brain by the Light of Biologic Psychol-

ogy.—Mouchet is professor of abnormal psychology at the

University of La Plata, and he remarks in the course of this

study of the localizations in the brain that we are less certain

about them now than we were a few years ago. Instead of

a lot of pigeon-holes for different functions. psycJ

.sing toward acceptance of the great unity of our

mental life although recognizing zones of special functioning.

He insists that we must not depreciate the importance of the

white substance of the brain; injury of the former maj mod fj

functioning as seriously as injuries of the cortex. He
explains bow the hi 1 not only nourishes and warms the

brain and maintains the pressure, but it also brings hormones
to act on it. The hormones are likely to be very important

for the functioning of the brain cells. When the stimuli

from the hormones predominate, our action is instinctive;

when the stimuli from the nerves predominate, our ai

under the control of the mind, but the brain is always under
the influence of both. When an action is repeated I

generations, it comes to be performed with les~ and less atten-

I lie hormones alone are able to accom-
plish it. He asserls that the hormones poured out into the

re responsible for the states we call love, desire.

appetite, etc. If we remove the glands that secrete the

hormones involved, the instinct is lost, and the men!

we call eunuchism is entailed. This hormonal basis underlies

the emotions and the intelligence which orient and civilize

instinct. [ us is kindly or malicious, an it

or genius, brave or cowardly according to his entra

his humors. The hormones are the primary cause of instinct,

and ears din

civilize the hormonal action," The hormones act on the brain

throughout. The mental states which are the result

stimulating action cannot | at any special point

but must involve the who]. on mass. Tin- point

where a I and the region immediately around it.

naturally become more or less specialized in the dir<

ments of the muscle innervated by that special nerve.

or in the sensations transmitted to that point by different

ner\e impulses. Put with hormones, there can be none of

'.ted, partial action. "This explains the unity of our

world, of the whole of the workings of the psyche. It is the

unity of tin-

Study of Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Cetrang I

a chair of phthisiolog) in the medical schools.

June 30, 191 '•.. 1

I' 33.

•Intra.trrm.it Til I nrnt of
I

Syphilis from Clinical Standpoint. I'

h has shown that between latent syphilis an.

I

dis there are main grades and
ned up here,

• ntly to appreciate better the i

endocrine disturbances. Many of the manifestations, early

and tardy, of inherited syphilis have been misinterpreted

. but. on the other hand, it is not right to give mer-
curial treatment hit or miss. The other children in the

family should be examined in dubious cases. The lack of a

of abortions in a family does not exclude syphilis; in

some families with a syphilitic taint, fecundation seems to be
exceptionally active. The virulence of the taint seems to

h with the length of the interval since the parental

irfection. The Bordet-Wassermann test should complete
and not be called on to substitute the history of the case and
examination of the patient. When a new infection, such as

pulmonary tuberculosis, is superposed on an inherited or

acquired syphilis, treatment of the latier may modify the soil.

iive powers and enable the patient to

throw off the superposed infection as the Syphilis yields to

This may give the erroneous impression that the

specific treatment has cured the superposed infection. A
syphilitic lesion in the lung usually locates in the 1 .

preferably in the middle lobe of the right lung. There is

usually a marked tendency to sclerosis, while th(

health keeps good. A tuberculous process developing on a
syphiliti. lil generally displays a fibrous tendency and only

examination of the sputum will tell whether a pulmonary
affection in a syphilitic is the work of the syphilis or i<i the

tubercle bacillus.

Palacio adds, "When a syphilitic develops cancer (and the

majority of cancer cases are syphilitic), if there is not

extreme cachexia, mercurial treatment may impro
d;i ions to such an extent that the physician may <1

diagnosis of cancer." The lesions of syphilis are liable to

locate at points where traumatism has reduced the resistance,

and this may explain the lack of recuperation or the delay in

healing after a trauma. This has been strikingly

strated in certain cases of war wounds; the syphilis by-

rendering the tissues and the vessels in the region abnor-
mally frail and nonresistant. interferes with normal healing.

issible, he adds, that certain cases of death under
chloroform were in persons with inherited syphilis and con-

sequent endocrine anomalies. Specific treatment before the

i.i and administration of epinephrin might have tided

the patient past the danger point, and aided in the healing of

erative wound. Emotional stress or extremi
may rouse a latent syphilis and cause its localization in the
nervous system, the initial symptoms of general par. sis

appearing soon after. It they are not recognized at once and
proper treatment instituted, irreparable lesions ma
become installed.

II. warns that treatment should be commensurate with

not retrogress, and the most that can be hoped is I

cess. Syphilis, like tuberculosis, may flare up during
a pregnancy. 1'alacio explains reinfection in syphilis as due

i.n of exceptionally virulent germs during a phase
of extreme latency of the original syphilis. Syphiliti,

tis is distinguished b) unt ilbumin in the

urine, atid mercurial treatment is directly indicated. The
albumin ,, r two

-lis.

Intradermal Tuberculin Treatment of Children. I

th 6X3 children from -' to 1

..Id given tuberculin intradermal! .

Vs a .1-.. he found it mon
than the skin I IK with latent tub.

i glandular . i villoma or SI

ptibilih in general

m. of the tuberculin insti

A positi an infant is an ai

active tuberculosis, and a r<

children

dermal route for tuberculin treatment of chili

ins, and it i

estimatii matter by thi

ment, In ptimism. In
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effect ".i~ apparent; in man] others il "seemed"
to be effectual. He advises it as an adjuvant of when funda-

mental climatic and hygiene treatment is not available.

Repertorio de Medicina y Cirugia, Bogota
July, ; i .

in. No. 10

M. A. Rui

M. A. Rued

Proposed Code of Ethics, lln- code was drawn up bj the

I de Pediatria «U- Bogota to be presented at the

Fourth National Medical Congress of Colombia to convene in

t Tunja rhe code is almost identical with the one

1918 I the Academia Nacional de Medicina of

Venezuela which was verj fully described in Tm
1919, p. 1013. The obligation "i physicians I

nfreres free of charge and without discrirriinal

nality is more explicitly stated in this new code, and

I as tl> those who have completed the

required course of study; (2) those who have obtained the

of physician or surgeon, and (3) those who are

nt in any way on the medical profession. The code

continues "The physician should prescribe gratuitously for

the colleague's family, that is, for his parents, wife and chil-

dren provided they do not have a financially indi

ligation does not cease with the death of

eague." It i> stated further that at a consultation "no

itications should he expressed except as

concurred in bj the consultants at their conference, and

which cannot injure in the slightest the reputation of the

attending physician in charge of the case." The hours for

('ay calls are from 8 to 8; for night calls from 8 p. m. to

6 a. m. The Venezuela code made elaborate provisions for a

"tribunal of Honor," hut there is no reference to anything

of the kind in the proposed code. It closes with tin

tion that it is a duty of companaristno profesional to keep a

. lients who elude payment for medical services, so

that other physicians in the same locality can he informed.

Ii further omits the Venezuela clauses saying that the

physician should not make an examination of a married

woman unless her husband is present or some one appointed

by him. and that a general anesthetic should not he given

without the presence of at least two physicians. The code

reiterates all the Venezuelan denunciations of industrialism!)

medico, of secret division of fees, and of "tin- preparation.

sale, use or prom,,tion of the usi medicines."

Whooping Cough.—Rueda reports an epidemic of pertussis

f unusual severity, the incubation being only three days at

• d the spasmodic cough appearing at the fourth day

after the initial symptoms. The paroxysms of coughing

recurred five or six times an hour, the child heing so

exhausted in the interim that it lay inert and did not react

to any stimuli. Some of the paroxysms of coughing lasted

four minutes, the children becoming cyanotic and various

complications mstaxis. conjunctival

hemorrhages, hernia, prolapse of the rectum and broncho-

pneumonia. The latter always proved fatal in these cases,

the paroxysms of coughing keeping up in the pneumonia.

One child developed a gangrenous process in tin mouth which

fatal. He describes one case in which an artery in

the hrain of a child of 2 ruptured during a coughing parox-

ysm, fifteen days after the first symptoms. In one child of

8 the pneumonia dragged along for six weeks and left a con-

dition strongly suspicious of tuberculosis. Xo cause for the

special gravity of the pertussis could he discovered. Vaccine

therapy seemed to have an attenuating influence in some

e paroxysms becoming less frequent and less severe

thereafter.

Revista Espafiola de Medicina y Cirugia, Barcelona
June. 1919, 2. No. 12

•Impl.v l llii.

—

p. .111.

: rean Section. Ruiz Contreras.— p. 305.

lulla Oblongata. J. Vilato.— p. 308. Conc'd in No. 13, p, 3',7.

•Lessons from Laparotomies. S. Cardenal.— p. 314.

Bronchopulmonary Spirochetosis. Rcmigio Dargallo.—p. 323.

Grafts of Dead Tissues. Solei reviews here the work ol

tte a- he watched theii expi i

h in tliis hue and its outcome, Ii has been repeatedly

described in these columns, and the wav in which the graft

kept iii alcohol for a month grows into its new bed. The
connective tissue persists, but all the othei cell ari resorbed

and new ones take their place so that the dead tendon, foi

instance, recovers its \italit\. One man. among others, with

an ingrafted tendon to rented] an extensive defect had

regained the use ol hand and fingers and i ne would have
suspected that his arm had keen crippled

Improved Technic for Transperitoneal Cesarean Section.

—

Ruiz clamps two forceps op the anterior wall ol the fundus

of the uterus, about 16 cm, apart, a\"\ walls ofl the rest with

napkins ["hen he makes .1 small incision in the center and

through it with his fin ei and the handle of the

bistoury, separating the fetal membranes from the wall of

the uterus. The membranes are not distended as they have

ruptured and the fluid has escaped by the natural routes

aided this bj ha\ ins the woman stand

up while he lifts with his finger the presenting pari of the

fetus Then he fits over the uterus a square of impermeable

about -10 cm. square, cut in the middle so that the

edges of the opening thus made can be turned down ovei the

edges of the incision in the Uterus, thus covering them com-
pletely, and the whole is held in place with forceps. The
field of operation is thus completely isolated and all that can

he seen i^ the fetal membranes. These are then inci ed thi

fetus extracted, the square of impermeable tissue removed,
and the uterus sutured before the napkins are touched. In

conclusion he sutures each oi thi edges oi the lower part of

the incision in the parietal peritoneum to each side of the

suture in the uterus. This slim .,ti all communication
between the interior of the uterus and the peritoneal cavity,

even if the suture should not hold. I'his suturing does not

fasten the uterus firmly to the abdominal wall as a peritoneal

ligament soon develops, and this permits ample movement.

Lessons from Laparotomies.—Cardenal mentions among
other lessons learned from his 2,100 laparotomies that it is

not enough for medical students to studj the anatomy of the

normal abdomen. They should he given opportunities to

study pathologic anatomy. They should never miss an OJ I

tunity to see "cases, cases and ever more cases." The
peritoneum defends itself hetter than tissues of the connec-
tive-tissue type against mild infection, hut when the infection

is too strong for it. the invasion proceeds more rapidly and
fatally than with any other tissue in the whole organism.
Another important element in the pathology of the abdomen
is the abundance of nerves throughout the entire area of the

: ceral peritoneum, ramifications from the solar plexus, inti-

mately connected with the cranial nerves which preside over

the respiration and circulation. This makes it imperative to

lerlucc to the minimum all exposures of the peritoneum, and
keep the viscera in an isotonic medium throughout any inter-

vention, with the minimum of damage to the delicate endo-
thelial coat of the peritoneum as on this depends its resisting

power and its wonderful agglutinating power which allow the

healing of a wound in a few hours.

With operations in the epigastric zone, the great danger is

from bronchopulmonary complications and he ascribes this

to a paralyzing influence on the bronchi by reflex action from
injury of the sympathetic during the operation. This may
occur without infection from the wound, as he has seen these

bronchopulmonary complications develop when the wound
was healing smoothly and aseptically. On account of the

pain, the patient breathes as gently as possible and this,

uperposed on the reflex inhibiting tendency, reduces the

already inadequate ventilation of the lungs and thus gives

thi saprophytes in the mouth, etc., a chance to proliferate and
set up infection. The only means to ward it off is scrupulous

cleanliness of the mouth and teeth before the operation, and
exercises in breathing, especially deep inspirations, after the

operation, favored by the semiseated position.

Lavage of the Stomach wards off acute paralysis of the

stomach ; it has been most frequent in his experience after

gallstone operations. He does not wait for the patient to
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vomit or develop fever, but rinses out the organ when there

is repeated malodorous eructation and the patient feels dis-

tressed. He repeats the lavage every six or eight hours and

normal peristalsis usually is soon restored. Vomiting of

black blood is combated in the same way, and conditions are

usually brought back to normal.

He adds that he has several times found the first part of

the ileum adherent in a vertical position to the posterior

aspect of the stomach, as if Nature was about to do gastro-

enterostomy. He reiterates that procrastination kills mure
persons than any disease, and that this is true of ileus and
appendicitis in particular. The patient himself, his family,

his physician, and even the surgeon may procrastinate from

day to day, and the hour for successful intervention slips

past. He adds, "In case of doubt, make an opening into the

bowel above. Anything is better than to let the patient die

from the poisons generated in the obstructed bowel, and do

not be misled by alternations of euphoria and symptoms of

obstruction." He incises on the median line to close an

artificial anus, and cuts the intestine. leaving unmolested the

1 op fastened to the abdominal wall. After the side-to-side

entero-anastomosis has been completed, Ik- passes a forceps

through the artificial anus, into each of tin- stumps of tin

! adherent to the wall. Seizing the free end of the stump

he draws it out through tile anus, inverted, like the finger of

This brings the entire mucosa all outside the abdo-

i
whole looking like the umbilical cord of a newly

b< rn infant. There is nothing left inside the abdomen except

a small funnel lined with periosteum. This serves as a

drain for a time and gradually heals up. The port ii m drawn

Out can be allowed to dry up and drop off, like the umbilical

COrd, or it can be cut off later when the Opening has healed

i atli Ml that is left can he finally buried under the

skin if desired. In the after-treatment, it must never be

en that retention is the great enemy to be combated.

Revista de Medicina y Cirugia, Havana
J. its 10, 1919, 24, No 1 I

Organization for Welfari Wort* foi Pn i lers. (La Mutuali-

dad Materna 1 .. Huguet.—p. 347.

i- i ]". •_• I. '

and Treatment of Accidents from Arsenical Treatment of

i astello.—p. 395.

Accidents from Arsenical Treatment of Syphilis.—Pardo
nmaiks in the COUl i oi 'his general review of his own and

thai what is called the nitritoid reaction

I"- ascribed to anaphylaxis, as a preliminary small
injection before the main injection of thi I

i ical prepara-
tion did not attenuate or modify in anj way th< i -

d nitritoid reaction in five cases in his experience.

< 111 the other hand, injection of ;i small amount of epinephrin

i on completel) in persons previously subject to the

im. This seems to sustain the assump-
tion that this reaction is due to thi

drug. - ilexy or hemorrhagic encephaliti

-i this nitritoid reaction, probably the result

of dilation of the vessels in the brain, [n a casi ol this kind

us apoplexy <l<w eh iped tin ee 'hi . a Et< i

'i .''" and 0.4£ gm i il i ti iphenamin .
i

pulsions and a comatose condition. Rapid recovery followed
two intramuscular injections of epinephrin. The urit

finned the vasodilation of the viscera, numerous i

Found in the sediment I ba i of

i

: term set ous apople)

appropriate than encephalitis. In conclusion. Pardo
that time has reduced the list ol

advanced nervous and heart lesions with lost

and extreme cachexia, lb i in which thi

in and was swept
i lling an

recover it.

Semana Medica, Buenos Aires

19, 1919, 26, '

F.vo!''
I las.—p. 637.

Cyclic of the Tuberculous. A 643.

The Examination of the Patient. E. Castano.—p. 645.

"Changes in the Teeth from Abnormal Nutritional Processes. C. R.

Castilla.—p. 651.

The Examination of the Patient.—Castano gives an outline

for systematic examination of a patient with symptoms from

the urogenital apparatus.

Changes in the Teeth from Nutritional Disorders.—A pre-

vious article by Castilla was recently summarized in these

columns, p. 1021. He gives here two illustrations showing

the incipient and established phases of the abnormal growth

of certain teeth during impaired general nutritional condi-

tions, especially gastro-intestinal derangement, and chief

among these, those of the colitis type.

June 26, 1919, 26. No. 26

•Extra Large Fetus. M I Perez.—p. 661.

•Serotherapy and Vaccine Therapy of Tuberculosis. Agesilao .Milan'-.

—p. 667.

•Intestinal Metastasis of Malignant Chorio-epithelioma. M. Faulin,

-p. 669.

al Disease. J. Brito Foresti.—p. 678.

II Problem of Tuberculosis. C. Ferreira.—p. 684.

Large Ovum.—Perez reports the successful delivery of an
apparently healthy child weighing 5,530 gm. at birth. The
mother of 24 had had one healthy child and two abortions

and gave a negativi Wassermann reaction, but a year or two
before had responded positivelj to the test and had taken a

course of mercurial treatment. Both of the parents wen-

medium sized. All the meinbrar.es were unusually large so

that the case v., is one oi "large ovum" (7,530 gm.) and not

merel) an extra large fetus. There is every probability that

syphilis was a factor in the disproportionate size of the ovum.

Serotherapy and Vaccine Therapy of Tuberculosis.

—

Milano refers to the prepared serum and vaccine made
according to Ferran's theories in regard to the different

stages of the tubercle bacillus before it becomes the actual

tubercle bacillus as we generally recognize it. He claims

that by seizing it in the first of its three phases and vaccinal

ing against it. the organism becomes immune to this phase.

and hence there is no chance for it to contract the infection

in the succeeding phases as the indispensable tirst link is

missing. The b'crran theories were recently described in

ci lumns, Mil;. 9, 1919, p. 460, and ( )ct. 4, 1919, p. 1074.

Intes'inal Metastasis of Malignant Chorio-Epithelioma.—
Faulin discusses the metastasis of chorio-epithelioma and

case which seems to be unique, the mi ta

chorio-epithelioma developing in the ileum, about a

after the hysterectomy. The first sjoits of the malignant dis-

•!i. ted seven months before this, vesicles being

expelled from the uterus which was only curetted at that

time.

Siglo Medico, Madrid
1919 <;o. \

i Fever. J. Sanchis 1
the Hi art under the li Cei

tain Drugs. I

Jul? 19, 1919, ««. N

I lights on Glycemia G Maran6n.— p. 573.

rardj [nh. rited B. Hei B 574.

n Pistol Shots. Arsenio Plaxa. p. 576.

Influence of Aviation Flights on Glycemia. Maran6n tab-

inl to the sugar content ol the

blood before ami aftei the emotional stress ol aviation Mights.

I ei rom 0.12 to 0.20; from 0.10

ii I he pulse also showed
..-. as well as the maximal and minim

pressure. Even in two pilots accustomed to several Mights

0. 1 to 0. 15 a i

0.12 to 0.20, hut the blood pressure did not show mucl

Nederlandsch Tijdschrift v. Geneeskunde, Amsterdam
i.

I

pi lbs and Parnsj phili

. \ r

p
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The Physician in the Service of the Pol Rijnberk
- -. isl murder trial in the Nethi

in winch various psychologic tests were applied to the

such, for ins! ulse without his

taken over the scene of his crime.

plied the tests, and to this van Rijnberk mosl

ter to all the tradii

ipath) "ii the part .>t' the members ><i the pro-
• utilize their knowledge to railroad a

member
sut h h -t- and avoid

calling on the i

.

I Syphilis.

.1 . H. R

\\ Beyerman.— p. 2265.

with Inguinal II mi i. \\
. P.

J. H

Negative Wassermann in Ocular and Cerebral Syphilis.

—

- that we must not pay much h.

maim reactions in syphilis affecting the nervous sys

tern and the eyes. The response with blood was constantly

in 12 of the 14 cases he has encountered in the last

three years. In half of them the bl 1 vessels and in the

other halt the cornea or the heart seemed to be primarily

affected. In only 2 of the 12 was there a history of known
syphilis. In 2 of the cases in which the syphilis had run an

is course, it flared up with stormy symptoms during

an intercurrent infeel e, as also in 2 others who
were not given the Wassermann test. One of these devi 1 pi

after typhoid, with oculomotor paralysis, tabes,

diabetes insipidus, prostatitis ami weakness of the heart;

another after pleurisy had diabetes insipidus and multiple

adhesions in the pleura, with shriveling of the lung. Tabes
in one case seemed to retrogress under twelve intramuscular

injections of mercury peptonate, from 0.01 to 0.03 c.c. in 3 c.c.

of water. Notwithstanding the negative response to the

Wassermann test, the radical improvement under mercury

e diagni isis oi 53 philis.

Famine Edema in the Netherlands.—Reyermann states that

twelve of the inmates of the insane asylum at Medcmblik
developed in 1917 and 19IS • her symptoms which

ted scurvy or purpura except for the remarkably slow

pulse and the absence of changes in the gums. Conditions

returned promptly to normal without other measures than

the addition of fresh vegc:

a

otherwise unmodified

diet.

July : . [ 1. 2

The Physician and the National Medical Organization and Society at

II. Burger.

Treatn-,. K. A. Tange.—p. 91.

leningitis and Bacilli Carriers. C. Orbaan.— p. 101.

• ment of the Blood Pressure. L. Kaiser.—p 1

Enidemic Meningitis.—Orbaan relates his experiences with

eighteen cases of epidemic meningitis in the military hospital

at Harderwijk. No permanent paralysis of cranial nerves

served in the thirteen survivors. One man was left

a carrier of meningococci in the spinal fluid although the

iryngeal secretions seemed sterile. In another case the

symptoms developed with lightning-like rapidity ; the anti-

serum was used without delay and recovery proceeded with

almost equal haste. Orbaan found it extremely useful to

separate the men into groups to examine for carriers. When
found free from a carrier, all the members of

up were allowed their freedom. B) separating into

tly smaller groups, it thus proved possible to reduce

• small number those requiring isolation. The aver-

m 1 to -1 per cent, of carriers, and when
irriers were isolated the building seemed to be freed

\ counter-proof a-, to the importance of

carriers was furnished by bis examination of a grou

•..bom there had never been any

I meningitis. Careful search failed to reveal a single

carrier among them.

Nordiskt Medicinskt Arkiv, Stockholm
March -• '

. > No, 3

ti I 1 .1 ind I R p 115.

[ntoxii '
1 Monoxid, II.

;i g with Lymphi S. Hesaer.—
: I

\ '

II
P

Tumors of Carotid Gland rna .olds two to the

lisl of tumors 1
1 lid gland on record, brinj 1

total to sixty-six. (In English.)

Velocity of Carbon Monoxid Poisoning. Cert/' calcula

i« thai the toxic action oi carbi >n mi mi 1 cid d

itivelj slowlj at first. Wnh twentj normal 1

1 1
1

- about one minute's time there is no risk of asphyxia
or of loss "i consciou ness unless the air contains very

hi unts "i carbi in monoxid (In I 1 ench. >

Skin Changes with Lymphogranulomatosis.— llesser gives

an illusti tted ! cription oi the case of a young man with

lymphogranulomatosis and a localized eruption which fol

lowed the track of the lymphatics in certain regions. His

icrographs show a striking resemblance between ihi^

eruption and Kaposi's sarcoid.

The Innervation of the Heart with Pericarditis.—Perman's
findings confirm the inflammator) changes almost

certain to occur in the sufpcricardial nervous apparatus when
the pericardium is diseased. Study of the condition and
functioning of the innervation of the heart during pericarditis

might throw much light on the physiology of the heart if

undertaken early, before much effusion masks conditions.

Ugeskrift for Laeger, Copenhagen
Aug. 14. 1919. 81. No. 33

•Roentgei ["reatmei ol ' r. S N'ordcntnft.—p. 1307.

r Determini Specifii Gravity of Small Amounts ot Urine. II. C.

Hagedorn.—p. 1319.

Roentgen Treatment of Cancer.—Nordentoft has long been

preaching and practicing the treatment of malignant tumors

with a single intensive exposure to the roentgen rays, strik-

ing hard and thoroughly once for all. It is a risky thing, he

says, to apply roentgen treatment when some other physician

has given one or more exposures before. The question then

is whether to leave the patient to die of the cancer or run

the almost equally dangerous risk of roentgen necrosis; in

this latter case there is usually some discredit tor the physi-

cian. He now refuses to treat any patients with brain tumor

who have keen previously rayed. He relates some cases to

show the danger from wasting time on medical measures

with a tumor in the throat or nose, and says that the regional

glands in the neck with a tumor in the pharynx should not he-

operated on without microscopic examination. In one case

described, a girl of 17 had a sarcoma of the femur subside

under roentgen treatment and also a large metastasis in the

temporal region. The primarj focus in the femur flared up

anew but again subsided under roentgen treatment and a

metastasis in the mastoid process retrogressed spontaneously,

'fhe girl is now apparently perfectly well and looks healthy,

but new metastases are liable to develop at any time. (Mir

conceptions of metastasis require revision, he says, as recent

research has demonstrated that metastases occur much
earlier and on a more extensive scale than hitherto deemed

I ible, hut that they are unable to develop as long as the

resisting powers keep at a good level. The spontaneous

retrogression of the tumor in the mastoid process in this case-

justifies the hope that other metastases might undergo the

same fate.

He refers in conclusion to the use of autovaccines, saying

effects of raying a tumor are equivalent to an auto-

vaccination on a large scale, and with much more thorough
than with injection of any possible vaccine.

But no immunization against new attacks results, and this

shows, he says, how futile such vaccines must be in thera

peutics.
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THE ARTIFICIAL FEEDING OF
ATHREPTIC INFANTS *

W. McKIM MARRIOTT, M.D.

ST. LOUIS

The term "athrepsia," as used in this paper, refers

to that well known condition of extreme malnutrition

of infants otherwise known as "marasmus," "infantile

atrophy," or "dekomposition."

PATHOGENESIS OF ATHREPSIA

The essential factors in the pathogenesis of the con-

dition, as determined by recent investigation, are dis-

cussed elsewhere,1 and they need now onl) be n

to briefly. The condition of athrepsia may be con

sid " d as the end result of an insufficient intake or of

e to utilize food in sufficient amount to supply

Hands of the body; in other won!-, a condition

of virtual starvation. In this condition the volume flow

of the blood, that is to say, the amount of blood flowing

through a gi n of the body per minute, is

diminished. This diminished volume flow, it ha

shown, is dependent, in pari at least, on a decreased

olume, seemingly the result of a decreased pro-

tein content of th plasma and consequent inability ol

the blood !o maintain its water content. The i

atrophy of the blond as well as of the rest of the bod

PRINCIPLES "F TREATMENT

The obvious remedy for the condition is food, and

very considerable amounts of food, for the energy

requirement of such infants i> high, and there is the

need for replacing much lust tissue. Many of these

infants will not begin to gain until they bee received

as much as ISO or _'< h ) calorii per kilogram of bod)

tunately the toleran

The intestinal tract and digestive eland- supplied by

phied, poorly circulating blood are functionally

stion and absorption of food is net

poor. LJnabsorbed food remaining in the in

t a weak infant is "gunpowder" which requires

only the proper "match," bacterial or otherwise, to

tti .i cata tro

mted tin n, with the problt m of feed-

ing a large amount of food to an infant who
tinal tract may be incapable of caring foi l

en small

in1 9 of ordinary food.

Um- Si

Annual Session of the American Medii vi

I
n

I. M n

THE INJECTION OF GLUCOSE

Food may, of course, be introduced parenterally, but

this method of administration has definite limitations.

I arbohydrate, in the form of glucose, is the only food

that it is practicable to administer parenterally. Pure
amino acids or fat emulsions are theoretically suitable

for intravenous administration, but are not practical

in the present circumstances. Intravenous injection of

is a valuable and temporary expedient when
Hie need for f 1 is imperative. The few extra calories

introduced in this way occasionally seem to be suffi-

cient to turn the tide in favor of the infant.

Something may be done toward increasing the toler-

ance of the infant for food. This tolerance, of course,

rises as the nutrition and circulation improve, hut it is

1': ible to shorten to a great extenl the period of

repair. This is accomplished by increasing the blood

volume and as a result, the volume flow. This may be
done by blood, transfusions or by the intravenous injec-

tion oi a gum acacia saline mixture.- It is necessar)

to repeat the transfusions or injections at fairly fre-

interval Whether or not these procedures are

carried out, we still have before us the necessity for

providing a food which contains the elements i

to nutrition and which can be fed in large amounts
without causing gastro-intestinal disturbances. Breast
m; I . of course, meets the indication; but breast milk
is not always availalT .

i OF LA( lie ACID MILK

It has been a matter of common experience that

infants suffering from gastro-intestinal disturbances
are able to take larger amounts of milk artificially

soured by lactic acid Organisms than the) -an of sweet
milk. We haw come to regard buttermilk and pro-

tein milk as our chief reliance in the feeding of infants

with gastro-intestinal disturbances. Buttermilk, that

is to say, fat-free lactic acid milk, is low in caloric

value; and although a usi ml food during a period oi

lowered
i not a food on \yhil h an ailuepli.

infant will gain weight consistently. The caloric valui

ion of sugar and starch,

nits from die feeding of such a

mixture have been reported. Protein milk is also a

fi od invaluable for certain purposes, Inn of relatively

low caloric value; and even when enriched b)

addition peciall) well adapted to tht

oi markedly athreptii infant .particular!) those undei
3 months of age, for any length of time.

slight ledimenl
per kilogram >>i body Wi

centrifuged ' ihorl time befon usinf
I

into the sum*
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od for athreptic infants, we deter-

n a lactic acid milk as a basis. There would
m a priori why

or, at any rate all of the fat, should be removed Erom

lactic acid milk. Surely the 2.S per c< i

ted. Buttermilk is

ordinarily fed un infants with

suits, thus demonstrating thai tin i

protein and whey constituents con-

ic milk is not in itself harmful. A certain

i lerated by infant,

;ic acid milk mixture. On this

assumption we have fed undiluted lactic acid mill, con-

taining ' fat Up to the amount contained in

win 'le milk, and have been convinced that the great

v of weak, athreptic infants tolerate extremely

well undiluted whole lactic acid milk in fairly large

fifth of the body weight or more per

For infants under 2 months of age we have usu-

Fed the lactic acid milk somewhat diluted, but the

evidence is not conclusive that such dilution is essential.

,i IN OF C VRBOHYDRATE

Having demonstrated to our satisfaction that whole

lactic acid milk is well tolerated, we cautiously tried

ddition of carbohydrate to the lactic acid milk

in order further to increase the caloric value. The
selected for such a purpose mu-t he one which

not readily undergo fermentation or which, if

le, will be so rapidly absorbed that hut little

ii cur 1 fore absorption. The dex-

are not readily fermentable; they are easily split

glucose by intestinal enzymes hut

rently not more rapidly than the end product can

bed; therefore little fermentable material is

in the intestinal tract at any one time.

Glucose it-elf is absorbed with astonishing rapidity,

has been demonstrated by intestinal loop experi-

ments on animal-. ' »n the other hand, glucose is very

lily fermentable, and for this reason has not b :n

extensively used in infant feeding. Weill and Dufourt*

have fed considerable amounts of glucose to infants

in the attempt to render the stools acid, hut in no case

to do so, presumably because the glucose

a greal deal of fermentation had

products of the action of lactic acid

organism- on glucose are quite innocuous. On the-

rounds, it would seem that if glucose were

in combination with lactic acid milk there would

he a fair chance of its being absorbed before being

attacked by intestinal organisms capable of producing

harmful fermentation products. Experiments m
have shown that in such a mixture the common bac-

terial inhabitants of the intestinal tract are unable to

tlourish. In view of the considerations just mentioned,

it v that a mixture of glucose and dextrin

would be an ideal form of carbohydrate for our pur-

ually present in ordinary mixtures

and dextrin. In moderate amounts it is well

rated by infants.

THE ADVANTAGES OF CORN SYRUP

Commercial "glucose," otherwise known as "corn

syrup," i- a mixture of dextrin, glucose and mal

arbohydrati ' xtrin makes up
- er i ''lit., tin- remainder being mal-

nt., and glucose, 15 per cent.' From its

i
• 2: 65. 1914.

r: J. lndust. and En g in. Chem. 7: 1009. 1916.

composition, such a mixture would seem to be well

adapted for the purpose desired. \n additional advan

tage of com syrup i- that it i- cheap and is obtainable

. here V\ e have added carbohydrate in the foi m
of commercial corn syrup to the whole lactic acid milk

o athreptic infants, and the results were as would

have lie-
i

i d. There was little or no t< n<

to diarrhea, even when as much as In per cent, of

carbohydrate was added. The -took remained firm,

formed and pasty, averaging from one to three a

day. In the case of some infants there seemed to

be almost no limit to the amount of carbohydrate

that could ! to -mh a milk mixture.

Thus we have added a sufficient amount of carbohy-

drate to cause a distinct glycosuria and have continued

the feeding of such large amounts for long periods

of time without there being tin- leasl tendency to diar-

rhea or vomiting, and tins in the case of extremi

weak and emaciated infants, previously suffering from

prolonged diarrhea. Not only has il been possible to

add this form of carbohydrate to whole lactic acid milk

mixtures with impunity, but corn syrup in 5 per cent.

solution may be given almost ad libitum between feed-

ings as a means of supplying further calories.

METHOD OF PREPARATION or I v. i!< veil) MILK
AM) Corn SYRUP MIXT1

Whole milk is sterilized by boiling, cooled to room

temperature, inoculated with a culture of Bulgarian

bacillus or other lactic acid producing organisms, and

incubated over night. A properly prepared whole lactic

acid, milk is thick, creamy and homogeneous. [*00

,i period of incubation or too high a temperature

results in the separation of curds ami whey.

The corn syrup we have used has been an ordin; >

commercial variety. Such a syrup contains from 80
to S3 per cent, of carbohydrate by weight or, as its

specific gravity is high (approximately 1.40), it con-

tains from 110 to 120 per cent, of carbohydrate by

volume. The thick syrup is somewhat difficult to han-

dle and to mix with milk. It is more convenient to pre-

pare a diluted syrup. Mixing 45 volume oi the thick

syrup with 55 volumes of water gives a thin syrup

containing approximately 50 per cent, of carbohydrate.

One hundred c.e. of this bv volume may be Considered

as containing 50 gin. of carbohydrate. Such a thin

syrup is measured in a graduate and added to the

whole lactic acid milk. The mixture should not be

agitated sufficiently to separate the fat as butter. The

mixture is not further sterilized, but is kept in a refrig-

erator until used. As such mixtures are very thick,

a nipple with a large hole must be Used in feeding.

THE FEEDING OF THE MIXTURES

In feeding formulas of the type described, it is

advisable to begin with a mixture of equal parts of

whole lactic acid milk and buttermilk ( fat-free lactic

acid milk) or, in the case of infants convalescing from
> rhea, on buttermilk alone. If such a mixture is

well tolerated, the proportion of whole lactic acid milk

in the mixture is increased until straight whole lactic

acid milk is fed in most instances. The addition of

the syrup is then begun, 3 per cent, of sugar being

added at first; if no diarrhea occurs, the sugar per-

is gradually increased, depending on the

infant's tolerance and on the amount of food nei

to cause a gain in weight. Fairly large amounts of

the corn syrup can often be given to advantage.
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The number of ounces of the milk mixture given at

a feeding should be approximately the same as if breast

milk were fed. We have used four-hour feeding

intervals almost exclusively.

RESULTS OBTAINED

Up to the present time, we have fed the enriched

whole lactic acid milk mixtures to forty infants vary-

ing in age from l 1

L. months to 18 months, the majority
; n't\vppn ?. and 5 months of age, at the time the

feeding was begun. The period of time over which
different infants received the formula varied from
four days to eight v

All of the infants were undernourished—the major-

ity markedly so. About half of those observed had
recently suffered from diarrhea . Four were yphilitie;

fifteen suffered from other infections during the period

they were on the formula. The infections included

pyelitis, otitis media, pertussis and bronchopneumonia.
Little difficulty was experienced in making the

infants take the fond. Some older infants refused the

food at first, but later took it eagerly. There were
mechanical difficulties in feeding two infants with cleft

palates. They did not at first seem able to swallow

well the very thick mixture; later they took it without

i'lty.

The amount of carbohydrate added to whole lactic

a.id nulls varied up to 10 per cent, or over, the total

sugar content up to as high as 15 per cent. The total

added carbohydrate lias been a- high as .> ounces a day.

The amount of added carbohydrate has been greater

in our more recent cases, as we have become convinced
of is relative harmlessness. The result, as far as

ement of the nutritional conditions were con-

cerned, have been distinctly better with the increased

unt of added carbohydrate.

Vomiting, other than the -pitting up of very small

amounts immediately after a feeding, was unusual.

In almost every instance it could be accounted for by

the o nset of an acute infection.^ Two infants with

ited if the food was forced, and one

infant with syphilis of the central nervous system vom-
ited at intervals, This infant also had convulsions

from tinn- to time, and it seemed a reasonable assump-
tion that the vomiting was of central origin.

TIIF. CHARACTERISTIC STOOLS

The characteristic stool of the infants fed on the

mixture described were light brown, formed, and
.ben ma-bed with the spatula. The number

• d from one to three a day. Several infant-

had -;> than normal for a day or two at a

tune. Imt thi unied their usual char

acter without a change in food. Two infant- with

t, one with pyeliti . and on

athreptic infant dying in collapse, developed a diar-

rhea <luring the lasl few hours of life. Aside from
I'liir. only three infant- developed a sufficient

of diarrhea to warrat fi irmula,

and all were returned to the same formula after a

nid did well. Two of the-e had at a previous
time • ii diarrhea while on breast milk.

of the infant la condition at all >ug

i into ation."

THE GAIN IN WEIGHT
A gain in weigh) of the infant- fed on whole lactic

acid milk mixtures began when a sufficient caloric
intake was reached, and generally continued Steadily

for days and weeks, interrupted only by acute infec-

tions. Some infants continued to gain even through
febrile periods. The number of calories required

before an infant would gain weight consistently was
often high. Few infants whose weight was as low

as 50 per cent, of the normal weight for the age gained
on less than 160 calories per kilogram, and many
required 200 calories or more. The gain in weight of

these infants was not due to a process of "water log-

ging." The gain continued over too long a period,

and the flesh was firm and elastic. There was no ten-

dency to edema, and none of the excessive flabbiness

observed in condensed milk babies which one might
expect in infants fed on a high carbohydrate intake.

It might be well to draw attention to the fact that

although the food here described contains a high per-

e of carbohydrate, it is also high in protein and
in fat, the relative proportions not being unlike those
of ordinary milk mixture-. It is essentially a con-

centrated inad. and therein lies its chief advantage.
If an infant can take only a limited number of ounces
at a feeding and only a limited number of feedings in

the twenty-four hours and yet requires a large caloric

intake, the only solution is to give hint a food contain

ing a large number of calories per ounce. The mix-
tures described have a fuel value of from 25 to 30
calories^to^ the ounce, a larger amount than ii> con-

tained in breast milk or in any of the usual milk for-

mula- that could be fed with safety.

i ONCLUSION

We wish to emphasize the fact that we do not con-
sider the type of feeding here described as a panacea
for infants. Whole lactic acid milk enriched with the

carbohydrates of commercial corn syrup is simply a

type of fund that enables one to administer a consider-
able amount of nutriment in an easily assimilable form
to infants needing a huge amount of food but having
an intolerant gastro-intestinal tract. Aside from this,

there are no mysterious virtue- in such a mixture.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Fritz B. Talbot, Bosti n: There is much in Dr. Mar-

i iott*s paper which for th ught. One point he

brought <>ui, which I think bears repetition, i> that children
under weight require mure calories per kilogram of bodj

than the child of normal "r average weight. That is

borne out I >• >t 1 1 in practice and in tin- basal met!

point, however, which he neglected t" state in

read it 1 thought of atrophic children I

have seen, most of whom have subnormal temperatures. If

-uch children are warmed up they frequently commence to
gain weight, if thej g dories. It must he remem-
bered that if the am
point ii '.'.ill not be absorb) -I and diarrhe i n ill n
c 'tir-e. Dr. M ding with another type ol

than what is ordinal i I mi ei\ able thai

the limit of absorption of tin- Mie,ar is higher than thai for

those in ordinarj i

fred 1 M New ^ ork : About one yeai and om
half ago, 1 had an opportunity to feed some children "ii corn

\t licit liiiie. a you km. v.. t In- 1 e v real want
ii in the community, ami thi

a 'if Agriculture, Washingtoi
I would see how coi infants.

I trie. I all. ait twelve infant- ..n milk mixtures
with ihe addition of 5 per cent, corn -u^ar instead of the

ordinary cane sugai

1 month '

ar for a

ul three months, ami th.
j

well. After the wai
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we went bat k to i

used the ordinary cane sugar. It is

. sugar and could I

\ s less than the cane sug

Marriotl i of whether this

If it is absorbed to a greater extent it is

reater value. This can be determined readily

by metal iments.

FKiTii. Philadelphia: I asked the chief

ihysician of the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

several • what diel he would choose if hi

. kind of diet for these marantic babies.

• hesitation he answered, By this I

mean the usual buttermilk mixture ~\v4ih flour and

which is now ' much by physicians, and

will be u ud more because it is such a valuable

p eparation. 1 was very glad, indeed. t*> hear Or. Marriott's

rate my own experience with the lactic acid

milk, and regarding the ability of the child

.; high percentage of carbohydrate. With th<

nary preparation of buttermilk, wl id saccharose,

referred to, the carbohydrate runs up t.> 10 or 11 per cent.,

r even more. I have had

ecnta.se of fat which Dr. Marriott has been using, believing

values of the buttermilk f 1 was tl

amount of butter fat in it. However, experience must be the

teacher in that matter, and Dr. Marriott's observation seems

to show- that the fat after all can be borne better than we

supposed. It will be interesting to test this further. Dr.

about the food preparations containing lactic

re digestible. This has been my own experi-

ence. The fact that it is often difficult to have the parents

prepare buttermilk properly at their homes makes me desir-

ous, in hospital practice, of placing the infants on some other

il.le. We have tried often to get away

fi im the buttermilk mixture by making one of similar com-
.imined milk instead of buttermilk; but

lly we have found it was not tolerated as well. The
thai of the lactic acid content present.

Dr. C. G. Kerley, New York: Dr. Marriott's method of

tic acid milk impressed me very favorably. I have

great deal of lactic acid milk and protein milk but

has followed. I have

usually employed the fat free lactic acid milk or one with a

i in intestinal disorders, under which

c nditions it is extremely valuable. When the diarrhea sub-

ther feeding is instituted. 1 have not been successful

in using lactic acid milk as a general diet in young infants.

I confess I would not have had tl the milk

in quite the strength that Dr. Marriott used it. I will be

much interested in giving this scheme a trial. As regards

t! e carbohydrates, it is quite necessary in feeding very deli-

cate malnutrition infants to give a high f_carbo-

hydrates. 1 usually prescribe the carbohydrate equal to 10

or 12 per cent., this being made up of the sugar that is in

the milk, lactose or maltose and starch. Thin, emaciated

infants, very much under weight, require from sixtj b

five calorie's to the pound. As regards the milk used in

: prefer the evaporated unsweetened product. I

find this much easier of assimilation than fresh cow's milk,

regardless of the way in which it may be handled.

Dr. James Hoyt Kerley, Xew York: Dr. Marriott

undoubtedly has had splendid results with his carbohydrate

feedings in marasmic infants. It seems to me, however, that

the trouble is often caused by the protein. The casein in

milk forms a hard curd, while in mother's mill

a flocculent curd. I have had great success with evaporated

milk, in which the milk has been heated to a high degree,

and the protein molecule was broken into many fine particles,

which do not form the hard curds in the infant's stomach as

i.s the case with cow's milk. An ounce of evaporated milk-

is equal milk, so there

keeping up the caloric value. Dextri-

:d to the evaporated milk mixture

in suitable pr obtain the requisite percentage of

ic acid milk.

Db ii F liii- j, Chicago: 1 have been very much
i in Dr. Mai i iott's i esults, espei iallj as we, loo,

ed in the sugar tolei ance oi atn iphic

Inning the summer of 1915 we used this product in

our stations in feeding about 125 babies with very

\\ e used il as we would usi i nd fl< iur

mixture. Th< :

e food Up

in the homes u a • in li thai impos-

sible to use it. If Dl in show us how il

used in the homes, it certainl} would be a help in our infant

welfare I ms io me. from what he 1:

i our experience, that 'i \ cheap and very

excellent food to use in infant welfan
'l:ii, Boston :

i ln< I impor

tant things in infant feeding is a ding of

i tin- sugars. Often we feed .ill gethei ioo little

being afraid ol producing ugar
fermentation. 1 was, therefore, greatl to hear

Dr, Kerley say that hi from 10 to 12 per cent, in

babii .

i do myself in manj cases. Si ime
i t and I invest igati d iugar m< tabolism in

a baby by gradually increasing the amount oi Ugai in the

in ? to l-i per i enl . and i.e. ping the i

stituents constant. We found that the feeding oi high

1 the nitrogen and salt retention Up to .i '

point ( U per cent, sugar), when the hah.-, developed a diar-

rhea. The way that high carbohydrate works beneficially is

probably by sparing the protein, and l>\ allowing the babj to

Store and retain more nitn gen and probably more salts than

he would on a low carbohydrate diet. I am in the habit

sometimes of feeding my babies on a rather low protein diet,

just enough to cover the nitrogen needs, and supplying most

of the fuel in the form of carbohydrate, usually as a mixture

of dextrimaltose and lactose. Several yi n ago Dr. Dunn
and Dr. Porter worked along tins,- lines al 'In Infant' I

In.

pital in Boston, and they found their babies could tal m
10 to 12 and even 14 per cent, sugar in many cases without

any harm, and with marked gain in weight. I believe that

in constipated babies, especially those with small alkaline,

rather foul stools, we need not be afraid ol eeding high

sugars. The baby must be watched carefully, of course, dur-

ing the high sugar feeding, and if spitting up or diarrhea

,
the sugar must he reduced. The point is, h

that many babies do a great deal better on a high sugar diet

(much higher than is ordinarily given) than on a low or a

in i. Urate amount of sugar, and we should not follow slav-

ishly any set rule as to the maximum sugar that should be

fed to babies.

Dr. Thomas C. Mi (ii avi:, Oakland, Calif.: 1 was very

much interested in Dr. Marriott's paper, because I have been

pondering how we can give more carbohydrate i" certain

children. 1 would like to ask as to the intervals of feeding

he has used in these children, and to put in the form ol a

suggestive question the possibility that perhaps the secrel of

his being able to give these children the large amount ol" fat

that he is able to give them is dependent on the particular

type of mixture he is gi m. It seems to he the whole

success of his si ! ,, in, II- has described his mixturi in

syrup, dextrin, maltose and dextrose. The whole explana-

tion of the success of his scheme is dependent on the com-
position of his mixture.

Dr. W. McKlM Marriott. St. Louis: The point raised

is quite interesting in the light of some of the work we have
been doing. 1 mentioned the fact that ill the pathogenesis of

tin- condition there is a greatly diminished volume of the

flow of the blood sometimes down to as low a. one eighth oi

the normal. A.- the flow is increased by feeding, the subnor-

mal temperatures rise and the infants begin to gain. In the

preparation of these milk mixtures in the home we find the

vacuum bottle convenient 'I he whole null, is boiled, cooled

down to incub rature, inoculated and poured into

the vacuum bottle and left over night. In the morning it is

ior use. As to the feeding intervals, we h. id

four hour intervals, six feedings in twenty-four bonis; none

more frequently than that. With those four hour feeding

intervals we were able to give up to 280 calories per kilo-
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gram, so it was not necessary to feed any more frequently.

I draw attention to the fact also that these mixtures are

quite elastic. One does not have to use the undiluted milk

and add so much carbohydrate. The milk may be diluted,

or the fat diminished. Of course, I realize that children of

this type are likely to develop diarrhea and have to be

watched. We made it a practice in the hospital to have the

stools saved and to have the resident informed if there was

a loose stool, so although we were feeding verj high carbo-

hydrate we felt that if we could stop it at the time one loose

stoc-1 occurred no particular harm would be done.

VACCINOTHERAPY IN ACUTE AND
CHRONIC BACILLARY DYS-

ENTERY *

Chief of the Di>

P. XOLF
iion of Infectious E •1 Army

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

Iii a previous article we gave our observations of

the epidemic of bacillary dysentery of the summer of
1917.

'

In 1918, especially during August and September,
tlie malady reappeared in the Belgian army with

as many cases as in the preceding year. In a total of

something over 500 cases about 20 per cent, were
severe or very serious cases and 80 per cent, were

light or moderately severe <

In the lighter forms we were able to add nothing to

our previous observations either as regards symptom
or bacteriology. For the grave types the

bacteriology was likewise essentially the same. No
more than in 1917 could the most malignant form-- be

attributed to the Shiga bacillus, and the marked pre-

dominance of the Flexner bacillus and Bacillus Y
in 1917 was so much greater in 1918 that in no i

were we able to isolate the Shiga bacillus, and in only

three cases were we abje to obtain agglutination of the

Shiga germ. In all three of these there was also agglu-

tination fit' the Flexner bacillus in high dilutions.

From the s) mptomatologii i ur 100

serious or very grave cases could be divided into two
nearly equal halves, one half being choleraic. These

in which the diarrhea is accompanied by
vomiting, which not only increases the loss of fluid

from the body, but also prevents its restoration by the

ingestion of drinks. In a certain number the vomiting

i early, appearing very shortly after the first

diarrheal evacuations.

CONDITION OF THE PATIENTS ON ADMISSION

'I he greater number of the sick were brought to lis in

an alarming state with weak, rapid pul e, a ti ndency to

cyanosis, coldness of thi and more or less

muscular cramp--. The tn mployed
-1 in nothing from that given in the afore-

mentioned ;m

The administration subcutaneously of from 1 to 2

Onic -aline, together with a fluid diet, plays

the chief role in the treatment. Frequently after

twelve hours the appearance of the

improved, ami in a few days definite cure followed
The same rapid change for the better was observed in

liefnre the Section on Ph»rmacoloj> and 'I

Seventieth Ann

1 Noll. Col ,il

t ire >lc 1917 lu Ft

the cases of 1917. so that we are seriously tempted to

affirm that in the choleraic form of bacillary dysentery

improvement tends to be rapid, provided the dehydra-

tion is combated from the beginning. Perhaps we must

attribute our good result to the fact that, on account of

the fulminating character of the symptoms at the very

outset, the patients of this class came under vigorous

treatment at the earliest moment.

In the other half of the serious cases, there was no

suddenness in the onset, no dehydration, no collapse ;

but the gastro-intestinal disturbances were more resis-

tant. The stools were persistently liquid, mixed with

mucus or abundant mucopus and blood. There may,

in. l^il. be hemorrhage of dangerous magnitude. The

fever does not abate in two or three days, but pers ; -;-

and may last for several weeks, assuming the remittent

or intermittent type. Owing to the fever, the pain.

the intestinal disturbances and the loss of blood, the

patient becomes progressively weaker and more ema

ciated. It is the ulcerative form of bacillary dysentery.

In the fatal cases the patients become veritable skele-

tons before death supervenes. In the less unfavorable

cases, the general condition is not s (l seriousl) affected.

but the intestinal disturbances persist, and the disease

veers toward chronicity, with alternating periods of

relative!- satisfactory health and more or less numerous
recrudescences. As indicated above, this ulcerative

form only rarely follows the choleraic form.

FUTILITY of SPECIFIC SEROTHERAPY

The treatment of ulcerative dysentery gave us only

temporary results so long as we had recourse to the

methods of the books. Specific serotherapy proved

futile. Therefore, because of the inefficacy of the e

methods, we had. toward the end of the epidemic of

1' 17. employed vaccinotherapy in the chronic cases

that remained. When possible to isolate a dysenteric

germ from the intestine, we made and employed an

autogenous vaccine; otherwise we Used a vaccine ol a

i bacillus type made from a gelose culture killed

by heat. At tin's time the vaccine was administered

subcutaneously, in progressively increasing 'loses, the

initial 'lose being usually 10.000. To obtain the desired

result it was necessar) to raise the dose frequently to

- to 1" billion. These large amounts of sterilized

culture are regularly well tolerated, though often

during from twelve to twenty-four hours after the

injection, one observes a little fever, headache and

le, with more frequent and less consistent

stools, sum, nine- sliedn cube, and at the site ol inj&

tion a little infiltration with moderate pain. All these

sequelae SOOn pass away and. as a rule, disturb the

but little I here are. however, exceptions I i

this rule. Thus, one patient. \. de M.. bore every do e

up to 5 million without reaction; but the next do e,

being 10 million, resulted in a marked lighting up of

the disease, with a moderate fever (maximum evening

temperature 38.6 ( .) which persisted for nin

and the reappearance of the diarrhea I up to twelve

liquid to I. A fter thai In wenl

thoul further administration of vaccine. These
ults have been given in our reporl of I

demicof 1917.

VACCINOTHEF MY IN OLD •

In the winter of PM7 1918, wt till wen receiving

cases of chronic dysentery of which the onset dated

back several months or everal wars. We applied
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the same treatment, but with t lii - difference, namely,
that tb was regularly a million germs, and

that tin Ij up to from 5 to

10 billion. The results obtained continued to !>•

..Mi-. In every case the general condition was improved,
•ml the intestinal symptoms steadily decreased, [n the

majority, the cure was complete and definite. \t

times there seemed to be complete euro at the end of

the treatment, but at a later period the syn

returned. In some cases the stools, although i

and only one or two a day and without blood and

mucus, yet remained soft, and there persisted a little

intestinal instability and discomfort. Case 1 is an

instance of this kind

:

I.—A. D., man. aged 32V4, admitted, Jan. 2°, 1918, for

26 had had enteritis for six

months, with diarrhea and mucus and blood in th<

Since then lie liad had frequent slight recurrenci

admission the stools were normal. February 8. all the local

and general symptoms of parotitis had disappeared; yet

he was still in bed and on a diet of milk, rice, bread

and two eggs, he was suddenly attacked with diarrhea.

February 10, he had ten stools in twenty-four hours, witli

I id He became rapidly weak, and

had anorexia and vomiting. The -tool- failed to show a dys-

entery bacillus, but the blood agglutinated Flexner's bacillus

in a 1 : 200 dilution. February 16. the vaccine series v

with 10,000 subcutaneously, and the intestinal hemorrhages

soon ceased, traces of blood being found for the last time.

March 4. after an injection of 300.000 given the day before.

18, the patient had a soft - treatment was

continued. During the month- of April and May he received

several doses of from 3 to 5 billion, and after a dose of 10

billion in June he seemed cured. In November he was seen

again and reported himself well, but with a slight instability

of the intestine.

We should probably have continued the subcu-

taneous method of administration of the vaccin

we not, in other affections, particularly bacteriuria due

to the colon bacillus or the staphylococcus, observed

that the intravenous method of administration was

more efficacious and more rapid in its effects. We
therefore began the administration of the vaccine by

the intravenous route in bacillarv dysentery. Our first

observation is that of Case 2:

2.—P. S., man. aged 26. admitted. July 1. 191

benign grippal pneumonia, had suffered in 1917 from acute

of which he was not completel) cured, and was

tender to pressure over the sigmoid colon. The serum agglu-

tinated the Flexner bacillus in the dilution of 1:300, and the

Shiga bacillus in the dilution of 1 : 50. Bacteriologic examina-

tion of the stools was negative. July S. 12 and 20, but July 25

showed the Flexner bacillus. Since July 6, a series of sub-

cutaneous treatments with Flexner vaccine had been carried

on, and. August 4. an autogenous vaccine in a dose of 1 billion

was employed. August 7, 14 and 17. doses of 10 billion were

given. At this time there was a notable improvement in the

patient and in the -tool, which had frequently contained mucus

and a little blood. But as the stools were not yet quite normal.

a series of intravenous injections was begun, an initial dose of

1 million being given August 17. and the series terminating,

August 25, with a dose of 10 million. The patient was com-

pletely cured, August 31.

The history of this patient furnishes elemen

judgment of the efficacy of intraven totherapy

ntery. The subcutane of from 3 to 5

billion had given him no fever, DUl he had reacted to

ation of tem-

perature to 37.6 C. The intravenous doses of 1, 3 and

t'i million produced no fever. Fever appeared, however
I

,
.i iii! I-. u h of two inii.iN enous doses

of in million,

From the point of view of it- ability to provoke a

febrile reaction, the dose when given by vein was
equivalent to 1,000 times as much as administered

subcutaneously. Bui the complete disappearance of

the intestinal disturbances, which the subcutaneous

doses of 1 () billion had not given, was accomplished
l'\ the intravenous dose ol I

11 million. \- recently

reported by the patient, the cure has remained perma-
nent, ["here were other patients who gave the same

d results.

Tin [NTRAVENOUS METHOD IN' ACUTE
DYSB

These successes induced us to try the intravenous

method in a number of the cases of acute dysentery of

the summer of 1918. We applied the treatment not

only to those with confirmed ulcerative dysentery, but

al ii to all those in whom the course of the disease

made one fear the development of the ulcerative form,

that is to say, in every ease in which, after one week,

a dietetic and drug treatment had not brought about

a cure, or at least promise of a speedy cure.

The doses were given at four day intervals, the

initial dose being regularly 10,000 germs, then 30,000,

then 50.000, then 100,000, etc. In general, the better-

menl of the patient did not long delay. The fever

dropped by lysis, with some recrudescences more or

less marked on the days of the vaccine therapy and

the next day; and the intestinal symptoms improved

coincidently. In many eases of moderate intensity a

fee cure was effected when the dose of 500,000

was reached. Tn the more refractory cases, it was

necessary to push the vaccine up to about 10 million.

In fifty-two cases treated in this way, we had only

two deaths. All the other patients left the hospital

cured, except two whom military necesssity forced us

to semi away too soon. We have no doubt that in these

two cases also the continuation of the treatment would

have resulted in a cure in a relatively -bun time. By

vaccinotherapy we were thus able to avoid the danger-

ous tendency toward chronicity which in 1917 was

produced in a considerable number of our patients.

This last result we considered particularly gratifying.

The complete record of the epidemic of bacillarv

tv of 1918 shows a complete cure, at the late t

in a few week.-' time, in 500 cases, except only two
patients who died, and two who left before the cure

was completed.

Cases 3 and 4 are two further reports of acute dys-

entery treated by intravenous vaccines :

Case 3.—C. B., soldier, aged 27, admitted, Aug. 11. 1919, for

an acute dysen i ;an August 9, bail much colic, and

in twenty-four hours had twenty stools consisting of Mood

and mucus. There were no muscular cramps or vomiting.

-in agglutinated the Flexner bacillus at 1 : 200 and the

I at 1:200. but did nut agglutinate Bacillus Y.

The temperature ranged between 38 tntil August 12,

in spite of a ri i
treatment. By August 23

there were -till eight liquid stools a day. alwaj npo d of

blood and mucus. August 21. an intravenous dose of 30,000

.mi, was given, Alter August 26 the temperature remained

normal, and on that day the patient had two formeil ool .

coated with a little mucus. The dose of vaccim

increased till it reached 10 million germs, September 14 I

that date the stools had a perfect! normal appearance, and

the patient left the hospital cured, September 19,
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Case 4.—C. M., soldier, aged 34, admitted, Aug. 22, 1918,

was taken sick, August 19. with acute dysentery. He had

sixty mucosanguinolent stools in twenty-four hours, and suf-

fered from violent abdominal cramps. There were no muscle

spasms and there was no vomiting. The serum agglutinated

the Flexner bacillus 1 : 300 and the Shiga bacillus 1 :50, but did

not agglutinate Bacillus V. The fever fluctuated between 38

and 39 C. until September 4. dropped -.lowly until it reached

normal, September 13. and then the next day shot up and
continued to rise until September 21, when it was 38.6 C.

This secondary access of fever, may be attributed to vaccina-

tion, which was begun, August 26, in a dosage of 30,000 and
rapidly pushed to the higher amounts. September 15. the

patient received 1 million germs; September 19. 3 million,

and September 23, 5 million. After September 5 the stools

were more fecal in type. From September 14 to 21, they

numbered one or two a day and were formed. They continued

thus until September 26, when the patient was discharged

cured.

CONCLUSIONS

I believe I am justified in concluding from these

observations that vaccinotherapy and more especially

vaccination intravenously is the most effective thera-

peutic method in bacillary dysentery in its chronic
form-, and in the acute forms that show little tendency
toward cure. It appears also that the method is more
efficacious when it is applied early. The intravenous

mute has the advantage that it permits results from
doses one-thousandth the size of the subcutaneous

doses. Xot having had occasion to try this method in

cases of Shiga bacillus dysentery, it is impossible for

me to speak of its utility in this form of dysentery.

In acute dysentery, intravenous vaccinotherapy cures

quickly in cases exhibiting protracted fever and lasting

diarrhea with hemorrhagic and slimy stools, these being

the cases that are refractory to other therapeutic

methods, including serotherapy.

A PROTEST AGAINST THE RECKLESS
EXTRACTION OF TEETH*

WALTER C. ALVAREZ, M.I).

SAN FK.V.N'

Day after day 1 see people who have had half a

dozen or more teeth extracted, Their former physi*

cians had promised them great things; in somi

had even guaranti ed a cure, bul lure they are still suf-

fering and now greatly discouraged. Many have no
chewing surface left, and the remaining teeth are often
so distributed that the only thing to do is to remove
them ami put in plates. To my mind one of ll

de-t features is that, in many of thi n expe-
1 physician might have foretold the unsatisfac-

tory outcome and might have warned the orthi

di ntisl to proceed cautiously and conservatively.

1 hi- arthritis may plainly have been gouty or tuber-
culous, the headachi may have been due to nephritis
or to advanced arteriosclerosis, and the pains in the

shoulder> may have been due to degenerative changes
in the aortic arch. Sometimes 1 have secured the

nograms which were used in deciding which
teeth were to come out and have been unable to find

than on,- .,r two root- which after y
nee I would r.dl infected, In some, downward

projl tions of the antrum had
tn others, it e< mi -1 to me that the

and Dcnt.il Societies. May 5, 1919.

physician, quite oblivious to any possible value of the

teeth to their owner, must have ordered their extrac-

tion simply because he believed it a panacea for most
diseases.

I believe we have lost our heads over this thing and
that the time has come to call a halt. Men have
obtained such beautiful results in some cases by
extracting teeth that some of them are now trying to

explain most diseases on the basis of these focal infec-

tions. In practice, they pull the teeth first, and if the

patient returns unbenefited, they can then look to see

what is the matter with him.

As the enthusiast often regards the conservative as

a man who must be ignorant of the wonderful results

which can be gained by using his methods, 1 wish to

say that since 1911 it has been practically a routine pro-

cedure in my office to roentgenograph all suspicious

teeth, and I have had hundreds extracted. I would
emphasize the fact that I have seen my share of the

miracles described by my radical friends— I, too, have
seen inflamed joints go down over night ; so-called

tuberculous glands disappear as suddenly; headaches
leave Eoi good, and so on; but these things have not

blinded me to the fact that for one miracle I have seen

many failures and disappointments. Mv radical friends

who, from their writings, would seem never to have-

had any failures may perhaps ascribe my unfortunate
results to conservatism and to the choice of poor den
tal surgeons. Although this argument may apply in

regard to those cases in which 1 ordered the extrac-
tions, it can hardly apply to those people who were
"cured" by these same radicals but who, after a period

of relief, are again going the rounds of doctors' offices.

We must recognize these failures
; we must face

them squarely and study them with particular care.

Man3 people are not benefited by the extraction of
teeth no matter how thoroughly it is done, and no good
can come from further refinements of that technic.
In the middle ages if a man died it was because lie had
not been bled enough, or because it had not be< n don,

from the right vein. Today we know that bleeding is

useful in only a few conditions. Similarly, the day
will come when focal infections will nol !» dl

in to explain all ills of the flesh. Seeing that tin

these possibilities of failure, we must lu- more honesl
and conservative with those who put their lues in our
hands. By all means let us continue to look for alve-

olar abscesses but. if w ep the respi
I

confidence of the public, if ,

suits, we must in more careful w hal we promise some
of our patients in return for a toothless mouth. Before
deciding whether any or all of the suspicious teeth an
to come out. tlie physician must look the patient over
from head to foot. If he is young and sound, and if

he has a dangerous arthritis, endocarditis oi

headache for which no other cause can be found, I

beheve we an- justified in insisting on a thi

I of the diseased tissues. When, however, the

patient is old and failing; or when we find high blood
and nephl His, let Us be care-

ful. Focal infections may pei tribute to the
development of these chronii degenerativi di

but 1 feel su r ,. that they are not the only or even the

principal cause, < i ilainlv my experience has been that

al of the teeth will sometimes seem
lo give the patient a new lease of life, the arterii

tinue to harden, the pressure continues to ri

sooner or later tin symptoms return Hence h is thai
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in these cases we should carefully consider all the

(actors involved. If the infected teeth are not service-

able, it they are Loosened, perhaps hanging to wobbly

. or if their crowns arc gone, there need be no

question as to their removal. But if they arc strong

and serviceable, if the areas of rarefaction arc small

and questionable, and particularly if restoration by

bridges will be impossible, let us be frank with the

patient. Let us tell him that the proposed extraction

is more or less of an experiment; that we will not

promise him anything; but if his troubles are annoy-

ing him so much that he wants to leave no stone

unturned in his treatment, he can try it.

It is one thing to order a dozen extractions when a

man lies crippled w i t h an acute or chronic arthritis,

and another to order them because he feels nervous,

has no energy, has indigestion, or has pimples on his

chin. In the first place the patient is desperate, lie is

willing to take any chance to get well and will more

readily forgive mistakes that arise through overzealous

than mistakes arising through lack of

and neglect. In the second case, he is in no mood for

big sacrifices; the treatment, even if successful, may
cause more annoyance than the disease, and the phy-

sician may come in for a great deal of blarrie.

We must be careful, also, what we promise to those

who. in addition to their root abscesses, have other

sources of infection which canno be so easily removed.

I refer particularly to chronic bronchitis, sinusitis,

prostatitis and urinary infections, all of which may
in spite of expert treatment. We may perhaps

have trouble, too. on account of pelvic inflammation

and gallbladder disease.

The radical group of dentists tell us that most of

our failures to cure are due to the fact that we have

not removed all of the diseased tissue from the jaws.

They would like to open up the jaw widely and dis-

sect away the alveolar process until the tooth can

almost drop out of itself. Naturally these men have

a certain amount of right on their side. I, too, have

-een a number of cases in which diseased bone or the

- itself was left by the man who extracted the

teeth. There are some people in whom the roentgen

ray shows a widespread change in the bone around the

ed teeth, and in these cases I think it is probably

advisable to remove enough of the inner or outer plate

-o that the operator can see what he is doing. I feel

sure, however, that in the average case, a good
extractor can remove the abscess, sometimes entire,

tig to the apex of the tooth.

Many of our patients will return still complaining

of their old troubles even when the roentgen ray shows
that the removal of diseased tissue has In en complete.

In some cases the bacteria which may original'

I through the jaws seem to have obtained so firm

a hold on the joints, the heart valves and other tissues

that they will not leave simply because their ol 1 porl

of entry has been closed. In other cases, irreparable

damage has been done and the joints cannot return to

normal even after the disappearance of the infection.

We must remember, moreover, that focal infection is

probably not the only cause of arthritis, and our clin-

udy of this condition will not always begin and

end with the search for pus.

I believe the main reason for our disappointments

is that in many cases the alveolar abscesses seem to

exercise no demonstrable influence on the patient's

health. Time and again I have seen powerful, and

healthy looking men with large alveolar abscesses

which they had carried probably for most of their

lues. They maintained that they had never had .(

headache or a twinge of rheumatism, that, in fact, they

had never needed a physician. When SUCD a man
remains disabled after an injury we often try to

bilitate him by removing the abscesses. Naturally, we
often fad, simply because we take away something
which has never had anything to do with the case. It

n m\ be, si.mi times, that these sacs are as much out-

side the body as is a calcified tuberculous gland in the

lung. When further bacteriologlC work has been done
we may find that some of them are Sterile, the hie

teria having died out just as they do in pus tubes.

Particularly in the case of the smaller areas, the

nei rosis may never have been infectious in origin but

nu\ ha\ e Km produced by the > hemii als used during
the pi eparation of the root canals.

Many of the dentists have become so frightened

over the terrible results which they think must follow

every root infection that they are refusing to fill any
root canals at all. They feel that the risk to life and
health is so great that a man should immediately sacri-

fice every dead tooth in his head. Certainly the thou-

sands of people who for the last thirty or forty years
lii\ been chewing contentedly on dead teeth ( without

signs of root infection) should be grateful that these

radical ideas did not prevail when they were young.

The trouble with many of our dentists today is that

they do not know enough about the wonderful defenses

of the body against bacteria. These defenses are par-

ticularly efficient in the mouth, where, in spite of the

rich flora and llie' continual trauma, wounds heal with

surprising rapidity. Bacteria are constantly getting

through the first line of defense only to be stopped at

the second, and I see no reason why the body cannot

in many cases protect itself perfectly from the activi-

ties of a few invaders which have reached the apex of

a tooth.

CONCLUSION

In view of the fact that the most thorough removal

of focal infections often fails to cure arthritis and
other diseases, let us be more honest and conservative

with our patients. Let us be careful what we promise
them. Let us save serviceable teeth whenever possible.

Vbove all. let us do unto our patients only what we
would have done unto ourselves if their teeth were in

our heads.

177 Post Street.

Conservative Treatment. — Further, in ycrar treatment 1

yrou to be conservative. Don't be "blown about by,

every wind of doctrine": don't take up every new thing which

is brought forward in the way of treatment Private prac-

tice is not the sphere in which to try experiments; new
methods should he tried in hospital, where they can be

tried under exact conditions. Do not conclude that the new
tiling is, necessarily, the right thing. As Clough said,

"'Old things need not he therefore true,'

O brother men. n.ir yet the new,
Ah! Still awhile the old thought retain,

And yet consider it aKain!"

The old treatment has stood the test of time, and has,

probably, in most cases, justified itself up to a point. Be

sure, therefore, that the new is going to be better than the

..lil before you aiL.pt it. There are some men who are for

ever rushing after new gods, after every fresh synthetic

remedy or after vaccines, h>r example, which they apply to

tluir patients with only a partial understanding of tluir

action.— Robert Hutchison, Some General Principles of

Therapeutics, The Practitioner, September, 1919, p. 164.
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THE INTRA-INTESTINAL TUBE TREAT-
MENT OF HOOKWORM INFECTION

JOHN L. KANTOR, Ph.D.. M.D. (New York)
First Lieutenant, M. C. U. S. Army; Gastro-Enterologist, TJ. S. Army

General Hospital No. 14

FORT OGLETHORPE, C,.\.

Since we now know precisely the human habitat of

the hookworm—namely, the first portion of the

jejunum, with extension along the intestine in both

direction- in the severer infections— it follows that

the parasites can be removed with the greatest dis-

patch by a method which would permit of the direct

introduction into this region of a maximum I

trated dose of a drug chosen for this purpo I

believe that this can best be accomplished by means
of the intra-intestinal tube treatment as devised and
carried out by the gastro-intestinal service of tl

pital during the pasl year. Up to the present writing

(June, 1919), more than 250 of these treatments ha\

been administered. The results, which seem to be

)&

'&

2/9

H 9/9

'' II, represent the regii b thi book-
.putlietic "mouth" treat-

ment with tltr drug given in tbl I hour for three

houri. i ilea are arbitrarily repi

n to tin- n^hl of the

I

Utd three

the maximum benefit from two ninths

from six ninths of his dose, an. I na
from the remaining three ninths. In the case of the "tube"

ncy

.

btained by methi

monly used, will be given in detail in a subsequent
statement.

RATIO I 01 i Ml ' i VIMl.NT

Hookworm treatment, as generally practiced in the

army, i the administration of a vermifuge
(nowadays chiefly oil of chenopodium) by mouth, in

capsules. It i- obvious that just these

capsules arc -wallowed, the physician loses control of
tar as the significant factors determining

m enied. | hat i-. then- i- no way
lUSC the III.. the full dose.

or of .any definite part of it for that matter, at the
exact point where it will do the most good. I'

ing on the motility of the digestive tract of the patient

i which \aries widely in normal individuals) and on the

solubility of the capsules selected t" contain the oil,

there is always the possibility that:

1. A considerable portion of the dose may be lost

by the capsules dissolving below the site of the para-

. or,

2. The dose of oil may be too greatly diluted by
secretions if the capsules dissolve above the site of

'ion.

( )n the other hand, it is equally clear that an ideal

"tube" method would have the following theoretical

advantaj

1. The drug would he delivered directly at the

site of infection.

2. The full dose given the patient would be bt

lion.

3. Instead of being given in fractious o\cr a long

period, the dose would be delivered en masse, i

plished quickly, its elimination pushed that much
•doner, and the danger of cumulative toxic absorption

correspondingly lessened.

In the accompanying illustrations an attempt is made
>\ graphically the differences between the two

types of treatment.

DESCRIPTION OK Till- iUB rEI ll.NIC

\fter several modifications tl icedure

[i ipted : The evening before treatment, the patient

l- given a light supper, chiefly rice and milk. There
is no preliminary catharsis. The next morning, at

about 7: 30, the duodenal tube is -wallowed on a fast-

ing stomach and the patient is kept o i lis right side

until the bucket has passed the pylorus.1 The exact

time at which the intestine is enured can be determined

by the accompanying differential t<

DIFFERENTIA] I

Bucket Stomach
i

. Aspiration through
withdraws a clear fluid, seldom

1. generally po

2. If a definite amou:
c.c. » of v. . and th

injection i

ful of air 10 clear the tube the
irt (more than I

ration.
.1. It.j.

borygmi.

yellow, viscid bile, negative to
iper.

!

into the intestine ami bul
amounl i less than one third if

1 b) aspira-
tion.

3. lot

As i as O
water . it e. the

!\ to receive the drug. This i- i

directly with the syringe (preferal.lv of glass, and of

about .'•
l followed by a barrel or

two of air to insure the expulsion of thi

from tlie tube. So far in our work, the drug
chenopodium) ha- most commonlj n in a

ft is qt

sufficiently potent. Work on thi- point is in pro
'm. our e. it need hardly lo- mentiom
in the army should receive appropriate modil
when necessary, for introduction into general medical
practi

1 W Hi, the bucket!
ithin tliri y, until verj
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Following the injection, a period >>i' six minutes is

allowed for the diffusion of the oil throughout the

worm-bearing area. At the expiration of this interval,

2 to 3 ounces of a wanned saturated solution of mag-
nesium sulphate are given transduodenally. Thi

of this flush, which we regard as a very essential part

of the treatment, is to remove the drug quickly from
the mtv highly absorptive small intestine in order thai

undue toxic effects may be avoided. That this is

actually accomplished is indicated by the observation

that the majority of patients have a copious watery
stool containing oil (and sometimes worms) within

half an hour following this procedure. The regularity

with which this sequence follows is one of the most
striking features of the treatment.

It may be stated parenthetically that this flush

method nt control opens the way to the safe use of

drugs in <loscs ordinaril) considered dangerous. \t

different times, we have administered as much as

4 c.c. of "il "t' chenopodium, \2 grains of santonin,

and \2 «m. of oleorosin aspidii without undue dis-

turbance.

After the salts are given, the tube is removed ami
the treatment is complete. In most cases from three

in five stools follow the first. If a sufficient number
do not result, further catharsis may he administered

by mouth. The patient is generally sick during the

treatment, hut by supper time (S p. m.) he is

ready for a light meal, and "feels as good as ever"

the next morning.

\ ILLUSTRATIVE CASE

a. in.. Rehfuss tube swallowed.

10:33, "it '•! chenopodium, .! c.c. per tube.

magnesium sulphate, 90 c.c., warmed, per tube,

in 4J. tube removed.

11 :20, first - 1 . >

. 1 : "il. 68 worms.
12:00, second stool: nil. 56 worms.

p. in., third stool: "il. 4(1 worms.
.' :4S, fourth tool: oil, 19 worms.
4 4' i. fifth Stool : "il. 1-' «

SYSTEMIC EFFECTS "I 'HI- of CHENOPODIUM:
ANALYSIS OF SYMPTOMS

Owing to the precise method of administration

offered by the tube technic and to the fact that the

'rug i- readily absorbed by the duodenal mucous mem-
brane and diffuses very rapidly throughout the entire

body, we have been able to make some interesting

ion on the systemic ("toxic") effects of oil

of chenopodium. Moreover, since we had in our mate-
rial some returned gassed soldiers, as well as several

pneumonia convalescents, we had the opportunity of

collecting some special data concerning the effect of

the drug on the respiratory tract. From this expe-

rience we have gathered the impression that oil of

chenopodium seems to exercise an appreciable selective

ten i i the bod} thai have been

sensitized by previous disease or injury. This peculiar

ibility we have observed in the case of the

respiratory system, a- stated and in the auditory appa-

ratUS an<l in .-car tissues resulting from wounds.
In the average case, the systemic action of oil of

erved regularly within some twenty

minutes after its administration by tube. The patient

then begins to experience the well-known sensation

of "tingling," "numbne s," "burning," and "pins and
' throughout tin- body, particularly in the palms

and sole.s. At about tin -inn- time vertigo may he

complained of and nausea a- well, the latter often

being precipitated b) the removal of the tube. The
pei iod of discomfort seldom exceeds four or five hours.

The technic firsl used
i which was subsequently mod-

ified) called for free preliminary catharsis, a waiting
period of from ten to fifteen (instead of six) minutes
after the injection of the oil, and a copious trans-

duodenal flush of a liter (quart) Or move of plain

water (instead of the 2 to 3 ounces of sal is fmallj rec

ommended). Of the first Kit) patients treated bj this

original method, fifty eight showed no reaction except,

in some cases, a moderate degree of Iiu^Iiiil;. vertigo

and weakness. The remaining patients showed vary-

ing kind- ami degrees of symptoms, Inn in no case
have we SO far tumid evidence of permanent damage.
It v\as in our second series of 100 cases that the

change in technic described above was instituted, forty-

five patients being treated by the simplified method. A
distinct improvement was observed, no less than sixty-!

live patients showing no ill results from the procedure.

A correspondingly better showing is Looked for in a

series consisting entirely of cases treated by the sim-

plified technic finally recommended.

Digestive System. Of the twenty-seven patients

who vomited in the first series of loo case-, the major-

ity did so when the la-t few ounces of water were being
injected through the tithe. In some cases the tube itself

was expelled with the water. ( )n several occasions

from two to ten hookworms were discovered in the

vomitus. In the forty-five cases treated by the pre-

ferred method, the incidence of vomiting was reduced

to only 17 per cent. We found no evidence that the

introduction of oil can he directly "felt" by the duode-
nal mucosa. In fact, at no time was the abdominal
discomfort so frequently mentioned by others a fea-

ture in our own experience. It is my belief thai this

phenomenon is due entirely to ineffectual, delayed or
violent purging, and that it is hest overcome by direct,

transduodenal saline catharsis.

Auditory System.—Associated with the very com-
mon dizziness there is a certain amount of ringing in

the ears. There were eight patients, however, among
our first hundred, in whom the latter symptom was
marked and persisted longer than the day of treat-

ment. By some individuals deafness also was com-
plained of. In three of the eight cases a distinct history

of previous injury or susceptibility was obtained. In

the first patient, the tinnitus persisted in the side that

had been affected by high explosives in France; in the

-eeond there had been a bilateral mastoid operation,

and in the third there was a history of quinin neuritis

of the auditory nerve lasting for one month six

years previously. In the present series the longest dura-

tion of ear symptoms vva- nine days. Objective exam-
ination of the auditory apparatus was negative.

Respiratory Trad.—There were eight cases2 in

which violent, spasmodic, nonproductive coughing fol-

lowed the injection of oil of chenopodium, All but one
of these patients was the subject of an existing or

recent disorder of the respiratory system. There
were three patients convalescent from bronchopneu-

monia, two patients who had been severely gassed in

France, and one patient who had chronic bronchitis.

What is the cause of this phenomenon? That it is not

the result of irritation from the tube itself is deaf

from the fact that whereas the apparatus is retained
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at times for hours, the cough does not commence until

just about ten minutes after the oil injectior.

ilarly it is obvious that the effect is not due to direct

irritation from inhalation of the vapor, because in that

case it would follow instantaneously on the medication.

On the other hand, the onset after ten minutes
best explained by the theory that it take- just about

this length of time for systemic absorption and the

beginning of excretion of the drug through the expired

air. As soon as this oil-laden air reaches the more
sensitive parts of the respiratory b i hi and
trachea) in these susceptible individuals, the

reflex is liberated and persists, presumably, until the

oil excretion ceases or the irritation subsides. We have

observed this paroxysm to continue as long ;.

or ten I

The Skin.—Some degree of palmar tingling is the

rule. Wounds with scar tissue show special -

bility to a persistence of this symptom. Often the

burning subsides in the sound member on the

the treatment, but continues for another twenty-four

hours on the injured side. There was one c

profuse sweating of the hands associated with the

tingling.

us System.—A mild euphoria with g

excitation wa- observed in thre< - ;embles

similar symptoms in alcoholic intoxication. In three

other cases there was a lethargic slate with toxic sleep

and considerable prostration which lasted until the

morning following the treatment. In this condition.

hot coffee enemas were used with good results. The

mained uniformly of good quality. There was
one case of nervous chill following the treatment.

Circulatory System.—Only one instance of circu-

latory d nntered. This occurred in one

of tbe first cases and followed the largest dose that we
have given. Forty minutes after 5 c.c. of oil had been

administered by tube, an increasing general reaction

llowed by a sudden severe collapse with almost

imperceptible pulse and coll perspiration. Active

stimulation with the application of external heat

brought about recovery in a couple of hours. For the

next thirty-six liours there was retention of urine.

Urinary System.—One or two patients compl

of iner> f urination and of pain in the

back. Unfortunately our attempt to study the urine

concentration, the phenolsulphonephthalein excretion,

and the blood urea, proved abortive. Although we
saw no evidence, so far as we went, of n

we are not prepared to say whether this sy

entirely.

SUMMARY
1- The intra-intestinal tube methc

as the method of choice for the cure of hookworm
•i. on tlie ground- that it i- mon

safer and, once the duodenal bucket is in place, quicker,

than tiie methods at present in vogue.

2 I he procedure is simple and consists of the fol-

'
il steps : 1 1/ 1 introduction of du

i injection diura through the
•i of -aline flush to prevent toxic

• "il

3. Th \ic effect- of dro tudied
under the pn treatment
oi chenopodium seems to have a selective action on
tissues sensitized by previous disease or injury.

OBSERYATb >NS OX THE WORK AT
QUEEN'S Hi 'SriTAL IX

EXGLAXD *

GE MORRIS DORRANCE, M.D.

PHILADEI.:

The hospital at Sidcup, England, possessed the
advantage of beautiful situation, being in the country
just out : den. away from all dis

^anization had readied a rare deg
tion when we arrived there, and the members

us with the utmost courtesy,

ut of their way to see that every opportunity
tudy and observation was accorde I

A unique plan was : in the arrangement of
the differeir. The division was
that there were sections under English. Canadian,
Australian and New Zealan This plan
stimulat hy rivalry which assisted materially

in the excellent results obtaii

The record system employed is worthy of mention.
Every case was carefully studied and accurate i

were kept of each patient. All symptoms, examina-
. with photograph

ntiously recorded. By the method used by
Captain Johnson, the n 5idcup, it was

tke duplical ^ram plates of anv
given area. This system was pted by the
American Expeditionary Forces. No attempt was

al or excuse failures. The records were
i all. and the surgeons were frank in di-

iheir mista'

The patients adi the hospital wen
suffering from injuries at least three weeks old. At
tir-t many of them had been operated on previously
at the front, but experience taught the su

and later I had the opportunity and privili

ing with them, that ould have more surgerv
at the front than that il

conservation of tissue, unless the patient could be
rmanently by the -forming the pri-

peration. In the vast majoi -. time
•ue were lost" when the plastic operation was

:ds.

Fracture- of the maxillae were for a time h
at this hospital, but subsequently, with the inci

istk work h these
referred to the Croyden Jaw 1!

Only those in the verj [uiring

plastic work in conjunction with their fractun
• 1.

The rule followed in the treatment of fr:

except in the New Zeala

in the tin.

extremely poor condition, m very
frequently, thus in

Fractures of the lower jaw. with

id teeth behind the fit

difficult t" treat 1"

terior fragment to ride upward and outward; I

come thi- tendency, a -addle inter-

maxillary splint to hold the fi

inward in it- proper position.
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Major Pickrell devised an ingenious method to pre

vent the posterior fragment from riding upward and

outward. He introduced a screw through the zygoma

into the coronoid process, in tliis waj retaining the

it in its normal position After union had

occurred, the screw was removed.

Mr. Collier showed that in fractures of the lower

jaw in the molar region, when bone substance was

lost, he could avoid a graft by extracting the corre-

sponding teeth of the upper jaw, tlm- letting the

or fragment slide forward. IIU results were

lod. < >ne rule we all learned: To obtain union,

;.ll teeth in the line vi fracture must be extracted.

PL VSTIC SI RGERY

In plastic work, this hospital holds an enviable

position; the originality ><i the surgeons, coupled with

their excellent technic, established principles in plastic

surgery which will last forever Major Waldron, of

the Canadian section, was tin- first to use the Ks-er

inlay, that i-. the buried -kin graft. This was later

modified by Colonels (lilies and Newland, so that

instead of introducing the graft from without, it was
inserted from the inside of the mouth.

A later modification for obtaining mucous mem-
brane for the mouth was the introduction of the

:'rcc skin graft. The procedure consisted in incising

the mucous membranes or scar tissue of the mouth

and making a cast with modeling compound of the

cavity thus produced. A Thiersch skin graft was
over this cast of modeling compound, the lat-

ter being held by a dental appliance which had previ-

ously been cemented to the teeth. This method failed

only in exceptional ca ><

Colonel Gilles, the most experienced operator in

the British section, frequently used a double tubed

pedicle flap taken from the scalp or the chest. The
the double pedicle flap is that it can be

a long distance without danger of

th< ]< ming infected, lie insists that the

- in all plastic work, be taken from the area

I tile surface to be cov< red

Cartilage grafts were preferred by all the surgeons

to tree bone grafts in the reconstruction of the nose

and supra-orbital margin. It was found that the free

-raft- often became absorbed. No sutures

were Used through the cartilage to hold it in place.

ious to our arrival, the staff had run through

the entire gamut of methods of nasal construction and

had adopted the Indian method as the one of choice.

using in every instance a layer of skin for the inner

lining. The septum was preferred for nasal support.

In the event of i> ion, one or both of the tur-

binates were (if either or both were avail-

able), and a free cartilage graft was implanted high

up on the forehead, in the area from which the flap

was to be taken.

For the correction of shrunken eye sockets. Major
f.illes implanted cartilage in preference to perform-

ing Mule's operation, in which gold or a glass ball is

used, a- the inlay became part of the tissues and did

not act a- a foreign body. The eyelids were restored

by an epithelium inlay, with ver ults.

Pedicle bone grafts, for example, those of the lower

ic, gave

better results than the free bone gt ee grafts

taken from the rib and tibia periosteum, with a small

amount of bone attached, and known as osteoperi-

ti ! flap wen U ed ;
all gave fairly uniform results.

Practically all the surgeons used catgut for ligatures

and for suturing the tissues, silkworm gut and horse

hair being used to close the skin.

Artificial noses were nol favored because of their

appearance and discomfort, and the necessity o\ COn

-t mi 1 \ changing and tinting them. Practically all the

patients preferred the plastic operations.

The anesthetic used was ether or chloroform, or a

mixture of both. In a large number of instance . the

anesthetic was administered by rectum, ether being

always Used in these cases. Very little local anes-

thesia was used.

sim M ARY

In my experience at Sidcup the things most

impressed on my mind were the system of records,

the care with which the case was studied before oper-

ation, the originality of the operators, and the courtesy

and patience shown to those of us who were fortunate

enough to lie assigned to Ouecn's Hospital for study.

2025 Walnut Street.

ORAL AND PLASTIC SURGERY IN
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OBSERVATIONS OF A CONSULTANT*
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The exigencies of war always distort and change

the ideas and ideals of the civilian soldier, and be is at

once confronted with problems that seem insurmount-

able.- It was a difficult task for him to reconcile his

dominant idea, of serving the wounded soldier to the

best of bis ability, to the existing military conditions

which many times seemed to overshadow his profes-

sional duties; and he was often compelled to sit with

folded hands awaiting the arrival of orders, equip-

ment, supplies, etc.

Consolation must be had from the fact that in a very

short space of lime a movement was successfully "put

over," the magnitude of which he will never fully

realize, and from the consciousness that be was ready

and willing to do his part in the "biggest thing that has

ever happened."

For study and comparison a \ast amount of work
must be done to bring the various data into form which

will permit the deduction of logical conclusions. I

have ventured to classify some of the case records ( the

few of which I have copies) from which, together with

my observations in the hospitals ,,f Orleans, Blois,

Tours, (batcaureaux and Issoudun, I shall endeavor

to make some deductions.

RATE OF FORMATION OF BONE UNION

We will first consider the time elapsing between the

date of injury and the patients' arrival at our base

hospital

:

Of thirty-five cases of fracture of the jaws of varying

degrees uf severity, twenty came into our hands within me
week alter injury. Our treatment of these comprised the

removal of teeth, roots ami foreign bodies from the line of

fracture, the establishment of adequate drainage, and splint-

• R, ad i" fore thi Si i lion on '

'
Annual

I thi American Medical Association, Atlantic City, N. J.,

1919.
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ing or immobilization. Seventeen of these cases were well

ward a bony union, demonstrated clinically and by

the roentgen ray, at the end of twenty-seven days (average).

The three remaining cases of the twenty were very severe,

with extensive loss of hone and much comminution of frag-

ments, and with severe involvement of the soft parts. Satis-

factory progress with hone formation was demonstrated in

120, ninety and sixty days, respectively.

One case seen during the second week after injury was

splinted and a bony union attained within four weeks.

One case seen in the third week had a bony union with

trismus; there was no displacement and no

Under an anesthetic, impressions were taken, splint

structed which wen- cemented in place, and by means of

rubber bands, the jaws forced apart. At the end of seven

days the ild open his jaw's to the fullest

Of three cases -ten in the fourth week, one was ununited,

owing to roots of teeth and sequestrums in the line of frac-

ture, after the removal.of which the fracture healed rapidly

under a splint.

Another, which had healed in malocclusion,

by an artificial denture.

The other ca-e of this group was a fractun

jaw which progressed rapidly after adequate drain.

hed and after it was splinted.

en in the fifth week, one was united in

malocclusion; this was refractured and splinted, after which

it healed rapidly. The three other cases were injuries of

the soft parts.

Three cases seen during the sixth week all healed rapidly

after the removal of dead bone and drainage.

One case seen after ninel • ; rapidly after

the removal of dead bone and splinting.

i Ine ease, seen ISO days after injury, being fractured at the

symphysis, became solid after the wearing of a splint for

four weeks.

One case seen 365 days after injury presented a suppurat-

with a partial bony union: this closed rapidly with

ival if tin' seo >ud bicuspid,

tended into the line of fracture.

These few cases demonstrated the crying need of

immediate reduction of fragments and restoration, as

tar as possible, of the dental occlusion, with the reten-

tion of fragments and with the troth hold in normal
•i by means of -plints (in the upper or lower

jaws, or both, which might, if need ho. ho held in

occlusion by a ren iance.

Displaced fragments may l>o held in pi ce by tem-
porarily wiring thet . oi by circumfet

wiring, or in selected cases, by external pressure. The,

open-bite splint i- at times of

I have seen very few cases of trismus following

injuries unless there were foreign bodies within

ii muscles of masl ii al ion. The mild

neighboring inflammation readily subsided.

>k REMOVAL "I FOREIGN I

In this connection, I might mention the technic of

the removal of f( practiced al

Hospital Xo. 202 h I pi L. II. Graves and
genologists Jones and ' t'Dea. I do nol recall the name
of the method, but it consists of a table beneath which
is a mo ntgen ray tube, the vertical ray of

which is directed upward through the foreign body.
I ho fluoroscope, also adjustable and at right ai

the vertical ray, i- lowered on the part. The move-
ment of the tube marks the t xursion of the bod) on

pe. Blunl artery forceps an- then
on the skin at the supposed depth of tin- foreign body.

I ho tube i- again moved, and if the excursion of the
tip ot the forceps coincides with the excursion of the
foreign body, it i- exactly at that depth. The

are then held to mark the spot on the skin, the headlight

of the operator is turned on. and a buttonhole incision

is made in the skin. The forceps are introdl*

under the fiuoroscope are carried by a boring motion

to the body, which is grasped by the forceps and

extracted directly tin. lor the eye. From one to five

minutes is consumed by the whole operation, and

no mtrtil itiort of the tissues. M
ies wore in this manner removed, with 100

per cent, success.

NERVE INJURIES

I have soon a few patients with injured hyp- '

nerves, hut the injuries were either too near the con-

dyloid foramen or ton near the entrance of the nerve

into the tongue i" permit surgical procedure on thorn.

The same may he said regarding the seventh nerve, as

it was usually severed within the petrous portion of the

temporal hone, or too near its foramen of exit, or too

near it- exit from the parotid gland, so that it was not

iing from a surgical standpoint.

\fter noting the difficulty which a patient with a

severed hypoglossal nerve experiences in eating and

talking, 1 should hesitate very much before utilizing

the hypoj lo sal to repair the facial nerve.

The sliding of the jaw to one side on opening the

mouth, after injuries to the neck of the ramus, seems
aired external pterygoid function,

which may ho the result of muscular or external

•d nerve injury, and usually improves or is

red from entirely. Wo see the same phenome-
times to a mild degree following nerve blocking

of the second and third branches of the trigeminus.

Injury of the third branch of the trigeminus in a

the jaw is the rule rather than the excep-

tion and is negligible.

CHARACTER AND EXTENT OF INJURIES

ubsequenl observation of cases that

even wh tissues,

old not delay in the reduction and fixation of

the remaining bony fragn best possible posi-

tion. This applies also to the periosteum which molds

the bony new growth rather than forms it.

It seems also thai anything more than a verj

M primary repair of tin oft part- is likely to

ho a failure, and that the wide open wound- after

having been freed of all foreign bodies and injured

in hotter than the ones in which

repair ha- been made.

Under constant at E 'r a few days or

i lary closure with a view of limitill

formation may Ik- attempted; hut before attempting

urgery, one should wait until all

in ha- disappeared and until the bacteria and
vhich have been incarcerated within the

-i ar n Ued.

\t tin all f ir-

eign bodies, including detached hone f

tissues injured by the m "id be cleanly dis-

do not retain

their vitality and subsequi n drums
teria.

\\ ide open wound-, oven when I

tiou wa of frequent di

cleared up more quickly than even partiallj

ill ( am 1 I lakin m i illy if

oud- did not communicate with the oral cavity,

: ethod of choii
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Reduction of fractures, imm» bilization and retention

of fragments, together with adequate drainage, esl ib-

lished with the idea of its continuance much I

than in wounds of other parts of the body, were the

aims of the maxillofacial staffs within the intermediate

section, and a suppurating sinus which continued more
than six weeks from the time of injury was an indica-

tion for operation and removal of the usual

tram, after which the suppuration quickly subsid id,

cavities in the hone and overhanging ledges

.. removed.

The retention of hone- forming elements in noin il

position, especially the periosteum with its attached

osteoblasts, even in the presence of suppuration, is very

important. 1 suspect thai many cases with extensive

Id-- of hone substance which were splinted for transit

s, and which ->• med to be cases requiring large

bone-grafts, were found to have bony union by the

time the patients landed, or at least had so far regen-

erated that very small grafts were required.

When the general order came to evacuate all cases,

our aim was to splint them in the best possible occlu-

sion, using splini> which could in an emergency be

quickly released, allowing the patient to open his mouth,

or avoid accident by using an open bite splint.

The general order stopping all operations except in

cases of emergencj prevented our doing many plastic

operations which we were at that time ready to i

The feeding of these patients at times presented

difficulties, but usually the friendly cooperation of head

nurses, cooks and the Red I !ross, enabled us to procure

an abundance of proper food for them. A variety

both in kind and preparation was also provided.

Some few patients came to us with their jaws wired

together, and most of them were in good shape. It

was no doubt the best means at hand, but dangerous.

1 am inclined to think that the better practice would

have been to expedite the transportation of the patient

to the base hospital without any attempt at reduction or

immobilization as the presence of any sort of appliance

i< at times misleading to the surgeon, lie thinks that

as an appliance or wire is about the teeth, the patient

n properly attended to, and may be inclined to

stinate in sending him to the oral surgeon who,

when the patient does come, finds that there has been

union either fibrous or bony, in malposition, and that

reduction on account of the delay is more difficult,

demanding at times a refracture before proper splinting

can be dune.

A TRIBUTE

I must pay tribute to the wonderful spirit, implicit

d confidence of the American soldier; his placid

mental state and fortitude were marvelous.

[here were eight tables in our operating room at

( irleans and when the trains of wounded arrived eight

patients were put on the tables, eight rested on the

:.d as fast as one was taken from an operating

table another was placed on it. This routine was kept

up until the last one was operated on and dressed.

There was never a whimper or complaint from any of

They even assisted when being placed on the

table, and took the anesthetic in the most quiet way

imaginable without a word of remonstrance or sign of

fear, really a phenomenon almost never seen in a

civilian hospital. In the wards also there were no

grouches, and they appreciated to the fullest extent

the efforts of officers and nurses in their behalf. My
hat is off to the doughboy.

rill- BROAD TAPEWORM, DIBOTHRIO-
CEPHALUS LATUS, IX MINNES< >l \

\i \ \I. Kl i ORDS *

WILLIAM A. RILEY, Pn.D.

Chief, Division ' Ecoi . Department "f Agriculture,

Univi rsity "i Minm

U i
-. -.

Cases of infestation of man hv the hroad. m- fish

tapeworm, Dibothriocephalus lotus, have been regarded
as rare in the United States. Nevertheless, Stiles'

states that over thirty cases have been recognized here.

chiefly among foreigners. At least four cases have
been reported since thai lime, and 1 have knowledge
of seven cases from Minnesota which have not been
recorded.

Indeed, I am inclined lo believe that there are sec-

tions of Minnesota in which it is by all odds the com-
monest of the large tapeworms of man. This

i m
true in some of the sections settled largely by Scan-
dinavian, Finnish and Polish immigrants. Cases have
been reported repeatedly as occurring among these

nationalities, but have been regarded as imported.

Such, indeed, most of them clearly are.

In 1906, Dr. W. S. Nickerson 2 reported three cases

that had occurred in the practice of Dr. Owen W.
Parker of Ely, Minn. The patients in two of these

cases were Philanders, hut the most significant fact

was that the third was a child of Finnish parentage,

who was horn in Minnesota and had never been out-

side the state. The father came to this country in

1891. Three years after coming from Finland he
eda tapeworm (Dibothriocephalus?), The infested

child was horn, April 15, 1902, in Ely, Minn. At the

age of 2 years, he ceased to thrive or gain in weight,

became anemic and suffered from abdominal pains.

In August, 1904, his mother noticed segments of tape-

worm in his stools and called the physician, who suc-

cessfully treated him. Up to the time of this report,

the child had remained perfectly well.

The tapeworm expelled measured 7 feet in length

and was a "typical specimen of Dibothriocephalus
latus." The scolex measured 1.75 mm. hy 0.9 mm.

In the words of Dr. Nickerson, "This latter case is

of exceeding importance, since there can he no ques-
tion that the infection occurred in Minnesota, and it,

therefore, demonstrates the fact that the hroad tape-

worm now has a foothold, at least locally, in this

country."

So far as I have been able to learn, Dr. Parker's

ease is the only recorded one of Dibothriocephalus
infestation of man in this country which is not clearly

explicable on the theory that the parasite was an

importation. Indeed, in spite of the apparently clear-

cut nature of the evidence, the general point of view
of medical men is that expressed hy Kopelowitz,8 who
says:

There is very little evidence at present to justify an

assumption that native foci of infection exist in this country.

For this reason it seems desirable to place on record

Iditional cases which have come to my attention

'Published with tin- approval »f the Direct
the Jouri !

r til
1. Stiles, < . W. : It, Osier's Modern Medicine, Ed. .'. Vol. II,

Lea & Febiger, 1917.

kerson, W. S : The Broad Tapeworm in Minm iota, I. \ M V
46: 711 (March 10) 1906.

.1 Kopelowitz, J. C.: Bothriocephalua Latus Infection in Mi . n,

with Report of a Case, J. Missouri M. A. 13:502 (Oct.) 1''!',.
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in the course of some studies on the subject. In both

of these, the available data are very meager, but the

essential fact bearing on the question is clear: In

neither case was there any doubt that the condition

originated in Minnesota.

Case 1.—A Minneapolis boy, aged 8 year*, had bi

fering from gastric trouble. On treatment, a specimen of

Dibothriocephalus, 7 meters long, including the head, was
expelled. It is preserved in '.he collection of I

of Pathology of the University of Minnesota, under the num-
ber 0-17-40-4. hut with only the significant note that ilie

patient was Imrn and had lived for all hi- life in M
Case 2.—A young Chippewa Indian child, on the White

Earth Indian Reservation in Mahnomen County, Minn., is

nd case which lias come to my attention and which
is even more significant than the* hist. Here again many
data which would he of value could n t be ol tained. hut this

much is known: The child had never been away from the

reservation, 'ait was infested bj

treatment more than 3 meters of proglottids were r

Unfortunately the head was not obtained, or at lea

The narrowest neel present meas-

ured 1.5 mm. in breadth. The egg rm agree very

well in measurement with those of the typical I'r

cephalus lulus, measuring from 65 to 70

Such information as is available regarding the firs!

of these cases I owe to I'r. M. Barron of the Depart-

ment nt Pathology of tin- University of Minnesota,
who treated the patient. That regarding the second
case was obtained through the courtesy of Mr. I'. V
Starr, teacher in t lie Indian School at Naytahwausch,
who aided me in confirming reports and who put the

specimen at my disposal. To each of these I wish to

acknowledge my obligation.

An unfortunate misstatement of Nickerson's con-

ic;- gained wide currency, evidently due to

ii the reports by Singer4 (who cites "Nichor-

. and of Kopelowitz,8 1916, who says:

Nichorson has frequent"} found the larvae i

cephalus lulus in fish caught in
I

lii reality. Nickerson was very careful to avoid mak-
ing tin- statement. He doe- state thai:

Larvae of Dibothriocephalus do occur in A;

I have obtained 'In in from fish caught in the Great Lakes;
hut without feeding experiments to rear tin

from tin- larvae, it is impossible to determine the species of

Dibothriocephalus and the probability is in favor
/urruc ' species other than lotus—the

<<l man i italii - mine >.

ntly, Hall and Wig-dor, 5 have described a both

riocephalid tapeworm from a

specimens were collected. As the) di

riocephalus lulus and from related species which have
previously bei orted from the dog, tin- writers

regard tin- spe< ies a- new, and propose for ii the name
<>f Diphyllobothrium ( Dibothriocephalus) americanum.

I >r. W. I., (handler, of the Mi.! cultural

< ollege, has also collected a worm of this genus from
a dog ,,t East Lansing, Mich. The worm when found
was not in condition for study, bm careful measure
ntents of eggs have shown that they average consid
erably -mailer than those of />. latus, being about
'»- by 37 micron-, a- compared with .about 70
micron- for the latter species. I Infortunately, none of

' \ i : 'I
J. A M A t;e.

I. M. C, nd Wi •
.

a \ i.
I mi, fr..m

J A \ etet. M. A. 6:

the strobilae of D . americanum had eggs present, and
it is therefore impossible to state whether Chandler's

specimen should be regarded a- of this species.

Hall and Wigdor call attention to the fact that the

b thriocephalid larvae, or plerocercoids, found by
Nickerson in li.-h from the Great Lake ma) have been

the larvae of their dog tapeworm. "The idea i- of

. as bothriocephalids parasitic in man are com-
monly capable of parasitizing dog-, and vice versa. It

ma) be, herefore, that fish caught in the Great Lakes
and consumed here in Detroit, and elsewhere, are para-

sitized by a plerocerocoid other than that of P. latus

but possibl) less, oi parasitizing man."
I have received a number of complaints of "wormy

1 other fish in the lakes of northern Mil

and in several instances, physicians have stated that

the parasites were tapeworms transmissible to man.
This conclusion obviously was based on a know!

of Dibothriocephalus latus. or of

Nickerson's report. < hi investigation, it wa
that the supposed tapeworms were larval trematodes

1 in the flesh of the fish. In the case of several

small-mouthed black bass, taken from Bass Lake,
Mahnomen County, in early September, there were in

the viscera numerous proteocephalid tapeworm larvae
which have been identified b) Dr. George R. La kite,

as those of Proteocephalus ambloplitis ( Leidy),

However, the possibility that there may occur in this

region bothri larvae other than th

l>. latus, but equally capable of developing in the
human host, is strong. Their development in the dog
;• suggestive, but the question a- to lation to

man can i only by direct experimentation as
unity offers.

1. CYSTICERCUS OF Till- VITREOUS
2 O i \L MULTID H II AK CYSTS

l.\ RELATION WITH THE RETINA
3. ANTERIOR LENTICONUS

A CLINICAL COM MUNICATION *

5CHWEINITZ,

rim aim i .i'hia

MEYER WIENER,
ST. I

1 he clinical observations on which this communica-
tion i- based were made in the < Iphthalmic Sei

United State- Army General Hospital No. M
i Iglethorpe, ; la.

CYSTII i l til'. VITREOUS
\n unmarried woman, a

Ireland, who had been a re-idem of tl
-

I acs for

had always been a health) girl, and with thi

ol II. had ha I no illness. Ten mi nths
prior'to the examination she had noted blurred vision of the

This gradual!) increased and was associated with
earance of white, cloudy masses floating in front of

1 to li'-

apparent, and

bright light.
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n (Julj 14, I
n of the right

eye ».i- 20 20; of the left eye, nil. The palpebral (Usui

equal in width, the muscle rotations nom lit pupil

d promptly to light and in accommodation, ti

«oro dear, the disk slightly reddened in outline, and there

slight pulsation of the inferior retinal vein. A single

cilioretinal arterj was noted on the temporal side. The gen-

eral vascular system was normal and the refraction

pic.

The pupil of the left eye dilated readily, ami there were no

tanges in the iris; but in the lower portion of Desce-

met's membrane were a number of punctate deposits and two

or three n the anteri the lens, indi-

cating previous point- between it and the margin

ris. The vitreous was moderately cloudy, and there

few fixed vitreous opacities in the ani

of this body. From the upper and inner quadrant a gray

is visible, indicating a choroidal infiltration, or per-

haps a retinal detachment. Owing to tl

directly in advance of this area, it was no1

to discern accurately, el. The

lisk was visibl ) vitreous, and

ild l>e differentiated by its color; hut no vessels

were distinguishable.

..nterior in the central field of the vitreous, and well

in advance of the retina of the macular region, there was a

bular mass, light gray, with a slightly darkened cen-

ter. The outline was regular and its border almost trans-

parent. It was translucent toward the center, and it was from

isk diameters in width. From its lower border there

d a tubular extension transversely wrinkled, winch

terminated beyond a slightly constricted neck into a head, on

which two hright dots, and the position of the hooklets, could

he distinguished. Distinct peristaltic movements of the cyst

were visihle and the movements of the protruded head, neck

ten very active. \t times the head was

withdrawn within the sac, very much a- might he the case

with the head and neck of a diminutive turtle.

During a number of observations on the days following the

ry of the cysticercus. the conditions did not materially

change, except that in various movements the observations

could he improved. Thus, sometimes the head was situated

directly downward, sometimes downward and forward, and

sometimes more to the temporal side. Depending evidently on

differences in the density of the vitreous opacities, the walls

of the cyst, particularly those on the temporal side, were more

clearly demonstrable. In short, the movements of the parasite,

to use the language of Saltzmann, presented an everchanging

and int. tacle. Naturally, the diagnosis <

cercus of the vitreous was readily made.

i/ and Laboratory Examinations.—lint patient was a

well-nourished, rather pale girl, who in a few months prior to

her examination had lost weight, and quite recently her appe-

tite had heen impaired and she had suffered somewhat from

nausea. But the general examinations of the heart, lungs and

ere negative, with the exception that one

ated a slight thickening in the region of

the gallbladder, dn repetition, 1
this examina-

tion, the roei to say that

this appearance was of pathologic significance. The urine

showed no pathologic content; the blood count was, red blood

corpuscles, 3,450,000; white blood cells, 5,000; the Was-

sermann test of the blood was negative. An examination of

the stools revealed the presence of ova, but no segments of the

worm. It was supposed that these ova were those of Taenia

saginata, but, as is well known, the eggs of this tapeworm

and those of Taenia solium so closely resemble cacli other

th2t they cannot be distinguished microscopically, and the

ophthalmoscopic appearance of the hooklets leave i

that the ocular intruder was Cysticercus cellulosae (Fig. 1).

Operation.—After keeping the patient under observation

for two weeks, during which there was a manifest increase

in the vitreous density and descemetitis, it was determined to

operate, after the patient had been fully informed as to the

chances of operative success and fail lso fully

informed that if the parasite was not removed the eye was

doomed t" a destructive inflammation, The following opera

tion v' ed by Dr. W iener

:

\n ii made in the conjunctiva with scissors

between the external and inferior rectus muscle, beyond the

ciliary body and parallel with the corneal margin. Next, the

sclera was incised longitudinally with a Graefe Knife, the

being 1 cm. in length, passing through the sclera,

•i
. uid i us exuded. Guided by

phthalmi ope, forcep « W e mi roduo d

opening and the cyst grasped and it-> removal

attempted. This, however, was impossible owing to the fact

that it promptly ruptured, and further efforts were nol made,

closed .-.nil conjunctival sutures and a dry

plied.

fin three days there was no reaction, when pain develi ped

in the eye, lasting for about an hour. A small point of adhe-

sion i" the iii- and the lens in the upper and outer quadrant

overed, hut there was no ciliary injection. The 1ms.

however, was quite milky in appearance. Convalescence pro-

ceeded uneventfully, and four days after operation the patient

was discharged, the eye being free from irritation but the

lens cataractous.

Twentj eight days after operation, the eye suddenly

becami very painful, the conjunctiva was intcn

and there was marked ciliary injection, the iris being dull,

dark, and slightly greenish in hue. The patient was advised

to permit the enucleation of the eye, to which operation she

ed, following this operation there were no complica-

tions, and at the expiration of a proper period an artificial

eye was adjusted, and it was noted that the patient's general

condition began very rapidly to improve.

Dec. 11. 1918, or practically six weeks after the enucleation

of the eye, the patient reported that a hemorrhage had occurred

from the socket. She was immediately examined, and a clot

of blood found at the apex of the orbit. This hemorrhage
was coincident with a menstrual molimen. About 1 ounce
of blood was lost, hut no further hemorrhage occurred. She

gave the history that on one previous occasion menstruation

had been associated with epistaxis. Since this date there has

been no report of any complication.

According to II. B. Ward, 1 three different species of

tapeworm larvae are known to occur in the eye and its

adnexa, namely, those of Taenia solium. Taenia ecchi-

nococcus and the bothriocephalid tapeworms. Of
tht . Cysticercus cellulosae is the most common.

Referring to the frequency of ocular, and especially

of retinal and vitreous involvement, Vosgien's figures,8

quoted by Ward, may be reproduced. Among 807

observations tabulated by Yosgien as recorded for a
definite location. 372 were concerned with the eye, and
of these, 120 of the retina and 112 of the vitreous.

None the less, in individual experiences the cysticercus

is not common. For example, in the often quoted

figures of von Graefe, there were ninety cases in a

total of 80,000 patients with eye diseases.

Extra-ocular cysticercus is of comparatively slight

in portance. The intra-ocular situation of the parasite

may be in the anterior chamber, in the posterior cham-
ber, even in the lens, but naturally, a cysticercus in the

posterior segmenf of the eye, that is, under the retina

and in the vitreous, is the one that presents the greatest

clinical intcn l

v Ward points out, the large number of cases in

which this parasite has been found in the retina is

noteworthy; moreover, such as are recorded as free

in die vitreous body are in the majority of instances

iii; there after tiny have escaped from beneath the

ntina into the vitreous. Indeed, observers have main-

1 Ward, H. B.t Ocular Parasites, American Encyclopedia of

Ophtlialnuilocy, 12:9265. 1918.
2. Voftgicn: I.e cysticcrctis cellulosae chcz l'hommc et les aDimaUX,

Paris, 1911.
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tained that the parasite always makes its first appear-
ance behind the retina, tin- cysticercus having gained
entrance into the vessels of the choroid, and from them
has passed beneath the retina, which it detaches from
the choroid. Von Graefe, however, was of the opinion

that the parasite was able to develop floating in the

vitreous, and Fuchs, as will be recalled, states that the

cysticercus may find its way into a vessel of the retina

or the ciliary body, from which position it may enter

the vitreous directly without a preceding detachment
of the retina.

The natural history, etiology and distribution of the

tapeworm need not be discussed, as they have been

dealt with fully in many articles. Among those easily

accessible are the one by Saltzmann, 3 and in quite

recent times the one by H. B. Ward, 1 already

referred to.

Naturally, the lodgment of a Cysticercus cellulosae,

which is the larval stage of Taenia solium, or pork

tapeworm of man, can exist only where Taenia solium

is found. At one time

this was most frequent in

northern Germany, but

even here, owing to the

improvemenf in meat in-

spection, etc., there has

been a noticeable diminu-
iii in of this form of tape-

worm infection. So far

as we arc aware, Taenia

solium has nol been found

in native Americans, but

only in those who base

emigrated in this country,

anil even so, it is very rare

among them.

In general terms, the

fertilized eggs of tin-

adult tapeworm are dis-

tributed with the feci

the primary host. By
some chance, fur example.

drinking contaminated

water, eating vegetables

which have been grown
in land that has been fer-

tilized with fresh manure.
munity with persons who
worm and whose habits are uncleanly, the infection i

communicated, and the eggs reach the stomach of the

new host, where they are hatched, and tin- embryo,
reaching the intestinal canal, gains access to the sur

rounding tissues, where it may remain or be picked

up b\ the lymph or blood circulation and sent to >

distant portion of the body.
As has already been pointed "in. the passage hit"

mosl frequently through the vessel

uveal tract, but the parasite may also reach the vitreous

through a retinal vessel. After the embryo reaches

its final destination, it develops into a bladder worn),

which, if it is simple, is called a
1

5 stii i ri us, I
| tticercus

cellulosae being the bladder worm, or the Ian
nia solium.

It is stated that it usually rec|uires at least two
months before tin- suckers and hooklets of the adult

form are visible.

3 Saltzmann: The Kntnzn.i of Ihi >i<-s 4. Turnbull: Cincinnati M. Newi I>:.17.1, 1880
of the Eye, ..In.. I b) Norril an 10 I

in- dwelling in el m
are suffering from tape-

It is rare that an intestinal tapeworm and an ocular

cysticercus are coincident, but such coincidence has
been reported. It is also most unusual that more than
cue cysticercus shall be present in the eye; however,
two in one eye have been reported by Alfred Graefe,
and Schobl observed three cysticerci in the same eye.

In our patient, upward and inward there was what
appeared to be a detachment of the retina. It is possi-

ble that this indicated the location of a subretinal

cysticercus. .Must unfortunately, the enucleated eye-

ball was mislaid or lost by some one in the personnel

of the laboratory. < )therwise this point could have
been decided, as well as a report of the pathologic

histology of the globe included.

\\ hen Ward wrote his article on ocular parasites (it

was published in 1918) four cases of cysticerci of the

eye bad been reported in the United States. Two of

these presented only iris involvement, and two occupied

the retinal-vitreous position. 4
It is possible that the

cysticercus in our patient had been subretinal and
escaped into the vitreous;

but certainly when under
i ib: en al ion it was entirely

free in the vitreous and
well in advance of the

central area of the retina,

i Iperath e e xperience
has taught that a sub-

retinal cysticercus is most
easily secured ; next, one

that is fixed in the \ itre

uus; but the chances of

success when the bladder

worm is free in the vitre-

ous are exceedingly slim.

The last named condition

was the case in our pa-

tient, who none the less

was advised to submit to

operative procedure, be-

cause in the absence oi it

the eye is practically sure

iu go on tu a progressive

iridocyclitis with destruc-

of the vitreous. tiun nf the eyeball. ' >cca-

sionally, however, cysti-

cerci may live in the eye from two to four years, and

a few cases are on record in which the residi

the parasite within the globe occupied a much longer

period of time.

CONGENITAL MULTILOCULAB CYSTS IN RELATION
Willi THE RETINA

\ man from the Dental Corps, aged 22, was

of defi ctivi

I
d no evi

dence of constitutional 'liscasc. This defective vi

.it the time of <.iiinn.it!
i

equaled li
' dia were clear, the 'hsU w;is

pale and sharplj outlined, and to its outer side there was a

small cr.

small .in
I

normal in size, color and

In the macular region a large, white, at slightly

greater in diameter than the disk area, was visible. Pro

truding from the upper half of thi area there wa a large

balloon. Its summit was best studied with * I

nsparent
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nnj it c it three fourths of the atrophic macular

ling from the lower temporal clue of this cj

isk diameters there was a narrow, trans-

parent tube carrying two atrophic vessels, ["his tube resem-

bled in appearai a manifest canal of Coquet. The

canal terminated in a wide-spreadir . which was less

an the one in the macular area, and fullj four

It possess* ! the shapi di d cone,

with the base gradually losing itself in the peripheral part oi

the temporal quadrant of the retina. On its superior surface

there were numerous small cysts, or vesicles, and some which

fment. The surface of the mas- was covered with

which were for the most part atrophic. In the lower

quadrant of the field the retina was elevated - diopters.

The entire middle and lower field of the fundus was
' by retinal pigment deposits, unassociated with any

atrophic spots, with tl n of one to the nasal side

of the inferior temporal artery, just below the disk, and two

nounced ones soil farther below. The vision of the

right eve was 20/20, and the eyeground was entirely normal

(Fig. -

Tlic lesions portrayed

in the accompanying
water color are subject

to several explanations,

none of which is entirely

satisfactory. That edema
and degeneration may
result in cysts or cystic

spaces in the retina is

well known, and su< h

tions have often

been found in the ex-

amination of enucli ated

Us, the so-called

Iwanoff cysts back of

the ora serrata being

good examples. That
retinal cyst- form in as-

ion with

tion of the retina of long

standing is also well

known, and it has been
suggested by Leber that

some of the cases of de-

tachment of the retina

clinically recorded were
really instances of cystic

neration. Derby,'
i:t reporting a probable cyst of the retina and noting

that clinical observations in this regard are rare, refers

to Gunn's case of congenital microphthalmos and cyst

of the retina, to Collins' observation of a retinal cyst

which was shown to have developed between the outer

and inner nu< tear layers, and to Thompson's descrip-

tion of a cystic detachment of the retina. One of us

hweinitz8
) has recorded a cyst of the retina in

association with detachment of the retina. It is inter-

that in Derby's, 'I hompson's and de Schwemitz's

cases the cysts partly overhung the disk. Incidentally,

our case does not belong in this category.

Among the many anomalies of, and associated with,

persistent hyaloid artery, 7 various types of cysts, small

and large, have been reported. Rarely, the origin of

:
. Derby: Tr. Am. Ophth. i 2 ! . 1909, 1911.

6. De Schweinitz, G. E. : Diseases of the Eye. Ed. 8. This case was
also reported in the Ophthalmic Section of the College of Physicians,

Philadelphia, but the report was not pub
Persistent Remains of the Fetal Hyaloid Artery, Press

of Robert Clarke & Co.. Cincinnati, 1890.

Congenital multilocular cysts

with quiescent pigmentary ret

this vessel, instead of being the USUal our. i- from a

point more or less distant from the optic disk. For
instance, in Schobl's8 case ii arose 1

' \ disk diameters

down and in from the papilla as a translucenl com
with a broad base, which suggests a cystic process, and

proceeded from the apex in two strands, one ol win. h

ended in the posterior surface of the lens.

In Silcock's case the source was from a macular

coloboma, and the strand reached the posterior part oi

the lens.

I- ii possible thai the balloon like cyst in our case,

from which a cord carrying two vessels passed to the

temporal portion of the retina, terminating in the large

multilocular Cystic area, may be an eccentric vestigial

hyaloid vessel with a bulbous expansion at its origin,

bent over and twisted away from an approach to the

posterior surface of the bus, to be fastened as is por-

trayed in the illustration? Choroiditis, such as we
observed, probably congenital, has been reported in a

number of examples of

persistent hyaloid artery

and its anomalies. We
frankly think this theory

of the appearances in our

patient's eye has little if

anything to commend
it. but it is mentioned

bei hi e of the numei mis

anomalies that have been

reported in connection

with the remnants of a

hyaloid vessel and its

sheath.

I >oubtless the whole
process is best explained

by assuming that in

intra-uterine life there

developed some type of

hemorrhagic retinocho-

roiditis, and that cystic

changes occurred in the

secondary exudative
processes. There seems

no doubt that the bal-

loon-shaped mass is a

cyst, and the large area

in the temporal periphery

of the retina almost cer-

tainly represents a mass
of exudation which elevates the retina (it may have

started in the choroid) and in this elevated retina mul-

tilocular cysts have developed. What the nature of the

underlying mass is we do not pretend to slate,

although in this connection it may be worth while

to refer to a case observed and reported by

de Schweinitz and Shumway 1 " which ophthalmo-

scopically suggested a new growth, a glioma, indeed,

but on examination proved to be a detachment of the

retina, with extensive dropsical cystic degeneration of

the rod and cone visual cells. It may be that the large

area in the temporal part of the retina should be classi-

fied as an example, in limited space, of exudative

retinitis, as described especially by Coats, with cystlike

changes on its surface.

8. School: Systi of Di he Eye, edited by Norris and

Olivi ::: !, i. 9 , PI ite l\ .

9. Silcock: Tr. Ophth, Soc, U. K. 20:1SS, 1

10. De Schweinitz and Shumway: Dropsical Degeneration of the

Rod and Cone Visual Cells of the Retina which I finicall} Simulated
Glioma, Am. J. M. Sc, December, 1901.
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ANTERIOR LENTICONUS

Case 3.—A recruit, aged 20, was referred by the camp
infirmary for examination because of defective vision which

had existed from infancy. It was possible to see him only

once. Vision, right eye was 8/20O; left eye, 10/200. It was not

possible in the brief time at the disposal of the examiners to

ascertain whether any spheric or cylindric combination could

improve vision. Each lens presented a pronounced anterior

cone, which could readily be seen by ordinary daylight, look-

ing through the anterior chamber, especially from the side,

and also when the pupils were dilated. During this dilatation

it was noted that the' lenses were small and slightly hazy.

except in the region of the zonula. Fundus examination by

the indirect method detected no abnormality. The tip of each

cone almost touched the posterior layer of cornea (Fig. 3).

So far as we are aware, only two cases of anterior

lenticonus have been reported, one by Webster, 11 in

which the conicity resembled that of a conical cornea.

Without atropin, the following lenses raised the vision,

which was 15 200, to 20/200.

namely,

o.D.

O. S— Vi Z — 1 10 c axis 135

After atropin. the vision of each

eve was 20/40, the right eye ac-

cepting a + 1/10 and the left

eye a + 1/10 C + 1/24 c. axis

135.

The second case is the one re-

corded by Van der Laan 12 under

the name anterior polar crystal-

conus; the patient, a man aged 23,

the anomaly being said to have

developed -lowly during eight

year-. There was a conical pro-

tuberance of the lens into the

anterior chamber, occasioning

through its center a high grade

myopia, while through the periph-

erj of tin- lens the refraction was
li\ peropic. The rone i- said nol to

have differed in any way from the

ordinary lens substance.

Neither of these reporters, in

the abstracts which we have been
able to consult, undertake- to

give any explanation of this len-

ticular anomaly. As N well known,
examinations of posterior lenti-

conus have usually demonstrated a rupture of tl

tenor capsule, ; 1 1 1 < 1 certainly displacement backward of

the nucleus is a constant feature. Both of these obser-

vations of anterior lenticonus antedate tin- discovery of

ior lenticonus, first made in a human being by

F, Meyer in 1888. Referring to this fact, Louis Dor13

suggests that there may have been an error in observa-

tion, the reporters havinj Sections,

whereby they mi r conicity for an
anterior lenticonus. Dr. Wiener, who examined the

whose brief clinical history has jusl been

reported, i- confident that tin- conicity was an anterior

one. a- stated, so pronou I almost

to the posterior surface of the cornea.

170S Walnut Street—Carlcton Building.

1

1

U I

12. V.in <lcr La.in

:

Jahreab. f. Ophlh. 11:369. 1

13. Dor, Louis, in Encyclopedic francaise d'ophtali '

1908.

Fig.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. F. H. Yerhoeff, Boston : I have seen only one certain

case of intra-ocular cysticercus. Since my opportunity for

seeing rare cases has been unusually great, the condition

must be extremely rare, at least in the vicinity of Boston.

This case was shown to me by Dr. Greenwood. The cyst

was remarkably similar in size and situation to that described

by the essayists. Microscopically, I have examined two
cases. A specimen from one of these, a case of preretinal

cysticercus. was sent to me several years ago by Professor

Fuchs. The other case occurred in the practice of Dr
Marlow who removed the eye and submitted it to me for

examination. This cyst was entirely subretinal, and occur-

ring in a child, led Dr. Marlow naturally enough to make
the diagnosis of glioma retinae. In each of these cases the

cyst was ruptured and a marked chronic inflammatory reac-

tion of essentially the same character had been set up.

There was complete separation of the retina with formation

of cyclitic membranes and formation of cicatricial tissue on
the inner surface of the retina. Surrounding the cysts the

infiltrates and exudates consisted chiefly of plasma cells,

eosinophils, and endothelial phago-
cyte. Pus cells were notably scanty.

In Fuchs' case there was a layer of

fused endothelial leukocytes lining the

external wall of the cyst. In my
case the choroid was markedly in-

filtrated with plasma cells and eosino-

phils but in Fuchs' case it was almost

free from infiltration, due no doubt

in the fact that the cyst was preretinal.

From these cases I should judge that

it is the content of the cysts that causes

the inflammatory reaction, and this

fact no doubt explains the reaction

which followed the operative inter-

terence in the essayists' case. In re-

yard to the case of retinal cysts re-

ported by tin essayists, I may say

that 1 have never seen a similar case.

In fact, so far as I can recall, the only

case of retinal cysts that I have seen

clinically was that reported by Dr.

1 to by the essayists.

I have frequently found retinal cysts,

however, in eyes that have been re-

moved for chronic inflammatory con-

ditions i itei « itl) separation of

the retina, i eem always

to be due to splitting of the retina

in the layer of Henley, that is. to

separation of the neuro-epithelium of

the retina from the nervous pot

ami arc thus in a way. analogous to

les of the cornea or skin.

I found them once in a case of glaucoma secondary to con-

! the eye. This ease was SO unusual that I am
passing around a section from it. The essayists offer

possible explanations for the cysts in their case, but state

that none is satisfactory. The explanation, however, that

me the most

strongly; namely, that ve resulted from a partial

the hyaloid

mal development oi mbryi n that

the case is in any way related to retinitis with massive

exudation seems to me improbable.

ticonus: I recall seeing a

similar i
I am unable to find

the record of it. The essayists wisely refrain from

ing an explanat

is known, but in a discussion suil ' 'eem to

be considered necessary, so that I venture to sue.

lities, first, that the condition is due to p< i

of the conical shape of the embryonic lei • second,

thai jt h ns from the

cornea.

Anterior W-miconus.
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Pk Alexandek Di vm. New \..rk: Apart from the verj

. xtrerne anterior lenticonus, such as the authors

have described, we occasionally see cases in which the con-

dition exists to a moderate degree, nol incompatible with

iair sight. 1 can recall two such cases of moderate,
she anterior lenticonus, both observed in women between 20

f age. In both there was well marked, some-

what irregular corneal astigmatism with the rule and a total

astigmatism against the rule, the latter increasing in the

Ei >m 2.50 D to 6 D in nine years, and in the other

from 4 D to 7 P in over three years, tn both the ophthal-

ired the characteristic, small Central area of

metamorphopsia, shifting with movements of the eye more
rapidly than the Corneal reflex. In both fairly gi

serviceable vis ecured by cylindric glasses. In

both also the c ndition was more marked in the right eye.

Somewhat analogous to the congenital cyst noted by the

authors was the peculiar condition I have elsewhere

1. in which there was an egg shaped pigment bor-

tna of the choroid, to one margin of which was
attached by threads resembling the byssus <<i a mussel a

slender and elongated, very delicate and transparent, appar-

ently tubular hag. which, running straight up in the vitreous,

lay parallel to the retina and about 1 nun. in front of it.

At its upper end this structure tapered off into a point, to

which was attached a hook-like appendage. This peculiar

body differed entirely in appearance, situation, and direc-

tion from a persistent hyaloid artery, nor was it in any way
like a retinitis proliferans. It remained unchanged all the

time the patient was under observation (eight years). The

only other fundus change was a faint, striate atrophy in the

region of the macula, causing a central scotoma, which

reduced the vision of 17/100. It is, perhaps, a fact of some
interest that this patient was rejected for life insurance,

because the examining physician had taken his coloboma ot

the choroid for an albuminuric retinitis. Perhaps also cystic

was the condition which I have reported as occurring in a

child, whose eyes, otherwise normal in appearance, showed

shrunken, rudimentary optic discs, practically complete

absence of the retinal vessels, and at each macula a sharp-

cut round ring, which I took to he the base of a translucent

protrusion of the retina, although I could not actually

demonstrate this, since there were no vessels or markings,

on which the presence of retinal structure over the area

circumscribed by the ring could be predicated.

Dr. Allen Greenwood, Boston: Dr. Verhoeff has asked

me to discuss briefly the case lie mentions, a case which

served early, due to the fact that the cyst was between

the macula and the disk, and when first seen appeared to

lie the size of a grain of rice, and about that shape. It was
nearly round when I saw it. It projected only one or two

r three days later it was down below the

level of the macula, and later it crept up and covered the

entire optic disk. It increased in size until it was al

and "lie half times the size of the disk, and protruded S D
It was easy to see that the eye would be lost by the growth
of this cysticercus. Those of you who have tried to pick

anything off the optic disk with a pair of forceps in one
hand and an ophthalmoscope in the other can realize the

difficulty—I had a pair of double reverse action forceps,

where one blade revolves in the other. By making an inci-

".veen the external and the interior rectus, I brought

the tip of the forceps to a level with the cyst and saw thai

the blades were each side of it. then I closed the forceps

and removed the top of the cyst. Inn

were closed the fluid flowed into the vitreous and I

the top part of the cyst itself. It required two operations

for in the first one the vil m hemorrhage.
I made the puncture with a Graefe knife, but

the hemorrhage I had to wait t re operating a

second time. The patient was fine for about a montl
see finger movements, and the interior of the eye was clear-

ing when she had an intra-ocular hemorrhage, pain for two or

three days, the lens pushed forward, the anterior chamber
was shallow, and the lens became opaque. The eye quieted

down and remains as good as an artificial eye.

is the only case of cysticercus I have eve'r seen.

Dr. V E. Davis, New York: I wish to report brieflj a

ease which came undei mj OWH laic. I kept this gentleman.

aged 57. under observation for a numbei ol years. He died

recently. He suffered from migraine, and always bad poor

vision. The ophthalmometer showed astigmatism with the

rule _' D axis 90 plus 180—right eye, with the rule -' D
axis 75 plus 180 lefi eyi ["hi patient, however, accepted a

strong cylindric glass against the rule, as follows:

R. Y.=20/200 : 20/50 w—5 D=—2.50 cyl. 90° L V.=20/200 :

o 30 w— 1 D=—3 I 75

[aeger 1 from <>" to 15" w 1 1>=—2.50 cyl. 90° Rt.

plus 3 cyl. 165° left.

of the great discrepancy between the astigmatism,

as indicated by the ophthalmometer, and that found on sub-

jective examination, some trouble with the lens was sus

pected, an incipient cataract, perhaps. On examination with

the ophthalmoscope, i pacity of the lens whatever was

found, but a transparent protuberance of a conical shape on

the front surface of the lens of each eye. The corneas weie

perfectly clear, except for a very minute opacity just to the

.niter side of the center of the left. The shadows reflected

from the pupil resembled in a marked degree the shadow-

crescents seen in conical cornea.

Dr. S. D. Risley, Philadelphia: Simply as a matter of

historical interest I thought this might go on record in the

transactions of this section: While making some historical

studies last year, 1 took pains to go over the printed book

in which the cases reported had been kept by the secretary

of the Philadelphia Ophthalmoiogical Society, which was
founded in 1871, and lived three years. During that time a

general surgeon. Dr. Richard Levis, presented to the society

a case in which the cysticercus in great abundance was
found in the orbit under the internal rectus muscle.

Dr. Gkorge E. de Schweinitz, Philadelphia: Operative

uccess in intra-ocular cysticercus depends largely on the

position of the parasite: success has most often been obtained

where it was subretinal. If free in the vitreous the effort

to secure the parasite is most difficult.

Dr. Meyer Wiener, St. Louis: I bad no difficulty in put-

ting the forceps around the part of the cysticercus which I

desired to grasp. I could see it very plainly, and see the

forceps passing around the cyst. 1 had no hemorrhage, but
when I closed the forceps and tried to withdraw it, it was
the same sensation as if you took a pair of forceps and
tried to pick up a piece of jelly. It closed over the cyst

but there was nothing there between the points of the

forceps.

Vaccination Against Typhoid in Spain.— Professor Peset.

director of the Instituto Provincial de Higiene at Valencia,
delivered by request last December an address on this subject

at the Paris Faculte de medecine. His figures show- that

active work has been done in this line in military and civilian

circles in Spain and fine results accomplished. In the army
at Tetuan in 1914. for example, there were no deaths from
typhoid among the 12,000 vaccinated and only _' ol per thou-

sand cases developed. He relates a number of striking

instances showing the protection conferred by the vaccina-
tion: the one or two persons in large families who refused

vaccination were the only ones who contracted typhoid dur-

ing an epidemic, notwithstanding that there was no isolation,

one of the vaccinated even sleeping with the typhoid patient.

At Chestc, there was not a case of typhoid among the 1,200

vaccinated while there were 171 cases among the 4.800 non-
ted. Similar figures are cited from the epidemic at

in 1915, no ca es of typhoid among the 363 vaccinated

and 300 cases among the 7. ''51 nonvaccinated. Ms., from the

epidemic at Torrente in 1917, no cases of typhoid among the

3.330 vaccinated and 407 among the 5,011 nonvaccinated.

Muring 1918 vaccination of the members of the family when-
ever a i .. id developed at any point arrested the

infection before it had a chance to assume epidemic form.

Various types of vaccine are used. His address is repro-

duced in full in the Laboratorio of Barcelona 3:97 (March)
1919.
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THE ACTION OF RADIUM
CATARACTS*

ON

MARTIN COHEN, M.D.
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AND

ISAAC LEVIN, M.D.
Clinical Professor of Cancer Research, University and Bellevue

Hospital Medical College; Chief of the Department of

Cancer Research, Montefiore Home and Hospital

NEW YORK

Until recently there was no agent known that could

in the slightest degree change or influence the natural

course of the development of a cataract from its

period of incipiency to maturity. Surgery had reached

a high degree of perfection and was followed in the

majority of cases by a clinical success which meant
restoration of vision. Surgery, however, does not

influence or change the development of the lenticular

opacification hut simply removes the entire lens.

A great many attempts have been made to influence

the development of cataract by chemical means, hut as

yet without success. In the last decade, however, a

great deal of progress has been reported in radium
therapy as applied to various pathologic conditions,

and the field of usefulness of the biologic action of

radium in the domain of therapeutics is constantly

widening. Furthermore, a great many eye conditions,

such as trachoma, vernal catarrh, and various tumors

of the eyeball and adnexa, have been treated with

radium without in any way impairing the normal

Structure of the eyeball or impairing its function.

One of the writers, who has done some research on
the subject of chemotherapeutics of the cataract with

entirely negative results, raised the question whether
one might not expect that the radioactive substances

may exert an influence on the development of the

cataract. An a priori consideration of the subject

showed the likelihood of such an influence by the

radium rays.

idmitted by the best authorities on the subject,

the capsular epithelium is most probably the starting

point of cataract. Indeed, it is inconceivable that the

,
or the precipitation, as it were, of certain

soluble ingredients within the lens which result in the

formation of the opacifications could take place with

out a change in the structure of the barrier membrane,
which the capsuk is ; ami since the capsule is essentially

a product of cell life, the change in the harrier musl be

due iii the ultimate analysis to an abnormality in either

tructure or the function of these cells.

There is ample biologic and clinical evideno thai

radium produces various and very deep changes in

functions. In tumors and granuloma . thi

action of the rays consists in the inhibition of the pro

liferating capacity of the cell-: in conditions like

exophthalmic goiter, it influences and altei the furo

tions of the cell. It is thus evidenl thai the radium
rays may alter or influence the capsular epithelium in

such a manner as possibly to tender the whole capsuli

meable for the abnormal agents within the gen-
eral circulation or in th which

i entering the lens produce the opacifications;
or else the change in the membrane may consist in its

Annual Session of the American Medi
N. J.. J">

enhanced ability to exosmose certain substances from
the lens, and the lack of the latter may result in forma-
tion of opacities.

A thorough search of the literature showed that there

had been no attempt made by any investigator to

influence cataract with radium, with the exception of

Koster. 1 This investigator applied radium to a great

variety of eye diseases, apparently in a large number
of cases. While he does not state definitely the num-
ber of cases of each disease treated, he reports on over
twenty diseases, and as regards some of these diseases

he distinctly states, "I have treated as many as twenty
or more patients." Among others, he reports on
treatment of cataract, with negative results, but states

that in a case of cataracta caerulea—the star form in

the anterior cortex—the opacities fell to pieces and
disappeared entirely after five sittings of one hour
weekly.

The method of radium therapy employed by Dr.

Koster is not in accord with the modern conception

of the subject. None the less, he apparently obtained

favorable results in certain conditions, and there was
no deleterious effect observed on the retina or on the

other ocular structures. Dr. Koster used a glass tube

filled with radium which he placed, uncovered and
unprotected in any way, directlv to the scleral con-

junctiva. This is a dangerous method, since all of the

soft rays remained unliltered and could irritate and
burn the adjacent tissue. In this connection, it is

remarkable that an amount of radiation which would
have surely caused a burn on the skin did not cause a

burn of the scleral conjunctiva. It must be admitted
that he used much smaller quantities than are employed
at present. The therapeutic results obtained by Koster,

notwithstanding his inadequate methods, the harmless-

ness of the procedure, which was shown by him as

well as by the investigators who treated epitheliomas
of the eyelids, and also the theoretical considerations

mentioned above encouraged us to commence this

investigation.

METHODS EMPLOYED BY THE AUTHORS
The methods employed were very similar to the

technic of deep radium therapy which one of us is

using at present in the treatment oi malignant tumors
and various other condition-, for a clear understand
ing of these methods it is necessai tin here

very briefly certain physical characteristics of radium.
Radium emits alpha ra\

, beta rays, and gamma rays.

The first two act only a- a general caustic on all the
ti-snes found on the ui Fai e to w hich the radium i

applied. The hardest beta, and especially the
|

rays, have a selective action which causi theii effi

cacy in the treatment of deep conditions. The selec-

tivit) •»! the rays consists in the fact that they may
influence pathologic structures while leaving the neigh
boring normal tissues practically intact, ["hese gamma
rays represent only about 1 per cent, of thi

amount of radiations. \\ hen Kost d in his

tube _' iii—. in gamma radiations to do th. work, there
were possibly not enough ofl radiation to injure the

normal tissue; hut, on the other hand, he had onl in

extremely small amount of gamma radiation to do the

actual work. In modern \> twenty and
imes the amount of radium used bj I

d. With the aid ei \ ai iou mi ins which it is

not ne. here, all the irritatin

1. Koikr, cited by A. F. Mattice: Arch. Ophih. 43 1 237, 1914.
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I off and only the selectively acting

gamma rays are utilized. The actual technic consisted
in covering the radium with brass, photographic pap< i

and gauze, and placing it over the closed eyelid. The
distance between the radium substance and the eyelid

in 2 cm. The application usually lasted two

The main difficulties that an investigator encounters
when he attempts to test the efficacy of any measure on
the development of a cataract is the fact that the dis-

frequently very slow in progressing and may
remain stationary for a long period. It is even assumed

e authors that occasionally a cataract may spon
for a time. None the less, it is the

experience oi every ophthalmologist that by far tin-

greater number of senile cataracts follow the usual

course and mature in a period of from six months to

two
J

I

\ statistical analysis of 131 cases reported by Dr.

Nevens of the Liverpool Eye and Ear Infirmary is

very characteristic of the usual experience. Of his

seven, or 5 per cent., matured in less than one

month ; twenty-six, or 20 per cent., matured in a period

of between one and six months ;
thirty, or 23 per cent.,

matured within one year: thirty-five, or 27 per cent.,

matured in two years; nine cases, or 7 per cent., in

three year-: seventeen, or 13 per cent., in between

three and seven year- : and seven cases, or 5 per cent.,

in between twelve and twenty years, thus giving a total

of 75 per cent, that matured within the first two years

and only IS per cent, that took more than three years

in mature.

It is thus clear that in a certain number of consecu-

tive cases selected for study, not less than three fourths

of such cases, in the natural course of events, would

reach maturity within two years, and would conse-

quently have to show a good deal of progression within

the first year.

The material used for the present investigation

d of all the cases of immature cataracts seen

by one of us in his routine clinical and private practice

during the time of the investigation, twenty-four cases

being included.

Twenty patients had senile cataracts of the usual

in the majority of the cases, both eyes were

[, hut only one eye, which was less mature, was
Four cataracts were complicated; one was

due to a retinitis pigmentosa, one to an iridocyclitis,

and in two instances chronic glaucoma was present.

An iridectomy was performed in the latter cases, but

the cataract was not due to any trauma. None of the

patients suffered from true diabetes or nephritis, with

the exception of one who showed sugar, traces of

albumin, and a few hyaline casts. The type, extent

and location of each cataract is noted on the accom-
panying chart.

Three of the patients received applications of

radium for one year ; three for eleven months ; two for

ten mo: ir nun/ months ; six for eight months
;

two for seven months ; three for four months, and three

for three months.

The result of the radium treatment in these cataracts

as regards vision and lens opacification is as follows:

There was a combined improvement in the lenticular

ation and vision in twelve cases; lens opacifica-

tion disappeared in one case without improvement in

vision; opacification diminished in five cases with sta-

tionary vision (in one case vision decreased) ; opaci-

fication was stationary bul vision improved in three

cases : both \ ision and opacification remained stationai
j

in three cases. In a word, twenty one cases, or S7.5

pei cent., showed some improvement.
I In- method of procedure in the examination of

these cases consisted of the usual methodical examina-
tion of the eye, including also an examination of the

urine, and physical and blond examinations when
deemed essential.

I he examination of the visual acuity and the draw

ings of the lenticular opacities required especial atten-

tion in several details, as follows: The illumination of

the room and the test charts was of the same charai tel

at each examination. Several corresponding letters,

numbers, and illiterate charts were used. After the

results of tin- visual acuity test, functional test, and
the refraction were determined and recorded in each
case, the pupils were dilataled with a 1 per cent,

homatropin solution for the purpose of examining the

details of the fundus and also for a detailed drawing
of the opacification. A combined focal examination
was made of the lenticular opacity, namely, with a

condensing lens and a corneal loop, and then a drawing
of this opacity was recorded. The cataract was next

observed with the Loring ophthalmoscope through its

aperture, the patient always fixing a definite object in

space, in order to procure a good view of the entire

opacification, and a drawing of it was made. A
20-diopler lens was then inserted in the aperture of

the ophthalmoscope for a drawing of the finer details

of the lens opacification. In order that the latter

examination should be accurate, a distinct fixed

opacity of the lens was noted at a definite angle with

a strong convex lens in the ophthalmoscope. Then
another drawing was made of the opacification ;

this

drawing also served as a guide for future examinations,

binally a drawing was made of the fundus details with

the aid of a Loring ophthalmoscope. In a certain num
ber of cases an electric ophthalmoscope was necessary

to view the fundus, as the opacity was very dense.

Four drawings were made of each case before radium

was applied, and subsequent drawings were made at

slated intervals.

The chart presents graphically the type of the cata

ract, the extent of the opacification, the length of time

during which the treatment was continued, the number
of treatments given, and the results obtained, so that

it is hardly necessary to give in the text a detailed his-

tory of each individual case. Therefore only some of

the cases which presenl salient features will be dis-

CUSSed in greater detail.

REPORT OF CASES

Case 1.

—

Senile Cataract.— Examination before the appli-

cation of radium gave the following results: The patient

was able to count fingers at 1 foot. With focal examination

the lens had a diffuse grayish appearance; with the ophthal-

moscope a faint fundus reflex was obtained through the

periphery of the lens. Five days alter treatment began the

patient could count fingers at 3 feet; ophthalmoscopic exami-

nation of the lens showed it to have a diffuse grayish aspect.

while from its periphery a large fundus reflex was visible.

Seven days after the beginning of treatment the patient could

count fingers at 4 feet; oblique examination showed the lens

to he of a grayish color, having a few whitish dots and small

striae scattered near the central area ; the ophthalmoscope

revealed a much larger fundus reflex, with distinct sector

striations radiating from the periphery of the lens. The
improvement obtained remains to date, and consequently there

has been no progression of the disease during a period of ten

months. It is of particular interest to note that in this case
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the vision today, ten months after the beginning of radium
application, is better than before the radium treatment began;
furthermore, a nearly complete fundus reflex is now obtain-
able, whereas before the application of the radium only at a
narrow rim around the periphery was a faint reddish reflex

transmitted from the fundus.

Case 3.

—

Complicated Cataract (Retinitis Pigmentosa).—
The patient gave a history of syphilitic infection occurring
seventeen years previously. He received antisyphilitic treat-

ment for several years, but had had none for two years before

coming under our observation. The Wassermann blood reac-

tion was positive. Disturbance in vision was first noticed
thirteen years before; the vision gradually deteriorated,

regardless of frequent syphilitic treatment. The first exami-
nation was made on May 19, 1918. The vision of the right

eye was 20/200; with the left eye the patient counted fingers

at 3Vi feet. The field was markedly contracted concentri-

cally ; the fundus details, though cloudy, showed the typical

picture of the disease. Ophthalmoscopic examination of the

lens and fundus showed a distinct fundus reflex, which
allowed the lenticular opacifications to be studied; they con-
tisted of anterior and posterior cortical opacifications; the

anterior had a sector arrangement, the posterior was curvi-

linear, and in between these opacifications a fine granular
appearance was seen with here and there evidences of small

globules or vacuoles. One week after the beginning of the

radium application the left eye was examined, and i

Hid was as follows: Vision equaled counting lingers at

7 feet. The fundus details were more clearly seen, the stria-

tions were less apparent, and the vacuoles or fine globules

were more evident. No change was noticed in the papilla

or in the retinal pigment. Nine days later the examination
showed the vision to be 20/200. Ophthalmoscopic examina-
tion of the lens showed a larger area free from opacification;

there were fewer striae, and the fine globules were more
evident. Twenty-six days after the beginning of treatment

the vision was 20/100—1 ; ophthalmoscopic examination
showed more of the fundus, the striae were finer and appeared
more tortuous, and the opacifications showed a distinct

sector-like arrangement. Apparently the vacuoles were less

numerous than at the previous examination (later they

gradually disappeared entirely). This objective appearance
remained stationary, but the vision improved to 20/70, Jan. 9,

1919, and has so continued to date. While this cataract is

not a purely senile one, the pathologic condition in this lens

is probably identical with that found in senile cataract. If

the lenticular opacity were due to the syphilitic infection, one
would have expected some improvement from the anti-

syphilitic treatment; but despite such treatment the

deteriorated until radium applications were instituted, after

which the lenticular opacification diminished and the vision

improved.

Case 6.

—

Senile Cataract.—The patient's left eye had been
under observation for the previous eleven months. Examina-
tion before radium was applied showed the vision to be 20/30.

Lens examination with the ophthalmoscope showed mainly
'."pacification. The fundus was normal.

Radium was fit June 20, 1918, and has bei

tinued uninterruptedly to date. The lenticular opacity and
iproved. Nov. 12, 1918, ophthalmoscopic

Hire gave a faint shadow of the
opacification, which had formerly been very evident with this

Detailed study of the lens indicated that the

fication was less dense than before, owing to the disappear-
some of the striae and of some of the finer granules

which bordered the larger opacifications. The vision was
20/15, and tin- fundus remained unaltered. This case repre-

sents a diminution in the opacification of the lei

vision, which was useful at the beginning of the application,
ts tn ,v practically normal, and has been in this condition for

ten months. A point of especial interest in this case
is that the right eye. which had a matured cataract when
first observed. : ral applications of radium during

month. It was then . ithout any technical
difficulties, and a very good functional result ;

}i the patient, who is a baker, claims that he could do his

work better before, when he had one blind eye and the other

with a vision of 20/30 than he can today when the right eye
is aphacic and the left has a vision of 20/15.

Case 7.

—

Senile Cataract.—The patient has been under
observation for the past ten months. The first examination
was made, July 11, 1918. The vision at that time was 20/100.

The lenticular examination showed three prominent radial

sectors and peripheral curvilinear opacifications. Between
these striae a moderate amount of opacification was apparent.
The vision gradually improved under radium treatment,

being 20/30, Sept. 9, 1918; but the opacifications, which had
remained unaltered to this date, did not disappear until

March 12, 1919, when a redder fundus reflex was distinctly

i in this area. The important point in connection
with this case is the fact that whereas the improvement in

vision began a few weeks after the first application of radium,
the diminution in the opacification did not appear until eight

months after the beginning of the treatment, indicating that
the action of radium may be continuous and cumulative in

cataracts as well as in malignant tumors. In this case also
the other eye, with a mature cataract, was treated before
extraction. No technical difficulties were encountered during
operation, and a good functional result was obtained.

Cask IS.

—

Senile Cataract.—The vision was 20/30; hyper-
metropia, 0.75; corrected to 20/20. Lenticular exai

showed a broad peripheral curvilinear opacity. The
was normal. The patient complained mainly of floating opaci-

ties in the vitreous, which were muscae volitantes. The first

radium application was given, Sept. 26, 1918. March 18, 1919.

the vision was 20/15. The lenticular opacity was less dense
and defined, while the floating opacities had entirely disap-
peared. After treatment it is common for these patients to

observe that these muscae volitantes have disappeared.

Case 17.

—

Smile Cataract.—The urine examination showed
ilbumin and granular casts. The patient could count

fingers at 6 feet. The lenticular opacity consisted of an
extensive opacification of varying density. The fundus exam-
ination showed a blurred disk margin. Radium was applied,
Dec. 27, 1918. Feb. 22. 1919. the vision was 20/70. The len-
ticular opacity becami in its central area and also
on its nasal aspect. March 23, 1919, the vision was 20/50;
the lens condition and the fundus were not altered. In view
of the striking improvement in vision, and by anal.

-i i- quite likely thai in the next Few months the
opacification in this case will show further diminution.

Case 18.—Senile Cataract.—Dec. 25. 1918, the patient's vision
was 20/40+1. The lenticular opacity consisted of numerous
small granules in the anterior cortex. The fundus showed a
few grayish spots on the nasal side of the disk, of \

origin. Feb. 20/1919. the vision and fundus were ui

but the granules were distinctly less numerous. February 27,

after repeated examinations, the small granules could not be
seen. The vision and fundus were unchanged. The impor-
tance of this lies in the fact that the disappearance of the
small granules after two m indicates that
an early small cataractous formation may be
radium.

COMMENT
It is extremely difficult to obtain a corr

of changes occurring in the course of the d
of a pathologic process which is so extremely chronic
and pr< ually is. \
it appears i" us that some of the phenomi i

triking and characteristic of the induct
ium ravs on the processes that it is im|

: them as u

< If tin twenty four cast - studied, in ^7.5 pi i

ii plaee some change for tin better. As
a rule, this improvement occurred in tl

weeks of treatment. After thai, the condition u

remained stationary during the peril

must 1»- ut i

condition which remained stationary, and in no
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e within die 87.5 per oent. did the lenticular

opacific grade to the original condition as

found before the initiation of the radium treatment.

In studying the changes which b in the

treated cataracts, three phenomena, depending in these

• on the function of tto i u • lens, were

red: namely, the vision, the appearance of the

lens, and the visibility. By vision, was meant the

amount of visual perception obtained by the patient

ractous lens; by the appearance of

the lens, was indicated the amount and character of

.1 in the lens OH an examination by

the aid of transmitted light and by local illumination;

by visibility, was meant the ability of the ophth

Ogist to perceive a more or less clear image of the

- of the fundus through the cataractous lens.

A study of the results shows that in a certain num-

ber of cases hoth the vision and the amount of opacifi-

cation were definitely improved : in a second group of

cases the opacifications diminished, but there was no

iment in vision: in a third group, the vision

roved, while there was no change ohserved in

the amount of opacification. In a few cases of this

i impression was gained that a brighter fundus

reflex was obtained after treatment.

Jt is self-evident that the patients in the first group

were improved. It is also easy to understand that an

improved or diminished lenticular opacity may not be

accompanied by any improvement in vision. The
amount of vision which a cataract patient possesses

depends more on the location of the opaque area within

the lens than on the extent of the opacification. Striae,

sectors, and large granules situated in the peripheral

region may not impair the vision at all ; while a smaller

area of opacity situated in the center of the lens may
very markedly affect the vision though not a great

deal of the lens is involved. It is thus possible that

certain striae or granules may diminish in size or com-

pletely disappear without in any way improving the

vision. The greater objection may be raised that both

the improvement in vision and the brighter fundus

reflex are characteristics of too subjective a nature to

be considered as clinical improvements without the

supporting evidence of a change in the objective find-

ings in the lens opacification ; none the less, it must

be granted that it is quite conceivable physiologically

that both the vision may be improved and the fundus

may appear brighter, and still no objective change in

the picture of the lenticular opacification be noted.

If for the purpose of our discussion we regard a

normal lens as analogous optically to a transparent

fluid, then we may consider a diffuse lenticular opacifi-

cation as analogous to an opaque emulsion consisting

of minute granules evenly distributed in a transparent

fluid. When the number of these granules is very

great, or in other words the diffuse opacification is very

dense, then no red fundus reflex can be obtained ;

when the number of granules is less or the diffuse

opacification is not so dense, then we observe a faint

reddish reflex from the fundus. Furthermore, when

an objective finding has shown that such a red fundus

reflex has become brighter, such a phenomenon can

only have been caused by the disappearance of a cer-

tain number of the minute granules from the

lens. That these minute granules may disappear under

the influence of radium is evident from the fact that

in a certain number of our cases much larger granules

disappeared under treat I

I his diminution of the quantity of the granules must
wed by both a brighter fundus reflex and some

improvement in the vision of the patient.

\\ e therefore maintain that while the best results

were obtained in tl in which there appeared
an improvement in all the three phenomena d h ribed,

we must also consider as improved clinically those

cases in which there was direct improvement only in

vision or in visibility. On the basis of such calculation

there were in all twenty one cases improved.

These twenty-one cases, or 87.5 per cent., re]

such a high percentage of the eases treated thai it is

impossible to consider the result a mere coincidence.

Furthermore, with the exception of one case, it was
possible to maintain this diminution of the opacifica-

tion as well as the improvement in vision and visibility

during the period of observation, which was in every

case not less than a few months, and in view of the

fact that the majority of cataracts mature within a

period of two years, most of the cataracts treated

should have shown a certain amount of progression.

The time of observation is too short to determine

whether this initial improvement can be maintained

under treatment at stated interval-, or whether sooner

or later the radiation will cease to he effective and the

cataracts go on to maturation; but the results thus far

obtained are very striking.

The biologic phenomenon that the course of devel-

opment of a cataract may be, temporarily, at least,

altered or inhibited by the action of the rays is fairly

well established by this study. Furthermore, this

investigation leaves no doubt as to the harmlessness of

this agent. In order to establish the fact that any

amount of the most intensive radiations leaves

untouched the other structures of the eye outside of the

lens, many of the patients were given longer and more
frequent applications of radium than were actually

needed. Moreover, in the beginning of the study larger

quantities of radium were employed than are being

used at present, and still there was no ill effect.

It is of importance to add here that five cases of

matured cataract were also treated with large amounts
of radium in order to ascertain whether a preoperative

radiation would interfere in any way with the technic

or the functional results of a subsequent operation.

These patients were then operatd on. No difficulties

were encountered in the course of the operations, and
the postoperative results were as favorable as the

results in the nontreated eyes.

We therefore submit that, since there is no other

agent in the therapeutic armamentarium wdiich can

influence the development of cataract in any degree

at all ; since surgery at its best leaves an aphacic eye

which for practical purposes is frequently less satis-

factory than the partial vision of a patient with an

immature cataract; in view of the further fact that it

is absolutely established that radium does no injury

to the eye and does produce some, if ever so slight,

biologic alteration in the lens, it is imperative that these

clinical investigations of radium therapy in cataracts

be continued by competent investigators, the subse-

quent results checked, and a definite conclusion

reached.
SUMMARY

1. The application of radium to the eye is harmless.

2. There is diminution of lenticular opacifications

under the influence of radium.
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3. Should a cataractous lens become matured subse-

quent to radium treatment and should then an opera-

tion be required, no difficulties will present themselves.

4. It is therefore advisable to submit a sufficiently

large number of immature cataracts with useful vision

to a proper course of radium treatment so that a cor-

rect estimate of the value of the method may be
obtained.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION

Dr. Isaac Levin, New York: I am merely a radium

therapeutist, and it is not for me to pass judgment on the

clinical results. In fact, I will take it for granted, for the

sake of argument, that we have thus far shown nothing, and

that I stand today exactly where I did one year ago when
Dr. Cohen asked me whether it is permissible or advisable

to try radium in cataracts. When a new agency in therapy

is applied to the human organism, the first requisite is "do

not dare to do any injury." That must be borne in mind.

I want you to understand that radium application, in the

quantity, quality and dosage as used today in therapy of

malignant diseases, does not injure any normal tissues of

the organism with the exception of the epithelium of the

skin, of the leukocytes, of the spermatozoa and the graafian

follicles. All other tissues of the body resist the rays and

are not injured by it. Nerve tissue, ganglion cells of the

brain and the structures of the eye. are the most resistant

tissues to the action of the rays. There is ample evidence

in the literature as well as in my own work, that the largest

amounts of radium employed in therapy do not destroy or

injure normal tissues of the eye. I shall cite a case to

illustrate this contention. I have a patient at the Montefiore

Hospital who is suffering from sarcoma of the right upper

jaw and the antrum. For the last year large d

roentgen ray and radium were applied. The radium tubes

were buried in the tumor, right near the orbit. The bone of

the floor of the orbit is destroyed by the tumor so that the

radium tube was lying for twenty hours at a time on several

occasions right under the right eye. The roentgen rays

were applied in the mouth also close to the eye. The eye

remains absolutely normal now after one year of treatment.

Thus intensive radiations correctly applied do not injure

the eye. The next question is, how does the radium alfect

the lens? There is ample experimental evidence that it does

not injure a normal lens. What may its influence be on a

cataractous lens? We maintain that radium arrests the

development of the cataract, and consequently has a bene-

ficial influence on the condition. But even it further inves-

tigation should show that it has no such effect on a number
of cases, it still does not injure the remainder of the organ.

Therefore, the radium application in incipient cataracts

il lyed for a number of years and thus a true

estimate of the method obtained.

Dr. Allen i
I

•
Ilowing out a line of treatment which 1 have

nve work in es t" a

degree. In my e i nses showing a few

and in are little affected and develop slowly;

this is true also of nucleai curring in the highly

: whii !i. besidi

clouds or tme granular ^p"N throughout the lenses,

which arc the 1,^1 majority of cases that interfere with

a hopeful prognosis and at •rue institute

tin- following treatment: One i" r cent, solution of dionin

(ethylmorphin hydrochlorid) i^ dropped into tin-

eye three nights out of each week, and after a few months
three nights out oi every other week. It is well known that

• nuous use of dionin will be of little value, but used
••. this drug, which is the one wl markedly
the lymph circulation and hence the capillary cir-

culation, exerts a decided it the nutrition

i this improvement in cir-

culation will frequently dissipate lenticular opacities and
retard their future development

Dr. E. L. Jones, Cumberland, Md. : Some time ago I pub-
lished a pamphlet on "The Usefulness of Dionin in Early
Senile Cataract," and another one on the arrest of cataract

in its early stages. I have used this treatment for more
than ten years and I have a number of patients whose vision

after a lapse of ten, eight, and six years, still continues to

show improvement, and it was brought about through treat-

ment of this character in the early stages of the disease. It

is of little use in the later stages. In cases of reading vision,

a few doses of dionin will clear up the dust formation or
mist; but while the cataract will clear up the spicula remain.
The cataract is like a thicket, with leaves on the twigs and
branches in the summer time ; and after the summer, the

leaves fall off and the twigs and branches remain. That is

comparable to the spicula. I use dionin with mercuric
cyanid, and it works well in a majority of cases.

Dr. John E. Weeks, New York : We all recognize that

cataract is due to an interference with the nutrition of the

crystalline lens. The epithelium of the anterior portion of

the capsule is defective, as shown by Hess. There is the

development of granules and minute hyaline globules form-
ing liquor morgagni, and in addition there is erosion of the

fibers of the lens to some extent where the gray spiculae are

found. A disappearance of the cloudiness of the lens by
absorption of the granules and the globules is sometimes
observed. This is all we can hope to produce. We cannot
cause the opacities due to erosion of fibers to disappear. In

my opinion increase in the nutrition of the crystalline lens,

either by improving the patient's general condition or by
increasing the circulation in the anterior segment of the

globe, may cause an arrest of development of cataract in some
cases, a retardation in the development in some, and will be

without effect in others. For the last thirty years I have
been working on this hypothesis. I have used drops con-

sisting of glycerin, boric acid and water. The glycerin pro-

duces a hyperemia of the anterior segment of the globe at

every application, and may be used indefinitely without harm.
I have discarded dionin, as it produces stimulation only over
a short period of time. Dr. Greenwood has permitted an
interval to elapse after using it three times, so that when
used again it produces a further stimulation of the circula-

tion. He has reached results similar to my own. It is

immaterial what agent you employ provided it is harmless
and sufficient stimulation is produced. I have observed the

results of the use of glycerin in considerably more than
1,000 cases in private practice, records of which arc in my
office. The results have been satisfactory in perhaps a higher
percentage of cases than that reported by Dr. Cohen as hav-
ing been obtained in the treatment with radium.

Dr. F. Park Lewis, Buffalo: There is an element of

danger in allowing the impression to go out that this is a
remedy for cataract and that it can lie used without

1 am not sure about that, for certainly it cannot change the

metabolism of the lens and at thi do no harm
Furthermore, I do not think we should employ a remedy
empirically, which docs not take into consideration the origin

of the disturbance. The metabi lie chang< which have taken
place in the lens are frequently the result ol toxins in the

from focal and othi in the teeth

sils. Any remedy is unscientific which does not take into

account the cause of the trouble which we are ti

control.

Dr. S. D. Rislev, Philadelphia: For many years I have
been interested in the cataracts. I presented my
lirvt paper on the sul paper was based on
eighty-six cases of beginning opai

which the record was sul mplete foi analysis.

During the intervening years, t II refill studj of

the eyes of the schoolchildren in Philadelphia made from 1878

1 recognized fully the importan
ease, since it was present in all of the eyes which had

, u in n any patient came
into my office, after this fact had In en grasped, no matter

what the patient, I tn roidal inflam-

. p. i listen! and pi pin and
corrected any existing rct'i.
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' that patients with incipient cataract, were

benefited by this treatment Not only were they relieved

.'.. but the swelling and opalescence of the lens

< shown by the test

card often improved While I have never seen spii

i. in any case, 1 was convinced

by the*' 5 importance lal disease over

'the nutrition of the avascular tissues: the lens, the vitreous

body and the cornea. All cases of refraction error had

treated by more i less prolonged use of

mydriatics and careful correction uf retractive defects and

abnormalities of binocular balance. In eight] six cases l

found incipient cataract, as 1 have stated. The records were

Sufficiently complete for analysis, and there had been found

n detects, choroidal disease and degenerating vitre-

ous. To my surprise and gratification the opacity of the

ced after the treatment. ["he vision in

I; the asthenopia bad disappeared,

and the eye remained well alter many intervenin

This experience was first published in 1889. Many hun-

ts have been treated since, but added experi-

ence has but served to confirm the views then expressed.

ential fact in all this was the importance of uveal

disease as a factor in the impairment of the nutrition "I the

avascular structures of the eye: the vitreous body, the crys-

talline lens and the cornea. In a large percentage, consti-

tuting the majority of tlu rig under study, the

:-e was associated not only with commencing
opacity of the crystalline lens, but with a degenerating

: dilated anterior ciliary vessels and uncomfortable

eyes with failing vision. .So frequently were the anterior

ciliary vessels dilated, that I have come to regard this con-

dition as an indication of uveal disorder. It soon became

also that the uveal disease was often but a local

expression of some systemic disorder, as cardiovascular dis-

til kidney involvement. Indeed, 1 believe that the

uveal tract of the eye is as liable as arc the kidneys to

participation in systemic dyscrasias, and therefore, that the

treatment of these affections is often quite as important as

al measures which may be adopted.

In addition to the prolonged use of the mydriatic, of which

.1 have no dread, even in aged people, I have often used at

the same time twice daily, weak solutions of physi

salicylate, especially where the anterior cili:

re engi rged. 'I his drug has been used bei

it contracts the blood vi stimulates the

circulation which would be quite in accord with the sugges-

tion made by Dr. Weeks.

I_) R . (

,

Fashville, Tent can be

done in incipient cataract. I endorse practically everything

they have said: but there are two things they have not said,

and* my experience with one of these for twenty-live years

makes me a strong believer in its efficacy. One of the two

ions comes from Dr. Woodruff, and that is. "Why
may not the Crooke lenses do these patients some good?"

The other thing I have been using for twenty-five years in

every ca^e of incipient cataract. It is a cell-building dose

of mercuric chlorid and potassium iodid. Cataract will not

when there is normal nutrition in the anterior seg-

the eye. Anything that will improve cell-activity in

rt will help the cataract condition in its inception.

hundredth grain of mercuric chlorid and 1 grain of

um iodid after each meal for five weeks, and then one

nd then five weeks of treatment and one week
ill check the cataractous changes which

have just begun, in many instances.

1 Jh. A. S. Green, San Francisco: Following my return

fri m India five years ago, and since then, 1 have bl

method for the treatment of incipient cataract. 'Ibis

junctival injection of 15 minims

curic cyanid, 1 : AS**). Intense swellin njunctiva

which subsides in from four to ten days, but the rcd-

es not disappear inside of a month. In addition to

this treatment, however, we prescribe an eyel

of a 1 per cent, solution of potassium iodid, every morning

and every other night. On the alternating night the patient

ne drop of a 2 per cent, solution of dionin, which is

gradually increased to a saturated solution, This treatment

is kepi up foi six months. Smith makes ibis point, thai thi re

little use in giving ibis treatment when vision bas fallen

below SO per cent. It is a treatment thai can be given by

and the improvement in our bands has

poi ted with radium.

Dr. Edward Jackson, Denver; ["o go back to radium,

perhaps the lack of interest in thai phase of the subji

been due to the feeling that it was not available for most

of us to try. 1 think it is important that any treatment that

to influence a cataract should be inv< tigated, and
that the profession should arrive al me I iclu ion al a.

early a time a- pi
i

ible, a cat, ur< without operation

is all tb.it is neces irj to attract public attention i
i anj

. . mean Thi possibility i bel ii to use

radium. It is nol necessary to have a radium institute, or

to be where large amounts of radium a ble. The
radium emanation has all t!ds- physical, electrical and other

properties of radium salt, and will very soon be available

anywhere in the country, No radium reaches maturity, that

is, after thirty days it remains with very little chai

a long time: but the radium emanation given oil from large

amounts of radium lias the same properties; but it loses its

very rapidly. I think in four days it loses one
half i i iis efficiency; and at the end of one month, it is

practically inert. Since the close of the war it is pos ible

to furnish the radium emanation anywhere. Of course, the

physician can arrange for its use; on a certain day he can
receive his supply and use it in a considerable number of

cases. In that way it becomes practicable for a large num-
ber of us to employ and to experiment with this method
One half of the radium of the country is manufactured in

Denver, and it was impossible for any of us to get any of it

until the close of the war.

Dr. S. I.i v, is /mi ii;. Philadelphia: I think that we should

place on record a warning against the statement that radium
cannot injure ii used in close contact with the

cornea. Those who have seen a roentgen-ray burn of the

cornea know that it is one of the most persistent and painful

lesions. I have seen but one case, that of a surgeon who was
wholly incapacitated by the intense pain. Relief could only
lie gained by enucleating the eye, although good vision was
still present. The analogous action of roentgen ray and
radium should make us pause, therefore, before recommend-
ing this agent to be applied by those who may prove to be
careless and ignorant in its use.

Dr. Martin Cohen: I have been under the impression,

po ill;, wrong, that from reports dionin and mercuric

cyanid and other products have not been as efficient as

they may appear. If the products do what is claimed, then

radium is only an aid. The twenty-four patients were exam-
ined consecutively, and after treatment of three, four and five

weeks, they have responded with objective results which I

have tried to show on the screen. If radium is effective m
epithelial growths and degenerations then it seems the cat-

aract problem might be attacked from thai point. We know
that radium does not injure the capsular epithelium in nor-

ds affecting the cornea, we believe

that if properly applied to the cornea radium will produce

the results mentioned and cause no ill effects to the struc-

tures of the eve. We are interested in this problem from
the scientific standpoint, and stated that radium is applied

only in early cases of incipient cataract, and that some
benefit was obtained by the absorption of the lenticular

opacitii

Is Your Community Fit? Is malarial fever a health

problem in your community? lias a survej been made by

proper methods for control? The
Anopheles mosquito, carrier of this disease, may be breed

oils of water which need draining, oiling,

with fish, or other measures for mosquito control. Control

malaria in your community and von may find you have 1 -ss

labor shortage, the physical well-being of your people may
narked improvement, and your community may enjoy

a great econ imic uplift.

—

Pub. Health Rep., April 25, FJ19.
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EARLY FUNCTION AFTER WAR
WOUNDS OF THE EXTREM-

ITIES*

GEORGE W. HAWLEY, M.D.

NEW YORK

Iii injury or disease of the extremities, surgery is

dealing with a motor. When a man injures an arm or

a leg, what he is chiefly concerned about is the restora-

tion of that motor to its previous functional capacity,

or as near the original as possihle. The patient is not

interested in the methods employed, but in the recovery

of a valuable motor. Theoretically, the surgeon is sup-

posed to have the same point of view; but he has

devoted more time to the methods of immediate sur-

gical relief, and has not been thinking always in the

terms of motor function. This is quite natural, because

in surgery of the head and trunk the services of the

surgeon are usually at an end after the completion of

the operation. After the wound has healed he is more
or less powerless in his attempts to exercise control

over the function of the deep-seated, stationary, inter-

nal organs.

The conditions are very different in surgery of the

motor-skeleton, where skeletal, joint and muscle func-

tion are so much under the direct control of the sur-

geon, and where delay, neglect, and failure in the after-

treatment count for so much in the ultimate result.

Just as the delay in hours in beginning motion after

orthrotomy for septic arthritis by the Willems method
means so much for the success or failure of thi

I also due- delay often affect other injuries of

the limbs. Instead of the labors of the surgeon being

chiefly operative, they involve exacting and time-con-

suming service outside of the operating room.
It is not too much of an exaggeration to say thai

there has been little comprehensive effort up to the

time to salvage the potential cripple. What
has been done to limit the disability in unavoidable

deformities and to prevent unnecessary disability in

avoidable deformities? Who will venture an estimate

of the number of avoidable deformities among the

700,000 war cripples in France, or among the army
of industrial cripples produced in this countrj

In civil surgery it is still more or less the cu torn

I
i frai ture as a broken bone, and not a- a motor

wiili a broken part. It i- not uncommon in many excel-

pitals for much, if not all. of the treatment in

members of the junior

I In- interesl of the surgeons and all con

is frequently limited to the early immediate surgical

treatment, and. a- i
mows, man-

sent to their homes to work out their own salvation a-

. may. In civil surgery there has been no rial

compulsion to obtain complete and early recovery in

extremity injuries. No ts to compel the

pitals or industry to effect an intel-

ligent salvage of the potential cripple.

In this respect, civil surgery ha- much to learn from
military surgery. Ily, in military surgery
the army organization demands that tin- wounded or
injured soldier be treated primarily with the object that
he be returned to active military duty in the shortest

H. id Ix-fnrc the S' ; .tic Surgery ni the Si

. Atlantic City,
N J.. June, 1919.

time, or eventually discharged with the least degree

of permanent disability. Unfortunately, however, no

machinery existed in the military service to accomplish

what military necessity required, and none hail been

developed in civil practice. It was necessary to create

the organization and develop the technic of execution.

Such an organization was created in the United States

Army, and the process of fitting it into the general

scheme has been in operation during the past year.

While the problem of the restoration of the function

of the damaged motor-skeleton is not a new one, no

one has fully understood the importance of early

motion, or the evil results of delay. In civil practice,

nearly every one has been more or less conscious of

the unfortunate results of failure to begin motion
early, and every one is familiar with the convalescent

stiff joint ; but only among war cripples can one appre-

ciate the appalling results of neglect, in wounds not

only of the bones and joints, but also of the soft parts.

To Depage is due the credit for demonstrating the

value of early active motion in the treatment of war
wounds, and to Willems for his mobilization treatment
of joints. To those who have had occasion to observe
and direct the efforts to reestablish early function in

recent wounds of the extremities, it is no exaggeration
to say that the results have been, on the whole, little

short of marvelous ; but much has yet to be learned

and a great deal of care must be exercised in the appli-

cation of motion to recent injuries of the motor-
skeleton.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSU IN

Dr. William W. Plummer, Buffalo: The subject of Dr.

's presentation reduces itself practically to a

nfirmation. In the matter of after-results from the

try closures, the results as shown by him arc obvious;
and those who had the opportunity to be at General I

No. 9 last summer and see some of this work know that there

is no short cut to happiness in the matter of getting such
results. What impri i me was the necessity for

close study of detail in the treatment of these cases. \n,

of the results ohtaincd in any of the hospitals in France, if

comparable to these, were only attained after the case had
been carefully and industriously followed by the men m

t the various : with all the

thi' vari-ii. treatments that we found useful and
I

•If down t" the man doing tin- work. There
was opportunit horl time a--'-, in sharp I

group of men undergoing physical therapy in which
up was bein

tnd another group
in h hich the men wen- doing tin

".hi their own." There was mi comparison in tin

ami the other-, who were depending on apparatus and that

were not

Dr. Joi i. Golbthwait, Boston : Our or two points should
mbered in the treatment of these badly infected
md in the e thod of treat

-t method oi

zation for septic wounds, provided that the technic can be
carried out sati

only 0.5 per cent, between tin- -lreiik'tli that possibly ^ives
a harmful effect and that of an inert solution; and an)

this kind tine . t undesirable,
it i- the in-i i, and the rapid giv-

f chlorin that make it desirable. In the military

manded,
and if you cannot, do not fuss with thi- method, (live it up

made of plain yellow soap and water.

practical and

ound • that
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tr.>1 tlu I i i technic. In (he British

1918, whi Id not control the Carrel-Dakin standard

ii the wound.

. and harmful organisms cannol grow in :i

rhe mucus will I"

ind such a dressing can be I'tit on in the

i can be used in the same way.

In the latter part of these infections, the sepsis is

we used t" call it chronic pyemia; and in the lists

,," ,,U r I the last six months, almost all

->k had chronic pyemia, which means that the

: .re ran up within a day or two, and an

me part of the body. When this condition

• is inert and practically sterile. All

it ifi in and drain it.

need to use the surgical solul ii in i il i hi

to know about surgerj in

pro-antiseptic «la> - will remember that the things we ha

in France arc exactly the things that we saw in those days.

i'K. Reginald II. Sayre, New York: 1 have found that a

which the patient can pull on a chain

himself, when imn ended in bed, is

handier and mure useful than the nd pullej

hich has to be belayed, lie can pull himself

means of the sprocket which articulates

with the chain, fix himself in an ired

Dr. Willis I Memphis, Tenn. : I should like

to ask l'r. Haw ley whether he has had any experience with

...I arthritis <.r other types of acute infectious arthri-

tis treated by the mobilization method.

Dr. 11. Winnktt Orr. Lincoln, Neb.: No discussion of this

subject should be considered complete until a word of caution

rding the dangi >i rend i ing apparatus

ineffective by attempting to provide motional treatment. It

Ul in a great many cases that attempts to provi

Vr the apparatus ineffective bett

in apparatus for fixation and

must be kept in position during the entire time of

treatment, if results are to be obtained from it- use.

Dr. Joseph Byrne, New York: I have always admired the

enthusiasm of the orthopedists in the problem of r< I

of function, and for many years have collaborated in this

r-ical orthopedic work with Drs. Alfred S. Taylor and

. ,
; utun nd earbj restoi i-

ar an intimate and i tion to the mi

:aration and regeneration not onlj of nerve trunks, but

the liner nerve branches injured pari

ted function of all kinds has a close dependence on
;' the neural arcs, both afferent and efferent, as

i
i relating and i

isms. Hence, what takes place within the neural mechanisms

during the stages of degeneration and regeneration after

ital importance. v fti r ;

:

the related neuron bodies in the dorsal root ganglions may
lion or merely exhibit axonal reac-

tion phenomena. In the latter case, function is

rily in the related axons for a period of fl

twenty-one days, and for a much longer period where

n complicates the ii therefore, that

where infectioi as in war injuries it usually i -. no

primary suture, as nerve n

t'on cannot take place until after the tissue- haw-
I

-ite. however, forms much more

a waning infection and i

rable barrier to the axon branches when thi

>Ut from tin mint. Wh(
i elapse after sterilization of th(

the neuron bodies take on hypermctabolic activity, which

tarkably the outgrowth of the new axon branches after

on. Add to this the preparation already

led in the distal segments of the injured nerves by the

formation of the tubulized protoplasmic bands for tl

, the outgrowing a\on I. ranches, and thi

r rapid neural

Where very small nerve branches have been torn

infected or sterile ti movement of the pails aids

greatlj regeneration in thi up the

connective tissue bat
I

tissue itself into an embryonal state which favors peni

icons.

Dr. George W. Hawley, Bridgeport, I onn.: I ihould like

to emphasi e a point brought out bj Dr. Orr, that of the

extreme can that must be exercised when u ing motion,

early motion, in .It is reall) a m
field, and we have a great deal to learn yet. It is a matter,

il h i
i ion. In

answer to Dr. Campbell tunatelj we had very

experience hi the treatment of infected joinl

Some reason we had COmparativel) few joinl wounds; so [

. .t_\ little, ah regarding I Ml

treatment as applied to the arthriti of the type thai

in civil practice. The next few years will pre enl to

us the problem of trying to adapt the be I that wai surgery

has developed during the last lour wars, especially to the

treatment of injuries of the extremities.

RESULTS IN THE MODERN TREATMENT
i IF HI \MI.I

I

HENRY RAWLE GEYELIN, M.D.

NEW YORK

It seems appropriate at this time, after four yeai or,

more of trial, to review the therapeutic results thai

in obtained with the Allen treatment for dia-

i

. which has received such universal adoption by

the medical profession. With this in view I am going

to discuss certain aspects of the treatment of diabetes,

a 'I with the help of charts illustrate some of the

re tilts obtained during the pasl four years, during

which time we have treated patients according to the

ral principles laid down by I >r. Allen.

It is not necessary to go into a detailed description

of the modern treatment, as it has received a great deal

intion in medical literature during the past four

nd tl ri der, doubtless, is familiar with it. 1

have been much impressed, however, by the fact thai,

while many practitioners who have employed the fast-

ing treatment have i|tiitc generally appreciated the use

of the preliminary fating period to abolish glycosuria

and acidosis, they have not fully appreciated the great

importance of the subsequent method of regulating the

diet and the importance of keeping the patient free

from sugar and ketone bodies. Probably the most

important feature ol the after fasting treatment is the

proper regulation of the relative proportions in the

amount of protein, carbohydrate and fat in the diet

and the appropriate distribution of half days and fast

days. Under the older methods of treatment it was
the common practice to keep the carbohydrate intake

very low and make Up for its absence by feeding large

amounts of protein and fat, particularly fat. The
objei t was to keep ti] > the patient's nutrition ami body
weight. Mow injurious to the diabetic process the

high fat feeding can he has been well shown by Allen

. .-Hid can he readily demonstrated in our dia-

nts.

I In- high fat feeding of former years has probably
bd to more fatal outcomes in diabetes than any oilier

one factor. Ibis lias been o forcibly impressed on

me in tin pa I Eour years that I am inclined to say that

•Read before thi Section on Pharmacology and Therapeutii
t the American Medical Association,

. X. J., June, 191 '.
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coma may be averted in almost all our cases, even in

the presence of infections, provided the fat of the food
is kept at the proper level, or in extreme instance-

totally eliminated. One reason that it has taken so

long to recognize the harmful effects of diets over-

balanced in fat has been the fact that the effects are

very insidious. For example, a patient may be put on
a diet very high in fat and very low in carbohydrate
and remain sugar and ketone free for a long period of

Chart 1.—Course of diabetes in Case 1. In this and the following
charts, the numbers on the extreme left border indicate tile number
of calories. The numbers on the extreme right border represent the
grams of food. The numbers at the top of the charts indicate the
months during which the patient has been under treatment. The three
columns in each numbered space represent the average daily intakes of

^rams reading from left to right they are: carl

and fat. In Charts 3, 4 and 6 the figures 1~3, 3= 4 at

three-month periods. The continuous and irregularly horizontal lines

running across the charts represent the total caloric intake I

weights are indicated by "W't." The blood sugar values are indicated
S," and are given in percentage amounts.

time : hut without further change in the food, the time

invariably comes, it the fat in the diet is high ei

when the blood sugar begins to rise ami the blood

carbonate begins to fall, then sugar and ketone

bodies in steadily increasing amounts maki
nice in the urine. With this as a rule go all

the subjective symptoms of mild aciil<>-i-. I he danger
losis is nol tin' only one, For there is also the

difficulty of reestablishing the food tolerance and rid-

Id Ml i- OF OLD UJD M« HI l.'i \ I Ml \ ,
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as they apply to the dispensary care, tral later on I shall

shoM charts of patients originally treated in the hos-

pital whose subsequent course has been carefully Fol

lowed and controlled outside the hospital.

I'lie table does not demonstrate one other adv;

that has been very noticeable in the new method of

treatment, namely, its effect on surgical conditions in

•'in with diabetes. In cases of gangrene, car-

buncles i local infections, the results of com-
bined medical and surgical treatment with its effect on
the saving of life and preservation of limbs have been
very much better than with the previous method of

treatment: in fact, many operative procedures which
were done hitherto have been rendered un-

ary.

As I indicated earlier in the paper, the

difficult part of the treatment for

both the patient and the physician comes
after the original fast, which we will as-

sume has been effective in eliminating

glycosuria and controlling acidosis.

The next step i- gradually to increase

the food until traces of sugar appear in the

urine. A fast, or halt day. is then given

to eliminate glycosuria, and following this

the patient i- put on a slightly lower intake

rbohydrate, protein and fat, various

of all these foods being gradually

sed until a definite tolerance i> deter-

'I he manner of increasing the

various foods, that is, carbohydrate, pro-

tein and fat, varies considerably with the

and also, to some extent, with

the personal judgment of the physician.

In a general way we aim to reach :

1. A much higher allowance of carbohydrate than was

.ry under the older methods of treatment. (Il is

ling at times to see how mil'

'

may tie tolerated when we adopt the general policy oi

the fat-

2. At fat ranging from 1

ing on the patient's tolerance (it may he much 1

.5. A protein intake of about 1% to 2 gm. per kilogram of

eight.

The urine must be kept free from sugar and ketone

. while the blood carbonates and blood

i fasting value) should be maintained at the normal or

nearly normal level

Half days or fa I days, depending on the severity of

•
. are given when sugar appears, and additional

hali days or fast days are given at regular intervals

with the purpose of increasing further tolerance. If

with this system of treatment we also obtain faithful

cooperation of the patient in following his diet and
testing the urine daily, together with timely observa-

tions of the blood sugar, improvement unquestionably
occurs for periods of from one to three years ;it least,

and possibly longer. This in a very general way
Minis up the treatment that has been carried out with

the patients whose charts are given. Ml of these

charts are from cases chosen, not because the patient

showed an unusual type of diabetes, but because the

case was rather typical of certain common forms of the

disease and because they illustrate what treatment can
or cannot accomplish in these groups.

Charts 1, 2 and .i represent the course of diabetes in

a certain group of voting people. All of these patients

have done well.

Case 1.—A boy, aged 12. had shown sugar for one month
previ 'Us to going under treatment. The onset had been sud-
den and the symptoms were severe. The day he appeared
for treatment he was distinctly drowsy, the skin was very

dry, and he was breathing deeply. It required four fast

days to make him sugar free, ami his average daily food

intake for the first month was very low, a little over 300
His food tolerance could not be raised above this

level. For the next seven months his food was
increa ed until 1,700 calories were reached. This was
obviously too much for him at this time, and the more fre-

quent fast days anil slightly lower regular diet that was
instituted lowered his average daily calories for the eighth

month, which was May, 1919. So far in June his did has
averaged 1.400 calories daily and 1 think will he maintained

Cal.

2.300

2.100

i

;•">
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85 gra. of carbohydrate, 90 gm. of protein and 120 gm. of fat.

and is one of five very favorable cases of children seen in

the past four years. It is. of course, impossible to say what

her prognosis is, but it would be more favorable than that of

the preceding case.

Case 3.—A man, aged 23, has been under treatment since

September, 1917. Sugar was first discovered in a life insur-
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sugar on even verj li

faithful adherence to diet,

- in the relati carbohydrate,

idually lost i
: here has

iimls iii weight, and there can be no

doubt that she is slowly and steadilj losing ground. Her

1 tolerance maj be noted on chart.

["here have been several other similar cases al this

age; but only two of the patients have faithfully kept

the diet. It would seem most advisable in thi- type of

feed the patient, in moderate

amounts to continue, and make an attempt to build up

the strength.

( ON( 1. 1 SIl

\- the result of the experience of the past four

years in dealing with many diabetic patients treated by

escribed methods, and as the resull ol

reviewing complete recor patients who have

been cared for under the modern treatment, there are

certain inevitable conclusions to be drawn:

1. Diabetes in its severe and m is no! lim-

rst three decade; of life, but may be found

at any hough 1 ovei 30. In my
experience it is more common between 50 and 70 than

between 30 an

si lute adherence to the diet is essential to a

maximum degree of su ults in treatment.

it th< re is no hope unless th is very

mild; and even in that case there is great risk of it

ing severe.

3. Fast day- and half day- are of great help in

treatment of the majority of patients, but are not nec-

. as routine measures in all cases a; all times.

4. It i< wise for a patient under treatment to realize

that he i- not a normal pi 1 on on a normal diet and to

regulate hi.- mental and physical activities, and. there-

iiis caloric output, by his caloric intake.

;
. Exercise should he advised only in exceptional

and in proportion to the amount of energy

d by the caloric intake. Rest rather than exer-

ihould he urged.

ing continued diets overbalanced in tat 1 180 gm.

and over) are harmful, and their harmful effect is

insidious. Aside from their immediate effects in the

production of acidosis and glycosuria, they have a

on tolerance. This effect is overcome

only by long periods of low caloric intake.

7. We have no cure for diabetes; hut we have a

greatly improved method of treatment, particularly as

- prolongation of life ami the avoidance oi sur-

omplications, as many observers who have

employed the general principles of treatment advanced
'

lien will testify.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
hia : In the beginning of his

paper Dr. Geyelin stated that while the modem treatment of

quite generally 1 a question

many practitioners rcgai ter pari of

the treatment, and with many the after-treatment i- the most

difficult. This has been precisely my experience. Beginning vv ith

the same form of treatment in 191? my results have !

stantially the same as his, and the after-treatment of the

has heen that which has given me the most difficulty.

rtain that if I had all of my figures here they

would show about the same proportion of cases in which the

patient was rendered sugar free and ketone free in

tively short time; hut a very considerable number of these

icntly relapsed owing to imperfect methods of

treatment, Failure to carrj out instructions and various other

causes I want to point out particularly the difficult] ol

determining when and whether a case ol diabetes 1- actually

1 null. One 01 my most instructive experiences was made in

young man who li.nl been sugar free ami ketone

nearlj four years, .mil foi tin.', years had had a

normal blood sugar figure despite the tad that he was on

quite a substantial general diet. \- a result of a mild .ui.uk

of influenza hi- diabetii condition immediately relapsed, ami

Ik- dud in cmna in seventy-two hours Several other less

striking cases have illustrated the unwisdom of asserting

1I1, 11 a 1 .1-' oi seven diabetes has heen cured. The under-

lying conditions of the disease are apparently not cured,

though the patient may have heen got to ,i plan- where with

some care in his mode of life the disease remains inactive.

In milili 1 diabetes there can be no doubt thai a complete
cure is much more frequent .01. 1 can with greatet pi

he assumed to have heen attained. I do not wish to give the

impression thai even in severe cases a complete cure is an

impossibility, hut wish to insist on the importance of a dis-

tinction between rendering a patient temporarily sugar tree.

ketone free and with a normal blood sugar figure ami abso-

lute cure.

Dr. Jacob Rosenbloom, Pittsburgh: I think these figures

arc misleading, that there are lew hospitals in this country

which would allow such a large percentage ol tin older cases'

to go 'in with glycosuria. My difficulty in Hie adoption of

this method in many cases has been thai the patients are

not intelligent, they will not Stick to il. and in man
thej 1 1

1 - i d c r themselves too intelligent and till you "we will

not stand for such restrictions in our diet-." and 1 think that

the oldei methods of treatment have -till a place. In cases

which have to come to operation, in pregnancy and in chil-

dren, I feel that the Allen treatment is certainly the best

to use.

Dr. P11 ii.ii' Roy, Washington. D. C. : This subject is very

mo 11 -ling. I was called to see a gentleman who had lost

one leg by gangrene; the other leg was badly swollen; his

111 mi contained .1 per cent, of sugar and it was also filled

with casts and albumen. Under the Allen treatment the

swollen leg has become better, ami he is enjoying good
health and attending daily to his business. 1 have not seen
him for a year, hut I know that In 1 perfectly well.

Dr. 11. 11. Mi -1 s in vi. New York: In regard to the after-

treatment : The primary treatment is to render the patient

sugar free, and whatever method we pursue makes little dif-

ference. The big difference of Dr. Allen's treatment from

others is that we can render practical!} evei « on sugar

free. The one problem we have to mee( is whin we cannol

make the person sugar free, and have to restrict the diet in

such a way that he cannot obtain enough nourishment to

live. The form of diet that we have to give such a person

is a mixture of art ami routine. Formerly, we gave these

people high fats and raised the calories m this way. But
now the question of restriction of fats is the best course, and
the best -erv ire which Allen has given us.

Dr. E. P. Joslin, Boston: Dr. Geyelin's paper gui- much
encouragement. It i- .1 striking la. t that prior to 1915 one
quarter of all diabetic patients entering the hospital died,

and that since that dale the mortality ha- heen reduced to

in ]'ir cent.; that prior to 1015 two thirds of tin pa

died iii coma, and since that date a very -mall percentage

die in coma. e. g., two out ol forty. Tin statistics of the

1 al Hospital showed thai between 18$5

and 1914 110 improvement in diabetic treatment was obtained
hut since the Allen treatment was introduced marked
improvement has taken place

Die I.. F. Kebler \\ 1 hington, D. C. : I am gratified at

ervatism of Dr. Stengler relative to the curing of

.lull lis. Cases are reported free ol ugai tor a lime and

then relapse. I would like to ask Dr. Geyelin whether the

- from 19 to 95 represents a percentage increase of

diabetic conditions or just an increase of cases that came to

pitals, and if the latter, why did they come to the

hospital- Since the enforcement of the food and drugs act

we have done a great deal by restricting the statements
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appearing on packages, and one disastrous result is that

these people have transferred their statements to newspapers.
We have a number of cases under consideration now where
people are using the mails to treat diabetic cases by means
of drugs.

Dr. L. G. Heyx, Cincinnati : I had a patient who had
been rendered sugar free for some time, and had applied for

a life insurance examination. This particular company has
a habit of giving all candidates from 100 to 150 gm. of

glucose on an empty stomach. He remained sugar free. I

think this was a very severe test.

Dr. C. M. Gricsby, Dallas. Texas : I have never derived

as much benefit from any therapeutic measure as I have from

Dr. Allen's treatment for diabetes. In the statistics here,

however. I wonder whether they are of full value, because
in the last four years, we have had cases in the hospitals

which were much more amenable to treatment than were
those of the older days.

Dr. H. Rawle Geyelin, New York: The time limit on all

papers prevented my emphasizing and illustrating, by means
of the charts, certain points concerning the treatment of

diabetes. Whether the diabetes be mild or severe the patient

should be made to realize that he must regulate bis activities

according to the amount of food he is able to take and
remain sugar free. Mild cases of diabetes, cases that in all

probability would always remain mild, may be rendered

severe if diets, much overbalanced in fat. be admit

i long a period of time. As regards the glucose

tolerance test, it should not be given often in the case of

mild diabetes and certainly should not be used in cases of

severe diabetes. I consider that the improvement in the

treatment of diabetes made in the past five years has been
quite remarkable and may yield the most favorable results

in some cases. Whether or not diabetes is on the increase,

or whether we are discovering it earlier, is a question which
requires a thorough study of life insurance and other statis-

tics of similar character before we can arrive at direct con-
clusions.

THE INFLUENCE OF DESICCATION ON
HUMAN Normal ISOHEM-

AGGLUTININS *

Hi WARD T. KARSNER, M D.

AND

HERBERT I.. KOE( KERT, ML).

CLEVELAND

The practical importance of human normal isohem-
agglutinins in determining ility of pro

|

for the tran I has been empha-
any times. Hie q : foi

ami convenient method of determining the compat-
ibility of donor and recipient has led to the !

of a large number of methods to supersede tin-

older time-consuming methods desi ribed in the various

d oil Ipstein and ( >tti

ami Fishbein,' designed t.> accomplish :> large number
i

ill amount of blood, were simpli-
fied first by Weil.4 Rous and Tui added
the advantage of further blood economy. Thi

pecial grant from Mr. It ' .

one.
„ ' Webater, k \\ Philadelphia, P.

-
'

•in. A. A., and i nberg, N : A Method foi Hemolysis and
h. tut. Med 3

:

tilK-in, Morn,: V
Transfusion. J. A. M. A :.:t

.

(1912
in the Transfusion oi

J A M. A til: -125 (Jan. 30) 1915
5. Rous. Peyton, and Turner. J. K.: A Rapi.l and Sin,,,!

« Donors for Transfusion, J. A. M. •; I tunc 1-')

saving method of Brem* was improved on by M iss,
1

but involved the use of washed corpuscles ; this was
obviated by Minot's modification," which is quite sim-
ilar to the method of Lee.9 These were followed by
the methods of Coca. 1 " Vincent11 and Abelmann,12 but
the methods as employed by Karsner' ; and Lee9 in

military hospitals testify to their efficiency.

As a further means of saving time and affording
greater convenience, Sanford 14 has recommended the

use of dried serums. He allowed the -(rums to dry in

air on cover-slips, after which they were wrapped in

paper and kept in the icebox. For grouping an
unknown blood, the dried drops of serums of Groups
II and III were dissolved in one drop of the cell

suspension and the grouping made according to the

classification of Aloss. He observed that the serums
still possessed marked agglutinating properties after
more than two months. Karsner ir

' noticed that in

France there seemed to be a deterioration and loss of
specificity of the agglutinins a short time after they
were dried. It was with this in mind that the follow-

ing experiments were carried out

:

EXPERIMENTS
Serums of Groups II and III were used, and dilutions of

1:2. 1:4. 1:8, 1 : 16, 1 : 32 and 1 :64 were made with pin

sodium chlorid solution. Small drops of undiluted
and of each dilution win allowed to dry on glass slides in

the air. The initial agglutinating titer was noted and tests

were made at the end of each week for twelve weeks. (Jnc
third of the slides (A)" won- kept in the dark al

tture, another third were kept in the refrigerati

remainder were kept in a vacuum desiccator over
sulphuric acid (C). The corpuscles used were from-indi-
viduals of Groups II and 111. and the same individuals were
used throughout the experiment. Further, in order I

us in agglutination dui to the quantity of cells u<^\
in the tests, a standard cell suspension was used throughout,
namely, a suspension made bj mixing in 1 c.c. of phj
sodium chlorid solution tin i, would
till the capillary tube of a white cell counting pi

which we have found to 1m- the optimal i

ation tests. S t of the indi-
viduals used ret tically constant, the resulting cell

re also constant. The dried serum di

d in a loopful of cell suspension i < each group. Since
agglutination occurred .•

.
ly in the higher dilutions.

; >" has bi i by Ottenberg, and since, if agglutina-
tion occurred in any dilution, it did so within thirtj n
that time was taken as a standard during which the mixtures

piently observed mi
kept inverted in a moist chamber during
observation were placed in the sa tide the
end- of which were raised bj means oi two -m.ill pi.

I with balsam, thus affbrdii rviceable
hanging drop preparation.

Al t' 1
' mall capiliary tubi

drawn out and filled witl

• ;;

[

I termining the I

i 1
'

1917
10. Coca. A. F.: J. 1

_
it

II .ling the

J. A M

.

15. K.-ir*nrr: Personal communication i" t lie authors.
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serums. These were kepi in the refrigerator .md used in

the same way as the dried serums, paralleling each test

exactly in technic (D). Each tube held a drop of moderate
nut for making one test. For use, the sealed ends

were broken off and the contents expelled on the slide, a

nvenient procedure and even more rapid and econom
ical than using serum kept in ampules.

RESl i is

The results, as may be seen in the protocols, showed
that deterioration began about the second or third

week in the higher dilutions and gradually involved

the lower dilutions; that complete deterioration never

occurred in the undiluted serum; thai after the third

tn the ii ft 1 1 week there appeared a loss of specificity,

each serum agglutinating the corpuscles of both Groups
II and III. the loss of specificity occurring first in the

undiluted serums and gradually involving the higher

dilutions, until at the end of the tenth week, and often
as earl) as the seventh, none of the dilutions were
specific for the proper cells. Throughout the experi-
ments the undiluted serums possessed marked aggluti-

nating properties. ( uriously enough, ii will be observed
from the protocols that approximately coincident with
the gradual loss of specificitj in the higher dilutions,

the previousl) deteriorated dilutions gradually regained
their agglutinating power up to the original titer,

though without specificity. In no instance was any
agglutination observed in dilutions higher than the

original titer of the serums, The ocurrence of these
changes has nol been constant as to time in the various
series of experiments carried out, bul the protocols
will serve as a fair example of the results observed.

In the tubed serums, no deterioration or loss of spe-

cificity occurred at any time, even in the ease of one

PROTO( "is'
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series which remained at room temperature for more
than three months.

In another series, phenol (0.5 per cent.) was used as

a preservative, after which the drops were made and
dried in air and kept in the refrigerator. The results

observed by the usual weekly tests were the same as

with the other dried serums (E).

EFFECT OF THOROUGH DRYING

The question of the thoroughness of the drying

then presented itself. Shackell and Harris1' have
pointed out that deterioration of the virus of rabies

in dried cord is due to imperfect methods of drying

and the exposure to air, the atmospheric moisture of

which is sufficient to dissolve the salts in a very con-

centrated form in a few hours and so destroy the

virus.

irdingly, the method of desiccation worked out

by Shackell,18 which he states "could be used for

the absolute preservation of immune serums as

the concentration of low potency toxins," and which

has been employed by Achalme and Phisalix" in the

"preservation of vaccine virus in hot countries," and
applied by Hitchens and Hansen20 to the preservation

of typhoid vaccine and by Hammer- 1 to

tion of various bacteria, was followed in another series

of experiments, and careful attention was paid to the

details of technic as suggested by Shackell. A well-

made vacuum desiccator with smooth ground glass

surfaces and tightly fitting stopcock was placed in a

salt and ice freezing mixture. When the maximum
cold was reached (—10 C.) the slides were prepared,

placed in the desiccator and frozen as rapidly as

possible. The desiccator was exhausted by means of an
Ordinary water pump which was able to exhaust from
20 to 30 mm. of mercury, and the freezing, which
occurred very quickly, maintained for twenty-four
hours. The desiccator was exhausted and the sulphuric

aken up every day in an effort I

complete dryness as possible. These serums were used
in exactly the same manner as the oilier dried

p.h apparently no difference in the results

obtained, except a slighl retardation of one or two
onset of deterioration and loss of spe-

t F).

In another serie-. the serums and various dilutions

were dialyzed in parchment dialyzers tor seventy-two
hours before drying in order to eliminate the -alt-, the

concentration of which might be the cause of the

. the usual qualitative chlorid test,

silwr nitrate and potassium bichromate, was taken as

an indication of -alt content and found to be neg
1 he slides « i. dried in air and
In the refrigerator. The result- obtained bj the regu-
lar weekly test-- were quite similar to those previously

G),
Various serums which had dried in tl

which they were kept failed to show this loss ol

\\ by this was the case when a larj^e amount
of -eruni was allowed to dry i trasted with the
resets obtained by drying small drops ha- not been
determined; but tin- work i- being carried on to deter-
mine, if possible, the factor or factors em.

I

•
.

ilm( .i.,,i ft,,,,,:,, i

U. Hjmmcr, B. W.: 1. M R : :

including the influence of bulk : this, however, has
usually been found to hasten rather than retard deteri-

oration. 2 -.

A further interesting observation was made when
suspension of corpuscles of Groups I and IV were
used. Here again agglutination of those cells occurred
in all dilutions. These tests were made after the eighth
week', when the loss of specificity had been ol

in all of the dilutions; but there is no doubt that

nation of the normally unagglutinable cot

I
would have been observed as soon as loss

of specificity was noticed bad the tests been made
then. This agglutination of corpuscles of all the

groups by each of several serums which belonged
originally to Groups II and 111 emphasizes the

agglutinative power of serum to be of vastly more
importance in the process of agglutination than the

lability of the cells, and refutes the assumption
ot specific iso-agglutinophilic substances.

Hartman23 has suggested, as a convenient method
of grouping bloods, the use of serums dried on filter

paper. This procedure was also carried out with
serums of Groups II and 111. the drying being done
in air and the papers kept at room temperature. Proper
agglutination occurred only with those papers which
had been saturated with undiluted serum or the 1 : 2
dilution, and in these instances agglutination was never
as marked as was seen regularly with the tubed serums
or even with those dried on s|j,j g, LoSS f specificity

occurred occasionally, but it was often impossible to

ine accurately whether or not such slight

agglutination occurred because of the considerable
of dirt and debris which i

-

and which, per se, frequently caused clumping of the

corpuscles and greatly interfered with the accurate
ion of -itch slight agglutin; [uently

occurred. Ri
i

i the factors of dctct ii

and loss of specificity, this, together with the objec-

tions of loss of time in dissolving the serum and the
' nee - ompared to the ii e of tubed serums,

is sufficient reason to discard the method.
We also found it impossible, even with rapidly dried

serum, to redissolve all the material by adding the
amount of distilled water or physiologic sodium chlorid
solution necessary I ne, and

ually a reduction in the ig titer

n redissolved serum-. A Group III serum,
which originally agglutinated in a 1:16 dilution,

agglutinated only up to 1 :
_' when redissolved, and then

only very weakly, whereas the original undried serum
still maintained the original titer.

Any plain the deterioration and ;

fglutinins at the
|

i

anything more than a

i the phenomenon of agglutination

tion of the specific eh lutinins
tor specific groups of cells has not been determined,
and until the accurate conception of this

|

is advance. I and accepted, it would be folly to attempt
an interpretation of the changes that havi

1. The diminution in agglutinating po
tgglutinins in di it r to that in

rum may find analogy in the

lutinins that hav<

I room temperature

i

i

M. A 71 : 1
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Tlu- explanation of the loss of specificitj is baffling,

for it is a phenomenon previously unobserved in aim

bodies. Doubtless, the answer lies within the field of

colloidal chemistry, ami its determination wouli

in offer a considerable opportunity For investigation

into the physicochemical changes occurring in dried

scrums dm- to various influences, including among
others, age, alterations in hydrogen ion concentration,

in electrical conductivity ami in the dispersion of

agglutinating substances, and the presence of otherwise

feeble hut nonspecific "para-agglutinins." It ha- been

considered sufficient at present to have established the

fact- and to present these observations concerning

isohemagglutination.

COM II SIONS

1. Normal human iso-agglutinins exlhhit deteriora-

tion within from two to three weeks and loss of group

specificity within from three to five week- alter drying,

regardless of the method of desiccation employed or

the previous addition of a preservative or the elimina-

tion of salts by dialysis.

_'. Complete loss of specificity with coincident acqui-

sition of nonspecific agglutinating power occurs within

from seven to ten weeks after desiccation.

3. The agglutination of corpuscles of all groups by

a serum that has lust its specificity for particular

groups emphasizes the agglutinative power of serum
to he far more important in the mechanism ..f aggluti-

nation than the agglutinability of the corpuscles, and

refutes the assumption of specific iso-agglutinophilic

substances.

4. There i- a considerable reduction in the agglutinin

: , ing hi' dried scrum in enough dis-

tilled water or physiologic sodium chlorid solution to

al volume.

5. The use of undried serum, put up in small capil-

lary tithes, is a most convenient, rapid and economii al,

as well as accurate, method for grouping blood.

A NEWLY RECOGNIZED CAUSE OF
PULMONARY DISEASE—ASCARIS

UWILIRICOIDES*

B. H. RANSOM
Chief. Zoological Division, United Stales Bureau of Animal Industry

WASHINGTON, 1> C

It has long been known that the common round-

worm of man {Ascaris lumbricoides) and the clo l

i

related and probably identical parasite of the pit;

( Ascaris suum i
sometimes occur aberrantly in organs

other than the small intestine, their usual location.

Until tlie recent investigations of Stewart,' however,

the fact that Ascaris is regularly parasitic in the lungs

during an early stage of it- development was not even

suspected. Stewart's experiments have been repeated

the Section on Pathology and Physiology at the

Seventieth Annual Session of the

if Ascaris l.un

Brit. M. J. 2: I

2
Infection, ibid. £ :

Lumbricoides, ibid. 2:753 754
:. suilla Duj. ill the Rat and

•: 17; tnfi

Man, the Pig. Rat and Mouse, Indian M. Ga2 52:272-273 (Aug.)
ilise.ry of Asian- Lumbricoides, ibid. .">'-'

(Oct) 1917; On the Development of Asc.-e

Part 2 Para- •
: 1 <> : 189-1

On the I Ascaris Luml.r 10
ent Experiments on the Life i' ris Lumbricoides,

.: J. 1: 102 (Jan. 25) 1919.

b) VToshida1 and h> Fostei and myself,' and Stewart's

important discover) thai the larvae of Ascaris, after

hatching in the intestine of an animal thai -wallows

the eggs, migrate to the lungs and then return to the

intestine, hits been fully confirmed, With reference to

the i.n and mouse theory, however, Foster and I have
leached conclusions that are not in accord with Stew-
art'- view that rats and mice may serve as intermediate

hosts of Ascaris. Contrary to this view we have
clearly shown thai no intermediate host is necessary,

and that infection of man or pig occurs as a result of

swallowing the eggs of the para-itc.

Briefly, the course of development is as follows:

The eggs pas- oul of the intestine of an infested ani

m.il
i man or pig i in the feces. The eggs are not infec-

tive until the contained embryos develop to a vermi
form stage, which requires a period of two weeks or

more, according to the temperature of the surrounding
medium, oxygen supply, and moisture. Accidentally

the embryos may hatch outside the body; hut in this

case they quickly perish. Within the highly imperme-
ahle egg shell, however, the full\' developed embryo is

very resistant to cold, dryness and other unfavorable
conditions, and may remain alive for long periods of

time, five years and possibly longer. If swallowed by

some mammal, the eggs that contain fully developed

embryos hatch in the small intestine. They will also

hatch if artificially introduced beneath the skin.

Unless accidentally carried out of the body in the

feces, the newly hatched larvae leave the lumen of the

intestine and migrate to the liver, though some possibly

go more directly to the heart, in both cases apparently

aided by the circulation. From the liver, where they

remain in most cases only a few days, they migrate to

•the lungs, evidently by way of the hepatic veins, inferior

vena cava, heart .and pulmonary arteries. They arc-

stopped in the lungs by the capillaries, entei the air

vesicles and bronchioles, pass tip the bronchi and

trachea, then into the esophagus, and finally reach the

small intestine, where, if the animal infested is a suit-

able host, they establish themselves and continue their

development to maturity. < 'ccasionally some of the

larvae appear to return to the heart from the lungs, as

they ma)' sometimes lie found in the spleen, under the

peritoneum of the abdominal cavity, and in other loca-

tion- that they could scarcely reach except in the sys-

temic circulation. In such locations they may attain

the same stage of development that is reached by those

in the lungs, but it seems unlikely that they can succeed

in regaining the intestine or in continuing their develop
lllelll.

In tiits, mice, guinea-pigs and rabbits, Ascaris larvae

undergo the same migrations that they do in the pig

and presumably in man, the only essential difference

being that when they return to the alimentary tract

alter passing through the liver and lungs, they .are

unable to develop further and soon pass out of the

bod) in the feces. The larvae thus eliminated in the
ii niily slightly resistant to unfavorable condi-

tions and die in a short time. The possibility ol their

being ingested by and continuing their development in

a human being or pig after passing through a rat or

mouse is of theoretical interest but seems to he of no

2. Yoshida, Sadao: On the Development of Ascaris Lumbricoides,
: .

i 19

Ra B il and Poster, W. D.: Life History of a caxis
Lumbricoides and Related Korms. J. Agric. His,. Dept. Agric. II

Discoveries < ci rnin« thi Life Hist. r V
i

' racl ), Anat. Rec. I
">

i .ii Discoveries Concerning the Life Hi8tor) of
Lumbricoides, J. Parasitol. 5:93-99 (March) 1919.
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practical importance. As shown by Foster and myself,

very young sheep and goats are better adapted as hosts

for Ascaris than rats, mice, guinea-pigs or rabbits,

since the larvae after their passage through the lungs

may establish themselves in the intestine and develop

to a stage approaching maturity, though they seem
unable to reach their full growth as they do in man
or pig.

In experimentally infected animals (rats guinea-

pigs, etc.), Ascaris larvae may be found in the liver

as two days, in the lungs and trachea a

as three days, and in the intestine following thi

sage through the lungs, as early as six days after the

eggs are swallowed. They are common in the lungs

from seven to ten days after infection, becoming
scarce in the liver as they become numerous in the

lungs, and can be found passing down the <-

in large numbers from eight to ten days after infec-

tion. During their migrations before returning to the

intestine they increase in size from a length of about

0.25 mm. when newly hatched to a length of as much
as 2.5 mm., commonly 1.5 mm. At the same time they

undergo considerable change in structure, and molt at

least twice. In the case of rats, mice, .and other ani-

mals in whose intestines the parasites are unable to

establish themselves, the larvae are all, or practically

all, eliminated within a little over two weeks after

:f outline of the life his-

tory of Ascaris it may be of interest to note that if

fully incubated eggs are injected beneath the skin of

a guinea-pig they not only hatch as first shown by

Martin,' who did not, however, follow tin- migrations

of the larvae, but the larvae later appear m the lungs,

just as they do when the eggs are

The fact that Ascaris in the course of its develop-

ment regularly passes through the liver and Urn

tirally raises the question as to the damage it may do

during its migrations. Evidently it has capacil

harm ni -1 so long as it was assumed, as for-

merly, that after hatching from the egg. the

worm simply settles down in the intestine and grows
to maturity. Just how important it may be under nat-

ural conditions as a cause of disease of the liver, lungs

or other organs that are invaded b) tl

larvae remains to be determined. Under experimental

conditions, however, it ha- been found that tin- migrat-

ing larvae may seriously injure the lungs. As firsl

i by Stewart, experimental!} infected rats and

of pneumonia a week to ti

after infection, and the same is true of guinea-p
rabbits. Larger animals, ung pigs, if heavily

I, may likewise succumb to pneumonia it

to the invasion of the lungs by the larvae; and even
when a comparatively few eggs have been swallowed,
more or less definite symptoms of pulmonary trouble,

such as difficult and quickened respiration and fever,

mmonly be noted about a week after in:

'1 lie symptoms of a disease known as "thumps," which
is highly destructive to young pig-, are similar to

shown by pig- suffering from Ascaris pneumonia
experimentally produced. Indeed, it is quite i

that in many of the cases of "thumps" Ascaris is an
important etiologic factor, and evidence recently col-

lected in field investigation- -how- very clearly that

'in, Andre: Rrchercli-
emtiryonnaire des nematodes parasites, Ann. d. K. nal P

is i 151. 1913.
II. ni Foster, W. I), d'ootnote 3). second and

l.itrd references).

Ascaris pneumonia is responsible for much of the loss

of life and stunting of growth that occur among young
pigs.

By analogy it is reasonable to suppose that Ascaris
may occasionally if not frequently lie involved in the

production of pulmonary disease among human beings.

especially young children. Young children are known
to be more susceptible to infection with Ascaris than
older persons, just as young pigs are more susceptible

than older pigs; and it may be presumed that they
' le young pigs also in being more liable to suffer

from Ascaris pneumonia than
A- a matter of fact, certain obsei ns are on rec-

ord that are at least in harmony with the supposition
that in human beings, as well us other ani-

mals in which the fact has been proved by experiment,
Ascaris larvae may be a source of iTijury to the lungs.

Over fifty years ago a German physician, Mosler,6 fed

Ascaris eggs in numbers as large as several dozen to

health}- children of various ages. In no instance did

the children afterward pass worms following anthel-

mintic treatment, and the experiment tints gave nega-
tive results so far as concerned the development of the

worms from the eggs. In some cases, however. Mos-
ler observed that the children a few days after the

eggs were given to them suffered from fever and diffi-

culty in breathing. lie was inclined to doubt that these
symptoms were caused by the experiment. In the
light of our present knowledge, however, it is alto-

gether likely that the symptoms iii question were pro-
duced by an invasion of the lungs by Ascaris larvae.

Another experiment on man is recorded in the liter-

ature in which the ingestion of Ascaris eggs w

lowed by pulmonary symptoms. This experiment was
carried out by Lutz' in South America, the subject
being a grown person who volunteered for the experi-
ment. Incidentally it may be remarked that Lutz's
experiment stands in agreeable contrast to Mi
which, in the use of children as experiment animals,
is quite indefensible from a moral standpoint.

but/.'- volunteer was 32 years old and was stated to have
been absolutely free from Ascaris infestation fur at least

twenty years, living in circumstances and amid surroundings
and with personal habits such that there was 'little liki

of infection from sources outside the experiment. During the
experimei ire was taken to avoid conditions usually
considered favorable to parasitic infection. A -mall number

re swallowed lifferent

days, namely, January 4, 5, 6 and 27, thi i

ng estimated .

hi.mied fullj bryos. Alto-

gether, therefore, about 100 viable eggs were -

in the early part of the month and fifty in the lattei

the month. Karly in the experiment the su

from acid dyspepsia, repeated vomiting, and a slight remit-
tent fever, in addition to which an unusually severe bronchitis
soon developed. These symptoms were gradually repli

symptoms of an intestinal catarrh. The early symptom
considered probably accidental bj Lutz; but I

abdominal symptoms seemed )•• indicate a p

from the experiment, and the patient accordini I

an anthelmintic treatment. Februarj I. Prom '

lowing this treatment, thirty-five immature ascarids from 5.5

n. long were recovered.

Assuming that the-.- worms came from i

in the early part of January, it is ni interest to note

• n.l .In- von ihncn herrubrenden
fui Naturforscher und Aerate, Leipzig

' .Vlolph: Zur Fragc dl '

' ilerc Milthe.l
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that their size from twenty-five to twenty-eighl days

after infection corresponds closely to that of ili<'

worms found in the small intestine of a young goat

twenty-seven days after it had been fed Ascai

in an experiment carried out by Foster and myself,

the length of the worms in the latter instance varying

from 4.o to 11.4 mm., averaging 7.' 1 mm. (twenty-nine

worms measured out of several thousand present).

There is thus practically complete agreement in the

which the worms developed in the same length

of time in the t\\ expel minus.

V to the significance of the early symptoms noted

by I .lit z as well as those observed by Mosler a lew

days after the ingestion of Ascaris eggs by human
beings, it is quite possible that they were merely coinci-

dental : hut it seems much more likely that they were

the result of the invasion of the lungs b_v the young
parasites. Whether or not any importance is ascribed

;o the lung symptoms observed by Mosler and Lutz,

the fact that Ascaris larvae can cause pneumonia in

lower animals clearly indicates that they may do like-

wise in human beings. Hiis possibility should r&

serious consideration by those who have opportunity

for its investigation, particularly in cases of pulmonary
mong young children who are living amid

surroundings favorable to gross infection with

. Iscaris.

SUMMARY
To recapitulate, some of the more important facts

that have been established by recent investigations on

lumbricoides ami conclusions to be drawn
from them may be thus summarized:

Infection occurs as the result of swallowing eggs of

the parasite containing fully, developed embryos, no

intermediate host being necessary.

After the voting worms hatch in the intestine they

do not immediatel) settle down, but migrate to the

liver, lung.-, and other organs, meanwhile undergoing

lerable growth and development.

Those that reach the lung- return to the intestine by

way of the trachea and esophagus, then settle down
and develop to maturity if in a suitable host (man,

Otherwise they are soon eliminated in the feces

i rat. mouse, guinea-pig, rabbit), or in some hosts

(sheep, goat) may undergo an abortive development

that falls sbort of fertile maturity.

Pneumonia commonly occurs in experimentally

1 animals about a week to ten days after infec-

tion, at a time when the invasion of the lungs by the

migrating larvae i~ at its height.

•r in 1867 and Lutz in 1888 recorded the occur-

rence of pulmonary symptoms in human beings follow-

ing the experimental administration of .Iscaris eggs.

In the light of our present knowledge it is very proba-

ble that these symptoms were the result of invasion of

the lungs by migrating Ascaris larvae.

The question of the occurrence of pulmonary trou-

human beings as a result of Ascaris infection

should receive careful investigation, especially in the

case of young children.

-TRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Theo Zbindei ii'i: I was recently inter-

ested in a case in which the diagnosis was made of foreign

I.'.fly in the lung. Dr. Hubbard made two bronchoscopic

examinations and found nothing. The roentgen ray showed
nothing. The patient's symptoms would last a few hours or

a day or two, and then disappear. However, a few weeks

after the last attack the child passed a full sized ascaris

worm. I would like t i know whether the adult worm could
have caused these symptoms bj passing upward into the

us. ami obstructing the larynx, "i whether a number
i larvae were passing out "t" the trachea. According i"

Dr. Rails. .m's description the larvae are vciv small and nOl
lil.il> i" cause symptoms "i' obstruction

Dr. Henrv Albert, Iowa City, Iowa: Or. Ransom referred

i
ni . mng pigs called "thumps." I would like

to ask him if an investigation has been made regarding the

relationship of worms to thumps, h is a common disease

ami it seems t.> me thai the opportunitj Eoi making such an
ration should In' easj i<> find. It is also a

observation among farmers thai coughing is one "i" the usual

symptoms of worms in hogs. I presume thai there i i

direct relationship between such ami the irritation caused by
the larval form of the ascaris in the lungs. I would like to

i' Ran in if postmortem examinations of the animals
have been made and if SO what were the Inn!

Dr. C. C. Bass, New Orleans, I. a.: These observations
h.ne opened a future that we do nol at the present fully

e i in. it.- When we recall the very widespread prevalenci of

this disease in man. especially in institutions, sueli as orphan
hi in, , and among the poorei class of people, we can begin
in appreciate the importance of this observation. Do the

larvae which attack the lung damage it in the same way
thai the hookworm larvae do? If we infect animals experi-

mentally with a small number of hookworm larvae, many
small hemorrhages occur in the lung. Of course, if many
worms are present, then massive hemorrhages occur ami
these may get large enough to kill the experimental animal
in two or three hours.

Dr. B. II. Ransom, Washington. D. C. : As to Dr. Zbin-

den's question: I think in that case it was merely a matter

of the aberrant wandering of a well developed or mature
ascaris. Ascarids have the habit of crowding into narrow
passages, into the bile ducts or pancreatic duets, and cases

are on record in which they have been found wandering in

tile esophagus, eustachian tubes, and in various oilier places

outside of their normal location. As to the question of

"thumps" in pigs, we have investigations under way, the

results of which are not yet available. These investigations

are being carried out in the Middle Wist and we hope to

have some definite results from this season's work. Refer-

ring to Dr. Bass's question as to how the ascaris larvae

injure the lungs, that matter is still under investigation, but

they do very much as hookworm larvae do. produce minute
hemorrhages. It is very characteristic in l lie case of experi-

mental animals that have been infected with ascaris to find

small petechiae scattered over the lungs and in some cases

there are large hemorrhagic areas either as a result of a
heavier infection or of other conditions that we do not

exactly understand. The other question asked by Dr. Bass
was in reference to age susceptibility. In the ease of human
beings, it is quite evident that children, because of their

habits, are. perhaps, more exposed to infection than older

persons, but I do not see how that explanation could be

sufficient in the case of pigs, because as far as my observa-

tions have gone, adult pigs are likely to be just as much
exposed to infection as younger pigs, and in fact their

exposure is probably greater from the simple fact that they

are older and have consequently had more opportunities i"

become infected. As a matter of fact the statistics we have
gathered show that young pigs are more often and more
heavily infected than older animals. I don't see any way
of explaining the difference in the case of pigs except on
tin basis of the difference in age susceptibility.

Treatment of Mental Disorders.—The problem of mental
disorders as now understood is no longer properlj formu
1 at oil bj the phrase "the care of the insane." Mental di

orders of many forms and in many stages are exl

prevalent. Those regarded as insane are simply tin

capacity for adjustment to the requirement ol org

iety has failed to such degree thai they have beco
a burden or a menace.—W. L. Russell, Canadian J. Mental

1:162 (July) 1919.
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DESENSITIZATION OF PERSONS AGAINST
IVY POISi IN

JAY FRANK SCHAMBERG, M.D.

PHILADELPHIA

In an informal discussion 1 of a paper at the Detroit

session in 1916, I announced that I had been able to

protect persons susceptible to attacks of ivy poison by

the internal administration of minute but increasing

doses of the tincture of Rhus toxicodendron. Later

my assistant, Dr. Strickler, made an alcoholic extract

of the plant, which after aqueous dilution was injected

subcutaneously and was found to he effective in pre-

venting- attacks.

During the past few years I have been employing

this method in my private practice, with uniform suc-

cess. I have treated almost a score of susceptible per-

sn ns, and all have remained free of dermatitis during

the ivy season, whereas prior to undergoing this treat-

ment they rarely esi

I may briefly mention the case of a 12-year-old girl

who for several years had spent a couple of months in

bed each year from severe and repeated attacks of

dermatitis venenata. She was so susceptible that she

could not traverse a lane where ivy grew without being

1. After taking the treatment she was rendered

immune except for an extremely slight attack which

developed as a result of her purposely handling the

ivy plant to test her resistance.

The method of treatment which I have been carrying

out is as follows: I prescribe:
C.c. •

I: 'tincture of rlius toxicodendron 1

Rectified spirit 5

Syrup of orange, sufficient to make 100

The patient is instructed to take the mixture in half

- of water after meals, as follows:

Breakfast. Drops Lunch, Drops Dinner, Drops

When this dosage has been reached, for purposes of

convenience and simplicity, the patient take- a tea-

ful in half a glass of water merely once a day.

This should be continued throughoul the ivy sei

It has been my experience that the immunity i it" one

call it such i established after one month's administra-

tion will persisl for about a month afterward. After

eptibility is prone to return.

TREATMENT 01 VN VTTACK OF IVY POISON

The same mixture appears to exert a favorable influ-

ence on attack- of ivy poisoning in preventing an
extension of the process, and in abbreviating the dura-

the attack. In order to bring the patient more
quickly under the influence of the drug, I administer

Hows

:

I D Dinner. Drops
4 6
In 1

It I'. 18

onful once a day, welt diluted.

It
:

-, of course, necessary to establish the tact that

the ivy has been tin- cause of the dermatitis. Rhus
\endron tincture would probabl) be of no
itiflg poison oak, primrose or Other forms of

•"Its. J. F., in D M ' 88
I

plant poisoning. I think it is more than likely, how-
ever, that desensitization against these poisonous plants

could be accomplished by using extracts of Rhus
diversUoba, Primula obconica, etc., in the same manner
as detailed above.

The results obtained by this method in fortifying the

resistance of persons against ivy poison suggest the

possibility of achieving similar results against various

pollen catarrhs—hay fever, rose cold, etc. If one can

incriminate the particular 'pollen at fault, an extract

taken by mouth might conceivably bring about a

desensitization. This method is so much simpler than

administration by hypodermic injection that it would
appear to me to be worthy of trial.

1922 Spruce Street.

Therapeutics

A Department Devoted to the Improvement of Therapy. A Forum
for the Discussion <-v the Use of Drugs and Other Remedies
in the Treatment of Disease.

RESULTS IN THERAPEUTICS
Therapeutic truths not only deserve reiteration

—

they demand it. To determine what is the truth is

most difficult, especially in therapeutics. Unfortunately,

much of what passes as therapeutic knowledge is

merely tradition or opinion: too much of our thera-

peutics is based on opinion. A fact is characterized

by constancy, and constancy of results is what we
need, above all, in therapeutics. Much of our treat-

ment is not constantly successful because based on
incomplete observation, on mere opinion. A definition

for "constancy of results," as used here, might be

called for. < )f course, we cannot expect 100 per cent,

results in therapeutics. The reason for this is the

complexity and variability of the conditions to be met.

The human body is not a test tube. We often can-

no; fathom all the factors at work. Hence it may
easily occur that we employ our therapeutic reagents

in conditions under which the des-red result cannot
happen. The more clearly ami closely we draw the
therapeutic indications, and the more accurately we
adapt our technic to meet the requirements of

'

ticular case at hand, the more nearlj will out

approai h the ideal of 100 per cent. However, to save
ourselves disappointment, it is almost as important to

know under what conditions our remedies mi
a- n is to know when they m.i

USE AND \l:r>l OF CATHARTICS
The following is th pharma-

nd practical application of tin

laxatives ami cathartics.

The physician who knows when to employ a

tie has mastered an important lesson in therapeutics.
In these days of revolution and reform, nothing is too

well established to be questioned, to,,

I he dictum, "Qui bene purgat, bene curat," shall

i\ to the maxim, "The k" purging, the :

onstipation
That cathartics are a frequenl « an i constipation

iiered from such utterances a- tht

In my opinion one of the
i

MII1K I..
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cure a dailj stool ... If w

England, there is no other country in which chronic i

i Kin ,i* it is lure: and il is equallj true that

criminate and dicine in order t<> move the

. . It is ,i lamentable fact that not a few parents

have tli that, if they do not administer a cathar-

tic frequently to their children, <lirc results will follow : and

in their anxiety they eventual!) bring about "r aggravate

the very condition which they wish to avoid, nam

\ C Adams" would go so far as to prohibit the

giving of cathartics to children, excepting under med-

ical supervision. He urges that the medical profes-

sion attack the advertisements and display of aperients

as inimical to the public health. With this «

agree. The philosophy underlying the admission of

cathartics into the advertising pages of new

and lay periodicals that discriminate a:

forms of "patent medicines" displays the unfortunate

lay notion that cathartics can do no harm. In point

of fact, cathartics arc not only habit-producing drugs;

hut. as in certain cases of intestinal obstruction, they

may even kill.

However, while entering' on such a campaign, let

us he Mire that our own hands are clean. \ cathartic

prescribed by a physician is no less liable to produce

the cathartic habit—a habit that means increasing ill

health—than one taken by the patient on his own
initiative. Indeed, when the physician prescribes the

remedy, the patient Uels all the more certain that it

is good for him. and he is likely to continue taking it.

After all, the medical practice of the laity reflects the

past practice of the medical profession.

irtics produce constipation in several ways:
. acuation does not leave enough residue

to excite bowel movement the next day. The patient,

believing or instructed that he ought to have a daily

bowel movement, repeats the dose; and he is well

started on the way to a drug habit. For now fatigue

of the musculature from overstimulation, or muscular

from abnormal irritability of the mucosa, due

to excessive irritation, are likely to assert themselves,

leading to the necessity of progressive increase in

dosage and potency of the drug. Even the mildest

and blandest laxatives, as well as enemas, must he

charged with a tendency to get the bowel into slug-

gish habit-, for the very ease with which soft or

liquid contents pass along the large bowel diminishes

the necessity for muscular effort, and leads to atony

and ultimate atrophy.

THE ACATHARTIC TREATMENT OF CONSTIPATION

In an extensive clinical study of constipation,

on8 arrives at the conclusion that habitual con-

stipation, as distinguished n lary or symp-

tomatic constipation, can he cured without thi

cathartics. This form of constipation usually begins

before the age of 26 in women and 31 in men. The
constipation beginning ages is gi

ary to som< I trban'ce. While Ik- con-

an atonic condition of e, frequently

hereditary, to be the predisposing

1 Gam. S. G.: Constipatiot and Intestinal

Cause and Cure of Constipation, Brit. M J.

2 : .1 r
3. Thayson, T. E. H.: Bidrag til •'.

folic og Rontgenologi, L'gcsk. f. 1-a.cgcr 81:4, 37

1919.

ition, yel he believes that acathartic treatment
be resorted to in such cases, and that such

treatment is generally successful. I'\ L'omg to stool

.it a regular time each day, regardless of whether
there is a desire or not. and devoting fifteen minutes
to an effort to have a passage, natural movements can

usually be secured by the third or fourth day. Now,
if this can be done in middle lite at a time when the

eon-lip. ition has become a habit of many wars' stand-

ing, how much easier should it be to cultivate a correct

habit in a little child, even though it bad a hereditary

tendency to constipation.

The psychotherapy of constipation, in which Paul

Dubois* has been one of the most prominent pioneers,

eoiisi-ts in implanting in the patient's mind tin > .
. 1

1

viction that constipation is merely a faulty habit that

can be overcome b\ proper hygiene and diet and with-

out recourse to evacuants or enemas, and in antag-

onizing the fear that attempts at defecation will prove

ineffectual. Frantic straining at stool may actually

inhibit tin- process. Of course, before resorting to

psychotherapy, we should first convince ourselves and,

what is quite as important, the patient, by means of

physical, roentgenographic and sigmoidoscope exam-
ination that no organic disease oi the bowel exists.

The psychic treatment is accompanied by correction

of sins against hygiene. It is evident that those whose
diet is at fault need diet and not drugs. The consti-

pation of those with sedentary habits requires exer-

cise—perhaps only calisthenics, walking, etc.—while

tho e whose nervous system is below par from exces-

sive work and worry need rest and recreation to

enable the intestine to resume its proper function.

A word of warning should accompany even this

treatment. The patient should be told that, if he does

not succeed in obtaining a daily movement, it does not

matter. We must not permit the patient to make of

his bowel a fetish for daily and devoted worship.

Says Samuel Jones Gee: 5

Many of those who are continually complaining of con-

stipation are suffering mure from fear ami hypochondria

than from anything else. It is no law of nature that the

bowels should be relieved punctually once in twenty-four

hours. Some persons feel in better health when the bowels

act once in two or three days; free evacuation- aw followed

by a sense of weakness. Patience ami contentment with

nature's operations are not the worst remedies for constipa-

tion.

While this may be true of the adult, it must be

admitted that it is probably just as undesirable for an

infant to go for several days without an evacuation

as it is to get it started on the cathartic habit. If the

bowel is permitted to retain fecal matter for a long

time, the rectal reflex becomes chronically dull." To
prevent this, when the infant's bowels have not moved
for more than twenty-four hours, a soap suppository

or a simple glass rod suitably bent as suggested by

Eggleston,' may be used. Of course, modifications

of the diet, and giving an infant opportunity for exer-

cise, air the chief measures to In employed in devel-

regularity of bowel movement in infants.

Paul: The Psychic Treatment of Nervous Disorders,
New -i

I
Wagnalls Company, 1

I Lectures and Aphorisms, New Yorl
p. 271.

C ' onstipation in < hildren. Latham and
trni hi, 2: 432.

pliance for Training Infants to

A. H. A. 70: 156 (Jan. 19) 1918.
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SPASTIC CONSTIPATION

In spastic constipation, cathartics, excepting the

blandest of laxatives, such as oils, are contraindicated.

When the patient suffers from colic—with or without
meteorism—when he has a feeling as though the

evacuations were unsatisfactory, when he presses a

good deal at stool and evacuates long, thin, flattened

fecal masses (though they may have other shapes)

and when, on palliation of the abdomen, one can 1 oil

colonic segments under the hand like cords, and on
rectal examination the bowel fits closely around the

finger like the finger of a glove, cathartics not only

are useless but they aggravate the disturbance. In

these cases, antispasmodic treatment is indicated.

PELVIRECTAL CONSTIPATION

In pelvirectal constipation ( Hertz's" dyschezia),

recognized by the fact that on roentgenologic exam-

New and Nonofficial Remedies

r\ination the upper portions of the

colon are emptied in the proper

time, while the bismuth is re-

tained for days in the sigmoid

flexure and rectum, purgatives

are likewise nol only useless, but

barm ful. as they can act only

when fluid stools are produced,

which at one and the same time

wastes nutriment and leads to in-

testinal atony. It is characteris-

tic for this condition that enemas
act much better in producing
evacuation than do physics given

by mouth, a fact of which some
of these patients are well aware.

Here the must important part of

the treatment is to keep the rec-

tum and pelvic colon emptj . so

that these may in time regain

their normal tone and irritability,

"1 hi> can be accomplished by the

regular use of enemas or of sup-

positories. Ini reasing the irrita-

bility of the rectal mucosa by the

iwe of appropriate irritants is

also likely to have a curative ten-

dency.

REMOVAL OF I MP VI TED I

For the removal of impacted fe< rather

than purgatives should be used, ["he latter merely
add to the colic which is usually present and
indicates that the intestinal musculature is already
contracting i \< essively.

(To be continued)

Passage of Human Infections.—When the people generally
and preachers, editorial writers and other tea hers undcr-

il line, an diseases are 5| entirely from
ther, it will bi

n 'in the mam avi ni

we shall continui to be ineffi

ntei tious disea es. In looking to all possibl
and ignoring the mam ones, we are about a

young, untrained hunting dog which tries to flivi

in on a dozen track mi time lake him,
ill continue to run our legs oft* and finally lii

' and entirelly satisfied that the think- "ju
be dm. ,. Health Bulletin

Bent glass rod to serve

lory treatment.

The following additional articles have been accepted
as conforming to the rcles of the Council on Pharmacy
and Chemistry of the American Medical Association fob
admission to New and Nonofficial Remedies. A
the rules on which the Council bases its action will be
SENT ON APPLICATION. W_ A . PucKNtR

, SECRETARY.

HIRATHIOL—Ammonium Sulphoichthyolicum.—An aque-
ous solution of a synthetic product, the important medicinal
constituents of which are ammonium compounds containing
sulphur in the form of sulphonates, sulphones and sulphides.

Actions and Use's. — See sulphoichthyolate preparations
( Xew and Nonofficial Remedies, 1919, p. 319). It is claimed
that hirathiol is equivalent in every respect to the original
ichthyol.

Dosage—'Since this article is claimed to be closely similar
to ichthyol, its dosage is probably like that of the older
preparation (see New ami Nonofficial Remedies. 1918, p. 160).

Manufactured by Hirasawa Chemical Industrial Company, Tok\n,
Japan (Takamine Laboratory, Inc., Clifton, X. t., I'. S. 51 llin

No !' s patenl No I

Hirathiol is a brownish-black syrupy liquid, having a characteristic
i amatic odor.

It is soluble in water, glycerin and alcohol. It is miscible with fats.
The aqueous solution of hirathiol (1:10) is faintly acid to blue

litmus. The aqueous solution (1:20) yields a greenish-black, resin-
cipitate upon the addition of hydrochloric acid. This
soluble in ether; it is also soluble in water, but if di

the latter solvent, it i^ .o-aiu pi ,
, ipitated by the addition of hydro-

chloric acid or sodium chloride test solution.
Boil an aqueous solution of hirathiol (1:10) with potassium hydrox-

ide test solution. Ammonia is evolvt d
Hit thiol loses 46.5 per cent when dried at 100 C.
W igh from 5 to 6 Cm. of hirathiol into .

| Cc. o(
it hydroxide test solution and 100 Cc. of .-.

re until no more ammonia p sses aver, collect the distillate in
15 Cc. of normal sulphuric acid, to which 1 drop of methyl
test solution has I-" added, and acid with
tenthnormal potassium hydroxide. I

acid consumed cot 18 per cent, of total ammonia (XII i

Weigh from 5 to 6 (
water and 10 Cc. of a 10 per f albumen folli

5 portioi s ot 5 Cc. each of diluted hydrochloric acid, shall
each addition. Maki re to a volume of 50n

I

filter through a dry niter. II filtrate to boiling,
..hi Hi Cc. of barium chloride test solution and allow the mixture

d for twenty-four boms Colled thi precipitati ol
• and weigh. The weight of I

corresponds to 6.16 per cent, of ammonium sulpl
h from 0.5 to 1 em ,i hiral

I ftasl
..1 water and 5 Ion. of

1

of nitric acid, and evaporate the mixture to about 5 (
I

ni hydrochloric acid and evaporate t" S Cc; again add
hydroi bb.ric acid and , vaporati to 5 Cc I Cc. ol

i
in (c. of barium i

I

How the mixturi
barium sulphate, heat and weigh. The weight i i

I
sulphate col., llphur
' tli- ammonia i hi ii • I in tin ammonium Bull I

mined in hirathiol, and il ,|, f r , ,.,

determined. Multipl

1

I

Is tlie sulphui
organic, sulphonic acids contained i

"sulphonic sulphur," as previous!) cal llphur in

Iphur.
Hirathiol is incompatible n tl

alkalis.

MEDICINAL FOODS (see New an, I Nonofficial Rem,, lie

1919, p. 165).

SOY BEAN GRUEL FLOUR. A flour prepared from the
soy bean having approximately the following comp

ns. It i- ind

• in obesity, Tin- nutritive vale.

to 2,027 call i

ies .ne dui -

and 920 calories to

I

much of the i
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Despite this, however, no proportionality exists

between the intensity of the blue and the amount of

reduced hemoglobin. This, Lundsgaard says, may in

smalj part be due to individual peculiarities of the skin

and the subcutaneous tissue, which are known to

influer.ee in anemia the relation between paleness of

the skin and the decrease in hemoglobin.

According to Lundsgaard's recent investigations,

when the mean capillary oxygen unsaturation, which

is calculated as the mean between venous and arterial

unsaturation and is normally about 2 to 3 per cent, by

volvme. is increased to about 6 to 7 per cent., cyanosis

appears. For this reason 6 or 7 per cent, may be called

t«.e threshold value of mean capillary oxygen unsat-

uration for the incidence of cyanosis. However, if the

- completely saturated with oxygen in the lungs.

the oxygen unsaturation of the venous blood may
increase to 13 or 14 per cent, before cyanosis appears.

As might be expected, the change in the color of the

blood due to oxygen unsaturation may arise in

varicus region- of the body. In any event, the appear-

ance of cyanosis will depend on the degree to which

the venous Mood happens to be oxygenated when it

- the place at which unsaturation takes place and

also on the vigor of the reduction proceeding therein.

The increased oxygen unsaturation may, furthermore,

be brought about either by an increased reduction of

oxyhemoglobin to reduced hemoglobin in the peripheral

capillaries or by an incomplete oxidation of the venous

blood in the lungs. For example, abnormally great

reduction during passage through the capillaries occurs

during exercise, or when the blood flow is retarded,

as in decompensated heart conditions. The other con-

dition—incomplete oxidation in the lungs—may occur

n maladies of the lungs and heart, and likewise

when the alveolar oxygen ten-ion is greatly dei I

a- at high altitude-.

irily be a certain mini-

mum of hemoglobin in the blood for cyano

for. a- Lundsgaard point- out, patients suffering from

anemia in extrem cannot turn cyanotic.

According to him cyanosis cannot !» produced when
od pigment i- reduced to the point at which the

•i capacity i- below 6.5 per nut. by volume,

bluish color arising under He conditions just

ould e cl rl ished with i

to it- gnic-i- from abnormal -kin

with an increase above the normal number of red

.'•- in the circulation. Such a polycythemia or

erythremia may be encountered at high altitudes and in

certain form- of heart dis< en unsatura-

tion in such 1 normal values.

Usually the color of the -kin i- more reddish than blue,

; ruddiness rather than

the oxygen content of the venous blood
is likely to In- greater even than that found in normal

i

1

' on-. Although the color of 'In- -kin in polyi

mic patients has been described as "cyanotic," it will

be preferable, nowr that its underlying distinction from

cyanosis is clearly understood, to follow Lundsgaard's

suggestion' henceforth to designate the condition by

the name erythrosis. or false cyanosis.

BACTERIA AND VITAMINS

The demonstration that the nutritive welfare of the

higher animal- is dependent on an adequate supply not

only of the familiar foodstuffs but also of certain as

yet unidentified "food accessories," the so-called vita-

mins, has been stimulating in various fields of biologic

Tin- hypothesis of the role of vitamines in

nutrition has been transferred to the growth of plants

ttomley* with results that speak strongly for an
analogy between plants and animals with respect to the

promoting factors. Subsequently the possible part that

may be played by substances analogous in function to

the vitamins of animal nutrition has been debated with

I to the multiplication of bacteria,.

Bacteriologists have long recognized the difficulties

attending the production of cultures of micro-organ-

isms on synthetic mediums prepared from purified

substances. Blood serum, tissue extracts and decoc-

tions and other mixtures of largely unknown chemical

make-up have been employed bj preference a- culture

ria. For a long time the necessity of

ing such tissue product- was assumed to be

attributable to the fact that the lowest forms of life can

attack only a limited group of fairly simple com] i

The native proteins, for example, are singularly

in! to direct disintegration by bacteria; whereas

tin' cle the aminp-acids,

form an excellent nitrogenous pabulum for mil

nutrition. Latterly, however, it has become apparent

that mixtures of ev< n such simple nutrient fragm

sugars and inorganic -alts, in mixtures 6f

oor culture medium-. I

.

evidences of the nerd of something mi ire in the success-

ful cultivation of bacteria, particularly the mon
cate pathogenic varieties, further testimony ha- been

added in the case of the diphtheria organism bj

and Ferry" of Detroit l hej found that ii could not be

cultivated in synthetic mediums composed of

acids and mineral -all- adjusted to the optimal
I

-•Hi.. n concentration. Addition of thi

creatin and creatinin, and the purin bases xanthin ami

M 30!

BS

M

I I

I

i
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thin, was of no advantage. Typical lu

growth of Bacterium diphtherias was obtained in a

mixture oi l *'.5 per cent, of synthetic medium and onl)

0.5 per cent, of bouillon. Production of active toxin,

er, required the presence of 10 per cent, bouillon.

ne" permitted only deficient growth and toxin

formation. Davis and Ferry believe that siu-li observa-

tions suggest a vitamin requirement, furnished in these

cases by the beef infusion, not only for the luxuriant

growth of the diphtheria bacillus but also particularly

for strong toxin production. Incidentally, the)

that the results favor the view that diphtheria

toxin is not a synthetic product but rather "a cal

substance elaborated by Bacterium diphth

the presence of certain amino acids and accessory fac-

tors, the latter probably of a vitamin character."

Kligler has recently noted, in studies made at the

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, that the

growth of a large number of pathogenic bacteria,

including the streptococcus, pneumococcus and menin-

•.-. is favorably influenced by the addition of

small amounts of tissue extracts. Reef heart, rabbit

and cat tissues, and human nasal secretions contain

substances favorable to the growth of the organisms

The mucosa of different organs, spleen, liver

and kidney, are relative])- rich in these substances,

while muscle is relatively poor. The favorable effect

of the extracts is manifested by an enhancement of

growth and a reduction of lag. Neither the extracts

alone nor the culture medium alone was capable of

supporting bacterial growth suitably. Kligler inter-

prets his results as evidence that the facilitating sub-

stances belong to the category of the vitamins ; and

since ether extracts are without the potency referred

to, the conclusion is further offered that the vitamins

favorable for bacterial development belong to the

water-soluble rather than to the fat-soluble type.

"COLLOSOLS": AN UNCRITICAL ENGLISH
ENDORSEMENT

Under the auspices of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, there has just appeared a

report on the present status of colloid chemistry.8 The

work has been recognized as sufficiently important to

receive the endorsement of the government Depart-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research. < If par-

ticular interest to physicians is the chapter on "Admin-

istration of Colloid- in Disease" written by Alfred B.

Searle, "consulting chemi-t. Sheffield." After a some-

what academic generalization of colloidal drugs, the

i- devoted largely to the
"' proprie-

tary preparation- made by the Crookes Laboratories.

;
• tented by Searle for col-

7. Kligler. I. }.: Growth Accessory Sub
•; ::<): II (Jul

8. British Association for tl

I Industrial

loids in inc. in ine reads a- if the advertising literature

of the Crookes concern bad been considered ample

source of information. Thus: "Colloidal Mang
besides having been "used with remarkable and sur-

prising result- in the treatment of coccogenic skin

s, . . . gives excellent result- [in imj

seborrheic eczema and acute folliculitis] when

employed in conjunction with intramine"! Th<

of the intramine therapy has been known tor

more than two years both here and abroad," in fact,

thai m cases of intramine injections,

"the pain is undiluted torture. " In a style a- bombastic

and verbose as the usual house-organ write-up, the

report i details all sort; of conditions in which

so-called colloids and particularly the "Collosol"

brand—have been recommended, but derogatory find-

ings arc conspicuous by their omission. Even Sir

Malcolm Morris is quoted as lending his name (and

title) to the endorsement of "Collosols."

In the United States the medical profession lias

a means whereby physicians need not be

misled by such "high" authorities as evidently has

been the ca-e with our English confreres. Once

more the value of the Council on Pharmacy and

Chemistry is strikingly manifested. What are the

facts about "Collosols"? The Council has reported

that a number of the "Collosol" preparations were

not colloids at all, and "if . . . injected intra-

venously as directed, death might result, making the

physician morally if not legally liable"; "' that in the

cases in which the therapeutic claims were examined,

the claims were found to lie either exceedingly improb-

able or exaggerated; furthermore, that the A. M. A.

Chemical Laboratory found "Collosol Cocaine," on

is, to contain only 40 per cent, of the claimed

amount of cocain."

Such are the findings which have been presented to

the American physician. But the British physician is

- ing made the object of an intensive advertising

campaign lor "Collosols," based in part on an uncritical,

pseudogovernmental endorsement. Just so long a- the

Kiiglish profession will not protect itself by creating a

tent board to examine and judge proprietary

medicines and to control methods of exploitation, just

so long will such extravagant and even cruelly mis-

leading clauiis continue to impede scientific progress

in therapeutics.

9. Ferrivine, Intramine and Collosol Iodine. T. A. M. A. 69:S41

10 Collosol Preparations. J. A. M. A. 72:1604 (June 7) 1"!''.

11. ( oil t Admitted to X. N. R.. .1. A. M. A. 78: 1094

(April 12) 1919.

Marriage Laws Regarding Venereal Disease.—Thirteen

namely. Alabama, Indiana, Michigan, New Jersey,

i iregon, Penn .. h ania, t Itah, Ver-

mont, Virginia, Washington ami Wisconsin, have laws

I relating to venereal disease in connection with

marriage. The laws vary in wording, but the purport of all

i- to prevent the marriage of all infected with acute syphilis

i rliea.
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Current Comment

PATENTING THERAPEUTIC AGENTS
In the past, therapeutic agents and apparatus have

been controlled by patents and trade-marks for profit.

If there have been exceptions, they have been rare.

The Principles of Medical Ethics of the American

Medical Association contain this statement: "It is

unprofessional to receive remuneration from patents

for surgical instruments or medicines." This does not

mean that the patenting is wrong in itself; there are

ins when it is wise, if not necessary, to obtain

a patent in the interest of the public and. in the case

Hi" surgical instruments and medicines, of the medical

profession. In certain instances it is absolutely neces-

sary that the article produced shall maintain a definite

standard of quality and purity—and, it may be added,

shall be sold at a reasonable price. Enterprising phar-

maceutical manufacturers have usually been ready to

appropriate the results of scientific research by investi-

gators or therapeutic measures suggested by practicing

physicians. Not infrequently, in such instances, the

desire for financial gain has caused the marketing of

such products with extravagant, if not false, claims as

to their value. Yet the patent laws may be used so as

to protect and benefit the public and the medical pro-

fession. In research laboratories, work is being

carried on resulting in the production of new thera-

psutic agent-. It is important thai these agents shall

controlled that they may be made available

without subordination to commercial interests. It has

practically necessary, therefore, for n
their products in the interest of the

public welfare and scientific medicine. It ha- no

an easy matter to decide how best to bring about the

I results. Tin- question has been before the

Hoard of Trustees of the American Medical Associa-

tion, and in I'M 4 the House of Delegates pa

ion authorizing the hoard to accept at it- dis-

cretion, patents for medical and surgical instruments

and appliances, a- trustees, for the Inn. lit i

''.ii and tin- public, provided thai neither

the Association nor the patentee should receive remu-

neration front these patent-. I he Rocki F< ll< r Institute

fur Medical Research ha- solved 'In- problem in a

similar manner. In connection with the report of the

ral new arsenic compounds, Jacobs
and Heidelberger,' working in the Rockefeller Insti-

tute, say

:

It may be ap] a here that this substance
and related compounds, described in the present and

's Nils

have also been applied for mi

\ll .Ii .

in accordance with
the philanthropic pu

duct and proti
it ha •

1

1

irposi nf the institute
nt any drugs which 1 thera-

A.. and Heidrlbergi i M
II I Amides .ml Alkyl A

11:1 1919

peutic value to be manufactured under license by suitable

chemical firms and under conditions of production which

will insure the biological qualities of the drugs and their

marketing at reasonable prices. Other than through the

i-siiance of license, the Rockefeller Institute does not par-

ticipate in any way in the commercial preparation or sale of

the manufactured chemicals; and it receives no royalties or

other pecuniary benefits from the licenses it issues.

Here we have medicine at its best. The altruism of

pure science operating for the benefit of the general

public : scientific therapeutics freed from commercial

domination.

VARIETY OF DIET IN THE ARMY
To many persons the dread of a monoto

unsavory diet represents one of the supposed unpleas-

antnesses of army life. It is assumed by them that

only a slightly varied routine of simple food- is the

customary, if not the essential, feature of the dietary

of troops. Monotony and limited range of food com-

binations are traditional accompaniments of institu-

tional management which have all too ofien been the

subject of criticism from "humanitarian" investigators.

There have doubtless been times, as there still are

places, in which consideration of the regimen of per-

sons with restricted liberty has been unfortunately

neglected. Today, ignorance can no longer serve as

a valid excuse. In the light of presenl day knowledge
of nutrition, disregard of the relation of diet to human
welfare can only lie ascribed to indifference. "How
about the army?" it may lie asked. "Are not the para-

mount needs of drill and equipment, of marches and

battle, allowed to relegate dietary niceties to desue-

tude?" rime upon a time the answer might have been,

"Yes"; but the statistics now published by the Si

of Pood and Nutrition in the Medical Department of

the U. S. Army give a different reply with respeel to

our army camps in 1917-1918. According to dietary

Studies made by the Bureau of Markets in Washing-

ton in I'M/, thirty-nine different articles enter into the

wee] h food inventory for the average family. A study

of 390 army mes ever, indicated that tin'

average number of articles used per mess per week
limit fifty-five. For organizations on the march,

when difficulties of preparation and transportation of

food demanded a simpler menu, the numbi
used per mess for a three da) period was sixteen. \

treatise on nutrition2 reminds us that the

human being exhibits two psychologic tendencies in In-

dict—one. to stand by old favorite-; the other, to

demand variety from da) t" day. Hence tin- diet that

suits best usually eotisist- of staples along with

variables. Variety wa- formerly acclaimed solely as

a mode of escaping monotony of diet
;
today it i-

j
in avoidinj

of a Lack of some essential to nutritive well being.

ul menu n

and the possible need of variety, without

catering to it aloni

!•.
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QUININ AND QUITENIN IN MALARIA

There -till seems to be uncertainty among pi

garding tin- fate of quinin in tin- body.

While one writer presents evidence thai only one third

to one fourth of quinin administered is slowlj

ered in the excreta,1 others assert that quinin usually

ear in the urine shortly after its adminis-

tration, ami that almost the entire amount may he

excreted within two days.-' Investigators at the Liver

pool School of Tropical Medicine have noted the power

of tissues removed from the body and of tissue extracts

to destroy the alkaloid.' The active agent 1- th( ;

bile and exhibits the property of an enzyme. 'The

liver, kidney, muscle, intestinal wall, and probably the

pancreas havi rable power to destroy quinin

postmortem, whereas little or no action has been

observed with the blood, Spleen, hone marrow and

divers glands. It is an unsafe conclusion to assert on

the hasis of such findings that the body tis.-u

quinin in vivo. However, certain facts bearing

on the theory of quinin therapy in malaria have already

developed from the Liverpool studies. ( >ne product of

the action of liver tissue on quinin i- now demonstrated

to be quitenin, a long known oxidation derivative of

quinin. This compound has been reported to appear

in the urine after the use of quinin. To test the

hypothesis that quitenin may represent the derivative

of quinin directly responsible for the relief of malarial

rigors, large doses were given to a suitable patient.

The substance was entii live,' and seems to

he broken up into inert compounds, since little if any

could he recovered in the urine. The quitenin hypothe-

sis may therefore he abandoned so long as no further

indications of its role are forthcoming.

ULTRAVIOLET RAYS AND VITAMINS

Although the effects of ultraviolet light on the organ-

ism have as yet received all too little investigation,

(here is no doubt that these invisible light rays have

more action on protoplasm than the visible ligh

The familiar inflammation exhibited in .-unburn (ery-

thema solare ) is an illustration of what ultraviolet

light can bring about. This - in is not

due to heat, but presum of some

photochemical reaction set up in the u
' There

i- something almost subtle in the manifestations of the

nonvisible rays. For example, diphtheria toxin is

readily destroyed by them, although it is not so easy

to render the antitoxin inert. Various enzymes have

also been shown to become inert through the action of

ultraviolet light. Recently the influence of this agent

on certain types of products containing vitamin- has

been investigated by Zilva6 at the Lister Institute for

- c. C. W.: Handbook of Pharmacology, New York, I'll.

2. Hat The
Drugs. Chicago, American Medical Association, 1915. p. 78.

3 I.ipkin, I. I.: On the Distribution

Animal I
!

'
'•

4. Lil

and O'Farrell: Studies in the Treatment of Malaria, X .Will

Hydrochloride in Simple Tertian Malaria, Ann. Tro|

r .i
I > 31) l''l''.

5 Zilva. S. S.: The Actim, on the Accessory

13 (July) 1919.

Preventive Medicine in London, lie found that butter

exposed for eight hours to ultraviolet lighl undi
i

a very noticeable change, the Eat soluble vitamin

therein becoming inactivated. However, the antineu-

ritic potenc) of yeasl extracts and the antiscorbutic

properties of lemon juice are not losl by such exposure,

Zilva calls attention to the fact, noted by others, that

the sterilization of milk by mean- of ultraviolet rays

imparts to the milk a peculiar taste, lie ascribe- this

to alterations in the buttei I il brought about by the

exposure. In view of the deterioration of the fat-

soluble vitamin it seem- likel) that the action of ultra-

violet lighl on milk may impair it- nutritive value i"i

infant feeding,

Medical News

(Physicians will confer a favor by ss dini for rms
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CH AS RELATE
NEW HOSPITALS, EDUCATION, PUBLIC HEALT1

ALABAMA
Home Provided for Mental Inferiors, -flic legislature of

Alabama at jts recent session passed a bill providing fbi the

establishment of a home at Tuscaloosa, for mental in

The campaign which resulted in this hill was led by Drs,

Thomas II. Haines and William D. Partlow.

Sanitary Laws Enacted by Legislature.— In a bill intro-

duced in the legislature by Representative Cobbs, the promo-
tion of public health bj leveling, ditching ami draining the

swamp lands of the state, was provided. This bill was made a

law. September 25. A bill providing fur strict regulation

df hotels, cafes, restaurants and eating places was introduced

by Representative M< I I >n in the house and has been enacted

into law by the senate. The house of representatives has

increased the appropriation foi public health from $25,000 a

year to $250,000 for four years.

ARKANSAS
Typhoid Survey.— Dr. K. Eugene Dyer, Little Rock, epi-

demiologist, U. S. I'. II. S.. has been sent lo assist the state

health officer in making a typhoid survey and other investi-

gations of epidemic diseases.

Held by Health Board.—At present thirteen women ire

held in quarantine at the Sebastian County Hospital, Fort

Smith, on account of venereal disease, while twent) five

others arc under private medical treatment and under parole.

Personal.— Dr. John R. Dale. Texarkana. was run down
injured bj an autotruck, September 25. Dr.

1 recently health officei ol Little Rock, ha

over the U. S. P. 11. S. work in that locality. E. H. White,
I years principal of the North Little Rock High
has accepted the professorship of microscopy in the

department of the University of Arkansas, Little

State Venereal Clinic—At a meeting held in Little Rock,

Septembei 26, plans were discussed for a state clinic for the

eal disease. It was proposed that the

Reformatory and the Girl's Indus rial School shi ubl

each give $2,500, and that the city should also contribute

Hi. i harles W. Garrison, state health officer, Little

id thai the state would pay $1.50 per day toward the

nd maintenance of each patient. It is expected that a

building will he erected without delay.

CALIFORNIA

Tuberculosis Conference.—A joint meeting of the Los

Angeles i
I

dical Association with the South

Tuberculosis Conference was held at Long Beach, Octobel

o

Lane Medical Lectures.—The Lane medical lectures will

I,,- delivered i> Dr. Uonzo E. Taylor, professor of physio-

logic chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania, and will
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be on the topic, "Feeding of the Nations at War." The lec-

tures will take place at Lane Hall. San Francisco, on the

evenings of December 8 to 12, inclusive, under the auspices

of the Leland Stanford Junior University School of Medicine.

Emergency Physicians Needed.—The secretary and execu-
tive officer of the California State Board of Health has
issued a circular letter stating that the board would appre-

ciate receiving the names of any physicians who. in the

event of the return of the epidemic of influenza, would be
willing to serve in emergencies in various parts of the state,

at a salary of $200 a month, with S4 per day lor subsistence

and traveling expenses.

Ungraded Rooms in City Schools.—A bulletin has been
published by the division of psychology of the Los Angeles

ool district, and devoted to ungraded rooms. Tart 2

es the handling of feebleminded children in special

schools, and Part 3 describes a plan of operation from which
good results are said to be obtained in the advancing of

mental ability as well as the borderline and 1

Mr. A. H. Sutherland, chief of the division, -419 South < Hive

Street, Los Angeles, will be glad to send to interested

individuals copies of this bulletin, so long as thev arc avail-

COLORADO
Personal.— Dr. Charles C. Reid, Denver, was elected first

vice president at the meeting of the International Association
of Lions Club, held in Chicago. Dr. Rodney Wren.
Trinidad, has been made chairman of the free clinic, which
ha recently been established in Trinidad.

Denver County Physicians in Service.—Out of a total mem-
bership of 378 during the war period, the Denvet
Medical Society sent into the service ninety-six members,
or 25.4 per cent. Of these, all but fifteen have return'

i arc on duty at (J. S. General Hospital No 21,

Aurora. The- only death in service was that of Lieut. Ray-
mond I'.. Peebler, who died from pneumonia following influ-

enza, October, 1918.

CONNECTICUT
Personal.—Dr. David R. Lyman. New Haven, superinten-

the Gaylord Farm Tuberculosis Sanatorium, lias

started for France, where he will attend the International

Tuberculosis Conference as a representative of the National

Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis

Anniversary of Sanatorium.— In observance of the fif-

teenth birthday anniversary i f the Gaylord Farm San
the New Haven ' ounty Medical Association held

semiannual meeting at the- institution. October 1. Among
the important papers presented were- the presidential address

by f)r I I in, 1 r- Haven, who is superintendent
of the Gaylord Farm Sanatorium, and addresses by Thomas
R. Darlington, on "]

i
vard R.

Baldwin. Saranac Lake. X. Y.. on "The Dili

ions Usuall]
miosis."

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Building for Physicians. A modern office building

reels, Washington
of physicians. Ii will be known as the Ansberry

Building, will be- eleven stories in height, ami will i

oughrj equipped with lal ler appliances

ary lor the use of professional men.

Personal.— I)r. J. Breckinridge Bayne, who did such
work in the typhus epidemic in southern Roumania during

nan occupation period ol 1917-1918, and who was
1 by King Ferdinand, ha

I
of tin- Regil

>w has charge of tl

I ojascu, Titu and \ i i.mia.

FLORIDA
Christmas Seal Campaign. Ii

la Anti-Tuberculosis Association, ,ii a meeting held

i'Ic, arranged plans for the nati

campaign to be inaugurated in December. Tin- qi

:, divided into zones,
with Miami. Tampa. Jacksonville and
quarters of the respective districts. Dr. Louis A. Bize,

1 arapa, is zone chairman.

Work of State Health Board.— Dr. Ralph X. Green.-,
Chattab • oi Florida

circular letters to physicians advising them of what has been

accomplished by the board and inviting them to make free

he machinery provided by tin- board for the benefit

,'tibiic health of the state. There arc five diagnostic

Ties at Jacksonville, Tampa, Pensacola, Miami and
Tallahassee, at which examinations are made, with the

ic tests for syphilis and gonorrhea, which
are made only at Jacksonville and Tampa. During 1918,

17.423 specimens were examined in the central laboratory,

Jacksonville; 7.702 in the Tampa laboratory; 2.75o in the

Pensacola laboratory, and 2.505 in the Miami la!

Tin- report also describes the work of the orthopedic service.

and ->i the sanitary engineering, vital statistics, and child

welfare departments of the state board.

ILLINOIS

Building for Physicians. -\ building for the exclusive use

ol physicians is to be erected in Rockford by J. Frank Deuel.

It will cost about $15,000 and will be equipped with a medical
library, drug and medical suppl) rooms, and garage accom-
modations.

Sanatorium for Livingston County.—At a recent meeting
ol the 1" ird of supervise rs of I ivingston County, a tax levy

of $60,0<Hi was voted to bi used lot e erection of a tuber-

anati irium. i or this purpose
$20,000 previously collected A siu- has been purchase

of Pontiac, and work will start early next spril

tion \\ol accommodate thirty patients.

Chicago

Practical Nursing Class. I ind class in practical

and home nursing conducted by the Chicago Department of

1 October 0. had an enrolment of 1,500

women.

Personal. Dr. Rudolph J. I-'.. Oden, who has recently

returned from Cadillac. Mich., has been appointed attending

a Hospital, and i ,

U. S. P II S Hospital Xo. 2. Dr. B aton has
im the military service and has been

Ited chief surgeon tor Libby, McNeill and Libby.

Northwestern University's Plans for Medical Education.

—

Northwestern Universit) has secured an option on 9 acres
of land on tin- lake Lvenue on which it is

planned to erect within ten years buildings for its

medii ine, > i «. n( istt
|

.

'

i ..

approximate^ $1,350,000. It is
-

eventually thai ,H *0 will

be expi I S the university lias

begun a campaign to half of which it is

will be obtained bj June. 1920.

Faculty Changes.- I be I f Medi-
announccs the following changes in its facult> :

I )r. I onis I ) Moorhi a

dean ; Dr. Sat

he department i it ph) sii ilo

'a . I )r. Vndn
i appointed aSSOCiati

Maxwell, formerly of Vanderbill Universil
ville. Tenn., ha of bat

teriology; Dr. Frank M. Phifer, ' hicago, has

and acting head of genito-

urinary surgery, and Dr. Frank Lin
I instruction in thi

MARYLAND
Corps of Physicians Organized foi Influenza

At the request ..i the Initi d States Pi

:n tin- e\ cut .it a i

.

tin- influenza epidemii th Com
I i laint.si ii 1 . 1

1

men who will be paid by lln

outbreal ' but the Publii lb abb Service wants
to be prepared i gency.

Personal. Col. Ileni'. L t U. S \im\
ni d the

oid the

.11 d all

kolping, Swc mg the

.bus Hopkin
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Psychiatric Clinic Johns Hopkins Hospital, who was
recently injured in New York when .1 wagon can 1

crushed his foot, is able to delivei his lectures to the medical

students.

Influx of Patients at Fort McHenry. Wore than 500

«en admitted al U. S, Army General Hospital

McHenry, in the past five days and Colonel Page
states thai tliis entails the heaviest surgical work the hospital

ad. Hie majority of the men came from Colonia,

N. J., am! Williamsbridge, N, Y., where general hospitals
•. abandoned, and from the base hospital al Hoboken,

where many serious cases were taken on their return from

France, Sixty of the patients were carried in on litters.

Many will have to undergo operations. Nearly all of

them are 'long-time" ones and will remain at the fort for

months. Some oi the patients have alread} been in hospitals
• ear and a half.

Quarantine to Fort McHenry.- As- a result of a change of

nentS, the new quarantine boat, the Neptune, is now
at a pier at Fort McHenry, and the quarantine inspec-

tor's office has been moved from the "Id Quarantine Building

at Hawkins Point, opposite Fori Carroll, to a room in the

Administration Building at Fort McHenry. The old quaran-

n will not he used except for patients. Dr. Thomas
L. Richardson. Baltimore, acting assistant surgeon of the U. S.

Public Health Service, is in charge of the quarantine work.
He has been connected with the quarantine service thirteen

years, since it was taken over from the civic authorities and
conducted by the federal authorities. He reports that the

health conditions aboard vessels entering the port are very

NEW JERSEY
Physicians Form Association. -About fifty physician in the

Clinton Hill section of Newark recently organized the Newark
Physicians' Association to abolish contract and lodge practice.

Dr. Bernhardt H. Woolf was elected president of the associa-

Personal.—Clarence \Y. Way, Major, M. C, U. S. Army,
City, who has lieen on duty in France since March,

1917, and is at present chief of tin- medical service at U. S.

Army Camp Hospital No. 21. Autiel, I'aris. has been ordered
to Warsaw. Poland, to make a study of medical and sanitary

problems of the Polish republic, and expects to remain in

Poland for about six months. Dr. Daniel Russell Hodgdon,
head of the Newark Colleg logy, has been elected

president of the Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital,

Chicago.

NEW YORK
Cornell University Staff Changes.—The Cornell University

Medical College opened its twenty-second session, Septemher
29. The annual address to the students was delivered by Dr.

Graham Lusk.
|

["he college announces
wing appointments to the medical faculty in New

ity: Drs. E. F. DuBois, assistant professor of medi-
.ir M. Schloss, professor of clinical medicine, depart-

llenry H. M. l.yle, assistant professor of

surgery: Jeremiah S. Ferguson, assistant professor of clin-

ical medicine, department of pediatrics; Nellis B. Foster,

assistant professor of medicine and associate attending physi-

cian to New York Hospital; John (. V Gerster, assistant

r of clinical surgery; Charles Y. Morrill and Robert
Chamhers, assistant professors of anatomy.

New York City

Plan to Enlarge Hospital.— Plan ha • been drawn up for

the enlargement of the Kosher Hospital. Brooklyn, by an

addition to the present hospital building which will give the

institution 150 beds.

Harvey Society Lectures.—The second lecture of the
• - will he delivered by Dr. H. H Dale

of the Lister Jnsti;-. entive Medicine, on
at the New York Academy of Medicine, October 25, at

8 : 30 p. m.

Society of Medical Jurisprudence Meets.—This organiza-

tion held the first n n at the Ni

Acaden October 1 : the eve-

ning was on "Selective Service and the Physician" by Dr.

Victor C. Pedersen.

Hospital Installs Group Practice.—The Long Islai

i has installed a system of group practice

whereby patients, by '.he payment of an ordinary fee. and in

thi benefit of

Consultation with experts in various specialties of medicine

and surgery. De.m Otto Huffman announces that the mem-
bers "t the dispensarj staff will meet daily as a diagnostic

receive cases referred to them by anv alumnus of

the hospital. For the present this service will be extended
only to the alumni of the hospital.

Personal. Dr. George F Brewer has sailed for France,

at the request of the Surgeon-General, as a representative of

the United Slates at the interallied congress of surgeons
shortly to convene in Paris. He will return to New York
about the middle of November, Dr. and Mrs, Charles
Kohl] oi Cuba are spending a month in New York. Dr.

Caroline S. Finley, director of Unit No. 1 of the Women's
Overseas Hospitals, lias returned to this country. Dr.

Marie Louise l.afort. director of Unit No. 3 of the Women's
Overseas Hospitals, has returned to France to take charge
of the American Memorial Hospital, which the American
Fund for French Wounded is establishing in Rheims.

PENNSYLVANIA
Railroads to Aid Safety Fight.—Following conferences

between the state public service commission and offio

the Pennsylvania and Reading railroads, announcement was
made, October 9. that danger signs, to warn automobilists
and others of unprotected railroad crossings, are to he fur-

nished free of charge by both railroads, to municipalities,

counties and townships throughout the state in which such
unprotected crossings exist. < nher railroads are expected

to make similar agreements. These conferences followed a
recent investigation conducted by the public service com-
missi. 11 to determine the number of deaths and accidents at

railroad crossings. There are 11.738 grade crossings in Penn-
sylvania of which 9,773 are unprotected and 08 per cent, of

all persons killed at crossings are killed at these unprotected
ones.

Philadelphia

Hospital Drive.—The million dollar campaign for the

University of Pennsylvania Hospital' totale'd $370,164, Octo-
ber 11.

Medical Club Meeting.—The Medical Club of Philadelphia
will hold a reception in honor of the Hon. William C. Sproul,

governor of the state of Pennsylvania, Friday evening, Octo-
ber 17, at the Bellevue-Stratford. Just prior to the reception

the regular meeting for nominations will he held.

Personal.—Dr. Charles J. Hatfield, executive director of

the Phipps Institute and head of the Southeastern Pennsyl-

vania chapter of the American Red Cross, sailed. October 9,

to participate in a conference in London, October 16, 17 and
18. to arrange means to combat the spread of tuberculosis in

the war ravished regions of Europe.

Aid for Hospital.- Residents in the neighborhood of the

Frederick Douglass Memorial Hospital for Colored 1'eople

planned to abstain from food oni day in order to contribute

to th< hospital's campaign fund, October 11. Under the

leadership of fourteen physicians, volunteer workers went
into i very section of the city to receive contributions for the

hospital.

Tuberculosis Conference.—The North Atlantic Tuberculosis
Conference was held, October 9 and 10, in the Bellevue-

Stratford, and was one of the five like gatherings held

throughout the United States to arouse the nation to the

serious menace of disease. Three hundred and fifty dele-

gates from the states of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New
York, Delaware. Maryland, \iiginia. West Virginia and
the District of Columbia, attended. This conference was held

und( i the auspices of the National Tuberculosis Association
and the Philadelphia Tuberculosis Committee.

WISCONSIN
Hospital Notes.—Health Commissioner George C. Ruhland

announces that the South Yiew Hospital, Milwaukee, is now
.i ailable to physicians for diagnostic work, particularly in

on with diphtheria cases. A tuberculosis sana-
torium is to be established jointly by the counties of Menom-
inee and Delta, in Menominee. A clinic for tuberculous

- lias already been instituted.

Personal.— Dr. Harry Cohn. for four years acting super-

I of the Muirdale Sanatorium. Wauwatosa, and
assistant medical director, has been given leave of absence
for six months to organize and direct the new Milwaukee
County Dispensary. Dr. George R. Reay, I.aCro , ,.

, has

ter twenty months' army service, of which
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nine months were spent in France. Dr. Frederick C.

Rinker. for more than six years a member of the staff of the

medical clinic of the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and
chief of medical instruction of the University E:
Division, has resigned to enter private practice in \
Va.

State Society Meets.—The seventy-third (victory) meet-
ing of the State Medical Society of Wisconsin was held in

Milwaukee, October 1 to 3, under the presidency of Dr.
Dennis J. Hayes, Milwaukee. This meeting was in honor
of the 788 medical men of the state who entered the service
during the world war, to welcome them home, to gain t'n.in

their experiences, and to help them solve their pi

The following officers were elected : president. Dr. Charles
R. Bardeen, Madison; vice presidents. Drs. Wilson Cunning-
ham, Plattville ; Henry W. K. Abraham, Appleton, and Philip
F. Rogers, Milwaukee: delegate to the American Medical
Association, Dr. Charles H. Lemon, Milwaukee, and alter-

nate, Dr. Joseph F. Smith, Wausau.

CANADA
Personal.—Dr. Alexander D. Blackader, professor of phar-

macology and therapeutics in McGill University, Montreal,
delivered the annual address to the medical stud

Pounder's Day, his subject being. "Our Medical Faculty and
the Value of Continued Medical Research." Dr
J. Kee. Toronto, has been acting for sine months as expert
to the pension board, Ottawa, in diseases of the i

nose and throat. Major Harold Wilson, formerly of

Kingston and Port Arthur, has been appointed
advisor to the Canadian Pension Board in London, England.
He served overseas with the C. A. M. C. four years.

New Sanatoriuras for Tuberculous.—The Canadian
ciation for the Prevention of Tuberculosis met in Ottawa,
October 9 and 10. Dr. George D. Porter, the secretary, in

presenting his annual report stated that a number of new
sanatoriums had been opened in Canada during the past

official year of the association. Among them was
Laval Hospital at St. Foy, Quebec, at a cost of 5200,000;
the Rosary Institute for Diseases of the Chest, at Van
B. C. ; a large provincial institution in Alberta; a new hos-
pital for curable patients in Montreal, and new babies' wards
in the preventoriums in Toronto and Saskatchewan. Dr.

Porter further reported that the department of agriculture
of Canada hail taken important lard milk from
contamination and that important advances bad been made
by the department oi men! in con
[lection with the University of Tori rch Department
for the carrying out of serologic tests in both military and
civilian

Dominion Health Council Summoned. October 7.
•'

Newton W. Rowell summoned the new Council of Public
Health for the Dominion of Canada. That board Ik;

members, composed of the chairman and chief e>

officer of each provincial department or board of health in

Canada, together with two women connected with -.

activities, and a representative each of agriculture, academic,
military and labor inl this Nation

I

Public Health the Dominion government set apart $180,000

—

to be used for the combating of the venen
by the federal dep

of health along the same hues. I

grant will be proportionall
which will be added by the provincial

dent, amounts. Thi
the following lines: measures against inline-.

lion of child life; industrial hygiene; rural hygiene
forming drugs. On the la rwarded
a recommendation to :

i which it is

hoped n ill redut e the habit

tree. The tn • nt will eatl
tribute literature outlining progress made in publii
matters in each pr-

GENERAL
To Eradicate Malaria. -The American Anti-Malari

t .. < ). tober 15, under
irmanship of Hon. I

' .-states

from Alabama, with the purpose of launching a
campaign to eradicate malaria from the southern

Missouri Val'ey Society Election.—At the meeting of the
i Valley Medical Association, in Des Moines, Iowa,

September lrt and 19, the
Dr. Charles Ryan, Des Moines, I

Gardner, New Hampton, Iowa, first vice president; Dr.

spencer, St. Joseph, Mo., second vice president; Dr.

Gebbart, St. Joseph, Mo., treasurer, and Dr. Charles
[•"assert, Kansas City, Mo., secretary.

Occupational Therapy Meeting.—The third annual meet-
ing of the National Society for the Promotion of Occupa-
tional Therapy was held in Chicago, September S to 11. and
the following officers were elected: president. Mrs. Eleanoi
Clarke Slagle of the Henry Favill School of Occupations,
Chicago; vice president. Dr. Herbert J. Hall. Marblehead,

secretary, Mr. Louis I. Haas, Bloomingdale Hospital.

White Plains. X. V ., and treasurer. Miss Marion K
New York.

Meeting of the Association of Medical Milk Commissions.
American Association of Medical Mil'

will meet in conjunction with the American Public Health
Association at New Orleans, October 17 to 30. The

|

includes: the president's address, Dr. A. I". Furrei
land; "Production of a Sate Milk for Infants." Dr, W. H.
Price; "Inspected Milk." Dr. L. R. DeBuys, New Orleans;
"Human and Bovine Tuberculosis," Prof. M. P. Ravenel,

"Drj Sterilization of Dairy Utensils," Dr.

II Moak, Brooklyn; "Changing Standards in
|

Red Milk." Prof. F. W. H and "Presen 1

Status of Municipal Milk Control in 'Ibis Country," M
Taylor of the V S Department ol \griciilture. Fi

the scientific session will be a mei I business
of the organization.

Prize for Research on Carcinoma of the Cervix. \> the

he ( 'hicagi i Patlu ill igit al Soi

president, Dr. Emil Ries, in lieu of a presidential

address offered the following prize

:

in the first radical operation for carcinoma of the cervix

by Rics certain lymph-nudes were removed on examination of which
gland-like structures hitherto undescril by him.

inci been confirm* d :nith<-rs

irritation of the

endothelium of the lymph sinuses by infectious material absorbed front

ircinoma.
It is desired that this claim he further investigated and the

luggested for

:i infected carcinomas produce such gland-like formations i"

ary lymph-nodes? (for instance: ulcerated carcinomas of

stomach, rectum, lips, I

non-inl cted i ireinomas ever accompanied by simi-

lar formal
3. Do infected lymph-nodes ni

, as for

instance with Is of the
extreme; ul.tr structures?

4. t.m the structures be prod entally?

i

i
in deposited v. ith and v. il! be paid

of the prize committei Zeit ami I'., R.

act as a committee
i be in the bands of the secretary, lb

'

bearing some number foi idt

the same number and i tie -cud

I he winning
I to present personal lj the result of ins investi-

- piration ol tin- abi >ve ti i m, th amount shall

be retun

FOREIGN
Centennial of Laennec's Auscultati wn of

. drcdtli anni

publication of 1

t.ition, th

I palms at the loot oi his statu.- in the publii

tablets on the bouse when
ami on bis tomb,

Guide to Medical Pi ulty has

especially to its own
!iU: to

mand. lit

Germain. Paris, Enclose 5 cent

Memorial to Pontoppidan

mune Hospital in hi

v.orl. a -
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I ', , 18, 1919

extolled ed the chair of forensic medicine at the

. of Copenhagen for manj years, and published

numerous works on nervous and mental disease and treat-

ment. He died in 1*>1(>.

Deaths in the Profession Abroad. Dr. C. E. Socin, pro-

anatomy since 1917 and director of the

c institute of the Universitj of Lausanne, £

land, died from perforation of the stomach while on a moun-
tain climbing trip, aged 32 Dr. J. Ptister of Lucerne,

Switzerland, a we.ll known ophthalmologist, research worker

and writer on his specialty and on general subjects, a

Dr. F. Fulci of the medical faculty of tlic Universitj of

Catania.

Foundation of Italian Archives of Biologic Sciences—The
Riforma Medica announces that a new medical review is

appear, to be entitled the Archivio 'It Scictuse

Biologiche. Trot. 1-'
| Maples is to be the editor-in-

chief, assisted by ten Italian professors, including Albertoni,

Galeotti, Herlitzka and Sabbatani. The Archivio is to be

published as material accumulates, in numbers of UK) or 150

and will embrace in its scope animal and plant

physiology, physiologic chemistry, physical chemistry applied

gy, and experimental pharmacology and pathology.

International Conference of Neurologists.— The Soi

Neurologic de Paris has recently decided to inaugurate an

international exchange of views mi neurologic questions by

inviting neurologists and psychiatrists from other countries

to attend a special meeting to he held annually at Faris in

July. It is planned to have two days of work with two

each day. and some one subject is to be appointed

for discussion. The tirst meeting it is announced will be

organized in July. 1921, and the subject appointed for dis-

at that time is the clinical form, and the treatment

of syphilis of the nervous system. Prof. J. A. Sicard has

been appointed to open the discussion.

LATIN AMERICA

Sanitary Funds in Chile.—The congress of Chile has voted

an appropriation of 300,000 pesos which the president can

use to eradicate infectious diseases in any part of the

country.

Railroad Sanitation in Brazil.—There has heen established

in Brazil a railroad sanitation service charged with caring for

all matters connected with tlie health and welfare of railway

employees. This service will include medical and surgical

treatment of the employees, and preventive measures against

the diseases that prevail in the zor.es crossed by the railroad.

Railroad Sanitation in Chile.—There has heen established

a railroad 1
' hile, which will lie

utilized to treat the victims of railroad accidents and also

railroad emplovees taken sick while on duly. There has

also been established a sanitary service for railroads in the

: hospital cars for the transportation of sick

Banquet Tendered Austregesilo —The Brazil Medico repro-

duces the addresses at the banquet recently tendered to Pi ii

al the H' rby Club, Rio de Janeiro, by

iiis friends and pupils. He has long heen the incumbent of

the chair of nervous ! rsity oi Rio, and

is a director of the Archives Brasileiros de Medicina and of

the Archivos de Neurologia.

Malaria in Cuba.— In connection with the annual rccur-

maiaria in the pn ' amagiiey and Oriente,

Cuba, Dr. luan Guiteras, the director of sanitation, has

emphasized the need of additional funds in order to carrj

out antimalarial measures during the next winter and spring,

as the appropriations previously available for this purpose

have been exhausted. This year there were more cases of

the disease, this being attributed to the immigrants from

Jamaica who spread the disease in Cuba.

Typhoid Fever in Lima, Peru.— Dr. M Pagador B.

publish' ' S on the prevalent I

Lima. His study shows that the disease is most p

during the first four months of the year, and that the n

the experience els' I
between

the afges of 1 to 5 vears. The n

until the vear 1901 when it began to show a

until this vear, when it ha-

The native Indians show the highest mortality rate, next in

order the half breeds, and then the whites. Thi

people seem to possess a i lunity, but the yellow

race shows a high mortality rate which has increa

iring the last few years.

Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Corps of the Army
For the week ending Octobei 10 there wen- in the Medical

Corps 4.4JN officers, a decrease from the previous

409. The Medical Reserve torps listed 3,589 officers. Since

inning oi the war there have been discharged 29,219

General Ireland Discusses Army Reorganization

At a meeting of the lb.use military committee, October 3,

General M W. Ireland explained bis objections to

the pending bill for Army reorganization. According to

the Arm) and Navj Register, General Ireland said in regard

to the general staff

:

THE GENERAL STAFF

"Under the Overman act the general staff has departed from
supervising and coordinating the different branches of the

Army, and has become an administrative bureau to a con-
siderable extent. The administration of the medical depart-

ment has suffered very seriously on this account, particularly

in the handling of supplies, finances and of its pei

"1 nder tin- present organization of the purchase, storage

and traffic, all of our splendid organization has been destroyed

and an organization substituted which is not built upon
sound principles, is most difficult to operate, is dreadfully

expensive in overhead personnel and is thoroughly ineffi-

cient. The interference with the medical department supply

system began about March, 1918, and the records are tilled

with instances of delays caused by the interbureau pro-

curement system. Striking instances can be given:

PURCHASE OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES

"1. Gauze is one of the articles most frequently used by

the surgeon in his operations. In fact, surgical in

cannot he carried on without an ample supply of sterilized

gauze. Under the interference of the interbureau procure-

ment system an attempt was made to substitute for the gauze
we required a type of gauze wdiolly unfitted for surgical use.

"2. Before the interbureau procurement system was started

m\ office had made arrangements to purchase from a reliable

firm 20,000,000 meters of gauze at 65 cents a pound. When
this came to the attention of the new system, the procure-

ment of this material was taken over by it. At once the

price went up to 95 cents a pound, and the purchase was
eventually made at approximately 75 cents a pound, plus any
increase in operating expense—a loss to the government, due

to this interference, of $200,000.
"3. One of the crying needs in France was convalescent

suits for patients in hospitals. Request for these suits was
in, nb- from France in December. 1917. The Council of

National Defense attempted to secure the materia! for these

suits, but failed. Requisition for them I about 400,000 suits)

laced with the quartermaster department, under the

interbureau procurement system, about May. 1918. Not a

single suit was delivered before the armistice was signed.

"Let it be distinctly understood that the purchase, storage

and traffic division did not take over the supplies of the

medical department entirely until Nov. 15. 1918, several days

after the fighting had ceased. In other words, the admirable

record for furnishing the troops at home and abroad with

medical supplies was due entirely to the supply system built

up by the medical department at the beginning of the war.

Since Nov. 15, 1918, the history of the handling oi n

Supplies has Keen a continuous one of failure and inefficiency.

We have on file records of dozens of instances when
delay in billing requisitions has hampered the administration

of our hospitals where the overseas sick have heen treated.

One of the glaring instances which came to the attention

of the medical department within the last week was the

failure to till a requisition from General Hospital No. 21,

Denver, dated July 1, for urgently needed mess equipment
until September 27."

MEDICAL PERSONNEL INTERFERENCE

al Ireland further said

:

"In the handling of personnel the medical department has

al from the organization of the personnel

ral staff. The assignment of the per-

sonnel "I lb'' medical department is One oi the wry impor-

tant duties in the Surgeon-General's Office. In lb

i' '.i ly he done by a medical officer. Net

onnel branch of the general staff has taken upon
i. in many ways. On Aug.
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14, 1918. a memorandum was issued at the direction of the
general staff stopping all appointments of officers from civil

life. .This memorandum was issued without consulting the
Surgeon-General's Office, and did not take into considera-
tion the fact that the medical department obtained prac-
tically all of its officers from civil life, and not through
training camps. Of course, this memorandum had
modified for certain staff corps. Later regulations were
issued, without consultation wuh the Surgeon-General, that
all applications placed in Class 1 bj the local drat
would lie inducted into the service as enlisted men before

mmissioned. The absurdity of such regulatii

: to any one familiar with the pi he med-
ical department and the sources from which medical officers

tained.

"When the order stopping all appointments was first issued
it was published in the public press and caused a tremendous
amount of uncertainty in the minds of medical men who had

for service with the medical department. It gave
an idea that a sufficient number of medical officers h;

obtained to meet the expected needs. Medical men there-

upon gave up the idea of entering the Army and resumed
their civilian activities. It took a bug time to explain to

the medical profession of the country that the medical
department needs were unsatisfied, these obstructions to

the process of obtaining medical officers came at a time
when the medical department was exerting all its energy to

secure enough medical officers to meet the demand-
Army, am neither burden for the department
to carry when the office was already strained to its utui ost

i k in hand.

„, 1918, the personnel division of the general
staff issued an order assuming entire responsibility for the

. tment of officers for all branches of the mil:,

vice. By these regulations all personal toucl
department requiring the applicant's services and^ the appli-
cant himself was removed. Thereafter staff corps were to

obtain their officers by requisition on the general staff, in

the same manner as soap or harness oil is obtained from
a depot.

• UtGE OF OFFICERS

n the signing of the armistice orders governing the

rge of officers vp without coil

the Surgeon-General's Office, ami without an;.

prehension or conshh he problem confronting the

medical department. Department commanders
were authorized to d ers, including medii

Cers. At this time practically all the sick and v.

resulting from activi of the American Army
overseas were still in France, and tin

was confronted with the neci nal gen-
eral hospitals in this country in anticipation of the return
of these sick and wounded to the United States. The only
soure e of supply of medical officers to run these h

.1 department
urplus bj th

lardized

immediately by the urgeon-
General asked t> have this ordi so far as h

but this was r< fused by the

general staff. The situation, however, «n~ eased
a circular on December 7. Bui

fact that the general staff stated thai 'the

i the medical department, both past and future, are
appreciated.' on March 24 a circular telegram was
all department and camp command

oi assignment of officer without refen
authority, and stating that any (las- 1 or - officers who
could 1" ithout seen:

approval
I or _' would In- thereafter available for ret

ment when surplus. It took tin i

; a ni' idifil a' ttid. in

• i time, a number of valuable ofl medical
of the

sick and wounded were discharged witl

eral.

"In the demobilization of I ! staff

ted that all
I hall be

I 10, War I ii

to the

.: delay
' the government th i

f dot

nl.-ir 'Operati unci Branch,
'

i
I icneral Staff.' published

ture of the chief of the personnel division, shows how exten-

sively the general staff proposes to go into the actu
trol of the personnel of the different staff corps and depart-
ments, altogether outside of the recognized duties of the

general staff to supervise and coordinate the different activi-

ties of the A i

LACK OK REPRESENTATION ON STAFF

Questions were asked by Mr San! id as to the represen-
tation of the medical department on the general staff. While

had i een detailed to the staff it was i

remarked (icneral Ireland, to assume that his depi

was actually' "represented." A month el Miller
with the general staff, and, on report-

ing there, was instructed to return to the Surgeon-General's
I ml was informed that he would be cal

e\ er it was necessary to use his services. The result was
that he had performed no duty with the genera! staff and
was performing no duty in the Surgeon-General's '

General Ireland called attention to the effect of the bill

on the aelmi ion . >< evidently

repealed existing law that had been in sati fa

1834 and which had been
eneral Ireland was also desirous that the bill

ioi- medical corps personnel on a percentage basis,

instead of by numerical strength. As to this and other defects
in the bill. Mr. Me Ken. i. ion to remark that
"there was no danger of the pending hill being reported out

'i committee, and the Surj ..I could he

would take care of the medical department."
It was also pointed out to tin- committee that the hill

repealed the present excellent promotion system pertaining
to the medical department. General Ireland being "strongly

cess of selection." The method of elimi-
nation in his corps was eminently satisfactory, and it was
essential to retain it. He- was even in favor of extending

grades senior i

nended that the period of service as first liet

be reduced from live to three years. This would m
service more acceptable to candidates, which it was now

difficult t" obtain.
As for the reservists who had served in the war and who

desired to enter the- regular corps, General Ireland sug
gesied that it be arranged so that they would receive credit
for the service a il was during the war. when first lieu

tenants were promoted aftei oni year' »en ci This, under
existing circumstances, would practically place these emer-

in the grade of major, lb- would not increase
in these cases the age years, but he would waiva
the minimum age limit of M years now appl

medical
had served with the- British forces, ami who

been promoted, giving th i a friend who
of the battles in France, many

d, at the cm! of the war. was demobil-
accounl of an order

that the chief of staff issued tin

had ever hi i

i
eral Ireland

the injustice with which il had been tr<

1 1 i

al Inland suggested that I

so that it would be et who
abled through his own misconduct without being

obliged

ualified b) set - ici 1 hesc - iffii ers. be-

del. cy. I his , mplished bj leaving the qt

of whether an ired to
i reland also

the provision in the bill for sec ond lieuti

ii was hardly to be expected that qualified
would I- this "handle ap." 1

1>-

Hani in

the vet<

Mr. McKeii/ie endeavored to obtain from (icneral Inland
on the merit!

. fully
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nly, a< is provided in the War Department bill.

G Ireland spoke earnestly of the difficulty in

i,,^ T,H and of the desire of officers to

reminded the committee that if universal training

a would be necessarj to have fullj a thou

sand doctors at the red that

. . would be afflicted with the diseases of childhood,

ami there must be every action taken against sickness. He
felt that for tliis purpose the members of the profi

civil life would offer their services .is they had done

I
during the war without resort to conscription.

ILLll
i II. (I..)

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

.
\ !

Pendleton—Smith, < K.

[i

MICH

Boston—White, A I

New Bedford '

HflSSi

St. Louis

—

Luten, I).

NEW YORK
Staten Island—Clark, 1". C.

M7_r.iv/. I

Miller, II. C.

J. II.

HONORABLE DISCHARGES, MEDICAL CORPS,

U. S. ARMY
Note.—In the following list

captain; M.. major; L. C,
colonel :

ALABAMA
Albertvillc—Dowdy, I. L. (L.)

Birmingham- I
Mil

I

ro—Hendrick. F. < i. (LO
I W. (V )

gs—Bowman, J. I..

ARIZOXA
Phoenix—Malonc. I". F. (I.)

Yuma—Kctchcrside. H. D. <C.)

ARK.'
-Day, E. F.

II, F. W. I I

Hol Springs—Strachan, H. M.
I I.. I

Little Rock—Mobley, H. E. (I.)

Runn.

r—Darnell. E. ( I.. I

CALIFORNIA
Cere?—Carlwrighi. S W. (C.)

Dorris- '

Glendale—Tcel. A. W. (CO
F. P. (L.)

Lemoi
Long Beach—Dodsworth, K. M.

I Vdams. C. B. (C.)
I I. i

I. )

Pasadena—Connor F. M. (LO
memo—Turner E. C. (M.)

- .. .1 1. (Ml
Smith.

San Francisco—Abrahm, H. (M.)

. T. 1. il.)

A i. (LO

Tillman. T. I

i; M.

I . (L .

COLORADO
I.. C.)

rings— Filmer.

'I. I

W. II. (L.)

Segundo—Adai
Woodmen—Wallace, J

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport—Roberts, D. J

nwich—Bcrgin, T. J.

I ifies lieutenant : C,
lieutenant-colonel, and Col.,

Hartford Bunce, P. D. (C.)
V

Tyler, II. A. (C.)

en, P W. (I- )

-. L. W (Ml
phy, I A. (1. '

n, \V. L. (C)
Oels< hli gel, 11 C.

(I..)

Waterbury—Webber, E. R. (CO

DELAWARE
Wilmington—McEntee, li. ] (C.)

DISTRICT OF COI I

V. in—Anderson, C. 1. G.

il '
I

. K. M. (M.)
I

,

,
I

R (C.)

!
iM.I

Witlson, P. (M.)

FLORIDA
I B il.i

rtin, I. E. (L.)
I M. (CO

City — Whitfield, J. M.

Passagrille—Gautier, C. V. (CO
Sanford—Neal, T. A. (CO
Sorrento—Clinard, S.

Tampa—Cameron, F. A. (MO

GEORGIA
Alto—McClure, R. I

<

r. W. J. (C.)
.

I
i (M.)

. i. r. (Mi
'

I

a
. rt cm.)

,
\

I ... C. B. (1. I

(' V.
I

I i

n
(I i

Cornelia— Garrison, D. II I
I

*

East Lai

Macon- I
i .

'
1

" i

H
!' I I

IDAHO
Brnneau- Bartlett, .1. I

thers, W. W. (C.)

(1

ries— Keneeshaw, R. S.

(MO

.
\ \ il

|

Bisson. \\ i (CO

on, I I ii i

I
i . i \oi

Vshi ii •

.1 I (I i

Brand, C n il
I

V. (C.)
... I R . I )

Butler, w l H i

Carpenti r, R \\ (I
I

i
1 1 i

II I i\l i

i. .,i.i
i.

Del B. .. I \ oi
Elliott, W I il'
Einoiis. II C (I

Fergusot R
Fowler, E. B (I

I

. i- ,

Gundi ..... N U..)

H .11.1.
II. ... I

i. il..l

... R. R. (L.)
I

.
. .M \ ,

I

"Kirkp.-ltriek. K. It. (C.)

Larope,

M, Dermott, I J. (L.)

I

M. ,,.: ornery, A II (M.)
.

.
\ i (CO

Morton, E. C Mj
.11 ...

O'Connor, A, (L >

Ogden i II i M I

( Istri skey, G. L. ' I. )

Peters. R w "
I

Pi i.u. W. I ii i

RodawayfB r. (CO
I stiel, M. (L.)

Ruyavitz, I. L. I
M

I

Sachtleben, W. L. (I.)
.17, F. 1". (C.)

Stein, S. (I..)

Troy, E. P. (C.)

Wagner, I i
w (C.)

Weigen, A. J. (]

W ke, C. H. (L.)

Wil . I W. (L.)

\\ inholt, V, F. (C.)

\\ ckoff, II. J. (C.)

Clinton—May, E. R. (CO
Danville—Hole, M. I.. (C.)

Steely, G. (( I

Deei Id D , I 1. (CO
Edwardsville- Wharff, II. E. (C.)
Elgin— Flint, C. W (1 i

Knight. II. T o
.

i H .il'- (CO
McClure, W. B. (I..)

Duckett, W. F. (C.)
. -Patton, F. P. (Ml
Herrii Mun I (M.)
Highland Part. O'Neil, I. P. (L.)

Ullman, II I (MO
ii ,

'. W. (CO
1—Wl irton, J. F. (CO

Gl .. :
i II 1I..1

. R A. (I..)

Vrp, \ il (C.)

Sargent, E. (CO
Mori H M i I

.

ro—Ellis, E. K. (C I

. Turner, I W. (MO
P ! II I W. (I.I

I
.

.
I E. (L.)

i

I lint, I (I..)

Mercer, R. (M.)
1

I ( V )

.1 Rogers, II. R. (1 I

i CO
:

,
.. P. ii. i

Li

Springfield Staben, G, W. (1.0
.-, C i. « i

Sterling—Brodrick, F. W I

\\ i . . • B rker, F. M. (L. C.)

Wi si Saler, I ietze, II '
'

I. I

... I A.I.I
'..

.

i
:

I

Winfield .11.. (L.)

I

Dilley, 1 ' (C.)
R. i L. I

1 II ([..)

Clausi r, A. I (L.)
r, I. W. (I.)

II . ... P
.. i..:i, ( C

(Mi

Indianapolii Day J. T (I |

.i ell, 1 II hi
[. S. (CO

i
.. ii (M.i

(C)
i: Ii. 1 I (C.)

.... M o .

South Bend B , C. S
(I

Vcedersbui Sn ... 1 1
\V (I..)

1 \\
I

I i

\\ -, ,u 1m. I.... I .
A. (C.)

ton -i

Bi Hi Plaint Snitkay, C. .1. i M i

. ib Hub. r. S. A H )

i . rydoi enl i G II n i

.... n IV. T. (CO
I ylindet \\ Ibridge, I \\ (M.)

..
I I. ii i

.. .1 .

Ii. , Moinci Eyman, E. V. (I..)

Stoner, V. P. (CO
•

, H. B. (CO
li Johnston, H II (LO

i ,1 i.. en, \\ I il. )

.
I I . M i

•r.,i.. ii, i ii (c.)

Hansen, II il , ( i

Bowman, S. II (LO
New Providence -Felt, G. S, (LO
New Sharon Hartwell, S. W.

(i .

Pern W ill ii . -. il B (I i

P 1 Parker, G I (t i

Nelson, A. E (I I

i
. E. R. (CO

Roost. F. II. il.. ( i

Walcott—Mclntyre, J. A. (CO
Webstci Citj -Galloway, M. II.

KANSAS
•~ Orr, W. E. (('.)

Rodda I

B w G. (CO
Dodge City— Mclencamp, N. E.

1 ... I I i I. i

Hutchinson Seehorn, X A (M.)
Kansas City Hombach, F. J. (I,.)

Leavenworth -Taylor, F. B. (C.)
McLonil. . I (M.)
Ottawa—Eye, It. I i I i

Shawnee Thume, G. W. (I..)

Stafford—Webb, J. A. II. iM.)
Sterling—Trucheart, M. (C.)
Topeka—Allen; C. C. (C.)

\\ II. (I..)

i

I, S. A. (M.)
. V. (I )

Wellington—Cobean, II. L. (C.)
\ ,,. Deventer, R. W I II

Wichita -Agnew, T. M. (I..)

.. E. E. (L.)

KENTUCKY
Covington— Nestley, E. J., Jr.

.1 .

i ...' Creel Overall, I. B. (L.)
Glasgow Wells, G M. (L.)
Graham—Harralsi n, 1 H. (CO
Grants Lick Hodge, 0. P. (C I

Hodgcnvilh Solomon, A. I. (( i

II, pltin .,'! Moon . I D. (L.)
Hutchison—Willmott, A. C. il i

Irvington- Moremen, L. B. (M.)
P. ise, T. A. (I..)

La ' Irange ' loldsborough, R. M.
(I

Louisville Bussey, F. H. (L)
I M (I. I

\l i
. I I

. I (I..)

Mill Springs—Parrigin, O. H. P.
,,

R . .
' . .

Turners Station— Hartman, I. C.

(L.)
LOUISl

Baton Rouge—Whitaker, E. V.
.i i

II. Miller. E. I.. (I.. I

Cole, II. C (I i
i

New i hi... .. Ferran \. II. (L.)
II P. , \l .

, In

II, J. S. (LO
Shn D . It. (C)

p (I

MAI
-Poulin, J. E. 1 1..)

I ii
i

Gar.liner- Libby, A B 'I I

re 1 .11- Hayden, L. B.

.|

I). I...
VI bber, M V (I

Sanford- Wentwortli, D. W. (C )
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Baltii

MARYLAND
—Brush, N. H. (C.)

Crook—C. S. (L.)
Doege, K. H. CL.)
EiJson, J. P. (C.)
Gross, H. CM.)
Hayw.rd, E. H. (C.)
King, J. T. Jr (L )

Levin, M. B. tC )

Linthicum, « .. M. (I.. C.)
Roberts, F. E. (C.)
Smith, B. D. (C.)

• r, A. G. (LA
Berlin—Tyndall, I. (

Chevy Chase—Conrad, T. K. (C.)
Denton - Fisher, P R (M I

Hagerstown—Smith, I. \Y. II.. Ir.

l.M.l

MASS.*:HCSETTS
Arlington—Pratl. E. I

Boston—Caines, R. I. R. (M.)
s, A. W. (I.. 1

Id, G. P. (C.)
Lel.ind, H. L. (L.)
Lucas. I. D.11 i

Lurie, M. H. (L.)
!

M ii Pherson, I) 7. (C.)
I II -I

I

r, R. 1 (M.)
re -Simon. Is. F. A. (C.)

Withington, P
Dedham—Worthington, A. M.

r -Hadfield, I I

Hathorne—Chronquest, A P. (M i

Clarke, P. II. (I.)

-Tierney, T. I

n— Barnes. L I'

Lowell—Chagnon, T. D. (L.)
W. V. (I..)

.
. W. F. (C.)

bell, I. W. A. (L.)
Schley. W

I (I..)

Sims I R. (C.)

Norris, K. '

rd—McCormiclc, W. A.

f. W \ (L.)
: R (I

I

i I i

Somerville—Cunha. M, F. (L.)
A. E. 1 1, i

Sharry, < I CL)
o, \. it i

Gould, I A. (C.)

Whitman—Spellman. Mil CL.)
i —Foran, F. L. CL.)

Luricr, I :
< -

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor—Malcjan, II II M

reek—Gallagher. R. V.

rt, G. \\ (I i

Coldwater- Griffi w A (C.)

r, i M C.)
ti risen, ' \. (C.)

• (L i

II ist, I. N
E V. (L )

Storey. I I C.)

lurt, 1 I'll
W B

I

\\ (C.)

R. G. CM.)
Lake III-

M. (C.)
Mount ( Ii W II

Rapid River—Conovi • 1 I (C.)
V\ l M i

Saginaw- R W. (M.)

MINh
M (L.)

I

- I. )

.11 B i I i

i. (L.)
I

R II (M ,

Lloyd, II I

Minneapolis—Clark, G. U
Dorge, R. I. (C.)
Josewich, A. (C.)
Wolfram. P. H. i 1. .)

New Ulm—Seifert, O. I. (M.)
Oslo—Amundsen. A. E.
Owatonna—Gratzek, T
Rochester—Evans. R. \

Hni dlinig, H. W.
O'Hearn, I

I C.)
St. Paul—Dedolph. K. I I..)

Klein. H. X. ,1.)
McCearv, G. E. (L.)
Meyerding, E. A. (M.)
Mich

. R. B. 7. (C.)
Welsh, \l i

Tracy—Workman, W. G. (M.)

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus—Rich :

Laurell—Forman, D. N. (C.)
Tomnolen—Ruff. C. (L.)
Webb—Harris, W. R. (C.)

MISSOURI
Amoret—Corn. I. A. (C.)
Ashland—Suggett, I I

B :rgi r—V. er, W. II. (I..)

Wattenberg, I. E.
Doniphan—Proctor. C. A !('.)

Smith, M N
Hannibal—O'Keefe, C D. CL.)
Hillsboro—Elder.. I. vi

Hopkins—M; xwcll, II

Independence— Braun, H.
Kansas City—Annadown. P. Y

(C.)
Bellows. G. E. (C.)

.1

CM i

. C. E. (Ml
C.)

Lilly, T. E.

Look, II. II

Nutz, I. F

Small, W. I

Smith, G \\ i I. i

Woolley, P \

Louisiana- Lcwcllcn, C. P. <C

)

Marshall
(C.)

(L.)

Ravanna—Loutezenhiser, J. I.

(I..)

Springfield—Stone, M C I H I

M i I. i

St. Louis—Bock. L. II

Bunch. I R
Byrne, R. 1

II, C. S. (I.)
ChatUe, W. U

, W. D. (C.)

Gibbs, I I. (i .

(M.)

Klein . .
i fl. )

Luton, L. S. (C.)
Mai Donald, I. W. (C.)

I

.
I (C.)

•

Scott, I II. II. I

Shumaker, i H. CL.)
.i

i

Zcincrt. i ). B. (I.I

Sullivan
Vandalia- Bland, \\ H

: (L.)

I

Wannspriogs—Carther, K II (( |

NEBR

David Cil

' '

Hartingti I il. i

I -
I

; (M.)

i

I I
. Ir II I

Lanphii

Person. R. C. (C.)
Sage. E. C. H.,l

i

Pierce—Dinsmore, W. S. (L.)
Table Rock—Harman, L. D. (C.)

NEW HAMPSHIRE
I itch, L. B. (L.)

Franklin- Smith, W. F. i [.. i

Leconia— Brown. L. R i

ter—Perkins, F. H. (L.
C i

NEW JERSEY
Allendale—Rodman. R. W I M )

Boonton—Summei . W
Camden—Phillips, T. \Y i I i

Cedar Grove—Englai ler, I (L.)
Elizabeth—Strangle, M. A. (C.)
Grevstone— Srygley. I

IToboken— Rea, J. G. (I C.)
ity—Maconald, I. J. <C.)

Mathews. R. II. II' I

Newark - Blumberg, L. S. (1 I

X Kill
Orange—Harvey, T. W., Ir. <C.)

Plainfield—Cornwell, F. W. i.M.)

' ill it, II I ,

i

r, W. A. (L.)

H
YYoodstown—Thomas, C. W. (C.)

NEW muxico
Alhuquerque^— KauiTmann, II B.

Denting—Smith, L. V (I

yORK
Albany— Allen. W. D

'i igl . M IM.
i

.

•'•' G C.)

Bi Ha :. I E. Hi
Bronxvilli \ (L.)
I. B i. A .

I. CL.)

1, B. E. (I..)

D ll.lii
DeVrii i ii .

I lickii g. r, W. G. (L.)
M. X. (C.)

(C i

I (C.)

iracina, A. (L.)
M< Kenna, I). E. H. )

(I. I

i,

Shields, I A h i

Shookln0, i
. I .

Sorkin. J. I

igler, W. F. C. (I.)
i .

Strickler, I. G
Strumv inn,

1 1. I

1 1 I

Buffalo B ley, M. C
. B. M K i

Hauei • Ii I Hi
11,11. \\ ii

Mai N hti B l M..)
w I i

r. h. (C.)
'.-,

i

i

i
, ,.

•

i i \i i

n (i. i

U I

O'Neill, ii.. h
. , M I

. M. L.

tl i

R il )

I .

BIui il mi I \i ' i

iiuu

1

i

•

i
.

i

» ii * i. i

.i

Ne» York Hewitt, R. H. (C.)
Hunt. C. I (M.)

.'

Kaufman, T. (1 i

i. (L.)
M I. (L.)

Mamelok. L. (LA
Mclver, M A. (L.)
Mi

I

O'Connor, L J
i

O'Donnell, 1.

Oliver. I. R. (M I

Pallen.
Phil

I Jr. CL.)
I G. CM.)

Schultz-de-Brun, II C. (M.)
Schwartz. A. A. I I..)

I

Shea, R. J. 1 1 I

1

.

Stewarl. R, A I M I

I In II. I I..)

Tracey, W. W. CL.)
Tropauer, D. CL.)

, B M .. )

West, R. CL.)
. I. J. CL.)

Rubert, K. F. (M.)
Peek kill I osbay, 7. R Hi
Poughkeepsie — Brewster, I) T.

Jr. (I .

Ritter. F. L. CI I

| il l

Haskell, C K. (L. C.)
Swan, I M •

Rye—S: i

Schenecl dj R. id, K
Walker. I \\

Sherburne— Benedict, A K. (( i

Island — Spragu I i

i M i

Sylvan Beach—McGrath, W. J

Syracuse— Finican, 1. J. (L.)
I-roy— . ,

w I CL.)
Warwick Aim. W. Ii. (L.)

Perry, s w i M
|

ivi n Distler, G. A CI •

i ,. .1 I
,,

i

,i i

Ramsay. I). II..)

Ashevilli
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Foreign Correspondence

BELGIAN LETTER
LiiCE, Sept. 17, 1919.

Medical Progress During the Period of the

German Occupation

The evacuation of Belgian territory by the Germans has

afforded the physicians who remained in the countrj during

the occupation a welcome opportunity of publishing the

results of their experience. < >n reading the publication "i

their records, it would seem that hew diseases or at least

new phases of old diseases have arisen and have been added
t.i certain chapters of medicine. What \ie who took part in

the war outside of Belgium know of the medical aspects

of the war has nothing in common with what nur colleagues

had the misfortune to witness during the course of five lortg

years. The bad quantitative and qualitative food conditions,

together with the privations oi everj kind imaginable, have,

ii would seem, created very peculiar pathologic conditions,

which, in turn, are reflected in all 1, ranches of medicine.

The Psychophysical Condition of Belgian Women
During the War

M. Keiffer in the Scalpel contributes an article on the

psychophysical condition of Belgian women during the war.

The untold privations and the unheard of difficulties of

human existence beginning with 1915. produced among the

population of Belgium, many affections due to faulty nutri-

tion, such as marked loss of weight, cervical adenitis and
rachitic symptoms, which in many cases terminated fatally.

Tuberculosis caused great ravages, especially among girls

from 14 to 20 years of age. One phenomenon observed very

frequently among married women at an age long before the

menopause normally sets in was amenorrhea. This affection

increased from 1915 on, and diminished in frequency and in

tenacity along toward the time of the signing of the armis-

tice. In certain women this condition lasted from two
months to a year or more. It affected young unmarried
women and also married women, and the question as to

whether their fiances or lutsliands. as the case might he,

were present in the neighborh 1 oi were absent seems to

have played little part in the matter. This interruption of

function in the ovarian gland cannot, then, be attributed to

the absence of the men. Win titer we regard this phenome-
non as a state of torpor or as a momentary dormant slate,

it remains true that it was always possible with the org

therapeutic means at command to restore the physiologic

rhythmic function of the gland. In endeavoring to discover

the causes for this phenomenon one cannot put forward loss

of weight, for, under other circumstances, this has proved

rather favorable n. menstruation; nor can we postulate chlo-

rosis, nor mental depression, nor lack of exercise, nor la, k

of pleasurable excitement- social gatherings and participa-

tion in sports SO necessary to the young. The etiology can

be explained by an examination of the food-supply curve and
more particularly by an inspection of the relative nutritive

value of the materials entering into the Hour and the bread

used at various periods during the fifty two months of war.

The curve representing the fat content of the foods used

could likewise be utilized in the research. Indeed, from the

time when an improvement in the food conditions was
brought about, the number of cases if amenorrhea decreased

in an almost parallel manner. We are concerned, then, with

a deficiency disease, although unable to specify just what
elements were lacking entirely or existed in insufficient 01

in superabundant quantities in the food consumed; just what
circumstances the presence 01 absence of which is ni

for the functional activity of the ovarian gland to pi iceed

in its normal course. Keiffer calls to mind the great men-
tal suffering thai the Belgian women had to endure during

the five years of the German occupation. He pays homage
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to their ardent and tenacious patriotism which made it pos-

sible for them to withstand "with serenity the Machiavellian
inventions of the Germans calculated to break down their

resistance and annihilate their hopes."

Edema Among the Deported

At a meeting of the Academie de medecine de Belgique,

M. Yandervelde and M. Cantineau introduced a suggestive
communication on the deportation of Flemish civilians in

1916. Two hundred patients treated by them in the Saint

Pierre Hospital at Brussels gave them the opportunity of

making interesting observations from a medical point of

view. Most of those deported suffered from a marked edema
of the lower limbs, which was frequently associated with

grave phlegmons. The general condition was brought about

by lack of food and by the deplorable hygienic conditions

under which they were compelled to live. The cardiovascu-
lar apparatus was attacked, and a profound anemia was
added to their weakness, while the slightest effort occa-
sioned an intense dyspnea. It would seem that this syn-

drome must be attributed to general intoxication due to

renal insufficiency. With the clinical picture outlined above,
oliguria was als" constantly associated. The authors of the

paper endeavored t'i make a special study of the urinary-

changes among the deported, for they all showed more or
less serious symptoms manifested at times by oliguria and
at times by genuine Brighfs disease.

The therapeutic measures employed were exclusively of a

dietetic nature. All that was needed by these poor, oppressed
people, who had received no medical attention whatever, was
rest and sufficient food, in order to soon be rid of all the

ntioned.

Rest and proper food were all that was needed to do away
with the blocking of the kidney and to cause the diuretic

curve to mount suddenly, while, at the same time. tli.

of the lower limbs disappeared. That is to say. it was not

a question of a definite nosologic entity, and the cause of

idition lay entirely in the bad treatment and cruelty

they had suffered at the bands of tin- Germans.
This indifference, on the part of the invaders, to health was.

furthermore, quite the regular thing. Those deported were
forced to do hard labor, and were recruited without an)

examination. A military commis ion, without the

my medical authorities, bad enrolled by force all the

inhabitants of a given region whether they were afflicted

rious diseases or not. Definite examples of these

cruel and inexcusable abuses are given. Forty-two per cent,

of those deported were found to be suffering from tubercu-
losis in some form.

The Physical Development of Children

The investigations earned on by M. Demoor, professor

in the Brussels School of Medicine, with reference to the

height and weight of the public school children of I:

during tlie war. led t ni .logons to tin- fore

:
i.i.

. .i all thi ii ieties for the protection of

children, in spite of all the efforts to preserve their health.

th of all the pupils has been retarded. DemoOl
found that (1 -lit of children i boj s and
girls classed together) of all ages has diminished. At tin

end of four yi than the
i tin normal development ol two thirds oi

The average height of children of all ai;c- has de. reased to

bird of tbr usual annual development;
t.'i tin from I'M 4 to 1918 in the

up comprising the ages from 7 to 14 is approximately
n both boys and girls—to the developi

y<-ar for weight, and to the development of one hall
;

•nth year for the Kirls as regards height.

nth of these observatioi cularly evident
among i I bis retarded
physical development of children, whit
t :*'i. hi. maj Inn e a bad in fin -

their future development These children are
nl much inferior to what the) should be. Will this

period ,,i privation cause thei 'st.nn e
for the future? Will this physical impairmei
have set i rt a baneful influence on their
hlturf 'I be author oi the communication

lit) and moi
tality at diffi re Key in

oid b) Porter in America. He believes that a
relation exists between the age, the weight and the height.
on tin- o, u . hand, ami the resistance to disease and death, on

differences that be himsell
do not, however, justif) bun in forming a positive

and exact opinion, he thinks, with reference to the resis-
tance of the human organism to disease as shown by Belgian
children. Nevertheless, in addition to these statements in

regard to height and weight, the fact that in children affected
by the period of occupation there was an increased number
of cases of cervical adenitis, chronic affections of the naso-
pharynx, rachitic symptoms and pernicious anemia would
indicate that the mortality was increased. It must be
admitted that in the case of a great number of children the
war produced organic affections more or less lasting and
serious, although it is true that no definite statemi
he made as yet in regard to the possibility of complete
recuperation.

Cutaneous Affections

The manifold privations, the difficulties of human exis-
tence and the neglect 'if all hygienic rules of living had
the same repercussive effect on cutaneous affections. ]n the
Paris medical. Dr. Bayet gives tin results of bis personal
experience on the subject. Three classes of affections were
observed: (1) affection, dependent on some disease of the
nervous system; (2) affections that have their origin in

insufficient or in unwholesome food, and ( .i ) affections that

are directly attributable to undeanliness.
Among the affections associated with some disease of the

nervous system he observed especially cases of lichenoid and
of eczematous neurodermatitis, prurigo and alopecia areata.
These affections were ..ion re i

tun to treatment and sub-
ject to triimnt recurrence. The author noted a pemphigus
as the result of an emotional shock, and another time a

derma.
The affections due to malnutrition were especially numer-

ous among people of moderate means. The increase and
the aggravation of tuberculosis afforded tin- opportunity of

Bg a greater number of cases of lupus tuberculosus,
on. n associated with swelling of the lymph nodes. This
special aspect of the affection and its frequenc) gave rise

to a new term among the people, namely, "collier de la

guerre" (war necklace).
Hard edemas, edemas of inanition so-called, generalized

furunculosis and anthrax became much more common, not
only among thi poon . > but also among the well-to-do.

\ form of alopecia re enroling that which very commonl)
results from infectious diseases was very prevalent, even
among people in | I circumstances, with negative family

Affections due to undeanliness icularly numer-
il which were the almost

absolute lack of soap and the high price of coal I be latter
iras \ er) important. Linen ami undercli thii

".. longei boiled when laundered made possible the trans-
mi-sion on a grand scale of all kinds of contagious skin
diseases: scabies, trichophytosis, etc. This bit not only the
poorer classes but also the rich, for -topping at even first-

class hotels was associated with a veritable danger from the
agion.

ttioned studies on diseases observed dm
German occupatii n i Belgium are the fit

since tin

doubt others will follow and will shed more 1 n these
lathologic i "mini, .ii- whii h i me is tempted

the "pathology of misery." A Holland journal recently called
attention to the peculiar circtun
cerebral hemorrhage and softening of the brain during the
pei i' d of rationing that the Nethi bliged to sub
m I to toward the end of the war All this would -

me connection bet'.',
i

among whii h bet i

1

i • oi v\ it edemas

Marriages

1
1

\l \s t M to Miss Dorothy
Shedd, of Columbus, 0., in New York ( ity, Septembi

I. Septl nib. .

II moo, Vetter, Chicago, t" Miss Gertrud
Colwell, of Rutherford, X. J . September 12.

1 1 1 iv. \ mi Lyon, Winchester, Ky . to Miss Dixie Belli

of Morgantown, K> . October _'.

: ok. to Miss \di tie i ,. \\ illiam both of

III
. S< ptember 30
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Deaths

Robert Montgomery Thomburgh S Colonel, M. C, U. S.

Aimy; Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, N. II. 1897;

commander of Letterman General Hospital, Pre-

-^..n Francisco; was killed, October 9, in a collision

between i
I mel fhomburgh entered the mili-

, >n m l'H « ), and was corn-

el First Lieutenant and Assistant Surgeon U. S.

Anns a year later; ua~ made Captain five years lati

in 1910, Lieutenant Colonel. Medical Corps, and I

M C, National Army, in 191/. He was chief ol the surgical

service in Letterman General Hospital, Presidio ol San
Francisco, from 1910 to 1913; chief of the surgical service

and commandii the Department Hospital, Manila.

P. I., in m 1914 to 1916, and on his return to the United
...,s made camp surgeon of Camp Pike, Vrk., i

to his reassignment to dutj at the Presidio of San Fra

George Dallas Hersey, Charleston, S. C, formerlj of

ice, R 1 : New York University, New York City,

nl 7.': a Fellow '>t' the American Academj
R ide Island Medical Societ) from

librarian since 1879 to 1912, and president in

I; editor oi the Providence Medical Journal

ind editor of the .lanital I

tnd Medical Society for thirty-one yean En n

1908, visiting surgeon to the Rhode Island Hospital,

and consulting surgeon to the institution thereafter; died at

Si merville, N. C, September 2^. from cerebral hemorrhage.

David Bernard Van Slyck, Pasadena. Calif.: University of

Buffalo, N. V.. 1852; aged 90; surgeon of the 101st New
N Tk Volunteer Infantry, and of the Twenty-Second New
York Cavalry, surgeon in chief of the Second Brigade, Third

Division Cavalry Corps; medical inspector and medical

director of the Army of Shenandoah, during th( Civil War,
thereafter a practitioner of Burlington, N. J., and Brookline,

until 1885 when he moved to California; for several

\ears president of thi Pa adena Medical Society and once

president of the Southern California Medical Society; died

at his home. September 30.

William A. DeLong, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Xew York Univer-

sity, Xew York City, 1863; aged 79; a member of the Med-
iety of the State oi New York; a veteran of the

Civil War." in which he served as assistant surgeon of the

Seventy-Seventh Regiment, New York State Volunteers,

m 1863 to 1865; inspector of the Brooklyn Board of

Health from 1869 to 1876; and surgeon to the Brooklyn Fire

Department for twenty-five vears ; died at his home, Octo-

ber 3.

Oscar Orlando Meredith, Breckenridge. Mo.; American

Medical College, St. Louis, 1903 a specialist in

pediatrics; a member of the Missouri State Medical Asso-
during the war as Lieutenant. M. K. C,

\rmy. and was honorably discharged, December 27.

1 118; was crushed by the engine of the airplane, of which

he was a passenger, when it fell at Cameron, Mo., Septem-

ber n.
Emanuel S. Gans, Philadelphia; Jefferson Medical College,

Diversity of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, 1894; aged

63: a member of the Medical Society of the State of Penn-

sylvania; for many vears lecturer in the Medico-Chirurgical

C liege of Philadelphia, dermatologist to the Medico-

Chirurgical, Philadelphia General, and Mt. Sinai hospitals,

Philadelphia; died at his home, September 30, from pneu-

monia.

James Jackson Shuler * Raton. N. M.: University of Vir-

. 1879; New York University, N<

;ed 61; for many years chief surgeon for the

Santa Fe System at ed in the Atchi m Topeka

and Santa Fe Railwaj Hospital. Topeka, Kan., Septembei 28,

after an operation for appendicitis.

Grace M. Clarke * Detroit; University of Michij

Arlior, 1902; aged 41; president of the Detn il Fre< Dis

for Women and Children; a member of the Women's
il and Infants' Home and a member of thi I

of the Detroit College of Medicine; died at her home, Sep-

tember 28, from pneumonia.

William Sunderland Mott, Salem. Ore.; Eclectic

Institute. Cincinnati. 1885; aged 64; at one time p

;.rtd later secretary of the Oreg
Examiners; died at his hi I 1, from heart

." of the American Medical Association.

Marshall F. Price, Los Angeles, Calif.; Northwestern I ni

hicago, 1875; aged 85; surgeon oi

the First Pennsylvania I ight ^rtillerj during the Civil War,
ol major; first president ol the Southern

California Medical Society; died at his home. Septin

James Beinaid Dinnan, Meriden. Conn.; Yale University,
New Haven, 1904; aged 38; a member of the Connecticut
State Medical resident of the Meriden Mi lii tl

in 1914 15; superintendent >•{ the State 'lid.

i inn. Meriden; did Octobei 3, Horn typhoid fever.

John A'exander Hearst + Philadelphia; Univei itj ol

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, I 93; aged 18; for several

a membei ol the stall' of the 1'olvelinic Hospital; a spc

eialist on diseases oi the ear, no e nil throat; died at his

in Get in. mi' -v. n, Octobei 4, fn 'in heai t disease.

William Gaynor States New York City; New York 'Uni-

versity, New York ( ity, 1881; aged 58; adjunct pro!

rectal surgery in the New York Polyclinic Medical Scl 1

for more than twenty yeai : a Fellow of the New York
Academy of Medicine; died at his home. Octobei 6,

George Washington Parker, Philadelphia; Hahnemann
Medical College, Philadelphia, 1870; aged 80; a veteran of

the Civil War. and for one trim surgeon of the Department
nsylvania, C A. R.J died at his home, October -1.

from cert bi ai hemoi rhage.

George M. Bower, Lenexa, Kan.; Hellenic Hospital Med
ical College, 1862; aged 82: a practitioner until 1906, when
he organized the Slate Bank of Hillsdale. Kan., of which he

became president; also state senator in 1872-73, died at his

home, recently.

Evan Pickerell, Benson Mines. \. Y.; University of Perm
sylvania, Philadelphia. 1890; died in the City i

:

Watertown, N. Y., October 3. from fracture of thi 'nil

caused by the overturning of his automobile near \\ ater-

town.

Robert I. Fletcher, Anna, Kan.; College of physicians ami
Surgeons. Keokuk. Iowa. 1857; aged 87; surgeon of C. S
Volunteers throughout the (nil War; died at the home of

his son in Anna, September 26, from cerebral hemorrhage.

Lesher K. Francis, Boyertown, Pa.; University of Penn-
sylvania, Philadelphia. 1871; aged 73; for four years
gist of Philadelphia; died at the home of his son in Potts-

town, Pa., September 22, from cerebral hemorrhage.

George Arneke Krctsinger, Oakland, Calif.; University of

California, San Francisco, 1915; aged 31; a member of the

Medical Society of the State of California; died at his home,
September 8, from pneumonia following influenza,

Snyder John Henry Louther 9 Somerset, Pa.; American
Medical College, St. Louis, 1893: aged 51; who was honor-
ably discharged as Captain. M. C. C. S. Army, January 8,

1919; died at his home, September 24.

George Orf, Indiana Harbor. Ind.; Central College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons. Indianapolis. 1905; aged 44; a iiiniilm

of the Indiana State Medical Association; died at his home,

July 12, from cerebral hemorrhage.

Peter George Woods, Versailles, Mo.; Washington Univer-
sity, 1867; aged 75; a member of the Missouri State Medical
Society; died in Kansas City, Mo., September 11, from
valvular heart disease.

Green Leslie Robertson, Leander, Texas; University of

Louisville, Ky.. 1890; aged 53; a member of the State Med
ical Association of Texas; died in the City Hospital, Austin.

Texas, September 22.

Louis Drechsler ® St. Louis; Washington University, St.

Louis. 1896; aged 53; a specialist in diseases of the car and
throat; died at his home, June 23, from malignant disease
of the face.

Washington Foster, Amherst. Ohio; Michigan College of

Medicine and Surgery, Detroit, 1892; aged 66; for many
years health officer of Amherst ; died at his home, Septem-
ber 27.

George M. Tate, Botkins, Ohio; Cincinnati College of

Medicine and Surgery. 1868; aged 81
;
died at the home of his

son in Botkins, September 27. from carcinoma of the stomach.

Charles Belt, Batavia, Ohio; Medical College of Ohio,

Cincinnati, 1878; aged b2; died at his home, September 17,

from acute nephi iti i.

William W. Peek, Louvale, Ga
;

; Louisville (Ky.) Medical

( ollege, 1873; aged o7 ; died at his home, September 17, from

heart di

William T. Blythe, Glezen, Ind. (licet , 1897);

aged 69; died at his home, July 4, from arteriosclerosis.
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The Propaganda for Reform

In This Department Appear Reports of Thb
Journal's Bureau of Investigation, of the Council
on Pharmacy and Chemistry and of the Association
Laboratory, Together with Other Matter Tending
to Aid Intelligent Prescribing and to Oppose
Fraud on the Public and on the Profession

THE WILLIAM A. WEBSTER CO. AND THE
DIRECT PHARMACEUTICAL CO.

The following letter from a Detroit physician was received

a few days ago.

To the Editor.— I have just received a letter from the Direct Phar-

maceutical Co. of St. Louis. Mo., quoting prices on drugs which are

than one half what the leading manufacturers are quoting

on the same drugs. I have received

previous literature from this com-

but have not done business

with them. I would be unwilling

to prescribe their drugs unless I

were satisfied that they are what is

claimed for them. I would be glad

to receive any information regarding

this rirm taat may be available.

concentrated lemon extract, "in fact, it was not a concen-

trated lemon extract." Some "Pure Concentrated Extract

of Banana" was found to have mixed with it an imitation

banana flavor and an artificial color so as to "injuriously

affect its quality and strength" and so that "its inferiority

was concealed." "Pure Concentrated Extract of Pineapple"

was found to have had mixed with it "an imitation extract of

pineapple artificially colored." "Pure Concentrated Extract

of Strawberry" had been mixed with "an imitation strawberry

extract artificially colored." The same bulletins described

the case of the government against a shipment of "Syrup

Iron Iodide" made by the Webster concern in which the

amount of iron iodid was less than half that claimed on the

label. In each of the cases just described, the company
pleaded guilty and was fined.

In a similar bulletin issued August. 1914, there were
recorded several more cases of adulteration and misbranding

charged against the William

The Journal has also re-

ceived some letters fr"in phy-

sicians regarding the William

V Webster Co. of Memphis,

Tcnn . relative to a letter the

concern was sending physi-

cians in the form of a testi-

monial (reproduced in mini-

ature on this page I and alleged

t.> be from Dr. F. W. P. Butler

of Columbia. S. C. Typical

ter adver-

To the Editor.—Is there not some
•ii which the dignity of

tectrd from the circidation of such

rivel as the enclosures

To the Editor.— I am sending you

-

that there an
i - .11 who "fall

for honest and intelligent

The "evidence" to which one

of the corresponded

and which another character-

re-

produced on this page in mini-

t William A. Webster Company's

I Uir reader^ may wonder why we are discussing

article the William A. Web j of Memphis, I enn..

and the Direct Pharmaceuti
atical < f St. 1

ently mi y fur the William A. Webster
. of Memphis. It appears that orders sent in t.. the

Pharmaceul Memphis t.. be tilled.

The following information regarding some of the p

ive in the past been put < tit by the William A.

p my should '
i sion. In

lent bulletins issued by the Department of Agricul-

ture in ( (ctol it, 1913, there «.

id misbranding on the part of the William A.

of Memphis, linn \ "Pun I

: emon" shipped by this concern was found by the

chemists t" be colored with a coal-tar dye "whereby
and while purporting t" be a

Sopt 19th, 1919

The Wm. A. Webster Company,
Uemphia, Tenn.

Gentlemeni
It io usele66 to treat maralia

unless the system Is fertilized or put
In a receptive condition for the effect
of the antidote for malaria so prevalent
In this country. The human system Is a
good deal like land to be cultivated
If the land is not put in a proper con-
dition the seed will not germinate
effectively

In your product you have en
Ingredent to agitat9 the proper flow
of bile, and caj-;e the liver, the- great
sugar and dioinfeotent mill of th6 human
syeteoi to functiate normally. Therefore,
giving quinine from any other condition
is like pouring water en a duck's back.

I have begun the use of your
Ferritonic-Voods' and only wish it was
in my power to make ever7 doctor in North
and South Carolina do likewise

'
. known as the Direct

A. Webster Company. Some
"Wine Coca Leaves" was
held adulterated in that the

amount of alcohol present

was wrongly declared on
the label; it was held mis-

branded in that while it con-

tained cocain, the label failed

to bear any statement re-

garding the quantity or pro-

portion of this drug. Tab-
bis of " Vcctanilid and Sodium
Bromid Compound" were
found deficient in strength.

"Anti-Vomit Tablets," " Aspi-

rin Tablets," "Bismuth and
Calomel Tablets," "Quinin

Laxative Tabids." "Salol Tab-
lets," "Sodium Salicylate Tab-
lets." "Xeuralgic Tablets,"

"Diarrhea Calomel Pills" and
"Mnrphin Sulphate Hypoder-
mic Tablets" were also mis-
branded in that the amount
of certain ingredients found
in them illy with

the amount declared on the

label. In all

also the William A. Webster
Compan) pleaded guilty and

•ied.

In a government bulb tin

issued in June. I'M", the same
company was charged with
adulterating and misbranding
a quantity of Aspirin tablets

which, instead of containing
5 grains as labeled, contained

' cr 1 grain.

In th mpany
guilty and «., ,i,.,, follows briefly

summarizes some of tin cases just referred

al letter sent to physj

agency St

Amount Clai
I S. P."

led Amount Found

H

Biimutl
. . n 1

I i
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ANASARCIN ADVERTISING
: I Fellow of the A. M. \

at the following facts to you, and to ask if any-

in be done bj j iu to exp >se the methods of these

lling itself "The Anasarcin Chem. Cd."

of Wind d to be sent to pi

a chart on the subject of "Diagnostics ol Renal Di

This chart contains eighteen plates, which wore all takeo

;: of either myself or my

publishers, Wm. Wood & < third edition of my

"Urinary Analysis and Diagnosis." The pi;

partly composite plates. but mostly portions of plates,

exactly reproduced from my book, I msed mj

publishers t<> write to the Anasarcin Company and

ived a letter from a I »r. II Elliot! Bates "I

Twenty-Eighth Street. New York, whose letter-

ys, "Medical Advertising." In tlii- letter the writer

,.ns that it was he who suggested the

I admits that all the plates were taken from my

book. In this letter have a letter sent 1m everj

tn of the country "In which it is explicit.)

that the cuts on the chart were taken from your 1 k, and

that complete information regarding the matters treated on

the chart can he ioiind in your book." In other words he

advertise my hook free of cost to me. so thai 1

should take no further step- in the matter. 1 consider this

entire matter a:: outrage, and thought it best to write to

you for advice, since my publishers seem to think that in

spite of the violation of the copyright nothing can he done,

Besides the cuts, some of the text on the chart is bodilj

taken from my hook, while some of the other text, not

taken from my book, hut apparently compiled from different

articles, is in part entirely wrong, so much so that I must

he ashamed to its being associated with any of mj own work.

By giving this letter your early consideration, and advis-

ing me what you think it best for me to do, you wcutld

greatly ohlige Louis Heitzman. M.I)., New York.

[Comment.—Readers of The Journal are, of course,

fimiliar with the articles
1

that have been p'iMished on

•Anasarcin." the "dropsy cure"! Knowing the standard of

c'hics that the Anasarcin concern adopts in the exploitation

of its ridiculous squill mixture, our readers will not he sur-

1 rised at the standard of commercial ethics which would

justify the appropriation o) ted scientific material

trum advertising purposes. The statement of Dr.

hleitzmann's publishers that "in spite of a violation of copy-

right nothing can he done" is, of course, incorrect. Some-

thing can be done by those who hold the copyright.—En.

1

1. The Journal, Jan. 26, 1906; May 4 and 11, K07, and Dec. 8.

Correspondence

The Cattail: A New Food.—Among the many products

which the Indians have taught us to use are such common

Lnd now indispensabl corn and potatoes. There

are. however, many products which the Indians used and

relished that have received little or no attention from the

white man. The common cattail (Typha) is one ol these

products. The vast areas of cattail have been little utilized.

Here is a plant with prolific growth, rich in .starch and Other

products of food value, growing in situations now n

as waste lands. The rhizome is the part used. Cattail flour

is not much different in < flours and

could probably well be used. The practicability of obtaining

- from the field is a question which deserves further

and experimentation. Likewise, the qui

cultivation would require careful investigation. The fact,

r, remains that there are thousands of acres of cat-

ntaining considerably over 2 tons of Hour per acre

which at present finds no use. It is not I i get the

!l mr in small quantities. Half an hour at digging and

"peeling" has yielded three or four cupfuls of Hour. The

digging is not so different from and the

peeling is about equally facile. This flour ha

ition in several ways, first as part substitute lor

c rnstarcb in puddings.— I'. W. Claassen, Scientific Monthly

»:179 (August) 1919.

NEED OF FURTHER RESEARCH ON THE TRANS-
MISSIBILITY OF MEASLES AND VARICELLA
To thi i have jusl read I i in Tin:

I. 1919, p. 1086) ol Sellards' article on "
I he

[nsusceptil lit) of Man to Inoculation with I'd

us" (/;»//. Johns Hopkins Hosp. 30:257

[Sept] 1919).

It is remarkable that Sellards was unable to produce this

highly in mi an - ol the blood or ii,

m oi infected individuals. Not long ago, how ei I

had a similar experience with varicella {Am. J. Pis. Child.

1 1» : -
; +

I

ImU
| 1918 i. Thus we ,u i

eases— tin In, most infectious of the endem di

,
ol ii;, world which we are unable to transmit

artificially from man to man. The result was most surpiis-

ing in regard to chickenpox, and ii the same rule holds good
for measles it would seem as if a basic principle must be

involved I ently in our experiments we do not. as we
believe, pursue nature's mode of transmission; either we
fail to carrj over tin- virus, or the path of infection is

quite different from what n is commonly thought to in-.

I am writing this note because this question has been

in my mind for some time and has been stirred up again

by this recent work on measles. It appears to be a phe-

nomenon that might well be called to tin attention of read-

ers of The Journal; perhaps an experimental study oi the

question might be undertaken by those who have the oppOl

tunity and are not engaged in other fields of work.

Alfred F. Hess, M.D., New York,

"FORMULAS FOR USE IN STANDARDIZING
AUTOGENOUS VACCINES"

To the Editor:—In The Journal, October 4. under Clin-

ical Notes. Suggestions and New Instruments, Sergeant Leo

K. Tehon presented formulas for use in the standardization of

bacterial vaccines. While serving as laboratory director of

Evacuation Hospital No. 10. A. E. F., I had frequent request!

for autogenous vaccines. At first we used Wright's method
unmodified; but finding it rather cumbersome, we decided to

try to modify it in some wa> that would make it more simple

and take less time. After several trials we adopted the fol-

lowing method; it is very simple and can be done in a very

short time: First, we used the blood of a soldier \.l

a count of 6,000,000. We made a small puncture in tin fingl C

or ear, as in a cell count, and drew up the blood to poirfl

(1.5 in a white cell diluting pipet. Then a standard sodium
citrate solution was drawn up in the pipet to paint 1. 'Ibis

was drawn up in the bulb of the pipet. and the bacterial

suspension was drawn up quickly to point 1. and this and

the citrate blood were mixed ,is in an ordinary cell count.

We bid in this a blood with 3,000.000 red cells, and if we
found two bacteria for each blood cell we had 6,000,000 per

cubic millimeter, or 600.000,000 per cubic centimeter. We
always worked with concentrated bacterial suspensions, as

it was a very simple matter to dilute to any desired i

tration of a lower count. The whole operation takes no more
time than a simple blood count, and no other eqt

1 the so.hum citrate solution.

J. S. Wilson. Ml), Lak \ illage, Ark.

REPORTS ON LOCAL ANESTHETICS IN
LARYNGOLOGY

To the Editor:—At the suggestion of the Council on

Pharmacy and ( hemistry of the American Medical

Ki Sei n n Laryngology, ' (tologj

nolog) appointed a special i mittee to study and
and disadvantages of the

lo, .,i an, 5th( tii in n i and throat work."

of learning from in mbl i i

of the profession of any toxic effects, not necessarily fatal,
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occurring in their practice, and will be greatly pleased to

receive communications regarding any ill effects noted by
them following the use of any local anesthetics.

All such communications will be regarded as strict! v i m-
fidential, and may be sent to the chairman of the committee.

Emil Mayer. M.D.. Chairman,
40 E. 41st St.. Xew York.

Ross Hall Skillerx, M.D.. Philadelphia.

Robert Sonnenschein, M.D., Chicago.

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

Queries and Minor Notes

5 and queries on postal cards will not

be noticed. Every letter must contain the writer's name and address,

but the^e will be omitted, on r<

THE DETERMINATION OF LEAD IX THE 1 KIM.

To the Editor:— Please furnish me with details of test* for detection

of lead in urine, referred to in the article of Dr. Louis I. Harris.

The Journal, Sept. 20, 1919. p. 8S0. Kindly omit my name in

answering.
v A p

Answer.— Dr. Harris does not give the method used by
him for the determination of lead. In qualitative work the

foil., wing method is commonly employed:
A liter (quart) of urine, acidified with acetic acid, is

evaporated to dryness and the residue fused in a crucible

with a little potassium nitrate until the melt becomes white.

The crucible i* cooled, hot dilute hydrochloric acid

the extract filtered, the filtrate treated with ammonia to

alkaline reaction, and ammonium sulphid added. The pre-

cipitate, which contains the lead as sulphid, is washed three

times by decantation with hot water; then water acidified

with hydrochloric acid is added and the whole allowed to

lit. Tin- mixture is filtered thi

filter and the residue \ few drops of nitric acid

are then added, drop by drop, to dissolve the lead sulphid
on the filter. This filtrate is collected in a watch-glass.

ted to dryness, and the final test made by adding
r ami a small crystal of potai

precipitate di

If quantitative results an- wanted, the filter containing the

lead sulphid, as obtained above, is digested on thi

bath with dilute nitric acid containing a little hydn
acid, tile mixture filtered anil flu- filter washed with a large

of hot water. The filtrate ami washings are evapo-
a small volume, a few cubic centimeters of dilute

Sulphuric acid are added, the solutii n i
I on the

hot plate until white fumes appear, 25 c.c. o)

ire added, the mixture is allowed to stand twenty-
four hours, and the precipitated lead sulphate is collected in

le, dried and weighed.
Ktic methods for tin- determination of tin- i

llso, and these are to be preferred if the amount is

small, 'liny are usually carried pul in the solution obtained

ad sulphid in nitric acid, the lead

.is such, alter

drying .
• ' <

I III I'M s, ribi I i iric

A I

empl under the provision, of the
Harrison law. 'i he \ I > , .„, ,.,, MM m ,

:
.

united Stales \. Olii'cr held that

.i medicine, ami that prescribing
f a drue ..

:

he i.iv li
i wise for ph

es in which thej will be

'' ''"' ri
ris, but

the druggist filling them hum d

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Arkansas: Little Rock, Nov. 11-1_\ Sec. Regular Board, Dr. T. L

St. nit. Brink-ley. Sec. Eclectic Board, Dr. Claude E. Law
Smith.

i .iiorma: Sacramento, Oct. 20-23, Sec, Dr. Chas. B. Pinkham,
Butler Bldg., San Francisco.

scticot: New Haven, Nov 11-12. See. Regular B.
\. Tuttle, 196 Y,.]. St., New Haven. Sec. 11

r. Edwin C. M. Hall, 82 Grand Ave.. New Haven Sec.
Board. Dr. James I ' Bridge]

Florida: Tampa, Dec. 1 2. Sec, Regular Board, Dr. Win. M. Rowlett,
Citizens' Bank Building, Tampa.

I I

; icago, Dec. 1-3. Mr. F. C. Dodds, Supt. of Registration,
. .eld.

Kentucky: Louisville. Dec. 2. S,c. Dr. A. 1". McCormack, 532 W.
Main St., Louisville.

I [ana: New Orleans, Dec. 1-3. Sec, Regular Board, Dr. E. W.
'

,141 Elk Place. Xew Orleans.

!
>....: New Orleans, Ho\ I. Se. Homeopathic Board, Dr.

I. H. Hardenstein, 702 Machesa Bldg., New
Portland, Nov. 11-12. Sec, Dr. Frank • W. Searle, 776

St . Portland.

Massachusetts: B.ist..n. Nov. 11-13. Sec, Dr. Walter P. Bowers,
Room 501. No. 1 Beacon St.. Boston.

KA: Lincoln, Nov. 12-14. See..' Dr. H. I. Lehnhoff, 514 First
Nat'l Bank Bldg., Lincoln.

Nevada: Carson City, Nov. 3, Sec, Dr. S. I Lee, Carson City.

New Jersey: Trenton, Oct. 21-22 Se. D VIi at ler MacAlister,
1

Col imbia, Nov. 10. Sec, Dr. A. Earle Boo/, r.ill Col imbia.

Texas: Galveston, No I Se. I).. M. I". Bettencourt, Mart,

Rhode Island July Examination

Dr. Byron U. Richard-, secretary ..i the Rhode Island

Sl iti Kurd of Health, reports the written and practical

examination held at Providence, July 10-11. 1919. The exam-
ination covered / subjects and included "(I questions. An

of 80 per cent, was required to pass. Four candi-
dates were examined, all of whom passed. The following
colleges were represented :

IVr

of Maryland (I 1

s :,,„,|
| | |

i
'

.

College of Physicians ami VIcmphis .1

Arizona July Examination

lien 11. Williams, secretary of the '

'

I Exan .1 and written
examination held at Phoenix. July 1-2. 1919. The examina-
tion covered 10 subjects, and included 100 questions. Vn

if 75 per cent, was requii 1

1

dates examined, 5 passed and 1 failed. The follow

nted:

i .

ti i)

i 45

North Dakota July Examination

M Williamson, secretary of the Nortl

oral, written
.,iid practical examination held at Grand lo.rks, July 1-4,

191''. lite examinan
\n average of 75 per <

» If the '. and -' i.oh
candid. .•• lidate, a

!
.

sentcd

:

M
.

I
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Illinois

Iowa

Medical 5 Michigan

.1 School (1914)

Book Notices

South Dakota July Examination

Or. Park B. Jenkiri I the South Dakota State

t Health and Medical Examiners, reports the written

and practical examination held at Deadwood, July 8-10, 1919.

The examination covered 13 subjects and included 105 ques-

tions. An average of 75 per cent, was required '

Seventeen candidates wen all of whom passed,

'wing colleges were represented:

passed Cent.

\ ishington University, (1911) 87.6

Chicago ( (1918) 81.8
1

stern Universirj (1918) 87.1
s9.6.

(1902) 86.1

(1903) 84.1

(1908)
P nsylvania (1909) 86.4

(1898)
(1904) 82.8

West Virginia July Examination

l>r. S. L. Jepson, health commissioner of the West Virginia

Public Health Council, reports the oral, written and practical

examination held at Huntington, July 8-10. 1919. The exami-

nation covered 9 subjects, and included 90 questions. An
average of 80 per cent, was required to pass. Of the 38 can-

didates examined, 29, including _' osteopaths, passed, and 9.

including .> nongraduates, failed. Two candidates were

granted osteopathic reciprocity certificates. The following

- were represented :

Year Per
College PASSED

( ;„,|

A ishington University (1916) 91.7

University. Chicago (1919) 80.1,90.4
University of Illii (1915) 85.7

v (1919) 85.3
(19171 83 7. (1919) S3. 6, "7 1

(1918) 88, 89. M 19)

of Miehiean Homco. Medical School (1901)
(1918) 87 4

1 ncinnati (1919) 85.7

: College ..(191 191 1,88.6
(1918) 83.3

Meharry Medical College (1915) 80.1, (1919) 80.7, 81. 82.1,

Medical College of Virginia )l 187.4,91.7

TAILED
University of Louisville (1910) 45.1

(1918) 76.6

Yeharrv Medical 1916) 6 , (1918) I 191 I) 76.8

Memphis Hospital Medical College (1912) 73.6

I)r. Jepson also reports that twenty-nine candidates were

by reciprocity since November, 1918. The following

colleges were represented

:

College
ucehsed through racipno. .TV Y

Washington rnivcrsity (1910), (1912)Dist. Colum.

Atlanta College of Physicians ?nd Surgeons (1913) Georgia

Medical College 1914)

Med. and Surg. ..(1914) Illinois, (1917) Nebraska

f Physicians and Surgeons. Keokuk (1897) Iowa

ege (1896) \ irginia

• lity 'I'M, I Maryland

National University of Arts an : .(1915)
Missouri

Leonard '

America] I lical College (1894) Kentucky

Eclectic Medical Institute

Medical I

Reserve University 'IM,> UBlO

II. of the State of So. Carolina

Vanderbilt University

Medical College of Virginia

r/niversil "jnd (1909) Virgiria

i
' Anatomi" I PI i Prin

i

lll> Cloth. Price,

•;,:: 1 ,1919

lu presenting the growth ol orthopedic surgery .^ a spe-

cialty, with a view t" defining its present status, the author

ing methi id, 1 1 ai ing the growth i rl the

specialty throu nl achievements by certain per-

sonalities. Each chapter concerns the life and work ol

some great physician who initiated an advance Beginning

with the orthopedic principles of John Hunter, chapl

devoted to Hilton, Thomas, Duhamel, Sayre and many others,

in each chapter pictures and biographic units of

the orthopedit sui [eons whose work is discussed. The
i is thus defined

:

[ have si to I he ho ipttal wai ds. the physio-

i ting rooms, and privati « or]

which the gri I U tnci li" were made, and to

thi " Mi nders >>t the Maimed" as til

i life. In only this way, I conceive, can Medical History he

written profitably.

The unique method of presentation, lite beautiful literary

style, and the authoritative character of the book make it

one of significance not only to the orthopedic surgeon, but

to all who are interested in the advance of medical science,

IvvMONAkv Tuberculosis. By Maurici Fishberg, M D., * lihical Pm
i

I Medicine, N.w Stork University and Bellevue Hospital Medical

Second Edition. Cloth. Price, $6.50. Pp. 7 14. with l-'S

tions. Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1919.

The great responsibility in treating tuberculosis, the author

believes, rests on the general practitioner: that many cases

are not hopeless, even though advanced, that institutions)

treatment is not the only effective method, and that care-

ful home treatment is productive of practically the same
improvement and ultimate results as institutional treatment

In discussing the clinical aspects, Fishberg emphasizes Un-

constitutional symptoms. He gives attention both to bac-

teriology and to serology, as well as to the roentgen ray

as aids to diagnosis; but the main reliance is placed on

physical findings.

The treatment which he recommends is based on his own
practice, and since it is in this particular phase of the

subject that most men are interested, it may be well to

recapitulate some of the views advanced. He lays consid-

erable stress on air, food and psychic influences. A chapter

is devoted to the open air treatment, in which, with diagrams

and numerous illustrations, the author shows how this may
be applied in the home. Climate is given a chapter, and

another is devoted tn institutional treatment. Under medic-

inal treatment it is pointed out that there is no specifil Eol

this disease, nor do we have any agent that will enhance

the resistance of the tissues against the ravages of the

tubercle bacilli. We do, however, have a distinct use for

drugs in controlling symptomatology. The patient lias no

in i' in a physician who has no remedy for his ailment.

As the author states, "If his medical adviser will not pre-

scribe for him, he will seek remedies from another who is

liging in this respect, or from an advertising quack."

As has been pointed out several times, this is more par-

ticularbj true of tin- intelligent patient than of the ignorant,

for the latter distrusts his own knowledge and is more likely

to place great reliance on the command of the physician.

The author discusses, under separate headings, the use of

creosote, icbthyol, arsenic, iodin, mercury, the phosphites and

cod liver oil. In a chapter on specific treatment he reviews

the evidence thus far available on the use of tuberculin,

pointing out its uses and dangers. The former be believes

Pi he rather slight, stating that:

Tuberculin treatment is only efficacious in intelligent patients who
they have mastered the theoretical aspects

I
immunity and of specific therapy from reading populai

losis. In fact, in my experieni i

hardly ever improve under tuberculin treatment beca I"

,t understand thi benefit of fever, malaise, pain in the limW,
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rausea. debility, etc. On the other hand, intelligent patients look

forward to the reaction as an indication that the tuberculin is "working
en their system" and they often improve, provided innnitesimally small

doses have been given.

Finally, he says, "The general practitioner should not use

tuberculin at all. He can obtain the same results by the

judicious use of drugs without incurring any risk."

The bonk is well illustrated, and an exceedingly practical

work. It contains some material with which the scientist

who has devoted all of his attention to tuberculosis may
disagree: but, on the whole, the advice may be considered

practical and reliable.

Social Medicine, Medical Economics
and Miscellany

THE PHYSICIANS' STRIKE

The suggestion of a physicians' strike has usually been a-

facetious one. There are times, however, when even the ever

patient physician becomes irritated. The Medical Press,

London, contains the following comment relative to a recent

labor agitation in Yorkshire:

Correspondence in the local journals shows that the out-

patient staff of the General Infirmary at Leeds are refusing

treatment to the miners on strike. When two miners attended

at the outpatient department, the medical officer on duty
informed them that he was on strike too. Subsequently he
offered to prescribe for them, but this offer they refused, on
the grounds that they had been insulted. The miners, of

c<>tir>e. have stated their grievances in the local pre
the correspondence has grown, partly in sympathy with tin:

miners' complaints, partly alleging that retaliation must be

d in view of the hardships the miners have brought
upon the public. Meanwhile the aggrieved miners, having
asked for an inquiry into the conduct of tin- medical staff,

the secretary of the infirmary has intimated that the com-
mittee will concede the request. The incident in question is

an exceptional one, and we may believe without prei

But the miners have only themselves to blame lor its occur-
rence. Their unlicensed attitude in regard to their work
having called forth general public indignation, accompanied
by hardships from which they themselves are free, it is

natural that resentment against them should take an active
form, just to remind them that the game they play can also
be played by others. A medical man with no coal in his

cause the miners have refused to work, can hardly
- led to regard with an

placency, miners on strike who gratuitously seek his aid at

1 Medical men are not exclusively humane; they
human like other pi

PATHOMETRY OF THE INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC
last annual mcctm I [ealth

itatistical investigation of

influenza was appointed. A meeting of the sul

lumbia University, September 19.

rhis committee includes a numbi
and hygienists representing various universil

i

t took up the question as to whether
any mathematical function can rational!) express the epi-

demic process. This question was answered in the negative.

! that the epii is by no means as
simple as the controlled procedures of the physical ami chem-
ical laboratories. A- it is impossibli to stipulate which of

the many factors in the epidemic pro, ess are supremely
important, then is no definite basis from which

I

dine an analytic expression for the "law" of

an epi It nil. which will be valuable.

•..is Shall the pandemic
u of 1918 be studied in relatii irse of

acute respiratory di g world-wide
si known as "influenza"? This ,

to a dis, ussioii as to whether the pandemic of

considered as an isolated e>

phenomenon, or as a part of a chain of events leading back
thirty years or more. Dependent on the answer to this ques-
tion by epidemiologists and clinicians, the committee may
take up the charting of respiratory disease for the thirty-

year period since 1889.

In considering the causal relationships in influenza, the

subcommittee wishes to caution all research students in the

use of statistical devices ordinarily employed to assist in

arriving at conclusions of a causal relation between one
phenomenon and another. It is pointed out that in any
phenomenon of infectious disease, there are three physical
elements: (1) the invading organism or group of organisms:
(2) the host or population receiving the attack, and i ,i i the
external environment of both invader and host. These fac-
tors may be subdivided a follows:

1. The Invader:

(a) The size of the dose of infection.

(fc) The frequency with which the dose or doses are
brought in contact with the host.

(c) Tendency of the invader to specific localization.

d/i Infectivity of the organism or organisms (power to

produce sicki

(e) Virulence (power to produce death).

(/) Activity of invader in the presence of existing bac-
terial flora.

-\ The Host:
iiti Opportunity for receiving dose of infective material:

Density of population; transport systems: public
assembly; other channels of communication
between the infected and the uninfected.

(b) Natural and acquired immunity to invasion and mul-
tiplication of organism or organisms, and to

poisons produced by the invader.

Resistance fait.,

Nutrition; general physical condition; fatigue
status: hygii rironment; existence of
definite bodily and mental states (injuries, i

of other diseases, intoxications, etc.): personal
habits: medical and nursing care of those
infected.

3. External Environment

:

Temperature and humidity, separately and when acting
together, and changes in these, may be expected tcxhave some
influence on infectious disease am :i respiratory
and influenzal disease. By the ordinary methods of graph
ically associating weather and influenza-pneumonia data no
very clear idea can be formed of the relation betwei

•tits. Students of this phase of the causal
problem are urged to emploj proper methods of measuring

bined effect - ure and humidity, and of

variations in them. It is p , cumula-
te 'lis

i if i' ,, , ..
i
,r defil il mi oi

from an "optimum" or "norm" will show correlation with
Some of ii

I, :ir in mind in the

'her and influenza data are. it
i

tin subcommittee:

i mic,
i urn distribution.

explo-
time distribution.

1 1/
1 Infecti\ a;, of the

(.•I Virulenci of the organism

I r Conditions on the case fatality

of the disease, the committi
mention bl . f prevailing

conditions, and that such be studied in

to the various weather elements and vari.,:

them.

Care of the Eyi
compound re:-.

adjustment, at • mounted pr<

frames Children urn

tember, 1919
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Medicolegal

Not Liable fox Malpiactice of Substitute Physician

. :n s. n. k. :ii)

The Supreme es a judgmenl of the

court of civil appeals, which reversed one "t tin- distrii

the defendant, ami affirms the judgment

. t" the district court, in tins suit brought bj plaintiff Lee to

recover ' contract bj

attend and treat the wife of the plaintiff dur-

. liter childbirth, and for alleged malpractice on the

wife, during her confinement, by another physician for whose

il was charged that the defendant was

says that the plaintiff and the

defendant had entered into an agreement whereby the wife

of the former was to have the services of the lattl I i

physician, tor an agreed tee. during the confine-

ment of the wife. The defendant I examined her

between 1 and _' o'clock one mornii to return

when needed. Before 9 o'clock, the plaintiff notified him it

was time to come to Mrs. Lee. when th l) replied

cause of important business, he would lie unable to

come, hut would send another physician, to which the plaintiff

1 with a requ lim in a hurry. The defen-

dant then telephoned to a physician whose general re

as a physician was good, saying that he had a case to which

he wanted to send him, that it was a partnership case, of

which he expected to take care, and requested him to go out

and look after the plaintiffs wife, and t tify him if he

needed help or anything went wrong, whereupon he would

me himself or send assistance. The substitute physi-

cian reached the plaintiff's home at about 10 o'clock and

attended to the delivery of the child, and there was evidence

to raise the issue of injury to Mrs. Lee through his acts or

e. However, the plaintif) expressed no dissatisfac-

him, at the time the child was delivered, and paid

him on his second or third visit the full fee. which he testi-

fied he had agreed to pay the defendant, and paid nothing to

i lant A jury trial resulted in a verdict and judg-

ment for the defendent, which was reversed by the court of

civil appeals, and Section B of the Commission of Appeals

recommended that the judgment of the court of civil appeals

he affirmed; but it is reversed by the supreme court, and the

judgment for the defendant affirmed, as stated above.

It was immaterial to the matter of the defendant's liability

for the substitute physician's negligence or lack of skill,

under the issues joined, whether the defendant represented

l.im to be his partner at the time he pi ding him.

No pleading was filed by the plaintiff alleging that he

was held out as the defendant's partner, nor seeking to

1 old the defendant liable as a partner with the substitute

physician, nor seeking any damages for any misrepresenta-

his status as a partner. So the simply.

What was the defendant's duty, under 'lie law, when the

plaintiff asked him to dispatch speedily .another physician

to treat Mrs. Lee? In the opinion of the supreme court, this

n admitted of no answer save that the duty of the

defendant was to exercise ordinary care in the selection of

the phvsician to be sent. The opinion in Texas Central Rail-

road Co. v. ZumiLtilt, 103 Texas 607, 132 S. W. 11.1 declared

that when a railroad company furnished an emplo

a physician, the railroad company would not he held liable

for the physician's negligence, unless, in treating the

employee, he was the agent of the railroad company. No
itld the defendant physician be held liable for the

other physician's negligence or lack of skill, in the absence

of facts to establish that such other physician

his agent while he was treating the plaintiff's wife. From
the very nature of the employment, the physician who takes

the place of another must, while he alone is treating the

patient, exercise his own judgment and In- own skill; and he

is truly an independent contractor. In the light of the long-

established custom among the physicians in that community

f ,r one unable to treat all his patiinis
I

i physi-

those he was not able to attend, the defendant's state-

mentS should he construed to mean that he expected to resume
ISe when In

and expected the pin to he COtnpi
I

lie would render, while lie himself would he i mi

pensati ider.

Sufficient Evidence That Child Was Born Alive

i

The Supreme Court of Missouri, Division 1, says tli il the

question at issue in this ease was whether 01 nol lie' eii I I

the plaintiff was horn dead or alive. I

born dead, then the mother's I'M- inherited certain real

estate; but, if the child was horn alive, then the plaintiff

i the real estate from the child, ["he physician to

i i
. . ken in a vi

en da prior to the full expet ted pel iod

oi her pregnancy, after sin- had the day before been seized

with uremic convulsions, finding that her nen iu condition

was such as to prevent an examination without an anesthetic,

made arrangements for an instrumental delivery; but Mis.

raylor died after .she had taken only a few inhalations of the

ether. The physician then undertook, with all possibli

to deliver the child, without an operation, and was
fill, the child being delivered in two or three minutes. lie

testified that he used the methods which are known for

respiration, blowing in the face, sprinkling cold water, and

the baby, and it breathed a few times or gurgled
loud enough so that the other physicians could hear it, and
the heart heat for a minute or two. That was one evidence

oi life. This was done while (he cord was attached, in the

hopes that a little circulation might start in the bodj ; thai

if the mother was alive it would get a little supply of blood

from her. The cord was left attached a minute or I

as no further evidence of life was observed, the cord was cut,

and a nurse was told to take the baby upstairs where there

was a plentiful supply of hot water and go through tl

modes of respiration. Ml the physicians and nurses

at the time of the confinement testified that they either saw

or heard unmistakable evidences of life in the child after

the death of the mother, except that one physician said he

heard a sound from the child, but did not know what caused

it. The court thinks not only that a prima facie case was
made by the plaintiff, but also that it was supported by sub-

stantial evidence. An attempt was made to impeach the

physicians first mentioned by introducing in evidence a cer-

tified copy of the certificate of the death of the child, made
by him shortly after the death occurred, to the central bureau
of vital statistics, in which he stated that the cause of death

was "premature birth— stillborn." In explanation, he said

that he did not know very much about the death certificate.

thai the death certificates and birth reports were made in

such a way that the physician did not give them much atten-

ti< 11 ; that the death certiln ,,de out at the under-

taker's, and once in a while, with these little fellows, they

i tiled up and asked if they could sign it; he did not remem-
one, but thought he signed it; that his office

girl made out the birth reports, and errors might creep into

them very easily. The trial court evidently took into con-

sideration the testimony given as to the birth and death of

the child, the certificate of death, and the explanation given,

a- will as all the other facts and circumstances in evidence,

and on tin- whole decided in favor of the contention of the

plaintiff that the child was born alive. Nor was much pro-

bative force to be attached to the fact that the brain, heart,

lungs, kidneys, etc., of the child were not examined at the

i death. In fact, had it been done under the circum-

stances shown to have existed in this case, it would, to say

the least, have called forth unfavorable comment. Besides,

in the absence of the existence of some special reason there-

for, the physicians, in such a case, would never have

of examining those organs, which would have required the

necropsy for the purpose of showing
the child was born dead or alive. In fact, had they under-

taken such a thing, under the circumstances, they certainly

would have encountered a sharp rebuff at the hands of all

its relation,.
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Society Proceedings

COMING MEETINGS
Assn. Medical Milk Commissioners. New Orleans, Oct. 37-30.

American Child Hygiene Association, Asheville, N. C. Nov. 11 13.

American Public Health Assn.. New Orleans. Oct. 27-30.

Assn. of Military Surgeons of the U. S.. 3t.

Clinical Congress, Am. Coll. of Surgeons, Nev I '<-t. 20-25.

Mississippi Valley Medical Assn., Louisville, Ky., Oct. 21-23.

Southern Medical Association, Asheville. X. C. Nov. 12-13.

Southern Minnesota Medical Assn.. Btfankato, Dec. 1 2.

Southern Surgical Association. New Orleans, Dec. 16-18.

Western Surgical Association, Kansas City. Dec. 15-16.

INDIANA STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Animal Melting, held in Indianapolis, Sept. 26-27, 1919

INFLUENZA S^ MPOSI1 M

Influenza in Children

Dr. Nettie B. Powell, Marion: In uncomplicated influenza

in infants and children, the tendency is toward a leukopenia

rather than a leukocytosis, although there is a slight Ieuko-

iii cases of complicating pneumonia, ami in

the prognosis is better in the latter cases. There is nothing

sufficiently constant in the differential count to be

either in diagnosis or in prognosis. Tin- general condition of

these patients needs first attention. They are anemic and
mgh suffering from anhydremia; hence special

attention must be given to the quality of the food and the

quantity of water ing

Clinical Manifestations and Sequels in Influenza

Dr. Charles P. Emersiix. Indianapolis: It behooves us to

maintain the general health of those v. I me uni

">n by recommending that they avoid assemblages

eat good food, and get plenty of sleep ami lots of

fresh air. Now is the time to attack the tonsils, !

for the nasal sinuses, drain the infected gallbladder and
treat the chronic prostatitis.

Correlation of Bacteriologic and Pathologic

Findings in Influenza

1)« E. N. IClME, I
I

I]h influenza lesions are

ad ami Si .ere. but the lung lesions, while m
form a relatively small part of tin- entire picture.

Tin- morbid anatomy ami bacteriologic findings vary with

ic disease, and depend largi

tin- endemic flora. Early diffuse toxic or hemorrhagic

membram i f the respira-

tory tract, serous membranes of the chest and head, and the

parenchymatous tissues of tin i

DIS( i

Dr. F. B. Wynn. Indianapolis: 1 want to empha
cially the importance of preparing patients who had the

influenza for the possibilities which m
during tin- coming winter. Counsel them to look ou( foi

I in, VtRCii II Moo-,, Indianapolis: The failure of the lung
•" retun -alient pathologic features
in this so-called influenza. This was demonstrated at the

who hn,| |ivi

Itack and afterward died from some foi ign cause, the
lungs did not return to their normal condition V

imh macroscopically and microscopically showed the
aracteristics as those of ,,

Hack.

«i 'H < Huntington: The i
I

: but with nst m bed, not too much fresh air, and
a building-up treatment, th< in my experience is

" k
' amoll I

: Iwood: I wish to emphasize thai
empyema occurs frequently. It generally occurs m children

pleural cavity should be
' v incision.

Dr. ('. W. McCaskey, Fori Wayne: Fresh air is the mosl

important factor.

Dr. George W. Spohn, Elkhart: 1 do not know anything

that is better than vaccine as a protective measure, if it is

given properly. Studj the vaccines; studj the method of

giving them; use a vaccine from a reliable bouse, and a

large majority of cases of ear and throat trouble will sub-

side.

Dr. Charles I Reed, ' ulver: Our greatest effort -li ,u!d

be prevention, not treatment. We should discourage public

assemblies and urge people to keep themselves in good gen-
eral health and avoid exposure. Tie eliminal

tonsils is also important. We used thi iccine; 1

believe il was a large factor in preventing pneumonia and
Othei complications, and possibly it modified the influenzal

ess, although it did not pre\ctu the disea itself.

Ds V i kiuiiki.is. Indianapolis: In nearly all these
i physical examination of the lungs you found two

Ibings: Firsl. there is found rather frequently, if listi

carefully, a degree of in

scattered throughout the pulmonary lissiie. And there would
also be a very marked diminution ,,f the vascular volume,

ion in mo ' of these cases was of no value, but the

diminished vascular volume was important.

CHILD WELFARE SYMPOSIUM
Relation of Ophthalmology to Child Hygiene

Dr. John Ray- Newcomb, Indianapolis: The role of the
ophthalmologist, the family physician, the family and the

school is one and the same. Early and thorough examina-
tion of the eyes should be made by a competenl i phthalmol

tnd obedience to directions be may .low in i

111 I the eyes and the use of corrective 01 rem. dial

measun tial. Nothing is more importanl to the
child than normal visual function, and this means the besl

ional advice obtainable. Thi statement that a child's
general health may be affected seriously, and evei endangered
by errors of refract i

studj of case reports will convince one of the intimate rela
tionship of ophthalmology

I l physical wel
children.

Child Hygiene and the Doctor

Dr. Ada
>'" child hygiene has already been done in Indiana
by a fairly regular lowering of our mi.-ini mortality rate
for the last ten years, thi lowesl point (80 deaths under
1 year in each 1,000 d<

mortality was 14-1. in 1909. For 1916, 1917 and
I'M.-: the rate, are 85.5, 83 and 8

influenza epidemic
i

with the increased cost of

Relation of Otolaryngology to Child Hygiene

Daniei \\ i vyman, indii: dei ade
iwn the laryngologist active in tonsillar
the interni-t ami pediatrician, hacked bj I

rk of the patl

' ated tl" roday,

ivait until ti

sils have ' ails, d a Utl. v\

i hi.: the . liild

Us dls
!

'

country show thai in from 80 to IIKI pel

mi. and that tl

marly always p

- ing the i ondition oi the i hildn n

ire: first, our standardized meth ing chil-

nd. school inspection Scl i in pection musl
In- more than mere inspection: it must include < follow up

thai will ( arrj tin

medii ine inti i the I
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Ph. W. A Hxii is. Hartford t'it> : Not .ill that is written

is written by physicians, and not all

that is read on the subject is read by physicians; nor is

.ill the good advice on the management and rearing of chil-

dren to be obtained from physicians. I am frequently sur-

al the amount of information intelligent women and

mothers have collected, and 1 am always glad I

front them.

Mr. I. L Mm.ik Food and Drug Commis-
sioner), Indianapolis: In regard to labeling poison alkalis,

I do not believe that we have done our duty to our chil-

dren until we have secured legislation that will secure the

;ii> 1 of (lit- distribution of these poisons, and 1

believe the physicians arc the best people to bring about a

sentiment in favor of enacting the proper law.

orci \V. Spohn, Elkhart: 1 do not believe in the

universal removal of tonsils. So man} mistakes are made
that we should be extremely careful in our differential diag

uld be removed only when it is reallj

-ary.

Dr. Charles S uth Bend: One great trouble lies

:n our school inspection. This should consist of more than

looking into a child's throat and finding out if it has myopia.

mould ascertain the conditions in the

chilli's home, and the attitude of the community toward

industrial problems.

Dr. H. O. Pantzer, Indianapolis: More care must be

taken with medical records. In 99 per cent, of records only

the most perfunctory reference is made to this subject,

simply saying, "Has had ordinary diseases of childhood."

We must do hetter in this respect in the future.

'To be continued)

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF OBSTETRICIANS
AND GYNECOLOGISTS

.:. ",, (in ;. ' '
: pt. 15-17, 1919

The President, Dr. John F. Erdmann, New York.

in the Chair

SYMPOSIUM ON VENEREAL DISEASE

Work of the Detention Home for Women in the Manage-
ment of Venereal Disease

Dr. Palmer Fixdi.f.y. Omaha: In June. 1918, at Fort

Omaha, measures were taken to protect the soldiers from

venereal disease. Alter the detention home was established,

so that infected girls and women could be treated properly.

entage of venereal lie soldier- was

greatly reduced.

Pioneering in Venereal Disease Control

Dr. A. J. McLaughlin, Sioux City, Iowa: Educational

methods, such as authentic liteialure and lectures, are useful

to hring about a demand in different communities for sup-

of these diseases; but the carrii reached

by this form of control. Law enforcement is the only method

which they can be reached; and if the law

ugl . venereal di h eradicated.

Value of Detention as a Reconstruction Measure

Dr. C. ( . Pierce, Washii '<

< I The war has given

mes of data proving conclusively that the prostitute

tfender requires individual, correctional

come the handicaps of mental inferiority, physical

educational neglect, and hereditary and environmental influ-

ences. The detention homi lite place in the recon-

struction program, hut it must be a detention

the sense that individuals are detained until such titm

returned to society equipped to take their pit

respectable and respected cil u-e a detention

r the cure and treatment

a vicious cycle. Unless the detained individual is

given a vocational training whereby a decent economii

can be maintained, the detention home contributes to delin-

-ather than corrects it.

:i time detention house was designed primarily to

meet an emergency, to protect the lighting men from venereal

infection: The peace- time detention house foi such an insti-

tution must be carried ovei with the peace-time program; it

must be designed to protect the working force- posterity

From venereal infections. [he peace time detention home
must provide correctional facilities .is well as medical facili-

ties.

Detention and Treatment of Infected Women as a Measure
of Control of Venereal Diseases in Ex.ra-

cantonment Zone

1>r. W. F. Draper, Richmond, Va ; The detention hospitals

were a potent factor in controlling the spread of venereal

diseases in extracantonment zones: (1) by making it possible

i remove a large number of infected immoral women from
the community and holding them absolutely apart from the

general population for a number of months; (2) bj making
the i i isolation for a considerable period of time so

great as to discourage immoral women from operating in

these areas: ( ,i I by giving a practical demonstration to the

community of the high prevalence of venereal diseases among
immoral women, and the time and effort necessary in the

treatment of these diseases, and (4) by actually removing
foci of infection by medical treatment. The actual treatment
of the women is believed to have been of far less importance
in controlling venereal diseases in the extracantonment zones
than the other factors mentioned. A period of treatment

lasting only a few months is of doubtful efficacy, and serves
only to embitter the patient without in any way detracting
from her intention of again resorting to prostitution imme-
diately on her release from the hospital. It is believed that

the period of detention and treatment should be extended for

a period lasting from one to four years, thus allowing time
for more definite results as to treatment, and affording an
opportunity for rehabilitation. In cases in which the men-
tality is so low as to preclude the possibility of a life other
than one of prostitution, it would be an economy and a

humanitarian act to commit such individuals to institutional

care for life. The cost of the detention hospital is the i ;1

serious obstacle in the path of it- development. Few com-
munities are willing, if, indeed, they are able, to maintain
such an institution. It is freely admitted, therefore, that

federal aid in the establishment and maintenance of detention

hospitals for women will be necessary for a considerable time
to come.

symposium on administration of anes-
thesia IX OBSTETRICS, gynecology

\XD VBDOMINAL SURGERY
Safety Factors in the Team-Work of Operator

and Anesthetist

Dr. John .1. Bt I CTNER, Syracuse. X. Y. : The duly of the

anesthetist is not merely to administer the anesthetic agent.

Imt also to help prepare the patient for the operation. When
possible, the anesthetist should begin his work when the

surgeon lias decided that an operation is needed. It is

advisable to have the patient in the hospital at least forty-

hours before the operation. A full physical examina-
tion of the patient is advisable. A thorough examination of

the urine should be made, and. when possible, a functional

test. The examination for acetone is too often neglected. It

should be made a routine practice. A full blood examination,

including thi clotting time of the blood, is another safeguard.
It i- especially in genitO-urinary surgery that this preopera-

tive care and preparation of the patient is valuable. Patients

who formerly were doomed to die are now made fit subjects

for surgery that affords not only relief, but oftentimes cures.

Some Adjuncts Which Promote Efficiency in the

Use of Local Anesthesia

Dr. ROBERI I'M mm FaRR, Minneapolis: Elements which
Huenced me in the adoption of local anesthesia are

the facts that liberal amounts of procain can be used if

safeguarded properly; the development of an improved
ntarium; the development of a morale on the part of

my assistants am] the hospital attaches which, togethei with

the gra-i

.

in of my clientele, greatly influenced the
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mental attitude of prospective patients, and an improvement
" in the method of handling the tissues. My experience leads

me to believe that postoperative ileus and gas pains are. in

the absence of infection, directly proportionate to the amount
of trauma employed during the operation. Nausea, thirst,

vomiting and pain are largely eliminated. When operations

are performed on children under local anesthesia, restraint

is necessary while the anesthetic is being introduced. My
experience has been that the restraint necessary is probably

less than one-tenth that required during the admini

of a general anesthetic.

Surgical Barrage

Drs. Charles W. Moots and Elmer I. McKesson-, Toledo,

Ohio: A surgical barrage may be denned as the process of

surrounding the surgical patient with all the skill and

refinement known to specialists in the various departments of

medicine and surgery during the preoperative, operative and
postoperative periods. Surrounded with such a barrage, the

patient may reasonably anticipate the lowest ble mor-

tality rate, with the shortest and least uncomfortable mor-
bidity period. The question of the advisability of nurses

administering anesthetics has recently been brought up.

While many nurses may be taught to administer the safer

agents in uncomplicated cases in a manner highly satis-

factory to the operator, yet the principle is fundamentally

wrong. The administration of a general anesthetic is the

giving of the most powerful and dangerous drug at thi

perilous time of the patient's life. During any major opera-

tion the anesthetist may be called on to make one or several

new diagnoses and prognoses, and this certainly constitutes

the practice of medicine and demands unusual skill. The
war has corroborated our previous observations that when
nitrous oxid oxygen was available in skilled hands, tl

of narcosis is one of the best shock prophylactics. It is not

remarkable that nitrous oxid-oxygen should be safer in

shock and in preventing shock than other anesthetics when
one recalls the fact that muscles cannot be paralyzed with it.

Postoperative Analgesia

Dr. Bertha Van Hoosen, Chicago: Postoperative analgesia

means a painless convalescence for surgical patients. The
factors .live analgesia technic may be thus

enumerated in the order of their importance: scop

morphin anesthesia; large enemas (from 4 to 5 quarts)

given in one-half hour following operation and ri

frequent minute doses of scopolamin-morphin at regular

intervals after operation and continued for t be first twenty-

four or thirty-six bouts; the use of sharp instruments during

ration, avoiding blunt dissection; sponging gently

and infrequently; a comfortable posture for the patient, with
an effort to secure relaxation or support as may be required

for the traumatized part of the body.

Care of Bowels During Puerperal Period

Dr. ROSS McPheRSON, New i^rk: Nine hundred women
were given routine catharsis, and 911 were not. Among the

900 who had catharsis, eighty-four at some time durii

temperature of 1 'Ml.-* !•", Among
the 911 to whom no catharsis v.as administered, fifty-three

lire. While I

lieving that there is never any necessity for adminis-
tering a cathartic in the puerpcrium. I wish to

I
routine drugging, and assigning

certain effects to conditions which have not been shown to

be the cause of the symptoms exhibited.

Method of Placing Sutures in Immediate Repair

of Perineum

Dr. William If PoBTRB, < incinnati ; In simple longitudinal

tears the usual method is to placi

I plan- the .mures longitudinally. The torn turfaci

well separated, the needle is carried through the mucous
membrane half an inch to the left of the apex ol the ' rn

surface; then carried longitudinally under the torn surface,

keeping half an inch to the left of the gutter ol the tear, the

needle is brought out through the skin half an inch to the

left of the deepest point in the skin tear. 1 lie need!)

removed and placed on the other end of the suture, which is

then carried down in a similar manner half an inch to the

ii the gutter. The next stitch is placed parallel to the

first, and half an inch to the outside. In a complete tear, the

itch is carried through tie skin near the mucocuta

neous junction in such a manner as to transfix the end of the

torn and retracted sphincter muscle: then under i

surface parallel with, and near to, the edge of the torn rectal

mucous membrane up to the apex of the tear in the septum.

and transversely through the septum and down on the other

side until the other end of the torn circular muscle is trans-

i I the needle brought out to correspond to the point

of entrance. Succeeding sutures are placed parallel to the

nrsL
(To be continued)

Current Medical Literature

AMERICAN
Titles marked with an asterisk (M fie abstracted below. Single

case reports and trials of new dru^s are usually omitted.

American Journal of Diseases of Children, Chicago
October, 1919. 18. No. J

Requirements of Normal [nfants and Children from Birth to

Puberty. F. 11. Talbot, Boston.—p.
•Influenzal Croup. II L. Lynah, New V«i.

Health Studj o) a l: B \l Smith. Boston.-
;

•Certain Nutritional Disorders of Children Associated with a !'

Intestinal Mora. 1.. Porter, G. 11. Morris and K
Frani i

Study vi the Stools in Children's Institutions showing the I

Parasitic Infectiol I ft. Del Jew Orleans, and
II. L. Dwyer, Kai Mo. p. Jo".

Caloric Requirements of Normal Infants and Children.

—

In a series of studies made at the Nutrition Labora!

the Carnegie Institution oi Washington, I). t\. on thi

metabolism of normal infants and children from birth to

puberty, 108 boys and seventy girls, were investigated. The
majority of th< subjects wen normal breast fed

infants. These were studied at the B

Wet Niirses. The older subjects were selected from the

New England Home for Little Wanderers, all

being directed toward individuals who represented normality.

ie presented in a series of six charts.

Influenzal Croup.—Seven cases .d' influenzal croup arc

i in d.etail by Lynah. Apparently, there ate four dis-

1 11 o ; types ol respiratory involvement according t.. tl

the lesion: (a) laryngeal; tM tracheobronchial;

(. i bronchopulmonary or asthmatic, and (</) pneun

Nutritional Disorders and Intestinal Flora. From their

i lis the authors have been able to show ill that

children whose diet is well balanced and whose nutrition is

normal have an intestinal flora consisting of fermentative

and putrefactive types without preponderance ol either;

(_' i tint i hildi iw's milk have
a more

I Ie up of various tvpes. most of

which are facultativi that in children who
sutler from certain ol ol alimentary intoxication

with malnutrition, the intestinal flora departs in a uniform
manner from tl and that this departure is always

rized b) the establishment of bacterial type pie

ntl) putrefactive; ( -1 > thai the return of these children

il health is coincident with a regression ol tl

a toward predominantly fermentative types and a

ing to balani • two tj pes
; (S) tl

in the intestinal Mora can be brought about in the

of the human infant by withdrawing animal
and persistentl) feeding large amount
2 to 4 ounces daily), and other carb that the

period which may be necessarj to product tl

from ten to Eortj d.i\s While >• >hilua cultures

has in

aciduric Mora in the baby's intestine, th

i thai the pi

m "i toxem
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nutritional health coincides with the recognizable dominance
mentative flora; (Tt thai lactose and dextrins are

the carbohydrates mosi effective in encouraging thi

ment of a fermentative flora in the intestine of

and chililrcn. Following these investigations a sys-

treatment »as devised and in nine cases during the

-. i'.us there has been but one fatality. The patient

who died came late in the course of the intoxication Mm
[Ian calls tor lavage of the stomach with a 2 per cent

lution, ami the washing oul of the bowel with

from 2 to o quarts of a 5 per cent, solution ,,f the same salt.

ree times a day. All food is withdrawn, except that

the patient is given large quantities of an ice. I. 7 p

solution of lactose with 2 per cent, of the sodium hicar-

- lution by mouth, ami this is continued in spite of

the vomiting. The patients sutler less if they are supplied

with large quantities ol fluid, ami the vomitinj

promptly especially if the ingested fluid is kept cold. The
intravenous injection solution of glucose has been

made a routine, even in those cases in which some sugar

appears in the urine. It the respirator] signs of acidosis

become alarming, Fischer's solution is injected into a vein

in a quantity appropriate to the age and weight of the

patient. The improvement in each case began at a time when
it was

|
how that the intestinal flora had altered

in type from putrefactive to fermentative.

American Journal of Ophthalmology, Chicago
19, '.'. V 5

i.Ion.—p. 633.

Glioma. K. Kusama, ]

Ocular Complications of Dengue Fever. II. Barkan, San Francisco.

—I'
Relegating Enucleation of Eye to T:s Proper Position. T. J.

Dimitry, New Orleai

listance. II I H — p. 656.
1

i f My
i tcbi, Kyushu. Japan.—p. 675.

Tuhrrcle of Conjunctiva. J. A. Pattei

Subconjunctival Graft of Fascia Lata. J. Whitaker, I

—p.
Hereditary Cataract in CaU II, Chicago.— p. 681.

American Journal of Roentgenology, New York City
: ] «;.

: • lines in Twenty
1 U. S. Army.—p. 423.

Lumbosacral K Congenital Malformation
A, .1. Richard.

York.—p. 434.

11 In ('urine ing Fife, and i:l

ng Symptoms. \Y. II. P.. Aikins,

f Roentgenologist as a Witness, F Friedmann, New

Measurements of Roentgen-Ray Desae,e. L. P. Larkin,

t tines with Defect at Cecum. P. M. Lund,
York.—p. 453.

iroscopic Examination with An a. 1 . F.

454.

I F. Tyler. Omaha.—

p

Fectious Arthritis Following Pneumonia. P. M, Fund, New

• For Testing ] I crei '

'•

eroptosis. P. L. Ansell, Oak!:

i Bacteria. Ni W. P< rry,

Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry, Chicago
•.

p

[.( Mebrtei
- ;n Francisco.—p. 369.

Disease of Cerebellum. I. L. Meyers,

irculation in Man. T. Raphael,
V Y , and J —p. 299.

i I. Richards, Baltimore.—p. 393.

Status Lymph,r -once and Significance

T. K. Davis, New York.—p. 414.

Army Hospital for War \< Barracks, N. Y.

A. J. Rosanoff, Kings Park, N. Y.—p. 419.

Therapeutic Meningeal Irritation in Neurosyphilis. -

Experiments were undertaken by Mehrtens ami MacArthur
to find out if the normal penetration of arsenic into the

Spinal thud could he increased bj an irritation of the 1"' i!

inges such as must occur in all of the intradural treatments.

iund that irritation of the meninges bj intradural

injection of tin- patient's own serum caused a cellular reac-

hing from Km to 2,300 cells pei cubic millimeter of

spinal fluid. Simple intravenous injection of 0.6 gm. arsphen-
amtn resulted in a positive tesl for arsenic in the spinal fluid

in -i.'i per cent, oi the eases examined. Complete drainage
ot the spinal fluid did not increase the number of arsenic

penetrations. Intravenous injection of arsphenamin, six hours
after meningeal irritation, gavi ! I pel 'int. penetrations, and
compared with the controls gave three times as strong an

1
1
met m i.iiii 111 . if arsenic.

Locomotor Disturbances in Disease of Cerebellum. Meyers
- the apparatus he used for studying tin movement!

ot the upper and lower limbs and details the findings in a

number of cases studied. In a previous publication he
the theory Ilia! the essential function of the cere-

helium is to inhibit, to regulate the activity of the motor
cortex and of the tonus centers, probably located i" the

medulla. This theorj seems to he supported by the graphic

records here reported.

Action of Certain Drugs on Brain Circulation in Man.

—

On the hasis of plethysmography observation on the brain

circulation in man under normal, in vivo, condition Raphael
and Stanton claim that amyl nitrite causes a marked dilation

of the hrain vessels; epinephrin induces a primary constric-

tion of these vessels, which is followed by a marked dilation;

caffein produces no demonstrable change in the dosage
employed, and pituitary extract is followed by a dilation of

the hrain vessels, accompanied by a distinct "leukoreaction."

Invalid Reaction.— Richards gives a summary of sixtv

cases and reports six of these cases in detail to illustrate

some of the psychobiologic twists for which invalidism may
he a substitute. The author urges that a more careful and
searching examination he made in these cases, in which only
psychopathic treatment will lead to favorable results.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
Ocl !, 1919, 181, No. 14

•Energy Content of Extra Foods, I
o Bern lict, and I- I !. Benedict,

Boston.— p. 415.

Mellitus. S. II Blodgett, Boston.— 1>. 42J.

•Medical Supervision of Framingham ScIm.i1-. W. It. Howes, Framingy
ham.—p. 4 •;.

Bedside Roentgenography with a New Portabli R inn Ray Appara-
tus. The Army Bedsidi I-: icntgen R I - I As A Portable
Apparatus For Civilian Practice. W. K. ' offiin, Boston.- p 431,

Energy Content of Extra Foods.—This paper deals with a

group of materials very frequently eaten as extras, as inci-

dental light meals, as ingredients oi lunches, at picnics,

spreads and on automobile lours, such as olives anil olive

products, sardines, nuts, potato chips, doughnuts, confec-

tionery (such as caramels, nougatines, chocolate almonds,

peppermints, etc.). In view of their extensive consumption

b; children, the Benedicts have also determined and report

here 'he caloric content of a large number of candies popu-

larly sold under the name of "pennt goi d ," that is. sold in

Costing one cent each. They likewise include partial

reports on cream cheeses, popcorn and crackers, including

pretzels, and. finally, they ("port the average helpings of

granulated sugar as measured bj seventeen members of the

TJ staff, as well as weight and mzcs of various lump
lories of olives range from 1.147 to 1.553 per

gram. The caloric values per gram of the so-called ripe
_'

-) calorie, per gram, due to the extra
fat. A can of imported sardines will yield not far from

'ies. and a can of American sardines will yield from
221 to 5.5.1 calories. The high fat content of nuts accounts
for their high caloric value, which runs in all cases not far

from 7 i.i ram. Owing to the fat content of potato
chips, their caloric value is. on the average. 5.9 calories per

gram. The caloric value per gram of doughnuts varies with
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the fat content, ranging frcm 4.4 to 5.1 calories, averaging

not far from 200 calories per doughnut. The caloric value

of crackers and pretzels per gram is not far from the caloric

value of starch, i. e., 4.2 calories. The caloric value of cara-

mels is somewhat over 4 calories per gram. The caloric

value of chocolate coated candies for the most part runs

above 4 calories per gram. Not far from 50 to 60 calories

are commonly secured in penny candies for one cent. Pop-
corn candy has a caloric value of 4.030 calorie-; per gram;
Philadelphia cream cheese, 3.654 calories per gram : Neuf-
chatel cheese, 2.056 calories per gram. The average tea-

spoonful of sugar furnishes from 29 to 35 calories.

Medical Supervision of Framingham Schools.—Of the

2,44'* children examined in the Framingham schools, 408

were found to lie anemic; 1,113 had enlarged cervical lymph
nodes: 1.167 had hypertrophied tonsils of varying d

2% had defective nasal breathing due to nasal obstruction

from hypertrophied turbinates, adenoids or injury to the

nose; 133 children had eyes testing -M 4o or worse; 14o had
heart murmurs; 39 had functional irregularities of rhythm:
11 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis were found; 64 other

children had a history and abnormal physical signs in the

chest which suggested possible tubercle; 172 had bronchitis

and 6 cases of pleurisy were diagnosed. Of the skin di

contagiosa held first place with 29 cases, with pus-

tular dermatitis, uwma, acne, scabies, ringworm, icthyosis,

following in the order named. One case of icthyosis con-

genita, a rare skin affection, was diagnosed. One thousand

six hundred and eighty-one children had teeth •

attention.

Florida Medical Association Journal, St. Augustine
and Jacksonville

September, 1919, 6, No. 3

Stricture of Ureter, Report of Two Cases. J. K. Simpson.

ville—p. 55.

•Anorexia Nervosa Complicated by Vomiting and Pain: z N
in Diagnosis and a New Method of Treatment. M. H. Smith, Jack-

sonville. Fla—p. 58.

-I Abuse of Biologies. B. L. Arms, Jacksonville.— p. 60.

n Diagnosis in Its Broader Application. 1.. W. Cunningham,

J. L. Kirby-Smith, Jacksonville.—p. 63.

Study of Gastric Mucus in Diagnosis of Anorexia Nervosa.

—The point in diagnosis referred. to by Smith is thai the

pic study of the mucus taken from the stomach of

.I'icnts usually shows many incorporated epithelial

Cells it tlte condition is purely a nervous affection, whereas

their absence suggests an organic state. In th<

this condition it is Smith's plan to select a well ventilated,

stairs, if possible—leading out on ai

porch; remove unnecessary wall decorations, draper-.

etc.; give the stomach twenty-four In ur- rest from all kinds

and medication; directing the nurse to administer

one tablespoonful of very hot distilled water •

every hour during the day or until pain and nausea
he diminished; require all food kept ..tit of sight and caution

the tuir-- use the words "pain." "food," "medi-

cine," "nausea" or "vomiting" at any time in the pre i

the patient. To safeguard against toxic symptoms and to

insure the patient of a iair night's rest and sleep Smith gives

irrigation of warm distilled water and then

administers from 30 to 40 grains of sodium bromid in Id

t distilled water or else h« in-

containing from 15 to 20 drops of deodorized tinc-

ture of opium using pi nol to have a habit formed.
Early the following morning the patient is made to swallow
the weighted end of a requiring him

: tome tune on the right sj<|e after the tube has
reached the pylorus In aboill thirtj or forty mini

tube will be 1 or 2 feet in the i< junum. Smith's modi
riginal duodenal tube is its great increase in length,

and the end of the t- trated openings in it

to prevent choking as the food
the end of this tube is 2 ..r 3 feet below the stomach Smith

real value in preventing the till

being forced back into the Stomach and al- I the f I from

• regurgitating should reversed peristalsis occur. Another

great advantage in depositing tins nourishment considerably

down in the small bowel is that the stomach is given pro-

longed and continued rest, the presence of the tube usually

not giving any sensation whatever. If the patient tolerates

the tube well, it is left in place all day; on the other hand.

if it annoys the patient it is removed for about four hours
during the middle of the day. The extent to which artificial

digestion is resorted to before introducing the various foods
depends entirely on the result of analysis of the gastric con-

tents. If all enzymes are absent, as they usually are in

neurotic cases, the liquid nourishment, such as purees, animal

broth, toasted or untoasted cereal gruels, is subjected to

thirty minutes' digestion on a hot water bath, or other device,

I 37 t'.. using diluated hydrochloric acid, malt extract

and pepsin If these feedings are given about every two or

three hours regularly, the patient soon regains sufficient

strength to have this process discontinued and begin gastric

feeding by mouth, at which time normal hunger and appetite

return.

Journal of Infectious Diseases, Chicago
35, No. -4

Selective inhibitory Action of Methylene Blue and Other Common
lives on Growth of Mi A. L. Binger, A. E. F.—p. 277.

Dissemination m of Typhoid Bacilli Injected Intra-
' n I and Immune Rabbits. R. I.

—

P

'Experimental Streptococcic Tonsillitis; Apparent tm
as Prophylactic 1). ( ;. Ricbey, Washington, 1). ('.

—p. 299.

Two Ins Typhoid. G. F. K dig, i . :

—p. 306.

P. Wolf and J.

II. Lewis, Chicago.- p. 311.
-

p. 315.

lemic of Water Borne Dysentery. <;. I S. Army.
—p. 331.

'ion of Ultrai . irded to Alexin
and Sensitizer by Certain Substances. I'. M. Hill and ('. 1.. A.
Schmidt. Berkeley.— p. 335.

-non in Mares (B. Abortus Equi). C. Hurra) Anus.
. .'41.

Antimeningococcal Action of Certain Dyes.—A study by
Binger of the action of safranin on suspensions of meningo-
cocci showed inhibition of their growth at dilutions between
1:1.000 and 1:10,000. This led to an investigation ••> the

behavior of certain other common dyes both on menii

and other pathogenic organisms, and a comparison
irj action with that of the common anti-

i)f the d>es studied, gentian violet,

brilliant green, bismarck brown, safranin. methylene blue

were found to inhibit the growth of n

fuchsin, vital red. fluorescein and eosin had no inhibitory
action. The study of the comparative action of methylene
blue on varion in ,| other pathogenic
organisms showed that the growth of meningocoo
inhibited at dilutions which

xception. The inhibitory
aeti f methylene blue on the meningococcus and ti

all) relati d was the san
nt of dilution lias bi lied at whi<

'

lene blue inhibits the growth ol ions ol

with the number of viabb
isms present in tin- suspensions. Foi

inhibitor] point is ,

comparative action of methylene blue, I

chlorid and phenol showed mercuric chlorid to exert the most
powerful action, phenol the least, while metb li

formaldehyd exerted

'.tmni.t

rebrospinal fluid did not interfere with the inhibitor]
>l methylene blue on the mi

finding a chemical tberapeu
group ol l( prompted B

H that methyl
tin requirements. It inhibits the

eh dilutions I'
i

through the choroid pll XUS an I to 1

alii nit\
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Destruction of Typhoid Bacilli in Rabbits.

ide l,> Stone suggest the mechanism of bacteriolysis

in the body ol the immune animal, namely: Typhoid bacilli

u more quickly from the i rgans of immune animals

than from normal animals. Macerated organs tak(

immune animals, cul sections, or their extracts are not bac-

tericidal even on the addition of fresh immune serum.

immune serum i> nonbactericidal for typhoid bacilli

in vitro. Fresh normal serum is highly Kacterienl.il lor

typhoid bacilli in vitro, Fresh immune serum in vivo, has

•i\ a high bactericidal power. Fresh normal erum

in vivo has no protective power. Tins would seem to indicate

that the i typhoid bacilli in the immune animal

is ilue either to some interaction between the tissue cells

and plasma in vivo, or to some other factor which has tints

overlooked.

Experimental Streptococcic Tonsillitis.—During investi-

• ISS human volunteers to stud) the epidi

of influenza, sixteen different individuals devel iped tonsillitis

apparently due to hemolytic streptococci. All cases of ton-

sillitis occurred in men receiving crude nasopharyngeal
,

' ;" secretions fr< im eai lj , acute, I

)
pii al,

uncomplicated influenza patients—with exception of six cases

in which the common donor had acute tonsillitis; no cases

litis occurred in those into whose nares were instilled

nltered nasopharyngeal washings and bronchial secretions

from influenza donors. The causative organisms of the ton-

sillitis were very similar to the hemolytic Streptococci

is. lated from the nasopharyngeal washings and bronchial

secretions of the donors of the respective groups. Three of

the cases of tonsillitis developed in persons who had received.

me mi.nth previously, a vaccine containing, in addition to

ther organisms, three presumably adequate doses of hemo-

lytic streptococci.

Effect of Feeding Yeast on Antibody Production.—Accord-

Wolf and Lewis the feeding of yeast has no stimulat-

ing effect on the production of antibodies to sheep blood in

rabbits. The production of antibodies was even less than

in controls. There is no evidence of any effect of yeast on

the gastr.. -intestinal tract of rabbits.

Biologic Classification of Streptococci.—By means of

agglutination tests Havens establishes three distinct groups

hemolytic streptococci, constituting 93 per cent, of a

2V2 strains. The first group is much the largest

(47 per cent.}, the - ip contains 19 per cent., and

the third group, 27 per cent. The remaining twenty-two

strains. ..r 7 per cent, of the series, evidently constitute a

po essing different biologic charac-

teristic- -.rums can be produced for each gr.'tip.

\ protective serum for mice against each of these three

groups has been demonstrated. F.ach serum is specific for

its own group, furnishing no protection against other groups.

Laryngoscope, St. Louis

-•..•
;
. of 'I • ai hing of Deal M A I ioldst. in, St

•

i duction of Sound in Cetacea and Its Relation t.. I

, n in Human Beings. J. D. Kernan, Jr.. N

—p. 5 in

: the Hearing ("enters and Application of Tl.es.- Laws, .1. F.

c Service, U. S

; No. M, Fori Oglethorpe, < .a. T. J. Harri

Due m Lye Burns. Ii. 1 .

:

ractured Skull: With Si

U. Smith. New Vork. p

nection with Case of Brai.

ration and Recovery. J. W. Bowers, New York.—p. 558.

Medical Record, New York
>, 96, No. 13

.scs and Conditions of Childhi I B

529.

al Treatment ' ' ine«.— p. 534.

I
ent of Exopl

Philadelphia.—p. 536.

w II Sheldon, \,

—p. :
1

1

Furuncul I Auditory ( .' M H Blackwell, v
I

National of Ri habilitati I Di tbled in Italj V. Putti,

Bologi a, Itah i
544,

Military Surgeon, Washington, D. C.

September, 1919, IS, No, 3

Report Pn r B Made in 1 he Ri t.

Dec. 20 ro be Contii ued.

Medical Work in British Armies in France. G I Shattuck, B n

—p.
A n.is,' Hospital Postgraduati Coursi C. I. Tenney, U. S Vrmyl
—p. 257.

Orthopedi i .1 Hospitals. R B. Osj 1, Boston.

P

i Intensive Antitypl i i ampaign in Southwestern Germany;
Analysis ,.i Data on Seventy.Oni I phoid ( Undi
ii. .ii by 1...1...I atoi |

.i I . ... .
' ...... ,1.

.. i \ - le, i

—l>. 261

w ... Dermatology in France and Preventive Mi
I

... F. C
Knowles, t s. Army. p. 285.

Methods of Handling Venereal Diseasi at Camp Dix, N. J. ( n D.

Shivers, 1'. S. Army, p

Case of i.i !. .11.. i
Ai .. Foil iring Shell Wound of Skull and

Showing No Symptoms foi Period of Five Months, 1. I Hill,

U. S. Army.— p. 305.

One Phase *.t the Mosquito Wink Connected with Army Camps in 1918.

i
. S. I udlow, Washington, D. I p. 313.

Detection of Carriers and Mil ed I ises of Diphtheria in Embi
and Debarkation of Troop I H. Schorer and A. S. Ruddock,
Hoboken, N. J.—p. 319.

Hospital Train Service in the A. E. F. L. M. Colie, Jr., U. S. Army.
— p. 328.

Missouri State Medical Association Journal, St. Louis
October. 1919, 16. No. 10

Fibroid Tumors; Suggestion for Their Control. II. E. Pearse, Kansas
City, Mo.—p. 323.

•Conditions Other Than Syphilis (jiving Positive Wassermann. M. O.

Biggs. Fulton, Mo.- p.

Interruption of Pregnanes al term W. H. V.igt, St. Louis.—p. 329.

•Extracirculatory Factors in Angina Pectoris. P. T. Bohau, k.ms.is

City, M... p. 334.

Medical Problems in Future. J. ('. Morfit, St. Louis.—p. 337.

Toxemia. (). B. Hall, Warrensburg, Mo.— p. 3-10.

Two Cases ..t Alleged Duke's Disease with a Vesicular Eruption. J.

I. Tyree, roplin, Mo.— p. 3-12.

•Oak Pollen Anaphylaxis; Report of Case. H. L. Kerr, Crane, Mo.
— p. 343.

Positive Wassermann Reaction in Hyperthyroidism.—Biggs

calls attention to the large percentage of hyperthyroid cases

in State Hospital No. 1. Fulton, Mo., giving a positive

Wassermann in which it was impossible either from clinical

history, physical examination or inqury into the family

records, to establish any syphilitic infection or taint. The
patients were insane, with two exceptions, and their cases

had been diagnosed under the head of "thyroigenous

psychosis.'' Those individuals all became unmanageable to a

greater or less degree at their respective homes, necessitating

their confinement in an institution for the insane. The
psychosis of each, in the main, was characterized by wild

delusions, irritability which sometimes developed into acute

excitement, slow speech and deliberate mentation, absence

of suicidal or homicidal tendencies, lassitude ami indifference

to surroundings and apparent feeblemindedness in some.

There was in these cases a total lack of the symptoms which

are manifested in a psychosis which results from syphilis

infection, either acquired or inherited. The physical signs

were such as one would find in the average case of this type.

In most of the cases an exophthalmic state was found to

exist with marked tachycardia and other symptoms which
acconipam conditions of this kind. In some of tin 1 cases

the enlargement of the thyroid was more lateral and varied

in size to a great extent. The changes in the skin, teeth,

blood, am] temperature oi the body, are typical of this class

of cases. The prevailing mental tone associated with the

i
.. was fear ami apprehension, frequently associated

with hallucinations of hearing and vision; voices wen heard

saying disagreeable things and with these hallucination!

occurred anxious and agitated states. A brief case history

of twelve patients is given.

Extracirculatory Factors in Angina Pectoris.—Three cases

are reported by Bohan as evidence of causes of angina out-
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side the cardiovascular system. The first case, one of severe

angina, indicates that heart strain and reflex disturbance

from irritation of the fifth nerve was either the sole cause

or an important contributing factor. Irritation of the fifth

nerve as a possible factor in angina, is illustrated by the

second case. The third case indicates that infected tonsils,

apical abscesses, neuritis in the left shoulder and gallstones

were possible factors.

Oak Pollen Anaphylaxis.—Annually for the last nine years,

within a few days of the first of April, Kerr's patient became

ill with symptoms of hay-fever, irritation and injection of

the conjunctiva with excessive lacrimation. sneezing, etc.

After the first week, a papular eruption appeared on tin-

anterior surface of the neck, elbows, groin and popliteal

spaces. In about a week the papules coalesced, forming a

weeping eczematous condition, which persisted vei

nately for about four weeks. During this time a consider-

able bronchitis and some very slight symptoms of asthma

appeared, and he was incapacitated for school work. Super-

imposed on all this there was a bacterial infection which was
followed by a furunculosis which manifested a predilection

for the region of the groin and buttocks. It was evidently

an anaphylactic condition. A positive reaction was

from oak pollen. The condition cleared up quickly when
the patient got away from the oak trees among which he

lived.

Modern Hospital, Chicago
September, 1919. 1. '

Romance of Sanitary Science. J. A, Tobey, Trenton, N. J.— p. 373.

Disability bv Ace and Occupation. Ft. Emmet. Ne» York p. 379.

Traumatic Hernia, S<>-Callcd Among Railway Employees. ( W.
Hopkins, Chicago.—p. 3S9.

Anilm Poisoning; Diagnosis and Treatment. R. P. Albaugh, Cleveland.

—p.
Medical Benefits and Medical Profession Under Workmen's Comnen-

^ton. D. C.— p. 399.

gh Mutual Br:

ciati'.ns. I 1

1

mkee, w p. 406.

Surgeon in Relation to PubKc Utilities. C M. Harpster. p. 4M.
Influence of Season on Prevalence C. V.

(raster, Newark, N. J.— p. 425.

Value of PubHc Health Nurse to Community. 11. R. Stewart, New
York.—p. 429.

Mentality of Convalescence. E. A. Bott. Ontario. Canada.—
i

Service for the Chronic. S. Wachsmann, New Yuri.

Stammering an i me. E. Tompkins. Pasadena,

Repeated Blood Pressure Reidings As Conservation Measure. I. M
Bowes, Chicago.— p. 455.

Southern Medical Journal, Birmingham
September, I'M '. US,

•Neutrophilic Index and Administration of Tuberculin. W. J. Durel.

*N-ans.— p. 517.

Secondary Dilatations in Chronic Myocarditis. A. I.. Brown, Rich

mond. Va.— p. S21.

•Plain Human Serum Pneumonia. .1. H
Charl.

Bronchopneumonia in Adults. I.. J. Ltndsi I

Energy. F. I. Ian
, R. 1

p. 530.

nc Diseases. E. (i. Williams, Richmond, Va.
536.

Early K Mental Disease. L. E I le, N '

—p. 538.

Preventive Medicine as Applied to Mental Del y in Mississippi.

T II. Him es, Jack Mi
'

•Fate of Bon.- Graft. W. Campbell, H 549.

. Nephritis. Report ol ' ue, J U
561.

in: Comparison of Methods. A. G. In.
I

Neutrophilic Index in Diagnosis of Tuberculosis. Poly-
nuclear neutrophil leuk cytes with two or mi I

itely apan and not connected b> an
isthmus band, are more "matured" and are endowed with .i

. eater antibod) action than the
polymorphonuclear neutrophil leukocytes with one lobule. In

cases of tuberculosis where tuberculin is administered. Durel

recalls there is always an increase of polymorphonuclear
neutrophil leukocytes with one lobule after the injei

a "tonic" dose of tuberculin. This is generally followed in

a few days by a corresponding increase of polymorph
neutrophil leukocytes with two oi more distinct and

Cases where tuberculin read ion? are frequently

. a persistently high neutrophilic index,

i. e., a high percentage of polymorphonuclear neutrophil

leukocytes with one solid lobule. The always
show an increase of moisture over the tuberculous lesions.

This increase of moisture is accounted for by the overcrowd-
ing of polymorphonuclear neutrophil leukocytes about the

tuberculous foci, the pressure of the ceils against ea<

producing a pneumonic serum exudate. Durel emphasizes
again that the predominance of one lobule polymorph

il leukocytes, associated with an increase I

ture (moist rales) over the tuberculous lesions, and follow-

ing a reaction to tuberculin or severe exertion, cleai

doubtful condition often seen, but for which no tangible
could be given nor accountable cause assigned.

Normal Human Serum Treatment of Pneumonia.
i case of pneumonia in which he injected 30

serum obtained from a donor who had not had pneumonia or
influenza. Vftei

i negative Wassermann and find-

ing tlie bl 1 of the donor and the recipient coropatibh
75 c.c. of blood was drawn into a sodium citrate solution,
and after allowing it to set

I in the refri

the serum was pipetted off and 30 cc were given to the
patient by the gravity method. In about an hour he had a

vere chill, rise of temperature to 104 [•". a!

with a -• tig spell; be became very nervous and
(probably from the exertion of coughing) and the

pulse became very rapid. This was followed in an hour by
iweal and an improvement in all symptoms.

Within five and one-half hours after the injection the tem-
perature had reached normal, pulse 10_>, and respirations 24.

In the case cited the fact that the patient had had influenza
and still had the cough he developed with that disease
Cannon suggests thai it is possible al least that il may have
been associated with the Type IV infection which he bad,

i clinically the case was i ne of >., .

Fate of Bone Graft.—Campbell is of the opinion that in

ents and young adults, grafts are more vigor
apparently act as a living, integral part, showing no disin
tegration, but a gradual increase in size and thickness.
Spinal grafts in young children, and probably in adl

The graft may be inert or very feeblj osteogenistic
but mechanicaUy perform the function for which it was

1. .i- hi the neck of ti u - femui I
dm,, into spongy

Southwest Journal of Medicine and Surgery, El Reno
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\\ I
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Bridging I laps. B.

, 1 S. At
i ;hart-Mummcry,

nd.—p. 312.

: action. K.I
314.

L'rinao Bladder. 11. II. t i

v. •
i 1 1 I .

•

rreatnsent oi Cyatoccle. J. C. Neel, San I

- lures, C II. W itson,

'yn.—p. oJ3.

Treatment of Hour-Glass Stomach.— It is Walton 1

lo excise the ulcer, to occlude the pylorus and to perform a

posterior gastro-enterostomy. With these methods, which

have been carried out in over eight) cases, much more satis-

factory results have Followed. Hour-glass constriction may
be met with in all stages. Sometimes the ulceration is the

chief factor, the stenosis is slight, and there are no symp
toms of mechanical obstruction. In such instances, the treat-

ment is that of a simple ulcer on the lesser curvature. Ten

presented.

Metastatic Carcinoma of Spine.— Pfahler claims that deep

ntherapy will bring about a healing process in deep

Metastatic carcinoma ^\ the spine is not

a superficial disease. It is not Pfahler's intention to recom-

mend roentgentherapy in the treatment of such advanced

carcinoma. Pfahler also encourages the use of the roent-

gen rays in the early treatment of carcinoma, claiming that

a favorable and curative effect can be produced on car-

cinomatous tissue, even in an advanced stage. In all of the

: metastatic carcinoma of the spine, which Pfahler

the disease was of the breast. Pfahler says that one

cannot expect the patient to make a complete, permanent

, for ultimately the disease is apt to show metastasis,

particularly in the areas not treated. However, with the

clinical and n live action on

malignant tissue followed bj a healing process, and with the

experimental proof of a decrease in the malignancy of cancer

tissue which has been exposed to the roentgen rays and a

i ibilit) of inoculation, Pfahler recommends

the use of deep roentgentherapy both as ante

operative treatment to he followed immediately by operation

and then postoperative treatment, given after the proper

interval, which should be four weeks after the ante-operative

treatment.

Radium Treatment of Uterine Cancer.—The cases reported

hy Janeway in which radium therapy was used, are, briefly,

ss follow ma of the cervix, seventeen cases, twelve

clinically cured to date, from three and one-half years to

six months after treatment; recurrent carcinoma of cervix.

four cases: two clinically cured, sixteen and twenty-five

after treatment, one improved; carcinoma of fundus,

four cases: two improved for periods of two years, two clin-

ically cured, fourteen and twenty-one months after treat-

ment: carcinoma of external genitals, five cases: three

clinically cured to date, from twenty-one to sixteen months

after treatment was begun : one improved, one unimproved.

Secondary Melano-Epithelioma of Bladder. — Richard's

patient had pigmented moles irregularly distributed over the

entire body. For the past live or six years, he had

that a rather large mole situated on the right side of the

abdomen near the umbilicus ha'l rranular debris

which could be expressed, and two months previously it had

begun to enlarge and had a tendency to bleed. Because of

1 his physician who excised

examination revealed melano-

epithelioma. Further surgical advice was sought, and the

examination was negative, except for slight enlargement of

the inguinal lymph nodes. The urinary findings were ncga-

\ gland removed from the groin was found to be

malignant in character, and therefore all the lymph glands

in both groins and Scarpa's triangle were removed; the exter-

nal saphenous \cin was ligated While the patient was con-

valescing iiom the o idium treatment was begun,
and was continued at frequent intervals Eight months later

another small gland in the inguinal region was disi

which proved to bi oi th< nature ol those previous!} removed
Ten months later increased frequency of urination and
diminution in the size of the stream, and nocturia were
noticed. The urine contained a number of erythrocytes and
pus cells. On cystoscopic examination multiple areas ,,f

lack rounded tumors, varying in size from 2 to 5 cm. were
found on the right base of the bladder anterior to the right

meatus. On the left wall two of the tumors had pedicles;

- in is were sessile. \s soon as the bladder condition

d, intravesical radium treatment was instituted.

lo the present time 400 mg. hours have Keen given. At the

last cystoscopic examination no material change was notice
aide, except, perhaps, a slight increase in the size of one or

two of tile In;

Sacral Suspension of Uterus.—Young's conception of the

indicated surgery in uterine displacement cases is as follows:

In nullipara, for physiologic ta I r> ivei sion, round li

shortening; for pathologic mechanical retroversion m"\
descensus, sacral suspension and, if needed, round ligament
shortening; when there is a conical long cervix, the trachelo-

plastic operation of Sturmdorf. In multipara, the rest. ration

of all birth trauma: dilatation and curettage if indicated;
for the hypertrophic^! infected lacerated cervix, the trachelo-

plastic operation for cystocele, the restoration of the vesico-

vaginal endopelvic fascia by the method of Rawls; for

rectocele, the restoration of the rectovaginal endopelvic
and the muscular interposition perineorrhaphy. He

describes his uterosacral ligament shortening operation in

detail.

Omental Grafts in Intestinal Surgery.— Finton and Peet

find the use of detached omental grafts preferable to a ed

grafts, except in the presence of general infection. They
may he used on any abdominal organ. The indications are
to replace lost portions of peritoneum; to straighten suture

lines; to prevent adhesions; to check hemorrhages; to occlude
the pylorus; lo cover the stump of the cvstic duct or fallopian

lulu ami to reinforce the peritoneum in threatened perfora-

tions. The technic is simple and may he performed with

little trauma and in a minimum period of time. In the

absence of infection the thin graft survives at least sis

months practically unchanged.

Futility of Bridging Nerve Defects with Nerve Flaps.—In

Stookey's opinion the repair of nerve defects by means of

nerve flaps has not been definitely supported clinically, as

evidenced by a critical study of the reported cases. F.xpcri-

, it has Keen shown that nerve (laps do not serve

as conducting paths for the down growing neuraxes. Nerve
tlaps whether central or peripheral are merely degenerab 1

partial nerve segments. Continuity and union of neuraxes
take place at the point of suture. By the formation

of nerve llaps from the central stump a portion of the nerve

from which neuraxes must grow is removed Distal as well

as central flaps may sever muscular branches. By reversing

the flaps they are taken out of their field. Thus the down-
growing neuraxes are prevented from reaching the muscles

through these muscular branches even were regeneration to

take place. For these reasons the nerve flap method to

bridge nerve defects should be discarded in peripheral nerve

surgery.

New Sign of Fecal Impaction.—The sign described by

Finochietto is the auditory translation of the ( iersuny sign.

It is elicited as follows: Over the chosen area the funnel

shaped end of a French stethoscope is applied. ( Iyer the

shell end is applied the observer's ear, holding the instru-

ment lightly with the fingers. The abdominal wall is

ed a few (from 10 to 40) millimeters with the stetho-

COpe, and then the pressure is suddenly released. During
the withdrawal of the stethoscope is heard a large moist

rale if the sign is positive. Sometimes this is heard not

only during the release of pressure, but also during its appli-
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cation. Sometimes it is necessary to change frequently the

p!ace of the funnel in looking for this sign before it is found.

Finochietto has found the sign positive in every patient with

fecal impaction.

Foreign Body in Urinary Bladder.—In order to remove a

paraffin pencil from the bladder without operation, Caples

injected into the bladder 125 c.c. of a solution of 33.33 per

cent, gasoline in paraffin oil at 110 F. Six subsequent injec-

tions, each of 125 c.c. at 110 F.. were given. These were

retained tor intervals varying from two to five hours. The
entire treatment covered a period of three days, and the

total time of exposure to the solvent was seventeen hours.

The urine and solvent were collected alter each injection

and by chilling them the paraffin was precipitated in decreas-

ing amounts down to the fifth specimen. As the sixth and
seventh gave no precipitate, the injections were discontinued.

In the meantime, the patient's symptoms abated rapidly, and

two day, after his last injection hi:, condition was normal.

One week later on cystoscopic examination the bladder was
normal and n<i trace of paraffin could be found.

Tracheotomy Without Loss of Blood.— < iuthrie makes an
incision in the midline of the neck from 1'.- to 1% inches

long. The incision must end one-half inch above thi

notch to avoid the arcus of the anterior jugular veins. The
skin and the superficial fascia are incised and the wound
held open by a pair of catspaw retractors which should not

be more than 1 inch in breadth. The parallel branches of

the anterior jugular veins escape injury if the incision is

made in the midline of the neck because they lie to either

side of it. The sternohyoid and sternothyroid muscles are

separated by blunt dissection. If care can be exercised dur-

ing this step of the operation, the muscles can usually be

separated without injury to the thyroid ima beneath. The
retractors are reset. The left blade holds aside the skin, the

fascia and the two muscles; the right blade holds the skin,

fascia, the muscles and the thyroid ima vein. Tins -

the trachea. It is incised, the head is straightened, and the

tomy tube inserted. This method has been employed
successfully fourteen times in all types of cases.

Etiology and Treatment of Cystocele.—Neel draw

the cervix and makes a deep transverse incision ju

Ider wall, through the vaginal mucosa and the under-

lying fascia. The proximal Map is caught by forceps, care

being taken to include the fascia; the dissection is carried

between the muscle wall of the bladder and the fascia to

the urethra; a median incision is then made, the blai

1 free of the cervix and the fascia and displaced

to its normal position. This section is can
]> a small piece of gauze over the finger, the pressure being

applied chiefly over the fascia and edg er. The
fascial and mucosal edges are then caught separately by

i ration begun by -

being taken to locate the proper layer in order to
i

the entii

ried well up to the pubic bones on either side. The remaining

n are the same as those employed in the

treatment of hernia.

Sterilizing Catgut Sutures.—Thi .' way in Wat-
linion in which sterility of suture can be obtained

and maintained throughout the process of preparatii

in their ultimate storing fluid afti

ing the •

perfection of such a method constituted

the problem studied by him. Representative
sutures corresponding employed in surgical

infei ted w ith thn i

mi; bacilli, ibis producing a more massive ai

taut bacterial infect: it than would n
i

under the most unfavorable conditions. With tolui

tubing or storing medium
temperature ii

'

urs after the tu

The sutures were removed from tin- tubes an
for the presence of living bacilli by appropriate bacteriologic
methods. The tact thai :. having
undergone this sterilizing process showed the pre
any viable organisms would seem !• pi

of this method of sterilization.

FOREIGN
abstracted below.
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Sept. 20, I'll". 2. No. 3064
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Nature of Rabies and Antirabii i 11. Semplc.—p I

Acute Diffuse Peritonitis: Twenty-One Cases B Hughes.—p. 373.
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-

Treatment of Uterine Fil D Harris.— p. $76.

I linic. ii. I.. Rhys.

'Case of Primary Liver. F. S Morrow and W. 11

stry.—
1 Fingers in Healthy Persons as a

Peculiarity. F. P. Weber.

Ossifying Sai oma »i Vastus Externus. i. C laidka. p. 3/9.

'Primary Carcinoma of Ovary at Age of 11. C. A. S. Rtdout.— p. 380.

Treatment of Liver Abscess.—In Talbot's opinion the

majority of these cases can lie treated Successfully by aspira-

tion witli an ordinarj 20 c.c. glass serum syringe.

iear to be necessary even to withdraw all the pus.

Once the tension in the abscess cavity is relieved, thi

carrying plasma can pass through tile walls of the abscess

cavity ami exert its lethal effect on the ,iiii,l'. is present there.

Alter aspiration every patient was given a course of hypo-

dermic injections of emctin byi'i grain daily for

one week and then on alternate days until 12 or 14 grains

had been given. Whem tient was given

1 grain of emetin a few hours before operation, so that the

first serum to flush the walls of the abscess should be carry-

ing emetin. In addition to the fifteen cases of proved liver

abscess Talbot saw seven or eight cases of hepatitis follow-

ing dysentery, some of which were probably in an early sup-

purative stage and which -cleared up rapidlj with emetin.

Primary Sarcoma of Liver.—The symptoms in the case

ind McKinstrj were as follows:

12, was admitted to the hospital in a. condition of

ed emaciation I

1

i that his health ha

good until a year previous, when be began to feel pain in

the stomach about half an hour after taking food, and he

had a constant sense of discomfort during t lie intervals

between meals. Flatulence was a prominent feature, but

there had never been any vomiting. There was n

worthy i There had been a steady pro

The abdomen was distended by a large

brim of the pelvis; at its lower edge a distinct lissv,

ii the middle line. There « catarrh,

with a persistent irritating cough. The urine was normal.

| anemia I red

00,000; hemi

10 000 and diffei ential whil I sermann
test was negative. The patient gradually san :

I men the

liver was seen t have .> mottled appearand and to be

enlarged greatly, down as the

grayish white areas of new gro f which
'

umbilicated, and s- 1 i l; ! 1 1 1 \

which were
at all. rai n .

. In thi

omentum and in

lymph glands could be felt, and those about the bead of the

l 'I lie

wed numerous small whitish patches
| in in i ti dilation the

I mpb glands
I an alveolar sarcoma. In

i -will could be

found in any of the other abdominal organs, and, sei

in the liver, it

iwth in the liver.

Primary Carcinoma of Ovary at Age of Eleven

hed 2 pound
k inches in its long diameti r '1

1

•
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Edinburgh Medical Journal

P

Wound Shock and Its Treatment. McCartnej sun

Hows : Inju tissue causing

a traum ne of the main features causing

i k. Other pi are hem-

.iiul lack of i I. The result of

d lowering of blood pressure, and

sequent anem especial!) the nerve centers.

scitation wrk the treatment of three phenomena has

ielded successful results, namely: (a) Lowering oi

mperature; (6) lowering of blood pressure; (c)

diminution of blood volume. The autho i that it

is the cases of hemorrhage combined witl !

' hock which

form the successes in resuscitation work, and that thi

mem of acidosis l>y intravenous injection of sodium bicar-

has little ur no practical value in cases "i shock.

Japan Medical World, Tokyo
:

Hotta.

Prevention of Abortion, Especially the Customary Abortion. Taniguchi.

•Efficacy of Epinephrin in the Treatment ol Takaki.

Resistance of Ascaris Eggs. - « >ne of the most interesting

ered by Voshida and Hotta was the fact that

of ascaris d elop in urine. If they are left

standing for a i 'imc in urine, they all die. Urine

i warm room kills the eggs more rapidly. They

think that the killing of the eggs greatly depends on the

penetrability of the liquid in which the eggs are kept. Their

experimi 'hat liquor formaldehydi and sulphuric

not affect the extet Ibumin, but they

coagulate the egg white that surrounds the embryo, and.

therefore, they do not penetrate deep enough to reach the

embryo. When the '

'
-'" ' li

acetic acid and nitr ;
. time, the albuminous

membrane decays and the chitinous wall is exposed, but the

. within the i

\i" n " 1

penetrate through the chitinous membrane. Hydrochloi

: us about a similar result. Phenol, on the contrary,

• to kill the eggs in a shorter time.

Efficacy of Epinephrin in Treatment of Night Sweats. -

According to Takaki epinephrin has an absolute iralui in the

night sweats in tubei M ^ efficacy

days. Individual hyp. i maj be

ed by administering h in 10 c.i i I ph

solution. It after the first injection no improvement

ccur, the same quantity may be given for thi

time after an interval of one day. By the third it

and in increased doses, the ultimate result is often obtained.

The air'
' cc. but thinks much lai

myocarditis and pulmonary hemorrhage

are contraindicati

mura.
opic Findings cidive in Eye

Arsphenamin. S. Suganuma.

Experimental Investigation on Mixed Immunization.—

'ii carried : 1 ""n ""

immunization with the ti

us and B. paratyphosus A and B. Injection of either

een reported by other investigators. There seemed

and the strength of its reaction

nee of Sugar in Infection of Pathogenic Micro-

ing th fai i thai th< diabetii i liable

ti i tubei culou FFcction, raki a i ai i
• d oul expei irni nl

on animals. I le made i abbits suffei from

-I then thej were inoculated with tubercle bacilli Bj

. bat illi into the \ eis

of the expi i
iiii.tit.il diabetic i al hits, tuberculous ii

ilj than iii the COl

of iln thi iracie cavi Ij in the

i abbit th.m iii the normal rabbit, when

the bovine type of tubercle bacilli was injected into thi

cavitj I ui"

or into the th found their waj into the lungs

; ilj in the experimental diabetic rabbit than in the

normal. The phagoi ol the leukocytes in the

serous fluid of the thoracii i ivit) was found remarkably
lower in the experimental diabetes animals than in the

normal. The same lowering of the phagocytit powei ol the

leukocytes in the serous fluid of the abdominal cavitj of

the experimental diabetic rabbit has been proved. Sugar in

the culture medium proved iioninilnriiii.il againsl

bacilli. It neither hindered nor accellerated their growth

Journal of State Medicine, London
September, 1919, ->?.

i ol Publi li, Presi nt and Futun I i

liulmi
i

Work -I Ministry Df Health. \V Smith, p

I oi il Administration ol Work of Ministry of Health 1 I

—P-

p i Mothi rhoo I I B
Champneys.- p I

Tuberculosis I N. D. Bardswell.- p. 279.

Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, London
Si pi I, 1919, 22, No. 17

•"Boomerang" I eg. J. B. Cleland.—p. 165.

•Helminthii I iva in Human Stools P. W. O'Conno -p. 166.

"Boomerang" Leg.—Cleland givi n Eerences on 1 merang
Ii

j
or curvature of the tibia and makes a brief extrai

Stirling's original description of this condition as published

in the Inter-Colonial Quarterly Journal <<; Medicine and

D 1:221, 1894-1895.

Helminthic Ova in Human Stools. Two thousand and

eighty-two white soldiers were examined by O'Connor; four-

teen harbored intestinal parasites. Of ninety-nine Indian

native troops, fourteen men had parasites; 4<>.> of the 667

Egyptian native soldiers who were ill had parasites and 812

ol 1,006 healthy Egyptian native soldiers had parasites, ["he

ni's' common parasites were the ankylostoma and Ascaris

lumbricoides.

Medical Journal of Australia, Sydney
Aug. 23, 1919, 3. '

I ol from Pericardium; Ti eatmenl I unnels I'

Bom R. S !

ii p H5.

Dys, i Pal el i
' B. B burn p. 148.

w orl at A I
' W >

l

i< Ri ' < « to New
id A S Ii. Barton, p

Removal of a Missile from Pericardium removed

a piece of shrapnfel casing from the posterior surface of the

heart where il had become embedded in adhesions. It had

i four months. Skin ing ' ]" ised the

hearl through an incision extending from the c.uier of the

sternum at the level of the sixth costal cartilage along that

structure outward and downward to it' union with the rib.

ind oxygen in varying proportions was administered

a tracheal ti ed with the usual apparatus
i MEeltzer's method).

Aug, II 1919 •-. No. 9

nza A, I.' wei

•Pneuim I.. Gulli tt. p 171

Ars. i

I

i r i. on.—p. 173.

Sept. 6, 1919, 2, No. in

I
... ||. lit ,

i

, Hysteri T, Murphy.—p. 187.

i. I
"!"

i
191

una with Twisted Pedicle, J. A. G. Hamilton.—p 195.

Vorta. <• H. West.—p. WS.
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Influenza and Public Health Administration. — Lewers

claims that the recent pandemic of influenza is practically

the first in history which has challenged the powei

fairly universally established public health administration.

He says that we should not be afrai.! -sion to

e and to confess that some of our i

hopes and beliefs in public health administration ha

very badly shaken by this pandemic influenza, and wc

ii. it in any spirit of injured pride or stiff necked obstinacy

attempt to bolster up or perpetuate official measures

trol which have been proved all over the world to be futile.

jit not to shirk the fact that different infections

demand meth. ds I supervision and that it is

sible to handle epidemic influenza in the same waj

demic smallpox.

Heart and Influenzal Pneumonia.—Gulletl is convinced that

one of the after-effects of influenza will ' • - mi wi

the heart. What the effect on the lungs .'ill be in those

patients who have recovered from the pneumonic type,

remains to be seen.

Archives Mens. d'Obstetrique et de Gynecologie, Paris

. 8. No. -4

-.-aial Pregnancy. K. Vaudescal.—p. 177.

mal Cesarean S

The Stillborn during the War. V. Chambrelent.—p. 230.

Interstitial Pregnancy.—Vaudescal reports a case in which

the interstitial pregnancy had continued for more than four

months without serious accidents from rupture. 'I!

had become encysted while the placenta remained in the

primitive cavity of the implantation of the ovum, and it

had continued its development. In this and in a

rase the uterus was removed, but in a third case merely

a wedge-shaped resection was made at an emergeni

done for hemorrhage. These cases show that an

interstitial pregnancy develops like any extra-uteni

nancy up to and including the rupture. The possibility of

this anomaly should je-Simon sign,

asymmetry of the adnexa. and the lateral insertion of the

round ligament in rclaii"ii to the tumor. If the tumoi

in favor of a tubal pregnancy. With the turn

ward, the course of the ease will decidi

r the angle site. With the latter the pregnancy

a uterine pregnancy but the other proceeds to rup-

was found in all this i indicate

Formation of decidua at any point. The fort; thi

ludes with considerable bibliography.

Cesarean Section. -Essen-Moller pr<

n at the Lund maternity as ;. basis on which

uld save the child in this w

a

know that the risk for the mother will be enhanced

l< nt that the improvement in the results

i 'ion in recent \e;irs has bei n

lb.- in cases

'ion dune fur eclampsia, three of the women
dml. but iii these fatal i ises hi had ti m| n I

converted him
m is preferable in thi

narrowness of the vagina forbids. In
"

vomen died, probablj fi

• pt when hemorrhage is profi

hemorrhage during tl than if

he had waiti

His final

that the woman is free from infection. With the si

:i of infection, he at extrac-

tion of the living child. If cot

preclude a living child later or if there are absolute indi-

ean section b technic.

All the women recovered in his eight cases of this kind. The
i point is to estimate when to operate. !

not approve of prophylactic interventi waiting

until the woman is in danger of infection. In all discussions

rean section he says that the outcome for the children

should ' as well as for thi inly one
child's life was sacrificed, and this, from hemorrhagi

:s. might have been avoided. All of the nther 106

infants were safely delivered except the seven that were dead
and and one that succumbed to the effect of mal-

formations. The mortality was 5.6 per cent, among the 106

women.

Stillbirths in France.—Chambrelent's statistics show that

there was no increase in the average of stillbirths in France
during the war.

Paris Medical
Sept 6, 1919, 9. v... K

in 1919. !•'. Terrien.—p. 173.
1

'

I

A. T. •

rlh .Symptom in the Hutchinson Trial. A. Cantonnel
ry of the Face anil Neck in 1919. I..

I ailed Latent Foreign 1

i i's Malformation of the Teeth. P. Fargin Fayolle.—p. 200.

The Ocular Manifestations of Polymorphous Erythema. -

remarks in concluding this study of polym
erythema is of the eyes have a mun-

is, even in the specific ca : causes
tsional causes cooperate to induce tin- morbid con-

dition. In certain cases of iritis and choroiditis i

raenl seems effectual until the teeth are put in order, or
the liver is treated, or the diseased urethra or uterus. Some

vigorous purge will be followed by the i

i showing but

improvement under local measures.

powerful adjuvant effect, actually curative, of

alicylic acid in a typical syphilitic iri

m iman • I 51 who I ucks of

ma and in two
i if them

ima developed, requiring an emergency iri-

dectomy and cured by thi- laucoma
as tin identic:.'

and id) i

'

which gl. nated with arthriti

lung.

The Fourth Symptom with the Hutchinson Triad.

cially "f the km

to be included with

II yield to mercur)

Presse Medicale, Paris
-.

.

i

Tuberculosis of the Skull

been pub!
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pilation 1910 ' ul 75 per cei

there are almost invariabl)

other tu

symptoms, merel) .i ilull ache rou ed bj pressure and noj

at night. In the case illustrated, the opening in the

I ion other-

und tissue is the

ertain means to ward oil recurrence.

87,

i

Early Treatment of Acute Osteomyelitis—Vignard expa-

Rcult) of dia I

myelitis in certain cases. He says thai he lias had several

- which proved fatal within two da) s although the g( i

m had not warned of profound intoxication. Waver-
tween the fear ..i" aggravating conditions b) an early

ition and the fear of the process spreading and inducing

cemia "r locating in an undesirable region; he finally

compromised by making a fixation abscess, and he here

reports seven cases in which a prompt cure followed the

production of a turpentii ess. In one case he

temporized too long and the '

I it<

In less than a month later he had another almost identical

the upper end of the femur swollen, painful and red.

and the general condition so had that an operation set

inadvisable. Even after the fixation abscess 3 cm. in diam-

eter had been induced, the fever ken! high for two days but

then [hted themselves and the cure

mplete. In another ease the boy of 14 had Ei

and delirium after complaining of pains in his legs. The

temperature had kept at 40 C. for three days. Then punc-

ture of the hip jo I • of a turbid fluid,

but the fever kept high and persisted For a day or two after

the turpentine abscess had been induced, but then the tem-

perature In- wn and the cure was soon completi

He now induces a turpentine i a routine measure

in all cases of osteomyelitis.

Measuring Expansion of Each Side of the Chest.—Binet

an illustration oi a ;raphically record-

rately.

Cultivation and Isolation of Anaerobes.— Rhcn's method

is merely cultivating, along with the anai 'erium

the absence of ferments

in the cultures of the latter, the saccharolytic and proteolytic

r of the anaerobes shows up very distinctly, and their

cJ,ara ,

' tkable As the former is ii..!

• imals, test n ith the combined cultures

racticable and instructive. To obtain pure cultun

the ..
; i 'hat is no < ombined

culture for ten minutes at 56 C This kills off the faecale.

The latter can he used in the same way as a symbiote with

the botulinus. The anaerobes seem to proliferate as perfei tly

in combination with the symb Rhein gencrall;

i reatic peptonated bouilli n, and it does not have to

efore inoculating it with thi He gives a

number of minor points, and a modification of Marino's

method for isolating anaerobes, and he emphasizes the

facility and reliability of this symbiotic culture technic which

require any special apparatus and can be applied

to almost all anaet

Progres Medical, Paris

34, i

J. P. Tourneux and

A. Gine
lumaa.—p. 312.

Spa Treatment D'Arbois tie Jubainville and P.

ieu.—p. 317.

Fibrous Transformation of Hygroma.—In the three cases

ribed the tumor had been first noticed two or three

months before, and it « I here seemed

to he tv.

elements and hyperplasia of the connective tissue.

Pulmonary Tuberculosis in Children, Rihadeau Dumas
has never Keen able to learn much thai was conclusive from

physical examination of infants and young child

ol tuberculosis, but roentgen < lamination i lears up the diag-

nosis Tuberculids nificant, hut the) ma) be

difficult to discovei Phlyctenas on the conjunctiva are

instructive, and tubercle bacilli an often found in minute

cutaneous or subcutaneou ab ci ;ses which seem an ordi

nar) pyodermatitis. He says thai the best hope in treatment

seems to be with tuberculin, especiall) with extremel) minute

gi\ en b) the intradei mal t< i hnii

Aug. 16, 1919, 3 I. No 33

Significant:! ol Pneumococci ii the Blood in Influenza R

m p. 321.

P ho [n tabilitj in Si Ito G Paul Boi n p

rreatment oi Disease ot Uppei Aii Passages. J'. Bou

.hin p. 329

Psychomotor Instability in Schoolchildren. Paul B m< nr

explains psychomotor instability in children as the continua-

tion of what Simon calls cerebral irritability and Comby
calls cerebral excitation. It ma) be traceable to ome slighl

brain lesion. The child constantl) changi I i
idi

i and

attitude. Nothing reall) interests him, and nothing can hold

Ins attention for more than a briel period The tendency

..in and often does disappear in time under vigorous treat

ment, hydrotherapy, special gymnastic exercises, test between
classes, and sedatives; sometimes specifii treatment may be

required. < >n account of the motor weakness, training for

,i trade is difficult unless muscles and hands are given special

ten them. Puberty generally coin lab

in these children. If the medical inspector recognizes early

tins psychomotor instability, much can be done for the chil-

dren.

Ether Treatment of Whooping Cough.—Audrain

thai whooping cough can be rapidl) cured b) three or four

t i ,
:
.linn .ul. u injections ol ethei al 66 degrees, given ever)

second day. The dose is 1 c.c. up to the age of 10 months,

and then 2 c.c. The series of four injections is rarely neces-

sary, two or at most three usually suffice.

Revue Mens, de Gynecologic et d'Obstetrique, Paris

June, 1919, 14, No. 6

i enza in the Pn gnant. T. Anderodia
I!, .,i, ,,i i Ivai

i
Ihi.i \ igina I Rouffarl p 113

\imi,i,ii. Hydrorrhea; I pulsion ol Fetus 108 Days After Rupture
ol M tnbrani - A V\ I

'The Sponge in Gynecologic Surgery. I Pcllanda p i.

Influenza in the Pregnant. \.nderodias states that in 37.9

per cent, of his 29 cases of influenza in pregnant women the

pregnancy was interrupted. This is almost exactly the pro

portion noted in the records oi the 1889-1892 epidemic of

influenza. The abortion or premature delivery did not

mitigate the disease; labor even seemed to whip it up. No
ti ndency to hemorrhage was ob ei ved, and 61 per cent, of the

children were viable. The death rate among the 29 women
was ,i4 per cent.

The Sea Sponge in Gynecologic Surgery.—Pcllanda empha-
sizes the advantages of the sponge which becomes distended

il.s up tluids; gauze loses its elasticity undei

circumstances, lie regard il as almosl indispensable for

arresting profuse venou oi capillary hemorrhage such as

sometimes OCCUI aftei .i difficult Wen: in. It is

useful further in draining after colpotomy for pus in the

pelvis. Used in hundreds of cases in Pollosson's servici Eoi

these indications, there have never been any b\ -effects from

it. and he lauds the absolute harmlessness and efficacy of the

i the - ' mditions.

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel
i i n 19, Jo. 33-34

.

I

i ,. .
i

i
i , r . inoma ol Appi ndb < ausing \ olvulus ol the .sin..!! Im

Inc. .1 Dub p. 1251.
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Schweizer Archiv. f. Neurol, und Psychiatrie, Zurich
1919, 4. Xo. 2

•Localization of Stereognosis. R. Bing and L. Schwartz.— p. 187.

Embryology of Corpus Callosum. J. M. de Viltaverde.—p. 199. Conc'n.

•Biology and Psychiatry. C. V. Monakow. — \>„ 235. I

•Further Light on the Plantar Keflex. H. Bersot.—

p

Erethistic oligophrenia. P. Sarasin.—p. 324. Cont'n.

•Schizophrenia and the Choroid I Monakow and S. Kita-

bayashi.—p. 363.

Localization of Stereognosis.—Bing and Schwartz affirm

that the diagnosis of a cortical lesion i- justified whenever
tin- subject is unable to recognize objects b) the touch, his

sensory and perceptive [lowers otherwise unimpaired. The
cortical lesion may he diffuse in which case there is loss of

secondary tactile identification, but usually it is a symptom
from a focal lesion. The) 1m.' general! found this focal

1 sion at the middle third of the parietal ascending con

volution and the parietal lobe on the opposite side from the

astereognostic hand. In a case described with illustrations,

-is of the lett hand was s.
. pronounced that,

with the eyes closed, the man was unable to tell a coin from

.i pencil, a watch from a box "i matches. Other symptoms
als.. suggested a tumor in the brain; the) had come "ii sud-

denly and by the tenth day left hemiparesis developed. The
i. nsenl to the proposed operation was deferred ami tin- young
man died the seventeenth day after the initial symptoms.

!

confirmed the diagnosis, an ab i '-mid at

the
i

>

<

'in' is nearly

and the supramarginal gyri completel) intact to all intents

ar.d purposes. The findings confirmed Head
m study of war wounds of the cortex. Forty-three

spects ol touch paralysis are listed in

conclusii m.

Biology and Psychiatry. -Yon Monako e article

is an attempt to bring psychiatry out of its place aparl

according to ,! ince of psychiatry at present

- and have it take Us proper place among the other depart-

ments of medicine. He seeks to demonstrate the logical

physiologic connection between the brain and the psychic

and nci npton uld simplify medical think-

ing, and if it can he corroborate 1 by phj - -which
he thinks is fairly well established to a certain extet

ician will be p n me ms
and lay interpretations of so call

the way will he smoothed for tip diagno is and

treatment. He declares that under the influence of toxic

action not only the mechani tion bul the emotions
and instincts can 1" d The toxins

ible for this 11

irate. 1 in the body. Morph , alone or combined
with disturbance in tin internal mail an
emhryol

functions which ma) had to actual l"ss of functioi

tinuity between the various centers .,r neurons of the cerebral

mechanism. He reiterates that along with the bio]

Ahbau of function we must recognize a biochemical \M.au
This latter may he irregular and migl
a retrograde generation, a dropping hack int.. earlier phases

flic development, even hack to infam
droppini i ments of the mind in

-ure. and this results in great incongruities
The dro| ma) be

permanent. The reaction, he assert-, is always :i di

Tile psychosis in all its f..rnis is men
defensive reaction, phis possibl) compensatoi
always represents tl

the injurious influences acting on thi central

Coiil'.. rin •

lor the lirst time ., foundation "ii v.l

he built a brid

and the symptoms of mental impairment. This biologic-

ide of thought, keeping in constant touch with

gy and anatomy, will opi

cspcciall) on the choroid plexus, cerebrospinal thud and hi...

chemistry m general as factors iii psychoses lie :

impressed with the frequenc) of severe structural disturbance
of the choroid plexus at necrops) of the insane.

The Plantar Reflex.— Bersot's title is "Variabilite et corre-
rganiques. Nouvelle etude du rerlex plantaire." The

different reflex reactions seem t.. follow the variations in the
total capacity for retlex action. The toe and the contralateral
reflexes are peculiar in that, while following these variations,
tl cv amplify them. Bersot insists that the plantar retlex in

itself has not much significance, but it becomes really and
objectively important when we record its frequency and the
variations of this frequency.

Schizophrenia and the Choroid Plexus.—As mentioned in

the abstract above, v n Monakow has been impressed with
the frequency of severe structural changes in thi

plexus in the insane. In twelve cases of severe chronic
schizophrenia, of different types, the choroid plexus was
never found even approximating normal. In some of these
cases the choroid plexus showed actual necrosis. It n.h
most pronounced in the case of a physician with paranoid
hallucinations but not much mental derangement, who com-
mitted suicide. Phot, .micrographs from this case show flu

amyloid degeneration of tin- connective tissue.

ttion of the fringelike structure, accumulation of col-

loidal masses, and interpapillarv exudation. Merely senile

changes in the choroid plexus differ entirely from those found
with schizophrenia.

Amazonas Medico, Manaos
Al.nl Jul 1919, 2,

I inical Forms of Ulceral -
>

, —p. 73.
!

p. S3.

Ulcerating Granuloma. -Da Matta describes with illustra-
tions a typical i -rating granuloma of the pi

in the female. He classifies tl" irariou forms ol granulo-
as that all.. tin- the -kill (benign), the skin and

mucosa (dubious), ami cavities. In the latter the pi

is alwa) s grave.

Anales de la Facultad de Medicina, Lima
Maj I mi 191' .

•-'. [

•The Nervous I E. 1 it.

1

'

i . 153.
Normal ami Pathologic I mt'n.

I

I ! -p. 198.

| ii Coast.
.1 Arci i

I nt'n. See absti

Nervous Complications of Typhus. Odriozola reviews

i

which during convalescence hemipli installed, with

a tendency to athetosis and thi

tence of the aphasia denote actual degeneration. I

,vas high 1

"'

appreciable disturbances from tins Ii seems as il una in

the id... id does not have an unfai utside of

ch ron ii neph r i

Mycosis in Rat. I icomel gives an illustrated .]. .

of a in ,| and inducing ,

destrui ti riens there did
i P. be mm h

and nol emaciated, although tin eyes and scalp ha.

was the in.
'

of the hyphom

Acute Fatal Dilatation of the Stomach. Quesada
i. an dv sent.

health resort, who complained of sudden in in the

in h b) household mi

and he was taken to the hospital but died ..n the vvav. onl)

a few hours after thi

extreme dilatation of the stomach with the duodenum
occluded from the mi [lus the

liquor h hub the man had
been drinking
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- the scene in these cases, but thai the

promoted bj the unconscious swallowi

with extreme dilatation of the stomach, no immediate

harm results until the duodenum gets compressed bj mesen

•die. I taut b) the abnormal conditions.

ugh the outlet of the stomach and duodenum thus
•

is no hindrance to the swallow ing

air. There is even ii into the esophagus bj a kind

from the diaphragm excursions which

amplified by the nervous distress The case described con-

--

Anales de la Facultad de.Medicina, Montevideo
i

5

B i
I

Blastomycosis in America

is in man have been published in Argentina,

il, Peru and Bolivia and that probably

leishmaniasis proba gory.

When the fungus traded the mucosa, it is liable to

st throughout life. There is no contagion from it in

places where it is ii"t endemic, as it seems to requin

intermediation of some biting insect. There lias been no

tual treatment until recently, but tartar emetic bj the

vein and mouth, plus heliotherapy, seem to have awakened

- of conquering the disease in the near future. lie

. graphical distribution, always to date in

tropical forest regions, the cha salivation, and the

ridges n the palate. In tl desci ibed the

it from the above treatment amplj confirmed the diag-

nosis.

Ligation of Hypogastric Artery. Pou Orfila Ins ligated

the hypogastric artery in three cases winch he describes with

illustrations, arid commi echnic he followed. The

ligati ne for an at aneurysm of the

hypogastric artery and vein in one v tnd to arrest

hemorrhage after colpotomj in a younger woman with grave

postabortus infection and recurring hemorrhages. A pus

pocket in the pelvis had required tl Ipotomj In the

third case the intraperitoneal ligation of the hypogastric

artery had been done for secondary hemorrhages from spon-

taneous obstetric rupture of the uterus and ldadder. This

mute is preferable tor the obese. By taking advantage of the

cleavage, it is easy to reach the hypogastric arterj through

an incision in the flank. This ledum is particularlj useful

when there are infectious processes in the pelvic cellular

tissue. For the intraperitoneal mute, a transverse incision

above the symphysis is advisable. Ligation of this artery

should be always considered in treatment of rupture of the

uterus with threatening hemorrhage. Unilateral enlarge-

ment of the buttocks and pudenda is an important sign oi

aneurysm of the hypogastric artery. Thrill in the vaginal

culdesac may be due to Hi ligal

ing with catgut in case of hemorrhage, and with silk for an

aneurysm.

Law of Specific Energy.— Estape refers to the law of the

r> nerve, which Muller enounced in

1K40. Estape argues that this law applies to all living m
in all its manifest iciologic and psychologic.

Muller\ law aid- us to define sensation as the transmission

to the consciousness of a quality or slate of the sensory nerve

determine! rnal i e in the different sei

nerves.

Transfusion of Blood.—The method of transfusion

Parietti calls att(

which aspirates the blood n

and into the vein of the recipient. The blood thus flo

an almost continuous stream, protected from tin air. di

from one vein into the other. The suction is done by a small

standard with two adjustable

the tube. By adjusting the rollers tight and pushil

frame hack ••.hull the rollers squeeze flat, a

vacuum is induced which aspirates Che blood from the vein

\ mbe fi i 'in i i.o -i I i>. i i .Hi solution ol "limn i itt ate

the tube neat the rei ipient's end, and the bl 1 is

thus citrated as ii passes into the second needle. The article

is illustrated,

Annaes Paulistas de Med. e Cir., S. Paulo
10,

i C. 1

'

i [arcondes.—p. 101

'Silent ' iastric I lei r. Z. da
V. de Almeida

Tuberculosis in Children in S. Paul" that

tuberculosis has never been particularly prevalent at S. Pa

and oi late has been reduced still more, until recentlj il has

nlj 1.2 and 1.1. per thousand of the morl ility,

Mosi oi the cases are in the o! I town. In fourteen

up to 1916 there had been 186 deaths recorded from

pulmonary, and eightj three fi >m abdominal tuberculosis in

children under 10, and foi tuberculous meningitis,

a total of 350 deaths from tubi r< ulo is bul it is probable that

tuberculo i contributed to the death rate from pneum.

mcasl is, etc. During the last few years a vigorous campa

has been waged against tuberci ciall) in children,

and welfare work ol different kinds is hearing good fruit,

S. Paulo ranking high in defensive hygiene, public and

pri\ ate.

Serotherapy of Toxemia of Pregnancy. Vieira has beer

rimenting with a liver-suprarenal extract in treatment of

toxem mcj but found this unsatisfactorj as it was

blind work, not knowing which glands were at fault. More
i.i I

> he has been using the serum from gravid gi

This induced urticaria in some cases, and actual serum sick-

i. in one woman, consequent^ this method of serotherap;

was i lifted [he proteins were extracted from this goal

serum, but the other elements were left unmolested, and the

serum was evaporated to one fifth, so that a single do

represented only 1 c.C. Clinical experiences with this per

fected technic showed that the therapeutic effects were the

same as with the whole serum, while it hail none of the

bj effects of the latter. With one or two injections, uncon-

trollable vomiting and eclampsia subsided promptly in

. i e reported, and the effect was favorable also in pregnancy

sciatica, neuralgia, jaundice, headache, and gastro-intestinal

disturbances. With the aid of tl is soro hormo gravidica, as

he calls it. there is no need to interrupt the pregnancy. It

is made under \ ital Brazil's direction at the Institute Soro-

therapico Butantan, the stale institute for serotherapy.

Perforation of Silent Gastric Ulcer.—Do Amaral reports

the sudden perforation of an unsuspected gastric ulcer in a

young man. The intense- pain was located in the append.

region, and the rigidity of the abdominal wall was most

pri lounced here. There was no history of stomach or

duodenal symptoms, and the incision the eleventh hour was

made for the supposed appendicitis. \ gush of fluid escaped.

bul the appendix was exonerated. Then a supra-unihilieal

median incision revealed the perforation in the stomach. In

two Other more recent cases, twenty-four hours had elapsed

i and both i
! ih' patients died.

Brazil-Medico, Rio de Janeiro

July 19, 1919, 33. "•

Syphilis and its Prophylaxis in the Brazilian Navy. J. Port.. Carrero,

•2h.

6, 1919, 33. No. 30

,, K ic Purpura; Two Caa I Fonte.—p. -'33.

Medicina Ibera, Madrid
July 19, 1919, 8, Xo. 89

Gravi Paral E, I ernandei San*

i,i, ' Irado.—p. 35.

phili , Sii .h.,.— p. 37.

Exceptionally Severe Case of Paralysis Agitans.—In

the woman of 79 presented continuous and

noi . a ill. entin bodj . including thi jav\ and

I he tremor of the tongue had irritated it until it had
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swollen and hung pendent from the mouth, incessantly shaken

by the intense tremor. The tremor was complicated I

lute rigidity of the whole body, as if it were one solid piece,

and extreme difficulty in breathing and in swallowing com-
pleted the clinical picture. Tracheotomy is being considered.

'6. 1919. s. \o. 90

inctional Capacity of the Heart rivifio.—p. 53.

'Arsenical Treatment of Inherited Svphilis in Infants. Diaz Villarejo.

—p. 54.

Spinal Anesthesia in Surgery. C. Calderon.

The Functional Capacity of the Heart.—Garcia applied

different tests to twenty persons to determine the functional

capacity of the heart, including Lian's method, Mendelsohn's

and Mackenzie's, with Yaquez' differential pressure, the dif-

ference between the maximal and minimal tension, and the

oculocardiac reflex. By comparing the findings with several

of these tests we can genera!

ditions in the heart as a whole. His findings harmonized

with the course of the cases, while the findings were unreli-

able with the Abrahams, Hertz and Graupner tests.

Treatment of Early Inherited Syphilis.— Diaz has found

mercury alone too slow in its action to depend on For young

infants with severe manifestations of inherited syphilis.

Combined with arsenic, as for adults, it will prove effectual

in the majority of cases, but with involvement of the stomach

or bowel, etc.. mercury should not be given at all. These
children are liable to have large numbers of the spirochetes

in their viscera, and if the arsenic is given by the vein or

muscle in too large doses at first, the massive destruction of

the germs liberates such qualities of endotoxins that the child

may succumb to this shock. Injection of neo-arsphenamin
into the subcutaneous cellular tissue allows gradual and
perfect assimilation of the drug, and its very slow elimination.

He injects 1 eg. dissolved in 5 c.c. of serum per kilogram

;ht, making the injection in the shoulder, and
waits two weeks during which the syphilitic lesions show
improvement and the weight increases. The injection is then

repeated twice at fifteen day inti

by 1 eg. the last time. Then mercurial inunctions an
and alternated with neo-arsphenamin. When the infant

shows only mild manifestations of the syphilis, he begins

with mercurial inunctions, and then adds the neo-arsphen-
amin in the same way.

Prensa Medica Argentina, Buenos Aires
June 10, 1919, «. No. 1

•Membranous Pericolitis from Tardy Inherited Syphilis. M. R Castex
and Delfor del Valle.—p. 1. Cont'n.

•Celiac Crises from Sclerosis of the Pancreas. C. Bonorino
and J. E. Carulla.—p. 9.

•Castro-Intestinal Disease from Tardy Inherited Svphilis. M. R
and N. D. R-sso.—p. 10. Cont'n.

Discrepancies between the Axillary and Rectal Temperatures in

Certain Cases of Appendicitis. K. A. Man
The Biologic Basia of Tuberculin Treatment P. M. I

b for Testing Results
-p. 18.

The Arrhythmias. P M B 19. Cont'n.
The Rile of Syphilis in Harm'
Early I. t MC and Duodenal I 1

Chtonic Abdominal Disease from Tardy Inherited Syphilis.

The main p I summarized
on page 1169. Fourteen large roentgenograms accompany the

in these instalments.

Painful Attacks from Sclerosis of the Pancreas.—Bonorino
and Carulla report a rase m which paroxysms of agonizing
pain, connected with the meals al first Inn later continuous
and persisting, were the only appreciable symptoms,

tic achylia. There was no glycosuria and n

rtd. Functional u-sts .
. f the p

failed to reveal insufficiency, but there v.

ness. No relief was obtained from any measures, ii

treatment as for syphilis. An exploratory laparotomy showed
lach and duodenum normal. There were no

his with gan-
grene nine >e.irs before, compelling low amputation of the
leg- The man died my, and

necropsy revealed sclerosis of the head of the pancreas

although the rest of the organ seemed normal. The pains

must have been the result of compression of some portion

of the solar plexus, actual celiac crises.

July 10. 1919. 6. X... 4

i yst in Both ! Buzzi.—p. 41.

ion of Teeth. !'. E. Judson.—p.

ne in Argentina. D. Cabred.— p. 44.

Modern Treatment of the Insane.—Cabred tells of the fine

Eor the insane

1 at Lujan. He emphasizes the advan-
reatment,

rior efficacy with 30 per cent, cured or improved, and

er expense for construction and maintenance. The
realized from products of the colony amounts to

quite a sum while the gain in the general health and

economy in service, materials, etc. He
•.tires showing that the i

shows a balance from 1901 to the end .if 1918 of 2,7

pesos.
July 20, 1919 •:.

•Endless Dilatation of Stenosis of the Esophagus. R. Pini and R.

•Diathermy in Gonorrheal Ore! anil A.

Astraldi. p. 52.

Fatal Hemorrhage from Sup: Nasal Mia-is. P. M.
Barlaro.

Subacute Nephritis with Retention of Chlorids, Id.—p. 54.

Endless Dilatation of Stenosis of Esophagus.—Pini and

Becco give an illustrated description of their

cicatricia I the esophagus in a young man. from

taking by mistake a tablespoonful of sulphuric acid kept for
1 .inds. He took olive oil and tepid water at

once and vomited several times, and

calcined magnesia. There was repeated hematemesis, and the

phagus compelled an operation the third

day as only fluid could be swallowed. With I

a sound was worked down into the stomach and drawn out

through a gastrostomy opening and a stout silk thread

io ii. Rubber tubing fastened on the endless thread

was found the most convenient means for enlarging
I

traded lumen. The sharp edges of the iul.es were -

off and the tube once in the stenosis was left in it for twenty-

Fifty minutes. 'I in length of the piece of tubii

1. but the picture I ing as the distance

from eyebrow to chin, and also shows how it was introduced

at the corner of the mouth, the head thrown back

cicatricial stenosis are discussed, with

rable bibliography.

Diathermy for Gonorrheal Orchi-Epididymilis

and Astraldi t the advantages of this treatment

which they regard as the mosl rapid, n harm-
less and painless method of treating this frequent complica-

rhea. Thej n
rience with twenty-three. This technic is n

treatment at the Hospital Nacional tie Clinii

Revista Clinica, Medellin, Colombia
June. 1

-p. 1.

Ouinin.

;

•5.

Exophthalmic Goiter in Colombia. Montoya comi
the i. ii it'. t tin- di teast in hi

reports in detail a ease m ,i mat:

The latter has impn without air '

i m, the pulsi in. I the

patient

still emotional instab

before in the province, and Monl
cases in

I

slightly impt
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pip,

Tachycardia I astro's patient is a man ol 26 whose

extreme tachycardia is not influenced by change ol position,

i Inly the tachycardia of exoph-

thalmic goiter presents these features, and the man seems

excitable and loquacious but otherwise presents no symptoms.

Revista Espanola de Medicina y Cirugia, Barcelona

.lul>. 191

I D. BaAuelos Can i

Bacillus. Raq

Bacilli in Sputum

Mitral Stenosis. Aguilar interprets the case he reports as

an instance of mitral stei ndary to a tuberculous

["he tuberculous process had spread to

involve die pulmonary veins, the aorta and pericardium.

Tonus of the Myocardium. I I it Banuelos present i

that the myocardium a tonus like that in other

muscles of the skeleton.

14

.ni.l Treatment of Diabetes. - Carn p. -tl".

etc. F. Margarit. p. J-M.
•

Remigio Dargallo.

—p. US.

Prognosis and Treatment of Diabetes.

—

Cairo insi

ind continued study of the t ise is necessarj before

;sible to institute proper treatment and draw the

["he latter depends mi stlj on the multiple com-

plications to which the diabetic is liable. It is important to

whether there is other coi cisting di ease that may

the course of the diabetes. When all this lias been

ascertail 'uld be enforced tor three

id then the third day the whole of the twenty-four

urine should be collected and tested for sugar, uric

acid, chlorids, phosphates, purin bases, total nitrogen, urea

and the fficient. The urine maj be apparently

normal except for retention of chlorids, and although the

isappeared yet the case may present an

unfavorable pi this account. When there is an

arthritic diathesis or tendency to eczema, dyspepsia or nephri-

tis, the dietetic treatment has t( he materially different in

each, as he descrihes in detail. By watching over the course

of the ca ' tain symptoms

or the appearance of new. and by modifying the diet to corre-

may steer the patient past the danger point. On the

whole he regards the pancreatic type as the gravest of the

diabetes. The prognosis is also had in the

jenerall ne origin.

A cure is usually realized in the type connected with acute

ns, but less frequently with chronic infection or

alcohol: m pregnancy generally

ward.

Parallel Between Intubation and Tracheotomy.— Martinez

cites authorities from the first centui n era who

! diphtheria, hut then and for long after it was

regarded as a purely local affection. The first t<

n fi -N .i li ii ..! .ill, , tii m

panish write- cteenth century. No symp-

tom has been added since to their complete description "De

puerorum." Tracheotomy is as old as diphtheria

Hippocrates referring to both. Martini

'Intubation » d in antiquity, and Bouchut

of Pan- in 1858 presented a tube for the purpose, but it was

criticized so severely that intubation was not adopted until

O'Dwyer of North America took it up—the fate of many
initiatives in the Latin races, their initiative coming to flower

and fruition in other countries which get the credit for the

whole." use the new

in Europe. All became enthusiastic over it when diphtheria

antitoxin was discovered, hut even now Martini/

tracheotomy when the child cannot he kept under constant

surveillance with skilled hands to replace the tube if it is

coughed out. He always R"o prepared i"> both inti

and tracheotomy, In three cases he found coexistent thymitis

which rendered intuli.it ion impossible. In oni

pharyngeal abscess had the same effect, and in vine others

edema "i the larynx ["he edema "i the larynx in oni cast

had closed the opening of the tube in the throat .mi

the tube so firml) thai the tube could not l» removed, The
icj tracheotomy and artificial respiration resuscitated

ircnth moribund infant. The tube was thus in the

larynx and the cannula in the tracheotomy opening foi foui

day s. inn no harm resulted I racheotomy is indicated furthei

when there is excessivi productii n ol tough membranes, and
when there is preexisting subglottic laryngitis or bronchitis

In one case with pneumonia, forty hours after the tl

omj the child had apparently fatal suffocation, but Martini

dilated the trachea and with forceps he extracted pings of

mucosa, Then he introduced into thi trachea ami bronchi

a lubricated soft rubber tube, drawing it up and down, and

thus extracting large quantities of mucus, starting up the

respiration anew, and the moribund child was brought hack
to life. He has applied this technic in a number of other

cases, and reported in 1900 In- success with this sweeping

oul the tracheobronchial passages He deems this useful

for combating accumulation ol mucus, and paralysis of the
i' I- in. and for inciting I ugh .ind respiratot

|
movi merits,

whether there is diphtheria present or not. In nine cases the

tracheotomy was done in extremis. Even when the opening
had been made, no air entered the lungs a- the thorax was in

a paralyzed condition, but he pounded twice on tin- abdomen,
hi erted the cannula, and started artificial respiration, with

stimulating injections of caffein, camphorated oil and ether,

and in a few minutes the child was resuscitated.

Nederlandsch Tijdschrift v. Geneeskunde, Amsterdam
Aug ..II', -•. '

i. .11. I). Klinkerl p

Pathogenesis of Primary Hypertension. -Klinkert tabulates

the arterial pressure findings, with the hum content of the

II 1 serum, and the \mbard coefficient as recorded in

twenty-five persons with an arterial pressure above normal.

They had all applied for treatment on account of incipient

angina pectoris, shortness oi breath, or other symptoms from
abnormally high blood pressure, but they did not present any
symptoms calling attention to thi kidneys which were pre

umablj sound. But the ureosecretory coefficient detert ed

by Vmbard's formula told an entirely different story. The
\irliard index was much above normal ill all but two of the

twentj five, the figure ranging from 0.101 to 0.300, in com-
parison to the normal figure ol 0.06 oi 0.08. Fourteen of the

twenty-live also had a urea content of 500 mg. He lists and
discusses the various theories in vogue as to the kidney being

responsible for the high blood pressun oi vice versa, point-

ing to the tabulated findings in his cases as apparently set-

tling the question.

Hospitalstidende, Copenhagen
July 30, 1919, 62. No. 31

i d Technic for Stainii pi ciallj in Sections of

the Blood-Producing Organs, V. Ellermann p

August 6, 1919, <!•-'.

I ii the Pregnant and in thi PartUl n P. V. Tuxen.—p. 921.

Ileus in the Pregnant and in Parturients. Tuxen has been

able i" find on record only Hi' i ,i i
i ileus in pregnant and

parturient women, but he ha- encountered three cases himself.

In one, torsi, ,n of an ovarian tumor had compressed the

bowel, inducing mechanical ileus. In his second case, four

and a half hours after the woman of 41 had been safely

delivered of her fourteenth child, she suddenly developed
i ileus, and a ruptured dermoid cyst was found.

M iitents of the small Cyst had set up irritation, wilh

ileus as the result. In the third case the bowel had

come incarcerated from pressure of the gravid uterus a;

the sixth month. Diligent search failed to reveal any other

cause lor the ileus. The Uterus expelled its contents a few

days later.
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THE RANGE OF THE GENERAL PRAC-
TITIONER IN PSYCHIATRIC

DIAGNOSIS *

E. E. SOUTHARD, M.D.

BOSTON

cannot help marveling at th< progress rn

psychiatry in the American medical scene. But the

standing of psychiatrists and the prominence of

Uric topics among medical men at large is more
than paralleled perhaps by the VOgue of psychi

and psychiatry in the broader circles of mental
'

It has been my privilege, as delegate from the Com
monwealth of Massachusetts, to attend in the last few
years many meetings of nonmedical workers, such as

meetings of social workers, psychologists, general

scientific workers, and even of teachers of philo

can report that this associate medical world (if

we m i ; call it so) is ready to go more than half way
in meeting physicians on a mental hygiene platform,

niter on unsuitable tasks are these non-

some advocates of a Little Medicine

might aver. Bui the Greater Medicine
it- arms to what Weir Mitchell called the "assistive"

and, in matter- touching the com-
munity. gi\e oyer all that sayors of a closed shop for

MD.'
Though the face which psychiatry presents to the

nonmedical I
I mental h\ gi

the osmotic interchange perfect, on.

might say), the interior relations of psychiatrj

I rm -"in' ilung of a problem. ( >ne

difficulty, which 1 do not lure mole than mention,

i- the proper adjustment of the plane- of

ii clinical neurology and psychiatry. The
h basis of these two divisions of practical

medicine forms a continuous unit, having structural

and functional aspect-, to he sure:, hut nev( I

growing steadily together.

ing tin- interrelations i y and psy-

chiatry to themselves for the moment, I come to my
t ipii I con ider that, all in all. tl

tion of psychiatry by t! practitioner ha- not

«ce with the increasing appreciation of it now
being shown gists and « ith the

advance in the esteem in which psychiatry is held by
rs, psychologists, philosophical and ethical

teachers, and other practical and scientific types of

nonmedical mental hygienists. In -h<>rt .
the general

• Read n Xrrv
.f (he

practitioner ought to enter consciously and confidently

the field of mental hygiene, some of the tasks of which
lie very near his hand.

But why is neuropsychiatry caviar to the general

practitioner of medicine? It is also, we must admit.

caviar to the general theorist, in American medicine
at least. A determined effort to overcome the step

motherliness of practitioners and theorists toward the

general topics of thi- section of the American Medical

Association must soon be made, if we are not to be
i|iutc outstripped by other nations even on the barest

practical lines. I do not assign our unpopularity to

inborn deficiencies of American practitioners. 1 am
not even sure that our medical theorists are altogether

responsible for averting their eyes. I am a little more
inclined to fix the blame on the pedagogic group in

our medical schools. Not that appropriate curriculum-

fail to he arranged, and not that clinical opportunities

be thrown open to medical students. But th< re

is on the part of teachers in other branches than the

neuropsychiatry an almost constant avowal of theii

lack of interesl in nervous and mental diseases. This
avowed apathy can hardly mi-- exerting it- effect on
thy weary medical student. lool is hi- dut) I

for things not to Irani. But what is the cause of

the pedagogic look askance at nervous and mental

of our own specialistic colleagues,

who talk glibly of everything as a defense reaction.

intimate darlJ\ thai neuropsychiatry is a sore subject

with mosl medical teacher

ignorant thereof. Be that as it may, 1 Feel tl

all the blame attaches to our nonpsychiatric coll

and that our own obscurantism ha- blocked pi

much can Ik done with a frontal att

doubtful. But correspondence following a paper prc-

ir on a similar topic led

me t" think that a flat n medical t<

and research controllers might not he ncce

.-'nre greater interest in mental hygiene on ti

of the genera! practitioner. In the lir-t place, the

ist is, in a different way, aim.,

in hi- approach a- the general practitioner. The map
quality and representativeness in the nervous
of virtually all other systems in the bod) in

ration of many thing- by the psychiatrist after

the precise manner in win', h

I ituation. I

'

lity of \ iew
liiatri-t. like a general practitioner,

. he something of an endocrinologist, a

ileal of a syphilographei

and just as dan-, rous .i- the generality of view which
it i- tit. duty of if. gi n. ral practitioner to have.

Again, the psychiatrist, far more than all
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unless perhaps the obstetrician), lias ti

his patient as a total person, as a globar individual -

and this is precisely the duty oi the general prac-

titioner, and precisely the difficulty of the office con-

sultant specialist as we usually sec him. In p
it may be noted that one of the reasons for th< ai fo-

menting vogue oi group practice by associati

is the demand for a more globar and compre-
: each patient. Nevertheless, it must

thai even group practice often leave- the

patient a dividual (as old scholastics said) rather than

an individual, and that the studies made are apt to

remain on an analytic basis rather than aspire to the

higher terrace of synthetic work. I Itherwise put, the

dividual is considered to have flat fool for the ortho-

pedist, astigmatism for the ophthalmolgist, gastrop-

r the surgeon, and so on : the dividual pal i nl

remains a congeries rather than a collection of symp-

toms. This is a quarrel which the general practitioner

and the psychiatrist lunge in common againsl special-

ized medicine.

Perhaps no more need here he said of the com-

munity of views and tasks between general practitioners

of medicine and specialists practitioners of psychiatry.

A presupposition of my argument is that the general

practitioner, if he is to live up to the designation

"general/
1

ought to grasp and use relatively as much

in any one specialty I
e. g. dermatology, ophthalmology,

psychiatry) as in any other specialty. But, as the

general practitioner is ready to agree, he certainly does

w as much about psychiatry as about many

other specialties. How shall he proceed?

In the first place, there is often a bit of an obsi

sion to rationalize. The general practitioner feels his

education in psychiatry deficient and any postgradu-

ate instruction practically impossible. He develops

a general psychopathophobia. .Moreover, if in his

ce some psychiatrist inadvertently uses a term

like psychopathophobia, it becomes easy for the old

outcry about terminology to be raised. As a matter

of fact, the i rmatology or of the chemistry

of metabolism are just as difficult as those of psychia-

try, often more so. What we are dealing with (to

continue with this naive terminological joking) is

another phobia, onomatophobia. One must, of course,

acknowledge that terms for exact and complex things

can hardly ever become much less precise, and much
more simple than the facts, without destroying the

'ere are sign- that terminology is solidify-

ing and getting less and less equivocal in psychiatry.

In any event, the imm ' the general

practitioner do not carry him into actual man
of terminology.

Suppose the psychopathophobia and onomatophobia

to be sufficiently rationalized. There is anothi

nient on the relation of the general practitioner to

psychiatry which has an optimistic tinge. Judging him

by the stand in other specialties than

ttry, the general practitioner i-. found to he

comparatively well up in major aspects of psychiatry.

I will not repeat in detail the arguments before pre-

sented concerning the general practitioner's rea

liprhent for handling the syphiliti

minded, epileptic. ical brain (thai is, these

di-orders in their major ymptom-

atic"), senile, and even perhaps the psycho

disorders. Inadequate practice, at any rate grossly

inadequate practice, i- not often found among these

di orders, if we judge the practitioner by his achieve-
ments in other specialties,

In cider lo learn Something of the status nf the
genera] practitioner with respecl to psychiatry, I have
looked ova 00 brief de criptions of mental patients

to the psychopathic hospital in ease- of the

group we call the "ieinpoiarv I ire group." That
group is composed of patients who have never passed
tl rough the probate courl or any judicial procedures.
They are cases which physicians, oi- in some instances

iefs of poliee and head- of beard, of health,

have thoughl suitable for observation a: the p ycho-

pathic hospital. There i- nothing mandatory aboul
the hospital's receiving these patients foi -

The law says that the hospital may receive thesi

for observation. Accordingly the admitting officers

must make some preliminary observations of their

own before the patients are admitted for observation.

It must lie carefully noted thai these patients are

admitted, not committed, to the hospital. A similar

law to that for temporary care in Massachusetts is

also in force in the municipality of New York. The
law forms, as is well known, the acme of procedure -

in the interest of the mental hygiene of a community,
as the modern psychopathic hospital ads as a magnet
to bring psychopathic and all sorts of acute, curable,

incipient or dubious cases to the state's observation and

care.

For my present purpose, however, the point I wish

to firing out is that this clinical material is very similar

to and almost identical with material which, in most
parts of the country, remains for many weeks or

months under the control of general practitioners with-

out recourse to the courts. Something like 1,200 or

1.500 patients of this order are under observation at

the psychopathic hospital in Host on during a period of

a year. They pass rather rapidly through a hospital

of 110 beds, operating at from ninety to ninety five

beds, and are then passed back into the community
or forward into receptacles for more chronic cases.

Something like one third of all the patients are turned

back into the community under proper supervision or,

tl po able, without supervision. This material, then,

is exactly what the general practitioner has to 'leal

with, though in most states he has no recourse to a

modern institution like a psychopathic hospital.

Accordingly the remarks about these patients made
by the general practitioners will probably indicate what
the status of psychiatry is in the mind of the general

practitioner in Massachusetts.
< M course, among these "temporary care cases"

there will be a number which have passed through the

hands of specializing neurologists or psychiatrists.

A report made by such a specializing neurologist

may run as follows: "Emotional deterioration, appar-

ent impairment of memory. Hallucinated, aural.

Depressed. I 'elusions, somatic type. Xo initiative.

,
apathetic. I oor coopi i ai ion, No capacity

irk." Such a report is informatory, suggest- the

i- dementia praeeox, and is a fair sample of

the routine report of a neurologist, I he idea "emo-
tional deterioration" is in our experience almost beyond
the range of the general practitioner, nor have the

words any very profound meaning for many excellent

internists. Yet it would be comparatively easy in a

brief period of observation in almost any hospital for

the insane (not necessarily a psychopathic hospital)

for a general practitioner or an internist who wished
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to brush up this specialty to learn the special meaning
of a phrase like emotional deterioration.

Another neurologist's report speaks of an army case

as "showing marked motor acceleration, flight of ideas,

and press of activity." These are phrases due to the

effect of the Kraepelinian psychiatry on our American
institutions. I am not at all sure that I believe the gen-

eral practitioner of medicine in America should learn

all the slang of the psychiatric clinics; but the general

ideas underlying the differential diagnosis between
dementia praecox and manic depressive psychosis

ought certainly to be understood by every general

practitioner.

We also receive many cases referred from general

hospitals, some of which are of the highest standard.

The only instance in which catatonia was specified in

any of these reports came from such a high grade
general hospital. The fact that an assistant physician

in a general hospital should know of the existence

of catatonia and be able to specifv it in a n
i

a case ought not to be a remarkable fact. Still it is

an isolated fact in the series of 500 cases whose tem-

porary care data I looked over. We, I believe, did

not determine that the catatonia in question really

: catatonia, but that is not the point I make.

How many general practitioners are advised of the

existence of catatonia and really envisage catatonia

as they might sundry conditions in specialties like

dermatology ?

From a very good general hospital we received a

ent something as follow-;: "( Insel sudden with

acute retention of paralysis (flaccid) of legs tei

Severe pain in lumbar region preceding above,

Temperature of 103 to 104. Remains high. Mentally

deranged for about twelve hour-." Mental derange-
ment! This is a phrase like several others

—
"mental

failure." "irrationality." "mind unbalanced." "cere-

bral degeneration," "nervousness," "patient erratic"

—

which phrases all seem to dodge the specific issue and

to argue an utter lack of specification in the mind i i

the practitioner a- to different forms of mental di

and symptoms. There will be found in these reports

nl detailed accounts of the radiation of pain,

nation of tenderness, tin- Wassermann r<

the phthalein tesl with digitalis, the app<

earance of edema of the ankles, and the like;

but there i- no i orresponding objectivity in the account

of mental symptoms.
To our astonishment, we one day received from

a high-grade general hospital the following: "P
moderal md last

night patient became confused, showed fleeting halluci-

and idea- uf a somatopsycl i . some-
what nihilistic. Unreasonable. At time- disoriented.

Ity in keeping the patient in bed or mi the ward."
\\ e afterward di ort h id bi en

made by one of our own former psy hospital

intern- who had i taff of
'In- general hospital in question. Here was a

Liformatory report, but one apparently quite beyond
the range of most hospital practitioners.

Let us nil-.', come t" the general practitioners them-
There i- a group of which abso-

lutely nothing is said of value, fur example: "\
anil dangerous maniac" seems to say

patient, who. however, turn-; oul

neither maniacal, dangerous, nor violent. Another
statement, "Ibis man has been acting queerly for the

last six months and seems to be all run down," is of
little value, as also the report, "Has been gradually
becoming mentally weak and physically weak." With
all due allowance for the carelessness of some prac-
titioners and the fact that many things may he -aid

in conversation that cannot be put on official -lips,

it is clear that there is a good deal of dodging the
issue, and what in the military service was so uni-

versally known as "passing tin- buck," in the field of
general practice as it touches psychiatry.

On the other hand, there are numerous perfectly
objective reports which, though they indicate absolute

nice on the practitioner's part concerning psy-
chiatry, nevertheless are very informatory, for
example, "Crying and laughing. Breaking furniture.

No sleep for three nights. Very destructive. Burned
$150 in hills. Threw watch and chain away. Burned
up new shoes and clothes." There is a report which
tells something, though from other evidence we are

aware that the physician in question has no claim to

psychiatric knowledge.
Here is another objective report: "Patient does

not sleep, is depressed, is afraid she is going insane,

and has expressed a desire to die, but has never spoken
of an attempt at suicide. Idle patient says she is

worried about something in the past which she can
never tell any one. Patient has an irregular heart,

possibly on an arteriosclerotic basis."

• >r lake another objective report : "This man sits

and broods, avoiding the company of other people
always. He will not enter a street car if others are
present. If empty, he will probably go in and sit

down. He says other people have no use for him.
He imitates actions of others in minute detail. He-

says he can't go on living this uav."
These objective reports indicate clearly that we have

in many practitioners a great deal to build on in our
propaganda for the extension of psychiatric knowledge
among genera] practitioners.

I have collected a number of instances of the

grossly inaccurate use of phrases. Sometimes the

of these phrases are otherwise objective enough.
rheir inaccuracy merely point- to their inadequate

I education. They are perhaps good observers,

but poor reporters.

For instance, the statement that a girl ha- "hal-

lucinations that a fellow ha- moved into the same
house with her" means in modern technical phrase
not "hallucinations" at all but "delusions." This con-

fusion of hallucinate ns and delusions is tin- mosl com-
i ror in thesi Vmi maj regard it as a

venial error, seeing that as a rule the context will

tell the psychiatric examiner whether the re|

meant delusions or hallucinations. That is of course
true. But my point is that this confusion argues cle

mentary ignorance on the part of the general

timier. fically the first thing which a m
student erning psychiatry is this distinction

ii hallucination and delusion.

A ni' error in phrasing i- the following:

"Dementia resembling circular insanity developed."

rcular insanit

wen- now in .is a nuiidenienting psychosis

o be common
knowledge among practitioni

Such ignorance as this can readily be repaired b>

luate work, and it i- clear that a propaganda
to this end will meet general approval.
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It will be more difficult to eradicate odd ideas con-

cerning etiology. In answer to the question, "What
is the cause of the patient's mental derangement?"
facts from the anamnesis are almost at random picked

for exposition. Thus, "Patient gave her wrong age

p isition and said that she had two
brothers in the army. She feared she would be found
out in these lies and arrested." Vnother, to the ques-

W'hat is the cause <•( the patient's mental
derangement?" is "in love?" Another, "Overstudy."
Another, "lias worked very hard for the past six

months."

These facts on examination seem to be merely
items in general situations. No one nowadays
denies the psychogenic origin of a certain portion of

mental disease or the psychogenic factor in every

mental disease, hut we must certainly do something
about our statistical blanks if we are not to perpetuate
fantastic etiology in the common run of cases. \

patient, who i- described as having "fallen forty years

nd injured his hack, excited, destructive,

li rangemenl "hi-h

blood pressure." This patient turned out to be a

ease of hemorrhagic encephalitis. Another sample:
"Patient comes in after an argument over something.
In this case it was over the proper way to fix the Inn!

stern of a submarine chaser which In- was working
on. and he being a house carpenter undertook to make
the ship carpenter do it his way, hence the attack."

I need make no further comment on these etiologic

statements. An extension of our propaganda to the
demonstration of a few samples of the major groups
of mental disease in clinics for general practitioners

given at the various hospitals for the insane nearest
the centers in which general practitioners might con-
gregate would no doubt serve to erase most of the

etiologic rubbish here hinted at. But the propaganda
would al-o wipe out some of the grossly inaccurate

use of phrases above mentioned.
Meantime the internists and general hospital physi-

cians would have to brush up their psychiatry and
undergo a reeducative or an educative process. All of
which would minister to the mental hygiene of the

community.
SUMMARY

Psychiatry has become almost more popular with

nonmedical mental hygienists than the medical profes-

sion. ( )f course, the relation-, that an- ultimately to

stand between clinical neurology and psychiatry are not

entirely clear. Hut the relations between psychiatry

and the general practice of medicine are disturbed by
"•i the part of the

general practitioner concerning nomenclature and con-

cerning his own supposed ignorance of psychiatry.

A frontal attack is proposed on the general practi-

tioner, in addition to the flank attacks considered
desirable in the past, for his proper postgraduate edu-
cation .-

Psychiatry is more a synthetic art than is clinical

neurology, now predominantly analytic. But, being

synthetic, psychiatry has much in common with gen-

eral medicine. General medicine, psychiatry, and (to

a certain point ) obstetrics treat the patienl

individual, whereas the majority of the specialties

treat the patient I in scholastic phrase) as a dividual.

The body of the text contains material illustrative

me inadequacies of the general practitioner re

psychiatry. Many of these are easily reparable.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
I ):; E, Stanley Abbot, Belmont, Mass.: Dr. Southard hai

'. "ii the general practitioner. I

think we should also make an .mark on tin- medical student.

\ii.i .ill psychiatry deals much more with abstract than with

concrete sympti ms, Nol man] men arc interested in a

things, but tin- psychiatrist has t" be. We want to get hold

in the schools of 1 1 1 • — t- medical students who can be inter-

ested in abstract topics of conduct, action ami s<> on. In

ordei to do that ue must begin earlier than tin- subject ol

psychiatry is usually taken up in the medical s< 1 Is

lias been difficulty in interesting medical students in psy-

partl] because of the lack of development of the

cienci itself. Until very recently it lias not dealt with the

everj day matters of conduct and behavior, and yet that is

. psychiatrist is constantly running up against.

Psychology as taught seems to have had no relation to

psychiatry. What we need, therefore, is the introduction

into the curriculum of the n Is of a psycl

I deals with the mental activities involved in the normal
adjustments of everyday life and their application to the

I disorders that are the subject matter of psychiatry,

A few yi [ 1< oked up the number of medical schools

teaching psychology and there were only twelve or thirteen

that had any place for it in the curriculum. I think that is

one of the reasons why the general practitioner has so little

[i "i psychiatry when he goes into practice. Psy-

chology seems to the average man an abstruse and mysterii us

sul jeel with which he is incompetent to deal. That attitude

must he broken down by avoiding the language and termin-

ology that is so mystifying to him. By presenting a psychol-

ogy of every day life as a preparation for psychiatry more
men will be interested in it and go out as general practi-

tioners without the defects of special knowledge which Dr.
Southard deplores.

THE PHARMACOLOGY OF THE LOCAL
ANESTHETICS *

CARV EGGLESTON, Ml).

AXIi

ROBERT A. HATCHER, M.D.

NEW YORK

Acute intoxication in man from the use of the local

anesthetics is far more common than is indicated bv

the number of recorded cases. We undertook to in

tigate the causes of such intoxication, and sou hi bo

find means of avoiding it. or combating it when it

ari es This investigation has included a study of the

literature of the more important cases of human intoxi-

cation, and the performance of over 300 experiments

On eats. The details of tins work are published el-, -

where,1 the present communication being limited to

a short discussion of the more important facts brought

to light, especially with reference to their bearing on
the clinical problem.

Nine of the local anesthetics were studied, and the

maximum toxicity of each was determined bv rapid

nous injection into eats. The drugs used, the

fatal dose of each, tin- concentrations of the solutions

employed, and the relative toxicities of the drugs are

shown in the accompanying 'hart. From the chart it

i- 'en that cocain is about intermediate in the group

with reference to its maximal toxicity for the eat.

•From tin- Department of Pharmacology, Cornell University Mi I

F and Therapeutics .'it i lio

Mi Annual Session of the American Medie.-tl A
I ity, N. J., Juni

i by a grant
from the Committee on I peutic fi luncil on Pharmacy

it. try of the American Medical Association.
1. J. Pharmacol. & Exper. Thcrap. 13, 1919.
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These relative toxicities, however, apply only for single

doses injected rapidly into the blood stream. When
large fractions of the minimal fatal doses are injected

intravenously at intervals of from fifteen to twenty
minutes, or when relatively dilute solutions of the drugs
are injected slowly and nearly continuously, the several

dru?s can lie divided into two groups based on the dif-

ference in their rates of elimination. Group 1 includes

alypin, apothesin, beta-eucain, nirvanin, procain i novo-

c tin i. stovain and tropacocain, all of which are rapidly

eliminated, so that several times the minimal fatal dose

of any of these can he injected in the ways just men-
in periods of one or two hours without causing

death of the animal. Group 2 includes cocain and
in, which are much less rapidly eliminated, and

which therefore cause death in much -mallei- total

deses when given as described.

When injected subcutaneously into cat-, the local

anesthetics can again he divided into the -.ante two
groups, depending on their rales of elimination. All

arently absorbed rapidly, but those of < iroup 2

are much more toxic by subcutaneous injection than

I Group 1 because their elimination is nol rapid

to keep pace with their absorption. Fi e or

more times the minimal fatal vein dose of any of the

members of Group 1 can be injected subcutaneously

without causing death.

while less than four times

tal vein doses of

it i iroup 2 prove

When absorption from
tl e -ul cutaneous tissues

i- delayed by the simul-

is injection of epi-

if phrin, t h e difference

ii the two groups

I

hasized, and the

of the members
tir-t group is re-

duced far more than that

of the members of < iroup

2. The elimination of members of Group 1 proo
the rate of at leasl one fatal vein dose every twenty
minute-, while not all of a subcutaneous '1'

nd one-third time- that fatal by vein, may be

eliminated in twenty tour hours or more.

The elimination of all of the lo tics is

plished almosl entirety by their destruction in

the liver, as can be demonstrated by perfusion of the

1. surviving organ with dilute. 1 blood containing

ol the drugs in solution, and
rmination of the amount remaining in the

I
erfused fluid.

• ere made to influence tin •

of the local anesthetics, including the admini
pin or . affein prior to the int ra \ enou inje<

lion of the anesthetics; the addition of -odium bicai

bonate to the solution of the anesthetii jusl l» fore

intravenous injection, to liberate the base; the produc-
tion of nervous exhaustion in the cat; seven
hemorrhage by removal of one fourth of tin- cat's total

blood; and the production of narcosis by the adminis-

I chloral. .Voir
i

had any influence on the cat's sus< eptibility to the intra-
venous injection of any of the anesthetic

rrhage and narco i> by chloral. Both of these
I some in. rea e in the cat'- suso ptibility, as

toxicity ami ral

shown by the fact that often it succumbed to doses
smaller than the average fat.al dose. This increased

susceptibility is accounted for by the fact that both
these measures interfere with the destruction of the

anesthetics in the liver by reduction in the blood pres-
- urc an, 1 impai.nicnt of the circulation. The resistance
of both the heart and the respiratory center is also

probably reduced by the impaired circulation.

The symptoms produced in cat- by toxic doses of the
various local anesthetics are essentially alike, and they
.are also essentially the same as those observed in man.
All of these drugs kill by simultaneous paralysis of the

heart and the respiratory center. We therefore tried

artificial respiration in cats as a resuscitative measure,
with and without cardiac massage, but it proved inef-

fective, even when combined with massage of the heart.

The employment of artificial respiration in combina-
tion with stimulation of the heart by the immediate
intravenous injection of epinephriq, however, enabled
us to resuscitate the majority of cats after the rapid
intravenous injection of doses of the local anesthetics

up to twice the average fatal dose. Since the heart
had Stopped in most of the cats, it was necessary to

practice massage of the heart in order to bring the

epinephrin into contact with it. The success of thi

method of resuscitation depend- on the rapid destruc-

tion of the local anes-
Sslutlcn. .

ns>. > k9 . Per «.i. thetics, whereby the ex-« - 45 5 • SO , . .
J

, .

cess administered is

" - » »° promptly eliminated if the

,,_.„ l0
circulation can be main-
tained for only a few

18 " " minutes by the stimula

20 s . 10
tion of tlte heart with
epinephrin. But even with

-itch stimulation. a n d

when it i- evidently n

ering, the animal will die

of respiratory paralysis

utile-- the center is sup-

ported for a few minutes
1 artificial respiration.

I he -ii' cess of the prei eding mi isures, in which the
bii' i stimulation of the heart played the mosl impor-
tant part, led us to trj the effect of previous stimula-

tion of the heart b) the admini tration oi a dose of

ouabain (so-< alii d cryt talline trophanthirt |. We then
administered doses of the local anesthetics up to

the average fatal do ployed artificial i'

tion to tide over the period "i respirator) p
1'V these in'.: usually survived doses of the

anesthetics up to one and three quarti r times ti

tal dosi

It is evident, therefore, that if the circulation and
respiratii n can be maintained for even a few minutes,
the rapid tie < in.t i if the local anesthetics by the

liver w ill can i rably in exi i

hi' h ai. usually fatal. The close arii

' tlh' I" h.o loi ..I iii. ill and cats to toxic .!

tin- lo, ,d anesthetics, and the fact that man also recov-
ers rapidly from the efft cl of nonfatal do

i[ lishes theii
i

lion in his liver, and it seems highly probable that the

u f epinephrin and artificial respiration will prove
effective .a- resuscitative measun - in m;

acute poisoning in man. It i-. however, to be remem-
bered that serious intoxication ha- b in man
following extremel) mall doses of tin- |.,

"inns fo
lilligrama per kilogram.
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tgesting the occasional existence of a marked
degree of hypersusceptibility ; ;m<l in >iu!i cases doses

which are relatively small, as compared with the aver-

age commonly employed, may actually be several times

the minimum which would be fatal in the particular

individual, so that even the most effective resuscita-

tive measures may well fail under such circumstances.

While cardiac massage cannot be carried ou1 so effi-

ciently in man a> in the cat, ii can lie performed suffi-

ciently to cause the greater part of an intravenous

injection of epinephrin to reach the heart : and several

satisfactory methods are available for carrying on arti-

ficial respiration in man. These measures, also, are all

- can he applied without loss of time under
rtainly seem to he the

most effective means at our disposal lor saving life

after the development of symptoms of acute it ,

tion by the local anesthetics. Since acute poisoning in

man occurs when least expected, those who frequently

employ these local anesthetics should always 1»- pre

pared to apply the three resuscitative measures of

intravenous infusion of epinephrin, artificial respira-

tion, and cardiac massage. All three should he Used in

combination, since no one alone is effective, except in

rare instam i

Finally, in order to diminish the likelihood of intoxi-

cation from the subcutaneous inject ion of the local

anesthetics—especially those of Group 1—in man,
epinephrin should be added to th< ir solutions as a rou-

tine, because by delaying their absorption it renders

it more probable that the destruction by the liver can

keep the amount present in the circulation at any one
time at a point below that sufficient to cause intoxica-

tion. The use of epinephrin also has the further

advantages of prolonging the anesthetic action of a

given quantity of tin- drug and of reducing the amount
required for anesthesia by permitting a larger propor-

tion of the dose injected to remain in contact with the

tissues to he anesthetized, and by maintaining the con-

tact for a longer period of time than when the drug
i> injected alone.

414 East Twenty-Sixth Street.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. David I. Maciit, Baltimore: I wish to say a word con-

cerning the toxicity of the recently discovered new local

anesthetic, phenmethylol or benzyl alcohol. It you

into the saphenous vein of an unanesthetized normal dog (as

can easily be done), a 1 per cent, solution of benzyl alcohol

in doses of 20 c.c. per kilogram weight of the animal, the

animal will get up and play as normal as ever. This is not

the fatal dose of the drug. The fatal dose is at least forty

times less than that of cocain. As far as 1 know, this toxicity

is less than that of all the commonly known local anesthetics.

The low toxicity is due to the fact that the drug i

alkaloid or a narcotic, but a simple compound, which is easily

and rapidly metabolized and detoxified by the bod.,

exalted for the most part as hippuric acid.

Mother's Milk and Cow's Milk.—Many are familiar with

the chemical difference of the two milks, but we wonder how
many really appreciate the total difference in physical and
chemical properties. The fats of the two milks

different proportions of palmitic, stearic and oleic acids, have

different melting points, and the fat globules are of different

size, all producing a difference in digestibility and

ability. The i

n

tain different proportions of casein

and globulin and a different amount of lecithin and chemically

combined phosphorus that are very important in bone forma-

tion and brain development.—Julius Levy. M.D.
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While the history and clinical picture we are priv-

to report may not be considered especially

unusual by those medical officers who. during the great

war. encountered all manner of functional nervous

manifestations, the condition nevertheless dor,

features of interest to the general practitioner and
presents several points worthy of discussion by the

neurologist.

REPORT OF i \s|

History.— \Y. P. \V., a married man. aged 29, Amerii an,

marine diver, ei d health during youth and obtained

a common school education.

So far as we could determine, the family history presented

nothing noteworthy. His mother and lather were dead; the

former died from a complication of diseases at the age of

62; the father succumbed to pneumonia a few weeks before.

The patient had two brothers and two sisters. One brother

died from wounds, in France, during the past year. The
remaining brother and two sisters were alive and well.

April 22, 1902, he enlisted in the United States Navy; he

contracted malaria during July, 1903, and was discharged for

tins disability, May 10, 1904. Shortly thereafter he was
awarded a monthly pension of $12, which is still in force.

After this country declared war against Germany, this

man applied for enlistment in the military service of the

United States, but was rejected at Detroit and Cleveland as

"medically unfit," for what reason we are unable to ascer-

tain; but it is presumed that the examining officers took into

consideration the fact that he had been discharged from the

Navy as physically disabled. May 1, 1917, he was accepted

by the authorities at Windsor, Ontario, and went overseas

with the Canadian Expeditionary Forces, June 27, 1917.

His service at the front was uneventful until on or about

Aug. 1, 1917, when he claims to have volunteered to accom-
pany a rescue party, at night, in search of their captain,

who was reported lost in No Man's Land.

The officer was found severely wounded and in need of

prompt surgical attention. In the face of a heavy German
bombardment this soldier started hark to safety, carrying the

wounded officer. As he approached the communicating
trenches, shells were exploding thick and fast; but he suc-

ceeded in delivering his charge to the stretcher bearers. At
that moment he felt a sharp Sting on the left side of the

head and believes he fell forward into the trench. He was
treated at the clearing station during the subsequent twenty-

four hours and then removed to British General Hospital

No. 8, where it was found he was paralyzed on the entire

• of the body, including the face. The period of

unconsciousness, he stated, was brief. He was confined to

bed for a period of one month. Since then he had been

able to get about with the aid of crutches or a cane.

Oct. 28, 1917, he was transferred to England and received

treatment and observation in several special military hos-

pitals. During the many examinations he heard his condi-

tion discussed as a "hemiplegia" resulting from a shrapnel

wound of the left scalp. He intimated that the examiners

used the term contrecoup. The weakness of face, he avers,

gradually disappeared in a few weeks.

before the Section on Nervous and Mental Diseases at the

Seventieth Annual Session of the American Medical Assoi iati 0,

Atlantic City, N. J., June, 1919.
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June 7, 1918, he was invalided to Canada and further

observed. The disability, however, remained practically

unchanged and he was discharged at Toronto, Jan. 2, 1919,

as "medically unfit." A monthly pension of $50 was granted

him.

From the medical history of this soldier as recorded in

the final report of the Canadian Medical Board, dated

Toronto, Ont., Dec. 12, 1918, a copy of which was kindly fur-

nished me by Major E. E. Fletcher, I quote the following:

"History: Wound of left side of head by piece of H. E.

shell and struck on head by piece of timber. This was fol-

lowed by hemiplegia on same side as wound. Hemiplegia

may be due to contrecoup or more likely to some intracere-

bral vascular disturbance. X-ray of skull negative. Opera-
-idered inadvisable.

"Present Condition (Objective): Power of left arm poor

throughout, about one-third normal. Loss of all power for

. ements of left band. Partial loss of power of left

leg. Coarse tremor of left arm and sometimes of left leg.

Sustained left ankle clonus. Plantar reflexes give Babinski

response on left side. Left foot held in position of partial

equinovarus. Can walk (using a stick) with marked limp

on left leg. Sensation normal; no astereognosis. Small

depressed area on left side of skull about 2 inches above

left ear. Is somewhat emotional and at times hysterical.

There is slight mental deterioration.

"Present Disability: (1) Partial loss of function of ner-

vous system. (2) Defective eye sight.

"Final Conclusions of Board: Wasseruiann on spinal fluid

and blood negative several times in England. Disability of

100 per cent. The report also states that this

ne of the medical officers there was a weak-
left side of body, following bis attack of malaria in

1903; but he now denies having made this assertion."

Examination.—Our first examination, Jan. 20, 1919, dis-

closed a man of large frame and excellent development. Ik-

was exceedingly tremulous, anxious and depressed. He
walked with crutches, carried the left arm close to the body,

and dragged the left leg in a somewhat flexed position. The
fingers of the left hand were firmly contracted but not of

the Babinski and Froment type of reflex contracture. A
partial left hemianesthesia prevailed i the left side

were quite sharp; a fairly well sustained clonus of the left

ankle and left patella were detected, and as typical and com-
plete a Babinski response oi the lefl fool as we have ever

i i ed was elicited. 'II"' Oppenl and G rd

r, were absent. The left leg was paretic and slightly

atrophied withi lit appreciable change in the electric reac-

tions. No vasomotor or thermic abnormality

A heal : scar, about three fourth inch in length,

adherent to the skull, was found on the li m scalp at

about 2 inches above the left ear. 'I his wound is

amputated some years ago following a crushing injury.

The heart, lungs, blood \cssels and abd ra were
normal. The pulse i. regular and of fair volume.

d pressure measured 115 mm, systolic and '

The patient's record, as personally related, plus the phys-

ical findings, was strongly suggestive of an organic palsy,

and not until bis history was further scrutinized and a more
careful studj made oi the symptoms did that we

probably dealing with a fa meat.
lb- unit on i,, v., rj returned to Cleveland a

i as he told of bis

« lie's l:. i

be bad lost bis Am n hip by enlisting in the

Canadian army. He Stated that be had applied at li

Marine Hospital, this city, in the hope that the trouble in

Ins brain might rid possibl) corrected by surgical

li bis condition was incurable be wanted to know it

life of invalidism.

entgenograms of the skull were made by Dr.
I

J. raylor at Lakeside Hospital, and not a single suspicion

ture was det

Dr. Leo Wolfenstein made a painstaking investigation of

the eyes, and reported that the patient claimed defective

vision of the left eye, apparently about 20/100; but when he

placed a plus 6.00 sph. in front of the right eye, the vision

of the left eye was found to be at least 20/30. In the right

eye, the patient claimed vision of about 20/70, but with a

little strategy the vision of the right eye proved to be nor-

mal. During his observation of the case the vision seemed
to vary from time to time. The eye grounds were entirely

healthy, and no error of refraction was detected. The fields

also varied considerably from daj to day. There was no

nystagmus.

The spinal fluid was obtained by Drs. Richard Dexter and

C. L. Cummer, and their findings were: Pressure, not

increased; globulin, not increased; cell count, none.

The Wassermann reaction read: 0.1 c.c., negative; 0.3 c.c,

negative; 0.5 c.c., negative; 1.0 c.c. negative.

Treatment and Result. —Arrangements were then made to

subject the patient to a systematic plan of therapy. He was
candidly informed that his brain had not been organically

damaged, and was assured that if he would cooperate with

us a recovery might consistently be expected. It was
explained to him that he undoubtedly bad been severely

' and his nervous system undermined thereby; but the

trouble, fortunately, was functional.

Sedatives were used to allay the extreme emotionalism
ami to overcome a persistent insomnia. Saline baths each
night, galvanism every other day. and regulated exercises

were prescribed.

From the very beginning, a decided change for the better

was noted. His nervousness gradually abated, and he became
enthusiastic and hopeful. In less than two weeks his gait

was very much more stable, and to our surprise the

Babinski phenomenon and clonus of the left ankle and knee
disappeared. Crutches were discarded for a cane, and within

a month be was able to go about unassisted. He complained.
however, of difficulty in crossing congested sireets. Crowds
excited him. ami be sometimes feared be might lose his con-
trol and be injured by some passing vehicle.

During the first six weeks the Uft hand remained more
or less contracted. He told us, however, that sometimes
when alone he was able to walk and use the left arm almost
as well as before he was wounded; but the moment I

-

in contact with people the paralysis would recur. With the

use of electricity we seldom failed to relax fully the con-
' ted left fingers, but the result was As an
additional suggestive measure, alcohol was injected ii

left linger with the same psychic effect. On one occasion he

remarked that the alcoholic injections seemed to release

something in the left side of thi

'lime after time this soldier would report for treatment

ncouraged. At other times

he was tremulous, fearful and deeply depressed. Trouble of

it continued to cross his path. Always impression-

able, the slightest annoyance invariably aggravated the dis-

ability and ini reased Ins nervousness. A chance meeting with

his alleged unfaithful will, a death in the hi

in of his father's , ine ,,f the numerous
perturbations which retarded his progress As our ol

tions proceeded, we finally wen convinced that
i

per uitei prel

I pupped to w ithstat

iu! whollj incapable of adapting

himself to In Man] ol In. stati mi nt pi oved
i' lis. and he made i I. Hills |]i.

extravagant and oftentimes sensational. His ,

d hero, ami be habituallj

on pity and sympathy. One da) I saw him marching in a

military parade, leaning heavily oi ing the

left arm in an ly awkward position for the evi-

dent purpose of attracting attention. His expn
nd dep. tii in w as

;

for a while the condition, though greatly in

nary, ami we dei idi d t>

d w ith him. i maining at the hospital to

follow instructions, he was wandering about the
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I :i questional
'

liquor had been detected on his breath; but this he stoutly

denied. He did, however, admit that persons had stopped

him on the street ami urged him to forsake medicine and

seek relict at the hat >us cults whose cures, they

declared, were mure permanent.

enly accused him of loafing "ii the job, and he was
told that it looked very much as if he was not c

gain his health s.> long as he enjoyed monthlj
•

! rhi I to jar him, so

to --peak, and he instantly retorted that if he could be con-

vinced that the paralysis would never recur, a full I

would probably follow. He also admitted that hi- general

was greatly improved; that the paralysis

it the nervousness and insomnia

had practically subsided but that he was constantly haunted

by the fear that a piece of shrapnel had penetrated In- brain,

as the examining officers so often declared. Anothi

esting assertion was the confession that more than once he

felt as if his health had been restored, but s..me excitement

would arise to Idast his 1.

At the final examinatii n, May IS. 1919. the patient looked

well and was adequately nourished. He had gained 111

pounds in weight He walked alertly with a slight limp.

favoring the left leg. He was able to stand erect with the

heels and toes together, and could it unas-

No clonus or Babinski toe response prevailed. He
carried the left arm in an almost normal position, hut there

remained a moderate contraction of the thumb and first

finger of the left hand which interfered with the fim

I the left hand. The grasp of the left hand and the

strength of the left arm and left leg were vigorous. The
heart action was normal. The pulse rate was 88. The blood

measured 130 mm. systolic and 93 diastolic. The
depressed flesh wound of the left scalp remained unchanged.

The patient was able voluntarily to extend the great toe of

each foot while the remaining toes retained their normal
The tendon of each extensor hallucis longus was

still prominent.

Mentally he was quiet and self composed. He had lost

much of his emotionalism and apprehension, but was still

morbidly impressionable. He was optimistic as to his recov-

ery, which he believed was not far distant. He stated that

during the excitement incident to the recent socialist upris-

ing in the Cleveland streets. May 1, lie almost forgot that he

was a cripple.

COMMENT
The case is of interest in consequence of the con-

the neurologic symptoms. < Hit-

initial examination disclosed a contracted left hand,

a decided weakness and limp of the left leg. phis an

apparently complete Babinski phenomenon of tin- 1 ft

font with a more or less pronounced clonus of the left

ankle and patella. These clinical observations were
also detected and recorded by the Canadian medical

. and unquestionably influenced their opinion

that the affliction was an organic hemiplegia and

therefore a total disability.

At first we readily would have agreed with this

classification; hut the facts that the soldier sustained
• flesh wound of the left scalp followed by

paralysis of the same side of including the

face, and that subsequen ograms of the skull

and Wassermann tests of the blood and spinal fluid

were reported by competent i

aroused sufficient doubt in our minds to warrant delay

in forming a definite conclusion.

After one month's observation and treatment we
became convinced that the disability was none other

than the expression of a hysterical disturbance. The
early subsidence of the suspicious nerve signs and the

marked general improvement by suggestive measures

only, tlu- abnormal impressionability of the individual,

Ins inability to withstand the ordinary pin pricks of

life the pronounced emotionalism, and the eve mani-
festations did much to shape our diagnosis.

Little significance was placed on 1
1
.< clonus of the

left ankle and patella, as this symptom frequently

occurs in functional disorders and is therefore worth-
i pathi ignomi inic sign.

The possibility of an admixture of hysteria and an
organic lesion was carefully considered and eventually

i xi luded. Nor did we overlook the importance < f the

reported observations of experienced neurologists thai

hysteria has never developed on the battlefield or

when the soldier is still in danger, bul only when he

finds himself in relative safety. This patient is unable
to give any reliable data as in when the paralysis fust

ed. During the first twenty-four hours lie was
dazed and confused, hut he entertains a vague impres-

sion that the condition developed while en route to the

hospital in a military train.

The question now arises as to whether or not the

alleged Babinski response of the left fool was genuine

and therefore pathologic. We are inclined to doubt

it and prefer to interpret the phenomenon as a psy-

lic movemenl of resistance. On the other hand,

when the sole of the left foot was gently Stimulated

there was a prompt, though slow, dorsal excursion of

the 1 irge toe, and a simultaneous plantar flexion of the

four external toes, symptomatic of the Babinski reac-

tion. Perhaps the undue prominence of the tendon

of the extensor hallucis longus as well as the patient's

ability to cause voluntarily a full dorsal movement of

both large toes, while the Other toes retained their

normal position, may have influenced the behavior of

this symptom.
In medicolegal work, instances are on record in

which litigants have ingeniously succeeded, alter some

practice, in producing a full upward movement of one

or both large toes, in much the same manner as cer-

tain persons have learned to wriggle an ear or wrinkle

half of the forehead ; hut this patient emphatically

thai anything of the sorl ever entered his mind.

The man has been under systematic treatment for a

period of four months; and, while be is -till partially

disabled, a full recovery, we believe, may reasonably

be anticipated.

Unfortunately, he has been subjected to innumer-

able examinations and tests; has listened repeatedly

to discussions and contro i ncerning his condi-

tion; and during his long residence in various special

military hospitals, has come in intimate contact with

all sorts of nervous invalid-. All of this has undoubt-

edly tended to impress on his susceptible mentality the

conviction that he is an incurable paralytic. It is also

important to note that as a result of his extensive

medical experience he has acquired a knowled
"traumatic hemiplegia," which is interesting if not

instructive. Then, again, if his disability has earned

for him monthly pensions sufficient to satisfy his ordi-

nary needs, without exertion on his part, there is little

incentive to call into action his higher control. On
the contrary, it is apt to operate, consi tously or tnnon-

ly, as a deterrent to hi- recovery.

Finally, it may be added that this clinical report

serves the additional purpose of pointing out with

what degree of perfection hysteria may simulate

organic disease, and also emphasizes the difficulties

one experiences in avoiding errors in diagnosis.
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ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Alfred Gordon, Philadelphia : The Babinski sign has

been reported to have been found in cases of hysteria, but a

careful examination will always reveal some error in the

procedure or the method of bringing out the reflex. One
>troke very gently the sole of the foot in order to

bring out a genuine Babinski without dorsoflexion of the

entire foot. With reference to the knee jerks in hysteria one
must equally be careful in interpreting the reflex. A brusque,

abrupt, sudden elevation of the leg is more in fa\

diagnosis of functional disease than of organic disease. Here
again the case reports do not give a detailed account of the

procedure employed or a detailed description of the phenom-
With regard to the compensation question in func-

tional nervous disease, there is a tendency at present to

regard hysteria as malingering on the part of the patient.

At the meetings of French neurologists the quest ii

raised especially and for a special detailed discussion by the

most eminent men. At first there was an inclination to

decline compensation for cases of functional nervi

orders, hysteria included, and only one man. Pitres

deaux. raised his voice against such a decision, discussing

at length the injustice rendered the individuals in this class.

Another meeting was held for the same purpose and finally

the entire association came around to Pitres' views, and 20

per cent, disability was considered as a standard fur hyster-

ical paralysis or other functional manifestations.

Dr. Tom A. Williams, Washington, D. C. : Two
cases must be guarded against. One is mistaking

for the extensor reflex the true Babinski, the defense reac-

tion. Another is the simulation of the Babinski on the part

of the patient. The defense reaction can readily be di

tiated from the true Babinski phenomenon, if one knows the

behavior of each. With reference to ankle clonus, it is not

difficult for a patient to simulate this. The experienced

ist, however, can make the differentiation, and if not

an experienced neurologist, by a kymographic tracing. There
is another interpretation in some of these cases, namely, that

the patient has had a lesion capable of producing disorder

of the pyramidal tract which will produce that sign and

which rapidly disappears, such as meningeal irritation. The
patient grafts the hysteria on the organic condition, and

when he is examined one discovers only the hysteria and

wrongly imagines the former reactions are due to the hys-

s the fact thai

enon can be induced and removed bj persuasion and sug-

gestion, in which case it cannot lie an organic phcn

I>n. Albert E. Sterne, [nd We have practically

all had similar experiences, or will have like

this tin- 1 soldiers, ior reexamination
• I by the war risk department and a number of cases

will present similar complexities which we are somewhat at

a Us- to interpret. We at H itions,

ourselves, in making our reports on these cases; namely, that

We want to do justice to all the boys I iming back who have

iured, Imi at the same time protect the government
from fraud. Whether organically injured or

functionally disabled makes little difference, because a man
1

is almost as badly off and sometimes
ii than one with a palpable bodily injury. The gov-

ernment compensations will amount in time to terrific figures

and we arc all anxious, natural!-.

is not awarded where it is n grafted
on these men in their prolonged com

must not be overlooked I am convinced that the
great majority

they arc not in tin- malingerer class, but thi

There is a tremendous proclivity in the average normal indi-

vidual i through self pity or

excite sympathy. We m

they may be found I h

You should make th< you are with him. as
1 lie, but are not going to encourage any unfit-

ness on his part that can be cured, or encourage him in

functional invalidism.

Dr. Lewis J. Pollock, Chicago : The important fact as

to compensation for the war neuroses is not that the patients

are not going to be compensated enough for their disability

or that the government is going to be cheated out of money
wrongly applied. The important thing is to get the boys

well. If you hold out the promise of a compensati
hysteria patient you will afford him an opportunity for con-

tinuing the functional condition. If it is decided that there

is to be no compensation for functional disease that disease

will disappear much more rapidly. The best compensation
for a neurosis is its cure, and any other form of compensa-
tion is a sad commentary on our therapeutic efforts.

Dr. Hugb T. Patrick, Chicago: I understood Dr. Wil-
liams to say that if this were hysteria it would immediately

r under persuasion or suggestion. If he would

modify that to "immediately disappear under effective per-

suasion" I would agree with him. I'.ut the fact remains that

some do not disappear under persuasion or suggestion. Hys-
teria in soldiers is more easily treated than hysteria of civil

lite and yet the records show that they have been subjected

to persuasion and suggestion for many months at a time aid
have not been cured until they reached the man who made
the suggestion which appealed to the patient and then they

I I think it should not go abroad as the sense of

tion that hysteria will at once disappear under sug-
gestion or persuasion. I would like also to support what
Dr. Pollock said about these functional cases. They also

can be compared to the same thing in civil life. If a man
or woman has traumatic hysteria and sues for $20,000 it is

well known that in the vast majority of cases alter litiga-

tion is ended the hysteria disappears, A few days after the

signing of the armistice the vast majority of the war neuroses

had disappeared. Consequently, the giving i compi
to a purely hysterical disability is a great mistake. In the

prewar period any one who had the opportunity to

thousands oi - tumatic hysteria in Germany and
found practically none in France because the laws of the

two countries were so different, would come to p.

conclusii m.

Dr. W. S. Lindsay, Topeka, Kan I understood I » r \\ i]

liams to say that he did not consider that tins
i

organic. I have known of a case of cerebral tumor attended
•ilsjons where it was possible for the attendant to

ulsive seizures by engaging the attention of

the patient We cannot exclude cerebral disease bee;

• consideration the fact of cerebral inhibition.

1 by, New York: The question
i hysteria is a

Our minds clear on this question 'I b rnnicnt

hat was call

large sum of

and a large number of mi
I

I irnished

the medi
wrong and the soldiers were ri^ht. The soldiers knew it

was a i with the d<

.mi of the man's adaptation to envit

Ii was not the result

The medical men advi ernment and the le tilt was
i I uiidi rstand the In nch take

tion that they will not ,
, ,, functional

thing for t'

vidual and m th . ilian army the individual

ion. It is no'

tine that yon will i lire your hysteria patients if you
compensate them. You will have to decide wl

anil what is organ ii

your diagnosis then j a matter
of fact, most people when they get an injury of the arm in

h a period of defense imi If they

are told that the arm is paralyzed then in, iced i I

,', ii. You must m. ike it ,-i rule '

of your diagnosis, or you must have a very strong compen-

sation board '
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what is organic in others because the chief error that is

adc all the time is a question ol diai

!. Mayer, Pittsburgh; I do nol believe it

assume the same attitude toward war hystei

as was done before the armi

and Or. Pollock that the feature ol noncompensatii

i during the u;ir and that it would have been better

had all the armies practiced it ' - But

erent angle to the problem now. ["hough the

icar of the battlefield has been removed and the instinct ol

self-preservation is no longer disturbed, nevertheles

tinned disability not onlj implies a fixation of symptoms but

rive mechanism which needs removal and wl

in most cases due to other factors than the wai situations

and experiences. They arc unable to care foi themselves and

must he given hospital facilities, vocational work and com-

petent i i ersight until ifter-care

mic worry affects them after discharge.

The War Risk Insurance Bureau, I know, realizes thi prob-

lem but it is complicated 1 find bj the fact that manj ol thi

war neuroses have been discharged and must themselves

take up with the War Risk Board their problems in i

its having been done by arm) neurologists in adyanc< of

Let us, therefore, sepat pi nsation prob

the war and the compensate n problems ol after-war.

In the latter case, compensation is deserved and necessary

and we neurologists must above all recognize it.

Dr. Julius Gmnker, Chicago: At the meeting oi another

section 1 heard some one remark that the diagnosis ol hyi

of the examiner's perplexity. 1 <li<l not

think I would hear a similar expression voiced in this sec

Many people mean different kinds of disease when

thej speak of hysteria. In hysteria there is simulation, but

,i is of the unconscious kind. This we know to be onlj one

i f the many symptoms of hysteria. 1 think the speakers who

preceded me had in mind conscious as much as unconscious

simulation when tlu> war hysteria. After every-

thing has been said on hysteria one thing is certain, namely.

that it exists and is a functional disease and must be treated

;s such. Not all cases of traumatic hysteria which have

been awarded compensation in industrial life have thereby

1 een cured because the disease is not synonymous with sim

ulation. X" one remedy will cure all forms of hysteria

Whatever name you give the disease, it exists, and as med-

ical men we are justified in recommending compensation to

genuinely hysterical as the result of

trauma whether in peace or war.

HARRY H. DRYSDALE, Cleveland: Dr. Williams is

inclined to regard the curability of hysteria a rather easy

matter, but it ha- not always been so with us, i sped; 11- in

the cases of long duration. The case I have brought to your

•: was complicated by the award of a liberal pension

which c unconsciously has served to deter recov-

cry- The differentiation between simulation and true hys-

teria should not be difficult if the investigation is carefully

ci nducted. When necessary, suitable observation will clear

ui. any doubtful points. I am heartily in accord with the

remarks of Dr. Pollock and Dr. Patrick.

Industrial Tuberculosis Experience in 1918.—The industrial

department of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has

recently published a report of the department's tuberculosis

mortality experience for tl The death i

tuberculosis (all form- i i d every year for the

Metropolitan • was 224.6 per hundred

In 1918 the death rate had fallen to 187.4, which

nly slightly lower than the rate for 1917—188.9.

With this experience rate of the Metropolitan companj may

be compared the general mortality rate for 1917 thi

the death registration area in

which was 146.4. It would be inti

.by the death rate of th

should have been 42 5 higher in 1917 than the genera! rate-

tor the whole United States. In view of the fact that those

insured averaged doubtless younger one would naturally

expect the rate lower.

UROBILIN W'P UROBILINOGEN
STOOL \XI> URINE IX PER

NICK >US \\i Ml \

< IF

i u.l I l\ DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS*

(,. II. II \NS\I WW M D.

AND

C. P. IH WARD, M D.

low \ mi

The materia] for tlii- study consisted of twenty

a es "i pernicious anemia, and as pathologic

controls nine miscellaneou conditions which included

om ca i each oi chlorosis, carcinoma ventriculi, pur-

pura, familial hemolytic icterus, Banti's disease,

lymphosarcoma, acute cholecystitis, hemochromatosis,

and tabes dorsalis.

The method was a modification of Wilbur and
Willi-'

1

spectroscopic method. The modification was
instrumental and ha- been described recentl) by J. D.

Boyd,2 working in our laboratory under the direction

of Dr. Louis Baumann. The instrument "was run

structed from a Hellige colorimeter and a hand spe<

troscope and consisted essentially of a hollow glass

wedge which can be moved vertically before a fixed

spectroscope" (8 cm.). The samplt is prepared in the

usual manner. "The cell, which holds about 10 c.c,

is filled with the solution, and the point is found when
the spectrum just disappears with moderate light

8 but

reappears when the light is diminished by changing the

light screen of the spectroscope." It is essential to

obtain a uniform -ample of the stool mixture. The
results were reduced to terms of 1 cm. of liquid.

Calculations for the stool are made from the

formula :

n< 1,1 Minimi ,.f stool; i l>t- 5 Wilbur and Addis' concentre-
ion nun; 100 = instrumental reading; S previous dilution; ' .

.-nit- reduced to 1 cm. divided h\ th, -i/ m i In- top of the wedge.

For the urine the formula is slightly modified, thus:

All attempts to separate accurately the stools for a

given period with carmin, charcoal, barium sulphate

and bismuth subcarbonate, though a constipating diet

was u-eil. yielded no constant results. This uncer-

tainty was due first to the occasional administration of

purgatives to the patient by the medical staff without

the knowledge of the laboratory; secondly, to the indi-

vidual constipation so often present in bed patients

which nece-sitated, with laboratory approval, the

administration of a cathartic and consequently the

evacuation of a soft stool in which demarcation was
impo >ible : and third!)-, to thi oi 1 1 ts ional presence of a

diarrhea.

Further, even if a correctly demarcated stool was
obtained, the length of time necessary for the collec-

tion of the stool- is so greal thai the true amount of

urobilin and'urobilinogen may be reduced by oxidation,

cither in the intestinal trad or in the laboratory con-

tainer. These difficulties -com insurmountable from a

clinical standpoint. An attempt was made to overcome

•From the Medical '
I Ho pital ol thi State

University of I

1. Wilbur, R. I... and Addis, i Urol Its Clinical Signifi-

cance, Arch. Int. Med. 13; (Feb.) 1913.

2. B.a.i I n . I, I Lab. g i tin. Med. 4; 195, 1919.

found full light better.
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them partially by collecting stools as they occurred
over a period of seventy-two hours, determining in

each stool the urobilin and urobilinogen content, and
then dividing the total dilutions by the number of the
twenty-four hour periods studied, namely, three.

Lastly, the occasional condensation of Ehrlich's reagent

by the putrefaction derivatives in the urine and stool

interferes with the distinctness of the absorption band
of the urobilin. This was overcome by the determina-
tion of the urobilin before the addition of Ehrlich's

reagent, then of the urobilinogen after the addition of

the reagent, and adding the results together.

The urobilin and urobilinogen estimation of the duo-
denal contents, so enthusiastically recommended by
Schneider,4 and subsequently by Giffin, Stanford and
Szlapka,5 was determined in five cases. Four showed
definite, and one questionable qualitative increase in

bile pigment. Three showed the abnormal presence of

urobilinogen, which amounted to 6,800, 2.400 and 1.520

dilutions, respectively; the other two cases which were
negative were undoubted cases of pernicious anemia,
and there was a well defined increase of the urobilino-

gen in the stools. We have therefore plac

confidence in the duodenal determination than in that

of the urine and stools, contrary to our expe
entertained after reading Schneider's and Giffin's

articles. It i~. of course, possible that more experience

in this method might overcome our present prejudice.

No attempt has been made to review the literature.

but we cannot refrain from referring to one or two
II. Scholz8 quotes Salomon and Charnas as

asserting that in pernicious anemia the urobilinogen

content of the stools is two or three timi •

amount, while in chronic gastritis and in cancer of the

bowel or stomach it is only a third or a half of the

normal. Scholz himself, using Authenriet's coloi

and a standard sodium phenolphthalein solution, found
that in eleven of thirteen cases of carcinoma ventriculi

the urobilinogen content of tin- stools v

reduced but that in the two i the findings

were conflicting. Further, his findings in pernicious

anemia, both in the urine and in the Stools, were not

constant. He concludes that while the urobili

content of the stool has only slight differential value, a

marked urobilin content can determine tl

the hemolysis and whether the case is suitable fur

splenectomy or not.

'in the other hand. O. H. Robertson' found an
d quantity of urobilin in th

f pernicious anemia, an

in whom
was most marked ga> :

th'- highest urobilin estima-

tion-," Mr concludes "first, that the quantity of uro-

bilin in the Stool ma) I is an approximate
urring in the

ond, that -it! h estimation is

iical value in the diagnosis of conditions ques-
tionably hemolytic in character, particularly in anemias
of uncertain type."

rtson" in a later paper states that "the variation
in the urobilin output may be taken as an it:

4. Schneider, .11'
Arch. I i ;

5. o.rTm. II 2 j. M.
i . .

IB

i .

II Urobilin in the Siool in Pernicioui Anemia
i% Inrlur; transfusion and

"• - (Sept.] 1915.

corresponding changes in the course of that disease."

McCrudden9 more recently came to very similar con-
clusions.

RESULTS

We have divided over twenty-seven cases of per-

nicious anemia into four groups according to the

of the anemia as determined by the total red

cell count. In the resenting each group, in

addition to the figures of the urobilin-urobilinogen con-
tent, we have indicated in one column the other evi-

of the hemolytic process, namely, the high color

tnd the presence in the stained smears of

,
erythroblasts and polychro-

matophilic cells. For each of these abnormalities we
have given a value of 1, so that when the table

a figure 3, it means that three of the live above enumer-
ated abnormalities are present, and so forth.

We thought it would also be of interest to tabulate

the evidence of the disease process in the nervot
tern as indicated by the presence of paresthesia, dim-
inution of objective sensibility (particularly the

vibration and the two point discrimination senses), and
inces of coordination and in the

cutaneous and tendon reflexes. If these various tests

ate applied as a routine, it is surprising how fre-

quently some evidence of a subacute degeneration of

inal cord can be demonstrated in cases of per-
nicious anemia. In fact, one cannot emphasize too
much the diagnostic value of a careful examination
of the nervous system in all cases suspected of per-
nicious anemia.

TAB] E I.—PES !' 1

i
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! at least subjective sensations sugj

early process in the sensor) tracts

We believe that the relationship of relativelj high

blood count and low urobilin and urobilinogen content

in this group may lie explained by the development ol

! of improvement, so frequent in the course of

the » li —

>

I VI GROl !' 1

<
,

\ . .
- stool rota]

3,000
l 20,560

Bono
(i UOO

,uii 7,000

10

U 1 8,925 9.19
-.''ii

Group .i comprised five cases with blood counts rang-

ing between two and three million red cells. As in

Group 1. all showed a very marked increase in the

urobilin-urobilinogen content of mine and stools, vary-

ing between 44,640 and 130,285 dilutions, or an aver-

age tor the series of 98,565 dilution-. The evidence

of disturbed hematopoiesis was more marked in this

group than in any, not excepting Group 4. Lastly,

cord involvement were presenl in tour eases

and wire questionable in the fifth.

TABLE 3.—FINDINGS in GBOUF 3
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It is not rare for a lobectomy in very incomplete
thyroidectomy to be carried out in the more toxic
patients for the purpose of reducing the hyperthyroid-
ism. But, it is just here that it is unusually dangerous
to leave behind a large amount of hyperfunctionating
thyroid. It is to the toxic cases that a very radical

thyroidectomy offers the patient the best means of
escaping the danger of immediate overwhelming intox-

ication. We leave behind a large mass of hyperfunc-
tionating thyroid tissue, throwing it into excessive
activity as we do so. Instead, we should leave behind
nothing more than a safe minimum. The removal of
"two-thirds" to "three-fourths" of the thyroid will nol

do. Irrespective of the size of the goiter, we should
leave only a few grams of the gland. Ii is possible that

ss hyperplastic than normal thyroid need be left

behind.

I have carried out the radical operation lure sug-

gested in a fair scries of cases. The operation was
not so radical in the earlier cases, and the records are

faulty in determining just how many of the series

were subjected to the complete operation. But in a

of more than 1(H) cases, dating

back over a period of five years, at Wesley Memorial
HoSpital, including the less radical operation

has been only one death. This patient became deliri-

ous on the table while the operation was in pi

under local anesthesia, and died within twelve hours
• if an intense exacerbation of all of his symptoms.
I >ne patient died while in the hospital awaiting oper-

ation. No patient who consented to operation was
refused operation or told to come back 1.

ation; that is, no opportunity was taken to avoid

extreme risks, A few preliminary ligations were made
I felt safe in carrying out thi 'ration

rely toxic cases, and undoubtedly a preliminary
i will always he preferable in a very limited

number of the more critical cases. In my experience

is been well under 10 per cent, of th-

in the same period in my service at Cook County
Hospital, the total : cases was rather small.

I operation was almost universally

carried out, no ligation being made in

. of the

patient tained. ' 'ne death occurred in the

entire series. The operation in this case was i

through without incident. The patient apparent!

dition. She died suddenly on the table

before removal from the room. No necropsy was
obtained. In thi- case tin- table was elevated to the

semisitting position during the operation. Thus, in

the two cases that terminated fat iation from
al method was made that probably had no

important pari in the result; but I believe that neither

esthesia nor 'In semisitting position is desir-

able in > .iter.

In several of tin- cases it was found tl

removal of the goiter, more thyroid tissue w;

ln-hind than was intended. In tl

part of this remaining thyroid lis-ne was Strang!

b) sewing through and through with moderate];.

catgut. While faulty in that it left a ma
behind to undergo necrosis, no had results were clin-

ically noticeable, and it served to reduce the i

lag tunc below what would have i iry to

"tit a further excision.

104 South Mi, liiy.m Wenue.

PROSTHETIC APPLIANCES IX SURGICAL
TREATMENT OF WOUNDS OF

THE FACE AX I) JAV

V. H. KAZANJIAN, CMC.. D.M.D.
Professor of Military Oral Surgery. Harvard University Dental School.

In general, maxillary splints are anchored in the

teeth a:. Jar ridges. The amount of retention

depends on the security and the method of attachment
Used, while the position and existence of teeth relative

to the fracture determine the type of splint to be

employed in a given case When an injury includes

the partial or total loss of teeth, or renders th

ing teeth unavailable as a means of anchorage, fixation

of the fragments is gained
I

1 I by the adaptation of the

splints entirely to the alveolar ridge-. (2) 1 v external

rices which acquire their support from the cra-

or ioi by sutun „ through the maxillary

,
either alone or in combination with certain

It may be necessary in I

any one or all of the fori to effect the

immobilization of the maxillary fragments.

In the evenl of extensive destruction of the maxilla
or the mandible, with consequent gaps in the continuity,

- no bony union may he anticipated; yet it is

necessary to provide that such portions as remain shall

function in order that

oral restorations may subsequently be successfully

accommodated I nless the remaining stumps of the

mandible are conserved and favored through the use of

adequate appliances, then ultimate uselessness ensues
through displacement, deformity and lack of habitual

mobility.

The teeth s, rve as tie basis for immobilization, and
at the same time as the accurate guide to the former
occlusion and i the jaws in their normal rela-

tion one to the other. If the splint is so constructed

teeth is i estored, then
-ation of the body of the inaudible in an auto-

matic position is a near certainty.

en' of the mandible by a for-

ibly accompanied by a Ii

r ridges are

ed; but in the majority of .
, when

there is exti nminution, the destruction is

continuity at the

of injury. In other woi comminution does

1} imply a practical nonapproximati
the fragments of the mandible.

In \ i Facts, it i

!

ird to

gments by the splinting to a natural
sioii, leaving modifications for application in vei

and peculiar cases I In principli is especially true

omplishment of i ai Ij fixation, l"
i au i experi-

ence has shown that in m f grave comminu-
tion, in which th- in the
continuity of the mandible and
bony union ultimately formed. In the earlv d

powers which the ti^ ues will manifest under careful

methods.
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APPLICATION OF Ml t HAN1CA] FORCJ I"

THE SOFT riSSl ES

Any comprehensive scheme of treatment for the

repair of bone is tempered by the condition of the sofl

tissues, :ui(l the construction of a splint for the immo-
bilization of a maxillary fracture is influenced by the

L ;-' i

Fig. 1.— Band and wire splint with a perpendicular wire or T. A
vulcanite piece with grooves corresponding to the wire is made of

sufficient bulk to prevent tissue contraction, and at a later stage it

connection with plastic operations.

nature (if the wound of tin- fact-. The surgeon's aim

store all tissues as nearl) .1- possible to a normal

state, in other words, to repair the injured bones with-

- of function, ami to close the wounds with the

pi ;sible distortion, sear formation or adhesion.

If no appreciable loss of -oft and hard tissues has

occurred, then these objects are easier of attainment:

hut if. cut the contrary, a distinct loss has taken place,

it becomes necessary to resort t<> plastic operations for

the correction of soft tissue deformity, and to utilize

as functional and cosmetic substitutes

for bony tissue.

In a strict sense, the splint deals with the repair of

bone. I'm in nearly all cases of gunshot wound of the

nd the jaw. the involvement of the soft tissues

is appreciable, a circumstance which likewise can he

met by the construction and adaptation of an appliance.

Such an appliance may be in reality an integral part of

the splint or an adjunct to it, or it may be entirely

separate from it.

A band and an
the manaioie, wnne ti

brought to alincment by means of wire sutures through the bone

splint maintains the correct relation of

idible, while thi ements are

Experience ha- shown that the treatment of the

fracture cannot be carried out as ;i thing apart from

the wound of the face ; and in bringing about the repair

of both hard and so lue regard must bi

to each in the construction of mechanical devices. As

a case under treatment progresses from day to day,

slight or even radical change- are frequently indicated

in the splints fir appliances, and often surgical assis-

tance is necessary or may uwA to hasten the patient's

recovers 0! forestall a certain deformity. Just as the

care of the wound and the fracture should not be

reduced to two distinct, separate procedures, so the

mechanical ami surgical technics are inseparable; for

perhaps a proposed operation would fail without the

help of a suitable mechanical device, and perhaps a

certain device would serve no purpose unless adapted

and applied by surgical assistance.

The mechanical devices used mi the soft tissues are

intended primarily to direct the course of recovery
and not to correct a deformity. Their greatest useful-

ness is to be obtained by their application at an early

period i'l the- treatment of a patient, when undt sired

conditions can be anticipated and the occurrence of
disfigurement prevented.

Appliances may be used immediately after injury to

support the soft tissues, for al tins tune the parts are

sofi and still flexible, though inflamed. Gentle pres
sure applied to the facial tissues during the early course

of healing is a satisfactory means of averting undue
contraction.

Appliances are also used intra-orally to keep the

tissues in a stale which prevents undue adhesions to

the alveolar ridges, and therefore maintains a more
suitable held for the reception of later artificial restora-

1 'ie. 3.—The band and a

1 rior segments, wh
during the process

splint maintains the correct relation of

ic vulcanite appliance supports the soft

tions. If this aspect of the treatment is neglected, then

the ultimate ideals will not be attainable. In orthopedic

surgery, the operative technic is modified as far as

circumstances permit to facilitate the adaptation of

artificial limbs; and the same practice is advisable, and
even obligatory, in the treatment of injuries of the face

and jaws. The remaining tissues must be prepared for

the artificial restorations which will constitute the last

phase of the treatment.

As a rule, appliances of a semipermanent nature are

indispensable to the success of a plastic operation on

the soft tissues. During the work liny serve to hold

the contour of the face, lips or nose from within, and
in general to act as a support for the soft tissues, as

did the natural bony structure of the parts involved

prior to the injury.

CLASSIFICATION OF FKACTIKES

As stated heretofore, in order to utilize the mechan-
ical appliances intelligently, it is necessary to have a

comprehensive knowledge of the principles governing

the application of splints, and for this reason a prac-

11 al classification of fractures i- of service. Many
mii li 1 lassifications are offered. The one which I pre-

sented in I'M 5 was based on the location of the frac-

tures in relation to the mechanical forces governing the

construction of splints, and was faithfully used in the
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oral surgery department of the Harvard unit until the

termination of our services with the British army.

FRACTURES OF THE MANDIBLE

1. Fractures .Anterior to the Last Existing Tooth.—
In this type, the sound teeth on both sides of the frac-

ture serve as a basis of anchorage for the splint which
reduces the displacement. The splints are mi

only to accommodate the variations of extent of injury

between these existing teeth.

Figure 1 shows a very common type of injury of the

mandible, in the treatment of which metal caps or

bands are fitted to the teeth and connected by a strong

arch wire. If the area of fracture is extensive, the

arch is naturally longer, and carries at about its middle

a short, perpendicular wire, the purpose of which is to

form the source of achment for a rem-
ance of vulcanite rubber for the support of tl

This combination of splint and appliance

Fig. 4.— Irani

there art no teeth available on

illustrates the use of mechanical devices both for the

of the bone and of the -oft tissue; the metal

splint holds the pan- of the fractured mandible in the

CLASSIFICATION OF FRACTfRF.S IN RF.I.ATION TO
MECHANICAL FORCES GOVERNING nil'.

[NTS

.3. Edentulous

existing

to the la '

'

f alveolar process

with or

partial loss < !

.'.nil or
without I

le and ( The foregoing conditions in com-
maxilla . .. .

|

loaa of

lures

of tissue

I position, and the vulcanite serves to prevent
quent adhi

the muscular tissue.
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fracture "i. for the attachment of vulcanite appliances

and for tin- suspension of smaller fragments of the

mandible by means of wire sutures t Fig. 4).

In tlii— type of fracture, great inconvenience is

experienced because of the fad thai the portion of the

Immobilization and preatl) displaced segments
of a fractured mandible when no teeth ;ire available for the attach-

When the arch an<i

replaced by a vulcanite intermaxill additional

!
rocured by means of an external chin piece, as in

r'igurc 13.

mandible which is devoid of teeth Ins a pronounced

tendency to be displaced upward, outward and for

ward, thus lessening the natural intermaxillary space

al this region. In order to overcome this fact, a small

intermaxillary splint of vulcanite is constructed for the

edentuli of the jaw, having its bearing on the

upper occlusal surfaces of the teeth and the lower

alveolar tis ue. This appliance is held in place by its

lit to the tissues, and by attachment to the

wire arch which passes over the injured area < Fig. 5).

3. Condition in Which There Are No Teeth Adja-

cent to the Fracture.— If the fractured lower jaw is

edentulous, the process of immobilization is rendered

ult, and the control of the fragments is not

securely.

If the fracture is not severely comminuted and the

displacement of the parts of the mandible is not pro-

nounced, then satisfactory fixation is gained by the

adjustment of the ordinary intermaxillary splint, which

fits the remaining alveolar ridges and the upper ridges

and teeth. The intermaxillary splint may be con-

structed in sections to facilitate introduction into the

mouth
If the comminution and displacement are sevi

there exist fragments of the bone which can be saved,

then the following mean- of immobilization is n

to: A heavy arch wire is attached to the i

segments of the mandible and passes over the injured

io this the fragments are suspended and drawn

forward and upward by means of wire sutures; and

the assembled lower jaw, as a whole, is immobilized

D) mean-- of intermaxillary ligatures which pass from

the lower arch wire to a metal splint applied to the

teeth "i the uninjured upper jaw (Fig. 7). After a

few weeks, when the fragments have become consoli-

dated and the 1 i u 1 1 1 sutures have lost their efficacy, the

lowi i splinting is removed, and an intermaxillary splint

of v ul< anite replaces it.

In cases in winch the lower jaw presents no teeth,

and there is a large gap in the continuity in which there

.ue no fragments worth conserving, a splint is used to

keep the posterior fragments in a- good condition as

po ible. This comprises small intermaxillary splints

for both sides—accurately lilted between the man-
dibular stumps and the posterior teeth of the upper
jaw—which are joined either by a heavy wire, or by a

pii i
of heavy plate metal which allows a certain

amount of flexibility ( Fig. 8 ).

It is important to emphasize the necessity of caring

for almost any portion of the lower jaw which remains.

Even though there is left only a short slump of the

mandible at the angle, it should he favored and, by the

application of an appliance, kept active, free from

adhesions and in good anatomic position, with a view
to its service later as a means of support for oral

restorations.

FRACTURES OF THE UPPER JAW
In some respects, the maxilla is in extreme contrast

to the mandible: It is sufficiently rigid to prevent

complete fracture

from its attach-

ment ; but, at the

rii i ime, it i iffers

greater resistance

to a penetrating

foreign body, thus

transmitting frac-

tures to the nasal

bones and other

structures which
are in anatomic
proximity. The
structural delicacy
/^f ;»c rt . ., ., mandible posteriorly. The vulcanite fits the
OI US parts con mandibulai ;ti mps, and adhi ions, displace-

and inactivity are averted.

1
i .. hrii. nl tO Ui''

fulness and conl

Fig. 9.—The model show di rti H

lion of the no ilia

a i
'

" i ill t n lit n

ture is immobili
li' nl .ill wire splint ci n

i uli nil ii
i

• plate

.11. ..I ili. splint, and ha

di ii I
1 '- idhi inn- .ma i i.i-i t

I also i. later as a supporting appliance in

lion with plastic operations.

duces to extensive comminution. In cases of partial

or complete fracture of the upper jaw, the n ultan!

di placemenl is lateral if the comminution is slight;

but if it is great, the displacement i- downward.
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1. Fracture of the Alveolar Process.—The simplest
type of fracture of the upper jaw is that in winch the
piece of metal causes comminution of the alveolar

Fig. 10.—fiuMa-pcrrha is fitted to the forehead and temporal regions
taincd by a headgear of webbing. The wire arch which passes

in front of the face rotates in the holes in front of thi

allow a wider range of : [r, this illustration, the ends of
the arch arc threaded and pass th gh small i rhich have

in the gutta-percha) with nuts t" control the length. In other instances,
the ends of the facial arch may be bent at riplit angles 1" allow direct

I he median wire controls the bciRhl of the arch.
of the appliance serves as an anchor .

anfl f«.r nasal and facial sttppo

process. In some instances tin- i- accompanied by
lines of fracture which radiate to Other pan- of the

bone. The treatment of such cases is primarily sur-

gical, since no definite repair of the bony ti

possible, and consists of the removal of loose and use-

less spicules and fragments, followed by the approxi-
mation nf the borders of the lacerated mucous mem-
brane, provided the inflammation is not severe.

It i-. highly desirable to construct a vulcanit
plate which fits the entire mucous surfaces of the
injured maxilla, and which has an accurate i

I

with the lower teeth. The purpose of this

appliance is to mold the palate and alveolar ridge as
the healing goes on, in order that no objectionable
muscular adhesions which would render the retention
of a denture difficult at a later date shall he allowed

nil.

trtial Fracture of the Maxilla.— In addition to
an injury to the alveolar process, thi - ur the
fracture of a part of the maxilla, with attendant dis-
placement and mobility of a portion. The fixation of

• segment i- accomplished by using tin- solid
part of th,- maxilla as a point of anchorage i I

This immobilization is effected by the use of a tightly

fitting jacket splint or by a band and arch wire
cemented to the teeth. If the latter method is adopted,
a jacket splint or a removable vulcanite piece should
he used in conjunction with it, it the wound of the soft

tissues is of appreciable size, to support the face about
the affected area. The same procedure is indicated
when the injury is confined to the palate.

3. Complete Fracture of the Maxilla.—Comminution
and laceration of the entire maxilla is not rare. It is

evident that in the event of this condition there is no
basis of anchorage for immobilization available within
the mouth, as in the types of cases previously described,
and that extra-oral means of support must he used.
Before proceeding further with the description of the
splint.s needed, it is advisable to show the construction
of a headgear which meets the requirements of the

condition.

Gutta-percha, 4 mm. thick (as used in orthopedic
surgery), is cut to fit the forehead and temporal
regions, softened in hot water and then bandaged over
these parts until it has regained its natural hardness.
The headgear is completed l>y tin- addition of webbing
straps which form a sort of cap over the head. From

FiK. II.-
I

method of

'tie maxilla following
ixilta, this

the lower ends of the gutta-percha, at about th

of the tragus of the ear. a heavj arch win
which passes just in front of the mouth. A stiff hut

lighter wire illy over t!
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the median lino of the arch to the median line of the

gutta-percha (Fig. 10). After the headgear has been

fitted, the occipital region of the head may be shaved

and adhesive tape used to secure the webbing which

covers that part to the skin. Thus, either the gutta

—Adjustment of the splints to the arch wire; compare
10.

percha or the arch is available as a firm anchorage for

nasal, facial, intra-oral or extra-oral attachments; and
the appliance may be modified in many ways to meet

the requirements of an individual condition.

A simple case of fracture of the entire maxilla, with

lacement, may he effectively treated by strung

bandaging of the head and jaws with the teeth set in

natural occlusion. This condition, however, is more
usually encountered in accidental fractures.

The upper jaw, as the result of gunshot injury, may
be reduced to a number of small fragments, with some
attendant lnss of tissue. When this is the case, it is

i:'. r-.--.iry first to assemhle the parts in good relation,

and then to effect immobilization by means of extra-

oral appliances. The well known Kingsley splint,

anchored to the arch wire of the headgear, is admirably

suited to complete the fixation.

Large, open wounds of the nose and zygomatic
region often have intimate connection with the maxilla,

permitting the fixation of the upper jaw by means of a

wire suture passed directly through its upper aspect,

which suspends it from the headgear directly. Sup-
plementary support may be given to the jaw by a chin

to press the lower jaw continuously

in occlusion with the upper teeth i Fig. 11 ).

If the foregoing methods do not meet tin- situation

in certain in the following method may be

utilized: The teeth of the sound lower jaw are cov-

ered with a cap splint which carries a small attachment
—hook, tube, etc.—at its median line. F.la-tic force

is used from this attachment to the headgear to pull

the lower jaw against the upper, thus producing a fixa-

tion with good relation of the teeth after consolidation.

In applying splints to the upper jaw, there are cer-

tain facts which should be observed. The fragments
tend to become firm sooner after injury than in the

fracture of the lower jaw, and the consequent
displacement is very hard to correct. Early fixation,

even if it be but temporary, is indicated.

In the case of comminution "i" the upper jaw, pro

vided there are sufficient teeth remaining In reconstruct

a useful dentition, the occlusion of these teeth naturally

serves as the best guide for the position of fixation

But if that method of splinting is ti-ed which brings

i In teeth into operation, the point at which the teeth

cinne into occlusion is the point fur immobilization, and
not the point at which the maxilla meets resistance

from pressure by the splinting against associated struc-

tures. In other words, the comminuted maxilla is so

mobile that it can be pushed upward or inward a con-
siderable distance beyond its former anatomic position.

If the Kingsley splint is used, it should be so con-

structed that the occlusal surfaces of the teeth are

visible, and in actual emit act with the lower teeth with-

out the intervening thickness a\ vulcanite or metal.

FRACTURES OF BOTH Till'. MANDIBLE AND
MAXILLA

Fractures of both the mandible and maxilla are quite

common. The general principles and methods used in

the immobilization of the parts are a combination of

those already outlined. If there exists partial fracture

of the maxilla, then the parts are assembled first, next,

the lower jaw is repaired, and, if necessary and avail-

able, support is provided for the mandible from the

splint applied to the maxilla, if the remaining firm

portion of the latter is capable of withstanding the

strain put on it without injury. If a solid portion of
the upper jaw cannot be utilized, or if the patient is.

Fig. 13.—Chin piece used when upward ami forward pn sure on the

tissues is required. The rods of the chin piece pass upward through'
metal tubi I

I be carries an irregular shaped wire, the lower

end of which is bent at a right angle to ill", rotation in a second
tul>c att;i ,<Igear, and the upper end of which passes to

the temporal region. The lower elastic causccs upward pressure, while
the clastic at the temporal region gives the forward pressure.

edentulous, then, in case of necessity, the headgear may
be used to supply the desired basis of anchorage

(Fig. 12).
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If both jaws are edentulous, then the intermaxillary

vulcanite splint, preferably made in two sections to

facilitate introduction in the mouth, is used, and aided

in its adaptation, if necessary, by attachment to the

headgear, or by pressure beneath from a chin piece

(Fig. 13).

UNITED FRACTURES OF THE MAN-
DIBLE TREATED BY BONE

GRAFT

PRELIMINARY REPORT *

F. J. TAINTER, M.D.

Major, M. C, I'. S. Army

Sf. CHARLES. MO.

The severe injuries of the jaw, incurred in the past

war, necessitated some formulating and standardizing

of treatment. The chronology is rather interesting

because economic questions entered somewhat into die

manner they were handled, especially in the beginning

Fig. 1.—Cole's pcdicled graft: incision made so that craft can be
taken from opposite side of mandible, if necessary; intratracheal anes-
thesia.

of the war, when men were scarce and it was necessary

to get many back to the front in the shortest
|

time.

My observations were made while serving with the

British al various hospitals in London, and during a

personal experience in the clinic of Messrs. Cole and
Bubb, at King G& ital.

roydon, one of the largest jaw hospitals in Eng-
land, Mr. Colyer shortened the period of i onval
and got most marvelous results by approximating the

broken fragments at the expense of occlusion, depend
logon extractions and artificial dentures to give what
I s,-,u to be nearly if not perfeel fum tional results.

Summaries of the results of autogenous bom
for defects of the lower jaw, from various operators
in tin- different countries, including _'.v of the enemy,

i by Lindemann at Diisseldorf, justified its gen
cral use.

_
I he technic was slowly improved, and the per

of "taki iroportionately. Grafts were taken

from the rib, tibia and ilium, and osteoperiosteal grafts

had their percentage of successes.

Free bone grafts embedded in vascular tissue were

conscientiously and deliberately attempted by Imbert

and Real to remedy bony defects in the mandible.

loss of bone; fragments itnmo-

Such attempts were made with the idea that the graft

would be more likely to succeed after its nutrition had

been definitely determined by the establishment of

fresh vascular connections. They found that if the

graft was embedded more than from three to four

weeks it so softened that effective fixation could not be

attained. In all cases the results as regards bony union

were a complete failure.

Mr. Cole, a highly trained and skilled surgeon, chief

of the maxillofacial department of King Georg
pital. maintained from the beginning that the ideal

treatment should be applied to the jaw, as well as to

Kr 1.
1 hcfr.rr the Sectii

t the American
June, 1919.

.V I .

other parts of the body, where there was los^ ,,f hone.

In bis rience in the treatment of

ununited fractures of the mandible, he developed what

is generally known in England and thi

Cole's pedit led bone graft I

ihiny-

f P Brit. M t t
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five cases, in nearly all of which 1 had the pleasure to

assist. 1 had the opportunity, while in hi^ service al

the Kins; George Hospital, to do seventeen additional

bone grafts and three at LI. S. Arm) General Hospital

rig. 4.—Drilling anterior and posterior fragment preparatory to

wiring.

Willi the exception of a few cases, in which opera-

tion was performed just before I left England, the

success in practically all was assured. The exact statis-

tics, however, will be published in a later paper, which

will include many cases which are awaiting hone graft

in my service in i ieneral 1 lospital Xo. 40.

I have carried out the technic as worked by Mr. Cole,

not finding ii nea ssar) to vary in the least, and the

Fig. !

forceps.

and graft ;,ft held

accompanying illustrations are made after that technic.

The nontouch or "knife and fork" surgery, as it has

been called, is most scrupulously carried out. A piece

of the mandible about a quarter of an inch wide is

removed with the electric saw. leaving attached muscle

and fascial tissue, which includes the platysma myoides
and usually most or all of one hi two of the anterior

bellies of the digastric muscle. This grafl is shifted

across the gap and wired firmly to the anterior and

posterior fragments.
I he grafl is very viable and bleeds readily; in one

ease there was present a spurting vessel from the cut

surface df the graft. In exposing the fragments,

should the mucous lining of the mouth he opened, ii is

better to abandon the operation and wait until it closes,

I [owever, in one case of mine a salivary fistula resulted

which showed that I had opened into the mouth; hut

it closed in a few clays and tile grafl gave perfe< I union

in the usual length of time.

There was perhaps no other clinic, especially in the

beginning of the war, that heller appreciated the valu-

able i ' inn li nation of dentist and surgeon. Mr. Bubb, a

very keen, skilful and resourceful dentist, had charge
of the dental maxillofacial department of the clinic.

The mechanically perfect, though complicated ortho

dontic splints which have grown out of the valuable

teachings of Claud Martin were not adapted to war

pla

-Cirnft in place: wires twisted tight and a few catgut sutures

obliterate dead space under pedicle.

purposes, when hundreds of jaw cases are treated and

time and lack of mechanics are a factor. The stand-

ardized splint was termed hy Mr. Bubb a "modified

detachable Gunning." The open bite splint was used

universally, and the factures treated in terms of the

upper jaw. Impressions were taken in sections, if need

be, and assembled on a proper articulator. The pos-

terior fragment was always most carefully controlled

and put in proper relation to the anterior fragment and

the upper jaw.

The distinct advantage of the open bite which is

appreciated by the surgeon has other things to com-
mend it. Trismus was unknown in patients treated in

our clinic.

Plastic operations of the mouth should always be

done in the open bite. Extension appliances with intra-

oral pads which were always used before any extensive

plastic operation, were made detachable, and of wire,

so that they could be quickly adjusted with the pliers,

a great advantage or improvement over the complicated

jackscrews with bolts and nuts to adjust. All plastic

reparation was invariably done first, before a bone

graft was attempted, a reasonable length of time being
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allowed to pass for the tissues to clear up from a possi-

ble latent infection in the tissues. In some cases the

time was materially reduced, as we found that liberties

could be taken with the pedicled graft which would
not be tolerated with the free graft.

When it was deemed necessary to thicken the walls

so as to make a proper bed for the graft, decalcified

bone was introduced beneath the skin, after it had been
undermined. This worked most admirably. The
process of absorption developed a g 1 fibrous wall

which could he used in from four to six weeks. We
were struck with the tolerance the tissues had for this

foreign body, even after it was put into a septic bed.

This was a substitute for the fat graft, and it was soon

used exclusively for filling spaces after depressed scars

were raised.

In edentulous cases a circumferential wire was used
around the body or ramus of the mandible and Fastened

to the splint. This maintained the proper position of

the fragments until the contraction of the muscles was

no longer a great factor in misplacements. The wire

could usually he removed in several weeks, after which

a saddle or gutter appli-

ance attached to the I iun-

ning splint well controlled

the fragments.

Intratracheal anesthesia

was invariably the choice,

in which we were fortu-

nate to have the expert

services of Mr. Francis

Shipway.
While the roentgen ray

was deceptive in some
cases in the determination

of the progress of osteo-

genesis, the marked and
uniform di (Terence be-

I
free and pedicled

graft proved that the

pedicled graft is supe-

rior, because it remains a

live graft throughout the

process of repair and does
not absorb, as we have noted the free grafts do. both

in many of our own cases and in those done in France
and Switzerland.

Safety Zone for Babies.—According to a report on infant

mortality in Saginaw. Mich., given out by the Children's

Bureau of the U. S. Department of Labor, it is mere than

six times as dangerou born in on<

el the town as hi another, The investiga bureau
have shown that the essentials of i

that a majority hers in it musl earn a living

the mothers must not he employed during tl
i

i.r tin- year following the baby's birth, the mothers must

proper care when thi ire born, both fathers

and mothers must he able t" read ami write, ami tin- babies

INFECTED FRACTURES
MAXILLAE*

OF THE

E. P. DAMERi )\".

I s.

D.D.S.

Army

In the brief period of time allotted for this discus-
sion of infected fractures of the maxillae, I will nut
enter into a detailed description of them, but will con-
line the paper to a few observations made in connection
with work done at one of our hospitals, at which
such cases were received for treatment.

These fractures range from simple fractures to those
associated with great loss of bony substance and the

enveloping flesh. The treatment of simple fractures

requires only approximation of the parts and fixation

of the jaws by various means already understood,
accompanied by proper care and cleanliness. This is

the type of fracture usually dealt with in civil practice,

and infection rarely occurs.

Fractures due to gunshot injuries in the war .ire

accompanied with and
complicated by projection

of bone and tooth frag-

ments into the surround-
ing Soft tissue-,, loss of
bone substance, extreme
laceration of the flesh,

and the presence of for

eign bodies and pus-form-
ing organisms, all open
wounds being infected by

these organisms.

I In- early treatment of

these cases has been fully

outlined previously, such

as the work done at dress-

ing stations, and at field,

evacuation and base hos-

pitals. Those that came
under observation and
treatment at I ieneial Hos-
pital No. 11 had all re-

ceived some previous treatment inn still presented

ununited fractures, union having been delayed by

infection.

Many of the patients wore excellent denial splints,

so that fixation was ace plished. In some, the loss

of bone was so great that union was not to be expected

(though the amount of hone that forms in some of

surprising i, and hone grafting was neces-

sary. Bone grafting too early after healing of the

wound i~ to be avoided, experience here, as elsewhen .

having shown thai latent infection in closed wounds
edingly likely to he violently aroused, and the

graft lost, A large percentage of the cases pri

. external and internal, and required Ereqm ntmust be hot In the ward in Saginaw where
tin- hast favorable i revailed, one babj out of dies, nig and irrigation with either physiologic sodium

ompared with chlorid solution or surgical solution ol chlorinated

ith in every thirty-four babies in the
'

In tin- ward having infant mortality, a

"t' the fathers hail very small
mortality rate for the babies -i working mothers v.

pared with 78.3 for those whose mothers wi

gainfully employed. In Saginav, th<

the babies were due primarily to prenatal causes. Thus the

environment an. I economic condition at birth
mines to a great extent whether or not it shall survive.

-,i. la i 1 takin's solution i

In ibis connection, the following appears in a

number of Reviev </ II > Surgery and Medicine:

It is stated by Groves that the probability of latent infec-

tion, and the l< duration in any
|

,„ o( lh«
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rtion t" the extent of the primary wound and its

i infection; the amount of seal tissue deposited
between the tissues; the length of time during which mani-
fest infection is known t<> have been present, and the extent

involvement
and Hiui, however, s.u that latent infection is

due to the persistence of bacteria for a long period within
the dense structure and the canaliculi. There they :irc pro-

tected from the body fluids and phagocytic cells. They fur-

is particularly essential that no loose bone Fragments
be removed From the site of the Fracture if there is

the slightest attachment to the tissues. I'.onc fragments
apparently hopelessly injured will often recover their

vitality and serve as a valuable matrix for new bone
formation, even should some of these fragments be
thrown off later, it having been found that bone fills

in more rapidly than when extreme euretlement has

Fir. 1 (Case 2).—Two sinuses from infec-

tion by teeth in line of fracture; five months
after injury.

2 (Case 2).—Five teeth in fr Fig. 3 (Case 2).—Teeth removed; union
occurring, sinuses healed; after twenty days.

ther state that the presence of organisms within the dead

bone (whether in sequestra or in portions still attached to

living bone) rather than in the soft tissue, is probably the

cause of the sinus and the occurrence of the acute recrudes-

cences of infection or flare after secondary procedure.

By the gradual erosion of the sequestrum at the bottom of

the sinus, as well as the outgrowth of bacteria from this

nidus of infection, continued reinfection of the sinus tract

may occur.

SEARCH FOR THE CAUSE OF INFECTION

The problem, then, was to discover and remove the

cause of continued irritation and infection in these

been done. Piersol states that on the inner surface of

the inferior maxilla one may trace the mylohyoid ridge

running upward and backward from the sublingual

fossa past the molars. Above this line the bone is

covered by the mucous membrane of the mouth. Dis-

eases of this portion find expression in the oral cavity.

Those of the lower portion of the bone are likely to

involve the soft parts and the glands of the neck.

Aided, then, by roentgenograms, clinical evidence and
anatomic relations, careful search was made to find

the cause of the nonunion of these old fractures.

Fig. 4 (Case 4).—Sinus from injury below
mylohyoid ridge; four months after injury.

6 (Case 4).—Union occurrin
at of scquestrums and tooth;

cases, most of which had received attention that in

great numbers of fractures had effected a cure.

It was noticeable that the larger number of infected

fractures occurred in the mandible. Maxilla fractures

barely exhibited pus-discharging sinuses.

A well-established therapeutic procedure, when
anatomically possible, is to remove the infection by

surgical operation. Again most writers agree that it

Foreign bodies, bits of metal, etc., were rarely found,

having been no doubt removed in previous treatment.

A few cases exhibited bits of shattered bone or bone

sequestrums that were being exfoliated. These were

removed, and union quickly followed. There yet

remained cases showing no foreign bodies, no scques-

trums, jaws rigidly fixed by interlocking dental splints,

still evidencing no sign of union. (We have, however,
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noted the occurrence of union in a few cases in which
infection was present.)

One method of securing immobility appears to me
to have been in itself a cause of lack of union as well

as causing unnecessary loss of teeth, namely, the wir-

ing together of the jaws by twisting ligature wire

around the necks of the teeth and tying the ends to

the ends of similar wires attached to opposing teeth,

thus holding the jaws in occlusion. This method should
be employed only as a temporary measure. Longer
period of wiring causes the wired teeth to become
loosened, permitting motion to the jaw, elongating the

teeth; the mucous membrane becoming swollen and
suppurative, often infected and discharging pus, while
extraction of the teeth often becomes necessary. This
is especialy true when there is much loss of bone sub-

stance, the strain being too great for them.

RETENTION' OF LOOSE TEETH AND POSSIBLE
RESULTS

In addition to the retention of bone fragments in the

areas of the fracture, we have also been advised by
most writers that the teeth loosened should also be
retained. One writer clearly states that "loose teeth

tered. A few pulps were not completely devitalized

in appearance, but registered no sensation even when
removed.

INSUFFICIENCY OF ROENTGENOLOGY TO DISCLOSE
THE TRUE CONDITION

Roentgenograms do not show the condition clearly.

Possibly the pulps had not been devitalized a sufficient

length of time. The teeth had not changed color, trans-

illumination and electric current giving no positive

results. The roentgenogram does, however, show the

relation of the teeth to the fracture, and an exploratory

drill soon demonstrated the vital or nonvital condition

of the pulp. The removal of these dead pulps and the

filling of the root canals, as is done in routine dental

practice, is practically impossible in most cases, for

various reasons, and extraction was the only alterna-

tive. I am happy to say, the results were so satisfactory

that any regret over the loss of the teeth soon passed

away.
This statement is not intended as a condemnation of

all teeth in the line of fracture of the maxillae. We
observed something over 200 cases, whereas there were
several thousand cases in the war. The conclusion

Pig.

injury.

Fig. 8 (Case 5).—Teeth and

posterior fragment depressor.
iplint

Fig. ) ((

following

i in this

n union of fractures
II teeth after thirty

teeth prolonged the

should be replaced in their sockets, no matter how
loose they appear to be in the fracture, as they will

eventually tighten in place." We observed thai this

practice had been followed in most of our cases and
found no fault with it. However, as time passed, all

other causes having been removed, the teeth naturally

came under suspicion. Colonel Blair, on seeing

patients, did not hesitate to condemn the teeth. My
. I. untenant McCauley, and I did not at first

concur with him in this; but, all other means having

ted without result, we i ti eth in

or adjacent to the line of fracture in two or three

cases and were surprised to note the rapidity with
which union occurred thereafter.

The extracted teeth were carefully examined. The
pulps were found to be devitalized, absent,

the root-ends were resorbed, sharp-pointed like a car-

pel tack, or were roughened and pitted. The
raentum was destroyed from 1 to _' nun. thi

length from apex to crown. Foul odor was also

ible.

T he plan was then adopted of drilling an exploratory
on into every tooth in the vicinity of a fracture,

and in nearly every instance a dead pulp was encoun-

d i- that if union is delayed, careful examination
of the adjacent teeth should be made, possibly by an
opening into the teeth. The firmness of the teeth often

leads one to believe them unaffected, but it is belter to

have a firm union with no tooth than a firm tooth with
no union.

Bone equestrums u ually exfoliate; teeth ran
The coi yarding teeth in or near the line of
fracture being identical in so many cases, we made
a careful study of the matter and desire to submit
extracted teeth and roentgenograms to substantiate

the statement, especially since it is contrary to the

Usual belief.

Effort was made to retain teeth for abutments in

ttions. Patients wen- held as long
as ninety days before such teeth were extract

delayed union was the onlj result. \\ e have found that

following extraction the fracture quickly united, [f

partially united and springy, springiness disappeared,
pus cli i pped, sinuses closed in a few days,

and the patients invariably expressed satisfaction and
it not prc\ iously enjoyed.

Case 1.— E., wounded, Get 14, 1918, arrived, April is. 1919,

six monthl after injury. There was DO union.
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sc py revealed the teeth in line

i! 1". 1919. The teeth were extracted the same day.

Ttu- sinus closed, April 25. 1919. Roentgenoscopy, Maj 25,

1919, revealed the union five weeks aftei extraction ol teeth,

wounded, Sept. 29, 1918, arrived, Vpril 4, 1919,

five months after injury. There was no union. Two sinuses

were present Roentgenoscopy revealed teeth in the line of

fracture. April -4. 1919. The teeth were extracted the same
day. Roentgenoscopy, April 24, 1919, revealed the sinuses

closed, union of fragments occurring in twenty days

I, B. was suffering from a bilateral fracture of the

mandible, having been wounded, Sept. 2C
', 1919. He arrived,

April (>. 1919, six months alter injury. There was no union.

A sinus was present in the right cheek. Roentgenoscopy,
April 6, 1919, revealed the teeth in the line of fracture. The
teeth were extracted. May 2o. 1919, the sinus had healed,

with union on the left side and a hone graft on the right side

after seven weeks.

I -D., wounded. Oct. 21, 1918. arrived, Fch. 10. 1919,

four months after injury. A sinus and a springy union were
present. Roentgenoscopy, Fch. 11, 1919. revealed tin teeth

and sequestrums in the line of fracture. The teeth and
sequestrums were removed. Roentgenoscopy, March 13, 1919,

revealed a union and the sinus closed after thirty-two days.

5 I... wound 1918, arrived Nov. Id, 1918,

three months after the injury. Roentgenoscopy revealed hone

sequestrums removed, drainage on neck, Oct. 11, 1918. Feb.

observation with people who are operated on foi tumors of

th< iaw undei a general anesthetic, that the death rate is apt

to be \<i\ high because of lung complications due to aspira

tion. When time permits, local anesthetics are preferable.

ted case-, primary repair of the soft I issues can he

made to great advantage but the bones should be restored

immediately to their proper positions and held there We
probablj had about 2. .ilWI cases of face and jaw injuries in

the war, most ol them occurring between July 14 and Nov.
11, 1918. Only about 600 of these men returned to this coun-
try as patients, the remainder being discharged over there.

ii wa! chief!} due to the number oi skilled dentists we had
available that this result was possible. The work of Dr.

Kazan] ian was known to all Of the Allies and I was very

proud that he came from an American school. It is impos-

sible t" give an intelligent discussion, in the 4(111 words
allotted, of the vast amount of work he has presented. The
work necessitated by this war has put hone grafting of the

lower jaw on a firm basis. I think the only definite rules

are that it should he an autogenous graft of live hone and
should be placed in a clean field. Whether one selects the

rih. the tibia or the ilium should depend rather on the con-

formation of the bone needed than on any other consideration.

The periosteum and endosteum should he preserved over as

great an area as possible. The greatest danger to these

grafts is not failure of primary healing but subsequent
absorption which always takes place unless union is firm and

Fig. 10 (Case 7).—

S

to infection hy teeth
months after injury,

11, 1919, union had taken place. This case is used to show
injury to bone. Drainage through neck was for anatomic

reasons. Union in this case was delayed sixty days in the

attempt to save the teeth.

Case 6.—H., wounded. Oct. 14, 1918, arrived, March 4, 1919.

Springiness of union and sinus were present alter five and
one-half months. The first roentgenogram, March 4. 1919.

revealed teeth in the line of fracture. The teeth were
extracted. The sinus was closed in ten days—April 5.

Radiogram, May 2, 1919, revealed union thirty day aftei

extraction.

Case /.—M.. wounded, Aug. 10, 1918, arrived, Dec. 20, 1918.

four months after injury. There was no union and much
infection. The first roentgenogram. Dec. 20, 1918, disclosed

the teeth in the line of fracture. The teeth were extracted,

December 20. The second roentgenogram, Jan. 15, 1919,

revealed the fracture united after twenty-five clays.

Numerous other eases came under observation and
treatment with similar results.

5TRACT OF DISCUSSION
I APERS OF DRS. KAZANJIAN, TAINTED AND DAMERON

Dr. V. P. Blair. St. Louis : The lives of many patients

can be saved or the convalescence period shortened by proper

early treatment. Then comes the question of death or severe

illness as a secondary result of the injury. It is a very old

occurring; sinus closed, after twenty-five days.

the hone is subjected to functional strain. The fewer sutures

or wires used to hold it in place the better, as fancy mor-

tising operations give a higher percentage of failures. In the

reconstruction work, dental splints are a most important item

and often present most complicated problems. These have

been well met by such men as Dameron and a number of

others who have been working in hospitals devoted to recon-

struction of the face.

Dr. C. W. Waldron, Ste. Anne de Bcllevue, Quebec,

Canada: I would like first to tell you how glad the mem-
bers of the British, Canadian, Australian and New Zealand

sections of the Queen's Hospital at Sidcup were to have the

large number of American surgeons and dental officers with

us for duty, and also to have those who were stationed in

other parts of England come and watch our work. We cer-

tainly enjoyed their company and their help. They gave us

many new ideas, and we were very sorry that Col. Sir

Arbuthnot Lane was unable to swing an American section

around to the Queen's Hospital at Sidcup. Bone grafting of

the lower jaw is one of my pet subjects. I feel that it is

nothing like the problem thai il was three or four years ago.

In the case of fractures with a moderately well nourished

bed between the end of the bones, and wdiere the bones are

quality and good size, free grafts arc very success-

ful. The problems in so far as mandibular bone grafting is

concerned are, to my mind, now confined entirely to those

cases where there is practically no tissue bed, that is not
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more than two or perhaps three millimeters of connective

tissue between the external skin surface and the mucous
membrane of the mouth. In these casts. 1 feel that the

pedicle grafts, as advocated by Mr. Percival Cole of King
George"s Hospital. London, or the osteoperiosteal grafts, are

indicated as they have a much better chance of living than

free grafts. Another problem is the control of the pi sterior

fragment, where there is a tendency to fixation. That is a

matter, of course, of cooperation between the dental surgeon

and the surgeon. The institution of very early mobility is

indicated, encouraging the patients to use their jaws to the

greatest extent possible. In advocating the iliac crest as a

good graft, I feel that it conforms the best with the prin-

ciples laid down by the men doing extremely good work in

bone grafting. It is very strong and readily trimmed to

shape. We wire it in position, adopting very simple methods
of preparation of the fragments. We have discarded elec-

trical equipment. We feel that a nontouch technic, as advo-

cated by Sir Arbuthnot Lane is advisable, and that the sim-

pler operative methods are preferably. If the entire bone

reformation is due to the activity of the ends of the frag-

ments of the mandible, the iliac crest fulfils our desires in

that being very cancellous, it is capable of being invaded by

blood vessels much more rapidly than in the case of a com-
pact tibial graft. This has been well shown by my colleagues

in Toronto, Drs. Gallie and Robertson. I am glad that hone

grafting is now on a sure basis. We know we shall get

good results if we use reasonable care and do not operate

too soon, or where there is latent infection.

Dr. Fred H. Albee, Xew York: In drawing lessens from

the recent war for application to civilian practice, great cau-

ti' n should be employed, lest many of the experiences thereby

gained prove not entirely trustworthy. The type of jaw case,

for instance, so frequently met in army work will rarely be

encountered in civil practice. Personal experience with

civilian cases of injury of the jaw has shown such cases to

be usually of many years' standing, with persistent nonunion
extensive pathologic changes in the bone ends, such

as eburnation, loss of osteogenesis, blood supply, etc. In the

army, on the other hand, the cases of jaw injury met are

usually of only a few months' duration, and are usually

more favorable to union. The high vascularity of the tissues

of this region and the retention, in most cases, of the osteo-

genetic power of the jaw fragments have afforded such favor-

nditions as have, doubtless, contributed largely to

whatever degree of success has been attained by thi

the recently revived osteoperiosteal graft in reparative \vrk
on the jaw. Repair of the jaw with extensive loss of bone

offers great difficulties of mei
fitting and adjustment. Such work requires an accuracy ami
rapidity of technic only secured by delicately adjustei

driven instruments. The construction of a suitable frame-
work over which to restore the contours of the faci

primary importance if the cosmetic result is t<

tory. The inadequacy of tl -teal graft for this

is apparent. Only by means of .-, strong
graft, molded ami firmly inlaid into each fragment,

rs of the face be restored. As a supplement to

til n graft, of the peg or inlay typi

graft is of great service in furnishing an additional focus
for bone-growth, '1 be high percentaf I failures reported

n'n individuals in this work, maj
to the use of foreign bodies. Kangaroo tendon is more trust-
worthy than silver wire. Like th< aft. the

distinct!) limited ["hi

leldom indicated or feasible. Ik utter inadequacy
iparenl in jaw cases in which then- is much

''one. This jaw work, if it i should
Me. with the closi I

plastic surgeon and prosthetii dentist Thi
mrtu was in.,.: ntal splinl will fun
support in all cases. When eth, thai is p
but m cases in which there is loss of m lar teeth, as well as

"\ uve. Moreover, if the
I* not able to tolerate it. the splint must be remove, I. The
greatest stimulus to healthy metabolism and proliferation ,,f

the graft is mechanical stress. By one sure means only can
tins -tress be brought to bear on the graft, namely, by its

insertion into the substance of the host bone fragments by
such an accurate inlay technic as will insure a perfect

cabinetmaker fit.

ECTOENZYMES OF STREPTOCOCCI*

M. sS. TOXGS, B.S.

Intern, St. Louis City Hospital

ST. LO

The enzymes, as Beatty1 defines them, are the cata-

lysts 'if living organisms, and are divided into two
groups: ectoenzymes and endoenzymes. The former,

excreted from cells into the surrounding medium, can

be detected by their characteristic properties, and the

latter contained only in the cells, have to be extracted

by special means.

As to the method of detection of bacterial ecto-

enzymes. the auxanographic method of Beijerinck

seems to be the simplest. The- method consists in mix-

Fig. I.— Milk agar plate showing the digestion of casein. Tl
vo zones—light and dark— arour,

I

hours'

ing agar with any substance that can he used i" deteel

ties The mixture i
- then inoculated

with the organism, plated and incubated at 37 I

the plate studied carefull) after incubation The pres-

mi:i\ bo shovt 11 \>\

(if digestion or othi >lonies. This

zone usually appears clear and this method,
Bijkman3 and Buxton' demonstrated amylase, lipase,

casein-splitting enzyme, etc, excreted by dil

organi

THE .\\n I REP

Technic- Starch paste i> prepared by dissolving

d wal.-r To
lution 0.1 gin. of asparagin i- added. The solu-

ciation through h

...
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don is then autoclaved for fifteen minutes at 1-'" C.

Before and after sterilization, the solution should be

thoroughly shaken in order to avoid the formation of

clumps. The paste thus prepared should not be kepi

more than three days. Asparagin is used as a coenzyme.

Fig. 2.—Milk agar plate showing the progress of digestion. Forty-

eight hours' incubation at 37 C.

Beatty* states that an addition of 0.05 gm. of aspara-

gin to 100 C.C. of starch solution containing amylase
increases the velocity sevenfold.

4. Bcatty, J.: The Method of Enzyme Action, p. 54.

TABLE 1—THK ECTOENZYMES OP STREPTOCOCCI

Cultures i

No. i Hemolytic
Hemolytic

3 Hemolytic
4 Hemolytic

I Ic

6 Hemolytic
7 Hemolytic

Hemolytic.
9 Hemolytic
10 Hemolytic
n Hemolytii

13 Hemolytic
14 Hemolyi
1". Hi til

16 Hemolytic
17 I!

15 Ha ol !

G
2 Gi
3 Green pro*

5 <

.

8 '.-

9 Gl
1" '

11 Green pro
1- '

it

(reen producing
10 Green producing

iducing
18 G

producing
22 Green producing
23 Green producing
it Green producing

-

Throat (normal)
Throat (normal)
Throat (normal)
Throat (normal)

I fever)
Throat
Throat (scarlet fever)
Throat (scarlel fever
Throat (dog)
Throat (dog)
Abscess
Empyema
Leptomenlnges
Blood (scarlet fever)
Milk
Milk
Milk

Influenza
Influenza
Influenza

i

Influenza
Influenza
Influenza

German measles
German measles

d measles

Throat (scarlet fever)
Throat (scarlet fever)
Throat (scarlet fever)
Throat (normal'
lirain

Brain

Throat
Throat (scarlet
Epidemic poliomyelitis
Epidemic polio-

omyelltls
Epidem

ase ting Enzymes

Starch agar is prepared as follows: From 4 to 5

Ounces of nutrient agar are placed in a flask, healed

until the agar is melted, and then cooled to from 45 to

.
; ii C. Now 1 c.c. of starch paste is added to each
it c.c. of agar. Approximately 7 c.c. are used for each

plate. In the shake method, 1 c.c. of the starch paste
is added to << c.c. ol" melted sugar in a tube at 4? C'.

This tube is inoculated with bacteria, the whole thoi

i lughly mixed and poured into a Petri dish. In my expe-

rience the surface streak method "ives a better result.

I IB] I
! I III IM'I II M 1 ol' TEMPI UATl HI oN

I III

ACTION "I si Hi PTO< OCCA) ECTOENZYMES

Enzymes strains

1*4

Mm.
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If a small portion of the medium in which starch

has been digested by amylase is removed and dissolved

in a tube of 4 c.c. of distilled water at 45 C, and 2 c.c.

of Fehling's solution are added to this solution, which
is then heated to boiling, it is usually found that the

Fig. 4.—Starch agar plate, surface streak, forty-eight hours' incuba-

tion at .17 C.

Fehling solution is reduced within twenty minutes. In

each case a control should be made. A positive test

would mean the presence of maltose.

THE CASEIN-SPLITTING ENZYME OF STREPTOCOCCI

Technic.— Milk, which should be free from fat, is

sterilized in an Arnold sterilizer by the discontinuous

method; however, it may be sterilized for live minutes

at 120 C. in the autoclave. The milk should be neutral

or slightly alkaline to litmus.

Milk agar is prepared in the same way as starch

agar. A clear zone around the colonies indicates the

digestion of the casein, but in most instances a coagu-

latiotl precedes digestion and this is shown by a dark

zone (Table 1 ).

If a small portion of the clear zone is removed and

placed in 4 c.c. of distilled water .it 45 C, and to this

solution when cold i-, added 5 per cent, of acetic acid

drop by drop, no precipitation takes place, which
that casein is absent.

THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON THE
ACTION OF THE ECTOENZYMES OF

STREPTOl OCCI

Four starch agar or milk plates are inoculated with

ilture and in< abated at 37 < ',. for twenty-
four hours in order to get an initial growth. Then the

plates are kept at different degrees of temperature. The
results are shown in Tabl

In view of the results, it is evident that the ectoen-

ome inactive at <) C. and are
able to continue their action at as high a temperature

Cultures 9 and 10 from the sputum and lungs,
tively, of influenza patients digested casein only

attcr forty-eight hours' incubation and the latter had
a stronger activity than the former.

SUMMARY
Among hemolytic streptococci there seem to be three

groups: one digesting casein, one starch, and the other

neither casein nor starch. Among the green-producing
streptococcal organisms only two groups are indicated

:

one digesting casein, and the other without action on
starch or casein.

St. Louis City Hospital.

A CASE OF TUMOR OF THE PONS
VAROLII *

TOM BEXTLEY THROCKMORTON, B.Sc,

DES MOINES, IOWA

M.D.

History.—A white lad, aged 17% years, first came under my
observation in October, 1912, complaining of nervousness and
inability to walk properly, conditions which were said to

have been present for a number of years but to have pro-

gressively grown worse during the previous three or four
years. The family and personal histories were negative.

The onset of the trouble had been insidious. At about 8 years
of age, it was first noticed that the boy's right eye had a ten-

dency to turn inward. This was progressive, so that at the

end of five years complete internal strabismus was present.

Vision and gait, however, could not have been greatly inter-

fered with at the time, for it was ascertained that the lad

won an egg race at a town carnival, the winning necessitating
the transference of a number of eggs from one spot to

another, dipping them up and carrying them by means of a
spoon. An itinerant eye specialist attempted to overcome

l .—r
Kt'l m1 the di

shoulder. The left sided ptosis is more apparent thm

the visual deformity by doing a tenotomy on the internal

nuscle. Then because the eyeball appeared more

prominent and the lids were m j

• K. ,.| Ix I ire Hi"

Serenti
Attsntic ( its. N. I .

i

.
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side* an endeavor was made to decrease the palpebral

In other words, it would not be unre

me that the ocular condition at that time con

nplete paralysis of the external rectus, proptosis and

incipient seventh nerve weakness, ["he next symptom "as

weakness of the right

face, followed by dim-

inution of hearing,
first "ii the right and

later, to some extent, on

the left side. For a

number of years it was

stated that the lad had

been uncertain in his

gait, but that this con-

dition had grown much
worse during the previ-

ous three or four years.

1 he inability to handle

himself properly was

evidenced by scars, re-

cent bruises and cuts,

which were present at

the time of examina-

tion, about the tibial

regions, being self in-

flicted in an endeavor

to use such objects as

an ax. corn knife or

other implement. For

six or seven years, head-

aches had been com-

plained ( if intermittently ;

but the family attributed

the cause to "eye strain,"

and later, when vomit-

ing accompanied the

cephalagia, "biliousness"

was thought to be the

causal factor. It was

learned, however, that

the vomiting occurred

at times independently

of the ingestion of food

and not infrequently was

of the projectile type.

Examination. — The
gait was reeling, lurch-

ing and staggering, with

a marked tendency to

veer more to the right.

The ataxia was of the cerebellar type, not being appreciably

influenced on closure of the eyes. The so-called characteristic

cerebellar attitude of the head was present ; that is. the chin

turned to the affected side and the head tilted to the contra-

lateral shoulder. A double choked disk existed, more marked

on the right side, and the visual acuity on this side was

6/60. as compared with 6/10 on the opposite side. There was

slight involvement of the ophthalmic division of the right

fifth nerve, as indicated by diminution in corneal sensitive-

ness, while the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth and eleventh

cranial nerves on the right side were all involved to a marked

degree. Involvement of the left sixth, eighth and twelfth

nerves was evident from weakness of the external rectus

muscle, moderate diminution in hearing, and a tendency for

the tip of the tongue to curve to the left side on protrusion.

The latter condition, however, may have been more apparent

than real, as the pulling aside of the paralytic right cheek

caused the tongue to protrude more nearly in the median line,

its curvature to the left possibly being due to the prolonged

habit of being displaced by the paralyzed muscles of the right

cheek. The motor pathways to the left arm and leg were

involved, as shown -. increased tendon

jerks, hypertonia of the leg muscles, and an extension of the

great toe by the Babinski and Chaddock methods. The

crossed paralysis syndrome, indicative of pontile lesions, was

beautifully illustrated bj the eventh nerve li ion ol the right

side associated with motor paralysis ol 'be opposite aim ami

leg ill laboratory findings were completed negative ai

i ,ii as the blood Wassermann, subcutaneou tuberculin, urine

and blood tests were concerned.

Neurologic Symptoms. — General Symptoms of Brain

Tumor: ill headachi . (2) projectile vomiting; (3) double

choked disk ; I
1

1 vertigo.

Cerebellai Symptoms: (1) ataxia, uninfluenced on closure

of eves; (2) characteristic attitude of bead; (3) reeling,

lurching, staggering gait, more toward the right; (4) dys

diadokokinesia ; (5) asynergy; (6) nystagmus.

Brain Stem Symptoms: Right: Optic, choked disk; O. V.

D., 6/60; trigeminal, ophthalmic division; abducens, complete]

facial, complete; auditory, almost complete; glossopharyn-

geal, pneumogastric and spinal accessory, all involved to a

01 less degree; motor pathways to left arm and leg.

Left: Optic, choked disk; O. V. S., 6/1(1; abducens, mod-

erate; auditory, moderate; hypoglossal (?).

Operation and Result.—A decompression operation was per-

formed by Dr. C. E. Ruth, at which time the entire right

cerebellar lobe was exposed, first, in the hope of relieving

the symptoms due to increased intracranial pressure, and,

secondly, that a tumor might be found in some accessible

position. Nothing, however, was ascertained as to tin pres-

ence of a tumor, save an increased resistance, felt by the

palpating linger in the region of the pons. Postoperative

convalescence was uneventful until the sixteenth day wai

reached, at which time, without apparent cause, thi

rose to 103 F. unaccompanied by pain or discomfort. A
hernial protrusion over the operative sin became so marked

as to warrant the necessity of a paracentesis, at which time

75 c.c. of clear cerebral fluid were withdrawn. Two days

later the eruptive rash of smallpox appeared. Following the

recovery from this disease, the patient returned to his home,

where he lived in comparative comfort for almost five yearj

subsequent to the operation. During this time bis genera)

health greatly improved, he was free from headaches and

vomiting, and while a double optic atrophy slowly followed

in the wake of the preexisting papillitis, he never completely

lost bis eyesight. Needless to state, the organic changes in

the nervous mechanism produced by a growth, the first symp-

tom of which was observed when the boy was 8 years old and

which ultimately caused his death fourteen years later, never

were eradicated; but the prolonging of life, with comparative

Fig. 2.—Characteristic attitude as-

sumed when standing. Note i

base obtained by spreading the feet

apart, an endeavor to overcome the

atavia (flashlight photograph).

freedom from symptoms which would have made death

preferable, more than justified tlie operative interference.

opsy.—Sixteen hours after death, a necropsy wa per-

formed by Dr. D. J. Glomset, at which time the brain was

obtained. The dura mater stripped easily from the calvariuiii

save at the point of the old operative site, where the attach-

ment of the meninges was quite firm. There was considerable

of the right cerebellar lobe; but no external evidence

of a tumor could be found, save that indicated by the pres-

ence of several pia-arachnoid cysts which lay along the under
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surface of the brain, particularly at the junction of the trans-

verse fibers of the pons with the medulla. After the brain

had been hardened, a mesial section was performed which

revealed a spherical mass 3.5 by 4 cm. in diameter, occupying

the space between the superior cerebellar peduncles and the

crus cerebri above, the medulla oblongata below, the trans-

verse fibers of the pons anteriorly, and filling, practically to

its entirety the fourth ventricle. The center of the mass

was somewhat necrotic and showed evidence of recent hemor-

rhage. The tumor was distinctly encapsulated and without

Fie;. 4.—Section through brain stem and cerebellum. Note atrophy
of right cerebellar lobe.

great difficulty was separated from its capsule except at the

point of its greatest attachment, which apparently sprang

from the longitudinal fibers of the pons and their continuation

downward through the medulla. The inner surface of the

growth was quite irregular and nodular, the nodules pene-

trating the cerebellar tissue, particularly on the righl side.

Microscopic examination of the tumor showed that it was
gliomatous.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Frank W. Lancdon, Cincinnati: I am interested in

this case as an example of careful study and accurate local-

ization of a basilar tumor. We should recognize the fad
that there are two groups of these cases which com<
the clinician, in one of which lie advises early operation to

save the patient's vision. Exploration which is practically

harmless is not only allowable hut we arc warranted in tak-

ing some chances. How far we shall go after that is another
matter. But there are two obstacles in the way even to

exploration. There is one class of patients who will decline

any form of operation, and there is another class in which
the general condition is such that operation is not advisable.

You are facing what will eventually be a fatal div

patient meanwhile being liable to suffering and blindness

which may be prevented by early exploration and decompres-
sion. We should not rely on hard and fast rules, but in suit-

able cases explore and be guided by what is found.

The Importance of Birth Registration.—It certainly does
not comport with the dignity, intelligence and might of ,iiir

nation to have it practically the only civilized country in

the world which, in much of its extent. I CCOUnl of

the increase of its citizens than it does of the birth ol

stock ami poultry. If birth registration is important in the

Oldei countries where the condition, of life are comparatively

how much more useful would it be in this
I

vigorous commonwealth made up of so many different races
and containing w it h in its borders such a variety ol

and industrial conditions. Is it not of the lirst irfl]

for tin- United States to have on record the birth rate
ni in all sections of tin- country, in the larger cities,

among miners, among factory workers, ami among the
dwellers in the mountains as compared to those on the plains?

information would be invalu tble n i onl i"r the
statistician, physician and statesman, but also for the pros-

ettler. If the injunction to "know tli. silt" is funda-
mental to the best efficiency of the individual, is il no

•lie nation, ami where could ibis knowledgi
begin than in the proper recording of the birth

Mason Knox, The Importance of Birth Regi
• rminc Infant Mortality, Journal of tin- American

lotion.

Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments

CALIPER EXTENSION' IN THE TREATMENT OF
! 1; 'CTURES OF THE FEMUR

John E. Caxnaday, M.D. (Charleston, W. Va.)

Major, M. C, U. S. Army; Chief of Surgical Service, Base Hospital

Camp Sherman, Chillicothe, Ohio

A good many years ago Ransohoff introduced the use of

ice tongs to secure proper traction in certain cases of frac-

tures of the femur. This treatment stood the test of time,

and has been widely adopted. Later. Besley, and also St.

Clair, introduced a modification of the ice long—the caliper

which has been extensively used during the world war. This

caliper, as ordinarily used, has quite sharp and slender points,

which may penetrate the bone cortex toe) deeply and enter

ngy bone, giving rise to the possibility of osteo-

myelitis; or, one point may become loosened, while the other

penetrates deeply into the soft bone. And, in event of the

constancy of the traction being disturbed, the caliper points

may become altogether detached from the bone.

The traction as it is ordinarily made, with the caliper

handles in line with the femur, prevents the full extension of

the kg at the knee and thus interferes with both passive and

voluntary motion.

II ing in mind some of these defects, I have had made
a pair of calipers intended to be used in a vertical position.

The points are blunted' and slant toward the front, so as to

give the proper pulling angle. Eacli is equipped with a guard

ring which is an effective substitute for the tubular guard

used by Hurley." It allows only one-fourth inch of the point

to enter the bone. At the angle formed by the junction of.

the base of the caliper point and the handle, a traction ring

I

ii attached, ami abovi idles, a locking device

hape of a hinged cross bar with a set screw. This

holds the calipei

the possibil

! from their hold on the condyles of tin- femur.

' \ M \ -. -•

II •
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A Nl W STANDARD SOI u ION I 0» SAH1 PS MODII V w ION

IWER'S HEMOGLOBINOM1 rER*

VlCTOI C. I

The clinical estimation of hemoglobin, judging by the

variety of instruments made and used foi that purpose, is

still a source of dissatisfaction, especially in a general hos-

pital where such determinations arc made in large numbers

daily.
. .

The criteria for any instrument to be used in the clinical

ry are. first, sufficient accuracy, and, second, simple

editious operation. To be perfectly satisfactory for

clinical purposes, an instrument need not he absolutely accu-

rate. But simplicity of operation is the sine qua non of any

apparatus destined to become of routine use in a busy clinic.

Various methods of mi moglobin have their

adherents, but the SahlP modification of Gower*s instrument,

in spite of its shortcomings, is probably the most widely used,

The principle involved in Sahli's method is simple: A mea-

sured quantity of blood is treated in a calibrated tube with

tenth-normal hydrochloric acid, in order to change its hemo-

globin into brown acid hematin. It is then diluted with

water until its color corresponds to that of a standard solu-

tion of acid hematin, the latter representing a 1 per cent.

i of normal blood.

The standard solution, as Sahli states, is only a suspension

and not a true solution. A sediment forms after long use or

in a shorter time if the tube is not filled aseptically, and the

clouding, of course, detracts from its accuracy. Sahli appar-

ently had a fair degree of success in keeping the solution

without a change in shade over two years, though the solu-

tion was kept in the dark most of the time. However, the

standard tubes which have been available in this country

during the past three or four years either were not made

according to Sahli's directions or else the inevitable simply

happened, for they faded. In a busy laboratory the apparatus

is bound to be left in the light, in the aggregate, over long

periods of time. Consequently, in a hospital where many-

are used, scarcely any two are of the same shade. A solution,

of course, can be' restandardized by comparing it with a group

of normal bloods, but with a constantly changing color inten-

sity in the standard tube it is, to say the least, time consum-

ing to keep up with the color changes.

It is my purpose here to suggest the substitution for a

standard hematin hvdrochlorate solution of a solution of

/COOH

with Sulphuric acid produces rufigallic acid (lu\.i n

thrachinon) of brown color, Tannic acid in the presence

of dilute acids, both organic and inorganic, produces gallic

acid. This gallic acid, or the gallic acid which always is

present in tannic acid, is changed by sunlight and dilute

organic acids to rufigallic acid. Therefore, I conclude that

the coloi (brown) in tannic acid is due to the formation of

rufigallii

Utilizing this similarity of color, I have prepared stand-

ard tubes of "rufigallic acid" which are in use on the medical

wards of the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. There are

various methods of making a "standard" solution: A 1 per

cent, solution of blood from each of a group of normal indi

viduals can be mixed together and the composite sample

called "average normal": or, a 1 per cent, solution ot bl 1

from a robust young adult with a high normal erythrocyte

count can be called "high normal," and the readings of other

normal persons being from ten to twenty points lower, an

"average normal" for that solution can be estimated, such a

figure bring the one always used in computing the color

index. Comparison with Palmer's carbon monoxid method
is probably the best way to standardize the solution.

I suggest, therefore, the use of a solution of rufigallic acid

as a standard for the Sahli-Gower instrument, in place of

the rapidly fading suspension of hematin hvdrochlorate.

greater color-fastness. Gallic acid, QH S-OH

OH

Oh\
. when

HEAD RESTS FOR NEl/ROLOGIC OPERATIONS*

A. W. Adson, M.D.. and C,. G. Little, M.E., Rochester, Minn.

THE CEREBELLAR HEAD REST

The cerebellar head rest serves two distinct purposes:

First, it holds the head in a prone position so that it can be

tilted at all angles, thus giving good exposure of the cere-

treated with sulphuric acid assumes a deep brown color.

Tannic acid. C»H»0>, which is 2 molecules of gallic acid

minus 1 molecule of water, when dissolved in water and

exposed to the action of oxidizing agents or molds is changed

to a similar brown color. These solutions, compared with

one of acid hematin, are of identical color, both to the naked

eve and in the chambers of a Duboscq colorimeter. While

kept in a clean, stoppered container (not primarily sterile),

with a drop of 95 per cent, phenol for each 20 c.c, the color

intensity has not changed during a period of ten months'

exposure in a sunlit window, while one of Sahli's tubes faded

markedly in three days and was colorless in a week.

One hundred c.c. of a 20 per cent, aqueous solution of tan-

nic acid or a 1 per cent, solution of gallic acid, to each of

which have been added from 5 to 10 drops of concentrated

sulphuric acid, on gentle heating for a minute gives a deep

brown color which reaches maximal intensity after abi Ut

two hours. This solution can be diluted to any desired

strength.

The chemistry of tannic acid and gallic acid is little under-

stood and doubtless is very complicated. Dr. Louis E. Levi

of Milwaukee has kindly given me his opinion of the reactions

1

in obtaining the bl "Gallic acid treated

•From the Pathological Laboratory of the Peter Bent Brigham

l" Sahli H.: Treatise on Diagnostic Methods of Examinations,

Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders Company, 1911.
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removing the mask and inserting the intrapharyngeal or intra-

tracheal catheter and attaching it to the anesthetic machine.
The ether mask (Fig. 1 d) is easily adjusted: it is secured

in position by the curved edges, /. A short tube permanently

fixed to the mask provides a means of attaching the ether

tube, k. It also directs the flow of ether toward the center

of the mask.

THE GANGLION HEAD REST

The ganglion head rest is arranged to prevent the head

from wabbling from side to side during operation. The head

is held in the erect position and may be raised or lowered

or turned from side to side by the use of the adjustable frame
and universal joints. The base plate (Fig. 4 a) is secured to

the swing leaf, ;', of the Balfour operating table by a

Fig. 2.—Cerebellar head rest: head in position, with ether masks
removed, exposing the nose, mouth and chin.

The headpiece (Fig. 2 c) is secured to a ball pivot and may
be tipped at any angle. It may also be moved toward or

away from the table along the supporting frame, a, by loosen-

ing the threaded collars, h, which, when tightened, hold the

headpiece at the required height. The headpiece is locked

to the standard, b, by tightening the collar, e, by means of

the handle, /.

The supporting frame, a, is attached to the Balfour operat-

ing table ; it is secured by a clamp, i; the swing leaf, x, of

the table is lowered. The headpiece, having been formed to

fit the forehead and cheeks, provides a comfortable rest for

the patient's head, and leaves the nose and mouth uncovered n head rest, illustrating its attachment
the Balfour table, with I ljustments.

I -Cerebellar i,

attached and connected with the achinc and Muv

except for the detachable ether mask; the anesthetist

permit!. t,, the patient's mouth.
The head rest and frame are attached to the operating

table and connected by a flexible tube to the etherizing

apparatus (Fig. 3 I) ; this is supplied with air from the

motor-driven pump, it, through the flexible tube, m; tin- motor
Cord, p. plugs into a standard lamp socket.

clamp, i. The swing leaf may be adjusted by the ratchet

liar, /,-. The headpiece, b, has a spherical surfai

in the cup. CJ it is secured in position by the thumb nut. /.

The spring lingers. </, are adjustable and bold the patient's

head in position. The upright, d, is hinged on a ami

c, which may be adjusted l"' >r height and angle p

through tin- rod. r; it is secured by tin. the head-

piece, b. By adjusting the table, the swing leaf /, rod ..

members c and d. swiveling piece b, and the fingi i

surgeon may hold the head in any position <'.

Open Safety Pin in Gastro-lntestinal Tract.—The
,.i an open safety pin passing through a baby's •

tract, in Tut. Journal, July 5. prompts mi

treatment I have Used for years; when a child ha

lowed a fish book, pin, pins, pennies;

material that is apt to lodge in the intestinal tract, 1 put it

i.n a milk, brain and mucil . 1 give

olive oil followed with the i

powder—the size nf the dose in proporti e of the

child. If the stool is watched carefully for a few da

the time, the foreign sul I

incorporated within a snap ball; ami in an) i vrnt. I ..in

imagine that the litt'.. .ire just the ri^lit

bear the foreign substance on and .ait of the main

the mucosa of the intestinal tr.i.
•

bearing method. [ have removed
have had points protuding in such a wa thai il •

ing and lodging in the intestinal M l>.

Idaho.
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till QUEST OF A HEART FUNCTION rEST

11, B ••
> U , m \ i

nant, M. C, l'. S. N.i\>

Early in the war. Sir James Macken ed that in

imination of the hearts of applicants for military sei

vice more stress be laid on how the lu-art responds to effort.

He says that it the applicant can undergo seven
exertion without distress, it is Eairlj safe to assume that any
irregularity or systolic murmur present is withoul
cance. This is not new. hut it lends great emphasis to the
examination of the circulatory apparatus .1- .1 whole and t"

judging a heart by the circulation it can maintain. Hereto-
fore, canliac examination lias concerned itself principally
with detecting imperfect valves, sclerotic arteries, and dilated
or hypertrophied myocardium. The function tests were devel

le:ect inefficiency of the heart in maintaining the
circulation ami impending heart failure.

In 1915, Swan9
reviewed the heart function tests proposed

up to that time. Tigerstedt, Stone, Goodman and Howell,
and many others ha\e sought to arrive at a formula from
the interrelation of different phases of the Id 1 pressure

reading that would give an index of the cardiac efficiency.

The tests that seem to offer most promise are those based
on the reaction of the heart to bodily exertion. Exertion in

the presence of a markedly inefficient heart brings on pal-

pitation, dyspnea and distress. The search has been for any
sign or signs brought out on exertion which would indicate

of cardiac inefficiency. According to Circular

21 of the Surgeon-General's Office, the rapidity of the pulse

and respiration persisting two minutes after hopping a hun-
dred times on one foot should he viewed with suspicion.

However, according to Mackenzie5 and the observations of
Barringer.' it is only in an extremely limited number of cases
that the pulse rate after exercise is of value in determining
cardiac efficiency. Following Graupner,1

Barringer' has
sought from the blood pressure curve following exertion to

determine what he calls the "cardiac reserve." The rise of
blood pressure after exercise normally takes place in thirty

If the heart's capacity has been exceeded during
the exercise, the height of the blood pressure is not reached
for sixty or seventy seconds. The amount of exercise mea-
sured in foot pounds that can be undergone without this

delayed rise is the index of cardiac reserve. It seems to make
no difference which group of muscles is employed in the

exercise. The work which the average man between 20 and
30 years can perform without showing a delayed rise is from
6,000 to 12,000 foot pounds. In inefficient hearts it frequently
drops to 1.000 foot pounds or less.

Kahn' has recently applied such function tests as deal with
pulse rate and blood pressure following exercise to over 200
cases, including the normal, tachycardias, bradycardias.

neurocirculatory asthenias, etc. His results appear definite.

But before such function tests can be of significance in these

diseases, the relation of the test to cardiac failure must be
more firmly established. Hence the most urgent need just

now is a function test with an established relation with heart

failure. This will require observation over long periods. It

may be that prolonged observation will establish the delayed
rise of blood pressure after exercise as a test of definite

diagnostic and prognostic value. It may be that sonio oil,,

evidence of a weakened circulation will be discovered and
made use of. But whatever test develops, its diagnostic value
will be in the insight it gives us into the heart's ability to

maintain the circulation, and its prognostic value in the

foresight it gives us of heart failure. It will deal with the

circulatory apparatus as a whole and not as made up of

nerves, arteries, muscle and valves.

1 Mackenzie, Sir James: ISrit. M. T. 2:563 COct. 16) I I

2. Swan. I. M.: How Shall We Tell v
I

is Competent' Arc'; l . 1915.
• nzie. Sir James: Diseases of the Heart, Ed. 3. New Y.,rk.

Oxford t p. 4.

4. Barringer. T. B.. Jr.: Am. t. M. Sc., 1SS
med. Wchnschr. 26:1028. 1906; Ztschr. f.

exner. Path. u. Therap. 3:113, 1916.
6. Barrinfjcr, T. I'... tr : Cardiac Function. Arch. Int. M. 17:363

(March) 1 i . May) 1916; it.i'l 20:
7. Kahn. Morris H. : Am. J. M. Sc. 157:634 (Ma

A NEW ASPIRATOB

II. I!. I'm ii os. M |i
. Ni « York

This aspirator, designed principally for thoracentesis of
the pleura, consist .i a bottle, .i suction pump, a dial manom-
eter, a needle holder with different sized needles, and COU"

rubbei tubing. It is an extension in usage of the

Philips empyema apparatus for simple thoracentesis of the

pleura. It incorporates in the usage of the apparatus the

advantages ottered in the original empyema apparatus.1

on R \i ION

The needles, needle bidder and connected rubber tubing,

up to the first glass connecting rod, are sterilized. The
selected needle is now forced lirnih on the needle holder,

and the tubing of the holder connected to that of the bottle.

The clamp just distal to the needle holder is shut, and a

pressure of 40 mm. of mercury is produced in the

closed system, by means of the suction pump. The needle
is now very slowly inroduced into the skin, and when the
orifice of the needle is entirely beneath the superficial layers
of the skin, the clamp next to the needle holder is released.

The needle is now forced, \ery slowly, into the tissues.

Emphasis is placed on the words "very slowly," for it is

A s 1 1 1 r a l < 1

1

of pleur

possible, by so doing, to stop the needle when the orifice is

almost flush with the parietal pleura, which will be indicated

by the appearance of the aspirated fluid, in the glass connect-

ing rod, next to the needle holder. In this way the danger
of traumatizing the lung by the aspirator needle is made
minimal. The pleural fluid will now flow into the bottle

under the previously established negative pressure. The lung

will expand gradually. As it expands, naturally the negative

pressure will diminish. It can be increased, at will, by aid of

the suction pump. The desired amount of fluid is aspirated,

and the desired negative pressure produced in the system,

which now includes the pleural sac, before the needle is with-

drawn. Thus an expanded lung, in a pleura with a measured
negative pressure, is assured at the end of the procedure.

2178 Broadway.

1. Philips, II. B. : A New Method ol Continuous Drainage for

Empyema, Sur K . Gynec. .X i Hist. 24:236 (Feb.) 1917 Philips, II. I!.;

Langmann, A. G., and Mix, C. I..: Empyema at 1 amp Mills, L. I.,

J. A. M. A. 72: 1 J74 (May 3) 1919.

Care of the Eyes.—The adjustment of the frames of glasses

is as important as the correct strength of the lenses. Many
a time properly prescribed glasses fail to remove eye strain

of faulty adjustment of the frames.—W. M. Carhart,

Pub. Health, Michigan, September, 1919.
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Therapeutics

A Department Devoted to the Improvement of Therapy.

A Forum for the Discussion of the Use of Drugs
and Other Remedies in the Treatment op Disease.

SUGGESTION
Suggestion is not only a potency in treatment, hut

also a potent cause for error in therapeutics. In orig-

inating and perpetuating mistaken ideas in therapeutics,

suggestion acts in two ways: Working on the patient's

mind it endows any remedy, no matter how inert, with

curative powers; and, by affecting the mind of the

physician, it makes him see therapeutic success where

he confidently looks for it. Furthermore, tl

medicatrix naturae keeps alive not only our patient-.

hut also therapeutic fallacies and panaceas. A;

edy, even though it he worthless, that a physician

uses frequently in his practice, appears to him highly

successful hecause of the fact that most patients have
the natural tendency to get well. The Frenchman's

saying, "The extreme- touch each other." finds a g 1

illustration in the fact that, in therapeutics, optimism
bad as pessimism, if not worse. The former
|i rs the latter. What we need is an open minded

yet critical attitude, an abiding hope and unconquer-

able enthusiasm, accompanied by the perpetual ques-

tion mark : Is it true?

THERAPEUTIC TECHNIC
As there is alw.v y of doing thins.'-, there

musl be a '«-~\ way "f obtaining a certain thera]

result. Most of us use remedies in a particular man-
ner, because we happened to gel into the habit of doing

so, and without reflecting whether our accustomed
way is the best way. It has well been said that, if

ns paid as little attention to their technic as

i
.|,- ,1,,, surgery would he much less popular
successful.

USE AND ABUSE OF CATHARTICS*
(Continued from rage 1215)

CATHARSIS \s A CAUSE OF CONSTIPATION

rRAINDICATION or CATHARSIS IN* ACUTE
PAINFUL CONSTIPATION

In acute constipation, accompanied by severe abdom-
lin, surgeons are agreed that purgatr

pernicious.1
' In this condition, tin- patient i- not in

danger because hi- bowels do not move: a person may
ovement for a week without danger.

The patient' - in tin- condition that pro
iiie pain a- well a- the obstipation. If the

an move, they will do so without recourse to

not move, drastics will

harm. When there is a complete mechanical
closure of tin- lumen of tin bowel, no cathartic, how-
ever -trolly,

i rcoming the obstruction.

i of produ< ing a bowel movement in these cases,

the increased peristalsis forces intestinal contents back
into the stomach, increasing the foul vomiting so

is the <rrnn.]

»nri practical

i 18
:

I A \l \ II
nt on Cathariii, J. A. M \

1912.

characteristic of the condition : while at the same time

the driving of the intestinal contents against the

obstruction aggravates the damage existing at that

point, leading to dilatation, sloughing, hemorrhages,

and even perforation. If the obstruction is due to

paralysis of the bowel from localized inflammation of

the intestine, especially if the infection involves the

peritoneum, the patient's comfort and safety depend

on diminution of peristalsis; for not only is rest

required for cure, hut also the danger of general dis-

semination of the infection throughout the peritoneal

cavity is lessened. Should the obstruction he due to

Spasm, increasing the peristaltic activity by means of

cathartics merely serves to increase the spasm and the

obstruction. We may. therefore, formulate this

«utic axiom: Violent abdominal pain unat-

I- tided by diarrhea contraindicates the administration

urge.

What, then, the practitioner may ask, is to be done
in cases of acute painful constipation? The proper

treatment is outlined by M. L. Harris'' as follows:

iut the stomach witli warm physiologic salt solution

,>r dilute soda solution and keep it empty. Then empty the

lower bowel by means of enema-, so that the entire intestinal

tract ma d as nearly at re-t as possible. It is

patients for a time, for they never

die of starvation; but they do need water, and this should

he administered subcutaneously in the form of physiologic

rom 1.000 to 2,000 c.c. in the twenty-four hours.

This treatment pi patient under most favorable cir-

cumstances to aid nature in bringing about a cure: and. if

:: i- found lire, s-ary. lie is in tile best possible Condi-

tion tor it.

ROUTINE USE OF CATHAKTICS

The routine administration of cathartics heforc

operation has of late been attacked, most especially

by Alvan i,
' on tin- following grounds:

1. Danger of dissemin Ee< tion thn

the peritoneal cavity, in case localized infection exists.

2. Increased absorption of toxin- and greater bac-

activit) by reason of the fact that undigested
food ha- hen carried down into (he colon to serve

ulum for bacteria, and that liquid feces form
a better culture medium than

3. Increased distention of tin- intestine with gas
and fluid, when it should empty, I hi- is especially

true wlnn magnesium sulphate is used, as Alvarez
and Taylor" have shown by experiments on rabbits.

The danger of -oiling the intestine i- -Hater than

with solid feces. 12 Mi,- small intestine is practically

always empty twelve or more hours after a meal:

hence an operation in the morning surely does not

require purgation to dear tin- small intestine. The
colon in which fee, ma) in easily 1»

by enema-; and these need he given only to those who
are definitely '. 01 who are to undi

operation on the lower colon or on the pelvic

4. Psychic and physical produced by
dehydration of the body, disturbance in the -alt bal

ioned by
th, frequent purging during the night preceding tin-

operation. As Oliver Wendell Holri

•

11 At-, in W i

10
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\i it were known thai n pri.-o fighter were to have a drastic

d two •! three days before .1 contest, do

otic will i it would affect the betting on i

ably. It this he true tor .1 powerful man in perfect

health, how much more true must it be of the

battling for life.

5. Increase in postoperative distress and danger:
thirst, gas pains, and even ileus. The widespread

rative use of saline infusion, in its various

forms, testifies to the body's need <>t' tin it! immediately

after operation. How much greater must t lii ^ need

be when, by means of liquid bowel

hours previously, much fluid was abstracted. The
weakening of some parts of the bowel, and making
others more irritable, in other words, the upsetting of

i he gradient oi intestinal muscular force-." predis-

poses to flatulent distention, and gas pains. The
changes described, as well as the absence of solid

matter in the bowel, make- resumption of colonic

activity much more difficult : and this favors the

development of ileus. The purged bowel is notori-

ously irresponsive to further purgation, and hence,

in emergency, might not respond to an appeal by

cathartic-, when without previous exertion it would

have done so.

6. After all. however, the most important and con-

clusive objection is contained in the sentence used by

nearly all who write against preoperative purgation.

"Every surgeon has noticed that the emergency patient

who comes to the hospital in need of immediate

operation has as good postoperative recovery and as

uneventful a convalescence as the patient who is.

so-called, properly prepared. It make- little differ-

ence whether it is a case of acute appendicitis or a

limb requiring immediate amputation." 15 If

rue. and tl is so strong that those

who believe otherwise would have to bring proof to the

contrary, then routine preoperative purgation must he-

relegated to our professional sins of the past.

Henry T. Byford" agrees, in the main, with advo-

cating the discontinuance of routine preoperative pur-

gation and dieting. He would, however, empty the

bowel in those who are habitually constipated. Regard-

ing postoperative purging, he believes that early pur-

gation is required in those cases in which suffii ienl

intraperitoneal traumatism has occurred to give rise

to danger of subsequent adhesion, as peristalsis

actually helps to maintain a permeable canal until the

adhesions have formed and the danger of obstruction

is past. When, on the other hand, there has been

on or extensive repair of the intestine, purging

should not be employed until a certain amount of

al exudate has had time to seal up the intes-

tinal suture line.

Regarding the futility of using cathartics in post-

operative ileus, we might quote Alonzo Clark: 17

When purgatives succeed, they -imply show that peritonitis,

;it. was not extensive enough to preclude recovery.

If the intoxication ough, the bowels will never

move again and the patient will die, no matter what

14. Alvarez (]. A M 6S [July 311 1915) has shown by

means of experiments on 'hat the intestinal

contents move from the more active and more irritable rcgi'

intestine above to the more sluggish, less irritable rtt I

he calls the intestinal gradient. The regular uninterrupted pi

material in the b on the smoothness of this gradient.

15 Pect, M. M.: Rational Preo|.. •

Reference to Purgation, J. A. M A. 71:173 (July -

16 B. C irging Before and After Abdominal Section,

I A. M. A. 72: 474

rk, Alonzo: Pepper's System of Medicine, Philadelphia,

2: 114.

1'erhaps nowhere is the routine use of cathartics

more firmly entrenched than in obstetrics. The dicta,

"The bowels should be opened on the second day,"
and "When fever occurs, the bowels should be opened
immediately," form the basis oi orthodox precept and
practice I bat this custom should be abandoned is

advocated b\ McPherson,18 who showed that routine

purgation after confinemenl is nol onl) useless but

harmful. Of Ml women who were not purged, only
three had fever (and one of them had a mammary
abscess) : most of them had normal bowel movement;
and those who did nol were given an enema every
third day. Of M2 women who were delivered by the

same technic and the same operators but were purged
in the usual routine manner, twenty eight bad some
fever, lie concludes that low grade fever of the pucr-

perium may be due to catharsis, to tin stirring up oi

colonic bacteria, and to the spreading about the moth-
er's suit parts of loose diarrheic movements, lie also

Finds that, when fever develops in die pucrpi num. pur-

gation does not help matters much, and occasionally

makes them worse. While there may be occasional

need for cathartics in the puerpcrium, McPhersOB
condemns ibeir routine administration.

For the abstraction of fluid from the system,

cathartics still form a part of the time honored routine

treatment of dropsy. Drink restriction, however,
seems more rational than drastics for diminishing the

amount of fluid in the system; furthermore, to pro-

duce an artificial diarrhea in a waterlogged patient,

who is moved about in bed with much difficulty, is a

veritable torture,18 and quite unjustifiable in view of

the poor results obtained. Thus dee 2 " says: "l'urga-

tives in dropsy are not of much use. The practice is

a survival. If we cannot act upon the kidney, we
should do nothing to add to the patient's discomfort."

Routine detoxication by way of the bowel lias

almost Universal endorsement in the treatment of

uremia. Still, even here il should not be used in a

thoughtless manner. Many of these patients are

afflicted with vomiting and purging. In such, cathar-

tics would obviously be contraindicated. Drastic

catharsis may set up an exhausting diarrhea.

From the foregoing discussion it may seem that

the day for the Use of cathartics is past. This is by no

means the ease. A measure like this, used from time

immemorial, must have some intrinsic value, and
everyday medical experience has established it indis-

putably. One thing is certain, however, the day for

routine purgation has passed. When mixed (like

artists' colors) with brains, cathartics still form one
of our most important means of diagnosis and treat-

ment.

TYPES OF CONSTIPATION IN WHICH
CATHARTII S \"i

I EFU1

For bed patients, to antagonize the natural tendency
i nstipation engendered by recumbency, cathartics

are probably desirable. They generally do no harm,

as, with convalescence, the normal condition of the

bowel returns spontaneously. When a person pre-

viously in robust health is suddenly taken with seven-

illness, evacuation seems to be especially indicated.

The change in the patient's condition is bound to inter-

I, R.: The Ro !

I tharticS during the

I
i ew York, 11: 118 (May) 191

19. IIt-i ii and Wagner, io 1

ECrankheiten, 2:522.
20. Gee, S. J.: Medical Lectures and Aphorisms, Oxford Univei r.y

Press, 1908, p. 268.
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fere with the proper digestion of the food ingested a

short time previously. Here, our forefathers in med-
icine employed emetics as well as cathartics. We may
at least feel justified in hurrying through the intestine

the material, whose proper digestion has become
impossible by the change in digestive functions.

Cathartics, even castor oil, should be avoided in

typhoid fever and in measles. In these conditions, if

evacuation is insufficient, enemas will have to suffice,

as the production of diarrhea has been found to be

distinctly detrimental.

We should, of course, avoid the routine use of

cathartics, even in bed patients. Let us use them only

when we must. The traditional use of calomel as the

"initial purge" is probably unnecessary, and that of

salines undesirable. When a cathartic is indicated in

patient it is generally because of defii ii

peristalsis, produced by lack of bodily movement.
Hence, agents that stimulate peristalsis, as. for

instance, cascara sagrada, should be employed rather

than the salines, which are notoriously unreli

bed patients, because they merely increase the hulk

and fluidity of bowel contents without having much
effect on peristalsis.

SYMPTOMATIC CONSTIPATII IN

There are patients suffering from symptomatic con-

stipation rather than from the essential form,

those with minor degrees of chronic intestinal obstruc-

tion, and those whose bowels do not functionate prop-

erly because of chronic appendical or gallbladder

,

21 who can keep themselves comfortable for an

indefinite time by more or less habitual use of cathar-

tics. In such patients the constipation usually begins

later in life. They generally suffer from abdominal

discomfort, frequentl) pain, and at times from violent

attacks of indigestion. They occasionally have diar-

ternating with constipation. We must also add
to this categorj sufferers from carcinoma of the bowel,

as well as those afflicted with inflamed hemorrhoids
or other painful anorectal diseases. Of course, in all

of these, etiotropic therapy should be

whenever possible, and surgery or massage may in

appropriate cases r from becoming a

the purge. Yet there are many who will not

to radical treatment, or cannot have it. wl

by submitting to such enslavement, make them
comfortable. Among those who cannot have radical

treatment mu d cases too obscure to enable

one to advocate operative una ures. With many a

in it i a t ule of prai tice ; " presi ribe to

patients suffering from a chronic tendency to abdom-
inal pain a course of laxative treatment. Thi
cedure is not only of therapeutic but also of diagnostic
value. The most useful drugs for this '1

er salines or oils For painful anorectal con-

sulphur pro consideration.

n very well understand how the liquid, or very

thing from the admini I

of these agents, may slip by or through a narro
idherent or otherwise disabled portion of the

intestine, with less difficulty than more consistent mat-
ter would. This lessens the violence of peristalsis

required from the proximal segment of the bowel, and,
With it, colic or oilier di ulting therefrom.

.

, lowci portion of tlic

having become more irritable lUan the portion ibove it

It may also be that we reestablish a disturbed intestinal

gradient by increasing the irritability of the bowel
above an abnormally irritable segment. As various

cathartics have special action on certain intestinal

segments, for example, podophyllum on the duodenum
and aloe on the colon, we can understand why, with
certain patients, one cathartic, and with other patients

another one, acts best. More detailed knowledge of

these specific effects of purgatives on special portions

of the intestine is desirable, especially as we now can
localize, by means of roentgen rays, the seat of dis-

turbance in the patient's intestine. Had we this

knowledge we could predict with scientific precision

which cathartic will act better in a certain patient.

The constipation of those crippled by age, incura-

ble infirmity, or chronic systemic disease, such as

kidney, liver, heart or lung affections, likewise requires

habitual catharsis. The constipation, generally pro-

duced in these cases by the abnormal mode of living

forced on them by their disease or debility, is liable

to aggravate the underlying disturbance, therein

resulting in a vicious circle, which may be broken in

on and prevented by maintaining sufficient evacuation

of the bow el.

Sufferers from a weak or diseased intestine, or a

weak constitution, who need habitual catharsis—just

as a person with weak ciliary muscles need- eyegl

with a weak leg needs a crutch—should
ha\e such cathartic prescribed for them with at least

as much care to tit them properly as is taken in

refracting a patient'- eye For habitual use. when-
ever possible, pill form should be preferred because "l

it- convenience. This form of administration is, of

course, impossible for those who need oils or salines;

but for those who do not require softening of the

stool- the purgative pill musl he considered ideal. The
Stud) of the best composition of such pills will he

taken up later. One thing may. however, he empha
sized here, namely, that a habitual pill generally need
not to he given daily. In the interest of economy, not

only financial hut functional as well, we should lay

down the rule that the dose be taken only in tin

ing of those days on which no bowel movement
occurred ["I ecures a bowel movement at least

econd day, which is commonly sufficient, and

drug.

(To be continued)
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TUBERCULOSIS IN HEALTH RESORTS
FOR THE TUBERCULOUS

The fear of infection from contact with tuberculous

patients is still widely prevalent among the laity. This

phobia lias often presented an obstacle to the

institution of desired relief measures in the manage-

ment of the tuberculous. The '"fear horn of ignorance"

is not directed to these unfortunate- alone. Even today

it is frequently a difficult task to secure a suitable site

for any contagious disease hospital in the vicinity of

human habitations. The dread with which such an

institution is -till contemplated cannot he di-pelled by

exhortations or governmental edicts. The absence of

special dangers in the environment of hygienically man-

aged sick persons must he demonstrated in way- that

will bring conviction to those capable of independent

ting.

The experience of a community frequented by tuber-

culous individuals who live with and among other resi-

dents, with no attempt at segregation of the sick from

the well, ought to contribute convincing data. A survey

recently made of the indigenous incidence of tubercu-

losis at Saranac Lake in the Adirondacks affords a

striking illustration. 1

This settlement has grown from small beginnings in

the pioneer days of the late Dr. E. L. Trudeau into a

health resort of prominence for patients afflicted with

tuberculosis, especially of the pulmonary type; \l>out

one fifth of the total population of several thousand

persons i- made up of individuals who went to live at

Saranac Lake for their health. According to the

tics gathered in 1917 by Ames 1 under a fellow hip

grant of the Trudeau Foundation, the indigenous mor-

hidity and mortality from tuberculo i were low, only

0.3 per cent, of living cases being found among the

native born and 0.9 per cent, among previously healthy

residents. The few facts on record for European

health resorts likewise indicate that tuberculosi- does

not increase among the native population after tubercu-

lous patients reside in a community, despite the .

1 Ame<. Forrest B. : A Tuberculosis Survey of the Residents of

! ake. New ">

in the thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Trudeau Sana-

torium for 1918.

tion that a concentration of infection-, foci might

increase tin- occurrence of clinical manifestations of

the disease even in the presence "i better I

surroundings. The health resorts of Colorado are nol

• 1 as a menace to the r< sidents. From the con-

sensus of evidence, Ames ventures the logical conclu-

sion that there is a minimum of danger of infection of

healthy adult resident- of resorts frequented by tuber-

culous patient-. In harmony with this finding i- the

attitude of the inhabitants. Feai i ibsent. Education

through observation and experience has dispelled

phthisiophobia. The tuberculous person in such

enlightened communities is free from the stigma that

so "Men i- a barrier to In- progre . even after health

i
m restored.

SCURVY IN ANIMALS

Much of the recent progress in the science of nutri-

tion i- directly attributable to the results of expert

ments on the lower animal-. More recently, the dogi

cat and rabbit, long classic subjects of feeding trials,

have been replaced by smaller species, including the

mouse, rat, guinea-pig and pigeon. 1 low large a part

these animals have played in establishing the role of

vitamins in the diet, readers of Tut': Journal have had

repeated occasion to learn. Yet whenever a research,

concluded through the use of some single species for

investigation, brings some striking new fact of nutri-

tion, one almost instinctively asks whether the rinding

is of more general application, particularly in the case

of the human animal.

Lately scurvy has been the subject of lively interest

among investigators. Definite symptoms, resembling

in several details those found in infantile scorbutus,

can be induced in the guinea-pig by dietary deficiencies;

Most striking thus far are the predisposing effects of

exclusive cereal diets, the curative or antiscorbutic

potency of fresh fruits and vegetables, and the loss OJ

this valuable property of foods through certain methods

used in their conservation, notably heat and desicca-

tion. It is reported that in the recent campaigns in

Mesopotamia the British forces in some place- were

afflicted with scurvy as the result of the constant and

exclusive use of dried foods. 1 Since the dehydration

of vegetables gives promise of po sibilities of con-

servation of crops and economy in transportation, con-

siderable interest has been focused on the use of

products thus preserved. ( >f course, as PrescotJ

the hearing of the animal experiments on the

n
i

"i dried vegetables in the army or elsewhere is of

secondary matter, since it is only under most unusual

conditions that a diet would be made up entirely of

dried foods, and then only for limited periods. It is

more than likely that, even so, improved methods of

drying may succeed in preserving the antiscorbutic

\ of fresh \ egetables.

I. Pi i itt, - i
I

.

Use, Am. J. Physiol

49:573 -
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So long, however, as the guinea-pig experiments con-

front us, the danger of scurvy is an important academic

question, even if not a national or regional menace.

Can the more recent observations on guinea-pig scurvy

be repeated in the same way in other species? It has

long been known that scurvy can develop in the mon-

key, the analogue of man in various physiologic reac-

tions. At the Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine

in London, Harden and Zilva- have duplicated, by the

exclusive use of heated foods in monkeys, the untoward

scorbutic symptoms so easily developed in guii

in a comparable way. Furthermore, orange juice has

again proved its antiscorbutic potency in this species

also. It seems demon-; rated, therefore, that scurvy

in the guinea-pig, monkey and man alike is occasioned

by the lack of a specific vitamin that is not stable

toward heat. Added confidence is accordingly acquired

in the informational value of the animal experiments.

THE FATE OF SALICYLATES IN
THE BODY

One of the fundamental requisites in the rational, as

contrasted with the purely empiric, use of drug- i- a

knowledge of precisely what happens to them in the

organism, as well as of what pharmacologic effects they

exert. In the long run, the influence of a

substance may depend not only on its immediate

manifestations hut also on delayed reactions due to

accumulations of an active compound. Some foreign

substances are very promptly excreted; others tend to

red-to a greater or less extent, so that they can

manifest cumulative effects; --till others are in some

destroyed within the organism. Scientific

therapy must he based on a knowledge of the fate of

the drugs that it employs.

The older literature on the salicylates, one of the

most widely used groups of therapeutic agents, gives

the impression that the salicyl radical leaves the body

virtually unchanged.3 According to the more recent

H.mzlik' and In- collaborators at the

i Reserve University School of Medicine, how-

bout - ( ) per cent, of salicylate administered to

normal human individuals i- destroyed, since the loss

lie accounted for in sweat and feces, Or bj

dy. According to tin- view of Hanz-

lik and Wetzel, this on is not associati

but appeal - rather to he dependent

on the genera] function- of metabolism. I

' organs and apparently in tissue pulp. The

to destroy salicylates is by no mean- limited to

tlie organs of the higher animal-; for Hanzlik and

i

J. Path, ft Ba<

Arch. I. fxper. Path. u. Pharmacol. 80:367, 1886.

Mono
It, K. W., an.l Thoburn, T. W.: J. Pharmacol.

Tlicrap. »: 247 (Feb > 1917
I .: The Sili.

.

Pharmacol. & Exper. Thcrap l '

Wetzel have recently ascertained, that weak solutions

of sodium salicylate gradually deteriorate unless they

are protected from microbiotic form- by means of

efficient antiseptics. Yeasts and fungi can destroy the

drug.

If the destruction of the salicyl group is a function

of metabolic activity in general, it mighl be expected

that the disappearance of salicylates will be facilitated

wherever metabolism itself is augmented. In harmony

with such a hypothesis, Hanzlik and Wetzel note

increased loss of administered salicylate in fevers,

principally in rheumatism and tuberculosis. In nephri-

tis, in which the retention of the drug because of dimin-

ished renal excretorj capacity might expose it to a

greater chance of destruction by the tissues, the theory

seems to be confirmed by the observed facts. Drug

habitues addicted to the use of alcohol and morphin

were found to excrete much less salicyl than normal

-. owing perhaps to an acquired power of their

1 destruction of drugs.

It is a fact familiar to therapeutists that a low con-

centration of salicyl in the blood and tissues, which

must be the result of smaller doses of salicylates and

related compounds, is not an effective antiseptic within

the body. The destruction of the drug may afford the

for this and also indicate why large doses are

required to secure therapeutic effects.

REACTIONS TO CHILLING OF THE
BODY SURFACE

There can be little doubt that chilling of body sur-

maj become a contributory factor, if nothing

more, in the etiology of pharyngitis, tonsillitis, rhinitis,

etc. Although popular writers on health topics tend to

the fear of drafts as something unworthy of a

day adult, it will not be easy to convince an

unprejudiced observer that the dread of danger from

exposures belongs to the category of

ii superstitions. Pathogenic bacteria undoubt-

edly exist on the mucous membrane- of the naso-

pharynx frequently if not continually; yet it is only at

certain time- that they unfold an u ictivity.

What make- the mucosa more susceptible to micro-

bial activities after undue exposure of the exterior "t

of the familiar explanations

mi. m. ous i hilling i- that the blood, being

driven away from the surface of the body, i- directed

inwardly SO that congestion of the internal part- and

organs results. The assumed vasodilatation with its

stasis of the vessels in the mucous mi there-

upon supposed to alter the resistance of the 1. I

.1 invaders, Stra igh, tin- hypothesis

fail- to conform with i ertain facts that ha

red .by Mud. I ami I .rant' at the \\ ash
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University School of Medicine. The) have shown

ously by direct measurement of the temperature

of the skin and of oral and pharyngeal mucous mem-
branes that it actually falls with chilling oi

of the body surface and rises again when the

person is warmed externally. There is no congestion

such as one lias been led to expect from much of the

current literature on the subject ( In the contrary, to

quote the St. Louis investigators, their experiments

show that chilling of the body causes reflex .

striction ami ischemia in the mucous membranes of the

faucial tonsils, oropharynx ami nasopharynx.

unexpected findings call for new assumptions

to explain the genesis of the "sore throat." We can

only reiterate the latest hypothesis presented by Mudd
and Grant for criticism. It seems not improbable, they

say, that the ischemia incident on cutaneous chilling,

by decreasing cell respiration, or by retarding removal

of the products of cell metabolism, or by increasing the

permeability of the epithelial cell surfaces to hacterial

products, or by decreasing the local supply of anti-

or by altering the media of tin- tonsillar crypts

and folds of pharyngeal mucosa in which bacteria are

living, or by a comhination of such factors, so disturbs

the equilibrium between the host and the micro-organ-

isms as to excite infection. The fact that ischemia

occurs where congestion has been assumed heretofore

to arise is an important contribution; the discussion

which has followed this fact musl -till be regarded as

nothing more than a working hypothesis.

Current Comment

ADMITTING OUR LIMITATIONS

Ecclesiasticism in medicine, fortunately, is practically

a thing of the past. Mystery is left to the quack and
the "patent medicine" maker. Modern medicine is not

sacro-sanct. There are still, however, some physicians

who seem to think that, in medicine at least, opi

i is not good for the soul. At fairly regular

intervals The Journal receives protests from corre-

spondents against the misuse by some of the cults and
'pathies of the published statements of well-known phy-

sicians. A few day- ago a physician senl in a booklet

that is sold by a chiropractic concern for the use of the

followers of that trade. The booklet, of course, eulo-

Mropractic and damns scientific medicine. The

peroration contains a quotation credited to Dr.

Richard C. Cabot and said to be taken from his "Lay-
man's Handbook of Medicine." It is to the effe< t,

briefly, that the number of specific drugs is limited

and that, in most cases, nature, with some help from
the physician, accomplishes the cure. Our correspon-

dent was disturbed because he thinks statements sim-

ilar to that credited to Cabot will break down the

public's confidence in scientific medicine, lie says,

further, that Osier is another man whose public state-

ments have the same tendency. He even inquires,

facetiously of course, "Do you suppose Cabot is

employed by the chiropractors to write such litera-

ture?" Some of us are liki 1\ to forget that scientific

medicine dors nut suffei from a frank admission of its

limitations. Such admissions in any

Incidentally, one of the greatest indictment!

against propi ii taryship in medicine is the fact tit

proprietaryship stifles medical progress hecai ill

alleged successes are played up and all failt

Supposing we do admit the limitations of modern med-
icine. What of it? These limitations exist and it

i"' onl) foolish but dishonest to pretend they do

not. Yet, in spite of these limitations modern
tilic medicine ha more i" offer the human race in

the prevention and cure of disease than all the eulls

'pathies and fads in existence, ami deep down in its

inner consciousness the public knows il. Of i

fakers will glibly quote any statement made by reputa-

ble physicians that can be twisted into a depreciation

oi scientific medicine. So, too, will the devil continue

to quote I lolv Writ.

LEPTOSPIRA ICTEROIDES AND YELLOW FEVER

In the course of the interesting indies of \

of the Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research on

tin' etiology of yellow fever, it has been demonstrated

that the micro-organism Leptospira icteroides, which

he regards as responsible for the disease, conforms

with the well known characterise s of the yellow fever

\ irus in respect to transmission by in" ;quitocs. Symp-

toms and lesions closel) re embling those of yellow

fever in man may be induced in guinea -pigs by

the bite of female stegomyia mosquitoes that have

previously sucked the blood of animals experimentally

infected with Leptospira. 1 Noguchi has confirmed

older observations that even under natural conditions

the percentage of mosquitoes that become infected with

the organism of yellow fever by sucking the blood may
be very small. lie estimates that a single female

Stegomyia may take up not more than 0.01 c.c, oi

blood, whereas ii requires from 0.1 to 1 cy. of blood

from a patient at the height of the disease to tt

the infection to a nonimmune person. In other words,

according to Noguchi,1 a mosquito occasionally

becomes infectious by taking up the one or two

micro-organisms that happen to be circulating in the

peripheral blood of man, and it is these occasionally

infected few that carry the disease. Noguchi has

ecured further information of value in regard to 1 1
1<

-

behavior of Leptospira icteroides. Ibis organism is

associated in its development with blood serum, which
is supplied by the blood-sucking insect. It cannot sur-

vive the concurrence of other "less fastidious organ-

isms, such as bacteria." For this reason, the compara<<

lively aseptic body cavity of the stegomyia furnishes

a ecure belter for the parasite which, owing to lis

capacity to penetrate bacteria-proof filtei . probably

soon pierces the tissues of the alimentary tract after it

the mosquito and reaches a spot favorable to

its maintenance. The temperature range favorable for

the multiplication of Leptospira icteroides is from IS

1. Noguchi, Hideyo: Etiology of Yellow Fever, IX. Mosq
I \<r, J. Exper. Med. 30:401 (Oct.) 1919.
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to 37 C. (64.4 to 98.6 F.). with an optimum of 26 C.

(78.S F.), at which it remains viable for a long time.

Accordingly, Noguchi points out, the climate in most
tropical countries, where yellow fever flourishes, offers

optimum conditions both for Leptospira icteroides and
for the mosquito that harbors and nourishes it.

THE EFFICACY OF ANTIRABIC TREATMENT
In the warfare that modern medicine still is called

on to wage against the studied hygienic agnosticism of

a variety of cults of nonmedical "healers," the sta-

tistics of the elimination of disease by vaccination and

other modes of sanitary prophylaxis are always a

weapon of strength. There is a never-failing source

of satisfaction to medical men in the continued dem-
onstration of the blessing conferred on humanity by

Pasteur's discoveries. Year after year the record- of

the success of the antirabic treatment inaugurated by

him bring evidences of the indisputable efficacy of

therap) based on science rather than on occult phe-

nomena and mysterious personal potencies. During

191S no less than 784 persons received antirabic treat-

i the bacteriologic institute in Lyons, France,

than half of them had been bitten by animals

actually demonstrated to have been suffering from
rabies. There was not a single death among the

patients treated. Since 1900 more than 11,000 persons

from the vicinity of Lyons have received antirabic

treatment. Only ten persons have failed to be pro-

tected, representing a mortality of 0.08 per cent. 1 Of
those who -till proclaim disc. is,- to be a myth

and who deny the menace of micro-organisms will find

remarkable in this record. Fortunately for

mankind, those who are so unlucky as to be victims of

from mad animals are rarely contenl to make
a trial of "absent treatment" or allied methods.

SOME FEATURES OF INTESTINAL PARASITIC
INFECTIONS IN CHILDHOOD

So long as an adequate inspection of the children in

a group of public institutions can show an incidence of

ranging from 18 to as high as 90
nt. of the juvenile pop ilation in such place-, the

problem of these infections demand il study.
I he figures just quoted were the resull of an

and Dwyer3 of the

m seven institutions. The observa-
tions in the symptoms commonly r<

as indicative of the presence of "worms" are by no

lliu-. grinding of the teeth, scratching of the no
turbed sleep, ravenous appetite and lassitude were

d in noninfected a- well as in infected children.
< onsequentl) we ai it 1 1 the investiga-
tors who established these facts thai a il.

"f emph asizing the importance of a tenable diagnosis

statistics are taken from 1 V: 1 ,.i ami-
18

! R .
.,,..1 !• Ill

-. Am. J. Di,. Child. 18: 269

before subjecting any person, and particularly small

children, to the ordeal of unnecessary medication to

eliminate intestinal parasites. Either the parasites or

their ova should be searched for and found prior to

the enforcement of anthelmintic therapy. The eosino-

philia, valuable though it may undoubtedly be as an

indication toward the diagnosis of infection with intes-

tinal parasites, is of course not pathognomonic. None
of the more familiar parasites seem to have a definite

philia; and infection with each of them has been

demonstrated to occur in the absence of eosinophil

increments in the blood. In the group of cases exam-
ined by Du Buys and Dwyer, Trichuris trichiura was
the parasite most frequently found. The other species

were, in the order of frequence. Ascaris Iwmbricoides,

Hymenolepis nana. Oxyuris vermicularis, Strongy-

loses stercoralis, Necator americanus and Hymen-
olepis diminuta. It is reported that the personal habits

and environment of the children seemed to have a

direct bearing on the frequency of intestinal parasitic

infections. It is significant that, of the institutions

studied, they were the most prevalent in those in which
systematic medical inspections were never made. From
(lie standpoint of the public health, such facts call for

prompt recognition and corresponding official action.

NEWSPAPER PROMOTION OF MERCURIC
CHLORID POISONING

At regular intervals, to use an ancient metaphor,

medical science is butchered to make a newspaper
holiday. Few poisons have been so thoroughly inves-

tigated as has mercuric chlorid. No other poison

has been so popularized by the Lay press as has this

particular drug, beginning with the case of the (Georgia

banker of several years ago and. today, concerning

the Detroit children dramatically poisoned by a men-
tally deficient mother with dramatic aspiration

ill that no one has contradicted the

statement of Sanstim' based on good experimental

evidence

—

utilizing Carter's and other known m
of treatment—that "it would appear . . . thai

when 4 mg. or more of mercuric chlorid per kilogram

he tissues at large, death

regularly occurs, and that we have no adequate grounds
for believing that death i- preventable b) an-, known
form of treatment." A moment's reflection concerning

i
the intelligent physician

what the facts and the possibilities were. lb- needs
but to bear in mind that the actual amount of niercun
received and retained by each child is unknown: that

it was several days before any treatment at all was
administered, and that almost two weeks had

n brought to ( hi,

.

such ministrations as the sensationally advertised spe-

nen them.

n I hi

;i>

Spreading Plague.

t" the mouth parts (the epipharynx, mandibli

from which I

is feedinj
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COLORADO
New Officers.—At ilie forty-ninth annual session of the

State Medical Society, held in Denver. I

i 9, under the presidency ol it. Francis H. McNaught,
Denver, the following officers were elected: president elect,

Dr. Frank R. Spencer. Boulder; I 'is. Walter
S. Chapman, Walsenburg, Josephine X. Dunlop, Pueblo, Guy
C. Cary, Grand Junction, and Burgetl Woodcock, Greeley;
secretary. Dr. Crinn Epler, Pueblo (hold over); treasurer,
1 ' r. William A. Sedwick (hold over); delegate to the

American Medical Association, Gerald B. V\

Springs, ami alternate, Dr. Horace G. Wetherill, Denver.
The 19J0 meeting will be the golden anniversary ol the

society. The meeting will be held at Glenwood Springs, in

September, at a date to be fixed later.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Medical Society Makes Drive for Building Fund.—The

District of Columbia Medical Society is making a dine
i" raise $35,000 dun; this amount being the bal-

ance needed to complete the society's building fund of

§75,000. The building is to be located on a downtown site

which has been purchased. The first floor will be composed
of an auditorium seating 600, two committee rooms, two
offices and cloakrooms. The second floor will have a library

and banquet hall. An important feature will be facilities

for registering visiting physicians so that they may obtain
their mail at the building.

FLORIDA
Examination of Schoolchildren.—The work of examining

the 200.000 schoolchildren of Florida started, October 1,

under direction of the child welfare department of tin i it<

board of health. Each child will be given a thorough exam-
ination, and through a careful follow-up system parents will

ied of any defects to be corrected, with suggestions
looking to the physical welfare of the child.

In Registration Area.—Efforts of Dr. Stewart G.Thompson,
vital statistician of the state board of health, to place

Florida in the death registration area were successful last

week, when Dr. Ralph N. Greene, Chattahoochee, state

health officer, received notification from tin I '. S. Bureau
of Census that the recently completed check showed that

more than 90 per cent, of the deaths in this state are

registered.

Personal.—Col. Raymond C. Turck, Jacksonville, will

retire from active practice when he returns from
according to statements in letters to friends. Colonel Turck
was twice gassed, and was awarded the ' .uerre, a

citation from Marshal Petain, and the Distinguished Service

Cross for gallantry in action. Dr. W. A. Klaxton, who
-aw several years' service at the front with the Canadian
forces, has lately received his discharge and is now labora-

torian of the state board of health at Tallahassee. Lieut.

-

CoL William J. Buck, Gainesville, in charge of the base
hospital at LeMaih, France, during the war, has been dis-

charged from service and has accepted the appointment of

assistant state health officer of the state board of health.

Florida Opposes Leper Colony.—Acting under the authority

of an act of Congress, the L'. S. Public Health Service has
been seeking an appropriate place in which to establish a

national leper colony. Alter a long, exhaustive survey of the

whole country it has finally selected two islands off the coast

of Florida. Mow the governor and many citizens of Morula
are making a strenuous fight against thi in, claim-

ing that it will injure the good name of Florida as a health

and pleasure resort. The islands in question have been pro-

nounced most ideal : dar Key, opposite

which the islands are located, was at one time quite a pros-

COUnt of the fishing industry. It is

reported, however, that this industry has fallen off consider-

ably and that the town is favorable to the dedication of these

i", lands for this humanitarian put

ILLINOIS

Conference of Charities.—The State Conference ol

ties and Corrections will be held in Decatur, October 24
with headquarters at the Orlando Hotel. Am

u lion will be Family, i ural social sei -

erence extension, the child, correctional program, a

Personal.—Capt. I'.ellenden S. Hutchinson, \ C,
\ \i i

. medical officei ol the 75th infantry, a practitionei
1 1| Mound City and Chicago, erved foi foui years with
the Canadian Forces and is said to be the only \\

.
, the Victoria (

. i\ in England, is on leave and visiting friends in

i hicago and in Mound City. Dr. Joseph De Silva, Rock
Island, is reported to i 1} ill al St. Anthony's II",

pital, Rock Island, n septicemia.

Banquet to Pana Physician. Members of the si. i

Huber Memorial Hospital, Pana, and ladies wen
October 3, at the supper served at the hospital, at which
Sister Marie, the new sister superior, delivered an address
on the general betterment of the hospital. The banquet abo
marked the organization of the staff of the hospital, the
present officers ol which air: president, Dr. John II. Miller;

vice president. Dr. Koscoe C. Danford, and secretary. Dr.
Frederick J. Eberspacher.

Chicago

Personal.— Dr. Arthur W. Stillians lias been appointed
head ol the department of dermatology in Northwestern
University Medical School. In the suit brought bj Mrs.
Dell Nichols against Dr. Daniel A. K. Steele, in which
$5(1.000 damages was claimed because of alleged

voice, said to have been due to a surgical operation by Dr.

Steele, the jury in the SUperioi court, October 11. brought
in a verdict in favor of Dr. Steele.

Resignations from the Faculty of Loyola University School
of Medicine.—The following physicians have resigned from
the faculty of the Loyola University School ol Medicine: Dr.

Lawrence Ryan, dean and professor ol surgery; Dr. William

J. Butler, professor of medicine; Dr. John S. Nagel, pro.

fessor of genito-urinary diseases; Dr. George W. Funck,
piotessur of pharmacology. Dr. Arthur \Y. Stillians. pro

fessor of dermatology, and Dr. William 1). Zoethout, pro-

fessor of physiology.

MARYLAND
Personal.—Lieut. -Col. William J. Coleman lias returned to

Baltimore after twenty-eight months in hospitals in France
and Germany as a member of the Medical Corps. Dr.

Coleman went overseas with the 116th Field Hospital and
served in Alsace at Evacuation Hospital No. 8, near Verdun
at Coblenz, and later at Neunahr, Germany, where he bad
charge of an American Hospital. Dr. Charles I.. Mam. Mi
Catonsville, health officer of the First District, is seriously

ill at St. Agnes Hospital, suffering from a carbuncle.

New Clinic at the Johns Hopkins Hospital.- Dr. Winford
II. Smith, Baltimore, has announced thai work '.-ill be begun
in the spring on a woman's clinic at the Johns Hopkins Hos
pital, which will offer facilities for study and observation
in obstetrics and gynecology. The clinic will base a large

staff in charge of Dr. J. Whitridge Williams. A one-story
and a two story building connected by a corridor will be

-I inn i a 1 i

|

itrui lure. The WOI 1. is I"

cost approximately $400,000. The greate i expansion will be

in the obstetric department, in which in addition to

modations for 150 patients, extensive facilities for n

and experiment, with laboratory equipment, will It pi

A new nursery will be equipped These plans also

plate a building which, ii constructed at present prices, would
cost at least $1,500,000, and would be seven
Such a building would enable all departments of the dis

to bi in "i"' 1 al i' « dmultanei iusly.

Women Physicians Visit Johns Hopkins.—During
in sessions of the International Conferi en Physi
cians in New Vork, thirty-five distinguished women physi

in foreign countries visited the lohns Hopkins Hos
pital recently and studied facilities at the institution. The
general program for the day was arranged bj Dr. 1 1

R. Sabin, Baltimore, who received the delegates. The first

inspection was of the gynecologic department, where Drs.

Howard A. Kelly, Guy I.. R. Hunner and Thomas S. Cullen

acted as pilots. At the Harriet Lane Home, an exhibition ol

children's diseases was prepared. Dr. John I. Mm I, \\ I

lawn, gave a short address on the general subject of physiol-

ogy, followed by a talk on dietetics by E. V. Met ollum. Dr.
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George L. Streeter gave a talk on embryology. Luncheon
was served at 1 o'clock, after which Dr. Adolf Meyer, Balti-

more, head of the Henry Phipps Psychiatric Clinic, lectured

on the work of his department. The remainder of the after-

noon was devoted to a study of the obstetric department.

MICHIGAN
Full Time Health Officer Elected.—Dr. David Littlejohn,

St. Joseph, has been elected full time health officer of Flint,

succeeding Dr. J. S. Craig, who declined to qualify for the
-

In the Hands of the Law.—John F. Roehl, chief inspector
of the state health department, is said to have arrested three

men of Detroit, September 10, suspected of practicing medi-
cine without a license. They are John \Y. Wood, Paul Lewis
and Tom Krcsanthopolis.

Typhoid at Muskegon.—An investigation just completed at

n by the engineering department of the state board
of health, at the request of the city physician, shows that

there havi been twenty-five cases of typhoid fever in the

city since February 3. The source of the disease is believed

to be the water supply.

Serum Tests at Kiefer Hospital.—Dr. Henrj F. Vaughan,
health commissioner of Detroit, announces that twel
in the Herman Kiefer Hospital will be placed at the dis-

posal of the Wayne County Cancer Committee, of which Dr.

J. Henry Carstens is chairman, that a thorough test may be
made of the Koch cancer serum.

The Passing of Oak Grove Hospital.— The tlin

.

. Grove Hospital. Flint, announce the contemplated
retirement of the institution from the field of psychiatry at

the expiration of its life, April 28, 1920. It is

hoped that the building and grounds may be kept as a city

park in the possession of the public in perpetuity, otherwise
the property will be sold as a high school site.

MINNESOTA
Personal. — Drs. Herman W. Froehlich, < Near F. Melloy,

Andrew .1. Paulson and Lawrence F. Fisher, all of Thief
d in practice, and the en(

end of the sect 'lie Citizens State Hank BurTding
is being remodeled for their accommodation. \ total of

twelve rooms will be devoted to tl work of

hysicians.— Dr. R ul, has

been elected president of the Mississippi Valley Sanatorium
il ion.

New State Officers.—At the fifty first annual me
State Medii tion, held in

1-3, under the pri D
Minneapoli

H . \

'

I: I

i

: .
'

•

dents. Drs. Edward M. ( lay, Renville, < laude I'. I

•
Cloud, and I i ry, I >r.

l-'.arle R. Han lis (reelected); treasun
Frederick I.. Bi

Medical Association, Dr. John \\ Bell, Minneapolis, and
alternate. Dr. Alfred E. Spalding, Lu

Society Loses Charter. ' i the charter of the

Brown-Redwood Mi by the
• Medii al \

in Minm unt of its faili

A. Fritsche, New Ulm, who was n
• rnor Burnquist on chai by 'lie

public safetj commission. \r>r
lutinn civip:

months in v hich to bring I >r. Fi it;

supported dj . il excepting two member of the

MISSOURI
Negro Physician Fined. Scptembi r ' Iph S.

rmed tin- fine of Dr. B B
son, Ka, habit-forming

law.

Ex-Service Physicians Organi; held in

• ptember -"'. physician
the milil

mporary chairman, and D
temporary secretary.

Few Take Tuberculosis Treatment. Mtfi lugh under a

:
icnt tuberculi

the State Sanatorium, Mount Vernon, the average number
treated at that institution is only 198 while it has a capacity
of ,i(K). In the children's building with a capacity of eighty

patients, only thirty-five are under treatment

Personal.—Dr. John C. Murphy, formerly gynecologist in

the St. Louis City Hospital, lias been honorably discharged
from the Army and will reside in Xew York. Dr. Fred
W. Bailey, St. Louis, has been elected post commander of

Walter Keel PoSl No. 136, American Legion. Dr. Edward
I i ooley, St. Louis, announces that the appearance
name in the catalogue of the St. Louis College of Physicians
and Surgeons is unauthorized as he has no connection what-
ever with that institution.

NEBRASKA
Announces Medical Examiners.—The secretary of the

department of public welfare has announced the i

board of medical examiners: Drs. II. J. I.ehnoff, Lincoln,
E. T. McGuire, Mead, and J. E. Spatz, Fairfield.

NEW MEXICO
State Society Meeting.--. \t the annua! meeting of the New

Mexico Medical Society held in Albuquerque, October 3 and
4, the following officers were elected: pre- .

it. Dr. Charles A. Frank.
rque; vice presidents, His. Chester Russell, Artesia,

Mera. Santa Fc, and Franklin H. Crail. East Las
Vegas; secretary, Dr. Frank E. bull. Albuquerque; treasurer
Dr. lobn \Y. Elder, Albuquerqui 'be American
Medical Association, Dr. William T. royner, Roswell
nate, Dr. Charles II. Churchill, Madrid. Roswell was selected

as the next place of meeting.

NEW YORK
Personal.— Dr. William A. Holla, Tompkins Corners, has

been appointed coroner of Putnam County, succeeding Dr.
Parker, deceased.

Central State Physicians to Meet.—The annual mi i

I Central Xew York will be held
in S) racuse, < Ictober 30.

Conference on Child Welfare Legislation.—The regents of

ti of Xew York held a lu

welfare legislation ;: !7 and 18. Among
those present at the conference w •

health agencies, manufacturers and merchants.

New State Hospitals.- -The governor of New York. Sep-
tember b the site, and i lor the new

i a. The
building when constructed will house more than 3,000 p
and for this construction the cm "XKI has

pital development commission psychopathic
hospital for New York City, which will be the t

dcpartmi n lies into

nity.

Establishment of a Dental Clinic in Public Schools.—

A

deli rmr

bmeni and
\ York.

I

New York City

Person i)

hattan I fi

William \ . I

'

insulting

ii I Lloyd has

Permanent International Exposition of Municipal Equip-

lunicipal equ
- Id during the

iilk and

In abb
with public
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Nonmunn-ip.il Hospitals Report Large Shortage of Funds.
— The annual report of the nonmunicipal hospitals >>i ibis

.'. - ih.it these institutions face a deficit of more than
. n is due t.i the increased cost of hos-

leration. The d.ulv cost of maintaining nonpaying
patients has risen from $2.02 in 1914 to $3.13 in 1919, an

58 per cent. For 1919 the per capita
- :

50. I as:
j eat thi

to 147,422 pal i ing 1,202,078 free days. The cost

of maintenance for the fort) six hospita
ation in 191o was $9,073,065.

NORTH CAROLINA
Typhoid Develops After Negro Camp Meeting.- \

ramp meeting was held at Tucker's Grove, Lincoln County,
the latter pari ind more than fifty i

typhoid fever has developed among the negroes in attendance
as the result of drinking from a local water supply of ques-
tionable character. Two deaths had resulted up to Sep-

District Physicians Meet.— At the annual meeting of the

Eighth District Medical Society, held in Greensboro under
the presidency of Or. John A. Williams. Greensboro, Winston-
Salem was selected as the next place ol meeting, and Dr.

Frederic M. Hanes and Dr. Wingate M. Johnson, both of

Winston-Salem, were elected president and vice president,

respective!)

.

Peroonal.— Drs. Lester C. Todd and Hamilton W. McKay
have been added to the staff of the Crowell Urological Clinic,

Charlotte. Dr. R. G Keiger, Statesville, who has been in

charge '<i the North Carolina bureau for the treatment and
prevention of venerea! disease, has resigned and has been suc-

ceeded by Dr. Millard Knowlton, who has recently heen
doing work in the United States Public Health Service in

Montana. Dr. James R. Gordon, Raleigh, for six years

chief of the bureau of vital statistics of the state board of

health, has resigned to engage in stock farming. The bureau
will he coordinated with the bureau of epidemiology, and
both will lie under the charge of Dr. Frank M. Register,

Jackson, who recently succeeded Dr. Auley M. Crouch,
Raleigh, as state epidemiologist. Dr. Thomas Stringfield,

Waynesville, has heen appointed inspector-general. X. C,
X. Cl. with the rank of colonel. Dr. J. A. Moore has been
appointed instructor in histology at the University of North
Carolina.

OHIO
Appropriation for Influenza.— At the meeting of the Cleve-

land City Council. October 6. an appropriation of $12,000 was
authorized to be used in influenza prevention work

Crile Endows Chair at Western Reserve.— It is reported

that Dr. George W. Crile has given $100,000 for the endow-
ment of a chair of surgery in Western Reserve University
Medical School.

Academy Reopens.—The fall session of the Cincinnati

Academy of Medicine was inaugurated. September 29. Dr.

Charles A. L. Reed, delivered an address advocating a wider
cooperation of medical men in political affairs of the nation.

state and municipal

An Industrial Medicine Department Announced.—It is

announced by the president of the University of Cincinnati

000 of the $100,000 to be raised by the Ohio business

support of the Department of tl [edicine in

of affiliation with the University of Cincinnati has

been raised. Cnder the auspices of the department, a series

of lectures on housing was begun on Thursday evening,

Personal.—Dr. Jonathan Forman, who recently resigned
from the position of assistant pre in the

if Medicine, Columbus, has
been appointed teaching pr

ical School of Harvard University.—— Dr. Thomas II. Kelly,

Cincinnati, was operated on for appendicitis, October 2.

William H. Peters has been reappointed health officer of
Cincinnati. Dr. Phillips Cleveland, 1

elected coroner of Cuyahoga County.

Exceed Requirements of Hughes Act.—The counties of the

state, almost without exception, are going beyond minimum
of the Hughes act in establishing the new district health
department, which will begin operation, January 1. Almost
all counties have provided for more workers than the health

commissioner, nurse and clerk required by the law. Many
of the counties have provided for a salary of from $3,000 to

foi health commissioners, and staffs of three
i mi >' nursi . and a deput) and sanitaiv inspectors as may

lired bj li ical condit ions.

PENNSYLVANIA
New Hospital Plans. Following the convention of the

National Tuberculosis Association held at the Bellevuc-
Stratford, Octobei 9 and 10, a movement is on fool to have
the citj appropriate $500,000 Foi .i iinniuiii.il tuberculosis hos-
pital with 500 beds.

University Hospital Gets Many More Subscriptions.—Sub-
scriptions received since the eb.se of the University Hospital,

October 15. have brought tin- total up to the $558,292 mark.
Tin- belated subscriptions are being received ;o rapidly thai

campaign managers believe the drive may reach ils $1,000,000
goal.

Personal.—Dr. R. Franklin Rover. Harrisburg, for ten

years associated with the Pennsylvania State Department of
Health and acting commissioner of health for one \.

|

lowing the death of Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, has recently been
chief executive office! ol thi Massachusetts-Halifax

Health Commission which was recentl) incorporated under
an act of the provincial legislature of Nova Scotia.

Street Crossing Campaign.—As a result of statistics given
to the Rotary Club by Capt. W. B. Mills, assistant superin-
tendent of police, that organization has started a "cross at

crossings" campaign and 30,000 posters will be distributed
through. mt the city. According to Captain Mills, 53,000 per-
sons were injured at streel accidents, last year. Of these,

253 were killed outright. 960 were run down by tnuks. 2.2"8

by touring cars, and 1.408 by trolley cars. I If the total

number, 2.250 persons were injured because they did not use
street crossings.

RHODE ISLAND
New Hospital for Washington County.—Washington County

is to have a-hospital at Wakefield, under a charter just issued

bj tin secretary of state. The institution will care for all

citizens in the southern part of the stale. The South County
Hospital Association is the name of the corporation, which
will establish and maintain the institution with the aid of
voluntary support.

CANADA
Personal.—Dr. Robert M. Mitchell, superintendent of the

Weyburn Mental Hospital, Saskatchewan, has been on a
tour of inspection of mental hospitals in the United States
and Canada. Among other places visited in Canada were
Toronto, Coburg, Whitby, Kingston and Brockville; in the
United States. Xcw York and a branch of the Rockefeller
Institute in Baltimore.

Medicolegal Case.—An unusual case is being tried in the

supreme court of Nova Scotia. The plaintiff is suing three
doctors of Sydnej Mines f. .r damages, alleging negligence
and malpractice on the part of the defending physicians for

the death of one of his children. The death of the child
look place in September from diphtheria, and no antitoxin

was administered. One of the defendants is the medical
officer of health of Sydney Mines.

Expenditure on Venereal Diseases.—The federal govern-
ment of Canada has sel apart $200,000 lor the venereal dis-

eases campaign. Of this amount $10,000 is to go to the

al Council for the Suppression ..i" Venereal I'.

In. mill in, the Dominion Departmcnl of Health; the balance
i

i (180,000 is t.. be distributed among the various provinces
i i anada in ratio of population, provided the provinces are
willing to devote an equal amount for the same purpose.

Advisory Board on "Patent Medicines."—An order in coun-
cil has been approved al Ottawa, appointing the following

ory hoard lo the department of health on
medicines: Dr. Alexander I), Blackader, Mon-

treal, professor of pharmacology, McGill University; Dr.
Robert I). Rudolf, pi. , m the University
. i T in; Dr. A. McGill, chief analyst for the federal

government at Ottawa; Dr. !•'.. W. I. E. W. Lecours. pro-
i.

. i .f pharmacy. Laval University; Dr. Charles F. Heeb-
ner, dean of the College of Pharmacy, ["oronto,

GENERAL
Division of Medicine, National Research Council.—Dr.

Henry A. Christian, Boston, lias been appointed chairman of

the division of medicine of the National Research Council.
This will make it necessary for Dr. Christian temporarily to
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Washington, D. C. He has been granted a year's
leave of at the IV.tr Bent Brigham
Hospital and Harvard Medical Si

Southwest Physicians Elect Officers.— At the annual meet-
the Medical Vss ciatiori of the Southwest, held at

Oklahoma City, October 6 to 8, the following officers were
elected: president, Dr. Ernest I*". Day, Vrkan as I ity, Kan.:
vice presidents. Drs. Horace Red. Oklahoma City, G. Wilse

m, Kansas City, Mo., William II. Deaderick, Hot
Springs, Ark., and Walter T. Wilson, '.

. -.as, and
secretary. Dr.' Fred 11 Clark. El Reno. Okla.. for the six-
teenth consecutive term.

Military Surgeons Elect Officers.—At the annual
of the \ Military Surg .1 States,
which was held in St. Louis, October 13 to 15, under the

cy of Col. Henrj P. Birmingham, M. C, (J. S. \rmy,
New Orleans was selected [or next
year, the timi set being three days immediately preceding the
meeting of the American Medical

ers v. ei e eh ident, I .ieul -( '
A. Josi

I C, O. X. G., Cincinnati; vice presidents. Vsst.

Surg.-Gen. John W. Kerr. U. S. P. II. S., W
Gapt Frank L. Pleadwell, M. C, U. S. Navy, Wa
D. C. and Brig.-Gen. Francis A. Winter, M. ('.. (J. S
Washington, I). G, and secretary-treasurer-editor, Col. lames

lurch, M. t Vrmy, Wash:
reelected.

Bequests and Donations.—The following bequests and
donations have recently been announced:
New York Society for R rippled, ami Nursery and Child's

.

City, and Tarrytown, X. Y.. Hospital, each $25,000 b) I

I
Kingsland.

I rian and Chil-

ispitals. New York City. an. I three additional hospit

named by the testator's son, (300,000 each b; " rill

Scbinasi. A larne part of the estate of the t<

tablishment of the Solomon Scbinasi pital.

For a city hospital at Bfonticello, III., to be known as the John and
Mary E. Kirl.y Hospital, a bequest ol (100,000 and the i

"\ of the late John Kirby.

ttion of the San Diego Mission, a donation of

Dr.
I

'. City.

Legislation for Instruction in Hygiene.- \ hill to encour-
age instruction in tin I maternity and infancy and
for the promotion of instruction and care in maternity
through state cooperation has been introduced in thi

.. The
ii an appropriation of $480,000 to he divided

Mir states which meet the requit

Mire. For the next fiscal year, ending June 30, 1921, $1,000,000
is appropriated with it for the sir

five years, after which the annual appropriation
i

|2,000,000 « ith the chil-

nrcan of the 1'. S. Department tnd the

various states are required to ap
work. The of information on 1 1 1 i ^ and

allied subjects is the principal purpose of the act. Aid also

is provided lor colleges and univet
A similar measure recently was introduced in tin

i tire has I, cell refei

Public Health ttion.

FOREIGN
Deaths in the Profession Abroad.— Itr R. Rodriguez

Mendez,
i Universitj

ilalana and member
xla de M.iii, urn y ( irugia

- of Madrid >ii idation in 1K77. His pupils
ids recentl) published an impo

this eminent Spat
R. E. Bion of /.unci,

iirsc, probably tin result of infection of

Iged 52.

Graduate Couises on Pulmonary Tuberculosis at I

lunced from Pari - thai a i m • on puim i

i ulosis has i„

.

; , arranged ii Pat
during the y, lg |irs.

G. Kuss, 1

nmeiir-
iber 15. April 15 and June IS .'.ill he

eminently practical and will include physical dia

•cial hj gienc. and
I

istration of dispensaries, I will be held in the
n ami the mornings will l.e devoted to individual

work in hospitals or dispensaries in the services of the

ins giving the course. The courses are open to all

physicians of France or the allied nations or friends of

France. For further details address Dr. E. Rist, 5 rue de
ourg, Paris. The Rockefeller l for the

Prevention of Tuberculosis in France has recently announced
that it has a limited number of stipends at the disposal of
French physicians in charge of the medical service in a

officially designated by the pro-
vincial or municipal authorities i aittees to take
charge of such a dispensary.

LATIN AMERICA
Gorgas Honored by Academy of Medicine.—The news-

f Lima describe tl eld at the Xational
ii • at which ' Gorgas
ary member of the association.

New Sanitary Improvements in Peru.—The government of

Peru is about to sul .ess a contract made with
oi firms for

i
ers and water supplies in

i I he most important towns of that country.

Clinical Yearbook of Chilean Hospital icians of

recently

ed and have published the "Anuario Clinico de la

Asociacion Medica del Hospital del Salvador," a well printed
volume Nineteen authors describe interesting

discuss the early diagnosis of preg-
tc. Dr. Alvaro is trip to

i liters of the United Stales and his visit to the
headquarters of the American Medical Association in Chicago.

Organization of the Profession in Colombia.—The Keper-
torio dc Medicina y ( i preach-
ing the necessity for organization of the enti

in the R I ilombia, are! thi de
the lead in drawing up a constitution and

itional Med-
eress, in August, with '

:

They an n full for discussion in the latest issue
of the A' Mill in its preceding number reproduced

ode of medii .

. . iewed in

! 17(1 1.

Ninetieth Anniversary of Founding of the Brazilian Acad-
emy of Medicine. The Academia Nac licina of
Brazil held a special meeting recentlj ' its nine-
tieth anniversary, ["he Duroi

I

was awarded
on that occasion to I Jr. Raul Pacheco for his V

isism." In his add ceiving the prize he
:ed the high minimal picssurc which he foul

Stant in fifty cases of what m. a condition
I almost

certainly h.i\ impsia. I h |

usual examit
albuminuria and the Wassermann

the physici; arterial pres-
1

: larl the rise in the mill

is a premonitory sign of eclampsia. The fluctuations in the

maximal nstant ami unreliable from this

. iew. I'lie addres, of i| ,

lliteracj , which Brazil
and told how n

diffusii n i if enlightenment in

Venereal Disease in Panama and the Canal Zoni

.1 S.

ic will he run on ;'

:

i nature i:

nation and tl e.ituu tit ft. .

known
this is tl

nth of the 'it it is

i
ring this one

will shortl) wa in the
old influential

der the

t oil 'C'l I

imizing
jtion ami th

limit the spread of VI
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Oci ii

Government Services

Resolutions for Investigation of Walter Reed Hospital

Further efforts are being made b) the House oi Represen-

tatives for the investigation ol Walter Reed Hospi
, I olumbia.

solutions for this investigation an
Charges of mistreatment of soldier-patients have bei

was invested with the honor in Washington, D. I
. thi

i\ being perfoi in' '1 b) i it n< ral O i'lai det, Military

. F i rm h Embassy. The citation state th tl

tl i proposition foi the Legion "I Honor is based on "excep-

tionally meritorious and conspicuous service with the basa

hospital al < h leans, France."

HONORABLE DISCHARGES, MEDICAL
CORPS, U. S. ARMY

Appropriation for Medical Department

An Act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses

of the government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920,

and for other purposes includes for the Medical Department :

Artificial Limbs: For furnishing artificial lim

apparatus or commutation therefor, and necessarj I

tation, PJ ......
Appliances for Disabled Soldiers: For furnishu

gical appliances disabled in the military or naval

service of the United States prior to Oct. 6, 1917, and not

entitled to artificial limbs or trusses tor the same disabili-

ties, $1,000.
- for Disabled Soldiers: I-or trusses for persons

entitled thereto under Section 1176, Revised Statutes of Mi

United States, and the act amendatorj thereof, approved

March 3, 1879, $1,500.

Awards for Bravery

The British Military Cross has been awarded to Raymond

II | in. R. A. M. C, Chicago, for bravery in

action, with the following citation:

work done by this officer throughout the operations east of

Hi lid post n ejected

,i s| ti ndid i sample to Ins

staff :

,

about thi op' a • it mplete

,

- bled the wounded to be

„ a time when heavy shell lire was endangering the lives

of many of his patients.

Maurice L. Allen. Cleveland, who served with the British

received word that the Military Medal oi Great

in has been ci nferred on him by '. G >rge for con-

spicuous bravery during the drive in 1918.

The Legion of Honor lias been awarded by the French

government to Dr. Willi ch, Washington, D. C,

preciation of bis work in the children's bureau which

he established in Paris, as a war relief measure.

,!. 1 ieut . M I ., U. S. Army, Tilton,

Ga., has received the following citation:

\n officer of exceptional courage and devotion »ing great

1 safety went about on the battlefield and gavi Brat

rs who were wounded and unable to reach the first aid

lone in the face of violi
' fire. After

being severely gassed in the Verdun se. i ml Townsend

rcqucs'ed that he he not evacuated, although his condition m
on as he had slightly recovered from the effects oi

Lieutenant Townsend requested that he he sent hack to his post.

n to duty and courage shown by this officer is meritorious

of the highest praise.

Malone Duggan, Major. M. ('., U. S. Army. San Antonio,

Texas, has been cited for courageous and meritorious ser-

vice at the front.

n duty with the 6th Division, Major Duggan displayed great

courage as regimental surgeon in that he advanced with the unit

made possible the evacuation of wounded to well-prepared stations

in the rear.

Harold E. Clark, Captain, M. C. U. S. Army. Detroit,

has been cited in orders for distinguished conduct in a

Captain Clark at that time al

did

'

va|'... -1 show great dev< n 1" duty and disregai

personal sa:

which was constantly urn! I

i d

the same devotion to duty by remaining at the In -t Aid Station and

attending to the wounded without enty-two

hours, and from Oct. 26, 1

he continually kept bis First Aid Station in advanced position much

of the time under heavy shell fire.

William H. Bishop, Lieut.-Cob, M. C, 1'. S. Army. New
• k, who was appointed a chevalier of thi I lonor,

Noti . In the follow ing list

n : M , maji I ; L. C,
i ol ii' i

m; i

Altoona— Kilpatrick, 1-. \

i i C. S. (L.)
I i (M.)

Winn. L. M. ,'
'

Camp 11.11 I angli y, V. I "
idron, I' ii (L.I I

itrick Mel .aurine, H. F.

,i

Wan . n I o.i
Jaspci Davis, J H (L.)
J

I
[oi C. T. il..)

p rdui ii. II Bro ighton, W. E.

i II itchett, W. C (L.)
\\ [villi Hodges, R. (C.)

B Smith, S. E. (I..)

1) nville -Pool, T. J. (I..)

II. I. i Springs Matthews, J. T.

Little Rock—Bledsoe, E. P. (C.)

Daj I (l i

Gardiner, Ii I (C)
Jobe, A. L. ii i

I'ine Itlutl i. ih I W. (C)
I. art : a Dal . R. R. (L.)

VValCOtl Majors. W. M. (L.)

( ALIFORb I I

Bi rkelej Bull, E. C. (C.)
Downing, S R (I I

I ..ii., Roi ., 11. T. (C.)

I ,„ \, ,
i, i arter. R. A. (L.)

I
i W. (C.)

i lakd Ii Sn ith, I E. (M.)
i. I. T. (L.)

Pi meroj . < I. T. (C.)

I'. „|, ., \l, Mill,,,.. !•:. II. (L.)

San Fran, isco Bell, J. L. (M.)
Eaves, I. (Mi

, .. F M. (C.)

Fon< i, R. A. <L.)

Parkinson, R. H. (C.)

Richardson, G. II. (I-

J

San Gabrii : ( bamley, O. D. (L.)

Santa i rui Pa ker, C. II. CM.)

, L. signifies lieutenant ; C,
lieutenant i "loin 1, and Col.,

,./ , IRGIA
' i. V\ A . Jj tl..)

COLOR. I DO
Denver—Dewey, A. W. (C.)

M, .... i \\ (C.)

it, R. E. (M.)
Meter, L. M. (M.)

I orl Morgan Clarke, E. R. (I..)

Grand Junction— Stiles, F. N. (C.)

I-,,, bio Vdams, E. S. (C.)

Hi iii, '.. E. (L.)

CONNECTU l l

Hartford Hi * <
•• f. P- (L.)

TherriLii. I'.. I (I I

Vernlund ' 1,1
Middletown Burr, II L. (C.)

i l.ai, ,. M. F. (L.)
\\ Ii,,,, I. ( N. (L.)

New Haven—-O'Shansky, A. L.
ii

,

.V ,. Milford—Day, R. S. (L.)

Norwich- Donoh i
I D. (L.)

Waterbury—Smith, E. L. (C.)

RICT OF COI I

B Iton, 1!. K. <C.)
i H.)

I , :. L. I . (M.)
Hall, < . L. (Mi
Herschman, M. J. (L.)

One, II. A. (I..)

Parker. E M (M.)
Patti a, W. F. I M )

Pujzki P. S. (L.)
Rice. E. C. (C.)

I I oRibA
Bi nhaden McCallister, A. (C.)

G. W. (M.)
E. T. (C.)

Rivers. D. G. <C.)
i Rand ilph, T. L. (C.)

.... I, ' o
,

III on, I
. P. "i

Andrews, C. A. (L.)

5v ifford, l II. (C.)
Dillard, I. A o

,

Oertel, I E. i\i.i

1 Deal,

Lumpkin Walton, M o I

n ,11 ,„.i Mauldin, I D. (( )

I 11,11. R. A. tl..)

rrihble, I. M. U..I

Stai Ii i
rarmi r, I

. P. (I..)

I, :,,,!, turner, .1. R. (I..)

ID 1 1 10

Lewiston—Harris, F. T. (M I

Pocatello Smith, C. T '
I

R , . G. G. (i
)

Troy—McColl. J. M. (I..)

II UNOIS
Argyll I an • W. P. (C.)

ith—Hough, II. A, (I..)

Aurora Sherman, A. E. (L. C)
Uridt. port Mangum, W. U. (M.)

nt Murphy, W, W. (L.)
Beardsley, F. A. (L.)

Chicago Al,, I. .1. A. (L.)
II P (I I

Barancik, II. (L.)

Bowman, L. F. (1..)

Carberry. !'. V. (L.)
,

I
irk, I F. (C.)

i ark, VV. A. (M.)
Collins, L. C. (M.)
Connor, C. H. (I..)

Conrad, A. C. (I..)

( ulver, II. II. (I..)

Dallwig, L. E. (L.)

Diederich, V. P. (L.)
Dombrowski, E. F. (L.)
I ,1 t< in, I. W. (1..)

Edson, H. S. (I..)

Elmer. R. F, (L.)
Falls, F. II. (I..)

Frost, K. P. (C.)
Gammagi A. E. CC.)
Gerstley, J. R. (L.)
'. ,. R. S. (M.)
Hanchett, W. M. (M.)
1 1, r , .1.1. R. Ii. ,'

,

Hunter, .1. E. (I..)

Hyslop, C. I. (L.I
Israels,,!.. W. (L.)

i , .1 ,

Kcenan. T. P. (I )

Ki [so, (,. A. (M.)
I

, ,:,.!,.,]. II II (C)
Luczak. I. II. (I.)

Luse, II. I). (I. i

Lusk, F. B. H i

Mi ' luiggan, .1. E. (L.)
Mil Ike, I Kill
Mussi Iwhite, B. I. (I..)

P, ichman, R. G. (I..)

I'm.,,,. I.. W. (L.)
Pollock, L. J. (M.)

. P. G. (I..)

Pri \ i ,1 ,

Remington, S. (L.)

R ii \\ Hi
Rosenblatt, S (C.)

Rupert, VV. II (I )

Rupp, W. A. (I..)

Sanders, G. E. (I..)

Sandler, A. S. (I..)

Sered, II. II. (I. )

Sharp, C. E. (C.)

Sloan, L. II. (L.)

Stern, .1. (I..)

,,,. I M, (M.)
Wolff, n li <!..)

Cicero—Tierney, C. J. (L.)

Cowden- ( h, rrv. T. E. (C.)

Decatur—Yarncll. O. (M.)
East St. Louis—Dowdall, W. T.,

Jr. (I i

Manting. C. (I.)

Elkville ' hamn, is, I . I. (C.)

Exeter—Day, II. I.. (I i

Forsyth—Lindsey, L. N. (C.)
lit, -1.1, art. I. C. (C.)

Illiopolis Mayes, C S. (M.)
Joliet—Mitchell, J. M. (L.)
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Kampsville—Lumley, Z. D. (C )
[.add—Moffett. R. A. (L.)
Murphysboro—Hrabik I. H. 1C )

Oak Forest—Campbell. A. S. (L.)
dak Park—Harris, C. P. (L I

Pesotum—Hilgenberg,
Pontiac—Daly, V. M. (C.)
Rockford— Rogers. II.

Rock Island -i omeg) -.1 I

rell, P. t: (c.)
th Chicago—Blesse, II. S. (L )
ingfield—Conlin, I I

St. Charles — Carpenter, K. M.

Sterling—Wahl, E. \\ . h ,

INDIANA
Albion—Hiatt, II. S. i| |

Angola—Gundrum. M.
Bedford—Ale-
Blurttoii-Mead, I I

Burlingtoi
Butlerville—Daubcnheycr.

Clinton—Beelcr, I . M
l glon—Aldridge, J. W (r i

Crawfordsville—Howard, I . W.

Delphi—Clauser, A. (
. (L.)

nc—Metcalf, 1

Me— Kupke, E. II \\

Clenwood—Osborne, II s (I 11
Grand View Bicdenkoi

Indianapolis— Falk, I'
|

Irwin. II. U (M.)
B (M.)

Jone N G. B
Reiser, V. D
Ludwig, t). n (J ,

Tinney, \\ . I

L'nder.'. |, I \ l( |

Martin, H. II

Ross, W. W. (M j

Sewell. i. W (M i

Pine Village—MacGillivray, I). D.

-White. C. S. il .

Terra Haute—Freligh, \\ !
I ,

Shaft,

Uniondale Harris, B. V.

Vinccnncs—McCoy, I .\ i \| i

IOWA
Anamosa—Van Patten, I

Louisville—Hume, W I (C \
Petty, C. R. (L.) '

Winter, K D
Maceo—Taylor, R. M. (M.1
Manchester—Bentlev. [. C (CIMount Olii e E (

'[ •.

Shepherds!

Fef^N^L)""" '

:

LOUISIANA
Acy— Martin. D

I

D. H.

Phillips, i W. (M I

New
' W. II. (C.)

II i

Maill ,

Shari
II 1.(1)

H
.

i

.

MAINE
II—Hall. II. W. (L.)

\ (l.j
mt, L. II ,1

Rockland—Bradford, I
I

Springval

MARYLAND
Baltimore—Brosius, W I Jr (I \Jr. (I..)

Fnedenwald, E. B, (M )
1

(L.)
Kell)

Mason,
I

. C. V il. i

II A (I..,

Raskin, M

\ (Mi
it itt, I II

•Cambridge -FoxweU, R

• :i -Kiefler, K P (M i

'
' '

Rockvill.

i il. i

(C.)
' •: i

i

i es Downing, I \ i ,

Willi ims, I I

I -Talley. I.. I

Marshall!
, _ \ c #

i, ,

M
;

,r -

i i .i ,

WeUnuua—Foster, W. I (I..,

K.I

:

erley. G U
I

I. S. (I.)

ip, K M 1 1 i

i M il.)

|

\\ li|,
1

'I I

1 I \I ,

- (I I

Dob.

1 Banquer, J. K (L )

B . Jr (('
)

I
-I I

I

Fall R.. •

|| (M ,

Moral

_, p«l

H 1 ,

n Norris, R I

I. B (CI

I

MICH:
M (C )

w P

l p

Detroit—Craig. S. II

Font, A. J. <!

II E. (C.)
Leibinger, II. R. , l. ,

Pulfora, 1). S., Ir. (L.)
Schwanz, M. t

Sladen. |-\ J. (M I

\ re-land. C. E. (I..)
Fbnt—Murtha, A V H.

.'

re. J. L (i

St. Johns—Silsby, D. 1

1

MINNESOTA
Davis. F. \\ (|..)

And, r^.,n, A |

. \ I

Faribault—Robilliai
lis— Martin, W. I: 1 )

Thurlow. R M

Cormick, T. I'.

Rochester— Irwin. II. (' <] r\

Halloran, W. II 1 1 )

Se!
Willmar .

| (] j

MISSISSIPPI
Agricultural College— Marshall, B.

Coffeevillc—Hentz, R. p tr )

Britt, u I

Peai
i

-
|

I )

i
)

MISSOURI
II. B ((' )

Booth. H. R
Indepen li nci II irringti n, I

D (L>
Kans

(I l

Klein, w
I

Schor, ,. I. || i I. C)
:. i:

•St. Louis Clark. I. R. ,M )
Coleman, S. R. (I.. |

Edwai
I

I

Wa h ngton, I., G. (L.)

'

I v./

I (I )

1SKA

i: ,r,
1 n -.. . H
Hedlund, W \\ (L)

I ,

'

Cummii
P

i

i

HAMPSHIRE
<I.)

i i

land, W, D.

.1 ,

B '

'

I
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NEW YORK
\ M. (L )

Binghamton— 1>,

Brooklyn—Ashmun, G \

Bailin, R. ( 1. i

Fisher, II. A. (M.)

(Tollman, M. (I..)

Li . I
. A.

. T. D. (C )
Mcleney, II. E, ({' )

I
.

Richman, A A I )

Rosenberg, M
„ Thomson! A. X
Buffalo-Relzcr. L. \| . (L .)

Oberkircher, o. r (C.)

3| rings—Thomas. W. S.(M )

Dudley, R. II. (C.)
I, M. M. Ol )

Dunkirk—Vosburg, W. II. (M.)
Llmira—G over. A (' II )

_ Hall M. ,,. JL)
<L)

1 A (I )
1

W. i\l.)

H. (M )

d—Oram I (' (I )

I (I )
1

I M )

Hyland, E. I (L)'

I. (C J
Middletowy- Everett, E. A (L.)

• (L i

a
i

il..)

in, I. T. (I..)

I II - \l i

11 A i I
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Foreign Correspondence

LONDON LETTER
London. Sept. 24. 1919.

Racial Types of Man
At the annual meeting of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science. Arthur Keith, president of the

anthropologic section, gave an address on the "Differentia-

tion of Mankind into Racial Types." The evolutionary
machine as it is commonly understood, he said,

supply a clue to thi t lie European, tin

and the negro. But nature has at her command a secret

mechanism by which she works out the new patterns in

the bodies of man and beast, a mechanism of which we were
almost ignorant in Darwin's day. but which we are now
beginning to perceive and to understand dimly. This is the

internal secretions of the endocrine glands. The growth
of the bod) ma) be accelerated, retarded or altered if one or
more- of five glands (pituitary, pineal, thyroid, suprarenal
and interstitial glands embedded in the testis or ovary)
become the seat of a functional disorder. The thyi

directly on the skin and hair, just the structures em]
the classification of human races. Abnormality, tumor, or
disordered action of the pituitary gland, is associated with

gigantism, eunuchoid condition of the I

dwarfism. The pituitary is one of the main parts in the
machinery of regulation of growth, and is direi

cerned in determining stature, cast of features, texture of
skin, and character of hair, all of which are marks of race.

The Caucasian type shows the greatest predominance of
the pituitary ; the sharp face, strong superciliary ridges,
prominent chin, bulk of body, and height of stature can
best be explained in terms of hypophysial function. The
interstitial gland of the te ntly plays a part in

bringing about the robust manifestations of the male char-
acters, and tins sexual differentiation is more emphatic in

the Caucasian than in the Mongol or negro types. The
evidence of loss of suprarenal gland function, as shown in

Addison's disease, leads to the inference that at least part
of the function of these glands is concerned with the clear-
ing away of pigment, and to their action may be attributed
the fairness of skin in tl Malignant
of the suprarenal* in children produces a premature sexual
maturity with all its bodily characteristics, and a similar
result follows disease of the pineal gland. Anthropologically
the thyroid gland is perhaps tin ant of all the
organs of internal secretion. Apart from its immediate
function in regulating the rate oi combustion of the tissues
which can be correlated with the selection and survival of
human races, it has remoter morphogenic effects "it growth
and tin- shaping of racial characters. Cretinism, myxedema.
achondroplasia and mongolism are evidi iracters
induced by the thyroid gland il and the
racial characteristics normally corresponding are dependent
on the ph) siologic action of th. n
crinc glands thus possrss ;i growth-controlling mechanism,
and the respective parts
to the rest of the economj are dominated by hormones, which,
according to the nature of the recipients on which they act,
bring about the endless variety in the relative development

rial and individual features.

Germans Round-Headed
Dr F G Parsons introduced a discussion in the anthro-

Briton." II. pointed oU t that there is stil! much dil
of opinion as to whether >r lot t|H- cranial indi
valuable clue to racial origin. There i

in favor of the belief that thi

les in the populatii Nordic,
iterrancan and (hi distin-
from the former »

n of a rounder hi ad. '1

1

index, whyh has been used i distinguish the Nordii
icrrancan, the vain

hair and skin I n. ire or i

population and thai of thi British Islai

as, on the aver.,

cally round-headed

fact has long been suspected, but the Germans, in associa-
tion with their pan-German views, refused to collect or to

publish the evidence which showed the real facts. Mi
nination of German prisoners of war which he had

been allowed to make revealed that even in Schleswig-
H Istein the Germans were round-headed. As far as :

logic characters could be associated with cranial characters,
he believed that the round head was slow, methodical and
unwilling to take risks, and that the long head was adven-
turous, enterprising and imaginative.

A New Theory of Vision

>ir Oliver Lodge, at the Mathematical and Physical
Science Section of the British As i the Advance-
ment of Science, outlined a possible theory of vision. A
great deal, he said, is known about the ear. but littli

the retina. Acoustic vibrations are of reasonable frequency,
and the mechanism can respond to them; but no mechanism

I

ind to the ethereal vibrations at the rate
million a second. Something electrical or chemical

is necessary. He that, in the retina—perhaps in

the black pigment—there are certain atoms which are stimu-
lated into radioactivity by impact with waves of light of
luminous frequency, and that those atoms, when they rei

waves, accumulate energy of the right frequency, and stimu-
late the nerve. The eye Is exceedingly sensitive to light, but
not to any other kind of vibration. What lie would like to

do would In- to take some of the pigment of the retina

—

Igh whether a dead eye would do or whether it would
have to be a living eye he did not know—and put it on the
electroscope, and luminate it with red, green and -

light, and see whether it shoots off electrons which will
stimulate the electroscope. It would be a very delicate
experiment, but there are very delicate electrical instru-
ments. If the electroscope should be stimulated, it would

to show that the eye is an electrical organ making use
of aton

Pearls in Tripe

In the report of the Liverpool !', .rt Sanitary Authority,
the medical officer oi health (E. W. Hope) describes the

ivery of small pearls in a consignment of fi

from thr United States. The tripe was being examined
>, ami there were found scattered -ur the su

of the mucous membrane of some of the stomachs cei
pearl-like b 11 size; these in certain .

very numerous, and the impression was f rmed that they
were tin- result of some parasitic infection
forwarded to Prof. Johnstone, D.Sc, of Livi
and the following is his report: "The material
was imported tripe which had been clean

mall.

inch in dian
us were made, and these wen true pearls

soft material (elastic c
with a very regular lamellar structio
tortion of the tissues caused by the boiling and
was difficult to make out much detail. Thi

Jlli. however, was able I

i b I showing similar bod
pearls embedded in the submucous coal Eacl

' wall which i

and which
nucleus could be seen in these pearl like bodies I do

nanisms whil

ibly carried in thi

'be capillaries of the so
in.il trril

•nilar structures in fish, v

ne."

Marriage Pronounced Null on the Ground of Insanity

Will

tlcman had
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an action, as guardian of his father, for the nullification of

the marriage. A lunatic is no) disqualified as such from
entering into contracts In order to upset a contract on the

ground of insanit) it is nccessarj that the madness should
such a nature as would influence his mind in entering

into it. In this case the judge held that the madness was • t

that character. He considered thai the man "wa-
ne mania which influenced him and that he had not

."lent of .1 -.me man when he went through I

marriage, nor did he recognize and appreciate the
responsibilities of that particular marriage." There appears

nly one other case in which a marriage was pro-
nounced null in recent years on the ground ol insanity. It

is more remarkable than the present case iii that the husband
recognized as being insane until some time a

irer, there was .1 child "i the marriage
at the time of the trial. The husband was a param
was proved that his insanit) existed at the time oi tl

riage and was of such a character as to disqualify him from
entering into the contract.

PARIS LETTER
Paris, Oct. 2. 1919.

Homage to Laennec

September 12. the centenary of the first edition of the

epoch-marking work, "Traite- de ['auscultation mediate," by
Rene-Thi phile Hyacinthe Laennec, the inventor of the
stethoscope, was celebrated at Quimper (department of

Finistere). On this occasion, a palm wreath was placed at

' "f the statue of the celebrated physician which
stands in Saint-Corentin Place, and a commemorative tablet
was affixed to the house where In' was born. I >n In, burial
vault at Kerlouarnec. near Ploare, another tablet was added
in the presence of delegatii ns "t the medical corps and the
Societe archeologique de Bretagne.

In reality, we are more than a year late in celebrating the

if one of the greatest men of which France can
hoast. The fa Ma> 1. 1818. that the first work
if Laennec on auscultation was published, and it was during
the course of the same year that the two volumes of the

Traite appeared.

Regulation in Regard to the Employing of Civilian

Physicians by Military Authorities

The regulations affecting the army medical department <
the interior provide for the eventuality of the requisition by
generals in command of army corps, at tin- instigation of

directors of the army medical corps, of civilian

ns, in order to assure proper service among the
;' troops and in the military hospitals, in case there

should fie a lack of regular army physicians or of comple-

ment of assistants.

The necessities of the situation created in the army med-
ical department by the demobilization of the front ranks of

the medical corps' have made it necessary to have recourse

to the 1 1 civilian physicians, and, in this con-

nection, the impropriety of the term "requisition" ha

ed and also the fact that the 1 illations

are out of date; accordingly, the following order hi

issued in their place:

In case of an insufficiency of medical, pharmaceutical or administra-

nnel, resulting in the army medical department of the interior,

physicians, pharmacists, dentists and administrative officers of the

rial army may he temporarily enlisted to meet

the emergency. Provided military personnel and the necessary com-

plement of assistants cannot he secured, appeal may he made, under

such conditions as the minister of war shall establish, to civilian

physicians, pharmacists and dentists. This appeal shall not be regarded

as mandatory in principle, for requisition cannot he employed except in

time of mobilization and in case of absolute nei

Remuneration of Civilian Physicians

Dr. L r, undersecretary of state for the army
medical department, has decided that civilian physicians

emploved as medicolegal experts in connection with applica-

r the granting of disability claims or retiring pen-

sions are entitled to remuneration. A compensation of 5

francs for each man examined has been allowed such con-

sultants, no matter whether the work performed was done

at a special center established for that purpose or whether

the preliminary examinations and consultations took place

elsewhere. This sum pays for the physician's examination

and likewise for the physician's assistance in drawing up

the certificate or report that is made out following the con-

sultation.

Advanced Courses in Pulmonary Tuberculosis

Three advanced 1 ui in pulmonary tuberculosis will he
given in Paris during the course oi the present school year

01
1 .uh ,,, these courses will occupy six weeks.

October IS; the si 1 ond \i'n il 15. 1920,
and the third. June 15, 1920. The instruction given will he
of an essentially practical nature and will include bacteri-
ology, pathologic anatomy, physical diagnosis, laryngology,
social hygiene and the administrative technii oi dispensaries,

o I- ind tin work in the laboratory will come in

the afternoon, anil the mornings will he spent l.\ the students
at individual tasks in the hospital or in the dispensary in

the services of the physicians conducting the courses,
The courses will hi- open to French doctors of medicine

and to citizens of allied and friendly nation
The Ri 1 !. 11 Hi

1 1 ommission for the Prevention of Tuber-
culosis in France holds a limited number of scholarships
which are at the disposal of French physicians in chargi <
a medical service iii an antituberculosis dispensary iii France
01 who maj he officially designated by the departmental or
municipal authorities or local committees to take up the
management • •! a dispensary.

Personal

A clinical chair of otorhinolaryngology has been created
in the Faculte de medecine de Paris. Dr. Pierre Sebileau,
li - pital surgeon and agrege professor at the Faculte de
medecine de Paris, has been chosen as the first occupant.

Preferential Milk Tickets

With a view to preventing the possibility of young children
ami the siek being curtailed in their milk supply, the coming
winter, the prefect of the department of the Seine has decided
tn put in furcc again the system of preferential milk tickets,

which was in force for a period of two years during the

war and which, taking it all in till, gave satisfactory results.

The representatives of the wholesale milkdealers, of the milk
producers' associations and the retail milkdealers have
expressed a readiness to take up again with the system.
Posters will he put nut ind eating the formalities to he ci im-

plied with in order to secure preferential milk tickets, which
will entitle the holders to be supplied first in case there is

ever a milk shortage.

The Transportation of Food Supplies

The committee appointed to study the question of ways and
means in connection with the transportation of food supplies

gave recentlj an outline of the plan decided on to secure

the importation to France of 400,000 tons annually of frozen

meat From foreign countries and 50.000 tons from the French
colonies. Certain measures have been adopted, in accordance
with the regulations of the national shipbuilding board, in

order that the program of the shipbuilders may be in har-
mony with eventual needs.

Death of Prof. Louis Chevrel

I In death of Dr. Louis Chevrel, professor of histology in

iii Ecole de 1'lein exercise de medecine et de pharmacie
de Rennes, at the age of 70, has been announced.

Death of Dr. Galtier-Boissiere

Dr. Galtier-Boissiere, director of the Larousse medical,

died recently at Barbizon (department of the Scinc-ct-

Marncl. at the age of 63. He is the author of numerous
I ks. chiefly on hygiene and the diseases of the respiratory

passages.

Marriages

Jacob THORKELSON, Anaconda, Mont., to Miss Frances

Higbee of Deer Lodge, Mont., at Great Falls, Mont.,

r 1.

mix Merrill Ricketts, Cincinnati, to Miss Mary
Elizabeth Holliday of Knoxville, Tenn., October 1.

Frank Lamoni Meli n f, New Sfork 1 ity, to Miss Helen

Seelye Clark of St. George, N. I'.. September 17.

DeLoN RICHARD NoTBOHM, Warren. 111., to Miss Matilda

Heller Horn of Coplay, Pa., October 2.

Alton Bowie Reddick, Sylvania, Ga., to Miss Lillian

Causey of Savannah, Ga., September 21.

I' in s Albert Rossen to Miss Florence Freund, both of

St. Louis, recentl
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Deaths

Edward Grahame Parker ® Capt. (Med. Dir.) U. S. Navy,
Harvard University, Medical School, 1898; aged 48; who
was appointed in the Navy, Jan. 10, 1899, and whose sea

service included tours of duty on the U. S. S. Pensacolo,

Florida, Adams. Wheeling and Buffalo, and whose shore

duty, Tutuila, Samoa, Annapolis, Md., and the U. S. Naval
Hospital, New York ; and who was then placed in charge

of the Dispensary in the Washington Navy Yard ; died sud-

denly in Washington, October 24, from cerebral hemorrhage.

Max Feldman ® Newark. X. J.; University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia, 1898; aged 47; also a graduate in phar-

macy : assistant to the. supervisor of medical inspection in

the public schools of Xewark, and head of the medical

department of the school clinic; physician in charge of the

Elizabeth Avenue Open Air School and the open window
a member of the medical staff of Beth Israel Hos-

pital ; died at his home, October 8. from meningitis.

Ira W. Porter, Omaha, Neb.; University of Alabama,
Mobile, 1892; aged 49; a member of the Nebraska State

Medical Association: sovereign physician for the \\

of the World, since 1898; at one time acting assistant sur-

geon, United States Public Health and Marine II spital

Service; professor of hygiene, and lecturer on life insurance

examinations in the John A. Creighton Medical College;

died at his home, October 6, from heart disease.

Charles Sanford Allen, Rensselaer. X. Y. ; Yerni' i

cal College, Woodstock. 1849; aged 95; during the Civil

isistant surgeon of One Hundred and Twer
rk Volunteer Infantry; coroner of Rensselaer County-

tor nine years; president of the village of Greenbush, and
first mayor of the city of Rensselaer: for eighteen years,

ustee, and at one time state commissioner in lunacy;
: his home, October 5, from senile debility.

James Burry ® Chicago; Northwestern University Medical
igo, 1879; aged 66; for many years, chief sur-

geon of the Illinois Steel Company; and surgeon of tl

Joliet and Eastern Railroad; who served as Captain in the

Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. Army, and was honorably
discharged, March 27, 1918: one of the pioneers in roentgen-
ray work in the Middle West; was found dead. October 16,

On tlu- Illinois Central tracks.

Thomas J. McCoy ® Los Angeles, Calif.: Kentucky
line, Louisville, 1880; professor of ophthal

in the ( sicians and Surgeons in the University
of Southern California; eye and car sui number
of railways; well known as a specialist on the eye, ear.

nose and throat; died at his home, October 1. from angina

Stephen Olin Richey, Washington. D. C. ; Northwestern
University Medical School, I

ist on di mber i f tl e American
Ophthalmological Society, American Otological Society, and

Vmerican Physicians and Surgeons; died at his

home, October 8. from cerebral hemon
Joseph Edwin Harris, Marshall, Mo.; University of Mis-

Si; University of Maryland, Baltimore,
9; a member of the Mi Medical

Minded and Epileptics, Marshall: died in the I

i 11.

Garvin Gilmore Weld, Oldtown, Me.; Dartmouth '

Hanover, X. II. 1889;
I I lldti . ii

: of ( lldtown and Pi i

in both
| gislature; died at his home.

September 28.

Cynthia A. Skinner, 1 iversity,

member
of the Mni , :

itomobile wa
i .?.

Charles Joseph Langlois, Pittsfield, Mass.; Maryland Medi-
Baltimore, 191 1 ; aged .'1 : for three
e board of health of Pittsfield, and for a time

its chairman; died at his home, September M). from acute
dilatation of the heart.

Lafayette Hansen, I uri Medical I

d 61 : a member of the M
Medical Association; local surgeon of the -

• Its "Fcllo af the Amrrican Medical

Mountain and Southern system; vice president of the South-
west Missouri Medical Society; died at his home, October _'.

George Leonard Wakefield, Manchester. X. H. (license.
Xew Hampshire State Board of Medical Examiners, 1897) ;

a practitioner since 1882; aged 72; a veteran ^i the civil

war; died in the Eliot Hospital, Manchester, October 3.

Charles Clifton Brown, Coker, Ala. : University of the
Smith. Sewanee, Tenn., 1905; aged 40; a member of the
Medical Association of the State of Alabama; died at his
In me, about September 16.

William Adams Seibert, Kast.ni. Pa.; Boston University,
-:ed 60; trustee of the State Homeopathic Hospital,
lie. Pa., and of the Allentown State Hospital; died

at bis home, October 7.

William S. Thomas, Woden. Tex. (license. Texas State
Board of Medical Examiners. April, 1907) ; a prai
since 1868; aged 69; died in a hospital in Xae .

Texas, October 2.

Robert Morton Wolfe, Port Carbon. Pa.: Jefferson Medical
. 1913; aged 31; a member of the Medical

of the State of Pennsylvania; died at bis home. October 7,
from influenza.

Charles H. Anderson ® Grand Rapids, Mich.; Detroit Col-
Medicine and Surgery, 1894; aged 42; died in

Hos'pital, Grand Rapids, October 6, after a surgical
i ipei at

Lewis George Smith, Buffalo. N. Y.; University of Victoria
College, Cobourg, Out., 1885; aged 62; a member of the
Medical Society of the State of New York ; died at his home,
October 4.

Julius W. Alford, Inverness, Miss (license, Mississippi;
1890); aged 51; a member of the Mississippi State Medical

ion; died in the Greenville, Miss.. Sanitarium. Sep-
tember 17. from nephritis.

James F. Aydelott, McKenzie, Minn.; University of Louis-
ville. Ky., 1878; aged 04 ; a member of the Tennessei

; died at his home. September 16, from
valvular heart disea e

Sarah Catherine Martineau, Brooklyn, X. Y.; Xew York
Medical

: Hospital for Women. Homeopathic,
Xew York City, 1884; died at her home, i Ocl

John M. Toney ® Vanburen, Ind.; Medical College of
1900 '48; while on his way to

Man died from heart disease.

Alonzo Thomas Park, Gratis, Ga : University of Nashville
1859; Southern Medical College, Mai

d at bis hi mi Septi mbei 15.

Henry August Dodin * Xew York Citj : Bellevue H
Medical I '. aged 61 : died at his home. September
29, from chronic interstitial nepl

Samuel B. Wood, Roan Mountain. Tenn ; Cincinnat I

Medicine and Surgery, 1891; aged 58; died at bis

7, from nt jiiiritis.

Martin L. Dorman, Taylorville, III.; Kentucky School ol
Medicine. Louisville, lx~5; aged 79; died at bis' home. July
10, from inflammatory rheumatism.

Thomas Irving Deacon, Boston; Tufl
School.

1 40; died at the home of bis
father in Cambridge, Se|

Charles E. Lamon, Fairmount, III.; Rush Mi
rmount;

died at Ins home, S(

Edwin Mussina. Austin, lex.; Hahnemann Medical Col

'Ifx.. Si

P. N. Blackerby, Falmouth, Ky.; Cincinnati Coll
Medicini

| 74; died at his home, July

: mi. ello, III
; Hahni mann Medii

12, from dial

Samuel E. Strother, Sab-m. W Va : University of Mary-

itis.

Frank Ezra May, Edv ard
d 5.< ; died at bis 1 |

bral I" i

Nicholas Re.

Albert Clemans Rhii I, I
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P. PRESTO COMPANY
The Government Stops an Oregon Fiaud

"P. Presto Company," also known us "I In Presto Manu-
facturing Company" and "The Presto Company" was a tnail-

• concern operated from Albany, Oregon, bj

F. Lee. Lee is now in the penitentiary and the Presto Com-
pany has been debarred from the United States mails.

is « as that of selling on the mail-order plan

• he termed his "New Method Treatment for Sexual

Weakness and Varicocele in Men." As a side-line lie also

through the mail certain remedies intended for women
and sold "formulas" for making beer, whisky, ice and sub-

stitutes for meat and eggs! I nder the name of "P. Presto

"Presto Manufacturing Company" Lee got in

b with his victims by way- common to the medical mail-

order faker, vis., that of purchasing "sucker lists" from

firms that make a business of selling names and addresses

and by advertising in certain not-too-particular newspapers

and magazines. A typical advertisement tollows:

MEN I IF ALL AGES —
GROWING i 'I D. You can

and retain your youthful vigor and
vitality without dangerous dra

Oun New Mei h

Dm P.

to Company. Albany, Oregon,

Those who answered these advertisements or those whose

names Lee had purchased received a form letter in which

Lee pointed out that his "treatment" was entirely unlike

any other. Said he

:

nd sane and scientific, it is what every young, mi

or old man should know, as our system will enlarge, lengthen and

..-then the organs, making the weak strong an irunger

and bring back the firmness of youth unlike any other method."

Lee further claimed that no matter what the cause of

impotency nor how long the condition had existed, his

"cure" was "rational, ciuick and lasting" and "would posi-

tively cure or benefit any case of weakness or loss of

If the first letter failed to hring a response, a

second letter was sent urging the recipient to take quick

action and declaring that the price of the treatment was

>2.00 and would not 1 r any less. The letter

concluded, however, with the statement that if $1.00 was

sent the "copyrighted new method" would lie mailed and

at the end of two months the recipient, if satisfied, could

send in the other dollar.

Those who swallowed Lee's bait received a form letter

containing his "copyrighted new method." The essential

I this letter read:

build up. to strengthen and increase the blood and nerve

-uld be stretched by placing one hand

(bag) above the testicles, and stretch them

(the . moving the hands from side to side

- while pulling.

"The above treatment frees the circulation in the many feet of

arterii rtrong flow of blood and ncrvi

the same way. tretel the skin

•m strongly with the tips of the fingers. Above treatment

should also be us ele, but should be given quite gently

"Should the impotency have been ca >te gland enlarge-

mcr . ) finger in vaseline or mild oil, and

ing the fin;- - :n, manipulate well the prostate gland,

lies right in front of the rectum and behind lower portion of the

blai!

The Government instituted action against this fraud and,

March 1. 1919. the United States grand jury at Portland,

returned a tun- bill again I I dward I 1 ee charging

him with using the mails to defraud in connection with the

on oi this business. In June lee was found guilty

an.l sentenced to eighteen months in the United State Peni

tentiary at McNeil's Island, Washington, which sentence

u serving, tin Sept 30, I'M 1

'. Judge W, ll Lamar,
Solicitor for the Postoffice Department, recommended to the

Postmaster-General thai a fraud order he issued against

lli> "P Pr< to Company" and other names under which l.ee

did business debarring them from the use of the United
Stale., mail. The order was issued Del. 8. 1919.

Correspondence

LIPOVACCINES AS INFLUENZA PROPHYLACTIC
Correction of Erroneous Statements in the

Chicago Daily Tribune

To the Editor:—In the "How to Keep Well" section of

the Chicago Tribune for Oct. 6, 1919, there appeared an

article carrying the caption "Would Avert 'Flu' Attacks." This

article is in some respects so misleading and reflects SO

seriously on the I'. S. Public Health Servi - that I would

request you to give this letter space in your ilumns.

The portions referred to read as follows (italics are mine):

There is considerable diversity of opinion as to v.: tl net

to I" madi the local strains oi bacteria. Since very few

communities can get vaccines from local strains, they will have to

use the standard strains or 1" without.

Some state boards of health will furnish vaccines as thej

winter.

The question about lipovaccini i i difficult one to answer. The
Public Health Service has refused i" allow > houses to

sell lipovaci city and some state health departments will

manufacture them and distribute them to theii i

The citizens who live in such communities are lucky, n I

though other citizens will have to go without. The Army is supplying

lipovaccines for the soldiers. They offer it to employees oi the or

Department. They have issued two favorable reports en lipo

as protect against pneumonia, one basal upon ti

oj vaccinations done at Camp Upton, and tin- other upon thousands of

vaccinations done at Camp Wheeler. Not only are they behind it with

their reports, but they ore supplying it for the use o/ those fir whose
health they arc responsible.

In civil life vaccination must In- done it .me sitting, or it will not be

done at all. The people will not come three times at week intervals

fur injection. Therefor* \.i ation to be done at three sittings is

not practicable. A great many people leant to be vaccinated with /</'<'

Vaccine. The Commercial homes ore willing and able to supply them
with the vaccine. I he Public Health Service will not Id them.

The physicians who are dependent upon the commercial houses for

their supplies will have to get along without lipovaccines, II"'. can

get the three injeel Some health departments will equip

their physicians with the other kind.

The first statement objected to as inaccurate is the refer-

ence to the use of lipovaccines in the Army, the statement

"The Army is supplying lipovaccines for the sol-

diers." The fact is that the Army discontinued distributing

lipovaccinc some months ago, and withdrew that which was
outstanding.

It is also stated that the Army issued a favorable report

on lipovaccines "based on thousands of vaccinations done al

Camp Upton." This is incorrect. The fact is, as may be

ascertained by a glance at the Camp Upton reporl (I ''0

and Austin: /. Exper. Med. 28:21 [July] 1918), that a saline

suspension vaccine was used. The reference to lipovaccine

at Camp Wheeler is correct, so far as the preparation used

is concerned.

The chief objection raised is to the coupling of the refusal

of the U. S. Public Health Service to license lipovaccines

with statements which imply that tor this reason people are

being deprived of a valuable prophylactic agent. The facts

are that the U. s Public Health Service has been and is

conducting extensive clinical and experimental investigations

of lipovaccines and is of the opinion that they are not now
on a footing which makes them desirable for general use.

The lack at present of satisfactory potency ami surdity

tests for lipovaccines has led the bureau lo decline to lit c n .,•

such vaccines for interstate sale, and the evidence at oui di
-
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posal indicates that a saline vaccine containing pneumococci
is at least as effective as an oil suspension of the organisms.
The U. S. Public Health Service has always made it a rule

to license only such biologic products as are safe for gen-
eral use, and within recent years has added the restriction

that for original license satisfactory evidence of el

must be presented as well, if it is possible to secure such
evidence.

Constructive and reasonable criticism is welcomed, but
such an insinuation of failure of the service to perform its

duties as is carried in the article referred to is unwarranted
and unjust.

Rupert Blue, M.D., Washington, D. C
Surgeon-General, U. S. Public Health Service.

A STETHOSCOPE OF INCREASED
SENSITIVENESS

To the Editor:—Recently I thought of a means of making
a more sensitive instrument out of a Ford or similar bell

Stethoscope by fitting a rubber diaphragm (such as the
rubber cap from a packing strip test tube) over the bell of

the stethoscope. These are inexpensive and serve the pur-

Diaphragm

ry well. A more durable diaphragm might be made
of vulcanized rubber, celluloid or metal with a retaining

coiled spring of wire situated aliove the diaphragm < <n the

bell, holding the diaphragm firmly in place against I

Joun B. Donaldson, M.D., Lorain, Ohio.

"SELF-SACRIFICE IN THE WARFARE
AGAINST DISEASE"

To tlii- Editor:—I have read with interest, pleasure and
pride the editorial in your issue ol Oct 11. 1919, entitled

\. ..i '. t I u-,case." It is

impossible to honor too highly the nobility of the nun who
voluntarily, calmly, cheerfully jeopardize their lives in the
conduct of an experiment undertaken to elucidate the obscuri-

do this with i

of battle an
I

corned hi yet have had fully

explained to them the ri^k they incur.

men are heroes in the fullest and most bi

meaning nl,| know al I I

publish t" the world I

experiments arc conducted men ignorant of the
lature of what is being done, and perhaps n ii

dating tl

them, they show a sublimit) of faith in ublimitj
ol love for then fellow men unequalled in any field oi
and endi

I he annual report of the Surgeon-General
• now in press, contains the nai

men of the Navy who should be remembered along with those
to whom your editorial refers. When the influenza epidemic
of 1918-1919 was at its height, certain experiments were
carried out under the auspices of the Navy by Lieut.-Com-
mander M. J. Rosenau, M. C, U. S. N. R. F., and Lieut.

W. J. Keegan. M. C, U. S. N. R. F.. and by Surg. Joseph
Goldberger and Asst. Surg. G. C. Lake, both of the U. S.

Public Health Service, to determine the mode of transmis-
sion of the disease. Of eighty-three enlisted men of the
Navy experimented on at Boston, forty-seven gave no history
of attack during the existing epidemic, and thirty-nine hail

never had any illness of this type in their lives. These men
were inoculated with the blood of patients in the activi

of influenza, and with pure cultures of various organisms
derived from influenza cases. Furthermore, both filtered and
unfihered secretions from the respiratory tract of typical

influenzal pneumonia cases were used by spraying and swab-
bing to inoculate the noses and throats of the subjects. These
subjects were also exposed for forty-five minutes each to

infection by direct contact with influenza patients who talked,
breathed and coughed into their faces. Somewhat analogous
experiments, but on men who, though not previously exposed
to influenza, had received inoculation with certain bacterial
vaccines against the disease, were carried out simultaneouslv
with the Boston experiments by Surg. G. W. McCoy, U. S.

: Health Service, and Lieut. DeW. G. Ridley, M. C,
U. S. X. R. F., on fifty members of the Navy personnel in

San Francisco.

As has been stated, the experiments were performed when
a was at its height, and the men who volunteered

for them not only knew of its awful fatality but also had
been witnesses of the demoralization and terror that beset
communities and individuals as this public calamity garnered
its thousands and tens of thousands of victims.

W. C. Braisted, M.D., Washington, D. C
Surgeon-General, U. S. Navy.

PREVENTION OF INJURY TO PATIENTS BY
FALLING FROM WINDOWS

To the Editor:—The article entitled "Fatalities in II S|

tals Caused by Patients Falling from Windows (The .lorn

n\i. Aug. 23, 1919, p. 604), to describe a
we have used in the More Hospital for a number of years

•i the opportunities for delirious patients to escape
from the hospital.

We installed a special enunciator in the main hall near
ervice one. This special enunciator ha

bell, differing in tone from
I this enunciator.

• ! wins extend to a small copper plate in the base-
board near a corner in each room and ward. If a patient

': b< d is rolled into the corner of the
room or ward, and an electric mat about 3 by 5 feet in sm-
is placed in from of the bed and connected by wires to the
copper plate in the has,'., aid. Ovei this is placed a com
moil rug. Air. ;,t stepping on
the rug, causes the bell attached to the special enunciator

a warning to the i

In a small i all nurses ran be readiK
informed that there is a delirious patient in a certain room,
and at I I the bell it is seldom necessary to go
first to 1 here the call com<
Our experience has been thai the nurses arc alert and I

promptly to this emergency call. I. m been on
'I sounded, and have seen two or three

meet at the patient
1

fore he had time to
leave the room. Js,",, delirious patients I. n.im the

or been injured.

C. W. Mo leth, Minn.

Medical Progress. ,, 187_\

established the il chemistry

.

Yon Recklingl ing the whit
cells, Weigerl was staining bacteria with carmine, I

teier had found 'lie organism of
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Queries and Minor Notes
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HYOSCIN PROM HYOSCYAMUS
the amount I I

\V. K. McLAUl U • M IV, CI

Answer.—Tlie alkaloid scopolamin (hyoscin) is usually

obtained by working tip the m. .titer liquors from tin- p

tion of hyoscyamin; but Datura melel, which contain

il ills of which scopolamin is the chief

constituent, would appear to be particular!

material from which t.> prepare this alkaloid.

The alkaloids of hyoscyamus consist chiefly of Irj scyamin,

with a little scopolamin (hyoscin) ami possible I

atropin. The L'. S. Pharmacopeia alkaloidal standard for

mus is "not less than 0.065 per cent, of the alkaloids

cyamus," hut. as above mentioned, most of the alka-

loidal mixture is hyi lamin. Accord-
this standard, 1 avoirdupois ounce of 1

should contain not less than 28' j grail .iloids of

amus.
The amount oi scopolamin (hyoscin') in hyoscyamus is

difficult to determine chemically. Its quantity being sin. til,

for it in hyoscyamus are not made commercially.

THE PRESCRIBING OF ALCOHOL
To the Editor:—Kindly advise whether or not a physician is Per-

milled to keep in stock alcohol for office use. If so, how can lie

Secure it for this purpose, under the present law, and must lie keep

records? Kindly omit my name. M.I)., Columbus, Ohio.

Answer.—A physician may secure alcohol for professional

by securing a permit from the collector of internal

revenue of his district and giving bond to insure the proper

100 permits the physician to

have in his possession or in transit 20 gallons of alcohol.

For regulations governing the prescribing of alcohol and

alcoholic liquors, see The Journal for Oct. 4. 1919, page

1080. Permits and forms for bonds may be obtained from

the internal revenue collector of the di

ASBESTOS TAfNDICE

To the Editor:—Does the manufacture or handling of asbestos ever

cause acute or chronic jaundice in the workers with this material?

Please do not publish my name. S. L. I.

Answer.—We find no reports indicating that asbestos

causes jaundii have attracted

attention as a cause of any pathologic condition. Ii is

barely ; ever, that, like mineral wool, asbestos

may be inhaled in the form of minute particles and give

ri-e to cough and irritation of the lung which may lead to

a pulmonary fibrosis.

F. A. C. P. AND 1". A. C. S.

To the Would you let me know something about thi

can College of Physicians, and how one

Docs it correspond to the F.

become a F. A. C. 1'-?

.1. I'. W. M., Brooklyn.

I .«.—Dr. Frank Smithies, Augustana Hospital, Chi-

cago, is secretary of the A. C. P., and Dr. Franklin Martin,

,jj X. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, of the A. C. S. Write them
•ion.

The Infant and Prenatal Care.—There is som<ii

interesting, so human, so tangible, so dramatic aboul the

:i baby that we fail to realize that the condition of

the baby at birth depends largely on the care of the mother

before its birth. The pendulum is beginning to swing from

babyhood to motherhood, and today we find that the first

aid to the infant, the first prevention against injury, acci-

dent and disease at birth, begins from the time the mother

becomes prewnant—Jacob SobeL, Ml)., Monthly Bulletin,

New York City.

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Board, Dr. T. J.
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- ' until.
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. Wilmington,
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. Tampa,
Dec. 1-3, Mr. I . C. Dodds, Supt. ol Ri gisti ition,

Id.

Louisville, Dee. 2. Sec, Dr, A. I. McCormack, 532 \V.

Main Si . Louisville.

ns, D,e. 1 3. S.<. Regular Board, Dr. E, W,
Mahler, 141 Kit; Place, Ne« I It

Orleans, Nov. 4 H
I

ii Board, Dr.
I II 11 trdenstein, 702 M* hi

i
Bl li •

Main*: Portland, Nov. 11-12. Sec., Dr. Frank W. Searlc, 776
Portland.

Massaci i 11 13. Sec, Dr. Walter i'. Bowers,
K il. \... 1 li. .KOI St.. H..

..- Lincoln, Nov. 12-1 ec, Dr. 11. T. Lehnhoff, 511 First

Nafl Bank Bldg., Lincoln.

Carson City, I Lee, Carson City.

i olumbus, Dei .
2-4. Sec., Dr. II. M. Platti

Columbus.
i ilumbia, Nov. 10. Sec. Dr. A. Earle Boozer,

H o.i olumbia.
dveston, Nov. 18-20. Sec, Dr. M. 1". Bettencourt, Mart,

'I

o Richmond, Dec 9-12. Sec, Dr. J. \V. Preston, 511 McBain
Bldg., Roanoke.

ORGANIZED MANAGEMENT OF A HOSPITAL

In an article under the title "The Duty of the Hospital

Trustee and His Relation to the Staff." published recently,

Mr. C II. W. Foster.' a trustee of the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital. Boston, gives what he deems "a desirable

procedure in the organization and management of a hos-

pital." Mr. Foster says that formerly only the pauper was
concerned with charity, but nowadays a broader view

prevails — charity is a "gift in trust for promoting the

welfare of the community." Each member of a community,

rich or poor, should have access to the hospital equipment

and organization, and it would be uncharitable to deny
either rich or poor this privilege. This means that ill

planning the hospital plant there will be a building for

people of means with luxuries to which they are accustomed,

a building equally comfortable but less luxurious and expen-

sive for people of moderate means, and a third building for

the poor. The people of means will pay full price, the

people of moderate means as much as they can, while the

poor will pay little or nothing. Any profit made in one

branch of the institution will be used to pay a deficit in

another branch. By treating all classes in the community
with the same medical organization, there is avoided the

grading of the medical profession which might take place

if the rich and poor had separately chartered hospitals. The
must see also that the best professional treatment

that is in the physician is given to each and every patient

alike, whether charity or not.

HOSPITAL ORGANIZATION

Mr. Foster suggests three divisions for every hospital:

fli professional—treatment and direct care of the patients:;

(_' i administrative—concerning housing, feeding and finan-

tions of the hospital; (3) educational—and scien-

tific department.

The professional division will have: («) a medical direc-

tor; (h) a general executive committee; (c) a resident

physician, and (d) staff nurses, orderlies, and the like.

Medical Director.—The medical director is appointed by

the trustees, and is ex officio chairman of the executive

committee, but without a vote. He should be expected to

1. Fouler, C. H. W.: Boston M. & S. J. 81:313 (Sept. 11) 1919.
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concentrate all his professional activities at the hospital.

and may receive a salary. He should lie the principal

adviser of the trustees as to medical policies, should repre-

sent the hospital on important medical occasions, and in

general should concern himself with the medical progress

and reputation of the hospital. He should have authority

to order the resident physician or administrator to

any person or action until the matter can be referred to

the executive committee or trustees. In regard to the pro-

al activities of the hospital, he should not only lie

considered as having authority to investigate and interview.

but should also be expected to do so— with the idea of

ng as well as of becoming informed.

Executive Committee. — The executive committee should

of two chiefs of the medical services, two chiefs

of the surgical services, two special department chiefs, and
a junior medical "r surgical man. The latter member will

hold the ofHce only during his months of service, and the

medical and surgical will rotate in tilling the position. The
medical director will act as chairman and the resident physi-

cian as secretary, without power of voting.

lent Physician.—The resident physician should have

the immediate superintendence of the medical and
departments, except as t" the direct tri patients.

He should admit and assign patients to the hospital, should

have control of interns, extents, nurses orderlies and apoth-

ecaries, and in general should see that the rules

ers of the physicians as to the treatment

Of patients are carried out. He should give his whole time

to the hospital, and will be paid.

Administrator.—The administrator should be appointed by
the trustees, on nomination of their finance commit!

i. whose agent he will lie in regard to all money
and accounting. He should have charge of the plant,

building operations, housing, feeding and purchasini

i reate a budget oi income and expense, and keep the

varii ns department heads informed concerning their part

in it.

Staff.—The trustees should generally ask the executive

committee for nominations to staff positions, but should

to themselves the right to appoint any other candi-

date. As to the composition and duties of a staff, let us

his form: There will be two medical servici

with its chief, and two surgical, each with its chief. One
and one surgical will bi ces; the

others will be so-called clinical services, in which each par-

ticipating physician will serve only a certain number of

per annum. The continuous service provides a bet-

ter opportunity for research work and training, while the

clinical Irs a larger number of men to get the

ith time also to engage in private prac-

ide a living for the continuous service men.
one plan is that they be given the preference in the allotment

and of the great middle class—both of

which classes will pay a professional fee. In some just way
lital should regulate the tees ami collect them for

ill-time physicians, and thus give them time for their

al resi iking for the eastern part

ountry, at hast. Mr. Fo hat an ample
il e and research men who

might wish to work in the I ugh the
failure of the hospitals to pi I

people

I lundn ds of would-be patients -

suffering and avoiding treatment because they cannot afford
• must be treated in

it. il. and in that W3
nil time and othei

rding to Mr. Foster, that it

to fill vacancies on the staff by promotii

ty, anil that e of the
v ill fall under this plan unless I

- an- is

•akin in men and unless they are
pportunitj and encouragement to develop. Answering
tention that this plan of promoting from within is

make a nonpi
that it is stimulating to introduci

sional appointment from without, he believes that much of

this stimulation might be obtained by inviting celebrated

medical men to visit, lecture and operate, or that some sort

of an exchange professor idea might he adopted similar to

that in vogue between colleges.

Educational and Scientific Division.—This will include the

various laboratories, roentgen-ray. and special investigation

work, necropsies, record rooms, medical libraries, and the

relations of the hospital to medical schools and other medical

institutions There will he a committee of men in tl

pital who will study the welfare of the division and further

nt. The chairman will be appointed by the

,
and with others in this division, if continuous ser-

i. should receive a living from the hospital. The
medical director should be a member ex-officio of this com-
mittee or be in constant touch with its doings. He will find

in this department the force which attracts the young men
of greatest promise, and. through its discoveries, he may
expect the making of a great reputation for the hos]

Personal Rela een Trustees and Staff.—The trus-

tee should show rirmness when needed, but should aid and
encourage to an accomplishment the ambitions and efforts of
the members of the mist, with justice and con-
sideration recognize that physicians and hospital people are
human: that they are. as a rule, denied their fair share of

ind recreation, and that their compensation lies largely

in the success of their work. The trustee must establish

standards which will create respect, which will maki
worth while, and then encourage all bands to forget them-
selves in tic- accomplishment. Then we shall have a real

hi -pital both in name and in spirit.

Book Notices

Cerebro-Spinal Fever: The Etiology, Symptomatology, DIAGNOSIS
avd Treatment of Epidemic Cerep.ro Spinal Meningitis. Bv C.

M \ . M.B., Captain I I'. m| I It V. M. I

and Alex Mills Keime.lv, M I>.

Price, 30 shillings net. Pp. 514, with 64 ill

Vurk: Macmillan Company, 1919.

During the past few years, much progress has been made
in the I

i ningitis.

ellent book now under consideration is based largely
on the observations of the authors while in charge of the

among the troops of an English military district.

The recent literature is drawn on also, although one misses
referent m work, notabl) Hcrrick's
Study nt

i ens infection. There are twenty
chapters in all, and the various phases of epidemic meningitis

Ughly and satisfactorily

its subject, and will be of great value
to all who may ha ningitis,

wdiether from the clinical, bacteriologii

epidemiologic point of view.

Milk. p. i i, Ph.D., Din

\\ It Saundi i - Cor

is laid during a connection
of thirteen years with the Department of Hygiene and Bac-
teriology of tl in which
the author conducted laboratory and lectun
"I be Sanitary Aspect of Milk Sin

ter is dl but lucid review of the 1,

evolution < the dairy industry. There follow chapters which
in detail the physii

I ition, and tin

eal and i In inn al properties of milk. '1 In- technical methods
Use.

I ill the pi milk are
d in detail, as are also

I

tions. I

'

implete discussion of il ,

kinds of micro-organisms in milk. T if milk-
borne infi ith due
regard t
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ti>n. and control of milk supplies. The economic a

milk is discussed. A valuable chapter on milk in it ^ rela-

infant feeding lias been written by Drs. I

i n rhe closing chapters <lc.il with

butter, cheese, ice cream and ices

milk, and milk from mammals other than the COW. I 'he

value of the book I a much enhanced by the addition

of a fairly inclusive bibliography at the end oi each chapter.

The entire book is profusely illustrated. This worl

i much value to every one who is interested in the

t milk, whether as physician, sanitarian,

lent The author has handled the topics from prac-

tical, first-hand knowledge; his experience as teacher and

abled him to make a well

in of his subject.

>-.n Crildkbn, Including
1

\ M.. M.D., F.A C.S., Majoi
l. with 37S illustrations.

Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1919.

The author states that this work is planned on a rather

uniform discussion of the clinical side of the i

included, tor the benefit of students and general praeti-

\ wealth of clinical details is offered, the presenta-

tion is facilitated l>y a large number of well selected

illustrations: but it is nol easy for the reader to reconcile

himself to the method by which this material ha

arranged. The discussion of general principles of diag-

1 treatment is placed in the middle of the book,

after urethritis, acute and chronic. Cystoscop) and urethros-

copy are explained in the twelfth and thirteenth chaptei

while cystitis and urethrocystitis are discussed in Chapters

II and III. The technic of nephrectomy is minutely described

in the chapter on complications of urethritis, which is

scarcely the place. The unevenness in handling the various

topics i> pronounced. For instance, hysterectomy indicated

by gonorrheal infection i I the uterus, hardly to he mentioned

under urology, is extensively and minutely described, while

rative interferences for removal of the hypertrophied

are disposed of in a very few lines. The enthusiasm

of the author concerning electrotherapy in urology will

hardly be shared bj tin majority of his confreres, [naccu-

"Subphrenic abscess and perinephritis are

infections." or "The symptomatology is acute, subacute and

Id have been easily avoided. The ponderous

and involved language of the author is irksome. In view of

the quality of most of the extensive material contained in

',. it is unfortunate that a little more time was not

I rrect the defects of construction which have been

ned.

Medicolegal

111 Passenger Being Required to Change Bertha

(Pullman Co. v. Anderson (Miss.), 81 So. R. 276)

The Supreme Court of Mississippi bad here an action

brought by Mrs. Anderson to recover damages because,

g to her allegations, when, some weeks after she had

rated on for a severe and critical abdominal trouble,

she purchased a ticket for a certain lower berth from I olo

rado Springs to Memphis, Tenn., in a Pullman sleeping car

in which she mpanionship of a physician

a trained nurse, she was required twice to take other

ind later was told that the only berth that could

en her was in a car three cars liack, which worried

i her. until finally some women, seeing her

condition, gave her their berth in that car and went to the

other one; that she suffered great physical and mental pain.

could not get much rest that night, and continued ill the

The court says that its members were equally

divided on the question of the defendant's liability, but all

agreed that, conceding liability, the verdict o 2,000 thai

was returned in favor of the plaintiff was grossly excessive.

The decision is that, if a remittitur of all in excess

should be entered, the judgment oi the court below would
be affirmed; otherwise, it >. rsed and the cause
remanded.

Liability of Visiting Surgeon for Injury from Cast

(Napier :. Grttnmns (('. \. i. 2)6 Fed. R. 196)

• lined Siate-- t ircuit I ourl ol appeals, Second Cir-

cuit, in affirming a judgment Eoi $7,709.57 against di

Napier, says that the plaintiff, a boy S years of age, wis a

in New York, and uas admitted

to a count} hospital to he treated ior bow legs. The defen-

dant was a visiting surgeon on the hospital staff, but. as the

\isiiing >ui ;eoi ok turns in visiting the adult and infant

.nd the defendant was in charge oi the adult ward
when the operation was performed and the casl

ilaintiff, Jul] /'. and the defendant did not see him until

ln'\ 1_'. no fault v.as found, so fat as the defendant n

with what happened prior to Jul}' 12, when he lust

ol 'in i, is,. |h, complaint was that, when it

ipparenl [ulj 1
'.

I ha thi cast or thi bandagi s on the

left Kg were too light and interfered with the propel

circulation of the blood, a- disclo id bj the swelling of the

toes and their cyanosed condition, the defend,mi prevented

the opening of the cast and the bandages and their removal

until July Id, when gangrenous conditions had set in which
' imputation of the left leg a little below the knee

ary.

The ailment for which the plaintiff was treated was not

of a serious nature, and a proper course of treatment therefor

is not dangerous to the patient. But the treatment in this

ease made it neci amputate the left leg as stated, and

the fact thai the experts had never

known of an amputation which resulted from an operation

for bow legs. So a jury might well conclude that, if in this

ease there was such an operation, some one was guilty cither

of negligence or want of skill; and the question the jurj had

to decide was to determine whether this defendant in what

he did or did not do was at fault. There was evidence that

when the swelling of the toes of the left foot, followed by

cyanosis, was discovered the intern cut down the plaster

around the toes and leg up a distance of 5 or 6 inches, and

relief followed. But this was nol sufficient, and thi

conditions again asserted themselves. Thereupon the intern

said that he cut the cast from the bottom to the top, and
! spreading the cast and cutting the bandages

beneath, so as to eliminate the pressure from the leg; but;

he cut the cast, the defendant appeared in the ward
and told him to stop, and not n, proceed inrllier with it; and

of this order, which he was bound to obey as coming
from his superior, nothing further for the relief or spreading

of the cast was done until July 16, when the cast was removed

by one of the defendant's assistants and a looser cast was

applied. The defendant, however, denied thai he directed

the intern to stop the cutting, July 12, and testified that he

himselt proceeded to cut the east at that time from end In

end, and the bandages beneath, which he removed, having

spread the cast apart like a trough. There was thus a direct

conflict in the evidence, and it was for the jury, who saw
and heard 'lie witnesses, to determine what the truth was. It

was said that the testimony on which the verdict w.

was incredible, but, while it is the duty of a court to deter-

mine the competence of a witness, the credibility of the wit-

ness is for the jury.

The law is well established that a surgeon or physician

attending a patient is bound by his contract to possess and

the case such reasonable and ordinary skill and

diligence as surgeons or physicians in similar localities and

in the same general line of practice ordinarily exercise in

like cases. Inasmuch as the surgeon'- obligation is imposed

by law. the law requires the same degree of care and diligence

of the surgeon, or of the physician, when his services are

rendered gratuitously, as when he receives compensation. So

no question was raised in this case as to whether the child

or its father was under agreement to compensate or ha I

compensated this defendant for his services. In cases of
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alleged malpractice, the burden is on the plaintiff to estab-
lish that the defendant failed to exercise the skill which the

law demanded, or that in his treatment of the case he was
f negligence. He must establish this by a preponder-

ance of the evidence.

Society Proceedings

COMING MEETINGS
American , i. 27-30.
American ChiM

: ciation, Asheville, 11-13.

Public Health Assn., New I

Clinical Congl - -

- -V ( . \..\. U- 13.

Mi i. al Assn
. M: nk

.

'

ity, Dec. 1516.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF OBSTETRICIANS
AND GYNECOLOGISTS

unia! Meeting, held ill Cinci'niiali,

(Concluded from rage 1239)

Prenatal Care

Dr. SyLVESTI . Columbus. Ohio: The
obstetrician think? it mure important to know the technic of

_ forceps and of making cesarean sections' than what
natal care. Diet, to keep the bab) -mall and

folly.

Fundamental Repair of Partial and Complete
Lacerations of Perineum

Dr. Albert Goldspohn, Chicago: All purse-string <>r figure

of eight sutures that engage the levator structures, and also

ructures in the cuter portion of the wound or the

skin are wrong in principle and | r in effort. Efficient

union of the most important parts (levator and urogenital

_:ini can be secured only by direct apposition without

any intervening tissues, by means of direel and trai

placed buried sutures.

Median Episiotomy in Primiparous Labors

Dr. James A. H \rkar. New York : Median episiotomy is

a simple operation of valuable assistance in preventing

relaxation of the pelvic floor after labor, in shortening the

of labor, and in reducing the ni

operations, [i is Letter than the lateral incision, as

I icily muscles in th< i man in

ntinuity. Median episiotomv wounds heal better than

ations.

Incidence in Malignancy in Gallbladder Disease

Dr. Joh n F. Erdm w .. New Yoi

on, -'-'4 had cholei

ase in the gallbladder. In thii i

primary focus could I lively, but in

rily of these •

[hborh I of the gallbladder. In all

re found in the - I have
found tl i e with the gallbladder, i

can l.c done i- prone I

double that of the possibility I .i mortality in i

Inversion of Uterus

I t» II \\ u i , ... Yates, I >. '

I :. de's method shouli

e should the fundus
that indentation is mad< on it; I

•

should not be emplo
is is highly important. 'II. • sh. uld

remain with the patient until a firm uterine retraction has
been established. The more recent the inversion, the more
surely and safely can it be reduced.

Cesarean Section: Its Indications and Technic

Dr. Arthur J. Skeel, Cleveland: In many small hospitals,

without a well organized surgical staff, the technic is so poor
that one must question a surgeon's right to subject a patient
to this uncertain factor. My preference is to operate after
labor has started. The cervical dilatation thus secured per-

eer drainage, less movement in the uterine wound.
When a patient lias had one section f tion, the
abdominal route should he chosen for the nexl deli -

n was for an pt dispropoi I

patient should he in the hospital with competent supei
method of delivery selected as circumstam

ed section is by no means so simple an
n as the tirst one. Adhesions are the rule. This

incision for thi ration is best made lowei
than the first and lateral to it. going through the peritoneum
first at the lower angle. In this manner one usually enters
the free peritoneal cavity at once and can deal with adhesions
advantageously. It has been my practice to free the uterus
thoroughly, but to leave the adhesions to the abdominal wall
alone, if they present no special reason for interference.

Prophylaxis of Gestation

Dr. Asa B. Davis. New York: Prophylaxis of pregnancy
(prenatal care) means a supervision of the pregnant woman
throughout the whole nine months of gestation. It means
the giving of instruction to her as to her mode of life, i

'

ing, her occupation, exi attention to
hygienic care of her body, bathing, the a

stipation, etc. The aim should be to anticipate and avert
complications, and to detect them early if thi

they are yet relatively unimportant ami treat them.

Version

Dr. Irwng W. Potter, Buffalo 10 women, ver-
sion was performed 680 times. For delayed rotation of the

put from either the right or left
| sition, there

were- 545 cases: four face presentations with the chin either

anterior or posterior; prolapsed cord, nine cases; arm pre-
ree casi praevia marginalis, i

were forty-three stillborn children, the total
.lily.

Cystic Ovary

Dr. Francis Reder, St Louis: \ cystic ovarj is usually
• red in the course of an abdominal operation Ri

tion of the cystic area and puncture of thi

alone rarely cure the condition. Proper suspension of the

and augment its vascular suj

her with a well regulated hygienic management ol

Chronic Oophoritis and the Cystic Ovary
I Ir. Otto II. Si «w i i

- phoritis

the

usually to an infection of the tubes, and therefore most
quentl rheal origin. ... iih

In

'"> «
I mid most

frequent!) in minflammati

changi - in the
i ould be attributed to inflammai

al findings in chronic infl

mation, was not in

Adenomyoma of Ovary and Rectovaginal Septum
1 1 Si >!•• m-

'

the n

and brings up the
;

illy at this

ust behind the cervix, and on bimai
'ulc
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more than 1 cm. in diameter. The rectal mucosa

cm readily be made to slide over the tumor.

Treatment of Vaginal Discharge

rcf F. Chandler, Kingston, X. Y : 1 trea

nary discharges of the vagina bj a so-called drj method.

Six treatments are given. The first three treatments

rvical canal with pure phenol (carbolic

d painting the entire vaginal mucous membrane with

a weak solution of iodin, after which the vagina is packed

with dry sterili ufficienl quantity to straighten out

all the folds. The last three treatments consist of the appli-

I a powder made of equal parts of stearate "t line,

starch and boric acid, and packing the vagina with sterile

Buried Loop Operation for Shortening the

Round Ligaments

Dr. John Norvai B Detroit: The usual median

having been made, the round ligament- are brought

out through a perforation of the abdominal wall, as in the

Gilliam operation. A strip of fascia from one-half to 1 inch

in width is cut transversely and dissected from thi

The fascial flap is drawn through the loop of ligament,

replaced in its original position and sutured there. The loop

of the ligament is Imried beneath the fascia, and cannot

escape to slide hack into the abdominal cavity. The flap can

be cut to accommodate the length of the 1

Varieties and Treatment of Dysmenorrhea

Dr. J. H. CARSTENS, Detroit: Dysmenorrhea is due to

ohstruction, to ahnormal conditions of the membrane, to

inflammation of the tubes, to pelvic adhesions, and to an

aberrant action of one or more of the ductless glands. Treat-

ment should consist of dilatation and the use of the stem

to make it permanent : abdominal section and removal

of the tubes or their restoration; breaking up adhesions,

and the use of preparations of ductless glands.

The Stem Pessary

Dr. Thvrsov S. WeltON, Brooklyn : In the absence of

infection, a stem pessary may be introduced, provided the

patient refrains from sexual relations while the stem is in

place, puts herself under constant observation, and reports to

, her physician at the first early indication of trouble. This

pessary gives excellent results in properly selected cases of

dysmenorrhea; otherwise my results with the pessary have

been negative.

Bands in the Right Upper Abdominal Quadrant

Dr. William S. Bainbridge, New York: The prone posi-

urg< on an exact conception of

ditions present when the abdomen is opem < I
hi

Trendelenburg will be of aid in arriving at an exact

diagnosis. Frequently we must also make traction down-

ward on the hollow organs so as to picture what would be

the relations if the erect posture were assumed. Early ade-

quate attention to bands and adhesions in the right upper

abdominal quadrant often makes such chole-

my, cholecystectomy and gastroenterostomy unneces-

sary'.

Short Incisions Versus Long Incisions

Dr. Robert T. Morris, New York: In operative work we

ni ioi and as little manipulation of

the tissues as may he safest for our purposes. The

who is not very expert requires a great deal of mom for his

'; by sight and through an incision per-

haps several inches in length, whereas a most

rate through an incision 1. 2 or 3 inches in length.

In other words, a very short incision is the one which on

general principles gives the small' ion of toxic sub-

stance and the smallest degree of destructive nerve impulse.

On the other band, what I call the mackerel incision, such

as one learns in the fish-shop, is the one that gives the

greatest degree of shock. Therefore, it is very desirable to

use the shortest incision possible for one's work through

which he may work safely and comfortably in the interest^

of the patient.

Syphilis as a Cause of Delayed Healing in the

Noninfected Abdominal Incision

Dr. We lr Darnall, Atlantic City, N. J.: In my
ire I can find only three cases. Two patients were

definitely syphilitic and the thud probably so. 'Ibis evidence

is enough t" suggest syphilis as one of the causes, al li
i I

of delayed healing in the abdominal incision.

Cancer Significance of Mammary Adenoma

Dr. William i Gillette, Toledo, Ohio: Adenoma of the

primary type oi stage in persons undei 30 years ol age maj be

removed togethei with their capsule and a wide margin of

tlic adjacent stroma and a verj favorable prognosis fur-

but in women over 30 years of age, even tin- type

should bi potentially malignant. Cases I

dary hyperplasia should be considered as precancei

while they do not require so extensive an operation as the

removal of the underlying muscles together with the axillary

glands, yet no portion of (be mammae should be left. The
tertiary type is fully developed cancer and should bl

as such. With all due deferenci t<. the conservative pathol

ogist, clinical experience proves that so-called benign ld<

nomas of the mammary gland arc often anything but benign,

INDIANA STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Annual Meeting, held in Indianapolis, Sept. 26-27. 1919

(Continued from fage 1238)

Meningococcus Cerebrospinal Meningitis

Dr. John A. MacDonald, Indianapolis: The mode of

transmission and avenue of entrance of the organism are

of prime importance. That transmission, owing to the

extreme fragility of the meningococcus when removed fl

the body and dried or exposed p. light, must be through

the human host, is now well established: and since no other

avenue of exit or entrance to the body but by way of the

secretions of the nasopharyngeal tract is known, the con-

clusion seems unassailable that the perpetuation of meningo-

coccus infection depends on the human carrier. The car-

rier problem in the U. S. Army was (lie subject <>i
I

study and exhaustive research. The result of these studies

emphasized the importance, first, of rigid isolation of all

meningococcus infection, and if possible the identification

of the type of organism present; second, the frequent mak-
ing of nasopharyngeal cultures from all attendants and con-

tacts; third, the isolation of all carriers discovered; and

what is of the utmost importance, the frequent clinical

observation of these carriers for symptoms of the disease,

since a not inconsiderable percentage of the carriers are

already in the incubation period. In addition to intravenous

and intraspinal injections, the general principles of treat-

ment should not lie lost sight of, and morphin should be

used freely to combat pain and restlessness. The abundant

administration of water at frequent intervals is particularly

essential.

Meningitis: Neurologic Manifestations

Dr. Charles D. Humes, Indianapolis: I wish to refer

especially to the undifferentiated group of cases of idio-

pathic epilepsy in which the history usually reveals noth-

ing of importance, except, perhaps, gastro-intestinal colii

in babyho. ,d which seemed to provoke .pastns. I'.ec;

the similarity of the spinal fluid in chronic meningitis and

epilepsy, so-called, I further associate the two conditions.

There is one indisputable fact in both cases, namely, that

the cerebrospinal fluid in idiopathic epilepsy and in 'chronic

meningn I
reduce Fehling's solution. 1 am con-

vinced that a very large percentage of our epileptics and

mental defectives have been the victims in early babyhood

or adult life of an intraspinal pathologic condition. So far

as the neurologic symptoms are concerned, we can accept

this general statement as a fact: that no part of thi

nervous system is invulnerable to infection, so that a

as the convexity or base of the brain is infected, any or

all of the adjacent structures may be affected singly 01 i >1
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lectively with arrested function, producing any or all of

the disturbances of the special senses, interrupting the reflex

arcs, irritating the (enter-- of motion, interrupting pathways
of movement, and hlunting or blocking the afferent path-

ways, interfering with the visceral functions, resulting in

early or late, partial or complete loss of function in its

entirety, and obscuring the entire clinical picture with a

veil of mental cloudiness and profound psychic reaction.

3SION OF PAPERS BY DRS. MAC DONALD AND HUMES
Dr. C. Norman Howard, Warsaw: After the mi

coccus lodges on the mucous membrane of the nasopharynx
in one who is not immune, it is thought that it pa-

die blood stream and produces it- hi • through that channel

rather than up through the cribriform plan- to the meninges
of the brain, as was formerly the more general belief. I

should like, therefore, to emphasize the need, in examining
ted carriers, of passing the cotton wound applicator

through the nares clear back to the posterior wall

pharynx. If the culture made from th

tivc, then the logical procedure is to isolate the carrier and
eliminate from his nasopharynx the dangerous germs.

Dr. A. C. KiMiihkLiN. Indianapolis: When one is not able

to diagnose the specific disease, and one has in mind the

nervous symptoms, one should not think they will present

themselves in the same order, the same degree or with the

ssme symptomatology, because they will not. A,

tory is a great aid in diagnosis; otherwise, the
|

lated. There is only one mean- of prevention, and
that i

Active Mobilization in Joint Conditions

Dr. E. B. Mumford, Indianapolis: The keyi

Willems' treatment is immediate, continuous, active mobil-

ization. The joint i- movi

awakened from the anesthesia: it is moved as often dur-

ing the day a- the power of the muscles will permit, and
even in the night the patient may lie awakened to take his

; all motions must be made by the muscli

trolling that particular joint, neither thi r nurse

iii r patient giving any passive motion. Drain:-, into or to

tin- joint an- not used ["he dressing is plain sterile

arranged so a- edom of motion at the joit

he patient ha- awakened from tin- am
the active mobilization i- begun, and after that the suc-

the treatment depends on the patient. The p

not the severe pain of an acutely inflamed joint, i

caused ! to break up II At the

end of from twenty-four t the pain is a

-. and at the end of a week the patient may
lie allowed to take a few steps each o

contraindication of active mobilization.

Dr. William K. I
1 ransville: I do not think

that we can realize to what extent Willems* work is

to influence our ideas of mobilization in general. If it

applies t" on, j. -mt. then why not to all? Whj m
to abdominal « rk in which there i- pus?

Dr. Edward I). < lark. Indianapolis: Thi
tune we have used rational treatment for infected joints.

a treatment that will get rid of pus and prevent adhesions.

I)r. Gkorgi R. Marshall, Kokorao: While it is

thing t - imetimes u is

\ painful, unstable knee joint

tamly worse than a stitf otic. This point should

we put it in practice with pi

Dr. H. O. I i

ate tin- method, one must have the patient within •

four or fort) eight hour-, after the injury. In regard to the
future of these patients, one can .dun stiffen a joint, but

d mobilization of a j t once it is

stiffened.

. Noblesville: The time
this method i- as soon a- possible after the injury, not late.
If it is done early and kept up, one will have go,,<| results.

(Tu ht eontintui)
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O'Malley and D. <. Richey, U. S. Navy.
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|

tery with Bcj F. G. Ha -:
!

i it, P. 1. Lantin and
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Relativi Is of Treating Pneumonia. U.

rroidism. .1. II. Mom- and ]

Boston.— p. -104.

'Relation of Neurocirculatory Asthenia to Hyperthyroidism

.niiied [i jection of Epinephrin. E. P. Boas, N
—p. 419.

rdiogram. G. C.

Diagi Early Hyperthyroidism.
i w i

145.

B '- in a Child; Effects "f Atropin and Vagus
.stimulation. V Vt I

High Protein Diet Causes Bright's Disease.—The experi-

of Newburgh's paper were

.u with the it hether nephri-

tis will when the kidneys have been eliminating

i.illy large amount • iUS material

if time. To attain tin- end. rabbits

rmally high in protein. The following

results were obtained: Renal injury was very quickly and
.', in rabbits that .

and subacute

When the nitn lism was h

b\ meat le renal

injury from I but when the

daily intake of casein was 30 gm., and the nil

olishm was about three times normal, a

tit lis regular) nephri-

tis and frequently died of i

this diet was about twice the normal, i
i in pro

i • VT high pr. :

of too much urea through thi ' he data

obtained by '
related in which vary

both quantitatively and qualitatively with the type of protein

eaten.

Quinin Idiosyncrasy. Two new

quinin at

quinin wa nts. In

neither case could

The clinical tnanife

cinchonism, and it was found thai neither individual

v. tth anj "i the t ither 1
1
immi in -

1

case the tolerance was somewhat leas than 0.03 gm. quinin

mouth and in I ii.

quinin whet utb oi intra -
-
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cent, solution Both men failed to read clinically with the

other alkaloids "i cinchona, whereas the various salts oi

quinin produced a reaction in sufficient dosages \ method

.1 desensitization described bj Heran and Saint Girons

ise and increased the tolerance in

another. The intensity of the cutaneous read

to be in inverse ratio to the degree of desi

Benzyl Benzoate in Protozoal Dysentery.—The authi

i benzoate in the treatment i f eight

endamebic dysentery uncomplicated b) bacillarj infection,

and have seen mark! ults in ever) case Vll the

cases were of the acute type and varied in severity. No ill

n the alimentary or excretorj >wed the

administration has the drug

ably altered the course of an\ case. On the contrary,

its administration lias always been accompanied by a marked

alleviation of both the objective and subjective symptoms of

- the patient much needed rest and per-

mits him to sleep at night. Under the administration of the

drug the endamebas disapp the stools in nearly

every case as the general symptoms subsided. The benzyl

we administered in a small amount of cold water.

three times a day. alter meals. The doses employed varied

• 30 drops of the 20 per cent, alcoholic solution.

Basal Metabolism in Hypothyroidism.—Basal metabolism

determinations were made by Means and Aub in three

untreated case- of myxedema. All showed a definite reduc-

tion below that of normal individuals of the same age and

sex. Similarly, the hasal metabolism in an untreated cretin

and in a case of cachexia strumipriva showed a marked

reduction. In the latter case the fall in metabolism ante-

dated the clinical appearance of hypothyroidism. In a case

of carcinoma of the thyroid a moderate reduction in basel

metaholism was found, both before and after thyroidectomy

without clinical evidence of hypothyroidism. The metaholism

of all patients studied during thyroid tin rape was readily

to normal or above by the administration of thyroid

extract. The authors emphasize that the determination of

! metabolism forms a sound and convenient method

the dosage of thyroid preparations in cases

of hypothyroidism, and furnishes a far better guide in this

than does the clinical picture. It is also of value as

a means of differential diagnosis in obscure cases. In the

treatment of hypothyroidism, doses of from 3 to 4 grains of

thyroid extract, daily, should be ample to bring the metab-

olism to norma! in two or three weeks, and doses of from

. -ains daily should usually he sufficient to keep it here.

I cachexia strumipriva may require larger mainten-

ance doses than those of hypothyroidism.

Relation of Neurocirculatory Asthenia to Hyperthyroidism.

performed the est in a series of twenty-one

consecutive cases and comes to th( conclusion that it is

impossible to predict, from any of the criteria we have at

present, whether or not any particular case of neurocir-

asthenia i i not

Diagnosis of Early Hyperthyroidism.— In Lueders' opinion

the laboratory affords th<
' means toward the

tion of early hyperthyroidism. The sugar tolerance

ems an important aid in the detection of borderline or

early cases of hyperthyroidism. The epinephrin lest did not

in the study of the cardiac neuroses, dignostic of

hyperthyroidism. It seemed rather an index of the sensitiza-

I the sympathetic nervous system. Its value as a

;ic test is increased when blood and urinai

estimations are recorded with pulse rate and blood pressure.

Intramuscular injections gave best results. Tests for nitrogen

aids in the diagnosis

of toxic hyperthyroidism. Further studies are being made
,er if borderline cases or early hyperthyroidism reveal

such changes. Creatinuria did seem present in the thyroid

disorder group, and when taken in conjunction with the other

tests, was of value in the diagnosis of earlj I

Recognizing Acidosis in Diabetes.—Stillman desi

Her Institute

ct as early a- ' and

to prevent its progress, and typical examples are given of the

proct dui t and n suits w ith patients oi ea< h group

Heart Block.—A case is reported bj Brown of a child, 11

years old, with acute arthritis, who presents ., typical sino-

atrial Mock. Changes in heart rate and rhythm b) vagus

stimulation and b) the administration of atropin are demon
strated. It was found that atropin in small doses will elimi-

nate the arrhythmia without producting an acceleration oi

ih, heart rate Eletrocardiographi< records accompany the

report and illustrate the observations,

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
11,1 9, I'M". LSI. V. 1

;
, a . J. M. Taylor, 1 ladctphia

Mouth I Brya W ;

S Armj \ I' Brownrigg,i psyi hiati ii Work
N. H.—

|

I ilculi. .1. I>. Barm y, Bo tor p 16

Operation foi Vcuti Mastoiditi al Vge of 84, with R

Butler, (ami,,,.! p

i a., R< poi i o) Hypi rpituitarism and It

Wi si,, ii.—p. 465.

— 1>. 445.

Nashua,

E. I.

i, Nuys,

California State Journal of Medicine, San Francisco

October, 1919, IT, No. 10

Need foi State Hospital School t"i Indigent Crippled and Deformed
( hit, In ii. II. I.. Langnecker, S.m Francisco.—p. 365.

! ,,t Hypertension in Young Drafted Men. W. ('. Alvarez,

San Francisco, p. 367.

•Amino Acids and Hypertei sion. I M Breed, Pasadena.— p. 371.

Hundred and Inn Cases o'l Hypertension. R. Cum-
Loi Ingeles p. 373.

•Paralysis oi Esophagus, II. Y. McNaught, San Francisco.— p. 376.

H,,ttini Operation for Prostatic Obstruction, after Twenty Years;

Operation ,,t Garrity Foi Ci t oi Prostate, after Six Months.
i,. MacGow ,n, Los Angeles.— p. .17s.

»Intensiv< Treatment of Meningococcic Meningitis. D. J. Frick, Los

Angeles.—p. 379.

Empyema Treated by Surgical Solution of Chlorinated Sodium, ',.

i oi lna, i, Los Angeles.— p. 382.

Pathogenesis oi Pachymeningitis One t,, Nasal Operations. Report

,,f Cases. A. B. Wessels, San Diego.—p. 383.

Hypertension in Young Drafted Men.—Marked cyanosis of

the extremities is proposed by Alvarez as an important sign

,,i hypertension or of the hypertensive diathesis. Alvarez

regards hypertension as one sign of a hereditarily defective

cardiovascular renal system.

Amino Acids and Hypertension.—In a study of hyperten-

sion, Breed says one must reckon with not only the amino

acids, hut with the bacteria concerned in intestinal putre-

faction. During the past three years in making observations

on the flora in intestinal putrefaction Breed found it possible

to change the flora at will by changing the diet, and that

coincidently with a continuous carbohydrate diet there ,vas

a disappearance from the urine of the absorfption products

of putrefaction. Breed has made observations on a number

of patients with varying degrees of hypertension. These

observations consisted of daily examination of feces, daily

study of body metaholism, together with functional tests of

liver and kidney. Some of these patients had lowered kid-

ney function, others had lowered liver function, some had

both, while still others had neither, hut all responded

promptly to a carbohydrate diet by a lowering of the blood

pressure and a lessening of the products of putrefaction.

Proteids were gradually and carefully added, hut only up to

the actual body requirements, always watching the el

the intestinal flora, providing for normal intestinal motility

and keeping the carbohydrates so much in excess that they

could not all be absorbed from the upper intestinal tract, thus

insuring plenty of available suitable pabulum, for flu neces-

sary energy of the intestinal bacteria.

Hypertension at Menopause. — Cummings has found an

d pressure very frequently at the time of meno-

pause. He says that every woman should have her blood

pressure taken frequently during "the change," especially if

hot flashes and nervousness are present. Marked relief of

these symptoms have been obtained by the use of bromids

and internal secretory extracts.

Paralysis of Esophagus.—McNaught reports two cases due

i 1m i,,n of the right posterior inferior cerebellar artery
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probably the result of arterior sclerosis. He suggi

when confronted by a case of sudden inability to swallow, the
syndrome of occlusion of the posterior inferior cerebellar

artery, should always be kept in mind.

Intensive Treatment of Meningococcic Meningitis.—Twenty
cases of meningitis are reported by Frick with a mortality of

IS per cent. Intensive intravenous and intraspinal treatment
was used in all cases. The atients who i

were well on discharge and duty. All the cases

were of moderate severity. Fifty-five per cent, of the men
had a petechial eruption; ,)0 per cent, had a

culture and 50 per cent, were unconscious on admission.
Frick suggests that all patients with positi' igns and symp-
toms of meningococci' meningitis should be given both intra-

spinal and intravenous it serum. Intraspinal

injections of from .50 to 50 c.c. should be given every eight

hours for six doses and then at less frequent intervals as

Intravenous injections of 100 c.c. afl

-ild I"- given every twelvi

doses and then every twenty-four or forty-eighl hi

indicated by the condition of the patient and by the

in the blood cultures.

Illinois Medical Journal, Oak Park
r. 1919, ::<;.

i as Encountered in Army. E. Windmueller, Wi
—p. 169.

ia in Ceneral and Genito-Urinary Surgery. G. W.
en, Chicago.— p. 171.

ital Syphilis. K. Kr.is:, Chicago.— p. 17 J.

W'.rk of Selective Service Boards of United £

(lur P. 3. M. W P p. 177.

-v. C. R. Ki-i T \i 1

Serpigino rnea and Its Treatment. \N
.

i> Nance, Chicago.

—

P

Trcament of Chronic Suppurative Otitis Media. A Lewy.
Chicago.—

p

Bactcriuria. L. E. Schmidt, Chicago
rk, SterlinR.— |.. 194.

Ewngatioi 'rocess of Fifth Lumbal Vertebra
' v:y and Treatment. J. K

Chicago.— p. 197.

Journal of Experimental Medicine, Baltimore
Oct. 1 .:<•. v.. J

N. Sp.) D n Cattle.

Relation of Spirilla (\ rtion. T.
th, Princeton, N. J.— p. 313.

J.— p. 325.
I r irjTl l,i Bacilli!

I. W. Smillic, R. IS. Little nd 1

r. Averj and I

New York.—p. 359.

in I'm unioni
I

i ies in Relation to Yt How I ever.
II Noguchi, New Vork.— p. 401.

Hydrogen Ion Concentration of Pneumococci.—Thirty-nine

mprising rep of the

In the majority of instarn i

directly ir..m the 1,1.,ml oi sputum of patients suHerinj
lobar pneumonia. Some of the strain- were tested immc-

m isolation, others after years of > ulti

id had bun pas-nl through these animals to enhance
virulence. Cultures used for inoculation of the test medium

n hours at ,i7 I . in plain meat u
broth of /mi 7 x. The authors found that the optimum
hydrogen inn . rowth of pn<

in broth cultures growth of pneu ntinues
until a final hydrogen ion concentration oi about , .

reached, fermentable carbohydrate (above 0.4
percent.) is present. Apparent!) this acidit) is sumcienl in

itself to stop growth. Ifl. present in the

medium growth ceases at a lower hydrogen inn concentration,

apparently because of exhaustion of carbohydrate. If no
carbohydrate is present save that extracted from the meat
of which the broth is made (plain broth medium), growth
initialed at />,, 7.8 (optimum n eases at about
/>„ 7.0. if bacteria free filtrates of plain broth cultures in

which growth has ceased are readjusted t.> /mi 7.8 and rein-

with pneum growth occurs unless carbo-

hydrate is added. However, if bacteria free filtrates of
i broth cultures in which growth d l/1

,, 5)

ed to />,, 7.8 and reinoculated with pneumococcus
Cultun I pneumoci iccus with all 1

1

i fermentable under the condition used,

namely maltose, saccharose, lactose, galactose, raffinose,

inulin gave identical results in tin

: changes and the final hydrogen ion concentration

attained. The different immunologic types

mococcus, for the limited number of strains studied, behaved
alike in fermenting the ca mentioned al

Cause of Resolution in Pneumonic Lung.—The relation of

the pneumococcus to the production of acid in culture medi-
ums and the ai i mic lung sug [i

crisis ami recovery maj in due to local biochemical changes
in the course "I which the acid death point of the p
coccus is reached. I e is present!

I d oi certain

resolution in pneumonia. Tin

cases of pneumococcus pneumonia in tin sta I

d hepatization furnished the material. Evidence is

Ce in tin cellular material obtained front

tic enzyme digesting coagu-
lated blood serum al hydrogen ion concentrations <<i 7.,i to

6 7 and inacl i i 'nations.

ci is brought forwai
i

i -ence in

the cellular material from the pneumonic lung of a pr

enzyme splitting peptone to amino acid nitrogen. This
is operative al ion concentrations

I

ive at (>..) or 5.2. These findings are

I by Lord as having a bearing on resolu

pneumonia. During the course of the disi

in the hydl .ion of the exudate
probably takes place. With the breaking down of cellular

irotein (fibrin) in

alkaline and weakl) acid mediums may be liberated. With a

gradual itration of the
or lung tin'

An enzyme capable of splitln. nitrogen
is probabl) active during the proteolysis "t |

inrther activated when tin- hydr ii ii n

pneumonic lung iptimum
cavitj ai a /',, of 6.3 ami 5.2. B) this means it ma)
ceived that the exudate is dissolved and r<

Pneumococcus and Hydrogen Ion Concentration.
1 "id and Nye, in the growth .nnl dr. oil oi th

in iluid medium- containing 1
•

acid is the i

> bouillon , ull

alb.wed to grow and die ...

a /-M of aboul 5.1. Al a hyd
5 1 or highi r the pneumi •

than a few hours. In hydl

In tin ii

and 5 1. the pi ||) killed with a rapidity

d is the
death I

nation, dissolution

n.l lb.- more alk tline 1

1

lution occurs at th.

Mosquitoes and Yellow !'

on by Noguchi will. Il
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guinea-pigs by the bit* of female stegomyias that have pro-

sucked the '

'

How u\ ir patient i

animal experimentally infected with Leptospira icteroides.

With mosquitoes infected directlj from a yellow fever patient

the infectivity seems I anifesl after a longer period

of incubation than with those infected with the animal blood.

In the former, at least twelve days are said to be i

they become infectious, and this hypothesis seems to be

at U\ the author's experiments. < In the other hind.

squitoes which wen- engorged with the infected blood

of the guinea-pig were found to be capable of transmitting the

within eight days after tin I is discrepancy

may be explained bj the fact that the number of leptospira

existing in experimentally infected guinea-pigs is far greater

than that in human blood. The frequency with which posi-

tive transmission by the stegomyia was obtained in both

small, indeed, in view of the number of

ployed. It appears that even nncler natural

circumstances the per thai eventuallj

become infected with the 'be bj sucking

the blood may be very small. To transmit yellow fever from

a patient to a nonimmune person requires 0.01 C.C 01 > "
.irently a mosquito occasionally becomes infectious

by taking up the one or two organisms which happen to be

circulating in the peripheral blood of man. and it is these

occasionally infected few which carry th< disease. The

development and maintenance of Leptospira icteroides are

indispensably associated with the blood constituent, the

serum, and this is amplj supplied by the blood suckin)

The organism is one of the most fragile of all the pathogenic

parasites and cannot survive the concurrence of other less

fastidious organisms, such as bacteria. The comparatively

aseptic body cavity of tl a furnishes a secure

shelter for the parasite, which undoubtedly penetrates the

zone of n as it is taken into the stomach of the

Unlike many other parasites this organism is capable

rating tbe intact skin or a bacterio-proof filter, and

hence it is probably an easy matter for it to pierce the tissue

of the visceral the mosquito. Whether or not

Leptospira icteroides can survive and multiply only in the

body of Stegomyia calottts and not in other varietii 01

genera is yet to be determined. Another interesting fact

with regard to the extrinsic life of this organism is thai it

can multiply steadily at a temperature from 18 to 37 C. The
omptimum temperature at which it remains viable for rrjany

;

s 26 C. The climate in mosl of the tropical countries

offers optimum conditions both for Leptospira icteroides and

for the mosquito which carries and nourishes it.

Medical Quarterly, Ottawa
July, 1919, 1, No. 3

Reclaiming M I
171.

1 Ortl and 1 i I rearmed of War
lities. A. I'.. LeMesurier, Canada.—

p

Ninette, Man.—p. 197.

Role of Social Service in General Rehabilitation. I M. Bell, Canada.

—

P

Surgical Conditions in the Ex-Soldier. A. R. Monroe. Edmonto, Alta.

—

P

English Statistics re Disablement as Applicable to Canada. J.

-

Doctors of Canada. J. I,. Todd, Winnipeg.—p. 225.

Neuropsychiatry in the American Army. I S. Army.

—p.
Work and Aims of a Genito-TJrinary Clinic for E* Soldiers, li. I.

Paul. Toronto. Ont.—p. 234.

Second Report on Institutional Occupation. J. IS. McKay, Ottawa

—P-

Problem of D CD Holmes, Victoria, B. C— p. 268.

Michigan State Medical Society Journal, Grand Rapids
' N -

Tabes 1 t> 505.

Angina Pectoris. M. A. Moriensen, Battle ( r.
.
k

ll Conception of Pulmonary Tuberculosis H. M. Rich,

Detroit.—p. 516.

Treatment of Ear Diseases in Light of Medical History. E. An.li. rg,

Detroit.— p. 521.

Pathology, of Mastoiditis; Its Clinical Significance. R. B. Canfield,

Vrbor.—p. 524.

Cancer of Lip and Tongue. C. D. Brooks, Detroit.— p. 530.

r..-ctomy for Fibroid. H. W. Hewitt, Detroit.—p. 533.

New Jersey Medical Society Journal, Orange
i a

t Inm-al Value of 1
I

ler, Philadelphia, p. 3 <~-

Plastic I I i

:

ind Clin

ical Results in Sevent] Five I i
I , W, Langstroth, Mew York,

151,

i vti Extract foi [Vestment of 1 ml. tn mint .1 1 ill

i G ' rd, New Hi iinsw ii ' p. 354.

Coi N. Pi

158.

Producti liters' Milk. E, \\

Newark p. 361.

influenzal Pneumi Epid E. H. Willan, Arlington., p. 363,

1

1

>\ ii w ounds, I
. w . Pii

p ,<04.

New York State Journal of Medicine
June. 1919, 1!>. Xo. 6

Beer wiili an Alcoholii I ontcnl P i I i nt. I. Nol ."i Intoxi-

cating Beverage. G. \\ Whiti ide, New V,.k City.— p. 240.

Pennsylvania Medical Journal, Athens
June, 1919, -"-*. No

Experimental Siu.lv of Abdomii al Adhesions. M. Behrend and X. S.

, hild, Philadelphia, p. 537.

Anatomic Incision for Gi - gery, .1. X. White, Scranton, Pa.

—p. 5411.

Absei ce of Clinical Symptoms During Preperforated Stage of

Duodenal Ulcers. I.. .1. II. ..,,1,0,0.1. Philadelphia, p. 542.

Modification of Technii in Watkins' Interposition Operation. J. C.

Hirst, Philadelphia.- 1

Acute Dilatation of Stomach Following Operation. J. J. Gilbride Phila-

delphia.—p. 548.

Riplus of Well Members of Family. T. Diller, Pittsburgh.—p. 550.

Technic of Nasal Douching. W. A. Hitschler, Philadelphia.— p. 551.

i iencj ,,1 Southern Negro. W. C. Allen, Chicago.

—

j.. 554.

Infantile Hcmatcmesis. Report of Case. J. D. Leebron, Philadelphia,

—p. 555.

July. 191". 12, Xo. 10

Traumatic Hernia ,'"l Workmen's Compensation Boards. 1-'. D.

Patterson, Harrisburg.—p. 633

How Industrial Physician and Stale Department of Health Can Best

1 ...
1

, , ,,lc. E. Martin, Harrisburg.—p. 643.

Carbon Monoxid Poisoning; Prevention and Treatment. A. J. Lanza,

Washington, D. C.—p. 646.

Injuries to Back and Flat Keet. J. O. Wallace, Pittsburgh.—p. 648.

Health Hazards in Manufacture of Dyestuffs. A. Hamilton, Washing-

ton, D. C—p. 655.

lie. ,1th Insurance; Its Disadvantages and Advantages. J. A. Lapp,

1 ,, In, 11I, us, O.— p. 661.

Health Insurance and the Public. F. L. Hoffman, Newark, X. J.

—p. 664.

How I111h1sir1.il Physician Can Help in Campaign Againsl Venereal

Disease. R. A. Jewitt, Washington, D. C—p. 679.

August, 1919. 12, No. 11

Pyloric Stenosis in Infants. Report of Cases. C. M. Woodburn,
Towanda.—p. 701.

•Hirschsprung's Disease. W. L. Carr, New York.—p. 705.

[nfani II Lowenburg, Philadelphia.—p. 712.

1 . In ,. Philadelphia.—p. 716.

Laboratory as an Aid in Treatment ol Diabetes Mellitus. L. Jonas,

Philadelphia.—p. 718.

Appendicitis in Children. J. J. Gilbride, Philadelphia.—p. 720.

tory Methods; Their Value and Practicability in General Medi-

\I. II. Pu, sell. Philadi l|

Organization and Methods .,1 Contagious Disease Services. J. II.

. Rochester, Minn.— p. 729.

Megaduodenum: Hirschsprung's Disease.—Carr's patient,

a girl. 6 years of age, had been constipated for five years

and had vomited for twenty-four hours before he saw her.

The child was in a condition of shock: the skin was pale, the

lips and fingers were cyanosed and the eyes were staring.

There was dyspnea with gasping respiration. The tempera-

ture was 97.5 !•'.
;
pulse, 120. The abdomen was greatly dis-

tended and there was a constant involuntary discharge of

feces. The child died eleven hours after admission. Necropsy

disclosed a marked distention of the intestines, which was

particularly evident in the sigmoid colon which was bent on

itself. The wall of the upper part of the rectum and the

lower part .,1' the sigmoid colon was slightly calcified and the

lining mucous membrane was very granular. Th.

hyperplasia of the mesenteric lymph nodes. A microscopic

study of the tissue from this specimen showed a completi JOSS

of mucous membrane, and in its place was a vascularized

round cell proliferation ,,1 tin- submucosa. There was a corre-

g hypertrophy of the iruiei and outer muscular coats.
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How to Wean the Baby.—When weaning a baby, Graham
says, it is always a safe plan to begin with cow's milk mix-
ture which is considerably weaker than what would
a healthy baby of the same age who had been raised on a
bottle. A fair average would be to start the milk formula
at about one half the strength of what would ordinarily be
given to a healthy infant that was of the same aye as the
baby to be weaned. If the child can digest this, the formula
can be increased cautiously. It is wiser, as a rule, not to

wean the baby during the hot summer months. The change
from the breast to the bottle during the healed term is very
likely to cause gastro-intestinal disturbances. This, of course.
would not bold true in the case of infants who are taken to

climate during the summer months. Uways, n pos-
sible, wean slowly rather than rapidly. At first gi

bottle feeding a day. If this agrees in the course of three
or four days a second bottle feeding may be given. In this

way the breast feeding can be discontinued gradually. A
baby should be weaned if the mother has any disease which
she may transmit to her nursing infant, such as typhoid, or
tuberculosis, or if the mother has any disease which nursing
might have a tendency to aggravate, such as nephritis, tuber-

culosis, or acute pneumonia; if the mother becomes pregnant
or is suffering from some comparatively mild disease; ii

mastitis develops. In most cases weaning depends on the

ability of the mother to nurse her baby. If the am
milk secreted is not sufficient for the nutrition oi the

additional feedings of cow's milk should be given. Nursing
should 1, ged much beyond a

the baby is doing fairly well. Anemia, subnormal d

ment and failure to gain in weight i< a common rub-

cases. Graham believes that it is a wise plan, if a baby 9
months old is doing well at the breast to begin giving it one
bottle feeding a day. Bottle feeding is a good thin-

it trains the digestive organs of the infant to digi

milk and it makes weaning less abrupt.

12, No. I-
1

Progress r.f Medicine in Twentieth Century. M. W. Ireland, t'. S.

Army.— p. 7t,7.

g Our Third Line of Defense—Our Babies. I.. Stewart-

Cogill and B M Mi-.. Philadelphia.—p. 774.

Methods in Immediate Attentions to the New-Bora. I. i ).

I, Philadelphia.

I Mr. n; their Treati

ent. E. I! McCready, Will wood.— p. 784.

. P

780.

ting Sec-,,ud Dentition. .1. I'. Sinclair, Phila-

delpl

Serum Treatment of Epidemic Cerebrospinal Meningitis, T. A Kolmer,

rreatment by Radium. E. A. Shumway, Phila-

delphia.—p. 7''.t.

Pulmonary '1

Epithelial Crafts for Restoration of I

I B Heckel, Pitt burgh.—p. 799.

Diurnal an. I Othci

ith and Pharynx. N. -

Rectal Diseases in Children.—lirav states that hemorrhoids
rved in i hildren. Prolap qui nth

occurs, polypus

dentia recti ^ frequent in children. Rectal hei

often mistaken for vicai

mon in infants than in older children.
Pwtula i „ iii infants and children.
I-ccal impaction, or coprostasis is occasionally nut with in

children.

Effect of Diet on Second Dentition. Sinclair claims that
to improve lb. he future generations it will be

thai they maj havi a well balam
their usual food requirements :•> the end that both

ind child may not I ,.

lit must follow il -

, child
until weaning is acco lished, after which the child "
sUU

i

further properly directed from the standpoint oi diet.
With the appearance of the deciduous or milk teeth, such

food as will require chewing should he given to the child.
Dry crusts of bread, zwieback, toasted bread, the f^ar-cr

meat and meat bones, and later, green salad leaves,
celery, spinach, peas, cauliflower tops, asparagus tips.

string beans and apples.

Philippine Journal of Science, Manila
Kebrn.i- i l.

"Phlcbotomus Nicnic, a New Species, first Philippine Record for this
Genus. C. S. Banks.— p. 16.t.

king Insects of Phili|
I ,,. \ b g,

T D \
oil— p. 191.

Philippine Bees of Families A T D A

1 Both He !

!
i entur in a Full Term Pig. M.

Carreon.—p. 201.

Found in a Case
I

Sulp! Cemi in. J. ( \\ itt

1

r in Searching for
liacillus Dysenteriae in Stools. C. S. Panganiban and O. Schobl.
—P-

i Sumatra. E. D. Merrill.-
|

Phlebotomus Nicnic— Banks directs attention to a new
species of the genus phlebotomus as a serious factor in human
existence in the Philippines and as a nol imj

in disease transmission. The term "nicnic" is the I

if a "tiny fly to,, small to

Cultivating Dysentery Bacillus.— During an outbreak of
bacillary dysentery in Manila in 1918, had an

I subjecting the methylene blue eosin lactose
a practical test its t.. it s suitability in the bacterio-

- of bacillarj dysentery. The stools were taken
at random from hospital patients. Each stool was plated
directly on litmus bo : -d on methylene bin

o:ar. An equal amount ,,f material «
the surface of each plate. (If tin- amincd.
thirty-three were found positive. While the lactOSi

.e positive results in twenty-nine specimei
blue eosin lactose plati gave positive results in

thirty-two specimens. The time necessary for the d
ot />'. dysenteriae >>n this medium was much sh
pared with the labor required i

i confirm the positive I

on tin- lactose litmus

Tennessee State Medical Association Journal,
Nashville

S.pt. ml t .:. No. 5

Graft W. C. I 1 59.

161

p
1

P i

nt Plan for I

Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, Chicago

— P.

V.

I

I . I-
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Tubercul C ' Drueck, I hi. igo.—p. 393.

S, Chetliah, I

i
v

. N
i

Buei 413.

rhaphy. K. Bulkley, l'.iris. p. 41o.

H. I New Yoi p. 417.

\ i lottlii b, S.in I ran-

i.. 420.

fficult Peritoneal '• Jackson, Kan-
..'J.

r Marking Oul Varii

nail. J.— p. 423.

Treatment of Deep Seated Inoperable Cancel. Superficial

malignant growths, such as epithelioma, respond rapidlj to

roentgen-ray and radium treatment, while deep seated malig-

nant growths do not. The reason for this, as stated bj Beck

and Warner, is that the skin, tat and subcutaneous ti ues

which usually overlie deep seated cancer are strong filters for

lion of the roentgeon rays; they absorb most of the

soft rays the roentgen-ray tube and allow onlj the hard rays,

which is a small quantity, to penetrate deeply enough to

reach the growth. Small quantities of radiation instead of

destroying the cancer cell are apt to stimulate it to more
rapid growth. Therefore, if has seemed to the authors that

it the skin and all the overlying tissue and as much of the

growth as is feasible are removed and a large area left

entirely exposed, and to this field is then applied either the

n ray or radium directly, it may lie possible to obtain

similar results in treating deep seated carcinoma as are

usually i btained in treating superficial growths. In other

the problem is to convert the deep seated growth into

a superficial oni ri cited.

Scar Tissue Tumors of Mucous Membrane of Lip.—Blood-

good reports six cases of scar tissue tumors occurring on

the mucous membrane of the lower lip after the excision of a

lesion there. These tumors apparently have no relation to

the nature of the primary lesion, whether it be in the mucous

membrane or in the submucous tissue. Apparently, they arc

to occur in the first instance when the primary

.1 been treated with caustics, or when the wound has

healed by granulation. In all of Bloodgood's cases, in spite

if the fact that no cautery had been employed and that the

area was excised with a sharp knife and that with few-

exceptions the wound healed by primary intention, slight

indurations have always formed in the wound, and some

have been painful. These cases seem to present the problem

clearly and to settle the method of treatment—noninterference.

Secondary Syphilis of Uterus.— In Gellhorn's case the

initial lesion was situated o labium minus near the

clitoris. It had healed. The cervical mucosa showed, pos-

teriorly, an oblong patch about 0.5 cm. above the external os.

her, smaller and more nearly round patches lay to

the right of the larger lesion, and a fourth patch could he

i mui isa anteriorly. The secretion of these

patches, examined with the ultramicroscope, showed an abun-

dance of very active spiroi the typical pallida variety.

Kxcept for a slight adenopathy of the neck and groins.

increased left patellar reflex and sluggish pupils, there were

no secondaries present.

Suprarenal Rests in Hernial Sac Walls.—In six cases of

inguinal hernia occurring in children. Macl.cnnan found

small noi ighth inch in diameter, embedded in the

•he sac near but not attached to the cord. The sacs

on which these rests have been found have been with one

exception typically the exception

being a congenital hernia, i. e., one where the tunica vaginalis

and the sac were common. A specimen has not yet been found

in the corresponding hernial sac of the female. On micro-

scopic examination these nodules proved to be "adrenal rests."

Diverticula of the Posterior Urethra.— Bumpus reports four

I this kind seen at the Mayo Clinic. He says that

they are generally of the acquired type. Probably ,:

frequent etiologic factor is a previous perineal opi

They give rise to a definite syndrome; namely, incontinence.

dysuria. interrupted micturition, perineal pain and pyuria.

Since they may be associated with a normal bladder they

maj easil) In overlooked unless the posterior urethra is

Carefully examined.

Resection of Esophagus for Tumor. In Bengoli

the tumor was situated in thi lowei portion of the < o

A Torek's incision was made, the esophageal resection was
begun at the cardia, following the usual technic fur intestinal

resection. The stomach stump was closed by a Lembei
tinuous suture. ( >n removal of the tumor a w len bobbin

was placed in the esophageal opening and fixed bj m
a catgul purse string suture. The portion of the stomach
pulled up into the thoracii cavitj \\ as opened at the point oj

least traction and as near as possible to the greater curvature,

and was then placid in the esophagus in which the W len

bobbin had alread] been placed. The patient died thirty-

seven daj j aftei operation.

Technic for Neurorrhaphy.—The principle of Bulkley's

procedure depends on the utilization of the sear tissue in the

ends of the divided nerve for the release of tension ,,n the

actual line of nerve Suture ["hese masses of sear tissues ate

split lengthwise once and one half is removed. The exposed
portion oi nerve ends are then brought in contact and sutured

together. The sear tissue is sutured mi the outside ,,f die

union, thus giving support.

Cross Buck Mattress Suture for Closure of Diffiult Peri-

toneal Incisions.—When it is difficult to close a peritoneal

incision owing to tension or thinness and friability of the

peritoneum, Jackson uses a cross buck mattress suture. Firsts

a simple transverse suture at the lower (or upper) end of

the wound is tied. It is a continuous suture. The needle mi

the long end of the suture is now introduced from without

inward about one-eighth to one-quarter inch above the pri-

marj suture. It passes obliquely forward and is brought

from within outward, at a point about the same distance

forward of the point of entrance. It is now brought back-

ward to a point opposite the beginning and introduced on
the opposite side from without inward. Again, obliquely it

is advanced and brought from within outward one-eighth to

one quarter inch forward of the beginning point of intro-

duction. It is now drawn taut and the next stitch is begun.

It is thus an X or cross buck mattress stitch. Where there

is much tension or a very friable peritoneum, a liberal bite

of muscle may he taken in each stitch. When each stitch is

drawn taut it is remarkable that it docs not cut out. The
peritoneum is also everted, leaving no raw surfaces on the

inside.

Marking Out Varicose Veins for Operation.—Coopernail
has found brilliant green, an analin dye. in an aqueous sole

tion. most satisfactory, 'fhe veins should be marked out the

day before operation and let dry before the clothing touches

them. At the time of operation they can be painted with one
or two coats of iodin. The vessels will show beautifully

through the coats of iodin, as green intensifies almost all

colors. After the skin has been marked with the green, it

is almost impossible to wash it off with alcohol, turpenintinc,

ether, etc. It takes several weeks for the stain to wear off.

South Carolina Medical Association Journal,

Greenville
Si pti m.Ii. t. 1919, 15,

Etiology and Treatment of Epilepsy. I

I Wallaci . Easley.—p. 56Q.

Mj Bodj : A Mi us |. s, h,,!,cr, Rome
actii Manifi station of Foods ir

Spartanburg.—p. 565.

No. 9

E. Boone, Jr

D. L. Smith,

Texas State Journal of Medicine, Fort Worth
September, 1919, 15, No. 5

i f Uterus Complicating Pregnancy, Labor and Fuerperiunf,

M i Bli Port Arthu
i Influenza on Pregnancy. (',. VV. Nibling, San Antonio,

p. 179.

- and Treatment of Ectopic Pregnancy. S. P. Cunningham,
itonio.—p. 180.

Pituitary Extract. J. M. Dildy, Brownwood,
i

i
i

,n.| Their Management in the A. E. !•'. C. S I

San Antonio.—

p

Treatment of Colles' Fracture. B. Saunders, Fori Worth.—p. 188.

eg of Acute Mastoiditis with Pcrisinus and Epidural Abscess.

W. I). Joins. Dallas.—p. 189.
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FOREIGN
Titles marked with

case reports and trials

abstracted below.
.ually omitted.

Single

Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, London
Sept. 15, 1919, 22.

Cultural Characters of Trichophyton Balcan. ,se of a
Pseudopityriasis Capitis. A. Castellani.—p. 173.

; Rilharzia Disease Complicated by Stone, Cured i

Emetic Treatment. F. G. Cawston.—p. 174.

Sei-I-Kwai Medical Journal, Tokyo
June 10. 1"19. 38. N

•Intestinal Parasites of College Students. V. Yasaki, M. Terada and
T. Fuzii.— p. 23.

Intestinal Parasites of College Students.—The authors
examined the feces of -458 students for intestinal parasites.

Three hundred and fifty-four, or 77 per cent., were found to

harbor one or more kinds of parasites. The following para-
und : Ancylostoma duodenale 11 per cent, of

cases; Trichostr ngylus orientalis,7 pel cenl

Immbricoidcs, 3$ per cent, of cases: Trichocephalus trichiuris,

54 per cent, of cases; Clonorchis sinensis. 6 per cent, of cases;

Mtlagominus yokogawai, 6 per cent, of cases. The percen-

tage of Ancylostoma duodenale gradually diminished among
the students of the upper classes. The parasite carriers were
found to carry from one to four kinds of parasites.

Paris Medical
Aug. 30, 191 I, :•.

1

I 1 Masked Insufficiency of the Aorta and Mitral
lift, P. Riliierre.— p. 157.

*1 nt of Diaphragmatic Hernia. A. Schwartz and J. Ouenu.
162.

•Catheterization of the Esophagus. J. Guisez.—p. 165.

Operation for Diaphragmatic Hernia. Schwartz and Quenu
have heen making a special study of the best technic for

correcting diaphragmatic hernia, and they expatiate on the
advantages of an incision in the seventh interspace, starting
at the axillary line and continued down to the umbilicus,

ed for ril. resection. The incision is carried
down dee], enough to open the pleura and peritoneum. The
cartilaginous margin of the thorax, to which the diaphragm
is attached, is cut with scissors, and the incision r

is continued in a straight line in the diaphragm to the
hernia opening. Both the thorax and the .1 domen are thus
opened up. The organs that protrude into the thorax are
readily recognized and reduced, the diaphragm sutured, the

cartilage reconstructed and a drain left in the pleura if

adhesions had to be broken up. The only drawback t<> tttis

technic is the operative pneumothorax, but this •

much moment nowadays. The article is illu

Catheterization of the Esophagus. Gui ez declares that
both for exploration and for mechanical dilatation, the
catheter has proved in value for the esophagus aim
much as for the urethra. But of course th

fragility of th,- walls has to be borne in mind, ami more must
not be demanded from this meth.nl than it is aide to yield
The bougie should lie of soft rubber with an olive tip.

ened just before use by dipping int..

for a iew moments. He use. a N
head vertical or bent forward a : .ill the

abrupt curve between the sixth cervical t.. the fit

He breathi - deep and palls out his

the opening, the bo
l tlly pi.ssil.l-,

• rmine its site by measuring thi

We know that spastic and inflammati i

ilmost invariably at the mlel or . unlet .if the
If the ,,t an inten

glands or tumors being

If the head i~ Lent l,a<l

of the aorta, painful inflammation of

the esophagus, and recent caustic action are all absolute
contraindications to the use of the catheter, also the sus-
picion of a foreign body. The attempt to dislodge the for-

eign body may have dire effects—he has seen some striking
instances of this. In a recent .

a

harp bone had
been driven into the mucosa of the til, only
1 mm. of it protruding, and the catheter had probably been
a factor in this. In another case a small bone in th.

as driven by the catheter into the trachea.

Sept. 13, 1919, 9. N
Digitalis Preparations by the Vein. A. Gilbert and A. Khourv.

—

l African Troops. C. Koubier.—p. 207.
•Hysterectomy 1. on of the Vagina. M. Cudin.—p. 211.

Diphtheria in Military Hospital. A, Cayrel, P. P. Levy
and J. de Leobardy.— p. 21-4.

•The Tongue in Stupor. Chavigny.— p. 217.

•Bone Ankylosis after \\ .n \\ lunds M. Grosset—p. 219.

Hysterectomy by Aseptic Section of the Vagina.—Gudin
found at necropsj of women xh had died from ii

alter hysterectomy that the infectious pr cess was almost
invariably a pelvic cellulitis; peritonitis was the exception.

lie ascribes this pelvic process to infection from the drain

in the vagina, and seeks to obviate this l.v suturing
the opening in the vagina. This renders draining ui

as a rule. If conditions require it, he drains through
the ah. lumen by aspiration.

A Focus of Diphtheria in a Military Hospital
•.I presented wound diphtheria, and the nurse tending

him and two men in the ward developed diphtheria. The
SUrgi one a carrier and.
on a trip later, diphtheria developed in persons he met in

three different cities, and then his wife developed the di-

The "Stuporous Tongue."—Chavigny applies this term to

the aspect of the tongue in cases of stupor, mu cular immo-
bility, etc., all connected with pathologic mental states. The

ue is held pressed against the teeth immovably for such
tig time that the teeth leave deep imprints on it.

thin edge of the front and sides of the tongue stands up in

etween the teeth, form-
ing a mold of the hollows and projections Psychiatrists are

familiar with this "stuporous tongue," and the eeneral prac-
titioner will find it a corroborator) sign ,.; something rad-
ically wrong in the psychic sphere

Bone Ankylosis After War Wounds.
from th,. clinical and medicolegal standpoints complete

a sequela of war wounds.

Presse Medicale, Paris

•The

I

ore of the 1: II

The History of Syphilis in Fiance. This i

delivered by Jeanselme to the Vmei

nch
philigraph) fi

1 527

ti f..r the

nd

1

— |. I

Tendon Anastomosis to Correct Radial I'

ui
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to keep them from getting stiff. He utilizes the smaller

palmar tendon along with a little of the palmar aponeurosis

for the anastomosis, reaching them through ;i broad borse-

cision and taking up a fold in the stretched extensoi

tendons to shorten them about 1 cm. ["he details ol the

technic are shown in an illustration.

The Biometric Method of Estimation of Varicose Con-

ditions.— Mabille emphasizes the importance of distinguish-

ing between true varices from insufficiencj of the valves in

the vein ami false varices from mi notor weakness

or from endocrine disturbance, etc. This differentiation per

mits proper treatment. It i- realized bj systematical!}

recording the blood pressure in the leg ami arm as the sub-

jeet stan<!s. sits, ami reclines, ami as he holds the leg up in

the air. ami by recording the viscosity of the bl 1 in rela

tioii to the blood pressure in these four attitudes. Mahille

lias thus examined more than a thousand persons, ami has

determined the standard findings in health ami the inter-

pretation of the abnormal findings, as he describes with

instances of the various types ol varicose disturbance. The

which surgical measures are imperative can thus I"'

ed at once, and also the cases which require weak

and prolonged thyroid ami pituitary treatment or sodium

citrate to reduce the excessive viscosity of the blood. Sub-

cutaneous injections of oxygen and physical measures are

often useful adjuvants. lie depends on the Pachon oscillo-

meter for the maximal and minimal pressure readings, and

commends this biometric method to every practitioner.

Rapid Diagnosis of Diphtheria Bacilli.—Debre and Letulle

expatiate on the differential importance of Babes' polar gran-

ules, shown up by double staining, in true diphtheria bacilli.

Their two years of experience with this method of differen-

tiation has confirmed its precision and reliability. The

pseudodiphtheria bacilli never show these granulations at

the poles when stained by the technic described, which is a

modification of Xeisser's first method. The specimen is

incubated at 35 ( for twenty hours and each loop of the

spread mi two slides. One slide is treated with

m, the other after fixation by heat is covered with a

solution made by dissolving 1 gm. of methylene blue in

20 c.c. of 9? per cent, alcohol, ami adding 950 c.c. of distilled

water and 50 c.c. of glacial acetic acid. The smeai

covered with this solution is heated until it begins to steam.

It is then heated a second time, and is then left in contact

for five minutes. It is then rinsed rapidly with distilled

water and then is covered with the second stain for ten or

twelve seconds and rinsed quickly in distilled water. This

second solution is made by dissolving 0.50 gm. vesuvine in

ling distilled water, filtering while still boiling.

The granules clustered at the poles of the bacilli, or only in

some of them, show up a Mack oval, and larger than the body

of the bacillus. In their 800 tests they never found these

] . lar granulated bacilli except with true diphtheria and they

always found them then. They warn that one other bacillus

may pi lations, Bacillus cutis-commune.

But thev never found this in the throat in any of their tests.

It differs from the diphtheria bacillus further in attacking

saccharose. In case of diphtheric lesions elsewhere than in

the throat, it might be advisable to test a loop on a sweetened

litmus culture medium to exclude this bacillus.

Progres Medical, Paris

Aug. 23 19 34, No. 34

War Surgery of th, Lung. M. Barbier.—p. 3.11.

. atment of Cecal Stasis. J. Kallmann.—p. 336.

:ncil on Pharmacy an.l Chemistry of tin- A. M. A. A. Ber-

nard.—p. 338.

The Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry.—To be reviewed

here.

Revue Neurologique, Paris

May, 1919, 26. N'n. 5

Attitude of Fingers from Injury ..f Tlnar Nerve. A. Titos

Marchand — ;

ropathics witl P Injury of Spinal Cord.

Mme. Dejerine, A. Ceillier and Mil,-, Dejerine.-
|

of Progressive Myodermosclerosis. H. Roger, p. 408.

The Scries of Mental Phases after Commotio! p. 414.

The Clinical Characters and the Pathogenesis of Ulnar
Claw Fingers, Pitres and Marchand give illustrations of

different types oi whal thej call griffes eubitales. 'I In- thumb
and the index linger are normal, hill the little linger, the

ring and sometimes the middle linger are Hexed to a degree

to amount to a deformity. They have encountered 163 case,

of the kind consecutive to war wounds. Tins vicious attitude

of these fingers i^ a frequent but nol a pathognomonic -imp
tom "i traumatic paralysis ^i the ulnar nerve. It develops
in about ''(I per cent, of the cases of ulnar injury, but it may
, ccur even without injur; of this nerve. The fingers are held

in this position at first merelj to avoid pain, and then the

position becomes irre.liicil.le ami incurable on account of the

neurotrophic lesions which develop in the (issues around the

joints. In other cases the deformity is primary, the result of

the functional contracture ..I the fibers of tin- llexor loiigtis

a. I. led to the sj mptonis proper to the lesions of the ulnar

nerve. There is also a group of false griffes eubitales from

contracture of hysterotraumatic origin, or cicatricial retrac-

tion, etc.

Para-Osteo-Arthropathies.

—

Certain clinical and radiologil

findings with this complication of injury of the spinal crd
have already been published by this trio of workers, and

they m.w describe with illustrations several out of sixteen

'is of P. O. A. as they call this type of OSSi

in the tissues around a joint after injure of the spinal cord.

Correspondenz-Blatt fiir Schweizer Aerzte, Basel

Aug. 28, 1919, 49. No. 35

to Base of Skull. Henschen an.l Nager.—p. 1289. Cont'n.

'Tuberculosis in its Action on the Mind and Character. O. Amrein.
—p. 1300.

Tuberculosis in Rodents. B. Galli-Valerio.—p. 1309.

Action of Tuberculosis on Mind and Character, in this

long study of the change in tastes and character under the

influence of tuberculosis, Amrein warns among other things

of letting the patients develop "thermometer-mania." One
of his patients left the dinner table once to insist on having
his temperature taken, and as the hot soup had warmed his

mouth, the thermometer reading sent him to bed "very ill,"

expecting hemoptysis at once. Another patient routed out

l.\ a lire at night saved only his thermometer and fever chart.

Amrein comments on the evils of excesses of all kinds in

games, dancing, drinking, etc. A single dancing party or

drinking bout may undo months ..f patient sanatorium treat-

ment. One of his patients had a tuberculous cavity rupture

during a lively dance, with fatal outcome. The long separa-

tion from home and occupation, the opportunities, he says,

for das Flirten are reenforced, he thinks, by a direct stimu-

lating influence from the tuberculosis toxins on the sexual

appetite, especially at times of higher temperature. This

applies particularly to patients with a long subfebrile tem-

perature. 37.5 to 37.8 C, and they also seem peculiarly liable

to irresponsibility in general. Many physicians have noticed

how much more sensible their patients seem to act after

recovery, their nervous system more stable. His plea is that

the physician should pay more attention to the mind and

character of the tuberculous, seeking to train and guide

them. This of course can be accomplished best in a well

managed sanatorium, and he reiterates that this is "terriblj

important" (furchtbaf wicktig) in treatment, especially of

pulmonary tuberculosis. Some patients do even better with

out the strict discipline of a sanatorium. The physician has

to individualize and treat them psychologically.

Pediatria, Naples
September, 1919, 27. Mo. 9

•Inherited Syphilii and Rachitis S ( innata.—p. 545.

... Children. F. P. Borrello.— p. 550.

.1 Enuresis in Children. U. Provinciali.—p. 567.

li as a Factor in Chorea. P. Foti, p. 579.

ii phn.sis in Boj .<f Four. Nicola [avarone.—p. 590.

Inherited Syphilis and Rachitis.—Cannata relates that he

n studying during the last five years the p. ibl

. ..nil., tion between inherited syphilis and rachitis. 'I here

were 1.285 rachitic infants among the 10,000 that passed
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through the children's clinic in that period, and 3727 per cent.

of the rachitic children had inherited syphilis. Excluding
those with tuberculosis or chronic skin disease, there were
fifty-eight breast fed infants in whom the rachitis seemed to

be connected with the inherited syphilis, and the latter domi-
nated the clinical picture. The set of symptoms described

by Marfan (craniotabes, pronounced anemia, and spleno-

megaly) as characteristic of rachitis with inherited syphilis,

was found equally pronounced in eighteen infants under (>

months old who seemed to be free from all inherited taints.

Vaccine Therapy of Dysentery in Children.—Borrell" gives

full details of twenty-four cases of dysentery in young infants

and children up to 10 years old. The disease is more com-
mon in children than generally recognized, and seems to be

graver the younger the child, and in Hie Shiga form, but the

Flexner form is liable to prove fatal also, especially when
secondary to other disease. Treatment is principally with

the specific vaccine, and this is more effectual the earlier it

is begun. Its efficacy is most striking in the Shi.

which without it is almost invariably fatal.

Essential Enuresis in Children.— Provinciali reviews the

various theories that have 1 ecu advanced to explain i

enuresis, and states that in eight out of ten children of this

category roentgen examination revealed anomalies in the

lumbar-sacral portion oi the spine In onlj two were these

parts of normal aspect. The children witli these anomalies

lid not show anj o I able signs of degenei

only in a proportion much less than in adults. As the chil-

dren usually outgrow the enuresis in time, he urges roentgen

examination of their spines to see if it might not be possible

to detect the nature of the anatomic changes which put an

end to the enuresis. He prote N against the assumption of

dysplasia in the spinal cord or roots, as this would entail

quite another set of symptoms, more in the line of neuralgia

or paralysis.

Pathogenesis of Chorea.—Foti relates that syphilis was
unmistakable in 1.3 out of the 17 cases of chorea given treat-

ment at the children's clinic at Naples during the last five

years. It was probable also in ,i others, and
17 children seemed to be entirel) free from the taint in every

[e insists that this 95 per cent, must be more than
'. thinks it is. I le regard-

it as a predominating influence in the pathogenesis of chorea

rincipal predisposing factor, entailing such instability

of the I:' t diverse causes, in)

lie disturbance may bring

chorea.

Riforma Medica, Naples
Aug. 16, 191 36,

n Adults, N. Pane. -p. 686.

Is and Alkalies.

•y of I he Tibia. H M
•litem ol Hysteric and On

—p. 697.

Toxic Action from Intestinal Flora.— Pane is direi

.. of the Universit) of \.,-

mprehensive data confirming the presence

in the it live anaerobic and
i which by their products may gradually in time

thoroughly intoxicate the organism. Tl llj liable

win n much m( nditions

-Hid the

environment favorable ior their proliferation, and the pro

duction of their toxii i- the explana-

tion, he continues, of the benefit from restriction to milk in

chronic intestinal and livei disea I

the proliferation of the bacteria of arid fermi

and these crowd out the toxic bacteria. Milk in itself doe,

ii p. have an] anl n He cultivated in

milk sot and their virulem i

to be permanently increased. \ll his patients were between
GO and all had indican in the urine. He does not

place any reliance on \oglnirt as. although this answers the

purpose while the yoghurt is being taken, \et as the lactic

form part of the customary flora I f tin

adult intestine, they soon die out when the yoghurt is dis-

continued. The acidophilus and the bifidus, on the other

hand, are encountered regularly in human stools.

To Enhance the Sensitiveness of Indicators.—Pittarelli

refers to the indicators for alkalies and acids and discusses

their application to the qualitative and quantitative analysis

M 'lie.

Rivista Critica di Clinica Medica, Florence
. P'l". 20, No. 30

The Various Theories in Regard to Aphasia. C. Mannini.—p. 3-19.

Anales de la Facultad de Medicina, Lima
Julj ' 2, No. 10

lyroidism. Ernesto Odriozola.—p. 1.

Com isions. I.. Avendaiio.— p. 1-.
! and Pathologic Speech. I.. I

1
I nt'n.

Resin. A. Maldonado.

—

p. 40.

"Maize and Maize Liquors. M. A. Velasquez and A, Maldonado.
—p. -16.

>gj in Early lli-iorv -a Peru. II, Valdizan.—p. 64. Cont'n.

Chemical Study of Incense Resin.—The incienso macho
found in the Cuzco region is here subjected to chemical and
pharmacal study by Maldonado. Velasquez is soon to pub-

lish a report on its use in therapeutics.

Maize.—Velasquez and Maid nado outline tin- hi:

maize, and give the conclusions of their study of its chemistry

and the chemistry of the various liquors made from it. espe-

cially the chicha of Peru. The ancient Peruvian
often reproduci i n pagi -

I
i the

names Ei ir maize and the I i
in it iii

cribe the festivals and other cus-

iiuected with the maize harvest, etc,

Cronica Medica, Lima, Peru
ii 19 ::•!. '-

' [irium with Peruvian Verruga; Tw i Cas s, Sermilio Valdizan.

—p. 263.

euralgia. M. Sixto * havez.— p. -73.
' my. R. Mendoza.—p. 283.

Trigeminal Neuralgia. I cases of. ti igeminal

neuralgia in which syphilis, malaria, anemia. tub.

uld be incriminated as the

principal factor causing the neuralgia. He describes also

local and reflex trigeminal
I nd reports a

which supra-orbital neuralgia oi long standing disappeared

after removal of a fibromyomatous uterus In

nizing right supra-orbital neural 1 at the

third month of pregnancy in an otherwise healtl

As no relict wa I
measures, the whole

of the right supra-orbital nerve was resected, but the pains

ii d with even greater intensil | until di

the neuralgia vanished completely and the woman 1

hould alwa-

with neuralgia, especially when the pain

the night, a dull ache keeping up all the time with oo
paroxysms of pain, never verj violent. If the neuralgia is

bilateral, this in itsel a syphilitic origin almost

certain, even when thi I er symptoms from it. The
int, as is

the case likewise with* lymphocytosis in the lumbar puncture

fluid, with nol neuralgia. In the third

syphilis the neuralgia i> usual 1} due to mechanical irritation.

From the phase of pain to thai of paralysis and

then to tri iphii di tui bam es. II oi the syphilis

does not rapidly improve the neui other explana-
i
: lit

.

With a malarial origin, the almost constant localization in

Itive, and also

i d the pains, jomi til or tak-

ing the i chill and fevei 11" neuralgia usuall)

one hour, and the P

little in the • there are liable to

disturbances, conjuncti\ iti and i

lalarial neuralgia in three or i

keep ii up ii

bricking

for a more nourishii
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usually l>ut not always symmetrical When neuralgia
• measures, it might be well t" try .1 course

diet. With neuralgia in gout or rheumatism, tinc-

colchicum or the salicylates are indicated; the neu-

these conditions moves about from joint I

and may alternate with psoriasis or hem with the

joint attacks. When alcohol or tobacco'is an important

I'lu- trigeminal neuralgia

with hysteria does not yield to the ordinary measures, includ-

ing hydrotherapy, bromids, valerian, psychotherapy

while organic neuralgia usually is more or less mi di-

fied by these. In the exceptional cases in which benefit has

followed operation for hysteric trigeminal neuralgia, there

has usually been some slight U-si. >u in one of the 1

of the trigeminal nerve, and the removal of the latter favor-

1 d the neuralj

Remote Disturbances from Ovariectomy.— Mendoza

that in Peru ovariectom) has always
'

ted with

my. He reviews the various disturbances that may
follow castration, and describes the applicatii

therapy, ovarian extract, corpora lntea, etc. The benefit

sometimes observed alter giving extrai ira lntea

due to the fact that the castration was no1

- supposed, and that enough tissue had been left

behind to regulate the function. This may explain also the

1 certain ovary-grafting operations

Carvallo has done some operations of the kind, and J Voto

Yernales has found ergot useful in warding off symptoms

. irian insufficiency, especially the vasomotor distur-

bances. Juvenal Denegri has reported fine results from

administering in successive two-day periods thyroid, p

and ovarian extracts in turn: otl enic and min-

eral waters with arsenic and iron. Mendoza ascri

benefit from these to the regulating action on the

as the latter is always an important factor in the

bances from loss of I

Gaceta Medica de Mexico, Mexico
1 •

The Colloids. Francisco Bulman.—p. 80.

Cholecystostomy. J. Velazqui 82.

Localization of Proji

.

p. 88.

• rapy in Typhus. Francisco Paz— p. 97.

Successful Operative Case of Uterine Cancer plus Myoma. Julian

Villarreal.— p. 103.

Supracervical Vaginofixation. Roscndo Amor.—p. 109.

•The Lange Colloidal Gold Test. Jesus Arroyo.—p. 113.

Cholecystostomy.—Velazquez reviews two recent cases of

iv done for gallstones and one for empyema

of the gallbladder. He extols the advantages of this simple

conservative operation, for the debilitated and elderly in

particular. Two other patients followed foi years haw newt-

presented any further symptoms front their cholelithiasis

sir.ee the cholecystostomy. As this operation is so

it can be done early and before the diagnosis is ab

certain, thus saving many patients from becoming addicted

to morphin to which they may otherwise be driven. It has

the further advantage that it facilitate

stones later if this becomes neci

Serotherapy in Typhus.—Paz gave'thc serum bj I

once a day. and compares his tabulated results wi

reported by others in which the subcutan vas used.

There were no complications in any of the eleven ca

rapid in all I
.nice in which it was

The disease was grave in all and the injection;, were

commenced from the fifth to the ninth day. The serum used

few hours up to 2'-
: months old. It was drawn from

convalescents from ten to fifteen da)

the clinical aspect of the case. The re

confirm and surpass those realized by I reille and Legrain

in 1911.

The Colloidal Gold Reaction in the Cerebrospinal Fluid.—

i's article is accompanied with four colored

show the minuter details of the Lange reaction as di

He gives charts showing

- conditions and especially in

paralysis, in which the test is most instructive. It is not

in

exclusively m this.

Medicina Ibera, Madrid
Ann. !, 1 19, s. \ 9]

C. Juan
Influence of A Reflexes and Muscle

ipus. S.iinz de Aja.—p. 75.

Lupus. In concluding this stud} of lupus from various
standpoints. Sainz emphasizes the importance of detecting

the lupus iii its incipient I is a ta k foi the medical

ol 'I ools, as the first signs of the disease usually

dc\ elop in childhood.

Aug, '>. 1919, S. v
-

; ataract. I. Barraqui i

•Heart v lion and Nervi Disl oolcl ildren. Alvarei
ii. 94.

\ Si ibrino Alvarez.—p. 95.

Vacuum Extraction of Cataract. -Barraquer now has a

reo rd oi 1,000 cases of suction extraction ol cataract in the

capsule, or faco crisis, as he calls it. The suction apparatus
is known as the erisifaco. Visual acuity of from 0.7 to 1 was
regained in 69.4 per cent, and from 0.3 to 0.7 in 2A per cent.

Simple extraction was realized in 219 cases: in 530 the

peripherj of the iris bad to '., sin, a n.l in 251 iridectomy

was neci ! ere was luxation of the crystalline lens

.on! infection in onlj 2 of 'be 1,000. lie dors not

in. In.; hi Ho . i
i [hi ... es -I l.is tii st tentath t

His method was described in The Journal, Dec. 8, 1917,

p. 2006.

Heart and Nervous Disturbances in Schoolchildren.

—

Alvarez insists that when disordered heart action is noted

in a child at school this may lie from some congenital defect,

dinar} school work and pla} ma} aggravate il beyond
repair. Or it may lie merely the effect of the fatigue of the

brain, sustained attention inducing greater afllux of blood to

tin- brain, modifying the respiration and making the heart

heat noticeably loud. A child presenting these symptoms
should be taken out of school at once: conditii ns may then

right themselves. When he returns to school, the ten hei

and physician should plan his studies. When a pn

good scholar grows indolent and inattentive, this warns of

brain fag. It is common with an inherited neurotic or

alcoholic taint. Sleepiness or dizziness are also

irritation of the brain in such children. Too close or too

.1 attention b} a child fatigues the brain, and its

deleterious influence in time becomes manifest in gl I

culator} .and nervous disturbances. When these develop, tie

physician is liable to attribute them to everything bin the

right cause, the strain of school life. He declares that none
of the diseases to which children are liable act so directly

and with such dire effects on the genera! condition in the

of time, as this strain from school life.

Revista Medico-Cirurgica do Brazil, Rio de Janeiro
I ... . 1919, 27. No. 6

The Venereal Problem in tin- Army. E. Rabello.—p. 191.

Revista Medica de Chile, Santiago
July. 1919, 47. No. 7

•Normal Beef Scrum in Treatment of Anthrax in Man. R. I

i
i rino Cuenca.

—

p. 333.

Arturo Atria.—p. 432. Cont'n.

blyopia after Trauma of Face.

' p. 365.

of Appendix. Ernesti

of Lung. E. Prado Tagle and C Garces.— p. 372.

Normal Beef Serum in Treatment of Anthrax in Man.—
The success of Kraus and bis co-workers has fern repeatedly

mentioned in these columns, as for instance. July 20, 191K,

brings the subject down to dati in tins

ich In- delivered at the University of Chile. He
; norma! beef serum has proved as successful as

any other known measure so far. He injects it subctttatn ..nsK

in doses of from 30 to 50 c.c. and repeats the injection in
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twelve, twenty-four or thirty-six hours as indicated Very
seldom are more than two or three injections required. In
the extremely severe cases he advises to inject the serum hy
the vein. The serum is heated twice to 56 C, and it only
exceptionally induces serum sickness. Even when the case
seems mild, he warns not to use a smaller dose than 30 or
50 c.c.

Cancer of Appendix.—The appendix was remi

account of acute flaring up of a long chronic appendicitis in

a woman of 34, and a fibro-adenoma was found at the tip.

It showed traces of malignant degeneration.

Primary Cancer of Lung.—In the case reported by Prado
and (iarces the man of 52 for nine months had been having

pain at times at the base of the right lung, with a

cough and progressive expectoration. The sputum was
muc us at first but gradually showed more and mon
and there were al>" attacks of hematuria, precordial

and palpitations. Necropsy nearly eight months alter the

first symptoms revealed a primary 'cancer in the right lung

with metastases in the left lung and in the right kidney, with

sion from metastases involving the cervical roots
from the third to the seventh.

Semana Medica, Buenos Aires
26, '

•Therapeutic Prol D'Alessandro.—p. 1.

cera. M. E. Pignetto.—p. 8.

I aing.— p. 12.

•The Pandemic of Quackery. .Turin A. Massa.—p. 14.

itt Children
' K A Rivarola

Farly Diagnosis of Brain Tumors in Children. Id.

of Organized Prophylaxis of Venereal Disease in Latin
America. Emilio K. Coni.— p. 22.

Prohibition of Meat.—D'Alessandro protests against the

routine direction to patients to refrain from eatn

This therapeutic sarcophobia as he calls it is unpin.

and patients are too -tie indefinitely an>

order like this, intended for some transient i

as acute ie\er or acute gastro-intestinal derangement. Not
much meat should lie eaten by persons inclined t" gout, joint

r nephritis, but it should Men entirely.

Is in cc r.clusion that in diabetes, meat is indicated only
in the first stage.

Welfare Work for Infants.—Gaing is in charge of the

Institute tie Puericultura No. 1 at Buenos ^ires, which
a well halo

I 'sury and int.

reiterates the importance of giving prizes
I

babies that arc thriving most. When tl ne, tin-

only women who profit by the well bab) clinii an- thi

get artificial food there for their infants. The nursing
women soon tire of bringing their babies merel) to

that they have increased so much in weight. In this way
the premium is [mt on artificial feeding, the very opposite
of what is intended. This can be remedied by giving small

ts that are thriving best. The woman's
pride in being recognized a- tin model mother is a

stimulus than the prize itself, so the expense . t thi

. ests monthly distribute

lilk is provide, | also at the institution in his

n out in 1914; 246 in 191
; 1917, and 2,859 in 1918. This milk is ordered lor

who are inpatients, hut when in. .re is availa
: .' is given out for use in the 1

in the instil u

enormou

I he
infant thrives on this bottled breast milk just as well a- if

a district with an institul

d should ha.

•' bors i..r aid and propaganda of the v..
I

The Pandemic of Quackery.— In the curse ..i tl,

quisition

' sion, Massa remarks that even a qu
n is hn charlatan en hlencia if

:

Calculi in Children.—Rivarola ascribes to abnormal per-
sistence of the uric infarcts, found in the kidneys of the
newly horn, the development of a calculus, either in the kid-

Madder or their outlets, as the child reaches the age
from 3 to 5. This lithiasis is not rare in Argentina although
far less frequent than has liven reported from Hungary and
elsewhere. He emphasizes the necessity for watch
the child aft.. t the stone to ensure rigorous

trying to modify the calculus producing tendency.
had no mishaps from crushing or cutting out calculi

in children, hut in some eases there was recurrence.

Siglo Medico, Madrid
July 26, 1919, 68. N

•Research on the Dynamics of the Heart. M. Banuelos Garcia.

—

p. 598. Conc'n.

Aug. 2. 1919, 6B. No. 3425

CCSSary Equipment for Tom V. Pesct.
—p. 617.

nation againsl Possible? J. Ferran —p 619
Cont'd in No. 3424, p. 593.

Clinical Varieties of I lia.— p. 622.

I A. Perez Nunez.— p. 625.
rmy in Treatment of Ulcerativ. ! Digestive Tract.

Santiago Carro.—p. 625. Cont'n.

Research on the Dynamics of the Heart.— Banuelos reports
study of the influence of a pituitary extract i n the blood
pressure in the frog hy the mediation of the heart beating
with isometric contractions, and also of th. influence exerted
by the pneumogastric under similar conditions. The work

ne at the Physiologic Institute at Bern, Switzerland,
and the results confirm those of previously published research.
namely, that the pituitary preparation studied has an action

-tic to that of the vagus, and this seems to be its

tion in this line.

Vida Nueva, Havana
n.

•Fatal Acute Leukemia in Young Woman. D. Gonzalez Mirmol.

—

i.n .,f the Fight against Tuberculosis in the School L.
131.

134.

Acute Leukemia.— In less than a month after a normal
:

til.- young womai
and infarction of

• "li a p.. udi in. I..:. i ,..:
i in mouth and

throat from which onl . could be cultivated. The
the ''1 33 p.

clears. Then conditions improved the twelfl
•led. the liver and spleen returned to normal

I the woman seemed to have recovered. Hut the
thirty-third flay the symptoms returned and grew rapidly

with death in nine

Hcmosialemesis.- Des\, ruin, t.i profuse
vomiting of a hi I stained fluid, without gel

t any kind. The vomitil

three months in the litst ease, n ., ,th the
I periods, which wen regular The winning had

cough with the vomiting, no .

constriction. The vomit showed the tl

i hysteric "pink hematemesis," and the woma

ipid swelling ..i the

menorrh ...

in the vomit. In thi

ting in both
T igin.

Hygiea, Stockholm
July 1

- l
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meningococci in rabbits giv n serum by the thecal

when a meningococcus bacteremia exists, is the

result of injury from the needle rather than of

increased permeability consequent on the local effect

of serum on the leptomeninges. They also found it

the meningococci cin u

into the cerebrospinal meninges of m
either with or without aseptic meningitis. It is

admitted, however, that because of i lit-- high insuscepti-

bility of the monkey to infection with the nun
cus, these experiments ha no clinical bearing.8

The
|

'

an supplement the laboratorj studies

t lms briefly summari :ed. Since Quincke introduced

lumbar puncture in 1890. an appreciable amount of

clinical data has been set down. It is worth while to

ind sift this, to add a fairly extensive series of

itions of our own. and to evaluate the whole
from a clinical point of view. In order to keep within

limits, consideration of meningitis in the ordinary

acceptance of the term is omitted. We shall take

account of the participation of the meninges (menin-

gitis serosa Dupre i as revealed by study of the cerebro-

spinal fluid only in those diseases that ordinarily are

not supposed specifically to involve the central nervous

system.

That the meninges participate in the systemic reac-

a variety of infections not as a rule giving rise

to meningitis has not had uition. For exam-
ple, Frazier, 1

in a paragraph on the spinal fluid of

acute infection-, is content with the statement that

"definite pleocytosis which may reach very high counts

is found in a large number of cerebrospinal dise

particularly the infectious meningitides, meningococci^
pneumococcie, tuberculous and cerebrospinal syphilis,

paresis, tabes dorsalis, brain ahscess and herpes

zoster."

Symptoms of meningeal irritation, headache, delir-

ium, irritability, hyperesthesia and exaggerated reflex

activity are accepted as a matter of course as inaugural

symptoms of perhaps 'lie majority of the acute infec-

any degree of severity. Only when these

symptoms persist and become intense are they ordina-

rily deemed of enough significance to suggest lumbar
puncture. Furthermore, if this lumbar puncture shows
a "clear fluid." additional study is usually omitted, the

cell count and the globulin determination are neglected,

and the men nres of the picture are sup-

I in the clinician's consciousness. A result of

1 1 ms has been that tin- cerebrospinal fluid of diseases

other than the various forms of meningitis and polio-

myelitis has been little considered. No broad study of

the meningeal phase of acute febrile diseases, ba ed on

the character of the cerebrospinal fluid in any extensive

E miscellam iwarded our search

of the literature. One finds, in fact, evidence of

onfusion of ideas in the conflicting statements

thed.

We quote from a few typical statements set down
: niprc, 11

in 1904, coined and defined the term
meningismus.

Connal 12 examined the "fluid- of a large number of

cases other than those of meningeal irritation. Cases

9. For -
- ml ami pathologic history of the choroid ^i-c

Findlay, J. W.: The I les of the

10. Frazier: The Surgery of the Spine and Spinal Cord, .V

j

•\ Fluid in th'' i

1

t fever, enteric, whooping cough, er)

cerebral tumor, epilepsy, tetan) . a< utc lobar pneumonia,
pneumi nia, gastro i nteriti •. urem id

various minor ailments were punctun d " The centri-

fuged sediment was found in each instance t"

very few c< II our to ever) two or tl

e.' tierall) n ononui 1< ars.

Blatteis and Lederer1' state that "when the cerebro-

spinal symptoms were due only to irritation the fluids

wetc found to he absolutely normal in every way."
Ahramson" experiences no difficult) in determin-

ing fluid from a case of meningism, as ii uniformly
in his experience "show- no increase in cells, no
albumin globulin and a prompt and heavy reduction

of Fehling's solution."

DuBoisand Neal" remark that in meningismus pre

sure of the cerebrospinal fluid is increased, there are
"very few cells," and globulin is ±.

Ileiman"' finds that "in intoxication cases no varia-

tion from the normal spinal fluid occur--."

Johnston 17 found that cases with meningism showed
"no pleocytosis except in one instance. '

I le also ma
tin- useful observation that a negative globulin tesl may
occur in a pathologic fluid.

\t variance with the statements quoted above are

these

:

Warrington, 1' in common with Hutinel,10 Jean and
Cardamatis.-" and others, consider- that just as "there

i- no essential difference between the pathogenesi of

purulent meningitis, and of serous meningitis or cp ti-

dymitis, so there is no true pathologic demarcation

between meningism and serous meningitis, though
examination of the cerebrospinal fluid i- a most va'.ua-

ble means of determining the degree of the process."

Lucas'-'
1

believes that in pyogenic infections the

reaction in the meninges resembles that in the true

serous membranes, lie cites a single case of menin-
gismus in which the number of cells in the spinal fluid

varied from 10 to 80, and concludes that there are

many conditions giving the same cytologic findings in

the spinal fluid: ( <i ) encephalitis; (fc) epidemic myelo-

encephalitis
;
(c) meningismus; ( <l i tuberculous men-

ingitis, and t
(' ) syphilis of the central nervous system'.

Plant, Rehm and Schottmiiller,22 without citing any
scries of observed cases, make the statement that lobar

pneumonia, pertussis, scarlatina, measles, mumps,
enteric fever and sepsis with cerebral symptoms
(meningitis serosa—Dupre j may have a cerebrospinal'

fluid under heightened pressure, with globulin and an
in. rease in cells, in some instances amounting to several

hundred in a cubic millimeter.

13. Blatteis, S. I;., and Lederer, Max: An Analysis of Foui I

nil rwenty Sb I
i tuids from Various Pathologi I on

ditions, I. A M. A. 80: 811 I Han h 15) 1913
i

I Vbr: msoi III.: The Spinal
I imyelitis and Its

lion from Fluids of Oilier Infections, Am. J. Di
...

15. DuBois, 1'. I.., and Meal, .1. Ii.: Summary of Four Years of
Clinical and Bacteriologic Experience with Meningitis in New Y.rk

'•: I I
. 1915.

I
.

m, Serous Meningitis! and Meningitis, Pediatrics 27:232,

IT. Johnston, M. R.: A Pathologic I erehrospioal
. Idn n, An,. I. I. 12: 112 I Vug i 1916

rrington, W. H. : Intracranial Serous I Inflamma-
T: 95, 191

nyites nonsuppurces, Rev. mens. d. mal. dc
1902.

and Cardamatis: Contribution a t'etuilc des meningitis
d . nf. S: 321, 1905.

.
u I I to Findings in the

Various Meningeal Conditions, Am. II.
> March) I'm.

. Rehm and Schottmuller: Leitfaden zur Untersucfa
fena, C Fischer, 1913.
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MENINGEAL REACTION IN" ACUTE DISEASES

The cerebrospinal fluid of certain acute diseases has

been studied with varying degrees of thoroughness.

Lobar Pneumonia.—The most complete -tudy is

that of Voisin,23 whose thesis is a catalogue of

the literature up to 1904. Forty-nine lumbar punc-

tures were made in forty-live cases of lobar pneumonia

or bronchopneumonia in which meningeal symptoms
were observed. Cellular increase was found in the

cerebrospinal fluid in eight, the cells numbering from

11 to 66 per cubic millimeter. The patients, in all

lit one, had purulent otitis media. Sixty-four

lumbar punctures were made in thirty-eight cases

in which there were meningeal symptoms. In fifteen

ef these there was no abnormal reaction in the spinal

fluid. < >f the twenty-three eases showing modifi-

cations, nineteen had a leukocyte reaction more or

less marked. Of these, 60 per cent, showed albumin.

The patients in most of these ca es had suppurative

otitis, which raises the question as to whether these

cases can properly be classed as mere meningismus.

Only six patieiu> in these thirty-eight cases reco

Voisin concludes that in pneumonia there may b<

gradation of meningeal reaction, f-rom a slight increase

in pressure to purulent fluid. Litchfield24 finds it the

rarest exception for cases of pneumonia with menin-

geal irritation not to present positive findings on lum-

bar puncture, and reiterates what has already been

found true in meningococcus meningitis, 1" that clear

normal fluid may be obtained by lumbar puncture,

there is purulent inflammation of the meninges

located at higher levels. In this connection, the work

of Cushing20 may be recalled, which brings out the dif-

ference in composition of the ventricular and subarach-

noid fluids in sugar and albumin content, and in bac-

tericidal and other immunologic properties.

Scarlet Fever. -Several reports establish a met

reaction in at least some case-, of till llnti-

nel," who was perhaps the firs! to grasp the genera!

clinical significance of the changes in the cerebrospinal

fluid of a variety of .acute diseases, finds that the

exanthems with which meningism is a n

date are often accompanied by a lymphocytosis ol the

spinal fluid. He suggests that a common origin i

meninges and the skin in the ectoderm may be a not

ther satisfactory explanation ol the tend

the invasion of the spinal and i

same in inner as thai of the skin by the unknown
infective agents of the eruptive fe\ er2 has

ed a similar point of view, as h

who cites a i lei fever with spinal fluid under
ire and conl lining much globulin which, at

led edema of the leptomeninges.

Kirchheim and Schroder,30
in a paper in which the

anatomic basis of meningism has had careful stud; .

i definite meningeal reaction In thn

i
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scarlet fever which came to necropsy. Gauss81 exam-

ined the spinal fluids of fifty patients, aged from 1 to

14 vears. having scarlet fever or associated exanthems.

All cultures were sterile. The cell count averaged

light, but eleven fluids contained between 10 and 20

cells, from 80 to 90 per cent, of them lymphocytes.

Mumps.— Meningitis is one of the rarest complica-

tions of parotitis. However, if one studies a series of

several hundred cases, an opportunity possible in large

military hospitals, he will be impressed with the fre-

quency of meningeal symptoms.
• tuffard and Boidin32

cite two cases of mumps
with meningism, associated with well marked lympho-

cytosis of the cerebrospinal fluid, which came and went

with the meningeal symptoms, and which in one case

was so marked that the fluid was quite turbid. Lar-

kin : reports a lymphocyte increase in the cerebrospinal

fluid in several cases. In 1902, Monod3d practiced

lumbar puncture systematically in infants with paroti-

tis, .and found lymphocytosis of the cerebrospinal fluid

six times in eight eases. Acker'' has given a very com

plete summary of the observed facts in mumps menin-

gitis, in which he cites the findings of Sicard, Chauffard

.mil Boidin, Dopter, Netter, Comby, Hutinel, Nobe-

court and Brelt, and Feliciant, confirming the presence

of lymphocytosis in the cerebrospinal fluid in parotitis

with nervous symptoms. This feature of parotitis

seems, therefore, quite established.

Influenza.— < Ibservations of meningismus accom-
panying influenza are an everyday bedside expi

t lendre and Terrien30 give an account of a case of this

kind in which there was pleocytosis of the cerebro-

I linal fluid, with recov ery.

Gastro-Enteritis.— Meningismus is a very common
accompaniment of the gastro-enteritis of children.

Hutinel27 has pointed oul tin- frequenc} of a subarach-

noid reaction in this condition. Blatteis and Lederer"
state thai cases of "intestinal autointoxication" with

meningeal symptoms may yield fluids chemically and
< ally resembling tuberculous -

es.—Abramson 1
' found rospinal fluid

in .a case of rabies opalescent, with a large number of

polymorphonuclear leukocytes, and withoul organisms
on smear or culture. Deniges and I abra;

case in which the cerebrospinal was under high pres-

ontained 0.2 gram of albumin per liter, and had

very few cells.

Lochelongui the finding of pleocytosis in

the cerebrospinal fluid withdrawn from pal-

individual cases ,,f malta fever, diphtheria with paraly-

sis tetanus, plague, malaria and trypanosomiasis, in

the same monograph will he found referenci

tive findings in the fluids of cases of uremia, alcohol-

ism, saturnism and herpi ibserved by various

writers.

ri pob r oi

Our own series of observations on the spinal fluid

uie diseases i- a by-product of the

stud) of the early phases of meningococcus meningitis

I
<r% «ilh Aulopsy

I l

. Am. J.

• ;
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• the base hospital al Camp Jackson, South
tny other acute infections with meningis-

mus came under suspicion in the attempt which « is

made to recognize meningococcus meningitis dm
premeningitic stage of meningococcus sepsis. Lumbar

1 unctures were made in over 1U) of these varied med-
\ll counts and globulin estimations were

made by thoroughly competent persons having no

of the special stud) in progress, and no

instructions except that (.-very precaution tending

toward accuracy should be regarded. For the care

with which the laboratorj work was done, we are

ii debted to Marshall A. Barber, .Major, S. C, U. S.

the degree of the meningeal irritation and of the

severity of the more general sympt s present, and,

in man) instances, the muni- in the

ind the differential count. I he ami iunt i

brospinal fluid withdrawn is given, also a rough esti-

iimu of tin- pressure without manometric i

I he cell count, the globulin determinati m b) the buty

method, and the result of the test for reducing
i - -In ivi n.

By this tabulati m the relal ions ol ction of

the subarachnoid s] in the

i md laboratory

features <\ acute disease are made available for study:

RESULTS 01 EXAMINATION IN CEB

Bl i i

i i
, o klooo Mono

Is, clears. Cut

54.000

20.000
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point also gives negative conclusions. Many cases with
pronounced leukocytosis are without significant altera-

tions in the cerebrospinal fluid, and vice versa.

4. Relation of the Subarachnoid Reaction to Prog-
nosis.—In general, it may he said that a pleocytosis and
a globulin increase in the cerebrospinal fluid in an

e do not in themselves make the prognosis
more grave. In our judgment, they have no prognostic

value, except in the rare instances in which an oncom-
ing meningitis is indii

THE 'Mil! in OF CERTAIN VI

The character of the cerebrospinal fluid in certain

acute infections is shown in the tabli

1. Lobar Pneumonia.—Of twelve cases of lobar

nia. in seven there was a cellular reaction in the

a great increase in pressure; globulin was present, and
there were 20 cells. This rinding suggests an explana-

tion of the headache, vomiting, delirium and lumbar
pain that are initial features of smallpox, llutinel's

already cited, gain- support from this obser-
vation and from our single case of measles with 16

cells.

Of twenty-eight miscellaneous pa tditions

in which there was meningismus, and from which
spinal fluid was withdrawn, there was pleocyti

seventeen, while in only four of the instances in which
the cerebrospinal fluids were examined was a globulin

increase revealed.

I X I

The results of the examination of thi a
fluid in this unite large and varied group of acute

I
v |,K ^, -

p n il Fluid

Reduc-
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affinity tor the meninges than ordinary clinical experi

[jest.

The tubercle bacillus and Spirochaeta pallida also

readily pass the meningeal-choroidal barriei
;

I

readily, B. typh <sus, the influenza bacillus and the

-. or their toxins.

Othei i sms than those mentii

streptococcus and staphylococcus

penetrate the subarachnoid system, except by direct

extension -from some focus of suppuration immedi-

ately adjacent to the meninges. That the toxins of

may have an effect on these struc-

is shown by the changes in the cerebrospinal

fluid disclosed in the examples of sepsis studied in the

tabulated.

< >f tlie more doubtful etiologic agents of inl

that of poliomyelitis penetrates the structures in ques-

tion with the highest facility. The virus or toxins of

scarlet fever, measles, parotitis, variola and epidemic

influenza may give rise to reaction within the sub-

arachnoid space. That many of these viruses are lil-

trable is perhaps not without significance. All this

liagnostic value, both positive and negative.

It is obvious that it is unsafe to rely too greatly on

the presence of a slight or moderate increase in cells

or globulin in the tal fluid in the diagnosis

of meningitis or poliomyelitis. The diagnosis of these

serious infections from the mere presence of fever,

meningismus and the spinal fluid findings mentioned is

not justifiable. Abortive poliomyelitis is a dangerous

diagnosis, and until the recognition of the etiologic

agent ha-- been placed on a basis useful clinically, had

made with the greatest caution. Cases with

less than 100 cells in the cerebrospinal fluid and with-

out paralysis should be viewed with skepticism in the

absence of very strong epidemiologic, clinical or

immunologic evidence.

< >f late, much has been said and written from a

laboratory point of view of the dangers of lumbar

puncture. After an experience with some 5.000 lumbar

punctures in a large military medical center, in all

f medical conditions, we are not impressed with

its clinical dangers. In none of the ca es tabulated

did true meningitis develop. Animal experiment has

indicated possible dangers, under very special condi-

tions, but its results cannot always be wisely translated

bodily into terms of human pathology. Until con-

vincing clinical proof is at hand, the skilled clinician

need have no hesitation in removing from 5 to 8 c.c.

of cerebrospinal fluid through a small needle, drop by

drop. The removal of larger amounts, under any con-

ditions, except for therapeutic purposes in meningitis,

is unwise. The heightened pressure in the subarachnoid

system in the ear', ol 30 many infection, may
well be a protective reaction, and care must be taken

reduce the pressure to a point which would pro-

undesirable filtration from the blood stream.

There is clinical evidence at hand tending to show that

the meningeal-choroidal complex consolidates its

• s after se] ie time, and

that the release of spinal fluid is fraught with less

('anger at a later than at an earlier period of

CONCLUSIONS

1. A review of the literature and a personal study

of seventy-six case- not resulting in meningitis show

b vond question that the cerebrospinal fluid often gives

( . idence in increased pressure, pleocyto is and

globulin content of a reaction on the part of the

leptomeninges to the infective agents or toxins of a

large numbei of miscellaneous acute diseases, not

ordinaril) causing true meninj

2. rhese diseasi and bronchopneumonia,
influenza, tonsillitis, the exanthems, scarlel fever,

measles, variola ; herpes iid fever,

sepsis, arthritis, pi i eaction to i

j
phoid

inoculation and Others.

3 I he cerebrospinal fluid -hows variation from the

in about one third of the ca >es studied.

-I. Most, but by no means all, of the patients with

subarachnoid reaction have clinical meningismus
(meningitis serosa Dupre). < >n the other hand, many
examples of meningismus are without pronounced

in the cerebrospinal fluid.

5. The greatest caution should be used in making a

diagnosis of meningitis or poliomyelitis from
i mus and the changes in the cerebrospinal

fluid mentioned. Cases with less than 100 i Us should

be viewed with skepticism, unless clinical, epidemio-

i other laboratory evidence is decisive.

19 Ea Fifty-Third Street.

ABSTRACT OF DISCI SSION
Dr. ( harl] G Kerley, New York: This paper is

valuable in establishing something definite in < ur knowledge
of the relation oi pat! ogenesi I

cerebi ispinal fluid. It

was known there was an increased cell count and a positive

globulin in pneumonia, scarlet fever and mumps. Knowfc
edge in reference to the spinal fluid in many other conditions

irerj indefinite. The finding of a cell count of 1 72 in

tonsillitis, of 200 in pneumonia, and of more than Ei

a large number of other disorders must have a very direct

clinical value. It was of great importance to know that

there must be a much larger cell count than had hitherto

ought necessary before deciding that one was
with a particular disease. This knowledge would havi t>i

oi the greatest value in the late epidemic of poliomyelitis

when it was given out that a cell count of over ten estab-

lished the diagnosis of poliomyelitis. A tonsillitis with a

cell count of 173 would have landed the patient in a polio-

myelitis hospital. There was no doubt that during the epi-

demic, many ca-es of poliomyelitis were wron

because of the lack of just such information as had been

givi ii bj the authors.

Dr. Isam A Art, Chicago: It seems to me that we have

just begun to study the chemistry, the cytology, bacteriology,

lie cerebrospinal fluid. A vast field is opened up.

There are vast possibilities, and a great deal is to be li an e<L

1 think that will possibly explain some of the difficulties

which Dr. Kerle> encountered with the various health

We have not said the last word about the cell content of

cerebrospinal fluid in health or in disease, certain') not in

disease. With reference to the meningism or the menin-

gismus as spoken of here, we ought to define clearly in our

minds what we mean so that we do not confuse it with an

incipient or beginning meningitis. Many of us have seen

cases which we can definitely say are cases of meniugisin.

In typhoid fever, particularly, a child will start with met «V

geal symptoms lasting one, two or three days. The menin-

geal symptoms disappear, and the typhoid runs thi

The same is true of pneumonia. The doctoi

of these cases as apical pneumonia or meningeal pneumonia.

hi tormily with perfect meningeal symptoms I

1

symptoms soon subside, the pneumonia becomes mor<

ent in the lung, and the case runs the course of an ordinary

pneumonia. In those older cases and in some of the more

recent cases the spinal fluid presents some slight or insig-

nificant changes hut never the changes that occur in true

mi ningitis.

In v\ l l

' Ramsey, St. Paul: It has been

that there is an increased intercranial pressure causing symp-

toms of meningitis, both where you find a real infection a.:J
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where you do not. Several years ago we had an epidemic of

polii myelitis in St. Paul and Minneapolis. I had just been
..nd they had had a big epidemic in Norway and

Sweden. At first the doctors generally did not know what
they had. and I remember reviewing and translating from the

German an article by a Swedish physician, wherein he dem-
onstrated and pointed out a variety of forms of poliomyelitis.

One he designated as meningitis serosa. I remember in try-

diagnose these early cases we found one or two among
a large number that manifested all the symptoms of menin-
gitis with severe pressure, and after lumbar puncture the

fluid removed was sterile and the symptoms disappeared at

once. Whether that was one of the forms of poliomyelitis

which gave pressure symptoms as the result of the irrita-

IS a question; probably it was. The mosl pi

point is this: they have demonstrated that in all -

diseases you may get this increased pressure. Vboul two
or three years ago I remember seeing a child who had
measles and became quite ci nvalescent from that but grad-
ually went into a coma, manifesting all the symptoms of

meningitis. I had no doubt that this was a case of tuber-

cular meningitis. I did a lumbar puncture. The fluid

was perfectly clear, and the next day ga

kind. In two or three days that child was running about
and had no other symptoms at all. Another child ate many
green apples and then was ill for two ..r three days, going

n of coma. I had no doubt at that time that

the boj had meningitis. To clear up the situation, 1 did a

lumbar puncture, found a large amount of perfect!

fluid which gave no reaction at all. The next day he went
h me. Those cases demonstrate that intercranial pressure

may cause all the symptoms of meningitis which cannot be

differentiated except by lumbar puncture.

Dr. Alfred F. Hess, New York: The mosi interesting

part of this discussion has been the question of meningism.
Dr. Ji sephine Neal, who is thi < ran of

Department of He.' x
. ork City, in

an examination of six or seven hundred cases of this kind,

found that the cell count was normal in almost all il

and that the chemical examination normal.

'I here arc exceptions, one of which is when there h.o

convulsions, for instance, convulsions associated with

igh; another exception is when there has been some

third, she found it true with the cases which arc ni

and recent. If the case was chronic, if u had I

or ten days, then the cell changes which Dr. I

- >1 occurred. I think that these tables should be

rearranged on I the acute and the chronii

Dr. H. L. F. 1 I
( i icularly

d that in m< ningismus tl i

ually very minor, but that in caM- when
puncture was delayed for due to

diagnosis, there was usual!) a moderate i

in the m rease in the amount
I early,

of meningismus. I

planatii n, as I )r Neal '

:

1 it ~. in

the gradual de •

an infill i dela) s

normal a portanl

uncture the m
to find c nan pinal fluid.

:k : During the pi

1916 and ii 1 1 thai tune wi

pportunit] of puncturing in acute cases thai I

all to meningism or meningitis, and
found ri lined immedi

ti r puncturing nl is not im 1

1

when il i n of the meningi
the brain i r c< ird In a large gri

meningism, the cell count was regularl; beli •• tweni
count of 172 described in the paper as occurring in

inly very curious | should liki

ur idea

that the cell count of fifty or sixty or more has not some
real value in the diagnosis of an inflammatory condition of

the nervous system. It might be of interest to report to you
that in some studies of the sugar content of the spinal fluid.

bstance was regularly increased in real inflammatory
conditions of the spinal cord and meninges.

Dr. Fritz B. Talbot, Boston: There is one point which
light out very clearly, and it is an important

one. \Ye should first study the normal before we study the

pathologic. It is verv encouraging to sec so much normal
data recorded and I hope this tendency will spread.

Dr. \Y. K. Sissov Roston : During the past year, in one
of our southern camps, we have had an experience with
spinal fluids similar to that which Dr. Herrick di

This was especially true during the epidemic of mumps.
patients with this condition had a most fulminating

type of infection and frequently manifested meningeal
-> mptoms. Lumbar puncture was performed in most of these

cases ami a pleocytosis was almost invariably found. So
frequent were these findings that we came to look on "mumps
meningitis" as a not uncommon complication, I feel that if

routine spinal punctures arc performed on children with

other acute infections we would find pathologic fluids even

Ften than Dr. Derrick lias noted. It is interesting in

this connection that one of the first types of cells we found
in the spinal fluid, even before an actual invasion of the

meninges has taken place, is the small mononuclear endo-
thelial cell which is unquestionably a phagocyte.

Dr. W. I. Moss. Baltimore: I wish to ask Dr. Herrick
if cultures ware made from the spinal fluids which showed
these rather remarkable increases in cell count. !•

that in many of the infections which we think of

as local, a few organisms may get into the blood stream
where they mav not multiply or even persist very long or
give rise to any very appreciable symptoms. It they reach
i

!

' M od stream mav th< not sometimes reach the sub-
arachnoid spaces? In support of tins suggestion, I may refer

to an experience in the A. E. F. during the early

the influenza epidemic. At first some oi us did not recognize
the disease as influen a and in on,- , it rts to make a diag

mam blood cultures and a considerable mini

punctures with cultures from the spinal fluid.

Dr. Roger Kinnicutt and I >i I irl \ I Binger, working in

Base Section No. -'. found meningococcus Type C (French
classifies considerable numbei oth in the
blood stream and m the spinal fluid. In the complicated

hopneumonia and in some of those which
showed an i the brain at necrops) tin

. ble, I'm I v

that ni somi i
i the cases in thi i at !v part of the

".lu-n the di i ommonl] called "th

.. nd at a

time wh( llity from the disease was nil, we occa-

found the meningi i d stream and
hi the sp 'i meningeal esent in

es, tin
J did not reach li

In tin light I suggest il i

that micro organisms mav sometimes get into th

pinal fluid without giving

Mis. but mav

h would
account I

I

"iiim M. D i \ Im lii

.1 fluids

In all th' -n which spinal fluid was
lumbar pur.ctun was made withii

'he patient was admittl d

rule We
li i to mak( an eai I

ed that we had ibis wealth

W. Herrh k. New York British and American phy-

nizing tl - ailed meningismus
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may show va: ! no ma1 The work of the

Utter shows definitely that in a

Ction in the i-crchrosiiin.il fluid ma) bi

that in only about .!() i>cr ecu:

camined did we find tins reaction, that thi

iui cases with meningisms were without these

- in the cerebrospinal fluid. Thi ill acute

and were examined early in the course of the

may be of interest to add that the sequence ^i changes in

the cerebrospinal fluid in meningococcus meningitis is as

follows: Blood stream invasion, the appearance of isolated

as in the fluid, globulin, then n Us, usu-

ally mononuclears at first, then polymorphonuclears and pus.

The work of Dr. Levinson is important in pointing out the

: detailed study of the physical and chemical

properties of the cerebrospinal fluid. For practical i

purposes, however. 1 believe we must still be la

ent on the demonstration of the etiologic agent in the diag-

nosis of meningitis and allied conditions.

FAMILY DEGENERATION OF THE
MACULA LUTEA

ROBERT BLUE, M.D.

Assistant Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology, Northwestern

University Medical School

Chicago

In the American literature there has recently

appeared the report of several cases of macular degen-

eration occurring in two or more members of the same

childship, of a type originally described by R. D. Batten

and subsequently by Stargardt, Jennings, Lutz, Darter

and Pusey.

In all, nine families unquestionably suffering from

this familial affection have been reported, the entire

number of individual cases in these families totaling

twenty-six.

The most striking feature of this disease is that it

is familial ; conformity to Boiling's law of heredity has

been complete in all reported cases. The lesion is

macular in the beginning and is rather closely con-

fined throughout the course of the disease to this

area and its immediate vicinity. Subjectively, this

is evidenced by a central scotoma with no restriction

of the peripheral field. The disease in all reported

cases to date begins in early childhood ; the fall in

central vision is rather rapid to the point where read-

ing is laborious. From the subjective standpoint it

is .-lower from this point forward, and after reaching

a certain grade may remain stationary for years.

Blindness never supervenes. Mental deterioration does

not occur. licted with it are of average

intelligence and health, the only abnormal feature being

the visual disturbance and the macular and perimacular

lesion.

In view of the fact that the number of reported

families afflicted with this disease is so small and that

its status is still unsettled, I feel that it is not pre-

sumptious to present a family case and to analyze from

the standpoint of classification previously reported

cases.

The case I here present is of peculiar int.

that it is the first reported which departs from Bt 11-

ing's law of heredity— it occurs in two generations.

Moreover, the late onset in the father would make the

classification of this case i n its present category not

* Read before the Section on Ophthalmology al

\nnual Session of the ''. Atlantic City,

only questionable, but wholly impossible, were it not

for the fact thai die history and findings in the daugh
trallel the history and findings 01 all the

typical cast s reported.

REPORT 01

I Hi!. try.—The family is one of intelligence and comfortahle

The childship i members, both

girls—one 18, the other 10— the elder of whom, Antoi

affected. Born, Feb, 27, 1901, sin- r., perfectly a^ a child.

nd i difficulty in seeing the blackboard from tl

seat in school or in reading her school books until reaching

ad While in the seventh grade, at the age of

12 or 13, ' ran to fail. She first noticed thai she was

unable to see the hlackhoard work from the rear of the school-

room. She was transferred to the front row and soon could

not see well from this position, While she was in the eighth

grade, the teachers began to demand that her eyes be exam-
ined. At present she can read the newspaper slowly—picking

out the words—by holding the paper about 6 inches from her

eyes. She saj - that it takes an hour to read a column of the

newspaper. She began studying music six years ago (in 1912),

Until three years ago she could see the notes with the music

in its proper place on the piano. She now holds the sheet of

music close to her eyes and memorizes it. She thinks her

vision a little better than it used to be.

Her previous hi tory contains nothing to attract attention.

She had measles and whooping cough in childhood.

At present (February, 1919) she is not feeling up to par.

Dr. John M. Lilly, whom she consulted, reports that she is

somewhat anemic, has lost weight during the past few months,

and is somewhat "run down." lie attributes the condition

to overwork at school. She is extremely ambitious to finish

school, and under the visual handicap the work in third year

high school is excessive. It has been her habit during the

year to study until 11 p. m. and arise at 7. The Wasserinann

test has not been made.

Examination.—These are the salient features of the eye

examination : Vision is 6/60 in each eye, scarcely improved by

the correction of the low grade refractive error present. The
visual fields show a relative negative scotoma at the center;

the ophthalmoscope, a lesion at the macula.

Family History.—Cecelia, sister, aged 10, born, Oct. 14, 1S08,

is normal in all respects; vision 6/6 in each e>e; fields normal;

no fundus lesion. Examined in January. 1918.

W. EL, the father of the foregoing childship, aged 43. was

born in Posen, Feb. 14, 1876; Polish; no Jewish blood; one of

a childship of six—four boys and two girls; no consanguinity

in parents; father died at 40 plus of "paralysis of intestines;"

not robust; had indigestion for years; the father's father

died at 85; the mother died at 49 of pneumonia; she was not

robust ; she was confined to bed five or six months following

one childbirth; the mother's mother died at 80 plus; the

youngest sister died of tuberculosis of the cervical glands.

The father can give no information as to the vision of the

other members of his childship, as he came to America at the

age of 19.

Until eight years prior to present examination he coul

the finest print with ease. Suddenly, in 1911, his visio

to fail and fell rather rapidly to a point at which the

tion ol fat es was uncertain. Particularly annoying was his ina-

bility to read except by the greatest effort. He now read, tbc

newspaper as he did when I first saw him two years ago

(1916) by holding it about 8 inches from his eyes and looking

through a small magnifying glass. He cannot note any

change in his vision in recent years. It may be a little worse,

but of this he is not certain.

His previous history, while of interest, is not illuminating.

Nineteen years ago he began suffering with indigestion. Four-

teen years ago he underwent an operation for appendicitis with

no resulting benefit. Six years ago he consulted Dr. Charles

Louis Mix. who, after exhaustive examination, di

an ulcer of the duodenum. For the past five years he has

d on a diet of milk, cereals and eggs which has resulted in

mark' lent.
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The eye examination shows ihe following poii I

, mati i ial improvement by

ct rrecting the low grade r< il I he visual

fields show relative negative scol ters. He
ind red at the center. The peripheral eld

contracted. The ophthaln

the macula in each i

Mrs. VV. 11.. mother of the foregoing cliildship, wa borti

381 Her mother died m 80, her

mother's mother at ~i>; her father ;it 80.

1 M
The literature covering this subject shows a

tendency to consider only those cases typical of

family degeneration of the macula lutea which eon-

form to a rather restricted preconceived type. I his

conception is based on the reports of a relatively

few individual cases and a still smaller number
of family groups. We are, in truth, almost within

the bounds of fact when we say that the present con-

cept is based on the one family reported by R. D.

Batten in 1897 and circumscribed by the opinion of

Stargardt expressed on presenting two similar families

in 1909. A further tendency to consider those cases

atypical which do not conform rigidly to this concept

rent.

On the oilier hand, there is apparent a strong ten-

dency to broaden the classification to such an extent

as to include such dissimilar conditions as amaurotic

family idiocy, cerebral degeneration associated with

macular lesions and the cases under discussion in a

single clinical concept.

Now it seems to me that neither the one nor the

other concept is logical under our present knowledge.

But would it not be logical to broaden our concept of

the disease to include the so-called atypical cases? Is

it not apparent that a disease with a history so charac-

teristic, with a lesion so definite, and a prognosis so

certain merits consideration as a separate clinical

entity? Other conditions may resemble this one in

certain features which seem to bind them together into

one group; but they differ so greatly in other points

that plain lines of cleavage exist. Recognition of these

lines of cleavage amounts practically to differentiating

one clinical entity from others which resemble it in

certain features.

To my mind the most potent argument for an inclus-

ive classification is the fact that a familial factor is

present in all the so-called types of the disease. The
case presented introduces a hereditary factor. This

for classification, however, is so broad that it is

quite evident that its use would necessitate the inclu-

sion of other and still more diverse conditions.

It is alluring to group together those conditions

which show in common a lesion at the macula, partic-

ularly if they present other common characteristics or

resemblances. This very natural tendency leads to the

placing of too great emphasis on the location of the

as a binding factor. To guard against this ten-

dency, careful consideration must be given to the

anatomy of this region which makes it peculiarly vul-

nerable to pathologic processes and to the physiology

which early throw these lesions into prominence.

Diverse, indeed, are the known conditions producing

lesions at the macula. So d they that the

term macular lesion has the same significance as the

term corneal lesion— it locate

From the unquestioned cases of symmetrical i

of the macula of R. D. Batten; symmetrical degen-

eration at the macula of Jennings; progressive familial

macular degeneration of Stargardt, and family

eratior of the macula lutea of Pusey, the accompany-
ing table has been compiled. In verj few instances a

perfectly obvious conclusion, though not mentioned 111

the text, lias been incorporated from the data sup-

plied by these cases we may reconstruct our coiv i p

of family degeneration of the macula lutea to conform

with all the features of the disease as amplified by

i onstantly accumulating fa< ts

family degeneration of the macula lutea is a disease

of unknown etiology. It usuall) attacks several mem-
bers of a single child-hip. The parents of the afflicted

child-hip commonly show no abnormality of tin <
\.-

and arc otherwise normal. It is unusual for it to affect

more than one generation, but it may.

Both Jew and Gentile are attacked'— the latter with

much the greater frequency. Race cannot be said to

be a positive factor in its occurrence.

Sex does not appear to play any considerable role

in its occurrence. Of the total number of cases

reported, more have been of the female sex than of

the male. On the other hand, where the complete

childships have been recorded there is a preponderance

of females in these childships. In certain childships

the males seem notably immune to the disease, and the

females notably susceptible, making it difficult to escape

the conviction that the female is more susceptible to

the disease than the male. Statistics, however, do not

admit of this conviction being recorded as a fact.

The disease is bilateral. It manifests itself between

the ages of 7 and 35. The majority of cases develop

between the ages of 10 and 14. The period of adoles-

cence corresponds with the time in life during which

the disease most frequently develops. The cases that

develop before and after puberty differ in no way from

those that develop during this epoch of life.

A slowly progressive course characterizes the dis-

ease. After the rather rapid initial onset, evinced by

the comparatively rapid initial fall in vision, long

periods of arrest may occur during which visual acuity

remains stationary or is diminished by imperceptible

gradations. It may finally progress to central, that is,

macular; blindness. Here it halts. The periphery of

the retina is spared. Blindness, idiocy and death do

not occur.

I ibjectively, the findings are those characterizing a

le ion at the macula lutea. Externally the eye appears

normal. The pupils may be a trifle wide. They react

to light and accommodation. But when the light is

thrown directly on the macula, the pupillary reaction

may be relatively sluggish. This lowered sensitiveness

to light at the macula facilitates greatly the ophthal-

moscopic examination of this portion of the fundus

oculi. The objective findings arc complete when a

lesion at the macula and temporal pallor of the disk are

observed and a central scotoma is demonstrated. In

the beginning, the scotoma is relative; later, it may
e absolute. Pallor of the temporal half of the

disk depends on the completeness of the maculai

degeneration.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
D«. Samuel D. Rislky, Philadelphia: Since the cases dis-

cussed in this paper lie entirely outside of my personal

experience, it is possible that I may have overlooked, or not

recognized, the family character of certain macular diseases.

1 am not prepared to accept the hereditary aspects of this

case without more elaborate study of the family conditions
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even in the family of the patient whose rase is presented.

All of us have seen many examples of macular disease of

. and man) limes I have been unahle to dis-

cover why the central blind spot existed. We sec this in

cases of strabismus, in which the strabismus is seemingly
due to the apparent blind spot in one eye. 1 have oftener
seen it monocular than binocular. Some year- ago Dr.

Adams called my attention to the fact, and subsequently
published a paper in which he contended that these central

blind spots are often associated with at the upper
pharynx. He published quite a group of cases in which he
had demonstrated the presence of the bl children

with large adenoids. It is not going far afield when we
associate diseases in that locality with the spl

and we all know the relation between mouth
and the optic nerve itself, which runs right over the roof of

this sinus. In this way we may often ao
existence of the central blind spot. 1'ntil we have excluded

temic origin in all these cases we should

hesitate before placing these cases in the hereditary

The fact that they have occurred in fathers and daughters

may be incidental or coincidental, rather than hereditary.

t have a fair record before we include the case in

the distinct type of family diseases.

Dr. WlLLIAM ZENTMAYER, Philadelphia: 1 have seen two
cases of family blindness with macular changes, as to the

proper classification of which I am in doubt. To brine: all

types of family disease presenting macular lesions into one
Oltld be faulty because the macula and the macular

fibers, by reason of their highly specialized function, fall

within the F.rdinger dictum, and are, in Dr. Blue's words,

"particularly \ulnerable to pathologic processes." Yet ibe

difficulties in properly assigning a given case are evident.

Certain group- of cases which resemble one another in their

general logy and course are in contrast as to

ophthalmoscopic findings. This is true i

family idioc) and the type for which Clarke proposes the term

maculocercbral degeneration. Other groups are alb

thalmoscopically but differ in their general aspect, as, for

example, the two forms of macular degeneration, one of

which is associated with cerebral degeneration. Further-

more, Gil that llicgcuc has recorded a fannK his

tory in which one child had the Tay-Sach's type, another the

Voigt type and the third the Slargardt-P.atteu type.

ing to Clark, who presented an admirable paper on macular

degeneration with and without dementia, before this section

last year, the first type differs from tl nd in that the

I

of at pul

n the macula, but there is a greater terminal impair-

ment of vision. Ophthalmoscopically, the changes air

ral hut optic atrophy is more common in the typi

dementia. Stargardl and Stock assume that in both t

il ion, v. hich I i
- to be in I

Ihclium of the retina,

affinity for the neuro retina and i

foi certain brain cells. In this

to note that Sajous bi lievi

lo be at fault and responsible for amaurotic famil

and e\ ii miniating whii li tei

Fisher's view thai Leber's di ea c (hereditary optic nerve

atrophy) is clue to dyspituitari m. 1
I

the courtes) of Dr. Homer Rhoad of Ri iding, Pa., a family

of three children, two of whom were eithei bom blind or

in the fir>t months of life, while the third, a baby

lis of age. appeared to have but a sli

,11 too young to permit ol a thorough

Mudy of the oculai i rmine their mentality.

All three presi

could be determined, were not unlike the whitish a

circinate retini

the lesions. The affected area seemed oval and

the disk I In-

somewh There had been no inflammation in the

any of the children, and there wa no blindni

families of either parents. The external appearances of the

i re normal e\ ing movement
globe. In January, 1917, I saw a boy, aged 9 years, and his

ged 10 years, both having very low visual acuity asso-
uli retinal degeneration. There were grouped about
ula and along the course of the superior and inferior

temporal arteries white or yellowish white disciform
mostly discrete but ometimi - confluent, varying in -

two to four times the diameter of the main trunk of the

central artery of the retina. In the right eye of the boy the
foveal lesions wi hat pigmented. The children were

loped and mentally sound. The girl had a

positive Wassermann.
Jew ( Irleans : It is difficult to class

up of macular degeneration in any one <•{ the

groups referred to here; but it has been an
fact, except in very rare instances, that macular d

tion will have more or less the same type in a given family.

tn the case reported the father was injured, lie acquired the

lather late in life, and at the same time the d

acquired the disease early in life. In other words, while it

is difficult to differentiate and define if

macular degeneration, we have in one family the tv

of it. anil it has appeared in

fact. Next is the fact that we have no appe;

eral members of the same childship, having

tion. This is a factor als i which must :

in mind if we arc to consider these as maculai

cases I rep irted : ago arc
their own; the condition has deteriorated only in

the mosl No degeneration is evident except
ome nervous symptoms.

Dr. ROBERT B ] am aware of the unsettled

n of ibis qui tion I have expressed my personal
:n the paper and will let it rest on its merits. In

the fathi i nd, while
in the daught i I litcratcd. In the father they are

1

scattered
it. It can be described as a motbeaten appearance.

ions are not alike. I judge this from the pictures and
the desi [he paper shows the lesions at various

stages. for not mi i ing 'be lesii us is that

(he appearand em to be the same in the various

descriptions, even though the histories are typical, and the

n of that si:
: ave made too long a paper
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NEW

Although much lias been written on iliis

in the la i few yeai . and although many si

investigations have been made as in rtin!c>r> v and
numerou methods of treatmenl ti

in many cases (In- cause or causes of tin- di - a i remain
. ami the treatment unsati In this

country de Schweinitz, in particular, I

subject oi uveitis, in its \ rns, much attention ;

an<l has by liis many valuable contributions and dis-

iluiii mil, h in clear n|i a complex problem, \

valuable symposium mi the subject of uveitis w
sented before tin Section on Ophthalmology of the

American Medical Association in 1902, de Schv
dcnwald, Hansell, Wilder, Wood run?: and
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Marple contributing.1 [rons and Brown, Reber, Zent-

Frances, Bordlej and Dwyer and others have

made valuable contributions on i In- subject. In

England, Stephenson, Mayo. Butler, Dunn, Campbell

and others have contributed to the subject : while on

the continent, among many contributions to this sub-

ject in the last few years, Elschnigs' papers, perhaps,

have attracted mosl attention, because of the anaphy-

lactic theory of sympathetic iridocyclitis which he

lies to nonsympathetic uveitis. Bordle; d

Dunn's contributions to this subject, wherein

they lay stress on hypothyroidism as a factor in cases

of iridocyclitis and uveitis, anil dwell on the clinical

value of the administration of thyro in these

eases, have not received so much attention, perhaps,

as they deserve.

ETIOl

i and de Schweinitz are of the opinion

that most probably every ease of uveitis (iridocyclitis i

is of septic or toxic origin. In a general way, the

causes of uveitis may he grouped under three head-

1 i those that are associated with or produced

by infectious disea philis, tuberculosis, gon-

orrhea, influenza and "rheumatism"; (2) thi i

which there is perverted metabolism, as in gout.

CAUSES OF IRITIS IN ONE HUNDRED CASES

otal Infections

— o i

L - J
o ~ :

10

Gonococcal infection 7

8
Injection 7

ir Infection 7

Action

Actions 2
1

Combined infections

arthritis (so-called uric acid diathesis), diabetes,

nephritis, anemia and hyperthyroidism, and (3) those

cases of autointoxication from focal infections, which

may he situated in the gastro-intestinal tract, naso-

pharynx, nasal accessory sinuses, teeth and alveolar

processes. tonsil-, genito-urinary tract, or the skin.

In investigating the etiology of uveitis, it is inl

ing to > es as given by the older writers

with those given by men who have had the advantage

and use of modern laboratory methods of investigation.

In the good old days, syphilis and "rheumatism" held

the leading roles, while gout, malaria, diabetes, tuber-

scrofula, gonorrhea, etc., were given secondary

consideration. Take in contrast the statistics of

de Schweinitz. Reber, Irons and Brown, who have

availed themselves of all the latest methods of investi-

gation as to the etiologic factors in these cases. To
begin with, an accurate history is taken ; then a physical

examination is made; and the roentgen ray and

various laboratory tests, as the bacteriologic and sero-

logic, are utilized to arrive at, if possible, an approxi-

mate c. rouble.

It i- interesting to note the opinion expressed by the

late Dr. Reber on the value of the older methods of

:ning the etiologic factors in cases of uveitis.

After reviewing the statistics of numerous authors,

1. Printed as a monograph, American Medical A

based on clinical thuliums, and noting the wide dis-

ies therein, he came to the conclusion thai the e

statistics amounted to "precisely nothing." While
admitting the value of clinical findings and the history

of the ease', Reber strongly urged the use of modern
tory methods, such as the complement fixation

test, for detecting Spirochaeta pallida, gonococci, pneu-

mococci, streptococci, the postinfluenzal group, staphy-

and Bacillus coli, the first five having been
shown ti : a i tusativi effect in diseases of the iris.

Following the latesl methods, Brown and Irons2

i 100 cases of iritis, the causative factors of

which (traumatic cases excluded) are given in the

mpanj ing table.

Muse authors found it not an easy task to treat

a -es when the etiologic factors were multiple, as

it proved difficult to decide which factor played the

important part in causation. Knapp3 cites Mayo to

the effect that "there aie lime kinds of bacteria which
usually cause cyclitis, and that these are usually pres-

ent in the aqueous humor. Among thirty cases, he

finds the tubercle bacillus in thirteen, the staphylo-

coccus in ten, and the spirochete in five. He suggests

as a routine method of examination, first, the Wasser-
iiHiiii test, second, the von Pirquet test, then paracen-

tesis and examination of the aqueous."

As to the uric acid diathesis; although laboratory

methods have induced us to give up the blanket term

"rheumatic" to cover a multitude of affections, and to

substitute therefor '•toxemic" or "autotoxemic,*' as sug-

gested by Harrison Butler, 4 we cannot, as suggested by

Knapp,5 give up the rheumatic tendency entirely, and

from a therapeutic standpoint the study of the eye

patient's diathesis is of importance'. Knapp also cites

Girard to the effect that among the causes of eye dis-

eases the arthritic diathesis occupies the first place;

second, syphilis; third, tuberculosis; and de Schwei-

nitz." commenting on rheumatoid arthritis, says:

In these polyarthritic conditions, the toxin, bacterial or

metabolic, or tin- bacterial element itself comes, in all proba-

bility, in general terms, from the digestive system, beginning

in the mouth, and including the pharynx, tonsils, intestines,

etc. The patient begets uveitis or iridocyclitis, not because

he is "rheumatic," but this is one of the manifestations of

the toxemia or infection of which he is the subject, while his

muscle, joint, and fibrous tissue pains and lesions are other

manifestations of the same cause.

In regard to intestinal infections, Dwyer recently

ha called attention especially to the hyperacidity and

hy] eralkalinity of the intestinal contents as a factor in

eye diseases, including chronic uveitis. He states that

either hyperacidity or hyperalkalinity of the bowel

contents in these cases destroys the colon bacillus; and
.i ili' same time he noted that in such specimens the

indol and skatol content was high and that there was
always a high percentage of indican in the urine. In

such cases intestinal intoxication occurs, and eye affec-

tions may follow.

Elschnig has laid great stress on indican in the urine

as an indicator of intestinal intoxication, hut de Scwei-
nitz has called attention to the fact that indicanuria is

nol a reliable test of intestinal toxemia; that, in

2. Brown, E. V. L., and Irons. E. E.: Tr. Am. Ophth. Soc. 11:
495, Part J. 1

3. Knapp in Pyle: System of Ophthalmic Practice, Medical Ophthal-
mology, p. 397.

4. "Duller, T. II.: Brit. M. }. 1: 573, I'l !.

5. Knapp, Medical Ophthalmology, in Pyle: System of Opl
Practice, p. 376.

6. De Schweinitz: Pat t ( hronic Uveitis, Tr. Internal.

Cong. Med.. 1913.
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fact, the patient may be toxemic without the presence
of indican in the urine, and, vice versa, may not he
toxemic though indican is present.

A final point in etiology to which I wish to call atten-
tion is that of hyperthyroidism, a factor perhaps which
has not received sufficient notice. Dunn 7

calls atten-
tion to the influence of the thyroid gland in m
processes. 1 Ie

Metabolic processes as a whole depend on the controlling

influence of the thyroid gland, and that owing to its extreme
vascularity, the cili very responsive I

changes. . . . There is the primary stage, represei

autointoxication, arising, as we may assume, in the intestines.

To con,' iiia, so called, the tl
. through

its secretion, is called on to make strenuous efforts under the

influence i i excessiv< stimulation. For a time these efforts

are successful. Later on. however, the thyroid fails in its

mission. Tin

ism. With thi'; begins a pervading • toxemia.
Accompanying this, and dependent on it, is the last stage

—

that of diminished resistance of the tissues, thus rendering
them a prry to bacillary infection.

Dunn reports some remarkable cures from the

administration of thyroid extract, and
conclusion

:

a in purport of this paper is to lay stress on
mi as a causative factor in cases of iridocyclitis and

on the usefulness, clinically, of its recognition. I

ciliary body, so sensitive to toxemic influence, should readily
at is a natu i to the

vascularity of its structure. Thus is placed in the h

lialmic surgeon a means of relief, yielding results

which can be obtained in no other way. '1

!

extract employed by me for childi

and lor adults is 3 grains twice daily, and from this dosage
I have never seen any ill effects.

In a second communication on the same si

Dunn" adds further evidence of the value of thyroid
extract in the treatment of deep-seated eye affections.

James Bordley, Jr., of Baltimore has made two
communications on the value of thyroid extract in the

treatment of malignant uveitis, and I n

In four out of five cases, fir i reported in

1915, the patients are entirely well 10 without return

iptoms to June, 1016. and in the last two
reported the patients have been entirely relieved of all

symptoms of inflammation. Bordley states that he
does not claim that thyroid extracl is a

all rj pes nf malignant uveitis or, indeed, for anj
type, and sa_\ s further that it will take treatmi

many cases to prove its usefulm -
. [t i la- opinion

that, uveitis being due to

having sufficient defensive power to protect itself,

thyroid extract furnishe and in

this way, a cure is brought about. Bordle) gave 2l_.

grains of iodothvrin from one to in: day.

foundation of all treatment, of course, rests on

Ending the cause and if
;

Mow
relative to malignant uveitis,

it must he remembered that the near findii

is not
i

itive relation, anil that malig-
nant te. established becomes an entity and

7. Dun- Pei Body in H
ii

9. Thi-se t.:,r, »rrc [
•

' A M A (17: it i,\ , c . 5) 1916.

not a symptom. It goes without saying that in all

doubtful casi ann and tuberculin
should he made. In syphilitic and tuberculous cases,

the indication for treatment is plain, and intensive

nt should be used. In those cases due to focal

rial intoxication, the services of an internist

must be utilized and laboratory methods employed to

the under] De Schweinitz" has
reported a series - Lately, Dwyer has

some investigations in cases due to intestinal

e to the part the

:d in these cases. Dwyer fou

in many cases of deep-seated eye infection, including
intractable uveitis, the colon bacillus

to a hyperacid or a hyperalkaline condition
contents, the colon bacillus not being able to sui

i ..i :
: at'- ill

such cases i follows :

In the highly acid specimens, an i made to

alkalize the contents by the use of irrigations of a 1 per
cent, sodium carbonate solution and then to practice colon

"
' approach the normal,

same time the patients were put on rather tree diet, cutting
out those foods that were completely assimilated, such as
meat. In other words, the tolerance for the three fundamental

far as possible. In the highly
alkaline specia; li lactose were given and
then the colon bacillus was transplanted. At the same time

' irian bacilli were given by mouth, the wh I

a age normal. Lactose was also
administered by mouth in such cases to provide a suitable

. illi.

Dwyer reports some remarkable cures when all

treatment had failed,

ven with the removal of foci of infection and

itary
tract, the are in many of the e!

malignant cases of u to be bad h

type of case, when other methods have failed.

Bordley and Dunn call into use thyroid exti
Although my own experience with the use of tlv

extract in
, ,-y limited i bein

"'
'

'

'

ther, from
n ports of Bordley and I >unn 1 think th

should be thoroughly tried out. Even the cui oi

such case would ju 'it';,
i

- trial in many cast

By way of foreword, I may say that the following
compli ment fix: lion tests wen- made: 1. Wasserma
for 5 ; illida, several times, al ive.

Spinal puncture was not made, as the
|

it. 2. Lor gone ive. 3, Fo
negative, I Fo id m

.

type. Also examination for the pn flon

bacilli was made, theii nd appropriate
aunt given after the method

-ulted me first. May 13,

n d

and great pain at

II. De
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I, 1915

Bi ight's disea of 36; he had also

with "rheumatism," and had

is death; another brother and sister were in.good

health: the patient himself, though nol robust, had

ealth, never having had anj serious illness

There were i
philis, unless the inflamed

iidered Many subsequent Wassermann

ive all proved negative; the patient had had two

attack* of gonorrhea, but was apparently entirely cured of

this, and subsequent complement fixation tests hav<

raphic t< sts o( the sinuses have shewn

them to
'

rmal until recently ; urinarj tests pi ved

of indican, novs and again.

In the last e at tin patient lias I. ecu under my

observation, he has had ten attack- i I iritis, first in

ami then in the other, until n both eyes

were involved, the right eye, first, in November, 1917, which

still continues, and the left, May 10, 1918, acutelj following

...
, irirfai ' he shortest attack

lasted ten days, and the longest, eight v.. us to the

present one. which I ted lor sixteen months, the

whole uveal tract becoming involved. All former attacks of

iritis yielded to the usual local treatmei in, ethyl-

morphin hydrochlorid (dionin), hot fomentations. Ii ches,

etc.. and to antirheumatics given in full doses, both by mouth,

and by rectum in mucilaginous suspension. The patient has

been to the hot baths in Michigan several times, and once to

Arkansas. In 1913, while taking the baths in Michigan for

an attack of iritis, in the fifth week of his stay he developed

an acute arthritis in his left knee, the knee swelling to almost

double the usual size, and it has remained in this condition,

since, except for short intervals, though he has had ho! air

baths, and all other approved ami nonapproved antirheumatic

treatment for the condition. In 1917. following the removal
:

. bj tm brother, Dr. George E. Davis,

the swelling of the knee almost completely subsided within

forty-eight hours, but inside of tin days, the swelling

returned, and so remains. I may say also, in this connection,

that Streptococcus viridans injections have caused acute

swelling in the knee, and rendered it painful.

Treatment and Course—Diagnostic tuberculin tests proved

both for the von Pirquet and subcutaneous injec-

tions of the O. T. solution, though the latter were carried

mg. These tests were repi at< d after a year's interval.

and were again negative. In January, 1918, examination of

the bowel contents detected the absence of colon bacilli. The

- in this case were alkaline. After due preparation,

eneficent bacilli were reimplanted, locally, ami also

Igarian bacilli were given by the mouth, and proper

diet instituted, but all without benefit to the patient.

was not known what else to do. and as other treat-

ment failed to give relief, for diagnostic purposes a course

of mercurial inunctions combined with pilocarpin sweats was

given for a period of four weeks, but without improvement

of the condition.

The history concerning the teeth i- of particular interest

in this case as a pos <' factor. The patient, when

15 years of age. had a swelling about a capped lower molar

tooth on the right side. 'I 1
i ars, and

ed without treatment. In 1912, after the patient had

had two attacks of iritis, an abscess formed around this

and the tooth was removed with a portion of

the al\ The patienl er trouble with

tl.e teeth until 1917. when he had one lower molar on the left

side removed. In the fall of 1918, after consulting two com-

petent roentgenologists, one of whom pronounced the teeth

all right but tl nounced them diseased, the patient

had two right upper molars, and one left lower molar

!. and also a small piece of the root from the site of

the right lower molar which had been removed six years

previously, on account of abscess. Streptococcus viridans

was found, and autogenous vaccine was given biweekly,

beginning with an initial dose of 2,500,000,000 and carried up

to 8,000.000.000. After these injections, the

reaction, foil

ninth injection, th< : neal flushing in

the left eye. which had been quiet, and after the tenth injec-

tion, a de< ided reactii m followed, « ith redm

phobia and lacrimation; and in two days, a veTj severe iritis

developed in the left eye. The right eve had also become

slightly worse, and injections were di continued

nd then begun with the sami ize do e as the tenth

whit h apparently bad little effect on the i

way or the other. Altogether, forty-three of tl"- strej

I m. the last do

8,000,000,000, but without improvement.

The patient was then put on thyroid extract (Rogers

I, ,i minims five times a day, for several weeks, but

h itlioul improvement. \ sei oi eries c is oi

coccus viridans was given biweekly, beii rapid! increased

until 40.000,00(1 iren at a single dose (Dr.
|

Richards gave these injections); but as the patient did not

improve, the injections wen given up altogether.

Roentgenoscopy of the sinuses seemed to show some

phenoidal involvement, and accordingly, March 12. 1919, Dr.

E R. Faulkner opened up and drained these cells, a sub-

mucous resection of the nasal septum being done as a pari

of the operation. The operation showed signs of an old

cicatrization, parts of the bone being ivory hard. Thi

but slight reaction from the operation, and what effect it will

have on the patient's condition is a matter of speculation.

The present condition of the patient's eyes is: R. V., 5/200

not imp. L, V., 4/200 not imp. Almost complete pi

synechiae of the iris to the lenses, incipient cataract with

the vitreous full of floating membranes in each eye. Deposits

on Descemet's membrane. T. 12 mg. each. I may say that at

no time, even in the attacks of iritis, has there ever been a

plus tension. The fields of vision remained normal until the

vision was markedly reduced, when peripheral contraction

was manifest to a slight degree.

The patient has a marked arthritis in each knee which has

not been improved by any treatment, and altogether he is in

a bad way, both as regards his eyes and his joints.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Hi: Georgi S. in Schweinitz, Philadelphia: The advance

made in the management of these cases depends on the

widely accepted statement that practically all cases of uveitis

are of septic or toxic origin. Second, it depends on thl

tion of the fact that uveitis must be consider!

complicatii n. And in the third place, in the management OJ

these cases, we have learned that the finding of oni

oi focal infection does not necessarily mean that we have

found the cause in its entirely. In other words, the toxemia

in from several sources. Thes( various sources we

ordinarily call the areas of focal infection, or sepsis, and

those ni'ist in our mind are in the tonsils, intestines and

teeth, -
i more accurately, the buccal mucous membrane. The

relation of the teeth to the eye has been rccogni

years. Forty years ago Nettleship reported the relationship

en various teeth and choroiditis. Seven years ago I

ml out 700 questionnaires to Americans and Canadians on

this subject. Of 100 replies seventy-four were avail.

these only nine surgeons reported a relal

. infected teeth and uveitis. Next year Mr. I.ang

; 215 cases, with 139 attributed to tooth infeel

think we have learned, too. that extensive tooth info

ni t ,,t all no- essary, and that the smallest blind abscess is

liable to be the -eat of infection, In like manner the

;o called innocent tonsil i- often a virulent source "i i

I wish to emphasize the importance of buccal sepsis in its

relation to uveitis, and to call attention not only I" ordinary

pyorrhea alveolaris, but to "blind abscesses," apical al

in devitalized teeth, and to the fact that no dental examina-

ii 'i i plete without roentgen-ray examination. I wouM
urge in ration of the tonsils, even though they

cent looking. I shall not discuss the treatmi nt fri n
;ic and vaccine standpoints; it is well

i rs residue is that which .... from the thyroid gland
1 ' '

. |uid and ["hree i limn • 01

:i five times a day.
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known. But I urge the importance, in addition to these

measures, of repeated paracentesis of the anterior chamber

in uveitis, especially where there is rise

sure—a not infrequent complication. Naturally, the Said

obtained should be examined bacteriologically.

Dr. E. L. Jones, Cumberland, Md. : I have seen results in

uveitis, which I believe indicate that we are on a ti

in some cases at least will lead to better results than \vc

could obtain heretofore. The etiology of this affection has

been said to be due to syphilis, faulty metabolism,

etc. Cut many causes c mbine ii cases. The effect

of infections, syphilis and faulty metabolism is strong to

nize the ductless glands; therefore we supply tl

in addition to the other treatment h enables antisyphilitic

treatment to cure when that treatment alone would not cure;
1 faulty metal

Dr. A. Edward Davis. New York: The
;

made lis

1. and that by

giving attention to this, using thyroid extract, as he has, wc
secure results not obtainable before.

EXPERIENCE OF AN AREA CONSUL-
TANT IX FACIAL SURGERY

IN THE ZONE OF ADVANCE*

GEORGE C. SCHAEFFER, M.D
Major, M. C, U. S

OHIO

The work of the maxillofacial service began prop-

erly with the mobile and evacuation hospitals, and in

both the zone of advance and the ho pitals of the

advanced section, the work of our department was

largely one of prevention. We had to deal with all

injuries of the face and neck, exclusive of brain

injuries. Those injuries involving the eye, the nose

and the ear which did not involve other parts of the

me directly under their respective departments;

but as these injuries were almost invariabl

with injuries of other parts of the fai e, mosl of them

came directly under the care of the maxilli

department.

It was the original plan to have installed in

nation and base hospital a maxilli

omposed of a surgeon who had had on

rial training in this class of work, a surgical assistant

and a dentist. I he urgeon was to 1"- thi head of the

i he dentist v expei ted to do the splinting

or wiring of the jaws, working in cooperation with the

m, With this in view

.

in this

country had given pecial oral and plastii

surgeons and denti •hem in sul

rs for the work. Unfortunately, however, this

plan was nut practicable, not the shortage

geons and dentists in our army, bul because

wild nol be transferred abroad in sufficient num-
on was thai it was nol always pos-

sible to have the case, properly classified in the triage

and sent to special team-. So a compromise plan was
each hospital, and

arranged that he be called to as is! the general
surgeon to whose tabli th< i i

I tppened to go, in

caring for all jaw fractures. Bj this plan, the den-
tist uas on call twenty-four hours a day, and often
had tu work steadily during the entire period.

Junr. 1

The care of soft parts and the general supervision

of the case devolved on the general surgeon, who spent

most of his time at general irk and who
often had had no special training for the maxillo-

facial work. This Was not the ideal plan, hut it pro-

duced some very g pod results, and seems to have been
i one possible under the circumstai

For the guidance of surgeons and dentists in caring

for maxillofacial cases, the chief surgeon, V E. V .. on
the recommendation of the chief consultant in maxillo-

facial surgery, issued some bulletins of instruction

The essential features of these' bulletins v.

ws :

1. All maxillofacial wounds shall undergo 1 1 1 ugh
1

-

2. There shall be no del i Face injuries.

fragment having any soft li-

. , d

4. Immediate steps -hall be taken to arrest hens

hage.

5. The! ation of all jaw fi

6. Adequate inferior drainage shall bi 1 in all

7 As much primary suture of face tissues shall he done
' with good surgical prir..

8. Cases shall be evacuate! 1" the base hospitals as quickly

sible.

It will he seen that in several respects these instrUC-

n counter t<> those' that were suit out for the

guidance of gener tl

era! instructions was thai there should he a thi

ment of all gunshol injuries. Tin' second was
that there should he no primary suture of the i

I his was essential and well advised in the handling of

general surgical cases. The danger of general infec

tion, and particularly the danger of infection from the

illus, required that all gunshot wounds should
he thoroughly dehrided. particularly shell, shrapnel

and hand grenade injuries. In the handling of face

cases there were two reasons why we should not follow

general rules: in tin- firs! place', the

ment of all face injuries would have meant the

sacrifice' of an immense am,, tint of facial tissue which
never could havi been adequately r<

if remo\ ed, would !m\ e u iunt of

unsatisfactor)

practically no
danger from gas infection in face wound
my knowledge having been reported

borough mechani
and careful sutut

i their normal position, mui h

saved which, otherwise, would have roped up into hard
ind have been absolub in the

\s was to he i xpectl .1, much of i
1 -utnre

broke down, bul •

. and the tissues | K1 ,| 1.

nil,, -,.-

lion, which tin \ retain, d

mi-tits, with some sofl hment,
' etained t" rafts from whii

: of I,line were to he regenerated. M

ed thi ir put pose admin bly, and no
damage n suited from tin ii t

In the matter of fixation of the i
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exercise of his own skill ami judgment Materials

fur ihis purpose w< ind tin- dental men
ften forced extr< melj i rude meth-

ods. A greal ileal of ingenuity was evidenced by

many of these men, ami some excellent results were

obtained.

An open bite emergency splint had been devised ami

entually supplied to the advanced hospitals

This consisted of double trays of aluminum filled

wiili modeling compound. The jaws were tu be put

in the best possible position, the modeling compound

softened in hot water, the splint placed in the mouth,

•h pressed into this softened compound, ami

the jaws held in that position mini the compound hard-

ened. A chin onp ami bandage completed the work.

This was intended to serve only until the patienl

reached the base hospital, where permanent splinting

could he done. Some of the.se splints were used with

-nil-. In many cases, however, tin v were mil

found practical, and some other method was used.

Probably the most common form of fixation used at

the front, and one which gave very good results, was

that of interdental ami intermaxillary wiring. Villain's

anchorages were used in a few.- cases. Arches of

heavy silver wire, with interdental wiring, were also

used' A few men made -uul-ul splints, and one or

two made some cast silver splints, using for this pur-

I
ose the crudest sort of home-made casting apparatus.

\- silver and aluminum were hard to get. some of our

- used franc pieces from their own pockets for

this pun--' Block tin was also used in some cases

and made very good splints. The ingenuity of the

American dentist is such that he can be trusted to

me way out of almost any difficulty, and the

lack of equipment ami materials never daunted him.

hi the preparation for another war. should such a

line befall us, I have no doubt that some

standardized method of procedure will he adopted and

carried out; but should we ever he caught again as

unprepared as we were this time, it is very comforting

to know that we have dental men who can he depended

on to meet the emergency as efficiently as they did in

France during the later months of the war.

Too much cannot he said of the work done by the

dental men in the advanced hospitals, and there is no

douht that much suhsequent hone grafting of ununited

fractures has been prevented by the earl) and efficient

fixation secured by these men.

As these cases had to he evacuated very quickly,

only the most temporary measures could he instituted.

We had to depend on the base hospital staffs for the

more permanent appliances to the jaw and for the real

plastic work.

The arrest of primary hemorrhage was often a dif-

ficult matter, and taxed the ability of the surgeon to

the utmost. Concealtd hemorrhage from a mouth,

mch swollen, made its control a very perplexing

.1. Ligation of the common carotid was found

;ary in a few cases. The pr< vention of secondary

hemorrhage resolved itself largely into a question of

the prevention of sepsis. Adequate inferior drainage

in fractures of the mandible went far toward control-

ling the sepsis that almost invariably followed these

injuries. This was sexured by making a free opening

below the border of the mandible at the site of the

fracture. In the fractures of the maxilla, the wound

itself almost always provided inferior drainage—either

externally or into the mouth.

As (he consultant in maxillofacial sur^ei \ i • i thl

. d section ami /one of advance, it was my duty

mize our forces and resources for the accom-
plishment of our aims. I >ur forces in surgeons and
dentists were meager, and our resources in materials

weie still less. ( In niv first \isjt tu the advanced !i"

pit. iK l found practically no plastic surgeons, onlj .1

limited number of dentists, ami no equipment for ear-

ing for face cases, It was necessary to secure dentists

to supply the hosptials that were without them. This

v.. 1 done through the chief dental surgeon of the

A. E. F. Directors ol surgery and commanding off!

eel's of hospitals had to he shown the necessity of

having some systematized plan of handling our eases.

They had to he convinced of the wisdom of the

maxillofacial rules of treatment, and as these di

essentially from those governing other cases, this

no mean task. It was only with difficulty that

man) of them were induced to consent to calling in

the dentist to help splint jaw eases, hut it was very

gratifying on later visits to find dentists and, surgeons

winking in close cooperation. The securing of materi-

als with which to do our splinting was a hard problem.

Modeling compound, ligature wire, heavy silver wire

for arches, emergency splints, silver, aluminum, ilvei

solder—these and many other things very necessary

for the proper splinting of had fractures, had to be

obtained wherever and however we could, and they

had to he taken to the men in the hospitals, so that

the consultant reminded himself oftentimes of a sam-

ple man for a drug or instrument house. It was a

part of the consultant's job to gather ideas from all

sources, and to impart them to others. It was a work
of education of the consultant and by the consultant.

After seeing the work in British and French hos-

pitals, later in our own hospitals in France and now in

our reconstruction hospitals at home, where I am now
seeing many of the same cases that it was my fortune

to see in France, I am convinced of the wisdom of the

original plan of work and the rules laid down for the

guidance of surgeons and dentists in the treatment of

maxillofacial injuries.

The Prevention of Blindness.—The fourth annual report

(1918) of the National Committee for tlic Prevention of

Blindness is devoted largely to ophthalmia neonatorum.

eporting is still defective, new oases of blindness from

ophthalmia neonatorum can he determined only after the

children enter schools for the blind. From this source it

is found that 014 new pupils were enrolled in 1917-1918 in

forty schools for the blind, and of this number, ninety, or

14.7 per cent., had become blind through the disease named
In 1917 the percentage reported was 18.4. and the year before

that, 19. In 1915 it was 15.1. The percentage reported m
1918 is the smallest, therefore, sir.ee statistics were gathered.

In the forty-one schools for the blind reporting on the sub-

ject, there wire enrolled in 1917-1918, 4.109 pupils, and of

'
'•'. or 22.8 per cent., became blind through ophthalmia

rum, a decrease since 1907, when it was nearly 30 tier

cent. Massachusetts had the first organized class, and ten are

ng conducted for the benefit of children who would

Otherwise be a neglected group in the school system. Vir-

ginia. Louisiana and Georgia in 1918 enacted laws for pre-

venting blindness by ophthalmia neonatorum, and Kentucky

and Rhode Island pa led laws on other phases of the coin-

work. Twenty-four states have carried forward

rk. The report, in addition to the

] reports of Edward M. Van ( leve, managing director,

and Winnifred Hathaway, secretary, gives many other details

of the activities of the committee during the year. The head-

quarters of the committee i^ at 1.30 East Twentj

Street, Xew York.
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RECONSTRUCTION WORK IX WAR
INJURIES OF THE FACE

AND JAWS *

ROBERT H. IVY, M.D.. D.D.S. (Philadelphia)
Lieutenant-Colonel, M. C, L*. S. Army

JOSEPH D. EBY, D.D.S. (Atlanta. Ga. )

Major, Dental Corps, U. S. Army

AND

ROY M. BODINE, D.D.S. (Indianapolis)
Captain, Dental Corps, U. S. Army

TAKOMA PARK, D. C.

As has been pointed out many times before, the
successful treatment of maxillofacial injuries depends
on teamwork between the surgeon, the dental surgeou

I iK- 1 (Case 1).—Wound re-
:• 1918. De-

pressed scar, left side of chin and
mouth.

Fig. 2 fCase 1).—Appearam
patient. May 10, 1919, plastii i

ations performed April 2
April 11, 1 19

and the dental prosthetist. We desire to outline the

practical application of this cooperation at the Walter
( ieneral 1 tospital.

The patients arriving from overseas belong, in gen-
eral, tn the following groups:

impound comminuted fracture of the mandible
in process of consolidation. These may or may not

have been splinted before arrival, and require observa-
tion until union is complete.

-'
i 'impound comminuted fracture with delaj in

union and healing of the soft parts due lo the pr<

of sequestrums, in-

fei ted teeth in or

the line of

fracture, foreign
bodies, en-.

require incision

and drainage, re-

moval of

trams, teeth, lor

eign bodie .

and general treat-

men! of s,-],sis, in

addition to splint-

ing.

3. I
rnunited frai

ture with loss of
substance. In many of these cases the tissues have been
healed for sonic time, and there is evidence thai union

the Waller Reed (eneral II

I the Seventieth Annual
pi the American Medical Association, Atlantic City,

June, 1
' *

fit. 3 (Case 1).—Temporary
I

re,) With <

restore buccal sulcus.

is not going to take place spontaneously. These require

bone grafting. In others, when the nonunion is due to

infection or lack of fixation, the application of splints

and removal of all sources of infection will often result

in new bone formation and eventual solid union.

4. Healed scars

involving the soft

tissues alone, re-

quiring plastic op-

eration, excision of

scar tissue and
obliteration of the

deformity by flap

sliding, fat trans-

plantation, etc.

5. Fractures as-

sociated with more
or less extensive

destruction or lac-

eration of the soft

tissues of the cheek,

lips or chin. These,
of course, require fixation of the fracture and
correction of the soft tissue deformity (Figs. 5

and 6). Frequently the upper and lower buccal

and labial sulci are partially obliterated by adhe-

sions of the mucous membrane to the bone. These
are best treated by division of the bands of scar

tissue and the covering of the raw surfaces with epi-

dermic grafts placed on modeling compound inlays

attached to prosthetic appliances. Many of these

injuries are accompanied by trismus, which requires

treatment by jaw stretching and other measures.

6. Cases presenting perforation of the hard palate

or having openings between the buccal cavity and

Fig. 4 (Case 1).—Permanent denture with
vulcanite pad passing down into restored
sulcus.

Fig. 5 (Case 2>. — Gunshot
wound r<

Keloid scar of chin.

Fig. 6 (I irancc of

formed A
• surface covered

neck.

the maxillary sinus, requiring operative or prosthetic

closure.

7. Mi cellaneous cases of injury of the nose, orbit,

external ear, et< .. requiring plastic operation.

In i

i thorough survey of the mouth is

made, clinically and roentgenographically, to eliminate

any factors that ma) he keeping up infection. All

teeth in or near the fracture li I. hone

drained, and sequestrums and foreign bodies
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removed. The splints employed in fixation of fractures

the nature of the case will permit.

For many of the uncomplicated cases with man} teeth

od occlusion, in which maintenance of reduction

. intermaxillary wiring of ilu' teeth has proved
efficient. For the majority of cases we employ the cast

silver cap splint. \\ hen there are firm teeth on both

Fig. J I re- Fig. 8 (Case 3).—Appearance
Pet *. I'JIS. Depressed of patient after operation, per-

scar. right cheek. formed April 11, 1919. Scar
tissue excised, edges of wound un-
dermined, ami free abdominal fat

transplanted to till in defect.

sides of the fracture it may be necessary to splint only
tin lower jaw, thus permitting mastication. For other

cases the upper and lower teeth are splinted separately,

the two splints being lucked together in occlusion with

a removable bolt on each side. While we can conceive

of the advantage of early application of open bite

splints in certain cases coming to us late with trismus,

we have rarely seen a case in which the late application

quentl) necessarj to prepare a saddle extension to

cover the ant< i rface ol the ramus i Fig. 14). By
means ni .1 screw rod running from the upper .splint

to the saddle at an angle of 13 degrees to the line of

the upper teeth, backward propulsion of the ramus
may be brought about. Ill this backward propulsion, as

the ramus rotates on the condyle, the change of po tion

i s accommi idated

for b) a compen-
sating hinge con-

nection (i i i b e

screw rod w ith tin-

sad. lie. The saddle

is made of vul-

canite lined w ith a

laj er of velum rub-

ber.

Various o t h e r

mechanical appli-

ances are invalua-

ble as supports in

plastic operations.

Attachments are
made to vulcanite

plates and splints

for holding model-
ing composition
plumpers to bring

out the lips to their normal contour and to form sup-

ports for epidermic grafts to replace mucous mem-
brane on raw surfaces of the mouth (Figs. 3 and 4).

External and internal nose con formers may be attached

to the upper denture, as supports in nose plasties.

Cheek supports held in this way are generally more
satisfactory than those depending on the head band.

Fig. 9 (Casi n Wound received, ( let.

1918. Ununited fracture, li fl

landible, 2 cm. loss oi substani -

Fig. 10 (Case 4).—Loss of substance as result of wound. Fig. 11 (Case 4).—Pedicle hone graft, performed March ' I 19

Ixamination, June 16, 191 moval of splint, shows

of the open bite splint would have any particular advan-

d bite splint. Especially is ibis true

in early and late cases in which the patient has n

in the posterior fragment and in which the use of the

open bite splint may result in union in malposition.

For tlu-se fractures in or near the angle, particularly

when ununited, preparatory to bone grafting, it is fre-

Two methods of bone grafting have been employed.
In two cases of ununited fracture of the body ol 'In

mandible with loss of sub tance of not more than

3 cm., we have Used the mellmd (if t ole, removing a

piece of the lower border of the anterior fragmenti

with a pedicle of muscle and fascia attached to it below

for nourishment, sliding it bacl< to fill the gap, and
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attaching it to the ends of the fragments by means of

silver wire (Pigs. 9, 10 and 11 i. Most of our cases

have been unsuitable for Cole- method, either being

too extensive, or situated at or behind the angle. In

one case there was a defect of 10 cm. In the i

the eight remaining patients operated on so far, we
have employed the osteoperiosteal method of Delage-

w
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This paper is an abstracl of a preliminary report on
a series of importanl cases we have lately been observ-
ing in increasing numbers in which tumors resulted
from the injection of camphorated oil. They are from
the skin service of Engman and Mook at the Barnard

l ancer i lospital, at the Washington
University Clinic, and in their private practice. We
have heard of other cases, and in view of the greal
quantities of camphorated oil injected during the epi-
demic of influenza last year, as well as its common
use in operating rooms as a stimu-
lant, a word of warning may not
be amiss.

REPORT OF CASE

Following is a typical

Miss A. k.. aged ,

; _'. had been in good
health until the middle of Dei

1918, when she had had influenza fol-

lowed by a severe pneumonia, and had
received at the critical time in her ill-

ness, when partially unconscious for

about five days, about eight injections

of camphorated oil in the right arm and
three <>r four in the left. For some
time afterward, the right arm was weak.
and the sites of the injections were
tender, but she had no actual pain. She
paid no attention to her arms until

June, six months later, when she con-

sulted her doctor about the "lumps" on
them. He said they were not due to

the injections, because there was a

tumefaction on the inner surface of the

right arm, and he had not injected in

this area. The turners were increas-

ing in size in both arms, but there was
hardly any perceptible redness. The
latter part of June, or six and one-half

months after the injections, they began

to increase rather rapidly in si/e. and

became red and inflamed and somewhat
painful on pressure. They continued to

get larger and nvrc inflamed until now,
in September, nine months after the in-

jections, the entire anterior, outer and
f the right arm are

a mottled bluish red, swollen, hard and

very infiltrated. The local tempera-

ture is considerably higher than that of

the normal skin. The mass is lobulated, and around the

periphery the edges are linear and very sharply differentiated

from the adj i tinctly marked angles.

instead of merging gradually into the normal tissue. The
inner aspect of the arm is represented by a wide, circular,

reddened band of infiltration, and here the inflammation is a

little more acute. The whole process completely encircles

the arm just above the elbow in an infiltrated band, and has

so interfered with the return circulation of the arm as to

produce edema of the hand and the forearm.

The left arm has a similarly inflamed tumor mass, just

above the elbow, but it is very much smaller and only on
the outer aspect.

Extending downward over the external surfaces of both
and forearms to a distance of X cm. on the right arm

* From the Barnard Free Skin anil Cat
* The full report, of which this paper is an abstract, will soon be

published in the Journal of Cutaneous Diseases.

Fig. !— I iflamed tumors in arm. result-
ing from injection of camphorated oil.

grow one month after the

injections. The photograph was taken four
months later.

and (i cm. on the left, ate the v.iiih' doughy infiltrations, with
angular edges, triangular in shape, the apexes pointing down-
ward. The} ate slightl] reddened, but not as inflamed as

the c.ulicr arm lesions. Sin. ill. beadlike chains of little

tumors may In- Fell in long strands around the periphery of

the tumors proper, and thej also extend upward toward the

t ighl axilla, like metastatic malignant tumors growing along

lymph channels,

These processes are obviously the result of the seeping of

the oil along noiircsistanl paths, such as the lymph channels,

or between nu»;cle libers.

The right upper chest and supraclavicular space are some-
what swollen, but show no tumor process, 'lb'- superficial)

dilated veins indicate this swilling to be secondary to the

circulatory obstruction in the arm.

In our first case, diagnosed in 1914, a piece of
inflammatory tumor was excised, and the diagnosis

from the pathologist was tuberculosis, probably owing
to the tumor's granulomatous char-

acter, with many giant cells. This

led us, at first, tn believe that the

tumors belong to the sarcoid class.

In a later ease, with practically no
clinical inflammation, a piece was
excised and the true nature of the

Icsimis discovered.

The term sarcoid has been used

by Darier and Boeck to differen-

tiate subcutaneous tumors that are

granulomas, due in some instances

to tuherculosis, while the origin, in

others, is unknown. In some clin-

ical aspects, the tumors described

in this report might at first be so

classified, in that the inflammatory
tumors are granulomas, too; hut

now that their etiologic factor has

been clearly established, they are

no longer to be classed with the

sarcoid group, for they are known
now to be mechanically produced
inflammatory tumors.

Ever since paraffin has been in-

jected subcutaneously to remedy
various defects, we have been well

acquainted with the possible sub-

sequent tumor development and

activity. In most instances, no

difficulty is experienced in the diag-

nosis of these tumors, for generally

the patient is aware, when he

applies for treatment, that they are

due io paraffin.

The tumors due to the subcutaneous injection of

camphorated oil greatly resemble the paraffinomas in

their slow development, their peculiar concrete like

type of infiltration, and the time in which they develop
after injection. Their location, however, is so totally

different from that < » f paraffinomas as not even to

cause suspicion that they are of the same nature and
due to the same cause, namely, the subcutaneous injec-

tion of an oil, probably mineral.

An analysis of the cases shows a series of six

patients who developed tumors in the arms, some also

in the thighs, all with practically the same history and

lesions of the same characteristics; namely, the appear*
.met of deep tumors, following the injection of cam-
phorated oil for a previous severe illness, situated gen-

erally on the outer aspects of the lower third of one
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or both arms and occasionally in a shoulder, thighs or
breasts. They are of months' duration, and it not

inflamed they have a doughy or concrete-like infiltra-

tion that may be from the size of a walnut to the size

of an orange, and is usually lobulated. The size of the

tumor depends on the amount of oil injected and the

extent of the individual reaction. Instead of being
rounded in outline, they are linear, with definite, sharp
angles marking them off from the normal connective

muscular tissue which is adjacent. Beadlike infiltra-

tions of the same nature, but smaller, may be traced

toward the axilla or around the periphery, simulating

the metastasis of a malignant growth along lymph
channels. The skin surface may or may not be elevated

or discolored, and some tumors are discoverable only

on palpation. They are practically always deep in the

muscle or connective tissue. They
may or may not be painful, or even
tender. The early discomfort is

generally slight.

If they are inflamed, the process

is of long duration and the skin

will be of various hues, varying

from a red to deep purple, the color

depending on the congestion and
the amount of inflammation. The
local temperature in inflammatory
tumors is higher, of course, than

that of the surrounding normal
skin. In none of our cases has

necrosis occurred, such as occurs

in paraffinomas ; but this may be

due to two factors: First, the char-

acter of tissue involved, which
allows the oil to move in various

directions, whereupon the inflam-

mation occurs up and down the

arm between muscle fibers, the

i and the lymph spaces. Xo
doubt, if the oil was to be injected

in the face, necrosis would occur
as in paraffinomas, owing to the

difference in tissue character, that

of the face Favoring necrosis in-

stead of subcutaneous distribution.

Second, the factor of time. Since
some of our most marked cases are

of recent observation, not enough
time has elapsed to let us see the

end-results. In one instance, at

least, necrosis has been expected
two or three times, and the con
strii tion of the tumors has so inter-

fered with the arm circulatio

to produce edema and to suggest the possibility of an
amputation if the obstruction becomes more complete.

I he microscopic section-, demonstrate the encapsu-
lated oil cavities, virtually the same as seen in paraf-
finomas.

I he necessarily inert and stable character of the oil

in the globules from excised tissue al once
that the oil may be a mineral or paraffin oil. Parallel

staining reaction, between oil from the tissue and
liquid petrolatum strengthen this suggestion ; both stain
with sudan III. bul fail to stain with osmic acid

In at least two instances, the camphorated oil u ed
was manufactured by a well known drug manufai tun i

bought by the local druggist. The camphor was put up
in a mineral oil and in all respects reacted to the same
tests as the oil recovered from the tissue excised from
one of the patients.

In the case in which the oil was a part of a quantity

bought by a local druggist, it failed to saponify on boil-

ing with a solution of potassium hydroxid, and there

was no soap demonstrable in the resulting product,

indicating—and more or less conclusively establishing

—that liquid petrolatum was the vehicle used in the

camphorated oil injected.

From our studies thus far, it appears apparent that

liquid petrolatum may remain as an inert foreign body
in tissue, whether injected as paraffin to correct facial

defects or as camphorated oil when injected in the

arms, thighs or breasts as a stimulant during an opera-

tion or in any very severe illness.

-V.W-2V- >$>''•; ^he inflammatory tumors that

DB may result from either are more

r^''^L^«i^Ri '" '''" serious, and the iw oi

^fflMr ^a« camphorated oil as a stimulantH should be discontinued until re-

I searches show that it can be made
innocuous with a vegetable or an
animal oil. or a vehicle that will be

absorbed immediately .after injec-

tion, with no ultimate bad effects.

The study reveals other possi-

bilities of bad results from the use

of liquid petrolatum as a vehicle

in the mixtures of mercurials,

such as the salicylate and calomel,

in the treatment of syphilis.

Deaths from emboli after such in-

jections occur often enough to

make one a little apprehensive in

their routine use.

Emboli of the lungs from oil

have been known to occur.

We have reached the conclusion

that it is dangerous to use liquid

petrolatum as a vehicle for any
reined)' to be injected in subcu-

taneous tissue. This fact has been

well established in regard to paraf-

fin injections, and the tumors re-

sulting from the injection of cam-
phorated oil made with liquid

petrolatum trengthen the conclu-

sion.

Fir. 2.—Histologic section of

'- nil. It i

Fads in Treatment.— Further, you must
avoid, like the devil, all fads in tn.it

iiK-ui. Fadery lies in wait all through

professional life. It does not matter so much what patho-

logical fads you hold; that is only a disorder of belief.

But when you carry those fads into action and treal peopli

On "faddy" lines, you are guilty of disorder of Conduct, and

disorder of conduct is insanity. There have been many emi-

nent persons in our profession wl ccumbed to the

Eaddism, and they become in their treatment, in

certain respects, insane, and. therefore, in a practical Sense,

a real danger to the community. Watch out, then,

for the earliest indications of faddism in
I

was said by Sir Jami rien who
ever practii ed you begin

older you tend tec write' the same prescri rvthing.

The man who dots thai is an mi ipic

I luc : General P • The
and in one the oil we obtained was part of a quantity Practitioner, September, I'd'', p
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OLD UNREDUCED POTT'S
FR \( I I l

WILLIAM L. SNEED, MIL
\ukK

Tho most frequent disability following in the wake
of Ton's fractures i- flat foot. ITiis is often exag-
gerated and rendered painful ami persistent by a slight

v displacement of the foot on the tibi

widening of the ankle joint, due to a rupture of the
tibiofibular ligament ( >f course, there is .1 large per
centage of Pott's fractures in which the tibiofibular

ligament is not ruptured. These will have a normal
ankle joint mortise. There i> another factor in the

reduction of a tin foot, « (ften after a Pott's fracture
the fool i- put up at right angles but in valgus posi-
tion, and the muscles which support the arch of the
foot are put on the stretch, the patient is allowed to

walk in the support with the font in this faulty posi-
tion ami a flat foot develops, the result, largely of
1"-- of muscle tone.

In the treatment of these cases the degree of dis-

ability ami probable end-results are the main factors

to he considered. The aye of the patient and the
traumatic inflammatory changes, whether vascular,

lymphatic, osseous or of the soft parts, should always
receive careful attention before operation. The
operative procedure varies in each individual case.

depending on what is necessary for the establishment
of the normal anatomy of the foot. In the after-care,

one method may apply to all cases.

1 have selected a case for

consideration giving the follow-

tory

:

A laborer, aged .^5. weighing 180

pounds, fell 20 feet, in March, 1917,

sustaining an injury of the left

ankle. Inspection showed the foot

. algus, marked
traumatic flat foot, posterior dis-

placement of tli'- foot on the tibia,

ami a widening of the ankle j<-im

Itient walked with a marked
limp and was aide to stand or walk

a little while. A roent-

m taken at the Hospital for

Ruptured and Crippled, in January,

n months after the injury.

1 an ununited fracture of

the internal malleolus al '

a rupture of tin- tibiofibular liga-

ment, a fracture of the fibula 3"-

inches al

found

' splacement
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This man returned to work twelve weeks after oper-
ation and has been at work since that time, wearing
a Whitman brace with his shoe raised one-quarter inch
on the inner border of the heels and toes.

OTHER CASKS

I have had two other cases which needed operation.
In one only the flat foot and posterior displacement
needed correction, necessitating the lengthening of the
Achilles tendon. The other patient had a rupture of

the tibiofibular ligament. The fibula had healed in a

faulty position, and there was a widening of the mor-
tise of the ankle joint. This patient was first si

weeks after injury. An osteotomy of the fibula and
a lengthening of the Achilles tendon, pulling the foot

in varus and dorsal flexion, and using the after-care

i'd in the case first mentioned, restored the nor-
mal function of this foot, so that the patient has been
able to resume his former vocation, which was moving
and lifting heavy boxes of goods, without discomfort.

A I AUTION

It is very important that the normal mortise of the

ankle joint should lie restored. If it is not there will

be too much play at the ankle joint. The astragalus

'..ill lie allowed to rotate, and the foot will be perma-
nently weakened. Special stress is laid on tin- poinf

a- too little attention has been given to ibis aspect ol

ion both in recent and old cases of Pott'

tures.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION'
Dr. Zabdiel B. Adams, Boston: To reduce these fractures

simply means restoring normal conditions .1- tar .1- possible.

The method described originallj by Dr. Pott in thi

nient nt these fractures is not carried out in general. In

the classical Pott's fracture the procedures that have been

•

ut in iliis paper ai

irked improve-

Mk- Ernest W. Ii

remained uni

! of time, we can never
tin- most II

a result as if the deformity had been prevented in the first

place. So much change takes place in the articular surfaces
of the bones, and there is so much play on the ligaments,
that a perfect result cannot be looked for. I am quite in

agreement, however, with the general lines of treatment laid
down by Dr. Sneed.

Du. Willis C. Campbell, Memphis. Tenn.; The one fact
that has heen shown in this paper is that these fractun 1 n

be rebroken and reduced, the result in many instances being
anatomically and functionally perfect, without the m
fir any internal splints. Dr. Sneed used, in one in

the sliding graft, on account of the ununited fracture. The

average Pott's fracture is not complicated by nonunion at

the poinl of the mesial fragment, as in his case.
quently, the raft is unnecessary. I have operated in two
cases within the last six months, both being of exactly sim-
ilar displacement, except that union was perfect. In both
cases there was long union between the tibia and the fibula
for a considerable distance. This necessitated chiseling

n the two bones before replacement. After replace-
ment in proper position, putting the foot in inversion in a
plaster cast, I used the simple Thomas heel in shoe, and
found it unnecessary to emplo} anj other form of support
both these cases occurred in young people. The restoration
was practically perfect, ami I felt that long after-tn
was unnecessary. In old atypical cases. 1 mg continued sup
port with the Whitman. 01 ime Other form of arch support.
v. uld be in *

1

Mi.s \Y. Sim r, Boston int that 1

should like to have Dr. Si 1
1 in closing the dis-

cussion. That is in regard to the articulation between the
til.ia and fibula and the rupture of the tibiofibular 1

in which then- is definite injury to the joint
1- a great deal of disability and widen

I
'he two

bones. The condition clinically looks like a fracture, but

tlj it is not. 'I In- a. Ir.lll.it, tri aim, lit
I

ndition

I [aven, Conn. : An int

mnastics and massage. \\

. iter a surgit '

II, iw up the pro* edure » itl

to bring ni of the muscles and ligaments. We
should look ,11 the . we would !! any other
splint, to ... ami discarded a n

Dr. Charles M. J

done whether tin j >int « as, ,,1 v , [t is

i pplj a plasti . at the

end of this tin.

wing which

splint i

and if tl misplaced frag-
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men) acts as a definite obstacle to the reduction of the frac-

ture. In most cases, it would be necessary to remove the

fragment or loosen it, so that it would nol interfere.

Another point is that it is wise to reduce these fractures

with the knee in acute flexion. This position relaxes the

Achilles tendon avoiding the necessity of tenotomy so thai

reduction may be accomplished with ease ["he plaster may
be removed to just below the knee at the end of two weeks,

without danger of reluxation.

Dr. William 1- Sneed, New York: There is no doubl

that many of these cases, as viewed from a roentgen ray

standpoint, do not show any fracture. It i- possible to have

a rupture of the anterior lateral ligament and of the tibio-

fibular ligament that will give a widening of the joint and

injury on the inner side that docs not go as far as a fracture,

having no bony lesion, hut that gives the same symptoms as

in Pott's fracture without the deformity, other than a widen-

Ihe joint. There is a large percentage of cases in

which the tibiofibular ligament is not ruptured. Oi
these cases need no consideration. These patients come to

us. maybe one year or two years after the injury, and we
must consider them in the light of what can he done at that

time, and what it is wise to do, taking into consideration

the bony and ligamentous deformity, the muscle degenera-
tion, and the presence or ahsence of lymp or blood vessel

changes. Sometimes it is unwise to do anything at all, as

when there is infection in the tarsal hones. I have not
known of any case in which it was necessary to carry the

support about the knee. We all try to get rid of any

mechanical support. If we can restore the normal anatomy,

and it ro we do not use it. It is only in

the cases in which we cannot restore the normal anatomy
that we need to use the support.

ARSPHENAMIN IN PNEUMONIA WITH
DELAYED RESOLUTION IN

SYPHILITIC SOLDIERS

GEORGE DOUGLAS HEAD. M.D. (Minneapolis)
Major, M. C, O. S Army; Chief of the Medical Service,

1 lospital

AXD

JOHN L. SEABLOOM, M.D. (Red Oak. Iowa)
Captain, M. O, U. S. Army

CAMP WHEELER, MACON', CA.

In some individuals an acute disease will so derange
the protective mechanism of the body that an old infec-

tion lying apparently dormant will be reactivated

thereby.

Medical officers stationed during the war in South-
ern camps where malaria was prevalent not infre-

quently observed instances of renewed malarial infec-

tions in soldiers sick with pneumonia. These soldiers

gave old histories of malarial fever with chills, fever
and sweats, in some instances years prior to their

entrance into the army. The symptoms of malaria
appeared usually in the early part of convali

from pneumonia. The chill and fever were typically

periodic. The spleen was usually enlarged. Tertian
organisms were found in the blood, and the paroxysms
of fever responded promptly to quinin. Several such
instances occurred at the base hospital at Camp
Wheeler during the epidemic of pneumonia in the win-

ter of 1918-1919.

A severe attack of pneumonia will sometimes
weaken or break down the protective cell forces in

or about old pathologic lesions in the lung. Pulmonary
tuberculosis offers an instance in point. Pneumonia
not infrequently lights up an old apparently healed or

latent tuberculosis lesion, ami the patient who sup-
posed himself cured of tuberculosis is brought face to

face in a life and death struggle with his old enemy,
the tubercle bacillus.

\\>' are nol aware, however, that the attention of

the profession has been called to the fad that syphilis

may act to prolong or delay the reparative process in

tlie lungs of persons who have had pneumonia, and
that syphilitic persons with pneumonia are liable to

exhibit signs of delayed resolutions for weeks or

months of time. The healing process in these cases

does not progress as in tin- normal individual, and Un-

usual methods of treatment are of no value, while in

the eases we have observed, specific treatment has been
effective.

The following three cases observed at (amp
Wheeler during the epidemic of pneumonia, occurring
between Oct. 5. 1918, and Feb. 1, I'M 1

), illustrate the
i lint of syphilis in causing the delayed resolution of
pneumonia and the prompt effect of arsphenamin in

clearing it up.

REPORT OF CASES
Case 1.—J. J., aged 22, colored, single, soldier in lahor

battalion, with a negative family history, had measles, mump*
ami whooping cough as a child, malarial fever in 1914, and
smallpox in 1917. lie denied having syphilis, but admitted

having gonorrhea. Nov. 14, 1918, when .yoing to drill, he
developed severe pains in his left side and had a chill. He
was admitted to the base hospital the next day with high

fever (104), delirium, rapid breathing, dyspnea and marked
cyanosis.

The examination of the chest revealed dulness over the

entire left lung with bronchial breathing but no rales. A
diagnosis of lobar pneumonia of the left lung was made.
From November 14 to the 24th, the man was very sick

with pneumonia, his temperature ranging between 102 and

106.8. He had marked delirium, bloody sputum and high

leukocytosis, and a Type IV pncumococcus was isolated

from the sputum. November 25, his crisis occurred, and the

temperature dropped to normal and remained so until his

discharge, March 3, 1919.

In spite of the patient's improved condition, the left lung

remained dull to percussion. Crepitant rales and bronchial

breathing continued to be heard in the affected area. Roent-

gen-ray examination revealed an unresolved pneumonia of

the left lung. Exploratory puncture of the pleura was made

for possible fluid but none was found.

December 30, six weeks after the onset, the lung showing

no signs of clearing, the blood was taken for a Wassermann
test, and a + + report was returned. Since the lung

remained consolidated and the usual therapeutic measures

had proved of no avail, it was decided to try arsphenamin.

The patient was given 0.4 gm. intravenously beginning Jan-

uary 14, two months after the onset, and continuing one

injection every seven days until live injections had been

given. After the second injection of arsphenamin a rapid

change in the lung condition took place. The signs of con-

solidation promptly subsided and the rales disappeared. By
February 2, nineteen days after the arsphenamin treatment

was started, all signs of lung involvement bad cleared.

Case 2.—James R., aged 25, colored, single, soldier, with a

negative family history and with no history of chancre, was

admitted to the base hospital, Dec. 5, 1918, complaining of

headache, cough, chills and stupor. lie stated that three days

prior to admission he commenced to feel a pain in his left

chest and had a cough. He felt chilly and thought he bad

fever. On the second day of his sickness he began to cough

up some bloody looking sputum and was then sent to the

hi ispital.

The examination on admission revealed nothing of impor-

tance outside of the lungs. Over the right lung posteriorly

many crepitant rales could be heard on cough or deep breath-
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ing, the percussion note was not impaired, and no bronchoph-
ony or tubular breathing could be detected. Over the left

lung posteriorly, the percussion note was impaired with some
increase of bronchophony, tactile fremitus and many line

crepitant rales. His temperature was 103, leukocytes 7,300.

The urine showed a trace of albumin and a few hyaline casts.

The diagnosis of bilateral bronchopneumonia was made.

From December 5 to January 11. the patient was examined
from day to day: and while his temperature dropped to nor-

mal, December 16, the physical signs persisted in both bases

and would not clear up. Roentgen-ray studies revealed unre-

solved bronchopneumonia of both lungs. A blood examina-

tion, December 8, gave a + + Wassermann reaction. The
failure of the lungs to clear after six weeks of observation

and expectant treatment, the -\—h Wassermann reaction and

the experience in Case 1 with arsphenamin warranted a trial

of the same treatment in this case. The note of January 7

read : "Crepitant and a few sibilant rales heard in the base of

both lungs behind. These do not clear up. There has been

no appreciable change in the physical signs for weeks."

January 14, about six weeks after admission, 0.4 gm. of

arsphenamin was given, and the same dose was repeated

thereafter every seven days until five doses had been given.

One week after the first dose of arsphenamin was given tin-

physical signs began to show improvement, and after the

second injection a marked clearing of rales was noted, while

after the third injection of arsphenamin all the lung signs and

cough had disappeared and the patient was in excellent con-

dition, and was discharged.

Case 3.—Thomas S.. aged 21, colored, single, labor battalion,

with a negative family and past history, and who denied

that resolution of the lung takes place under serocellu-

lar processes the nature of which is not known, and
that the resolution so promptly brought about in the

cases here recited may be explained on the grounds
of a natural termination of the disease rather than
the arsphenamin effects. However, the impression
received in watching from day to day the physical signs

and clinical manifestations in these three stubborn
cases of unresolved pneumonia in syphilitic soldiers

lias fully convinced tis that the arsphenamin had a
specific effect in clearing the lungs, and we advise its

use in cases of unresolved pneumonia in syphilitic

subjects.

THE BLOOD VASCULAR SYSTEM IN
A PARIETAL CRAXIOPAGUS *

YVILLARD M. SONNENBURG, B.S.

MADISON, WIS.

The craniopagus shown in Figure 1 was delivered

at the Madison General Hospital, May 5, 1919, in a

case attended by Dr. Walter II. Sheldon. The twins
weighed 11 pounds and 1 ounce at the time of birth.

The faces and bodies were practically in vertical aline-

ment. One of the twins, which I shall hereafter refer

to as A, was a well developed female
; the other, which

I shall refer to as B, had an imperforate anus and an

Fig. 1.—CrnniopaRUs. with bodies in practically vertical alii

venereal disease, was taken sick, Oct. 26, 1918, with headache.

malaise and fever, and was sent into the base hospital three

days later. A diagnosis of bilateral bronchopneumonia was

made and a Type IV pneumococcus isolated from the sputum.

The man was very sick with pneumonia from October 30 to

November 7. when his temperature dropped to normal and

remained so until he was discharged. A Wassermann test,

taken December 1. showed a + + reaction.

On Jan. 8. 1919. nine weeks after admission, the lung find-

ings were as follows: "Posteriorly over the right lung, the

percussion note is impaired from the angle of the scapula

downward and forward to t lie midaxillary line. Showers
of rales are heard over this area and bronchophony is slightly

increased. Sibilant and tine crackling ralr~ can be beard

Behind over tin- base of the left lung. There has been very

little change in this man's lung condition for the past six

The clinical diagnosis was: bronchopneumonia. I

unresolved. Roentgen-ray studies confirmed tin- clinical

diagnosis of an unresolved bronchopneumonia.
January 14, the lung condition showing no evidence of

and the man giving a + I Wassermann reaction,

an injection of o.4 gm of arsphenamin was given intrave-

nously, and one injection was givi en days until

five injections bail been given. January 30, two weeks alter

injection of arsphenamin, all phj ical signs bad

cleared in both lungs and the soldier was pronounced well

and ready fur discharge.

COM.Mb NT
We arc fully aware of the fact that both lobar pneu-

monia and bronchopneumonia are self-limited di

imperforate "penis" as large a-- a normal infantile penis.

Subsequently, at a postmortem examination. Dr. C. H.
Hunting found that the internal genital Organs of A
were apparently normal. I! hail normal ovaries, bu1 it--

uterus was four times the normal size. In B, further-

more, tin- sigmoid colon, greatly distended, emptied
into a cloaca. The left umbilical artery in I'. was either

COMPARISON oi ; THE MEASUREMENTS "i PRINCIPA1
PARTS OF TWINS. AND nl Till HEART RATES

ami Rl SPIRATIONS

Distance from line of fusion to umbilicus, cm...

32
n ncc of neck, cm 1

'

I at nipples, cm
cm 27

rl .

i ord, cm SS by 0.75
1 ' cm.

B

31

57 by 0.5

very small or was absent. In A. both umbilical arteries

win- present, Microscopic studies of the umbilical

cord have not as yet been made No other noteworthy

abnormalities in either specimen wei cept in

the region of the cranium.

The accompanying table gives some ol thi

measurements of each twin.

the An.it.pmi.

School.
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rhe cords came oil the same placenta at the center,

about J cm. apart, rhe placenta was almosl circular,

22 by 23 cm. in diameter, and li.nl a V-shaped

notch on the periphery, 4 cm. deep ami 7 cm. wide.

The membranes were intact, and tin- cotyledons normal

and intact.

The l>irth occurred at 9: 50 p. m. A began breathing

thirty seconds after birth, 1'.. fifteen seconds later.

Within five minutes, both cried vigorously. In the

course of a tew days il became obvious that there was
no close functional correlation in the activities of the

nervous systems of the twins. I >ne would sleep

soundly while the other was awake or cried. Further-

more, as shown in the accompanying table, the respira-

tory and pulse rales varied in the two individuals.

Both fed normally, although B soon showed signs of

discomfort because of the

imperforate amis. Its ab-

domen became greatly

distended and. on the

se\ enteenth day, its

"penis" was noticed to be

distended. A probe was
then pushed into the base

of the "penis," and fol-

lowing this there was a

discharge of fecal matter.

I Mi the ninth day. I'. be-

came comatose, and A
showed signs of discorn

fun. began crying, and

continued to cry until its

death. May 15, at 5 a. m.

A died fifteen minutes

after B.

The fact that the death

of one twin was followed

ii by that of the

other indicated that there

was probably some circu-

latory connection b

the two bodies, in spite of

independence of pulse

rate. To determine this,

the arterial system of the

normal twin. A. was in-

jected through the ab-

dominal aorta with a mix-

ture of 4(1 per cent, glyc-

erin. 40 per cent, ale ,1ml

I cent. ) and 20 per

cent, phenol (carbolic
acid), in which 175 gm. of barium sulphate per gallon

pended. Stereoscopic roentgenograms wi re linn

taken of the specimen by Dr. Howard Curl, roentgen-

ologist at the university clinic. These roentgenograms,

which i- reproduced in Figure _'. showed an

ntly normal arterii in A and no gross

i die arterial sj stems of A and B.

In Figure 3 the arteries of Specimen A at the right

may be seen to terminate fairly abruptly at the line of

junction of the heads of the individual-.

Some of the injection ma-- in \ passed

through tie- capillaries into the veins. Tin- oi

adily in the brain, where the injection m
part, passed over into the venous sinuses. There was

a communication between these sinuses in A and B,

and from the venous sinuses of I;, the injection mass

passed to the right side of the heart and into the veins

of the liver and into the pulmonarj arteries ( Fig, 4).

For the in-i injection, a pressure of one half pound
was used. Vfter the roentgenograms were taken, the

arteries were injected again, under I pounds pressure,
without any notable difference in results.

Subsequently, an injection under 4 pounds pressure,
made into the arteries of I', through the abdominal
aorta, showed that the arterial system in tbi- specimen
was apparently normal. An injection into the inferior
vena cava of A under 3 pounds pressure served to

increase the amount of opaque material in the hepatic
veins and pulmonary arteries of B, partly Tilled by the

first injection, described abo\ e.

Following the completion id' these injections, tin-

scalp was cm oppo-ite the hue in' junction between
the two head-. It was
then -een that the bones
i if each skull, frontals,

parietals and occipitalSj

mel symmetrically but did

not fuse. When the skull

was opened, it was found
that the two brains were
enclosed within a com-
mon dura mater. At the

line i.f junction between
the two skulU, a circular

venous sinus common to

tbi- two brains was en-

closed in the dura mater,

but the dura did not ex-

tend far inward between
the two brains from this

sinus. The falx cerebri of
one brain was fused to

that of the other, and at

the line of junction there

was a venous sinus cor-

responding to the superioi

longitudinal sinus, and
common to the two brains.

The brain of each child

was covered with pia

mater. Where the brains

projected against niie

another the pia mater of

one brain was in part

fused to that of the other

brain. The plane of meet-

ing of the two brain- was
not a flat one, at least,

inien had been hardened in fornialdehyd

ilaces, one brain projected slightly above

llat plane, in places the i ither brain.

mat aru-n I

taken after injection
tnd glycerin,

. as show
the arh i

In. !i I.

after the s|

solution. I

the level of

REVIEW OF CASES REPORTED IX THE
LITER \ i i

The specimen here described belongs to a rare type

of human monsters. 1 have been able to find described

in the literature only four cases of parietal craniopagus

in which the countenances of the two individual- faced

in the same direction. I hese cases, in all of which the

teratism was female, with the possible exi eption of that

of von Baer, are cited by Ahlfeld: 1
1. The first case:

after Blaim ille, is from the catalogue of the I lunterian

1. .Uli. Id, I : Pie Missbildungen di Mei
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Museum. The monster was born at Bruges, May 6,

1682, and was living at the time of observation. The
twins showed independent individualities. One might
sleep while the other cried. 2. The second case is after

Otto, 1841. The fetuses were aged 5 months. The
superficial blood vessels of the head were anastomosed.
Only the smaller branches of the intracranial arteries

appeared to anastomose. The brains were completely

separated by pia mater. Other organs were normal.

There was only one umbilical artery in each umbilical

cord. 3. The third case is after von Baer. The mon-
ster lived one and one-half days. 4. The fourth case

is after Badger. 2 The monster was stillborn, in

Jamaica, in 1869. There was no necropsy.

A case in which the two heads faced nearly in the

same direction is cited by Ahlfeld, after Naranowitsch.8

The twins were females, born in St. Petersburg, in

18SS. They had independent individualities, and lived

six weeks, dying of an acute infection. The brains

were enclosed in a common dura mater. There was a

common falciform process and superior longitudinal

sinus.

There have been a number of parietal craniopagi

described in which the dorsoventral diameter of one

twin was an an-

gle, usually of about

90 degrees, to that of

the other, so that the

nose of one was
above the right or

left ear of the oth-

er. Of four such

cases, two of the

monsters were fe-

males ; one, a male,

and in one tin- sex

is doubtful : 1. The
first is cited by Ahl-

feld, after Sannie.

The monster was
born in 1 lolland, in

1752. The nose of

one twin was over
the right ear of the other. While tin- text calls the twins
females, tin- illustrations appear to show male genitalia.

2. The second case is cited by Ahlfeld. after Qccelli.
'1 he twins were females, born at Florence, in 1823. I lie

letween the ventrodorsal axes was 45 degrees.

Between the two brains was a common dura mater, in

which there was an opening through which the brains

might ha> e i ommunii ated 3. The third

by Ahlfeld after Klein and Harless. The twins were
males, bom in Wurttemberg, in 1799. The nose of
one child was over the left ear of the other. The mon-
ster lived sixtj four hours. I he i hild fii >l born lived

a half hour longer than the other. The individualities
wen independent. The brains were fully se]

bymembranes. t \ fourth case is cited by Baudouin,'
and also by Bermbach. The twins Were females, born
near Frankfort on-the-Main, in December, I'M I

wen- alive at the time of description

er the right ear of the other. 'I he) had inde
pendent individualities. Then- was an apparent anas-
tomosi

|
erficial blood vessels.

r

J. N.

M

I; I

Semaine mi
::s: lsS-l. 1913.

There are also four cases described in which the

countenance of one child faced opposite or nearly

opposite to that of the other child. 1. One is cited by
Ahlfeld. after Albrecht. The monster was born in 1733.

The sex is in question. The heads were united by the

right parietal bones. The monster lived at least sev-

eral months. 2. Another case is cited by Ahlfeld, after

Yilleneuve. The twins were males, born in 1829 in

Paris, at about the seventh month. The brains were
fully separated by dura mater. There were two « ords
inserted into one placenta. 3. A third case is cited

by Kissinger.''' The twins were males, born, March 24,

1907. They died of icterus neonatorum, March 30,

1907. There was no dura between the brains, but they

were separated by pia mater. The convolutions of the

brains were irregular. 4. A fourth case is cited by
Ziematzky. 7 The sex, in this instance, was apparently
female.

A number of other cases of craniopagy have been

reported in which the heads were united in the occipital

or in the frontal regions, or irregularly, as by joining

of the frontal to the parietal regions. Cases have also

been reported in which a fairly well formed head was
united to the head of an otherwise normal child. I >f

these cases, the best

known and most in-

teresting is that of

Home.8 The child

w as born at Bengal,

in May, 1783. The
parasitic head, which
terminated above in

a conical protuber-

ance in place of a

neck, was fused be-

low to the head of

the host, a female.

with an angle of 90
degrees between the

dorsoventral diame-

ters of the two
heads. The child

lived for :

and was then killed by a snake bite. The parasite had the

power of moving its eyes, but could not converge them.

The lid reflex was defective, and tears were constantly

forming. The pupil- showed ;i light reflex, but only

Mti passing from the dark into strong light. The eyes

of the parasite at tunes remained open, while those of

i were shut. The lower jaw was small, but

mobile. The eats were defective, The parasiti

movements at six months. When seen at 2

ion of sali\ a in the mouth
of the parasite when the host ate. The parasite is said

tief when the host cried ai

faction when the host smiled. If the parasite was

pinched, however, the host showed little or no

death, the heads were ngland. It is

stated thai a -tud\ howed that the nutrition of the

taken place through the dural or

pial \css,T. h was not clear from the specimen as to

whether or not the two brains wen lj sepa-

rated by in'

e : Med, Kim I

i -burg. Scries 5,

S:
80

1
of tlu- injection mass, through the capillar
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From this brief review of the literature, it is evi-

dent that

:

The rare form of double monster known as pari

craniopagus usually is of the female sex.

The head of one individual as often tacts laterally

or backward or in the same direction as that of the

other.

There is usually considerable independenl individu-

ality in the reactions of the twins.

The brains are nearly always, if not always, sep-

arated by pia mater, and sometimes also by dura mater.

The chief vascular connection appears to be ill the

venous sinuses of the skull, but at times other vessels

anastomose.

INTRAMEDULLARY
IN FRACTURES

BEEF-Bi >NE SPLINTS
OF LONG BONES ;

Fig. 4.—Roentgenogram of B, demonsti
between the sii 1 B by disclosing
mass to the right of the heart in B, and into the vei

and into the pulmonary arteries.

It is probable that there must have been some arterial

anastomosis in the case of the parasitic head of Home,
described above.9

addition to the references already given, the following will

be found of interest:
Blank. L. : Lcs anomalies chcz l'homme et les mammiferes, 1893.

Miller. X. T.: Jahrb. f. Kinderh. 35:464-474, 1893.

Schwalbe. E.: Morphologie dcr Missbildungcn des Menschen, 1908.

Health Center in Massachusetts.— It is strongly urged by

the state department of health that the following standard

lor the
;

ol the health of Massachusetts children be

kept in mind by all those who arc working tor the betterment

of our children: A health center, where special attention will

be given to maternity and infant care, for each community or

group of communities; public health nurses specially trained

for the work, averaging 1.000 to 2.000 of population.

—

The
Commonwalth 6:120 (May-June), 1919.

EDWIN W. RYERSON, M.O.

M ijor, M. C, XJ S

i HICAC0

it i< occasionally of greal importance to be able

to fasten securely certain fractures, particularly those

of the femur and the humerus and those in which both
bones of the forearm are broken. The inlay auto-

genous bone graft is admirable in many cases, but has

the disadvantage of being technically difficult and of

not affording a very high degree of immediate sta

bility. The intramedullary dowel or peg, on the other
hand, is easy of application and furnishes greal

strength. Clinical evidence has proved conclusively

that such a graft does not interfere with the regenera-

tion of bone tissue, and that fractures operated on by

this method unite as readily and as rapidly as by any

other method. It is probable that an autogenous peg.

made from the patient's own tibia, is the ideal mate-
rial to use. but circumstances may easily be imagined

when it would be undesirable to remove a strip of the

tibia. In fact, if a universally adaptable material

could be developed, no operator would desire to use

his patient's tibia, but up to the present time no claims

can be made that there is anything quite as good as

the autogenous graft. This is especially true in frac-

tures of long standing, and in the case of elderly

pci suns.

In fresh fractures and in reasonably young persons.

however, heterogenous bone pegs may be used with

safety and with the assurance that bone growth will

not be inhibited. Beef-bone and ivory nails, screws,

and intramedullary grafts have been used for many
years by a small number of operators, but for some
reason have not attained a wide degree of attention.

Gallie 1 of Toronto has even gone so far as to use beef-

bone grafts for the production of fixation of the verte-

brae, after the method of Albee, but I do not feel like

advising so radical a procedure as this. For fractures

of long bones, however, such as those mentioned

above, it is well for the operator to have at hand a

ready and simple technic in case of need. It is not

always easy to insert an intramedullary peg, especially

if it is a long one. The proper alinement of many
fractures, however, may depend on the length of the

peg, so it is important to be able to insert a long peg

with a minimum of difficulty. I ley Groves2 describes

a method which is ingenious, and which suggested

the following technic:

TECIINIC

Beef-bone splints of various sizes arc cut from the

long bones of slaughtered cattle. It is possible to pro-

cure from a butcher's shop pieces of the tibia or femur

5 or 6 inches long, and these are split with a saw into

suitable sizes. They are then turned in a lathe or filed

with a wood-worker's rasp or run through a dowel

cutter so as to be round or nearly round. Those for

use in the femur should be about 5 inches long by

three-fourths inch wide, for adults, and several smaller

sizes should be ready in case the medullary canal

on Orthopedic Surgery at the Seventieth

ican Medical Association. Atlai '

• Read before the Sccti

Annual Session of the A
N. J.. June, 1919.

W. E.: Am. J. Ortaop. Surg. 16:373 (June) 1918.

1. droves, E. W. II-: On Modem Methods of Treating Fractures,

New V..rk. William Wood & Co . 1916.
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should be unusually small, or for use in children.

Splints for the humerus should be about three-eighths

inch wide, and those for the radius and ulna one-

fourth to five-sixteenths, and three inches long. The
ends of the splints are rounded off, and a hole is bored

through near one end like the eye of a needle. These
splints are then sterilized by fractional sterilization,

and kept in containers. When it is desired to use

them, they are boiled with the instruments.

The technic of their use is as follows

:

The fracture is exposed with as little removal of periosteum

as possible. The beef-bone splint is pushed into the longer

fragment until it is completely within the bone, a long piece

ut heavy chromic catgut having been previously threaded into

the eye of the splint. This double thread hangs out from the

end of the bone. An eighth-inch drill is now used to bore a

hole in the other fragment, distant from the fracture about

half the length of the splint. The hole slants a little toward

the fractured end. A piece of wire, bent at the middle to

form a sort of probe, is now passed into the hole, and out

through the fractured end of the bone. The two
ends of the catgut cord are then threaded into the

wire probe, and the wire is pulled back through

the hole, bringing the catgut with it. The over-

riding ends of the fracture are now reduced,

either by a Murphy bone skid or by leverage or

traction, the catgut cords being tightened at the

same "time so they will not become caught or

pinched. When the bones are in position, the

catgut cords are pulled on, and the splint will

glide half way from "ne fragment into the

other, so that it will be at exactly the proper

point.

The catgut can be threaded into a needle, and
1 into the periosteum or muscle at its point

it, which will secure the splint so that it

will n"t slide out of position up or down the

medullary canal.

Such a splint cannot, of course, fit the canal

very tightly, and it is n<>t necessary that it should
tit tightly, provided that it is prevented from slid-

ing out of place, and this is accomplished by the

catgut.

This method involves less exposure of

the bone than any other mode of artificial

Splinting with which I am familiar, and in

the four cases in which it ha- been HSed in

human beings, the fixation obtained has been

atisfactory. If autogenous splints are

. as in old or ununited fractures of long stand-

ing, it is easy to make the splints from the patient's

own til.M.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Mr. Ernest W. Hey Groves, I land: I have

been extremely interested in Dr. Ryerson's paper, and in his

description of a method that I described some years ago.

As he said, the intramedullary peg bas been used for a num-
ber of years. I should like to compliment and criticize this

method in one or two particulars. In the first place, the

method is excellent, provided that its exact limitations and
its details of application be borne in mind. In regard to it-

limitations, there are two points that should limit it, if good
success from its use, First, the fracture
must be clean; and second, it uni-t be approximately trans-

r, at least, not comminuted. The type of fracture
that is especially liable to gi\c rise to unsatisfactory results
is the very common type of fracture in which there is a
little third fragment. In such a case, if you do use the
intramedullary peg, it is better to cut that littl

" out and bring the two end- of the long fl I

together. I think that the use of the intramedullary peg

should be restricted to transverse fractures without commi-
nution. If you employ it for a comminuted fracture, you

separate the triangular fragment, which forms an indolent

piece of tissue that does not form union. Dr. Ryerson did

not describe the principles of what 1 have described as the

long and the short peg. It is quite clear that, however short

the peg is, it prevents lateral movement of the fragments on
one another. That is the main thing you want. The essen-

tial principle of the long peg. four or five inches long, extend-

ing a considerable distance, is that it prevents angulation.

I believe, however, that it is far better to get the fixation

and prevention of angulation by the use of an external

splint: because mechanically an intramedullary peg is a great

disadvantage. If you have to secure immobilization of the

femur by such a long splint, it has to be so long and strong

that it is inconvenient to employ. I have personally given

up the use of the long peg altogether. I use quite short

pegs. Fitting the peg accurately is much more important

than Dr. Ryerson gave us to understand. With all due
respect to him, I do not think that any method by which a

peg is pulled by a thread from one fragment to another gives

a sufficiently firmly fitted peg to be satisfactory. I had

Upper part of illustration: splint threaded with catgut and pushed into medul-
lary cai I. 1 irt: wire loop passed through drill hole reaJy to pall catgut
hack through drill hole.

rather have a method by which a short peg is lined in one
fragment, when the two ends air ;eparated; and then the

oilin end is brought over, ,md the two are napped I

by muscular contraction. A, to tl

me, I think it has been ampK proved that when a

d a- a nail
i i provided that

it lie driven like a nail or a screw into an accurately fitting

hole in the piece of living bone, there is absolutely no dilfer-

.aiii the behavior of dead and living bone; and
those v.' arts differently under

nditions are under obligation I" bring forward some
evidence sustaining their position, which has not yet been
done. I am not speaking of grafts as a whole. That is

epiite another matter. Within six weeks the cells from the

living bone grow into the 'bad peg as far as into the living

bone. Therefore, I am convinced that when it is a case of

using a nail, the dead bone nail is as g I as the living:

and it is far easier to prepare and make lit than is a living,

'ne nail.

lip. Horace R. Allen, Indianapolis; Dr. Ryerson has

very ably presented another new modification of tl

peg. Down in Fort Oglethorpe I buill .< museum of modern
war injuries and their surgical treatment !'

1 made a in idel i.erat ion, M I
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- peg operation. The model
(angular opening in the side ,,t the shaft of the

permit a bone peg t" be worked
the broken bone past the line of

fracture. He informed me that the piece ol bone should not

be run. '\nl but should be pushed into the canal and then

a bone peg. In turn 1 suggested the use of trans-

to prevent its slipping

wa This modification ol his suggestion has since

very useful. Concerning the length of bone pegs ii

should be born in mind that a I onlj equals a

ting the lateral shearing or displacing

element but it also tends to hold the bones in alinement
better than a - bone is broken in a

rearm there is always difficulty in bringing out the

d ends. It a short peg will prevent the lateral shear-

lateral displacement the angularity can readily lie

taken care of by tlie wire loop method. It consists of a wire

suture pa lie angular apex, its Free end heing
attached to an outside straight edge.

Dr. Robert McE. Schauffler, Kansas City. Mo.: The
hard ivorj p<gs last too long. In some cases in which we
had a perfectly firm union of the fragments, there would he

a little piece of dead bone or two on tin edge; and, conse-

quently, a persistent little sinus. In these cases, after a

perfectly firm tctory union, the sinus would n"t

1 v, e had t" cut down and get "lit this link- piece

of quite hard bone. It showed that the medullary splint

was lasting t'"> long. Winn you cut these medullary - 1 1 1 1 1

1
-~

yourself, ycu are apt t" take the hardest part of the beef

hone, file it. and give it a tine edge; hut when made com-
mercially, they do not do as well as when they are cut a

little rougher. The bone should also be left a little porous
and ti"t polished so nicely. They should not he prepared

too far in advance. These somewhat rougher looking pegs

of ii"t too highly polished hone give as good results and
last long enough, and when they are used secondary opera-
tions are almost unknown.

Dr. Joseph E. Root, Hartford: With all due respect to

Dr. Ryerson's very ingenious method, it is to., complicated.

Remember, all that we have to do, or the main thing that

we are after is to secure perfect apposition. All that is

necessary in the femur is to obtain perfect apposition, so as

to get perfect length. I hegan by taking the ordinary long

bone splints and endeavoring to get them into place by trac-

tion, hut I have given that up. I have also used the autog-

enous grafts referred to by other men. All that is required

Id the fragments together at tin- point of fracture,

and it seems useless to have an intramedullary graft longer

than that required for the purpose of pel feet apposition. If

the hone is in straight, it will stay so; then you can put on

ordinary external splints or plaster. To hasten the time of

ration, instead of having a graft with a square end,

I saw a semicircular or pointed graft about and one-

half inches long, driving it half way into the medullary space

end and fitting it into the other. 'I his affords all the

i the point of the fracture. By relaxing

all the muscles—they can he separated without cutting the

fibers—the fragments can he brought out through the hole.

Simply bend the limb sharply at the point of fracture, drive

into one end. fix the graft in the center of the other
i and straighten the limb out. thereby lockii

fragments. A long external splint, or preferably a plaster

spica. will keep the hones in line and enable the patient to

n crutches the second week. As far as operation

concerned, it can he reduced greatly by an ..

who takes out the bone graft from the other leg. while you
are exposing the hone fragments. In the majority ol ca i

there is a triangular fragment whi mi I

and detached in some cases. At first, I hesitated about
replacing it, but now I replace it. I have noticed in my
roentgenograms that a superabundance of osteoblasts were
thrown out with a resultant large and long callus.

Dr. Fred S. Williams, Bridgeport: Speaking of snapping
• hack in place, wherever there is a square break,

it will do that: and you di h Id it.

Dr. E. W. Ryerson, Chicago I do not want to have
Majoi 1

1
o \ Groves assume thai no external fixation was to

he applied, because that is the most important feature in

fractures the i icternal fixation, and nol the internal

Of course, uc use the be i means at our command foi this,

lints, apparatus and plasti i oj Paris Eoi thi put

pose, as maj seem desirable. Regarding the length of the

! would s.i\ thai a long peg is nol neci arj in trans-

verse n. i. lines of the femur. Ih.it is self-evident. Where
you do m . d it is in Ei at ture ol l„ ith bow s oi the I

and anj man who has had much experience with thi

tures « ill feel better satisfied, il he pul in a long

v. ill ii. .I beci ime benl and appro.,, h eai h i ithei

to form a synostosis. We havi had man} casi - in tin arm)
in which ihis has happened, and in which loss ..f pi

and supination has resulted. It is extremelj valuable, in m)
opinion, to have a sufficiently long splint in these casi to

maintain the alinement; becau e the line of the ulna and
that of the radius are different, and in some I ., i

J
11 can

not maintain them by external fixation, I feel vt i com
fortable when I have a long splinl in the radius and in the

ulna that will maintain them in alinement, Also, in com-
minuted fractures of the femur, it is well to have a long

splint. I have not had the experience oi having the small

keystone-shaped fragments make trouble, hut I undoubtedly
shall some day; and 1 am glad to have had il brought to

my attention. The peg method described by I > ; . Allen was
described bj Dr. E. J. Eioglund, a number of years ago. It

was published in exactly the same form shown by Dr. Allen,

except for the two little drill holes in tin bone, whiull Dr.

Allen has described. 1 think that it is difficult to put a peg
in, slide it through, find the holes, anil put the catgut through
them. It may he easy, hut it looks difficult to me. The
method ol putting wire around these fragments and pulling

them in line I have not tried. 1 do not know that 1 should

be willing to try it. The idea of having a short peg and
getting the hones into line is possible; and the statement

made that if the fragments come into line and are securely

locked, they do not need other fixation, is sometimes true,

hut by no means always true. I have been led astray by
this idea that when 1 had good splints applied, no displace-

ment would occur; but it has happened to me on several

occasions that after I had done this and thought that the

fragments were locked, the roentgen ray showed displace-

ment and overriding a week or two later. There is nothing

that is fool proof in this world; and if you can make it as

nearly fool proof as possible, it is a good thing. Major
drove's statement that this must he done in an aseptic field

is true. It is had to put a peg into a held where there is

s, psis, hut sometimes one can gel away with it. Il some-

times works, hut not often. X" fracture should he treated

in this way when the field is septic, if any other means can

bi empli >yed to attain the end desired.

The Age of Insects.—We cal! the present the "age of man."

Zoologically, however, it is the age of insects. There is

but one species of man -Homo sapiens. Over 300,000 insect

species have been described, and it is estimated that there

are no less than 10,000,000 in the world. Naturally, a sharp

edge in the struggle for life falls between mankind and this

vast hoard composed largely of foes which eek to devout
Ins person, his cattle and his fields Our yearly in

for damage to agriculture and forest products alone rises

millions over the billion-dollar mark—$1,018,000,000 Wld bj

this destruction of household goods, clothing, carpets, furs

and woolens and causation of disease, malaria and vellofl

fever, typhoid, hookworm, dysentery and the whole lisl "I

filth diseases, and the tax which insects lay on the people

of this country must rise will toward the two-hillioii-

dollar mark. . . . We howl when we pay ihis tax. . . .

We lay the hlame on the railroads and the trusts when we
ought to take most of it to ourselves for not having
enough to study insects, protect our hirds and control out

cats. ... A pair of flies, beginning in April, might he

ors, if all were to live, of I91,010,000,000,000,000,00<j

flies by August.— C. F. 1
!
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nerve distribution. The sensations oi heal and cold were
well appreciated on the left, but on the right the sensibility

was markedly impaired over the distribution of the fifth

lumbar and nrst sacral nerves.

The back showed ,i remarkable lordosis t Figs. 1 and 2),
«iili its apex at the level oi the tirst and second lumbar
vertebrae. Then was present also .i definite scoliosis, with

/exit} to the right in the lumbar region, and with a

rotation of the vertebral In.dies to the right in the lumbar
region ami to the left in the dorsal region. In spite oi the

i superficial i r deep seated pain, the hack was held

fairly rigidly, and all movements were resisted. The scoliosis

in the lumbar region could he corrected unli Force, but the

• in the sitting posture resisted complete reduction,

and was not entirely corrected by Hexing the thighs strongly

against the abdomen.
By supporting himself on a chair, the child was aide to

stand, hut on a very broad base, hi the erect position, the
-:s was greatly pro-

nounced, and had the appeal

a right-angled back.

With help, a certain amount
.f progression was possible.

_• i am, taken, to

be sure, .'our years after the

injury, showed ant.

riorly a I medium
degree. Laterally, one might

distinguish a distin<
I

in the normally regular

alinement of the bodies of

the vertebrae, occurring be-

tween the first and second

lumbar vertebrae, exactly

opposite the apex i E tin

lordosis. By accentuating

the contrasts on the roent-

,?n plate this break in

alinement was well shown
(Fig. 3). There was no
spina bifida.

Tr c a I in e ii t. — Souttar's

operation to correct the ex-

treme flexion at the hip was
performed, and the child was
provided with a combined
spinal and long paralytic

brace designed by Dr. George
i '.. Bennett. The brace shi iuld,

with practice, enable the

child to get about with con-

siderable ease.

COMMENT
Considering the difficult

delivery at birth, the very

early recognition of the

deformity of the back, the

persistence of that de-

formity, the presence of

a bilateral paralysis, and the fairly definite roentgeno-

graphs findings, the diagnosis of dislocation of the first

lumbar on the second lumhar vertebra is almost inev-

itable. The elasticity of structures at birth would lead

one to consider this a pure dislocation without fracture

but at this late date there is no evidence for or against

an accompanying fracture. Because of the close inti r-

locking of the processes and the strength of the liga-

ments, the possibility of the occurrence of pure dis-

location of the lumbar vertebrae was long considered

doubtful. The report of two authentic cases by
Elasius 1 has, however, dispelled this doubt. Brewer8

1. Blasius: Yirteliahrschrift fur praktische Hcilkunde, 102, 103,
.

2. Brewer, G. E.: Textbook of Surgery, Philadelphia. Lea & Feb-
ieer, 1903.

Fig. 3.—Definiie break in regular alinement of vertebral bodies, fou
years and eight months after birth.

and other authors state that pure dislocations of the

spine are rate, and, of the few occurring, live sixths

are in the cervical region.
\s to the cause, extreme flexion or hyperextension

are cited by authors as adequate methods for produc-
ing such a dislocation. \ difficult breech delivery

through a definitely undersized birth canal would no
doubt provoke either or both of these insults.

The symptoms remaining at the present tima do not

correspond exactly to a lesion following dislocation
of the fust on the second lumbar spine. The residual

symptoms point to permanent injury to the fourth and
fifth lumbar and first sacral nerves, although some
fibers even of these nerves seem to have escaped or
recovered from injury. In fracture dislocations of the
lumbar region several points of anatomy must be borne

in mind : ( ( ; ) The spinal

cord ends opposite the

lower border of the first

lumbar vertebra
; (/>) the

live lumbar nerves arise

i rom the cord opposite the

eleventh and twelfth, dor-

sal spines, and the five

sacral nerves arise from
the cord opposite the

first lumbar spine ; | c I the

lumbar and spinal nerves

emerge from the vertebral

canal considerably below
their origin, and find their

exit through the interver-

tebral foramina just below

the corresponding verte-

brae. Accordingly, an in-

jury between the first and

second lumbar vertebra is

apt to leave the cord itself

uninjured, but may in-

volve ( 1) the cauda equi-

na in whole or in part, or

(2) may damage the

nerve as it makes its exit

from the vertebral canal

through the intervertebral

foramen. In either case,

a partial or complete re-

generation of the nerve

roots might reasonably be

expected, and that is

probably what has oc-

curred in this instance.

A survey of the litera-

ture reveals no mention of a similar birth injury

in which the victim survived. No doubt, they have

occasionally occurred with fatal consequences, and

quite naturally have not been recorded. Klein-

berg3 reports a somewhat similar case which he classi-

fies as "congenital anterior curvature of the spine."

The case was also a difficult breech delivery with con-

siderable injury to both thighs, the left femur being

fractured, and for ten days following birth the child

did not move either lower limb. The most prom-

inent feature was the marked lordosis, but a lateral

roentgenogram revealed no luxation. Kleinberg says,

"As the condition was observed in the first few weeks

3. Kleinberg, Samuel: Congenital Anterior Curvature of the Spine,

J. A. M. A. 66:736 (March 4) 1916.
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of life, and then very resistant, we are warranted in

considering this a genuine congenital deformity." Is

it possible that this might also have been a fracture

dislocation, though partially reduced, as the result of a

violent manipulation at birth?

Concerning the scoliosis, it would seem that this,

too, must be attributed to the injury. There is no

roentgenograph^ evidence of the presence of any of

the anomalous conditions mentioned by Bohm 4 follow-

ing developmental error occurring in embryonic life,

nor is there any evidence of the wedge-shaped super-

numerary vertebrae reported by Fitzwilliams5 and by

Norbury." Apparently one must add injury at birth

to the causes of so-called congenital scoliosis. 7

THE DELETERIOUS EFFECT OF THE
ALKALIZATION OF INFANTS'

FOOD*

ALFRED F. HESS.
ANT)

LESTER J. UNGER,
NEW YORK

m.d.

At the present time little regard i> paid to the reac-

tion of the mills preparations thai are fed to babies. Ii

is considered quite immaterial, for example, whether

being not specifically mentioned. This is true of

American, English, French and German textbooks.

This neglect is all the more remarkable as for some
years it has been appreciated that the salts play an

important role in infant feeding: indeed, in every effort

to construct an artificial food approximating mother's

milk, the salt factor has been given particular consid-

eration.

We wish to point out that it is by no means imma-
terial whether we render the baby's milk more or less

alkaline. What effect an addition of alkali has on

proteins and other caloric food factors it is imp
in the present state of our knowledge, even to surmise :

but that this alteration has a decided effect on the

vitamins is susceptible to proof. In a previous article

we have shown 1

that orange juice, the prototype of

antiscorbutics, and the one most relied on in infant

feeding is essentially damaged within twenty-four

hours by being rendered twentieth normal alkaline to

phenolphthalein. In fact, orange juice of this

faintly alkaline reaction was found to have lost its

power to protect guinea-pigs against scurvy. It is evi

dent, therefore, that the antiscorbutic vitamin is pecul-

iarly sensitive to alkalization. We may add that this

vitamin seems to be more sensitive to various physical

and chemical influences than either the water-soluble

or the fat-soluble vitamin. There is at present some
difference of opinion as to the vulnerability of the

Lbs.
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the milk and the flour; (4) that an alkali is

contained in the malt soup, and finally (5) thai a con-

siderable amount of carbohydrates in the form of

flour and of malt sugar is added to the food. It seemed
important, when an opportunity presented itself, to

analyze this question, to determine which of thi

• at fault

Chart 1 shows the weight curve of a baby that was
receiving a diet of malt soup and cereal, with the addi-

tion of three teaspoonfuls of cod li\er oil a day. It

developed scurvy. The symptoms were those com-
monly associated with this disorder; namely, pallor.

hemorrhages of the gums, tenderness of the femur,
irritability, and lack of gain in weight. In view of this

occurrence, an attempt was made to cure the scorbutic

condition by eliminating the carbohydrate from the

diet, by omitting the flour and malt sugar from the

formula. In order to accomplish this, a pint of milk

was prepared with the addition of sucrose and the

same amount of potassium carbonate as is contained
in the malt soup formula.' This milk, which was
fresh and of excellent

quality, and contained no
malt or flour, was boiled

for live minutes. There
are many who believe that

the carbohydrates, espe-

cially the starches, are of

great importance in bring-

mt the so-called de-

ficiency diseases, because
they require a considera-

ble amount of vitamin for

their metabolism, and lead

therefore to such disor-

ders as scurvy or b
if present in relatively-

high amount. It was
found, however, that the

harmful influence of the

malt soup preparation

could not be attributed to

in high carbohydrate con-

tent, as the exclusion of

the flour and the malt did

not bring about an allevia-

tion of the sympti

as will be seen I (hart 1 i,

lead to a gain in weight. As this form of treatment

proved unsuccessful, it was determined to discontinue

the addition of the potassium carbonate, so that the

baby received a pint of milk that was boiled for five

minutes without the addition of alkali. The sucrose, the

cereal and the cod liver oil were continued. The result

iking. Not only did the infant gain in weight,

as will be seen from the chart, but there was a marked
change in it- general condition and a disappearance

of the various signs and enumerated above.

It seems, therefore, quite evident that the alkalization

of this food, which contains a limited amount of anti-

scorbutic material—merely that which is contained in

a pint of boiled milk—was sufficient to render its anti-

s orbutic quota insufficient.

A- the result of this experience, an experim
guinea-pigs was instituted. It had been shown in

previous experiments that guinea-pigs weighing about

4. Th;
is measured by adding 10 c.c. of an 1] per cent, solution of |K>tassium
carbonate for each liter of prepared malt soup.

3b

JIO
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the treatment of rickets. We have found that this

oil, originally acid owing to its considerable content of
organic acids, is alkaline in many of the proprietary
emulsions commonly employed. It is quite possible

that this alteration in reaction is not immaterial in rela-

tiijn to the efficacy of this valuable therapeutic agent.

16 West Eighty-Sixth Street.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Harry Lowenbukg, Philadelphia : I should like to ask

the doctor if he said that the addition of orange juice while

he was administering the carbonate of potassium prevented

the development of scurvy? Dr. Hess's work is very inter-

esting and very enlightening, if it can be verified. How-
ever, it appears quite rash, on the face of it. to draw as

sweeping a conclusion as he does from the study

one sick baby and from the protocols of only four experi-

mental guinea-pigs, in the light of vast clinical experience

with many feeding cases wherein the alkalization of milk

has produced no harmful effects. I have yet to see the

development of scurvy in these cases. 1 feed many infants

on malt soup extract: 1 never feed orange juice, although
I o mmence the administration of comminuted green vege-

tables and stewed apples and prunes early. It is very diffi-

cult, indeed, to consent to have one's convictions swept
aside by the meager data offered by this single case and
these four experiments. I shi uld like to see this work car-

further and confirmed. Until then 1 must continue

to add alkali to milk mixtures where 1 believe it to be indi-

cated. This is said not in the light of destructive criticism.

The essayist lias not provided us with sufficient data. Hence
inclusions may not be drawn nor accepted. It is

to conclude from the doctor's statements that th—
who arc using malt soup extract ami alkalis should have
an abundance of scurvy in their practice. This has not
been my experience.

Dr. Jli.ii s H. Hess, Chicago: When Keller first gave
us the formula for making malt soup, he warned the pro-

against feeding this mixture for too long a period.

localise of the danger of developing scurvy. 1 have had
fortune of placing infants on Keller's malt soup, and
•.uiding instructions the parents have remained away
i twr, to four months and returned with the infants

ol scurvy. This has occurred :

four times. One proprietary infant's food on the market is

recommended to be fed in amounts as high as three to

ij potas-
atc which would result in the feeding of

of the alkali to the quart, while the

ite in Keller's malt soup equal
ns to the quart. A great many babies come under

n who have been on
I time, and I must confess that I ha\

seen a case of scurvy devel igh it is

ne-sided one. Thi der why
more scurvy in babies fed on the infants'

mtaining pota

New York : I have been feeding alka-

kinds for many years and I have ha
t scurvy, and these cases are nearly

ited with the diet ol ed milk prod-
uct and not with fresh milk. Children given fresh milk do

y whether alkalis . , not There
must be something i .re. than the
alkalis thai interferes with the vitamin content of tl

.re more apt to produce scur
r diet. I never use ibis method of feeding without

nice at the same time.

ii. Philadelphia: Let me call
your attention n ( t ,, u | llt ;s jn a wav anc jun t

important and true

published in
: the American Pediatric

to the effect of the feeding of different kind;, of food m the

production of infantile scurvy. In that publication you will

find that infantile scurvy followed oftener on the use of

many of the proprietary infant foods of various sorts than
after any other regimen. In fact, one manufacturing com-
pany was so disturbed about the matter that they made a

claim that the scurvy was due to the fact that the milk
mixed with the food had been boiled. It is und
true that the boiling of milk is followed by the development
of scurvy in some cases, but not nearly so often as in the

use of the commercial foods. I am not referring in any way
to malt soup, which is not advertised to the laity but to the
profession. Dr. Hess' paper is a very valuable and inter-

esting one. He seems to have proved in the case reported
that rendering the food alkaline produced scurvy. I do
not think, however, that this is convincing proof that alka-
lis used as a routine measure are to be feared on this

account. In the American Pediatric Society's report there
were mentioned ten cases of scurvy occurring in infants

ely on breast milk. That would not prove that breast
milk is to be avoided. I have fed hundreds of infants with
malt soup preparations, since it is a very favorite foi

me. but I have yet to see a case oi lowing its use.

It should be said, too, that in many cases the pasteurizing

oi sterilizing of milk serves such a very useful purpose
and tends to prevent diseases so much more serious ami
common than scurvy, that it would be foolish to avoid its

use, especially since any tendency which it may have to

produce this disease can readily be obviated by the admin-
istration of orange juice. Indeed, the fact that scurvy is

uncommon, considering the vast number of babies artificially

fed on boiled milk, pasteurized milk, alkaline foods, and
many other foods, is an indication that we do not yet know-
all there is to know about the etiolog] of this disease.

Dr. St. George T. Grinnan, Richmond, Va.: Some of you
have said that scurvy is rare. It certainly is not in Rich

I was in New York about two years ..

Dr. Hess read a paper and Dr. Kerley discuss it. I went

back and looked up the subject of scurvy more than I bad
before, and 1 have seen more cases in the last tu

than I had in the ten years before. I found that there was
large sale there of a certain proprietary food, and

I found many cases of scurvy in the babies fed with this

food.

Dr. Joseph G > is not

a rare disease. In the Children's Hospital in Boston we see

I
two, three or f

' 1 1 r days. I think b

pasteurized milk causes it a great deal, but the dr
cause it more frequentlj still. I tain dry pro-

prietary foods over a period of two ..r three months is fairly

sure to bring on the first sympton
Dr. Li i -ton: 1 have used the food to which

Dr. Grinnan referred a great deal and I have nevi '

case of scurvy develop while it was being fed. This food is

only carbohydrate with a little v<

I not be call'
I

.is malt sugar, to which is added
of milk, orange juice or cereal, or ! d. I believe

it is a good preparation and m. more liki

than anv oilier ugar is.

i v V. Dv.i I am rising to voice niv

pens i"

I a f I. Il is malt sugar made from wheal. We
nip; dextrimaltose is now made

from com. It was i rmerly made from I think

we may as well ed on the mail.

id it first hand, rather
I

I have tried the "malt food" in the modifying of raw-

milk for the
i

rs in my nursery, when 1 have
from ten to fifti Ij fed infants, without th(

rvy. I kii' iw thi

attention was called to the fact that sodium bicai

added in the usual
i 111 that hint drop il

in making bean soup, which 1 give my babies in then

year as well as the early u I
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fruit iuii-cs, etc. from the seventh or eighth

i is a little ancient. V\

other mistakes then which affected cur results, such

sample. I think the alkalinity of

NUi. .^.ni Francisco: It seems to

me that we are losing sight of what l>r. Hess wishes i"

I not think it is his purp

the entii I scurvy. 1 have -ecu a large number
tperimental animals, and 1 think no one can doubt

ughly, that with a certain fixed

amount milk he is able to determine in an exact

manner that he can keep guinea-pigs nee from scurvy. Giv-

ing animals tlu same amount of cow's milk which under

ordinary circumstances keeps them tree From the cor

and by alkalizing tins food to a certain extent, he has shown

that the antiscorbutic vitamin is destroyed. In othei

i ur attention must he directed toward the fact that a high

percentage of alkali in artificial f Is. it we arc giving a

of milk which is just sufficient to prevent scurvy,

can destroy a sufficient amount of the vitamin in that milk

to produce the disease although it maj ry mild

state. It cm to me that jn his paper he has tried

to convey to us that all cases of scurvy are due to highly

alkaline foods, and I am sure that he has not tried to prove

that proprietary foods are always responsible for tin- disease.

All "f us know that we can use

tically all types, even with high alkaline content, if we are

giving these children a large amount of raw milk. In other

words, they are getting enough vitamin to prevent the devel-

opment of scorbutus, notwithstanding that the alkali destroys

a portion of the antiscorbutic element It seems to me that

Dr. Hess has developed a very interesting and scientific fact

in this

Dr. F. C. Neff, Kansas City. Mo.: I should like to ask Dr.
; question. Within the past year a sugar to which

potassium carl tdded was marketed with the defi-

nite statement that i: lead of other prep-

For the relief of constipation. I want to ask what
the findings are with regard to that. 1 have seen no effect

whatever on constipation by the addition of potassium car-

h >uate.

Dr. A. F. Hess, New York: I do nol i we can do

that, especially with the malt soup and some of the other

things. Dr. Lowenburg said that he had never seen scurvy

on malt soup. I think Dr. Kerley has answered that.

If I put a hundred children on malt soup without any anti-

scorbutic I will get almost 100 cases of scurvy. By scurvy

I do not mean the active cases that sometimes are waited

f ir, with the bulging red gums and the hemorrhages. I

mean the mild cases with pallor, loss of weight, tenderness.

irritability, and a few petechiae. Those cases will

more frequently on malt s>>up than on any othei Food. Malt
soup, according to the way it is made in the final

i

Itains 0.1 per cent, potassium carbonate. It is quite

different from the others, and that explains why malt soup

ne to produce scurvy. As regards the animal experi-

ed only four, but I could have described many
. of any essential particular in which

animal scurvy differs from human scurvy. I have nevei

f"und any. An antiscorbutic for the guinea-pig is antiscor-

butic for humans. 1 have tested many hundreds of guinea-

pigs in the last few years, and found that what will produce
scurvy in the guinea-pig leads to it in the baby, so that we
can accept, as far as I know, animal scurvy for interpreta-

human scurvy. A Food, I do not think

that it is the drying of these proprietary foods that leads to

scurvy. tly shown, dry mill.

to a temperature of 240 p.. for two or threi

butic property and when made ii]> to the

equivalent of fresh milk is able to protect guinea-pigs against

si urvy.

Trained Nurse.—A trained nurse does not always enjoy

sanitary policeman, but some one must do it if the

treatment is to be carried out.

—

Bulletin, State Board of

Health of Rhode Island. August. 1919.

[MPRI 1VISED < IRTHI MM DIC EXERCISING
AIM' W \

Rl inn I'll S. REICH, M D. (Clevki \x-n)

I 'it
i
in- June, 1918, a Co I) . New Mexico,
mp orthopedic staff was confronted with the

necessity of carrying out, on a large scale, many spe-

cialized corrective gymna I', exercises for soldii

recruits among whom were found all of the whole
gamut hi orthopedic defects: weak feci; contractures
oi the finger, wrist and larger joints; limitation of

motion of various joints incident to recent fractures,

etc. For this work, the medical departmenl provided
thopedic staff absolutel) nothing in the way oi
made orthopedic apparatus, such as Zander

machines, ami at that

lime the principles of

\ i icational reconstruc-

tion had nol made su< h

appliances a vaila ble.

The schedule of gym-
nastics included special-

ized calisthenic exercise

without apparatus, sup-

plemented by a general

daily routine suited to

the individual need of

the men. Although ex-

cellent results wei

cured, it seemed to me
that the end results

might he augmented by

the employment of ap-

paratus designed to as-

sist in corrective and

developmental work.

APPARATUS FOR THE
LOWER EXTREMITY

Realizing the need of

apparatus to facilitate

flexion and extension

of the foot and knee,

wc devised wooden
steps, having a rise of

6 inches and a tread of

the same dimension, ar-

ranged in such a way
that the patient walked up four and down the same

number. Wooden hurdles, X inches high, were made

(Fig. 1). These were placed at variable dist

and each man stepped over them in such a way that

his foot passed directly over the hurdle, necessitating

flexion and extension at the knee, and extension of the

foot.

The success of this simple device, which was no

doubl partly due to it- novelty, encouraged us uj

attempting other appliances We tried to procure an

old sewing machine to stimulate dorsal and plantar

tb .ion by pedaling, hut were unable to do so, and

decided to build its equivalent. Through the cou

of the reclamation and conservation officer, we

obtained a fly-wheel of a washing machine. Short pieces

of tin. Amcrii a issociatton,

X. J., June, 1'1'C
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of various sizes of lumber were obtained through the

courtesy of the construction quartermaster. A frame.

36 inches high and 24 inches square ( Fig. 2 ). was con-

structed out of two-by- fours. An offset was attached

to the right side, and in the inside of the frame, to

which was attached the fly-wheel, 24 inches in diameter.

The foot-pedal, which was the chief mechanical feature,

made of 2 by 10 lumber, rested on an elevation from

the base, which was similar to that of a sewing

machine, and it was joined to the fly-wheel by means

of a wooden connection rod. The patient- seat was

built to the frame, and his feel were strapped to the

pedal. The efforts to force the fly-wheel gave the

desired dorsal and plantar flexion with resistance,

which was graduated by an adjustable brake.

Another machine, similar to the one described, was
constructed, in which the pedal was hinged to the

frame in such a way as to bring the fulcrum at th< far

end of the pedal, and in this way a wider range of

dorsal and plantar flexion was obtained.

apart, and his toes over the distal end of the board,

while the incline placed the feet in adduction and
supination.

For the same purpose, a long runway was con-

structed in the shape of a double inclined plane, with
upward at an angle of 120 degree-,

and the men were instructed to walk along this incline

with feet parallel, or toeing slightly inward.

APPARATUS FOR THE UPPER EXTREMITY

In considering apparatus for the upper extremity, we
firsl attempted to construct exercisers. The available
materials consisted of discarded pulleys, rope and old
shell casings filled with sand for weights. Handle-
were made from broom -ticks and No. 6 galvanized
iron wire. Three types were constructed: The first,

in which the pull was from above downward and
required only two pulleys, firmly attached to the ceil

ing, over which the rope wa- suspended with the
weights and handles on either side. The second, in

: Fig. 3.— B and knee. Fij- 4 erasing board.

Tli'- Red Cross obtained for us an old bicycle, which
included tin- frame, saddle, sprocket, chain, and rear

axle and gear only. This was fixed upright on the

I a woo.lrii frami
rear wheel w cted entirely ol w '

> "1
I

which were 1" inches long, also had to be impn
of wood. The feet wen- strapped to them, and. by
putting the pedals into motion, flexion and extension of
the hips and knees, as well I and plantar

. were obtained. Resistance was gradu
in the other apparatus, by mean- of a brake.

For patients afflicted with weak feet, with abduction
and pronation, we used board-

| Fig. I i on which turn

i systematii in their ban- feet,

strips of 2 by 1<> lumber. 12 inches long, were cut dov n
into double inclined plane- of 120 degrees, with the
apexes upward. The distal end of thi board was
cut to a point forming an angle of 120 degrees, and

he,
| oul into a semi ircli In this

way, dorsal and plantar lie. ion were easily obtained
from the metatarsophalangeal joint, when the man

allel and 3

which the pull was on a horizontal plane and r<

four pulle\ - The firsl two vt i

two were suspended from the wall 3 feet abovi

inches to th< the vertical plane of the lower

pair. The n led front the handle- through
the lower -et of pulleys, then through the up]

and to the shell casings. In the third type, the pull

in below upward, and also required four pul-

ril rst I pullev - v d to the floor

at the junction of the wall and 3 feet apart, and the

second two were attached to the wall 6 feel above and

6 inches to the outside of tin- vertical plane of the

From the handle-, the rope extl II-
1

through the lower -et of pul through the

1 1. and finally to tin- wi

l"i he deltoid muscle and for producing
circumduction of the shoulder joint, we employed pl

larg( fly wh< from a

washing machine
I

I w heel revi
'

an axle whil h a) one <]\A to a metal I

t" the original washing machine. It wa- m I
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5 feel from the floor, and in such

; way that the axle projected horizontally at right

to the wall. A wooden handle was inserted

i -.in the rim. and a wooden brake was applied against

the rim, the pressure being regulated to suit the needs

patient-.

An apparatus for pronation and supination exercise

of the forearm was iluis constructed: A piece of two-

trimmed down at

each end to leave two cylindric projections like the

• of a rolling-pin I
Fig. t>>. It was mounted on

a pair of wooden brackets fastened to the wall, 30

inches from tin- floor, in a position similar to that for a

roller towel rack, and was then perforated in the center

at right angles to its long axis, a hole being mad<

right size to receive snugly the shaft of a sai

handle, which wa- pushed through it with the

handle on its near side, ami the shaft projecting toward

the wall. Two wooden pins driven through the shovel

handle, one on either side of the crosspiece, fixed the

carpometacarpal joint rested on tin edge of the sup-

port. Mi;' p. iik-nt grasped i di carded screw driver
in his hand, and placing the shafl between the

propelled the wheel. Thus, the desired circumduction

m i obtained.

APPARATl S FOB Gl NEH \l. EX] i

For the purpose of obtai ! ercise, a row-

in- machine was su vo uprights were built to

the Hour out ni two-bj Eoui 30 inches high

apart and 4 feel from the wall ( Fig. 8). < »ars were

constructed oul of two-by fours, 3 feel long, ii

cii which were whittled down for handles. Tl

were pivoted to the uprights through their enters hy

mean-- of discarded motor valve Stei i pulleys

I to the wall at the same height and imme-
diatel) distal end- of the i iai . and two

ilai ed i feel ah ve an h< i mtside of the

vertical planes of the lo Ropes were tied to

the distal ends of the oars and extended through the

Fig. 5.—Shoulder circumduction Fig. 6.—Pronation and supination apparatus. Fig. 7.—Wrist circumduction ..;
:

shovel handle in this position without preventing it-

free rotation in the hole. At the distal end of the

handle, and at right angles to it, there was

attached a stout le iches long, and from this

a weight was suspended. Whereas this machine was

I
merely for pronation and supination exercises

I v rotating the shovel handle, the roller bearing per-

mitted an adjustment for the height of the man.

We constructed another appliance, similar in every

detail to the pronation and supination machine, with

the exception that the shaft of the shovel handle moved

in a large oval opening, thus giving the handle a wider

of movement.

To produce circumduction at the wrist, we mounted

a wheel with its axle on a wooden bracket in li

in the shoulder circumduction

apparatus, with the exception that the axle was o feet

I. The wheel was 12 inches in di

and i; tained from the reclamation depart-

ment. A wooden ; or! was mounted on

with the axle, at right angles to the plane of the wheel,

: inches away from it. The arm was fixed to the

support hy means of straps in such a position that the

lower pair of pulleys, then through the upper pair to

the two shell casings Idled with clay as weights. A
sent was mounted behind the oars with three foot-1

rails in front. Four rollers attached to the hottom
of the seat permitted free backward and forward

motion on a wooden track. The novelty of this device

proved to be quite attractive to the men, and they took

great advantage of it.

COMMENT
The purpose of this brief review of tin- practical

application of well known scientific principles in the

(.rude apparatus devised will he served if 1 ha

a li to demonstrate the early approach therebj

larger field which concerns us now a- orthopedic sur-

geons, namely, the application of the principles of

onal training and reeducation to the wounded
soldiers returning to our reconstruction hospitals. It

is believed thai the success attained in the sei

< amp Cody will he encouraging to those who may he

called on to make an effort at rehabilitation in centers

where modem means of vocational training may not bfl

readily available.
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ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Zabdiel B. Adams, Boston : I had an opportunity of

going to a school in France, just outside of Paris, where the

French were reclaiming the men who had been slightly

wounded or who had been discarded in the draft ; and there,

the apparatus used was very much the type that has been

described in the paper—that is, apparatus that was made i mt

of practically anything found on the premises. They had a

few things that have not been thought of, apparently, in this

country—at least, not described in this paper—which were

original and simple. One of these was a double inclined

plane, which they used to increase the flexion of the hip,

knee and ankle. It consisted of a plane made of two boards,

ten or twelve inches wide, sloping up to 33 cm. in

the center, and about eighteen feet long. The men took hold

of a rail atached to the wall and, putting one foot on this

inclined plane, and keeping the other on the floor, would

start with the foot at a low level on the plane, and grad-

ually push the lame foot up and swing back and forth ; so

that when they got to the top of the inclined plane, they
' have complete flexion of the knee, ankle and hip.

Then they had a very fine apparatus for limbering up the

hand, consisting of a wooden bottle; and for supination and

n, a machine something like that described here,

with a handle like a shovel, which they twisted. They used.

le chest weights and rawing machine.

Fig. 8.— R"\ving machine.

Dr. Rudolph S. Rek h, Cleveland: W'e had a great many
other devices there that I did not describe. We felt that by

improvising apparatus we could construct almost anything

that the condition we happened to be dealing with might

We could improvise apparatus that would be appli-

ndition that we were confronted with. Another
thing that 1 should like to mention is the practical applica-

this to civilian orthopedic work. Many hospitals

cannot afford to buy expensive apparatus: and ver
an. I think, be constructed, which will serve the

fully, although they may, perhaps, not

be qur te as the purchased apparatus.

The R.r i bulletin ol Public Health
Service of rat*. It is

estimate. I that there is one rat at least for everj person in

the I'n
] be annual ci

public health menaci
they have been incriminated as carriers of several di

mple, plague and more recentlj icterohenn

qucntly found infected with intes-

tinal parasites, such as tapeworm and with trichina. It is

stated that there arc three kinds of rats in this country
included in the stir.

rat, which lias larv,"
-

The primary measure sugi;' .its is the rat-

Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments

A MODIFICATION OF ANDREWS HuTTLE OPERATII 'X

FOR HYDRi

Dewell Ganx. Jr.. A.M.. M.D., D.Sc, Little Rock. Ark.

Visiting Surgeon, City Hospital

This modification differs from the original only in the

skin incision, evacuation of the contents of the sac. and
delivery of the testicle. Some time ago it occurred to me
that an incision beginning over the cord, near the spine of

the pubis, extending outward and upward along the ligamen-

tum inguinale, might have certain advantages over the usual

anterior scrotal incision of the older operations

:

1. With this procedure it is not necessary to hold the

scrotum in the gloved hand in order to draw the skin tense

over the hydrocele while making the skin incision. Since,

because of its very nature, the scrotal tissue is difficult to

sterilize properly, this lessens the liability of ini

infected wounds of scrotal tissue heal readily; some do not.

If the incision is made in such a manner as not to involve the
scrotal tissue, the convalescence may be more rapid.

2. The incision over the cord obviates the careful dissec-

cessary when approaching the hydrocele through the

issue. When the cord is exposed, slight traction with

gauze will bring the funicular portion of the sac into the

lower angle of the incision. Gentle pressure with the index
finger will indicate a point of fluctuation. A needle is

introduced at this point without danger of injury to the cord,

testicle or epididymis. The contents of the sac are with-

drawn, and the testicle and sac. of any size, maj be delivered

without the least difficulty If the needle is left in the sac

during and after its delivery, the identification of the tunica

vaginalis testis resolves itself into a simple matter.

3. The operation is completed in accordance with the tech-

nic of the usual Andrew '

ion, and the testicle

is returned to its former bed.

305 Boyle Building.

EXFOLIATIVE DERMATITIS. COMPLICATED WITH CELLf
LITIS, OBLITERATIVE ARTERITIS GRENE

OF TOES, DUE TO ARSPHENAMIN

Hf.srv A. Jones, MIX. Howard, R. I.

Sup' ' ury

colored woma • arrested, Oct.

30, 1918, and sent to the hi months
on a charge of lewdness and wantonnes
robust young woman without a: trouble

Her blood gave a Wassermann test of -f- + + + by choles-

terin and + -f — by alcoholic extract of guinea-pig's bear'.

trouble of any known >! No>
arsphenamin intravenously

in the left arm, ami some of the drug entering into the adjoin-

il inflammation, with con-

ns condition

tracture called for energetic tn

i weigh) in the hand
and daily incn Vncy to

contract. In connection with this local infecti

inject ii in w..

Jan. 31, 191". and no severe re..

in tin' third and fourth.

badly to the fifth injection, and the lefl

rins and inflammation. Vfter th<

• namin, March 7. I

tin skin, which gradually became more marked, and
desquamation of the skin in
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The skin previous to the desquamative
wring, dusk) red, and .1 sharp

temperature « icfoliath e di

Major ll.in> \Y. Kimball,

Health Service and director of venereal

.<!. Between the dates ol March 7 and

April o. the patient had suffered greatly from pain in both

mbling rheumatism, and a marked cellulitis n

appearance. The face, hands and feet were the worst al

This trouble finally cleared up with medication oi

pain and numbness in the limb- became
it : numbness and ringlii

prominent with a marked puffiness of skin over half of the

dorsum of the foot, involving the proxii the toes.

A darkened, fan-shaped area developed, spreading over the

skin of tl tme more boggy, and

mi with the tissues beneath 1 i ious. In

medicaments, this p me more firm!

ized. involving the four larger toes, and the tip of the little

The gangrene soon assumed the characters of the dry

type with a fair line of dermarcation at the metatarsal joint.

the four toes were amputated. The tissue

fool were gangrenous and "porky" in character, and hardly

any hemorrhage occurred. No hemostatic forcep

The flaps were sutured with catgut, and heat was

applied to the feet. We were

under the impression at the

time of operation that a sec-

ondary or Lisfranc operation

would have to he performed

hecause less con-

even be-

yond the line of demarcation.

During etherization the pa-

tient had a peculiar tremor

which was most marked in

the lower limb-, and more

especially the left, and the

opinion was that this might be

epileptic in character, as the

patient seemed to be of a

neurotic type. The tissues,

since the operation, have

healed very slowly, I

I
to an ointment con-

taining red mercur;

other dressings causing a

painful burning sensation of

the stump. At this date (July 16, 1919), she can get about with

the aid of a cane, is in good physical condition apparently,

and on April 6 her W'assermann test proved negative.

COMMENT
In looking up the causes of the obliterative arteritis, which

in this case evidently took place in the dorsalis pedi

we find that authors consider this condition rare. Allhutt
1

says:

"In amputations that have been practiced it has been

noticed that the arteries do not bleed and the wound heals

with difficulty unless the amputations have been made high

above the seat of mortification. . . . The condition is

rare: syphilis in some of the cases appears to have been the

principal etiologic factor. The symptoms are various accord-

e artcrie« affected and tl

adual there is time lishment

of collateral circulation, and there is no functional

In the case herewith recorded, the process was fairly rapid

and the destruction of tissue complete. In tl

obliterative arteritis that are mentioned by \.

larger vessels are as a rule affected. We were ini

believe this condition might have been dm- I

suggested by Allbutt: but in the discussion t>

presentation of this case to our clinic, Dr. Kimball gave it

as his opinion that the obliterative process was caused by the

1. Allbutt, T. C, and Rolleston, II D. : A. System of Medicine,
1. 1905.

lodgment of arsenic in thi and the

ease ,,s reported bj Latham would bear him out in thi

Wassermann test ol the patient, which

6, L919, gave u negative reaction, This
sd us io the supposition that the cause was not

litic, but a t.iM' of arsenical deposition ill the system.

Operating urethroscope: A, tube;
all working parts of instrument 1

removable cannula with
strictures.

CM i 'in. ,\|.

OPKRA 1 WRINGER TvrE

Maximilian Stern, M.D.,

ll is a mistake to make repeated and protracted efforts to

penetrate an inflammatory Stricture of minute caliber with

filiforms and sounds, in a pattern suffering with acu i

til f the urine. He is general 1) in an anxious a

perate state, in consequence of hi urs of futile efforts on bis

pan to vi lid, and i requent I the el

to pass instruments.

To have at hand an instrument with which the penetration

of a stricture becomes certain of accomplishment i-

comfort. This operating urethroscope consists of an ordi-

nary endoscope tube, ! ghtlj longei than those in ordinary

use, into which the three essenli.il working parts are inserted

in i . bundle. This

bundle comprises t b e tel-

» hich is of the direct

. pe, the light carrier,

and the cannula or instrument

hannel. The bundle tits into

the tube accurately by means

of a water-tight slee, i

i , pei mil of focusing back*

w ird 01 forward with the lel-

md also the rotati M
of the inner bundle in effoi tl

to catheterize a stricture from

various angles, without the

loss of water at the

end. This is an important

feature, water pressure with-

in the tube being -

ion i
ii" the stricture ori-

'11 e w ith water makes it easy

of identification and instru-

mentation, especially when
bands or a cribriform opening

are present. The cannula is so constructed that the catheter

i] filifoi hi is al 1 I >v at d the i entei oi thi fii Id)

so that by revolving the inner bundle while holding the tub*

firmly against the face of the stricture, one can approach it

from any angle with a catheter. This is an ad

because the lumen may be tortuous and the orifice eccentric.

act that all the moving parts are included in the inner

bundle makes the necessary manipulate ' without

[In po ii i. .n of the tube against the face of the

stricture.

I have selected a ureteral catheter rather than a filiform

so that it maj bi G ed to the glans penis and be allowed to

remain in the bladder for twenty-four oi foi eight hours.

In this way. drainage into a receptacle is accomplished and

iln patient ran obtain hours of undisturbed
!

i

1

ited i ', plii able to all

the purpi es of a direct vision cystoscope

219 West Eighty-First Street.

.m, J R.: I Du to Al
:

.1. A. M. A. 73: 14 (I

Nasal Breathing.—Every parent, as soon as he learns that

a child has nasal obstruction, should have the child examined

and treated by a physician and should take the necessary

ire the nasal breathing. Nasal breathing is

Nature's safeguard against infection and lowered vitality.—
Pub. Health, Michigan, September. 1919.

/(. obturator; C, bundle containing
,pe, cannula "

orifice for catheterizing
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BATHS FOR BURNS

Davis Forster, M.D., New Smyrna, Fla.

Resident Surgeon, Forster Sanatorium

REPORT OK CASE

A b iy, aged 16, burned in an explosion on a -

launch and having come through fire to make his escape, was
brought by automobile SO miles, wrapped in a sheet, to the

hospital, and was admitted at midnight. July 13, 1919 He
was burned on the brow, both ears, the face, nose, month,

neck, left forearm and hand, right arm, forearm and hand,

including the axilla and across the hack, down to and on the

or surfaces of the thighs, abdomen and
the anterior surfaces of the thighs to the knees. It will be

seen that the onlj uninjured parts by which the patient could

be handled were his right arm, both legs below the knee,

and his hair, of which he had a large mop. He was well

saturated with a hypnotic, and when aroused was delil

He was cleansed with surgical solution of chlorinated

soda (Dakin's solution), wrapped in packs of this constantly

renewed, and after finally being dried, was coated with

paraffin applied with a cotton mop. Tarts were covered with

large meshed paraffin gauze, which was found unsui

as the constant rollin tient caused the stiff wax-
laden gauze to become detached. Then
dressing gauze was substituted with better results. The
patient was dressed daily with the paraffin, encouraged to

drink water freely, was kept on a strictly milk diet, adminis-

tered every three hours, and had one-fourth grain

phin sulphate as bis condition required.

He voided scantily at twelve hi ur intervals, the urine being

nf a syrupy consistency. The bowels wore moved bj

He gradually became more and more septic, the stench being

overwhelming. Green flies gathered on the sen

bis window. The temperature went to ]IL', pulse II", respira-

' In the fifth day. acting on a suggestion for hot boric acid

fomentations.' we di ' re the patient in a bath-

tub full of warm 2 per cent, boric acid solution, which we
ined at a tem i between 90 and 100 F.,

warming to the patient's desire and cooling when be seemed
exhausted.

He remained in the bath one hour, and on being n

voided lo ounce: of urine. We felt that he had ab

large amount of fluid throu

flushing of the kidneys was a happy accompaniment of the

mechanical cleansing. When be was taken from the

the bleeding parts, particularly the I ul

with an ointment having a petroleum base, while the n

iraffin after drying. If the surface is not dried,

thr application is very painful.

The results "f the immersion wi

next day we kept him in tl ••,.,. hours, detaching

rhe I

changing sodium
chloriil s,, luii. .ii. The sloughing on tft - of the

neck was so extensive 1 1 : t it w; ermanenl
contracture would hold the head in the one sided

tion impi

It wa
:is ,m inch in a d

surface
i

i he immersion
Ing and

oiding the rubbing which would have .!-

mil.

end of 1 1 1 r >
, W ( ek thl

walking in tin nd in font w
"rough healed" with unhealed, which had

I the cartilaginous
I

We have sim

ACCIDENTAL PERFORATION OF THE UTERUS DURING
CURETTAGE, WITH 1 THE

SMALL l\ I
l.s] ink

REPORT OP CASE WITH OPERATION AND RECOVERY

l. Williams, M.I)., I

Assistant Visitii H in Gyne-

COlOQ , M

Accidental perforation of the uterus during curel

undoubtedly of frequent occurrence, but foi obvious

it is seldom reported. It may happen at the hands of a skil-

ful surgeon, and if proper asepsis has been maintained, and

the perforation is recognized immediately, harm seldom
results. If. however, the perforation is nol recognized as

. tile operator may continue to cure!

through the pet bringing down a loop of intestine

(usually ileum), and. as in the i isi

the bowel from its mesentery before identifying it.

REPORT OF I

Mrs. K., aged 27. had had several previous miscarriages.

The Wassermann reaction was -j I
-•

.

1 tee and a half months pregnant, she started

carry. She was curetted al her bom. h\ a local physician,

ed the uterus, drew down a loop ol small intcs

tine, severed it from its mesentery, and tore n completely

efore he recognized what be had done.

The patient was admitted ibout one hour later to the

her. She was in good condition, not bleeding, but bad several

Ol lacerated intestine protruding from the vulva. The
n was immediately opened, and the conditions found

were these: The ileum was complete!) torn across a

inches from the cecum. The proximal portion bad been

I
12 inches and

down through a ragged opening about 1 inch in

length in the fundus uteri near the right cornu. I

edge of the mesentery was ' cerated, ragged and bruised in

ICC There was a small amount of bloody fluid free

in the peritoneal ca\

]. of ileum thai bad been separated from ii

tery was resected, the pari thai
| i perfora

tion being tied off and withdrawn from :

u oi the peritoneum by dragging up through the

hal had pi iceted I m tin ulva. The
: distal i nd of the bow id and the brui

to bring together. An end-to-end anastomo
1 nnell mture i if i itgut, rcinfon i itinuous

iisteeher to the pi ritoncum, bi

.ii immed a

lone layer). A perforation in tin distal portion of th

siting suture • f 1 • peritoneum was carefully

wick w.i

\s lb. taken t,. indicate that the
uterus .•

and thi quickly put to b< d and the '

le an iiniiii

The drain

sixth 'l.i ntircl) remi ved on the

patient Ii . ightccnth day, will

anulating sun. ,it inch
in depth.

Public Health Nursing. Although a

work in
!

. isiting

nurses In this , ountl . . In 1

and 4,K').l visiting nurses. Bulletin, Sta

of Rhode Island. \uiMi.i. 1919
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1111. NEW PHARMACOPEIA
In M.i\ of 1920, work on a new revision of the

U.iited States Pharmacopeia will be commenced. Now
is the time to gathei information for use on thai occa

Physicians arc invited to call attention, through
this department, to changes that should be made in

the next Pharmacopeia. In the past, physicians have
taken altogether too little interest in pharmacopeia!
revisions. They have permitted pharmacists and labo

ratory workers to mode] the pharmacopeia, and then

the practitioners have complained when they did nol

find the offici their liking. Lei n> have a

more general participation of the medical profession

in the coming re\ is

PRACTICAL CLINICAL PROGRESS
It every busy practitioner would publish once or

twice in his life some fact— not opinion— in thera-

peutics, not generally known and that lie has estab-

lished beyond the possibility of any doubt, what a

mine of practical information would accumulate! A
tremendous amount of knowledge of the greatest pos-
sible importance to suffering humanity is lost, because
it is buried with its possessors. This is not due to lack

of altruism on the part of the medical profession

—

for who of all men is more altruistic than the doctor
—but to the fact that the rank and tile of physicians

is literarilv inarticulate. While some write too much,
many publish too little.

AND ABUSE OF CATHARTICS*
(Continued from page 12S7)

V ( \l SK OF CONSTIPATION

HABITU VL I "\si [PATION

In the cure of habitual constipation, cathartics, if

d, are of help. While some who do not

patients unwilling to submit to a regular course

of treatment covering a period of from mx i" < en

may well say that they have not used medicines

in the curative treatment of constipation for many
that the results obtained from the non-

medicinal plan—which includes diet, mechanotherapy,

hydrotherapy and rap) have been vastl]

superior to tl omplished by drug-;, yel many
are unable or unwilling to undertake such

prolonged courses of treatment. The knowledge that

di agi of cathartics, accompanied by
appropriate regulation of hygiene, will often cure

habitual constipation withoul recourse to physical

therapy, is of practical importance. For tin-
|

cascara is the remedy par excellence-. The

treatment amounts to a gradual weaning of the patient

from the cathartic habit . a- contrasted with li

den breaking in on this habit by the acathartic method.

•This is the third of a scries of article! ^nacology,
1 application of the common laxatives and

Cases thai resisf the gradual dose reduction might still

be cured b\ immi-r lo physical thciapv. which
-bould be offered as soon a- it becomes evident that

the simpler method laded, but not before To speak
oi tin- lo the patient earlier would be a tactical

as ii would undermine much of the patient's confi-

dence in the treatment, and with this ils psychothera-
peutic value ll must be admitted that there an
in which all these methods fail. Ibis intractable form
must be treated along the line previously mapped out

for constipation of the disabled individual.

CATHARTICS IN "INTESTINAL TOXEMIA"

Thai cathartics must be of value to promote the elim

ination of disease-producing poisons from the intes

line is self-evident. No one disputes this proposition.

The dispute arises over the question: When does the

intestine harbor such poisons? The intestinal tract

is endowed with wonderful safeguards against intoxi-

cation, not the least among which is the inspissation

oi the intestinal contents and the formation of scybala

from which absorption practically does not occur.

Indeed, lo whatever extent cathartics interfere with

the formation of scybala the) contribute to intestinal

toxemia, not only because absorption from liquid or

semiliquid contents is much more active than from
solid material, but also because such contents form
better culture mediums for bacteria, partly by reason

of their fluidity and partly by reason of the fact that

they are richer in nutritive material for bacteria. The
doctrine of Adolf Schmidt,"' ''No diarrhea with

increased peristalsis without secretion of a decompo-
sable fluid by the intestinal membrane," applies to diar-

rhea produced with therapeutic intent as well as to

diarrhea occurring from other causes. It is a well

known clinical fact that intoxication phenomena are

much more prominent in diarrhea than in constipation,

and that there are people who feel weak and miser-

able, as though poisoned, for a few days after purga-

tion, i if course, ibis increase in autointoxication may
be merely temporary, to be followed by improvement,
for, as llerscbcll and Abrahams- 1

say, both castor

oil and saline purgatives greatly increase autointoxi-

cation for some hours, the excretion of ethereal sul-

phates rising very considerably. It then commences
to fall until it is reduced much below normal. The
explanation is, of course, that the purgative stirs up
the intestinal contents, and the poisons are absorbed
into the circulation.

The theory that toxic intestinal contents are respon-

sible for disease has been so abused as a "cloak for

ignorance'' that the terms "biliousness" and "autoin-

toxication" are practically tabu in strict scientific dis-

cussion. "Biliousness," which once was considered

a well established disease entity, the successful treat-

ment ot which, by the Use of "chologogues," was one

of the cherished dogmas of medicine, has become so

unpopular of late thai one searches in vain for even

ord "biliousness" in the index of modern books
on gastroenterology or on the practice of medicine.

Adami-' concludes that the term "gastro-intestinal

autointoxication" is pernicious, and not to be employed
by any self-respecting member of the medical pro-

C. D.: Diseases ol the Digcs-

Lea & Fi biger, 1918, [>. 238.

Herschell, G., and Abrahams, A.: Chronic Colitis, New York,
Longmans, Green Co.. 1914.

Brit. M. t. 1:1
, 191 ;



NEW AND NONOFFICIAL REMEDIES

fession, save for so Limited a set of conditions that

for ordinary purposes it may safely be expunged from
the medical vocabulary. Still, it remains a clinical fact,

abundantly substantiated, that a very large number of

symptoms have been relieved by catharsis. With
many a physician it is a rule of practice when in doubt

to "'open the bowels." Alvarez,*5 who rejects the doc-

trine of the chemical causation of these symptoms,
admits that symptoms such as mental hazirj

"dopiness," malaise, headache, spots before the eyes,

;ite, are often instantly

relieved by a bowel movement, lie explains these

symptoms as due to the effect of afferent nerve

impulses, coming from a distended overactive or

wrongly acting bowel, on a particularly sensitive ner-

vous system. According to him. also, ripples of

peristalsis carry more than the usual amount
of bile back into the stomach and up into the mouth,
depositing gastric and perhaps intestinal contents on

the back of the tongue, and giving rise in this way to

the coat on that organ—sometimes even bile-stained—
the bad taste and the bad breath. He believes that the

relief obtained by taking calomel is not due to any

on the liver, but to a restoration of the normal

downward currents in the intestine. lie that as it

may, we must conclude that cathartics do frequently

relieve symptoms due to abnormal conditions within

the bowel, and that they musl therefore be looked mi

as an important diagnostic aid in our hands. Of
course, the proper curative treatment of the symptoms
due to chronic intestinal stasis is that of the accom-

panying constipation, and this requires differentiation

of type ami etiotropic treatment, rather than chronic

catharsis.

CATHARTICS IX DIARRHEA

In the treatment of diarrhea, cathartics play, at

most, a minor role. Of course, they might "assist

nature" in certain tally of stercoral diar-

rhea, that is, diarrhea due to retained fecal ma-
in the fermentative form. < >n the other hand, in gastro-

genic and in nervous diarrhea they arc- useless and
may be harmful. Before using in diarrhea

we should, therefore, ask ourselves, first, whether the

cause is located in the intestine; and. - ndly, whether
nature requires our I! ommon sense

statement regarding purgation in infantile diarrhea

on the treatment of diarrhea

in the adult

:

It i^ a «i\e a purge as a routine in every
diarrheal disease If there i^ any harmful material in the

which i- not i omii a out

.ht t.i lie given; otherwise not. Ii is not

which is alread) having .1 good mat

lv can In

• el adds insult t<> injury. On the other hand, a baby

yet hcen emptied by dian !

an'! it i^ often strikii the temperature will drop
and how much mon the baby will In-

good cleaning-out.

CON'

1- With thi dull, a daily bowel movement
for a st.m- ,,f health.

2. Cathartics are habit-producing drugs* admissible

only in case of temporary disturbance due to harmful
material in the intestine, and in those suffering

an intestine disabled by local or general disease or
debility, who in default of curative measures may have
to be provided with a habitual evacuant. Especially

obnoxious is the habitual use of purgatives in child-

hood.

3. Mild laxatives and enemas should replace the

more drastic drugs. The mildest i^ the best, and the

patient should be carefully fitted with the cathartic he

needs.

4. Acute abdominal pain, unless accompanied by
diarrhea, contraindicates catharsis. < In the other

hand, some patients with a chronic tendency to abdom-
inal pain may keep themselves comfortable by .suitable

catharsis.

5. Cathartics ate useful as a means of diagnosis for

the determination of the degree to which symptoms
are due to disturbance within the intestine.

6. Routine purgation, be it preoperative, postopera-
tive or postpartum, be it employed in the treatment of

diarrhea, apoplexy, dropsy or uremia, is undesirable.

(To be continued)

New and Nonofficiai Remedies

The following additional articles have been «
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SOME EFFECTS OF FOOD RESTRICTIONS
IN EUROPE

In an elaborate review of the effect of war-time food

conditions in Germany on the nutrition and health of

pie, Professor Determann1 concludes thai the

most significant consequences of the war diel arc

ble to its small fuel value. Emaciation, weak-

ness and decreased resistance to present or acquired

have increased mortality and morbidity in an

amazing degree, especially among older persons and in

ities. In confirmation of the untoward effect oi

the lowered calory intake we now have the added testi-

mony of 1'rofessor Loewy2 of Berlin, who admits that

the outcome of the enforced dietary conditions has

demonstrated that the views accepted with respect to

the metabolism of energy in peace time apply with

equal truth during war.

What were the outstanding features of the rations

supplied to the people of the I npires toward

the end of the war period: They were low in protein.

During prewar days the nitrogenous foods formed a

liberal component in the German dietary, approaching

the standards of 100 gm. and more a day that have

been observed to cxi-t in most civilized countries. At

the end of thi of war, Loewy found that the

poorer classes in Berlin were reduced to a protein con-

sumption of less than half this figure, though in the

rural districts better conditions prevailed di pite the

monotony of the country diet, in which bread and

potatoes predominated. The diet was also poor in

fats, which were largely replaced by carbohydrates.

Whereas in peace time the- latter constituted scarcely

more than 60 per cent, of the calorics of the ration, by

April, 1916, they had increased to 68 per cent., on the

average, and amounted to 70 p< r i ent. or more in April,

1917. A diet of this composition i

vegetable in origin, rich in cellulose, devoid of timu

lating properties and, as further details show, in the

ice, limited in variety.

rmann, II.: Die Bcdcutung <ler Kricgsernatirung I

Ztscbr. 23: 117

drittcn Kriegsjabre, Ztschr. f. phyr rherai 23: l

A., ami Bra'

brung, ibid. '-::
I >19.

War edema, presumably associated with insufficient

food and particularly with deficiency in the protein

has been widelj observed, Hernias and dis-

lents of internal organs have been a frequent

consequence of emaciation, Lactation has been unsat-

among child-bearing women. Gastro-enteric

disorders, rickets, deficiencj diseases and d

growth have affected the welfare of children. Tuber-

culosis has increased it- ravages. Eclampsia is reported

bj Determann to have become less frequent in occur-

diabetes and cancer also have not im

under the war-time restrictions. All in all, however,

it is .1 sinister picture that each new report presents, for

the truth is no longer camouflaged to mislead an enemy,

THE INFECTED WOUND
The result of the intensive study of war wounds

has been a better insight into the biology of infected

wounds, which, in turn, has led to improvements in

methods of treatment. Although most of the really

important factors were known before the war, the

great emergency brought them into practical genera]

knowledge in a way that would otherwise have been

impossible. For the first twelve to twenty-four hours

following injury, the so-called proinflammatory stage,

infecting organisms are confined to the surface of the

wound. If, during this period, the wound surf.
i

he excised (debridement), healing by primary inten-

tion is the rule and chemical treatment is use!

this stage. The importance of this phase of treatment

has recently been emphasized by Duval, 1 who has

shown that wounds of joints, once considered the most

vulnerable of all tissues to infecting organisms, may

be safely closed without drainage after debridement.

When wounds are seen after the preinllammatory

stage has passed and the bacteria have penetrated

deeply into the tissues, there is no known short cut by

which they ma) be eliminated. This factor, recently

discussed by I lemming,- furnishes a fertile field for

investigation. It appears to have been demonstrated

that the two important natural agencies combating

infi i linn are the blood and tissue fluids and the leuko-

cytes. The blood and tissue fluids exert their influence

because of their alkalinity and their antitryptic power.

The importance of the alkaline reaction of the fluids

is well illustrated by the fact that Welch's bacillus

grows a thousand times belter in "acidosed" scrum

from a gas gangrene patient, that is, a serum which

has lost nearly all it 1- alkalinity, than it does in normal

serum. The influence of the antitryptic powei

serum also may be readily demonstrated. In serum of

normal or raised antitryptic power, streptococci alone

grow freely when planted in small numbers; stapbylo-

]. Duval: Treatment •! War Wounds of Joints, Surg., Cvnec. &
:<>

I | I
1919.

i i of Chcmi I and Ph

lirit. J. Surg. 7:99 (July) 1919, Hurt

Feb 1
'. 1919
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cocci and some diphtheroids multiply to a lesser extent.

Serum of reduced antitryptic power, however, fur-

nishes a suitable culture medium for an abundant bac-

terial flora.

The ability of leukocytes to destroy bacteria has

been repeatedly demonstrated, and they are probably

the chief agents in the removal of bacteria from

infected wounds. They appear to exert a twofold

influence: They are strongly antibacterial; yet, when

they emerge on the surface of a v. readily

disintegrate, setting free a prol nzyme which,

in turn, neutralizes the antitryptic properties of the

wound liquids, thus making them better culture medi-

ums for bacteria. At first sight, this appears to be

distinctly detrimental. As a matter of fact, the liber-

ation of proteolytic enzymes in this manner is of

salutary benefit; it is nature's meth forming

iment. It is largely through the activity of the

leukocytic protease, derived probablj from the neutro-

phil granules of the polymorphonuclears,3 that nei rotic

: d blood clots are cast from the wound. With

iration oi the sloughs, the wound is bathed in

exudate of a degree of alkalinity and an antitryptic

titer approaching that of normal serum. Th<

saprophytes, therefore, rapidly disappear. The leuko-

cytes, no longer caused to disintegrate en mass,

to reduce materially the antitryptic property of the

wound liquid.-, and exerl their maximal antibacterial

power, the wound becomes relatively aseptic, and heal

ing progresses at the maximal rate. The influence of

:> un the rate of healing ha- been graphically

demonstrated bj Carrel and Hartmann* and by

l)u Noiiy.5 These authors found that the curve repre-

senting the diminution in the size of an aseptic wound

while it cicatri metric; the inter-

vention nf an infection in such a wound

rate of healing and may stop healing

entirely.

The third factor is the character of the wall- of ihe

wound. When they are overhanging and noncollapsi-

i- the case frequently in compound fractures,

and especially when the tract of exit is narrow and

the wound cavity relatively In--., infection r

and can be permanently eradicated only by operative

obliteration of the cavity." Of course, sequestrums

require removal; but if sequestrotomy is not accom-

panied by wide ren unyielding wall of the

cavity, so a- to permit it- being filled bj

of sun ies, healing will be difficult

1 he role ol mi. '.1 of wound

matic. Klcmming believe- thai all

solutions that are at all effective have no appreciable

idal titer in the wound, but that the)

mild tissue irritant- leading to increased leul

•
i

emigration and to more abundant flooding of the

wound with normal tissue fluids, in this way hastening

ration of sloughs and the elimination of bac-

teria. He regards the antiseptic method of Carrel, for

instance, as fundamentally dependent on the same prin-

as that of the so-called physiologic method of

Sir Almroth Wright. It is perhaps too early to con-

sider the question settled, bul the data and the argu-

ments based thereon in support of this idea are

exceedingly attractive.

INFECTIOUS ABORTION IN CATTLE

Since Bang's discovery of a characteristic micro-

organism associated with so called "contagious abor

tion" in cattle, it ha o attribute the

to Bacillus abortus described by him- The
assumption that this is the sole or even the predom-

inant etiologic agent concerned with a malady that

ormous economic losses has diverted atten-

i\ from the microbial cause and toward pre-

tention or cure. Aside from the indirect inter*

bovine di represents in relation to human wad-

fare, and particularly when the milk supply is involved,

the bacillus of contagious abortion in cattle has lately

been di cu ed a; a possible agent of more direct

menace in childhood

"Ihe newer studies at the Department of Animal

Pathol. Rockefeller Institute for Medical

on, \. J., under the leadership of

Id Smith. 1 bring unexpected evidence that con-

abortion maj involve something more than

bacillus, They include tf nf a

spirillum of definite morphologic and cultural charac-

teristics designated by Smith a us and found

associated in a considerabli -.vies of eases with what is

commonly known as infectious abortion in cattle. He
propi i ly maintains thai lie i olation in pure culture of

a definite morphologii entity, a vibrio, with practically

tie- same biol ters, from a

omplex establishes a presumption in

lid also

in tax. .

.fated to tie . .:i. It might

imed thai I found in the fi tal mem-
is merely an invader from if. more external

genitalia the blood after the fetus h

damaged by othet However, the fait thai

of ihe fetal membranes ha- been produced

experimental! of the

vibrio strengthens tie- pi that it may be a

! loll.

Ihe new m instigations indii an- tl

abortion in • attle oi i tu w nf.

s
."
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g's bacillus. In general, Bacillus abortus

iated with first pregnancies, ami it- presence

rapidly diminishes in frequency in later on

ently an immunity to this bacillus ma) become devel

cattle, whereupon Vibrio fetus, and. perhaps i<>

a far less degree, miscellaneous septic and pyogenic

isms, may become tlu- inciters of abortion

in later pregnancies. If these conclusions become

substantiated by further studies, it will become clear

that abortions in cattle are attributable to a variety ol

infectious and noninfectious agencies. Even now il

seems established, however, that the udders of a rela-

tivel) high percentage of cows become infected with

Bacillus abortus, probably during their first abortion

In this way the relation of this micro-

organism to the milk and consequently to human health

is worthy of consideration.

HOSPITALS FOR CONTAGIOUS DISEASES

The general attitude toward hospitals for contagious

be undergoing a gradual evolution.

We are getting awa\ from the idea that such hospitals

are "pest houses" and "necessary evils," whose chief

function is to serve as a place of confinement for per-

sons who might endanger the public. We are coining

to look on them more as places where sick persons may

secure needed care, which would not he possible in

their homes, a- i- the case with noncontagious medical

and surgical cases in a general hospital. Usually con-

ditions that make impossible proper isolation at home

also preclude suitable medical and nursing care there.

Hospitals for contagion- diseases are specially designed

for those witli very limited means and for those living

arding and rooming houses. The value of

a means of eradicating contagious diseases

through isolation has made a strong appeal to sani-

tarians everywhere. However, experience in England

and in this country has led such authorities as News-

holme, Chapin and others to conclude that the hospi

talization of persons with contagion- diseases has failed

to reduce their incidence materially. I !hapin ] says:

Hospitals are useful for protecting the family, tor checking

outbreaks in institutions, from lodging

01 furnishing better medical sei

for relieving the overworked housewife in the familii

unnecessary -

modations for all cases of scar',' d diphtheria, or

r cent, .t even 80 per cent. That half or two thirds

of the cases of these diseases can. for all practical purposes,

be equally well card for at home, is not unlikely.

In a hospital for contagion- disease-, an or:

instan- 1 infection will occur even though

every human effort i- made to avoid it. This will he

always one reason for home isolation and treatment,

whenever they can he carried out satisfactorily.

In view of these facts, the statement of Stokes 2
in

his interesting discussion of the organization and

,'iin: Sources ;
12 .1 1919.

of > i mtagious di-ease services, that a hospital

for contagious diseases i-. like the police, a necessary

e\il whose principal justification is thi m • nee and

safety of the well public, is only partly true. The
ancient idea thai a hospital for contagious diseases is

house" and oi danger to those living

near il has larger) influenced the location of such

institution- in a community. Abundant experience has

thai the same considerations should determine

a convenienl and central location for a hospital for

contagious diseases as for any hospital for acute ill-

ness. \n intimate connection with a general hospital

i- economical from an administrative and operative

standpoint, and excepl when the contagious

hospital is very large, it may properly he located in one

building of , t general hospital group. Such a location

enables the patients in emergencies and complications

to benefit by the services of specialists, and has a ten-

dency to raise the level of the character of the medical

work in the hospital. In contrast to this, a hospital

for contagious diseases that is situated in an isolated

place, near the edge of a large city, operates under

very serious disadvantages, both from an economic

and a scientific standpoint. Hospitals for contagious

diseases were formerly constructed on the same princi-

ples as general hospitals, and were often brought into

disrepute by the frequency with which a patient enter-

ing with one disease contracted others in the institution.

Richardson 1 recently presented ' an able discussion

of the construction of modern isolation hospitals. In

efforts to combat mixed infections, the harrier and

cubicle systems were introduced and are useful in old

building- with large room-, hut should not find a place-

in a building newly constructed at this time. The ideal

hospital for contagious diseases consists of small rooms

that accommodate single patients. This is insisted on

by those who, like Richardson 5 and Wilson, 4 have had

practical experience in hospitals for these diseases.

The initial cost of providing toilet and hath tub for

each room is more than offsel by the advantage from

the use of baths in treating patients and by the saving

in work required of nurses and attendants. Each room

should be supplied with a lavatory with mixed hot and

cold water controlled by the foot. The liberal provi-

ion of windows and the introduction of glass into

partition- prevents a building constructed in tin man
in being unduly dark. With -ingle rooms, cross

ons can be practically eliminated, and diseases

of various sorts can be cared for at the same time in

varying proportion. All the space become- available

at all tune-. A- with general hospitals, so those for

contagion- diseases should i rve as training place- for

phj icians and nurse-. The medical graduate and the

nui e are nol fully prepared for the practice of their

profession- it the) have had no practical experience

in the treatment of contagious diseases. The eon-

3. Richardson, D. 1 13: 108, 1919.

4. Wilso I H B ' '•<>. 95.
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tagious diseases furnish the medical student with as

great a variety of medical experiences as do those of a

general hospital. Without a careful training in con-

tagious diseases, a nurse is not qualified for

tional or public health work and her field of a< I

is necessarily limited. Pupil nurses should receive this

part of their training toward the end of their course,

after they are familiar with aseptic technic. Xo pupil

who is careless in her work should be allowed to con-

tinue. Before a person enters on this work, di

tonsils should be removed; serious organic disease of

any kind would naturally exi ludi any person from the

work. Ry immunizing those who are susceptible to

diphtheria, as determined by the Schick test, and by the

use of gauze masks, rubber gloves and aseptic methods,

the danger of • ontracting the diseases with which the

nurse.- arc associated is largely eliminated. To repeat

:

It is important that the profession and the laity should

appreciate that the hospital for contagious disi

not a nuisance hut an institution of real service ; that

it furnishes innumerable problems foi solution by the

research worker, and that its clinical material should

be utilized lor the instruction of medical students and

nurses so that patients suffering with contagiou

mong the people may receive prompt and effi-

cient medical and nursing care, at the same time that

effective measures may be instituted for protecting the

well from infection.

Current Comment

THE STYLES IN SUICIDE AND HOMICIDE

Primitive man, when stirred by some primeval

instinct himself or some neighbor perma-

nently from the community, adopted the means ai hand.

His body, or that of his neighbor, ihortlj aftei

entered on the resolution, would 1" found at the foot

of some cliff, from whii h it bad fallen :
or perhaps be

would disappear into the depth or, as with

the Hawaiians, into the fuming cratei of a volcano.

With the coming began to be

refined. It is n poi ted that thi ancient I

illed in securing the deadly prussii at id from

ich; Nicand

of snake venom, opium, henbane and other popular

methods of seeking tin Great Beyond. Socrates drank

die hemlock, and < le rti ed to the sting of

modern timi at ni< bi ame popu-

lar, reaching the height ol

century. At this period th< I of.ana at

prepared \ i

and In- ted weird and unusual combinations
lor thi

dveni of firearms,

adily maintained a reasonable popularity

dial and homicid in view of ih<ir

e of procurement and in< reasing
• ration. I he adoption of hangin

awkward procedure requiring four ingredients, a vic-

tim, a noose, something to hang it from and something

p from—is rather common. And we mil

asphyxia, winch the statistics list s rl

from hanging. Mere we have an increasing vogue,

although the advent of electric light in place of gas

makes the method not so generally available Modern
man, in place of leaping from a cliff, sometime

upper floors of city skyscrapers and

projects himself into eternity. 1 lowcvcr, poison-
!

I
ancient days

the fame of poisoner and poisons was spread by word
of mouth. The newspapers establish the style in modern

times. Every one remembers when phenol—popularly

called carbolic acid deadly elixir of choia .

Domestically used to aid the unesthetic bedbug to

shuffle off tin's mortal coil im times found its way

to the family medicine chest and was available for

human extermination. The demise and the method

luly recorded in the daily press, thus increasing

the popularity. Latterly, since the advent of mercuric

chlorid for certain domestic uses, this i

<

veniently at hand. Not only is it convenient but there

exists for it an alluring propaganda. Thus, when a

Georgia banker took mercuric chlorid by mistake and

lay dying, the anxious reporters hung around the lethal

mbet ready to report each new development in the

Through the tremendous i riety given to

this ease, mercuric chlorid was introduced as an avail

able poison. It became one of the six best eller

iceutical houses wrote "danger" on the bottle,

put the tablets on strings, put warning attachments on

! and tried other safeguard-. And when the

I the Georgia banker failed from memory it

seemed that tl I
bad bad the

mother intimate tragedy

for yellow-journalistic fancy. Ream refilled

with tin if thi hysterical journali

•
• obsysterical writing, one might call it. \nd <lo

d placed around the drug have an

Not a bit. The styles in suicides and homicid

even styles in dress, are influenced by nev

publicity.

THE CAUSE OF INFLUENZA AND ITS

BEARING ON TREATMENT
The striking thing about tl

influenza which w i I ick of

Hie o.i mity in the n

through from indicated tha

was unable to find constantly the bacillus which he

first discovered in 1894 and which had been generally

ed a the i ause of the disease. U hile some
the e\ idem e

that the bai illus of I 'feiffer w a- the etit

unable to liml it constantly in an

i patient-. Most physii ian "I

tin- cha I by the dis

ease and reflected that the bat illus ol d been

found ev< ry . in uncharai I

upper air passage in feci >

i< in ship to u \n epidt mil influi
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sive inoculations with preventive vaccines prepared

from the Pfeiffer bacillus led to somewhat discordant

results, but, on the \\ hole, the results supported the v iew

that the vaccination with this organism did not produce

immunity to influenza. During 1918, Nicolle and

Lebailly stated that they had discovered a filtrable virus

in influenza cases, and later on, certain British ob en
firmed this finding. The work of Bradford,

Bashford and Wilson 1
is the most extensive and the

mvincing that lias appeared on this subject.

These observers- were able to obtain a filter
|

virus from patients with influenza; they were able to

cultivate it outside the body, and succeeded in repro-

ducing the disease in the lower animals and in continu-

ing the transmission beyond the first generation. They
thus complied with all the postulates of Koch. Atten-

tion is now again called to their work, because oppor-

tunities will be afforded this fall and winter for a

careful test. The discovery and the propagation of the

micro-organism causing a disease is not always the most

difficult step in reaching satisfactory treatment, but it

is essential, and is likely to be the turning point in the

conquest of the disease.

THE NATIONAL HOME FOR LEPERS

In January, 1917, Congress passed a law providing

for a national leprosarium, and made an initial appro-

priation of $250,000. Idle law provided that the lepro-

sarium should be under die control and supervision of

the United States Public Health Service. A commis-

sion was immediately appointed by the Service to select

a site for the institution. After spending many
months in in- oiggested sites in various parts

of the country, it selected an island lying off the coast

of Florida, in the Gulf of Mexico. From all accounts

the location is ideal in every respect. Now Florida

i~ tremendously excited over the fact that that state

en selected, although the actual site is on an

island and therefore isolated from the mainland.

According to the newspapers, the governor of the state

is taking the lead in the opposition and, apparently, is

fathering an active crusade against the project; he has

even threatened to remove from office certain local

who favor it. Headed by the governor, a

delegation lias been to Washington to protest against

lection. Of course, all this foolish opposition is

on the idea that the leprosarium will injure the

state as a health and pleasure resort, disregarding, evi-

dently, the fact that a leprosarium which has existed

for some time in California has not eliminated that

state as a pleasant and attractive place to live in. The

old biblical horror of leprosy dies hard. While it is

true that leprosy is mildly contagious, the disease is

ontrolled by segregation. It i~ safe to assume

that the commission did not select the location without

due consideration, and it i- hoped thai the government

will not be stampeded from ii- choice by a popular

prejudi in ignorance of the facts concerning

the disease.

1. Bradford, Bashford and Wilson: Quart. J. Med. 12: 259 (April)

Medical News

(PIIYSICIAI I PE» A FA' IDING

' [ON, II I'l [< KBAI 111. ETC.)

CALIFORNIA
Poison Act Violation Charged. Four additional charges

ef violation oi the State Poison \u were said i" havi been
placed against Dr. Paul R. Lan . Oakland, Octobei 1. bj

es "i the Pharmacy Board, The complainants
alleged that Dr. Lanz forged their nanus to prescription!
usul by him i<> obtain narcotics from the local drug stores.
Dr. Lanz was released undei bonds "I $6,000,

Persona'. Jean I. \ v*an I aathoven, Major, M. (
'..

1

'. S.

Army, who commanded Base Hospital No. 35, Los Angeles,
has been cited by General Pershing for "exceptional meri-
torious and conspicuous service, overseas."— I )r. Etta G,
Gray, Los Ingeles, president oi the Medical Women's

.1 Association, has been sent to Serbia and the Near
East to investigati cond is and arrange for the establish

menl of hospitals where needed - Dr. Paul E. Bowers,
Whittier, has been appointed superintendent of tlie Northern
Indiana Hospital for the Insane, Logansport.

CONNECTICUT
Intensive Mental Hygiene Campaign.—The Connecticut

Mental Hygiene Society, the firsl organization of its kind in

the world, is conducting an intensive campaign for the

amelioration of mental health. The staff has been completely
reorganized and Dr. William 11. Terhune, New Haven, has
been placed in charge as medical director. He is assisted
li. several social workers with psychiatric training, and
clinics arc being conducted in New Haven, Waterbury and
Hartford. The work is rapidly being extended and other
clinics will be opened in the near future.

Society Meetings.—The twelfth semiannual meeting of the

Connecticut State Medical Society was held in connection
with the semiannual meeting of the Tolland County Medical
Society at the State Training School and Hospital. Mans-
field Depot. The chief addresses were on "The Care of the

Feebleminded," by Dr. Charles TenEyck LaMoure, super-
intendent of the Training School, and "Some Remarks on
the Diagnosis of Mental Defects" by Dr. Arnold Lucius
Gesell of Yale University. The welcome-home reception to

the medical men of Middlesex County who served their

country during the great war was held by the Middlesex
and Central County Medical Association, in Middletown,
October 9. Seventeen members of these associations were in

the military service.

ILLINOIS

Hospital Name Changed.—The German-American Hospital,

Chicago, changed its name, October 20, to the Diversey Park-
way Hospital.

Personal.—Dr. Thomas J. O'Malley, Chicago, after an

extended service as major, M. C, U. S. Army, at ("amp
Mc nil, N. J., has been discharged from the military service.

Institute of Medicine Meeting.—At the meeting of the

Institute of Medicine of Chicago, October 30, the program
was devoted to the presentation of the results of new n

by some of the younger research workers of Chicago.

Illegal Practitioner Fined.—Miss Agnes Sewczyk of -1542

South Laflin Street, Chicago, was arrested by the Illinois

I o
i

i.i 1 1 ii it i ii of Registration and Education for practicing

midwifery without a license and was fined $25 and I

Harrison Act Violators.—Victor Modine was held for

11. by Judge Carpenter. Chicago, under bond of

- 000 on charges of violating the Harrison Narcol

Modine was arrested in 1917, and while released undei bona

10 H' -I to Canada. He was recently expellei

and arrested when :

i the United States.

Louis Deryer. alias James B. King, was arrested, I

25, on the charge of selling opium, and was released under a

cash bond i
I 10,000

Venereal Disease Peril.— Drs. Harold N. Mover. Hugh T,

Patrick. Harr\ A. Kraus, Gustav Kolischer, Janus Whitney

Hall, John Leeming, William O. Krohn and G. Frank Lydston

I before ludgi Joseph P. David in the superior court

to testify in a habeas corpus suit brought to obtain the
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release of two girls arrested by members of the morals squad
and held in the Lawndale Hospital. All of these physicians

agreed that venereal diseases should be subject to the same
regulations as other contagious diseases.

KANSAS
Health Car. — The health car Warren, belonging to the

Kansas State Board of Health, has been taken from Topeka
to Manhattan, and thence will go to Clay Center. Clyde.

Cuba and other towns. Dr. Caroline A. Carr is in charge.

Medical Society Organized.—At a meeting held in Garden
City, September 19. the Finney County Medical Society was
organized and a charter was applied for. The following offi-

cers were elected: president. Dr. William J. Stilson ; vice

president. Dr. Charles Rewerts ; secretary. Dr. Ronald M.
Troup, anA treasurer. Dr. Theodore F. Blanke. all of Gar-
den City.

Drive to Secure Medical School.—Business men of Rose-
dale, headed by Dr. Clifford C. Nesselrodc, Leneza, have
inaugurated a campaign to raise $32,000 to buy suitable land

for administration building, laboratories and lecture halls

for the medical department of the University of Kansas, in

order to guarantee the retention and continue the use of the

gift of Dr. Bell.

MARYLAND
Personal.— Dr. J. Fred Hempel, Baltimore, in charge of

the Pasteur department of the state board of health, has been
appointed assistant commissioner of health, to succeed Dr.

William T. Howard, who will go to the Johns Hopkins School
<•'! Hygiene as an instructor. Dr. Hempel assumes his new
duties. November 1. Dr. William G. MacCallum. Balti-

more, professor of pathology in Johns H'>pkiiis Hospital, lias

returned after several months spent in Peru, Panama and the

West Indies in the study of malaria and other tropical

diseases.

Campaign for Healthier Schoolchildren.—Under the direc-

tion of Dr. E. Y. McCollum of the Johns Hopkins School of

and Public Health, a campaign for healthiei

children has begun in Baltimore. Three women skilled in

child betterment work in the public schools of other cities

began the work of weighing and measuring 10,000 children

in seven Baltimore public schools. The effect on them of a

special program of eating, sleeping and care of the body will

be noted and they and their personal records of gain in

weight and general health will be pointed to as evidences of

what science can do for a whole community. It will also

demonstrate the value of the School of Hygiene and Public

Health, of which Dr. William H. Welch. Baltimore, is presi-

dent. The results will then be published tor the benefit of the

30,000 schoolchildren of the city. The actual
business of improving tin- condition of the children will not

begin for a month as it will take at least that long to weigh
and measure the entire 10.000 and record the figures on indi-

vidual charts, it is planned to continue this work for one
year, and Dr. McCollum hopes to demonstrate the supi

of the instruction of all schoolchildren in food values just as

taught to read and write will lie of advantage to the
city.

MASSACHUSETTS
Ether Day.—The seventy-third annual exercises of F.tlier

Day were held at the Massachusetts General Hospital
ber 16, the address being delivered In Dr. Richard C. Cabot,

Personal.— Dr. Robert Bayley Osgood, Boston, has been
ed instructor in surgery for thi Edward

Allen I. mparative
anatomy for five years, and Dr. William 1

Baltimore, assistant professor of preventive nv
year, in Harvard University.

New Officers. II held its first

Dr. Irvin II.

Furr. Holyoke, president; Dr. I'

• and Dr. Frederick A. Mead. Willii
ur< r.—-At the annual meeting of tin North-

nshirc Medii
\dam-. was elected president, and Dr. George H.

Thompson, North Adams, secretary.

MISSOURI
Typhoid Epidemic. -It is asserted that an epnl.

in that

ited by neighborinf

New Association Organ.—The Missouri Tuberculosis Asso-
ciatii n announces the appointment of Mrs. Emily Xewell
Blair as director of the newspaper publicity service of the
association and editor of a monthly magazine to be called

"Fairplay" which the association purposes establishing early
next year.

Medical Library Donated.—Dr. Herbert S. Hill. Spring-
field, has presented his medical library to the Greene County
Medical Society. This is the second donation of medical
works received by the Greene County Medical Society, the
late Dr. H. L. Porter of Seneca, having directed that his

medical library be given to that society.

Personal.—Dr. Cardinal B. Woolsey, Braymer, is complet-
ing a new building for the Woolsey Hospital. Dr. Ralph
H. Major of Kansas City, professor of pathology and bac-
teriology in the University of Kansas School of Medicine.
has accepted a position on the staff of the Henry Ford Hos-
pital at Detroit. Dr. M. C McMurry. Paris, was operated
on for appendicitis in the Woodland Hospital, Mobcrly,
recently. He is now convalescent.

Venereal Disease Division Established.—A division of

venereal diseases has been established by the state board of
health and placed under the direction of Dr. Richard L.

Russell. Humansville, who has had much experience in this

lie will shortly begin a campaign against venereal
diseases and will visit many communities throughout the
state to organize clinics and direct effectual measures to
combat the venereal disease menace.

Medical Legion Post Organized.—Walter Reed Post No.
the American Legion, composed largely of members

of the medical and denial professions, was organized at St.

Louis, October 3. I

; ire: Drs. Fred W. Bailey,

St. Louis, post commander; William T. Coughlin, St. Louis,

vice post commander: John F. Hardesty, adjutant, and Clyde
P. Dyer, finance officer. Drs. Major G. Seelig, St. Louis,
and j. P. Harper were elected delegates to the state con-
vention.

Major Gilles in St. Louis.— Major H. IV Gilles of the
British Medical Corps was the guest of the Association of
Surgeons of St. Louis and the St. Louis Dental Society.

1". ami spoke of the work done in plastic surgery in

treating wounds of the face during the great war. The lec-

ture was illustrated with lantern slides showing the opera-
treating the injuries. Major Gilles was

in charge of one of the largest reconstruction hospitals in

the British army during the war

Postgraduate Meeting.—The postgraduate meetings inaugu-
rated by the council of the Missouri State Mo
tion this season have proved verj meeting
at Springfield was held in conjunction with the Southwestern

heal Association, and that at I ape Girardeau
with the Southeastern Missouri Medical Association

o held at Excelsior Springs and at Moberly.
The attendance has been vei ng and the programs

enthusiasm for this method of exchange
of thought. Each meeting represented a councilor district

comprising from three to ten counties, invit

in other districts, and was
li. Id under the immediate direUi I tl I for the
district.

Mental Hygiene Survey.—The survey of the state I

tain the siatns ..f the insai leminded has begun.
At the request of Governor Gardner, sp nsored bj I

soiiri St ' ation, the Missouri Mate Mental
ciation and other bodies, the National Com-

] of Dl
Samuel W. Hamilton of New ^oik to make the survey, and
he has arrived to begin the work. His headquarters will be-

ll will inv est i-

and make the information
so that the polii

ne and feebleminded may be
based on ascertained fact. It is estimated that about
will be consumed in making the survey.

NEBRASKA
Northwestern Physicians Meet. — The Northwestern

i Medii.il - Valentine,

for the tirst time in two years, ai ting the

(ollouil .

i.li nt. Di Alfred ' i. K.e. k. Valentin*

.

r. In \\ illiam B, Ely, Vinsworth I

rfolk.
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Personal. Dr. Ira II Dillon, Vuburn, has been appointed
ii eau of health b) the secretai j ol the

public welfare of Nebraska succeeding Dr. William
!•". Wild, Lincoln, resigned. Dr. [ames l' Case, superin-

tendent of the Lincoln State Hospital for the Insane, has
, eeded bj Dr, Da\ id » . ( ii iffilhs,

enl superintendent of the 1 u^t it nil- for Feeble-Minded
\ . mths. at Beatrice. Dr II B Stewart, Hastings, has been

! to succeed Dr, Griffiths.

NEW YORK
Personal.—Or Henrj 1.. K. Slum. Albany, formerly direc-

l ir of the di> i
en appointi d a

consultant of the N« leparl ^•-.w ol Hi

thias Nicoll, Jr., New York City, has been a]

a member of the ad ernational

Municipal Equipment, recently established at

Grand Central Palace, New York City.

Health Scoring Among Cities Resumed.—Last year the

lu-alth department prepared a score card for thi

the state. I Ii Durj ee,

Schenecl initarj supen to inter-

view health officers and mayors "i cities for the purpose of

this work. The results are most gratifying. Great
has been aroused and many improvements h

instituted The score card has been improved and it is pro-

make a second round of interviews with ma;
health officers.

Mobile Child Welfare Station.— In order to stimulate

interest in child welfare and other health work the West-
County Chapter of the American Red Cro has

equipped a model welfare station in the interior of an auto

truck and has sent this exhibit to a large number of towns
in Westchester County. When it arrives in a community it

is placed under the direction of the local public health nurse,

the state and county health nurses attached to the exhibit

acting as her assistants. In this way great interest is stimu-

lated in the various localities. Meetings are held in the

evenings at which health films are shown and at which the

health officer in the community is the speaker. Little Mothers'
- have been organized in i,early every town visted.

Sanitary Supervisors' Conferences Resumed.—The con-

ferences of sanitary supervisors and health officers in the

various district Lte, which it was impossible to con-

tinue during the past two years on account of the war activi-

ive been resumed this fall. During September and

October the fifteen sanitary supervisors held in their dis-

tricts one or more conferences with their health officers. One
of the aims of the conferences has been to urge the 750

municipalities which have adopted the uniform sanitary code

to adopt certain amendments which will bring the code up to

date. Another measure presented at these conferences was
the uses that could be made of the public health nurse in

rural districts.

Pneumonia a Reportable Disease.—Dr. Hermann M. Biggs,

commissioner of health, has sent an open letter to tto

clans of this state reminding them that the Sanitary Code
requires that all cases of pneumonia shall be reported to the

l< cal health authorities as soon as diagnosis can be made.

In the reports, lobar and bronchial pneumonia should be

differentiated. The letter calls attention to the fact that

recent reports of deaths indicate that many deaths are

recorded where no cases have been reported. The state

department of health, while it does not expect a recurrence

of respiratory diseases such as was experienced hi

many cases of pneumonia will occur and asks the
• physicians in reporting cases so that the

department and local health authorities will be in a position

to take prompt acti

New York City

Personal.— Or. Simon Flexncr was the principal speaker

at the first tall meet New York Association of

J4.— Dr. Jose Castil! i, Jr.,

v.- York for tl

ital organizati H rry II. Warfield, Capt.,

Sanitar rmy, and until recently all

ital at Camp Meade, Md., has been appointed

superintendent of the Peck Memorial Hospital, Brooklyn.

Red Cross to Keep Base Hospitals.—The Men
Committee of the Red Cross Roll Call announces in connec-

ith the third Red Cross Roll Call whii

hat it will keep the eight base hospitals which

it organized in this city during the war. It is pointed out

nly be prepared to meet the ",i eat die

such as floods, earthquakes, epidemii , etc., bj a mil

i/eil and equippi d set iv York
( u\ base hospitals were organized at the following institu

tions, most ol which have given assurance thai they will be
kept intact for emergency: Bellevue, Presbyterian, Mount
Sinai, New York Post Graduate, Roosi
the Metropolitan.

Hospitals Seek Million Dollar Fund.—The United Hospital
Fund announces that during the week ol November 17 an
intensive i paign will be conducted from the new head
quarters ol the fund, at 261 Madison Wenue, to raise

$1,000,000 to help meet the deficit of till fort} ix hospital*
• cipate in the fund. I he money will In- divided

among the hospitals on the basis of the tree work carried on
in these institutions, I'he mom \ is to be apportion.

tded by the ma\ i u and i ompi ised ol thi

i i .f commerce ami the Merchant'
ciation, Otto T. Bannard, I orni lius N Bliss, 1 1 . Arthur Cttr-

ti [ames and lames Speyer. \ receni report ol the United
Hospital Fund shows that the hospital facilities

York are such that onlj one pers in ten seriously ill in

this city is getting hospital care. The report also reveals the

fact thai 2,000,000 New Yorkers, half of them with
ailments, needed hospital treatment last year which they were
unable to obtain on account of the underequipment ol thi

city.

NORTH CAROLINA
Hospital Notes. — Dr. Robert T. Ferguson, Gaffney,

announces that he is to build a private hospital in that i it) to

be known as Dr. Ferguson's Private Sanatorium. —A mod
ern hospital to be known as the Wilmington Hospital will he

built in Wilmington by Drs. J. T. Haggard and John I

Miller. The building will have fifty rooms, each with a

private bath, and will be fireproof.

State Bureau of Infant and Maternal Hygiene.—The state

board of health will establish in a short time, with the coop-

eration ,,f the American Red Cross, a bureau of infant and
maternal hygiene, the expense of which will be born jointly

by the state and the American Red Cross. This bureau will

be an enlargement of the department recently conducted by

the board under the direction of Mrs. Kate Rrew Yaughan.
The personnel will consist of a state director of nursing, and

two assistant supervising nurses with the necessary clerical

help.

Personal.—Dr. Benjamin K. Hays. Oxford, formerly secre-

tary of the State Board of Medical Examiners and for the

last four years secretary of the state medical society, has

accepted service with the National Association for the Pre-

vention of Tuberculosis and will engage in field work
designed to instruct the discharged soldiet now in civil life

outside of institutions, how to best conduct their fight

the disease. Drs. L. C. Todd and Hamilton \\

have been appointed members of the staff of the I

Urological Clinic, Charlotte. Dr. Edward Jennet
Wilmington, has sailed for England, where he will study

for,a degrei in tropical medicine. Dr. S. Westray Battle,

Vsheville, entertained the members of the Buncombi
Medical Society at a dinner. October 20. Dr. Kemp 1'.

Neal, Monroe, has returned from service abroad at

located at Raleigh. Dr. Benjamin E. Washburn, Raleigh

who has been for three years supervisor of rural sanitation

in N'orth Carolina, will leave tile state. January 1. to take up

his new duties in Jamaica under the International
Commission.

OHIO
Professor Dreyer in Cleveland.—Prof. Ge

professor of pathology in Oxford University, delivered a

lecture at the medical library, Cleveland, I Ictober 27. under

the II. M. Hanna lecture fund ol the Western Reserve Uni-

versity School of Medicine.

New Regulations for Sanatorium.—Under a law which has

le into effect, the board ol governors of the Mount

Vernon State Sanatorium are privileged to accept anywhere

from $5 to $25 per patient d, room and

Under the old law, $5 was the onh. wd
uld 1" accepted. The per capita cost at the

time i .-1 t In a week.

Trachoma in Scioto County.—An antitrachoma campaign.

conducted by the state board of health, has 1

in Scioto County. During this campaign. Hi,

dren were examined, about evenly divided between the

schools in the city ol ! and those in rural distiicts.
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Of these. 179 were said to have been suffering from trachoma.
About five sixths of these cases were found in the rural

schools.

Personal.—Dr. Clarence W. Russell. Springfield, is reported

to be seriously ill with heart disease at the home of his sister

in Burton. Dr. Lloyd D. Trowbridge, Piqua. slipped and
fell. October 1, fracturing his left leg at the ankle. Dr.

Emmett L. Hooper has been appointed first assistant physi-

cian, Dr. Freeman A. Osborn, second assistant physician,

and Dr. Andrew F. Holmes, third assistant physician of the

Athene State Hospital.

Hospital Notes.—The trustees of the Masonic Home.
Springfield, have accepted plans for a new $500,000 hospital

with a capacity of 175 patients. An auditorium with a capac-
ity of 150 wheel chairs will be a feature. The Hinde-Ball
Mercy Hospital, Mount Vernon, was opened to the public,

September 15. Lancaster Muncipal Hospital opened a

training school for nurses, October 1. The Toledo News-
boys' Association has rented a private room at the Toledo
Hospital for the use of any member of the association who
is sick or hurt.

Grading for Health Work.—The grading of 102 health dis-

tricts of the state for the purpose of fixing the salary to be
paid to the district health commissioner has been established

by the state civil service comission in compliance with the

Hughes act. which revises the local health administrative
organization. Salaries will increase automatically after

specified periods of efficient service. Application, i

assembled, competitive examinations for health commis-
sioners of the general districts will lie received um !

November 15. Of all municipal districts. Cleveland is the
only city in Grade 1. and the health commissioner will receive

a salary of $6,000. There are four Grade 2 districts in which
a salary of $5,000 will be given. In Grades 3, 4 and 5 the
salaries are respectively, $4,000. $3,000 and $2,000 a year.

Smallpox.—The state department of health in a current
circular states that smallpox is more prevalent in Ohio than
in disease-ridden Serbia. Through medical aid from other
countries, Serbia is now free from smallpox for the first

time in five years; Ohio reports 119 cases in September.
From January 1 to October 1, 3,292 cases were rep:;
others have been added tin's month. "Mb:., is in need of
methods similar to those pursued in Serbia" said the depart-
ment's statement. "Smallpox is one of the most easily pre-
ventable diseases. Our records show that a case in a

who has recently been successfully vaccinated is ex(
rare. Any community which desires to rid itself of smallpox,
as war-ravaged Serbia has done, can accomplish this result

in a month by general vaccination of the population."

PENNSYLVANIA
Typhoid Fever.—There have been reported on the Fourth

Street Extension, West Newton, nineteen cases of typhoid
fever, said to im the use of water
from an old well.

Authorities on Insane Meet.—The association of trustees
and medical supei mo ndents i if state im orporated I

tor the insane and feebleminded of Penn ylvania met in

Pittsbui 17 1 be fi illowing
Dr. Clyde R. McKinniss, Bridgeville, pn lr, Ralph
I.. Hill, superintendent of the Alleghenj ( ounrj I

Dr. Co] n-in-chief and
admini • ylvania II pital Department for

Philadelphia, secretary.

Personal. — Dr. Charles W. SI

i h it H supei

d, Lyi oming and
I Bruce McCrcary, Shippensburg, has I

in, Adams and
t umbet 1 Dr. Mel rearj ha - also I een a

the Monl Alto Sanatorium, sn

who b;is been granted 1

i

ine of

the University of Pittsbui ng Dr. Thomas S.

Arbuthi ge Burton Stull 1

Ppointi 1 and medii al

of tin- Harrisburg public schools Dr, Samuel
I'. Lon| iton, who b : usly ill with
fneumonia, is repi irted t" be a >n\ ale cent,
lawlcins, Pittsburgh, Lieut (J. S. Army, after

twenty-six months m the army, of which thirteen months
.
lias returned home. Drs. Calvm I..

* hnstonbaugh, Bethlehem, and Irvine D. M

burgh, have been reappointed by Governor Sproul. as mem-
ihe bureau of me'dical education and licensure.

Dr. William L. Estes, South Bethlehem, has been appointed
chief of the genito-urinary dispensary of South Bethlehem.

Philadelphia

Plant Memorial Trees.—Six red oak trees were planted,

Saturday, October 24. at the Pennsylvania Hospital in men-
irj < i members of Base Hospital No. in. who gave their

lives in France.

Medical Club Reception.—The Medical Club of Philadel-

phia gave a reception in honor of Hon. William C. Sproul,
governor of the state of Pennsylvania, October 17, at the

Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.

Medical Society Gives Dinner.—A testimonial dinner to

Dr. Henry D. Jump, president-elect of the Medical Society
of the State of Pennsylvania, was given by the West Phila-
delphia Medical Association at the Hotel Rittenhouse,
October 28.

Sugar for Druggists. — The shortage of sugar has been
seriously affecting the compounding of medical prescriptions
in which sugar is used, so that Dr. Wilmer Krusen, medical
director of Public Health and Charities, has issued an appeal
to dealers and wholesalers in sugar to permit for medical
purposes a 100 per cent, allowance to druggists.

Dispensaries Reopened.—After being closed for more than
a year, the Medico-Chi dispensaries have been reopened to

tin 1 public in conjunction with the state dispensaries. Cooper-
ating with the state dispensaries through Dr. Edward Martin.

: the state department of health, and Dr. Alexander
C. Abbott of the hygiene department at the University of

Pennsylvania, the Medico-Chi clinics have been improved
with new and up-to-date equipment.

Personal.— Dr. Edwin S. Cooke has been appointed first

.[-ist.mi of the State Genito-Urinary Dispensary. Dr.
Samuel T. Orton has been secured as head of the new psy-
chopathic hospital at Iowa City, which is being erected at

a cost of $150,000. Dr. Charles J. Hatfield has been
d chairman of the Southeastern Chapter of the Ameri-

can Red Cross. Dr. William Harvey Perkins sailed for

Chieng-Moi, Siam, October .50, to do medical missionary
work m the Presbyterian Hospital there. During the war
Dr. l'(i kins was a lieutenant in the medical corps, stationed
at Base I [ospital No. 20, Im ance.

Occupational Therapy School Opens.—The opening session
of the School of Occupational Therapy was held in its new
quarters, 2131 Spruce Strei I the only
institution of its kind in tb te training of aides in

profession of "healing i

" There are
courses in weaving, stenciling, block printing, modeling,
bookbinding, woodcarvi nd basketry. Through
the coop. i General Hospital and
the Pennsylvania Hospital the students are insured

training under skilled supervision, and further pre-
pared for their wink by a ionise of lectures by eminent
physicians, surgeons and psycho!

SOUTH CAROLINA
New County Officers. \t thi annual meeting of the Lex-

ington I held in Lexingl
Dr. John II Mathias was elected president, Dr. Da

Pelion, vice president, and Dr. James J. Wingard

New Training School. \t thi of the

her scl 1
••

nated as the Training School of Nurses of thi

ii entirely new feature and
atlraet mam .students.

Scholarship Awarded.— I announced the
award of scholarships iii thi ith Caro-

Haight, i 1 1. Bum h, i lark s Hill;

I
iintain Inn; W. M.

Jones, S'ork
; John Mclver Wilcox, Darlington, and Jami

Furman Herbert I lumbia.

Hospital Notes.- It is understood thai

known as the (»ran. ital will be opened by Dr,

\ Mobley, I

Infirmary, Rock Hill. The Mullii

•.•d with a

French A. Smith. Frank I.. Martin, Johnson II. Smith and
Lonnie M. McMillan, all of Mullins.
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Personal.—

I

v H Crawford, Rock Hill, !

bj the King of Greece the Medal of Military Merit

for distinguish' with ilu- American Red I

combatii typhus fever.— Dr. Henry 15.

linted chief of the intei nal

medicine department of the Pryoi
|

Di Frank D.

Mower, Newberry, has been commissioned lieutenant-colonel

on the si

Venereal Disease Prevention.—A venereal clinic lias been
established in Columbia under the rare of Dr. Charles \

Akm. It will take over the work previously done at the

Columbia Hospital. Tin' clinic v.

the old police station. During the fiscal

I 19-1920, the Male board of health will 953.42 in

ig venereal disease in South Carolina. One half of

ibis sum lias been appropri general assembly and
i half by the federal government Of tins amount,

1,92 i

administi 00 for repressive measures, and $1,227.42

ducation and publicity.

CANADA
Federal Health Department Created.—A bill recently lias

ised l>> the Canadia Commons creating a

federal department of health and providing for a minister

of health and advisory committee. The authority of the

department will extend to all matters affecting health within

the jurisdiction of the Dominion of Canada.

Personal.— Dr. Robert K McClenahan. Hamilton. Ont.,

district i
.I'll from Toronto to Niagara Falls, lias

been appointed medical officer to take charge of the venereal

diseases campaign in Ontario with headquarters in

under the provincial board of health. Dr. Wilfrid T.

Grenfel, ( M. G-, the Labrador medical missionary, has
recently been in I >

Hospital News.—The method of caring for the insane in

the province of Manitoba is a undergoing a radical change.
suspected of being mentally unsound will be admitted

to psychopathic wards of general hospitals to receive imme-
diate expert treatment. Subsequently, these patients, if found
suitable, will be sent to cither the hospital for the insane at

Selkirk or to Brandon. Specially trained nurses ami interns

will be provided and reports of each case will be forwarded
to the superintendent of hospitals in Winnipeg.

Canadian Medical Association.—By a new arrangement the

Journal of the Canadian Medical Association loses the ser-

vices of Sir Andrew Macphail as editor, and substitutes an
editorial board. Dr. Alexander D. Blackader, Montreal, is

the chairman of this board; Dr. William W. Francis, assis-

tant editor, and Dr. Maude E. S. Abbott, acting

Besides, there is a sir ard appointed by provincial

associations. The former publisher has been bought out, but

the journal will still be issued from Toronto.

Some Drug Importations Into Canada.— In 1915 Canada
imported 80 ounces ol i

ram This advanced from year to

: ear until in the official year 1919. there were imported 12.333

minces at a cost of $142,123. The morphin importations in

1915 amounted to 259 ounces; in 1919, 30,087 ounces at a cost

of $179,195. Crude opium imported amounted to 7.24X p. muds
in 1915; in 191' it of $534,555. I vi rj

province the last three or four years has enacted prohibitory

liquor legislation; and a year or two ago manufacture and
importation of alcoholic liquors was prohibited. A bill has

recently been introduced into the Canadian House 6\ I om-
mons controlling drug importations.

GENERAL
Western Surgical Association Change of Meeting Date.—

The time for the next meeting of the Western Surg ;
< al

ciation which will be held at Kansas City, Mo., ha

changed to December 5 and 6.

Southern Medical Association Meeting.—The annual meet-

the Southern Medical Association will be In Id in

! under the pi

Lewellys F. Barker, Baltimore.

Honorary Fellowship for Surgeon-General.—It is at

that the Royal Colli Edinburgh
ferred a honorary fellowship on Major-Gen. Merritte W.
Ireland, Surgeon-General of the Army-

Women Physicians Pass Resolutions Favoring Prenuptial

Physical Examinations.—The International I

Women Physicians in session in New York, at its meeting,

il ;; that COUpli

templating matrimony present then tl ex&tni

nation before wedlock \ i ing the o mfi i

iking as an c\ il was \ oted doVi n.

Appropriations for Maternal and Infant Care—Senator
i exas has intri iduced a bill in the I Inited

ing large appropriations for the public

and infancy, ami authorizing the

ii n' "i 1 abor to cooperate
with 1 1 o in health agencies in the promotion of

'ii Several similai bill are pend-
ing in the Senate and House, but no action has been taken.

No Action on Public Health Legislation in Senate. Efforts

n lion .'ii public health legislation in the United Stales

[he past week were unsuccessful. The Senate
called up a measure to create a department of tuberculosis in

the United i
i Public Health Service, a bill to appropriate

$1,000,000 i"i the prevention and study of influenza, and a

bill to appropriate funds foi caring fot drug addii B
failure to obtain unanimous consent, the measures wen
pa sed b; deration later.

Eye, Ear and Throat Men Elect Officers.—At the twenty-
fourth annual meeting ol thi '.

i ii an \. idi mj ol i iphtl !

and Oto-Laryngology, held recentlj in Cleveland, thi

following officers wen lei ire ident, Dr. Lee M Francis,

Buffalo; vice president, Dr. Hal Foster, Kansas City, Mo.j
secretary, Dr. Luther C. Peter, Philadelphia; treasurer. Dr.

rd H I .ii ge, I let eland, and chief of directoi s, I 'r.

Clarence l.oeb. Chicago. The twenty-fifth annual meeting
will be held Oct, 14-10, 1920, at Kansas City, Mo.

Amendments Offered for Control of Venereal Disease.—An
effort to add amendments to House Bill 5123 to prevent trans-
mission through the mails ol advertisements relating to the

treatment of venereal diseases and certain sexual disorders
is to be made in the House of Representatives. The amend-
ments would extend the prohibitory mailing features of the
measure to other diseases such as kidney diseases, bladder
trouble, skin and blood diseases. The measure was intro-

duced by Congressman Halvor Steernerson of Minnesota.

New Mississippi Valley Officers.—At the annual meeting
of the Mississippi Valley Medical Association, held in Louis-

ville, October 21 to 23, Chicago was selected as the place 01

meeting for 1920, and the following officers were elected:

president. Dr. Frank B. Wynn, Indianapolis ; vice pri

Drs. Chauncey W. Dowdcn, Louisville, and Frank Smithies,
Chicago; secretary. Dr. Henry Enos Tuley, Louisville

(reelected), and treasurer, Dr. Samuel C. Stanton, Chicago
(reelected ).

Bequests and Donations.—The following bequests and
donations have recently been announced :

City Hospital, Winston-Salem, X C, $240,000 for improvements in

the hospital, including a five-story fireproof building, bv the will of

R. J. Reynolds, Winston-Salem.
i olumbia, Pa.; Hospital, $1,000, by the will of Benjamin I-'. Hicstand,

Mai n ill. I'n.

list Home for the Aged and Infirm, liala, Pa., $3,001

Methodist Orphanage, Philadelphia, $3,000, and Methodist

Hospital, Philadelphia, $500. by the will ..f Eliiabeeth E. Kilburn.

Church Hospital, Philadelphia, $30,000, by the will ol MaiJ
Wright.

New Officers for Railway Surgeons.—At the si

annual meeting of the American Association of Railway

Surgeons, held in Chicago. October 12-17. the following

were elected: president, Dr. Robert McConaughy,
York, Neb.; vice presidents, Drs. Isaac F. Darter, Strong*

Ml ; Paul E, Gardner, New Hampton. Iowa; George
W . Thompson, Winamac, 1ml ; treasurer, Dr. Henrj B fet

nings, Council Bluffs, Iowa (reel i

! i; secretary-editor. Dr.

\l hi hell, I li" .1-" (re lei ted i. and e <ei utn e boat d,

Drs, Samuel C. Plummer, Chicago, and David V. Roberts,

I - iiis- illc, Ky.

Mayo Clinic Physicians Meet.—The second annual n

of the Association of Resident ami Ex-Resident Physicians CO

o i linic was held al Rochester, Minn.. October 8 and

undet the presidency of Dr. Harold I.. Foss, Danville, l'a.

officers were elected: president, Dr. Clarence

gi lis
; i ice pic sident, Dr, Fi amis ( ,. \»d,

tn, Ky. ; secretary, Dr. Harold L. Foss, Danville, l'a ;

t secretary. Dr. Archibald H. Logan, Ri

Minn.; treasurer, Dr. Vrthur II Sanford, Rochester, Minn.,

and boa D I
dward S. Judd, William F.

: and Donald C. Balfour, all of Rochester, Minn.

Clinical Congress Elects.—At the annual meeting of Ibis

organization, held October 23, the foil cers were
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elected: president. Dr. George E. Armstrong. Montreal: vice
presidents. Drs. Rudolph Matas. New Orleans, and Horace
Packard, Boston; regents for term expiring in 1921. Drs.
Alexander Primrose, Toronto; Albert J. Ochsner, Chicago;
George \Y. Crile. Cleveland ; Harvey dishing, Boston

;

George L. deSchweinitz, Bethlehem, Pa., and William J. Mayo,
Rochester. Minn.; regents for term expiring 1922. Di
M. T. Finney, Baltimore; James B. Eagleson. Seattle; Charles
H. Mayo. Rochester. Minn; J. Bentley Squier. New York,
and Dr. Walter W. Chipthan, Montreal.

Women Physicians Organize.—As a result of the confer-
ences of women physicians that have been in session in New
York City from September 15 to October 25, a permanent
organisation has been formed, called Medical Women's Inter-

iation. The headquarters for the present will

be at the office of Dr. Esther C. P. Lovejoy, 637 Madison
Avenue. New York City. The following officers ha
elected: president. Dr. Esther C. P. Lovejoy, Xew York City;
vice presidents, Dr. Christine Murrell, London, L. Trillier-

Landry, Paris, and Kristine Much. Christiania, Norway;
corresponding secretary. Dr. Martha A. Welpton, San Diego,
Calif.: recording secretary. Dr. Marie Feyler. Lausanne,
Switzerland, and treasurer, Dr. Ellen C. Potter, Philadelphia.

New Electro-Therapeutic Officers.—At the annual meeting
nf the American Association of Electro-Therapeutics and

gy, held in Philadelphia, September 9-12, under the

ncy of Dr. Frank B. Granger, Boston, the following
officers were elected: president. Dr. William Martin. Atlantic

City, N. I. ; vice presidents, Drs. Virgil C. Kinney, Wells-
ville. N. V.; S. St. John Wright, Akron. Ohio; Mary L. 11.

Arnold Snow. New York ; William T. Johnson. Philadelphia.

and John H. Burch. Syracuse; treasurer. Dr. Emil Heuel,
New York ( reelected i ; secretary and registrar. Dr. Byron
Sprague Price. Xew York ( reelected I. and trustees, Drs.

J. Willard Travell. Xew York; Frederick DeKraft. Xew
York

;
Frank B. Granger, Boston; Frederick II. Morse.

Boston; William L. Clark, Philadelphia, and Edward C.

Titus. Xew York.

Bacillus Botulinus Poisoning in Detroit.—Cases of botu-
lism have been reported in Detroit causing the deaths of

ere illness of two others. At .» dinner
Ictober 18, inl were eaten by four diners

and a waitress. Of this group our guesl and the waittess
ind another e ill and one

aped entirely. The olives wer. by three
of the household, and of this group all died. The

bacillus botulinus was recovered from both the liquor and
D roit Department of Health found that tile

ere at fault. < In thi

of this information food inspectors immediate!) placed a ban
I

this particular brand. Some 7,000 jars were
seized at once and the eighth jar of this lot examined was

tain a similar basis of this

finding the entire supply of this brand of olives ii

I as unfit for food. .Yearly 20,000 jars have
tached.

Distinguished Service Medals for British Surgeons.—At
the American

er 2A. Major-General Ireland con-
ferred distinguished service medals on Sir Anl

War I'.aker in which he r<

that the made it impossible foi

make the presentation himself. The cil i

M'tionjlly mrre

th tlir British Expcditionar)

ptionally meritori

Seen in

irgery.

Prohibition Enforcement Act of Interest to Physicians.—
i act. to mak
dment, carrie

to the medic;

physician holding a permit to prescribe liquor shall issue any
prescription for liquor. This must he after physical exami-
nation of the patient if this procedure is possible and. if this
course is impracticable, the prescription can be issued on the
best information obtainable that the liquor is necessary as a
medicine for the ailment. Not mi re than a pint of spirituous
liquor to be taken internally can be prescribed for use by the
same person within a period of ten days. No prescription
can be filled a second time when spiritui included
in it. Official blanks for filling these prescriptions are to be
provided, and these blanks must be used in all cases, except
in emergencies. Physicians are to obtain licenses from the
Internal Revenue Service. The use of liquor is also per-
mitted in the manufacture of medicinal preparations manu-
factured according to stated formulas: "patent." patented and
proprietary medicines unfit for beverage purposes; toilet,
medicinal and antiseptic preparations unfit for beverage pur-

flavoring extracts and syrups unfit for beverage or
intoxicating purposes. Permits are required to manufacture
these articles but not to sell them. Substantial fines are
prescribed for violations, which are increased with recurring
offenses.

FOREIGN
Personal.— Dr. Edward Hindle. Kingsley Lecturer and Bye

Fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge, assistant to the
Quick Professor of Biology, has been elected to the chair of
biology in the School of Medicine. Cairo. Egypt.

French Gratitude Medal for American Physicians.—The
Journal officiel of Sept. 24, 1919, publishes a list of Ameri-
can physicians and surgeons to whom the silver Medaille de
la Reconnaissance franchise had recently been awarded.
The list is reproduced in the Presse midicale of October 4.

New Medical Building in Spain.—The Physicians' Asso-
ciation of Madrid has under consideration the building of
a new eight story building which will serve as a 1

the different medical societies of Spain. The estimati
of tins Palacio de Ciencias Medicas. as it is to be called, is

about $1,300,000.

Deaths in the Profession Abroad.—Dr. E. Bonardi, pro-
i medical pathology at the University of I'.

of parliament. Dr. N. Berend,
r of children' i the University of Budapest,

killed in a riot. Thi mdsch Tijdschrift mentions
•
o o the death of Prof. F. Niszl of the Institute for Psychi-

h at Munich.

The Dejerine Endowment.—The widow of the [ate Pi
lii. rnie of Pans and Mile. Dejerine have eni

a fund in charge of the Societe de neurologie at P;

memory oi the eminent m
founders and long president of the society. The income is

itific research, clin
experimental, in the field of neurology, especially to aid

ho have distinguished themselves by original r.

to publish their works with the desirable extent ami illus-

mental or experimental equipment. The funds • !

to he gi

mi previously communicated to the society. The
I worker may or may not he a member of th,

or have worked in collaboration with some memhei
\ further provision states that the funds .

able may be attributed yeai lame work at

I
iv. The e.o

hrough tin i

. orks may ;

lished by the society in it- official journal, the Revue
.'./lie. or independently, within

I

works may compete
un. I will bi

II. 1 Will . ol

M'pli. ation should he madi
dii fonds J. Dejerin.

LATIN AMERICA
Sanitary Works in Uruguay, \ cal legram from

l.e given tin

ution of a pi whole
country. It is estimated that the cost will amount to

000.

Fiftieth Anniversary of Mexican Medical Socicr.

August 4, rate the foui
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life and work of the physician's wife,

medicine dur-
half ccntun since the - Founded. The

iournal, HI l i, which
umi s. I he editorial

Santiago Ramirez ai

•i a recent number,
laments the free rein given to ill "kinds

hi Mexi
i ;ed resistance

in the ii e public The publi
written the public in regard to the dangers
of quae! ! >r. Ramirez

I he initiated ; the
^rcat. from the millionaire to the minister. Society in Mexico

inl of medical culture For the public,
the physician, the cook, the tradesman, all rank alike as

some agitation in favor of
it s' cliih. the Casa del Medico. The

adds that if this should become a fact, "it should be
horn with a whip in its hand to lash the commercial
is rumored that certain commercialists were all

at the meeting to discuss arrangements for the proposed chili."

... n, R. I

Government Services

HONORABLE DISCHARGES, MEDICAL
CORPS, U. S. ARMY

Note.—In the following list. I., signifies lieutenant; C,
captain; M., major; L. C, lieutenant-colonel; Col., colonel.

ALABAMA
Birmingham—Duli: • •. . \Y. ( (Mi

Edmundson, II. C.
Rogers. C. \V. (M.)
Siniard. E. C. (I..)

-Walker L. M. 1L.1
Cullman—Culpepper. R. A ' I i

Fairhope—Godard. C. G. 1 1, i

Mobile—Sledge
Tuscaloosa—Dixon R

nbia—DesPrcz, L. W (CO

ARKANSAS
Rush—Drennar.
Scranton— Blair, A. A

CALIFORXIA
Alcatraz—Yemans, EL W. (M.)
Downey—Zbindcn. D. B. (L.)
Fresno—Williams. I. ('. II. i

Long Beach—Scott, L. D. (C.)
Shippey. R. II. (C.)

Los Angeles—Butka. L. J. (C.)
Hammack, R W
Orbison, T. I

Oroville— I a..)
Palo Alt

Thomas, B.
San Diego—Ironcs. R. B. (C.)
San Francisco—Barbour, N. P.

Ewing. E. E

Ghidella. E. i

Hatch, E. I)

Howe. L P.

Leach
Myo
Reardan, F. B. (C.)

, J. M. (M.)
Tulare—Chilsoi.

COLORADO
Denver—Goldhammer, S. S. (L.)

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport— DeWitt. E. N. (L.)

Deming, W. I

' I.
I

I.

DELAWARE
lielien, W. C. (L.)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington—Adams. F. D. (L.)

• 'M.j

Johns

Moffett, D. Ii. <L.)
Reutcr, F. A

FLORIDA

Fensacola—D'Alcmberte. ('. W.
I M i

McMillan. D. W. CM.)
Pine Barren— Clark. W. A (C.)
Tampa—Baldwin, R. E. (C.)

GEORGIA
Atlanta—Collier, T. J. (C.)

Lowery, K. I;

Columbus—Brooks, H. W. (I.)
I.a I ayette—Coi
Macon—Sigman, I, M. (M.|
Rome—Simmons. R. ( ) [I

Vienna—Lupo. C. W. (L.)

IDAHO
i—Schwarz, T. E. (M.)

Paris—Moore. C. O. (Ml

ILLINOIS
Anna—Campbell. J. A

-Geyi . < . W. (C.)
Bath—Maupin, II. S.

Beardston '
i H. (L.)

Chicago—Adams. I

Bartelt. W. I (C.)
Berger, J. M. (M.)

\ B il i

H. I

I II , I.
|

.
R E. (I..)

Ii. Boer, \V. (M.i
llarrell, R. W. (L.)

I. (CI
ii. i

. B, 1 1, i

Kelly, R. M
Koons, J. E.
Korby, <;. .1

Leviton, N. D. 'I., i

MacGn gor, D E ( L.)
Martin. II. V,

'•

Murray. W. K. (M.)
i (M.I

, I. A. (M.)
Strauss. S. (M.)

Col.)

Wheaton, C. I.. (M.)
-.i

I (CO

Buchanan, I. N. (L.)
urn—Smith. E. M. (Ml

Kincaid—Miller, R. I

Sj.reng. R. \\ I (L.)
I I. (L.)

I I'. <r
i

i

Shipman— Stone, C. A.

INDIANA
Arlington—Finlaw. I- II. (I. I

{ton—Akin, R. A. (M i

\ (I.)
Ijrari! - (C.)

i

R A ((i

• 1 ,1 )

II B.

(I ,

ii ! U I. ,1.-1,11,

'IVrre Haute—Bun idi I A. (C.)

IOWA
Arlington—Hazard. C. M. (I. .

i

I A i 1. i

Chariton—Kuhi
(Ml
E. (C.)

Des Moii . L W. (C.)
Stuart. \ B |

Eldon—Murphy, 1. <). (L.)
i airbai k -Ward, L. w

Marne—Lyoi , C. W
McClelland u i

Millerabarg—Amid I B. (C.)
I

Montour—Corns. W.

KANSAS
Emporia—Harvey, C. C. (CO
Gtidley—Stocktoi , M. I f( I

Lansing— Faulkner. J, |

Military Hon,.
oi

D. I

I inn, I'. P. (C.)

KENTUCKY
Allen—Mayo, H. II. (C.)
Danvill

Beard, H. J. (L.)

Lakeland— Rend, r, W I

Lexington—Maguire, 1

Livingston—Walk, r, ] II. (CO
Louisville—Duncan, E

P, oody, I. R. (M.I
Voor, 1. P. ii

Madisonville—Robinson, L. B.
<

ro—Phillips, C. C. <M.)
Water Valley— Bard, C. B. (L.)

LOUISIANA
Lake Providence—Hand, v. \\ II

(C.)
B I A. (M.)

Batson, T. T. (L.)
H Vi (I

,

Rudolf. T. R. H
Sulphur—Lyons, S. B. (C.)

MAINE
Portland—Ridlon, B. D. (M.)

Wright, i
. S

MAR\
Baltimore—Bochs. C. J. (M.)

. 1 II. (L.)
Cross, G. C 1 Ii
Cross, R. 7.. i

Finney, W. P
Hanna. I). S. (C.)
Krause, L. A. M. (L.)

M. (C.)
PcarlsWin, P. (L.)

| i
.

It. , I i

Reifschneider. C. A. (L.)
Scba pi ro, A. II.)
Singcwald. A. <;. (Ml

Bowie— Lancaster, G. E. (I..)

Denton—Brumbaugh, B. B. (L.)

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—Austin, A. E. (M.)

Kau. E. Y. (I.)

H I
.I

i

G. (L.)

Lanpher, H. A. (L CO
I- i I i

Fitchburg—Fregeau, A. N. (I.)
- -Crandall, W. M. (C.)

Framingham—Blanchard, W. B.

Croveland—Bagnall, E. S. (C.)
Lynn—Limaur... L. II

Medway—Wymat,. I II

P R.G.(C0
• '.: (I. i

Sommcrville— Finnerly, ( . \V.

rordan, M. M
Winthmp—Grainger, E.

I

,11
|

,

i \l i

v,

-

'.
i I. i

p. B. (C)
II I M I

Kil V. II

\ Ii i \i.

i

Munith Leece, R. II

Muskegon Egan, A. B i

\\ (I.)
II M |

MINNESOTA
p B \ o i

i ' --..ii
|

'
i H. i

Minneai ol
I

i ,

Mach

i

i .

.

\ Hi
k, V I o i

Wykofl

i "ii Vdams -Lemkowitz, D G.
iM ,

ik— Bethea, W. R. (Ml
Natchez

I

- irrolton—Hays, I

MISSOURI
Clayton—Mackey, D. E.

I M )

DeKalb Iton, V i i
i

,

Edina—Jurgens. H. J. (C.)
Riley. F. P. (L.)

I I H ,

n .1. d.i
I it v - -Fli.rian. A. J. (M.)

r, E. II. (L. C.)
i H i I ,

rt, T. H. (I..1

Luray—Dm gerfield, \

Moberly Streetor, R. D
Princeton— Buren. C. K
Rich Hill—Insley. II. W. (M.)

Bell. 11. II. (M.i
I M (C)

Broadhead, W. I (CO
Doris, R. P. (L.)
Freeman. T. M. (L.I
Landree, t. C. (L.)
Marder. T. L. (I. I

M. J. (C.)
Tate, L. L. (C.)

MONTANA
Butte—Phillips, J. H. (L.)

NEBRASKA
Urittell, O. A. (( 1

Blair—Bui iti in, L. L. (I. i

Gretna- II bed I I

Cramer, I.. I

i
,

. Parks, I w (1

Ro ,'. P A
Omaha—Srb, A. F. (L.)

NEVADA
McDermitt—Chancy. O. I

NEH
Parker, G. II. (( i

i ii -Bell. E. L. (M I

NEW JERSEY
Camden—Shcmelev. W. G., Jr.

(1

I, \\ ly, i V.

Dumont—Christman. R. A. ( I. 1

B
i

II o i

Jersey Cilv Sherwood, 1 n i I i

Newark—Burne, J. J. (L.)
Kelly, T. J. (L.)
Tidahack. J. D. (L.)

Paterson— Curtis. D. A. (I..)

Verona—Bush, A. C. (I. I

NEW MEXICO
Alamogordo—LInl, [. C. (C.)
Roswell— Ingalls. II. A. (I. II

NEW YORK
Binghamtoi Squires, C. A. (M.)
Brockport- Nesbitt, E. N. (I..

I

I

! (L.)
Gi I ' '

i

II irndi I
.

'

Hendlemon, S. (L.)
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Brooklyn—Herriman. F. R. (M.)
Kohlenberg. M. (L.)
Lesser. L. I

Mays. A. T. (1.)

Robertson, K. •

Weiss. B. (C.)
Wharton, R. J. (L.)

B. D. (L. i

L. (L.)

Buffalo—Bethune. C. W. (L.)

Bott. W. J. (C.)

Shirley, A. R
Strong, L. J. (L.)

Catskill— Bove. C. 1". V.

Dunkirk—Sheehe. X. L
Gloversville—Par i

Ithaca— Balderre* . F. C. (L.I

Kingston—Hutcl ins. C. P. (M.)
it, J. V. (L.)

Forward. A. J

M
Mount Kisco—Brown, E. W. (( .)

Mount McGregor—Latane. H. A.

Mount Vernon- I

rgh—Reed. C. B
New York—Adams, E. (C.I

-

Barnes. E. J

Carroll. J. I). <L.)

Cecil. R. I.

I'ol.)

II. L. H. (C.)
. E. J. (C.)

F. N. (C.)
Dorsev. 11. '

U I (L.I

Field. I

mb, J. (L.I

Hairing! • .' J

Henc-
Lee. E. W. (M.)

-

'•

A. H. (Ml
heimer. R. H (I..)

E. .1. IM.I

Sasovcr. L.

Schreiber. F. I

II. D. (M.)

Solkow. M I

Niagara Falls— Rieger, E. M. C.

k (XI.)

I 1.. i L.i

XORTH CAROL1SA

Boardman Mant, II I

OHIO

(M I

Clevclat

Colombu- •

II

St Marv's—Deerhake. W. A. iC.)
Toledo—Beverlv. S. S. (L.)

Tenney. C. 1

OKLAHOMA
Altus—Garnett. D. L. (C.)
Carmen— Heatlev. 1 E. I..I

Drumright— Sin
El Reno—Clark. F. II

Guymon—Lee. D. S.

Oklahoma City—Cochrr.t

Vincent. D. V.

Sapulpa—Wetzel. G. II

Tar River—Sibley. W. t

Tulsa—Browne.
Woody, W. W

OREGOS
Bridal Veil—LeFcvrc. S. F. (L.l
Gloverdale—Shearer. J. i

Portland—Butler. F. E I

'

Gambee. E T

Hamilton. W. B. (L.)
Sheldon. S. !
Story'- L. E

Yamhill—Carruth. II. I

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwick—Hensvl, W. I

Cynwyd—Corson, E i

Danville— Millig.
Easton—Coleman. W. 1

Fisher. R. A
Hazleton—Kudlich. M i

Homestead—Non
Jamestown—Bat!

Lancaster—Spangler. C. I

McKees Rocks— Minnick, W. C.

Muncy—Weigle. H. S. I.

New Brighton— Beitsch. V
New .Mil ford—Park, W
Philadelphia—Arnett. J

Durham. R. E
Etter. O. R
Goodman. R.

Hawkins. D I

Kinderman. H. W
Langdon. R. I.

L i

<~ E. (C.)
(C.)

•on. M. (L.)
Medley. J. E
Pike. C. E
Raft' •

Ray. D. P
Shellv. I A
Walker. H. C

Pittsburgh—Alexander, I. H. (M.)
Laurent. F. \

-

Steele. P. 1:

Pottsville— Striegel. J. I

Punxsutawncv— Black. F. W. (M.)
Rutledge—Smith. N. D
Shenandoah—Austra, I

Turtle Creek—Mi

Vandergrift Heights— ti<

• g—Zimmerrr,:.

rho:

Campobei
i

\KOTA
Conde— Herman. I.. R

Naabrill

TEXAS
Abilene—Mathews. W. J. (C.)
Anson—Hudson, F. Y.

Austin—Tharp. R. A
Axtell— Lidde'.l. G. M
Bertram—Hall, J. L. i

Big Springs— Buchanan.
(C.)

Burnet—Brownlee. C. H. (L.)

Dallas—Dorman. J. H
Hastings. L. E

El Paso—Buder. A. H

-th— Parr.sh, (

Wither ? I. A
-Wall. D. I

.

Smith. C. T
Williams. W I

Hutto—Bundy. O. T.

Keene—Cooke,
Lakeview—Langworthv.
Lockney—Jones. D. P. I L. I

Mancha'ca—Currie. R. F. (L.I

Marshall—Murchison. S. R. (L. I

Odessa—Wilson. R. G
Paris—Stark. E. H
Roby—Allen, R I

San Angelo—Olive. R
San Antonio—Burkes. !>

Johnston, L. S

Sherman—Ricks. H. C
Sweetwater—P'Pool. W F. (L.)

Vaughan. T. I>

Temple—Gooch. F. B.
Texline—Holt. C. Z.

Unionville—Haggard, I)

Victoria—Ament. L. G
McMnllen, O -

Waco—Brooks. C. H
Eastland. D. I

McGlasson. I. L. (M.)
Schenck. C. I

Westville— Frazier. L

UTAH
Magna—Bird. A. A.
Ogden—Ingerbretsen. P
Springfield—Dunn, V.

VERMONT
Rutland—Grinnell. W. B
South Royalton — Munsi

(L.)
Swanton—Pierce. H. I-

West Rupert—Smith. C. H. (L.)

VIRC1SIA
Amherst—Strode, B. E
Harrisonburg— li

Black, A. J

Lynchburg^—Ligon. J. 1

Norfolk—Kellar
Stringfellow, J. I.

Portsmouth—Oast, S. P
Phelps, W. M

Stuart's Draft—Wagner, I

Urbanna—Jones. \V. i

WASHINGTON
Port Gamble—K:,
Seattle—Hewet*.
Spokane—Bryne, J. G

Gherinu." R. !

Tacoma—Allen. R. A. I M.)
Walla Walla—Cowan. 11. '

WEST VIRGINIA
Eglon—Scherr. A. A
Franklin—McCoy. G. P
Hansford—Whaley. II

Morgantown — Edmondson, R. H.

Richwood—Flora. E. F
Williamson—Hatfield. J. E. (L .

i

Worthington— Hildreth, B. II. (L
I

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire—Baird, J. C

Fulton, II. A I

.—Reav. G. K
Milwaukee—Bauer. W. W. (C

Jenner. A. G
Norwalk—Allen, J. S

Osseo—Crane. M. C
Platteville—Pretts. W. '

Superior—Sanders, A. O. (C
Wauwatosa—Koch. B. !

Whitewater— Midgley, A. E

Winneconne—Hughes. (

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

.
T F

Weston. C. G.

,cusc—Ehcgartner. L. W.
Glendor.

CALIFORS1A
—Chambcrlin, H. H

GEORGIA
Homcrville—Dame, L. H.

\CHVSETTS
Nantucket—Dickson, S. H.

YORK
i ork—Luttinger, D.

Syr

PENNSYLVANIA
St. Petersburg—Texter. E. C.

TEXAS
Dallas—Schauh,

Foreign Correspondence

MEXICO LETTER
19. 1919.

The Mexican Medical Association

The Mexican Medical Association held recently a

meeting at which the directing officers
|

that thev have prepared pursuai I

nn them! TIt
namely, mi

mutual •

ing their

membership

could r.

elivered
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Tabardillo (Typhus Fever) Transactions

The ti I the Congreso Nacional
which met here last Janua i published in a 457

lume. This publication i i interest dis-

| the president of '

even advanced some funds for this purpose. The p

een distributed to the members wl

the membership fee and in addition will be sent to anybody
forwarding the price of the book, namely, 1

!il be addressed to the treasurer, Dr.

ra, Avenida Uruguay, No. 77, Mc\
This rather li t iili price should not cause surprise in view
of the fact that book publishing is very expensive lure.

among other reasons because of the im; m paper.

Journal Resumes Publication

The organ of the -

which had been suspendi eral years, has

licatii in. The managi i >urnal is

Dr. Santiago Kamirez. 4/a. calle de Hidalgo, 129.

Yellow Fever

It is reported from the peninsula of Yucatan that new cases

of yellow fever have occurred in the city of Merida. A- a

I
this, notwithstanding the repeated requests made

by the merchants of that region, the quarantine established

against the port of Progreso has not been raised. It is not

whether any investigations have been made to confirm
the etiologic role of Leptospira icteroides or whether any
trials have been made of the merits of curative and pre-

ventive serotherapy, or whether neo-arsphenarnin has been
tried as was done in the northern part of Brazil (The
Journal. Sept. 27, 1919), although it would seem advisable
to do all of these things. The sanitary authorities of

Cuba, according to the newspaper /:/ Dia of Havana, have
sent Dr. Mario Lebredo to our country so that he may
make some studies, taking advantage of the Opportunity
presented by this epidemic.

Th-:re are rumors, not confirmed as yet. that there have
heen cases of the same disease in the port of Manzanillo
on the Pacific coast, which would tend to make the situation

more serious.

Regulating the Practice of Medicine

A large group of students belonging to the law. engineer-

ing, medical, odontology and military medical schools have
presented a petition to congress advocating the passage of a

erning the exercise of the liberal professions, so

that only those duly licensed may practice them. While it

may seem strange, there have .heen some newspapers that

have defended the alleged rights of the "amateurs" to prac-

tice the different professions, including medicine, which is

the one that would seem most dangerous in the hands of the

ignorant.

The Academy of Medicine

The Academy of Medicine held, October 1. the first session

of this year, under the pn the president of t he

university. Dr. Macias ; after the usual report by the secre-

tary and the address of the retiring president, nevi

were elected as follows : vice president, Dr. I

Lombardo (of the section on urology) who will occupy the

ncy during the year 1920-1921. and second secretary

is Arroyo (of the section on internal medicine).

the by-laws, Dr. Emilio Montano, of the sec-

ophthalmology, became president for this year. To
celebrate this event a banquet was held which, in addition

to the members of the academy, was attended by th<

ary members. Drs. Liceaga. Mcndizabal. Villada, Ramirez de

Arellano and Son.
In the meeting held. October 8. Dr. Gonzalez Urueiia pre-

i arbon dioxid snow for the

treatment of lupus erythematosus and acne rosacea, pre-

senting two patients nearly cur lupus and the

acne). Urueha, after mentioning the experiences of

Swedish and American authors and his own, advocated this

method of treatment for these diseases. In the session

held on the 15th, Pr the section on natural

history, read a paper on the yeast of pulque which he has

l,een a' and grow, and which, when planted in

imfermentcd maguey, produces an alcoholic aromatic liquor

:hat does no: • smell and taste of

pulque. He suggested the possibility of preparing a kind of

pulque that would be less harmful than that consumed at

present
I

.o xico, and pointed out thi

using tor Li

pulque instead of th

ihol which could be used foi

and industrial purposes and is obtained through the fer-

mentation and disl illation of the i
I hese arc

the waste products which are lefl aft
and which are now thrown away.—- The academy

appointed .i^ honorary member Dr. J. Ramo
has belonged to the academy for more I i years

-The department id" sanitation has extended the courtesies
of the bacterii logic
to take advantage of the opportunity irch thin
available.

The President of the University of Madrid
The newspapers have mentioned the fact that Dr J,

Rodriguez Carracido, a noted chemist and president of the
University of Madrid, is a member of a Spanish del

"-I for the 1 nited States. If tins is true, the
v. ill im itc bun I.

country ami deliver some lectures.

Monument to a Physician

Some steps have already been taken to erect a monument
in honor of Dr. Bclisario Dominguez in one of the cities of

the state in which he was born. Dr. Dominguez
was murdered in 1914 when he represented bis state in the
senate and public opinion has ever since attributed bis

murder to the dictator Huerta and some of his mini

LONDON LETTER
London, Oct. 2, 1919.

Opening of the Medical Schools

The first opening of the session at the medical schools after

the war, which is about to take place, marks a new
in medical education in this country—the inauguration of

research clinics in the London hospitals. In previou
this innovation has been described at the London
(The Journal, April 12, 1919. p. 1091) and at (in

pital (September 13. p. 849). At University College H
Dr. T. R. Elliott has been appointed director of the i

clinic, and at St. Thomas', Sir Cuthbert Wallace. At St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. Sir Archibald Garrod will preside

over the medical, and Mr. G. E. Gaske over the

research departments. At Charing Cross Hospital, an insti-

tute of pathology for teaching and research has been estab-

lished. It will have a staff of five medical teachers and
investigators, of whom the principal will be Dr. W. W. C.

The institute will carry on investigation and
research in connection with the hospital, and give thi

students in the final years of their course a thorough
ing in pathology and bacteriology before they pi

their specialized studies in medicine and surgery. Research
work will have a foremost place in the activities of the insti-

tute, and the members of the staff will devote their full tune

to this and to teaching. In order that they may do this, tin ir

salaries have been arranged on a scale which will enabll

them to carry on their work without financial v.

anxiety.

It is anticipated that the number of students wdio will enter

the medical schools will be greater than ever. This is due to

two principal causes: A large number of youths havi

directly into the army from the secondary schools without
the opportunity of choosing a profession, and the survivor!

are now in a position to select one. The government has

undertaken to make generous grants toward the expe
ex-service men who will take up medicine. This will induce

many who might have done otherwise to take up tin

sion. The second principal cause of the influx is the return

gistered as medical students in 1914-1911

but had not attained a sufficiently advanced standard to

entitle them to exemption from conscription. In

degree the opening of most of the London medical
to women students has tended to increase the roll. Of the

twelve London medical schools, the only ones now not open

ten are the Middlesex, Guy's, St. Bartholomew's and

St. Thomas'. During the war, the shortage of male medical

students and of male physicians in civil practice greatly

increased the number of women students. The numbers of

entry at the various medical schools cannot yet be given.

but it may be stated that the new entries at the

llo-P'tal are already more than 100, as against an average
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of between seventy and eighty. During the second and
third years of the war. fears wen- expressed thai

or live years there would be an insufficiency of physicians
in the country, owing to conscription ; but it is now con-
sidered that this will not occur. The [risti and Scottish
medical schools were full of students all through the war.
In the case of Ireland, this was <\ue to exempli

ption. In the case of Scotland, the reason wa
creditable. It was due to the fact that Scottish boys at 16
are generally as advanced as English boys of 17 and 17' >,

and are thus in a position to begin professional studies at an
earlier age. Not only is it believed that there will be no
shortage of physicians, but it is feared by s..nu- thai there
is a possibility of the profession's being overcrowded a
condition that existed before the passage of the insurance act.

Reunion of the Tip of the Nose

Remarkable reports have been published from time to time
of reunion of severed fingers, but few cases appear to have

1 of reunion of a severed nose. Mr. I. O.
Skevington, F.R.C.S.. has reported a case in the British

Journal, which has also attracted attention in the

lay press. A man was admitted to King Edward VII Hos-
pital. Windsor. While he was groomii
a skylight fell and, breaking, cut off the end of hi

In addition to the tip, the part missing included ab
third of the left ala and two thirds of the right ala, besides

er part of the septum and a small p.ni ion of the

upper lip. A messenger sent to the stable succeeded in find-

ing the missing part, and about an hour after the
it was sutured into place. I nder a dressing saturated with

lJc sodium chlorid solution, primary uni

place, and the resulting effect is very good.

Increased Fees of Physicians

The great increase in the cost of living and in the e

,il practice, such as the maintenance of cat

line and chauffeurs' wages, has led to an increase ii

cians' fees. This has taken place gradually first

ihe country ami then at another. The amount of

the increase varies, but may he taken to average 50
i

Some consultants have raised their fees from $10
The question of an amended rate of remuneral
physicians is to be COI held under the

cal i

ministry of health has decided to pay a war bonus I

physicians on the following basis: (a)
the physician^' insurance capitation fees for treat-

ment (up to a maximum of $750) in the physi-

cian who shows that his total nel tie from
all sources does not -

of 20 per cent, (up to a maximum of $1,500) when the income
I but does not

nt. ( up to a maximum of $1

PARIS LETTER
Paris, Oct. 9, 1919.

The Advisory Committee of the Army Medical Corps

au, minister of wai
number of civ ilian ph

lo do this b

• s that the civ ill. in

e war. In thi

civilian to act on the advisorj committei
and phai mai i il « ill

; known and whose works are authoritativi

I have acquin
int.

Reorganization of the Special School of the Army
Medical Corps

nization

i
militaiie de Lyon. The

i a maximal •

.1 corps.
In ai cord mi e with thi i ordei ndid ites

b>r this school, as provided for bj competitive examinations,
will hi iceforth be made from among students ol all

' "ship I he ) gi i tudei I

irps, and yel continue tl

riginal medical schools, which are thus called on
• te m the training oi arm)

d candidates will nol be required al Lyon
during then last years ol study. New rulings facilii

their admission to externships and internships in civilian

hospitals, and permit them to perform these duties under
the same conditions as their civilian associates. As a

use for those students who shall have been admitted
to an internship in a hospital, they will i certain
special privileges as affecting their career. Thus, prospective
army physicians and pharmacists will in till respects have
the benefit of the same educational ad d of the

the civilian students. Students
1 to the rank of medecins aides-majors will no

longer, on leaving the Ecole de Lyon, proceed directly to
pplication de medecine et de pharmacie mili-

taires du Val-d i as they did formerly, for their
further training, but will first spend a year of service in
the large military hospitals. Ii i lal after they
have participated in leal military life for a certain length of

I
w ill be better pi epared in e\ ei y i espei I

;

by the specialized instruction f the Ecole d'application du
Val de I

Organized Endeavors to Increase the Birth Rate
of France

The Congres de la nataliti i under the
i French chan

mvened at Nancy, September 25 to 28. At this inau-
gural meeting, M. Utguste Isaac, 1 rary pn

nun. I, e ol Lyi •!
i, el i <\ th in detail the work-

l)r. Jacques Bertillon, president
of the Alliance Rationale pour le relevemenl de la natalite

npn statistics in

of the conclusions of M I . ti

_
\m..ng the repoi i tted to the \ ai ious ci i

of the congress we note especially the reports on the cam-
paign against tuberculosis and insanitary dwell.
infants' nurserii nurseries for working

I

)
towns, on the propaga

I ition, on
iiion iii each communit) of a birth rate promoting

bureau and of study centers, presided ovei
persons, with a view to improving moi
aids, and on the lie,. making a special appeal to
all associations that air interested iii contributing to this
movement for tin- uplift of France, i >th< i

. io, discu > n were: ll liffei

iction; the question of indemnities
family burdens; military service; aid to unmarried I

and the law pertaining to succession.

Enlargement of Medical School

The minister of pu ,s filed a hill with

the election of huildin Faculte de n

de I'aris in its plan of ,

Men Disabled by the Loss of Limbs in the War
An assembly of men who ha i through

of limbs in the war. ami of men who base i

medical discha her with war
widows. 'mi-, under th'

'

: the chambei , ami a

number
I lh.it ill ,i ,.!'

mills must 1
i

o ma) requii

I a time limit
shall bl

it ,.f appeal musl .'.. in order ll

itcd.

In lb.

has tiled a lull v

chamber of deputies which has in view th.

pecial . once .sions to military V •' t.. civilian

'I rural
holdings. 'I his hill p. , ,| loans
al 1 per cent, urn I.

Changes in the French Population in 1918

The ministei rth and mor-
tality staii-ii. s f.,i France foi the yeai 1918

d dur-
ing the j

.lily the

dm ing the first It will he th'
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for the year 1919, and not until the begihninj

ich territory, made complete by

. ml Lorraine, be included. If oni

pares the statistics of the years 1917 and 1918, for the

seven departments of which account was taken, one

will note that last year shows not only the persi I

of deaths over births, but even an increas< oi th<

ver that of tl year. In 191

enty-seven departments not in\ ided do
whereas the decrease in 1918 has risen to 389,575.

suit is due to the considerable increase in the num-
ber of deaths during the second half of 1918, ascribable to

tlu- influenza epidemic; for the number of births showed a

flight increase over 1917. \ comparison tistics of

i 1917 and l
l>18 is given in the accompanyini

DEMOGRAPHII STATISTICS FOB 111! YEARS
1917 AND 1918

Births 99,041 343,310
. 7SS.616

.189.575

[77,8 - 158.508
S.121 5.572

An analysis of the table reveals the fact thai in 1918 there

was: (1) an increase in the number of marriages; (2) a

nding increase in the number of births, and (3) an

in the number of deaths. This increase ii

talitv affects exclusively the second half ol last year. Dur-

ing the first half of 1918, 316,077 deaths were recorded, as

compared with 354.554 during the first half ol 1<»17; and

during the second half of 1918, 472,539 deaths wen
tered. as against 258,594 in 1917. According to th(

ing figures, the number of civil victims claimed by the influ-

enza last year may be placed at approximately 2UO.O00.

Pupils of the Marine Medical Department

The auxiliary officers of the medical corps (physicians and

pharmacists), and students of the Marine Medical Depart-

ment, who entered the Ecole principale du Service de Sante

de la marine de Bordeaux in 1913, who have not finished a

year of military service and who have not finished their

studies, will be debarked and sent immediately to the

Ecole de Bordeaux, where they must report not later than

Nov. 1, 1919.

Franco-American Ami'y

Mrs. William Astor Chanler. president of the "French

Heroes' La Fayette Memorial Fund." and John C. Moffat,

chairman of the executive committee of this society, recently

received, at one of their offices, certain representatives of the

French press, to whom they set forth the new plans and pur-

poses of the American welfare societies, which intend to form

a federation in order to concentrate their efforts and thus

make them more effective. Mrs. Chanlcr and Mr. Moffat

have been appointed as special delegates in France to acquire

into the needs of the hour and to ascertain the best means

of meeting the situation.

American Physicians Decorated

Among the physicians recently decorated with the Medaille

de la Reconnaissance frani ervio devoted to the

the wounded during the war appear the names of the

following Americans: Drs. Charles Leach, Edward Case.

William Johnston, David Edmond Smith. Alfred Malabre,

Basilis Valdcs and James Wyant.

Personal

M. Eugene Brieux. member of the French Academy, lias

been made, on the recommendation of the minister of war,

commander of the legion of honor, with the following

citation :

Exceptional distinctions.: He devoted himself wholeheartedly, during
those Minded in war. He created and

organized throughout the country numerous schools for their reedu-

cation.

Death of Dr. Michel Gangolphe

Dr. Michel Gangolphe, agrege professor at the Faculte

mixte de medecine t-t de pharmacie de Lyon, formerly chief

surgeon of tl Hospital of this city, is chad

at the age of 61. Gangolphe. who was one of the most

brilliant pupils of Oilier and of I known by his

•i bone surgery and especially by a work, which has

become an authority, on "Les maladies infectieuses des os"

(Infectious Diseases oi tl

Deaths

Henry Weightman Stelwagon * the eminent dermatologist

of Philadelphia; aged 65; died m Philadelphia, Octobei 18,

from angina pectoris lb was born in Philadelphia, and
was graduated from the medical department of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania in 1865. \fter a term as intern in the

Philadelphia (Blockley) Hospital he spent two ye;

Vienna and Berlin. He was physician in charge of the

Philadelphia Dispensary of Skin D m 1880 to 1890;
. in dermatolog) in his alma matei from 1885 to

i oi dermatology in the Woman's Med-
ical College of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, from 1898 to

1907, and professoi of dermatblogj in Jefferson Medical I ol

lege sine.' 1890 He was dermatologist to 1 In Philadelphia
Hospital from 1888 to 1915, and since that date consulting
dermatologist, lie was a membet ol the \inei ican Dermato
logical Association and president in l'KX); also a membet 0!

membei oi man} dermatologic societies in this

country and abroad. In addition to Dr. Stelwagon's text-

I ks on "Essentials ol Diseases of the Skin." which first

appeared in 1890, and his "Treatise on Diseases of the Skin."

which appeared in 1901, he translated and edited Mracck's
"Atlas of Skin Diseases." Dr. -stelwagon's death while in the

full vigor of manhood is greatly to be deplored.

Stephen Henry Lutz ® Brooklyn; Dartmouth Medical
School. Hanover, X. H., 1895; aged 47: president of the

Kings County Medical Society; a member of the Ameri-
can Otological Society; American Laryngological, Rhino*
logical and Otological Society; and American Academy of

Ophthalmology and Oto-Laryngology ; surgeon to the ear

department of the Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospital; otologist

to the Bushwick Hospital; consulting laryngologist to the

Bedford Dispensary; died at his home, October 17, from heart

disease.

James Frederick Smith ® New York City ; College of

Physicians and Surgeons in the City of New York. 1882:

aged 62; a fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine;
a specialist on diseases of the eye, ear, nose and throat;

assistant surgeon of the eye department of the Manhattan
Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital, and a member of the staff of

the I
'.^1 -Graduate Nose and Throat Hospital; died at his

home. October 18, from pneumonia.

James Perry Duckett, Anderson, S. C. ; Jefferson Medical
College. 1874; aged 68; a member of the South Carolina
Medical Association; for several terms a member of the city

council of Anderson, a member and for a time chairman of

the local board of health; for fifteen years a member of the

hoard of trustees of the city schools; and for several terms
physician of Anderson County; died in the Anderson County
Hospital, October 10.

Matthew Charles McGannon 8» Major, M. R. C, U. S.

Army. Nashville, Tenn. ; McGill University, Montreal, 1885:

aged 62; professor of surgery and clinical surgery in Vander-
bilt University, Nashville: chief surgeon of the Woman's
Hospital: and attending surgeon at the Vanderbilt Hospital

and Nashville City Hospital; recently appointed surgeon-
general of Tennessee; died at his home, October 9, from
heart disease.

Ernest Eugene Roberts 9> Sawtelle. Calif.; Marion-Sims
College of Medicine, St. Louis, 1899; aged 49; who had
served for about four years in the Philippine Islands as a
contract surgeon, and was afterward commissioned lieucntant

and captain, Medical Reserve Corps, and was honorably dis-

charged. Feb. 17. 1
'J 1 9 ; was shot and killed in Los Angeles,

' i. inl.fr 11.

Martin D. Foster, Olney, 111.; Eclectic Medical Institute.

Cincinnati, 1882; Hahnemann Medical College, Chicago, 1894;

aged 58; mayor of Olnej in l* 1 '^ and 1902; for six terms

congressman from the Twentj Third Illinois District, and
thereafter a member of the government commission to adjust

war mineral claims in the Western states; died at his home,
r 20.

Alfred William Anderson 9 Lakewood. Ohio; Cleveland
lathic Medical College, 1902; aged 40; formerly health

i Lakewood; who was honorablj discharged as first

lieutenant, M. C, U. S. Army, Jan. 3, 1919; a member of tW
Staff of the Lakewood Hospital for eleven years; died in that

institution. October 12. from cerebral hemorrhage.

+ i
. the An Medical As
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Cornelius S. Van Riper, Pasadena, Calif.: College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons in the City of New York, 1859; aged
82; for forty years a practitioner of Paterson, X. I. ; for three
term* president of the Passaic County (\
Society and consulting surgeon to the Passaic and Paterson
General hospitals; died at his home, October 9.

Thomas Finlie Miller, Glasgow, Ky. ; University of Louis-
ville. Ky., 1909; aged 34; a meml
Medical Society; who was honorably discharged as first

lieutenant. M. C, U. S. Army, Ma) 29, 1919, after having
served with a medical unit in France; died at the home of

his father in Tompkinsville, October 12.

Porter Farley, Rochester. X Y. ; College of Physicians and
Surgeons in the city of New York, 1874: aged 79; a member
of the Medical
of the Civil War: coroner X. V., in 1877
and 1883: twice president of the Rochester Historical Society;
died at his home, October 18.

Cushman Allen Sears, Portland. Conn. ; Xew York Univer-
sity, Xew York City, 1862; aged 79; a ;lie Con-
necticut State Medical Soi tl director of G
View Sanitarium. Windsor. Conn., in 1902; a member of the

medical staff of Middlesex Hospital, Middletown, Conn.; died

at his home, October 20.

Matthew J. Rodermund, Madison, Wis.; Bennett
Medical College, 1887; aged 65; notorious because of his

expressed belief that smallpox was not contagious; died
from heart disease, October 12, on a train near Chippewa
Falls while en route to his home.

John Jacob Lindsay, Manchester, Iowa; Bellevue Hospital
Medical ( ollegi ed 61; for ten years a member of
the sch'». I board of Manchester and for a portion of that

time president of the board; died in the State Hospital,

Independence, Iowa, October 6.

Harvey D. Hockenberry, West Sunbury, Pa.; University of
;, Cleveland, 1879; aged 6S . a member of the Medical

Society of the Stat< tnia; for ten years medical
inspector of Butler County for the state board of health;
died at his home, October 8.

Joseph Nicephore Aubin, Peshtigo, Wis.; Ecole de Medecine
et de Chirurgie. Montreal. Que., 1894; aged 54: a member <>f

tli'- Wisconsin State Medical Society; died in St. Joseph's
Hospital, Peshtigo, October 12, from pleurisy complicating

fever.

Albert Jefferson Peterson, Goodwater, Ala : Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Term., 1889; aged 60; a member of the
Medical Association of the Slate : secretary of
the Coosa County Medical Society in 1910; died at his home,
September 21.

Charles M. Faulkner, Montra. Ohio; Cincinnati College of

Medicim . 1883: aged 59; a member of |

State Medical Association; died in the Cincinnati Sanitarium,
College Hill. Cincinnati, October 5, from cerebral
rhage.

William W. Robertson, McComb, Miss.; Van
Nashville, Tenn., I

b; died on an llli- 'rain, while return-
ing home from Xew Orleans. September _"'.

Joseph Hoyt Mosher, Tuxedo. X. Y ; Fordham Univer-
. York City, 1913; an it

inatorium in 1916 and 1917 . died in that in

er 17. fr< im pulmonary tubi

James Donat Graber, Limerick I

Bellevue Hospital Medical '

I
74; a member

of the Mi of the Sta!.- of Pennsylvai
hit In 'in.

John F
:
Simmons, Pine Bluff, Ark.; JefTersoi

J6S; aged 86; a i lonfcderate vetei

Bluff;
died at bis home, < Ictober 1.

William Wilbur Williams, Hilton, X Y ; University of
Buffalo, X \

I New York; died at his home, I

16, from arteriosi 5«t. .m-,.

Henry Washington Stephens, An "

;ed 57: a raembei
Medical Association of Montana; mayoi of Vnaconda in

1 at Ins home, I Ictober 12.

Andrew Uren, II ,\\yy ,d, Calif
; University of Michigan.

ior, 1895; aged f
. 1 ; I trs physician for the

npany, Montreal, Wis. ; died at his home,
1 »ctol,er 7.

Joel Taylor Barker, Danville. Ind. : Bellevue Hospital Med-
llege, 187(1: aged 71: a mi Indiana State

Medical Association; died at his home. Oct
arteriosclerosis.

William F. Work, Charlestown, Ind.; Eclectic Medical
Institute, Cincinnati, 1875; University of Louisville, Ky.,
1887; aged 69; died at hi her 7, from cerebral
hemorrhage.

.Daniel Peck Cook, Clay Center. Kan.; University of Michi-
gan. Homeopathic Medical School. A;
67; died at his h

Thomas A. Pope, Camei lie. Ky.. Med-
llege, 1870; aged 73; a veteran of the Civil War;

ron; died at his home, October 5.

Charles William Fox, Philadelphia Long Island College
Brooklyn, 1 summer home

in 'ii-rk Harbor, Me.. October 8, from myocarditis.

William J. Rogge, Portland. Ore.; Medical College of
incinnati, 1891 digd at his home, Septem-

ber 10. from cerebral hemorrhage.

Samuel C. Hewitt, Chatham. III. (license, years of prac-
tice. Illinois. 1878): aged 84; a veteran of ti-

died at his 1

James M. Schee, Halhur, Iowa. Physicians and
Surgeons, Keokuk, Iowa, 1881; ag I at his home.
September 19.

William Johnson Hurt, Waynetown, Ind.: Rush Medical
i October 8, from

pneumonia.

Edward Calvin Ballard, Greenville, Ohio; Eclectic Medical
(incinnati, 1871; aged 70; died at his home,

er 1.

William Finley Semple ® Chicago; Rush Medical College,
1881; aged 58; died at his home, October 12, from angina
pectoris.

James Truman Dewe lie. Mo.; Missouri
College. St. 1 in-. 18S8; aged 68; died at his home, 5

her 15.

Marriages

Mmn-R Steckel, Kings Park, X Y., to M
l.'n E. M rhamton, X. Y., at Lake Mohawk, X. Y.,
Septeml -

Hugh J. Dam;, (apt.. M. (
. C. S. Army, Austin,

. Reynolds I louglas, at Will
t 18.

II . lo Miss
irke of Greet • n

LAWRI Ifil Id \ a
. tO Miss

May Pace Talbotl of 1 lanville, \ a., I
-

ber 15.

i iy, N. I
. to Miss Pauline

Elizabetl I Philadelphia,

jorie Kelly, al New York ( ity, October 15.

Rk fi vrd Li i Suserte
' irt Republic, Md., I (ctober 25.

Leo R I ttherine
Mi-Mi. l:, n of ( atasauqua, Pa., ( U lober 11.

ton. to Mi,, Lillian Augusta
Clan mont, X. 1 1 . ( Ictober 11.

Floyd W hi

ilier 1.

William

New N oik i ,

< II Mil > .

15.
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*M:aTMEXT Of INFLUENZA
Dv , LAMBERT, M. D.. N«w York. I'reB. A. M, A

PINEOLEUM ADVERTISING METHODS
Capitalizing the Name and Position of the President of

the American Medical Association

I is a postal card which a physi-

cian in Oklahoma has sent me together with thirtj

I he envelope was addressed to me al the address
of the Pineoleum Compay. Thi rected the

and sent it to me. It is evident, therefore, that the

physician in Oklahoma thought that I was sending these

as an employee of the Pineoli

\a> endi irsing their prodi -

Kindly do me the favor to publish this letter in The
Journal as a [ainst the dishonesty of this method
of advertising. What is quoted from an article that I wrote
appeared originally in the State Journal of Medi-
cine and was abstracted in bin Journal of the American
Medical Association of August 2. 1919. The obvious infer-

ence to be drawn from this

postal is that 1 referred to

ducts of the Pineo-

leum Company in that arti-

cle. I did n<>t 1

products of the Pineoleum
. in my mind. I

never have used tin

ucts and never prescribed
them.
This form of advertising is

irith intent to

and did deceive the d

Oklahoma. It was t!

falsehood, its

success depending on the

false use of the nan
dent of the American

Medical Association to bols-

"rup he product.
th?f*J£* SSgHS^tSr

I resent the use of my name
in connection with the quack
adver: rum venders. The low, vulpine cunning
of the method used is on the same level as the deceit and

lesty which use this form of advertising to the injury

of my name and reputation. As President ol the American
Medical A ; must insisl that you protect me by
publishing this letter in The Journal, givii wide-

spread publicity as possible. Alexander Lambert.

v. 1 1 be

Flu' i<t coming hack In October to scourge the whole world. I expft t

c back mi iooii at people begin to live indoors again. The death
t, but 1 do not expect It will h. ah brtd as It was Ijm winter "

-Dr. Royil S M Dtpanmotl.

Ipttyitig of the noil mil, oi some form
llic iitfn ri'in itt it . mi! . i .

in tin
;.

.

:i tried in . large number oi patients, thai il

litd thu !
' pulmonary romplira-

.... The-Tn U M.D., intht )oumaI«l lh<

American Med cal

We have fetters from it laree number of physicians confirming
(be above extract, and with the further statement that as a preventive
ami relieving agent there is no combination before the profession to-
day so satisfactory us Pineoleum.

If you have not received recently, a complimentary Outfit, return
this card with 36 cents in stamps and we will forward a regular $1.00
package by prepaid Parcels Port; mB PmmLEVM C0MPANY

l> \ M A
No\ I. 191

' d< si ni„ ,i bj 1 it I amberl is nol the firs! example
ol the -

i imes and statements oi phj sician
i

i the Pim i ileum • on< ern was sending out an
card in which Di Mel 03 ol the United States Public

quoted as rei ommi nding Pineoleum as
the "bulwark of prevention" and "batter.) ol relief" in influ-

Of 1
I

I
1 lid ..mlh

t against this particular falsel 1 resulted in anothi 1

card being sen! out several months later bj the Pineoleum
purporting to 1 {plain and apologize for tl

nl putting the blame on tin- printi 1
1

ended with a postscript (in larger and bol
type than the bodj ol the 1 ard 1 thai urged phj ii

"secure our liberal inti advertising proposition on
improved oil nebulizer outfits." From the standpoint of
publicity for Pineoleum, the "explanation and apolog
doubtless as good an advertisement as the original card of
misrepi e > nta 1. Ed.]

LAVORIS
Report of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

Lavoris was considered by the Council in 191.!, and its

proprietors the Lavoris Chemical Compan) weir advised
that the preparation was inadmissible to New and Non-
official Remedies because of conflict with Rules 1, 4. 6, 8

and ID. No report was pub-
lished at that time. As the

preparation is still widely

advertised to physicians, the

Council has again examined
Lavoris and authorized publi

cation of the following report.

W. A. PuCKNER, Secretary.

In recent years Lavoris has

been widely advertised as

"THE IDEAL ORAL ANT. I'M

particularly to the dental pro-

fession. A printed cat

out by the Lavoris Chemical

Company in 1913 1 ead

!

"lavoris, the Pyorrhea Rem-
and position of the President uf < dv. The Original ZINC

chloride Mouth Wash. One
grain zinc to each ounce

"

The card also gave a "formula" to the effect that each pint

of Lavoris contained:

108-10-12 Weal 1.1th Street

New York City

kent.—"Pineoleum" is a "patent n dvertised

in the cheapest and most effective way- b the easy

going and complacent physician. In 1906 Pineoleum was

being marketed by the Winslow Laboratory of N'
1

rl

City, which also put out three or four other nostrums

—

"Morumalt," "Egeriol," "Digestylin," and "Ford's Nucleo-

Peptone." Pineoleum was advertised to the public thi

is advertised now, via the medical profession. I'll

are circularized and are offered a petty graft in the form

of a cheap nebulizer and a sample bottle of Pineoleum. Some
time ago the company seems to have developed a scheme

whereby physicians could make money "dispensing Pineoleum

nebulizer outfits at more than 140 per cent, profit." The

Pineoleum concern for years has also polluted the stream at

its source by attempting to get the secretary of the senior

class of every medical school to distribute its free nebulizer

outfits to members of the class and receive therefor 5 cents

for each outfit distributed! The life history of Pineoleum
is that of the typical nostrum. Epidemics, of course, arc

utilized as opportunities for pushing the product. In 1911 a

card was sent out featuring "A Special LaGrippe Offer"; in

1916 the profession was circularized recommending fine-

oleum as "The Ideal Prophylactic" in infantile paralysis;

during thi influenza has again i

Zinc Chloride 1.040
Rcsorcin 0.520
Mi i. tin, I O.400
Saccharin 0.195

..din 0.195
01. Cassia Zeyl 0.780
Ol. Caryophyl 0.195

Advertisements now appearing in medical journals repeat

the older "formula" except that rcsorcin is omitted. The

formula while seemingly frank and open is in reality

iml it. and misleading in that no denomination of weight

given for the various constituents. It is uncertain, for

example, if the figures in the formula are intended

n -in grains, grams or percentag. oi the everal constin -

ents. In view of the indefinite statement of composition, 1

chemical examination of Lavoris was undertaken in the

\ M A. Chemical Laboratory. The report of the labora-

tory follows:

Zinc.—This was determined i lectroh licallv. Fifty c.c. gave

III and UNI c.c. gave 0.0531 gm. zinc. II"'

is 0.0526 gm. zinc in 100 . c. I Ins is equivalent

102 gm. anhydrous zinc chlorid in 100 c.c.

Chlorid. -After decolorizing some of Lavoris with chlorid-

imal charcoal, the chlorid was determined by the

Volhard method. Twenty-five c.c. Lavoris required 4.328 c.c.

tenth-normal silver nitrate solution equivalent to 0.01535 gltt

(chloridion) or 0.0014 gm. in 100 c.c. \ second 25

c.c. oi Lavori required 4.112 gm. tenth-normal silver nitrate

-lit to 1101458 gm. chlorid (chloridion) 01

Werage is 0.05985 gm. This is equivar

lent to 0.1150 gm. zini chlorid in Imi c.c. This agree!

with thi ' detet ation,
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Resorcin.—The method of the U. S. Pharmacopeia was
used. The total bromin absorption of 25 c.c. Lavoris was
3.68 c.c. tenth-normal bromin solution. This would be
iquivalent to 0.0067S gm. resorcin in -? c.c. oi 0.02!

.c. In a duplicate test, 25 c.c. Lavoris required 3.8

c.c. tenth-normal bromin solution equivalent to Con-
or 0.02788 gm. in 100 c.c. Since oil of cinnamon
bromin, 50 c.c. of Lavori led until very

little or no odor of the "il was noted, ki

irly constant by adding a little water from tune
to time, and the bromin absorption then taken. In one
experiment. 0.36 C.C. of tenth-normal bromin solutio
consumed, and in a duplicate no bromin was absorbed. This
shows the absence of resorcin.

Residue.—On evaporating 25 c.c. Lavoris on a steam bath
and subsequent drying of the residue at 100 C, 0.0455 gm.
of residue was obtained. This is equivalent to O.lf

in 100 c.c.

Saccharin.—Saccharin was detected in the residue and
ether-extract of the residue by its intense sweet taste when
a little sodium bicarbonate was added to it.

Formaldehyd.—This could be detected by the Jan.
The color was not verj pronounced and the quantity of for-

maldehyd was small.

Oil of Cinnamon.—The odor and taste of Lavoris is char-
acteristic of cinnamon.

Menthol and Oil o\ Cloves.—The odor of m
oil of cloves could not be delected, but no tests were made
to demonstrate their presence.

The analysis thus indicates that the Lavoris of today con-

tains no resorcin but does contain a small amount i

tnaldehyd, a little saccharin, and oil of cinnamon (menthol

and nil of cloves could not be detected by the odor, but were

ted for). The analysis showed that the principal

constituent of Lavoris is zinc chtorid, of which there is

about 0.1 gm. per 100 c.c. (about Vx grain to the ounce t.

imount "I zinc chlorid given in the published for-

mula, i. e., 1.04, is meaningless because the unit oi

or measure is not given; furthermore the analysis shows

that it is inaccurate for any unit of weight that might be

assumed from the published figures. Since the amount of

the most active medicinal ingredient is both indefinite and

inaccurati entially

secret. Lavoris is indirectly advertised to the public by

having included in the package a circular giving a list

which the preparation was recommend'

combination of zinc chlorid, formaldehyd and oil of cinnamon
ing the menthol and oil of cloves to be present as

flavors) in a mixture is irrational and likel) to lead its users

be a false and laration.

able in that it di ie 'lie com-
position of the

mi nith wash.

From a itandpoint of public safety, the most seriou

tiini to Lavoris, however, lies in th many unwarranted
rally held that

orid solutions which possess a strength of from 1 to

200 up to I to 500 exercise a weak anl in. The
strength o d in Lavoris is approximate!} 1 I

The directions foi its use recommend thai Lavoris should

he diluted. A dilution of 1 to 4 is recommended
.am t) of mouth i i mditii in

inal douche, it is recommended that one tabli

ml In added to a quart of warm water or salt solution. The
strength of zinc chlorid in the la I

approximate 1 to 64.000. h is c ident that no antisepti
' ollhl '

nd. ill. .n tli.it '

' for the

atarrh, hay lever, inllain.

lahle and ii I

to diphtheria or si arlel fei

preventive. Such recommendations can
'nit K'*. - urity and Ie

lethods |..r preventing the spread of

Equal!) unwarranted is the recommendation that in gonor-
o eight of warm water be

» iih a blunt end mi ii

The use of Lavoris as recommended would not only prove
valueless in many instances but might lead to serious conse-
quences because really valuable methods of prevention or
treatment might be neglected. For these reasons the prepara-
tion is in conflict with Rule 6.

The Council declared Lavoris ineligible for \*ew and
Nonofficial Remedies.

Correspondence

"SELF-SACRIFICE IN THE WARFARE
AGAINST DISEASE"

To the Editor:—On nailing the letter of the Su
General of the Navy in I'm Journal, October 25, with its

I of the eighty-three enlisted sailors who. during the

height of the terrible influenza epidemic in Boston, su

themselves voluntarily and after having the danger fully

ed to them, to experimentation with a view of pro-

medical research which might help the surg

i remedy, I feel deeplj impressed with the thought
that honors should be conferred on these men — at least

honorable mention of their names in The Journal or in

rmanent public record. I do nol know whether they

would be entitled to the Carnegie her., medal, but no one
could be more worthy of it. 1 hope the Surgeon-General can
be interested in the matter. He

i the navy in this and truly calls

these men "heroes in the fullest and most beautiful meaning
ol the word." Oi course, the men should be consult.

the making public of their names, and any who did nol

wish to be thus mentioned need not be. I am assuming there
is no rule in the Navy against such action.

R \i<n Dewey, Mil.. Wauwatosa, Wis.

METABOLISM AND SEX
To the Editor:—A i

1919, p (d2i emphasizes the relationship obtaining

basal metabolism and sexual expression, as evidenced by
Miles' account of the diminished -ex activities .>i a group of

men on a reduced ration experiment. As Miles intimates these

results have been foreshadowed by Kiddle. Riddle

..I Sex. Science, V S. 46:l')-24 (July 6] 1917; /. Washington
7:319, 2. I'd", f.r references t.. earlier papei

revived the metabolic theory of sex through <

incuts on pigeons in which he has affected the metabolism of

. Ii measures as repi

o> erwork and h) bridity, thi

.. Idle the diet! i

femali produced bj i t ei work, ami an .

her shown thai when
als lake pi.. . .live in nature

(as measured bj sex behavior and .. chein-

ii il and . quantitative

d ng with the
of the method used to prodm i

Drumri 12 I in his

feeding experiments that when pi ..ii a diel

r. i \ itamin i ili.it the males

exhibited a lowered sex activity, and indeed

i ecently

18:223 1919) have
that when •..

ein and water si iltlbli Ithougfl

grown vigorous!) to adull

R. Met anis..,, (Indian J. M. I 6

[April] I'll
1

') has -measured Ihi .'.eight of Ibe

organs oi

B His resuli irol and 168
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In simple inanition when the birds die in twelve

is in testes weigh) is 61 per cent. .

i

k »
• i

> ^

t

11 pet cent, for the ovai

The nutritivi I
seem to affeel the

testes much more than the o

That the experiments also permit of a metabolic explana-

»ms evident from Dutcher's recent work: He has

been able to alleviate, to a considerable degree, thi

beriberi b) therapeutic agents such as thyroid extract,

tethelin and pilocarpin, which arc known stimulants of

Iism.

ms highly improbable that water soluble B,

ar> in the formation of reproductive tissue, else we

icpect to find it in these organs, but it is lacking. A
more likely explanation is that its deficiency results in a

level of metabolism insufficient for the differentiation ami

maintenance of male reproductive tissue, ami if this level is

sufficiently reduced, also for ovarian tissue.

That a change in metabolism due to internal sei

nvert differentiating ovarian tissue into testicular

tissue ha [hi out mosl beautifully by the work of

Tandler anil (Cellar, and of Lillie in their studies on the free-

martin, in which the hormones of the male fetus circulate

through the female fetus, owing to an anastomosis of the

If the juncture occurs later in fetal life, the

female exhibit- onlj masculine secondary characteristics and

sterile ovaries; if earlier, the ovary itself contains testicular

tissue, and it is probable that in cases in which the testicular

hormone circulates through the female previous to the

development oi the ovary, a complete sex reversal may be

effected.

But the effect of diet on sex is not restricted to a change

in secondary sexual characteristics of the differentiated

ms, for if it is applied properly it can effect a true

reversal of sex. As Lusk and others have shown that the

ingestion of an abundant diet, and of protein foods in par-

ticular, leads to an increase in metabolism (specific dynamic

action i. we should expect that a change in diet which would

yield a higher metabolic rate should also result in an

increased production of males : and. indeed, such has been

found to be the case in the lower forms of life.

Whitney, and Schull and Ladoff (/. Expcr. Zool., series

of papers from 1914 on), demonstrated in Hydatina senta that

it is the diet acting on the grandmother which determines

the sex of the grandchildren. \ continuous die; of the color-

less flagellate. Polytoma, causes female grandchildren to be

produced: and when an abundant supply of the active green

. Dunaliella, is supplied, approximately 95 per cent,

of the daughters became male producers. This work has

been confirmed on five species of rotifers, and in every case

the giving of an optimum food and in greater abundance has

yielded similar results.

It may properly be asked at this point why it is, then, that

feeding experiments on mammals with this object in view-

have in some cases yielded apparently positive results, but

perhaps even more frequently negative results, so that the

effect of nutrition and. in truth, the metabolic theory, have

until recently been discredited among scientific men.

In answer to such criticisms it seems well to point out that

Nature has protected herself against tl

change in sex ratio by environmental causes by setting aside

which resists any change in il

olism except by unusual or prolonged pressures. The results

.v that the diet does not affect the sex of the

i the ova which arc to differentiate and

in the daughter's ovary. How. then, are we I

significant changes in the sex ratios of higher forms in which

the metabolism is more stabilized through the agency of

internal secretions, by performing a feeding experiment last-

ing only a comparatively short time on. at most, a single

generation? Riddle has been successful in the first genera-

tion, because his methods attack directly the metabolism of

the ovary and the developing ova both previous to and dur-

ing the chromosomal maturation period; and it is for this

reason, in addition to others, that he has been compelled to

i the chromosome theory as a causal explanation of

his results He considers the sex chromosomes as associated

phenomena in the determination "i sex, developed possibly

for the maintenance "i the necessarj metabolic levels.

Ilk- evidence at present would seem to indicate that the

older experiments designed esl the nutritive Factor must
be repeated in view of our newer knowledge "I nutrition

relating to the physiologic values of the different amit

and the rotes played bj the vitamins or food hormone Bj

approaching the problem in tins manner we ma) possibly

hope to explain the varying sex expressions of the different

nationalities and the changed m-x ratios which seem to

follow war.
VI i K. I.vMik, VI'.. New York.

Research Assistant, Food Chemistry, Columbia University.

"DESENSITIZATION OF PERSONS AGAINST
IVY POISONING"

To the Editor Vs additional evidence supporting Dr,

Schamberg's desensitization of persons against ivy poisoning

(The Journal, Oct. 18, 1919, p. 1213), the following experi-

ment tried on myself may not be without interest : Ever

since reaching college age and living in cities, I have been

very susceptible i" dermatitis by contact with poison ivy

plants during country excursions, and once was confined to

the house for two weeks.

In 1910, before the outdoor season began, for about two
months, twice a day. I took gradually increasing doses of

tincture of thus toxicodendron, starting with one drop and

ending with a number now forgotten. I never had enough

confidence in the possible immunization to come purposefully

in contact with poison ivy, and previous experiences were

too unpleasant to risk repeating, if avoidable. II

during that summer in portaging a canoe my bare arms
unavoidably came in contact with much foliage of the plant.

Contrary to previous experiences, no sign of dermatitis

developed. Lack of opportunity for outdoor life prevented

me from repeating the experiment in other summers.
One or two laymen of intelligent type have told me that

they have seen ingestion of poison ivy leaves effect a cure

and immunity from dermatitis venenata.

Dr. Schamberg's term "desensitization" implies that more

is known of the mechanism of ivy poisoning than many
admit. I am more inclined to think that his treatment

increases one's "tolerance," whatever that may be, much as

one becomes tolerant to nicotiu, caffein, alcohol, or even the

sun's rays. Following one attack in a season, I ha\.

experienced a second that same year. When a boy and living

nio-tlv in the country with plenty of poison ivy around. I

was seemingly immune, though never purposefully handling

the plant.

Frequently during the time I was taking tincture of rhus

toxicodendron I experienced slight pruritus ani, either as a

real effect of the drug, a psychic phenomenon, or just a

coincidence.
M. V I. von, Jr., M.I)., South Bend, Ind.

To the Editor:—The theory of establishing an immunity

toward ivy poisoning by giving extractives of the plant inter1

nally, as recorded by Dr. J. F. Schamberg (Tin Ji

Oct. 18. 1919, p. 121.?) is not new. Chewing the leaves of

poison ivy has lorg been practiced by laborers (I)akin: Am.

J. M. Sc. 4:98. 1829) and others in the belief that it would

establish immunity against poisoning; many references are

made to it in the literature. Some years ago Williams

f.U. World 20:482, 1902) advanced the conception of an anti-

toxin to rhus poisoning by giving the drug. He writes:

... ea of tl).- plant, say about !.
i

(oi they may be sii ! swallowed), will cause
i ontain an antit

neutralizes the poison n fri

One oi usually sufficient. . . .
The

remedy immunizes against the possibility of future poisoning by the

plant.

Ford, as long ago as 1907 (J. Infect. Dis. 4:542. 1907)",

stated that he had established an immunity to rhus poison-

ing in guinea-pigs and rabbits by administering small but

increasing doses of fluidextracl of poison ivy. He found

that from ten to twenty times the fatal dose could be given

to immunized animals.
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However, after long study of the subject I have little

faith in any theory of immunity against ivy poisoning. The
active substance in poison ivy (and poison sumach) is a
brownish-red. liquid, nonvolatile resin, 0.001 nig. of which
is sufficient to cause symptoms (Pfaff: J. Exper. Med. 2:

192, 1897). The poison being soluble in alcohol, biologic

tests with it may easily be made, the degree of irritation

being controlled by variance in concentration and duration of

application. The technic is simple and the patient's discom-

fort trifling. I have applied tlK' purified resin from the

poison sumach on one so-called immune, and the individual

was poisoned (Pharm. J. 83:?'o. 1909), though it appeared

that the skin of this subject was somewhat less sensitive

than mine, my arm having been used as a control.

L. V.: Warren, Chicago.

STANDARDS FOR BLOOD PRESSURE
APPARATUS

To the Editor:—In response to requests from
sources, the Aeronautic Instruments Section of the

of Standards is undertaking the establishment of standard

tolerances for blood pressure gages. In this connect]

are anxious to obtain the opinion of medical authorities as

to what allowable error can be permitted in using these

instruments.

It should be remembered that no instrument can be made
absolutely accurate, and that even if it could, the personal

equation of the user would still be a source of error. Con-
sequently, some definite standard of accuracy should be

hed to be met by the manufacturer.

The information that the gages should be "as accurate as

possible" will be of little assistance to us. What we should

like is a statement that an error of a certain number of

millimeters of mercury in the reading can be reasonably

allowed.

We should appreciate also any general information which
your readers can furnish on the subject of M I pressure

specially as to the principal difficulties encounti

their use and as to the type of gage which is preferred.

S. W. Shatton, Washington, D. C.

Director, Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce.

THE RELATION OF THE NEUROLOGIST
TO GROUP DIAGNOSIS

Editor:—The evei idvances in -

science have placed such a burden of responsibility on the

'i that a physician attempting a diagnostii stud) on
:ie and unaided, may well feel appalled and

helpless. To overcome this apparent paradox, dia

i links or group-, are coming into being whose functioi

to rclie ian of the perpl ted with
i difficult nature. The sick ha

without equivocation. Physicians will do liki

I am. of i nurse, aware that physicians avail themselves of

iven them l>> the laboratory and the specialist. This
its purpose in a great mam cases when the

' mdition ion simple. What I have
in mind, in particular, is the vast number of patients

;

and the relief whit
'

i interpretation is

'I he medical profi ssion will be tpared I

ind mistrust nt, and the ever growing

What is the relation of Ihi

1 this to hi

\s a result of the gn it war, •
has been i nhani ed immi i irabl I li

rl) sought iu tl ii-tur-

bal were the direct r< ults of injuries, and for thai

type of disorder, largely functional, and grouped under the
II shock." His deductions were obviously of

manifest importance, for it was lie who h

in hand to which side a certain type belonged. In civil prac-
role i- no less important, for we are all cognizant

of the innumerable conditions that simulate \

and which, in the final analysis, arc caused directly

i

patient with a tabetic crisis from being operated on need-
aiid this holds true for a large numl

affections whose onset and ,

. Iiaracterized 1

confined to the visceral organs. Repeated op
for a condition that does not exist will, naturally, be obviated.
The neurologist himself, as the result My, will

he pitfalls that might otl i him to intcr-
ely a patient's complaint, lie will not dismi

as functional, and then, very much to his chargin and
humiliation, find that some one else has cured "functional"

proper operative procedures.
I realize that 1 have but briefly touched on the relation of

the neurologist to group medicine. It is not the purpose of
these notes to thrust unduly into the medical limelight the
neurologic specialist. Each member of the diagnostic group
has an equally important function to fulfil. I!

"i a givi a definite and important relation to the
a whole, [nferentially, the deductions of the other

members of the group either add greater value to his inter-
pretation ite them altogether. The niann
cational value of such an exchange of opinion hardl

li d comment.
I trust that I have not created the impression that the

lis is largely the product of my
own originality. On the contrary, there exist in thi

sion today forceful pioneers who have within
1 this radical innovation. The success of "their

endeavoi

asize its imp
to the ill who entrust th,

'

Charles h y,,rk.

N'cun logist, I [ospital Foi I
<• mitii i d Joint

linics

Queries and Minor Notes

will not
'

bul these will b.

COMPARATIVE \ Al I [i ,\, lt> A\n
ACETANILID VS I VLi

To Hi

A, i

. Mo.

no doubl i (die ai id has
'. it i, more anodyne thai

salicylal .. utide-

salicylic acid, that i al which eitl

auditory distui

I

!•'. W. Lewis, m which a d
an mllii

death It

which was prnfoundl

nent syr
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produce depression Assuming the average analgi

II i ains t though 5 grains often

and the average dose at which toxicity is usually

the figure 13 f^lO: 140; : 1:14;
14— 1= 13), might represent thi e; while

19 might be considered the margin of safety, if 200 grains

lie the minimal fatal dose of this <\i\\z. Of course, thisdoes

not take in!'' account the unusual reaction to acetylsalicylic

acid, characterized bj the appearance, from ten to fifteen

minutes after 5 oi 10 grains of the drug, of

edema of the larynx or violent bronchial asthma almost

amount in da in some cases and oi urticaria or

irotic edema. Though they are unc mmon, a con-

siderable number of such cases have been reported. We
elude that acetylsalicylic acid does not have a ten-

dency to produce depression, and that it is a comparatively

safe drug; for, even in those cases of allergy in which

alarming symptoms appeared, recovery invariable took place.

This cannot be said of acetanilid, which is a treacherous

While as much as 60 been t iterated with-

out ill .effect, the same dose has Frequently been followed

ind in some cases by death. A dose oi

10 grains would certainly represent a maximum therapeutic

i such amount has repeatedly produced toxic effects

j have contributed to a lethal result (even 5 grains

are alleged to have caused death). While the analgesic

this drug, which might be placed at J 1

; grains, is

smaller than that of acetylsalicylic acid, and though

anilid is therefore four times as powerful an analg

acetylsalicylic acid, its therapeutic zone is very much
smaller: .i vs. 13, and its margin of safety is relatively

smaller still.

We may conclude, therefore, that the preference of acetyl-

salicylic acid over acetanilid, for the relief of pain, is well

founded.

TREATMENT OF BURNS WITH PARAFFIN FILMS

To the Editor:- Please write me the details of the treatment of

hums, by the Ambrine method, particularly as regards its use in a

spray. Is a hot air drier essential? Kindly state equipment necessary

and usual cost, also where to purchase.

U. M. Wiley, M.D., Salem, Va.

Answer.—The secret proprietary "Ambrine" was found to

:onsist essentially of a plastic form of paraffin with a small

amount of a fatty oil and an asphalt-like body (Ambrine

and Paraffin Films, The Journal, May 19, 1917, p. 1497).

New and Nonofficial Remedies, 1919," lists two forms of

"Paraffin for Films"
—

"Parresine," which retails for about

75 cents a pound, and "Stanolind Surgical Wax." which is

>ensive. The lesions are carefully washed with some

antiseptic solution, such as the hypochlorites or chloramin-T.

They are then dried by blotting with gauze or by means
of a jet of hot air. Meantime, the solid paraffin (or mix-

ture I is heated and cooled to about 50 C. The melted

paraffin is applied by means of a tine brush (or sprayed

by a specially devised atomizer) directly on the wound and

oil the adjacent unwounded surface, forming a thin film.

( In sorfle cases in which there is much pain. Sollmann and

tate that it may be more advisable to substitute a

heavy coating of liquid petrolatum for the first paraffin

film.) Over this is placed a tine layer of cotton, and it is

coated with the paraffin. This in turn is covered with

another layer of cotton, followed by a gauze bandage, which

may be sealed by paraffin. Subsequently the lesions are

cleaned in the same manner and again dressed. Sloughs

and dead tissue are removed as found at the daily dressings.

The sprayers may lie obtained from Max Wocher and

Son Company, Cincinnati, the Abbott Laboratories, Chicago,

or the DeVilbiss Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, who
can supply current price quotations.

A reprint of certain articles on this general subject, from

The Journal, will be sent on receipt of ten cents in stamps.

Mental Test of Sejr Offenders.—Mental statistics for the

first 900 persons examined by the social service department

of the venereal disease division of the Michigan department

of health illustrate that a large percentage of sex offenders

are subnormal mentally. Of the whole number, 214 were

feebleminded and needed institutional care; 538 were feeble-

minded but needed only supervision; twenty-seven were either

insane or epileptic; ninety-four were normal; tv

superior adults: in twenty-five cases the diagnosis was not

completed.—Social Hygiene Bull., October, 1919.

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Arkansas! Little Rock, Hon 11-12 Sei Regular Board, Dr. T. I.

Stout, Brinkley. s.-. Eclei tii B r<l, Di Claudi l I at

Ave., Fort Smith.
\. .-. II I-

.
ii, \,,\ ill' Sei Regulai Board, Dr.

V Tuttle, 1"" York St., New II:. mi, Sec. Homeopathic
Di I dwin i Mil .11, ... ind \ i , Nc « ii ivi

Eclectic Board, Dr. James E Hair, Bridgi porl

In. av. mi i Dei "11 Sei Regular I'- ard, Dr. P. ! D
Dover. Sei . II. .m, athii Board, Dr. H W. Howell, 824 Vt

Si . \\ i
i

i

on Pr. Medii al ( ouncil, Dr. Henrj W. Brig
lacks ib Si

. Wilmington.
Florida: Tampa, Dec. f\ Sec, Regular Board, Dr. Wm. M. Rowlctt,

i in/, to' li.ti'k Building, Tampa
i I... u. i, Dec. 1-3. Mr. F. t'. Dodds, Supt. of Regi

, l.l.

ville, Dec. 2. Sec.. Dr. A. I". McCormack, 532 W.
M mi Si . Louisville.

iMAi New Orleans, Dec. 1 .<. Sec, Regular Hoard, Dr. E. \V.
i :l Ml, Place, New I Ii

Louisiana: New Orleans, No* i. Sec. Homeopathic Boi

1, 11 Hardenstein, 702 Machesa BIdg., New
Maim:: Portland, Nov, 12-13. Sec. Dr. Frank W. Searle, 776

Congress St., Portland.
\i t i rrs: Boston, Nov. 11-13. Sec, Dr. Walter P. Bowers,

Room 501, No. 1 Beacon St.. Boston.

Nebraska: Lincoln, Nov. 12-14. Sec, In. II. .1. Lehnhoff, 514 First

Nat'l Bank BIdg.. Lincoln.

Nevada: Carson City. Nov. 3. Sec, Dr. S. I.. Lee, Cars."

Ohio: Columbus, Dec. 2-4. Sec, Do 11. M. Platter, State House,
Columbus.

S Carolina: Columbia. Nov. 10. Sec. Dr. A. Earl.- Boozer,

1806 Hampton St., Columbia,

Texas: Galveston, Nov. 1X20. Sec, Dr. M. F. Bettencourt, Mart
'I.

\ tRGINIA: Richmond, Dec. 9-12. Sec, Dr. J. W. Preston, 511 McBain
BIdg., K...moke.

Connecticut July Examination

Dr. Edwin C. M. Hall, secretary of the Connecticut Homeo-
pathic Medical Examining Board, reports the written exami-

nation held at New Haven, July 8, 1919. The examination

covered 7 subjects, and included 70 questions. An average

of 75 per cent, was required to pass. One candidate was

examined, and passed. Three candidates were licensed on
credentials. The following colleges were represented:

Year Pel
College tassed ,; r;ld . Ccnt .

fork Homeo. Med. Coll. and Flower Hosp (1916) 78

licensed BY ENDORSEMENT Year Certificate

College 0F CREDENTIALS ,, ra ,| from
i m Med. Coll. and Hosp. of Chicago (1904)

Atlantic Medical College (1909) PenoiL
Boston University (1906) New Hainp.

Kentucky July Examination

Dr. A. T. McCormack, secretary of the Kentucky State

Board of Health, reports the written examination held at

Louisville. July 1-3, 1919. The examination covered 10 sub-

jects and included 100 questions. An average of 70 per cent.

required to pass. Of the twenty live candidates exam-
ined, 21 passed and 4 failed. Eight candidates were licensed

tin. .ugh reciprocity. One candidate, a graduate of Rush

Medical College in 1918, was licensed on presentation of a

certificate from the National Board of Medical Examiners.

The following colleges were represented:
Year Per

College PASSED Grad.
Louisvilh (1916) 81. (1919) 81, 82, 83, 84, 84, 85, 85,

85, 86, 86, 87. 87. 87.

University of Michigan (1917) 91

Medici College (1919) 70, 75, 75, 77, 79.

Vanderbilt University (1914) 82

FAILED

Meharry Medical College ....(1917) 69, (1918) 57, (1919) 64,64

Year Reciprocity

College LICENSED THROUGH RECIPROCITY
(Jra(|. with

tv of Arkansas (1918) Arkansas

College of Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago (1898) Illinois

Loyola I iko (1917) Illinois

lity (1917) Maryland

oi ' in. i. .....ii (1917) Ohio

Lincoln Memorial University (1916)

Universities of Nashville and Tennessee (1910) "I

Vanderbilt University (1916) Tennessee
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Social Medicine, Medical Economics
and Miscellany

MEDICAL INSPECTION OF SCHOOLS
Taliaferro Clark, in a discussion on the medical inspec-

tion of schools (Public Health Reports 34:2013 (Sept. 5]

1919), outlines the potent advantages and the minimal
requirements of an acceptable health supervision of school-

children. All endeavors to raise the standard of health of

a given community naturally begin with the children. The
value of medical inspection lies not only in the detection of

remediable defects in the schoolchildren, but much more in

the detection of remediable defects in the sanitary condi-

tions with which the children are surrounded—ventilation,

lighting, heating, construction of the individual desks, seat-

ing capacity of rooms, playgrounds and playground apparatus.

An inline is given of what an effective system of health

supervision should provide, namely: (1) thorough sanita-

tion of all buildings used for school purposes; (2) intelli-

gent supervision of classrooms to detect and correct conditions

injurious to the health of the pupils as soon as they arise;

( ,i ) lull-time services of medical inspectors qualified to

discharge the sanitary and medical duties of the school phy-

sicians; (4) full-time services of school nurses; (5) facili-

ties for dental inspections; (6) provision whereby necessitous

children may receive tree treatment best suited to their

needs, anil (7) examination of all children who fail to

ess normally in school work.

At times one hears objections made against medical inspec-

-chools on the ground that it is an interference with

the rights of physicians, with the rights of parents; that it

is the cause of an unwarranted increase in the tax rate and
that it encourages parents in shifting to others r<

bilities that they should bear themselves. Dr. Clark shows
that the experience of the communities that have given

health supervision of schoolchildren a lull trial refutes any
such charges. Interest in matters of health is greatly

increased by the inspection; parents awake to the needs of

the situation; the average number of years of instruction

required per pupil is lessened owing to the greater efficiency

of the pupil*, and there is a gain all along the line, which
mure than compensates for the slight additional expense.
The scope of an effective anil efficient medical it

thould include ill examination for the presence of physical

or mental defects which make it inadvisable for certain chil-

tttend school; <2) the measuring and weighing of

all children to determine the average physical development
. nods, and the utilization of such

standards as an index of nutrition and as a guide to the

of harmful causes in the case of children who do
rmally; (3) the discovery, removal and pre-

rention of defects of dentition, bearing, posture and vision

that hamper children rk and retard their physi-

cal and mental development, and (4) aid to the health
authorities in the control oi communicable diseases.

1 physician should meet the foil. .wing
minimal requirements: 1. fie should devote his full time
to the supervision of the health of schoolchildren, 2. lb-

should be skilled in medical diagnosis, and able t

with and assist the family physician when h

i knowledge of bacteriology sufficient to

enable him to take cultures, detect "carriers," and otherwise

hat it may be unn.

schools during epidemics ..f communicable '!

4 He should be well grounded in the principle

and have the ability to apply them to

He should be i impetent to pi

suitable exercises in individual cases to overcome
;

itb regard to regulated ^r-up exercises
the best physical development

mat Children. 6. He should notify all parents of t)

physical defects in their children as SOOn i

d, and make reasonable efforts to have
mmendations carried out

A full-time, specially qualified physician is needed for the

work, and 2,000 schoolchildren constitute the average num-
ber that can be adequately served by one physician. A
card index system with an inspection card for each pupil

should be introduced. The pupil should receive a thorough
examination on first entering school, and the results should
be carefully recorded and filed. The inspection card should
be sufficiently large to permit of adding notations from time
to time as the pupil passes through the various grades of
the school. Comparisons yearly (or more frequently) as to

weight and height are valuable as indicative of proper or
defective nutrition or of the onset of disease.

STATE CONTROL OF VENEREAL DISEASES
IN AUSTRALIA

Australia, which has served the world as an experimental

field in social and economic affairs, is developing much
advanced medical legislation. The serious attempt it has

made at state control of venereal diseases is described by

J. H. L. Cumpston, director of quarantine, in Service Publica-

tion 17, published recently at Melbourne.

Definite statutes directed at venereal disease control, and
embodying the recommendations of a special committee
appointed by the government in 1916, have become a part of

the law of Tasmania, Queensland and Victoria. Western
Australia already had on its law books an act passed in 1915.

Legislation had followed rapidly in the three other states to

protect the country from a wholesale spread of il

feared from the discharge from the army of 55.000 men
suffering from venereal diseases—comparatively few of whom
had been diseased before entering the army, and many of

whom would return to country districts, spreading the infec-

ti ii in regions hitherto almost free from it.

Among many detailed provisions of the legislation enacted
are these:

1. It is obligatory on persons with venereal diseases to

apply at once for treatment, and to continue treatment until

given a physician's certificate of cure.

_'. \ record must be sent by physicians I

authorities each time a patient appears for treatment. Neither
the patient's name nor bis address is included in this record
of the disease, but must be obtained by the physician, and
are forwarded later if the patient stops treatment before he
is cured.

.> Notice is then to be served by the government, directing
such patients to continue the treatment.

4 \ll prisoners with venereal disease may be detained in

jail until cured.

5. ' official examination must be submitted to by any person
laving venen

'. Marriage may be annulled. if one of the
parties to the contract has a venereal disease in an in

and has not informed the other of bis COnditi
~. For one person to infect another, knowing he has

venereal disease, is a serious and punishable i

in an intention to

marry justifies warning being given by the state to the other
party.

9. Proprietary medicines and appliances for ihe generative
ii 4. 1.

10. It
i

'

'uics must he establish..!.

as well as regular hospitals, for the care of venire. |

on a dollar for dollar basis.

It is i: that this legislation will result in corn-

ed that

it will approach that ideal, and will put an en.

of life, rility, destruction of family In.

The obi.

is that the disease shall I.. .11 ,. n

fusion with moral qui

Know lei

of primary importance in attacking

tion indicates that hall of the venereal disease in \u

d from won.
I itutes.

thai tin- di

men.
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s of applications for treatment

ived from physicians since the passage of the

. insider-

able measure of success, though prediction i i' ultimate com-
- is hardly hazarded, for "in the present state <!

is i
• ssible i" attempt the rigid enforce-

ment of tile !

Medicolegal

Cleaning of Surface Closets as Health Measure

(Rat n'g el al. t.\. I il)

Tlie Supreme Court of North Carolina, in affirming a

judgment an order restraining the sellii

lot for charges for cleaning a surface closet on ii and other

iwned by the plaintiff, holds valid the city ordinance

under which the city was acting. The ordini

that each and every surfaci privj in the city used

in connection with a

under the supt the city, for which a chargi

uld be made, to be paid bj the owner of

rty. a penalty of 50 per cent, to be added in case

of nonpayment, the charge to be a lien on the real estate,

ible in the same manner as the lien fi

court holds that this ordinance was a valid exerc'-

power reposed in the town authorities for the protection of

tlie health of the people of the town, and that it was fully

authorized by the powers expressly conferred by the pro-

f the general statute of 1917. in

towns, that the governing body, or of! is who
nay be designated for tin the governin

shall have the power summarily to remove, abate or remedy,

or cause to be removed, abated or remedied everything in

the city limits, or within a mile of the limits, which is dan-

r prejudicial to the public health; and the

of such action shall be paid bj the person in default, and, if

not paid, be a lien on the land, and be collected as unpaid

taxes.

The court says that the town authorities not only have the

power to impose such duty on the land for the nei

ii of the health of the citizens, but they would be

derelict in their duty as such officials, and in proper cases

liable to indictment for failure to protect the health of

the public by such necessary regulation. Even if there had

n precedents sustaining such authority, the act of

1917 confers the power, and it may be that the authority

would exist, even without the statute, as a necessary infer-

ence from the requirement and duty imposed on the town
protect the public health. The enforcement

of such regulations as this by an officer appointed by the

- :ctly through its officers ees, not only is

' al. but it is the only method of making it

efficient.

The necessity of sanitation is fully recognized and is

becoming of more and more importance with the knowledge
which we obtain of the causes of disease and death. Doubt

less the time is not far distant when by statute all manu-
facturing establishments or industries employing more than

a certain number of people will be required to institute

ge in their tenement houses, even when located outside

town limits, in order to protect the health of the employees

and of the neighborhood as well. In most towns of am size.

surface closets are abolished, and sewerage is required. In

the advance of medical science and regard for that

sanitation which mu^t be universal in order to be at all

effective, there must lie an exti I te requirements

which by experience have

for the I the public health.

The public health is a matter of importance to the entire

:

or city, for the indiffercr.c ce or neglei

man will nullity the precautions taken by all others in that

! Such an ordinance as is here in quest 1

: . protection, which will be extended in its scope

with the increase ol knowledge
i be diminished,

The requirement of sewerage will be better than such an
ordinance as this, which is the minimum.

Quarantine for Gonococcus Infection

The I >isti ict I appeal f Califoi nia, St 1
1 md I lii

trict, Division 1, says that, on thl petitioner's application

. the supreme court issued a wt corpus
returnable to this court after its denial of a similar petition

The writ, no doubt, was granted on the argument tl

was not and never had been afflicted with the inl

which, if true, would entitle her to be disci] rged fl

custody; but the return to the writ and evidence tal.cn .it

tlie hearing conclusively established the fait to tin con
1

1
.ii \ ; and -lie was remanded to cu tody.

loption oi measures foi the protection of the public

universally conceded to |„- A valid exerci i ol the

police power of tin- state, as to which the' legislature is

rilj \ ested with largi not only in deter-

mining what are contagi iu and infectious diseases, but also

in adopting means for preventing tin pread thereof. The
legislature, having determined the character of tin

in question, imposed on the health department of tin- city

tlie duty, when having knowledge that one is afflicted there-

with, of taking the necessary measures to prevent its spread.

In the absence of am showing to the contrary, this < turf

inn 1. on the evidence before it. assume that the petitioner

was, when subjected to quarantine regulations, and was yet,

afflicted with and suffering from gonococcus infection,

In Section 2979a of the Political I ode, is, with I

smallpox, typhus fever, and a number of other diseases,

declared to be contagious and infectious. The- sole- ques-

tion thir- pri ented was the right of proper authorities to

i olati and place her in quarantine. By the section of the

code just cited it is made the duty of the health officer.

1 win- of the existence of any such contagious or infec-

tious disease, to take such measures as may be neo
to prevent the spread thereof. 'I be isolation of one

with a contagious or infectious disease is a reasonable and
proper, indeed, the usual, measure taken to prevent the

increase and spread thereof.

It appeared that the petitioner was originally taken into

custod] without a warrant, and, basing his argument OS

such arbitrary action, counsel drew a lurid picture of what

might result from maladministration of the law by those

charged with the duty of enforcing it. But the fact that

the authority so delegated may, in a given case, be abused,

is no legal reason for denying the power to quarantine sum-

marily in a case in which grounds therefor concededlj i

Possible maladministration of the law was no concern of

ill- petitioner, unless such administration thereof wa
to have affected her. Nor could her arrest without a war-

rant, after which, and while being illegally held, an exam-
ination was made with her consent which disclosed the

existence of the infection, avail her in this pro

Assuming the action of the police officei arbitra

unjustified, she was not restrained of her liberty bj

thereof, but on account of a disease with which
iiiic found to be afflicted, and in the ascert

of which fact there appeared to have been no arbitl

unlawful action taken.

There was no merit in the contention that the in

with which the petitioner was afflicted was noncommunicablc
except bj actual contact, which contact in such ca i

li indicated on the assumption that an offense cognizable

by law would be committed. Assuming that grounds existed

for the petitioner's contention, no evidence tending to estab-

i fact was presented, and it is not a matter as to

which the court may take judicial not

authorities in support of the contention

cted v. itli a c ontagii w
jectcd to quarantine until it is first judicially

established by some proceeding in court that be

afflicted. Man
i I

intention would re.i-

der laws for I
health nugatory.
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Society Proceedings

COMING MEETINGS
American Child Hygiene Association, Asheville, X. C., Nov. 11-13.

Southern Medical Association, Asheville, N. C, Nov. 12-13.

Southern Minnesota Medical Assn.. Mankato, Dec, I

I American Bacteriologists, Boston, Mass., Dec. 30-31.

Sout!-.rn Surgical Association, New Orleans, Dec. 16-18.

Western Surgical Association, Kansas City, Dec. 15-16.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF
PENNSYLVANIA

Sixty-Ninth Annual Meeting, held at Harrisburg, Sept. 22-25, 1919

The President, Dr. Frederick L. Van Sickle, Olyphant,

in the Chair

Community Sanitation as Based on Knowledge of

Camp Sanitation

Dr. William G. Turnbull, Cresson: To secure for the

communities the results obtained in camp sanitation, there

centralization of authority; sanitary .liners trained

by the central health authority—

1

I) they must he

responsible; employment of only licensed health officers

—

the salary to he sufficient to attract capable men and a pro

rata share of such salary to be borne by the central au

ami a comprehensive campaign of health education that the

i the public may be secured—such campaign
to begin in the lowest grade of the public schools and to

reach all ages and all walks of life.

Work of Sanitary Engineer in Pennsylvania Department

of Health

Mr. C. A. Emerson, Jr.. Chief, Engineering Division: The
principal work of the sanitary engineer is included under

rage, waste disposal, milk supply and

housing. The provision of a pure water supply constitutes

tlii- most important element of the work. We have 136 filter

plants in Pennsylvania supplying pure waler to ovei 1,1

Long time storage and filtration are the two well

denned methods of water purification. To these may be

lie chlorination of waler as a protection

ilia's death rate front typhoid

has dropped from 54.8 per hundred thousand to 10.1, a reduc-

tion of 81 per cent.

SYMPOSIUM fix PNEUMONIA AND EMPYEMA
Diagnosis of Pneumonia

Dr. Thomas (',. SlMONTON, Pittsburgh: Attention is drawn
to the nerve-, in relati.ni to the lung and to their position

in the mediastinum. In a beginning pneum
peritonitis with irritation of tin- phrenic nerve, pain may

the tip of the acromion I the facl

that the phrenic is the fourth cervical m ds com
to the brachial plexus which, in turn.

the tip of the acromion.
I .'. ith pneum inia during the influ ii i im

plained ot pain, and in the throat.

fhibited hoarseness, croup) cough, partial 01

: honia, and in nspiratory .1

symptoms are attributed to the - thud ..r

swollen glands in the mediastinum, or the peribronchial
inflammation, caused a recurrent laryngeal or vagus paraly-
sis. Intubation or tracheotomy sto

Management of Pneumonia, Its Complications and
Sequelae

Ds I IWRENC1 Litchfield, Pittsburgh: The immediate
determination of the invading micro-organism is mad.
*» r >' bj rum treatment. Pleuritic
exudate is t.. be drained only after aspiration is found to
be insufficient; then rib resection is nol advisable. Follow-up

: ..in with i arrel's method and
It is important to maintain the water supply

of the body by intravenous injection of glucose solution, if

other means are inadequate. Attention is called to the

efficacy of atropin in beginning pulmonary edema, '
:,.> grain

every twelve hours, to the danger of feeding during the first

days and of using opiates as a routine. Alarming distention

of the abdomen may be due to acute gastric dilatation. It

may be relieved promptly by the stomach tube. If the dis-

tention is in the intestine, pituitary extract is a valuable

adjunct to the usual enemas. An almost exhausted organism
in pneumonia may 1 e tided over by the free use of caffein

and epinephrin. During an epidemic, Dunham's nasopharyn-
geal disinfection is more dependable than vaccines as thus

far established.

Surgical Complications

Dr. Evan W. Meredith, Pittsburgh: Empyema occurred in

several base hospitals in from 7 to 15 per cent, of all types

of cases of pneumonia. Pneumonia secondary to measles,

and streptococcic bronchopneumonia gave the highest per-

centage, file incidence of peritonitis is difficult to determine,

but at the necropsy a rather high percentage of broncho-

pneumonia cases will show involvement <'\ the peritoneum.

Suppurative perichondritis of the thyroid cartilage was
I in three patients. Abscesses in the abdominal wall

in the suprapubic region were seen in two patients. Arthritis

with effusion is a frequent complication. Two patients with

encapsulated empyema in the upper part of the pleural cavitv

were for many weeks suspected of having tuberculosis.

Drainage and resection resulted in prompt cure.

Acute Alveolar and Interstitial Emphysema in Influenzal

Bronchopneumonia

Dr. Frank F. D. Reckord, Harrisburg: Of 45.000 men.

came sufficiently ill with influenza to require hos-

pital treatment. Of these, 2,500 developed pneumonia with

a mortality of 800, or 32 per cent. From the first it was evi

dent that death from influenza meant death from lung c im-

plications, pneumonia in some form. Bronchiectasis and
interstitial emphysema were ..f rapid development. A striking

type of reaction recognized was a condition of acute

emphysema with the deposit ,,f a hyaline fibrinous material

on the alveolar walls. It is the one distinctive feature in

the pathology of influenzal pneumonias. The patient is vir-

tually blowing bubbles in his own lungs, into a medium
oi exudation relatively poor in fibrin. The bacteriology

of the lungs was mixed in a significant nun
but the one organism occurring with greatest constancy was
the influenza bacillus.

IM

Dr. (.1.11:1,1 R. M011 11 1. Harrisburg: In a number of

I measles and pneumonia that . IS] we
did not find tl

I.ucke. In many of the cases in which death had been Midden

we would find from 2 to 3 liters of -.t "purulent fluid in

the pleural cavity, ami the lungs were filled with a thick.

plastic exudate. This could not be withdrawn by pipets,

thus explaining why it was not discovered before death,

all) showed hemolytic involvement of

the lung- In the influenzal pneumonias we found the

influenza bacillus in slightlj more than -4 per cein

I
ii M I low \hi. Fi ladelphia : In tin- m

pain in pm umi mi i it is I

abdomi n I with the thought
.r galll il idominal

ihould an operation be done until

examination of the lungs. I agree with I>r Litchfield that

large am. units of water should be given in the pneum. nia

cases : ii n |\ is mo\ nit:

air a necessity, but il must be literati) fresh air. While I

would condemn the routine use of opial I ider the

giving of a small dose . .f opium in a sell

to the exhaustion from two sleepless nights I

gastric dilata in pneumonia
is nol as well known as it should be

1

fai tor under!) hik .
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ether inflammation, namely, disturbance of the circulation.

liiilaniin.il ion i- the result of abnormal dilatation of the

capillary system in tl

i irculation. Disease will

present if the circulation is maintained in pi

is the only drug that acts on the abnormally
capillai

und the patient

with plain or medicated steam is an exceedingly valuable

procedure in combating the llowing the adminis-
i| opium in small d<

Diagnosis and Treatment of Congenital Pyloric

Stenosis

Pr. Albert F. Hardt, Williamsport, Pa.: The tirst symp-

tom thai frequently beginning

as a regurgitation which gradually beci until it

- distinctly projectile in character, the vomit often

I eing p-

retained feedings. There is nothing distinctive

about the character of the vomitus. Of all the symptoms,

the vomiting is the most alarming, A peristaltic wave
- taken, and radiates from the i

the pylorus. A tumor may be fell to the right and

the level of the umbilicus, usually a small movable mass.

There are scanty stools ami urine and progressive loss of

weight. It is now gi in the mildest

;h partial retention and with no loss or little loss

of weight should expectant treatment lie tried. In all other

•Deration should be advised at

3SI0N

Dr. Levi .1. Hammond, Philadelphia: At times thi

can he felt in the region of the pylorus, though more often

the liver, which is invariably enlarged, so covers it over as

to prevent its being palpated. The other symptoms are those

naturally to he expected and incident on persistent vomiting.

As the condition is surgical from the onset medical treat-

ment should not be employed longer than is necessary to

establish the diagnosis. Surgical treatment should consist

in either pyloroplasty or posterior gastroenterostomy ; the

former is indicated when the pathology is demonstrably

localized. As this is not in my experience often possible,

I have always elected posterior gastro-entei tomy, which

I believe will meet the greater number of indications.

Dr. John J. GrLBBTDE, Philadelphia: Congenital stenosis

of the pylorus has a fairly definite symptoraatol II ing

a child with persistent vomiting in the presence of i

tion, one might well suspect the presence of a stenos,, of

the pylorus: and the mere fact that the practitioner su eel

such a condition leads him a long way toward making a

correct diagnosis. One should be reasonably certain about

the diagnosis before recommending operation, as operation

in these little patients demands a very careful and pains-

taking technic in order that their lives shall not be sacrificed

needlessly.

Fracture of the Pelvis

Dr. Samuel P. Mengel, Wilkes-Barre : There is no doubt

that it roentgen-ray examinations were made as a routine in

btful cases, then- would be a greater number of frac-
' ntally, fewer n

from internal injuries. Fractures involving the crest of the

ilium are very rarely complicated. Fractures of t!

and ischium occur more frequently, are often multiple and

c implicated, and have a high mortality. Owinj
the fracturh pelvis is crushed in many
ith extensive damage to the soft parts. Thi

-ary time requisite for a complete cure in these cases is

I

- e '."tit I f injurj and tin- dis

placement of the bones. In suspected cases of rupturi

der, an i
my should be pe-'-

the injury as possible.

1)r William L. i 'hem: Fractures of

irouli

occur verj frequently in indu i Ii hments. Roi

(Ml i il lo making the dia| I

i rs, 1 iladelph [ was recently called

to see a woman, aged 78, who ha I been kn >
I

i d down lo an
- he ''.id a fracture of the face and was \ io-

lently shocked. She bad fracture ol both bom oi one [eg,

|l il I 'I COntU i h l« ing a blow about

i la fracture of the

pubis on on,, side.

Pulee Pressure in Traumatic Cerebral Compression

Dr I ! \ian M. Vrmitage, Chester: In severe fractures of

the I'l I pressure

In traumatic cerebral compression
when the local symptoms suggest a Mood clol 01 a d :

I

pic- -ing on the 1 ' idi m i d by tin
i

oi paral} sis, th< genet al \\ mptoms, such as

slowed pulse and blood pressure findings, maj be of little

value if the medulla is not involved by pressure. Operation

is il nlv rational treatment in these cases, fn cases with

major symptoms of choked disk, headache, disturb

sorium, coma, increased pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid

pul e, there is also invariablj a high pulse pres-

sure. The systolic pressure is too uncertain a factor to DC
of any value in diag ng the amount of pressure. Out
decision as to whether or not a patient should be trephined

should be determined after grave reflection and consideration

i thi entin nptoms; but in all cases oi head
injury, frequent estimations of the pulse pressure and pulse

rate should be made.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Lyndon H. Landon, Pittsburgh: In at least 80 per

cent, of cranial cases the surgeon sees there is increased

intracranial pressure. I rely very largely on the direct esti-

mation of intracranial pressure by the spinal mercurial

manometer. By lumbar puncture the presence or absence
of blood is determined. It is important not to post] t

decompression until the intracranial pressure reaches -10

or 59 mm. of mercury, until the pulse pressure far exceeds

the pulse rale, and all the symptoms of Kocher's third Stags

have appeared. The time to consider operation is when signs

of beginning compression appear.

Dr. Charles H. Frazier, Philadelphia: Decision as to

trephining should be determined after grave reflection and
consideration of the entire group of symptoms; but in all

'rid injury, frequent estimations of pulse pressure

should be made. If one were to rely on rise of blood p

sure and choked disk as giving the indications for or against

operation, it would be done in main instances in which it

should not have been done and would not be done in many
instances in which it should have been done. In determining

the indications for or against operation, the whole clinical

picture must be taken into consideration.

Pennsylvania's Campaign Against Venereal Diseases

fin. S. Leon Gans, Philadelphia: All means must he

utilized to prevent infection. Methods must be employed to

lot ite and detect infected persons. When infei

detected, treatment must be carried out until a cure is

'idled. Under prevention is classed the edui

campaign, conducted by organizations which an
in every town in the state I

In
, organizations will

n pon ible men and women, their pul pi • I

carry education to the individual in his or her town.

I' block system has been successfully carried out, which

brings compri I
i i ition in ach home and deals

with broad public health work. The.,

supervise a system of talks to assemblies of rn

which will be graded : m ige and followed by the

distribution of carefully prepared pamphlets. Il i

cted I nrse in sex instruction be ititro-

duced in- end thai the parents, the clerg) .mil the

family physician be urged to discuss ibis problem so that

the growing child will have a sane sexual education rather

I tattet ing. All inmates re
|

reformatories are being examined and treated

when infected. They will be given instructions concerning
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prophylactic measures and the dangers of infection and the

spread of venereal diseases. Framed posters will be dis-

tnl uted throughout the state giving information on venereal

n, advising the proper method of securing relief,

and warning against quacks.

(To be continued)

KENTUCKY STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Sixty-Ninth Annual Meeting, held at Ashland, Sept. 22-25. 1919

The President, Dr. John G. South, Frankfort, in tli

Surgery of Thyrotoxicosis

Dr. L. Wallace Frank, Louisville: The operation of thy-

without danger, and should be under-

taken only by those familiar with the anatomy of thi

the gland lie the great vessels < I the neck and also

the recurrent laryngeal nerve. It is extremely easy to tear

the thin walls or blood vessels i i the gland. I sa«

in which even the inferior thyroid was I the jug-

ular. While the toxic thyroid may be a secondary c<

nevertheless, it is the seat of pathol id its removal
produces cure or marked improvement.

Epidemiology of Communicable Diseases

Dr. Irvin Lindenberger, L uisville: Fn m results obtained

thus far with the Rosenow vaccine in influenza, it appears

i
to afford protection by prophylactic inoculation of

persons against the more serious respiratory complii

The duration of the immunity is not known. I

are that it is relatively short. As regards vaccine treatment,

since the severer complications of influenza, such a

;in until the fourth day or later,

the vaccine, if given at the onset of the disease, might rea-

ii The initial

prophylactic dose daily for one, two oi threi

mended, provided no unfavorable ccur. The vac-

i certain di gi -

ctic in* culatii m against the resp rati irj ii

ro fatal during the epidemic, should be studied on a large

many according to the principles laid down. This
• is being made by the Kcntucl Board of

Health at the present time. Reports on about 3,00

that the vaccine decrease ilmost entirely

pneumonia and in practii il i case in which it

I has death occurred. Inoculations
the health depart nun t in Louisville, Dec. 4. 1918, and were
continued until Ian. Hi, 1919. Investigations

fter the last inoculation show that 750
wire given. One hundred and eight uld not

ed; four persons contracted influenza after tl

liter the third

Tendency Toward State Medicine

I)k. W. W. Anderson, Newport: 'II

l hegan with quarantine in a fi

have twenty-seven reportable disea i undei thi Kentucky
Ian) of tin state> provide laboratorj tests, antitoxins

and vaccines free or at lo«

i the insane, feebleminded,
epileptic, blind, deal, mul and incurable, and to

tion of i|„. ,,,,(,, Hospil il

d and extend,
i

tions. fresh air, farms, community nursing and clinics. Clinics
which originated lor medical teaching alone have y, ne into
public service, and wi

lis and venereal i I rnment
i- greatl) extending its activities in public health
and army medical supervision outside the arms itself. State

:ning and we must prepare for it
I

ourselves ami to the public the high

I medi
c.il work; thirdly, b ,u.l'U o,

practice

Roentgenography in Diagnosis of Tuberculosis

Dr. I. H. Brown, Winchester: Roentgenograph) affords
opportunity for exact diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis in
its incipiency. Investigation has established beyond any
d ubt that in the great majority of eases the initial focus
is m the hilum which is diagnosed only by means of the
roentgen ray.

War Surgery of Bones and Joints as Applied to Civil

Practice

Dr. 1 '• Louisville: The factors which con-
ccess are: (1

educated in mechanical surgery: (2) asepsis: i,i!

propei instruments and applianc id work: (4i
equipment ; (5) specially train.

petal ion on the pan of the nurses and a-sis-

(7) absolute control of the patient. All the
• .and joints in military practice is ap]

to civil life, except that the methods may have to be made
slightly less radical.

Diagnostic Significance of Vertigo to the General
Practitioner

Dr. J I) Hi in,ik. Louisville: Vertigo maj he caused by
(1 i a lesion in the; ear or of the eighth nerve, such as hemor-

i (fusion, labyrinthitis, inflammation of the middle ear
and irritation ,,f the labyrinth, leukemic

infiltrations, trauma, neuritis, low grade specific meningitis.
etc. ; (2) lesiot the intracranial pathways, such as
hemorrhage, trauma, tumoi absci thrombosis, infarction,
tubercle and gumma, multiple sclerosis, syringomyelia,
meningitis of various types, porencephalitis

; (3) involvement
of the ear mechanism by toxemia from any
of the body, chemical poisoning from alcohol, lead, salicy-
lates, quinin, infections fevers and focal infections; (4)

i the ear mechanism by ocular disturbances or
by circulatory disturbances, cardiorenal and cardiovascular
"'; nditions. \ i

, ntially a studj of the ves-
tibular apparatus. I:

Early Diagnosis in Diseases of Rectum
Dr Bernard uisville: In no part of the body

rant than in the rectum and a.

and m no othi I part of the bi

! he apatln or
failure on of many ph.

attributable to ini i impetence, but
nd to Following blindly a I hed but

rectal examinations should be emphasized and
i

i

Diagnosis of Peripheral Nerve Injuries

Dk l: I
.
/i :

| u {
, ille r, , ipheral nervi

rentiated from 1<
i

u'm bj the hi n of the injurj : by the fa

i entral origin ,|
: that

i
ised. and that tl i

with the disl rve. In

ntral origin entl) the entire limb
the lesion is in the .id and is small,

may he limited to i the extremity.
In such a case the ;

nd to an> given i i

An All-Timc Health Officer

i lickman ; 'I he aim of the health
is the pi disease, and to this end 1

himself, to the public and to his

an intimate knowledge tnmunity under
He should he ad\ ised pron

;

timunicablc d

oi then mal i

ot the surround
the cause.

Prostatectomy

Dr. .1 I tli: ilia Pri
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n markedly with micturition and

indi\ idual from inl

urinary tract which
to this rule is where |

cute infection which usually sub-

tle medical treatment. I have performed

ibic i

rom the anesthetic and shock. Thi

patient contracted pi he was to

The third p

i ath occurred eight wcel

-i m of the malignant proo

The Obstructing Prostate

Dr. Carl Lewis V\ the term

pplant the terms "prostal

"enlarged p
" To i many

.1 which ar< I malig-

n only beinj

h is a well km wn fact I

cinomatous areas can be detected in the midst of an aden-

tte. In this type of prostate, why should we

operate? These patients should bi to radium.

I prefer the suprapubic route, and strongly, advocate the two-

ration, the i rig dote under local anesthe-

ind oxy-

gen with as short an anesthesia as will suffice. The interval

between first and second stages \ etween two and six

weeks. Forced feeding is begun at the same time

is instituted. In several instances, patients h

much as 30 pounds before the time for the second sta

been reached.

Tuberculous Peritonitis

Dr. Charlks A. Vance, Lexington: Tuberculous i

tis is most common between the ayes of 20 ami 40, and

females are affected more than males, owing to the occur-

rence of tuberculous salpingitis. Tuherculous peritonitis

predisposes to ahdominal catastrophes by can

which hind down the intestinal coils. Tuben llou mi

teric glands produce adhesions between the glands and the

adjacent coils of intestine, or, by breaking down into

produce suppurative peritonitis. Tuberculous peri-

tonitis demands internal treatment. Only under special con-

ditions does it require surgical treatment. The treatment

is, in general, the same as that for tuberculosis in other

the body and con r food,

fresh air and general hygienic measures. Tuberculin may

be used in seleced cases. The disappearance of the effu-

sion, when it is present, may be hastened by moderate pur-

triction of the diet, and by the use of ordin u

diuretics. Treatment by the roentgen ray has benefited

si>me patients. Laparotomy is indicated in the cases of

serous effusion, if after several v

ment. satisfactory progress has not been made. Other indi-

i . are the presence of well

probable primary foci in the tul i dix, a localized

suppurative process, or the presence of some condition caus-

ing partial or complete intestinal obstruction.

the primary focus must be removed, if possible. The abdomen
! without drainage. The ulcerative types and those

without effusion are unsuitable for operation and should not

be operated on. except in the presence of definite indications.

purely adhesive t

oxid-oxygen anesthesia
'

d in all tuber-

cases as a precaution against lighting up or aggra-

vating pulmonary lesions, which is a real danger if ether is

Fractures of Cervical Vertebrae

Dr. F. P. Stricklkr. Jr., Louisville: Fractures of the cer-

vical vertebrae constitute from 25 to 36 per cent, of all spinal

fractures, and occur most frequently in the male of middle
- everal vertebrae may he fractured and dislocated at

one time, but the : frequently involved are the

When this is the case the fracture is usually accom-

panied by dislocation and compression which produce a

rather sharp kyphosis. The spinous and it.

esses an I

'
I but m

of this n not be much deformity. The site

mpi i 'it frac-

uml found ii

cer\ ical verti brae. 1 he nervi und ii

and disl i I

crushing of the i

;es.

1 f fe in. I'M i, ,i, ,|, either the

e or i '
' ii mp 1oyed , i

ing on which form of treatment will give the best results in

the individual case The conser •
i n nl is carried

out l.\ immobil spine in p!aster-of-Paris i

:
I I in frac-

pcrativc treatment is

. it. i m< of two ipei ations ma; bi used th

the Eiibbs. The prognosis is guarded. In those cases in

re marked cord 1< ions il is '

few, if any, I the i patients show improvement. The case

usually I in death.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Cerebrospinal Meningitis

Dh ! I B: i Li his highly desirable to

recognizi thi d i ase early— if pi issible befon mi

be done 1>\ .i ci imbin ition of clinii

1 li the spinal fluid is ne

.i 5& ml puncture two hours later may show- org

d punctures should be made, if necessary, am
used to cultivate the organism from thi

Treatment with large doses of antimeningitis serum intra-

venously should be used as earl) as possible, combined, when
Ms is present, with intraspinal injection. This treal

ment lowers the mortality of the s :vere cases from abi ul 66

to 17 per cent., and in those eases in which the dil

is made late the mortality is reduced from 42 to 19 pi

Complications are also greatly reduced.

Early Diagnosis of Valvular Heart Disease

Dr. C. W. DowDEN, Louisville: For the diagnosis of mitral

stenosis, a presystolic or diastolic murmur must he pn ent

and this can be intensified and delected much earlier by the

use of the amy! nitrite test. Disease of the aortic valve

can besl bi d I with the patient in a bent forward posi-

tion, after exercise, and with the examiner's ear over the

chest. For thi i oi mitral regurgitation, in n

to the murmur, cardiac hypertrophy, or a history of rhcunia-

necessary.

INDIANA STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Annual Meeting, held in Indianapolis, Sept. :tj27. 1119

luded from p.

Blood Sugar in Cancer

Dr. Scott Edwards, Indianapolis: Normal blood sugar

\aries from 0.07 to 0.14 pei cenl , with an average oi

lh. curve in a normal individual generally i

its peak near the forty -live minute interval and is w
t iin.il or entirely so at the end of two hours.

the normal curve, the cancer curve reaches

match 200 gm. per hundred c.e.. and at the two hour inter-

val, after the glucose is ingi ted, the blood sugar is

approximately the same figure or it may be considerably

higher. The normal is reached in from three to four hours.

The curve in all other diseases examined, except oi

lowed the general contour of the normal curve. In one case,

which was later diagnosed as pernicious anemia, the curve

was typically that encountered in cancer. I feel, thi

that while blood sugar tolerance detcrminal

tic evidence, it is of greater value as a method t»

eliminating cancer than in proving its existence. A failure

ablish such a curve is strong evidence

malignancy.
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Lipovaccines

Dr. A. Parker Hitchens, Indianapolis: In the military

emergency the lipovaccines were valuable because of the

difference between a single dose vaccine and one which
required ten days to administer; but in civil practice, espe-

cially in the prophylaxis against the complicating infections

of influenza. I would prefer at the present time to use saline

vaccines. I do. however, prefer typhoid lipovaccine because

I believe its value has been demonstrated thoroughly.

DISCUSSION OX PAPERS OF DRS. EDWARDS AND HITCHENS

Dr. H. K. Laxgdox. Indianapolis: The question of sugar
tolerance must not be a question of theory, but of fact : and
if this curve proves constant and is demonstrable in the

early stages of malignancy it will be of untold value. The
true value of lipovaccine will be determined only by the

time.

Dr. Thomas C. Kennedy, Indianapolis: What
most of all in cancer is early diagnosis, and I hope that

Dr. Edwards will continue his work and report if
'

anything of value.

Some Fractures of the Pelvis

Dr. Charles Haywood. Elkhart: In the treatment of

fracture of the pelvis, the first though) is reducti< n

fragments and means for holding them in ap]

Violent manipulations must be avoided because of their ten-

dency to increase shock as well as the extent of the visceral

injury. Careful manipulation of the limb is often necessary
: ; in digital manipulations through the rectum or

vagina. In fractures of the crest of the ilium, supporting

sand bags are all that is necessary, and are preferable to

bandaging. In fracture of the pubes and rami of the ischium

a cast is sometimes employed, but the same result can be

accomplished better by adhesive strips. In wide separation

of the fragments, resort may be had to wiring. Fracture

of the acetabulum and penetration by the head of the femur
will require traction laterally and probably the Beck exten-

sion. In all these cases the ingenuity of the surgeon is

called int<> play in order to employ the proper means of

immobilization and to make the patient comfortable.

Relative Merits of Surgery, Radium and Roentgen Ray
in the Treatment of Uterine Fibroids

Dr. E. E. Padgett, Indianapolis: The cases of uterine

fibroid i by means other than surgery are a very

small minority, being only those cases that are unfit for

forgery.

Chronic Uterine Infections

Dr. Walter H. Baker. South Bend: Surgery
female pelvis could be undertaken in these cases with much

nee, and would ultimately be much m i

CCSsful, if we knew better all of the physiology and pathology
of the internal secretions of the ovarj and the relation they
bear to other internal secretion-.. A few observers have
argued that the tubes and uterus play a part in the internal

secretion of the ovary, that without them the ovarian secre-

tion did not functionate properly and ;i vasomotoi
would ai ibtedly the internal secretion from the

ovary persists for many years after the reproductive function

has subsided

Dk Thomas C. Kennedy, Indianapolis: Workers with
radium have been convinced of il

of fibroids, and I believe that it will only be a short time
until the most skeptical will be convinced that it is the

in a large numbei < uterine
fibroids. Of course, it must bi used with care, but it is

readily controllable in skilled bands.

1 >. Clark, Indianapolis: 1 believe there is

a middle ground in tl I do not by an;

that all fibroids should be treated h\ radium or the

n ray, nor do I believe that they should all be

osalpinx, appendicitis ami
gallbladder disease should be eliminated: we should simply
treat fibroids by radium or roentgen ray. and the treatment
Should be limited to small fibroids. Large tumors should

be removed. The conservative surgeon is the man who
operates quickly when his diagnosis convinces him that

surgical work is necessary.

Dr. J. R. Eastman. Indianapolis : I am sure we conserve

life when we take out an infected appendix promptly on

making the diagnosis.

Dr. H. K. Boxx, Indianapolis: We must beware of a

false conservatism. In the surgery of the female pelvic

organs we should have less so-called "conservative" surgery

and more complete work.

Dr. A. M. Cole, Indianapolis: The treatment of uterine

by tile roentgen ray has passed the experimental

stage, and this method must take its place as a legitimate

and highly efficient thera i ises.

Dr. O. G. Pfaff, Indianapolis: Small fibroids (the class

in which the use of roentgen ray or radium is recommended)
can be removed surgically at one sitting under gas anes-

thesia with verj little discomfort and almost without mor-
tality. Large tumors should not be subjected to roi

ray or radium treatment. As to the appendix, we shall

save the greatest number of lives if we operate in every

case as soon as the diagnosis is made if the patient can

in anesthetic. The earlier the better.

Dr. H. 0. PaNTZER, Indianapolis : These divergent views

emphasize the fact that we have not yet such scientific data

as will enable us to do in every instance what is satisfac-

tory for the patient in making differential

seeking or finding the proper remedy. 1 myself feel that we
have reason to antagonize the free, invariable use of radium

and the roentgen ray for fibroids, considering the extremely

rtality ot surgery in these cases.

Dr. W. D. Gatch, Indianapolis: In regard to the mor-
tality of the operation for fibroid, it seems to me there are

two fait-: I ntrol which arc bound to cause

.. < nsiderable mortality. These are possible sepsi

crated submucous fibroids, and embolism. Under the best

of conditions the mortality from embolism will

J to 5 per cent. We can cure most of the^e patients by

roentgen ray or radium.

Hour-Glass Bladder

Dr. H. K. Bonn, Indianapolis: This case was an appar-

ently true "hour-glass" bladder, the two compartments con-

with one another by means of a ringlike

which admitted only the index linger. The anterior septum

of this ring was divided in one plane and tl

in the pi to that Of division. Four lingers could

passed from one vesical cavity into the other. The
patient, a man aged 62, made an uneventful recovery and
remains free from symptoms.

Renal Tuberculosis

Dr. P. E. MeCowx. Indianapolis: Early diagn
most important in renal tuberculosis, and

incision will be of great help in

ing the kidney and getting to its pedich ; it will save time

and savi ney and wound contamina-

tion. I' ' t. permitting

be well

cleaned of adhesions to insure secun li< I< thread

ated if desii i likelj to sli

double threads.

Prostatectomy

.',
. X. Wishard m' II G. Hamer, Indianap

120 patients, the oldi

Symptoms at time of consultation - i

and difficulty of urination in lift;. frequency, dif-

ficulty and pain in th marked hematuria in

eight of these patients bad used a catheti consulta
Ml patients ted on by the suprapubic

interval between the preliminary cystotomj and the enuclea

tion was tv.

pi rative resul
1 ounce to 3 iti< nt had 6 or

f hypet trophy in I
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ds which arc being destroyed by fulgumtion.

r patients have good emptying power and good con-

epi one who li.i> some n irobabry result-

m a spinal lesion. Hie mortality from the operation

was 1.00 j per cent.

pis, IPEBS OF DRS. BONN, UCCOWN,
WISHASn AND HAMER

Dr. V. a sville: Thorough prepara-

i very important, it not the most important, element

for tl'.i prostatic surgery.

Dr. Frank H. Jbtt, Torre Haute: The n
er than gallbladder or prostatic

i- that they have been taught that they need i peration and

u at once.

Dr. J. C Fleming, Elkhart: The fatalities following

tomy may be divided into tin

ncy, cases in which there is excessive hem
ses that are not allowed t" clear up entirely after

their preliminary drainage.

Current Medical Literature

Titles marked

AMERICAN
rith an asterisk (*> are abstract'

American Journal of Medical Sciences, Philadelphia

I 19 158, V I

Pnase of War V 111 V P. -l-
:

-
;

-

•oration of Remission in Perm C. G. Stockton,

Buffalo.—p. 471.

ecus Arthritis. W. W. Hcrriik and G. M. Parkhurst, New
-.. -173.

ag Renal Tuberculosis. I.. Buerger, N,w York.—]

i Injection of Atro;.in on Pulse Rs ! essure and

t "Effort Syndrome." I'. C. Stur K is.

i, < >r. .
.t. T. Wearn, Charlotte. X. ('-, and E. II. Tnmpkms,

Can.' • 496.

: Differential Diagnostic Value in Pulmonary Abscess, Bron-

chiectasis and Pulmonary Tuberculosis. P. M. Pottenger, x
i

;,. 502.

"Imminent Psychology: A Prophecy and a Plea. .1. Collins, New York.

—

P

•Bronchiectasis: Its Differentiation from Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 1!.

Hills, N. Y— p. 416.

Enlarged Thymus; Status Lymphaticus. R. C. Newti

clair, N. J.

•Transitional Li I

l; gnostic Value in Cbronii

) Drk.— ii. 545.

Mediastinal H
Wall. M. W'. 1 th Bend, Ind.—p. 557.

. .lume in Wound Hemorrhage and Shock. R. I. L<

bridge.

Pleural Exudates Complicating Influenza. B.

Lucke, Philadelphia, ami K. Barker, St. Louis.— p. 577.

Cardiac Phase of War Neuroses.—The special purpose of

(John's paper is to point out milestones in the hi

this subject. Da Costa first defined it in 1871. On the basis

of his work the study continued in this war. In h

ust often as the result of infectious dis-

.-.as most likely a functional disorder,

< rganic change in the heart, and was certainly affected bene-

ficially by drugs. The symptoms which he described, and

which a:< nized are alike. At present it is :

matter what the predisposing cause, whetl

infectious disease, malfunctioning glands of internal

isoning, the disorder is essentially a neurosis,

depending on anxiety and fear; that it is removed by the dis-

appearance of the exciting cause and that it is cured by

measures designed to influence the neurotic state.

Long Duration of Remission in Pernicious Anemia.

—

Stockton saw his patient i 1899 It was

in all respects a typical case of pern:. i There

was an irregular improvement for six years, at which time,

although there was a moderate anemia, the blood lost all

characteristics of the pernicious type. In 1907 no abnormal

cells were found. The blood was in every way satisfactory.

i sharp recurrence which soon became

threatening. The patient failed to respond to the action of

and sodium cacodylate, winch drugs formerly had
: io lie "i l.cnc in \ transfusion led to temporary
.mill. I line week-, afltiw.itd tin

J
>.|1 lent developed

lobar pneumonia and died three days later, nearly twenty

ignition ol hei firsl attack ol pet nici >uj

anemia. In this case there was disappearance of all e\ i-

ichylta

Stockton sax s he had never found an exception to the rule

of the pre. cine, sooner or later, of achylia gastrica.

Meningococcus Arthritis.- -A study of an epidemic of 321

. i rneningococcu infection impressed Herrick and
Parkhurst with the frequency of arthritis, with the variety

of its manifestations and with the clinical profil

tion of these arthritides into different forms or typi

i their studies has been the classification of these

arthritis mel with in meningococcus inl

The authors classify ibis arthritis in three forms, \

is an acute polyarthritis lhat is frequently the initial symp-

tom, more often ..ne of a itumbei of symptoms of onsi

that does not, except in ,are ca lain than the

third day of tin- disease. Ibis i eature ol many of

the cases of severe infections and is usually a harbin

stormy course. Almost all these patients have profuse hemor-

rhagit rashes coincident with the polyarthritis. In many, but

not in all instaina-. the arthritis is as transitory as the rash.

It would seem that these earl) joint symptoms arc due tO

hemorrhage into the articular and periarticular structures,

especially the synovial membrane that they are identical wiih

the hemorrhagic lesions of the skin and serous membranes.
The clinical picture is not unlike that of acute rheumatic

polyarthritis. In Type Ii the onset is late, usually about the

fifth day. With few exceptions only one joint is affected,

generally the knee, occasionally the ankle, hip, shoulder,

wrist or elbow. Effusion is a prominent feature, so that

aspiration of the synovial capsule is suggested in many cases.

Swelling is great, but redness, pain, tenderness and limitation

of motion are suprisingly slight. In no other acute arthritis

is there this striking disproportion between the swelling

and the other inflammatory signs. The duration of the

process is usually from one to four weeks, recovery being

gradual, but complete. Type C is the well known serum
arthritis.

Ascending Renal Tuberculosis.— Buerger gives what he

regards as clinical and pathologic proof of the occurrence

of cases of ascending nnal tuberculosis, ascending at least

in the sense that the renal and ureteral lesions are secondary

to the bladder involvement

Atropin in Effort Syndrome.—In cases of "irritable heart"

studied by Sturgis, Wearn and Tompkins and in normal men
after injection of atropin sulphate there was generally a

preliminary drop foil..wed by an increase in pulse rate. This

increase was greater on the average in the "irritable heart"

cases than in the normal controls. There was also a drop in

pulse pressure in the majority of the subjects, dependent on

a rise in diastolic blood pressure in the majority of cases

an additional drop m systolic blood pressure in some
of the cases. There was no increase in basal metabolism
al ei the subcutaneous injection .,i atropin sulphate. There

light fall in the basal metabolism in three of the six

tudied. There was always a slight drop in the

respiratory quotient

Differentiation of Pulmonary Abscess, Bronchiectasis and
Tuberculosis.- I' ott« i that a history of persistent

oi lat |uani itii i if sputum, with

a diminished respiratory exi ide of the chest

and an absence or paucity of en i mucous rales

on auscultation over the sidi lake one think

of pulmonary abscess or bronchiectasis. Ronchi are often

present but they, too, may be al.

Imminent Psychology.—Collins predicts a glorious future

ft psychology, in fact all transactions will be placed on a
1 ogic basis: work, occupation, recreation; the spir-

i i ii i i, physical, social, financial, hygienic betterment of man-
kind; admission to schools, colleges and universities; choice
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of profession, occupation or career; promotion or advance-
ment in any intellectual field will be determined by psycho-

logic examination of the individual seeking position and
preferment. Medicine will be quickened, revived and
enriched by doing teamwork with the science of psychology.

Diagnosis of Bronchiectasis.—Stivelman emphasizes that

a diagnosis of bronchiectasis may be arrived at only after

a careful history .if the case has been taken and painstaking
repeated phj sical examinations have been made. Given a

patient with a history of cough and profuse expectoi

many years' duration following pneumonia, yet well nour-
ished, lending a moderately act-ve life, especially when no

of such constitutional symptoms as tachycardia, chills,

fever and sweats can be obtained, and the abundant sputum
after repeated and careful examinations does not show the

presence of tubercle bacilli, it is most pro], aide that the dis-

ease in question is not tuberculous in character, although
hemoptysis may have occurred. When this is supplemented
by repeated physical explorations of the chest, which show
that the lesion is to be found exclusively at eithei

ibes and that the apices are free from disease, a diag-

nosis of bronchiectasis may be justifiable. Guinea-pig inocu-

A the sputum in question may rule .tit tuberculosis.

Roentgenoscopy and at times bronchoscopy may be of assi--

tance. Tuberculosis complement fixation is not as yet reli-

able. Extensive basal tuberculosis is most frequently a

terminal condition and is associated with bilateral upper lobe

involvement and marked constitutional symptoms of toxemia.

Leukocytosis in Chronic Appendicitis.—Transitional leuko-

or an increase in large mononuclears and in transi-

tional leukocytes, or an increase in either of them was found
by Friedman in the blood of 87 per cent, of patients in

whom evidence of chronic appendicitis was obtained. There
transitional leukocytosis in the blood of patients in

whom evidence of chronic peptic ulcer was i btained or in the

blood of those in whom cholecystitis, renal stones or other

organic abdominal conditions were found at operation, S

transitional leukocytosis was found in patients in whom
appendicitis was present, with other organ ii abdom
ditions. A hyperleukocytosis and a polynuclear leukocytosis
are not as frequently found in cl Ileitis as is a

i.al leukocytosis. A transitional leukocytosis as a

diagnostic aid of chronic appendii itis, Friedman says, is

superior to roentgen signs which are supposed direi

indirectly to point to a diseased apendix. Transitional leuko-
often persists in the blood after an appendectomy is

performed.

Mediastinal Hodgkin's Granuloma. A case
growth having the tissue characteristics of Hodgkin's granu
lama situated primarily in the mediastinym is described by
Lyon, it occurred in a young adult, white, male,

and family histories. Its duration was
i tic mass caused pressure

ill
:

the right pleura becami infi i d and a

pleural and rel ibsi loped the path nl

dying of toxemia and exhaustion. The chief pathologic find-

of the mediastinal neoplastic
into the right lung, involvement of the bronchial and n

tinal lymph nodes, of many abdominal lymph
ind inguinal i growths

und in the urn • n, in the tail of tl

the right kidney and in the epicardium and
i, in the right kidney and in the epicardium and

beginning t,, mvade the myocardium. The liver and the
cervical, maxillary and axillary lymph nodes were unin-

Blood Volume in Wound Hemorrhage and Shock.—The
p irted b) L impor-

tance of blood volume in wound hemorrhage and sh... k.

Profound disturbances of blood volume are al

and if maintained tor any considerable period are usually

be eslnn.it..
and roughly bj comparativi reading) i the hemoglobin per-
centage ter the intravenous infusion ol .1 known
amount of fluid. The milder eases of wound hem
and shock require only an increase in blood volume. The

severer cases require both an increase in blood volume and
an increase in oxygen carrying constituent. This double
requirement is met in part by transfusion. However, when
transfusion is indicated it is usually desirable still further

to increase the blood volume, which may be accomplished in

various ways. Continued observations on blood volume give,

furthermore, valuable information as to prognosis. A gen-
eral study of blood volume strongly suggests certain pro-

cedures which may be utilized for the prevention and control

of the associated symptom complex known as wound hemor-
rhage and shock.

Exudates Complicating Influenza.—The pleural fluids of

en cases of influenzal pneumonitis occurring in pre-

vii usly healthy individuals, were examined by Luke and
Barker. The cells encountered were: polymorpho
leukocytes, large and small lymphocytes and so-called

transitional cells slightly larger than the leukocytes and hav-

ing a single indented nucleus. Besides these there occurred

considerably target oval 01 r< u rid i onuclear cells i

n 10 to 20 microns and possessing a large, usually

taining nucleus, with several prominent nucleoli and
pale staining cloud) protoplasm. Their cytoplasm frequently

numerous small vacuoles, probablj evidet

ration. In ten of the seventeen cases examined endo-

thelial cells constituted over 4u per cent, of the total number.
l-i five of these cases the) even Fi 70 per cent, of

the cells present. These endothelial cells are slightly phago-

For erythrocytes and occasionally engulf bacteria.

American Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases of

Women and Children, York, Pa.

October, 1919, SO. No. 502

i toma of Oi at v itfa ' arcinoma. A. B. Spal Ii

Francisco.— p. 401.

Resection of Middle Portion of Cervix foi H
ervix t'teri. Shortening of i igaments through

Vagina. G. II. Noble, A lai ta, Ga
•Arc the Operativ. P - ncnorrhea an.l

rustifiable? 1\ C. Holden, New York.—p . 415.

•Work of i

—p. I 1

tl neii. J. E. Kins. Buffalo, \ Y p.

n ; Analysis "f

I A Schumann, Philadelphia p. 432.

Delivery by Natural I J. T.
•135.

i During
141,

P !

II I' Newman, San Diego

in Combination wit

I

Carcinoma of Ovary. Spalding reports a case of car-

m the epithelial lining oi

oma. The tumor wi

patient

reports every six months for examinatii irs have

elapsed since the teratoma was reiw /ed and then

recurrence.

Sterility and Dysmenorrhea. \n.: . ireful

that furthei • i will tend to

our present position in n treatment oi

rrhea and sterilitj Operative procedures al i

a small pi I
Miles add a

some pathologii to the sy inp-

lity.

Omaha Detention Home for Women,
ilus institution was opened and Findlcj maki

the work, i U a total n admitted I

t:. .n all but eight w

syphilitic though only one in. ten showed an) clinii

der.ee of Syphil

Inch ultimati

found iii <l;'

th, tenth and
in one instance the fifteenth " In
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onl) 2 per cent did the tubes reveal anj evidence ol

in the clinical examinations M half the women were

id .ill were - As a moral pi i >b-

lem, Findlc) says, the work was most discouragii

'\n the publii this refoi m mo^ e-

ment. Public sentiment is as yel not crystallized, but much
n accomplished in educating the public and there is

t that the U. S. P. 11. Service will perform a

v in continuing the propaganda that ha

n ely pursued in the pa-:

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
i -.i

.

1

\ \

!

tl obulbar Ncui " i ] I
I I

I

i

—

r

Treatment of Carcinoma of Skin with Radium. -11

lyzed by Simmons show that in 72.5 per com. ol the

i
i

i the -km suitable for radium tn

an immediate cure i- tn be expected, and of these 90 pei cenl

will remain tree from the disease or if a recurrence does take

place, it will yield readily t'> further light treatment. It is

maintained, however, that in casts . f epidermoid carcinoma
in which the growth can be removed easily without marked
resulting deformity, vhich metastases an
to occur, operation is the treatment ol choice. Ol the twenty-

eight patients treated by operation, twenty-six wen alive

and tree from recurrence one or more years later. Ten of

carcinoma about the orl.it SO extensive

that removal of the gether with the lids.

sidered advisable. Nine of thesi patients an -nil

rrenci hive were operated on as radium failed

»( ase.

Colorado Medicine, Denver
i.;.

Little Learning—and the Rocky Mountain News. C S Bluemel,

Denver.—p.

'i ine. F. H. Mi Naught, Denver, p. ' 10.

I
I H I termole, Boulder, p. n

I
i -t anil Result- Its Use. E. 1 D

—p.

Results from Use of Von Pirquet Test.— Friedman has per-

formed the von Pirquet test .
; _'.

:
> times on 4<>4 unselected

patients ranging m age from a few months to Is years

.Nearly all the children tested were of Jewish pal

living under conditio irable with those prevailing

among the poorer working classes of the larger cities. Most

of the children were of tuberculous parents, main of whom
had been inmates of a sanatorium where they had had

hly inculcated rule- of prophylaxis, which were
ol the homes. ( If the 465

children i nt. reacted positively, the number
ives among the males being 2 per cent, in e:

the females. Under 1 year, aim..-; 12

reacted positively; from 10 to 14 tears 55 per cent.. .
I

14 to IK tears, only 51 per cent. rea. ely. The
number of positive reactions was noted during the

eleventh to thirtcentl with 66.7 per cent.: and the

; t the fifth and the sixth year period, with only 13

per cenl if the 274 children having a tuberculous

i.6 per cent, reacted positive!} : of the 181 nol i

nl} 2.12 per cent., or less than hah
Of the nonexposed, 135 were born in Colorado, and only 20.7

per cent, reacted positively, as compared with 25 ]

1 if the 12'. children born in I

I and 42.3

per cent, of ' 01 Is 1

.' children

to a parent with open tuberculosis, 58 per cent, reacted

positively: of seventy-eight exposed t,, a closed cast,

cent, reacted; whereas, not

the extent of 2.12 per cent. ' If those childrei

7.1

lively; and when exposed to a mothei with closed tuber-

culosis almosl double the number, or 48,4 per cent., showed

positive reaction m deserving recognition is,

thai of the femali children exposed to .. fathei with closed

uberculosis 40.7 pet .em become infected; wl I thi

mali offspi mi- similai I) exposed, on!} 1" pi i

• fourth read positively 'in the other hand, boj ,

1 exposed to either parent with open tuberculi

n about equal ratio; eight children had both parent

tuberculous, and seven reacted positive!} rul.ereul.Mi-. mi,.

tion is said to exercise a retarding influence on Hie physical

growth of tin- child Friedman found thai ol children react

itively, 61.8 per cent, are below normal in develop
inent. 20 pei • ni ,,i

,
ii. ii mal, and I' 1 5 pei . . nt at i

normal. Of those with negative reactions, 56.1 pet tent arfl

below normal, 31 per cent, are normal, and 12.6 pei cent, are

i mal I me. ted chi

relative!} less developmental impairment than do those above

Endocrinology, Los Angeles
|ulj Si i.i. "ii- '. 1919, :s. No. .'

|l

lies on H B I

L. I- Barker, Ball imoi . p

1 Mil, i ii. ,1 Atlit rosis, 1 1 ' . I i

i'

'Diabetes in fafanc> and Chitdh 1 1 A. Abt, Chi

ion nf Thymus. E, Uhlenhuth, New Vorl p

'Effect of Splenei
I

I
i \1 inn Roi In sti r, Minn.—

of Intel I ta ; A Review. F. S. Hal
in. tl, Philadelphia, \< n

'Influence of rhyroid On Fori ation ol Antibodies, t. knoptnan,

Holland, p 318.

•Action of Epinephrin on Kidney. F. A. Han I

roronto I nada r

Endocrinopathic Constitutions ami Pathologj ol War. N P

P i
nun. Italy.— p.

Fetal and Maternal Athyrosis.—Smith maintains that die

occurrence of disorders of the teeth, nails and hair during

pregnane} indicates that there is a very wide occurrence of

a more or less severe form of maternal athyrosis. The
- of the proteolytic enzymes in the blood of the preg-

nant woman tends to produce a condition similar to thai

under which fetal and maternal athyrosis is produced among
domestic animals—not an abnormal condition, but still one

that requires an abundant suply of iodin. Lack of function

of the thyroid i- a probable cause of albuminuria and toxemia

of pregnancy which may be overcome by an abundant supplj

of iodin. A milk diet for the elimination of toxemia

nancy will probabl} be very disastrous to the fetus unless it

be supplemented with an abundant supply of iodin. When
either of the parents is suffering from a disturbance of the

thyroid it is imperative that the ordinary diet should be

upplemented with an abundant supply of iodin thn

ation period and possibly also when they an
mg from a disturbance of the parathyroids. To insure the

normal function of the thyroid the ordinary diet should l.e

supplemented with from one-half to 1 grain of iodin approxi-

mately daily during pregnancy and menstruation and for a

period of seven days each month during puberty, especially

during the first three months of the year.

Diabetes in Infancy and Childhood.— Abt agrees with other

observers that diabetes in children is infrequent a

pared with lis occurrence in adult life. The sympti

ical with those in adults. Enuresis is nol an

infrequent symptom. Urticaria, pruritis and eczema occur

as well as furunculosis, I he teeth decay early, and stomatitil

is not uncommon. Edema about il :

< faci and ankles hi

ced i ases. I leadache, ba< kache and radiat-

ing pains in the extremities are sometimes seen, f'articularly

characteristic are pains in the call muscles I he urim i

sugar, at times acetone and diacelii acid, and not infrequentlj

albumen and casts. An early and conspicuous symptoia.

is irritation of the external genitals. Diabetes in children

mat begin in a mild or severe form, though it must he

observed that the transition from the mild to (hi

rapidl} than in adults. In some cases the dis-

ease has not been recognieed until after this transition hss
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occurred. Some children seem to improve after the sugar

tolerance has been regulated and the urinary sugar kept low.

At times they gain in weight. The temperature is inclined

to be subnormal. When the glycosuria has disappeared none

of the children lose their tendency toward it. Sugar returns

on the slightest provocation. It reappears fi Mowing psychic

disturbances, such as disappointment about a journey or a

bad school report. Sugar also tends to return following

o ryza, parotitis, pharyngitis and diarrhea. In most cases

the sugar tolerance can be restored, but an accumulation of

insults, that is frequent recrudescences, tends gradually to

reduce permanently the level of tolerance. In consequence

of this fact infections of the upper respiratory tract or other

infections have an ominous significance and tend to produce

complications in diabetic children. Tl the indi-

vidual the more marked is the tendency for the disease to

pass suddenly from the mild to the severe type. In Abe's

experience such cases as he considered mild and at

to dietetic treatment nearly always terminated fatally in the

of several months or a few years.

Function of Thymus.—The animals used by Uhlenhuth for

his experiments were the larvae and adults of amphibians—
water lizards, newts, mudpuppies or salamanders. His find-

ings lead him to believe that the thymus dues produce an

internal secretion, but one which, so far as is known at

present, has only a toxic effect in that it is the factor caus-

ing the "tetanie parathyreopriva." There are. however,

Uhlenhuth says, no facts known at present to warrant the

claim that the thymus gland does not produce an internal

i] which is required to maintain the normal physio-

mdition of the organism.

Effect of Splenectomy on Thymus.—Observations were

made by Mann on adult d< kittens, rabbits and
om which the spleen had been removed as to the

effect of this operation on the thymus. Decided variations

und, but there was no evidence that splenectomy pro-

duced any specific change. Most of the splenec!

animals died before the controls died, however, an

the same conditions that the controls svere develop

mally. While removal of the spleen in the young did not

produce any noteworthy change in development, it seemed
to make the animal less able to withstand the Str< of life.

Influence of Thyroid on Formation of Antibodies

man claims that the inject i ! into rabbits

i of an amboceptor with a high titer.

Action of Epinephrin on Kidney.—The experiment
by Hartman and Lang prove that epinephrin frequently

causes dilatation of the kidney. This dilatation can be

by action on the semih:!

ganglia, or. in some cases, on structures in the kidney itself.

Georgia Medical Association Journal, Atlanta
September, 1' 19 In.

:

., of Pouch of Douglas a.i an Aid I !>

:»c Pregnancy and Pyosalpinx. K. A. Bartholomew,
Atlanta

R iv Treatment. W, A.

,

Atlanta

Iowa State Medical Society Journal, Des Moines
191 '. !>.

i.il. lis i, w Koch, 333.

Mr,

dcrs. [ 339.

Journal of Orthopedic Surgery, Lincoln, Neb.
i

.

f.nivc Treatment of Nerve Injuries M. S.
•

:

Extremity. A.

•-.
| W. C. I impl II, M phia, Tenn.—

p

Nerve Injuries.—Danforth's paper is based on a study of

tits suffering from nerve injuries who were treated

in Stiles' service at the Edinburgh War Hospital.

examinations were never accepted as sufficient to indicate

operative measures, except correction oi

mities. As a rule, one examiner made all the tests. In this

way it was possible for him to note at once any apparent

discrepancies between the results of the voluntary power
tests and the electrical responses, or between changes in

muscle power and changes in cutaneous sensibility

plete loss oi voluntary, pi .\er with loss of farad

and with slow galvanic response, associated with anesthesia

and analgesia ea supplied by the nerve, and
absence of tingling dista! to the site of injury, means physio-

logic loss of continuity in the nerve trunk. Only repeated

examinations can indicate the probabili

inuity, or that recovery will not take place. The gen-

eral working rule was to wait from six weeks to two months
after complete wound heaiiri erating, and during

that time the patient and usually three complete
examinations. In addition, a voluntary power examination

was made each week. If, at the end of six weeks or two
it was found there was no change in the condition,

and that the examination showed a complete loss of physio-

logic continuity, or incomplete but unchanged loss, operation

was done, if the amount of disability warranted it. The
ix weeks or I time of

wound hi d tin- possible operative treatment was
employed in improving the nutrition of the muscles, correct-

ing any deformities and restoring flexibility of the joints in

the affected extremity. If no deformities were present, the

muscles y appropriate splint-

d 'o lie a very important feature and its

lack was often sufficient to retard or prevent restoration of

power in the muscles, and further, it was found nee*

maintain this relax:! 'Ibis was. perha]

cially so in circumflex, musculospiral and external p

. but undoubtedly is nearly as necessary in all nerve
In addition I i

'ion given by splinting, tl-e

muscles were treated by hot soaks, or whirlpool bat

v massage and cither active or
|

electrical stimulation. In r. - :i> which deformity was
present, the deformity was
flexibility of small

j

sage and hydrotherapy were found successful in a few

manipulations with or tvithou

thetic wire found helpful in only a very few i:

and much more often rendered the joints stiffer
;

Taction was tried: at first pulling in

it the fingers were fixed in i ctension, ["his was helpful

in a certain number
worse. Then clastic traction in the direction to firs'

the joint capsules was tried. This

advance. The traction was applied h; adhesive

on the > bands were

in turn w I splint

The pull was at first always in the line of the deformity and

Sometimes metacarpophalat
in hypen months would be compli

era! months were

Kentucky Medical Journal, Bowling Green
1 1

.

1

c

.190.

I

I
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I lowed by 1

Minnesota Medicine, St. Paul
.-.

Wai M
Recurring Itiguin.il Hernia. J M Masson, Rochester, Minn

\ i

! .
;. .;. ma P D Barris*

Treatment Stud
I

o p

li Drakt , Si I

Northwest Medicine, Seattle, Wash.
Septei 18,

illacies in Diagi K. Winslow, Seattle.

175.

Routine Management of Duodenal Ulcer I ase! W. S. Lemon,

:: Inside the Quarantine, w R Jones, Seattle.

Scrum Reaction Results of Blood Tests
on Ui it of 1 J B. Kelly, Seattle.—p. 187.

Ohio State Medical Journal, Columbus
Oct. 1. 1919, 15. No 10

Certain Lessons from Military Surgery. W. E. Lower, t li

—p. 614.

diatric Problem?. H. 1. Morgan, Toledo.— p. 617.

I Digestive Sj stent fr. m Standpoint ol Gen
cral Practitioner. J. H. Schroeder, Cincinnati.—p. 621.

t ion, Medical Schools and Teaching Hospitals

ing Surgery. F. Martin, Chicago.— p. 625.
i 5ectii n Complicated by General Peritonitis; Recovery. W. D.

Cincinnati.— p. 629.

I During Examinations of Candidates for Aviation Service.

W I M :; .' incinnati.—p. 631.

Vni. J. \1 Frick, Toledo.—p. 636.

od and Mine. M. II innati.—p. 638.

li.
i ped. II. E. Mock, Chicago.— p

Pennsylvania Medical Journal, Athens, Pa.
-. 1919, 23, No. 1

Hospital Morale. I). Guthrie, Sayre.—p. 6.

I L. II. .Viler. Jr.. Philadelphia.— p. 9.

•] Drugs in Treatment of Tul" S. Cohen, Phila-

delphia —p. 11.

Rest m Prevention and Cure of Infections and Their Effects. J. M.
. Philadelphia.- p. 13.

D Passages; Etiology and Pathology. F. D. Weid-
man. Philadelphia.— p. 16.

•Importance of Early Recognition of Paresis by General Practitioner.

P. II Weeks, Warren.— p. 19.

- Cooperation of Family Doctor and State Hospital for Insane.

I. A. Darling, Warren.—p. 22.

B I ed Meetings of F [Dentists,

J. K. Eyler, Ktttanntng.— p. 24.

Drugs in Tuberculosis.—Cohen is of the opinion that it is

. ignized that drugs occupy a secondary

place in the treatment of tuberculosis, but unfortunately, it

has been forgotten that they also occupy a necessary place.

Without proper dietetic and hygienic management, drugs are

of small servii ther hand, Cohen docs nol

that recovery is often complete and maintained without them.

The relative failure of sanatorium treati be atlri-

ihe neglect of their powerful aid. Two groups of

I the test of time" ; namely, ceri.i

compounds, and creosote and its congeners. The u i

calcium, introduced on the somewhat crude basis tl

cification and fibrosis are the natural mi aling of

tubercles and tuberculous ulceration, is al

These drugs help tuberculous patients to recover and to stay

"well." lodin in the infiltrative stage; phenol

guaiaco! n advanced stage, or in the pres-

ence of fever; and calcium for use throughout, are, in

judgment, al ndary. ncverthth -

sary agents in the successful management of the great mass
of cases of chronic pulmonary tuberculi I are to he-

used freely— with discretion to be sure, and with ind

i>ut also with persi

Peresis. Weeks emphasizes stronglj thai the paretic is

ii indh idual to be at large, espi i iallj dui ing tl e

earl) stage of the disease Repeated blood and spinal fluid

examinations should be made in .ill ca • of syphilis long
after active symptoms have disappeared Observations
should lu- made for neurologit symptoms and when thej da

the patient should be confined in a hospital imme-
diately. No person showing a positive Wassermann on the

blood and spinal fluid and any neurologic symptoms should

be permitted to hold .i position of trusl and responsibility.

Public Health Journal, Toronto
October, 1919, i<». No 10

lion C. K. Clarki p. 441
i-

i lid to Hi I \ I Slack.—p. 4-15.

V w Hi ilth 1 , gislation W. II. II Lttii . p. 455
Plan foi M in Effcctivi • di i il and Stati II. ilth Administi

i n.

United States Naval Medical Bulletin, Washington
October, 1919, 13, No. I

•lnilii.il/... A. It. Clifford, and T. C. Kelly, and B. A, I

U. S. I

i .,,.,1 Contagii Disi - oi Island ol St I

St, John, \ irgin I I ind ol the 1 ! h S - pi r,

1919. E. Peterson, U. S, Navy, p 6

Naval Ambulance Trains Observed ii al Britain I I. P

U. S Navy.—p. 706.

Bone Surgery: A Study of Three Cases. A. L. Clifton, C. S.

Navy.— p. 718.

i col Mumps. R. It. II Gradwohl, C. F, Carter, W. S

and H. L, Fougerouse, U, S. Navy. -p. 7J3

Constitutional Inferiority in the Navy T. A. KatlilT, U. S. Navy.

—

P

Acute Early Appendicitis. II. E. I. nkm and I . A. Will. U. S. Navy.

—p. 733.

Extragenital Chancres, J, M. I'crre.-t, U. S, Navy.—p. 736.

Influence of Inclination and Clmn .-
, » f Anhe-io m tin U ,

Reaction. E. D. Hitchcock, U. S. Navy.— p. 740.

Influenza.—This report is based on an analysis of 900 cases

of influenza admitted to the U. S. Naval Hospital, Philadel-

phia, during the recent epidemic of that disease. For pur-

poses of critical study the cases arc divided into lour groups:

Group 1, including those patients which were admitted to the

hospital withirl twenty-four hours of the onset of their ill-

ness; Group 2, those admitted within forty-eighl hours;

Group 3, those admitted within seventy-two hours, and Group
1

4, all those admitted at a later period of their infection. In

Group 1 the most frequently mentioned chief complaint was

headache, which occurred in 52.2 per cent, of the cases. Next

in order of frequency were chills, general muscular pains,

cough, backache, sore throat, weakness and coryza. In Group

2, headache was again the most frequently mentioned chief

complaint, occurring in 34 per cent, of the cases, and fol-

lowed by general muscular pains, cough, chills, backache,

coryza, sore throat and weakness. In Group 3, headache
1 in 32.7 per cent, of the cases, followed by chills,

general muscular pains, cough, coryza, bachache, sore throat,

weakness and nausea. In Group 4, headache was again die

i li common chief complaint, occurring in 30.6 per cent.,

followed by cough, chills, general muscular pains, backache,

weakness, coryza, sore throat, nausea and vomiting, and

On examination the physical sign m..si frequently

encountered in Group 1 was rales, which occurred in 51.9

per cent, of the cases. In Group 2 tales occurred in 55.8 per

cent, of the cases. In Group 3 rales occurred in 74 4 pel

..ui of the cases. In Group 4 rales occurred in 74 per cent.

oi the cases, followed by toxemia, cyanosis, congestion ..f

the throat, cms and nose, delirium, pleuritic friction, herpes)

enlargement of the superficial lymph glands, jaundii

themia and hiccup, as was also the case in the first three

The complication most frequentlj encountered m
Group 1 was bronchitis, which occured in 43.3 per cenl of

the cases, followed by pneumonia, which occurred in 8.5 per

cent. In Group 2 bronchitis occurred in 40 per cenl. of the

cases, followed by pneumonia in 1 5.7 per cent. In Group i

ia was the most frequenl complication, occurring in

42.2 per cent, oi the cases, in Group 4 the mosl

ation also was pneumonia, which occurred in 42H

ii of the cases, of which 40.4 per cent, were bronchial

in type and _'.4 per reni. lobar. The pneumonia mosl often
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was of the bronchial type. The next most frequent complica-

tion in Groups 3 and 4 was bronchitis, followed by myo-
carditis, nephritis, epistaxis, pleurisy, endocarditi-

media, abdominal distention, and two cases each

cystitis and retention of urine, and one case of typhoid. In

Group 1, which included 352 cases. 82 per cent, of the patients

recovered without stimulation and 0.3 per cent, died: of those

requiring stimulation 13.9 per cent, recovered and 23 per

cent. died. Iu Group 2, comprising 1°7 cases. 73 per cent.

recovered without stimulation and 1 per cent. died. I

requiring stimulation 17.2 per cent, recovered and 7 per cent,

died. In Group 3, which included 11(> cases, 47.5 per cent,

recovered without stimulation with no deaths. Of those

requiring stimulation. 21.5 per cent, recovered and 27.5 per

cent. died. In Group 4. which included 235 cases, 48 1 per

cent, recovered without stimulation and none died. Of those

requiring stimulation, 20 per cent, recovered and 29.8 per

cent. died. In summarizing all the cases, irrespective of

their groups, it was found that t lit chief complaint was head-
ache; the most common symptoms were headache and
and the most constant sign found on examination wa
either as an expression of bronchitis or pneumonia. Of the

complications, bronchitis was found in 37.8 per cent, of the

cases and pneumonia in 23.3 per cent.; 21.9 per cent, were
bronchopneumonia and 1.4 per cent, lobar pneumonia. Myo-
carditis occurred in 14.4 per cent, of the cases, epistaxis in

9.6 per cent., nephritis in 7.3 per cent., and pleurisy in 4.1

per cent. There were eight cases each of endocarditis and
abdominal distention, two cases each of cholecystitis, sinusitis.

retention of urine, and meningitis, and one case i

typhoid fever and epididymo-orchitis. The death rate for the

cases of pneumonia was 63.3 per cent., and the total death
rate, irrespective of the complications was 14. 7 per cent.

Study of an Epidemic of Mumps.— Convalescent serum was
injected by Gradwohl and others in a number of cases of

mumps. Five c.c. serum was used for both suhcutane
intravenous injections. Very little reaction was noted. The
effect of these injections was a ! pain and an
earlier subsidence of swelling, together with an earlier drop

in temperature.

West Virginia Medical Journal, Huntington
October. 1919. 14. No. I

Clinical and Pathologic Studies of Pandemic Influenza. A. Arkin,
\rmv — p, 1:1.

Inrturnza Prophylaxis. S. D. Hatfield, taeger, \\ Va
"Damn the Flu. Anyway." C. II. M itown, W Va,

131.

Organization of Public Health Forces. M. IS. Williams, Wheeling.
—p. 14U.

FOREIGN
Title* marked with .in asterisk (•) are ahsti Single

porta and trials of new drugs arc usually omitted.

Archives Mens. d'Obstetrique et de Gynecologie, Paris
Hay, 1 B,

ilard.—p. 245.
'. inverts.—p. 263.

in France. < >. \ iti p

Work in Italy for M
Laffoi

Lack of Pulsation in Umbilical Cord with Living Child.

I'alard alrirnis on the basis of much clii ence and
experimental work that the lack of pulsation in the pro-

ibilical cord itablj implj thai the child

nrvive. Auscultation may reveal life in the child,

I
"id even when the auscultation findii

ulsation in tl

ing the

cord he advises during the period ol dilatation to push the
• ird hack ti possible; expectant treatment in any event if

.nice from th(

8'ving i ite the conn
if the uterus. < m the other hand, if the
is under

n of the child unli emely rapid s;

;
ulsion seems impending.

Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux
September, 1919, 90. No. IT

*Pscudo-Angina Pectoris. Moulinier. — p. 351.

of the Forearm. K. Darget.—p. 353.

run Diverticulitis. H. L. Rocher.— p. 355.

•Tardy Epilepsy and Senility of the Brain. Anglade.—p. 356; Id.

p. 358.

Pseudo-Angina Pectoris.—Analysis of the stethoscopic

in the case repi rted by Moulinier demonstrated that

the obstruction to the circulation was in the

than in the arterial system. The patient was a man of 53

and the sudden agonizing pain back of the sternum came on
only after effort, such as walking soon alter a meal. The
balance in the circulation is soon restored, so that this

form of angina pectoris is never fatal although caus-

ing these attacks of intense pain as the years pass. The
mechanical disturbance is like that with tricuspid stenosis.

The minimal blood pressure keeps a1 the normal figure.

When the arm is raised al I
ail. the

the \enous blood out of the arm is facilitated by

gravity, and the arterial wave finds readier access: if the

arterial circulation is at fault, the maximal pressure instead

of dropping keeps at the same figure as v. Inn the arm is held

al. In the case reported, the maximal artel ia

sure at the wrist during an attack, the arm on a level with

the heart was 17, with the arm raised 16, with the arm
pendent 21. The corresponding minimal pressure figures

were 10; 7; 12. and the pulse did nol varj The stethoscope

revealed the upset of balance between the pulmonary and
systems (doubling of the second aorta period); a

si 1 1 mg blood wave in •

the right auricle (the sounds at the tricuspid more exp
but this increased pressure does not affect the valves in the

left side of the heart (the second mitral sound extinct)

11 'limn to the effort which the I

-

aortic sound- seem to indicate (first mitral sound remote).
The patient showed numerous varicose signs in th* limhs
with other signs of hampered return circulation, but the

jugulars were not turgid and thi venous pulse was normal.
All the heart valves were suffii

Diverticulitis and Ileus. Rocht - an illustration of

the way in which the inflamed diverticulum of Meckel in a

ti ting two loops of the 1 1

Tardy Epilepsy.—Anglade has encountered in the i

years fou

46 and 60. In one it was preceded by seven

dency to melancholia with transient phases of agitation.

showed a

leather, on each side of the brain, extending from the frontal

occipital pole, apparentlj .kipping the motor .

lion- but the micro i thai these also I

1 lilepsy in the

elderly will well repa ,1 forms
between the epilepsy of organic nature and the epib

,

ssential and

Lyon Medical

i

Radium in Gynecology. < ondamin and No|
elude their I I

with radium treatment in 7

radium treatment for all uterine

at (he limit of opcrabilil

i hemorrhagi i of the pan
finally, for po

radium

i \ furthei
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It seems
lensable

for uterine cancer, up to 250 mg hi hour appli-

king hard once
.ill seems to give .1 durable result more efl

Presse Medicale, Paris
a :

.

i

I

I I
•

Suprarenal Insufficiency.

inder three headings: the fulminating, rapidly

fatal form; the monosymptomatic form (myasthenia or

phy), ami the form inducing .1 whole set of symp-
tcute (syndrome of Sergent-Bernard) ; subacute and

and its \ ai ii

syndromic forms" of supra-

renal insufficiency, and syphilitic processes often I
i

the suprarenal: se of diphthei ind other

acute ii treatment should be given when
with diphtheria, for example, or

quinin with malaria. Rest and suprarenal treatment are

r the infection, but he prefers the extract of

given by the subcutaneous route. He
ute disturbances with coll

the heart, and recommends the subcutaneous route. He gages

the therapeutic results obtained with the first

intolerance. A rise in the bl I

index of the efficac potherapy,

but the tact that it does not rise <l"es not prove that the

treatment has been ineffectual. A still mere instructive index

is the rinding with the dynamometer showing the variations

in the strength of the muscles tested fifteen and thirty minu-
hour, three hours and so on after the injection of

arenal extract. When these two tests show a favor-

able influence from the suprarenal treatment, he keeps up this

increasing it until the efl 55 pronounced.
The appearand of tremor calls for caution; glycosuria,

albuminuria, circulatory disturbances 1 ision of

this treatment. In some cases the doses have to he high

and kept up for several weel months befon

of intolerance should be watched
for with special care in these circumstances. Sometimes

ituitary will g lv fine results when
.irenal treatment is a failure. With cheesy tuber-

is still the ideal treatment, pos-

only the pathologic tissues and leaving the

rest intact. But in order that this can he done the disease

i early, and it is to he hoped that the

will soon render 1

Tuberculosis of the Urinary Apparatus After Fifty.

—

remarks that lv nly writer he knows
has railed attention to tuberculosis of the urinary

apparatus in elderly men. lb describes a case of the kind
in a man of 58 which proved fata! in little less than a year

'
' ime published si

1 the urinary apparatu
- in ai out thi

men and in women, but the numb ible cases

in men nally small. diagnosis

of il as a rule In

inpiled from the literature, 44 were in
1

only in 13 in

up. In the 1 1 terminated fatally in

own in 4

one patient wa ' after an interval of six month-..

treatment, i

General Anesthesia by Phar>ngeal Intubation,

mentel lauds the superiorit; pharyngeal tube for

this purpose. It is much simpler, mi I and less

harmful than an intralaryngeal lube, for general am

with operations on thi face, while it prevents blood
running down into the esophagus 01 ail passages. He gives

.111 illusti ated d< set iption 1 il il

Revue Medicale de la Suisse Romande, Geneva
\ 1 1919, 39, t

1 ilosii Tecon. p, 361.
11

1

'
1 rtifii He nt Requisite for Ms el Wvj Du Pan,

p

V Di mi Ii md M, AJikan.—p. 397.

Trauma cf the Chest and Pulmonaiy Tuberculosis. In this

instalment of his long article, Teen gives the details of

twentj seven cases of wat wounds of the chesl among sol-

thi Vllied armies interned in Switzerland. Tuber-
culosis had been assumed in all, but only 18.5 per cent, had

bacilli in their sputum. In only 7.4 per cent, was
there anj evidence connecting the pulmonary lesion with the

und. Ml the nun had been long in captivity in Ger-
many, and yel notwithstanding the depressing conditions of

their imprisonment, tubercle bacilli onlj verj rarelj in aded
the lungs and onlj exceptional!; settled al the site of the

war wound. This was the more remarkable as some of the

men had old tuberculous glandular lesions. Tecon examined
further 1,033 kni wr tuberculous interned soldiers and found
that 011K 1.1 per cent, had had a chesl wound at any time,

thus confirming his assertion of the rarity of pulmonary
tuberculosis consecutive to penetrating wounds of the thorax,

Revue Neurologique, Paris

rum 1919, -il!. No. 6

Ori ,!,,: n IM. Ii. - G. Marinesco.— p. 181.

i hi,
i

1

!. in ,,..1 S V. iredo

1 mpressivi Trephining to Relievi Meniere's Vertigo. H. Aboulker,

P 493.

Origin and Nature of Sclerosis in Patches.—Marinesco
insists that study of this disease should be on the basis that

it is of inflammatory origin, and that some infectious agent is

responsible for this inflammation. He injected mx guinea-
pigs with cerebrospinal fluid from two persons who had pro-
nounced symptoms of sclerosis in patches. The injections

were made into the brain, peritoneum and spinal cavity.

I hi' outcome demonstrates, he states, two new- tacts, namely,

the transmissibility of the disease by means of a \inis. and
that this virus i- represented l>\ a special spirochete quite

distinct from the pale spirochete. These assertions ,1.. nol

seem to harmonize with the isolated character of sclerosis in

patches; it is no! epidemic or endemic, and it seems to be

exclusively limited to the central nervous system. The
evolution ol th< disease, thi ssive waves, and especially

e, which mirrors the differ-

ent phases of the parasites, analogous to that in syphilis

all point to the spirochete found by Kuhn and Sleiner and
elf as the probable pathogenic agent of the disease.

One thing is certain, he remarks in conclusion, sclerosis in

patches is an actual entitj and nol a set of symptoms from
diverse causes. The localizations of typhus in the central

j stem Ii " .1% enl n elj different.

Pathogenesis of Tabes.—Gallotti and .izevedo report inocu-

lation of three dogs with trypanosomes. Degeneration of the
: is of the spinal cord was pronounced the twenty-

fifth day afterward (Weigerl method) in one of the dogs;
ed soon aftei the inoculations. The findings

confirm Spielmeyer's findings in the dogs inoculated with

Trypanosoma brucei and developing trypanosomic tabes rhe

symptoms in none ol the dog vere very pronounced, but the

roots, the optic nerve and the trigeminal showed
marked degeneration.

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel
Sept. 4. 1919, l». '

'Parenteral Injections ol Mill Peter Ryhinei
p. 13 37.

p 1345.

B 1 1- -
i hi . in, | Nager.— p. 1349.

Parenteral Injections of Milk. In this communication from
the university .1 Idren' clinic at Zurich. Ryhiner report
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that there were no therapeutic results from the subcutaneous
injections of milk in any of a large number of diseases

tested, in hemorrhagic nephritis, in diphtheria bacilli carriers,

in erysipelas, in anemia, and in attempts to activate the

protoplasm in the prematurely born and others. No reaction

of any kind was observed with absolutely fresh milk, approxi-
mately sterile, nor with breast milk. The reaction seems to

be due to bacterial toxins or decomposition products of the

milk. The reaction in the blood-producing system is much
less and is inconstant in infants in comparison to older chil-

dren. The rarity of phenomena indicating anaphylaxis may
be explained by assuming that milk by the mouth induces

anergy. He tabulates the differential blood count

and at different intervals after the injection in eight children

from 8 days to 12 years old, and also in two injected with

perfectly fresh cow's milk, and three with breast milk. In

this last group of five there was absolutely no modification

in the blood picture. Although his experiences were thus

negative, he does not denounce the protein therapy hut warns
not to neglect old and tried measures for it.

Extravasal Coagulation of Blood.—Rodella calls attention

to the difference in the aspect of the crusta phlogistica

whether there is or is not a serii ic modification

in tlie coagulation of the blood. By crusta phlogistica he

means the yellowish, shriveled, bacon-like appearance of the

crust that fori ilood clot. In uremia and in the

pregnant this crust is more transparent than under other

as, ami there i- no sharp demarcation between the

crust and the blood clot below while the latter looks paler

• compact than usual. The crust with pneumonia
differs completely from this nonphlogistic type.

Transethmoidal Access to Pituitary Tumors.— Henschen
and Nager conclude their discussion of surgery of the base
of the brain in general with an illustrated d<

paranasal method of reaching a pituitary turn I

ethmoidal sinus. The incision starts in the middle of the

eyebrow, keeps in it and is carried in a broad curve down "it

the cheek and outward on the cite k to a point nearly directly

nt. The flap thus lifted up and
hack includes the whole of the contents of the anterior half

of the orbit. This is Quart's technic, and they have applied

it recently in a case described. The subjective improvement
was pronounced, thi cnia, headache and -.

as also in Kahler's. Chiari's and Schmiej

experience. The visual disturbances retrogressed by sectors

as they developed, and the may be complete or

only partial, and even this depends on the operation coming
in time. Even the acromegaly may retrogress. The menses
return and erections, but the full sexual functions have never

been completely regained. In tin- man reported

there wa >i milk by the third year of the le

disappeared alter the operation. Thus experience confirms

that the secretion of milk is not connected with specifically

female endocrine organs, but can occur by the action of the

pituitary alone. Roentgen treatment of pituitary tumors

seems to be winning its wa I apply to treatment

of cysts, abscesses, hydrocephalus and similar

treatment is certainly advisable after rem
the pituitary to ward off recurrence. In conclusion they

review the whole field of the patholog] of the pituitary.

ing under seven headings the va

ditions that have been encountered in the pituitary. The
list includes aneurysm, spontam echino-

coccus disease, tuberculous and syphilitic pi

besides primary and metastatic tumors

Riforma Medica, Naples
:: ..

: in.

71 i.

< Mohnari.—p. 716.

Secondary Hemolytic Jaundice.— In the first of the two
nardi, the hemolytic jaundice di

late in tl tnemia ; in thi

late in pulmonary tuberculosis II the mechanism.

Auscultation of Tuning-Fork Resonance.—Izar expatiates
on the valuabli i:;ed with the tuning-
fork and phonendoscope applied to the internal organs, frac-

c. Cantlie uses a heavy tuning-fork, 410. with
a tapering base, but lzar has found more instructive one
with 512 vibrations and a rectangular base, 0.5 by 1 cm.

Aug. 30. 191<). 35. No. 33

•Transmission of Typhus by Lice. G. Mueller and L. frizio.

—

p. 734.

logy and the Practitioner. G. Gradenigo.—p. 735.
of Thyroid or N

- «it!i Hyperthyroidism oi N I mtelli.—p. 738.
Heart and Lung Chang*
Radical Treatment of Acute Empyema. S. Dalmazoni.— p. 744.
Appendicitis with Movable Kidney. D. Giordano.— p. 75 J.

Transmission of Typhus by Lice Stools.—Mueller and
Urizio report the results of experimental research which con-
firm that the dejecta of lice us even

the bite of the insi ratory accidi

firmed this even more strikingly: the syringe filled with the

emulsion of lice stools was being held by Urizio whi!e
Mueller was holding the guinea

when the animal jerked and spilled the emulsion over the

hands of both. L'ri/io was immune, having had typhus two
years before, but Mueller, whose hands were irritati

other cat ped seventeen days thereafter a classic

form of typhus.

Otcrhinolaryngology and the General Practitioner.—
Gradenigo protests emphatically against the carelessness or
ignorance of general practitioners in failing to diagnose

LSe, failing to treat properly acute otorrhea or

of the upper air passages, or else going to the other
and mistaking impacted wax. tor instance, for some

serious condition. He cites two or three dozen cases typical
of these blunders. The serious results from them in

made a particularly striking impression, men dying from
mastoiditis pi. ; curable, and. on tl

hand, men wasting their time in hospitals merely on account
of disturbance from impacted wax. One man had thus

escaped military service, being at .the front only fifty days in

rs. The study of the ear. throat and l

Italian medical schools, and few take
the opportunities for this. Gradenigo asserts that the experi-

ences lure related, to which he could add many more, justify

making compulsory -.ire studj of those organs and their

patholi

Medicina Ibera, Madrid
Aug. to, 191 B, '

na in Gynecology. I- I -p. 113. Con-
cluded in No. 94. p. 133

:. without Albuminuria. J. II izalez.—p. 115.

Chancres Inducing Hypospadias. Sicilia. p. 117.

IaJgic Mala p, lis.

Spinal Anesthesia in Gynecology.—Summarized when pub-
lished elsewhere. See pag< 10.'].

Eclampsia Without Albuminuria. Sil i!;s that
the absence of albumin from the urine of the pregnant does

linuria \ cr

muria. The latter may be the i

i the liver, ami be thin!

npsia even when no albumin can be found in

the urine, [f tl oMmi|i-
tion, we have thus a simple means at our disposal
foretelling of eclampsia a- the determination of peptonuria

•er than the 'quantitative umin, etc.

-

'Chronic Serpiginous \| p.

Ttacln

Venereal Ulcer of Long Standing Heals Under Tuberculin.

! ulcer published bj

later was practically tin

Criado then i

emetic I
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culm in minuu si - Each • ne indtu

but no ' "'"'" B) the sixth injection the

ration had entire!) healed and the othi

i symptoms "t

i syphilis, and the possibilhj of mycosis was

ed, l>ui there was no growth in an) of tin- various

made Whatever the explanation may be, the

ire under tuberculin ol > l< >ion oi ten years' standing

cperiences have been

ted with rebellious eczemas, t ri ests thai

the preceding course "t tartar emetic maj have coop-

:

in the cure, an. I advises in similar cases to try tu

culin first, If this fails, give .• course ol tartar emetic and

follow with tlu' tuberculin anew.

Progresos de la Clinica, Madrid

lion of the Deep Membranes «t the bye.

II M
• 1k :, iring Thraahi

-1

Auricular Fibrillation.—Calandre reports a case of auricu-

which the complete arrhythmia occurred in

The man was a morphin addict and. during a

. of treatment for this, developed tin- auricular rtbrilla-

ivHen his system was clamoring for the morphin. It

led regular] morphin was given him. ami

[ treatment was carried to a successful

conclusion there was no return of the auricular fibrillation.

rule, however, the prognosis of auricular fibrillation is

mely grave. Surprising benefit may he realized, how-

ever, from heart tonics m cases of rheumatic origin. Under

ilis the edema may subside and the whole condition

e quite satisfactory, hut the irregularity never entirely

ears. He advise^ to give digitalis when the heart heat

Milk or vegetables should he

•lain reliance in food, without -alt as long as then

a. He keep- up the digitalis for four days, stop

when the pulse drops to 70. Other heart tonics may In- pre!

crahlc in certain cases. Fourteen typical pulse tracings are

need.

Secondary Malaria.—Clavijo discusses in this article the

functioning of the spleen, with or without its

enlai -iudied on a large number of patients. He

dj si;
. symptoms in the different org

anemia and melanemia. the mechanism of the relapses, means

•he impending chill and fever, the treatment and

V.laxis. In speaking of the ravages of malaria in Spain

:s in Africa, he quotes statistics showing an

nual mortality from malaria of 301,260. He states

that of the • in Spain, malaria is present in

reiterates that the expense of reclaiming malarial

imering. etc.. would be more than

' productivity of the land, to say noth-

in his own region malaria is

rapidly. In one regiment of 1,748 men. 208.35 per

given treatment during 1916 while only 90.97 per

re.l it in 1913. He points to what Gorgas accom-

Panama and what the Argentine Republic has

ice it made registration of malaria

Regeneration of the Retina. Mufioz gives ten colored views

generation and n of the deep membranes
mechanism of the repair of

cial method of silver staining.

rmation of the axis-cylinder processes of the nerve

ce]| an actually surprising extent but the cicatri-

cial tissue forming in the choroid prevents the r-

the nerve elements, the ci( I

thering the

newly formed axones. He declares in conclusion th

•he retina is iblished fact, but it

t vitality of the membrane on account

red by the medium in which it I

develop.

Eruption from Grain Dust—The symptoms in the woman
whose case is described bj Garcia resemble those of hay-

fever t" some extent, but there is also a severe itching lichen

eruption on the uncovered puis ,.i the bodj Ibis eruption

develops a- in a the grains begin to ripen, and it returns

agam and again until the harvest is entirely over. No tri

ment has proved effectual, but all symptoms subside' as soon

as she leaves the farming countrj Foi the city. The eruption

lias returned everj yeai for eighl years, to date, and no drug

or local treatment of the nose with preparations of grains

has proved i ffe< tual

Revista Medica de Chile, Santiago
\ -t. I'M'', 17. V.. s

"Pro* i rherapy of Typhi I Pi i
li I igle. p. 413.

•
I i i Opaa p. 433.

is in Chile. Artui i Atria p < ont'n.

i
I

ill.., Plan p 161

The Scientific Work "t Prof. R. Kraus. p. 146

Protein Therapy in Typhus. Prado Tagle was impressed

with tin- possibilities "t Nolfs ipetli.nl of intravenous injec-

tions "i peptone in treatment of infectious diseases, and he

applied this technic in fifty-nine cases of typhus, \-nle from
on, patient that died in less than forty-eight hours, the

mortality was about 5 per cent. The absence of h\ effects

confirms the harmlessness of the method for all ages, he

declares in conclusion, The general health improves, the

duration ol the disease is shortened, and convalescence sets

in earlier. The benefit was mori pronounced the earlier the

injections had been begun. His report represents extensive

arch by the different physicians on the hospital staff,

much experimental and laboratory work being carried on

preliminary to and during the clinical experiences Null's

technic was closely followed, except lhat the acidity of the

solution of peptone in physiologic serum was reduced to 4.3

pei thousand, and the remedy was put up in 5 C.C. capsules.

Ah, ut 10 c.c. was given as the first dose, to robust adults,

otherwise from 4 or 5 c.c. for older children, up to 6 or 8 C.C.

giving afterward only about half of the initial dose, and

allowing an interval of forty-eight hours to elapse. In almost

all the cases a second injection was given ami, exceptionally,

a third, with only 1 or 2 c.c. A subcutaneous injection of

2 or 3 c.c. of 20 or 25 per cent, camphorated oil was given

ever) six hours day and night, with 0.25 c.c. of 1 per thousand

epinephrin in each syringe. The patient must be kept in

repose. The blood pressure falls during and immediately

after the intravenous injection of peptone, but if it is made
slowl) (1 c.c. per minute I and if epinephrin has been given,

the drop is slight. The coagulation time of the blood is

much retarded. Analysis of the blood showed that the urea

content could he disregarded with this protein therapy as

the latter only slightly augmented it. and it soon dropped

to below its previous figure from the rapid reaction to the

injection, while the dietetic restrictions in typhus aid in

lis being speedily cast off. Analysis of the urine likewise

showed that the injections of peptone had no detrimental

influence on the kidneys and hence there were no contraindi-

cations on the part of the kidneys, except of course with

grave nephritis. There are no characteristic findings in the

urine in typhus. The fever charts given show the attenuating

abbreviating influence of the protein therapy better

than anything else. An interesting feature of the cases was
that when the temperature had gone down under the injec-

Furl ei injection did not induce any appreciable

reaction. The production ol antifr (tins can then be regarded

ien and thi case as cured. In every case improve-

ment in the general condition was unmistakable.

Protein Therapy of Typhus.—Opazo reports the application

of Noll's ni. lb.,, I in 11 cases of typhus, with 14 recoveries,

4 in con all cence and 7 still under treatment; 2 of the

patii i 111 the disease in their cases had reached a

stage when reaction was no longer possible. He reiterates

that the protein therapy indm ible reaction which
ase and all the symptoms. In his experience

the prompter and more effectual in children

than in adults. He is now applying tin protein therapy as

the routine treatment in all
; pluis.
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Typhus in Chile.—Atria here continues his historical sketch

of typhus in Chile.

Revista de Medicina y Cirugia, Havana
Sept. 10, 1919, 24, No. 17

•Projectile

The Vene:
of Brain. Rogelio Sti

i!. Jose Arias Avellan.
cer.— p. 439.

Bullet in Base of Brain.—Stincer relates that the boy of

15 was bleeding profusely, the bullet having traversed the

tongue, arch of the palate and nasal fossae on its wa) from

the median suprahyoid point of entrance to its exit at the

right nasal fossa. The blood came mostly from the tongue,

tamponing not arresting it. Stincer threw a ligature around

the external carotid artery in the carotid triangle and the

bleeding stopped at once, and by the tenth day the boy was
able to eat naturally. The eighteenth day remittent headache

developed. Stincer had warned the father that headache might

he a symptom of traumatic meningo-encephalitis or abscess.

The boy was operated on later bj others and died, and the

family ascribe the fatality to Stincer's having "ligated the

vein."

Revista de Medicina y Cirugia Practicas, Madrid
June 28. 1919, 123, No. 1560

Emetin by the Vein in Treatment of Influenza. Mariano Maldonado.
—p. 421.

Bilateral Optic Neuritis with Atrophy, Consecutive to Sudden Sup-

pression of the Menses after Emotional Shock. J. Garcia

—p. 426.

July 7, 1919, 124, No. 1561

Diagnostic Importance of the Cerebellar Syndrome. E. Fernandez
Sanz.—p. 5.

July 21, 1919, 124, No. 1563

Criminal Responsibility. F. Bravo y Moreno.— p. 81.

Revista Medica del Uruguay, Montevideo
July, 1919, 22, No. 7

•Infant Mortality in Uruguay. Julio A. Bauza.—

p

\\ rl Tubet IS Children. 1'. Ernesto Duprat.—p. 495.

!'. 513.

i pendent on Economic Conditions
m the Homi I p. 519.

•Congenital Blindness. Joaquin dc Saltcrain.—p. 523.

Poliomyelitis. F. Figucira and Others.— p. 560.

Infantile Mortality in Uruguay.—Bauza urges that both

national and municipal vita! statistics should list tin- deaths

separately, according to the causes, fur each of the fii

i life and then month by month to the end of tin

ir. and then year by year up to the fifth yi

suggests further that the form of feeding used for two

the death should also I as d- I

whether the child is illegitimate <>r ii' it. \n annual summary
should iie published giving these particulars in detail. The
statistics of the municipal registration area should

lurbs, which are bej

i the municipality. Births and deaths in the

public institutions, he adds, should be

tioti of .ill ... welfare work
for mothers and children, extolling

tries oi an organization liki that of the Children's Bu
1

1 tlize and direi I
tin effoi ts to reduce

hi deatli rate, lie remarks pan that ins

.i living children born in

ond year, while the rate in S

nlj t'2.

The Biologic Significance of the Phenomena of Hysteria.—

Fontecilla ar^in^ thai urvival of the

open manifestation of emotions which civilized man sup-

but which primiti

and women and children Mill have found iim fnl in the strug-

Primitive man yelled and gesticulated

to frighten away the enemy attacking him; children

and throw themselves on the door v. hen thi

and women'-, tear, arc still their most deci

motions have thus a iim ml put

on making use ,,f them Bui

re reactions which man in civilized life is abandoning

more and more for other means better suited to the diffi-

culties he has to overcome, ih.it is. for more rational means.
He does not merely yell and gesticulate to frighten off the

attacking enemy, but the higher the civilization lie has
attained, the more he reflects, calculates and acts without

wasting his energy in emotional manifestations. Thi

tional reactions are atomic manifestations of the

for existence, hut they are atavistic manifestations. I i

can be traced in primitive man and in certain animals, and
analysis of the manifestations of hysteria shows tl.

is no essential difference between them and the ordinary

reactions to emotions. The difference is merely in intensity

and degree, not in quality. What is the difference between
syncope in an apparently normal person at some sudden
catastrophe or great misfortune and the syncope in a hysteric

umnan from some trivial cause? What is the In

niftcance of the syncope? It is a defensive reaction that

benumbs the appreciation of the great grief or catastrophe

is chloroform abolishes pain. But the hysteric make exces-

sive use to actual abuse of this means of di tense. And they

accomplish their purposes with it. lint these triumphs with

the aid of these abnormal means, he reiterates, all ha

indelible stamp: "They are antisocial. The triumphs of

hysteria are invariably of an egotistical and ant

nature." Only the minutest proportion of cases of hysteria

come to tlie knowlei
i

icians; the majority of its

manifestations in conjugal life, in the home and in societ)

ignized onl\ in tie . .i psychologist, "The
mental abnormality responsible for hysteria is at its maxi-
mum in the young, and with proper training and environment
the milder forms subside so that it is very rare in the

elderly."

Health of Children in Relation to Income.—Rossi presents

in picturesque terms a plea lor pn hildren against

poverty and against supi

almost equally detrimental. The living cell, he says, is "the

ebel that dictates term; to emperors. We can appar-
ently conquer it because wi tn it, but from

its hidden nook it and conquers in the end

I j
i|\ 111-. 'I he In ing cell

perhap on thi i

.

;
. [| asks only

for just what it need:, (an,
I ind nourishmi

"The mi

land, i~ simpl the faithful and >

ns."

Treatment of Congenital Blindness.— I >c Sal

ii: ii I. ,il revii ngenital

cataracts in both i wi irk in

htcenth century to M in which the child

was kept in the hospital for fifteen months afterward (I'd li.

emphasized that removal of the cataracts is merely

the preliminary to tin as the mental

perception is a plant of slow growth. De Salterain has

ne sitting tor congenital

blindness; one of the patients was '-' and has

i i eli support during the twenty yeai

ill cl Idn oil he describes t v. detail to

e"ii!irm the necessity for continuous intelligent training in

His own
and the i

in what can be accomplish!

given training In the Montessori mi hod
m, and in nine months was n

normal children of his ;:

other child wl bed was not mental!

ward, and she was soon able to attend school with other

children.

Epidemic Poliomyelitis. I the summaries
of the official reports h> <\ Welfare

myelitis
in the ' nied. FigUI

II queried
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Nov. 1. 1919

I be a rudimentary term of •

\

'

epi

there had been a fe« '

'

I

never been abl< e infection I
In one

famil) •

In itmenl Which

tun- tin i
• 1 are

i

that in Chile

whether acute poliomyelitis

which mih! gastro-

w oil by

ral paral • with epileptiform attacks

•n. which may pri >>. He

search into the origin ami nature of

rs all mentioned thru thej had never

2030). The classification

il disturbances, ami tuberculous

pecial meetings,

the summaries are reproduced here.

Semana Medica, Buenos Aires

jui> !
-•;

• iroenl by Mi- Viton.—p. 20.

. 35.

nchez.—p. 37.

Blanco.—p. 39.

p. 41.

Broadening the Field of Tubercu'in Treatment- Viton's

lent witli

ercuiin have hern summarized repi

ince, Maj 24, 1919, p. 1581. He
only the n i

kept up, are

.!; the ordinary lai d bj others d

-
'

• . -
. minu1 1 d •

nary tubercul

rheumatism" subsides umdef it likewise, ami a nura-

ns ami morbid o rch have never

nnected with ! hi i'- disappear-

! treatment throw! nev light nn

t hi ^ "tuberculin diagnostic-therapeutic

pening new ti< • irch and

. It has proved exceptionally useful for

already are infected

i the infection,

•
I the inconvenience and disappointments

II- has found the

iscful further to stimulate the vital

• ,ir\ tubercul instance,

ffectual.

dose has heen

d i Ill iw. The

'

ith V4 per

iame way
e if that

re can thus he

patient. In this article he expnriati in particulai on the

i tuberculi treatment in these minute

di ics in main morbid conditioi winch have never heen

I before to have ai n with tuberculosis.

i ib idem mule' this methi id of tn

certainly suggests that tubi factoi h not

the onlj one This group in< I ca es, but

eriti f tubet

landul lai lesions,

disturbance

tture of tin

cure it. In a

this treatment induced I parked improvement and the

presumptive d of a

minute til ptic nerve into

the eye. Continuing
'

lin tn ttmenl re tilted in

Both clinii ding , he stati

confirmed the tuberculous natnn let] oi

morbid condkit ho« such marked impro

under these curses of minu tuberculin, As long

as appTei
I

ifovi in. h: mat tin ame dosi

tii repeated indefinitely, merely "marking time I
i keep ti p

as it w

Sterility in Men.— Deluca and Widakowich found azoos-

permia in in pei cent, oi 100 men eni Classes of

i
. me pro

.is has been reported from Paris, Berlin, Scotland and

Brazil. This dt . thej saj the preponderance of

in the responsibility for childlessness. All of the

men with azoospermia had had coccu orcl

epididymitis. The writers query whethei women should not

be protected by legislation against wedding men with

a. oospermia.

July 17, 1919, •-'<;. No. 29

i
i i p. 53.

rubcrcul D ' Tuberculin 1 n

I Lugi

Colpohematometra from Imperforate Hymen H Brignardello.—p. 63.

'Polymorphism of the Tubercle Bacill ; r&uregui -p. 66.

irelog) -I \> iatoi i. ] \ L6pei p 61

Polymorphism of the Tubercle Bacillus.—Jauregui is chief

of the Instituto Maragliano at Buenos Vires, and he ascribes

to Maragliano the announcement (1892) of the polymor-

phism of the tubercle bacillus within the single species

Ferran followed him in 1897 with his announcement oi the

connection between the tubercle bacillus and the colon

bacillus. He explained that the acid-resistant tubercle hacil-

ln sowed in a series of culture mediums containing con-

stantly le-s and less glycogen, peptone and glycerin, the

cultures agitated ever) twelve hours for a few months, finally

lose their ." id resisting properties ami acquire tin- properties

of the colon bacillus in time He describes further how ii is

i
1.1 transform the colon bacillus in much the same

way into the actual tubercle bacillus. Or the tubercle hacil-

lus that has heen transformed ; nt.
i the colon bacillus can he

modified hack into its pristim haracteristics.

The Psychophysiology of the Aviator.— In this sixth article

<:i the medical a pects oi iviation, Lopez discusses the pro-

phylactii dedm ion from hi i earcli on tin- psychophysi-

aviators. He also diM-uss! the influence of th^lns

on the abdominal organs and kidneys. No personal experi-

ences an .I- ii i ibed.

Siglo Medico, Madrid
B8, 1426

of Epilq R. A '

i. 641 I

;

,

Possibl F.

: in D live Tr.-ict.

rrcatmenl Jicil

Pendi

Diathermy in Gastro-lntestinal Disease.—Carro n ;ard

diathermy as one mi disposal
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ment of chronic torpid ulceration in the digestive tract,

refractory to other measures. He has applied it in I.

of the kind, and the lesion seemed to retrogress o
in one case and to be materially benefited in some of the
others. It seemed also to hasten the recovery in three other,
acute cases. The only contraindication, he says, is a ten-
dency to hemorrhage.

Aug. 16, 1919, 66, Xo. 3427

ed Psychoneuroses. E. Fernandez Sanz.—p. 665.
"Standardization of Antithyroid Serum. J. Sanchis Barms.—p. 668.

of Mucomembranous Enteritis. D. Ramon Alcon.— p. 6/"-f.

Traumatic Shock. Jose Segovia y Caballero.— p. 676. Cont'n.

Mixed Psychoneuroses.—Fernandez has encountered in his

practice cases in which one psychoneurosis was e

superposed on . another. The prognosis is grave when
psychasthenia breeds neurasthenia, as this indicates the

seriousness of the former. When there are evidences of
hysteria with a psychoneurosis. the prognosis is generally

more favorable than without the hysteria so far as tl

symptoms are concerned. The combination of psychasthenia

with emotional i
has always proved a gra

dition in his experience as it borders on actual insanity.

This is also the case when a
|

is of anxiety

accompanies depression ; constant vigilance may be neces- •

sarv to prevent suicide if ptoms are due to an
actual psychosis. He emphasizes the necessity for the gen-

eral practitioner to familiarize himself to a certain extent

with these five great groups of psychoneuroses. as it is so

important to distinguish between functional and organic

disturbances of tills nature, even in the simple cases.

The Hurillo Method for Standardizing Antithyroid Serum.

—Sanchis refers to Murillo's recent assertion that anti-

serum enhances the susceptibility of guinea-pigs

to diphtheria toxin to such a degree that the;- die from twelve

to twenty-four hours earlier. Sanchis has been experiment-

ing to learn whether the antithyroid serum had a similar

activating action on the susceptibility of guinea-nigs and

rabbits to c< eain, but bis experiments failed to show any

action of the kind from the serum of thyroidectomized rab-

bits. The results were positive, however, with serum from

hyperthyroid rabbits, the cocain proving fatal in half the

time. He theorizes that the -difference may be due to action

on the vagus rather than on the sympathetic. Whether the

Mnrillo phenomenon lias anything to do with the therapeutic

action of the serum is still undetermined.

Mucomembranous Enteritis.—Ramon Alcon relates some
illustrate the necessity f"r detecting and removing

the cause of bowel di Case instead of routine preset

tnd dieting. In one case the enteritis had

rebellious I i five or six months of this treatment and the

man was very thin and depressed. It was learned that the

the enteritis bad foil,,wed a severe accident to his

wife, and thai a brother bad epilepsy. He was then treated

a> for a neurosis and a prompt and permanent cure v..

realized. Another group of patient- presented sign

gouty diathesis, and the enteritis subsided under correct
'

i if the arthritism. 'I he ,'. I; in the

rvstals and these are liable to

-. ' up in I induce an ;o i

tion in tl ria are crow.

and tin- : en a chance '

kind is rare among tile poor. Fiftj enteritis casi

litis following tj phoid, influi

lined.

I

Intra

Intraspinal Treatment of General Paralysis.—Juan

rcury and neo-arsphenamin. H«
remarks that in improvemi nl

i e called a cure, if be were inch tie. in

oilier ca

tht intraspinal treatment coincided with an aggravation of
the condition. The physical symptoms showed greater

ernent than the mental.

Nederlandsch Tijdschrift v. Geneeskunde, Amsterdam
July 19, 191

'Fixation of Blood Specimens Showing Ameboid Movements. M. A.
van Hcrwerden.—p. 170.

•Epileptifoi ' ,Hsm after Nonsurgical Ortho-
pedic Intervention, 1, i?j.

•Hercditj nt in Bacterial Diseases. A. L. Hagcdoorn and
loorn-Vorstheuvel la Brand.

-

•Torsio. G. C. .\t .! ol

of Lethargic Encephalitis. J. r. Bosonan-

Specimens of Blood Corpuscles Showing Ameboid Move-
ments.— Van Hcrwerden insists thai tl methods
oi fixation of blood specimens fail to show the corpuscles
in their natural state. This can be accomplished by the
simple technic he uses as he demonstrates by a pho
graph showing the most extreme ameboid movements in the

leukocytes and thromboi yti Wl ile the n corpuscles have
the natural smi one mononuclear I

is seen forming an L-shaped figure with nine fringe-like

processes at one end, and three long arms at the other;
a leukocyte shows over fifty ameboid processes. To seize

the corpuscles in this ameboid phase, all that is necessary
is to kill them rapidly while these movements are at their

For this a watch-glass is placed in the incubator at

ivered with a second watch-glass which is fitted

with a piece of filter paper moistened with water. A drop of

Ringer's fluid or of van Deetjen's fluid al bodj temperature
is placed on a cover-glass, and a very small droplet of

blood from the finger is dropped on it. The cover-glass is

then placed between the two watch-glasses and left in this

warm moist chamber for fifteen minutes. Then the upper
watch-gla-s is rapidly changed for another containing a

piece of filter paper impregnated with -ID per cent, formal-
dehyd. This is lelt for about half an hour, and then the

t.iss is taken out and the droplet of fluid on it is

cautiously poured off, leaving th( formed elements adhering

to the cover-glass. The resulting preparations are remark-
ably tine. The blood platelets in particular show up instruc-

sometimes larger than the erytl pecially

with the Hcidcnhain staining technic. He relates further

that preliminary exposure to 3.1 nig. of radium bromid
di hyd did not arrest tlie ameboid

tits of the leukocytes even when the exposure was
kept up for eight lumrs, that is. for a longer time than it

takes to arrest completely the development of the ova of a
small crustacean, Daphnia pulex. The thrombocytes, how-
ever, did not show any ameboid movements after this long

• itber in the radium treated or untreated specimens,

Fat Embolism and Convulsions After Nonoperativc Ortho-
pedic Intervention.—Timmei i .1 girl of

7 who developt rra convulsions forty-six

lateral congenital dislocation of the hip
joint. The convulsions kept up for two ami a half hours ami
then subsided comph ibe such
disturbances to fat embolism in the \> e brain,

ilia is anion- tht a kind
I f r. lb .] || u .,- c

re the
convulsit

ree similar cases, with recovery,
omy had been done tracturc
from a tuberculous process. 1 eloped

respiration the child I . ;; ,n, but the i

H tlf an hour after the bl
-

stimuli to the shin at

here that in

and ino
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Not I, i >I9

r .mi convul entlj develop onlj in the

5, and in chil Iri-u with cerebral

after he ini which is

me that re
il dis-

location of the hip joint. The

hows thai the lisl i

i children, although ir< liable to

I

alter ihi

of the I impanied b) ;

thus .i-MiiiK- that i.n emboli ;m i

g cliildren unless there has been pro-

nditions it is

is and similar pn

n to nervous disturbance, with Little's

i- necessary.

rcc should n<>t he applied.

. rid is not

1} taken up by the

Heredity as a Factor in Bacterial Disease.—Hi
what he thinks is the Ri e in which has

rated the pari played by heredity in modifying

\ number of Japanese

rossed with ordinary white mice, and

ut in the 700 cages in three

is, the Jap.. I! died, but not the

white mice, and lack of susceptibility proved a dominant

i offspring of the bas-

vith the white mice. These data throw light

cm the incidence of tuberculosis : why seme escape am
the heredity may well repay

Torsion of the Spleen.— NijhofFs patient was a woman of

healthy • until sudden abdominal pain and

:d with other symptoms accepted as indicat-

ni ctomy is ea

simpler in thes with a non spleen.

-'.
I

i V -ink.— p. 319.

: 343.

(r. p. 345.

Fracture of the Neck of the Femur.—Wassink devotes

"inker ten pages to description of the

•ridings in ten and in twelve cases of fracture of the

f the femur, with eleven and three illustrations,

demonstrate, Wassink
i this kind seldom heal, that the

i the fracture surface- prevents the for-

and hence the parts cam
that the stumps were not in contact

•.mis seemed

f his cases demonstrated further that a

imi defective later from traction

I weight bearing also contributes

i ly com-
imal portion, by the trauma

tion even

me of his cases

of treatment, a

ured, or even without

• ust be held in thi

unusually long time for this special fracture on

account of the exceptional strain on

remarks that the more innocent the fracture

is, as a rule. The SW( I

Other phenomena are much unce'd with fracture

i the neck than with trochanter oi ba al fracture. Fracture
i the neck can heal with a growth ol callus around it

ell ma) not taki dit e< I pari in this

reconstruction. In one case illustrated a voluminous callus

ed in this waj in six wet k in a woman ol 81. To
i o . ,i healing ol ba lal fra< tut e in a goi d pi i lit ii m he turns,

n inwai d until the axis o - lies in the fron-

tal plain- I his bi ings thi
i

mate) nto its nor-

mal position and stretches the mu cli so thai the]

i
.ii the troi hantet mass and on thi I

neck, and prom thi ne l< in the m ol

the trot liantei ! hi m i k slam- a littli m n e than

dui tion toll,
i

normal position while i lition

this position, and healing
|

nallj

In 167 cases thus treated, onlj once was there in i

ii . duction. I he fool mu I be hi Id in thi i i utreme

inwai d n tation for six weel

il is not aii iolulelj

in bed.

With fractun oi the neck in the middle or close to the

head, treatment must be quite different. No callus form.

with fractun If. The aim here is to utilize

in of the bod) to I In hi ad di ivt n on the reck.

!:
i

,i ,i... Hi. leg inw .ii d, w ith maj im il abdm ti m we i an

I. ring tli
I up undei the head I he plaster cast is

applied to hall iva; up the thigh, the i
i tanl forcing the

foot up to ward off equinus. Then both legs an

inward to the extreme limit. If only the diseased lee is

thi pelvii moves with it. The toes thus point toward

each other, and a third assistant twisl the knee and its

..i-i .ill forcibl) Inn > ei •. slowly. The leg is placed

in abduction at the sat I when the inward rotation

is concluded, the abduction is ed to the extreme limit,

abducting the sound leg at the same lime but less forcibly.

Now the operator takes bold himself, pressing the thigh

outward with one hand while with the oilier band he pushes

the trochanter inward and down When this has been done

lo the extreme possible without violence, the plaster dressing

is completed, mclo ing the whole oi the pelvis and on the

sound side high up on the ribs, to maintain the abduction,

h would be still better if the sound leg could be encased in

the plaster, but ibis would prevent walking. Abduction is

about -!.
; degrees, and the knee is turned almosl completely

inward. His roentg i

•> the almost perfeel results

realized with this technic in -'.' crises. In 8 others the out-

come was a total failure: in .1 the patients can walk but not

well; 8 are still in treatment, and 10 have died since, oi the

52 cases of subcapital fracture treated in ibis way. In the

of failure, operative intervention may be required.

The latter is not advisable for the aged, and the abovi npn

, tei bun 1- .1 1
in. isl cet tain to succeed in the young.

The field for operative interference is thus restrii i
i

I

the middle aged, and Noordenbos' method of fixation with a

K, the fibula driven into the bead seems to be most

promising.

Hospitalstidende, Copenhagen

•Light Baths. C. So No. 36. p, 1017.

Mode of Action of General Light Baths.—The results of

Sonne's experiments apparently demon, irate that the chemi-

cal rays have very little to do with the therapeutic action

of heliotherapy or general light baths. The light from the

sun. the special arc electric lights, and the mercury vapor

light all 1 .1 e the propi rty, he 1 -, of lean ig the blood to a

remark:; hi tame tune heating the

body tissui ii eems plau ible to as -nun that to this

non to the < threi ui 1 ii radiant energy, their

unmistakable therapeutic effect is due.

Ugeskrift for Laeger, Copenhagen
11. 1919. 81. No, 37

I
' Deal H . J. Hansei p. 1 45 1

.

Alum in Treatment ol t 1
1 P. B, Barfod.—p. 1463.
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"

I. THE CONTROL OF DISEASE

These remarks relate to an inquiry into the different

procedures for the prevention of the ordinary epidemic

diseases of civil life, the object being to determine the

spheres wherein substantial progress has been made
and the trend in which future efforts should be

directed.

It is proper to state that the scope of an inquiry

of this kind is necessarily limited by the fact

that less than 1 per cent, of the world's population

enjoys the benefits of systematic health work, and, of

this Mmall part, only a traction compiles such records

as will permit the efficacy of the work being known.
It may be asked how we shall measure the efficacy of

procedures for the prevention of disease if vital sta-

tistics do not afford the means? The answer is that

we must do the best we can with the statistics that are

available, and for the rest rely on personal observation,

lerable extent we musl use our judgment.

We must note where success or failure has occurred

and try to find the reasons.

When we turn our attention to the list of great e] i

demic diseases, we find that definite and effective pro-

cedures are available to combat must of them. The
list includes plague, cholera, typhoid and dysentery,

typhus, malaria and yellow fever. Such difficulty as

exists in controlling these diseases lies in the practical

application of the procedures rather than in the pro-

cedures themselves. The crux of the difficulty lies in

that the di eases in question often need to be

• 1 among people to whom habits of ordinary

cleanliness and decency are unknown. It i- in conse-

quen t" this thai when occasional cases of cholera,

typhus and plague are brought to western countries

no fear of them, and when tl n some
other countries it is impossible to stamp them out.

We have spoken of the control that can bi exi

casional cases. How far an epidemic disease

iread in a sanitary environmenl if a sudden and
extensive outbreak of it occurs i- another matter
Sometimes il gains great headwaj and becomes
ernable. It i- one thing to deal with an infection in

1 another to manage it in wholesale
proportions. This is true of all epidemic di

*.. J . Junr

Disease is like tire: only certain amounts of it can be
controlled. We can do nothing with a conflagration.

If a disease visits only a house, or barrack or ship,

it can be restricted to that place. If it attacks an
extensive locality or a group of localities, whether it

shows a tendency to spread from one to another or

affects all simultaneously, it is more difficult to deal

with it. If the epidemic visits large tracts of country
at once or in succession, it is practically impossible to

stop it. And a disease that breaks out over vast areas

of the world's surface at long intervals is entirely

beyond human control. It is, therefore, only in their

more restricted, not to say attenuated forms, that most
epidemic diseases are controllable. Applying the illus-

tration of fire again, we must seek out the spark- and
quench them before they kindle a blaze.

So far as the greatest of all epidemic diseases is

concerned, we know nothing. We do not know what
influenza is nor how it can be prevented. We are as
powerless against it as were our ancesters against

smallpox before vaccination was discovered. It is to

be hoped that the many intensive --indies thai have been
made of the recent influenza pandemic will result in

effective preventive procedures being devised, but so

far nothing that is practical seem- to have been brought
to light.

CAUSE OF THE DECLINING DEATH RATES
FROM EPIDEMIC DISEASE

In the opinion of some persons we are a- helpless
against many other diseases as we arc against influ-

enza, The assertion is made that it is due to their

peculiarities rather than to any control that we are
exercise that the infection- which are commonly

with us are not more prevalent than they are. Refer-
here made particularly to meningitis, polio-

myelitis, measles, scarlet fever, mumps, wh
cough and diphtheria.

Some diseases thai exhibited alarming epidem
portion- iift\ years ago no longer occupj a prominent

n mortality statistics. Scarlet fever, which for-

merly showed marked fluctuations and a high rate,

taking annually, in some years, 1_'.; lives per thou-
sand of population, has become stead} in prevalence
and seldom claim- more than one life in 10,000 in .1

single j ear.

I nphtheria, which sometimes ran an epidemic i

for year-, and in one -tale, at least, caused an a

mortality of -110 per hundred thousand of population,
has subsided nearl) everywhere t" a steady, low death
rate ol about l' 1 Measles, whooping cough, and othei

so-called contagious diseases, have shown a- distinct,

if a 1'
i ion.

It i- a curious fact that tin- diseases mentioned,
although differing markedly in prevalence among them-

ave in rei enl years come down
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to a low and uniform prevalence. < >ne is onl) a lit 1 1
1-

itnmon than another. The rate in one pan ol the

country seems to be about the sairo as the rate else-

where. Undoubtedly the epidemic diseases have become
I lc-s epidemic. Why is this 5 Are we to con-

clude that it is owing to our better knowledge of the

nd to the greater efficacy < in measures of pre-

vention that these infection >een disappearing?

[f so, we must assume thai knowledge has increased

ever that which we |
d in former times and

ir measures ombating di superior

to those which merry employed. This suppo

sition is incoi i of u- part-. \\ e know noth-

ing \w<:< mse of some of these disease

Nobody can maintain

Followed in combating scarlet

- ire more effective than those -which

I then. It is true that the cause of diphtheria is

..ml that there has been an intelligent and well

I fight made against it. Bui the decline began

this knowledge appeared. The means -

->. rK-t fever and measles and whooping
and various other contagious diseases are as

difficult today as they ever wire and there are no

-tires taken against them now than

rly.

• - are disappearing, probably not

so much because of the fight that is made directly

•i account of indirect influences thai

• them. It i> impossible to state with scientific

accuracy what all of these are or exactly how they

. but it is possible that they have to do with

the higher standards of living which prevail.

I ignorance, dirt and disorder,

• verywhere tends to disappear on the improve-
i social conditions, Standards

stic an<l municipal living are ever

ing and sweeping away the opportunities that

formerly existed for the spread of infection.

iver the range of common infections, it

from smallpox, the kind- of disease

that have proved most amenable to direct control are

of the enteric type. The part of the world with which
familiar has seen an immense reduction in the

nee of tin- Devastating epidemic-,

•ant menace, rarely occur now,
nd dysentery have j ii Med their

the right that has heen made
them.

in the management of the respiratory infec-

•hich terminate so often in pneumonia, that the

heen made. This group constitutes

the lea 'h in most civilized countries.

When the data representing the death rates from
pneumonia in our from year to year
are pk o,rms a very different figure

infection. First, it lacks

unifor: '. it is always
es of the

Third, it declining.

ity : fluctuating high and
Pneumonia is unquestionably an

epidemic beha-.i-r. It i- not under control and l]

vol it. 'I hese
We shall ^ee

them clearly in a few year-. It i- our nearness to the
condition- that causes u

l ill THREE GEE \r I'll i DS OF mi ORT

Passing to a consideration of the ways in winch dis-

ease of differenl \\\ i combated, we note that

have heen tin ee -,< ni ral field ol effort :

1. Sanitation B) i
anitatii m is hen- meant

tematic health work of the type that genet

a plant and a force of nun to 111.0111.1111 11 Examples
are work- for the procuretneni of wholesome drinking

water, the collection and disposal of liquid sewage and
the gathering and final disposition of kitchen waste,

ashes and other discarded material.

Sanitarj works p nimber of advantages as

ed w nli other measures i"i the
1
tre\ ention of

disease. First, they have a wholesale application.

\ water supply that 1^ made pure 1- wholesome for

every person who ha- occasion to drink it. Although
there 1- a considerable investment of capital in these

enterprises, the maintenance charge, are nol excessive

and the results are satisfactory. N ielding to works of

sanitation arc not onl} typhoid, dysentery and oilier

il diseases, hut some othei forms of sickness

that cannot conceivably he conveyed b) drinking water.

This phenomenon has been described in papers that are

sily accessible a- to need no repetition here.

Ii i- impossible to pass this point without suggesting

that the introduction of an) measure that materially

contributes to the cleanness, convenience and ordi r of

a community helps to eliminate disease, even though
11- exact manner of doing so may not he apparent.

Simple cleanness is one of the mosl healthful as well

1 one of the most educative measures known. Con-
tributing, therefore, to the efficai

)
oi existing measures

for the prevention of disease in a community must he

included such betterments as g 1 street pavements,
adequate lighting systems, suitable police regulations

and agreeable parks.

Among the disadvantages of sanitary works is the

fact that they are not available for communities of

small size. A town must he rather large and com-
pactly built before it can afford to have its houses

served with a common water supply, a common sewer-

age system and a common scheme for the collection and
disposition of ashes and garbage. Up to a certain

point the relative cost is in inverse proportion to the

size of the place.

_'.
. Idministration, or Board of Health, Work.—The

scope covered by administrative action is large. It is

essentially twofold. The primar) intention i- to keep
from entering a community. When this effort

fails, the next purpose is to detect the presence of the

in and to take appropriate action to suppress it.

I'he essence of this kind of work lies in three pro-

cedures: I o ) the collection of data which, when
properly interpreted, point to the existence of condi-

tions that need attention ; ( /> ) the investigation of con
ditions to which attention is drawn, and (1 1 the

application of the detailed measures uf suppression that

1 cessary,

1 the head of administration are to he consid-

ch useful activities of hoards of health as the

collection of statistical facts in relation to population,
sickness and death; the supervision of funds and
dings; i

( ,n of quarantine; tin- performance
of vaccination and inoculation; the distribution of

serums and the education of tin- public through bul-

letins, lecture-, reports and other methods of publicity.

In controlling disease, hoard- of health have the
advantage of a broad ran m and an authority
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that is granted to few departments of government. The
powers of boards of health are equal to those of the
police, of which they are, in fact, a part. Xo lack of
authority exist.-, therefore, for the enforcement of any
measures that may be necessary.

The chief disadvantage of board of health work lies

in the fact that to be effective it must be skilful. It

seems difficult for the public to understand this fact.

Of all the departments of a city or state, the board
of health should be the most free from corrupt or
incompetent management. Too often a board of health
is looked on as a quasipolitical organization in which
persons of less than first class ability are considered
tit for even the highest offices.

Boards of health are often embarrassed by a multi-

plicity of duties that could as well be attended to by
other departments of government. Sonic board- of

health are actually loaded down with work of this

kind. In view of the fact that boards of health have
>o much difficulty in securing proper support for the

work that they really should attend to. they should

confine their efforts as far as practicable to what is

essential and within their province. By doing well the

thing- that they must do they can accomplish far more
for the public welfare than by attempting so much.

It must not be supposed that board- of health are

everywhere of equal efficiency or have the same prob

lems to dial with. Boards of health should everywhere
combat disease, but they must do this in different wax-
in different places. There is a vast amount of differ-

ence between the duties of a rural health board in an

OUt-of-the-way district and the work of a city board
in a highly congested region. Tin- object to be accom-
plished in conducting board of health work is to tit

the effort to the local circumstances. To do tin- in

the most direct ami effective manner possible should
be the aim.

The communicable diseases that are usually consid-

ered especially amenable to administrative control an'

the exanthems, malaria and the enteric diseasi

such respiratory affections as tuberculosis and diph-

theria.

An important field for administrative health regula-

tion, and one that has only recently been fully appre-

ciated, lie- in the prevention of disease connected with

industrial occupations. These are of various types

and are preventable, whether they are infectious or

not, by tlie employment of the general principle- of

avoidance, detection and investigation and by appli-

cation of special procedures suitable to the particular

circumstances in which they occur.

3. Personal Precautions. Theoretically, the scope
of per-on il effort for the prevention of disease is very

- now practiced it is limited. It might be

i a- a branch of administrative work appro-

to board- of health except that it- proper devel-

opment by the ordinary administrative agencies that

almost wholly neglected. It would seem bi

handle tin- subject on a bigger, broader and better plan.

\ suggestion along this line will presently be oi

Personal precaution, are unique in the field o

evention in that they possess a double function

and a double responsibility. This lies in the circum-
• lt.it mans di nnot be prevented by the

if precautions solely on tin- part of the per-

sons who are in danger of them. In many instances
the person who constitutes the danger must himself
take the Steps that will protect Oth(

As now practiced, personal precautions are restricted

and uncoordinated. Every one exercises certain pre-
cautions, consciously or unconsciously. It is instinctive
to avoid things that smell bad. that look revolting and
that suggest pain or discomfort in any form. ( tther

precautions are a pan of the elementary education
which every person get- in the school of experience.
The efficacy of all of these effort, -utter- for want of
direction. Things are constantly being done by mo-:

• which expose them unnecessarily to disease,
and aggravate their illness when attacked.

THE SPECIFIC MEASURES For COMBATING DISEASE

llu specific measures that are employed for the pre-
vention of disease may be grouped for consid
under the three heads of sanitation, board of health
work and personal precautions which we have used
in discussing the three great fields of preventivi

1 he relative efficacy of each under its appropriate head
is indicated by the order in which it is placed in the

subjoined list

:

SANITATION

1. Puhlic water supplies, water purification and the con-
servancy of the sources from which drinking water is derived.

_' Sewerage and sewage disposal.

3. Land drainage for the elimination of stagnant water and
m -inn .

-

4. Street cleaning and garbage and waste collection and
disposition.

HOARD OF HEALTH WORK

1 tsolation of the infectious sick, including quarantine,
and the maintenance of special hospitals for contagious dis-

-. Tin i 'Hi . i
'

n of vital stati

3. '1 he preparation and employment of vaccines and serums.
4. I hi in of food and dairy products.
5. llu sanitary inspection of dwelling places, industrial

works and recreation.

0. 'I he regulation of plumbing.
7. The supervision of dangerous trade-, and occupations.

PKRSox vl_ 1'Kl ' VI 1IONS

1. The avoidance of the presence of the infectious sick.

2. The proper disposal of bodil} wastes.

3. Vaccination and inocculation.
1 Discrimination against obvious!) dangerous f 1-. drugs

and beverages.

5 Avoidance "f chill, excessive fatigue and other condi
ttons believed to predispose to, or aggravate, d

6. Cleanness.

When all these procedures are examined critically,

we arc startled by the fact that so few of them seem
indispensable i >1 th< eventen specifications there i-

hardly one which could not be dispensed with, in any
town, without the least danger of precipitating

an i pidemic Man) i ould be omitted indefinitely with
out producing any visible effect on the death rate.

This leads us to perceive that in cities the eff<

no., of measures for the prevention of di i

I ing, or a few thing-, but on many thing

omparativel) low death rate- of urban as con
pared with rural communities is largely the result of

circumstances that directly and indirectly make it dif-

ficult for infectious matter to pass from person to

person.

\\ hen we come to consider our si

in relation to i mal conditions we are 111

be -till further surprised. We find that mi

are not applied I h. i. are millions

rural communities in America to whom ill thi

are unknown. Surprising as it ma
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know not sanitatiot of health work or per-

sonal precautions nor any of the technical procedures

included under these heads. W .ill them infet tious dis

eases rim a natural and unrestricted course li ma)

or may not be due to this fad that, in spite of the

crowding, there is less infectious disease of some kinds

in the city than there is in the rural districts.

h is worth while to look over the mortality statis-

tics issued by the Bureau of the ( ensus to see what

the death rates are in the city and in the rural districts

of the United States. About 70 per cent, of the popu-

lation of this nation is represented in the returns; for

too inaccurate to warrant the

ment in publishing them. The latest data relate

year 1916.

- ime time the general death rate from all causes
-' ghtly higher in the cities than in the rural

he rate for the cities has varied from
'

l 5 to about 15 per thousand population. The

rural rate has ranged from 14.0 to 14.6

Taking ten of the most common infections for com-

we find that typhoid, influenza and wl

tre more prevalent in the country than in the

I that pneumonia, tuberculosis, diphtheria, scar-

let fever and measles are more common in the city

than in the country.

The measles and scarlet fever that have occurred

in the American army camps in the war have been

explained on the ground that a large proportion of the

,re from the country districts and had never

had those diseases so that they were consequently sus-

. to them. In passing it is rather curious to

note that whi ugh, which ordinarily causes as

death rate as measles or scarlel fever, and is

ted in point of time and place with those

I

, ;:i Footing in the arm) I lie age of

ems t" havi them against it.

It must, t! ssed thai the efrV acy of

st preventive measures is not great. Excluding

ind sewerage work,, the collection of statistics,

..vmes and >erum-. and such personal pre-

cautions a> the proper disposal of bodil) wastes and

lation of patients ill of contagious diseases, there

technical procedures that are known to have

much specific value in preventing disease in civil life.

to see how useless many of them are. It

more curious to see how we cling to measures

i rfectly apparent.

II rAUGHT BY THE WAR AS
i MTROL OF DISEASE

Curiosity will naturally he felt as to the lessons

by the war. In some quarters it is supposed

erience that the mobilization of our army
thrown much new light on th

ontrolling disease. This is not the fact.

The light that thi thrown has not so

much made some old facts

more plain. The war has proved most useful as a

the fundamental principles of dise

It has shown more clearly than ever that it is per-

:d not things that are to be feared; that danger
• and often obvious i hannels of infec-

than in long, roundabout and mj
ones.

The importance of early and accurate diagnoses for

the purpose of detecting the sources of the infective

virus has received much attention, flu- war has demon-

sti tted the need oi searching out these sources rather

than waiting for them to come to light later on. For-

merly, m civil life, if a child wa sicl il was Kept at

home, more or less separated from us fellows, until

us disease unmistakabl) manifested itself. In the army
the men. whether apparently sick oi well, were stripped

.md inspected periodicall) foi the earliest possible evi

deuce of infection, If thej had knowinglj been

exposed tO certain diseases and did not acknowledge it,

the) were subjected to conn martial. By this pro-

cedure, man) cases wen- detected in their incipiency

and others of a mild character thai would have escaped

detection through then whole course were discovered.

The prevention of infection thus accomplished was

probably considerable

The value of isolation was abundantly proved. This.

of course, is the most perfect means of keeping disease

from spreading thai has ever been invepted. It is the

basis of a greal variet) oi practical procedures such

as quarantine. The use of masks and cubicles afford

applications of the same principle The difficult) with

isolation always has been in making it effective with-

oul too greatly interfering with the person's normal

activities. Nowhere have heller opportunities to

observe the advantages and disadvantages of isolation

been afforded than in this war.

Nothing new of importance has come to lighl in

regard to disinfection as applied to the environment,

Disinfection, except in special circumstances, had been

practically given up in the army before America went

into the war, and nothing that has been found out since

has led to a return of this old-fashioned procedure. It

is to be understood, of course, that the disinfection of

water supplies does not come within the scope of this

remark. ( tiling of floors to keep down dusl and the

wiping of walls, the airing and sunning of bedding and

imilar measures are not disinfection, as that term is

ordinarily employed.

Great emphasis has rightly been placed on indirect

measures of prevention. Such simple and well tried

measures as ventilation and cleanliness ware among
the most valuable steps taken to prevent disease in

the American army. The American soldier stood for

cleanness. It is probably not too much to say that

an army was never mobilized in more clean and orderly

camps and never took the field with higher standards

of personal cleanness than did the American troops

in this war.

The war has demonstrated the great value that

attaches to focused attacks on disease. This was illus-

trated in two entirely different groups of infections,

the typhoid group and the venereal group. The lines

of attack on typhoid were sanitation and preventive

inoculation, The result was that typhoid, notoriously

a disease of camps, was practically unknown in the

American cantonments where these procedures were
carried out. Every city and community should learn

the lesson that this experience teaches. In seeking to

eliminate typhoid fever, the last of the filth diseases,

sanitation, inoculation and personal precautions should

all he insisted on.

Nothing that the army did was more profitable than
iis efforts to teach the soldier how to take care of him-
self. The war taught no greater lesson in any direction.

It was found that tin men could learn and did learn.

The increasing resistance of the individual was not

simply the result of a hardening proee-s. It was partly
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the result of the shrewd application of a thousand
small precaution* that the experienced soldier knows.
We have spoken of the useful lessons that the war

has taught. Let us look on the failures. The war has
shown the hopelessness of efforts conducted along
ordinary lines in the fight against respiratory infec-

tions. Little was done successfully in handling this

group of diseases in the camps. A great lesson has
been learned as to what it is useless to do. The war
has taught us the need of attacking this subject in a

manner different from anything heretofore undertaken
-— in a manner commensurate with its vast importance.
It is time civilization stopped temporizing with the

respiratory infections and undertook to put their man-
agement on a satisfactory basis.

The army has done a great work in combating epi-

demic diseases even if this work has not alwa .

as successful as idealists would have had it. Briefly,

it has taught that the time to study the management
of infections is before the pressing necessity for this

knowledge occurs. Jt has taught that disease must be

looked for and not waited for; that the existence of

infection is usually proof of neglect in some direction

or other; that disease is really a reflection on common
sense; that responsibility for it is not only a matter
for communities to give attention to, hut it is for the

individual person to learn about and to avoid. In teach-

ing personal responsibility, ground ha- been pr<

for substantial improvement throughout tin- whole
range of preventive effort. It is a part of the large

significance which attaches to this subject that the les-

the army are not only to be useful to armies

in tlie future, but rightly they are the property of, and
will be appropriated by, the world in times of pi

THE GREATEST NEED IN HEALTH WORK
There is a great field, quite uncultivated as \

I mpetent instruction of the public in measures

for the prevention of disease-. Everybody should know
how to do his part in avoiding infection. Inf

do not monopolize the li-t; other forms of ill-

ness that are within the range of personal control are

comprised in tin- category. When illness is >

;

of. the promotion of an ever greater --hare of health

affords a goal toward which every on'- hould be taught

ive intelligently.

How to live and work and enjoy the greatest '•hare

of health should be taken oul of th< realm of unin-

formed guesswork where now it exists and set before

tlie public nil a substantial basi itific fact and

authoritative opinion. This cannol be done al once

It cannol be done with thi or resoun

available. There is much in be learned in re
;

the laws of health and collective and individual pre-

cautions, fhe course to pursue i cleat ["heri should
be study, enunciation, and pro] I sound prin-

c iples.

\\ bo is t" > octi in. and put di ea e > ontrol

en a sound basis ol The national govern-

ment can help, if it is properly equipped and can secure

the necessary support; schools "i hygiene and the

insurance companii - can help ; and

like the b dii al As Oi iation ; and human-
itarian foundations; and industrial physician

individual persons lint what is needed above all i-

leadership. This should come from competent profes-

sors m our medical schools and universities. The uni-

versity should be the fountain In ad of knowledge.

From here, as from a focus, competent instruction

should radiate.

Reviewing the whole subject of the efficacy

of existing measures for the prevention of disease, we
may say, without fear of successful contradiction, that

the respiratory infections which terminate in pneu-
monia are the ones that need most attention, and that

need and opportunity both point to well insti

individual effort a- the means mosl likely to prove
effective against them.

There should be a well organized, nation-wide effort

to develop the field of personal precaution-. There
should lie a campaign to teach men and women and
children what they should do to protect themselves
and their neighbors against infection. The interest in

personal precautions thai has been aroused by the cam-
against venereal disease has well prepared the

public to take up further health instruction.

Responsibility for tin- teaching that is required
primarily to our professional educators. The

administrative authorities in our educational institu-

tion-; whose business it is to select and support capable
teachers sin mid see 1" II that well trained and i

enced persons are placed where their efforts will count.

Every university and medical school in the United
should have a chair of hygiene.

A CLINICAL STUDY ON THE USE
OF CALOMEL INUNCTIONS*

H. N. COLE, M.D.
AMI

SIDNEY LITTMAN, M.D.

I VM)

Since the earliest times, mercury inunction ha
used for the treatment of syphilis. The drug, how

-

er, has always been employed in the form of an
ointment of the metallic mercury. Recentlj Wile and
Elliott 1 and Schamberg, Kolmer, Rai/iss and G
have suggested the use of an ointment made of calo
mel

;
thi-, for several reasons: The blue ointmenl is

very uncleanly; it leads to discovery, and it frequently

;

an irritation of tin- skin. \- calomel is more
cleanly, and a- the latter four authors fell that it is

fully a- well absorbed through the -kin as the /ordinary
blue ointment, they suggested that it be used for inunc-
tion purposes in a formula consistinj

. .ri chloridi mitis .

1

Adipis benzoinati 2

gr. xlv

The arguments of these writers seemed convincing,
and we commenced using calon
in privau- practice, in thi | ring of 1917. Since then
the use of the caloini I rubs has l" tensive

I house lias brought out an
ointmenl of calomel winch is ., little more pleasant in

form than the ordinary preparation, though probably

*

-

i Wile, V 1 . ."

in Ihr I

I
I I

If. IV
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It was only after we had used this for some time

[eel more ami more thai it was not

vhat was required of it. In tin- first place, we
was later called to our attention by Dr.

rorald Sollmann of the Pharmacologj Department of

Western Reserve University, that the patients did

salivated. Moreover, it seemed that many
times the patients .lid not react to treatment as they

irmerly, when we were using inunctio

blue ointment instead of calomel, or when using iniec-

• mercury. Therefore, in order to test out the

. of the inunction of calomel thoroughly, we
commenced a series of experiments, using the fresh,

clinical syphilis in our ward- in the venereal disease

department of the Cleveland City Hospital. We shall

report the rc-uhs of tests carried out in the pa

a fifty-four cases. I his investigation was under-

taken at the suggestion of the Therapeutic Ri

Committee of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

American Medical Association.

Before describing these individual cases, we would

- iv that we have tried to he a- unprejudii

have been carefully followed ; rou-

ssermann tests on the blood, Spirochaeta pallida

cxamin spinal fluid examinations were made

in every instance. Moreover, in using the ointments,

tients have always been under the observation of

ee that the inunction was
. irried out through a space of at least thirty minutes

. nights in each week, with a hoi hath on the

seventh night, and without other medication. Each
patient has vised an ordinary potassium chlorate mouth
wash, hut otherwise the run of teeth has been simply

that of the teeth that one finds in any free hospital

practice, which is to say, usually very poor.

In nearly all cases we used thi :(
> pet cent calomel

ointment described above and made up l>v the hospital

pharmacist. In the few cases which are noted in the

clinical histories wc employed a proprietary calomel
• ition.

It has often been difficult to keep the patient under

the calomel rubs for as long a time as we would desire,

illy if the patient did not seem to improve in his

own estimation. Again, we have found that frequently

the patients would get together and tall: over the ther-

apy and advise each other as to their estimation of

the therapy being used. To this, and to

make the experiments still more objective, we finally

gave the patients saline injections into the arm during

the course of the calomel rubs, so thai they would not

know that they were not receiving arsphenamin injec-

lanner we did our best to i arry on

the inunction treatment a- lonj ile, with prac-

tically every patient.

REPORT OF CASES

M., a woman, aged 10. had marked muc "is

patches on the tonsil and the pillar, condylomas of the vulva

and anus and a mixed macular papulosquamous eruption.

After thirty-two rubs, the patches were Mill present on the

improvement Rapid

improvement followed the use ol arsphenamin at this lime.

A., a woman, aged 25. had marked condyloma

of the anus and a generalized macular eruption. There was
aige after eighteen rubs, and the patient demanded
;amin.

Case 3.—G. H.. a man. aged 40. had marked pat

the tonsils, an annular syphilid on thi d exten-

sive condylomas. There was no change after eighteen ruhs,

and because of the patient's insistence he was given treat-

ment with arsphenamin, especially as the spinal fluid 'ell

count had increased from 3 t" 50 ["he patient had very bad
\. i showed no Kin^n itis .'O.i i'hii

I
J i ubs

! I
. .i iii.ni. aged 28, had mucous patches on the

left pillar and a generalized macular eruption, After eight-

een nil's the patches were still present on the pillar, and
• in the eruption Rapid impn

ed treatment with arsphenamin.
c, I

, .i woman, aged '1, complaining "i headache

.mil i heumatism, had a pi II Count oi .'5 and

patches on the i ighl sofl palate vftet tw< nl \
Fi in i ubs the

patches were much worse in the throat, and the patient was

given arsphenamin therapy. Rapid improvement I
il

i bancre

the size of a dune, of three weeks' duration, on the foreskin.

During <'< twent) two nil'-, a • condarj

n thi left t

improv ement Folli iwed treatmi nl -a ith at phi nam n

\ 1 . .1 in. in, ;d 17, I' id 1 follicular ^ philid,

Alter twenty rubs, patches appeared on tin hit tonsil, lie

rapidly improved after treatment with arsphenamin,

\. \\ . a woman, aged I, 1 lored, had an exten-

sive annular syphilid over the entire bod) The condition

became « ighteen ruhs,
,

^ 1
>1 , Mu n- ulcer

began on the right tonsil after twenty rubs. Rapid improve-

ment resulted from treatment with arsphenamin. The ruhs

mtinued up to fort) with no 1 1 idem e "i stomatitis or

gingivitis.

I S., a man. aged 28, had a symmetrical papulo-

squamous syphilid. There was ii" change after thirty-one

\ rapid improvement followed treatment with ars-

phenamin.

Case 10.- 1). V. a man. aged 45, had a large gumma in the

right inguinal region. A historj of > v pliilis was denied. The

spinal fluid cunt was 108 cells. After thirty rubs thi

raatous mass showed ti" change, bul the spinal fluid count

dropped !•> 35 cells. We continued the calomel rubs t" forty-

iln ie with no stomal igivitis. The gumma healed

quicklj on one injection of arsphenamin, showing improve-

ment almost within twenty-four hours.

i
i 11. I-'.. R., a woman, aged 52. had papulocfustaceous

and serpiginous lesions "ii the righl arm. They all disap-

ifter twenty rubs with calomel. She received thirty

rubs w ith no effect on the teeth.

Casi 1J E. 1'.. a man. aged IS. had a papulosquamous

syphilid and areas of lichen syphiliticus. After twenty five

ruhs, the eruption on the body was fairly well cleared up,

hut patches in the throat and "ii the lips were much more
severe. Rapid improvement followed treatment with ars-

phenamin.

Case 13.- .1. B., a man. aged 29, had marked patches "ii

the tonsils, ami macular syphilis. Attn- nineteen ruhs the

patches entirely covered the tonsils, though the skin was
clear. There was a rapid improvement under arsphenamin

treatment -No stomatitis was present aftei twenty-three

14.—A. K.. a girl, aged 16, had a chancre on the

upper lip and a macular eruption and patches in the throat.

There was no change after twelve ruhs. and the patient

demanded different treatment.

15 .1. X.. a woman, aged 20, had condylomas and

also patches on the left anterior pillar, uvula and soft palate.

There was no change after twelve ruhs. when the patient

escaped from the hospital.

1" W I*"., a girl, aged Hi, hail condylomas "f the

vulva and patches on the left tonsil. After twenty "lie ruhs

the tonsils were still covered with patches, when the patient

; fi
i
in the hi ispital

17 I II.. a man. aged 25. had patches in the mouth
and the throat, condylomas of the amis, and fissures at the

comers of the mouth. After nineteen ruhs the oral fissures

us, with ii,, evidence of gingivitis. There
was a rapid improvement after arsphenamin treatment.

I S. a man. aged 28, had mucous patches on
both tonsil,, the soft palate, and inside of the left cheek;
and a faint, macular syphilis. After twenty- four ruhs the
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patches were worse, though there was nu gingivitis in the

mouth. The patient complained severely of rheumatic pains,

and of the joints. There was a rapid improvement under
treatment with arsphenamin.

Case 19.—C. B., a man, aged 25, had a faint macular
eruption and primary lesion in the balanopreputial sulcus

After eighteen rubs the primary lesion showed no change.

and the patient had very severe rheumatic pains. The erup-

tion became more marked. There followed a rapid impi iv<

rncnt under arsphenamin treatment, with the teeth shi

no gingivitis after twenty-five rubs.

Case 20.—J. S.. a man, aged 42. had a large ul< erocrusta-

ius syphilid covering the entire abdominal wall. Thi n

a moderate improvement after forty-one rubs, with a mirac-
li 1 • us change within forty-eight hours after arsphenamin was
given. The teeth showed no gingivitis.

21.—W. W., a man, aged 21. colored, had pal

both tonsils and an annular syphilid on the neck, right elbow
and buttock. After thirty rubs the lesion, in the throat

wed no change, and several circinate lesion; had appeared
<

> t i the right elbow. ["he patient escaped from the hospital

at this point.

22.—A. W., a woman, aged 29, colored, had an annular

syphilid of the face and lips, ami around the nose. After

> I
i nil.s she developed a marked edema of the skin, fol

lowed by desquamation am! tenderness. A faint trace of

Ibumin and a few casts appeared in the urine. The condi-

tion was diagnosed as calomel dermatitis, and it all cleared

up quickly after the calomel rubs were stopped.

23.—

I

a woman, aged 24, hail patches mi the

lower lip and lesions mi the labia majora. A iter twenty-six

papulosquamous lisions, syphilitic in character, appeared
on the arms and neck. There .•.. no change in the patches.

Instantaneous results fallowed the usi namin.

Case 24.— R. II.. a man. aged 28, had a macular syphilid

on the ch> en and back. After twelve rubs the

macular eruption was gone, and the mucous membranes
cleared. The patient felt fine after fourteen rubs. After

thirty two rubs h began to d

on the right posterior pillar. There was no evidence of

gingivitis. The spinal fluid count, on the patient's admission,
v. as 4.3 cells. After thirty two rubs there were 38 cells.

Bloody fluid was found after the patient hail received three

injections of arsphenamin. He reacted immediately to treat-

ment with rid bowed no evidence of hydrar-
n, after I'nity threi

Case 25.—J. A., a unman, aged 17. had condylomas of the

vulva and amis, a faint, macular syphilid, and patches mi
both tonsils and pillars. Alter twenty-four rubs the condy-

* lomas weri improved, but the patches in the throat

much worse, though they had showed some impi

ment after twelve rubs. The patient was given arsphenamin,
and results were rapid. She took thirty-six rubs, with no

I
ititis.

26. -R. H.. a woman, aged IK. bad mucous patches
on both tonsil-; a tl.it. papular syphilid e, chin
mi'I neck, and a general macular eruption. Aftei eighteen
r-il s tin lesions had all disappeared. Tin eloped
marked stomatitis and gingivitis after twenty-one rub
was then given arsphenamin.

' -~ II I', a man. aged 2.X, had mm
the lips, tongue, tonsils, pillars and inula, and a faint macular
eruption. \n. i eighteen rubs the lesion, on the lip

in ally gone, the ski ; des-

tination. The patient was then treated with arsphenamin.
I', a man. aged 18, had mucoui patches inside

the upper lip and nsils, pillars and uvula.

twenty-two rubs th. patches on 'In i the mouth
had lylomatoui it in the
throat remained the same. There was a rapid improve!
under treatment with at spin naiuin Th( patient took thirty-

tubs, with no evidence of stomatitis ot gingivitis.

19. W. M .. a man. aged 24. had ma.iil .papular syph-
ilis and condylomas alone the sulcus and around the anus.
Alter thirty-four rubs tl change in the condition.

It cleared up rapidly under treatment with arsphenamin. The

patient took fifty-one rubs with no evidence of gingivitis or
.

i 1 1

-

Case 30.—R. M, a man, aged 22. had phimosis with a pal-
pable chancre of four weeks' duration. Under treatment with
rubs, a papulosquamous syphilid appeared, and after twenty-
three rubs the patient had severe patches in the throat and
one on the upper lip. After thirtj rubs he began to complain
of loss of hearing, which was explained as an extension of
th( mucous patches and inflammation up the eustachian tubes.
After thirty-six rubs the patient was given arsphenamin and
rapid improvement followed. No evidence of stomatitis or
gingivitis appeared after forty-two rubs.

II.—A. D., a woman, aged 33, had mucous patches on
the tonsil along the- edge of the tongue, flat, papular lesions
over the labia and general papular syphilis. The patient
immediately salivated alter twelve rubs. Patches were still

in the mouth after eighteen rubs, though the lesions
on the vulva were somewhat better. She was given ars-
phenamin at this tim< becausi of the teeth.

Case 32.—J. ('.. a man. aged M. had marked phimosis with
condylomas in the sulcus hack of the glans. Spirochetes were
present in the lesions. The patient was much worse
fifteen rubs, and was given treatment with arsphenamin. The
lesion- showed a marked improvement twenty-four hours
later.

33.—J. L., a woman, aged 26, bad mucous patches on
both tonsils, the pillars and uvula. After si /enteen rubs the
lesions in the throat wire more extensive, and the patient
was given arsphenamin. She took thirty two of the rubs
with no evidence of stomatitis or gingivitis.

Case .34.—J. C, a man. aged 51, bad macular syphilis.
After ten rubs his eruption was fainter. After twenty rubs
definite patches began to appear in both tonsils, and he was
given arsphenamin. lie had thirty rubs with no evidence ol

gingivitis. The spinal fluid count, on the patient's adtl

was 11 cells. After twenty rubs, there were 11 cells in the
spinal fluid.

'

I 55, had extensive mucous
r pillar, on the- shaft of the penis,

and on the scrotum. Condylomas of the amis were present,
and macular syphilis. After twenty-two rubs, tl

ended high up on tin and arsphena-
min was ordered. Rapid improvement followed. The patient
took thirty-six rubs with no evidence of stomatitis or gin-
givitis.

Case 36.—J. R.. a man, aged 29, had a macular eruption,
extensive mucou patches on both tonsils and on the pillars,

and lar L .

i the under
i right -id,, of

the tongue, \iiii twentj rubs oi thi proprietary, the
lesion, on the tongue had become an ulcer, and the patient

phenamin, ami
all symptoms > lean d up rapidly. Me reci ived twi
rubs with no evidence of stomatitis or gingivitis. On the

the spinal fluid cell count was i. After
twent) one nilo, i! i fluid was I !.

17.—J. .1., a wc had a inn nnh.
ilid After twent] foui rul

I was fading
thirty-seven rubs, a follicular syphilid appeared on the face

head, and a definite- mucous patch on thi tonsil
'file' patient was given arsphenamin, and there was

I iok fifty ruhs with no I I idi in ' of giu-

spinal fluid on her
ii. was 3, Aiie-i thirtj seven nib-., tl

cells in the spinal fluid. 'Ihe count dropped to .1 after four
injections of arsphenamin, In this case the- proprietary prep-
aration was not used

man, aged 45. had an extensive ulcero-
crustaceous syphilid on both leg

I the proprietary pn paration, thi Ii sions on I

I

nut bad a slight gingivitis

nction with an old. extensh i pyc n rhea At tl

ne on his h ;

and the- patient died.

I
,

a man. aged 26, had a gel <

maculopapular eruption, with patches in the- mouth and on the

genitalia After ten rubs with tin- cal d.
''
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ippeared, and the eruption was entirely

: had taken eighteen rul

II large and swollen, however, and a new mucous

11 the right tonsil. Thei

not brand .'i arsphenamin.

pular and pustular eruption, iritis

ight eye, patches on the soft palate, and enlai

Vfter ten rul>s, then I fading

ruption. Alter eighteen rubs, th«

aring up. and there

,,„ the | thirtj five rubs ol the pi

patient d< >
nl >"'>' "'

f
ne

lower li| ement in the or ». .iuliii.>n

until she wu> given arsphenamin and mercury injections.

ad a chancre of the

and over the

ns cleared up. This

patient ved further, but was given arsphenamin

12.—M. M. woman, aged 32, had a primary lesion

of the left labium majus, with marked edema of the parts,

and rheumatism. There was practii

rty rubs with calomel ointment, but a rapid

improvement under arsphenamin treatment.

43.—C. C. a man. aged 28, had extensive pal

the scrotum. The spinal fluid count was
• r nineteen r ns in the tin

over the scrotum were practically gone. The patient had a

given the diarsenol bran.',

min and discha
chancre

There were no physical signs

a +-)-++ Wassermann reaction.

I, the patient was severely

ited.

:-.—.I. p., a man. aged 22. had a lesion of the glans

hetes were present in large

Id illumination. The lesion was

r twenty-three rubs, and the patient was given

namin.

I race M . a woman, aged 21, bad a maculo-

patches in the mouth. After

een rubs the eruption had practically disappeared, but

atches in the thro,,- and the

and se\ere headaches. She

uncture. Rubs of 50 per cent, unguentum

en and. after ten of them, all symptoms

n given arsphenamin

v. .man. aged 21. colored, had condylomas

vulva and an annular syphilid of the face and neck.

practically cleared up after sixteen of the

ginning with the twenty-third daily

ired in the throat which lasted

n< rubs. The patient then received

rsphenamin, and the patches cleared

idly. There ration.

woman, aged 2.1 had a diffuse maculo-

i.ich entirely disappeared after twenty-

After thirty m, a heavy trace of

appeared in the urine. The skin was

24, had a generalized

in the mouth. After

membranes and skin were

ml the treatment led until thirty-two rubs

further sympl ^.

W., a man. aged 28. had a lesion of the glans

ition. There was no reaction to twenty-
:' the calomel inunctions. The lesion cleared up quickly

treatment with arsphenamin. A Wassermann reaction

SI.-—S. S.. a man, aged 31, had a lesion of the glans

and prepuce of three weeks' duration, occurring four weeks

after intercourse. Spirochetes wen- present in huge num-

bers. I be patient look thirty-eight nil'- ol calomel with no

change in the lesion, It clean. I up immediatelj aftei the

ai sphenamin.

i
man. aged 23, had .. marked papulo-

yphilid on the hi trunk and

and patches on the l< El tonsil. After thirteen rub

calomel ointment, the patienl demanded arsphenamin. All

reacti d quickly.

\ \ . a man, aged 36, had a pi i (urethral i

of two weeks' duration, and vere present in

i ten rubs w il intmenl

,t showed no ided arsphena-

min. The lesion healed al

Cass 54 F. X.. a man. aged 33, had a generalized maculo-

papular eruption, with a patch on thi ind a mui i ius

patch on the genitalia, ["here was no change after tl

nibs with 50 per cent, calomel ointment, and the patient

refused further therapj and was given arsphenamin.

AN \l.\ SIS OF Rl

Aii analysis of the foregoing results shows several

things: In the first place, we note among these fifty-

four cases that nineteen times (35 per cent.) the

lesions, especially those on the mucous membranes,
became much worse; five times (9 per cent.) they

grew worse; sixteen times (29.5 per cent.) there was

no change; five times (9 per cent.) there was a slight

improvement; three times (5 per cent.) they were

quite markedly improved, and three times I 5 per cent.)

the patients' symptoms disappeared entirely. In other

. there is a great preponderance of instances hi

which the patients gol much worse under therapy, and

this despite the fad thai over forty rubs to a patient

were used eight times ( 15 per cent. I. thai twelve times

(22 per cenl I
between thirty and forty rubs were

used, and that thirteen times (24 per cent.) between

twenty and thirty were used.

We had hoped to Keep all the patients under treat-

ment bycalomel inunctions until from forty to fifty rubs

had been given. This was impossible, however, as we
have explained, for many times the patients refused

further therapy, and in many instances they kepi get-

ting SO much worse thai strenuous measures had to

d to check the course of the disease. It will be

noted from the reports that there was practically never

any improvement in primary lesions when inunctions

were used
It is interesting to note that in one of the cases,

after six rubs, a generalized exfoliating dermatitis

developed as a result of the calomel inunctions, with a

complicating acute nephritis and edema of the entire

skin. These lesions all disappeared rapidly after dis-

inuing the use of the drug.

The lack of salivation is in striking contrast to

results after the use of unguentum hydrargyri. It

is difficult, if the patienl is using unguentum hydrar-

properly, to give him more than eighteen or

twenty rubs without marked symptoms of gingivitis

and salivation. But in our lifts- four cases in which

calomel inunctions were used, this was present in only

three (1.5 p I es. In one pain in there was
'it salivation after eighteen inunctions. In

r there was a moderate salivation after nineteen

inunctions, and one patienl with a had pyorrhea had

a marked salivation after seven inunctions. Saliva-

tion was entirely absent in twenty-nine patients (53.5

ed from twenty to forty rubs. We
wish to call attention particularly to this point, and we
agree with I Jr. Sollmann thai this striking lack of sali-
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vation after the use of calomel inunctions means a
very low grade of mercury absorption.
We are quite sure that if any one will carefully fol-

low a series of cases such as our own, checking theni
up carefully from day to day, he will come to the same
conclusions. Calomel inunctions, though cleanly and
pleasant for the patient, do not compare in efficacy
with inunctions of unguentum hydrargyri.

CONCLUSIONS

Observations on a series of fifty- four patients
treated intensively with calomel rubs show that:

1. Calomel inunctions are almost totally inefficient

against primary and secondary syphilis.

2. Calomel inunctions very rarely produce salivation
or gingivitis. This means pooi i of the mer-
cury and explains this clinical inefficiency.

3. Calomel rubs may occasionally produce a der-
matitis.

These results have led us to abandon calomel inunc-
tions, and we would strongly advise against their fur-

ther use in the treatment of syphilis.
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ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION

Dr. Jav Frank Schamberg, Philadelphia: 1 have been

greatly interested in this valuable and practical contribution

to the therapy of syphilis with particular reference to inunc-

tions. It is obvious that the patients who received the calomel

inunctions did not absorb enough mercury in the blood.

There is no essential difference in the effect of different mer-
curial preparations. With the mercurials now in use it makes

Ference whether an inorganic or an organic compound
is used, the question is how much mercury reaches the blood
stream. Gray oil has been used for years for intramuscular

injections. The French preferred calomel. It syphilitic mani-
festations failed to yield to calomel injections, it was felt

that no mercurial treatment would accomplish the result.

Befori the days of arsphenamin, calomel injections constituted

the "dernier ressort." From the therapeutic failures nar-

rated by Dr. Cole, it is evident that not sufficient calomel
reached the blood. It is therefore pertinent to inquire the

For this. A certain school of physicians in Eui
long held the belief that the effect of mercurial in

was largely due to volatilization ,,1 the mercury and
tion through the lungs. In order to determine the truth of

this thesis. Drs. Kolmer, Raiziss and myself carried out a

very thorough series of experiments on I ibbits in a specially

contrived box apparatus. We caused one series of rabbits to

be rubbed, and another to breathe a mercury laden atmos-
phere. While some mercury was

dence in favor of cul orption as thi

inant channel of entrance was convincing. In this article we
called attention to the fact that blur ointment was more

than calomel. In order to administer calomel oint-

ment and blue ( intment in parallel doses, a larger amount of

the former woujd have to be nod, inasmuch a

ily 85 per cent, of mercury. Furtherm
volatility would also require a Eurthi i i alomi I

content as compared with an ointment of metallic mercury.
Delusion as to the therapeutic superiority of

mercurial ointment nenl appears to he
thoroughly justified by In- careful observations. In view of

this and of the fact that bis patients were not salivated by
the calomel ointment, it is evident that not enough calomel

the circulating lymph and blood stream. In I

l.antagc of the dirty blue ointment as compared with
the cleanly calomel ointment, it would be worth while trying
calomel ointment in considerably larger do .,... ..... m grains

"«• J' I I .-.t.sidrr this p
value because it will help : tad that ba
into me, for I consider the u - of calomel ruNs nothing bul

a fad. The remarks of Dr. Schamberg might be misleading
when :t comes to the question of intramuscular injections.
There, of course, we deal with an entirely different proposi-
tion. There is no question that intramuscular injections

ly done are very valuable, but in the case of inunc-
tions we deal with an entirely different proposition. The
value of inunctions with blue ointment need not be discussed.
That is a historical fact that amounts to absolute knowledge,
but in the case of calomel inunctions the technical conditions
are entirely different. 1 would remind you of the old calomel
vaporizations, where efficiency on localized lesions was quite
manifest, but in that case it was vaporized by heat. In the
ordinary calomel inunction there is no chano*

While I have never used calomel rubs Dr. Cole's
experience will only confirm my previous 1

Dr. Harrv G. Irvine:, Minneapolis: Dr. Cole's obsei
are very timely. Many of us hoped that this would give us
something clean that could be used in place of the blue oint-
ment. I should like to comment about one particular point,

I think that every man who has treated a large
of syphilis will remember back in the old days quite

a large number of cases such as Dr. Cole mentioned
of his patients had mucous membrane lesions. In the old
days, before arsphenamin came into use. there was great
difficulty in clearing up these mucous membrane cases with
any form of mercury. I would suggest that in order to come
to a conclusion Dr. Cole should change to some other form
of mercury rather than change to arsphenamin. It would
have been very interesting if be had tried the blue ointment
in some of these cases to sec if there was any difference in
the agents rather than change to the arsphenamin injections.
This would have given us an idea of the relative values of
the two preparations.

Dr. Richard 1. Sutton. Kansas City, Mo.: We frequently
ace considerable difficulty in clearing up h

the mucous membranes with mercury. With regard to the
relative value of ointments, and particularly blue ointment
and preparations containing calomel, I have had a g
of experience with the mixtures recommended by Schamberg
and his associates a. by Wise and" Elliott, and
I do not believe that Dr. Cole has run up his dosage high
enough. Another point to bear in mind is that the applica-
tion should be placed on a moist, warm surface, such as the
soles of the feet or the axillae. By doing this, the vaporized
mercury gets into the circulation almost as quickly as when
administered hypodermically. [ belii calomel
ointment should be increased until the physiologic action is

even though four or five
:

., „t are
required each day.

i n. Washington, D. C: I do
ihould make such a furon In the

Of the patients will rub in the mercury
1,1 private pi nly among the nun.

"" Prop be trusted to ml. in

men will son
like to have injections, In a lai

and in all the di

trusl to inunctions.
|

' of it.

Dr. H Clevi laud
: I wrote to Dr. S

I that. \\ e have u

in the inunctions in quite a large number -

ill continuing the experil
lixtj rubs ,,f -t gm. each and another has had

Mx ru0
^

rcloped an acute syphilitic
ititi- within tliirt\-six hours. It •.-,

iw in the wa . syphilitic iritis. In my
• any amount of the calomel is useless as an inunc-

tion, In

plained whj I

results In two or three cases we carried them
lain pomt and then i t.. unguentum
gyri and then saw results within a
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FIF.LD EXPERIMENTS IN"

\ fR< »L*

MALARIA

WICKUFFE ROSE, LI D.

SEW MiRK

Malaria is ne of the most serious

lisabling diseases of man. It is estimated that

in India alone il causes on th< h year about

iths and more than 100,000,000 cases of

Minic losses resulting from it are

liable. The failure of the early I'.mania (.'anal

: and the difficulties

intered in building

the Madeira Railroad are

only spectacular examples

of what it is doing contin-

and on an enor-

mous scale to hinder in-

enterprise < >i

farming populations its

burden falls with peculiar

emphasis. Many of the

ultural lands

in warm climates cannot

i e developed until the in-

in these I

en brought under

The direct an-

f the sickness

and death that it produces

in India alone is estimated
j- •xO.OOO:

and this does not take into

ration the vastly

- due to the

impaired productive pow-

More serious >till are

cts in retarding the

ment of individ-

. n '1 communities.

Like hookworm, the ma-

laria plasmodium is an

-producing para-
- the life of its

victims by destroying their

lise; - i- most
children

under IS year- of age. and
the vi-

• e race during

important period of

mental
r. are cumulative

are handed on from oi in to the next, and

•I under the head of malaria control

ng, and by immunizing quinin

.

II. A. Taylor liavm K

...rk and Dr. I II l!

-;nicnt in malaria

.dueled under the general

rtment ..i Health and under the

Medical School. In

ilarly the Fourth

International Health H'.ard ami Bulletin No. 88

•h Service, have been drawn on freely.

i mi The Journal

hy the oinmion of certain rr.ai.s.. It mill appeal

Cells for Ma/sno
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$365,000 annually. With an average population of

about 100,000 for the area treated, this represents an

annual per capita cost of $3.65. Controlling mosqui-

toes at from $25 to $30 per acre is a sound business

investment on rubber estates that pay more than 100

per cent, in annual dividends and in a region in which

the death rate among the coolies on unprotected estates

runs as high at times as 176 per thousand. Such

expenditures, however, are practical only under excep-

tional conditions. As a necessary part of digging the

canal, the cost of sanitary operations on the Zone is

negligible ; but as a part of normal public health work
such measures are feasible only in limited areas in

which there is a dense population to support them.

More recent demonstrations indicate that malaria

control may be brought

within reach of the av-

erage community. It was

with a view to contrib-

uting, if possible, to this

end that the series of field

experiments here to be re-

ported were undertaken.

In these experiments it

has been assumed that if

communities are to be in-

duced to undertake the

work they must be shown
that the investment pays,

and that it can be carried

out within limits of ex-

penditure that they can

afford. It has been as-

sumed also that no single

measure can be made uni-

versally applicable; that

the effective program in

malaria control will com-

prehend the free employ-

ment of all means that are

known t c » be serviceable,

and will place emphasis at

any particular time and

place "ti that measure or

combination of measures

that under the gh en con-

ditions will accomplish the

result v. uli leasl expendi-

ture. It is assumed, fur-

thermore, that the -tic-

cessful operation of a pro-

gram of tin \ ill

1
resuppose, i >n the part of

the person administering it. definite understanding of

the conditions under which the work is to be done and

of the possibilities and limitation- of each of thi

stires that be is to eniplo\ .
No att( mpt ha

re, in the e firsl experiments to put into

tion a full program of malaria control, but rather to try

out the possibilities of some of the more impoii

merits that would enter into such a program. Thus
far. four types of tuld experiments have been und i

taken for the pin po i
naming as fai a

ticable the degree of efficiency under given conditions

and the cos) of malaria control by antimosquito meas-

ures, by the screening of houses, by administration ol

immunizing quinin and by direct attack on the
|

in the blood of the human carrier.
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drainage. Borrow pits and shallow ponds were filled

or drained : streams win- cleared of undergrowth when

rj to let the sunlight in; their margins and

beds were cleared of vegetation and obstructions; and

the) were trained to a narrow channel, thus providing

an unobstructed off-flow. Artificial containers were

removed from premises; water barrels on bridges were

treated with niter cake. All remaining breeding places

were regular!) treated b) removing vegetation, opening

How margins to give free access to small fish,

raying once a week with road oil by means of

tic drips <>r a knapsack sprayer. All operations

inder the supervision of a trained lay inspector.

cercised to eliminate all unnecessary effort

ami to secure, not the elimination of the last mosquito,

hut a reasonably high d< .
itrol at a minimum

first conspicuous

apparent to every

I
erson li\ ing in the com-

munity was tin' practical

elimination of the mos-
[Tie re-

duction in malaria, as

-Imh n by a parasite index

taken in May. 191

•i I >ecember of the

-.line year, was 72.33 per

cent. The reduction in

physicians' call- for ma-
laria in 1916, as compared

with the number of calls

for the previous year

i company's records ). was
•it. The per

capita cost of the work

—

omitting overhead — was

$124 i Fig. 2). During

Lumber Company had re-

measures at

. logging

wiih re-ults that

- to the

soundness of the invest-

ment.

At the end of 1916 the

community took over the

and for tv.

maintained it at its

I under its

tion. The measure: have been continued

iion of a trained native lay inspector.

\l.l - FOR MALARIA AND THE
ARK.

Record
lage, Ark.,

2,029

2.500
741

PER TAUT A

$1.2-4

Results Confirmed oi Hamburg {1917).—After the

work at Crossed had been turned ovei to tin 1 emu
munity, operations were transferred to the neighboring

town of Hamburg with a view to putting the prac-

ticability of antimosquito measures to test under some

what more difficult conditions. I [amburg was not go\

erned and financed by a wealth) corporation. It had

no hospital. It depended for medical service on private

practitioners who were deriving about << [

> per cent, of

their income from malaria. I In town was less com-
pact, and with only 1,285 inhabitants had a higher

malaria rate and more abundant breeding places for

mosquitoes (Fig. 3) than had Crossett.

I In measures that had stood the test of the previous

year at Crossett, with the introduction of certain econ-

omies that experience had suggested, were repeated

here. Physicians' calls

were reduced from 2,312

in 1916 to 259 in 1917. a

reduction of ScS.8 per cent.

For the latter half of the

year—July to December,
inclusive—there were only
forty-three calls for ma-
laria in 1917, as compared
with 1.995 calls for the

same period the previous

year, a reduction of 97.8

per cent. The per capita

cost — omitting overhead
expenses—was $1.45.'

At the end of the year

again the community took

over the work, assuming
entire responsibility for its

co nt i n u e d maintenance

and direction. Figure 4

exhibits graphically the

results for the two years.

As a result of community
effort during 1918, the to-

tal calls for malaria fell

to fifty-nine, and the work-

was maintained at a per

capita cost of 44 cents.

Demonstration in Four
Communities (ipiS). —
Taking as a basis the plan
of operation that had been
tried at Crossett and fur-

ther developed and con-

tinued at Hamburg, effort was made during 1918 to

carry out a demonstration on a somewhat larger scale

and under a variety of conditions. For this purpose
four small Arkansas towns were selected. They are

rural towus ranging in population from 975 to 3,023.

Lake Village, county -eat of Chicot County, presented

the problem of a level, low-lying area of buckshot soil

with 2 miles of lake frontage ami an extensive area of

shallow swamp in the rear. Dermott, about 20 miles

away, also in the Hat lands of the Mississippi, presented

uliarity of having abundant anopheles breeding

places throughout the municipal area, owing chiefly to
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the utter neglect of the most elementary principles of

drainage in the grading of two railroads and the streets

of the town. Monticello, county seat of Drew County,

TABLE. 2.—PHYSICIANS' CALLS FOR MALARIA AND THE
PER CAPITA COSTS, HAMBURG. ARK.

Population 1,285

CALLS
1916 2.312
1917 239

Reduction 1916 191S

PER CAPITA COST

1917 (omitting overhead) $1.45
1918 (total upkeep) -14

is a typical hill town for which a number of clear

streams with adequate fall over a stiff clay soil fur-

nished an abundant supply of anopheles. Bauxite, a

rambling mining commu-
nity of about 2.500 inhabi-

tants, presented the diffi-

culties of a large area to

be treated, a heavy sand

flow in the beds of it- nu-

merous small streams, and

extensive hillside seepage

area- offering ideal breed-

ing conditions. Figures?,

6, 7 and 8 exhibit for these

communities the breeding

places to be treated.

A preliminary survey of

each community at differ-

ent seasons during the

previous year made it pos-

sible to omit from the

working plans much that

otherwise would have

been waste effort. Each
community was presented

in advance with an esti-

mate of its malaria preva-

lence, a chart exhibiting

it 3 breeding pla< i .

working plan with budget,

and an estimate of what

mighl be expected as a re-

sult in degree of malaria

control. I he community
ch cast i>i""\ ided the

funds required except for

general supervision, and agi sume entire

responsibility for the work after the firsl year.

The plan of operation followed tt and

Hamburg, with improvements suggested by experience

TABLE I. PHYSICIANS' CALLS POE MALARIA AND THE
PER < VPI1 V COSTS I AKE VII I va Dl RHOTT,

MON I [< II ML AMI BAI Ml I AKK
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lie-, is level, low-lying, and covered at frequent intervals

with a net-and-patchwork of sluggish streams, bayous

and swamps. Mosquito breeding is abundant through-

out the season, and the cost of its control under present

conditions is prohibitive. The area contains about

oare miles and a population of about 9.000,

about 1,000 living in the town of Ruleville and about

8,000 on cotton plantations under typical delta condi-

tions. The blacks outnumber the whites by about

. one. Most of the negroes can read, but as

compared with a white population living under similar

conditions the grade of intelligence is relatively low.

The dominant industry of the region is the growing of

cotton, and the life of the community centers in and

revolves about the cotton plantation. There are rela-

tivelv few small farms operated by their owners, the

prevailing type being a large plantation operated with

ne<*TO tenant labor under the supervision of a resident

manager.
The disabli of

the region is malaria. At

cotton cultivating and
picking time, when labor

is in greatest demand and

when delay means
money loss, malaria is

most severe. It i

mated that from one third

to three fourths of the

people on these planta-

tions have one or more
attacks of malar,

year, and that

cent, or more of all sick-

-ability in the com-

munity is due to this

cause. On one plantation,

for example, h I

tenant population of about

annual
- bill for the last

ten years has been ap-

proximately f
•

this sun

$5 per capita, is attributed

by the manager to malaria.

The loss to the tenant and

the landlord in CI

turns is much lar.

And since the

must look to the tenai turn on

ital investment in land and equipment and for

reimbursement for his large euro - to his

tenant familii in any
riency of the

his plantati

The •

'
i P tne

a record of each
|

I

1 clinical malaria within -id that

of the remaii

attack. . _

All p< • .
' clinical m

examii

weeks. Effort was made by personal instruction and
by repeated house-to-hou- . ive the prescribed

course of treatment followed to the end. Irregularities

occurred and are under such conditions inevitable : but,

in general, instructions were In the rural

area no other measures were
In the town of Ruleville, malaria control was based

in the main on antimosquito measun ection

disclosed the fact that mosquito breeding, which was
abundant, was due almost exclusively to running
hydrants and leaking pipes supplied

The problem was extremely simple. The enact-

ment of an ordinance followed by the imposition of

a number of fines resulted in the destruction o T

'

res and the consequent extermination of mos-
quitoes in the town.

Results.— Unfortunately no reliable record of the

number of pi .Us within the area before the

work began is available,

and the second par

\ ill not be taken

until next season. The
so far

be estimated

K final

marizi

1. There has been no
transmission of malaria

within the town of Rule-

ville during the year, and
. n free

to as a

1. The degree of mala-

in the rural area

by the director in

r.natelv

This estimate

malaria histories, intimate

during the

-

by tenants and plai

month 1

3. I" ' icticing

within the area report a marked decline in malaria

4. Plantatii \ within

the ar.

-e in malar- red with pr

( >ne n

tenant

dler plain.:'

-her to

tlaria control on the larg

5. 1 i
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Neighboring counties in Mississippi have asked that

ork be extended to them and have indicated a

willingness to provide the funds. The demonstration,

r. is only Ik yitn. It i- suggestive, but far from

complete. No conclusion will be attempted until the

test has been continued over a period oi years within

me ana. has been tried under .1 varietj of con*

, Mii E 4 mm \K! \ CONTB W1 VTIONS
N ,V Mlss tD FOR 1 IRST

Willi- \ [SI I I D

Uistorj pi D

8 -4

;.iii<r of Reduction .

.

8?-»

and has been submitted to a more definite

measure of results.

'MARY AMI CONCLUSIONS

1. For the average town in cur Southern state- hav-

ing a thousand or more inhabitants and a reasonably

high infection rate, malaria control by antimosquito

measures is economically feasible; it is. in fact, a sound

ness investment.

2. In heavily infected regions, in which the co I oi

trol would be prohibitive, the amount of

malaria may be greately reduced by resort to screening,

to immunizing quinin, or to destroying the parasites

1:1 the hi 1 of the human carriers. The indications

would seem, in fact, to justify the hope that by the

systematic application of these measures the malaria

mmunity may he held within reasonable 1m, mil-.

and that this result may he accomplished within limits

• that the average community may well afford.

3. The people in these communities are prepared to

le the funds by public taxation fur malaria con-

trol when they have been shown by demonstration that

-ram proposed will accomplish definite results

ustify the expenditure.

4. The results thus far accomplished would seem

intinuing these field experiments until the

TAB! E ' SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF MALARIA CONTROL
riON IN SUNFLOWER COUNTY, MISS.. 1918
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the blood, an increased ammonia output in the urine.

an increased titrable acidity, and an increased alkali

tolerance. In his study of thirty cases of pneumonia,
Palmer 11 found that in many, usually the more severe

cases, the urine contained a large amount of an organic
acid which is free at a H-ion concentration of 5.0.

2. Partial Isolation of the Pneumonic Lung.—The
exudate fills the alveolar spaces and i- separated from
the general circulation by the limiting alveolar wall.

Kline and YVinternitz 1 " have shown that the pneumonic
lung in experimental pneumonia communicates imper-

fectly with the circulation. This partial isolation -in-

gests that within the involved region biochemical
changes may occur which are reflected only to a limited

degree in the body as a whole. An increase in II-ion

concentration of the exudate may thus occur without

a change in H-ion concentration of the blood.

3. Acid Death Point of the Pneumococcal.—Experi-
ments with the pneumococcus" indicate that it is sus-

ceptible to varying H-ion concentrations. The pro-

duction of acid is the most important bactericidal

factor in the short viability of the pneumococcus in

glucose bouillon cultures. Such cultures, allowed to

grow and die out, usually reach a final H-ion concen-

tration of al" iiu 5.1. riu- exposure of living pneu-

tni i i to 5.1 or a higher H-ion concentration shows
that the organism does nut survive lunger than a few
hours in a H-ion concentration of about 5.1, and that

it may live fur at leasl many days at 7.4 to 6.8. In

the intervening II-ion concentrations, between 6.8 and

5.1, the pneumococcus i- killed with a rapidity which
bears a direct relation to the H-ion concentration, that

is. the greater the acidity, the more rapid the death.

The following observations suggest that some other

factor, also influenced by the degree of acidity, may
he responsible for destruction of pneumococci:

4. Dissolution of Pneumococci.—As shown by Lord
and Nye,11 a critical degree of H-ion concentration

has a hearing on dissolution of pneumococci. Cloudy
suspensions of washed pneumococci in H-ion i

trations varying from 8.0 to 4.0 show, after incuba-

tion, disappearance of organisms apparently due to

their dissolution in lower H-ion concentrations than

aboul 5.0. This dissolution is mosl marked at about

5.0 tn 6.0; some also takes place toward the mure alka-

line end of the scale. An enzyme sel free from the

a themselves may In- the explanation, involu-
tion of pneumococci under tin- favoring influen

change in H-ion concentration may he a factor in the

disintegration of organisms observed in the pneumonic
exudate in the more advanced Stages.

5. If -Ion Concentration of the Pneumonic I

The ll-inn concentration of the press juice from the

pneumonic lung at necropsy in fatal cases is higher

than that of other tissues of the body, and reaches a

about 6.0. The pneumonic exudate in experi-

mental Friedlander and pneumococcus pneumonia in

i.iv likcw i~c be more acid than the pre--- juice

of uther organs and the blood. In me- dog v\ ith exper-

imental pin n: illed on the third

day, the H-ion concentration of one involved lobe,

taken immediately from the body, was 6.0, ami that of

Pal i W VV ' 26 1917.

B 21

|
i

' Culture
?•_>: I I64, I9J9.

I
.:... pile

1 11).

another 5.4. From the former, pneumococci were
grown in pure culture, but from the latter no growth
of pneumococci was obtained.

The pneumococcus can usually be cultivated from
the pneumonic lung after death, even when the ll-ion

concentration is about 6.0. To judge from the obser-

vations on the acid death point of the pneumococcus.
however, slightly higher H-ion concentrations than
tin-, a-- in the do^'s lung with a [> u of 5.4. would prob-
ably have resulted in death of the organisms.

These observations were made, using the colori-

metric method after dialysis through a celloidin mem-
brane. It is desirable that the H-ion concentration of

the pneumonic lung and its influence on the pneumo-
coccus in the tissue itself be determined during the

course of pneumonia in the living subject by li

trometric method.

III. FACTORS [NFLUENCING RESOLUTION

\- ha- been shown elsewhere,1 cellular material

obtained from the pneumonic lung in the stage of gray
or red-gray hepatization contain- a proteolytic enzyme
capable of digesting coagulated hi 1 serum at an
1

1 -ion concentration of 7.3 to 6.7 inclusive and inactive

in more acid concentrations. Such cellular m
also contain- a proteolytic, peptone plitting enzyme
perative at I [-ion i on< em ration- of 8 to 1.8 inclusive

and mosl active at 6.3 or 5.2. A digestive action on

coagulated blood serum probably indicate- a similar

action on fibrin, the split producl oi Inch is then

acted on by a second enzyme and reduced to amino-
acid. The products of protein digestion may thus be

converted into a form in which they can be absorbed.

The finding of two enzymes in the pneumonic exu-

date, one digesting coagulated blood serum in weakly
alkaline and weakly acid mediums and the other -plit-

ting peptone to amino acid nitrogen with an optimum
activity in -till more acid medium-, may serve to -uc;-

gest, independently of the previous observations, that

the pneumonic exudate undergoes an increase in 1 1
ion

concentration, according to tin- principle Michaelis"

established for enzyme- in general, that the H-ion con

centration of tissue fluid, containing specific enzyme-,

i- the same a- that at which tin- enzymes worl

IV. LOCAL BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES VS AN
EXPLANATION of RECOVERY AND

RESOl

The finding- suggest a theory in explanation of

recovery from pneumonia in the course oi which
Immoral immunity is assisted b) local biocl

changes. Acidosis in pneumonia may he due to par-

tial isolation of the pneumonic lung, permitting

in I I -ion concent ration, the exi

formed in the exudate gaining entrance to the i in ula

tion I lissolution of the pneun us maj
lowly and later n

ity increases. Winn the local II ion concentration

the acid death point of the pneumococcus, crisis

and recovery follow.

The findings also suggest an explanation of resolu-

tion in the course of which the fibrinous exudate is

locally split to a form in which it may be readily and

harmlessly absorbed. With tin breaking down
cellular exudate, an enzyme digesting protein (fibrin)

in weakly alkaline and weakly acid me, In

13. Lord, F. T.; Tlir Rrloti....
::n
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ated. As tin- acidity increases, the action of this

enzymi •me capable of splitting pep

tunc to amino-acid nitrogen, also active during the

proteolysis t>i the librin, i- -till further activated al an

H-ion concentratioi ol 6.3 or 5.2. The exudate may
ind resolution takes place

HNIC OF NERVE SUTURE WD
NERVE GRAFTING

i II \KI.1 S A ELSB1 RG, M.D.

NEW Vl'RK

From the beginning of a peripheral nerve operation

to it> ciiil a very perfect technic is necessary. The
freeing of the end- of a di\ ided nerve and the excision

i lI mattress

of the surroundii _ ue with the least injury

structui i t control of
ing of nerve bulb

appro*
imation and suture of the- nerve ends without tension

—

all these and many other details : impor-
minute fault in technic—whether it

failure to obtain a dry wound, too rough handling of
the nerve trunk, insufl ion of scar tissue

from the !>ull> or from around the nerve, improper
application of the -inure-, etc.—and the cham

neration are much diminished, no

'

n of the . Atlantic City,

how skilfully all other manipulations have been
11 1

1 implished

On account of lack of time and -pace nothing will

be said, in this paper, concerning the proper incisions

for exposing injured nerve trunks incisions so
planned as to cause tlic minimum amount ni injury
tn the muscles. Nor shall I touch on the manner in

which nerves should be handled, the methods by which
re in be freed from the surrounding -car tissue

neurolysis and the mean- by which the formation
of adhesions between the nerves and the surrounding
tissues can be prevented. ' )n account of it- great
importance, 1 shall limit myself to an account of the

technic of nerve suture and nerve transplantation
which we have followed, and shall only mention in an
abbreviated form certain guiding principles in the

surgery of the peripheral nerves.

PRINCIPLES IX SURGERY 01 PERIPHERAL NERVES

1. Identification of the Injured Nerves.— Identi-

fication ma) appear difficult when many of (In-

ordinary landmarks have been destroyed. Accord
ing to my experience, care and patience and a good
knowledge of anatomy are all that are required If

the surgeon will first expose a normal part of the

nerve, or nerves, below and above the lesions, and will

work from normal to scar tissue, the identification of
injured nerves and their branches—even in compli-
cated plexus injuries— is always possible.

2. Exposure.—The lower end of a divided nerve
should always be exposed and freed first, because it is

the degenerated end. The upper end should he

exposed for a- short a time as possible, and should he

handled with special care. Strong traction should

never be made on it. and it should not be stretched

iii the effort to approximate the ends of a divided

nerve.

3. Examination for Nerve Bundles.— If 'lure is no
gross separation of the end- of the nerve, but only a

bulbous thickening, the bulb should be minutely exam-
ined before being sectioned transversely. No matter

whether the patient presents the symptoms and signs

of a complete interruption or not, the lmlh should lie-

carefully incised in a longitudinal direction in the

search for nerve bundles which can be saved. In a

considerable number of patients, sonic perfectly good
nerve bundles are preserved on the surface of or in

the deep parts of the bulb, and such nerve bundles may
be freed from the scar tissue and not divided. When
these nerve bundles run on the surface of the bulb,

they can be isolated without much difficulty. When
they run through the center of the lmlh their isola-

tion and preservation may require much patience.

4. Excision of tin- Bulbous Enlargement or of End
Bulbs.—When the operator has demonstrated that

there is a complete anatomic discontinuity of the

nerve, the lmlh or end bulbs should he divided trans-

versely, with a sharp scalpel, in successive sections until

normal funiculi can he readily recognized by their

characteristic appearance. As the upper end of an

injured nerve is often swollen, perfectly good funic-

uli may present an edematous or glairy appearance.
I sually—and this was especially noted in the sciatic

ml it- branches, and in the median nerve

there i> fairly active bleeding from the intranervous
blood vessels when normal funiculi are reached. This

ig can usually he controlled by gentle pressure
with a sponge wrung out in hot -aline solution. ( •© a-
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sionally, the bleeding from the central end of the

sciatic nerve is so active that the isolated vessel must
be grasped with fine mosquito forceps and must be

Fig. 2.—Suture of posterior interosseous nerve, showing the peril

ligated with very fine catgut or silk. While the ves-

sel is being exposed, the bleeding can be controlled by

gentle compression of the nerve with the ringers

cephalad to the bleeding point.

["here is an interesting and easily un-

derstandable difference between the cen-

tral and the peripheral end bulbs. When
the peripheral end bulb is being sectioned,

the successive cross sections present the

appearance of smooth, shiny scar tissue,

until <mc section is reached which contains

the ends of many normal funiculi without

any scar tissue. When the sections of the

central hulh are made, the transition from
-car to normal is much inure gradual. In

successive sections then' i- an increasing

number of good funiculi until an alto-

gether normal transverse section i- ex-

posed. \\ Inn end bulbs are ectiom d

le of the body, this difference be

Mir central and peripheral bulbs will

identify which of the bulbs was the cen-

tral and which was the peripheral one.

5. The Prevention of Rotation of the

Nerve Ends <n/</ Distortion of the Nerve
Pattern.— Before the sections of the bulb
or bulbs are made, the epineurium on the

outer and inner aspects of the nerve i- _. ._

I with mosquito Eorcep a little

lad I m the central end i and a little

caudad (on the peripheral end) to the points at which,
n i- estimated, the final sections will have to he made.
these forceps grasp onlj scar tissue and epineurium,

and should remain in place until part of the end to end
suture has been completed. By this means the handling
of the nerve in the succeeding manipulations can he

reduced to the minimum, and rotation of
the one or other end prevented.
The ideal apposition of the ends of the

nerve would lie one in which the cm end of

each funiculus is placed exactly opposite
to its corresponding end, hut in practice
tin- is impossible. For the best apposition
of the nerve ends with the least distortion

of the nerve "pattern" a good understand-
ing of the arrangement of funiculi in the

different nerves, and in the different parts
of each nerve, is indispensable. The in-

vestigations of Stoffel, Compton, Langley
and Hashimoto, and other- have shown
that there is probably a definite nervi

tern and that w ithin each nerve trunk there

is a definite arrangement of the nerve
funiculi and even the nerve fibers. Lang-
ley and Hashimoto, and Compton have
demonstrated that there is a complicated

arrangement of the funiculi and fibers

within a nerve trunk, as "nerve plexuses"
occur within the nerve trunks because of
the frequnt rearrangement of the fibers

within the ner\ e.

I have made a large number of observa-
tions in m\ peripheral nerve operations,

and Dr. 11. A. Riley and 1 are investi-

gating this subject on human cadavers.

In the large majority of nerves, there are,

at different levels, definite groupings of
the funiculi, ea il) recognizable with the

naked eye. In very many instances these groupings
are SO regular that by the proper suture the end of

each divided funiculus can he brought into approxi-

"i t utei head ol tip n

ncous nerve-, showing epincurial mattri

mate apposil ion to the corn ponding end. and
i

of the ends oi a dh ided tn rve and distoi tion "i the

nerve pattern i an hi- prevented.
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In the majority of instances in which 1 have

; bulbs in gross continuity, or end bulbs in com
plete separation, the nerve patterns in the central and

peripheral ends visible to ttu- eye were either iden-

tical or very similar. An entirely different pattern

served in a surprisinglj small number of the

patients.

h is certain. I believe, that ideal peripheral nerve

surgery will
'« only when we have learned a

great deal mort of the minute structure of the periph-

eral nerves, and "t' the arrangement of libers and

bundle- of iibers i funiculi) to form the nerve "pat-

ind have developed a finesse and delicacj oi

which an ideal nerve suture demands

without tension by relaxing the nerve by flexion of

adjoining joints (flexion at the wrisl for injur) oi

ulnar and median nerves in the forearm ; flexion at the

elbow for median and musculospiral nerves in the arm
irearm; extension at the elbow and adduction

of the arm for the ulnar nerve in the arm and forearm,

plantar flexion of the ankle, flexion al the knee, etc.,

for nerves in the lower extremity), transplantation

of the ulnar nerve to the front of the internal epicon-

dyle is often necessary for the approximation of the

ends nf an ulnar nerve injured above or below the

elbow When this is done, < special care must be taken

that the branch of the ulnar nerve to the flexor carpi

ulnaris is not injured. If all of these procedures have

^^"Tfl^T

*- -I

graft: ./. bulb n .''. sutures passed through the cutaneous nerve used from cable graft •

splantation; /:. sutures passed through ends of cable graft and ends of nerve; F,

We can obtain additional knowledge of nerve pat-

tern b) tri al stimulation of the en. Is of a
• rve. I have been investigating this

- nerves of freshly ampu-
tations are far from complete,

but a t rvations have been made,
at a later d

Hmation of the Divided Ends of a

approximation should always be made -

In the majority of instances, this can be

I by freeing the nerve ends—especiall) the

peripheral part— for a considerable distance. In this

deration should lie given

to the
'

branches, and care should 1"

that important sensory and motor branches are not

injured. The nerve ends can often be approximated

been used and the nerve ends cannot be approximated,

a nerve grafting operation must be performed.

I I I HNIC OF NERVE SUTURE

The suture of the divided ends of a nerve is a very

delicate procedure. For suture material I use fine

Carrel needles with very fine silk. For the actual

union perineuria! and epineurial stitches are used. I

do not believe that epineurial sutures, alone, will bring

of the nerve into the best approximation. If

a little bleeding occurs into the nerve, the blood is apt
t" collect between the ends of the funiculi, and the
resulting scar tissue js apt to interfere with the down
growth of the neuraxes. After the proper relation of
the nerve ends has been determined, so that tin- mini-
mum amount of distortion of the nerve pattern will
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occur (effected by the attachment of mosquito clamps
to the sides of the nerve so that the arrangement of the

funiculi in both ends is made visible I one, two or
three fine perineuria! stitches are passed, the number

beautifully how nerve fibers will pass around such a
fine perineurial suture. 1

All of the perineurial sutures should be passed
before they are tied, and. when they arc tied, care

should be taken thai the sutures
just bring the funiculi into ap-
position. If the sutures arc
tied too tightly, the funiculi arc

bent at their ends with a result-

ing poor approximation.
After the perineuria! sutures

have been tied, the mosquito
forceps can he removed. The
epineurial stitches should be
placed with exactness, so as to

approximate the free borders of

the epineurial sheath. I believe

that the best approximation can

lie obtained by mattress sutures

( Figs. 1 and 3 ) ; they are much
lev- apt to tear out than are

simple sutures. From four to

five mattress stitches suffice,

each suture being lefl long for

traction while the succeeding

one is being passed. In some
sutures of the sciatic nerve, I

have made a continuous run-

ning suture of the epineurium,

as in the Carrel technic for

hi 1 vessel suture.

depending on the arrangement and number of the

funiculi. The epineurium will usually have retracted,

and no special difficulty should be encountered in

passing the -inches through the

perineuria! tissue between the

funiculi if the needle and the

suture material are sufficiently

tine. I have found it practical

to hold the needles in tine mos-

quito forceps rather than in the

fingers, and to grasp the needle

with the forceps about 0.5 em.

from it- point. When t h e

nerve consists of a number <>t

small funiculi i a- in the ulnar,

median and sciatic nerves) two
or three of these perineuria!

stitche- an- necessary. When
the nerve consists of from two
to four large funiculi, two of

tins,- -tit. he- are usually suf-

ficient tn approximate the fu-

niculi. ] f the sutures are w ell

placed, with due regard to the

nerve pattern, a fairly accurate

"it of the ends of the

funiculi is possible | Figs. 1 and
2). This apposition would be

more perfect if the sutures
wen- passed throug
of the large funiculi, hut such
a suture is inadvisable on accounl of the intei

with a certain number of nerve fibers which such an
"end to end funicular suture" would entail. Pro-
fessor lluher. to whom we are indebted for very
remarkable experimental and histologic studies, has
show n me microsi tions « in. li demonstrate

NERVE TRANSFLAN rATION

Transplantations of the nerve to a more superficial

level are sometimes necessary. I" separate the line

Fig. 6.— I

of union from the bone, mus< ie or fascia, plasti

: linns mu-i often be performed, to surround tl

work.
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oi union with a cuff of tissue and thus to proted it

from the surrounding scar tissue Fal transplanta-

tion is sometimes of value, and Cargile membrane

may sometimes be useful for a similar purpose.

II > HNIC OF NERVE GR U riNG

\s all experience in human surgerj and all animal

experiments have shown, a direct end to end suture is

far preferable to a nerve grafting. It', however, the

ends of a divided nerve cannot be approximated by all

the methods above described, a graft must be inserted

between the ends of the nerve. I shall not enter into

a discussion of the comparative value of autografts,

homografts at eterografts, and of homografts pre-

served in col or in alcohol i Nageotte). The
results of animal experiments and experiences in

human surgery have shown that the autograft is to be

preferred. We have limited ourselves to the use of

autografts obtained from the patient himself, and have

used cutaneous nerves—the external cutaneous of the

thigh, the internal

saphenous in the leg,

the anterior and
posterior cutaneous

branches of the

musculo - cutaneous,

and the internal cu-

taneous in the upper

extremities.

The grafts were

obtained by the

method later de-

scribed, a n cl w e

made use almost

exclusively of the

"cable grafts"—that

insisting

of a number of

s of a cutane-

ous nerve. I believe

that wherever possi-

ble the cable grafts

should be made up

of as many strands

as there are funiculi

of the same size in

the nerve end-. The
nds which

an- to be united into a cable should be handled as

little as possible with instruments or the hands, and

for t! I have devised the following method

r having determined the length of the defect

which is to be bridged over by the graft, and the num-
ls that will be required, one or several

are exposed and carefully dissected

out until they remain at! ' al their upper and

passed in and out

of the nerve at measured dist or the sake of

descri] at the graft is to be 7 cm. long
and is 1

ed through near the attached upper end of the

nerve, from the inner to the outer -ide of the

a loop is li ft loose, and the m
through the nerve from the outer to the inner side a

little more than 7 cm. from the fir-t point
;
again a

loop is left, and the needle passed through the nerve,
from its inner to it- outer side, at the same distance

from the last point. The needle is then laid aside and

a second needle and suture taken, ["his needle i
/>'

|

i- passed through the lowei end of the nerve, from it-

outer to it- inner side, a little more than 7 cm. from
the point of emergence of needle \. A loop of the

SUture t- kit and the needle passed through the nerve,

from the inner to the outer side, a I a point .^ mm. above
the point of emergence of suture A ;

finally, the needle
i- passed through the nerve, From it- outer to its inner

side, 3 mm. proximal to the next point above. The
points ai which the suture \ has passed through the

nerve correspond to the upper ends of the graft ; and
the point- through which needle and -uture I'. have
been passed correspond to what are to lie the lower
end- of the strands. After the loops have keen care-
fully arranged, the nerve is cut with line scissors or
a line -ealpcl (1)1 mm. akove the beginning of A,
i-'i I mm. below the beginning of Band

I
3 i between

each two point- through which sutures A and B are
passed, apart in the nerve. An assistanl then grasps

the two ends of su-

ture A and the op-
erator the two ends
of -uture B. When
traction is made, the

strands are drawn
together. Then each

suture i- loosel) tied

./ brings all of the

upper end- of the

strands together; B
brings all the lower

end- together.

\fter the cable

graft has thus b» n

made, it is trans-

ferred to its place

between the divided

cud- of the main

nerve and sutured in

position, according

to the method shown
in Figures 4, 5, 6
and 7.

I have performed
fourteen cable grafts

hv this method, and

have found it a very

t which the handling of the

> he used for the graft is

The method is a very simple

one when its technic has keen mastered.

There are a number of questions in grafting to

which we have not yet any definite answer. How do
these grafts act? Is it advisable to expose the graft

eight or more weeks after the first operation, at a time

i\ Inn regeneration through the graft, dow n to its lower
end. has occurred, in order secondarily to resect the

lower union and freshly unite the end of the graft to

the peripheral end of the nerve? These and other

questions cannot he considered here. I have exposed
the lower end of one graft ten week- after the first

operation, and have found it in such a good condition,

withoul scar tissue, that tin- wound was (dosed with-
out interfering with the lower end suture. It is possi-

ble that in some cases, at least, the resection and the

resuture may he necessary. This will depend on
whither or not the regenerating neuraxes will pene-

satisfactory procedure,

strands of the nerve

reduced to a minimum.
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trate a recent suture line more easily than they will

an older one.

It the condition of a nerve permits it. a neurolysis

is always better than a resection and suture, and a

resection and suture far better than a resection and
grafting. The results of neurolysis, in cases in which
it may properly be employed, are very satisfactory, and
we have seen the improvement begin almost immedi-
ately after the operation. Insufficient time has elapsed

to permit me to speak of the results of our nerve
sutures and nerve grafts. Although nerve grafting

has been very successful in animal experiments, the

question of what results can lie obtained in grafts in

the human being has still to be answered. We believe

that the era of perfect peripheral nerve surgery is -till

to come, wlu-n we have learned much more about the

minute internal anatomy of the peripheral nerves. The
wide and varied experience gained from the war is

surely of great value, and has greatly enriched our
knowledge. The points of view in this paper are taken
in an effort to develop new points of view in the -ur-

gerj of the peripheral nerves.

THE INDICATK >NS F< >R SURGICAL
INTERVENTION IX PERIPHERAL

NERVE INJURIES

KARL WIXFIF.LD NEY, M.D.
Major. M. C, U. S. Army; I surgical Service. t\ s

Army Gener
'

3, Cotonia, N. .1.. an.! t\ S.

General Hills. Staten Island. X. V.

INS

Lesions of peripheral nerves have proved I

rather common complication of gun-hot injuries "t the

extremities. 'I hi- is especially true of shell wounds,
in which the rough, serrated fragment- produce exten-

sive laceration df the soft parts and comminution of

the bone.

The nerve trauma may result in a complete division

of the nerve trunk, or only a portion of its tibers may
be injured. It may be crushed against a bone and it-

fibers interrupted without rupture of the nerve sheath.

Frequently it i- only bruised, producing swelling and

hemorrhage in the nerve substance. In all these condi-

unction i- usually losl immediately, and if the

ibers have been divided, it is not regained until

the axis-cylinders have completely regenerated and

connected up with the end-plates which subserve the

function of motion, sensation, etc. This regeneration

of the axis-cylinder consists of a complete outgrowth
from the point of division to it- terminal end-plate,

along the di-tal segment of the divided nerve which

lucting structure for the direction of

their course. When -car or other interposed tissue

prevent growing axi from reach-

di ided 'iid of the di 'it. they stray

in all directions in their futile i
I
meeting only

m of a foreign tissue, continu-

ally change the direction of their search, until the

result of th( ions is the produc-

tion of a bulky ma-- of nerve tissue which constitutes

the neuroma frequently found on the proximal end of

the divided nerve. With the contraction of -car tissue

about a divided nerve or within a nerve trunk, the axis-

the Sect

'.

cylinders gradually lose their regenerative activity, and
with their complete strangulation, all growth ceases.

A nerve may even escape injury at the time of the

wound and subsequently become caught in bone callus

or -car tissue and compressed until it can no longer

convey impulses, producing a physiologic interruption.

If this compression is severe enough to interfere with

od supply of the nerve trunk, degeneration of

the axis-cylinders is the result. Such lesions do not

develop a neuroma, ami at operation, if it i< possible to

the nerve out from the scar tissue il

as a flattened cord. When sectioned, the ends

do not -how nerve bundle- bin present rather a gela-

tinous appearance. This condition may extend

distance up and down the nerve trunk: and often after

making many sections to find normal nerve bundle-, we
have been compelled to make a -mure in ner\ i

having this appearance, believing it preferable to

grafts; in all such cases, however, regeneration seem-

to In- progressing favorably. Frequently nerves which

have been compressed only to the extent of impulse

interruption will regain their function in a few weeks
after the scar tissue is removed, a- there has not been

anatomic interruption of the axis-cylinders.

The majority of patients with peripheral nerve

recover without operation; but it is always a

question of considerable time before positive evidence

eiation i- to be seen in the return of voluntary

or the clearing up of area- of anesthesia.

I )uring the period of regeneration or the time required

for the downgrowth of the divided axis-cylinder, there

arc months of patient wailing during which time it i-

difficult to determine positively whether or not regen-

eration i- progressing satisfactorily. We believe the

rate of growth of an axis-cylinder, in the pro

regeneration, i- from 1.5 to _' mm. a day. provided its

growth i- not inhibited by -car tissue, sepsis, i

Practically all war wound- are infected and sup-

for some time, and it would be foil) to

suture during this period. I »ur experiei

taught US that it i- not safe to operate on wounds

recently healed, especially those which have suppurated

for some time. Many bacteria lie dormant i-

tissues, and it requires only some -light traumatism to

produce a recrudescence of the infection. A- a rule

we do not consider it advisable to operate in the vicin-

ity of wounds which have suppurated until they have

been completely healed three month- or longer.

Most of the patient- we now -ee in military hospitals

are those who have waited a number of month- for the

clearing up of infections; and when the time has

arrived after which operative procedure- are justifiable

from the standpoint of sepsis, the proposition ha- then

to just how much progress the

nerve ha- made- toward regeneration.

. \\ Inn a diagnos ion ha- been

the vital question a- to the extent of regenera-

tion immediately
|

'It'; and frequently this

icd only after a comparison oi not

at several i onsei utive examii ily when it is

possible to detern or fixity of symp-

toms by the comparison of several accurately recorded

examination- i- it possible to determine with any con-

siderable di
\

linty whet! ation i-

tctorily or not. It will be readily

understood that if examinations an

the record of finding- not complete, they may be

ible for entirely false conclusions. In the
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examination of muscles supplied by an injured nerve it

is not sufficient to note simplj that .1 certain group is

paralyzed or that all muscles supplied by a given nerve

are involved. Each muscle, as far as possible, should

be examined individually t«> determine the slightest

function as seen in the movement of its tendon or its

huh- . on the position of a given joint. It some
lovement is overlooked ;it one examination and

d at .1 subsequent observation, it might be con

sidered as evidence of regeneration. Attention should

here be directed to mistakes often made in the obsen a-

tion nf muscular action as seen in false or substitution

movements. Many patients will learn to simul;

greater or lesser degree certain movements which are

suggestive of function in paralyzed muscle; and unless

examinations are made to determine individual muscu-

lar function, error is almost certain.

The examination and recording of sensory distur-

bance are of great value in determining the progress oi

regeneration, for one of the earlier signs of regenera-

tion i- the contraction of fields of anesthesia. Here

definite charts should be made at each examination to

show the exact area of sensory disturbance. This

must not only show the definite area of sensation

involved hut must also state the nature of the sensation

examined, whether it he by lighl touch, by cotton or

camel's hair brush, pin prick, pressure or other means.

The examination for the more delicate sen-ations of

of temperature, etc.. are of great interest, hut

at this stage give no information which we may
consider of any great value in determining regenera-

tion. The recording of sensory findings in terms of

epicritic and protopathic is to be discouraged, as a

much more reliable chart may he had by recording

the findings of the individual sensations.

The electrical examination of paralyzed muscles is

of great value in questions of diagnosis, and very often

the differentiations of functional and organic lesions is

im] ible without its use. But after the diagnosis

of division i- definitely made it is of little value in

determining the presence or absence of regenerative

changes. The reaction to faradi-m i- always slow to

return, and as a rule does not appear until after defi-

nite voluntary motion is evident. The galvanic current

finite signs of degeneration by it- -low contrac-

s;lected cases suggests the fibrous char-

l the muscular tissue by the complete loss of all

»uch stimulation: hut outside of giving us

such information, which is indispensable from a stand-

it- very little regarding

ition until The quickening of the
• urn of normal polar reac-

ation : hut we frequently

see all of these change- brought about in completely

iterating nerves by proper physiotherapeutic

treatment.

from the time of injury and
turn until the motor tihers are connected

with their end-plates. It i- a valuable indicat

ration, hut it i- manifest only a short time In fore

actual voluntary movements are noticed. After a care-

ful study of our comparative findings with regard to

ry motion, area- of at ii al find-

ings, tone, trophic change-, etc., it may readily he -eeti

that while it is possible to make a diagnosis of complete

division of a nerve, the question of determining its

ration is difficult, even in the hand- of those

who have had considerable experience in this class of

work. It i- often only after month- of close observa-

tion that one may make a diagnosis of satisfactory

regeneration on the foregoing clinical findings. In fact,

man} operators of experience consider that at the end
ot -ix months, if there is no decided evidence of

regeneration a- -ecu in the return of voluntary motion.

the nerve should he exposed, and at that time a decision

should he made a- to the operative procedure which
should he adopted whether re-eclion with -tltllle or

simpl) freeing the nerve of -ear tissue.

We do not believe that a properly conducted aseptic

exposure of a nerve and the freeing of it front sear

tissue can in any great degree he productive of harm;
in fact, many cases have shown the value of such a pro-

cedure. But it has been our experience that, a- a rule,

11 1 not possible to determine completely the condition

of a ner\ e after exposure, and the tendency i- t> ft eii

to re-01 1
io resection and suture. This, of course, is

indicated when the end- are definitely separated and a

neuroma is present ; hut this is very often not tin . ase,

the nerve being found simply incorporated in a mass of

scar tissue. From the macroscopic appearance alone

the operator is unable to say whether or not axis-

cylinder- have been able to penetrate through the scar

tissue, and should he perform a resection and suture

it would mean interruption, and all the regenerative

efforts and progress attained in these months would
he li i-t.

When a nerve is partially or completely divided, the

divided portion has a tendency to retract, and the

formation of a neuroma is the rule. When this neu-
roma i- absent, it is almost impossible to differentiate

between anatomic division or a strangulation of tin-

nerve trunk. When there i- no definite neuroma, it is

probably a case of strangulation. Whether or not it i<

a complete anatomic division or strangulation with

degeneration of the axis-cylinders, the proo
regeneration mu-t proceed the same. The question

immediately asked is, W hy not perform a resection of

the part involved in scar tissue, and make a suture

where the section shows normal appearing nerve bun-

dles? There would he no objection to this procedure
if it were possible to make nerve sutures perfect in

respect to the physiologic topography of the nerve
trunk. This we are unable to do at the present time

with any degree of certainty in spite of all precautions

directed toward the prevention of axial rotation of

the nerve trunk. In nerve suture, the impossibility

of correct approximation of the individual physio-

logic fascicular elements, makes it an imperfect

operation; motor tihers most certainly will he

connected with sensory pathways in the lower
segment, and sensory tihers with motor pathways,
so that in this way many fibers are physiologically
lost. Motor fibers of the upper segment, accustomed
to the control of a given muscle may he directed to

another muscle and there will he a question of reedu-

cation involved. A realization of our limitations in

nerve surgery should compel us to pay the greatest

respeel to the physiology of nerve structure in indi-

vidual nerve- and we should he on our guard against

assuming a too radical attitude with reference to nerve
suture.

When the proximal end of ,1 divided nerve is suh-

jected to mechanical irritation, the patient complains
ot a tingling sensation resembling an electric shock in

the area of the sensory distribution of that nerve. For
instance, after a division of the musculospiral nerve,
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pressure on or tapping over the nerve at the level of

the lesion gives this peculiar tingling .sensation, which
the patient immediately localizes on the dorsum of the

thumb, index finger and the adjacent portion of the

dorsum of the hand. The sensory distribution of all

other nerves, when divided, will be just as accurately

located. Tinel, who called attention to this phenome-
non, has demonstrated that when axis-cylinders are not
protected by their normal coverings they are very easily

stimulated by the slightest mechanical irritation.

The progress of the downward growth of the sen-

sory axis-cylinders can be followed very accurately

along their course by this method, and from month
to month their progress may be judged by the per-

sistently lower level at which this tingling may be

elicited by gentle tapping along the course of the

distal segment of the nerve. At first, it is possible

to elicit the sign only at the level of the lesion; at the

end of six weeks, if regeneration is progressing favor-

ably, it may be found an inch or an inch and a half

below the level of the lesion. At the end of three

months it may be found 4 or 5 inches lower, and so
on until it is present at the distal extremity of the

nerve. This indicates that certainly some sensory
fibers have been able to bridge the nerve gap, that they

have found the separated end of the distal segment,
and that they are progressing down. It gives us no
information regarding motor fibers, but we consider it

a valuable sign of at least some regeneration; and if

sensory fibers can find the distal end of the nerve, there

is certainly reason to expect a certain proportinu oi

motor fibers to do the same. It is true that not all the

fibers may get through the scar tissue ; but when this

formication or -tingling on percussion progresses stead-

ily down the course of a nerve, that is, with maximum
intensity as compared with that found at the level of

the lesion, and at a rate equivalent to the growth of a

millimeter and a half a day, we may conclude that scar

tissue is nol seriously influencing the regenerative proc-

ess. Though there are no other signs of regeneration

present, the finding of formication advancing steadily

downward should be considered a favorable indica-

tion of spontaneous regeneration. When it is present

at the level of the lesion and does not progress below,

we have always considered it to lie a positive indication

for operation, and our operative findings have always

borne this out. When formication is not intensive by
percussion below the lesion, or when it only extends a

short distance, stops, and shows no further progress,

the indications are tor surgical intervention

I have s,-\eral times heard surgeons say that formi-

cation was present along the course of a nerve and .^

"ii they had found the nerve completely divided.

It i- quite possible for just a few sensory libers to gel

h what appears to be a complete division; but 1

am quite sure that immediately after the operation

urgi found the formication absent. The

sign of formication has a very definite prognostic

value, the favorableness of which depends on its inten-

sity and rate of progress, and, like most other diag-

nostic signs, requires experience for its interpretation.

We are constantly seeing patients with nerve lesions

of from eight to ten months' duration completely

recover motor and sensory function. If we had
depended on other signs of regeneration alone and
ignored Tinel's sign, man) of these patients would have

rated on. and much valuable lime would have
bcetl lost. We have on many I omplett

motor and sensory function regained after more than
twelve months had elapsed, during which time the only
evidence of regeneration seen was the progressively

downward course over the nerve trunk, at which
formication could be strongly elicited.

ABSTRACT OF DISCL'SSIOX

ON PAPERS OF DRS. ELSDERG AND NEY

Dr. Frederic k C. Kidner, Detroit : I want to say one
word in substantiation of what Dr. Ney has said in regard
to the probable recovery of very large numhers of injured

nerves. I disagree with him. however, regarding the neces-

sity for operation. A very large percentage of nerve injuries

should be explored; because there are numbers of cases that

will be greatly hastened in recovery by an early freeing

from dense scar tissue. The objection he has raised to

n, based on the probable recurrence of sepsis. ,.. i

believe. to lie largely avoided by the use of the tv.

operation. Thai is, as soon as a wound is healed, where
there is a severe nerve injury, it is possible to do an explora-
tory operation that d"es nut in any way in\ live the nerve
itself, but makes a pathway t" the nerve, so that if sepsis

does recur, it is easy to throw the wound wide open and
drain it. If sepsis dues not recur, it is possible, in a week
or ten days, to go in again, explore the nerve itself and
suture it. if necessary. What he says about leaving nerves
alone when they seem to be badly scarred, but are not
actually cut across. i, ierv wise. The nerves that look almost
impossible at the time of exploration, if dissected free, will

many times recover of themselves The matter of nerve
suture is an encouraging one. The trouble with the people
who have made sue 1 prognoses on nerve suture,
il seems to me. is the fact tlmt they have not been content
to w-ait long enough. In my service in I ngland, 1 b<

do nerve sutures in July, 1917; but in few cases did I begin
to see results before July, 1918, when I left the British ser-

vice. My total results are just beginning to come to me
now, m July, 1919. They are not yet put together, but they
are very encouraging and are -i. e, 1 that 1 am e

that we should give nerve suture every chance, rati -

early tendon transplantation ami other destruc-
tive operations. I think that in nerve injuries, tendon trans-

11 has a very limited place, and should not be
reported to until three or four years after the receipt of
the injurv to the nerve.

Dr. Samuel W. Boorstein, New York : It was worth
while to attend a meeting of this kind and learn of the coop-
eration necessary in thesi -in the neui
neurologic surgeon and orthopedic surgeon, This
sible, even in a small hospital. I have had the g

tune of working with Dr. A. S. Taylor and Dr. Byrne at

Fordham Hospital, X. Y.. in many of these cases, and the
• il t ^ were se> ured because the preoperative and the

postoperative orthopedic treatments were not neglected. If

perative work were generallj . arricd out, the results
would I. uraging than they have been. The ortho-

trgeon should, however, always ass, -a ,- lt th(

add much to the details of the technie.
Dr. Taylor follow s the same te< bun .

only thing I would emphasize is tin- import.

n

for a long time. If massage is used, we do not get much
atrophy. W'e have kept - on a support for a long
time; and on leaving it off for three weeks, we had ti

to it again.

Dr. Dean 1» the first thing,
that conn i tin nervi

whether peripheral nerve suture should be' done. From
experience in the evacuation ho. pit. ,1. me ,lial

erve injurv il

should he explored uturin/j

Should be done. I agree with Dr. Nil ih.,t tl

these patients reco^ ei W i

peripheral net and the ni.o .

ng slowly. If the diagnosis of anat< n
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I t.' end suture should be done, with ftn autograft

I lie only surgery that is reliable is en.

I

suture « 1 1 the case g' cs two or three weeks

without "I remains stationary, it should be

Muscle neurolysis is much superior to any other

- •- that 1 have tried. 1 have seen man) cases that

•\ months with complete ph)

interrupt ment that th<

the histor) of the eases should be sent through with the

patients is timely. ' I the most I

m war surgery. !l » it happened that the field i

when they arrived we had no idea of what had been done,

h hard I d We had t" take the patient's word
until we could verify it from the adjutant gi

1>k. Martin B Tinker, Ithaca, X. Y.. I hesil

perience with

nerve injuries at Base Hospital No. 26, I wish t"

I the number of sp< ntancous

-. In the second place, 1 wish to call attei

the unreliability ailed Tinel's sign, deep tingling

on percussion I>r. Ney has emphasized its value. It is a

subjective sign The patient tells you whether he I

s • anxious for r< cover) that I

as it he were getting it. when he really is not. In many
uld tell us that the) felt it. when, at

i. we found complete severance ol tl

several millim etween the divided ends. I feel,

. that this sign is unreliable. A third p

brought "lit b) the speaker-: the desirability of

• n Dr P"rtrr will confirm this experience

had, that mild mat
whatever, lighted up serious streptococcic infection in sev-

es that had been healed for in

1 uld act with great caution in handling

Dr. Tom A. Williams. Washington. D. C. :

feature that has n it been mentioned i- ascertaining whether

'.ere has been regeneration by means of the

entative current, a sign that is not subjective hut

that there is a partial divisii f the

-piral nerve and the ner\ • m rate partially.

i, that some of the fibers that have not

ted are motor fibers. In what way do we ascertain

whether all the fihers have not regenerated and that a suture

j ? The way it is done i- to

imulation by « hat is known
current That current stimulates only muscles

of which the nerve fihers have undergone degenerati

the response of any of the muscle- that have been stimulated

by the periodic current alone disappears when this current

i- applied, you may assume that that ni nerated.

pi < mal branches of the musculospiral, the

en the sciatic, which goes to a muscle near

a limb, has been damaged and we find within

•i length of time that then in of the

hranch to these muscles, that is to say. that their stimula-
•• disappear, we know

that tlv '.ration in these fasciculi, even though
i i

of the ncrv
lit and i ni 1 merely in the

loes not mean that there is

mmon to find a

rve. What we want to know is

that have not regenerated

in that way can we arrive

It i- a method that

ntry hut has been in Frame.

the limh. Ni

'ling with gr: I

I in W. Wavni Baboock, Philadelphia: I hould 'do' to

i . in to a phase of reasoning in D r regarding
i these impi n tant «

i mnd ol thai

assumption that nerve injury inflicted b; gui hot

m than tha eot kni fe. I he

argument apparently i-. do not i t in very lint

iteil numbei of nerve injurii i i
;led by bullet

or shell usually do better when unci n i b) surgical art,

I
out this idea to its fi n, one should

i hrough uei ves a the bi I method of pre-

paring them foi ion till c ret alls the old sta

ean sccti it these i iperations

ed b) the* horns ol enragi 1 bulls actually gave

bettei results than when p I
b) the hands ol surgeons

.

i that nerves that have in in badlj mangled and have

had no o] ntion h ill m i i eo vei y than

ii have had a k died operal io i rrection undei

aseptic conditions -eeni- lather curious, ifel .1 number ol

1 -eon- apparentl) believe this. In more than 500

ted ni U. S, ,\i ni; 1 ii in 1 al I [1 ispital No. 6,

Fort Mi I'lu i -on, I,.,.. 142 were mild, showing

ol pontaneous recover) and h ated only by

massage and electricity with ut operation. Up to Ma) 1.

33 pei cent, ol these unopei ited i
i

i remained the same.

1 67 per cent, have improved. In contrast: out of 148.

much more severe cases subjected to hersage or neurolysis,

30 i"' lint, now show improvement. \ number have shown
improvement in the first few weeks after operation. As to

17 per cent, of the unoperated ; 20 per cent, of the

neurolized and in per cent, of the hersaged cast

practically complete sensor) and motoi restoration; in other

words, in our operati I
better and more rapid

than in the milder unoperated patient

I M about 1/0 case- of nerve sutures. 25 per cent, already

show improvement and progress viewed in relation to the

J i ime ili.it li.o e i lap i i im e operation : that gives

us much confidence a- to the final satisfactory OUtl

gun hi 'l injuries of nerves

should be operated on becausi bi I for the nerve.

and. secondly, i; enables the associated correction of impoi

tant orthopedic conditions. Because a man has a nerve

injury, should he he deprived of the benefit of a needed

orthopedic opt lly all these patients have

eformil cars with muscles hound together as a

result of infection. Many have retained foreign bodies or

joint or hone involvement. For unhealed wounds of soft

ind wound excision after the zinc chlorid

and ethereal methylene blue sterilization with immediate
ii on the nerve both safe and time saving. A nerve

that has been damaged will recover in a progressive ly

ing ratio the longer the delay after the injury. An
early operation, if safe, i- the desirable operation. Granted
an aseptic field it i- much better, in nerve injuries to look
and see, than to wait and see. In operating, it is not enough

ite a trunk that looks like a nerve. It may !

ll

a mass of connective tissue. If you cannot demonstrate
fasciculi the nerve sheath sh uld be split. If that is not

ion should open the nerve along the normal line of

fibers until you determine accuratel) the amount of nerve
e present. If only a few fasciculi remain unde-
it is often better to resect freely the damaged area

and do an accurate suture so that the man will have a

to get from 90 t. 100 per cent, return of function,

rather than 10 to 20 per cent.

Dr. Karl W. Ney, New Orleans: I did not wish to leave
' 'ii thai it i aging

|
tdure,

but there are refinements in nerve surgery which -hould

Mention, and the fascicular topography that

lowed you in the slide is important. It is

perfectly safe to remove scar tissue, but the great tendi ni v

is to do a resection when nerve that I

In the suturing of nerve trunk- there is always the prob-
abilit) oi connecting up sensory fibers with motor and motor
with sensory, also fasciculi whii !

i
I of one

muscle will be 1 up with another muscle whose
different; for this reason nerve suture is not
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a perfect operation from a physiologic standpoint. If it is

possible not to do a resection of a nerve but simply free it

from scar tissue I think we are doing the proper thing.

However, the last word in nerve surgery has not been said.

SYPHILIS OF THE EPIDIDYMIS*

H. E. MICHELSOX, M.D.

I-iitructor in Dermatology, University of Minnesota Medical School

MINNEAPOLIS

Syphilitic involvement of the epididymis or cord,

independent of disease of the testicles, is rare, and, if

present, is overlooked in the examination of patients

when one is searching for signs of syphilitic infection.

The discovery of several cases of infiltrated epi-

didymides and thickened cords, due to syphilis, led to

a search for more minute descriptions of these condi-

tions, but little could be found.

Dr. Benjamin Bell, surgeon to the Royal Infirmary

at Edinburgh in 1793, first called attention to syphilitic

diseases of the testicles. Ricord denied the existence of

syphilitic epididymitis, while Nelaton, Fournier, Dron
(1863), Balme, Gosselin, Pinner, Shadek and others

gave accurate descriptions and classified types. Very
little has been written in late years on the subject. In

1916, Franklin R. Wright 1 gave descriptions of two

Mid, in 1918, Hinman and Lisser- described a

single classical case. These two articles are the only

ones recently published on the subject. The following

notes are gathered from various sources, and are an

effort to give a clinical description of syphilitic diseases

of the epididymis and to bring the subject to the atten-

tion of this section, with the hope that the scrotal con-

tents will be examined more often in the routine survey

of syphilitics, and that patients presenting symptoms of

disease of the scrotal contents will be examined for

syphilis.

Three forms of syphilitic epididymitis have been

described: (1) acute diffuse interstitial; (2i chronic

diffuse interstitial, and (3) gummatous (circum-

scribed).

THE ACUTE DIFFUSE INTERSTITIAL TYPE

The diffuse type is the more acute type, and may
occur after the second month of infection. Gosselin,

however, states that it does not occur before thn

one-half months. Very few cases have been r<

which occurred before the third year, and the majority

of cases OCCUr after the fifth year Zcissp reports a

case which occurred in the second month of tl

1 was accompanied by grouped, papular syph

ili,). in other parts of the body. Shadek has more
minutely described the early type. He tates thai in

I) . diffuse variety of syphilitic epididymiti

is a partial or total swelling of the entire epididymis..

The swelling at lirst feels uniform, elastic and smooth,

and does not attain a large diameter. \~ tin

. ontinues, distim i indurations arise, which are ot vari-

able ize from thai of a bean to thai of a hazlenui

Pinner states thai these nodules are more often

.N.I.
June. 1919

1. Wright, I'. R.: Syphilitic Epidi
20. No. 12, 1916.

2. Hinman, I'., and Li^er. II :
s f Epidi

\m. \ Syphilij 2
he Kr.inkheitcn. Sluttnart, I.

I 102, p. 417.

in the upper pole ; more seldom, in the body, and rarely,

if ever, in the lower pole. The enlargement is rather

acute, somewhat painful, and is accompanied by some
degree of hydrocele. After a few days, the acute,

inflammatory symptoms subside, the swelling of the

epididymis diminishes to some extent, and. as the

hydrocele is partially absorbed, the condition of the

epididymis can be detected by palpation as a painless,

irregular, elastic, rather hard thickening of the ent ire-

organ. A'fter a few months, the induration may become
absorbed and the epididymis return to its normal size,

but more often it remains very s,,]i,i and somewhat
sensitive. In some cases, the epididymis become
phic, occluding the lumen. In the early type, the

process seldom passes on to the testicle; while in the

gummatous stage on the contrary, the testicle is first

attacked. The two epididymides rarely get diseased

at the same time.

THE CHRONIC, DIFFUSE INTERSTITIAL TYPE

The chronic, diffuse interstitial type is a connective

hange which may follow the more acute variety,

or it may come on independently of an acute attach.

It is then a slow, insidious, chronic, diffuse process, or

may consist of a series of distinct cartilaginous indura-

tions. The condition is painless until the attention of

the patient has been called to the enlargements, when
be may complain of dragging sensations and tingling

pains. Examination reveals indurations, usually con-

fined to the upper pole of the epididymis; in most
cases, we have found the entire epididymis to be

ed. Tlie indurations feel very solid; each may
feel as though it were made up of several smaller ones,

bound intimately together with a thick covering. They
are only slightly tender to pressure. The entire cpi-

didymis makes a linn, resistant, solid, uneven, indented
tumor in apposition with the testicle, without over-
lapping it ( l.ancereaux' ).

* The induration ends
abruptly and does not taper into normal tissue. The
vas deferens is rarely involved.

Effusion, which is usually present at some stage.

ma) perhapi lie caused directly by the thickening of
the tunica vaginalis, and subsequent disturbai

circulation ( Finger5
), or may lie due to a chronic, pas-

Ongestion, with resulting transudate (Wright 1
).

'Ibis fluid coll. its in the tunica vaginalis tc<t,N, lead-

ing to the mistaken diagnosis of hydrocele. The
fluctuation may be vary indistinct because of the
much thickened tunii a. or bei ause of tension, so that it

is difficult to isolate the testicle or the tumor mass.

When the h sai is opened, the layers of the

tunica are found to be closely adherent and lined with
a thick, organized membrane, while numerou
of slate-colored deposit are noted in quite

instances. The fluid is not -,, greal in amount as would
lie expected, and is thick (Joseph ). Wright'

i

ence, however, is that the thud has nothing charac-
teristic about ,t and mav he a - inn. h as 1,000 C.(

\\ ass, i

,

itive.

till. Ol \| M VI'

gummatous type of syphilitic epididymitis begins
in the late periods of th bul earher lb

i i

p. 2?4.

5. Fillg liiti*. I.ripziu .Tn. I Vienna. F, Deuiicl

chlcchUlcrankhcitcn, Leipzig, (',. Thicmi
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ticular gnmmas t Pinner). S U nodules,

in that of a bean i" that of a hazel-

nut, develop independently of each other, more often

in the body or head of 'the epididymis. These nodules

uped, it dispersed at various points.

The process is chronic and develops insidiously, but

ma) be preceded by the history of an injury. The
smooth, quite hard and painless. They

rarely break down to the < s it that they rupture

externally. When thi< is the case, the discharge is

scanty and thick, and the subsequent ulceration has a

decidedly indi riphery, the entire mass and

ulcer making a tumor with fungoid ulceration. The
tumor has a connective tissue origin, either from the

extern. ssel or from connective

membrane. It is made up largely of

• es through the various phases which are

all gummas. Gummas of the epi-

didymis may W secondary to gummatous involvement

of the testicle. Langhans reported a gross section of

a syphilitic epididymis discovered postmortem. He
casei us Knot of angular, rami-

: out 1 cm. in diameter, with a small trans-

parent /one along the edges. The vas deferens was not

:. which fact, he said, differentiated the process

from a tuberculous one. 7

REPORT OF CASES

The following case reports are taken from thi

of I>r. Franklin R. Wright, with whom I am assi

1440) Syphilitic Funiculilis and Hydrocele—

A

ged 30, a taxicab driver, had had a chancre

married, had no children, and his wile had had
'.- early history was nut important. The

patient had r< local treatment for the chancre

and bad quent signs of syphilis. In Sep-

tember, 1918, the right side of in to enlarge.

The enlargement proceeded rapidly until, at presentation, the
1

j inches in circumference. It was pain-

I rather hard. Xo distinct tumor could lie felt, nor

c >uld the testicle be made out except at the li

side. The cord could be felt as thick as a thumb at the

ring. The patient was seen by Dr. Wright and the 1

diagnosed as syphilitic hydrocele and funiculilis from the

and thickened cord. A Wassermann reaction was
injections of mercuric salicylate, t he

circumference of the scrotum diminished 2 inches. The
patient was given twelve injections of mercuric salicylate

us of the neosalvarsan brand
twelve injections of mercuric

• 191 March 26. 1919, wh
: equal size, and no indurations

slightly enlarged cord on the right

he patient gained 10 pounds and continued routine

tent

Uitic Epididymitis.—A mar-
had no children, had persistent shreds

in the urine welling 1 the right

epididyi ever having had gonorrhea, but a

in the prepuce,

had taken no
A pro-

• he felt

better after the administration. 1 treatment was

'a it Co

continued. The .-light induration of tin- entire right epi-

didymis entirelj vanished, lb- gamed 9 pounds, Twelve
uni the patient

continued the treatment This case, although die diagnosis

itelj made, pi

line epididymitis, as discoverable bj the rapid resp

antisyphilitic treatment. The wife's blood gave a positive

reaction to .1 Wassermann test.

3 —Syphilitic Interstitial Epididymitis and II

\ colored porti '

• I >i w right for

. had had a d Three months

ming 10 Dr. \\ light be bad noticed an enlai

oi" the 1 • ed rapidly. The
d, bardened, elastic epididymis could be felt back

of the testicle. The circum am :
i

I be diagnosi itil epididymitis and hydro-

cele. The treatment consisted oi mercuric salicylate injec-

nd lai ".- dost s oi pota >iu 1 iodid Vftei thri

minis the circumference was reduced by 2% inches. The
patient then lapsed in taking treatments, and it was not

l< to follow the ease farther.

\mmatOUS Epididymitis.—An unmarried plumber,

aged 27, who J ed with syphilis four years

he was seen by Dr. Wright and who took pills OK

noticed a small lump in the left scro-

tum three months previous to coming to Dr. Wright. This

a few weeks was not painful; then subsided.

A mouth before his first visit he received a blow in the

scrotum. The swelling again appeared and the enlargement
painful. The skin became red and finally burst

through, discharging a small amount of gelatinous pus. An
the si/e of a nickel, on the posterior

surface of the left scrotum. The edges became much indu-

rated, and the discharge scanty. The testicle could he

palpated, and seemed to be matted in a mass the size

of a walnut. The patient lost 18 pounds. The diagnosis

was gumma of the left epididymis. Three injections of the

II -an biand of neo-arsphenamin and potassium iodid

Flic healing was prompt. The patient gained

weight, but refused to continue the treatment. He was
married a year later, and his wife gave birth to a healthy (.?)

baby. Xo further report is available.

1 5 (1418).—A trainman, aged 45, with no history of

gonorrhea, which lasted one month one

year before he was seen. No complications followed. Eight

months later the left" epididymis began to swell. There

no pain. A large hydrocele appeared and was opened.

The epididymis was indurated; the sac was semielastic and

thickened, and the entire cord was thickened. The Wasser-
mann reaction was negative, fodids were given and the

thickening began to disappear. The patient was then given

four injections of the neosalvarsan brand of neo-arspbenamin,

which resulted in a decided softening of the epididymis. The
patient has not subsequently been seen.

o Diffuse Syphilitic Epididymitis mid Funiculilis.—
A brakeman. married, with no children, had a thickening of

epididymis, which a physician had been treating as

11 al. He had never had gonorrhea, and his wife
was reported well by a gynecologist (Dr. Condit). The left

epididymis was hard and knotted, being made of numerous
indurations The entire cord was thicker and

harder than the right. The patient admitted having had
1 previously. He had had some pills,

but no arsphenamin. The patient was called out of town
before the examinations were completed. There was no

rmann report and no therapeutic test.

', Gummatous Epididymitis.—A boy, aged 2 vcars,

a first c^ hom little

le, had an illness beginning with a lump
in the left scrotum, which enlarged and finally ruptured
externally. There was a mass the size of an olive in the
upper p epididymis. The ulceration shi

ler. Internal antisyphilitic trcat-
der control, with complete healing

in two months' time.
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Two other cases observed were reported by Dr.
Wright.

COMMENT
1. Syphilitic involvement of the epididymis is not

an extremely rare occurrence, and will be more fre-

quently found, if looked for.

2. Bilateral involvement is unusual.

3. The more common type is the chronic diffuse

interstitial type.

4. Some cases of hydrocele are due to syphilis.

5. All patients presenting themselves for disease of

the scrotal contents should be examined for syphilis.

6. The diseased portion is not necessarily confined

to the upper pole, the entire epididymis being fre-

quently involved.

RA< AVEED DERMATITIS *

RICHARD L. SUTTOX, M.D.

KANSAS CITY. MO.

The important part played by anaphylaxis in the

on of various eruptions has long hern recog-

nized. In a paper dealing with drug exanthems in

relation to anaphylaxis. Cole 1 includes a brief but com-
prehensive review of the literature of the subject, and

d.iincs anaphylaxis as "a state of hypersusceptibility

of the organism to foreign substances, which is broui hi

al'. mt by the introduction of certain foreign prob i

and their cleavage products."

The incubation period of sensitization varies in dif-

ferent species of animals from six to twenty-one

days; and is shorter after intravenous than after

neous injection. After an animal has once

sensitized, tin- hypersusceptibility persists

almost indefinitely, and as Rosenau ami Anderson2

mi tistn - '1. may he transmitted from a mother

to her offspring.

I VUSE OF AN AI'IIN I. AXIS

Cooke' summarizes as follows : A foreign protein, not

in i self toxic, gains entrance into the circulation for

It stimulates the production of specific

lies which previously did not exist. More ami-

which may or may not be enzymes, are pro-

duced by certain cells of the bod) and seem to

ociated with the cells which produce them.

ugh time is allowed for a sufficient number of

to accumulate, and a second dose ol thi

otein is then introduced, the antibodies react

with th'- : rotein, splitting it into toxic fragments, which

in turn injure the body cell . e to anaphy-
I i. on the other hand. ttibodies

• ii produced and these an' free in the blood

. they combine with the foreign protein .and

prevent it from reacting with tin- body nil-, just as

antitoxin neutralizes toxin. In other words:

When antibodies are absent or few in number, we have the

. tate; when numerous and attached I

cells, wi ate : and when

. with many unattached '

:

. we have the

immune and immunity are the same in

principh nly quantitati

'h AnmiMl
, \lli! A City, N. J.,

I " I'M
i S P II S., April,

I

3. Coot ' : 1917

Danysz4 calls attention to the fact that certain

symptoms are a result of anaphylaxis induced by

microbes, living or dead, or their products, a fact which

has also been emphasized by Duke, Major and others.

Sensitization may be single or multiple. Cooke found

multiple sensitization in more than 50 per cent, of his

cases.

Moschowitz 7 calls attention to conditions that must
exist in order to bring about a state of hypersensiti-

zation

:

1. There must he previous susceptihility, which may be con-

genital or acquired.
_'

I lie reaction is specific.

3: The reaction can he obtained by mouth, as well as by

injection; also by cutaneous inoculation, such as rubbing the

offending substance into an abraded surface.

4. Acquired susceptihility can be transferred by heredity to

p. ovrity.

Tlie constitutional symptoms are respiratory disturbance.

dyspnea, hyperemic and urticarial skin eruptions, and similar

toxic phenomena.
Many if not all skin conditions thus far considered as

anaphylactic arc associated with eosinophilia.

Immediately following anaphylactic shock and

repeated injections of antigen in small doses, there is

a Mate of immunity to anaphylactic shock from further

in ei nous of the same antigen. This is called anti-

laxis; it is absolute, though only tempi

tints differing from immunity (Strickler8 ). This

method of de ensitization is at times employed as a

therapeutic measure and. occasionally, with a certain

degree of qi, i i

Chandler Walker, in an extremely valuable paper

on the causation of eczema, urticaria and angioneu-

edema, concludes that the proteins of horse

dandruff, ragweed, and timothy pollens, may cause

eczema in predisposed persons, both from external

i | osure and front internal injection.

patients tolerate very small doses of

th offending protein, and the eczema seem- to

improve; hut a -light increase above this small amount
make- the eczema worse. Therefore, de-eti-itization

zema, if such is possible, must he a very -low

and caution proo . even more than in asthma.

Charli I
V> like10 of Boston was one of tin in t,

if not tie -I i. to '.ill attention to anaphylaxis a- a

Factor in the causation of some cases of infantile

eczema; and his efforts to populan iUS tests

i tion of the variou i Sending
|

I. e been of gi eal educational value.

Ayre h recentl) published an instructive paper
ilue of i

nianeiiii- te-t- in unearthing tie

tive factors in various disorders probably developing
1 1

-uli of anaph) laxis.

SKIN Kl \.

Kohncr 1 -' thus summarizes the various -km reac

ion, i\t\f t" the

proti in oiiii d spi

antibody.

ii. 26:
5. Duk< , W. W.: Oral Sep D

i i

1
' ill

1 Moi howiti v i Vorli M I !•.".: i
. 1911

' Ml I

9. Walker, I. C: I
I

H. A. TO:

L A. M. A. 88! 81 I

: l 1916.
II ITS

1

1
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2, Tlu- cific protein reaction, due

thi - i protein substances

. uii'iit nn the bperation, or

irritant qualities <->!' such substances as preformed

il toxins and various pn - phenol and
'

. ntained in the injected mal

The intradermal method, which is the most delicate, but

umatic and •

Strickler," and Strickler and Goldberg" have
•

;
.

i

| .. posi-

tive cutam ous reaction:

re than twenty-four

iter the in.i. ndard al forty-

• inct papule.

erythema.

I

• tion.

Black fan 1 ' thinks there

for the

tndard,

that less time

would Judging
: own experience,

1 believe a twenty-four

I praticable.

In a tinal review of the

phylactic

eneral,

Strickler and Goldberg

ssermann

•a skin

• that is unrelated to

stemic in feet i

•i may de-

affection

than his

lid :

The exact mechanism by
-

anaphy-

Heiden-

nils

;

cal-

Martin Fischer,

All three of the explanations are open to

supported by well recog-

VVhil re familiar with the eruptions which

lit of anaphylaxis follow-

ed, and many
rial products

in the the -kin, such

matitis and kindi

It of the absorption of foreign

ins through the respiratory tract and possibly

II. I: 1 (Jul j) 1916.
is, .1. A. M, A.

il 1916.

through the skin itself have received the attention and

study that the) d<

Vboul seven years ago, I had an opportunity to study

i
i goldenrod dermatitis, with an associated

asthmatic disorder, due to the same agent, ["he patient

was ., little girl, and direct exposure to even small

am. .nuts of goldenrod pollen invariably and promptly

produced a severe dermatitis, which quickly became

generalized, and an asthma of varying degree, which

persisted for twenty-four hours or more and then

lually subsided. Examples of dermatitis from this

source are rare, however, probably owing to the Eaci

thai the flower is insect pollinated, and direct inhalation

or direct contact must new cedi ab oi ption.

M POR1 01 I VSES

; M> first c.isc of ragweed dermatitis was seen in

i ickman, agi me by Dr. \\ I

i , ro] oi orton

, iei

bilii> to ragweed pollen had

i d abi iul eight
\

i

and. during an attack, the

wen i

wholly, ci ^ ned to t'" n

M Unlil ome victims of

ill, disorder, he had never

hay-fever : and,

so far as he knew, pollens

other than th i r;

did not affect his skin. The
ei cried annually,

u i nd Septi tn

each time persisted

for two 0i" three months.

ii e, chest, Lands and
wen- the parts prin-

cipall) affected, although the

trunk and the lower ill

casionally were involved. Ex-
i the dried weeds, in

haj mow and stacks, during

the winter and spring months,

ought on an at-

tai k.

'[' h e cutaneous i

ped as a result

brief periods of I K

posure was comparatively

mild, however, and generally

subsided quite promptly un-

der the inline nee of SOOthing,

,i .ii ingenl lotii n . as a [ui i iu

ninum acetate.

The i acerbations

uch mor( serious, however, and practically incapaci-

patient for many kinds oi

The cutaneous lesions varied in form from macules to

bullae, thi pular and ves-

icular in character. Itching was invariably present, together

v. iih mi i
burning I o -are to

pollen would invariably precipitate an attack in from one

to three hours, and twelve hours later the patient's face

would be so badly swollen that he could hardly see. In this

instance, no specific vaccines wen

< nd patient, al ' I . referred to

Dermand, ol Kansas City, had a clinical

which almost duplicated tl ded above. In

order thi u might he the more easily investigated,

I asked my friend. Dr. \Y. W. Duke, to make an exhaustive

the Cast I Ins wa 1 di tie, and it was
found that the patient possessed a marked hypersusceptibility

i< the pollen latior), and a

slight susceptibility to the pollen of giant ragweed (Ambrosia

ion ragweed (Ambro principal cause of

rated Flora

Britton and Brown— after Si

localized
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Irifida). There was no reaction to timothy, goldenrod or
Cottonwood.

The use of ragweed pollen vaccine, in gradually increased
dosage, afforded much relief; and at this time, after almost
two years of interrupted treatment, the attacks are so infre-
quent in number and so mild in character that the patient is

inconvenienced hut little by them.

Case i—In my third case, which occurred in a farmer,
aged 43, referred to me by Dr. Edward Asbell, of Kansas
City, there was a history of mild annual attacks of "rose

feter," extending over a period of eight or ten years ; but
during the six years that immediately preceded the date of

my examination, the patient had been entirely free from
the nasal disturbance. The cutaneous disorder, which was
characterized by the presence of irregularly distributed but
roughly symmetrical collections of macules, papules and
vesicles, involved the face, chest, trunk and forearms, and
had at first appeared only during the late summer months.
Fur the past two years, however, the patient had at no time
been entirely free from it.

In view of the histories of

the two preceding cases, it was

a comparatively easy matter to

over, and prove, the nature

of the offending agent. The
hypersusceptibility in this in-

stance was verj great, so much
so that the simple inhalation of

a small amount of ragweed

dust, contained in a wide-

mouthed bottle, was- sufficient

to briny on a severe exacerba-

tion of the cutaneous disorder.

Tin- ingestion of capsules con-

taining pollen and particles of

leaves bad no appreciable effect

on the patient's skin. As in

Case 2, Ambrosia clatior was
the offender.

Treatment with pollen vac-

cine was instituted, but it was

not possible for the patient to

report regularly for the injec-

tion-, and they were discon-

tinued altogether before any

material benefit was derived

fri tii their use.

I 4— In in. fourth case,

which also occurred in a farm-

er, referred to me through the

courtesj of Dr. William J.

Frick oi I ins ' ity, the dis-

order u.is of five year-' dura-

tnd the patient, who was
a very observant individual, had Scheppegreli.)

overed its cause.

Unfortunately, it was not practical for him to adopt so radical

a prophylactic measure as the abandonmi i upation,

had tried a large number of local and internal remedies

without securing relief.

Owing to the ease with which the remedy could be pro-

cured, Mulford's fall pollen extract was tried in this case.

The result of the treatment was \er\ satisfactory, reli

the burning and itching being almost immediate After a

I twelve injections, in graduallj increasing -1

patienl temporarily discontinued treatment. \t thai tune, he

Could safely handle hay containing considerable amounts of

ent, he believi thai hi is i ured

! to report again later in the year, however, aftei

the "rag and the permanence of the
cure can then be ascertained.

Fig. 2.—Giam ragweed (Ambro
in most [inrts of the Kasl

found in some sections i I

"Illustrated Mora of North

principal offenders, as Lowdermilk," Scheppegreli"
and others have demonstrated, are the common rag-
weed, and the giant ragweed, with mugwort {Arte-
misia heterophylla) , western ragweed {Ambrosia
psilostachya) and bur marsh elder {Iva xanthifolia)
in the lesser roles.

As Scheppegrell has said, the responsibility of the
noxious plants for hay-fever is dependent, first, on the
proximity of the plants, and secondly, on the size of
the pollen, which has a marked effect' on its buoyancy.
The pollen of the common ragweed is only 15 microns
in diameter, and its buoyancy is so "feat that a wind
velocity of 20 miles will cany it over large areas of
territory.

PREPARATION OF POLLEN
The preparation of the pollen for dermal tests is a

comparatively simple matter. Duke advises that a

known amount of pollen be
placed in a small, sterile

mortar, together with a

drop or two of sterile water.

The pollen is then thor-

oughly triturated, being
ground repeatedly until,

when examined under a

microscope, it is found thai

the grains are complt

broken up. The mixture i

then diluted with tenth nor-

mal salt solution, to which
10 per cent, of glycerin and
0.5 per cent, of phenol (car-

bolic acid i have been added,

so thai 1 c.c. of the mixture
contains 10 mg. of pollen.

The same preparation

may be used for treatment

purposes; but if this is

dune, the solution should
again be diluted serially, in

order to guard against pos-

sible overdos

The initial dose should

be small, not over from
0.0001 to 0.0003 mg. of

pollen protein, Afterward,
Replaces the common '

.

,
'

,
.

,

n and Southern -tales and is also the dose lliav be increased
Colorado and Nev. :n »:__ 1 .,,',,. |j.,, r nn .l,,,
l," by Hntton and Brown, aftei "' l/1> " l

I'
1 na,"g °" UK

reaction seemed. A safe

plan is to inject the vac
cine every third or fifth day, increasing the amount
injected from 10 to 30 per cent, each time. Occa

ensuing reaction is very severe and even vio-

lenl
: and it is u ise alwaj to havi con) nit ntly at

band atropin and epinephrin solutions, in case the) are
I treatment is thai of an eczema.

Since this paper was written, Hannah" m Sander
ville, Ga., has published a report of a very interesting
case "i ragweed dermatitis of five years' duration, in

a woman, aged 19 \ specific diagnosis was made bj
means of intradermii tests, and prompt reliel followed
the hypodermatic use of polli n exl rat I

1034 Rialto Building.

"I FENDING PLANTS

The plants thai cause so-called "ragweed dermatitis"
are probably the same as those causing bay-fever. The

beppegrell: Pub. Health Rrp. 31:190? (July 21) 191
89
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•• DISCUSSION
.. Washington D i 1 enjoyed Dr.

mtv much, it in unfortunate that he

stud) of the subject

of anaphylaxis, which would have prevented his confusing

the term with skm sensitization. The two terms while super-

ficially similar, in realitj arc quite different. rh<

laxis - better understood, and it-- proi

certain definite si .It must be pro-

j a protein in an animal or man wh
i he authorities,

. not dermatologists, claim that so

her than a protein can produce the

anaphylact Ford, the only serious contender

of this . I duplii .iu' his results

with his I, von Auditing later showing that

with a pure glucosid, hut a compound.
; a -kin reaction with ragweed ground

up in the menstruum he employed may mean almost anything.

The requirements of true anaphyl, complied

with, in tact, the reaction is simply an < kin sen-

such a- we -ee following the injection of arsphena-

rain or the ingestion of pure chemicals us), such

as quinin and iodin. In my work with the primrose plant 1

;.t least made an effort to discover the irritating elements of

the plant. 1 isolated a protein with which I sought to (1)

in m a susceptible patienl

i produce an anaphylactic shock in

previously sensitized i, ? i b) the patient'-.

serum, the other sens by a previous injection of

the same primrose protein. All of thes ts were

When an alcoholic extract of the plant (which had

precipitated out all proteins) gave an intense skin n

I was doubly sure that protein had nothing to do with the

skin irritability. In a further analysis of the plant I obtained

both without a pi

mixture pro).ally containing an acid, the other a

crude -.:' h of which produced the chara<

skin reaction where the protein failed. It is unfortunate

that Dr. Sutton, at this late day, should confuse the two
entirely different reactions. A casual investigation of the

literature in The Journal of the American Medical
might right his rather hasty and entirely incorrect

ston : I recently had a patient, a

. who reacted to ragweed in the usual

way and in addition was very

. pplicati ndruff. Every time he played with a

. he suffered from tack of asthma
: nd eczema of the parts that had come in contact with the

. nimal. Another case was that of a lawyer who was suscep-

landruff. He itive that if .

ame ir.' in the winter time and shook a i

r they had been driving a horse he would have an
: cute a- 'ma. Harnessing or currying a horse

asthma and a dermatitis of the parts exposed
ruff.

S. I. Oklahoma City: I havi

•da dcr-

jht

the direct con-

n by the hairs of the plan

plant p j a dermatitis when jo-
skin. 1 ha.

irmatitis on the legs of i

way to and from
-kin they di

dcrmat- -
i plant dermatitis is

- all the time and I think we should take cart-

ful notice of the various plants that produce it because the

farmers and the city people who take their vacations in the

rural di 'mts and
avoid them. lantS are classified by many

them more especially as

internal toxicity, produced accidental!;.

of then poisonous substances very little is known or written,

the large nightshade group nearl) all

members ol this family are toxic when admini tered intei

nail) and a large number will produce a dermatitis when
applied externally. I believe Dr Sutton will find that not

only is the ragweed toxic bj means "t the pollen which
floats, hut also by means of the line plain hairs which pel

haps prick the skin and deposit I gluCOSJd,

Db William Aj lbn Pi I w ish to defend
Dr. Sutton's use ol the term anaphylaxis. We all know that

the term anaphylaxis was applied primarily to n
uiii sensitization. We also know now thai other

- "i the same character as ihes< protein
occur from other substances. It is all verj well to l,e pnrisls

hi the use ol language, bul you cannot readily confine the

-i word 'to a phenomenon which is produced by one

ce and deny its use i" exactlj thi ame phenomenon
1 by another substance I example, ii a man has

.ii whn h wi ti
i
an infinitesimal

amount of egg wluie. how .i" we going to prevent the appli-

cation of this term to a clinicall) idei " t" an

infinitesimal dose of quinin in a quinin-sensiti ed

Etymologicall) there is no objection t> this broadening of

ii- meaning; in fact. I believi there are many reasons for it.

Dr. Harold X I oi
i ,

i leveland: I would like to raise the

same question as l>r Puse) did in regard to anaphylaxis.

They Used the term lirst in relation to proteins. It has lieen

shown by Ford that the same thing can he obtained from
:

- and 1 think the same thing ma) apply to asthma.

When you get these symptoms I do not see why it should

m '1 be sp. -ken of a- anapli .

Dr. Fred Wise, New York: There is one point which 1

think will interest the section. Yesterday Dr. Schamberg
told us that he produced d< i to the reaction from

poison ivy by the internal administration of rhus toxico-

dendron.

Dr. Jay Frank Schamberg, Philadelphia: For several

years I have been using the tincture of rhus toxicodendron

to desensitize patients susceptible to ivy poisoning, and so

far I have never had a failure. It is perfectly possible to

keep the patients free from ivy dermatitis. I use 1 c.c. of

the rhus toxicodendron with 10 c.c. of alcohol with some fluid

vehicle sufficient to make 100 c.c. I begin the treatment with

one drop well diluted after tin- Inst meal, two drop, after tin-

second meal, and so on. until 20 drops are reached, and then

f"r the purpose of simplifying the treatment I give one tea-

spoonful, will diluted, once a da) through the ivy season.

The immunity seems to last for about one month after the

last dose has been taken. It is very simple, dor not disturb

patients are able to keep themselves free

from ivy poisoning in this way. 1 made brief mention of

this at the session of the American Medical Association in

1916, and since then I have had man) i ases and not

one that was not protected Oni tienl was a young girl

who was usually confined to bed for about three months of

each yeai becausi shi could not walk down a lane where
ivy grew without becoming attacked. I have no doubt that

other forms of dermatitis from poisonous plants could be

ed in the same way. I believe that Dr. Pusey will,

i. agree with me that patients who are uscep

poisoning do, as a matter of fact, have certain

i immunity. Patients do nol have recurring attacks

without a number of weeks of relative or complete freedom.
I think ii is quite well established that persons susceptible
to ivy poisoning may be attacked with ivy dermatitis without
actual contact with the plant. The effect of the treatment
to which I have referred is; after all. not to be prejui

theoretical con. Moons, but by actual results obtained.

Dr. William Allen Pusey, Chicago: The proposition to

[iroduce immunity to poison ivy by the administration of
tincture of rhus arouses in my mind tin question why we

see acquired immunity to poison ivy from previous
attacks. Patients who are sensitive to the plant have attacks

SO readily on exposure that the duration of immunity pro-

y an attack must be very short, if it exists at all.

If the attacks themselves do not produce immunity, how
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much success are we going to have in producing immunity
hy the ingestion of a tincture of the drug?

Dr. H. J. Perry, Boston : I wonder if the members of the

section have heard of immunizing patients by feeding them
the leaves of the poison ivy. Some one called my attention

to this method of feeding a leaf to an exposed or already

poisoned patient every day, and said he bad been able to

protect them by this method and bring about a rapid cure of

all syi'.iptoms.

Dr. J. Frank Sch.vmeerg, Philadelphia: I believe that

Dr. Pusey infers that patients do not have a period of immu-
nity ; but they do at times have a period of immunity ; other-

wise, they would be having successive attacks of ivy poison-

ing, but within two or three months they will again become

susceptible. As regards the question of having an attack of

ivy poisoning without coming in contact with the ivy. that

has been substantiated. After all, it is not a matter of

theory but of practice.

Dr. Richard L. Sutton, Kansas City, Mo.: I mi

low out Dr. Simpson's argument "to its ultimate termina-

tion," but a rose by any other name smells just as sweet,

and if he does not care to call it anaphylaxis, he can call

it anything he pleases. With reference to Dr. Blaisdell's

case of sensitization to horse dandruff, several well authen-

ticated instances of anaphylaxis due to

now on record. Dr. Duke has rep' irted a very unusual

example in which the patient, a young woman, was sensitized

to the protein thrown off by cat fur. A friend of the patient

once thought he would play a joke on her, and brought near

her a small kitten, concealed in the pocket of his coat. The
ensuing attack was so severe that a physician had to be

summoned and an injection of epinephrin given to relieve the

attack. So far as ragweed pollen in particular is concerned,

I think the cutaneous reaction following the intradermal

of even very minute amounts of the substance is

amply sufficient to establish the relationship. When a severe

attack of asthma, with an associated and clinically typical,

dermatitis, invariably develops in certain individuals as a

result of the injection of even so small an amount as 0.001

mg. of ragweed pollen, then if we are not dealii

anaphylaxis the condition is an utter stranger to me.

THE FUNDAMENTAL PHYSIOLOGIC
REACTION IX ANAPHYLACTIC

AND PEPTONE SHOCK

PRELIMINARY REPORT*

J. P. SIMONDS, M.D.

CHI

The causes of the remarkable differences in the

manifestations of anaphylactic and hock in

different animal.-- has been the subjecl of no Httl

Illation. In the dog, anaphylactic and pi

an- characterized by a marked immediate fall in arte-

rial blood pressure, a simultan ous fall in venous

i external jugular superii u . a rise

tal pressure, an increase in the volume of the

liver, and. at least in peptone shock, an increased flow

of lymph from the thoracic duct, it is evident, there-

fore, that in the dog, the flow of blood through 1 1 n

•

li\er i> gleatly impeded in these conditions. 1

1

location of the obstruction has not heretofore been

determined.

In reasoning from these facts it appeared tl

only possible location for an obstruction that would

explain all of them was not the extrahepatic splanch-

nic area, nor the portal vein anil it-, intrahepatic

• From the Department oi I'atliolott)

hooL

branches, nor the intralobular capillaries, but the

hepatic vein and its branches. It has been shown that a

fall in blood pressure such as is seen in the dog is not
characteristic of anaphylactic shock in the guinea-pig
(Auer and Lewis) or in the rabbit

I
\uer) or in pep-

tone shock in the guinea-pig (Hirschfelder). In

searching for a reason for this difference, a study has
been made of the comparative anatomy of the hepatic

vein in different animals. It has been found that the

hepatic vein in dogs differs from that of the guinea-

pig, rabbit and other herbivorous animals examined, in

the relatively enormous amount of smooth muscle
which is present in its walls. A report of the results

of this study, made in collaboration with Dr. L. P>.

will be published later.

Ir appears, therefore, that the fundamental physi-

reaction in anaphylactic and peptone shock in

a spasm of the smooth muscle in the walls oi

patic vein and its branches. Experiments which
make this evident will be reported later.

This interpretation of the physiologic mechanism of

anaphylactic and peptone shock has certain practical

bearings which will also be made the subject : of forth-

coming publications :

1. It is known thai in the guinea-pig the finer bron-

chioles are "practically nothing but muscular tubes"

. cited by Auer and Lewis). The characteristic

clinical manifestation of these conditions in this animal

is a violent dyspnea in which it can get air into its lungs

but is unable to get it out. The dog and certain other

animals have hepatic veins supplied with exceptionally

mounts of smooth muscle. The manifestations

Of anaphylactic and peptone shock in dogs have just

been described, ii seems possible, therefore, that the

basis for these differences in the reaction of different

i I this kind is an anatomic difference

in the distribution of smooth muscle in the body. \

similar anal i ily may also account for cer-

tain types of asthma and scrum reactions in human

2 litis observation may also bring peptone shock

lation with surgical and wound shock. It is only

ary to recall that among the theories advanced
by various authors who have studied shock under war
conditions is one which makes the absorption of the

soluble products of damaged muscle in wounds respon-
r the condition. Furthermore, it is obvious that

any prolonged spasm of the hepatic vein and its

branches, such as occurs in peptone shock in tl

will lead to tl tidition in the general circula-

tion, or at lea-t in the splanchnic area, of sequestra-

tion of blood in thi .is was
1 by Jackson and lancway in the shock pro-

duced by them by the mechanical obstruction of the

vena cava for limited periods of time.

3. It is evident, also, that in interpreting the results

of experiments on dogs, especiallj those which have
to do with blood pressures, this peculiarity of the

vein must be taken into consideration. This
will be discussed more fully in a paper on the interpre-

tation of the blood pressure curve following injections
rjf epinephrin ( adrenalin).

Cancer Mortality.- I hiring the great war thi

isl about 80,0 t >ui ing the same i

.

now killing one out <>i every ten person

age.—American
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nil-: METAB< '1 If GP \ M 1 1 x r UNDER-
LYING PERISTALSIS*

\\ \; M D.

Why does food normally go in one direction down
the intestine? Win sometimes does it go slowly and
haltingly, giving rise to symptoms <>f indigestion?
Why sometimes does it turn around and come hack
through tin- mouth? These questions are Funda-
mental ; and the future of gastroenterology as an
exact science depends on the fulness with which they
are answered. Until we obtain such physiologic

knowledge we must face the fact thai in practice we
are trying to repaii a machine, the normal structure

and workings of which arc largely unknown to us.

Naturally the results arc often unsatisfactory, just

as they would be if we were trying to repair broken-

down adding machines or wireless telephones.

What could the heart specialist learn about the

arrhythmias until Gaskell, McWilliam, His, Keith,

Lewis .\n\l others showed him where the heat normally
arises and how it is transmitted from sinus tg ven-

tricle? ("liven that information, the student of heart

pathology became inspired and rejuvenated; his

knowledge advanced by leaps and hounds: and his

ks had to be rewritten and remodeled. We
should take hope from this good fortune which has

come to our confreres and should seize on the methods
of study which have been so productive in their

hands. With these I believe we can advance to

similar triumphs over the baffling problems in our

own chosen field. We should study the gastrointes-

tinal tract in embryos and in lower and simpler forms
of life; we should look for structural and metabolic

differences in the neuromuscular apparatus in different

f the tract, and we should study minutely thi-

ns of the muscular coat— its rhythmicity,

irritability, conductivity, reaction to drugs, etc.—in

different regions. As clinicians, we must get over the

habit of thinking in terms of plumbing and rigid tubes

held in one position. We must think instead of a

muscular tube which has to contract in a coordinated
way if material within it is to be pushed for many

din tion or the other.

Six years ed that there is a very definite

; of rhythmicity in the muscle of the small

intestine from duodenum to ileum 1
. It seemed to me

then that this gradient of rhythmicity or perhaps some
underlying gradient of tone might be the i

•i determining the direction of peristalsis. This
gradient might conceivedlv be reversed by any dis-

tention, irritation or inflammation which would
-' the tone and activity of the lower parts of the

that maintained by the upper
In two papers- ] reviewed much of the litera-

ture and showed bow easily a great many clinical

ins can be explained on
the b i theory.

I cannot see now why there should be any great

difficulty in accepting this idea of a gradient of

tology at
...

|
•

flcsear ma Medical S(

J. Physiol. 36: 177 (Sept.) 1914; ibid. 37:

2. Alvarez. W. C: The Motor Functions of the Intestine from a
New Point of View, ] .\ M. A. 85:388 'July 31) 1915; The Syn-
droms of Mill <;!.:_>018 (Dec. 15) 1917.

forces as a working hypothesis in the Study of
peristalsis. Wherever we find movement in this world
we find a gradation of forces, Thus, water Rowing
in a ditch follow-, a gradient of gravity, i. e., the
pressure on am one drop is greater on the Upstream
than on the downstream side. Electricity in a wire
follows a gradient of potential or voltage ; in a battel \

it follow> a gradient of chemical activity, flowing from
regions in which oxidation predomin tt< to regions in

which reduction predominates. The impulse in the
heart follows a gradient of rhythmicity; and accord-
ing t.> Tashiro* the impulses in nerves follow gradients
ol oxidation. In the stomach and intestine the con-
tent! move from regions of high rhythmicity, high
irritabilit) and high tone to regions of low rhyth-
micity, low irritabilitj and low tone.

1 'tiring the last two years 1 have been able to show
that tin re is a definite gradient of oxidation and car-

bon dioxid production in the intestinal wall, underlying
and probably giving rise to the oilier gradients of

rhythmicity, tone, etc'. In other words, the chemical
processes of life go on at a .aster rate in the duodenum
than in the ileum or colon. Theoretically, if we should

speed up these processes in the duodenum we might
Steepen the gradient and cause the food to go faster

through the bowel; if we should speed them up in

the ileum so that they would be faster than those in

the duodenum, we might reverse the gradient and stop

the downward progress of food. Recent study has
shown that the local life processes are greatly speeded
up by inflammation8

, so ii may be that the hypermotil-

ity actually seen in many cases of duodenal ulcer and
cholecystitis and the hypomoldity with appendicitis are

title to changes in the metabolic gradient brought about

bv til' se lesions.

Galvanometric studies of bruised tissues suggest

strongly that their metabolic rates are increased by
the trauma'. If this be true in the intestine we can

easily explain the fact that its contents cannot approach
or pass through segments which have recently been
pinched in hernial rings or maltreated at operations 7

.

A local increase in the metabolic rate would make the

gradient uphill in the section of bowel just orad to the

lesion.

There is yet another and perhaps an even more
important way in which tin- gradient may be reversed.

Child8 has shown repeatedly that tissues with a fast

rate of oxidation are more susceptible to the effects

of low concent rations of certain poisons, such as potas-

sium cyanid, than are tissues with slow rates. If two
lots of small planarian worms of different ages are

put into a weak solution of potassium cyanid, the

younger ones, with the faster metabolic rate, die first.

Similarly, if children and old men were to be put into

a room full of ether vapor, the children would prob-

ably all go to sleep first. Child showed that in some
of the lower forms of life which have rows of swim-
ming plates along their sides, the direct ion of the beat

can be reversed by potassium cyanid because the pace-
making region suffers most from the effects of the

drug. Using excised segments from different parts

iiro, Shiro: A Chemical Sign of Life (Irritability), Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1917.

4. Alvarez. \V. C, and Starkweather, E.: Am. J. Physiol. 46:186
IS; ibid 47: 60 (Sept.) 1918.

ale, M.: J. Expcr. M. 29:235 (March) 1919.
an, L. H.: Science 48:518 (Nov. 22) 1918.

1
. Cannon and Murphy: Am. J. M. Sc. 131:569, 1906; Alvarez:

J. A. M. A. 65: 392, 1915.
i'. C. H.: Am. J. Physiol. 43:87 (April) 1917; Senescence

and Rejuvenescence, Chicago, 191
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of the bowel, all beating rhythmically together in the
same beaker of Locke's solution, I had no difficulty

in showing that the duodenum is much more sensi-

tive to potassium cyanid and to the lack of oxygen
than is the ileum. Time and again while working in

the laboratory I have been impressed by the great
sensitiveness of the duodenum and of the pace-making
region in the stomach to trauma of all kinds'

1

. Com-
pared with them, the ileum and the pyloric antrum
are tough and hardy. I have also been impressed
with the fact that the gradients of rhythmicity; latent

period and metabolism are abnormal in sick animals.

Just as we should expect, the duodenum and jejunum
seem to suffer more from the effects of the toxins
than do the ileum and colon. The distempered dogs
and snuffling cats generally refused food. When it

was put in their stomachs it remained there until it

was vomited. Cannon has commented on the remark-
able gastric stasia xen in distempered doi 3. Similarly,

food may remain for hours in the stomachs of people
with tuberculosis and other intoxications. Tina
sure the stagnation is not always due to a failure in

peristalsis; the waves may be seen traveling regularly

over the stomach, but they do not force the contents

through the pylorus. Something must lie wrong with

the gradient. I believe it has been altered by an
unequal effect of the toxins on the muscle at the two
ends of the organ. How simple this explanation is as

compared with those which drag in a cumbersome and
so far quite undemonstrated mechanism of nerves and
internal secretions

!

AN ILLUSTRATIVE SIMILE

Perhaps I can best express my ideas of what goes
on in the intestine by means of the following simile:

Lei us imagine a game of push-ball played by a long
line of men who have been graded according to their

metabolic rates. At one end they are young, wide-

awake and active: at the other end they are 0!

lethargic. These men represent the muscle

along the intestine. The ball is started by the first

young man, who tries to force it pas! the second. The
second resists but is soon overcome, owing to the

greater activity and aggressiveness of number one.

As soon as the ball pa two, lie joins with

number one in trying to push it past three and four.

Once past them, one and two rest while three and four

push it past live and six, and so it goes. The men in

the first third of the line (jejunum) play ino

so long as the ball is near them, and they soon fori e

it down among the old men. v only occa-

sionally, often letting the ball lie quiet while '
:

down about it tn rest. New halls are started down
the line from time to time, and sometimes the old

men will have three or four on their hands al

Ordinarily they an get rid of one or two of

these whin ; has started down
1 ileocolic reflex and defecation).

Ilv the hall moves in one direction and there

likelihood that the old men with their inter-

mittent eft'., its will ever overcome tin- youth

.me day some of the old men get drunk, and under the

influence of liquor they fighl ind furiously

that the Others cannot push the hall anywhere near the

lower goal. « > 1 j .-mother occasion some of the old

men are injured and beg their comradi

'i. Alvari «, W. C: A I Physiol 35: 178, 179 Sept.) 1914;
i

•

I . : 146, 348 (Mai
it. 1. 1. -19: 1- (June) I

!

them for a while from the trouble of handling the
hall. Again these old men are stimulated to tight
back so desperately that some of the balls are even
thrown out the way they entered. On still another
occasion a cloud of poison gas is liberated over them.
All are weakened and made ill, but the young men
who breathe faster are more susceptible to the poison
and suffer more from the lack of proper air th

the old men. Until they recover, the game is

the old men are more active than the young on
the hall is sometimes sent hack to the original start-
ing place.

A change in the play might he br night about also
by making the halls unpleasant or painful to handle.
Let us suppose that they have been tilled with

;

or stuffed full of sharp spikes. The first one ot two
to start down the line would prohahlv he rushed
through so that the players could get rid of them as

rapidly as possible. The men would then he so irri-

tated by tliis annoyance that they would probably
throw hack- the next few balls that were offered them

rhe i and vomiting).
If the game was being played on the side of a hill

it would not make much difference whether the young
men were above or below the old. The position of the
line would not be the important thing. The essential

factor determining the movements of the hall would
of activity in the line of players. If

the men were to play in a lane between two board
fences, a slowing of the progress of the hall would
not mean necessarily that the lane had been narrowed
or closed. As likely as not some of the players might

ting hack too hard, or those abovi

hing down as they should.

I think most of my readers will recognize the bear-
if this simile mi the j

i obl< ms of gastro enter
o'ogy. Sonic may he surprised at the idea of one
part of the bowel i the propulsive efforts of
another part above, so I will say that 1 have watched

tflict take place so often, particularly in the rah

I
i

' bowel, that I feel sure thai it is a hie factot

in the regulation of diastalsis. 10
It is well known

that it is this type of bowel action that keeps the food

from pouring out of the stomach after pyloroplasties

and gastrojejunostomies11
.

CONCLUSION

I wish to point out briefly some "f the ways in which
these studies may throw light on
of the heart and on the functional disturbances of

organ seen in asthenic -tales ami duril

nee from acute infections. Sit

beat follows a gradien micity and almost

undoubted!) one of metabolism, we should expect to

find certain drugs .and disea rsing it

just a- ' other metabolic gradien

rature shov
in favor of such a view. rra will

itratimis which will only

inhibit the ventricle12 ;
digitalis has a similar

I I
m lieve we must begin to ask ourselves

on may nol flatten or reverse the

: Sui h i hange might at i ounl for

the retarding in conduction and also for the tendency

to heart block and a reversal of tin beat. Similar

in. ak
d Blaki . Ann I I

,:
i I

•:

u R I
• 1911.
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with palpitation, nodal rhythm and even tran-

sitory blocks may arise through the activity of disease

toxins, rhe disordered heart action and the dig

disturbances seen side by side in people recovering

from infections such as influenza may easily be due

to the flattening effect of the one poison on the two

gradients. 1 feel hopeful, therefore, that further

study of the digestive gradients and of their modifica-

tion in disease will not only bring rich rewards to those

of u< interested in gastroenterology, but will also

enable us to repay the heart physiologists and biol-

with interesl tor the loan of their methods and

working hypotheses.

ABS1 V( r OF DIS< USSION

: ianklin \\ Wmi We are undi

and to other physiologists who

new ideas which are likely to be of so much
. compared the ga

under the control of a "block

where d '-" the line regularly holds up tl

ove. My clinical and

. have shown that delay in

eption, not the rule, in les

wel, and that a strong stimulus is need©

h. We made a fev. simple

experin i

test the correctne

ted the cecum in cats with a few

: through a rectal catheter, and we found

eral things happened: moderate irrital

I on the emptying of the stomach; marked irritation

lay in emptying the stomach up to

rmal time or {!) hyperperistal

the stomach and whole digestive tract.

..used prompt reverse peristalsis in the

. wit!: vomiting of its wh.de contents. Similar experi-

. ere made in human beings by giving them a large

g them to retain it as long as it could be

I r twenty minutes or one half hour, and

that would slow the down hill

of things, that is. the emptying of the stomach. We found,

f fact, that their stomachs continued to empty.

uld sec the pylorus passing things on at very much

isly, the effect of this gradient,

. pn si nt is i tlj simple affair.

largely on the grade of irritation at the

the canal, and the action of the mechanism is

ntrary results of spasm and hyper-

Battle Creek. Mich.: I am very

ii g and instructive theory

paper. To the su

• ng a large scries of clinical observations

. made dur .specially

to which an ingested meal will penetrate

nal obstruction.

when I

the barium

d that in my ite of the

far up the

by the farther-

.-. the ingested

it that time that there

that the

ithdrawn alter-

le opaque enema
• actly the |

Miction. These
. the theory of

'lie gradient to which we have just 1

the barium ingested by mouth would

after entering the colon he found, as a rule, not just proximal

'rary as far away from the

obstruction as it was possible to get it. 1" oilier words. 111

ii oi the sigmoid we would usually find tin- collec-

tion .1 barium to occur in the cecum, onlj rarely in the

distal colon. 1 have even known "i cases of gangrene oi

in in sigmoidal carcinomas. We have observed the

same thing in the small intestine. The administration

iue meal is a valuable means oi determining the

fact ..f obstruction, hut the farthermost point attained by the

bai nun is usually SOI i i.i the actual pi

obstruction in the bowel, While the essayist's theorj

abundantly confirmed bj "in barium meal studies, il does

ii i" he Hue regarding gas accumulations occurring

throughout the bowel i"i the i an apparently just as n

immediately proximal to the obstruction as in more remote

segments of the bow el

l>i! Nathan Rosewater, Cleveland: Rectal fissures pro-

duce a tendency toward constipation, sometimes alternating

with diarrhea, because natui. finally asserts itself and a

forced movement takes place. 1 found that by giving indi-

viduals inclined to s,

.

(antiperistalsis) a cathartic,

.md continuing it for two of three days before embarking,

talsis would n"i occur, Patients who before that

were so inclined to sea ickness that they could not stand

ii the water could be on it in spite of the •

while others were sick, even the sailors. By giving

tli. in something which would overcome antiperistalsis by

hyperperistalsis, if the gradient is sufficiently strong outward
or downward, you have no tendency toward antiperistalsis.

We have all tried it in numerous ways, with cathartics in

cases of nausea, l.ut the treatment must he guided by that

principle of overcoming antiperistalsis. Twenty years ago I

maintained that headaches, colds, etc., are often due to fecal

obstruction, the effect of such stasis on the vasomotor

mechanism, demandii art action to overcome the

narrowed caliber of the vessels from stasis and drag; it is

forced to greater effort and pressure than the vessels of the

upper tracts are adapted I i some headaches are

relieved by enemas or cathartics long before the bowels are

emptied. After feces have passed downward enough so that

the place of obstruction is relieved, together with the resul-

tant vascular pressure, which causes the headache, the head-

,i. lie disappears. These headaches cannot be toxic: relief is

to,, quick. They are obstructional. At that time I stated

that enlarged thyroid glands or any vascular engorgement or

enlargement in the thoracic or cranial cavities may be from

cardiac overaction. In these locations there is too much
blood sent to the upper tract relative to the quantity sent

into the abdomen. If the greatest amount of blood reaches

the thyroid, It slowly enlarges and begins to overfunctionate

in quantity and quality; the tonsils enlarge the same way.
So much free space in the oral cavity causes a greater ten-

dency for engorgement there, also in the nose and throat,

the wedgeshaped nasal spaces are engorged the soonest and
occluded witl zing of serous fluid or mucus. Obstruction
of the narrow nasal passages is the logical result; coughs,

congestions and inflammations of the nasopharyngeal
and respiratory apparatus soon follow.

Dr. Walter C. Alvarez, San Francisco: As I remember
Dr. White's paper, when he stimulated the lower bowel

mildly, he was unable to see any change; hut when he stim-

ulated it powerfully, he could see stasis above and signs of
I 'Ibis is what we should expect. I believe, however,

that mild stimuli will produce disturbances which a man
can feel but which we cannot demonstrate in an animal.

oi enema, particularly one made irritating by
dition of much salt and soap, will produce nausea.

'I hi-. I believe, is a sign of mild reversed peristalsis. Sim-
ilarly, a constipated man will stop regurgitating his food

the minute the rectal plug is removed. With such mild
stimuli I do not believe we could see any changes in an
animal's peristalsis. What I would emphasize is that the

I animals; there is no difficulty in

trating it; moreover, it is found reversed or flattened

nimals. These things must have some signifi-

cance and it is up to US to face the problem and carry it

to a solution.
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Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments

A JUVENILE PARETIC AND HIS FAMILY

Edward Livingston Hunt, M.D., New York

P. A. came to my service in the City Hospital, an emaci-
ated and crippled boy of 12. Physically, he showed pupils

that were unequal, irregular and immobile, a coated and
tremulous tongue, and a coarse tremor involving the entire

body. The speech was hesitating and distinctly ataxic. He
was paralyzed from the waist down.
The physical signs showed a spastic paraplegia with the

reflexes all exaggerated, and loss of control of both sphinc-

ters. There were contractures of both legs so that he lay

in bed a helpless paralytic.

Mentally, he showed marked dementia. If touched he

would scream, and if given orders he would obey them only

after considerable repetition and explanation.

The story that the family gave was that up to about 9

years of age he had been able to attend school. After that

he was unable to keep up in his lessons; the teachers found
him almost impossible to manage, and his schoolmai

sidercd him irritable and uncompanionable. 11<- was taken

out of school, but the family found him too great a care at

home, and he was sent to the hospital.

The laboratory reported a markedly positive YVassermann
reaction in both the blood and the spinal fluid. In the latter

the cells numbered twenty The butyric acid test was posi-

tive, and the colloidal gold test revealed a typical paretic

curve.

The case was diagnosed as one of juvenile paresis. The
patient is still in the hospital, slowly losing both

physically and mentally.

The intern staff took considerable interest in a 14-ycar-old

i
i patient who came to see him. They induced

him to allow them to take some blood for a YVassermann
test. The laboratory reporte 1 this as being markedly
positive.

It then developed that there was still a third boy, aged 10.

After a time we succeeded in getting a specimen of his

mann test on this boy was like that of

his brother, markedly positive.

boys were sometimes accompanied by a little sister

of 8. Her blo d was then examined. The I

positive Wassermann reaction.

The parents of the children wen 1 with a

obtaining a blond test. The father absolutely

declined; the mother consented. The Wassermann report in

her case was positive.

Here. then, is a family of six, in five of whom the Was-
sermann .is markedlj p d one of whom

tresis.

•11 East Sixty-Third Street.

IN BODY I'.

Bryes D., i

ign body in tl

paratively common
who are sane and of ordinary intelligence; there-

fore, I am prompted to report tin

Mr. A 33, a student of mechanical engii

luring the past

almosl
i ,uld inhale a

little air through th

complained

particular abnormality, but it wa

ber. The application of a little 4 per cent, cocain solution
brought about enough shrinkage of the membranes to d
a grayish brown mass ,,f irregularly flat form lying against
the septum and occluding inspection farther back; on exami-
nation with a probe this proved to be of a hard mineral or
stony-like character and extended well back where the probe
met definite resistance by what seemed to be a larger mass of
like substance. Considerable thick, foul secretion was present
in this side of the nose.

With a pair of Hartmann forceps I gently grasped what
could be seen of this mass, and two small pieces were

d This was followed by quite free bleeding which
1 shortlj and th.< patient was directed to return two

days later, at which time the two largei removed
with some small fragments. The large ami more flat piece was

1 anteriorly, but the irregularly spherical pi

pushed backward ami expectorated by the patient;
rath<-r free hemorrhage followed, whil

| shortly.

tsal chamber was irrigated and sprayed with an
iodized oil and return the following
day. when further examination of the nose did not reveal the

t any more foreign substance. The nose was
I y mildly antiseptic oil sprays dailj

days, at the end of which lime the foul smell
nd the patienl was breathing freely through

s of the nose. The larj imen was
contain in its center a cherry pit. which, it is quite

I ecame lodged in the posterior part of tl
•

chamber, and gradually the mineral-like substance
I around it. But the patient was

I

1 to explain
bow the cherry pit became lodged then

med to he that he
time when eating cherries and the pit I forced
up through the nasopharynx and into the posterior part of
the nasal chamber. No evidence of

. infection was

7 West Madison Street.

Therapeutics
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i r of Therapy.
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IX THE T*l

USE AND ABUSE OF CATHARTICS*
(Continued from pa,i

OLIVE OIL ^S \ I V- \T1VE
( Hive oil, < ottoi seed oil and other food oils and f;it>

can do all that Ii ( |iii(l petrolatum can do—and one
thing more: they can nourish the body.

Thai digestible nils may act a-- laxatives, it is neces
sary to give more than i an bi di rested and ab

1 'lio
' ase "I' -in infant, may lie one or rm

spoonfuls daily, To obtain laxativi m olive
oil in an infant, it i> well to commence w ith one quarter

eding, and to
add on< do e .1 daj Until a dose 1 given .1 Fti

It may then 1-

fnl at a dose, if required and if it i> well borne [I 1

inadvi able, 1

a day in case of a young infant; 1

: n this

would be the hunt, if the

ormal.

The adult musl I rably more of digestible
oil than of petrolatum to ob
action. will differ, of •

w i tin the amount of otl nd with the
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digestive capacity of the individual. One or two table-

Fuls may have t«> be given three times dail) either

an hour before meals, or. if this interferes with appe-

tite, two hours after hum!-. Or else, if the patient

prefers it. a single dose of from one half t<> one wine-

glassful may be administered on rising, or two hours

after breakfast. If this dosage is insufficient, ii must

be increased, until the desired effect is produced or the

limit of tolerance is reached.

When digestible oil is thus administered until laxa-

tive acti, . the physician makes certain that the

patient is kept at the highest point of fal digestion and

assimilation possible for him. Hence, in view of the

doric value of fat, gain in weight may be

expected, unless the patient's previous use of fat was

up to the limit of his digestive capacity, or unless the

increased fat ingestion impairs appetite or digestion.

rRAINDICATIONS

In view of the fattening quality of olive oil thus

used, it is obviously contraindicated in obesity, while it

cially indicated in malnutrition. In other words,

in an obese person, liquid petrolatum would bi the

superior laxative; in an emaciated individu il, digestible

ught to be preferred.

In further drawing special indications and contra-

indications for the laxative use ni oil, we should take

izance of its action on gastric secretion and move-

ment. That oil decidedly lessens the amount of free

as well as of total acid, and that it delays the emptying

of the stomach, is the verdict of all authorities on this

i hat the diminution in acidity of gastric juice

irs in conditions of pathologic excess has heen

. ell. 1 leiice, while hyperchlorhydria, pyloro-

•i and peptic ulcer furnish special indications for

the use of olive oil, gastric atony or subacidity would

raindicate the prolonged medicinal use of this or of

other oils, including liquid petrolatum.

METHOD OF TAKING OLIVE OH.

In the administration of large quantities of oil, such

templated for therapeutic effect, the natural

manj persons against the drinking of

fat must he reckoned with. While considerable quanti-

1 may be taken with relish in the form of

oi of French salad dressing, still the

that can he introduced in cooker) is limited.

method advocated by Rutl i of inter< st.

Id olive oil with aboul an i

<

of hot milk. As these are of about the same

gravity, they will mix perfectly in the for

ion and remain in this condition for a short

time (half a minute). Those who dislike milk might

take the oil floating in fruit juice, Mich as

juice. In course of time, peo-

tion acquire a taste for oil,

ny reasonable amount.

ity for taking

dual increase in
'

mall amount-, and to have the patient

With son die taking of considerable

an; . ttacks of indigestion, with

>ive breath, loss of appetite, ab

;
- nd unusually offensive stools as the most

II II : Port Olive Oil and It- Use in the Treatment
7: 432, 1V04.

prominent symptoms: the condition known a- "biliou

iie---" In such, of course, tin- use of olive oil as a

laxative would he ill ad\ ised. Whether liquid petrola

tum i- better home by SUCh individual is not known at

present.

0LI\ I oil. \oi \n\ i
u.i I i oi VB1 I I S

Il is now fairly well established that in a

suffering from diabetes, the digestion of excess ol Fat

carries with it the danger of acidosis, owing to incom-

plete combustion of fatty acids in tin- condition. Liquid

petrolatum should, therefore, he used as an oil laxa-

tive in a diabetic, even though the patient's emaciation

won 1,1 make the use of olive oil seem desirable.

SI M \1 \KV

To summarize: < Hive oil mighl he particularly ser-

viceable as a laxative in spa-lie constipation in an

emaciated individual, provided a sufficient quantity to

produce this effect can he ingested without causing loss

of appetite or other digestive disturbance. The use of

olive oil as a laxative would he contraindicated in

.. in diabetes, in gastric atony and in hypo-

chlorhydria, as well as in those inclined to "hilious-

Ncw and Nonofficial Remedies

The following additional articles have been accepted

etming to the rclf.s of the council on pharmacy
i* uisiky or the American Medical Association for

.'ii- i.ix in New ami Nonofficial Remedies. A copy of

li . on which the Council h.vsfs its action will he

seni on application. \y. A. Puckner, Secretary.

ACETANNIN.— Acidum Tannicum Diacctylicum. — Di-

Acctyl-Tannin.—Tannyl Acetate.—The acetic acid ester of

tannin.

Actions and Uses.—Acetanin is claimed to be practically

nonirritant to the stomach, and to pass unchanged into the

. there to become effective as an astringent in con-

tact with the alkaline juice.

It is employed in diarrheal affections, such as intestinal

catarrhs, cholera morbus, cholera infantum and dysentery.

.
- From 02 to 0.7 tint. (3 to 10 grainsl four times

. dry on the tongue followed by a swallow of water,

or mixed with food, avoiding warm or alkaline liquids.

Acctannin is prepared by heating tannin and acetii anhydride, in

,

i

, oportions, in thi p i ial ..,
i tic acid in a Bask

i reflux condenser, pouring the product of Oh- reaction into

, the precipitate produced with warm water, drying and

It is a liv'ht creamy white, oil odorl

which in.lt-,' at aiiout leu >
,

li is practicall) insoluble i"

i ircelj soluble in hoi water, but soluble in alcohol,

ions of h i hate, sodium carbonate,
in acids. It is rapidly

.1 i,., boiling sodium o; pol shirr, hj droxide solution >, oi

„ i! Id, into .' I
i

",ii!i acid .
while ammonium

-..lis a green color, instead
,',

i
, ,,|,,. , harai en tii oi tannic a. id. A sli

bits all ill- . li, i -. teristics oi an

. ,,i, , . .lliniiiiii. I, mi thi s< propc rues arc destroyed
alkali.

patible with alkalies ami with salts of iron; it

1 to heat or moistun .

Acetannin-Calco—A nonproprietary brand complying with

tin- standards lor acctannin.
, Con pany, New Vork. N"

i trademark.

ANTIPNETJMOCOCCUS SERUM (see X. X. K., 1919,

,,. m i.

The Gilliland Lai imbler, Pa.

Aniipn, i

I. II and III (C \nd)

immunizing b"i d living pneumococci
(Types I. II and llli and standardized against
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Type I aulture, so that 0.2 Cc. of the serum will protect a mouse
against five hundred thousand fatal doses of virulent Type I pneuino-
cocci; in addition it contains antibodies for Types II and III.

ted in 50 Cc. gravity injecting packages ready for
also in 50 Cc. and 100 Cc. vial packages.

Cinchsphen-Abbott (see New and Nonofficial Remedies,
1919. p. 227).

The following dosage form has been accepted

:

• Tablets Cinchophcn-Abbott 7Yi grains.—Each tablet coir
grains cinchophen-Abbott.

ACRIFLAVINE AND PROFLAVINE
The acridine dyes are derivatives of acridine, a base found

in coal-tar. Most of the acridine derivatives have no bac-
tericidal properties, but there are some marked exceptions.

One of these (diamino-methyl acridine chloride) was found
by Ehrlich to possess notable therapeutic effects in trypano-
some infections and. on this account, he called it trypaflavine.

Most of the studies, both bacteriologic and clinical, have
nducted by English investigators, who call it acri-

flavine. A closely related substance having similar properties

is proflavine. Acrillavine and proflavine are claimed by some
to have high antiseptic power, together with comparative
freedom from toxic or irritant action and without inhibiting

effects on the phagocytic action of the leukocytes or on the

healing processes.

Acririavine is believed to have greater antiseptic power
than proflavine, but its action appears to be slower. Acri-

flavine and proflavine have been extensively used in the treat-

ment of wounds, and acririavine has been highly praised in

the treatment of gonorrhea. A great deal of literature on
icrties of the tlavines has appeared, bul tin

itradictory ami the clinical evidence is so conflicting

that judgment as to the therapeutic value of the substances
must be withheld tor the present.

Actions and i
ions of the acridine dyes I

boiled, or they may be heated in an autoclave to Kin I

out decomposition. The solution most commonly
mended in the treatment of wounds is 1 : 1,000 in p!i;

sodium chloride solution, although weaker solutions have been
used. In suppurating wounds this solution is used for syring-

ing and swabbing the wound after free incision, for irrigation

after providing adequ;
with which the wound is fniall} covered. Evaporation should
he prevented b g. In cavities, gauze may be
soaked in the solution (without wringi

light packing. Small quantities of the solution < 1 < K ) l'c. or

may he left t nclosed in cavities or deep wounds. In

unds the parts are cleansed thoroughly with the

solution, as much of the solution as possible being left ill

contact with the injured surfaces. Such wounds may be

closed by suture and may he expected to heal by first inten-

tion.

In gonorrhea a strength of 1 : 1,1

solution may be used tor injection into the urethra.
i ion, v. hen relath el

a 1 ; 4.( mx* solution is preferable becau e il is li - irritating.

Solutions of from 1:' 000 strength h

An ointment has been used containing 1 per cent.

Bavine oleate (prepared from pi. i in an oint-

t equal part- urn and calcium
carbonate. A thick layer of the ointment may he spread on

gauze and applied on the surface of the cleansed wound, or

the ointment ma\ he spread on the

primary dressing need not he ch

ACRIFLAVINE. 3:6 d thylacridine chloride
: il.-u.

H,N

11.o

VA/V
/ \

(I! CI

Actions and Uses. — See general article. Acri-.
tl.i\ lie .ii. 'I I 'i li.n inc.

preceding general article. Acrillavine and

It is

An iiueous solution of acriflavine (1:250) is neutral to litmus paper
(it dyes the litn

Add a few drops of hydrochloric acid to an aqueous solution of
acririavine. which is sufficiently dilute to be fluorescent. The fluorescence
disappears, but partially reappears on further dilution with water.

drops of sulphuric acid to at ..qucous solution
of acriflavine (1:250) and agitate tin- mixture,
crystalline precipitate is produce !. Under the microscope tli

are seen to he mostly long needles or prisms arranged in sh.
brushlike forms.

.dution of acriflavine i

I , precipitate with
sihir nitrate solution (distinction Jr.,

Aii aqueous solution of acriflavine (1 precipitate
With barium chloride solution (distincti
An aqueous solution o)

, recipitatc
with formaldehyde solution (distinction from proflo.i

precipitate).
Add 2 drops of diluted hydrochloric acid to 5 cc. of an aqueous solu-

tion of acriflavine (1:250) and immediately adrl 2 drops of sodium
luced. By tl

addition of an excess of sodium nitrite solution, a violet" pre.
formed and, after a few minutes, the becomes
Cherry-red. This may be best observed after filtration (distin.

An aqueous solution of acriflavine (! recipitatc
with sodium hydroxide test solution (distinction from proftavini

. accurately weighed. The ash
in 1 tier cent.

of acrillavine, accurately weighed, in

of warm water, collect the i

crucible, wash the insoluble matter with hot
residue. The insoluble matter amounts to not more than

cnt.
- constant weight

1 i

Acriflavine (Boots).'—A brand of acriflavine complying
with the N. X. R. standards for acriflavine.

ttingham, England
orl & Dunning, Baltimore). \

PROFLAVINE.—3:6 diamino acridine sulphate
X II S( I,.H=0.

+ H.0

H.W /^/'NH,
X

/ \
H I

.
— See preceding general articli

flavine ami Proflavine.

Dosage.—See preceding general art:, fine and
inc.

ivine is a reddish bro

tions which fluoresce on dilution. Near!) insoluble in ether, chloroform,
liquid petrolatum, fixed oils at d
An aq u oil to litmus paper (the

solution dyes the litmus papei
l.ition of

:- sufficiently di

i partially reap;' with water.

avinc (1:25(1). and age •

rystallira

Under the microscope the i

bariuDt chloride solution (di rfii fl

solution of proflavine precipitate
with sil

Add

Unction i

tion of •

addition of sodium nitri

formed .u

a

I

-

Proflavine (Boots) lavinc complyii
the X. X. R.
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DEATHS INCIDENT TO AVIATION

The shocking losses of human life that attended the

recent cross-continent aeroplane flights bring the

reminder that aviation lias created new problems, not

only for the physiologist concerned with life at high

altitudes and bodily adjustments in unusual environ-

or the clinician and pathologist who

arc expected to deal with abnormalities of behavior

and function on the part of organisms subjected to the

unusual exigencies of aviation. The art of flying is.

furthermore, still attended with grave dangers from

accidents which in turn occasion death under eircum-

rarely duplicated during the usual course of

other fatalities of every-day life. In this country the

special features of accidental death during aviation

n critically discussed, presumably

the subject is still so new. During the war,

r. the death- of aviators were so common that

tisrics of the injuries which they received in

have assumed considerable proportions.

A fall from a great height such a- is frequently

attained by an aeroplane at the moment of catastrophe

i- in itself an unusual experience, involving forces that

:U with harm for the person concerned. Vdded

of danger and bodily damage are presented by

multaneously falling machine with it- heavy,

wood and metal. To crushing fac-

re joined the possibilities of severe laceration by

ng prop 111 rs and of bum- by ignited fuel or

• •• 1: i- not surprising, therefore, that the

injuries are manifold, complex and severe.

in recurring feature- have been summarized by

berg Frai tures of the bone- are

invariably observed, the skull rarely remaining

uninjured. Rupture- and injuries to the internal

men are liable to occur even though

the walls of the latter remain intact : for owing to the

varying rgans they are subject to

unlike movements and -train- during the fall of the

through th«- air. often with attending irr<

ent. Ruptured lung- have bem observed

1. Taffc. R. It and Sternberg, II . D< r Fliegertod: ein BcitraR zur
l
; rage dcr traumatischen Aortenrupturen, Vrlljschr. f. gerichtl. Med.
.8

and, together with the extreme intra abdominal distor-

n-t referred to, they illustrate types of

traumatism not often encountered in the usual run of

accidents on terra lirina. AJmOSt every variety of

crushing and bruising may be noted, as might be

expected. Surprisingly numerous, however, are the

accounts of tin- rupture of the aorta in tho-e killed

through aeroplane accidents, Mow the rupture of this

strong vessel i- so readil) brought about has been

debated. It- elasticity might be expected to afford

protection against sudden stress in the form of pressure

from within. When, however, the blood pressure is

enormously increased in the upper region of the aorta,

just beyond the heart valves, owing to compression of

the \e--el at some point farther removed from tin-

blood pump, tin- wall- evidently may be burst open.

ibis is particularly possible when stretching of the

aorta lengthwise to the limit of it- elasticity decreases

it- effective resistance to blood pressure. Inward com-

pression of the bony structures of the thorax may
furnish the occluding factor; whereas the stretching

ma) follow the displacement of the heart from its

normal position. In any event, rupture of the aorta,

however produced, may probably be regarded as an

exceptionally frequent necropsy finding as a result of

that complex group of maiming forces conspiring to

produce death in aerial accidents.

THE COLOR OF THE IRIS DURING INFANCY

The fact that the eyes of infants are almost invari-

ably deep blue during the earliest weeks of life was

recorded centuries ago. Modern investigations have

furnished a clue to the explanation of the color changes

itr the iris during early infancy. The blue color is

alleged to be due to the paucity of pigment in the

stroma of the iris. Tin- tissue is still very thin in

early life, so that the posterior layer of pigment in

the eye i- plainly apparent through it. With increas-

ing age, the stroma thickens. If no further pigmen-

tation takes place in it, the iris tends to manifest a

light blue or a gray shade; but when pigment is

deposited in the iris layers, this organ becomes brown.

Even in negro infants the iris may he blue in early life.

The progress of the changes of color shows some
uniformity when large numbers of infants are

observed. Doubtless they vary for different localities

and races, which are well known to exhibit character-

istic eye colors that show a hereditary constancy. The
blond complexion of the Scandinavians i- associated

with the light blue, or les- pigmented, iris. In a group

of persons examined in Munich, only 32 per cent, of

tin- adults retained the blue iris. Among the children

of these persons the rate of alteration in iris color

varied considerably. In tin lir-i three months of life

tli"' quarter- of them -till retained the blue color; in

onths it wa- still characteristic of 70 pier cent,

of the infant-; at the ages of 9 month- and 1 year the
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blue-eyed infant population represented 63 per cent.

and 53 per cent., respectively. These data thus indi-

cate the slow progressive pigmentation of the eyes

leading to darker iris colors in the Bavarian groups

examined.

Schindler 1 has called attention in this connection to

observations made in Pfaundler"s clinic at Munich on

a possible correlation between the rate of pigmenta-

tion, with corresponding change in the color of the

iris, and the nutrition of the infant. According to her.

the iris of many malnourished young, particularly

among those suffering from somewhat chronic dis-

turbances of digestion or metabolism leading to atro-

phic manifestations, may exhibit a change of shade at

an age when healthy infants as a rule still retain the

blue color. The appearance has been described as a

dirty gray shade, sometimes fusing into a brownish

tint.

If the premature pigmentation of the iris in early

infancy is, in fact, a symptom of severe metabolic dis-

order—a suggestion which further careful clinical

observation should help to establish or refute—its

cause becomes an immediate occasion for speculation.

In the absence of further experimental investigations

on the subject, the Munich pediatricians conjec-

ture that the darker color of the iris of malnour-

ished infants is due to a deposition of pigmenl arising

from augmented disintegration of blood pigment.

Hemosiderosis has been described in the liver and

spleen of atrophic infants. By analogy, a deposition

of pigment cl-cw here might be expected. At best,

however, this i- theorizing, for it is not even known

whether the pigment of the iris is actually derived

from thai of the blood.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HERPES
ZOSTER, SYPHILIS AND CHICKENPOX

The significance of herpes zoster is -till a matter for

speculation. While technically a disease of the skin,

the condition is one that has always been of interest to

the neurologist and to the general practitioner

inally regarded as occurring along the distribution oi

era! nerves, it has been recognized, since the

marking discoveries of Henry I bad, as having a

-. gmental distribution. Certain aspects of the dis-

particularly its relationship to syphilis, have

recently been discussed by Brown and Dujardin.'-'

observers noted that herpes zoster was distinctly

more prevalent among a group of soldiers under obser-

vation for syphilis than it was among an unselected

group of patients from the civilian population of the

Among the syphilitics, zoster occurred in a

proportion of four cases per thousand, while among

[

an Symptomatology d igHngialter,

in
| 1919

Brown and Dojardin: Brain, 12, Part 1, 19H.

the general population the disease occurred only in

the proportion of one case per thousand. It was noted,

too. that in the syphilitics the herpes had a predilection

for the lumbar and sacral ganglions cone-ponding to

the well known observation that spinal syphilis is more

likely to attack the lower segments. In connection with

these cases of zoster, the authors studied the changes

in the spinal fluid and found that there was frequently

a lymphocytosis occasionally accompanied by an

increase in globulin, and in the case of the syphilitics

sometimes accompanied by a positive Wassermann

reaction. The authors assume that zoster is an infec-

tious process; and that syphilis acts simply by producing

onditions which predispose the ganglions of the

spinal cord to infection with the agent producing the

This paper raises several interesting points. It is

pertinent to inquire whether zoster is really a disease

per se or whether it is a syndrome which may result

from any condition causing inflammation of the spinal

ganglions. It is well known that syphilis is frequently

latent in the spinal meninges without clinical manifes-

tations of spinal disease. I- it not possible, then, that

the unusual frequency of zoster among syphilitics is

due simply to the frequency of inflammatory conditions

of the spinal meninges in this disease?

There is, however, some evidence which suggests that

zoster is a specific infection due to the virus that causes

chickenpox; Scattered through the literature for a

number of years are observations, such as those com-

piled by LeFeuvre and more recently those by Low,

which indicate a curious relationship between zoster

and chickenpox. Instances are recorded of one mem-

ber of a family developing herpes zoster, to be fol-

lowed later by the appearance of chickenpox in other

members of the family. Instances of the opposite

order, namely, the developmenl of herpes zoster in a

family after chickenpox. have also been recorded, and

there are a few instances of herpes zoster and chicken-

pox in the same person, There are so many of these

cases now on record that u would seem that there was

here more than mere coincidence. Man) observi

convinced, therefore, that her] i
is simply an

atypical manifestation ol ox a irus.

Interesting though these observations are, they do

not seem to warrant the conclusion that herpes zoster

is invariably an evidence of infection with the chicken-

pox virus. Chickenpox is a disease that is usuall) so

insignificant and so lacking in symptoms suggesting

involvement of the central nervous system that it is

doubtful whether anybod) has investigated the spinal

llmd in a large number li is quite possible

that investigation may prove that a low grade spinal

meningitis is a common accompaniment of chickenpox

just as it i- of the large pox. \ can ml tud) oi the

cerebrospinal fluid in this disease, as well a- a more

thoroughgoing inve ligation oi the pinal fluid in all
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-ter, might reveal illuminating infor- sunlighl is in any sense directly concerned with the

nation on this point. Incidentally, it is difficult to hematopoietic Functions. \t any rate, if it is, com-

a Brown and Dujardin could be sure that the pensatory processes render the lark of sunlighl neg->

spinal lymphocytosis in their cases was not din- to the ligible so far as the number of red corpuscles and then:

underlying syphilis rather than the zoster. content of hemoglobin is concerned,

THE COMPOSITION OF THE BLOOD IN

SUNLIGHT AND DARKNESS

The belief that sunlight is indispensable to human

welfare has become strongly entrenched in modern

. he scientific study of the pos-

isis for such views lia- lagged Far behind the

claims that have been advanced for the beneficent

of 1 ii^ lit. Fresh air and sunshine arc advocated

rid over as desiderata in the campaign against

. yet those who proclaim their virtues might

often find it difficult to explain precisely how these

climatic factors affect the human organism. B

monstrated the action of light in destroy-

inisms. In specific ca

. : rays of different sorts on the skin and

ctions of the body as a whole are admitted;

but at l>cst the phenomena of heliotherapy are inade-

od, and the influence of light is far

from being clearly demonstrated in relation to the

ordinary physiologic manifestations.

The marked contrast between the pale complexions

urban residents and the more ruddy color of

the rural population has doubtless given rise to the

assum] somewhat prevalent, that the relative

light in city and country, respectively, is

not only for differences in the pigmenta-

kin, 1 mt perhaps also for the com:

of the blood. Statements have been published to the

that the long months of darkness during the

unlight in the polar region- are productive

ilor that might be charged to anemia. Actual

-ding the health of members of various

l>olar . -rem to negative this explanation.

! a> physician during Nansen'

dition on the Fratn, marie blood examination

time and I of anemia in

him. 1

g
• - of tl ;— ible i FF< cts of pro-

lack of sunlight on the composition of th

by < iroher and Sem-

amined a considerable number

mines. Many of these

animals work for years in the absence

Anemia was not dis-

tisfactory nutritive

• improbable that

:

- bri jahretangcr
Vch. f. klin. U l 39

THE BODY TISSUES IN INMCANEMIA

The occurrence of indicanuria and its relation to

putrefactive change-, in the alimentary tract are well

known. \i one time there was considerable specula-

tion in scientific circles regarding the origin of indiean,

some investigators being inclined to ascribe a part of

the excreted product to abnormal changes in the tissues.

The preponderance of evidence, however, points to

indol, formed by bacterial decomposition of protein in

the intestine, as the chief, if not the exclusive, pre-

of urinary indiean. The output of the latter

- to depend quite as much on the quantity and

chemical character of the protein components of the

diet as on the opportunities for bacterial changes in

the alimentary- ti

if the significant features of insufficiency of

kidney function is the accumulation of catabolites in

the hlood. For example, the content of urea, uric acid

and creatinin may he markedly augmented in the cir-

culating medium of the bodj when the production of

urine is interfered with through some damage to the

renal tissues. Under such conditions, indiean likewise

may accumulate in the hlood. instead of being excreted

promptly. Indicanemia thus becomes one of the symp-

toms of uremia, although there is no conclusive indica-

tion that it represents a toxic factor. 1 From the stand-

point of harmful dosage, the toxicity of the quantities

of indiean and its precursors that are formed and cir-

culated is apparently too -light to account foi any

untoward manifestations. The consensus of evidence

! ads "in- to doubl the production of noticeable intoxi-

cation from either indol or indiean under ordinary con-

ditions. -

In the case of various excretory products and not-

ably una, it is now well known that they accumulate

in the tissues proper in a concentration quite compara-

bl( to that which they reach in the hlood whenever the

renal functions are inadequate to remove them in nor-

mal measure from the body. Whether this bathing of

tin- cells with solutions unduly rich in eataholites is a

of irritation or damage cannot he definitely

-tated. Experiments by Becher8 in the medical clinic

at Giessen have shown that indiean is an exception in

contrast with the compounds familiarly classed under
the nonprotein nitrogenous component- of the flood.

litions exhibiting severe indicanemia,

1. Don ted. 11«: 342, 191 I k
Arch. f. exper. Path. u. Pharmakol. 70: 260, 1916. Tsclicrkoff: Dcutach.

!f> : 171 ), 1014.

, 1918, p. 574, givr-.

[ndikanretention
Arch. f. klin. Ui i 129: Vprill 1919.

nreben. Deutacb.
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indican is recoverable in very small quantities, if any,

from the tissues. Indican is not found in the spinal

fluid even during intense indicanemia.4 Whatever the

significance of indican may be in the genesis of harmful

conditions in the body, it cannot be regarded as a

direct cause of local detriment in the bodv tissues.

Current Comment

THE MENACE OF THE PLAGUE
We are reminded by two recent events in widely

separated parts of the United States what a serious

menace is held over us by the smoldering of the plague

in various places. October 29, while the American

Public Health Association was meeting in New
Orleans, a death from plague occurred in that city, and

more cases have been reported since. This was tin- first

human case reported in that city for several years, and

plague-infected rats have not been found for some

time. A still more ominous occurrence is the recent

epidemic of plague in Oakland, Calif. The first case

appeared, August 18, in a squirrel hunter, and was

followed by thirteen cases of the pneumonic type,

twelve of them fatal. Three of the patients, including

the original squirrel hunter, were treated at home
throughout their illness, with no precautions. The
others in whom the identity of the infection was rec-

ognized were either hospitalized or completely isolated.

Tin- last death in this epidemic occurred on September
II ince which time no further case-- have developed.

It is inevitable that a certain sense of insecurity will

be caused by these events, and that redoubled effort

will be made to minimize the danger of squirrel plague

infection. The Oakland epidemic suggests the

unpleasant possibility of a more widespread out-

break of pneumonic plague where climatic conditions

are favorable. It does not seem to lie outside the

range of possibilities that sooner or later the plague

may win a foothold among the rats in the sli

some of our large Northern cities, if tins happens,

human pneumoni plague musl evidentl) he' looked on

possible sequel.

THE ALLEGED FOOD VALUE OF
SACCHARIN

Not long ago attention was directed in Till: JOUR-
NAL to the subject of physiologii oxidation and its

alleged relation to certain catalytic properties of the

The latter, and particularly the blood, are

capable of liberating oxygen from hydrogen p
by an enzyme-like reaction which has been ascribed t"

I un few investi

Burge, that a measure of thi i atal) tii

of the tissues is an index of tlim metabolic activity.

-1 iioi reiterate here the criticisms of this view8

which have already been advanced, notably by Becht."

lie remarks that since the catalytic power of ;|,

.-,:!: t n !. 1916.

t Bo in. I C '•' rvations on the ( ital P ol B
• i 18:171

varies between enormously wide limits under the same
conditions, it is unlikely that the catalases are impor-

tant and that the measurement of them can explain

"the mysteries of the processes of oxidation." ( )ne

of the factors particularly advanced by Burge in sup-

port of his theory was the asserted increase in catalase

noted as the accompaniment of features known to

promote metabolism, Stehle' has repeated the studies

at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

without finding the parallelism on which the catalase

theory of metabolism is based, lie observed that the

fluctuations in the catalase content of the blood are

due to variations in the number of red cells. Conse-

quently, Stehle notes, it is simpler to regard the catalase

content as dependent on the number of erythrocytes

than to assume any direct relation between catalase

and biologic oxidations. Among other compounds,
I huge has ascribed to saccharin the property of

increasing the catalase content of the blood. s Corre-

lating this with an increase in metabolism, he concluded

that saccharin exhibits advantages characteristic of

fdods that are known to augment metabolism. Despite

the fact that the doses used by Burge in his experi-

ments amounted to 5 gin. per kilogram of hotly weight

and thus far exceeded any dietetically significant quan-

tities, his seeming approval of the effect of these enor-

mous doses of saccharin was promptly made use of by

certain advertisers to promote the use of this chemical

substance in the diet. Stehle 7 has disposed of the

assumed basis for this undesirable propaganda by what

amounts essentially to a denial of the claims made.

The advocacy of saccharin as a food can no longei

pose in the garb of scientific proof.

EXPERIMENTAL PARATYPHOID AND
TYPHOID FEVERS

Tn view of the fact that paratyphoid and typhoid

fevers have not been produced in animals experimen

tally by feeding, except in the chimpanzee, certain

VOrk by Besredka is of considerable interest.

lie has found that when paratyphoid bacilli. are intro-

duced by mouth in the rabbit, the) ma) ]

in greater or less numbers in the pyloric pan of the

stomach, but the gastrointestinal mil i def

inite harrier to their localization and dissemination in

the organism. Massive 'loses of bacilli may 1

by mouth with very little effect on the animal. In an

attempt to overcome this resistance, ox bile wa
b) mouth, and then tig of bat pn l intes-

tinal lesions correspondi to those produced
b) feeding in the chimpanzee, The bile thus adminis-

tered has not only a dii on the mucosa but

of bile, which fan

de quamation ol
i pithelium, and thi

in nun open an entrance For paratyphoid bacilli when
introduced a little later. An animal treated in this

manlier develop reo ignizable sym| I

from one to four d;

|s
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ssively worse; there is rapid loss of weight; the

temperature falls, and the animal usually dies within

two or three days. Vfter death, the changes in the

intestine and gallbladder arc found to be quite typical

of paratyphoid infection. \\ hen the disease is not of

long duration, pure cultures of the bacilli arc obtained

from the Mood and bile. The stomach contents are

sterile. l>nt there is an abundance of bacilli in the intes-

tinal contents. When paratyphoid bacilli are intro-

duced intravenousl) in a rabbit, a generalized infection

occur-, and the animal may die very quickly of septi-

cemia or it may live for some time. In the latter case

only a few colonies may develop in cultures of the

bl I, but bacilli may be present in large numbers in

the bile and intestinal contents, and macroscopically

the lesions are typical of paratyphoid infection. Bes-

redka obtained corresponding results from feeding

when typhoid bacilli were used in the experiments. In

view of the ease with which bile render- the rabbit

typhoid and paratyphoid infections, the

natural immunity of this animal to these infi

seems to he largely of intestinal origin. Experimentally

it seems possible to cause both paratyphoid and typhoid

infection either by introducing the bacilli by the mouth

in rabbits to which bile has been previously given or

- by intravenous injection of bacilli in rab-

ithout any preliminary treatment.

POLITICS PLAYS WITH PUBLIC HEALTH

The dictum of Disraeli that the care of the public

health is of primary importance to the state seems

tly to have been taken by the politician to mean

iitions in the public health department are pri-

marily for hi- disposal. Newspapers coming from

Hawaii indicate that the game ha- been played in that

territory with all the old angles. About a year ago a

- was appointed. At the time of his

tment the executive head of the public health

man who had been in public health

in Hawaii for some twi irs. During

his incumbency an organization was estab-

thal prominent public health authorities

bly equal to any health department

in the ind better than the majority.

The : d the incumbent and

head a business man to b

According to the news-

the qualifications of thi new health official soon

utmost and he found himself some-

what in the ho bold- the wheel
• uckle ha- broken. In an

il from under he involved himself

ording to the I [ono-

r i- now looking for a new
health department. ( >ne of the require-

I be a business man—a knowl-

mobiles will -ary.

Human Credulity.— I here is something in humanity that

leaps up and believes again at the bidding of spi li-

and charms and incantations; and this is a true instinct, for

the incantation is an attempt to sing in tune with the vaster

and the tidal moods of the creating uni\>

Marquis.
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ALABAMA
Hospital Buys Land.— The Alabama Bryce Hospital, Tus-

caloosa, lias purchased 87 acres >i land on tin Huntsville
- miles lomi ilu- city, for $212 an acre. The land was

i for the new institution for tin i i ble

i Alabama, i latui e has authorized

the expenditun

Personal.— Dr. Frank \Y McCorkle, Uniontown, has been
1

tit 1 hi nicer "i I [untsville am! Madit on

counties.- —Dr. Percj i >. Chaudron, Dothan, has been dis-

.i- lieutenant col C, U. S. Armj . and « ill

resume practice. Dr. Henrj B. Wilkinson, health officer

, and Montgomery County, lias resigned and
will resume practice in Montgomery.

CALIFORNIA
Personal.—As the result o) a c< mpetitive examination, l>r.

! amoi e Wood, Li I M ' .IS. Army, has
been made first assistant superintendent of charities and

director For the department of charities of the I us

County Hospital, succeeding Dr. J. Mark Lacy, bus
who ha n r privati practice.

Sanatorium at San Diego.— Plat tablishment of

a large sanatorium at Alpine are well under way. Thi

torium will, it is announced, be the largest in southern Cali-
fornia, and will include the I Robles Hotel and 280 acres

i state highwa ["he in i itution will be
under the medical direction of Dr. Hyman Lischner, San
Dii i, .ii present head of the Lischner Sanitarium for Chil-
dren.

COLORADO
Graduate Teaching Arranged by State Association.—The

e Medical Societj has announced that a course
of graduate teaching is being arranged for county societies

which desire it. About fifty members of the state association
will probably be apportioned oi four. Each team
will lecture to different coui each two weeks for

ecutive months, Tl ill be made bj prac-
titioners of medicine to phi ciai in active practice, and it

li ed that the lectures will be made intensely useful
in daily

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Monument to General Sternberg Unveiled.—A monument

erected in memory of Stir rge Miller Sternberg,
at the National Cemetery, was unveiled, November 5, and
remarks were made hv \lerriitc W. Ireland,

U. S. Army. Brig.-Gen. Walter D. McCaw, I ol. Edward L
Munson, and Col. Frederick F. Russell, \rm\ Medical Corps,
and Dr. George M. Kober, Washington, D. C.

ILLINOIS

Canton Physicians Organize.—At the meeting of the phy-
sicians of Can er ! thi I anton Physicians' Club

rganized, with Dr. i! rvej il Rogers, president. Dr.
\\ Allison, vice i Dr. Evei ett I'.

i
- leman, ei retary.

Health Report.—During the week ended October 20, there
were reported to th< tmenl of health 306 cases
of diphtheria of which Chicago had 188; 79 cases of influ-

enza of which id were in Hannah City; 213 of scarlet fever,

of which 30 were in Chi lallp of which
hi R Ihouse, and 12 in Crook Township, Ham-
unty. and 33 cases of typhoid fever, and 7 cases

An outbreak of typhoid fever is reported
o nship neat East Alton, and Dr. Samuel

S. Winner, Chicago, has been sent to take charge of the
situatii m.

Chicago

Hahnemann Home-Coming Day. November 4 was cele-
ing day for the Hahnemann Medical

College and Hospital of Chicago. In the evening an informal
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reception and dinner was given in honor of the newly elected
president of the Hahnemann institution. Prof. Daniel Russell
Hodgdon. and of Mrs. Hodgdon.
English Surgeons in Chicago.—Major-Gen. Sir Anthony

Bowlby and Major-Gen. Sir Robert Jones. R. A. M. C. were
in Chicago. November 1 and 2, and addressed a joint meeting
of the Chicago Surgical Society and Chicago Ortli
Society and were entertained by the members of these societies
at dinner at the University Club.

Personal.—Dr. Anthony Biankini was tendered a fare-
well dinner by the Czecho-Slovak citizens of Chicago. Octo-
ber 28. He left for Europe the following day. Dr. Peter
C. Clemensen has resigned as a member of tin- board i I

education. Dr. George G. Davis has been appointed chief*
surgeon of the Illinois Steel Company, succeeding Dr. lames
Burry, deceased.

Gynecologists Elect Officers.—At the annual meeting of
t*.e Chicago Gynecological Society, held October 17, the
following officers were elected: president, Dr. Arthur if.

Curtis; vice presidents. Drs. Henry F. Lewis and Philip S.
Doane; secretary. Dr. Joseph L. Baer; treasurer. Dr.
Charles B. Reed; editor, W. C. Danforth, and patholo-
gist, Dr. Carey Culbertson. The attention of the members
of the profession was called to the fact that there is an
annual prize of $100 offered to the best inaugural the-
the year, the subject matter representing original research
or investigation. The active membership of the socu
limited to fifty and there are at present twelve vacancies.

Hospital Items.—In the drive for $250,000 to erect a new
building for the Evangelical Deaconess Hospital. $72,000 was
received. It is proposed to erect a new building for the
Ravenswood Hospital at a cost of $600,000, utilizing the
old building for a training school and nurses' home, ["he

new building will lie on the si utTieast corner of Wilson and
Winchester Avenues, 207 by sll feet and seven stories and

ment in height. Announcement is made that the
Lutherans of Chicago plan to build a hospital in the ncigli-

lood of Humboldt Park, at a cost of $350,000.— Mem-
bers of the Gold Star Mothers' Association have subscribed

.il hundred dollars toward a bed in the new Paris-
Chicago Hospital.

INDIANA

Personal.—Dr. Edmund M. Van Buskirk, Fort Wayne, has

appointed assistant collaterating epidemiologist, and
will cooperate wi'h the United States Public Health Service

and the state in fighting epidemics. Dr. George F. Beasley,

1 afayette, is reported to be seriously ill with pneumonia.

Hoosier Health Herald.—The first issue of this magazine.

d by E. Q. Laudeman, and published in Rochi
appeared. September 22. All of the articles pertain to tuber-

culosis and its prevention. The leading article is contril

by Dr. John X. Ilurty, Indianapolis, secretary of the state

i of health.

Nurses' Home.—The Methodi I 1
1 pital, Indianapolis, is

e a new home for nurse, i

1 In- building

will be in brick and stone, similar in design to the
I

building, will ins in height, ami will have a fron-

ted in Capital Avenue and a depth of 15.S feet.

me will be completed next year.

Resignation Accepted.—At a dinner given bj the Tippecanoe
cal S - ii'' al Lafayette, September 23, the n

nation from membership of I
'

I

Bi ' was
unanimously accepted. It was also Stated thai Dr Krock-

Mi mi tin- stall ot tli.- lb ime M- pital and
Elizabeth's Hospital, has been accepted bj unanimous

New District Officers.— At the annual the Eighth
District Medical Society, held in Minnie. Octobei 16, under
the presidency of Dr. L» ard F Schmau . the

I
h . Milton T. lay.

Portland; vice president, Dr. i harh I Botkin, Farmland,
and secretary-treasurer, Dr, < la] \ Ball, Muncie \t the
annual meeting of the Eleventh Councilor District Medical
Association, held in Wabash, October 16, I >r. Maurici H
Krebs. Huntington, was •

arj and treasurer The
nexl meeting will be held in Peru I In Union District
Medical Association held its 104th semiannual mei
Richmond, October 23. Connersvill
for the April meeting. Dr. Joseph N. Study, Cambrid

cted president, and Dr. James E. King, Richmond,
i -tary-treasurer.

IOWA
Smallpox in Lost Nation.— It is reported that all schools

and churches have been closed and al! public gatherings
prohibited at Lost Nation, where ten families have been
quarantined.

Southeastern Physicians Meet.—The Southeastern Iowa
Medical Society held its annual meeting at Washington,
October lo. Dr. Edward T. Edgerly, Ottumwa, was
president; Dr. Henry C. Hull, Washington, vice pi
and Dr. E. Francis La Force. Burlington, secretary-treasurer.

Personal.—Drs. William II. Heller, Remsen, and lames M.
Fettes, Lemars, have been ad. led t,, the staff of the Lemars
Clinic. Dr. Harley L. Sayler, Des Moines, reappi
health commissioner, resumed his duties, October 1. The

of the Jackson Countj Medical eptember
19. was devoted to an appreciation of Dr. Asa B. Bowen,

ki ta, who has practiced medicine in Jackson I

for half a century.

KENTUCKY
Vital Statistics Registrar Moves.— Dr. W. Edward Grant,

ir of vital statistics, has moved his office from the
I • Hall, Louisville, to the headquarters of the stati

of health at Sixth and Main streets.

Personal.— Ellis Duncan. Lieut. -Col., M. C., U: S. Army,
one of the first Louisville surgeons to enter war service, was

rged at Camp Zacharj Taylor, Si 30. Dr.
H. Singleton, Bowling Green, was operated on for

licitis, October 14. at St. Thomas Hospital. Nashville.
Tenn.

Negro Antituberculosis Sanatorium.—Articles of ino
tion uere filed. October 10. at Louisville, by the National
Anti-Tubercular Sanatorium for Colored People, thi

being to establish a sanatorium for treatment of negroes
where climatic conditions are best suited i

:

- corporation
has no capital stock and is authorized to incur liabilities not

nil. The promotors are : Dr. William H Perry
A. E. Meyzeek, G. M. McClellan and W. 11. Wright.

Clinic Holding Company Incorporates.—The Clinic Hold-
' physicians associated with Dr.

Lexington, filed articles ..t incorporation with
the Fayette County clerk, recently. The corporation is

capitalized ... $100,000 ami is empowered to own real estate
and personal propei t\ for the purpose of holding clinics and
to carry on general practice.

Praise Physicians for War Service.—October 5, 180 physi-
cians who served in the war were the guests of honor al a
banquet given by the medical profession oi I ouisvilli

Pendennis Club, Dr. |s
;t ,],,re N. Bloom, I uisville, officiated

as toastmaster and responses wen- madi
I M

( harles P. Summerall, commanding the bust Division,, Hon.
Alexander I'. Humphrey, E, R. Mullins and Hon Albert
Peter. — A smoker was given, September 15, b
('ount> Medical Society tit

I

i been either with the American Expedil
in France or bad in oilier ways given their services to the
country during tin- world war. The address oi welo
made by Dr. Lewis S. McMurtry.

LOUISIANA
Bubonic Plague.—Up to November .1 four eases of bubonic

New I li leans, with
aths,

Extension of Drug Addict Work. -Extension of the clinic

tin- whole state is being considered bj Dr. Merrick W.
Swords. New i

I

Physician Pardoned.—E D. Roberts, Baton Rougi
victed of attempted assault four years ago. has been par-
doned li' III.

: lli, I,,,,.,, | ,,|

pardons. During the influenza epidemic Dr. Roberts did
woi k among the i

Personal. Di Benjamin \ Ledbctter, New Orlei
-baft at the • haritj I lospital, I

Nil Iyer, dean of thi

Tulane I Iniversit) . New Orli
on the staif of the 5u I I ii Edmum

i ving ill the Ainu. - I )r lam. - \

Henderson, chief surgeon of tbe Louisiana Naval Militia,
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No

leans, at the outbreak of the war, lias been promoted
'.'.

I i S Navy.

Smallpox in Louisiana. The I >f deaths
1919 show 1-4" deaths from small-

rred in thre

southwes ii which border on Texas. The
fourth parish, in which there occurred twenty-five di

uth central parishes, One hundred and six of

flu- records of

I

hundred anil fiftj -tl- i

m December, 1918, in

il, and at \\ i

thai all tl"

ill) n w.,s reported to th

na from
'i in her anus from

an." It was diagi

utbreak in Calcasieu.

ibtain.

MAINE
Hospital Incorporated.— The h

1 S Army, at I

rporated and will be known as th(

tal. 'The institution will he supported
pi ivate funds

earnings Di 1 i..- Jd S Bal cock is director

Antituberculosis Association Elects Officers.—At the annual
Association, held in

Portland, September 25, Dr. KImer I). Merrill.
I

nt; Dr. Sylvester J. Beach, Augusta, vice presi-

dent, and Drs. Frederick C. Thayer, Waterville; Nelson E.

'.m<l: Theodore K. Hardy. Waterville. and
Edwin W. Gehring, Portland, directors.

MISSOURI
Venereal Clinic at St. Joseph.—At a meeting of the city

. :

a venereal di

d will guarantee the remaining So.(h:ii which will be
nduct the clinic until the end oi the fiscal year.

Clinic to Be Opened Twelve Hours.— The ir>

treatment of venereal disease which opened in Kan-
iil lie open from 9 in the morning until 9 at

hese hours has heen arranged so
k during the day may obtain the

treatment Dr. Edward H. Clark is in charge of the
clinic.

Former Service Men to Meet—The temporary association
•r medical service men of southwest Missouri will

mber 11. when a permanent organization
ffected 'The territory includes twenty-eight -

uri and in this territory there are about
'iring the world war. Dr. Wil-

li, Springfield, is temporary president of the
organ i/

Chiropodists Licensed.—The bill passed at the last session
>f the ! . license chiropodists went into

ts will be n .tain a
ard of health. 'Those who have

lay obtain the license on

required icamina-
ollows: "Tli.

i crucial excres-

g the -ul.dermal tissues
including corns, warts, callosities and

luding the treatment of injun.
rmities of the feet or conditions

involving the
struct- true skin."

NEW YORK
Personal.— Dr. William I Buffalo, dire

the Buffalo Health Department, ha
reappointed president of the state board of medical exam-
iners, and Dr Miller. Syracuse, vice president.

Har Id W. Lyall. i'h.D.. formerly with the New York

Stare Ri i an h and Antitoxin I Otis^ ille, lias

been app i in thi dii ision oi laboratories
artment of Health, Albany.

Typhoid at Tonawanda. Aboul 200 ca es oi typhoid lexer

ntal with the lower-
ing of tla intake of the publii watei u| n I *t< ndi d

tion made bj -

ii in an efforl to .".l the city

epidemic and the
i water supi ns, disclosed that a

pipe, allowing contaminated
iver wati i ntci the mains.

District Society Meeting. At of the
Seventh District Branch ol the Mi
oi Xew i ork, held in R Hr. Owen E.

was i
I Levy,

e president ; D K. ( lollier,

.ii.
I

Ih Alfred W. Ann
treasurer. At the ann I Branch
of the Medical

. held in

Rome, October 3, D
, Syracu

elected p

rge V

New York City

Habit-Forming Drugs Found \

ntained
worth of habit-form including heroin and

Academy Anniversary. discourse was
delivered at the Xew York Academ; ol Medicine, N

0. by Rev. Ch Ea D.D., on "Ni «

a Xew

Harvey Society Lectures. .Tin
| tire oi the Harvey

.,1. . Ih i
i ] ray Ior of 1

vlvania, on "'The Food Supply of Europe liming
the Coming Year," will be del embei IS, at 8:30.

Acquitted of Furnishing Drugs to Addicts.- Dr, I

Falk and Julius Nelson, a ive been a< quil - d in

the Federal I (istrici Court
i he Hai

re ii Law by furnishing opium and other drugs to

addicts.

Red Cross Opens Health Flat. The Xew York bi

tin- American Ri ned a "health flat" at 418
West Twenty-Ninth Street, where women of tin' :

district, chiefly wives of dockmen and factory operative

receive instruction in home inn ing am! a general course in

'The school is a part of the peace program of the

organic.

New Society for Relief of Blind.—The Permanent Blind
Relief War Fund for Soldiers ami Sailors of the Al

been incorporated in this state. 'The objects of the organiza-
tion, as set forth in the petition, are: to raise ami

. funds, securities an.
I other properties by voluntary

contribution ami disbui i foi the relief m .

and sailors of the United Stales and of the nations associated
with it in the war, who have been blinded in the war or as a
result thereof, sir Arthui P me of the patrons of

wly incorporated society.

Health Depariment Assists in Diagnosis of Meningitis.—

A

recent Weekly Bulletin of the Xew York City Health Depart-
ment calls the attention of the physicians oi Xew- York City

ICt that the meningitis division of the health depart-
ment is prepared to send to consult with
them on cases of suspected meningitis or other m

I

' ascs are not seen with, nt the physician in

m attendance. Lumbar puncture will be per-
.iii v. ill be ailnrni-

I if

it is indicated. Physicians are urged to take advantage of
this aid.

PENNSYLVANIA
Personal.— Dr. Th... D Baird, Tunkhannock, has

I
... nt-colonel, M R. C. V. S. \i my.

I ir. 'I I. vie Hazlett, Pittsburgh, has 1

ical direc Mont Alto Sanatorium, - I,, Dr.

Frederick C. Johnson, who has been granted leave oi a

Philadelphia

Convict Osteopath.—Prosecuted by the state board of med-
ical edui me, Phillip Sheridan Daily, an

d bi foi e Judge Marl a
in (Juan- i

i nut No. 2, Oi i a chargi
prescribing medicine without a license.
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Weir Mitchell Oration.—The Weir Mitchell oration will

he delivered by Dr. Charles W. Burr at the College of Phy-
sicians of Philadelphia, November 19, at 8:30 p. m. The
subject of the oration will be "Dr. S. Weir Mitchell as a

Physician, a Man of Science, a Man of Affairs, and a Man
of Letters."

Meeting of College of Physicians.—At the stated meeting

of the College of Physicians in Philadelphia. November 5.

Dr. Francis X. Dercum read a memoir on the late Dr.

Henry, and presented the college with a portrait of Dr.

Frederick P. Henry in behalf of his family. The scientific

papers of the meeting were by Major D. H. Gillies,

R. A. M. C, surgeon in chief of the Queens II

Facial Reconstruction at Sidcup. England, on "Plastic < >pera-

tions "ii the Xose and Eyelid." and by James 1'. Wennell,

civilian medical officer in charge of the massage department,

Military Orthopedic Hospital, Sheperd's Bush. London, on

'Tlie After-Treatment of Fractures by Massage."

Uniform Administration of Laws on Mental Diseases.

—

Plans for a wider and more uniform administration of the

law relating to mental hygiene were formulated at the first

fall meeting of the mental hygiene committee of the Public

Charities Association, October 29. The aim is to combat
scientifically the future spread of mental diseases in Penn-
sylvania. The program contemplates the management of

institutions for the treatment of the insane and epileptics,

together with other classes of mental deficiencies under the

control of a single board. The strict enforcement of the

Lanius hill, passed at the recent session "i the legislature,

for regub itions relating to mental hygiene, is urged.
Establishment of psychopathic hospitals and the

their scope of usefulness through the employment of

i In- subject gained as a result of the treatment
of mental diseases during the war, also is planned I '

'

Kopp of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane was chosen
chairman of the mental hygiene committee. Addresses were
made by Dr. E. Stanley Abbott who has accepted the post of
medical adviser of the committee. Dr. Theodore Diller,
Pittsburgh, and Dr. Thomas W. Salmon, New York City.

TENNESSEE
Sanatorium Burns. — Fire originated in the negro, male

ward in the Memphis Tuberculosis Sanatorium, October 17.

consuming the white and negro male wards and damaging
other portions of the building. All inmates were i

from the structure without casualty.

Personal.— Dr. Eugene A. Gilbert. St. Elmo, has been
'1 associate director of health for the city of Chatta-
and Dr. Edward B. Wise, city physician and director

of tin: municipal clinic. Dr. William W. Core, superin-
tendent of the Davidson County Hospital, Nashville, under-
went an operation at St. Thomas Hospital, recently, and is

reported t" be doing well.

Hospital Items.—A hospital drive was initiated at Mem-
phis, October 13, to obtain $3S0,000 for the Tri-State Non-
Sectarian Jewish Hospital. Only Jewish residents of Ten-

\rkansas and Mississippi arc being solicited, but

voluntary subscriptions will he welcome. —A hospital prop-
erly equipped lor the employment of first aid ami the per-

formance of miliar operations has been installed at the plant

»f the Harvey Steel Products Company, Jackson, under the

D rd M. 1 [em n, v.! o has .i trained nurse
to ih-hi him. The I'. S. Public Health Service announced,

7. that pending improvements to enlarge the facili-

ties of th( hospital and to hi .tall additional beds, tin- Marine
Hospital at Memphis will he closed.

TEXAS
Surgeons Elect Officers. \i thi emiann al i nvention of

the Texas Surgical Association, held m Temple, October 13

and 14. San Antonio was selected as the next |

Dr Frank Paschal, San Vntonio, was
. and I ii

. I' i. nil. I. I:. n ni s, I I iuston, was .

secretary.

Rural Health Drive Organized.- The counties of

Wichita, Bell, Williamson and Jackson have organized tor

a health drive to begin lanuarj 1 Hie State and interna-

tional health hoards will gi each of the

anil each will ' to furnish a similar amount The
work will he under the charge of a whole-time com/

with the necessary assist

District Society Meeting. \i • annual mcet-
- liatricl Medii al Ass,,, iation held

in Galveston. October 9 and 10, the following officers were
elected: president. Dr. William B. Thorning, Houston: vice

president. Dr. Moses Thompson, Beaumont, and secretary.

Dr. Jared E. Clarke, Jr., Houston. The next meet
the association will be held in April, 1920, at Beaumont.

Personal.—Dr. Clute E. Rayburn, Waco, who served over-

seas during the World War, has been commissioned Major.
M. R. C. U. S. Army. Dr. Ira C. Garst Ins been app tinted

a member of the staff of the bureau of rural sanitation , f

the state board of health. Dr. H. L. Capps has been
appointed county director in the same bureau and has been
assigned to duty at Beaumont where he will have charge
i i the rural sanitation of Jefferson County. Dr. Alexander
I'. Harrison, Austin, has been appointed director

bureau of rural sanitation of the state hoard of health, suc-

ceeding Dr. Piatt W. Covington, Austin, who has been
transferred to Kentucky. Miss Elizabeth Murford has
been appointed assistant city pathologist ol Houston, suc-

ceeding Dr. L. R. Hilliar. resigned. Dr. L. E. Parker.

Laredo, has been appointed state registrar of vital statistics

with headquarters at Austin.

VERMONT
State Association Meeting.—At the annua! meeting

Vermont State Medical Society, held in Burlington,

9 and 10, the Following officers were elected: president, Dr.

Michael F. McGuire, Montpelier'; vice president. Dr. Alan
Davidson, St. Albans; secretary. Dr. William G. Kicker. St.

ury; treasurer. Dr. David Marvin, Essex Junction:
;s, first district, Dr. James X. Jenne. Burlington

second district, Dr. Schuyler W. Hammond, Rutland, third

district. Dr. Frank E. Farmer, St. Johnsbury, fourth district.

Dr. Alanson C. Bailey, Randolph; anniversary chairman, Dr.

Charles A. Cramton, St. Johnsbury. and delegate to the

American Medical Association, Dr. Frederick T. Kidder,
Woodstock.

Program of Tuberculosis Association. — The Vermont
Tuberculosis Association has announced an ambitious pro-
gram for 1920. It is proposed to place a public health nurse
in each of the ten health districts of ii pen and
equip a number of health stations, and to secure part time
of a tuberculosis expert to consult with the physicians on
diagnosis. Tl es the open window
schoolroom ami will supply a cook, dishes, f I. clothing,

etc., to schools that will furnish a room where the children
will go : nil open windows. The children will

be warmly .clothed, and will receive two warm lunches and
a dinner at the s hool. The homes of these children will

be visited to secure the cooperation of the parents so that

they will receive practical!- ntorium care at home.
The association desires three of these rooms, each om

fifteen patients. To do the work outlined. $40,000
will he required.

WASHINGTON
Medical Building in Seattle. A medical building companj

plans to construct a ten-storj office building in Seattle for

lusive use of physicians and dentists.

Traveling Tuberculosis Clinic.— The Washington Tubei
liferent cities with a clinic

. ing picture outfit tor the exhibition of tuberculous
conditions. Local physicians supplement the visits of the

traveling clinic with health talks.

Hospital Notes. -Drs. James T. Mason, John M. Black
'

! Dwyer, Seattle, have pun h ised .i Ii ;

on which they will construct ,i in-dim hospital. It will be

ete building, five stoiics high, and will

n has been begun on the new St. Joseph's
The building will contain fifty rooms

for patients, besides wards and three operating n
As the present site ,,f St. Peter's Hospital is d<

an addition to the new Capitol site, tl

' Olympia have purchased land on which it is pro-

posed to build a new hospital.

CANADA
Personal.-Col. Wallace I M G., t Ifficc

manding tal, Folkestone, i

Toronto from overseas. Dr. John Harris

McPhedran I a I nto from overseas and has

resumed practice. Di ild I C. Withrow,
will lecture in the United
recently electl
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Univ.- unell of the raedical

ton, i tin., denies the
t th.it the clinical work

transferred to I pitals of

ind plans
building and enlai gement of the
being in hand for the purpose.

-t there has been more clinical material
I being use J.

GENERAL
Roentgenologists to Moot. The twentieth annual

"t the "
. will be held in I

Sherman.

Ohio Valley Physicians to Meet. -The annual meeting of

ition will be held in

ville, November 11 and 12, under the i L)r. J.

Country Health Conference, ["he second National Country
Health Conference meets at the LaSalle Hotel, I

r 8 to 11

i all rural instituti and their

tter health in the country.

ans Victimized. A physi notifies

it . man has been victimizing memb i

ii

-rt iii the nai

! ranklin Avenue, Philadel
n returned M lib tin

I

ul 5 feel 6 inches tall, fair,

face and >ni

Red Cross Activities in Public Health Service Hospitals.—
niaterial valued at $700,000 I

U. S. Public Health Service H
and will be i der from the officials of the

• hospital pei

men under treatment in these hospitals,
include gauze, pajamas, comfort kits, towels,

laundry bags, fracture socks, bedroom slippers, underwear

New York and New England Surgeons Elect Officers.—
At the twenty-ninth annual meeting of the New York and

(ailway Surj iation, held in New
20, under the presidency of Dr. I

president. Dr. William B. Coley, New York City; v.

J. Black, White Plains, N. Y., and
- •> re. I'a. ; treasurer. Dr. lames M.

Hamilton. Rutland, \'t. ; corresponding secreta
n N. Y., and recording secretary

n H. Reid, Troy, N. V.

Public Health Scholarships Granted. -The American Red
247 American nut

'
• ently from military

train-
hips, 123 have

< rmilting each recipient a four I

• bile the remainder have been for six,

each nurse choosing the
ive her insti u

Appeal for Louvain University Library.—The librarian of

rth the
1

eir library. The publical

titution has undertaken to
ibuted through the Inten

trongly

h ouhl be sent dire.

Public Health Officers Meet.—At the annual meeting of

in New

w
.
cre <'

.kin, Raleigh.
\n Armyot,

illiam H.
| Guilford H.

Sumner, •.. \\ . |[. p
Frankel, PI rk, and

Eenry F
^aughai k P. Ravencl. Columl i.

Kappelman, I

Ohio, and Eugene R. Kelley, Boston San Franci
the p .

. !0

Bequests and Donations. The following bequests and
donations haw recentl] been announo

lor Women and

'
i

.

r Institute 1

- mb, and Si n ml

I

ii li one third of :

held up and robl

lital, .. donal i

| Pierpont
\.« \ ..r k I

I

nun, . \m \

mt i"i .iilihiii-n.il resi . !i< misti y, ,.'

m im general ivit;

instil i

'

....
the Rock [sland Plow Company.

.
in. mi, Hos]

delphia, by Ihc will il George W EIkins.

id $2 in bi

i| il 'i ni any waj il he Jewish I

I Ii phan Asylum, and $1 ,000 I ho
consumptives, by the a I of J

FOREIGN
Dundalk Physicians Strike. In a recent cablegram it is

: thai the phj I
lundalk, Ireland, ha

striki demands for a minimum weekly salary of

i- all public ei Ii ["hey claim that their pri

1 37S a year.

•Control of Venereal Disease in Spain.—The King i

lias i " rmanent board for the

control of venereal disease, which is to make a study of the

mea ures and report bark to the government the

tendations necessan to pui the measures into effect.

Field Hospital Finally Stationed. \n American field hos-

pital which traveled fn m France, from Bordeaux
to German] I

'

ill pie, and from I

stantinople to Ekaterinburg, Russia, has finally been pi

with the southern division of General Kolcbakfs army. The
hospital has 500 beds and two operating rooms, and includes

all equipment needed for immediate operation.

Sanitary Measures on Spain-Portugal Frontier.—A French
exchai ; agreement has been signed between

and Portugal which provides Eor the compulsory decla
i in the frontier zones ol plague, cholera and yellow

fever. Also, temporarily, For smallpox, typhus, typl

i lingitis and diphtheria whenever these dis-

eases are assuming an epidemic character. Sanitary stations

are p. i
i
nlier.

Interallied Typhus Commission in Poland.—The medical
int by the Interallied League of Rei

Societies to study the typhus situation in Poland has b<

fation i
. W rsav ["hi ci immissii in is comp

oi Col Hugh S. Cumming, Washington, D. ('.. Assistant
Surgeon-General, U. S. P. II. Service, chairman: I. nut. -Col.

! .ill. hi \.n •. Mr, bral Sen ice ; Lieut. -

1 G» rge S Buchanan, Medical I I ilth, Min-
1 ib ri ol Great Britain; and Lieut.-Col. Visbecq,
Vrmj Medical Servii i

Typhus Exterminated from Serbia.—The five-year campaign
which American Red Cn ' nui ;es have been

i m
.

i phu Fever in erbia ha ended a ictoriously.
i the Serl i states that there

are now only about sixtj ry, two thirds
de. 1 )m ing 1915, ISO 000 pi i i ms dii d

from the di « a population oi 1 ISO
mans died, so thai ul one physician to

E"he now turned its efforts
rd instilling the principles of hygiene, sanitation and

i into the mind i >i thi

Institute of Social Physiology.- -This is the title to he given
to a new instituti irganized at Milan in con-

ion with the other institutes for graduate work. I

i ni

problems relating t

I ol, the manufacture oi foi

eguards for the health, applying func-
camination and psychic tests, etc. aiming

i ontrol and assist the clem
industrial schools from the standpoints both i
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pathology. Dr. L. Veratti is said to be the sponsor for this
new institution.

Some Missing Foreign Weeklies.—After an absence of
weeks or months three weeklies, the Bulletin de VAcademie
de Medecine, the Bulletin de la s Hopitaux de Paris
and the Policlinico of Rome are again appearing. The latter
has been suspended on account of a printers' strike, the issue
for July 20 not appear ,,,1 the pub-
lishers are unable to guarantee its regular appearance even
now. The Bulletin de VAcademie de Medei

i 'issued
during the several weeks of the vacation of the Academic
This is the rirst time the Academic has taken a recess since
the war began. The Bulletin des Hopitaux was also
pended for the same reason. The Societe des Hopitaux
opened its new year with a gala meeting to which were
invited all the physicians, surgeons, accoucheurs and special-
ists of all the hospitals.

LATIN AMERICA
Plague in Argentina.—According to a cablegram from

Argentina, bubonic plague has assumed a serious character
in the territory of Eprmosa, in the northeastern part of

tina.

Influenza in Bolivia.— It is reported from Chile that the

influenza epidemic is spreading throughout Bolivia and the

government is taking active measures to combat it. It is

stated that several thousands of cases have occurred at Santa
Cruz and its vicinity.

Retirement of Prof. Decoud.—Dr. Diogenes Decoud, pro-

r of surgery at the Universitj of Buenos Aires, ha

reached the age limit, has retired from his chair. Prof. A. F.

>ia has been given charge of the work until a new
incumbent can be appointed.

Smallpox in Havana.— It is reported from Havana that

smallpox cases are decreasing in number rapidly through the

effectual work of the sanitary authorities. So far. the com-
mittee on infectious diseases has considi red

i
i > i t i \ c only one

hicb sli^ws the low infectivity of the disease. The
auth irities except, however, that new cases may occur in

from eight to ten day-.

Milk Stations Conference in Chile.—There was recently

held in Chile the Congreso Nacional de Gota de Leche. A
number of papers were presented bj several phj icians. The
conclusions adopted includi ion of the Gouttes de
I. ait; visits to the children in their homes; medical assis-

tance; improvement of milk supply; treatment of parents with
infectious diseases, etc.

New Methods for Teaching Hygiene in Buenos Aires.—The
National Council of Education has authorized the trial in

I
hygiene

I I

ndamental prin-

ciples of practical usefulness the truth of which 1

demonstrated, and to furnish this in as objective ;•

practicable. The purpose is to give the children some practical

Ige that may be necessary for the p

their health, and in such a form that they will

lly and it will be impressed on them for life. Dr.

Montellaito ha- already furn

including
the com;-

I microbes, their destruction, etc. Similar
charts will be employed to show tl of the different

ed proph) lactic me

Deaths in the Profession.— Dr. Juan B. Fuentcs, •

ina, and
d with the public health service. Dr.

I. Rezende, formerly prosector al the Rio de Janeiro medical
faculty, but for main years practicing medicine at S. Paulo,

— Dr. C. M. de Novaes, n surgeon and
urologi • ... Also from S. Paulo is i

th. death of I Jr. G. Ellis, pin sici II

and president Medicina e '

and of Dr. J. Valeriano de Sou/ .

-Dr. Alfredo Port..,

i Rio <' Jam
frequent writer on sul ed with this specialty. He
succumbed in the mtdsl of rol u

scratch infection from a patient with erysipelas— Mr L
Cianc :

, an official radiologist for the Bui
faculty, recently died at tin- age of jo from injuries
during the performance of his duties.

Government Services

Personnel of the Modical Corps
Up to Oct. 31, 1919, there had been. from the

Medical rs , which tab
! m the service. The Resi

cers, including. 1 b. .

20c. lieutenant-colonels. 900 majors, 1,551 captains .

lieutenants.

British Medical Officers Decorated
In recognition of their services during the late war. the

conferred the Distinguish Medal on
' .en. Sir Anthonj Bowlby and M
I A. M. C. The Secretary of War desij
b rritte W. treland to represent the Pr<

ferring these de chich were presented in -\

General Bowlby. while serving with the British Expeditionary
France, placed his knoi rpcrience at thi
merican Expediti

ninent orthopedic surgeon and
- irgery in th,

gave most valual

methods of the sick and wounded of the American Expi
ami also in th.- instruction of American Army surgeons in the branch
ol surgery for which he is noted.

Distinguished Service Medal
The Distinguished Service Medal ha led to the

following medical officers:

of Embarkation,
controlling

them against disease. ,| during

I S Vrm
surgeon, Port of Embarkation, 11. .1,,.

and administered with required
for accommodation of tra

as for the large number .a sick .,. returning

Other Awards
Gray G. Holladay, Lieut., I S Navy, R. F.. Portsmouth

Washing! u

by receiving a decoratii
| um .

I 'i: •it. Blue Mountain, Miss., who went
inter as a member of tlic American Com-

•o Serbia, has been awarded lb.

i/ .. has
been awarded the Croix de Guerre, with citation bj tl i

French Army Corps, order No. I I

,ir the farm

mental aid stations; although um
and his "l

Educational Service Report

tl ion. ill,, balai i

to resume their obi occupation, am

14,010 m Jul-. August. Mi
gaged in making and weaving textiles, ri

fiber work, vv.od working and occupatio
1 ami binding mat. rial, are u

pitals, wi

with 55 per cent, in July, -17 per cenl in

May, and 43 per cenl. in April.

Reception to Surgcnn-f,.
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Gen. Merritte \\ . Ireland. Surgeon-General, U. S.

Army, ami Mrs Ireland, and officers and ladies of the

General's Department stationed in Washington ami

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY. RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

New H W. J I
I '''

I

£tanl< jr. A »

-Gchlc J N

MICH
Mden, - J

PhiUdeli i

l" \1

.

Foreign Correspondence

BUENOS AIRES LETTER
BuENi '.ill

Public Assistance Difficulties

Tlic progressive increase in the prices of drugs and foods

the constant economic difficulties with which

the public assistance department of this capital i-

struggling This is in part due to the fact that we have con-

stant!) with us an enormous number of patients from all over

the country, half of whom '1" not properlj belong here rhe

surgical and medical equipment is deficient and the surgical

service is maintained onlj through the public spirt of the

ins in charge. These difficulties have can ed the

authorities to make attempts to increase the hospital funds.

charge of the public assistance have requested the

the people, in order to provide clothing, shoes,

orthopedic apparatus, transportation, etc., for the indigent

patients. The commission appointed to this effect has

obtained quite a large number of contributions, but on

account of its expenses and the little success that attended
• the public sales, the funds obtained have not been

by tar as lai ted.

Influenza Epidemic

The epidemic of influenza has spread all over the country

and has even reached the neighboring citj of Montevideo.

In this city the increase of cases of influenza as well as

ia has continued, although so far it has not assumed

an epidemic character. The investigations carried out by the

menl of public health showed the pi

of the pneumococcus, streptococcus and the Pfeiffer bacillus.

ted, although without presenting anj

experimental data, that the only etiologic agent of the influ-

enzal affections is the pneumococcus. and holds that the

strcptor '•iffer bacillus are only varieties

m On this theory he has prepared a special

pneumococcic vaccine which has been employed as a pre-

ventive and curative agent on a very large scale throughout
try and which is very popular amoi

ubsequently for the equine meningo-
encephalitis, foot and mouth disease, pupp>
There I an increase of the mortality caused by

pulmonai - e national department of public

health ha- been compelled to mobilize il

- eral commissions have been s<

are now visiting I Estero
•Tiarca. The secretary. l)r Te6fiIo Lecour, has visited

and made a
•

ei tion of all the coast
• • permanent sanitary organizations as well as

rily to combat influenza.

Creation of Public Health Stations

ment has under consideration thi

public health offices at Jujuy, La Rioja
-ilta.

Rat Eradication

The national as under consideration a bill for

Its, in order to prevent the

ubonic plague, isolated cases of which
in different region, of this country.

University Exchange

The Spanish Cult' noa Aires gives

annually at its expense a university course which is given

by some prominent Spanish profe- or. Thi

in charge is Dr Vugusto Pi j Sutler, thi I physi-

thi Medical School ol Barcelona rhe firsl lecture,

•-; i v i- n J ill v -'<>. was a marked SUCCeSS I be complete course

will consist ol from eighteen to twenty five lessons in this

i in addition some lectures in Rosai io, I oi doba,

Montevideo and othei cities In the first lecture he empha
M/ed the existei - ness through whi< h

lements maintain their balance. This sensitive

ness acts through the nerves and humoral chemical agent-.

Montevideo pi luding Drs Pou Orfila, Pratl and
Morelli, have also given some lectures in the Scl 1 ol

il Bui nos Vires 1 >i Pedro ( !huto, who i

arrived from the United States, has also given a set

the surgical lessons learned during the wai

Malaria

\ a resuli of the il I- ol the Rivet Paraguay there have
erved a number ol malaria foci in the district ol

Formosa, and a sanitarj campaign lias been arranged to

. ontri 1 the spread of the disease.

Second Tuberculosis Conference

econd national tuberculosis conference was held al the

i, September 6. There*was in connection with

ilic exposition devoted to illustrate the prophylaxis

of tuberculosis. The secretarj oi foreign affairs and public

assistance delivered an address expressing the interest of the

government in having tuberculosis prophylaxis and treatment

lai ed on a sound basis, for which purpose a bill has already

been introduced in congress. The discussions were somewhat
iome "i the participants having shown too much

feeling ill their remarks. While no papers of an) special

importance wire presented, a certain uniformity was observed

in the plans submitted. It was decided to advise the creation

"i dispensaries which will act as centers for assistance, selec-

tion oi hospital cases and preventive education, this being
supplemented by visits to the homes and assistance whenever
required. The establishment of a sanatorium for each hun-
dred thousand inhabitants was also advocated, as well as tlic

creation of special tuberculosis hospitals and seaside or moun-
tain sanatoriums when needed. The strict application of mea-
sures of sanitary supervision on foodstuffs, servants, public
offices and public places was also recommended. In addition.

the recommendations included the construction on a larger
scale than heretofore of low-priced houses, the improvement
of the measures for infant welfare, extension of the anti-

tuberculosis and antialcoholic propaganda, especially in the

schools, and the enforcement oi a - v stem of eompulsor)
reporting of the disease and assistance to indigent families.

In order to carry out these purposes, there was advocated the
creation of a special independent commission with its own
appropriations which would appoint special commissions under
its jurisdiction. The pending governmental bill was indorsed,
although it was considered necessary to have some system of
compulsory health insurance.

New Tuberculosis Dispensary

The Argentina association for the prevention of tuberculosis
has opened a new dispensary called Eduardo Wilde in one of
the most populous sections nf the city. The dispensary is

provided with modern equipment, the funds for this purpose
having been obtained through popular contributions.

Narcotic Legislation

The campaign again-t the use of habit-forming drugs has
recently been given new impulse, and the existing laws are
being enforced rigidly.

MEXICO LETTER
Mi m.o. Oct, 26, 1919.

The Opium Case

The large quantity of opium which was found by the poll,,

in a privao house, and which was believed to be intended to

[led into the United States, has been confiscated by
the autl have placed il at the disposal of the

i public health. Tin value oi the confiscated opium
i- estimated as about $22,000.

The Mexican Medical Association

The Mexican Medical Association ha decided to address a
petition to the House of Representatives, explaining the

advantages that will accrue to the people in general, and the

nal classes in particular, from the adoption of a

law that will restrict the practice of medicine and allied pro-
I'

I dul) licen I hi- law would put an end
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to the serious harm that the quacks are doing at present in

this country. The association has decided to grant annually
two prizes of 250 pesos ($125) each, which will be granted to

medical students who have completed the third year and are
poor, honest and studious. The prizes will he granted by a
jury consisting of two of the professors (the dean and one
of the third-year professors), two of the officers of the Mexi-
can Medical Association, and one third-year medical
who will not be eligible to the prize on account of his pecu-
niary position. It has been decided to adopt an emblem for
the members, which will consist of an enamel button on which
will appear engraved the traditional staff and serpent of
Esculapius.

The Field Nurses

The war department has ordered that hereafter the nurses
belonging to the sanitary corps of the army will serve only in

the hospitals, and that on no account will they be
to the troops on the field as done heretofore. This is due to
the fact that some of them have complained of abuses. The
services previously rendered by female nurses will hereafter
be rendered by male nurses.

New Bacteriologic Department

There I in the construction of a pavilion for the
National Bacteriological Institute, which will be devoted to
the study and growth of the most dangerous germs,
the Yersin plague bacillus and the cholera vibrio. Some of
the cultures of these bacteria, which the laboratory

have been lost, and new ones have been i

from American laboratories. It is expected thai :'

building will give the necessary protection to prevent the
d laboratory epidemics, and will permit at tl

preparation of large quantities of anticholera serum
and antiplague vaccine for use as required.

Sanitary Conditions

The federal sanitary authorities, as well as those of the
state of Colima. have denied the occurrence of yellow fever
cases in that state; but the m respondents continue
to assert that cases of that disease have occurred there.

Malaria has presented itself in epidemic form in Iguala in

the state of Guerrero, a great number of deaths having been
reported. The same thing is happening in Tuxpan and its

vicinity, in the oil region of the state of Veracruz, where
there have occurred a number of case, of hemoglobinuric

and several deaths.

The port of Tampico has established a quarantine against
ships from Havana on account of the smallpox epidemic
reported from that city.

Yellow fever continues to be present in Yucatan.

LONDON LETTER
London, Oct. 8. 1919.

Rabies in England

Sir Stewart Stockman, chief veterinarj officer of tbi

dturc and fisheries, has reviewed the position of
i in recent years in his annual

'1 he dise dicated in 1902 by the mu
and stringent n

i quarantine covei
of the disease. For sixteen years these measures ha

effective, but conditions arising out of the war have
the disease to be introduced from the continent. It first

I
in Devonshire in September, 1918. A veterinary

r was sent down to report on the mysteriou
d that they v.

An order was issued prohibiting movement of

ornwall and Devon and enforcing mu
an area round Plymouth, which wa- afterwai
certain district 9 in thi

of the year, 112 cases were observed. Immediate muzzling
applied, ami in the numbei

thly in the 1
1
ing :sted di

lytic form, which t urtailed I

and their ability to bite.

• human
I tten So far there has I

' ta among twenrj om
red by rabid di gs during their run are

given. In one case it was 20 miles; bul because it ha

a man, tin ill going strong, [n

case the distance was 50 miles, when the animal was slv:

while still going strong.

The Mortality of the Tuberculous After
Sanatorium Treatment

The Medical Research Committee lias issued a report on
the after-histories of patients discharged from the King
Edward VII Sanatorium, which is important because of the

large proportion of patients it -

those discharged from the sanatorium since its foundation
in 1V14, only 3.S per cent, were nol traced. The present study
is based on a record ol seven years, covering 1.055 men am!
1,064 women. Patients admitted in the incipient stage showed
a mortality five or six times as great as thai

populatii een fifteen and
twenty times as great: advanced ca es nearly forty times as

great. The smallest rtality was among patient.

ged when the disea

[rawn that r< i sanatorium
be prolonged a iossible. In the treatment, tuber-

culin proved disappointing. The method of admin
was that advocated by Bandelier and Roepke, which approxi-

ie "reactionless" method of Sahli and Trudeau. No
appreciable effect, good or bad. could be traced.

The Ministry of Health: Consultative Councils

When the ministry of health bill was before Parliament, it

1

ir that the ministry when established would
subjects within its provim
to include men and women with

full practical know] tions on which the
would be asked to advise. In the act, these bodies are called

consultative councils. In the case of England they will con-
the Consultative Council on medical and allied service-.

ultative com > i health administrat ii

sultative council on general health questions, The
councils will consist of twentj members each, including a

chairman and vice chairman, but they ina\ for special pur-
tppoint committees in order that they may have the

hat particular

dered with the help of tl

Tin' membership I th< consultative council

eral health question,, which will also he tw

number, I at least half of its

members will be women.
To the consultative council on medical and allied

w ill be n proh! il development
and ext( and midwifery work, and
it is pri 'i"

i ed that Fi

with the arrangi

1 than the council itself. Its mernl i

been chosen from the fields of specialist medicine and sur

gery, general practice, both private and insurance, the pnM
health services, the v.

I icularh
mothers and ii pital adraini

and the application of other bram <• to medicine.
It is intended that when q

affect the nursing and midwifi

i its own m
midw ives am

il, who have
I

(ions.

inal health insurance will

as its name il

(sickness, disablement and maternity > bj

under the insurance acts. It- membership
persons familiar with the work of all the principal types ol

approved so<

luncil on I

will en dministrative probl
i in alth -ei

Miliar with the

ind
i

i" law

A New Journal

The first numb r of a

Abstract tppeared It is produi •

Midi' a 1
:

a . a e

Medical Supplement I

during the war in 1918 » 1 1 1 1 tl
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i

of informing our army medical staff of the inventions and
'he enemy, though it soon became something

review of foreign literature in general. Vfter tin-

war it ceased with the review. The present periodical will

be published monthly, and its animal subscription prii

The first number, which appeared during the present month,

contains 130 pages in wo thirds is occupied

with reviews, and the remain. lor with abstracts. There are

irtments which have been allotted to editors: surgery,

Mr W. ti Spencer; medicine, l>r J, D, Rolleston; pa

and bacteriology, Dr. W. Bulloch; neurology, l'i F. M. R.

Dr. W. S rl >w and Dr.

the reviews are: "Spina

rcnl Dislocation of the Sh
royed by Injury and Disease";

d and Paratyphoid
"Malaria";

Diseasi

rgic Encephalitis." The reviews arc all written by

I take the usual h>rm of critical summaries ol

nt literature of a subject. In Some cases the writer

farther and brought old classical papers into the

which thus tends to income an essaj The abstracts

are in most cases also written by the editors. As the names
would indicate, the work has been well done, hut it bj no

eld of medical literature, most of the

eluded. The periodical should prove
. engaged in research or interested in

particular subjects, but, like most publ 'lie kind.

very little of it is pabulum tor the general reader.

PARIS LETTER
Paris. Oct. 16. 1919.

Provisions Made for War Orphans

federation of departmental associations of

Ichildren has gained widespread recognition

lately in view of the great work it is doing for the war
The federation is composed of eight

contribute to the support of 200,000 war
1918 it has distributed to these

mi of 15 million ft

deration has also taken the initiative in founding

rium for heliotherapy ,-» altitude, in France.

rill bi For the treatment of patients suffer-

m surgical tuberculosis. Mme. I. Stern has already

I a million francs toward the project, hut a much
sum is needed plan can he realized. It is

•he sanatorium in the department id'

ntales (Southern France), in the vicinity of

The University of Strasbourg

having aga:n 1 e me French, university circles are
irking out plans in order to make sure

that the old Universitj of Strasbourg -hall not fall behind
i ntitled. The University of

in fact, three hundred years old. While its

official foundation dates from 1621. its earliest beginnings
really extend hack into the sixteenth century. Moreover,

• bad not waited for the end of the war before

entrani 22 1911 course conducted
. ii was inaugurated The other out-,, were soon

ent in temporarily; officers

Itrucl i| in civil life were also placed

hy the military authorities at the disposal of the faculties.

i inducted
I ' nch had

hibited hy the German authorities and
lii t were subject to severe penalties. It

rt on tin- part of all the

.: men who formerly had had a

idapt themselves
in this language.

or. that is not the most delicate question. I
I

difficult bow the University of Stt

t affairs that it

re the war it had more than 2,000 students, half

,f wh rraine Half the

iermans; these it will, of course, lose. It will also

the natural cours* of events and bj

natural from Lorraine who hereto-

fore attended the University of Strasbourg, for these will

doubtless he drawn toward Nancy. The result has been that

this yeat Strasbourg has matriculated onlj 800 students,

which seems to be the maximum that thi local field i-- able

i.. furnish. This number i- too small to constitute a great

university. We have in France halt ,i do/on univet itie

that have a larger attendance th.m this. The necessity
: pro\ tding the uni> et sitj « ith > m inj

good course- and a- many attractive features as possible,

to induce a large contingent ol students from out-

Ci to take up theil studil S here.

Whatever may he done in the Inline, one may gain sonic

idea of the present status of the medical faculty of this

institution from the following :

1 1, i
> ,n i twi ntj profess* n lal cl ["hi theoretical and

practical instruction is given, then, bj twenty lull

sor- and twenty-four assistants (charges de cours). This

instruction is open to students mplclcd their

il Studies, including physics, chemistry and the

natural sciences, and to those who .no preparing, according
to the German system, for their state examination (Staats-

examen ).

\ special coursi "f instruction will he established for

Students who are to,, far advanced in their medical

to tin- mode ol instt ui tii >n i i the ' ierman facul-

ties to continue according to the French plan without con-
siderable loss of time. These students will he attached, in

thi capacity ol licentiates (stagiaires), to some service of

medicine or to a service of general surgery. Fur-

e, special courses in clinical medicine (Professors

Bard and Blum), in clinical surgery (Professors Sencert
and Stolz), in pathologic anatomy and in general pathology
h.ne been provided for these advanced students.

Medical Fees in Industrial Accidents

The schedule of medical fees provided hy the law per-

taining to industrial accidents dates Lack to 1905. Living
conditions having completely changed, especially since the

war, this schedule was no longer in harmony with the high

cost of living. In view of this fact, the insurance companies,
acting in accord with the delegates of »Jie Syndicats medicaux
Ac France, requested that Senator Bienvenu-Martin should
serve as arbitrator in establishing a new schedule of medi-
cal tees iii industrial accidents. The arbitrator so chosen
litis decided that the schedule in force at the present time
shall he provisionally increased 100 per cent.

Exchange of Professors Between France and Italy

The plan for the exchange of professors between France
and Italy has been definitely worked out. This project,

which has been under advisement for several years, is based
on the desirability of each of the two countries possessing
an exact knowledge of the other, and on the thought that in

this manner a soil of common intellectual atmosphere might
he created between the two nations. Such a plan of exchange
will give the French and Italian professors of all ranks defi-

nite mission- outside of their native Country, which will

afford ;m opportunity for an extended sojourn during which
a friendly nation can be studied at first hand. It is also
thought that scientific research will be facilitated by this

innovation.
French Society of Medical History

III.- Soi let.' franchise d'histoirc et de medecine has resumed
in of holding monthly meetings. At a recent meet

ing, the president. Dr. Jeanselme, professor of cutaneous and
syphilitic diseases at the Faculte de medecine de Paris, pre-
sented a very interesting communication, illustrated by

Hihs, on the medical manuscripts preserved in the

National Library. Professor Roger, dean of the Faculte de
ine de Paris, announced a plan for the creation of a

i ' rical medical museum, designed to sene as a depository
of gifts received from the members of the society.

Wounds Received by Physicians at the Hands
of Insane Patients

the risks connected with the medical profession
there is one to which alienists an- particularly exposed.
Within the space of a few days, two physicians of Paris

uffer on thi- aci mnl Mr. Rogues do Fursac,
physician-in-chiei of tin asylum of Ville-Evrard, was seri-
ously wounded hy an insane patient who struck him in the

of the heart with a saw-file. The attendant who
accompanied the phj rounds was able partially
to parry the weapon, which inflicted, however, a deep lung
wound, cau ing copious hemoptysis. A few days previously,
l>' 1 1" physician-in-chief of the sanatorium of Ville-
Fvrard, had been severely wounded in the head by an insane
patient who had leaped at him with the intention of cutting
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his face with a broken bottle. In spite of the severity of
their wounds, these two alienists do not appear I

suffered a mortal injury.

Meeting of Gynecologists and Obstetricians

The first meeting of the Association des gynecologies et

obstetriciens de langue franchise was held recently. Among
the six subjects discussed at the meeting (The Journal,
Aug. 23. 1919. p. 622). three are of especial interest: ( 1 ) the
serodiagnosis of pregnancy; (2) rising early from childbed,

and (3) operative treatment of cancer of the cervix of the

uterus.

The Serodiagnosis of Pregnancy

Dr. Bar, professor of clinical obstetrics at the Faculte de

medecine de Paris, and Dr. Ecalle presented a report on the

subject "f serodiagnosis of pregnancy, in which they dis-

cussed the advantages derivable at the present time from
recent discoveries in regard to biologic reactions produced
when substances of fetal origin are allowed to penetrate the

maternal organism. The complement fixation method pos-

sesses verj slight practical value, they find. The dialytic
i tlie Abderhalden test) is deser i r atten-

tion. The bl I serum of pregnant women when brought in

contact with placenta always doubles the amount of pla-

cental albumin; the reaction is always positive. The reac-

tion seems to be little influenced by the stage of the

pregnancy. It appears first during the second month
tion and disappears generally during the three week-
ing accouchement. In extra-uterine pregnancies the reaction

is always positive if the embryo is living; it may become
negative if the fetus is dead. The intensity of the reaction

erally diminished if some form of intoxication is

present. Besides, it is important to note that the blood
serum of nonpregnant women gives a positive reaction in

3i per cent, of the cases. The diagnostic value of this

method is therefore subject to important restrictions.

Furthermore, the attempt has been made to base the diag-

nosis of pregnancy on the increase of antitryptic power, but

Bar and Ecalle do not think that this increase would be of

any aid in the diagnosis of doubtful pregnancy, especially

in view pf the fact that the increase is definite and con-

stant during the last months of pregnancy. The clinical

advantages of these biologic reactions, difficult and delicate

of control, as they are, seem rather slight and are not at

all commensurate with the labor that they necessitate. All

1. part in the discussion were
virtually of the same opinion. All emphasized the fact that

the researches in question, and particularly the Abderhalden
test, were of an extremely delicate nature and subject to

numerous sources of error.

Rising Early from Childbed

In his report on the subject of rising early front childbed,

Dr. Bourcart of Geneva called

tages connected with patients keeping their beds I

after accouchement: they grow anemic, their abdominal mus-
ical discharge i- hampered, the chances

Of infection are increase'!, uterine involution is retarded.

ted, and, finally, thi

milk is diminished, Early rising from chili

possible t -
<•

i '"I all the e disad\ an

i, betti r and the bid "1 cin nlal It is

understood that it is necessary that normal

ditions i fore a patie.it is

get up. It is a very good practice to institui

lominal muscles before allowing the patient I

iromotes the return of normal intra-

abdominal conditions.

Deaths

Marriages

' ihio, to Mi
n, < Ihio,

i 17

Mark Alexander f
. rim in. M to Miss

i Clary Brothers, at Rah er 8

Ml-s DoroUl) I'.. item; in.

Newport, K. I., at New York City, '

i\k\. Springfield, 111. .to Mi,, Mabel
rainier Cowdifl of t l.apin, 111., ( Icti ber 27

Arthur II ui Parch er, EIlsw rth, Me., to Miss Winifred
Ethel Hassall, i

Robert Taylor Wilson © Baltimore; University of Mary-
land, Baltimore. 1881; aged 59;

,iit Infirmary, Baltimore; consulting physician and
of the Hospital for Consumptives; surgeon to the

Hospital foi V. iryland; president ol >

Relief Association of Maryland: formerly as
ing secretary to the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of
Maryland; died at his home. October 6, from heart disease.

Horace Perkins Mackechnie, Somervilfe, Mass.; Bellevue
liege, 1879; . er of the

Massachusetts Medical Society; formerly principal of the
Green Mountain Institute, and later of the I incoln
Somerville; om of the Somerville Mi
a i a member of the staff of the Somerville H
its organization; died at his home, October 17, from heart
disease.

John Miiller, Chicago; College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, Keokuk, Iowa, 1876; aged 78, for lour years r
of languages at the University ol I psala, S
preter at the Oriental Congress in Stockholm; lecturer at the
(Jniversita Populari, Milan. Italy; once lecturer and demon
Strator of anatomy at St. Louis Medical College; died in

Alexian Brothers Hospital. Chicago. October 24.

Junius Merwin Hall * Chicago; College of Physicians and
the I ; d 68; for four-

i in lectoi under the health commis-
1 vi ni duty during thi i pidemic

of 1880 and 1881 . fi i man] years
I the attending

ii Memorial Hospital; died at his home.
30, from cirrhosis of the liver.

Albert C. H. Barge + \ ton.,. \ \ :
I ong Island College

Ho- pital. Brooklyn, 1911; aged 32; gynecologist to

ll lending gyne-
[ill Dispi d at Ins bom

1, from diphtheria

Orlando T. Maynard * Elyria. Ohio; Eclectic Medical
; Western Reserve University,
a member of the staff ol the

Elj ria Memo! i

from heart disease.

Wellington Clark Ellis, Swiss, W. Va. ; Barnes .Medical

St. Louis. 1910; aged ' ,,: "bo was injured in an
automobile wreck near t harleston, S. i

. October 5, in which
his wife was instantly killed, died from bis injurie

ber 9.

Edward Tracy Robinson, Chicago; Bennett
1

to Sheridan. Wyo., was instantlj killed, July 25, v.

car ran off a bridge, crushing I >r. Robi th it.

Icidor Perlstein, Streetcr. X. lb; Harvard University
Medical Scl I, 1912; aged 37; a i tant physician to the
Colonial Sanitarium Minn : Am] at the Mayo
i linic, Rochester, September 23, from bi

Charles Edward Berkeley Duncombe, Si

Hi ge, I oronto, < inl L.R.C.P I

• d 55; was killed instantly in a colli

ant mobiles at Brantford, Ont., Septeml

Franklin Levi Hope, Tuni
Nashville, Tenn., 1882; aged o2: for one term

.
ili.il at bis home,

28, from acute dilatation of the bean.

Albert Christian Amundson, Cambridge, Wis.; New York
-.

. New Yorl
hi on quai kei ) ; died at bis home,

in carcinoma

John F. Mulholland, Jordan. Mum ; Northwestern '

,i >

Christian Kachclmachcr + Fargo, N l»
;

]

at a hotel in I h

in the Vlexian Brotl

Thomas F. Leech.
. il Wai in which he

il d al hi- llo,::.
I

t
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Francis Drennan Fletcher * Capt., M. R. C, U. S. Ainu,

Id, 111.: Rusi 19; died

ngland, July 30, ti\v days after an i
:

for p. stric ulcer,

Joseph Dozier Bancroft, Birmingham, Ma.; Vanderbill
'.. Nashville, 1 cm. . 1894: aged 47; a mem

ition of the Statt < Vlabama; .lied,

- It-.

Fletcher T. Farwell * Friend, Nel . Ensworth Central

Medical College, St. Joseph, Mo., 1909; aged -4": a member
of tlu- I ird; died at Ins home, October in. from
<-•

Arthur M. Smith. ilil .
Univi

Southern California. ' ; l: died in the

g H spiral, Los Angeles, August 19, from i

Elmer Barwis, Trenton. N". J.j Universitj of Pennsylvania,

,1 69; a member «i the Medical Society

: died at his home, September 9, from angina

Luther Holt, Iuka. III.: Washington University, Si

ed ?7; a member of the Illinois State Medical

at his home, August 23, from valvular heart

Angus MacDonald, St. Paul: McGill University, Montreal,
• resident of the Ramsey County Medical

. died at his home. October 11. from cerebral hemor
rhaite.

Rov Clyde P>-nn, Delaware. Wis.; University of Illinois,

I [ospital, Mil-

wauk. 14 from valvular heart disease.

William W. Sanders, DeKalb, Texas: University of Ten-

Nashville, 1868; aged 80: president of a bank in

in his hank. Oct..her 2.

J. F. Ullman, Simpson, Kan. (license, Kansas. 1901

66; a practitioner foi years: died in the Beloit

. k.i- H - tal, October 7, from nephritis.

Emmett H. Robertson, Dalles, Ga.; Memphis (Tenn.) Hos-

pital Mi »S; aged 49; died at his home,

r 11, fr..m an ace: ning.

Robert Green Holloway, Port Royal, Va.; University of

Philadelphia, 1856; aged 86; a Confederate

veteran: died at his home, October 14.

Willett Wells Brown * Montclair, X. J.: New York
H ithic Medical College. 1910; aged 36; died at his

hom. pneumi mia.

Harry F. Walsh, Crawfordsville, Ind. ; Northwestern Uni-
icago, 1898; ied at his

home. September 14. from par.

J. D. Sasser + Middleton, Tenn.; University of Louisville,

in the Baptist Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.. August IT. from nephritis.

Charles E. Paul, I. itch. Louis ("ollege of

lied al his home,
- im heart disi

Martin Franklin VanBuren, Tacoma. Wash.; University

\nn Arbor. 1871; aged 65; died at his home,
- II. from heart disease.

Carl Addison Allen f Mass : Long Island College

klyn, 1874; aged 11: died at bis hon
- 11. from tubercuh

Simon M. Dubin, Philadelphia: University of Berne.

"J: died at his home. Ocl
from valvular heart

August J. Beyer, Carmine femphis (Teni
pital Medical I 37 in a hospital in

William S. Mundhenk, Bi

October

Riley B. Womack, Prendergast, Teni
ind killed in an affray ne

Tenn., S

Louis Joseph Roy, fndi University of

61 ; died at his

Adolph Ludwig Barcus Philadelphia; Jefl

I
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SOME MORE MISBRANDED NOSTRUMS

Tubbs' Bilious Man's Friend. The Tubbs Medicine Com-

pany. River Falls, Wis., shipped .. quantity of "Tubbs' B liou

Man's Friend" in August. 1916, In March. 1918, an informa

tmn was tiled against the concern charging that the product

was misbranded. 'I lie Bureau of Chemistry reported thai

analysis showed the preparation to in- a water-alcohol solu-

tion of sugar and pi.mi extractives (rhubarb) with a very

small amount of aromatics. The preparation was falsely

and fraudulently advertised as a remedy for liver and kidney

troubles, rheumatism, backache, indigestion, scurvy, worms,

piles, malaria, and as a preventive oi appendicitis and rheu-

matism. It was further misbranded in that the label declared

the presence of 20 per cent, alcohol when, as a matter of

fact, the product contained only 1.12 per cent, of alcohol.

In July, 1918, the company pleaded guilty and was fined $100.

{Notice of Judgment A'..'. 6461; issued Oct 18, 1919.]

Fruitatives.—In June, September and October, 1918, some

266 large packages and 388 small packages of "Fruitatives"

were shipped from Fruitatives. Ltd., Ogdcnsburg, N. Y.. into

the slate of Maine. The federal authorities declared the

product misbranded, first, because the claims and pictorial

devices on the label were false and misleading in that they

conveyed the impression that the laxative properties of the

product were due to the fruit or fruit extracts, "when in fact

they were not"; second, that the nostrum was labeled as

"antiseptic" which it was not; third, the "patent medicine"

STRENGTHENS THE

STOMACH AND I.IVER

tniClENTIN BIU0US-

NESS:R[tl(VESlltlM05T

OBSriNATK-
SFlMUIATtS IHEKJMEYS
AIDS IN CLEARING THE

PtjR:FUM HOOP TON! >

tip IHCNEAVOUS SYSTFM

AND REFRESHENS THE

WHOI E SYSTF

bore the inscription "harmless" which "was false and mis-

leading in that it was not harmless but contained an active

poison mix vot I
chnin)." The stulT was further

randed becau i I the false and misleading

claims of curative effect, such as:

"Sir ^tnmricli and liver.*'!ngthens
. ..ii- ys."

o purify the blood; tones up the

. . . Recurring li

stem."

Backache.'

vernment's cases came on for hearing in December,
1918, and February, 1919. The products were condemned

di ed that they should be destroyed by the

United States marshal. [Notices '7 Judgment A... 6459 and
ied 919.]

Deerfield Water.— In August. 1916, .he Deerfield Mineral
ii- eld, .. quantity of

" 'Triple Hi i r" which was adul-
terated and misbranded. In '1

i ch, 1918, an information was
• .i i!i l.ii ..I a.lul-
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terated "for the reason that it consisted in part of a filthy,

decomposed and putrid animal and vegetable substance." It

was declared misbranded because the labels "falsely and
fraudulently represented it as a cure for stomach trouble,

kidney disease, uric acid poisoning and liver troubles when
in truth and in fact it was not." It was further alleged to

be misbranded because the quantity of the contents was not

plainly and conspicuously marked on the package. In Feb-
ruary, 1919, the company pleaded guilty and was fined $50
and costs.

—

[Notice of Judgment No. 6482; issued Oct. IS,

1919.]

Robinson Spring Water.—This product has been the sub-

ject of previous seizures on the part of the federal authorities

because of false claims made tor it. In December. 1917.

C L. Bradley of Pocahontas. Miss., shipped twenty-five crates

each containing one S-gallon bottle of Robinson Spring

TASTES GOOD DRINK DOES THE WORK

FOR INDIGESTION
RHEUMATISM GOUT
DROPSY BAIL STONES;

F$@@1j!fl§@N §£ RljN Q S. C O.

Water from Mississippi to Louisiana. In January. 1918. a

libel for the seizure of this watei was filed on the

that it was misbranded. It was charged that the claims

that this water was effective in Bright's di-<

gout, rheumatism, indigestion, etc.. were false and fraudu-

lent. In February, 1918. the court entered a judgment of

condemnation and forfeiture and ordered that the product

should be released on the payment of 'be pro-

and the execution of a bond.

—

[Notice of Judgment
No. 6467; issued Oct. IS, 1919.]

Mederine.— In May. 1917, the Northern Drug Company of

Duluth. Minn, shipped in interstate commerce a quantity of

"Mederine" which was misbranded. In July. 1918, an infor-

mation was filed against the COmpa
istry analyzed the product and reported it to be i

a water-alcohol solution containing sugar, potassium

methyl salicylate, salicylic acid, glycerin and laxative plant

extractives. It was declared misbranded because it was
ind fraudulently represented to be a cure for chronic

Constipation, indigestion, liver complaint, "catarrh," rheuma-
tism, eczema, all blood and skin diseases, 1

pimples, gout, "blood taint," etc, "whereas in truth

and in facl n was not." In July, 1918, I

guilty and was fined $5.

—

[Notice of Judgment A
I
1' 19.]

Correspondence

"THE INFLUENCE OF DESICCATION ON HUMAN
NORMAL ISOHEMAGGLUTININS"

To the Editor:— In The Journal, t October 18, Karsner and
• described the deterioration of normal hum
ins within from two to three* weeks and loss of

city w i th in from three

drying of serums. Owing to the practical importanci

subject in view of the wide adoption i

ici urn dried • m i o\ er l, April

_'7 1918, p. 1221 i.i of additional

f some intei

For si

only that drying rabbit antihuman serum in filter paper after

the method of Noguchi results in affording a good method
for preserving and handling antihuman hemolysin, but also

that the use of these papers vie!
I in of the

corpuscles in the conduct of complement fixation tests than
serums preserved in the fluid state. During the past year, two
of my students, .Sands and West (Experiments on the Removal
of Hemagglutinins from Rabbit Antihuman Sera, /. Immunol..
to be published), have found that drying these immune
serums at room temperature usually results in some deteriora-

tion of the hemagglutinins, affording an explanation of the

better n bserved in the conduct of comple-
ment fixation test- with dried antihuman serum, owii

reduction or removal of the very bothersome hemagglutinins.

Studies were then made on the influence on hemagglutinins
and hemolysins in normal human scrums for the corpuscles

of persons and certain of the hover animals, of drying the

serums at room temperatures on cover glasses as described

by Sanford and in filter paper, as described 1\ Hartman
ournal, Nov. Id, 1918, p. 1658). The general results

of this investigation (Kolmer, J. A.: The Influence i

cation on Natural Hemolysins and hemagglutinins in Human
Sera. /. Immunol., to he published I. were to show that both

lutinins and hemolysins in i normal human scrums
frequent!) undergo considerable deterioration within the first

mth daj after drying. However, when human
containing large amounts of these hemagglutinins were

i cover glasses and properlj preserved

in a refri described by Sanford, satisfactory agglu-

tination tests were observed over a period of two |

weeks at least. Unfortunately, 1 did not test the specificity

of the agglutinins in dried serums, as have Karsner and
Koeckert, and their observations along this line arc unique
and of considerable interest and worthy of further St

am quite sure that it is unwise rel n

hemagglutination reactions with dried serums in

unless preliminary tests havi

that specific agglutinins remain in the serum fir at least a

week alter drying. The natural hemolysins in human
for tin- i ns and certain of the lot

mals \sire found even slightly more susceptible • di

tii ii by desi< i

While immune hemagglutinin, as that for hum
puscles, produced in rabbits ls a result ,,f immunization with

human blood ,.1 urns are

i nt in the serum of a well immu-
nized rabbit is s,, large th; erum has beet

on covet i the latter have been kept in a

l ion lo yield

strong and verj iti results. The problem at hand
is the production of these immune agglutinin
the four types of human corpuscles. 1 hope to bi aid. to

reporl my experiments in this field in the near future, but

t that multiple inji inj one

eles in rabbits results in the

and that the group
tinins foi 'lie other typi

be reino\ ed b) nieih. ids i 'I absi aptioll. Tile '

produce

agglutinatini

pusclcs and tl" facilitate the lypii

I may also state in this connection that ll

reiving on agglutination ti ching of

i tor to transfusion

of an investigation on hemolysins and agglutit

human serums for tl and the lower
animals, conducted b) M. E. Trist, \ M Flick and
i \ Stud) of the Natural Thcrmolabili

nis and Hemagglutinins in Human Sera in Relation

to tb. Wassermanr \m. !. Syphilis, to be pub-

lished), it was found thai hemolysins maj
serums free of agglutinin for the sain. ind it is

n . follow ing I

aggltitin
'

i liminarj

tion i.a

stlitahb
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with Karsnor ami Koeckert tint undried serums put up in

small capillary tubes are better adapted
•mis; but sinct both hemagglutinins and

hemolysins in normal human serums ar< ptible to

heat, the serums should be kepi at or near the

John A. Kot mik. M.D., Philadelphia.

-DBSENSITIZATION OF PERSONS AGAINST
IVY POISON"

To Ike dilot Apropos of Di n tide in

Tiik .1"
: persons

,. In the winti 8 I was pi ac-

liills in Napa
I , where nearly all the underbrush i

oak. Naturally there were man) cases •!' poisonini

' menace lif< th( male mil SCS, who
had formerly been veo susceptible to the poison, had devcl-

t immunity so that he could e.

out the - plant with impunity. When pressed for

• he relate. 1 how he had begun by eati

portions of the crushed berries and had gradually increased

it until lie could eat half a dozen berries at a time.

He kept himself immune by occasional!) eating some of the

With this as a basis we experimented with some of

the help who could be persuaded to try the treatment. \t

use. I the lurries and later the tincture ol rhus

• Iron. The results were very gratifying: many who
uere pn ptible developed and maintained a good

t immunity. The tincture seemed to work as well

as the berries. We also found that, if susceptible patients.

themselves, would, within an hour after

ill i . sed skin surfaces with ah i ih il

line ma ed) they would escape the usual attack

ititis. This is probably due to the fact that the

poison from the skin before it has time

to act. Since this experience 1 have used these two preven-

tive measures in my private practice with very decided

-uccess. [.- F. Abbott, M.D., Ontario, Calif.

VITAMINS AI.D THE BALANCED DIET

To re. lietitians have of late years stressed the

fact that a balanced diet is necessary for the maintenance

health; we are told the number of calories needed

depend . ,n the work or strain the
|

during. These
arc represented by a certain amount of proteids, car-

liohydrates, fats, and vitamins (whatever they are). The
fats and carbohydrates supply the fuel to run the machinery

of the body, and the proteids and vitamins do thi

Id there must amounl of

. . as found in the parts of

• we must at least once a da) eat some raw

• s in the form of a salad. 1 have given the matter

ally in the treatment of pellagrins, and.

my treatment has been feeding the patient on what

e the i rreel principle of a balanced ration,

to the ideas mentioned above. Now, I

am up in the air since reading in the Saturday Evening Post

an article by the explorer Stephanssen, who states that for

three years he and 1 1 in the arcti

on seal meat and seal blubber; he had no bread, vegetables

.y kind, neither did he have salt. Occasionally

by killing a polar hear, but with that

ii, men and dogs lived wholly on meat—not a man
il healthy and

and weighed more than when they began the trip. Will some
:n explain?

J. M. Buchanan, M.D., Meridian, M
Turner Hospital.

[Comment.—The pertinent comment of our correspondent

illustrates the limitations of present day knowledge with

to the subject of diet. Assuming, for the purpose of

the argument, that the description of the explorer's sources

of food in the arctic region is an adequate and reliable state-

ment, it d i nol nece sarily follow thai die currently advo
cati d principles ol diet< tii Ch< nei d i ii

n hit ii is measured in tei ms of calories, is uni> en ill)

admitted ["he f I fuel can be supplied in the form of more
than one food, the preferenci i Eten being determined by the

adaptability of the individual to ihe utili ation ol the partii

ular mixture of nutrients furnished The question of the

need of "roughage," such 3 ,!i1
' and fruits pro

irolves the mechanism ol the emptying of the bowel.
i

I
peis., ns living iindi i modern conditions thi n cem

to be need "i a mechanical stimulus to facilitate the move-
ments; yel the behavior of the suckling infant deriving iis

nourishment from ii ted milk must serve as a

againsl sweeping gcnerali ations as to the need of

til pel al all times. Again there is no

reason to assume that the arctic diet referred to is utterly

i vitamins. Many of the oils contain the fat-soluble

vitamin. Water soluble (antin uritii I vitamin is present

in certain animal tissues, notably liver and other glandular

Meat is apparentl) not rich in this vitamin; but a

liberal use of meat along with glandular organs sometimes

classed as meat might suppl) enough of this essential. Who
knows how much vitamin of an) sort a human adult requires

for mere maintenance? We are not arguing for the i reel

lence of the diet reported nor can we assert that it is even

a possibility without some accessory items which hai

haps failed to be enumerated in an explorer's hast) descrip

tion. J et ii is not so radically untenable as might seem on
tirst analysis. What our correspondent seeks to secure in

his "balanced diet" might be obtainable in some measure and
in far less advantageous proportions through rations of an
entirely different charactei Perhaps some dietitian can
explain, as requested We suspect that the reply will include

an admission that much remains to be ascertained. In most
cases the science of nutrition has merely succeeded in justi-

fying dietary practices that were in vogue long before ill'

principles of metabolism were being investigated.

—

Editok.]

Queries and Minor Notes

Anonymous Communications ami queries on postal cards will not

be noticed. Every letter must contain the writer's name and address,

but these will be omitted, on request.

AMERICANIZATION FROM THE PHYSICIAN'S POINT
Ol- VIEW

To the Editor:—Can you direct me to literature on the subject of

rii .tnization, from the ph] point of view?
T. C. Hodgson, .Ml).. East Berlin, Conn.

Answer.—The following references will he found of

interest :

Medical Aspects of Immigration. The Journal, Dec. 30, 1911, p.
-M42.

Knox, II. A.: The Moron and the Study of Alien Defectives. The
ran. 11. 191.1, p. 10

Blanchard, w riu NeM I [ration ..- It Affects Orthopedic
Surgery, Thi Journal, Oct. 11. 1913, p. 1350.

Problem of Feebleminded Among Immigrants, The Journal, fan.
IX. 1913, p. 209.

Immigration Problem of the Future, The Journal, Jan. 30, 1915,
p. 44.1.

m Ii Present Health Conditions in Europe and Their Rela-
tion to This Country in the Coming Months. The Iournal, May 8,

1915, p. 1607.

The Carnegie Corporation has undertaken a national study

of the methods of Americanization of immigrants in the

United States. The work is to be done by ten divisions. The
di i

i ii on health standards and care is under the direction

ol Mh hail M. Davis, Jr., director of the Boston Dispensary,
Mass.

Care of the Eyes.—Continued use of the eyes for a long
time at close work is harmful to a child, even with perfect

eves. Therefore, it is very important to rest the eyes every
few minutes wdiencver using them for close work, such as
studying and writing. No work or study is important enough
to be persisted in at the expense of injury to the eyes.—W. M.
Carhart, Pub. Health, Michigan, September, 1919.
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Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

Book Notices

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Arkansas: Little Rock, Nov. 11-12. Sec. Regular Board, Dr. T. J.

Brinkley. Sec. Eclectic Board, Dr. Claude E. Lay
Garrison Ave.. Fort Smith.

Connecticut: New Haven. Nov. 11-12. Sec. Regular Board. Dr.
Charles A. Tuttle, 196 York St.. New Haven. Sec. Homeopathic
Board. Dr. Edwin C. M. Hall, 82 Grand Ave., N .. II

Eclectic Board, Dr. Tames E. Hair. 730 State St., Bridgeport.
Delaware: Dover, Dec. 9-11. Sec. Regular Board. Dr. P -

Dover. Sec. Homeopathic Board, Dr. H. W. If . 324 U
St., Wilmington. Pres. Medical Council, Dr. Henry W. Hriggs, 1026
Jackson St., Wilmington.

Florida: Tampa. Dec. 1-2. Sec, Regular Board, Dr. Wm. M. Rowlett,
Citizens' Bank Building, Tampa.

I US: Chicago, Dec. 1-3. Mr. F. C. Dodds, Supt. of Registration,
Springfield.

Iowa: Des Moiness. Dec. 16-18. Sec., Dr. (iuilford H. Sumner,
Capitol Bldg., Di - M
Kentucky: Louisville, Dec. 2. Sec., Dr. A. F. McCormack, 532 W.

Main St.. Louisville.

[ANA: New Orleans, Dec. 1-3. Sec, Regular Board. Dr. E. W.
Mahler, 141 Elk Place. New Orleans.
Maine: Portland. Nov. 12 13. Sec, Dr. Frank W. Searle, 776

St., Portland.
Marwand: Baltimore. Dec. 9-12. Sec, Dr. .T. McP. Scott, 137 W.

n St.. Hagerstown.
mi-setts: Boston. Nov. 1113. Sec. Dr. Walter P. Bowers,

!. No. 1 Beacon St.. Boston.
Nebraska: Lincoln, Nov. 12-14. Sec. Dr. H. I. Lclmhoff. 514 First

Nat'l Bank Bldg., Lincoln.

Ohio: Columbus, Dec. 2-4. Sec. Dr. IL M. Platter, Sta

bus.
Carolina: Columbia. Nov. 10. Sec. Dr. A. Earle Boozer,

mpton St.. Columbia.
Texas: Galveston, Nov. 18-20. Sec. Dr. M. F. Bettencourt, Mart

T.
Virginia: Richmond. Dec. 9-12. Sec, Dr. J. W. Preston. 511 MtBain

Bldg., Roanoke.

Virginia June Examination

Dr. J. W. Preston, secretary of the Virginia State Board

of Medical Kxaminers, reports the written examinati

at Richmond, June 17-20. 1919. The examination covered

9 subjects and included 90 questions. An average of 75 per

cent. was required to pass. Of the 49 candidates examined,

44 passed and 5 failed. Twenty-three candidates were

licensed through reciprocity. Eleven candidates were

licensed on Army and Navy credentials. One candidate was
granted an osteopathic reciprocity license. The following

colleges were represented :

College passed
Medical College (1914)

I
. . .(1916) 89, (1918) 81, (191

University of Maryland I

(1891) 76
Columbia University
North Carolina Medical College. .(1917) 83, (1918) :

:
. (1919) 79

College of Medicine (191S) K2
(1915) 89, (1919)

Pennsylvania (1918) 87
.1 College of Pennsylvania (1*95) 77

I .liege of Virginia (1917) 89, (1918) 85. 87. (1919)
85. 87, 87, 87, 89

, irginia (1914) 92, (1917) 89, (1919) 81, 85, 86, 88,
I, 91. 93

University of Catania (1912) 77

failed

Medical College of Virginia (1901) 57, (1917) 67. ( 1918) 60, 63, 64

Year H
Grad. with

Virginia

(1914) N

(1915) I

(1911) N ( arolina

-ED BY enixo
, Certificate

College or cum from
n University (I

' i luisvillc

tj (1 I i U.S. Navj
(1913), H 116) i

I my. (1914) I

I .liege of Virginia

LICENSED THROUGH RECIPROCITY

' >wn University
i niversity

University
- irgeons

Medical i olli .

University (191

Baltimore. .. .(1903),
Johns i

i rsity

, t Maryland (1913), (1915).
I

ll -! Med, < ol
I York.
i

i ne, Richmond

The American Illustrated Medical Dictionary. A New and Com-
plete Dictionary of the Terms Used in Medicine, Surgery, Dentistry,
Pharmacy, Chemistry, Nursing, Veterinary Science. Biologj
Biography, Etc., with the Pronunciation, Derivation, and D
including much Collateral Information of an Encyclopedic Character;

with New and Elaborate Tabli Muscles. Nerves.
! :c. ; of Bacilli. Bacteria. Diplococci, Micrococci, Streptococci!

and Leukomams. Weights and Measures, Eponymic Tables
of Diseases. Operations, Signs and Symptoms, Stains, Tests. Methods
of Treatment, Etc. By W. A. Newman Dorland. A.M.. M.D.,
F.A.C.S. Tenth Edition. Leather. Price. $5.50. Pp. 1201. Phila-
delphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1919.

This new edition contains several hundred new words.
Aside from this important fact, the dictionary remains much
as usual—a complete and valuable work containing many
convenient tables and charts, and a complete historical refer-
ence, for which the editor of the dictionary is indebted to Dr.
Fielding H. Garrison. Unfortunately, a dictionary cannot
discriminate but must define. At the very beginning of the

e learn that capital "A" is a symbol for argon; also

mimodation, acetum, anode and anterior;
and that little "a" is (1) an abbreviation for accommodation,
ampere, anode, anterior, aqua, water, and artcria; (2) symbol
for /.'/el/ acidity. This unfortunate condition deserve- si me
remedy but, unfortunately, the dictionary can only point out
the evil, not remedy it. In the same way other linguistic

novelties may be noted until the tina! Z. '/..' Z." which con-
cludes the book. However, this review might well conclude
with a statement especially true concerning the book under
discussion, but not always so true in many book reviews in

which it frequently appears, namely," "This is an exceedingly
instructive and interesting reference work."

olocy and Treatment.
By J. Renfrew White. M I!.. F.l Cloth. Price, $3. Pp. 144,
with 37 illustrations. New York Paul B. Hoeber, 1919.

I in- deals with the many difficult problems involved in the

management of chronic traumatic osteomyelitis. The key-
i the hook is thoroughness: a complete preoperative

hgoing operation, and painstaking

treatment. Every phase of the disease, from beginning to

end. is carefully considered, and the logic of each
ut is made clear by exposition of ihe pathologic con-

dition it is intended to correct. We might desire a more
critical discussion of the subject of bone regeneration, and

value has Keen lefl unsaid concerning the cla

ithogenesis and roentgenologic diagnosis of bone
sequestrums. As an example, it may be pointed out that a

bone sequestrum, being dead, is avascular and does not
rption; the surrounding living hone '

from disuse and a- a result of the inflammatory
. in addition, tin- sequestrum e ther lies in a

pus or is embedded in granulations; therefore, sequestrums
tend to cast denser shadows in roentgenograms than ,

living hone, and are surrounded b

shallow

very important characteristics are illustrated in the
:i apparent!

i author's a

k is. nevertheless, an excellent work and a practical
contribution to medical literature.

ArrLiBD Anatomy an ! IV. The M
By V

Pp. 334 with 197 illustrations. Pin..,

This hook discusses the mechanism of bodil) mo
and descrihes the principal types of muscular i

mg limi thej an performed, how the} react on the body, and
how they may be utilized in the prevent and cure
tain defi formities It

mechanics ol the most intricat< and perfect roach

devised the human bod)

d in the ortl
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the population of Prussia as

strong association between low economic status and .i low

cancer death rate. On the contrary, the mortality rate, ;\t the

ages at which the cancer rate is significant, decreases with
.in advance along the economii scale This conclusion is

made possible by the fact that the company has th

si i ol polii j hold< i -. ill aw n from
nomic strata of the population.

SIGNIFICANT CANCER STATISTICS

\ valuable collection of statistics bearing on cancer has

been published by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
1:235 [July] 1919). The data

ithered during a six-year period of investiga

were recorded, a death rate of 70

per hundred tl rsons exposed. The peculiar value

- in their detail, for they give the inci-

: cancer in the various age periods of life, and make

a distill.
- nd color of the population. A significant

paragraph in the rep rt. from the standpoint of general inter-

death rates in this present experience,

li ndar years, and relating in all to fifty million

; ir no decisive upward or

ird tendency for all age classes combined." Accord-

cancer was responsible for

f all deaths, and stood sixth in importance as

a cause of death. The cancer death rate among whites for

one and two thirds greater for females

- males; while, in the colored population, it wa
• ;iter for females than for males. These dis-

crepancies do ii< -t begin to appear until the twenty-fifth year

; '.4. w hen the

death rate for males and that for females becomes again

qual, in the whites; hut an - the difference

irked. While white females

have the up, negro males have

far the ite males, cancer was the cause

r cent, of all deaths; among white females, 8.5 per

cent.; a-- . and anions

females. 52 per cent. Cancer of the stomach and of the liver

cancer deaths. As explaining the

males is the fact that cancer of

• the breast occasioned 20.9

of the total cancer

death r neum, intestine and rectum
; iations in the

if life were found to

• 3.7 per hundred thousand

nd 4. the cancer death rate

1, between the ages of 10 and 14.

then mounts rapidly een the age

i

and then to 99.3 in the age period of 35 to 4-4. In the latter

•narked increases occur in the mortality from cancer

of the female genital organs and of the breast.

stantiation was found for the current opinion that there is a

Medicolegal

Railroad Bureau Misinforming as to Quarantine

(Jhsus.-v v. Ptrnisylvmia I 106 (II, R, 137)

pi
. me I i -hi t of Ni [i .

i that, Oct 10. 10lf>.

tlu- plaintiff's husband, l>\ teli phi
i rom

m.itioii bureau al the defendant's main station in New Vork
advice as to whether the quarantine in the state of Virginia,

which had been declared mtile paralysis, had
been lifted, stating that his wife and baby wanted to make
a trip tn Petersburg to see their people there. In reply to

Ins question, he was told thai the quarantine had been lifted,

and that it would be -ale for hi vife to go, I lo-

tion was incorrei line still prevailed. Acting

on it. however, the plaintifl boarded a Pullman car attached

to the defendant's train, at the station in Newark. This cat

went through to Petersburg, being hauled over th<

dant's road to Washington, al which point it was transferred

to the Richmond. Fredericksburg S Potomai Railroad I om
pany. After the car was transferred to the latter compan]

its train, its conductor entered the car

a,nd told the plaintiff that she and her infant child would have
to leave the train, as it was against the law to take children

into \ irginia, and this she did. She claimed that the distress

and mortification of her expulsion so affected her that she

became sick to such an extent that she was confined to her

bed, on her return home, for two weeks, and was unable to

have the house for two months. But, assuming that the

ion bureau was acting within the scope of its agency
in informing the plaintiff's husband as to the condition of

the quarantine laws of the state of Virginia, the court holds

that the defendant company could not he held responsibli

for the illness of the plaintiff, for two reasons: In the first

place, if it was produced by her improper removal from the

car. that was a matter between her and the other railroad

company. In the second place, although physical sickness

dt from mental worry produced by the wrongful act

of another, it is not the necessary or natural consequence of

the mental condition, and so cannot be said to be the proxi

mate consequence of the wrong done. The only liability

resting on the defendant, assuming that such liability existed

at all, was to restore to the plaintiff the money which its

inaccurate information caused her to expend, there 1 ing no
suggestion that the time wasted by her on her abortive trip

produced any other financial loss.

Exhibiting Injured Limbs to Jury

(Turnb'otti v. Kansas City Rys. Co. (.Mo.), 211 S. IV. R. 41)

The Supreme Court of Missouri, Division 2, in affirming a

judgment in favor of the pla 3 years old1

, for the

loss of b .1 tional on the amount of the judgment
being reduced by remittitur from $30,000 to $25,000. which

.t there was no error in permitting the

plaintiff to exhibit his injured limbs to the jury. The court

says that one of the facts at issue in the case was whether
further amputations of the injured limbs would be necessary.

The surgeon •..' m when the plaintiff's

feet v. ere amputated testified that the limbs were amputated
r the ankle joint, ami that, owing to the fact that

the bone grew fastei than the surrounding skin, the bone
now pre- 'he skin at the place of amputation; that

this was a frequent occurrence in cases of this kind among
persons under 18 years of age; and that it would he necessary

h leg and remove about 2 incite.;

of the ei [eon stated that the pressure
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of the end against the skin was plainly visible. Thereafter

the plaintiff's injured limbs were exhibited to the jury that

the latter might see the exact appearance of the ends of

amputated limbs. The court has no hesitancy in saying that

the exhibition of the injured limbs to the jury did not con-

stitute error. The general rule is that evidence of this kind

is admissible, when material to the issue, subject, however,
to the right of the trial court in the exercise of a sound
discretion to prevent unnecessary abuses in the offering of

such evidence.

Charges Filed in Time for Revocation of License

{Lewis V. State Board of Medical Examiners (Co.), 99 S. E. K. 147)

The Court of Appeals of Georgia, Division 1. in this case

wherein defendant Lewis appealed to the superior court

from an order of the state board of medical examiners that

his license to practice medicine be revoked, holds that the

evidence in the case demanded the verdict directed by the

court against the defendant, and affirms the judgment of the

superior court ordering that the license of defendant Lewis,

authorizing him to practice medicine in G be revoked

and his name removed from the record of all and any clerk

of the superior court of the state. The court of appeals says

toat the defendant had been convicted of a misdemeanor,

larceny after trust, in that when he had been intrusted with

$5 by a woman to purchase a railway ticket for her, which

cost $1.30. he failed and refused to return the balance. This

was the only charge that the board relied on in the superior

court, and it was on this charge that the verdict against the

defendant was directed.

Acting under the Act of 1913, the state board of medical

examiners. June 12, 1916. after hearing evidence on certain

charges against the defendant, one of them being thai he

had been convicted of a crime involving moral turpitude,

found the charges to be true, and ordered that his li<

revoked and his name removed from the records of the clerk

of the superior court. The defendant, on the sal

entered his appeal, which was duly certified bj

of the board and filed in the office of the clerk of the

court, June 16, 1916. So far as the record showed, thi

nothing to indicate that the case was ever called until it

"came on regularly for trial at the Octo

the superior court, at which time the bo;

written charges against the defendant, which

I
by the clerk of the court, dated April 8, 1918, The

defendant contended that this did not meet the requit

of the law; but the court of appeals holds that there was

no error in refusing to dismiss the written charges preferred

oard against the defendant, on the ground that they

; filed at the proper time. No time is fixed by the

statute when the board shall preter written charges after an

appeal has been entered by the defendant. It was argued

that the same rule should apply here as in cases of an award
by arbitrators; but there would appear to lie a cli

I etween tin- effi an award am
of the state I

Heal examiners. The award by

arbitrators is binding on no one, and is of I

whatever, until turned and en minutes

of the proper court, while tl b) the State b

If, and is final

unless set asidi

Nor did the court err. there being no thai the

judgment in the criminal case was void, in refusing I

mil the defendant to introduce evideni I

showing thai be was not in point of fact guilt

involving moral turpitude, of which he had bi

since the judgment of a court of competent jurisdicti

n.it l.r impeached collaterally, but is to be taken and held as

a valid judgment until it is reversed or set aside by tl

rendering it.

The writ of error in this riginally filed in the

urt having by formal order trans-

ferred it to this court, tin- transfer of the quivalenl

which the defendant attempted to raise by the writ

made.

Society Proceedings

COMING MEETINGS
American Child Hygier. Isheville, X. C, ?

Southern Medical Association. Asheville, X. I'. Nov.
i Minnesota Medical Assn., Mankato, Dec. t-2.

iican Bacteriol.

Sui Epical Association, New I

Western Surgical Association, Kansas City. Dec. 5-6.

12 13.

:. 30-31.

MINNESOTA STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Fifty First Annual Meeting, held in Minneapolis, Oct. 1-3,1919

The President, Dr. George Douglas Head, Minnea
in the Chair

Protein Sensitization in Asthma and Hay-Fever

Dr. A. H. Sanford, Rochester: A group of protein sensi-

tized persons consisted, first, of those who were sensitive

to animal emanations, in which group there were twenty-

eight persons, the largest number of reactions being to horse

dander; and secondly, of a small group sensitive to chicken

feathers. Three of these were likewise sensitive to egg
white, egg yolk and whole egg, and also to the meat of

chicken. The food asthmatics, numbering 100 persons, were

subdivided on the type of reaction, although many persons

had little in their history to indicate that the particular reac-

tion bad much to do with their asthmatic condition. The
irotant group, comprising exactly one fourth of the

members of the food group, were those who reacted to grain.

Ten of these twenty-five were placed in a doubtful group,

three because of their age, as asthma coming on after 40 is

not usually due to protein sensitization, and the other seven

because of repeated evideni chitis which made it

seem that infection was the chief factor, although food can-

not be excluded entirely. Fifteen of the twenty-five were

definitely sensitized to the cereals named. Wheat pr :

I
common offender of this group, although ryi

sionallj ri u ions. The attempt to use "war bread"

ntioned as bringing to light the fact that there were

many food asthmatics. While quite a number of patients

iti e to les, there were reallj VI

i
inch influence

asthma. Potato is probably one of the worst offenders

among tin- vegi

of their symptoms by omitting this vegetable from the diet.

Fruits have very little to do with asthma, although banana
marked reactions, and one case was

edly i\ut.- to this fruit. One of the most important

who develop asthma after hay-

fever, These persons are classed among the seasonal asth-

matics, as the pollens of certain weeds, notably ragweed,

casionally timothy, are respi their hay-fever.

s are best bandied by eliminating particular

foods from thi itive to animal emanations

:
proteins, and

treated with a sen.

Il< n. startinf

.1 of their hay-fever. Asthma
without first considering the patient's history ami

whether he may be sensitive to some particular protein.

Treatment of Dermatologic and Syphilitic Cases in the

University of Minnesota Dispensary

[OHN BUT! in and 11. G. IRVINE,

I tment of syphilitics admitted

Minnesota dispensa mined b)

jnize (li

early primary syphilis will;

and a negative Wasserjnann reaction: <
_'

> early syphilis with

a chancre and glandulat adenopath) ami i positivi

maun reaction ; ( .! i

enital s\philis
; (5)

. and ( 7 i visceral syphilis,
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m twelve to eighteen do henamin

in courses of from foui I

.

. f arsphenamin arc given three courses of mer-

given twice weekly.

i hereditary syphilis, the arsphenamin and mercury

treatment is used as in the acquired cases, but the

• m being used.

The mercuric salicylate intramuscular injections or internal

.1 m. syphilis of the speci:

ted indi-

require intensive treatment

The diagnosis and energetic

treatmei I

philis should I" emphasized,
ul. I not

and the need phenamin ami

lished case is imperative.

Treatment of Tuberculosis of the Spine

Dr. H. W. M 100 patients operated

peration, 48 per cent, had had symptoms

cent ave a historj of

• cent had tuberculosis in other organs, the

ritoneum, etc.. before symptoms

in the spine. Following operation, patients

.n average of six weeks

followed b) a Tayl

rorn for from six months to one year. However, no

rule can be laid down a.- to the p

This must be left to the judgment of the attending surgeon.

nic care and the Kollier sunshine treatment

arc advisable. Children under S years of age, and adults

uch as pulmonary lesions

i ighty-six per cent, of the patients

cal symptoms; 8 per cent, died; 3 per

cent 1 n heard fi per cent, are

unimpi
Surgery of the Kidney

Da. E. S. Judd. Rochester: Of nineteen cases of pelvic

nine patients required operations because of a patlio-

the kidney. In the other ten cases, the

rently functioning normally. Tin

lly not an indication for operative treat-

i
- in which intermittent hydi

treatment may offer some aid. hut the

In cases of injui

i re hematuria, early explora-

ible, as infection may result if procrastination

nephrectomy may he

-idering hydronephi

the ureter causes ultimate atrophy of

followed this

in my experience. Kidney tissue will recscr and

n normally after release of a ureter that has been

The usual cau nephrosis

•. of urine over a long period. This may
be due ' ey or to thi pressure

advised « itli

there is mechanical deformity of

ii may be indicated,

ire not always satisfactory. The hema-
kidney usually demand

usually bilateral.

may be in-

i

curs bilaterally in prostatic

ind bladder stone. If it is unilateral, nephrec-

indicated; if it is bilateral, drainage and removal

of the stone from one kidney at a time appears

the Iks- of the kidney, if the disease

one kidney, nephrectomy should be d

bilateral ne kidney is only slightly invol

ild be removed. If active tuber-

culosis exists in the kidney, a healed or fairly active lesion

in the hmg is not a conti to removal. Benign
tumors .m- rare Polycystic disease is more frequent, but

is not essentially surgical. Experience with tin- Ro\ ing

operation has not been satisfactory, l.nK removal ol hyper-

nephroma offers a fair prognosis. In advanced cases, radium
should be employed. I In carcinomas a in chil-

dren will generally recur it removed. Nephrectomy was per-

formed on 239 patients, with a mortality --i 1.9 pei cenl

aths were in ca - ulosis, one of

chronic nephritis and bilateral pleuritis, two oi pyonephrosis,

ami one i infeel mm and

sis and acute nephritis.

Hypertension in Its Clinical Aspects

Ok. F. J. H D ie i i ignosis between

essentia] hypertension and renal hypertension is often very

icularly in the ambulant cases usually encoun-

tered in private practice. The factors "f special importance

mating a case as n ei values in the

pressure readings, tin- degree -i anemia, the frequent occur-

rence of gastric and respiratory symptoms, and lastly, the

e evi di of one f the n nal Eun< I ii -i-.il tei I .

hi the test fur nitrogen retention products and more typical

such .is albuminui - retinitis and albuminuria

hyposthenia. Moderate hypertension usually occurs iii hyper-

thyroidism and in pituitary diseasi It is characterized also

In increase in the pulse pressure. It is difficult to say

whether e.isvs at the menopause are due to disorders of the

glands of internal secretion or whether the time of occur-

I, and that it may In- due I- - Other

causes. We are certain, however, that there is nothing uni-

form about the elevation of blood pressure in women at the

menopause. In mitral and aortic insufficiency there is usually

. an increase in the blood pressure, and the increase in the

pulse pressure of aortic insufficiencj is strikingly demon-
strated when these cases are studied. Asthma, in our expe-

rience, has not shown any cases of hypertension. Diabetes

per se is probably not < - ypertension. In lea ',

poisoning we find a uniform elevation in our readings. In

the decrescent type of arteriosclerosis there is an -
I

of blood pressure in a small percentage of cases, but renal

complications are the rule. In syphilis, although there are

certain features, such as intracranial disease, aortic insuf-

and nephritis, which make for high pressures; yet

there is a certain percentage oi cases in which there is an
ii of blood pressure, moderate in degree, and not

I these lesions. We cannot

maticaliy to what this is due; nevertheless, certain cases of

syphilis show a hypertension aside from the causes mentioned.

Tuberculosis of the Thyroid

Drs. W. A. P nd A. (.'. Broe
I Chester: In

seven cases of tuberculosis of the thyroid, the ill

were made following thyroidectomy. Three of the patients

m . ph ii -1 findings, thyroid signs, and basal
Iii rates typical of high grade exophthalmic goiter.

showed inn' Ii parenchymatous hyper-
trophy, as is usual in exophthalmic goiter. Two patients
had mild but definite hypi one probably had
hyperthyroidism, ami one had no symptoms or findings indi-

cative of exophthalmic goiter. The latter four patients had
small, hard, nodular glan-l rcinoma of the

n of three of these disclosed
a great deal of gland destruction with a slight amount of

i- hypertrophy. '1 hi had no sj mp-
toms of hyperthyroidism owing to tin- very extensive destruc-

the parenchyma of the- gland. The striking point in

ases is that in six of them signs of hyperthyroidism
1

- culous hi-.
- -K ement, the

ire the toxic symptoms. There was nothing decisive
to indicate that tuberculosis preceded the hyperthyroidism

ei foci were Ei -n -n One patient had
myxedema following operation.

Treatment of Empyema by a Closed Method
Dr. Frank M. Man.son, Worthington : A 7 mm. trocar

with cannula is introduced into the pleural cavity. The
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trocar is withdrawn, leaving the cannula in place until a

24 F. catheter, with one terminal and two lateral openings,

has been introduced. The pus is withdrawn with a 30 c.c.

Liier syringe. Then, from 20 to 50 c.c. of surgical solution

of chlorinated soda are injected into the cavity and sucked
in and out to dissolve the fibrinous masses. The cavity is

then nearly filled with this solution, which remains for from
ten to thirty-one minutes. The treatment is repeated from
four to six times in the twenty-four hours, the frequency
depending on the condition of the patient and the rapidity

with which the pus accumulates. The tube remains clamped
except when aspirating or injecting. All cases are controlled

by laboratory count. \Vhen the discharge becomes sterile to

culture and the cavity has diminished to a capacity of 15 or

20 c.c, the tube is withdrawn and the opening allowed to

heal. Of forty-three patients treated by this method, all were
cured; none had to have secondary operations.

Palliative Treatment Versus the Radical Treatment
of Trifacial Neuralgia

Dr. V W. Adson. Rochester: The average duration of the

trouble in 310 patients was seven years. There were fifty-

two ophthalmic division involvements; 237 supramaxillary

n involvements, and 228 mandibular division involve-

ments; 805 alcohol injections were administered, and seventy-

one extractions of teeth, ninety-three avulsions or resections

of peripheral branches, eleven nasal operations, and eleven

mandible operations were done. Ninety-five patients sub-

mitted to radical operations; nine of these were ganglionec-

tomies; four were removals of gasserian tumors; forty-nine

were avulsions or resections of the posterior root, and thirty-

three were incisions of the posterior root. Five of the radical

operations were secondary, being due to incomplete division

of the posterior root at the primary operation. Of the four

deaths, two were due to hemorrhage, one to meningitis and

one to senility. In making a summary of the results, it is

found that in this group of 318 patients there was a total

of 1.008 palliative surgical treatments, including 805 alcohol

injections and 203 other palliative procedures. Since only

ninety patients have had the radical operation with a con-

sequent relief from pain, the remaining 22S are still seeking

relief by temporary methods. I am convinced, after dividing

terior rool in seventy-four cases, that, after one or

hoi injections, the radical operation is indicated in

ible cases in preference to the continuation of pallia-

tive procedures.
(To be continued)

DELAWARE STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY
Annual Meeting, held in I mi 14. 1919

The President, Dr. L. S. ' linden, in the Chair

Diseases of the Bile Ducts and Gallbladder

Dr. I. J. MacCollum, Wyoming: Micro-organisms are

not found in normal bile; and when bile contains bacteria, a

disease exists. This diseased state may i

active symptoms and lead to immediate deleterious

influences, but is a constant source of langer should t! ere

an intercurrent disease or should the person's vitality

lowered by overwork, nervous or mental exhaustion,

ne gastro-inti rbance. All inflammatory
^ of the gallbladder pre-: llstones. Bac-

'iave been thrown out of soluti

crystallizi d epithelial cells, a plug of

and inflammatory debris n undation

on which gallstones are formed. A gallstone maj I

mant in the gallbladder for years and never give ri i

mptoms unless tin;
I inflam-

mation; or unless the duct becomes occluded and stagnation

enters or starts

to enter a duct. The diagnosis of cholelithiasis is not diffi-

cult in in which the symp-
toms are vague and ill defined, tin- physician is taxed to the

limit. The treatment a well regulated diet with

absence of rich and fat foods, outdoor exercise, vegetables,

large quantities of water, cold baths, and alkalis internally.

The bowels should be kept regular, and systematic habits
encouraged. Operation should be performed for repeated
attacks of colic even if there is no jaundice present.

DISCI"

Dr. James A. Drapfr. Wilmington: In the maj
cases of gallbladder diseases, a careful examination will give
evidence of previous inflammation of the appendix. Fre-
quently .ihoid. In all cases of hydrops, the gall-

bladder should be removed. These cases are practically

always caused by a stone impacted in the cystic duct. Drain-
age, as a rule, is unsatisfactory. Flu stone remains impacted,
and chronic signs follow the drainage operation. The only
satisfactory treatment in these cases is cholecystectomy and
complete removal of the gallbladder.

Tuberculosis

Dr. Albert Robin. Wilmington: Patients with tuberculosis

may be classified into two groups: those having tuberculous
infection without symptoms, and those who have tuberculous
disease with certain definite manifestations. In other words,
undoubtedly many persons are infected with tuberculosis
whose immunity is sufficient to keep the pathologic process
in abeyance. Such individuals are not aware of their infec-

tion, which is at times discovered in the course of an exami-
nation for some other disease. The group that interests us
is that in which the patient presents a symptom with or with-
out physical signs. It is in this group that a careful study of

the symptoms will greatly minimize error. Of the symptoms
that are most suggestive arc: functional atonic dyspepsia;
hyperchlorhydria ; nausea with or without vomiting, or intes-

tinal indigestion with diarrhea; persistent tachycardia; loss

of weight and. generally, a slight elevation of temperature.
In my experience, the majority of patients with early tuber-

culosis present these symptoms long before the development
of cough, night sweats and localized physical si.yns. Tuber-

is essentially a toxemia. Almost at any stage, the

physical signs connoting the underlying pathologic lesions

present and should be looked tor. Frequent exami-
nations of the sputum should be made, the discovery of
tubercle bacilli being conclusive evidence of the existence of
tuberculosis. Failure to find tubercle bacilli, however, does
not exclude tuberculosis, and one should not rest content on
negative findings. In the vast majority of cases the roentgen
ray will furnish definite evidence. The diagnosis of tubcr-

m children offers few difficulties. When a child is

suffering from malnutrition, has a slight fever and is other-
wise below par, the chances are 6 to 4 that the case is one
of tuberculosis. There is no specific treatment of this dis-

ease, and any physician who employs a Mi]

treatment with a promise of cut.- is obtaining money under
false pretenses. What is new and of paramount value in the

treatment of tuben nviction that

absolute rest is the only "specific" treatment. As one author
puts it. "Rest in proportion to the severity and duration of

tl'.e symptoms." Rest, either absolute or relative, depending
on the degree of activity, should he carried out for v

months.

DIS( i

Dr. JoSEPB W BaSTIAN, Wilmington: A few simple things
in the early d ire the slight

temperature in the evening, the increased pulse rate and the

months
complaining .if being in a "run d lion, but prac-
tically not manifesting a detectable lesion. In regard to the

roentgen ray. thi 'ions that will make
shadows that will look so much like a tuberculous area that.

even with an expert reading the picture, we can take that

only as a link in our chain of evil

Dr. J.
('. Cooper, Dover: The army n thai out

of nearly 3,000,000 mi

the word, and not politii

will know some! I
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I culosis.

le man will iwn, -is

.. Wilmington : It one puts tl e

nditions

of the

I

Roentgen-Ray Treatment of Hyperthyroidism

ray. I

interfere

patient It" unsuccessful, an opera-

n the thymus glands.

Autointoxication

Ds I. Hartoirpt. Dover: \ Vast majority of the

in childhood, outside of the eruptivi

naterial in the

nic liver troubles are mi

• • and indi-

r les emia. Even in

n 09 indigestion, were it not for the

would not be affected suf-

- • henomena' causing all of the

- of this troublesome condition. Treat-

ment in all intestinal and stomach diseases is t" clean out

the entire tr.-. ry and to place the patient on a

recurrence of the

ut the alimentary canal and quite

p it clean and free from putrefactive material.

lanufacturcrs claim to have a "cure all

but the fact remains that there is

imbination of drugs thai is suitable

each case is a law unto itself, and calls

<-ult matter to

le, the exact poisons that arc producing the
• may take a long study of the •

nt until

nnot expect to effect a cure.

Dermoid Cytt in a Child

n: M I)., a girl, aged
well, except for the

itne under m
:!iat at times during the past three

nd vague pan
. and severity.

n irregular shaped tumor the size

nd to the lefl

•1 hardness, and only

. atrial examination was it

btainable. At

operat: i the left

3 inches

[| was freely movable and without

to the left. In

the growth of this cyM and its iiadual rise out of the pelvis
into the abdomen, it had pulled on the left broad ligament

until tin uterus wm band of muscle, while the

! i. id pencil and -' inches long. The

road ligament was onl) ched, and '.hat

i
. normal. \m> > ligation, the pedii le, I removed

ppendix. I he child ma l< an uni

: we found tin usual oil) liquid, and growing

il the BO-called "dermoid taiuing a

lump of malted hair and a small (ragmen) of bone.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF
PENNSYLVANIA

l

HHtd from fa,,.

Impressions Resulting from Experience . in the Pennsylvania

Legislative Session of l
r'in

Frederick L Van Sickle, Olyphant: Every legally

qualified ei of medicine musl become inten

There is needed a united and

Ltion of tin- medical profession which shall have an

influence on construi ti It i mid i em dt sir-

able that the pul.-e of the medical profession be noted

to the p to thi d( partmenl of

ind of education, that their application with less fric-

the important subject of publicity

ii h publicity shoul I

we should maintain a bureau to furnish

the press with properly prepared items. It seems not unrea-

sonable that tlu attitude of organized medicine toward the

.- |,i .Mini should be a 1 to defend its

: e on mea I ing the welfare and

i the public.

SYMPOSIUM ON <,<UTER

Thyroid Disease

I in. Henry S. Pli -ut. Minn.: The exoph-

thalmic missed by relatively good men.

intly missed by the

ii because many circulatory troubles attributed to

ition do not suggest hyperthyroidism.

When we arc dealing with goiter we aie dealing with a

person who is burning foi or too slow. That

h - have had exophthalmii gi iti i operations are not

will is due to the fact that they still have exophthalmic

Epinephrin Hypersensitiveness Test in the Diagnosis

of Hyperthyroidism

Dr. Emu. GoETSCH, Baltimore: In clinical states of hyper-

thyroidism there is an increased constitutional sensitive-

ephrin (adrenalin), ami in Mates of hypoth)

roidism there is an increased ti lerance tor epinephrin hypo-
dermically administei have carried out 01

- i ng out of the Ust in 300 case, ol thyroid

disease and in approximately 1<K) conditions simulating in

many respects hyperthyroidism. In a so-called positive reac-

ti< 'i there is usually an early rise in systolic blood

and a fall in diastolic blood pressures. In a very mild reactiyn

the fall ii; diastolic pressure ma m There is a

< -i in and imi much as

50 or more millimeters of mercury. In the course of thirty

or thirty-five minutes there is a moderate fall of the pulse

lire, then a characteristic secondary rise, and
then a second tall to the normal in about one and a half

I er with these changes one sees an exag-
n of the clinical picture, i pi i all) the nervous

manifestations.

Principles Underlying the Treatment of Toxic Goiter

Dr. Charles II Frazier, Philadelphia: Patients with
I treatment fall into one of

five groups: 1. The mildly toxii adolescent
group, The enlargement of the gland is compensatory in

nature, the toxic symptoms are not constant, and when
if mild degree. Proper supervision of the girl's
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life, as to hours of work and sleep, and restriction of studies

for the schoolgirl, with a trial of iodin internally, will tide

the patient over a period of thyroid disturbance from which,

on entering womanhood, she may be entirely free. 2. The
mildly toxic of the adenoma group. If under proper super-

vision there is no tendency to progression, the determination
for or against operation will depend in large measure on
how much the patient is handicapped either in work or in

recreation. Operation is a choice and not a necessity. As
a subdivision of this group may be entered the patient of

definite neurasthenic type with a small adenoma. These are

puzzling cases, and I know of no criterion, when the basal

metabolism is not above normal, by which the surgeon is

to determine whether or not the neurasthenia is dependent
on the thyroid disorder. 3. The grave toxicosis of the

adenomas, no1 th< true exophthalmic type, always, but its

equivalent so far as the gravity of the prognosis is con-

cerned, 1 1 tin condition is not already inoperable, as it

sometimes is, ii" time should be lost in inaugurating a course

of treatment leading up to an eventual resection. 4. The
initial hyperplastic goiter, without the precedence of an

adenoma, appearing most often in the early years of the

third decade. The prognosis without operation is grave.

The operative risks in the early stages are trivial, the period

of convalescence i< short and the end-results sati

The possibility of a complete recovery in the late m;iuc i-

appreciably reduced. 5. The degenerative or atrophic or the

terminal stage of a more or less prolonged hyperplasia

There comes a time in certain cases when, should the

patient survive the hyperplastic stage, definite signs of

hypoplasia are apparent. Manifestly here, then, is no justi-

;i for the removal of gland tissue.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Harold L. Foss, Danville: Goetsch's test is going to

find it- greatest value in the hands of the general practi-

tioner. Every patient with goiter who comes to tin

has bun treated with every sort of drug and chemical oni

can conceive of until, in the vast majority of th(

particularly in the exophthalmic forms, the degenerative

in tin- heart and net u em and kidneys are so
1

that tli' ' patients are a profound risk. It is due
to the fact that the general practitioner has not bad at his

command a means by which an accurate diagnosis can be

made. He will now be able to submit bis patients to this

test and make positive diagnosis, and a larger number will

be referred in time so that the surgeon can bring about i

cure. If there is anything pernicious in medicine it is the

haphazard treatment of these patients. Unquestionably, sur-

gery is the treatment of goiter in all cases, except the dif-

fuse ^oitiTs of young girls and the adenomatous goiter-, with

nerative changes in the heart.

I >. George 1'. Mii.i.kr. Philadelphia: Toxic adenoma can
be Hired by operation. In cases of diffuse hypertrophy, one

must be cautious as to the prognosi because of the large

recurrence and a certain percentage of failures

and mortality. Mortality practically never occurs in an ade-

: case, and does occur in the other

I)k. Ai.Ki r i I-'. IIariit, Williamsport : The h

nlar preparati the use
:i in. should be condemned that had been

b) electricity claim their thyroid hail been n. Iin. ,1

We all know that il the thyroid has noth-

ing to do with its toxicity. The small thyroids,

palpable, may be in

t

I
i V UD1 I i .WORTH, Warren: I wish to attest to the

value of the epinephrin (adrenalin) test I have used it as

a routine for months in differentiating the nervous and cir-

culatory disturbances that arise in case-, of neura
and the psychoneuroses from subacute hyperthy-

roidism. Many women are called neurasthenics when they

are in reality suffering from hyperthyroidism.

| Baltimore: I have m
patient who bad a bad postoperal ii it bad bad a

a ics in « hich
then- was a sharp reaction before operation t! .

erally a

get operation through in a hurry, whereas otherwise you
are likely to delay a little, and it may be those fifteen min-
utes that will give you a bad result. If you make the test

in this early stage and find it positive, you have a great
deal of evidence on your side that you can help the patient
by operation. 1 know that my best results have come from
this class of cases. 1 have not seen a test yet that is

infallible; but if it is 95 per cent. good, it is valuable. In

regard to cases in which syphilis is present. I do not want
to discourage the point of view that there might be a con-
nection between intoxication of syphilis and hyperthyroid-
ism. I think there must be an association between definite

syphilis and an expression of hyperthyroidism.

SYMPOSIUM OX DISEASES OF THE
GASTRO-INTESTINAL TRAi I

Value of the High Rectal Enema
Dr. Henry D. Jump, Philadelphia: We made persistent

efforts with men and women patients in various postures to

run the tube into the sigmoid flexure. While this may be
done under certain conditions, it is difficult, uncertain and in

most instances impossible.

SSI0N

Dr. Robert A. KeiltY, Danville: We have tried on m \

-

eral occasions at a necropsy to pass a tube high, and have
found that only under exceptional circumstances will the

tube pass the sigmoid flexure at the brim of the pelvis.

Dr. Thomas McCrae, Philadelphia: The idea is so firmly

fixed that there is a difference between giving fluid low
down and supposedly high up that it is going to take many
years and a great many papers before that idea will get

into the minds of more than a comparative few. It is impor-
tant for nurses in training schools to know this. Much time
is lost in teaching nurse- how to give this and that sort

of enema.

Dr. J. .1. Gilbride, Philadelphia: 1 do not know that we
mi-- a great deal bj being unable to pass a tube high up.

Of course, this paper will serve a purpose in emphasizing
to i liber- the Heedlessness of trying to do something that
i anni t be done.

Dr. David J. Hetrick. Harrisburg: Some time ago I had
a nurse discharged from a little patient because she per-

sisted in using a catheter high up. She gave the child
nil' n i pain. She said it was her teaching.

Dr. Ill n

r

s K. PaNCOAST, Philadelphia: There is one dan-
ger in the attempt P. give a high enema. When the tube
is kinked, considerably more fi ret has b i get the

fluid into the rectum. It must be given slowly; if gi\eti too

fast, there is sure t" be spasm of the desi m which
will prevent the fluid going very far. The ileocecal valve
series its purpose well when taking care of i

but when it tt enemas, it has no power to do
ibis .oid it opens almost invariablj ' Hit time to stop barium
enemas is when we set tin ileocecal valvt give wa
case is on record in which a barium enema ha!

I believe that in one instance tin tube has bei

as far as tin- splenic flexure.

i T. LrviNi
I

i.. N. Y. : The only
thing that has not been mentioned is the most important of

all. and that is tin tei hnii ol thi i nema, I

dency to spasm if the fluid is introduced rapidly, which
great pain and obstruction of the flow of fluid. I

found that approaching a pint this spasm would
When approaching a pint I stop the flow, \\.' a few

and then slowly begin again. If it passed a pint and a

half, 1 was sure that the sigmoid had relaxed, and then I

• there was a free passage. As a rule, 1 gi

•) to 6 pints i ir even as high as 9 pints.

Di \ d, Philadelphia: It may be worth while

to call attention t" the danger of making an effort to pass

.died high rectal tube; but in ipite of that, as Di

duals still insist on trying.

perforated, but the muse went on with the admini

of the enema, all of which was received into the pet
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should be taken to anything

on them

the tube m
, have .1 rath

tube there >* very p • to the

i'VCIl .Lt

in which

in the patient

until tli ' sistent

ium chloi i«l solution

,lly r;ui out of the mouth
the enema i

as sup-

n, which did not exist.

Present Status of Therapeutic Pneumothorax

in Pulmonary Tuberculosis

I) R v . n : 1 am convinced

that tin the onl) new plan of trc.it-

, red in recent years

which h the suitable case for

sis and usually

n of the patient. P

II the indication which most often calls

the lung. Remembering that pleurisj is

iberculosis this treatmenl

irly. 1 would ur.e.c that in ever) town of more

<<l inhabitants one physician familiarize himself with

the plan of treatment. If it is used at the riylit time there

idvanced type of pulmonary ttiher-

Da. Isadore K\ :m\n, Philadelphia: We should bi

- in recommei ocedure to the general prac-

The suitable case must he selected with much care,

and the procedure carried out under strictly

The mat the method must be working

under the direction of a man familiar with tuberculo

the inje
' carried out by a man thoroughly con-

performing the operation himself.

:M STRONG, White Ha\en: Regarding the

•• i.:. i.. wail ui di r the -

.. r than six weeks is almost crimin

eatmenl trial, 1 believe

n the cham •

Medical Treatment of Diseases of the Gastro-

intestinal Tract

Dr. Joi ttsburgh: The points of difference

medical and surgical trcatmci

intestinal tract center usually al»>ut diseases of the

appendix. ga! : ially ulcerations, and

1 condi-

chronic appendicitis, which is always difficult to

eiving the same enthusiasm from the

i( rly, and is receiving m
n. With ref

a surgical con-

idently, the difference of opinion

1 reaks of
- i

:

-:' ted in< urabli

an acute ulcer which
r in which the hcal-

ptl; ittention to

•i receives medical attention; the chronic en-
dition. In dis-

The acute condition demands prompt
n demands i

study at ; medical and dietetic treatment.

Attitude of the General Practitioner

Dr. William in, Philadelphia: The con-

viction is soon borne in on the general practicing physician

that it is to him that the ailing individual first comes for

advice, and that it is his privilege and duty s,, t,> study

the patient's condition thai

n lugh preliminary stud) maj r< alt

in the selection ol othet counsel most suited t,. the particu-

lar need i
i the case It

it ut to iiai i .He In. t to take a history

and make a complete physical i icamination in i

I fear that th< the part of the busj family physi-

i a patient's dia| new lui frequi

Km. Is t,. errors of subsequent judgment, and it

in handling the patient, and it ma) had to

tiou um ind because of this fact n

or even sacrifii •
•

• postpone

late an operation thai might have promised cure.

i

fid stud) of am patient who presents app
i Hovt i ii' n i s the phj sieian the

advance agent of some drug concern? Thoughtless!) hand-

ing "Ut a sample, he may invite the development ol a halut

of self medication, or may aid in confirming a tendency

in i tenet I I kept, and no ra

of the pi ient's condition is made, he is not

recall the details either of the patient's condition or

ttment, and hence he i forced to rel) on the patient's

ni for these, as he was for the diagnosis, and the

patient is not slow to grasp the situation.

(To b,

Current Medical Literature

AMERICAN
Titles marked with an asterisk (') are abstracted below.

Annals of Surgery, Philadelphia
:. 1919, 70, No i

\\ ? \\ ounds and Most Impor-
tant Factor in Civilian Surgery—The G I Surgeon, (i. W. Crile,

land.

—

p. 385.

Problem of "Slightly Wounded" in Military and Civilian P

W. E. Lower, Cleveland.- p
What Would Be the Bi rgeon in the ]

Gained bj Our Military Surgi Recent World War? E. A.
\ .in,!' r Veer, Albany.—p.

.,i Brain Art
I Ui into Spinal Canal.

W. K. Handy, Baltimoi

•Fracture of Skull; lis ns, A. ( ). \\

York.—p. 404.

i

. Humerus 1 ed by Suspension and Ti

M. Is. Smith, New York.- p
i r Third I i .1. Van de V, Ide, I

p. 461.

Contrtbut Surgery of Knee Joint. B. J. Lcc, New York.
—1'. '

Pocketing Operations and OtbeJ I 1 I
I tl

W Va., rid LS.1 I .1 -]>. 469.

"Barrel Stave Splint in Fracture of Clavicle. II. A. Royster,

\f ,
- ...

- Bom I iii
fur Loss of Substam p. 476.

ted in Dm Fisher, Toll do.—p. 47V.

tty| I lew York
—p.

Organization and Operatioi Hospital D. Lewis,
i [\ .1. Leary, I

avii
i

I ey, Ni » York.

Roentgenography of Brain After Injection of Air Into

Spinal Canal. As has been hown by Dandy, one or more
of the cerebral ventricles can be outlined sharply in a roent-

genogram if the ventricular fluid be withdrawn and repl I

[ual quantity of air. In the com e ol this work he also

noted that in many cases some of the air had passed oul of the

ventricular s) in filaments on the

surface of the brain, that is, in the sulci. I he-, observations,

Dandy poitrl to <• p ibilities in intracranial

til study. Many lesions of thi Feci part of

the subarachnoid space directly or indirectly. I h e, and no

doubt many other conditions, should he demonstrable by the
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absence or by the presence of air over the cerebral hemi-
spheres. This air is injected into the spinal canal. By this

method the influence of the ventricular system is eliminated
entirely; the air passes directly into the cisterna magna and
thence into the ultimate ramifications of the subarachnoid
space. Dandy cautions that this procedure is not devoid of

danger. Medullary distress, even fatal results, rnigl

from increased intracranial pressure if the amount of air

injected were even slightly in excess of the fluid withdrawn.
He has injected air intraspinously into four children and
four adults without any bad effect. In this series of eight

cases, the location of the lesion was determined accurately in

three. In the remaining five, the subarachnoid space was
normal. In the three patients in whom the lesion wa
by means of intraspinous air, other methods had failed

entirely. The findings in these cases are stated briefly.

Fracture of Skull.—Wilensky analyzes in detail seventy-

two cases of fracture of the skull in which the mortality was
31 per cent. He points out that conservative and expectant

Is of treatment, whenever they can be employed safely,

yield the best results. He is unalterably opposed to operat-
ing indiscriminately in every case of fracture of the skull.

Operation is imperative in every case showing the signs of

an advancing intracranial pressure. Operation should be
dune in the early stages before there is evidence of mi

involvement. Irritative or paralytic focal symptoms pointing

to pressure on or disorganization of definite cortical areas

are the next most important indications of operative inter-

ference. Isolated or irregular disturbances of neu

function can be discarded and in these cases conservathc
forms of treatment will yield superior results; seemingly
these abnormalities have no important therapeutic bearing
in the total clinical picture.

Treatment of Gunshot Fracture of Humerus.—Smith favors

suspension and traction in the treatment of gunshot frac-

tures of the humerus because it gives a favorable posture for

treatment of the wound, favors the maintenance of n
for any type of fracture, and promotes early recovery func-

tion.

Fracture of Lower Third of Femur.—Van de Veldc divides

ictures by missiles into three different types—frac-

tures with: (1) no comminution; (2) slight comminution,
and (3) much comminution. For each of those types throe

different methods of treatment were used at La Panne. Those
methods are: (1) wiring; (2) traction on the femoral con-

ice tongs. Steinman pins, or Willems screws, and
ertical suspension of lower fragment com-

bined with horizontal traction on the leg.

Barrel Stave Splint in Fracture of Clavicle.—Royster dis-

claims originality for this treatment which, it is said, was

devised by Dr. Spohn of Corpus Christi, Texas. I

a fractured clavicle, the cei

e is found, and this should be placed over 'i

of the pat tl, at the suprasternal notch. Tin-

stave is then sawed off at each end to tit just inside the head

of each humerus while the shoulders arc drawn backward.

One inch from each end a nail is driven into, but not through.

The splint is then padded with cotton, retained by

a bandage, and placed in the position as first measured, the

concave surface being next to tl While the splint is

held in place and the shoulders kept firmly back, bandages

nails, carrii d axilla, and

on the back in the figure-oi ion; many turns are

stave is drawn as tightly as necessary. If

dency of the splint i

ii d ti i reinforce thi but it is

rarely needed. If the patient is a hi ivy, mil

i is put into a sling. Thi quality of this

dressing is its comfort. The patii

forearms at will without disturbing t ! . < fragments, and In- is

d of the distress which tl give.

Foreign Bodies Arrested in Duodenum.— Fisher

three cases. In the first case a hair pin was fixed in the

third portion of the duodenum, one end of the sharp point

having become bent at an angle and penetrating the mucous

coat of the duodenum. In the second case, a basting thread
remover was fixed in the third portion of the duodenum,
the sharp point having penetrated its posterior wall. In tin-

third case, a beauty pin was fixed along the inner edge
of the vertical portion of the duodenum, the sharp point
having penetrated the bowel. In each case the foreign body
was removed successfully by means of a duodenotomy.

Enuresis of Adults.—Six cases are cited by Brahdy. He
that there is a clinical syndrome characterized by
nee in families, congenital onset, frequent voiding of

small amounts of urine with marked urgency, easy fatigue
s. tenderness to percussion of lower lumbar

and upper sacral vertebrae and trabeculated bladder. These
cases illustrate a type of bladder disturbance probably due
to a con rtonicitj of the bladder. The difference

between the amount of urine usualh \oided and the amount
of fluid which can lie injected, the trabeculated bladder and

irerful urinary stream indicate increased tonus. The
lumbar pain, the tenderness of the vertebral column, the

frequency and urgency in the absence of any unusual stimu-

lus, the occasional spasm of the abdominal and leg muscles
on filling the bladder, indicate hypersensitive as well as

hyperactive cord centers. The cases are characterized by
an urgent desire to urinate when the bladder contait

100 c.c. to 150 c.c. of urine. If this desire is not acted on
involuntary urination takes place. The., physical

is only occasionally markedly diminished. The
"physiologic capacity." that is, the amount the bladder will

hold before the bladder contraction reflex takes place, is

always less than half the normal. Remissions occur but
are rare, of short duration and not complete. The treatment
thus far given in these cases has been very unsatisfactory.

Archives of Ophthalmology, New Rochelle, N. Y.
191 . is,

in 1 K. de Schwein-
Philadelphia—p. -11 I.

\V. II. Wilmer, Washington 1) C
—p. 439.

Keratitis Profunda (or Disciformis?) with Microscopic
H ion.— p. 4-19.

1 Distance phores and a Screen at IOC
III

i
I Congenital Dislocation of Lens. C. I

: bus.—p. 475.

ma of Retina Apparently An
Enucleated Eye by Radium Treatment. H. 1. Schoenben

p. 4s5.

Intraocular Tumor. Mukilocular Cvst of Iris and Ciliary
'

i i

Study of Dark Adaptatii n. . P. W. I

Rod Screen Test. F Dolman, Mineola.—p. 50.1.

Arkansas Medical Society Journal, Little Rock
r, 1919 1«. No. 5

Public Economical Problem. J.

Clinical 1
!

I G. S.
p. 98.

Experience in Epidemic Influenza. II N. Stree Lonoke.
—p. :

—p. loi

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
i a i

.

i i'ii

i

[oni

I

p, 505.

Canadian Medical Association Journal, Toronto
B,
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I

Cardiac Disease with Extensive Venous and Cardiac

Thrombosis.—Fink) report! cardiac hypertrophy

and 'lil.,' • venous and

thrombi The patient, a woman, 39 yeai mplained

• •i pain in the the right .inn

le became paralyzed. Fulness in

was noticeable, with tenderness

the axillar) veins and ol the veins at

elbow, with some enlargement of the veins of

inn and front of the chest. The hand was

was marked edema about 1 1 1
« elbow \

rounded and tender cord was present in the supraclavicular

the brachial vessels. This

- a thrombosis of the I

ian and probabl) the innominate veins. Then she

complau pain in the right si, It- of the nock
in the supra-

clavicular region with tenderness extending down to the

felt along the posterior border of the

stemomastoid muscle and along the course of the brachial

of the forearm ami front of the chest

lien and prominent. Swelling of the right

arm was present for a few days. During her illness there

ible dyspnea, often orthopnea, with a moderate

grade of cyanosis. The heart almost constantly presented

p rhythm ami there was heard only an

-i lie murmur at the apex. A diastolic mur-

mur heard on admission passed "tT soon after adi

• lj heard on two occasions. The case was r<

during life as probabl) being one of infective endocarditis.

was a heart with failing compensation,

fever without other apparent cause, and the presence of

hemiplegia. The necropsy findings revealed a hypertrophied

•ted heart. c - to the signs found during

. he "tily trace of endocarditis consisted of an ante-

mortem grayish yellow clot in three chambers of the heart,

the ventricles and the right auricle. The largest of these

tuated near the apex of the left ventricle where the

the heart was thinned and fihrous and its center

and fluid and contained a growth of

Staphylococcus aureus. Several clots in the right ventricle

••tied centers.

Treatment of Burns by Tincture of Iodin.—The use of a

10 per cent, tincture of iodin is endorsed by Mercier as a

un - i all kinds and degrees. The
painful during its application and for a few

• i following it. hut a- v.i,

,

n as the pain

the pain that always accompanies the

n d the patient feels a com-
plete relief. No untoward effects have been noted. The

th a piece of absorbent

in the tincture of iodin. Only one application is

lerience with this treatment has been

ng.

Indiana State Medical Association Journal,

Fort Wayne
to

\v. II.

gy, Symp-

.

High Temperature in Tuberculosis.— Follow ing an attack

itient. then 10

ulmonary tul She was
treated in a camp and was finally discharged with the

later her temperature ran

an irregular course for which no explanation could he given.

She had no cough or physical signs of activity in her chest.

iperature began to reach 109 and 110 F., going up

quickly though never remaining up foi more than one or

three hours. She did not complain much during these

periods, except of headache I he sputum and urine were

negative, also the blood, except foi moderate leukocytosis,

\ roentgenogram of the chest showed considerable involve-

ment of the righl apex with ,i mall cavity, A number of

miliar) tubercles were found on tin hit choroid (examina-

tion two \ears later failed t,, find am evidei I these),

\ diagnosis of acute miliar) tuberculosis was made on thi-

eve findings. \t this time she was suffering with toothache,

and an examination di abscess at the r, >, ,t of one

of her teeth. The trouble was corrected, following which

her temperature promptly dropped to normal,

Journal of Biologic Chemistry, Baltimore
ii, i,i,. i i i ::;>. \,, .i

•Action ,i K. Sugiura anil

S. R. B
in Muscle 1 i King Salmon During the

, ing Migration i u 1 .1, i ne, ( olumbia, M p. 43

Extractives in W issue of King

During tin Fast of Spawning Migration. (. II. Greene,
| ,,., p. 4S7.

•ji eel Detei n. iii.iii of Non-Ammo Nitrogen in Products of Protein

Hydrolj \ Hillei and D D \ • York.— p. 479.

B ' ohen and A. II.

n

us Amines II A Microchemical Colorimetric

Method foi Estimating I Derivatives. K. K. Koesslei and

H. I II. ml.. . 1 I,,. IgO

ii 1 Quantitativi Method for

Separati from Bistidine. K. K. Koessler and M. T.

Hanke, Chicago.— p. 521.

i , ,,.n i,i Histamine

Histidine by Bacillus ("li Communis. K. K. Koessler and M.
T. Hankc. Chicago.—p. 539.

Studies on Proti Vmines. V. Preparation of P-Hydroxy-
phenylethylamin Hydrochlorid (Tyramin Hydrochlorid). K. K.

and M I Hankc . Chicago -p. 585.

Action of Radium on Yeast—Growth promoting factors in

yeast may be inactivated partially by means of exposure to

radium emanation. It is suggested by Sugiura and Benedict

that it is possible that the therapeutic effect of radium on

neoplasms may be due in part, at least, to this destruction

of growth promoting substance.

Nitrogenous Extractives and Protein Metabolism.—The
presence in the body of a mechanism regulating the con-

centration of amino nitrogen in the fluid of the tissues is

indicated by Green's work. The importance of this obser-

vation and its significance relative to the theories of protein

metabolism are discussed,

Nonamino Nitrogen in Proteins.— Miller and Van Slyke

found that in the mono-acid fraction of the products of

protein hydrolysis, as analyzed by the method of Van Slyke,

the nonamino nitrogen, comprising the nitrogen of proline,

exoproline, and one-half that of the tryptophane, can he deter-

directly by a single Kjeldahl determination. The
amino nitrogen is removed by warming with sodium nitrite

and hydrochloric acid, the excess of nitrous acid is reduced
with a zinc copper couple by Scale-' method, and the non-
amino nitrogen in the residue determined by Kjeldahl. The
re-tilts b) this rnethi

!

in analyses of casein

and gelatin, with the result- obtained indirectly b) Van
original procedure, in which the nonamino nitrogen

is calculated as the difference between total nitrogen and
amino nitrogen.

Colorimetric Determination of Hemoglobin. A method for

lorimetric determination "i hemoglobin in blood is

described I n and Smith which combines the methods
of Sahli and of Palmer. The hemoglobin of whole bl 1

is changed to acid hematin with hydrochloric acid and
compared with a standard in a colorimeter. When the

Autenrieth-Hellige colorimeter is used, this method is

admiral 1 Id "l yields accurate results.

Journal of Cutaneous Diseases, Chicago
::-.. No. 10

i i don, England.— p i
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•Hitherto Undescribed Generalized Pigmentation of Skin Appearing in

Infancy in Brother and Sister. G. W. Wende and H. H. Bauckus,
Buffalo.—p. 6S5.

Recent Progress with Syphilis. H. G. Irvine. Minneapolis.—p. 702.

Treatment of Lichen Planus.—In the treatment of lichen

planus, Little places most reliance on a combination of

arsenic and mercury. It has been very successful in his

hands in all stages of the disease, the acute and intensive

cases as well as the chronic cases, especially in controlling

itching, which usually yields within a week of treatment. In

acute cases it is well to restrict the diet to bread and butter,

rice and water for several days at the outset of treatment.

Treatment of Lichen Planus.—In White's opinion no inter-

nal remedy is worthy of the name in this disease,

in ointment form will temporarily relieve the pruritus.

Detergents will tend to reduce the hyperkeratosis. Stimu-

lants will possibly decrease the infiltration. Roentgen rays,

in White's experience, have proved a broken reed to lean on.

Pigmentation of Skin.—In the two cases cited by Wende
and Bauckus the pigmentation began when the children were

an 1 year of age, making its appearance first on the

scalp and face and then on the trunk until tin- process

involved the entire body. Finally, the skin, especially of the

face and trunk, because almost black. No causati\

COIlld lie found, either in the parents or in the children. The
process suggests abnormal physiologic function rather than

pathologic disturbance. The histologic findings were limited

to abnormal cells corresponding to chromatophores in the

corium and epidermis. The pigment apparently was derived

from nuclear material.

Journal of Mental and Nervous Diseases,

Lancaster, Pa.
September. 1919. 50. '

Simulation (Malingering) not an Adequate Diagnosis. \V.

Washington, D. C— p. 209.

•Bilateral Frontal Hemorrhage. F. J. Farnell, Providence, R. 1.

—

•Menstrual Disturbances in the Feebleminded. H. SwanUr,
. and II. A. Haynes, Detroit.—p. 224.

r. 1919, 50. No. 4

Constructive Policy for the Advance of Neurology. W. Til

York.— p. 313.

•Acute Prison Neurosis of Anxiety Type. N. S. Yawger, Philadelphia.

ix in Twins. M. H. Frantz. New York.— p. 325.

Nervous and Mental Diseases in the War. J. 1'. Vf. Meagher. Brook-

lyn.— p. 331.

Bilateral Frontal Hemorrhage.—Farnell reports the case of

a woman. 4y years of age, whose make-up apparently was
normal, with a clear history of no previous attacks or upsets.

She develops a mental state not unlike the manic form of

manic depressive insanity which settled after several months

in a hypomaniacal condition. Physically, there was hyper-

tension, blood pressure, 210; albumin in the urine. \

raatcly twelve months after the enset of this so-called func-

tional psychosis, she had a cerebral hemorrhage with the

clinical si ting the intraventricular type. This was

followed ete change in the mental picture: irregu-

lar functional psychosis with thought disorder, which settled

into an organic psychosis with obstructive disorders or an

intelluctual loss. Her physical condition improved, but not

her mental state. Within live or six weeks cerebral com-
n developed and ultimately contributed toward her

death. At the necropsy the brain showed bilateral mid-

frontal hemorrhage with organization, secondary

of the brain tissue itself. The vascular sclerosis

was localized ral vessel system.

Menstrual Disturbances in Feebleminded. -Seven hundred
women, inmates of an institution for the feeblemindi

examined by Swanberg and Haynes for the purp
taining those suffering from pathologic menstrual distur-

bs number, 425 were menstruating normally;
177 had a physiologic amenorrhea and 108 were suffering

from pathologic menstrual disturl immon
- were irregularity, amenorrhea and dysmenorrhea,

lal disorders was in proportion to

mental deficiency; the lower the

ter the number of pathologic cases. Amcnori'

possibly oligomenorrhea were far more frequent among the

lower types—imbeciles and idiots, while the vast majority of

cases of dysmenorrhea were among the higher class—the
morons.

Acute Prison Neurosis.—Yawger describes a prison anxiety
neurosis which develops in individuals of constitutional
inferiority. The subjective evidence presents in the form of

:ess, decreased power of mental concentration, irri-

tability, hypochondriacal and introspective manifestations,

dreams of a disturbing nature often broken by a distressing

insomnia, digestive and genito-urinary manifestations, car-

diac irregularity or respira ances. Usually there

is appreciable loss letimes an increased

use of tobacco. Objectively, a tremor may be encountered

and generally an increased activity of the skin and tendon
reflexes.

Dementia Praecox in Twins.—Frantz' patients were twin

brothers. 20 years of age. Both had dementia praecox of the

catatonic type. One w;'s an inmate of an insti ution; the

other was not in need of any restraint. The family history

was fairly good although the father had been very nervous.

Journal of Parasitology, Urbana, 111.

No. 1

•Stomach Spirochete Occurring in Mammals. K. Kasai and R. Koba-
yashi, Tokio.—p. 1.

! I ron-'mus Chcl 01 and Aor-his
sis Barker and Parsons. II V." St inkard.— p. 11.

Vscarid Larvae in Body of 11

-p. 19.

Life History of Davainea Teti lin), a Fowl Tapeworm.
I. E, Ackert. Kansas p

Life History of Chick' cnolepis Carioca (Malgalhaes).

J. E I

mimus Westermani.— K. Naka-
i. Taichu, Formosa.— p. 39.

a Synonymous with Gyliauchen. S. Goto. Tokio.— p. 44.

Stomach Spirochete.—Aside from the fact that this organ-
ism was found bj Kobayashi and Kasai in the stomachs of

a large nutnl ei cats. rats, monkeys and other

animals, a point of interest is the belief held by the authors.

- of hemorrhagic gastro-enteritis described by
Balfour and Lucet are in all probability due to the secon-
dary pathogenicity of this spirochete.

Human Lung Distome.—The human lung distome was
in the crab, lie claims that its identity

with the larvae of Paragonimus westermani is a matter
Mite.

Maine Medical Association Journal, Portland
• o.

Medical World after V Hanks.—p. 55.

Modern Hospital, Chicago

A. R.

LB. Howland,

Chicago.
—p. 260.

Crow, Ni w York.—

ilal. ('. M. Hendi

ldrrn. Yorl

I

pita] Equipment Br Standardized? '

. Boston.

—

P

Nebraska State Medical Journal, Norfolk
i.

is. I.. Stalk. Ii
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Philippine Journal ot Science, Manila
i i.

•
i

i

i

Pelvimetry on Filipino Women. I In data given 1"

»re the result of an examination oi 1,237

evident that the Filipino I a type

either the white American "r the negro pelvis,

mal measurements .ire similar to those

ot" the generally contracted pelvis of the white Ami

The indi terior pelvic plane in cases of contracted

intertuberal diameter i- important in the determination of

ccept m
irelj an indication for i

i Filipino women. There is practically no

e in the measurements of the pelvic diami I

multiparas ami primiparas. The new-born babies of multip-

er ami heavier than those of the primiparas.

The babies "i mothers who staved in thi r one or

delivery are heavier than those whose

tal at the time of labor. The male

greater number and are longer and heavier than

lite tenia n primiparas than in

multipai

Virginia Medical Monthly, Richmond
16,

li Mian, Richmond.

I n Due to Fat Starvation. A. B. Grul

Au.li.iv Standardization of Nomenclature).

Richmond.

—

matism. T. A. Williams,

m ,1 History

J. N. Upshur, Richmond.— p. 170.

FOREIGN
.ith an uti distracted below. Single

ft arc usually

Archives of Radiology and Electrotherapy, London
•_• I, No. -1

p 101.

112.

I humb. T. <i. Evans, p. 116.

nances of

ilm. H. W. \ p 117.

Liver, Gallbladder, ai id

Binocular Vision and Roentgenography. —Bunion reports

. ttion undertaken to account f"r the

ur in the US gen rays

a means of overcoming them.

Distortion of Stereoscopic Images.—While attempting to

irectly applicable to stereo-

er were struck with

iiicies in the proportions of the image
linary working conditions. They

. mathematical investigation of the laws

to roentgenography.

ht the remarkable fact that

only u:

tccurate rep- i reality,

and. that it tl I are not fulfilled, the resulting

manner. A Study of this

made by the authors and their

that, in tain stereoscopic images giving a true

iny, the tuhe shift must always be made
equal to the distance between the eyes, and also the plates

must, in every case, be viewed a( a virtual distance equal to

that at which the roentgenograms wen taken.

Distortion of Cardiac Shadows Produced by Varying Dis-

tances of Anticathode from Plate oi Film, Mo pel imi nl

made bj Salmond show that to avoid gross distortion oi the

the heart and iis greal vessels, if an orthodiagraph

cannol be used, the distance between the anticathode and the

plate should be al leasl 3 feet, and more ii il can be arranged

conveniently.

British Medical Journal, London

Epidemiologic Point of View
i Used for Nerve

osis with Ibi, rotoi al Cord I E Rennie,
.in- 1 0.1

tatii ir ..n., ol Entin Stomal h and Greal Omentum, J. G.

Andrew, p

Materials Used for Nerve Suture.—An investigation was
undertaken bj Sargent ami Greenfield with a view to ascer-

taining which oi the many material in general use as nerve

Sutures was least likely to produce harmful reaction in the

delicate tissue of a nerve. The) I, mini that while plain

thread or silk sutures give iis,, to no irritation, they are

relativelj unabsorbable. "Plain sterilized" or "plain iodized

gut" are oi value bv reason oi their rapid absorbability, but

theil low degree oi tensile strength and their slightly irri-

tating nature counteract these advantages. "Japanese >ilk-

wonn gut" has great tensili trength and in rate of absorb-

ability and the reaction which it causes holds a place midway
between thread and silk sutures and catgut sutures. The
authors advise that chemical antiseptics should be avoided

in all suture materials.

Ocl i, 1"!''. •-». No. 3066

I »o I lsi of I hronii Rei I Di i ise: Contrast in Treatment and
Prognosis, .1. Calloway.— p. 431.

I'i
i tii al I

i n idi I itiori n I >pi i foi Removal of Adenoids and
t Tonsils. W. 11 ll<.wen.—p. 433.

Method of En ens Bleeding. P. Mac-
I

>• .
i aid.- p. 4jr.

'Relation Between General Nervous System and Symptoms of "D. A.
II." in Neurasthenic Patients. H. W. Davies and J. G. Pril tley.

p. 430.

Two Cases oi Pntumococcus Meningitis of Bacteriologic Interest.

a. A llaig.—p. 431.

Symptoms of D. A. H. in Neurasthenic Patients.—Of 100

patients admitted to the hospital for "neurasthenia," thirteen

showed well marked symptoms of I). A. II., and fifty-seven

had the same condition in lesser degree. The evidence avail-

able does not show the same causal relation between previous

infei tion or gassing and "neurasthenia" as holds in the case

of D. A. II. No definite relation could be traced by Davies

and Priestly between the abnormal Hering-Breuer reflex of

1 1. \ II. patients and the altered tendon reflexes of neuras-

thenic patients. Attempts to control the Herring-Breuer

mechanism bj hypnotic suggestion were only partially suc-

cessful. The respiration could in- slowed for a short time

while the patient was relaxed, but no permanent effect could
incd.

Pneumococcus Meningitis.- -T In- organism isolated by Haig
from one case closely resembled B. pestis, and in the second
case tin clinical aspects were so closely allied to those seen
in cerebrospinal meningitis that until the /;. pneumoniae was
isolated from the cerebrospinal fluid the case was considered

one ol meningococcal infection.

Glasgow Medical Journal
October, 1919, 98. No, 10.

With the 1/lst Lowland Field Ambulance in Gallipoli. n. II. Edington,
—p. lot

tween Its Vai ion- Forms
a,nd Proteii si Hoi i Seruii W I G, Davidson.—p. 182.

Journal of Laryngology, Rhinology and Otology,
London

r, 1919, 34, X". 10

i 11 :
! of Royal [nhrmary

Edinburgh, I. Chronic Middle-Ear Suppuration, J. S. Fraser and
W. 'I Garret !- 373.
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Aqueduct of Fallopius and Facial Paralysis. D. McKenzie.—p. 338.
Treatment of Enlarged or Diseased Tonsils in Cases Where Surgical
Procedures are Contraindicated. I. More.—p. 387.

Lancet, London
Sept. 27, 1919, 2. No. 5013

Differentiation of Mankind Into Racial Types. A. Keith.—p. 553.
•"Heteroserotherapy" in Pulmonary Tuberculosis. I. T. Perkins R. A.

Young and W. O. Meek.— p. 556.

Early Treatment of Mental Disorders. R. Eager.—p. 558.
"Twilight Sleep" In General Practice. G. H. Winch.— p. 563.

•Hyperkeratosis of Hair Follicles in Scurvy. H. Wiltshire.—p. 564.
Bodies in Esophagus and Respiratory Passages. I. Moore.

—p. 566.

•Wheat Culture Medium. S. Otabe.—p. 576.

Heteroserotherapy in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Perkins
and his associates employed the method of heteroserotherapy
first suggested by Jousset in, 1912 in the treatment of eight
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. In three cases the adminis-
tration of the pleural fluid was without any apparent effect

on the symptoms or course of the disease. - In two cases,
where improvement coincided with treatment, it is admitted
that these two patients had shown signs of improvement
before it was commenced. Two were going steadily

in spite of other measures of treatment; in both the use of

pleural fluid was followed by rapid and marked improve-
ment, in both the cessation of the injections was followed by
a tendency to relapse, and in both renewed improvement
followed their resumption. Both these patients received

injections of the same pleural fluid (from a case of "primary"
tuberculous pleurisy) used within a few weeks of its prep-

aration. In the remaining case, though the patient's general

condition was good throughout, troublesome symptoms which
had persisted lor months disappeared within a few weeks
of the administration of the pleural fluid. The authors are

of opinion that the use of "heteroserotherapy" in this disease

is worthy of further investigation.

Hyperkeratosis of Hair Follicles in Scurvy.—In dealing

with about 3,000 cases of scurvy which occurred among
Serbian troops, Wiltshire noticed that a condition oi

keratosis of the hair follicles was commonly present, in addi-

tion to those skin changes which are generally desci

proper to this disease. The proportion of cases showing
follicular hyperkeratosis amounted to no less than 87 per

cent. The follicles which showed this change were usually

limited to the lower extremities, the favorite sites being the

front and inner aspects of the thighs and the upper parts of

the legs. When they were numerous in these regions—and
in some instances nearly every follicle was affected—those of

the public hairs were often affected as well (20 per cent, of

the cases), and sometimes those of the backs of the wrists

and forearms (2.5 per cent.). Each affected follicle presented

a hard conical swelling about the size of a pin's head, owing

to a collection of horny epithelial debris which had accumu-

the follicle mouth. In some cases a thin atrophic

hair, or a broken hair stump, projected from the summit of

this cone; in others, the hair was wanting, having been sited

or broken off flush with the surface. When dirt wa-

it tended to he incorporated with the material forming the

cone, which then, on superficial examination, resembled an

ordinary scbai By degrees the conical projec-

tion flattened down into a scale, under which, on examina-
tion with a lens, a new developing hair could he seei

up like a watch spring. \t this stage, also, the appearance

.1 examination resembled that

1, the new hair erupted and was
Been to he growing from a pink

I
follicle. These

\\ hen

a patient was admitted to hospital it was tin- rule

Hides in th( with the hair

still pn in tin- stage of flattened

a new developing hair, and

or shed hairs. The whole pi lace gradually

and was spread over mam .- r treatment recovery

i dual.

Wheat Culture Medium. —Experimental results obtained by

h iw that there is no more value in meat extract cul-

ture mediums than in wheat extract culture mediums. Otabe
roasts the wheat (with or without husk) in an iron pan until

it becomes brown. One pound of the roasted wheat without
washing is placed into 1.000 c.c. of distilled water. This is

boiled in Koch's boiler for half an hour, strained through a
clean cloth, and made up to 1.000 c.c. with distilled water,
if under this quantity. To this is added 0.5 gm. of taka-
diastase or ordinary diastase and the flask well shaken. The
temperature of the contents at this time should be maintained
at from 30 to 40 C. for one-half hour. Then the contents

:ed. The resultant fluid ought to lie quite transparent
with yellowish color, almost the same as ordinary meat
broth. The fluid has a sweet smell, the reaction being slightly

Five gm. of sodium chlorid and 10 gm. of peptone
albumin are added, the mixture boiled and filtered. To make
wheat agar, 15 gm. (in winter) or 20 gm. (in summet » of

agar are added to the above quantity. For the rest the

preparation is almost the same as that of meat agar as
usually prepared. Many special culture mediums can be
made of the wheat broth and agar medium.

Oct. 4. 1919, 2. No. 5014

Massage as a Means of Resuscitation, L. E. C.

—p. 601.

•Intravenous Injection of Antimony in Filariasis. L. Rogers.—p. 604.

n utosis. I W at p. 606.

Agglutinins for Pfeiffer's Bacillus in the Blood Serum of
!

'

it- \\ . I V
spirochetosis in Egypt. N. Farah.— p. 60S.

in Esophagus and Respiratory Passages. I. Moore.
609.

Phlegmon of Neck. W. Appleyard.—p. 614.

•Retrogn
I prion of Jejunum through Stoma of Castro

jejunostomy. R. Warren.—p. 615.

Cardiac Massage and Resuscitation.—Cardiac massage is

regarded by Norbury as a very important adjunct to the
methods of resuscitation, applicable in cases of heart failure

itrgical operation-, as also in certain other coi

mentioned. With sto heart during the pi

ance of an abdominal operation no time should be lost

before starting subdiaphragmatic massage, and valuable

time should not be wasted in the administration of drugs.

.! respiration and cardiac massage should he carried
on 1 imultaneously. In such circumstances a very ;>

pressions will usually reestablish the heart beat. If heart

•
i mtemplated, it hould be commenced certainly

within live- minutes of cardiac arrest. Norbury r<

massage after giving oilier methods a trial of only two min-
utes. It ma> be necessary to continue rhythmical compres-
sion of the heart for several minutes before spontaneous
contractions occur. In on temporarily successful case, the

heart was massaged for thirty minutes before it could be

heat; previous to this ordinary measures had been
tried ineffectively for forty-live minutes. Norburj

liaphragmatic route is undoubtedly the

- to the

al respiration shi uld

he commenced as soon as normal breathing 1

be perseven d -.'. ith tm il spi ntam i -it- brea

reestablished. In obstinati means
should he adopted tor raising the hi I pressure, either by

pressure on the abdominal aorta, bandaging the extremities,

or the application of (rile'- uit, if this he at hand.
n.s infusion , if .,- phrin in

physiologic sodium chlorid solution i, also vi

and this is especially applicable in cases where inti

infusion with
i
h Hum chlorid solution has

pped, when epinephrin can

In c; i when an intrave-

ied out tin-, maj be

using the it

w ill he wanted I'm pel foi mm.;

an alternative

ephrin in phj siolo^i,-

sodium chlorid

by mean > with a fun
i lied. Injection

of epinephrin solution into ; ities or wall is liable

to set U|) fibrillary twitching-, and i- of I

.al cardiac .
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Antimony in FiUriaaia.—Rogers reports on the use of

sodium antimony! tartrate, 1 : 50 solution, in cases "i filariasis,

. all ttt.it can be said .it

present is thai repeated intravenous injections o( sa

n antimony) tartrate appears to produce a definite

diminution of the number of filarial embryos in the peripheral

lil. mm I. which is probabl) due to a direct i"\u- effect mi the

in \ :< w oi tin- great decrease in the activity of

their movements observed jusl prior to a rapid diminution in

their numbers. Whethei the treatment has am effect on the

adult worms in the lymphatics or on the symptoms oi the

disease remain- undecided, but the .lata -. far obtaii

sufficiently encouraging to make it advisable to continue the

ohserv.i'

Conjugal Tuberculosis. Out of 156 cases in which the

• a tuberculous husband or wife «.o examined by

i found t" he tuberculous, 16 sus|

ering solely wive- whose husbands were
• Red, out of 120 cases no were tuberculous, 12 suspect

ami A2 negative While among husbands of tubi

J5 were tuberculous, -I suspect and "

jures have been collected over a period

of live years. In 15 cases the tuberculous mate first notified
' and in 7 cases both husband and win have dieil of

tuberculosis. After following up igal tuber-

mi years Ward takes tile view that the great

. of the mates of tuberculous husbands or wives do

r later show levelop symptoms of tuber-

1 lit that the great majority of those infected recover.

and maki I
rv than most tuberculous patients.

- nably lie attributed to an enhanced immunity
conferred by the graduated doses of bacilli which they

usually receive.

Pfeifter's Bacillus in Influenza.—The investigation made by
. imprises the examination of forty-three

specimens were fn m
that were definitely not influenza, hut included such con-

cinia, mumps, bronchitis, etc. In all of these

Itinins for the /'. Influenzae were found. The remain-

. - .•
•. tj pii il i samples i if influenza of

type and all of the patients wi from or

ing from bronchopneumonia at the date of the

examinatii n. Of the thirty-three the blood scrum of eleven

distinctly the presence of agglutinins for Pfeiffer's

bacillus. The important point was that the positive cases still

manit'c nperature, while those that were

for periods varying from six to

thirty-twi days. The stud) of three cases showed that the

-ns very rapidly disappear from the blood when the

cent.

Broncbospirochetosis in Egypt.—Of twenty-two

. ration, Farali found the ci

dui bronchial spirochi tubercle

Pfeiffer, and in two to bro

..ere more I r le is chronic COU

i of four years' standing. Practical!} all

n for phthisis,

putum revealed total absence oi

. imens were swarming with bronchial

e was the tuber-

hygienic and
treatment of these patients, arsenic

used with

Foreign Bodies in Esophagus— Oi thirty-seven cases of

'luring a period

impacted in the larynx, three were in the tra.
'

i the left bronchus, while the remaining
•

Seventeen were coughed up (eight assisted by

inversii d up into the mouth, swal-

and later evacuated per anum. Death occurred in

and apoplexy in one case. Thyrofissure was performed in

d laryngotrai

in three cases (in one of these cases the coil

up. swallowed, and later evacuated per anum i. Laryngeal
.mm- used in ms cases, no attempts at removal were

made in two cases
;

peroral endoscopj was employed "itli

success in threi ["he longest sojourn ol > coin in

thi larynx was six years and in the bronchi tin pears The
remote effect i im ol mum. in the respiratory tract

i.l\ associated with death Onlj four deaths in

thirt) seven cases is a small number compared with the

death- i. m ulting from tin' impact i coins in

the food passages
I hi iibilit} of the respiratory

passages to the coincatcher, bougie and probang, and theii

consequent safet) from the rough treatment generally meted
out to the esophagus, in Moore'i -pinion, appear to Ik- the

chief reason of these happv results,

Retrograde Intussusception of Jejunum Through Stoma of

Gastrojejunostomy. For thirteen years after gastrojejunos-

tomy Warren's patient remained well. One year ago he

began to have abdominal pain after meals and vomiting,

which relieved the pain. There were intervals of remission
of these symptoms of as much as a month. Two days before

Warren saw him he had a worse attack of pain, a

with hematemesis, which continued. An emergencj lapa

rotomj was done. A few adhesions of the transverse colon

to the abdominal wall were separated, the stomach and

pylorus appeared normal in front. Turning up the stomach
to examine the stoma, the distal loop of the jejunum coming
from the stoma was found to he turgid and purple for X

inches, at which point the entrance of a retrograde intus-

susception was found The intussusception passed up the

distal jejunal limb, its apex projecting about 3 inches

into the stomach through the stoma. The intussusception was
reduced without great difficulty, and had started apparently

about a foot below the stoma. 'I he reduced gut was very

edematous and purple, hut at no point could any thickening

suggestive of ulceration he felt. The gut appeared to he

viable. The abdomen was closed. The duration of the

operation was twenty minutes. After a slight brown vomit

ill. next day the patient improved till the seventh day, when

respiration hceame rapid, and he began to hring up ofifensive

sputum, and finally died on the tenth day. The lungs were

in a condition of severe I rhopneumonia with many
abscesses; tin- abdomen, except for slight plastic peritonitis

about the site of intussusception and remains of hruising of

the intestine, was normal. The gastro-enterostomy as seen

at operation proved to he in excellent order, of good size,

and well planned. The reason of the retrograde intussuscep-

tion .nd its relation to the late dyspepsia and vomiting does

n< it appear certain.

Practitioner, London
October, 1919, 103, X... 4

\ II Tubby.—p. 241.

an. I Abu! H. n.-irlon.

K. A. Lees.—p. 263.

ecial Reference to that oi

Orthopedii Surgery: A Review
I Border.—

p

All iloids in Anesthesia; theii

—p. 253.

Nine Hundred Abdominal Sect

Interpretation of Headache, w
\\ Wilson p. 274.

Fom of H. i and " Faceache" by Electrical

; I Hernaman-John oi
i

Skin Conditioi Egyptian Expeditionary Force. H. Davis.

—P.
Retinal Detacl f 1 • Ful ( Irigin, I. Taylor, p. ,U0.

i
mag. Method in Treatment of Severe Injury of Blad

II ' llrrin.—p. 312.

Archives des Maladies du Coeur, etc., Paris

July, 1919, 18, N i, 1

Paro - onal Tachycardi i. G. I

Pn w arnings in A iat. i I

.

I
1

1 1 p, .504.

i the Pulmonary Artery. N. Betchov.—p. 313.

Paroxysmal Tachycardia. -Galli relates that in taking

several hundred tracing- oi thi an action he has several
times happened on the very instant when a paroxysm of

rdia began and when it stopped, He analyzes the

he has thus caught it at work, and compares
his findings with the various theories in vogue. Tl

to confirm the assumption that the cause may he in some
i. rely a functional nervous disturbance traceable to

The prognosis is naturally more favor-
aii in the cases of intracardiac origin.
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Archives de Medecine des Enfants, Paris
October, 1919, 23, Xo. 10

•Plastic Peritonitis. L. Morquio.—p. 505.

"Injectable Turpentine" (Collobiase) in Treatment of Influenza in

Children. Taillens.— p. 527.

•Serotherapy of Purulent Pleurisy in Infants. P. Nobecourt and J.

Paraf.—p. 539.

Case of Periodical Vomiting with Acetonemia. M. A. Yassiliou.

—

p. 543.

Aplastic Anemia in Children. J. Comby.— p. 545.

Plastic Peritonitis.—Morquio has encountered at Mon-
tevideo four cases in which a child developed acute peri-

tonitis, and a certain region in the ahdomen swelled and
hecame painful. Instead of the anticipated suppuration,

however, the hard tumor and the pain subsided, and another

patch developed at some other point. The disease progresses

by waves in this way, but spontaneously subsides at last by
the end of the third month, and the children seemed to be

health}- when examined up to ten years later. The ages
ranged from 3 to 13. In one case an operation was done for

the assumed appendicitis but the appendix seemed to be

normal. In another child, infection from the genitals seemed
probable; in another the process started in the sigmoid region.

But in all the peritoneal picture was the same. The com-
plete and permanent recovery excludes tuberculosis.

Serotherapy of Purulent Pleurisy in Infants.—The three

cases reported by Nobecourt and Paraf, in infants 2. 4 and
5 months old, testify to the excellent results from antipneu-

mococcus serum in bronchopneumonia complicated with

purulent pleurisy. The pneumococcus of type II was cul-

tivated from the pleural effusion and from the nose and
throat secretions. The treatment included also hot baths,

cool moist packs of the thorax, injections of camphorated
oil and inhalation of medicated oxygen. The antiserum was
injected into the pleura after evacuation of the purulent

fluid, and into the lung, in doses of S or ID c.C and 3 c.c.

respectively. One of the children was injected with it also

by the vein. The injections were kept up for three to five

days, and a total of 30 c.c. in two and of 60 c.C. in the third

case was thus used. Unmistakable improvement
the serotherapy, and the infants all recovered from their

pneumococcus infection.

Archives Mens. d'Obstetrique et de Gynecologie, Paris

June, 1919, 8. No. 6

The Hemostatic Apparatus of the Human Uterus. Keiffer.—p. 305.

•Twin Tubal Pregnancy in One Tube. Hardouin.— p. 331.

'Painless D tetzger.— p. 342.

•The Pucricilture School.—

p

Unitubal Twin Pregnancy.—Hardouin adds another to the

as found on record in which two
were found in the i . He gives summ;
the entire number, and remarks that as onlj I

tive cases li.i. larger,

other unfavorable cases not having been published.

Painless Delivery.—Metzgcr gives marly four pages of

bibliography, sel solid, dealing with painless delivery, and
states that every one of the technics described for I

pose still represent some risk tor the mother and for the

child. Whatever the procedure or the substance, all agree

that the parturient should be under the eillaiice

of a specialist. This being so, lie ad it to lie

wondered at that the more recent publicatii

ether or chloroform which supervision, are no
1

s perhaps than the i i * ei mi

The Puericulture School.—This new in

French-Amerii . ith the Pari

culty, but it is independent and autonomous [ts

statutes are reproduced here with other detail

It is designed to develop and coordinate the teaching id

puericulture to physicians, students, midwives and nurses;

to create a permanent movement for the propai

welfare work of all kinds; and to make appropriation, for

i h tending to improve the

iMrcn. The found

d by a council of from fifty to seventy members
ion. To

ii mber of the \ ssoi

sented by two members, and be accepted by the council, and
an annual subscription of $4 paid. The "benefactor" mem-
bers pay $20. and the charter members $100. at least.

Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux
Sept. 25, 1919, SO, No. 18

Delousing Stations. Mandoul.—p. 375.

;
Diagnosis of Simple Traumatic Lesions of the Wrist G.

Chevalier.—p. 378.

•Scapulalgia. H. L. Roclu-r.—p. 380.
Organization of Spa System. (Stations hydrominerales.) Comet.

—

•Medical Impressions of the United States. Begouin and Picque.

—

]>. 390. Cont'n.

Scapulalgia.—Rocher here reports two new cases of osteo-
arthritis of the humerus inducing severe pain in the scapula

He remarks that certain environment'; and certain

seasons of the year render nonsurgical measures practically

impossible, while local injei odify the tuberculous
process sometimes actually whip up the process. In these

and in his five other cases of scapulalgia a complete cure

was finally realized by resection and immobilization. In

all, the tuberculous lesion was in the head of the humerus.
Some were of the white swelling type and others were dry

caries.

Impressions of the United States.—Drs. Begouin and
Picque were the official delegates, with Dr. Lemaitre, from

France at the Victory Meeting of the A. M. A. and they
here review their impressions of this meeting and of their

trip afterwards through the country. They express regret

that France was represented by only three delegates when
even Belgium sent five and Great Britain thirty. They add
that they tried to make up in activity for their small num-
bers, "we multiplied ourselves, taking part in all the cere-

monies and meetings and presenting, each, one or more
communications." They describe the Victory Meeting and
also the university system here in general and in detail,

the research institute-., etc., and relate that thej were shown
a piece of connective .tissue which has been kept alive in

an artificial medium for seven years in Carrel's lal

Even second day the edges are resected. They mention
that at the Johns Hopkins "a reading knowledge of French
and German is one of the requirements for admission, and
the examinations are severe. Farther along the examining
boards are more lenient" . . . "Each of the forty-eight

states of the Union mistrusts its neighbor, and a physician

admitted to practice in one state cannot practice in a neighbor
state until .he has passed a new examination. ... In the

United States—so modern from SO main points of view

—

there are stil! custom house barriers for sen

Journal de Radiologic et d'Electrologie, Paris
i H9, :;. \... s

I

'

I

is Shearer.—p. 33!

•Clinical R B u jon and
Longy.

imultancously i- I i>. 356.

hem.— p. 359.

in.—p. 363.

Destructi
I i Part of Scapula by at \ Laquer-

rierc—p. 365.

The Physical Laws of the Infinitely Small. H. Guilkminot.—p. 366.

Radiosurgical Table. Recbou. -p. 370.

Radiologic Findings at the Base of Tuberculous Lung.

—

I i
i

the findings at
I i

guide for the production pneumothorax. The
patients with chronic tuberculo

confirmi ! and tin details i if i a< h i

given. ! that any modification of the

shape and of the shadow cast by a costophrenic sinus must
be accept ring to symphysis. There may also be

without any appreciable abnormal findings in the

sinus. I

hamper materially the plaj of the diaphragm. It ma.
the amplitude of thi but the

iv amplitude of the diaphragm i almost

entirely by the r< spil

i of ii,,- -iritis on <

I
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but necropsj showed symphysis in seven others also. In

symphysis the amplitude was reduced some-

what on thai side luit tin- adhesions' urn- responsible for this

trily.

Fluoroscopy Simultaneously in Two Planes. -Gage is the

consulting radiologist al an American Red ( ross hospital

..t Paris. The method he describes, with illustrati

which the part can be inspected in the screen from two sides

is particular!) useful in the reduction oi fractures.

Journal d'Urologie, Paris

a

'Hydrone] laced Kidney. Kin p 121

129.

\ Richel US.
lymts. I-. Marsin.- p. 157.

i

M
i .

H Cal
i

Hydronephrosis of Movable Kidney.—The kidney had

into the pelvis and had developed hydronephrosis

which had become infected after a war wound of tl

\ catheter had been introduced into the sagging kidni

water introduced through it into the kidney induced the

pain '<i distention of the kidney pelvis while water intro-

duced into the bladder induced merely a desire for micturi-

lecoverj was soon complete after the nephrectomy

although the latter had been complicated by a threatening

hemorrhage. This and Rumpel's case, Rafin adds, are the

only ones in which the correct diagnosis had been made
I ration.

Papillomas in the Ureters.—Marion is enthusiastic over his

in destroying with tile electric current a polyp in

he ureter in i - rode is .i little narrower

than that use! in the bladder, bu! otherwise the

Lchnic is the same after the lesion has been located with

le ureter catheter. A papilloma in the ureter should be

ted when a polyp is found in the bladder near the

ureter mouth, in case of hematuria. Also when the ureter

catheter releases suddenly a gush of bloody urine, or the

catheter is arrested at some unusual point. His two patients

. 1 th had polyps in the bladder. The
hematuria continued after they had been destroyed with the

electric current, and the bleeding polyp was located by the

er when introduced to a depth of 5 cm.

With a not very strong current he applied the Hincclage

le'time, moving the electrode about all the time but

wei portion of the ureter. The pain

ere than during destruction of bladder

ger woman the success was compromised

the kidney pelvis which compelled nephrectomy

later.

Calcified Cyst in Epididymis.— Marsan reviews the history

and describes the case of a man who

ildhood had had a bilateral tumor of the epididymis.

It had never caused any trouble until at 52 sudden pain

ed in the right hard tumor, and malignant disease

seemed probable. The operation revealed calcification of

-t. The location and features of

that they had developed from embryonal

relics of the wolffian body.

Microscopic Study of TJrologic Cases.—Vivier gives two
plates and nine photomicrographs in the text to

ite the typical findings and their interpretation with

of the urinary apparatus. Some of the photomicro-

graphs show the findings in the same patient during the

curse of treatment.

Paris Medical
Sept. », No. 39

•Indications for Prostatectomy. E. Michnn.— p. 237.

•Partial Vbdominal Wall. H. Roger.—p. 239.

•Lessened Resisting Powers II. I'hirin — p. 243.

mplications of Influenza. (.. Schreiher.—p. 246.

Phlorizin in Therapeutics. A. Lcclerco..—p. 248.

I ill Fracture of the Semilunar Bone. P. Japiot.—p. 250.

Indications for Prostatectomy.— Miction remarks that the

renal titter is almost invariably more or less impaired b)

the time a pTOSlatiqUe leaches the singeon. It is ti

extremel] important to determini tl" extent oi this impaii

uieiii before tin- prostatectomy, as otherwise tin- postoperativt

common to all operai n uperposed on a preced

h azotemia, ma> have disastrous effects. < >n the

other hand, it the azotemia is induced or aggravated onl)

.ii es which the prostatectomy in itsell will do .mas
with, then even a high azotemia figure indicates merely

prostatectomy bad bettei be done at two sittings.

Much graver is high azotemia when there is no retention

oi fevei io explain it. Ambard's formula is instructive here,

in the intermediatt e.is<s with the urea content

i
i ilr M | b( tween 0.70 oi 0.90. The Vmbard cot (fit ienl

then will reveal whether the outlook is grave or not, and
will enable us to seize the least unfavorable moment for

the intervention.

Partial Paralysis of the Abdominal Wall.— Roger give-,

an illustration of a ease of war wound of lumbar nerves
winch hail entailed paralysis oi part of the abdominal wall.

I be wall in this region had lost its elasticity and stretched,

protruding like a woman's breast. No benefit lias been real-

ized in such eases from muscular exercise or electric treat-

ment, and an abdominal band has to be worn, or the skin

drawn up with quilted silk sutures.

Debility of the Bronchi.— Klurin ascribes to a local lack

of vitality the inadequate resistance of the bronchi to infec-

tion in some persons. Ordinary saprophytes are able to

set up infectious processes with this dystrophy of the respira-

tory "tree," and this opens the portals for disease in nose

and throat. The syndrome de ddbiliii bronchique is charac-

terized by signs revealing the hyperesthesia of the mucosa,

the unstable circulation and the special secretory response

to any causes liable to stimulate secretion in the mucus
glands. These signs may he detected even before the bron-

chial process has developed, so that it can be warded off by

proper treatment.

Meningeal Complications of Influenza.— Schreiher com-
ments on the fact that no one has published cases of puru-
lent pneumococcus meningitis in the course of influenza, to

his knowledge. Capitan has reported the discovery of pneu-
mococci in the false membranes in the space around the

optic chiasm, but the cerebrospinal fluid even in these cases

was clear and sterile. In Rosenthal's two cases of alleged

influenzal meningitis the fluid was opaline rather than puru-

lent. Netter found a distinct cellular reaction in the spinal

fluid in his three cases of influenzal serous meningitis, with

recovery of two of the three patients. In his own experience.

Schreiher encountered only one case of serous meningitis

and the young soldier recovered after lumbar puncture.

There were 20 or 30 lymphocytes in each field. From 8 to

10 is said by some to be a common, finding in influenza as a

transient meningeal reaction, but he saw it in only three

cases. Influenzal meningism occurs more frequently. The
symptoms suggest meningitis but the fluid keeps normal.

Lumbar puncture thus clears up all these cases, and it is

interesting to recall the "pseudo-meningitis" of the pandemic
of influenza in 1890, which was before the days of lumbar

puncture^

Phlorizin in Therapeutics.—Leclercq calls attention to the

excellent results he has obtained with phlorizin in treatment

of dyspnea, cardiorenal disease and the acidosis of diabetes.

It acts where other diuretics fail. He used ampules of 0.005

or 0.01 gm. of the phlorizin dissolved in a 2.5 per cent, solu-

tion of sodium carbonate; 1 c.c. of this solution dissolves

0.005 gm. of the phlorizin. Intervals of four or five days
. the injections seem the preferable technic. Two

bouts after the injection there is an output of sugar which

keeps at about 8 gm. for four hours at most. He never

found any sugar by the twelfth hour. The diuresis increases

during the first few days up to the eighth day, then remains

tationary, and begins to go down the ninth and the tenth

days. There is no freshet, as after theobromin and digitalis,

but it aids in the throwing off of the substances from which
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urea is derived, and thus seems to act effectually in combat-
ing nitrogen intoxication. Dietetic restrictions, repose,,

sodium bicarbonate and four injections of phlorizin in the

course of seven days banished the acidosis in a case of Kan
diabetes with the Gerhard reaction intense Under this treat-

ment 4 liters of urine were voided daily as the acidosis sub-

sided, with 58 gm. of sugar.

Presse Medicale, Paris

Sept. 18. 1919. 27. No. 52

^Etiology of Appendicitis. A. Riff.— p. 1

The Albumin Reaction in the Sputum. M. Salomon.—

p

: 27,
rapy of Hemorrhage. H. Dufour and V. I.e Hello.— p. 553.

Abortive Treat' lis L. Fournicr and Guenot.—p. 554.

th Inverted Ni|
I

gey.—p. 555.

Pleural Spirillosis in Traumatic Hemothorax. E. Lam

Etiology of Appendicitis.—Riff declares that no evidence

has been presented yet that disproves Letulle's assei

appendicitis is always of intestinal and never of hi l-borne

origin, or the assumption that the primary lesion is some

breach in the epithelial lining of the appendix. The oxyuris

has been incriminated in the making oi these primary

breaches in the epithelium, as we know that this helminth

-nug lurking place in the appendix. Riff found the

oxyuris in the appendix in 48 per cent, of 152 operative

cases at Strasbourg. In one appendix he counted 147 males

and SO females; in another 58 males and 201 females, and in

a third there were over 400. In a recent series of 63 cases

in children under 15, at Paris, the oxyuris was found in the

. in 80 per cent. These findings convinced him of the

causal role of the oxyuris. and this explains the immunity

of young infants, the prevalence of the disease among the

young, and its frequent familial occurrence. The di

of the oxyuris may turn the scale in diagnosis in

lly learn hi iw to i uris we

may hope to reduce the prevalence of appendicitis.

Seric-Serum for Controlling Hemorrhage. Dufour and

I.e Hell i noted that an anaphylactic reaction in a

with hemorrhagic purpura seemed to modif) the bl 1 in

such a way that the tendi irrhage was

TJiis suggested that a therapeutic anaphylaxis might be

induced which would arrest hemorrhages imp
trii! by other means. They selected Jot this the mel

passive anaphylaxis induced by in a small amount

of serum from a rabbit in a state of anaphylaxis. They
I tunes at regular intervals with

small doses of diphtheria antitoxin by the vein, i

bled the twent) first da) after the first injection, and their

serum injected into guima i latter imme-
diately, and induces manifest hypercoagulability.

ineously in human beings, it almost imm
hypercoagulability and has thus norrhage

in numi i

modify tin coa gulal ii 'ti oi the i

-eric-scrum against hemor-
i- they call it, arrested grave hemophilic and other

II ring uterine hemor-
ung woman, and fulminating epistaxis. They

with this prompt a

the tendi ed with other

serum was injected in thi

and the effect was . hour or

irs in the different .. i.e of the cases were
more than two injei i

Revue Mens, de Gynecologie et d'Obstetrique, Paris
i i

ii.

Radium Treatment in Gynecology. reviews

the ultimate outcome in ca • in which
radium treatment had been appli Mi- men-
tions parenthetically the evi I uterine

.....

operative measures are preferable to radium treatment, but

the latter is a useful adjuvant and in inoperable cases may
induce long survival, as also alter a palliative operation.

The cancer heals over and the patient stems reborn, but

after an interval of from one to four years the malignant dis-

ease reappears and radium then does not modify it The
line exposures to radium do not cause any complica-

tions, Inn lie repi
i of rapidly developing cai

woman of 27 which was treated with radium in three

stires and then the uterus was removed. The woman returned

a month later with a gangrenous patch in thi

Madder, and she is -till wearing a urinal, but there has been
no return of the cancer during the five and a half years

since. This is the onl) gravt accident that ha- occurred from

radium in his practice 'I lie ease teachi sity for

extreme caution when radium is applied preliminat

ii fins has the further disadvantage thai •

the tissues and renders the operation harder. A palliative

operation followed by radium exposures is much bel

In conclusion he expatiates on tin- . adium in

ai : esting la in. irrhagi i i i nl In his fifty

rases of the kind the promptest results were obtained when
the tumor in the small pelvis did not reach higher than two

or three ftngerbreaths above the pubis, but equally good

results were obtained with tumors exti

the umbilicus, onl) this took more time. By gaging the doses,

the hemorrhages can be arrested wit] on the

artificial menopause, but the hemorrhages may recui

or ten months later, requiring renewed radium treatment.

Then the menopause -its in and the fibroma becomes reduced

in size as a rule.

Menace of Phlebitis. -Rem) advises absolute bed rest with

measures to soothe the inflammation and redui

mi woman or a parturient develops symptoms
impending phlebitis. This prosed all that was

necessary in a i ted in which th

phlegmatia alba dolens aftei thi second of the five preg-

R< no . l.t : am. es thi ipting the preg-

nancy from fear of impending phlebitis.

Embryotomy. Dm Estrada writes from Mexico to

a Hi. r-iii'i ,
. ... .mo . if w hich he gives

an illustrated description. The metal - ,i7 cm.
long and curves. An elasti ig with a ball at the

is through the conductor and coils in concentric

circles when forced out of the tip

other end of the steel spring is fastened the strong chain to

I hr ball tipped spring

to axilla or at

the neck, and appears m the \agina. Pulling mi the spring

draws th.' Chassaignac chain int.. its place and the embry-

otomy can be completed without the slightest injur) ..t tin

uterus.

Revue Neurologique, Paris

a

i .st. K II. I p. 561,

Case of I P

C. I Parhi i

The Striimpell Phenomenon marks that in

II) in I he young, thi I

i leg, when one I

1011. In

effort ha a hand
Inns how this

and othi i onlirm tin that the

Striimpell phei acnt hut

while tin

can make isolated movements. \ man rci

aphasia ain word win

unable i "n the

i in the p., i
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5 it were, to t!

ii in which . i>1\ associated m<

Correspondenz-Blatt fiir Schweizer Aerzte, Basel

Practical Training in Surgerj irded the

teaching the students from

the pain:.- eing done. This throws a

in the teacher, but tl

able [Tie students ai e s< parated

i second

charge of tl and the

instruments Earl) in the term they are taught about anes-

rgical technic and all that will be called

rations. Just before the operation each group

is instructed in the theoretical data and in the anatomy of

d pictures of it are inspected Ea<

around an operating tabic with the professor, the

ed assistant. These do the

n but in mild cases they may give the knife to a

and take his pla< nt The rule is that

the patient until he is put hack to

bed, the medical students do everything that is done, all of

ind constant supervision by the surgeon

and the

Subcutaneous or Retroperitoneal Drainage for Ascites.—

later outcome in the c .

which i d the fluid into the subcutaneou in

1 to hold the communication open.

I of long permanent success. These
relieve ascites

e li\er. Iii Tavel's ites was

of the premenstrual type in a young girl. The fluid thus

artificially drained into the subcutaneous tissue form
- ins which sagged down on the thighs.

the ascitic fluid had remarkably improved the

health, hut the symptomatic benefit was counterbalanced by

the deformity resulting from the passive edema of the sub-

sue, and the proliferation of connective tissue

in the ii liferation further impeding absorp-

eril m .' lumbar tissues

n. as he explains, pointing

that the fluid might work its way from lure

rung a very large area for

el's case. Fish bladders and rubber

drawback, but calf aorta

ganized without

merely a large hole in the

ithout an actual drain.

and after the

after the

The Swallowing Reflex from the Cornea.—Schn
mid he induced

ii red it indicated

Annali d'Igiene, Rome
.

Ii —p. 277.

lb. \\ ii \ .;

1

p, 329,

Food in Wartime. Both Rho's and Belli's articles were

read at the Intel Ulied Sanitai at Paris
I.cm March. Belli's statistii - include 1,418 sailors

after their sixth and i onths in the service Hie

weight was below 60 k . and thej .ill except 7.9 per

cent had gained in weight.

the diel adequate amounts of calories although
the ration averaged onlj 2,800 >i 2,900

Vitality of the Influenza Bacillus. Carpano's expel
show that the influenza bacillus may long survive in a moist

medium, even up to three months, When desiccated ii di-s

in about four days. In sputum, effusions, and blood in the

tesl tube it dies in about twentj days Horse serum and
hemoglol igar offer the most favorable conditions

for its survival of all the mediums tested. II

aide temperature for its conservation is between 32 and .17 ('.

Deficiency Diseases. Seal present
our knowledge of the probable causes of beriberi, pellai i

called deficienc; diseases, and emphasizes
the importance in >n tin, stai dpoinl of the mineral elements

in tin- f I. Deductions From periments in tins line have
not been conclusive to date a- the) have not reproduced
natural

Gazzetta degli Ospedali e delle Cliniche, Milan
14, 1919 Hi.

Paraci >1 '
I

I
ttion. B. Vasoin.—p. 0/3.

10

Clinical Notes on 10,9 i Nath P I Dispensary in

Africa. F. Mazaone. I

Aug. 28, 1919, n>. No. 69

Postoperative Treatment and I I \v ut Wotrada of the
Brain. A. dc Castro.—p. 723.

10, No. 70

Principles for Treatmei *
s - as Learned from

Wai Surgery. Btf. I'asano.— p. 7.U.

Effect of Paracresol and Indol on the Circulation.—Vasoin's

experiments on cats and rabbits have apparently established

that indol and paracresol hav< a vasoconstricting ait ion.

Paracresol induced in the animals an abrupt and pronounced

drop in the blood pressure, and both this and indol reduce

both the systolic and the diastolii excursions of the isolated

heart.

Sept. 11. 191 Hi. Xo. 73

'Case of Chorea of Esophagus and Stomach. G. Cercsolc.— p. 770.

Chorea of Esophagus and Stomach. -The young man whose
i scribed bj Cen of a weakly, nervoi

stitution and the contrast meal sh iwed tint the esophagus
was the site of irregular chi nents changii

from point to point, peristal [peristalsis occurring

L'rly and even together. The stomach showed similar

irregular movements, with ure and relaxation of

the pylorus and the cardia. While these motor convulsions

m the i ophagus and stomach, the abdomen
seemed to be entirely at peaci and the movements of the

vere regular and n rmal. This localized chorea

m childhood, and d uniting or

ially impair tl

Riforma Medica, Naples
: .

'Multipli
\ Montefusco.— p. 782.

* Man 786.

Multiple Endocrine Disturbances.— Fici entitles his article

'hilar." as the woman of 33 pi ed

unmistakable
pituitarj body and ovary, all ng ins lym-

Iihalicus, and the spleen was much enlarged. Noni

ed enot if) the case as

one of Addison's disease, etc., but the combination ol the
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whole was grave and proved fatal in about seven years. She
ascribed the beginning of her disturbances to sorrow over

the loss of her child. The severe headaches and the rebel-

lious eczema of the legs were evidently traceable to the

pituitary and the endocrine anomalies. There was no reac-

tion to injections of pituitary, ovary or thyroid, and only

slight to epinephrin, but there was a good reaction to atropki

and also a partial reaction to pilocarpin (no sweating

to tuberculin. The tendency to vomiting, diarrhea and chronic

bronchitis of the asthma type suggested vag< il

Agglutination in Typhus.—Mnntefusco remarks that during

the present small epidemic of typhus at Naples, many physi-

cians recognized the disease who had never seen typhus

before, but the differential diagnosis is difficult in the first

sporadic cases—the most important for prophylaxis.

tination of Proteus X occurred constantly—1 : SO to 1:800

—

in the 100 cases of typhus in his experience, with a single

exception. The reaction disappears completely during con-

valescence. The test was constantly negative in a large

number of patients with acute diseases other than typhus

except in one patient with smallpox. The agglutination does

not become manifest until the eruption has appeared and by

that time the clinical diagnosis is practically certain, but it

may be important for a retrospective diagnosis and to detect

atypical cases.

Colon Bacillus Eye Disease.—Betti reports two cases of

panophthalmitis in men of 56 and 38, following a contusion

of the eye. In four and two days the anterior chamber was
full of pus, the vitreous all pus, and the eyeball had to be

removed. Cultivation "i" the germs in the eye and

tion of rabbit eyes demonstrated that a highly virulei

bacillus was responsible. In a third case phlegmonous

dacryocystitis developed three years after a contusion of the

region which had been followed by recurring catarrhal con-

ditions in the conjunctiva after the first stormy inflammation.

The dacryocystitis perforated spontaneously and p

was soon complete after dacryocystectomy. He cites a few-

other authors who have reported similar colon bacillus

dacryocystitis. The colon bacillus is thus able to induce

acute processes in the eye and its annexes, with a destruc-

tive course.

Exenteration Mammectomy.—Federici applies this term to

the technic he has applied in two cases of cancer in its early

stages. He cuts a pear-shaped flap encircling the breast,

except that the incision skips the distance along the median

line. The small end is at the axilla and he turns this llap of

skin upward and inward. After excising all morbid

he returns the llap to place and sutures without drainage.

The outcome during the lew months to date in his cases has

been excellent.

Treatment of Varicose Veins.—Aievoli calls attention anew
to Schiassi's mel d solution into

the vein as a simple and effectual means \
varices

in tin legs lb- describes it in detail but without illustrations.

Annaes Paulistas de Med. e Cirurgia, S. Paulo, Brazil

in.

Quartan Malaria in S. Paulo. A. G Guimai

—r '

Infant •!<> Chiaffarclli.—p. 133. Cont'n.

Quartan Malaria in S. Paulo.—A colon. 1 plate sh

idings in wJ the first

authentii quartan malaria published in il

The Plasmodium in qi lin minor

n the typical malarial parasite.

Arcbivos Brasileiros de Medicina, Rio de Janeiro
••

• lrmic of Influenza in 1

•Brazilian V.i

The Pandemic of Influenza.—This is a special number of

; os, it^ -'<" devoted to i

Morrira, Murilli i di I de Almeid
the mental disturbances and the iulluencc of influi

mental disease: Ferreira. influenza in infants: Finto, the

prodromes: Balena. postinfluenzal Addison's disease, and
M reira da Fonseca. suprarenal insufficiency in influenza,

while others review their

Brazilian Bibliography .on Inflenza.— De Almeida lists with
brief summaries seventy-seven articles, theses or pamphlets

that have been pub!- :ilian writers on influenza.

A review is also giv - that have appeared

in various countries on treatment of influenza.

Arcbivos Espafioles de Enf. del Ap. Digestivo, Madrid

7.—p. 453.

Rebellious liastric Ulcer with I rnia. C. Oructa.—p. 458.

Epileptic Gastric Crises.—Martinez describes the case of

a man of 39, a gardener, apparently robust, who for three

years had had attacks of pain in the stomach accompanied by

great depression and sometimes by loss of consciousness and

convulsions. During the intervals he felt well but said he

had always had "a delicate stomach." The pain during the

attacks was agonizing at times, and it reappeared each day

for three days; then followed a free interval of about three

on an average. Bj exclusion, the onlj d

possible semed that the attacks were a manifestation of tardy

epilepsy. In time the gastric symptoms grew less pp I

while the epileptic character of the si i;-nu > became unmis-

takable. No treatment addressed to tin- stomach had the

I effect and the ordinary bromids were not borne

well by the stomach, but considerable relief was obtained

with strontium bromid which seemed to be well tolerated.

The intervals grew longer and the seizures less severe. The
fetid breath and large amounts of indican in the urine just

before the seizures were combated with dieting, laxatives,

hexamethylenamin and sodium benzoatc by the mouth.

Archivos de Ginecopatia, Obstet. y Ped., Barcelona
June, 1919, 38. No. 6

•Puerperal Psoitis. J. Gorostegui.—p. 121.

Placenta Praevia plus Eclampsia ait- I livery at Eighth

Month; Recovery. .1. Pelaez Brit
| Ichthyosis. Fxaeta.- p. 132.

Puerperal Psoitis.—Gorostegui ,ei\cs an illustration of the

peculiar attitude of the woman with febrile psoitis after a

twin pregnancy with great autoit and premature

delivery at the seventh month. The fevi after the

uterus had been cleared of putre and there was
much pain in the left iliac fossa, with tympanism. The
woman held thi ed and in abduction and outward
rotation all the time a- -be lav in bed. An im

I'otipart's ligament where the tumor and the tendenp

ironounced released a large amount of fetid pus and
uplcte.

Brazil-Medico, Rio de Janeiro

•Ocular Pros!

I I,

Clinical Forms of Granulotn itta.—p. 2-49.

Artificial Eyes. De < vea re| raph of

a man showing rbil with an artificial

eye mounted on a ra

that ra!
'

and the illustration

when thi

Cronica Medica, Lima
•.

•Influenza and I

p. 234.

Influenza and Tuberculosis. '
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spital although influenza patients were in the

ward with them. Similar experience with certain reservations

among the tuberculous frequenting a preven

.it Lima.

Gaceta Medica de Caracas, Venezuela

—p. 147.

Medicina Ibera, Madrid

Vaginal Gauze Holders. Conill applies the term "con-

long needle,

with the tip cleft like forceps with a

ring below to tighti i e uses these to pa

men down nit" and out of the vagina in

ns, instead of m. pmu blindl) for

m below \n illustration is given of these

a special forceps for |

ithoul injuring the surface, and also of an

ch allows the sutures to be taken while il is in

II can then be removed without interfering with the

Prefrontal Tumois cases of

: the frontal 1 ibe originating in the dura and

riie tumor was a sarcoma in both rases

• been no recurrence during the three years t<>

.1 in the first case. The psychoparalytic

in the other case were intense, and the woman
succumbed to postoperative infection. The symptoms in the

luded hemiparesis and paraparesis, rigidity of

the muscles of neck and thorax without convulsions, tremor
- ind mental impairment of th<

: dementia type. In the Other cas in speech

leiitia were accompanied by a fine tremor of the arms
the reflexes. The tumor in this case

mandarin orange but, as with prefrontal

it was easily enucleated.

-. -.. 96

r —p. 1/.*.

.1. Alvarez Si

rrci

Associated Organotherapy.— Ferrer discusses the advan-

ii gar di - i organ extracts

er similar extracts. He warns that we must a

iiu~ that have a stimulating action

. arian extract,

.tract of the corpora lutea and of calcium with

"::m extract he regards as promising.

Observador Medico, Mexico
i

.

p. 47.

Plus-Ultra, Madrid
it

-
.

Dynamics of the Hear; oris the

stimulation of the vagus, on the arrhythmia induced by

cpinephrin, el the heart from

stimulation of the vagus may differ widely according as the

ventricles are or are not distended at the time, It is neces-

sary therefore in all such tests to note whether the ventricle

is full or empty.

Fascia Plastic Fixation of Sagging Kidney. Seres gives

eight illustrations of the technic foi utilizing a broad
rectangulai strip of aponeurosis cut from thi

suspend the kidney in its propi
!

["he strip is slit hall

waj its length to fit around th< pedicle, and the ends are

linn drawn up and sutured to form an outer capsule around
the kidnej Ihne double threads are then passed through

tins outer capsule at the centei and near the poles, .is with
i iuyon's pi ocedure, and the i tl

the kidnej in its prop i sing them through or over

muscles or Hhs as indicated, \\ ith thi kidnej

tissue proper is left intact. Another procedure which he calls

ura he nod to reduci the size of the kidnej aftei

hydronephrosis. Seven fine catgut threads were quilted back

and fi 'i th o\ er the infi ney, with >ut per-

forating the wall. The ends were drawn up and tied and
the normal outline of the kidnej was thus re-

Meningitis. Palancra's p rraphs reproduce the

findings in three inter ingit I he menin
gOCOCCUS was found in il 1.111.11- m the second, and
the thii d was

i -i influenza!

Pathologic Biology. Suner discusses anergy and the pre-

disposition to infectii i phylaxis as their manifes-
tations are encountered in child I

the practical

points emphasized is the importance ol secondary in

and the imperative necessity for warding them ol
'

remarks in regard to ana] hat il is in epidemic

cerebrospinal meningitis that anaphylacl are mosl

to he dreaded l*o n them hi advises injecting 10 or 30

c.c. of the antiserum subcutaneouslj the first day, the anal-

ysis of the spinal fluid once made, then 30 or 40 C.C. can he

i ted intraspinallj without inconvenience. If haste is

nit raspinal injection of 2 c.c. and after

waiting an hour or two, injecting the full amount -'It or 30

c.c. Or else. 1 c.c. of a dilution of 5 c.c. in 10 c.c. of saline

could he injected by the vein. If there is no reaction to this

in three or live minutes, then .i c.c. of the same dilution can

he injected, and if no disturbance follows, then 10 c.c. can

he injected, and alter waiting another two minutes, the final

injection of 25 c.c. of the same dilution can he made. From
menl the patient I- vaccinated against anaphylactic

disturbance, and in ten minutes can he given bj the vein or

spinal canal up to 30 c.c. of the undiluted antiserum. He
quotes extensivelj from Bi n Ika' recent work on anti-

anaphylaxis which throws more light on the biologic prin-

m\ , lived.

The Art of Medical Writings. Santos Rubiano holds up

as a model of probitj and precision in medical writings the

one known, found on a votive tablet in the temple of

pius. It states: "Thi . id told an old soldier, named
\ aletii Aper. to take the Id 1 of the white cock, mix it with

ind anoint his eyes with this for three days; the

Soldier did so." Santos deplon the Erequenl "kleptomania

if an article thai they

should be the necropsj oi the bod; ol the article, and should

distinguish between what is postulated and what is asserted,

and the deductions therefrom.

Transformation of Chronic Myeloid Leukemia Into the

Fulminating Type.—This occurred in described

in full; in one under the influenci ol ii ercurrenl influenza

improved under
camions roentgen treatment that long remission of symptoms
was anticipated. In the other case chronic leukemia in a

nil a history of tuberculosis had flared up several

ind the last time tin- occurred tin- streptococcus was
m tin' blood. In tin casi also 1 hei e had been

improvement treatment. I

plausible to assume that the transformation of chronic info

ukemia aftei
I is dm' t,, toxii infei

, and that thi action oi roentgen treatment

may he

ill thi in i plai e, or they

be from intercurrent disease.
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Repertorio de Medicina y Cirugia, Bogota
August, 1919. 10, No. 11

•Sarcomas in Long Bones. Pompilio Martinez.—p. 570.

Bullet Wound of Lung and Pericardium. J. Anzola Escobar.—p. 588.

Treatment of Syphilis. M. Antonio Rueda.—p. 592. Conc'n.

Sarcomas in Long Bones.—Martinez gives illustrations of

several of his 13 cases of extensive sarcoma i i the long

hones, and states that 80 per cent, were in males and that the

ag«- ranged from 20 to 40. with two cases in persons over 50.

In almost every instance there was a history

the region. In his latest series the sarcoma was in the upper

encVof the femur in 5; of the humerus in .5; the lower end of

the femur in 3; the Inner end of the humerus in one, and in

one case in the middle of the tibia. In some of his cases the

sarcoma had grown to enormous size. His experience has

confirmed that amputation or disarticulation is necessary in

the rapidly developing sarcomas involving the sofl parts, but

under other conditions resections into sound tissue seem to

give as durable results as amputation.

Revista de Medicina y Cirugia, Havana
5, 1919, 24,

Total [rreducibli Prolapsi of the Rectum. R. Stincer.—p. -159.

Revista Medica Cubana, Havana
March, 1919, 30. No. 3

The Causal Germ of Influenza. L. Plasencia and others:—p. 115.

April. 1919, SO. No. -1

The Medical Press and Scientific Hispano-Americanism and Pa
i tos Fernandez.'

Amputation of Tuberculous Mamma. D Gonzalez Marmol.— p. 209.

Aneurysm of the Aorta; i I Martinez.— p. 212.

.
i in -I ition oi Bl i M. Tejeri p 1

Colloidal Metals and lodin in Pneumonia. Sobriuo Alvarez.— p. 220.

Siglo Medico, Madrid
Aug. ; ". 1919, 66. No. .1429

•Case of Frohlich's Adiposo-Genital Syndrome. A. Crespo
—p. 713.

The Differential Blood Count in Epileptics. R. Alvarez de I

718. '

Adiposogenital Syndrome.— In the ease described by

with the roentgenogram oi the hand, the subnormal
iture, eunuchoid voice, rounded outlines sug

the feminine type, especially at the breast-, and abdomen, and
the atrophy of the genital organs in thi young man were

iccompanied b atroph) of the optic nerve, headacl

slight bulging of some segment of arm or leg. He th

in the evidently complex glandular action in this

case.
08. No. 3430

Morphin Addicti larros.— p. 739.

i „i II. Iminthiasi . in 1750. V. II, rnindi i Bi iz p 7 10.

Treatment of Morphin Addiction. -Juarros commi
numbers >i morphin addii

emphasizes that treatment must be individualized, using the

abrupt <>r the gradual method of suppressing the drug

according as the patient is young, with the habil acquired

within three years, the doses not ovei _' and the

the habit is ding and large

amounts of morphin h; ularly taken. In thi

group, abrupt suspension is dangerou if the

patient i ind has organic disease of anj kit

t it-tilarl strict indrt id

lion i> : en for the purges ordered. Tin
tins is responsible for the man] addicts

sidered mption because two or thn

d Juarros reiterates thai

lit
i

< 1 « ithoul i. id ii the ph
|

sii i

imposing his favorite methi .d! alike, and
will remember thai psychotherapy is an indispi

adjuvant Hi prefers Sollier
1

technic for rapid suspension

and Jennings' for the slow method,

.;.;. nil

i

I Pulidn.—n 7..I

' ai il J. II

704.

•The Psychology of the Insane. II. F. Dclgado.—p. 768. Com'd in

No. 3430. p. 737.

•Indirect Surgical Treatment
p. 770. Conc'n.

Ferran's Vaccination Against Tuberculosis.—See Madrid
Letter, Oct. 4. 1919, p. 1074.

Induced Pneumothorax.—

(

.utici and Cerdeiras
trace the histoo oi therapeutic artificial pneumothon
to Baglivi's communication in 1669 on the frequent healing of
pulmonary tuberculosis after a wound opening up tin

cavity. Stokes in 18.38 called attention to the way in which
pulmonary lesions began to heal after spontaneous pneumo-
thorax, but Forlanini in 1882 suggested artificial pneumo-
thorax and in 1892 began to apply it systematically in

treatment. 'Ibis article pleads for its application early in pul-

monary tuberculosis, nol waiting until it is the last :

This delay has materially hampered the proj

valuable method of treatment and brought undeserved dis-

credit on it, as more lias been asked of it than it is i

of accomplishing. The technic is described in detail and ii is

emphasized that this "collapse therapy" does nol conflict with

any other therapeutic measures. In fact, il ran smooth thi

path for them to be effectual. Fullj 60 per cent, of the

patients whose condition indicates artificial pneumothorax
can be restored to normal life by this treatment they reiterate

in conclusion.

The Psychology of the Insane. -Del ns thai

n the soul of every one the lost Paradise lies buried

out of sight but alive, still inducing its magic seduction."

. . . "Conduct is the result of the interaction between
our response to the world of realitj and to this inner seduc-

I the lost Paradise, and what we call sanity and
insanity depends on which of these two Forces elicits the
pi i di iminating response."

Indirect Surgical Treatment of Gastric Ulcer,

explains certain casi i ulcer as the result of the

tCtion of the Sympathetic nerve innervating the
hi. nil. 'Phis nerve has both a sensory and secretion
promoting function, and likewise a vasoconstricting
When functioning to excess, there inevitably follov

chlorhydria and hypersecretion at the same time as anemia
of the mucosa. The vasoconstricting influence deprives the

i nourishment and leaves it defenseless

against the extra corroding action oi the hyperchlorhydria
which acts on the mucosa abm email, long on account of the

i
leiion \ further factor is the spastic closure of the

pylorus from the irritation induced bj the hyperchlorhydria.
Ibe wholi train t phenomena can thus be traced to the

i
'i' ming i 'i the m] athel ii 1 thi he attacks

by stretching the nerve involved to induce, as he says,

cnnnoci. a a distaneia del gran simpdtu He has
thus treated S3 patients and reports 25 completely CUI

8 improved The outcome is not known in 10 cases and no
• Mowed in Hi others. In the eases of failure, organic
if the p\ lorus was e\ identh a factor, .md th

traindicates this method, he says, He describes tin

and gives the details ol a numbei ol typical cases, i

1 -is been restricting the intervention to stretching I

Ml nerve on both sides. \t firs! he acted on the
sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth. 'Pile nervi
each is stretched with forceps aiming to act on thi

sympathetic ami the semilunar ganglia and through them
nerve libers passing direct]] to

idilation with hypen
the gastric mui il the hypi

I Ibis, aire

t the pyloru
• b ci 'incuts.

Tribuna Medica, Rio de Janeiro

pbilia from Ihi \ v.

p. 137.

Diagnosis of Sypliilis from Spermatic Fluid. In til

m Widacovich brings down to

of which a summary was given in I'm loi rnal, Maj
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Vida Nueva, Havana
i .

Etiology of Yellow Fevei

Cuba

nounce-

the 'lata

Nederlandsch Tijdschrift v. Geneeskunde, Amsterdam

-

Paralysis of Tibialis Amicus, -l.aan has already published

poliomyelitis,

. treat-

I cas( He n hal is to be

lis anticus, reporting

I with s, thus a total

ras paralysis in the thigh or in the other

lateral in 17. The literature lias

ainly hitherto with paralysis of the tibialis posticus.

he weak-

1 aralysis dated

nh year and in 48 there had

c treatment although the paral;

ding eighteen

Treatment had
patients

ind s im< oth< r- a mid n I <

: even this.

itients have to be left it

and it is in' ake the after-treatment as

nd electricity ha> I

and the main reliance placed on

ng the patient

32 a walking stirrup was
worn at night also

uring the day and iratus at

.1 uumlicr were unable finally to

I he war has of the
• itmenl f ii fantili paral) sis

isibli ncci -
1 ' lor resection of the

plantar aponeurosis and of the

n transplant;.'

1 1 and 3 have
; _'

14

dercd a succe;

i tained when the i

i the tibialis antic;;

tictis without

,vcr the

traction.

and the two
reiterates that

i

- tit may be realized,

comparatively speaking, freeing the chil ipparatus

lui ing the ct ipplinj imum.

. %ia of the Newly Born. Mink
can get into the lungs of the new born child so long

to the tr;n
I I, and there

'- air to enter the tr i< Ilea it the \

together. Bui a brisk downward movement of the

to the air ol

h

resulting reflex action the I

' down-
ward and respiration is inaugura

the infant, lie thinks, timulating

the skin, as even thi.s is un; air i tto thi

opening is obsti ted He recalls that stiirula-

. ;i more pi ;

ilized from I

Tickling the i

perhaps with a feathi Its action might

toted by ammonia or irritating I ' mg out

the nose might facilitate

bull inti i first one

nostril and then the other. This I irees out the mui

:i md nostril Ii m the tl

stimulation of the nasal mucosa should rank above all other

for combating asphyxia neonatorum.

Cancer in the Married. Sal di i ; tabulates tlic statistics of

cancer of the uterus md Rotterdam 1902-1914.

They show that cancer of the uterus is more prevalent in the

married than in the unmarried. I ancer of the breast

more i the age of 40.

Typhoid Cholecystitis. \ that the thirty-

six gallstones found in the I th( !

' of 14 had

developed since thi typhoid which had induced the

cholecj stitis. 1 found in tl

two and four months after the cholecystectomy.

Aug. 30, 1 •-• v,. 9

•Mammary Cancer. H. T. Deetfflan.—p. 573.

"Hyperthermia. I. R. Kollewijn.— p. 584.

Mammary Cancer.—Deelman reviews the outcome in 5S2

operative cases of mammary cancer at the Amsterdat

Front 1885 to 1915 \m > thi points thus brought

out is that there is at least an 8 per cent, difference in the

mortality between the figures for a three year interval and

a five year interval. ( )n!> 30.6 per cent, were still living

he 245 patients operated on

1883-1911. Onhj one third I aerated on were

living at the fourth year, ami of those that had died in the

interim five out of ever) six had succumbed to cancer or its

consequences. A marked change for the better appears in

ihc statistics from 1900 onward, and systematic postopera-

tive raying sei ing conditions lately even

more. Of the women n in 1900-1914. over 42 per

cent, are still living. The figures show further that the age
between 40 and 50 offers the best chances for survival.

Hyperthermia.—Kollewijn states that there were signs of

exophthalmic goiter in two of the eight cases of pi

slight fever he reports, and syphilis was evident in another

case. The temperature was persistently above normal, at

least during the latter part of the day. Nothing could be

found to explain this unless possibly nervousness or hysteria

could be incriminated. He thinks that "nervous fever" might

be foun i it were regularly sought for. At the

same time he thinks that this can scarcely be accepted as the

explanation for cases in which the temperature keeps above
38 C ( 100.4 F. ) for a long time. With men. syphilis should

itien impending exophthalmic goiter.

if the temperature keeps below 38 C. there is scarcely need

he patient's occupation, but if it keeps
safer.

Correction. ated line in the first column of

Sept. 13, 1919, should read (instead

Bacteria for Biologic Tests.—Signorelli says")
'"Nitrogen Metabolism—Maragliano states that the research."
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BALTIMORE

During the past two years the research work in the

laboratories of the James Buchanan Brady Urblogical

Institute has been given over largely to the study of

antiseptics with a view particularly to the development
of drugs applicable to the genito-urinary tract. Atten-

tion was first directed to internal antiseptics, since

Ilinman 1 had previously shown in our laboratories the

questionable value of hexamethylenamin. Starting

with the remarkable selective activity of the kidneys

on phenolsulphonephthalein, as shown by the work of

Abel and Rowntree2 and developed as a functional test

in our clinic, we tried to attach other chemical agents

to phenolsulphonephthalein and thus produce an

live internal urinary antiseptic. Some- interesting drugs

we're produced and studied by Davis and one of US

i I.. i
. \\ . '). The war interrupted these studies, but

the urgent need of really effective antiseptic- for local

use in the genito-urinary tract induced us latei ti

centrate on this problem. Browning was visited in

London by one of us, and sufficienl quantitie

flavines were obtained and sent to Baltimore. \- a

result of experiments and clinical use in this clinic,

Davis and I Ian-ell' recommended the use of acriflavine

in the treatment of acute gonorrhea, and this fo

therapy was then used with good results in

venereal clinics of the American Expeditionary Forci 5.

Impressed with the possibilities of using dyes as a

For the development of therapeutic compounds,
enti ated oui effi irts on the production of

new drugs possessing the peni ti iting qualitii -
i

while at the same time being germicidal and relatively

ii and nonirritating I he number of compounds
that have been ami are being ] luced in the pursuit

of tin- research is considerable From among them

[nal

arch in tin-

1. Hinman, (rank: Urinary A M. A. 65: l:

i

S : !77, i i

I. Da

the substance reported on in this paper has been
selected for extended study. In mercurochrome-220
we have a drug of demonstrated germicidal value.

The speed with which some old infections of the blad-
der and kidney pelvis have disappeared after its use
is striking, and the absence of irritating and toxic qual-
ities, together with the ability of the patient to retain

a 1 per cent, solution for hours without discomfort.
are sufficiently proved to establish the possibilities of
the drug in these conditions. For the first time, we
have a drug of great germicidal strength that can be
tolerated in the human bladder for several hours, which
establishes an ideal condition from the standpoint of
its sterilizing effects.

Its value in colon and staphylococcus infections has

led us to apply mercurochrome 221 l to gonorrhea and
chancroidal ulcerations, our investigations having been
carried on under the grant recently made us b) the

Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board for research
in the prevention and treatment of venereal di

( hir series of cases so far is limited, but the demon-
stration of the sterilizing value of the drug in the

urethra, bladder and kidney pelvis is promising enough
to warrant this early publication.

CONSIDERATIONS GOVERNING SYNTHESIS OF A NEW
URINARY GERMICIDE

In synthesizing a drug for local use as a urinary
antiseptic, it was sought to combine the following pro]

erties: (1) ready penetration of the tissues in

the infection exi-ts; (2) kick of irritation of the drug
to tissues; ( .^ ) high germicidal activity: (4) read)
solubility in water and stability of the solution; (5)
Freedom from precipitation in urine, and (to suffi-

ciently low toxicity to avoid systemic effects from the

small amount of the drug that may be absorbed.

In order to meel the firs) requirement it was decide.

1

to make use of a penetrating dee. not necessarily a

germicide of it-elf, but serving merely as a carrier in

which a germicidal chemical group could be substi-

tuted. The clinical experience thai the basic dye h

as fuchsin, brilliant green, crystal violet, and. in some
case-, tin- Ravines, are too irritating to the muo
tin- urinary tract for general use suggested the use of

acid dye-. This class "i colors, which include

i < hi mil hut representatives the phthaleins and mo-t of

i d) i
.

"iiia a v. ide ' ange of choice From
purely chemical considerations it mighl 1"' predicted

thai the basic dyes would be more irritating than the

and dyi Hi Former an alts of weak base-, and
i their solution musl have an acid reaction.

d dyes, on the other band, are used as sodium
salts, and solutions of them necessarily haw a neutral

or slightly alkaline reaction, depending on whether the

I, -u< b as a sulphonii a< id, or
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a weak acid, such as a phthalein. Since the tissues

rally more sensitive t" acidity than to alkalin-

ity, this reasoning led to the choice of an acid dye

as the basis of the synthetic germicide.

The extensive os< toplasmic

a suitable dye of th

1 [owevi r, not lend itself in chemical m
tion, because tl • -> positions in its molecule susceptible

to substitution by other chemical groups arc already

bromin. < >n the other hand, it was found

related substance dibromfluorescein

ititution by the germicidal group we
tain practically the same tinctorial

rues that eosin itself possesses.

Mercury was chosen as the active germicidal prin-

ciple to be substituted in the dye molecule. Virtually

the only form in which this metal has heretofore been

used in the urinary tract has been that of the chlorid

or cyanid salts. The chlorid is so extremely irritating

ly very dilute solutions | 1 : 3Q.OO0) an

remely doubtful whether such solu-

ally in the presence of urine, exert much

effect on the infection. Concerning the use oi the

there is little available information. In the

f either salt, however, th lability

in and in all probability i- slij

ilutions of mercuric chlorid

mercury ion. If. however, the metal is

substituted in an organic compound, such as an acid

dye. the mercury no longer yields ion-, but exists

'. part of the dye molecule itself.

In this form of combination the properties of the

metal as manifested by mercury salts are more
mpletely masked. The new substance

itive reaction with the usual reagents

for mercury. Mich as alkalis, iodids and alkali sulphids.

rganic combination- of mercurj also generally

exhibit lower toxicity than do ding amounts

n ury in salt form, and frequently, but not

their germicidal action is milder than that

With the great variety of p

combin red, depending on the nature of the
'. it is not very difficult to find

of nonirritability, lower

and high penetrating power more than offset

rmicidal power as com-
'. with that of the mercury -alt-.

Although a lane amount of investigation of the

therapeutic- of ti impounds has

out in, Europe, the study of these com-
has, Far as we know, been

to that of Davis. White and Rosen* and of

I r and Rai; F<

with the US nee- in

principles we employ in

the us '.nd- in the urinary

: i w.

1 1 ROM!: 220

To tl tituting one atom
in the molecule of dibromfluorescein we
in- name "mercurochrome-22

5. ScH. i

..-

Scham^-. 1. Infect. Us. 24:547 (June)

'I Kenericallj' to all the
iting, the individi

.

. phtbaleins, azo d;

r: in due time.

icallj it is dibrom-oxymercuryfluore cein, 01 its sodium
-alt. The latter con lain- aboul .'' pi I I I tit. of mercurj .

and is represented bj the formula:

The free acid i- a red powder insoluble in water but

readily soluble in sodium hydroxid solution, with the

formation of a deep cherr\ red color, showing fluores-

cence on dilution. The dry salt forms iridescent green

cales, slightly hydroscopi and readily soluble in

water. I he solution is stable and i- not affected by

moderate beat or exposure to the air. Strongly acid

urine
(
/-„ 5.(> i gives a slight precipitate of th

dye; but if the acidity is pw 6.4 or less, no precipita-

tion occurs There is entire Freedom from precipita-

tion when a 1 per cent, solution of tin- drug is mi d

with an equal volume of medium rich in protein, siuh

a- hydrocele fluid. The solution -tains the skin a

bright red color, bul the tain is readily removed by

rubbing first with _' per cent potassium permanganate
solution, and then with 1 per cent, oxalic acid solu-

tion.

It wa- found that under proper conditions a second
atom of mercury could be introduced into the dye
molecule. However, the substance thus formed
no greater germicidal action than the simpler com-
pound, and was consequently discarded.

It should be mentioned that a "mercury dibrom-
fluorescein" ha- been experimented with by llahn and
Ko tenbader.7 These authors give no description of

their drug, but it- mercury content I 35 per cent.) indi-

cates that it differs from our substance and that it is

not a homogeneous chemical compound.

PENETRATION

Vttention must be paid to the penetrating power of

any germicide for use in the urinary tract. Fenger*
own that "in thirty eight hours after inoculation

the gonococci have only just begun to effect entrance

between the epithelial cell-. The inflammation extends

until the gonococci have penetrated deep into the layers

of the
i ne, which has become acutely

ed, the epithelium undergoing mucous degen-
eration, and exfoliating in patcht 5." Ma. ( allttm'' stales

:us penetrate- among the epithelial

cells and extends even into the subepithelial ti- m of

Sections made from cases of papillary
; From pyelitis -how the organisms to have

d to ih' deeper layers of the epithelial cells.

a- called by Davis and llarrell' to the

rapid diffu-ibihty of acrillavine in the tissues. During
the administration of mercurochrome-220 by injection

"ion- into a rabbit's ear vein to determine tox-

icity, th' niie phenomenon was observed. This com-
pound spread rapidly from the vein into which it was

injected, and in a few seconds the entire ear

,". II.. tm and i I Irig., 2:71, III.
r. quoted In- K'-vtrs: Modern i i

9. MacCallum: Textbook of Pathology, p. 530.
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was colored a reddish pink. This color persisted with
varying- intensity for from twenty-four to forty-eight
hours.

With a view to determining the penetrability of this

mercury-bearing dye. when used in the urinary tract,

a series of direct experiments was carried out. A
rabbit was catheterized. a soft rubber catheter being
used. Through this catheter an ounce of 1 per cent,

solution of the drug was slowly injected into the blad-

der, and the catheter was slowly withdrawn, allowing
some of the fluid to escape through the urethra. At
the end of five minutes the catheter was again intro-

duced, and the bladder was emptied. The rabbit was
quickly killed, and the bladder and urethra were dis-

sected out intact. The bladder was then opened, and
excess of solution was removed by washing with water.

Frozen sections of the urethra and bladder were made
immediately and were examined without the use of

any other stain. In other instances the bladder and
urethra were opened and immediately transferred to

formaldehyd solution and hardened. Paraffin blocks
were made and sections were cut without the use of

any other stain. This experiment was carried oul

several times, the catheter being used in one instance,

and in the other instances the bladder being filled

through the urethra by means of a small syringe. The
latter method was used to avoid any possible trauma
tf> the urethral mucosa. In other rabbits under ether

anesthesia, the abdomen was opened, the ureters were

exposed, and by means of a small record syringe the

ureter and kidney pelvis were gently filled with a 1

per cent, dye solution, care being taken to prevent

overdistention of the kidney pelvis, and the ureter was
ligated. After five minutes the rabbit was killed, the

ligature was removed from the ureter, the kidney and
the jireter were taken out intact, and frozen sections

were made and promptly examined. In other instances.

paraffin sections were made.

Examination of the frozen sections as well as of the

paraffin sections shows that the epithelial cells of the

urethra are stained a deep red. This staining is must

intense in the superficial layers, and becomes less

intense toward the -til,mucosa ; but the SUbmucosa was
stained in places, though nut so uniformly as the

epithelial layers. In some places the stain penetrated
the submucosa into the muscularis. This mercury-
bearing dye stains the epithelium of the anterior and
posterior urethra uniformly, and to a less extent pen
etrates to the submucous layers. Sections of thi

dcr and the ureter show the same uniform
and Staining of the cytoplasm of the epithelial cells,

>ubmii< osa is less deeplj stained. So I

the kidney pelvis showed penetration and stain

thelium. The dye bad also been taken up by
of the collecting tubules, and the) wen

for a short distance up the tubules from the papillae.

In the urethra, the epithelium of the glands opening
into the urethra was stained for some distance from
the mouths of the ducts.

TOXICITY

In determining the toxicity of the drug, variou
i administered intravenously. The urine was

examined and the phenolsulphonephthalein exi

was determined, and in dug, blood urea wa
tion. We noticed a variation in the

amount of the drug that rabbits and dogs .mild toler-

per kilogram invariably killed rabbits in

twenty-four hours, and no gross lesions were found at

necropsy. Rabbits receiving 5 mg. per kilogram showed
a decrease in phenolsulphonephthalein output and an
albuminuria that lasted about a week. Dogs tolerated
10 mg. per kilogram very well with no evidence of
discomfort or illness. In each instance there was pro-
duced an albuminuria without casts and a temporary
reduction in phenolsulphonephthalein output but no
rise in blood urea. The albuminuria persisted about
live days. At no time were casts found. The phenol-
sulphonephthalein output returned to normal with the
disappearance of the albuminuria. No evidence, of
kidney damage was found at necropsy on animals
killed at the end of the experiments. With this toxic
limit established no harm is to be expected from the
small amount of the drug that may be absorbed when
used locally in the genitd-urinary tract.

IRRITATION

One per cent, solutions of mereurochrome-220 gave
no evidence of irritating qualities when used in the
conjunctival sac of rabbits. Solutions of this drug in

strength from 0.1 to 5 per cent, have been used in the
human genito-urinary tract as a local antiseptic. In
the kidney pelvis a 1 per cent, solution was Used. This
was slowly injected through the ureteral catheter, the
catheter was plugged, and the solution was retained for

live minutes. There has been no sign of irritation or
reaction following its use. This procedure has been
carried out three times in one week in some instances.
In the urethra a 5 per cent, solution caused only tem-
porary burning when retained live minutes, and a num-
ber of case, of acute urethritis have been treated by
'he use of 1 per cent, solution injected four times a

day, the solution being retained live minutes at each
injection. 'I here has been no irritation beyond occa-
sional temporary smarting. No cases of retention have
been seen, and no stricture formation has resulted from
its use in our series of cases, as will be seen from the

ports.

In only two instances Was there any complaint of
burning or irritation. '11

, th chronic cystitis

cases m old men with residual urine. ' »ne of them had
e carcinoma of the pro, tale involving the blad

der, with a residual urine of 200 c.c. lb- was on inter-

val catheterization, and about 1 ounce of 1 per cent.

mercurochrome was placed in the bladder and i'

until the next ii o .ii. about ;i < hours later
'I his man complaint n die bladdi r

end had a reaction, w hich persisted for several
hich his urine be. ame much clearer b

infection persisted. The Ot n was similar, that

old man with an enlarged prostate, his

condition being such a, to make prostatectom) oul of
the question. There were several hundred cubic centi-

idual urine. \ in r several hours 1 i

plained of severe burning in the bladder, which per-

With the exception of the two cases noted, we have
seen no irritation beyond occasional temporary smart-
ing at the time of injection, The solution ha
Used in a number of bladder infection, with small

of residual urine without irritation. I
!

that irritation ha, bo thai n-
o. i in i. nee in thesi

nsitiveneSS rather than to any inhei I

ol the drug. Soli). who have I- en
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it have reported not only absence of irritation but also

a prompt cessation of pain following the use «
> t the

drug in infected bladders and kidney pelves.

BA< nKim ogic n i HNIC

The medium chosen in which t<> test the germicidal

action of drugs intended for use in the urinary tract

was urine. VVe are aware that the objection may be

that many infections have their seat in an

environment more closely related to serum than to

urine, and that serum therefore represents the most

rational medium for test tube experimen

ntention really applies to infection of the urinary

11 be questioned, especi illy in such infec-

s may be located not much deeper than the epi-

thelial layers. Moreover, no set of test-tube experi-

i'n be relied on for much more than a rough

comparative evaluation of various germicides, which

will hear no necessary relation to relative efficiency in

clinical tests. For this reason urine seemed a medium

fairly well representing clinical conditions. It had the

further advantage that the results obtained with it take

into account an) precipitation or other chemical change

that the drug may undergo under conditions of actual

clinical application in the urinary tract.

The tests were carried out after this manner: Urine

tided aseptically into sterile flasks.

to the reaction of 6.4 on the hydrogen-ion scale. Blank

ere made to insure sterility. Nine c.c. of this

urine were inoculated with a 3 mm. loopful of a

twenty-four hour broth culture of the organism. To

the inoculated urine was added 1 c.c. of an aqueous

solution of the drug: ten times as strong as was desired

in urine dilution. Thus, 9 c.c. of urine plus 1 c.c. of

the 1 : 100 drug solution gave a final dilution of

1:1.000 in urine. The mixture was at once well

shaken, and at the end of the desired time period 0.1

the mixture was transferred with a sterile capil-

lary pipe! to 10 -i r, and this mixture was

immediately plated. The advantage of adding the drug

dated medium rather than to inoculate medium
containing the drug has been forcibly pointed

out by Dakin and Dunham." 1 The former pi '

simulates that carried out in an actual disinfection,

and has the advantage that, in case the drug is altered

in any way by the medium, it at least gets an equal

chance to act mi the organisms as well as be acted on

by the medium.
In making tests with final dilutions that are low

. 100), it must be remembered that a

lerable concentration of the drug may b<
;

in the agar plate. Thus, if 0.1 c.c. of a 1: 10

urine be transferred to 10 c.c. of agar,

. new hundredfold dilution : that is. the dilution

10,000. Since the agai

our hours, we have in

action of a 1:10,000 solution on the

-four hours rather than action of a 1 : 100 solu-
1 in our

re obviously errone-

to avoid them, this expedient was
.

. dilution ( 1 : 100; ha

on the urine for the stipulated time, 0.1 c.c.

ixed with 2 c.c. of sterile water, and 0.1 c.c. of

iw dilution was plated with 10 c.c. of agar. The

dilution in agar was then 1 : 200,000, a dilution which

separate experiments showed was without action on

10. Dakin and Dunham: Brit. H. J. 2: 641 (Nov. V) 1917.

the organisms even in twenty-four hours. Blank
experiments with this double dilution showed that

when no drug was present, enough organisms were
left to give a good growth in agar plates.

I he composition of urine from the same individual

onsiderably, and of course variable results were

obtained, tn i e thi ee or re tests were mule.

and the figures given in
I

present the highest

dilution ili.it always gave a sterile plate. In all cases

an average of results would be more favorable to the

drug, but we feel that the method of reporl we have
adopted is safer and less open to criticism than an

would be.

In testing the germicidal value of the lla\ im-s, the

. tst be taken to lead llie plates after forlv-

hours as well as after twenty-four hours. We
have frequently found thai a flavine plate would
apparent!) be sterile al the end of the first period and
would show a growth of many colonies at the end
of the second period. No such del -ill was
observed in tests with mercurochrome-220. This

emphasizes the fact that the value of the Ravines lies

in their antiscptu action rather than in their germicidal

action.

h should he mentioned thai the notable difference

between the action in acid and in alkaline urine shown
bj acriflavine is not shown by mercurochrome-220.
'1 he action shown by this compound in alkaline urine
was .slightly inferior to that shown in slightly acid

urine.

CUM MINT ON BACTERIOLOGIC TESTS

The outstanding fact observed on comparing the

germicidal values of mercurochrome-220, acriflavine,

protargol and argyrol (dahles 1. 2, 3, 4 and 5) is the

rapidity of action of the mercury compound in fairly

high dilutions. In one minute it kills li. coli or

Staphylococcus aureus in a dilution of about 1: 1,000,

a result obtained with none of the other drugs even in

one hour. In fifteen minutes its effect is nearly as

gnat as in twenty-four hours, killing 11. coli in this

short time al 1:5,00(1, and Staphylococcus aureus at

1: 10,000. A few tests were made to learn the min-

imal time in which a 1 : 100 solution would sterilize.

Staphylococcus aureus was killed almost instantane-

ously; that is. as rapidly as we could introduce the

drug, withdraw a sample, dilute in water (to dilute

the drug out of action in the agar) and plate. This

lure look no longer than ten seconds. The same
test on B. coli revealed that a few organisms remained

after ten seconds' exposure to the drug. Since a

olution kills tins organism in one minute, the

time necessary for a 1 : 100 solution to kill is po

no more than thirty seconds.

flavine is shown to he much less potent as a

germicide in even the mosl concentrated solutions, if

allowed to act on the organisms for one hour or le s.

It surpasses mercurochrome-220 in the twenty-four

hour test, at this time period appearing to he about
four limes as effective as the mercury compound. It

is hardly logical to judge a local urinary germicide by
ils action on organisms during such a long period of

lime; a -Ion t period of exposure in the test, on the

Other hand, approximates clinical conditions. If rapid

inn is a desideratum, as it appears to he. nier-

rome _'_'o is superior to acriflavine.

parison of mercurochrome-220 with the silver

protein compounds is open to two interpretations. If

onsider the action in the test tithe of those solu-
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TABLE 1.—THE GERMICIDAL STRENGTH OF MERCOROl BROMJ
220 IN URINE *

tions used clinically—10 per cent, argyrol and 1 per some instances and the syringe in others, with a 1 per
cent, protargol—the silver compounds compare favor- cent, solution of mercurochrome-220, the catheter being
ably with the mercury dye except in the action of plugged and the fluid retained in the pelvis for five

minutes. There has been no complaint of pain and no
severe reaction in any of our cases. This procedure
was repeated twice a week, and when the urine from
each kidney was tree from pus and organisms for a
week, the patient was discharged to return for further
observation in a month.

In treatment of Madder conditions, the urethra was
first irrigated with sterile water, a coude catheter was
passed, and the bladder was washed clean. One ounce
of 1 per cent, mercurochrome-220 was then injected

into the bladder through the catheter by pressure from
a bulb syringe, or by a Keyes syringe. The patient

was instructed to retain this solution for at least one
hour, and longer if possible. Some patients have been
able tn retain the solution for more than three hours.

This procedure was carried out twice a day, as a rule,

and in some instances three times a day. There was
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lilit) to

v., id urii was aegative I he patient

us venereal disease. Four years before, the

Imitted to the Johns Hopkins Hospital with a

urethral stricture. During

month in the hospital, the abscess was

and the stricture was thoroughly dilated. During the interval

; no trouble. On his return there was a large

in the perineum, ami the patient voided with great

llowers up to 24 F. wen
atheter was then introduced, ilir. 1114I1 wh

...purulent urine was withdrawn.
' Yr irriga.tioi

I at the end of

till cloudy and infected with both

bacilli and cocci. Irrigation of a warm solution of mercuro-

daily. Following the

• mercurochn ime-220 was

n the bladder and the patient was instructed 1

hour. The infection immediately began

up, and at the end the urine was clear

and entirely tree from pus and organisms, and remained SO

until his from the clinic four weeks later. The

patient is returning for weekly dilata-

the stricture. The patient was aide to retain the 1

lution for mure than two

in the ldadder without any discomfort.

icule cystitis with chronic

ulitis.—A white man. aged 20, came

plaiuing of the presence of pus in the urine. The family and

. . .itivc. The patient stated that for

he had had intervals of Madder irritability

1 with the p. udy urine. The past history

ion of the urine di

[ a bacillus infection and a large amount of pus.

Ureteral catheterization repeated several times revealed that

the kidneys were free from infection, and no acid-fa>'

ind. The patient received treatment at

r intervals at the Brady Clinic for six

-iatic massage, seminal vesicle stripping, irrigations

with potassium permanganate solutions (1:1,000

instillati f acriflavine (1:1.000). Flavine

twice a week for '

clearing up the infection. Instillations of from one-half to 1

ounce of 1 per cent, solution of mercurochrome-220 were

in, given on alternate days. The urine began to clear

immediately, and after the sixth treatment was found to be

m pus and The urine was examined at

a month, and no infection was found at

any time. The patient had no difficulty in retaining

tions in the Madder for from one to thn

returned, after a month's absence, with cloudy urine, which

id to be due to phosphates and was free from infection

and
;

"7:. B. I'. 1 ».—Cystitis.—A white man, aged 54,

came in complaining of kidney trouble. The family and vene-

real history were negative. He gave a history of a severe

axs previously. He had had

mptoms until six months before, but had

had about ad months. On admis-

- bladder urine was cloud, -mall amount

and a bacillus infection. The duration of this infection

lual urine,

bladder cap ! c.c. The bladder was tra-

lall median bar with a pouch behind it

• ne was found

in cither the ureter by wax tip, plain

-am. The treatmei I f daily instilla-

iialf ounce of 1 per cent, mercurochrome-220
into the empty Ida 1-

tion for at least an hour and

the first injection, the

urine became clearer, but pus cells am
until the fourth treatment. After this the urine contained a

few desquamated epithelial cells, but no organisms were

f 'Und at any time. The urine was studied twice during the

week following the discontinuance "t treatments and was

found dee from infection both tin

al the end of this time.

ol pyelitis and cyst

white man. aged 58, came in complaining "f soreness ill the

left kidney region. This was the rd admission I I

the hospital. < in hi- first I
I prosta

tectomy, m which was satis!

pididymitis, .

ciated with a pain in the lumbar region, probablj du<

pyelitis. The patient impi llj alter leaving the

and was well up to live weeks pri

i cloudy

and highly colored. Three US to this he hail had
.i second febrili in the kidneys.

I 'ret era I catheterization disclosed a bacillarj in

kidney pelves I

I

ivas treated bj pelvic lavage, sil-

ver nil I.: being used and his infection entirely

that on his discharge he had no pus 01

.lie urine. At this time 1 :
,

didymitis, which pro Four months
later he returned to the hospital the- third time, and

I bilateral pyelitis and papilla! > cystitis due to a

bacillus was made. The pyelitis was treated bj

1 per cent, mercurocl ig used. The
pelvis was gently filled with the solution until the patient

became i
I

distentii >n : the cath I

then withdrawn, leaving the vow- filled. This was done Once

a week, and on alternate days the ldadder was treated. From
to 1 ounce of a ! per cent, mercurochrome-220 solu-

tion was used, being injected into the empty bladder and

retained for an hour or more. It required ten treatments to

render the urine pus free and oi ;anism-free. The patient's

urine was free from pus and infection on discharge after one
month's treatment.

B 1 [.) iatic bar obstruction; Cystitis

and bilateral pyelitis.—A white man complained of pain

across the pubii ion. The family history was

negative except for the death ol One brother from tuberculosis.

He admitted a gonorrheal infection twenty years pn
with no i- or recurrences. He dated his trouble

to a severe attack of influenza about one year before. On his

first admission to the hospital, studies made then led to tin

is of cystitis, median bat obstruction, bilateral pyelitis

due to a bacil and a right-sided hydronephrosis of

Previous to his admission the patient had

been treated in another hospital for seven weeks by pelvic

lavages, autogenous vaccines and bladder irrigations, but the

infectioi

On his second admission a punch operation v,

When convalescent, ureteral catheterization was performed,

and the urine from both kidneys was found infected with

bacilli, there being only a few pus cell Each pelvis

v. a - tilled by gravity with a 1 per cent, mercurochrome-220
solution, and the catheter was withdrawn. Examination of

the urine obtained by ureteral catheterization on the first and
third days following this one treatment failed to reveal any

rganisni. The patient left the city immediately after

this last examination, but at a later date is to report for

observation.

outside case).

—

Cystitis.—A white man, aged 35,

came in for an examination because of cloudy urine. The
family and personal history were negative. The patient's

urine was found to contain a small amount of pus and many
bacilli. No definite history a- to the length of time the infec-

tion had uld be obtained. The kidneys were nega-

urcteral catheterization. No pathologic condition

pund in the bladder except chronic cystitis

due to long-standing infection. Daily instillations of one-half

ounce of 1 tier cent, mercurochrome-220 were carried out, and
on the fourth day the urine was found to be free from infec-

tion and pus. and remained clear until the patient left the

clinic.

Case 7 (7728, B. U. I.).—Prostatic bar; cystitis—A white

man, aged 53, came in complaining of prostate trouble. The
family and personal histories were negative except for two
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gonorrheal infections without complications. On admission
the patient had a few cocci in his bladder urine but no pus
cells. Cystoscopy revealed a prostate bar, and a punch
operation was done and a retention catheter was left in

place for forty-eight hours. On the removal of the catheter

the urine was found to contain a large amount of pus. many
bacilli and no cocci. The patient was treated by instilla-

f from one-half to 1 ounce of 1 per cent, mercuro-
chrome-220. These treatments were preceded by irrigation

of the anterior urethra; a coude catheter was then passed, and
the bladder was irrigated with sterile water. Instillations were
given twice a day, and the solution was retained lor at least an
hour without any pain or burning. After the first day the

urine became clearer, and after seven instillations (the morn-
ing of the fourth day) the urine was found to be free from
organisms. Daily examination of the first urine voided in the

morning failed to detect any infection during his subsequent
stay of one week at the clinic.

Case 8 (4364. I!. U. I.).

—

Chronic cystitis.—A white man.
aged 68, came back for observation. The patient had
had a perineal prostatectomy lour years previously, and
had secured an excellent result; but a bladder infection per-

sisted. Examination of the urine revealed a large amount of
pus and many bacilli. The urethra was thoroughly irrigated

with sterile water ; a coude catheter was passed ; the bladder
was washed clean with sterile water, and 1 ounce of 1 per
cent, mercurochrome-220 was injected through the catheter
into the bladder. This was done twice a day. Daily examina-
tion of the urine was made. The morning urine the third day
t'after live treatments i was found to be free from organisms,
but contained many epithelial cells. The urine was examined
each day during the rest of hi- stay at the clinic (three days),
and no organisms were found at any time. There was no
irritation or burning when the solution was retained in the

bladder from two to three hours.

Case 9 (7732. B. U. I.).—Chronic cystitis.—A white man.
aged 53. complained of kidney trouble. The family and per-
sonal histories were negative. For the past three years the
patient had had a pain in the right lumbar region at times.

This w;^ never severe, but rather of the dull aching charac-
ter. Five months before admission, the patient began to have
hematuria and renal colic on the right side. Ureteral cathe-

terization revealed a COCCUS infection on the right side and
no infection on the left side. A pyelogram was made and a

diagnosis of right hypernephroma made. Nephrectomy was
performed. Following this the bladder infection persisted.

The patient was then given bladder instillations of one-half
ounce of 1 per cent, mercurochromc-220 on alternate day- to

be retained for one hour. There was an immedi it

in the number of pus cells and organisms. After the seventh
• nt the urine was found to be free from infect

remained so for two weeks. In this time the urine was care-

fully i
i time-, but no infection was found.

10 (7857, B i [.) i titis. \ whiti man,

bad Complained of urinary difficulty for the past six years.

The family and personal histories were negative except for

norrheal infections, the last one being six .ears prc-

viously, from which time the patient dated his urinary

trouble. Examination detected a tighl stricture in the mem-
branous urethra and a contracted vesical orifice. A punch
operation was done under local anesthesia, and a retention

Catheter was left in the bladder for drainage for forty-eight

The patient developed a mixed infection of thi

ii bacilli and cocci together with a large amount of

pus being found in the urine. \fter the remi
daily instillations of 1 per cent, mercurochromi
bj irrigations of sterile water, were begun. The urine was

ed daily. There was a gradual diminution in the

nisms and the am.. unt of PUS. There
organisms found on , a very few on thi

vard up t.. the tw< Ifth d

RESULTS IN URETHRITIS

I li«' b Hon of mercuro-
chrome-220 "ii tin- gonococcus have nol been com-

.- yel and will be published later.

In fifty-one cases of acute specific urethritis, treat-
ment has been given by intra-urethral injections of
1 per cent, solutions of thi- drui;. These were all pub-
lic dispensary cases, and a large number of the patients
were negroes, many of whom failed to cooperate,
while < it hers failed to continue their treatment after
tin- discharge began to diminish, especially if the) had
no complication in cause them pain or annoyance In
none of these cases have we seen any irritation beyond
a temporary burning or smarting, whether the "drug
was used in the anterior or in the posterior urethra.
The method Used in these cases has been: micro-

SCOpic diagnosis as to the presence or absence of gono-
COCCUS; the three glass te-t to determine the part of
the urethra involved and the extent of involvement,
and an examination of the prostate and the vesicles on
the first visit. We did not examine the urethra with
a bougie a bottle, owing to the presence of an acute
discharge. \n anterior urethral irrigation of warm
sterile water or dilute ( 1 : 10,000) potassium perman-
ganate solution was then given. This was followed by
the careful injection into the atherior urethra of suffi-

cient 1 per cent, mercurochrome-220 solution to fill

completely the anterior urethra, the patient compres-
sing the lips of the meatus and retaining the solution
for li\e minutes. If the posterior urethra was involved,
the solution was gently forced into the posterior urethra
by means of a bulb syringe, and was retained in the
bladder for an hour or more. A small quantity of the
drug solution and a blunt nosed urethral syringe were
dispensed, and the patient was instructed to inject the

solution four times a day immediately after urinating,

retaining it for five minutes. ( )n return to the clinic,

smears were examined microscopically, and as the
organism- lessened in number, the number of injections
was reduced to three and theti to two and latl I

to one
per day. The reduction should be gradual. \s long
as the drug is used the urine will remain cloud) owing
to exfoliated epithelial cells, which will be found
stained pink, while the polymorphonuclear cell- will

ii. il he -tamed by this drug.
We were abb- to follow thirty case- until an apparent

cure was effected. Ibis involved in some cases the

treatment of preexisting or consequent prostatitis,

vesiculitis or stricture. In such cases a cure was con-
sidered accomplished when the urethral discharge bad
disappear! d and the urine remained free from shreds
for two weeks. It was found very difficult to secure the

i ooperation of thi cla of patients, in the treatment
of residual prostatitis, when all urethral and urinary

had disappeared.

Twenty-one other patients wen- improved and dis-

continued treatment. The average length of time
required to render the discharge free from got

was ten days. The shortest tune required to accom-
plish this was three days. These were acuti

two df which remained free from further infi

but in one case there wa- a recurn inisms
after nineteen days, due to a reinfection from the
prostate. I be longest time required to render any
< ase l;

: e wa- seventeen days. I I

an acute exacerbation of a chronic infection, with
involvemi nt oi thi posterioi urethra and the prostate.

Recui i
i ganisms took place in six

or 20 per cent, of our total. Two of the-, six were
cas. , hi which the anterior urethra alone was involved,

and the recurrence was probably due tO -topping the

injections before the enure canal bad been sterilized.
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e recurrences were in cases having both

anterior and posterior involvement. Epididymitis

ped in two of the i d in one case stric-

i re found subsequently in the bullions urethra,

["he anterior urethra alone was involved in ei

t u> per cent, of our sei ies, there 1

terior involvement in twelvi (it per

cent., at the time the patients first pn mselves

for treatment. Chronic prostatitis was found to be

present in fifteen i
;
er cent., on first exam-

ination. Tin. oi In per cent., develops

the polymoi predominate, and latei the

epithelial cells increase in numbei as the polymorpho-
nuclears (liniinish. As the epithelial cells incr< i

number and the organisms disappear, the num
daily injections should be reduced gradually, taking

about a week entirely to discontinue the drug. Any
remaining catarrhal process in the urethra should be
neaied by the use of dilute potassium perman
solutions (1: 10, igation or silver

nitrate 1 : 10,000. \\ hen thi r urethra is

involved, it frequently clears up before the anterior
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CHANCROIDAL ULCERATIONS

As a result of the laboratory tests demonstrating the

penetrability and germicidal activity of mercuro-
chrome-220, it was decided to use it as a local appli-

cation in the treatment of nonsyphilitic venereal

ulcerations. Fourteen dispensary patients were treated

with the local application of mercurocfirome solutions.

We were able to follow ten of these patients until

healed. In four cases an initial treatment was adminis-

tered and some of the solution was given for local use,

but the patient- failed to return for further treatment
and observation. All these cases were negative on
repeated dark field examination for Spirochaeta pallida.

and gave negative Wassermann reactions. No cases

are included in which the patients were found to be

syphilitic or were receiving intravenous arsenical medi-
cation. The type of sore was that of the old sore w ith

undermined edges and dirty gray necrotic base which
show ed no tendency to heal.

These sores were thoroughly cleaned with soap and
water, and all the necrotic tissue was removed. A
moist dressing of 1 per cent, mercurochrome-220 was

plied, and some of the solution was given tin:

patient with instructions to moisten the dressings twice

a day with the solution. Later it was found more con-

venient to use a starch paste containing 5 per cent.

mercurochrome-220 by weight, instead of the solution,

the sore being dressed only once a day. No irritation

or burning was complained of by any of our patients.

TABLE 7.-STNOPSIS OF RESULTS DETAILED 1\ TABLE 6

^ observed until an apparent ci

Minimum time required to s-free 8 days
tune required to rend* it days

Average til discharge goo 10 days
li peloped after

treatment was begun 3

In all of the cases, the sores cleaned off in from one

to four days and presented a healthy healing surface.

The prompt change in the appearance of the

when Healed with mercurochrome was very striking.

After tin- sore was clean and healing over, a simple

ointment of boric acid was used as a protective dress-

ing, silver nitrate being used on the granulations as

Whenever indicated, a dorsal sin was made
and buboes were opened and drained rabies .^mi:,*;

the length of time required for completi

not included, of the patients left the clinic

after the -ore was partly healed.

1. Mercurochron perimentally a drug of

germicidal value, a solution of boul I

killing Ii. coli and Staphylococcus auri ts in urine in

one minute. It ha lly fifty times the germi-
cidal strength of acriflavine in urine mediu

hour.

2 In a strength of 1 pet cent, the new drug
by the human bladder for from one to

hours without irritation. Inj 1 per cent,

solution into the renal pelvis are likewise frei

.en when held in situ bj plu

.}. That mercnrochrome-220 ha a remarkable
cidal value i- shown by the rapid sterilization

plished in a series of i litis of
inding and i o oilier treatment

for the firsl time we Eed thai we haw a method ol

quickly cuing certain chronii ii the bladder.

The rapidity with which a few cases of old purulent
cystitis disappeared was surprising, becoming free of
pus and bacteria in a few days.

udies of the comparative value of acriflavine
and mercurochrome-220 in gonorrhea are not vet com-
plete, but it has been demonstrated that with both
drugs, methods of greal value in the treatment of the

have been produced.
5. .Mercurochrome-220 has proved to be eminently

satisfactory in the treatment of chancroids and as a
dressing for bu er incision.

Other drugs developed along the same line- have
been produced and are being experimented with
by us.11

ROENTGEN-RAY TREATMENT OF \

SPREAD AND GENERALIZED DIS-

EASES OF THE SKIN*
FRED WISH. M.D.

Instructor in Dermatology and . Columbia Unii

College of Physicians and Surgeons

YORK

In the early days i tgen-ray therapy of skin

3, those who resorted to this mode of tri

employed it chiefly in certain cutaneous aff<

which, as a rule, were restricted in area, or were
limited to certain well defined regions ol the body, or

occurred only as circumscribed or isolated lesions

For example, such affections as epithelioma and sar

the irious granul iid, ringworm of the

hairy surfaces, and other diseases which did not readih
respond to th< thods of treatment in common
use at the time, would be, so to speak, consigned to tin

ntgen ray, to reap the benefits of, or
to suffer the evils from a subtle and powerful thera-

peutic agent, the precise nature and action of which
i- to this day unknown. Even in such relative!

and well defined lesions a- basal cell epithelioma-.

,
wart- and circumscribed granulomas, the

administration of the
i oentgi n ray was at one time, not

far gone, a more or less haphazard, indeterminate
which, if it resulted fa\

Men at best only "the happy combinal
-ton- circum

EXACTNESS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OP DO
OF RAYS

well known, the last few years have witi

great stride- in the science and art of roentgenotherapj
i'd to cutai Improvements in

anufacture of the vai of exciting

itUS, and in the qualit)

and quantit) much toward tin

lany refinemi linic, so that

'.i\ to measure the exact quality and
aii raj

ii. in

.
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emanation, without the least difficulty; in other words,

we cm easily administer an ex tcl dose of roentgen

rays. [*hese improvements in apparatus and advances
in technic have culminated in the production of the

Coolidgc tube with it- remarkable flexibility and its

steady delivery of rays of uniform quality.

The present-day degree of perfection attained in tin-

method of treatment of -kin diseases may therefore

be measured by the facility and the simplicity with

which a given dose maj be safely and accurately

administered, within a specified and reasonable length

of time. This degree of perfection was not arrived

at without much laborious experimentation and in \ c<* i

-

cation; and the modern dermatologist owe- a large

debt of gratitude to such diligent worker- and scientists

iuraud and Noire, Benoist, Holzknecht, Kien-

bock, Pusey and Caldwell, MacKee and Remer, With-
erbee, Shearer, Corbett, I lamp-on and many others,

numerous to mention here.

i i i HNIC

For the benefit of those who have not yet taken up
this method of dermatotherapy and who contemplate

-.1, I will briefly describe the technic which 1

employ with the best results in my practice and the

effects of which 1 have constantly the opportunity to

observe in the roentgen-ray service of the Vanderbilt

Clinic, under the direction of Dr. John Remer. This
technic has been elaborated and standardized by Drs.

MacKee and Remer, and it is to them that I am
indebted for my acquaintance with the more recent

refinements n ray administration.

Heretofore it had been necessary to employ a Holz-

knecht radiometer and a Benoist penetrometer or other

similar device- designed tor the purpose of ascertaining

the quality and quantity of roentgen-ray doses. With
the advent of the Coolidge tube, however, these mea-
suring instruments are no longer essential to practical

and accurate dosing. The vacuum of the Coolidge

tube being stable and con-taut, the dosage may he

determined by the observance of Other important fac-

tors: namely, the length of the parallel spark gap. the

distance between the anode of the tube and the -kin.

the amount of current passing through the tube during

a given exposure, and the length of time of the

>ure.

Apparatus.—Many excellent types of apparatus are

on the market. That which I use consists of a two
kilowatt, sixty cycle transformer unit, with a rotary

coiner 1

:t the direct current of 220 volts to

an alternating current, and with a so-called rectifying

disk, mounted on the same -haft. Attached to the

cabinet are an amperemeter, a rheostat, a milliammeter
exciting current, and a meter for the Coolidge

tube filament. The filament i- heated by a current

from a small, separate rotary converter, fed by a 110

volt main, the current from which is passed through
down transformer. An apparatus of this type

" ient for all purpose- which the

dermatologist is likely to require in hi- daily practice.

king up an 8-inch parallel spark gap,

and may therefore be employed also for deep therapy,

a filter of 3mm. of aluminum being used.

Standardization of Apparatus.—This apparatus was
-tandardized according to the method suggested by

e and Remer. To obtain one Holzknecht unit

at "'-kin distance," that is, with the exposed pastil of

barium platinocyanid re-ting on the -kin. the following

Factors were found to be serviceable a- convenient
winking constants: length of parallel -park gap. <<

inches; amount of current passing through the tube,

2 milliamperes ; distance from the anode to the -kin,

S indies; time of exposure, three minutes.

With the Coolidge tube backing up a (> inch parallel

piik gap, the Benoist penetrometer reading is approxi
niately No. 8, that is, a "hard" ray. Experience has

taught that a No. 8 to 9 B raj is to I" preferred in

dermatologic practice, to much softer or much harder
emanations

Accessories. \ stout « len table, d 1 -. Eeet long,

J Eeet wide and of the height of an ordinary dining

room table, fitted with heavj rollsr casters, is most
useful. It should be fitted with an adjustable head rest

and leg and arm rests, preferably made ol wood, and
-o constructed that the) may be folded anil put out of

the way when not in use. A heavy tube stand, con-

structed with a well balanced counterweight and a -tout

lead glass bowl for the Coolidge tube is to be preferred

to the lighter wooden Stands, the risk of accident t i

tube and patient being lei sened with the use of a heavy
apparatus. An overhead trolley system for conducting

the leads to the tube, and a lead screen to protci I the

operator, complete the outfit.

Method of Administration.—In a general way, it

may be said that the treatment of widespread and gen
eralized -kin diseases consists in the administration of

repeated fractional doses to the entire affected integu-

ment. In the majority of eruptions a dose of one

eighth to one-quarter Holzknecht units at "skin dis-

tant i'." administered once or twice a week, over periods

varying from two to eight weeks, is sufficient to bring

about involution of many of the dermatoses amenable
to the treatment, so that the -kin is exposed to a total

do-age varying from three-quarter- to one and a half

Holzknecht units (skin distance) in from three to

eight or nine weeks. These figures are, of course, only

approximate, being subject to considerable variation.

For example, a superficial, thin-scaled generalized

psoriasis may involute under a half or even a quarter
iln- amount of radiation that would be required to heal

a chronic, infiltrated and thick-scaled eruption of the

same disease. Again, certain eruptions as a whoie
require different amount- of roentgen ray and different

intervals between the exposures: for example, the

smooth plaques and the elevated tumors of mycosis
fungoides, which may occur simultaneously in one
patient.

Exposures of Large Areas of tin- Skin. When large

>uch as the anterior surface of the trunk, or the

entire back, are to be treated, the rays are so adminis-
tered a- to permit of an approximately equal distribu-

tion of the <lo-e over the flat ami convex surfaces of

the body. This is accomplished by allowing the rays

to overlap from different focal points of the tube, on
the same principle a- the Kienbock-Adamson method
of treating ringworm of the scalp, although the accu-

racy of the latter method cannot be duplicated in treat-

ing the trunk, nor is such exact dosage strictly neces-

sary for practical purposes. The usual procedure is

to expo-e certain regions of the -kin in succession, as

both -ide- of the upper chest, both sides of the mid-
i

region, both -ides of the abdominal region,
li area receiving the required one-eighth to one-

quarter unit of radiation. Investigations bearing on
hnic were carried out, about a year ago, by
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W. H. Guy, 1 under the direction of MacKee and
Remer. Guy found that a uniform dosage of roentgen
rays striking a flat surface is not circular in outline as

was thought to be the case, but is elliptical, with the

long axis of the ellipse at right angles to the long axis

of the tube. Employing a standard treating distance

of 8 inches from the anode, the ellipse measured 8 by 4

or 5 inches. To quote from Guy's paper:

Thus at 8 inches the selected points for treatment should
be not more than S inches apart in the long axis of the

tube if the method of multiple application be followed. On
the other hand, if one uses the open tube and all

overlapping of rays, then in the long axis of the tube, treat-

ments should be applied about 10 inches apart; at

angles to the long axis of the tube, about 15 to 20 inches
apart. This of course applies only to a flat surface, con-
cavities and convexities being allowed for, a,

law that intensity varies inversely as the square of the dis-

<cepting when using filtered rays, when the rule of

direct proportion applies, as recently established by Remer
and Witherbee. In treating large or convex surfaces, the

law relative to the intensity being in direct proportion to the

sine of the angle of incidence, must red. By
increasing the distance from the anode u < found that the

size of the elliptical field increased
: tely, but was

not as well defined as at the shi rtei distance. On tl

hand, when the tube was moved nearer, the field was nar-
rowed. Thus, if one desires to treat a comparatively large

area by a single application, approximately accurate dosage
may be obtained by placing the tube farther away.

Subdivision of Poses.—It is unwise, and may even
prove to be dangerous, to expose more titan one third

or even one fourth of the body surface at the same
sitting, or on the sarfle day. It is be I to It

days to intervene between the treatments, so thai

approximately two a week are administered,

when the entire skin requires radiation, the di

of the body being treated at different

For example, the arms and thighs may be exposed to

- at one sitting, to be followed, after a I;

three or four days, by roentgenization of the kin of

the hack or of the chest. This is done to obviate all

risk of toxemia from absorption products or ill

about by changes in tin- hbi.nl. resulting from
exposure of large surfaces of the integument to

gen r

When treating extensive surfaces, such

and abdomen or the hack, cognizance must he tal

the law that the intensity2 varies inversely as the square
of the distance. 1 hat is, the quantity of roentgen rays

striking a given ai i

tare of the distance between the anode and the

•kin. In the application of this rule in
|

example, in exposing the entire chesl of a man—the

anode may he focused at a given d

nipple, to which areas .a cert
In this proi

calculations based on the law ol letermine the

quantity of raj - striking the area of skin between the

two focal points, in tin nipple ; that is t i

say. the sternal portion of thi overlap-

ping rays from each lateral exposure, approximately
li in to i

'

s 1 1 unit f ri .in ea< h ide, re ulting in a

'ill dose to the intei mat ion.

i '.madly speaking,

the extensive dermatoses that most favorably i

to roentgenotherapy may be placed in two groups. I h

tl with RotlitErn R.iy« «ml I

J. Amount or quantity of i

first group comprises those in which a lasting ameliora-
tion of me symptoms or a permanent cure is to be
expected; the second group comprises those in which
only a temporary subsidence or removal of the lesion-

can be hoped for. The first group includes such dis-

as lichen planus, seborrheic dermatitis, various
forms of eczema, extensive eruptions of pityriasis

rosea and of aeni various
if lichenification. The second group embraces

psoriasis, dermatitis exfoliativa, pityriasis rubra, myco-
sis fungoides, leukemia cutis, the various foi

sarcomatosis and lymphogranulomatosis, Darier's dis-

other dermatoses having
a tendency to implicate extensive surfaces of the body.

. 'EUTIC RESULTS

T do in it intend, in this paper, to go into details with
in the therapeutic results obtained in these van
rmatoses. It will suffice to say that ext

outbreaks of eczema, seborrheic dermatitis, lichen

oread lichenificatii rmatitis

exfoliativa, infectious eczematoid dermatitis and sim
ilar obstinate disea e respond to the treatment much
more readily, and exhibit involution of the lesions

much more rapidly, than they do under any other
if therapeutic procedure. Very few

kind fail to show distinct im] a series

ot exposures amounting to three quarters t" om
units of roentgen rays, administered over a

period of from three to eight weeks.

The advantages of roentgenotherapy over the

ds 'if treatment with ointments, lotions, plasters,

-numerated. In the pruritic erup-
tions, the itel rting and burning sensations

i after the second or third exposure
n 1 inconven the use

of external are eliminated. Patient

extensive eruptions of psoriasis are freed of their

trouble, if only for a time, within from three to six

without resi irting to mercury, tar or chrj
inunctions, although they are advised to U
rum or

i the elimination ol

formation. In my expt

re-pond in the treatment tin. re rapidly

mentioned, the various
lichenifi die skin and lichen planus of the

g next in order. In - n

a well n linn of the skin remains at the

1 weeks after in\

planus.

With regard to the gra> er den uch as

s, leukemia

1 related maladies,
we have in |y the only

remedy whit i id i" be of thi I prac-

lue in the treatment of

ti iking results arc obtained in myco-
sis fungoides and i

; which
i .us are nol to i far advanced, and som

even in the most advanced mimes, the in

plaques, tumors and ulcet often healed with
out difficulty and in a rei »rt tinn \

rapy keep alive the
i

these diseases, hut. il the) submil to p<

judicious treatment, they live in comparative comfort

I lin a fair
I I ral health. In n

fungoides the ordinary unfilti
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to lirins,' al»>ut involution of must of the lesions; bul

in the various forms of disseminated sarcoma it lia>

ii v to employ the deep, filt< •

re the tissues t>> their normal state (Remer).
it is quite tnu- that roentgen rays do nol cure patients

with these grave maladies; the lesions recur sooner or

later, and the victim dies of metastases or intercurrent

disease. But it is equally true thai no other form ol

treatment can compare with roentgenotherapy in

effectiveness with regard to the relief of subjective

symptoms and objective signs, and with regard to

checking the progress of the disease and retarding tin

Utcome. To permit this class of patients to

spend the few remaining months or years of their lives

in constant agony, when relief and perhaps even cure

may result from roentgen treatment, seems to me to

be nothing short of heartless negligence.

01 Ml K dise \-i s \mi \ \i--i i ro »

1 recentlj reported an instance of acanthosis

nigricans of the juvenile type, occurring in a young
woman under my care. She presented typical and well

pronounced lesions implicating practically the entire

body, with rugose and papillary growths in the axillae

and the groins. A series of roentgen-ray treatments,

extending over a period of five months, has resulted in

complete involution of the lesions, so that her skin

today is normal in appearance and texture. ( lognizancc

is taken of the fact that the juvenile variety of th : ~

disease occasional!) heals spontaneously; but the fact

remains that until the rays were administered, no

definite signs of healing were manifested in this

patient's eruption.

In the treatment of pityriasis rubra pilaris, derma-

titis herpetiformis and the various bullous and des

quamative diseases grouped under the head of pemphi-

gus, 1 have had ton little personal experience to venture

an opinion as to the efficacy of roentgenotherapy, lint

bat we are justified in giving this form of treat-

ment a very thorough trial in such affections, knowing,

do, that in most instances our efforts to cure the

patients or even to ameliorate their symptoms with the

older remedies Usually prove to he fruitless.

CON< l.rsio.N

The carefully computed fractional il»-c administra-

tgen rays may he use. I with impunity in the

great majority of extensive dermatoses, which do not
'> the Usual older remedies; and

it is true that certain maladies seem to he not

tible to the healing properties of th

genotherapy should nevertheless be given a chance to

ill. in the knowledge that no harm, and

| id, may result from its

Iministration in many of the widi

-ION
1 was pleased

and interesting resume of Dr.

tgen raj Hi bas gone into

the technic that

that aim I
his technic ami do

on which he
» which might lead to cm>r on the

part ! rttempting t" treat diseases. Oi course,

n of the
Ki'lnry,: Kr,-..rt of I

' ' 1M8.

it was mily lack of time that Dr, Wise did nol mention
thc^i- thii idei the ad> antage ol in ating p

bj roentgen raj though he certainlj should have mentioned

the misfortune one might have in treating the scalp with

this agent, also over the eyebrov However,
in mj experience, and that of others i"", a first depilatory

raj is usually not permanent, Dermatiti herpetiformis, I

believe, belongs in ii" nd group, as mentioned bj in

\\ i . ii is more benefited bj this method than by the use

ui medicine, but, like psoriasis, il is sure t" return unless

some etiologic factoi is sought ami removed. Hi mentions

the use of only one radiometer, the Holrknecht. Ii I am
net mistaken that is not obtainabli ii 1"' '"I I was unable
I., obtain the pa till ion aftei the wai began ami so had
t" invest in another, a Hampson, ami I believe it is more
convenient for the inexperienced man than the Eiolzknecht

is X ie should attempt treatment at all without first

measuring his machine carefully, Every machine varies. No
two machines will give exactly the same output under the

same conditions, i"i' many reasons; first, because of the

different windings in the various coils, also because of the

different output conditions in the various cities. Again, the

same type <>i' machine from tin same manufacturer, in my
experience will not always give the same amount of ray

which a former machine maj have measured. Machines
should always he carefullj tested before attempting roentgen

therapy.

Dk. Georgi M. Mm Km. New iTork: I believe that a

technic has been developed that stamls all the requirements

i.f practical work, a technic that is very versatile ami that

can he handed from One individual tn another and used I'll

anj apparatus in any part of the country. Dr. Remer ami

Dr. Witherbee, among others, have tested this technic very

accurately in every way mi every transformer we have heen
aide to find in the different cities, and the results are abso-
lutely the same. What Dr. Lain says one must take cog-

in .iin < of, .a course. The technic although accurate, is by
no means fool proof, and one must nut only he acquainted

with the technic hut with all possible errors. The technic

cannot he made fool proof. It is no longer necessary. 1 am
glad t" say. in depend on any form "f radiometer whatever.

h is possibh I,, estimate the dose with arithmetical accu-

racy, provided a man has had any experience. Any technic

that can be mid
I in the scalp by a number of different indi-

viduals, some of them necessarily in different cities, cer-

tainly stamls all the tests, and that has been accomplished.

Listening to Dr. Wise's paper has made me a little reminis-

cent and 1 cannot help hut recall the difficulties we had ten

in fifteen years ago. Those of you who are undertaking the

work now do not realize the difficulties the earlier workers
in ountered and overcame, some of them dying in the attempt.

There was at first a wave of enthusiasm and confidence and
everybody was going to treat everything with the roentgen

raj'. That wave did not last long and was followed by a

wave of pessimism and it was difficult to get permission to

apply the roentgen ray. either from the patient or the patient's

doctor. Within the last few years, thanks to the efforts of

a few scientifically inclined dermatologists and roentgen-

ologists, we have roeutgeu-ray therapy placed on a scientific

basis and there is again a feeling of confidence. I would
it those wh.o write on roentgen rays and use them

pay particular attention to technic and the avoidance of

statements that are not conservative. Otherwise we will

have history repeated and in claiming results we cannot get,

together with untoward results associated with overconfi-
ilence and carelessness, we may have another wave of pes-
simism. Thanks to modern technic. the day of the acute

'.ray burn has passed, hut the day of sequels has not
.nd that has not so much to do with the roentgen

ray as with judgment. That depends on the judgment of
the person using it and that requires a certain amount of
experience which is within any one's reach Sequels such as

tases, atrophy, roentgen warts and epithelioma can
ded. We make it a rule in the clinic never to produce

an erythema, except in some cases where we are justified in

. such as in epithelioma. W'e never produce an
erythema in any disease where it is not absolutely necessary,
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because an erythema may lead to telangiectasia and atrophy
years afterward. It is not only a question of technic but
also of judgment.

Dr. J. D. Gibson. Denver: Unfortunately, many of us

got our burns before the technic was produced, and I

was one of them. We must watch the treatment and know
what we are trying to accomplish. In skin treatments we
must never lose sight of the fact of whether we want to get

a reaction or not. In the deep conditions we usually want
a reaction, but in many of the others, like psoriasis, it is not

necessary to produce a profound reaction.

Dr. Walker J. Highman, New York: In substantiation

of Dr. MacKee's experiences. I wish to stale that the latter

were confined on the skin service at the Walter Reed Gen-
eral Hospital, Washington, D. C. The scheme of dosage sug-
gested by MacKee was followed.

Dr. Joseph Zeisler. Chicago: It is with a great deal of
hesitancy that I get up to say a few words, not at all in

criticism of what has been presented, and with admiration of

the modern progress in roentgen-ray therapy. But alter all.

we should bold to this maxim; we employ roentgen rays for

the purpose of accomplishing a certain result and in doing

so we should avoid harm. If these two conditions are ful-

filled the technic becomes of minor importance. I think

I am expressing not only my own view but also that of Dr.

Pusey when I say that with fractional doses these conditions

can be fulfilled. I do not deprecat loses. I have
ed fractional doses for eighteen years and have never

had a sleepless night or any worry whatever n theii

In using the roentgen ray for generalized dent

always held that it should serve merely as an adjuvant, and
that the more important consideration is the underlying
cause.

Dr. George M. MacKee, New York : We have n

talking about massive doses. These are used only in a very
few conditions, like plantar warts, epithelioma, etc. What
we have been talking about is not a massive dose but a care-

fully measured dose, so that we know exactly how much is

given. If so much treatment is given per week, we know
tch per month. '1 he technic is so simple in that

respect that in Dr. Fordyce's clinic I simply write out a

tion for the dose, We adv. .rate carefullj i

doses, fractional or intensive, and with a technic that can be
made universal ts may be duplicated bj

operator and by other open

Dr. Henry II. Ha/kn, Washington, D. C. : I would like

to agree with everything Dr. Wise and Dr. MacKi
said. 1 have

four years have been using the measured dose. If there is

anything I dislike to get it is a patient .a man
measure his dose and doi .'.hat the

patient has received. You have no idea where the ;

going to get off or where you an

Cannot
i

patient from . nr man tii another

unless you can tell absolutely what has

rnal results are concerned, in the case of i

patients who hi

parison than between daylight and darkness and I would
not think of g g back t" the oil

I think we should he careful .

tube and mm 1. ems to me that the

of the operator should In- looked after. We are U

-erful ray and wc should protect the operal

that purpose 1 have a telephone booth with lead on four

sides and a switchboard nisi.;. -... .-ii 1 leg for ventilation.

to pi

lead 9( reen in front is -

1 thought that with the van
estimate my dose in the manner mcntii ned. Then something

i and I had to use an old lube with a heavj

!i it. 1 apparently found that with this tube we
did not get quite the radiation with the

had bet re.

with an I I. ere might be some slight

ncc in the result.

Dr. R. A. McDonnell, New Haven. Conn.: In the employ-
ment of roentgen rays and radium we sometimes neglect

adjuvants to their use. 1 have o .t heard anything said

ab ut the advantages of curetting such lesions as epitheliomas
her deep growths 1. , roentgen ray. In

the last few years I have made it a rule to use the curet
on the lesion before using the roentgen ray. and when that
is done it is possibli results with a much small'
and consequently greater safety.

Dr George M. MacKee, New York: In regard to using
an old Coolidge tube: We have naturally tried out a large
\uriety of iul.es, old and new. and we now have i

I is absolutelj Mack, but there is no differi

ictly the same
resistance in the filament but that makes no difference We
pay no attention to • meter f..r we are guided
entirely by the milliamperage and spark gap.

Dr. Fred Wise. New York: Dr. McDonnell evidently
. rstood me. 1 was speakii

pread skin diseases, in which the curi

Dr. Lain's remarks were Failed to state that
seborrheic dermatitis and other scalp disi Id not be

m the scalp and eyebi n with large d

One thing

who are i ted with roentgen-ray technic and that

point that I brought out. It is no longer essential

n. employ the various radiometers and penetrometers to
obtain exact dosage, so that we are not dependent on various
European we were he ire enabled to

measure . f roentgen rays by means of the
various factors which were elucidated in my paper.

SPECIAL SPLINTS FOR CERTAIN INJU-
RIES AND DISABILITIES OF

EXTREMITIES*

E. W. CLEARY, M.D.

s,\.\

\\ ar and the accidents of civil industry pi

i - of injuries to the extremities, the i

which involves the problem of splinting active ambu
latory patient appliances must 1

of adjustment and so contrived as to disturb

id dynamics of thi the minimum
the function

for which the splint is prescribed. It is my p
ed in caring

/eral hundreds of war wounds mities.

boulder abduction splint

;

(2) an elbi

arm supination splint. Is of the shoulder
splint and two of the elbow splint are- to l>e pi.

The framework of the simples) model of the shoul-

ii is sh,, u I, ,,, i igure 1, and the

completi i

i 1 i it disturbs the statii s of

the wcanr ha idly at all ; (
_'

i the weight of the disabled
arm is suppot i iad leathet the well

shoulder, and i 3 i though no metal part pi.

the bod)
,
yet no or disturb th.

adjustment. \\ ith a pair of bi

can be I . the arm at almo
angle within the i

motion. P

wearing this splint hear themselves with ...

w hie h i - in i.
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which throws the weight of the abducted arm and of

tin- appliance all, <>r nearl) all on the side of the

injury, tints throwing to that side Ihe center of gravitj

of the
'

["he construction is so simple that one shopw

without special machinery, turns out a complete frame

(Fig. 1) in twenty minutes. We use the detachable

diagonal bra* e i >nly

« ii c n a n ext ra

lii'.u \ patient is fit-

ted, or when lighter

rods arc used for

the frame. We have

found it expedient

to have a stuck of

splints made up in

a standard si/e. By
a (1 j n s t i n g with

wrenches w e a r e

able to make this

standard size serve

for th e average

man weighing from

L85 pounds. We make special sizes for very

small and very large patients.

In order that the reader may clearly visualize the

appliance, 1 will describe the making of a standard size

abduction splint as it it were being shaped about the

lu dj of the patient

:

A soft iron rod 12 feet !. nvr and five-sixteenths inch in

diameter is bent into the shape of a double pointed carpet

tack with legs of equal length and a middle segment 12 inches

lie middle segment is curved to tit the waist on

the uninjured side at the level of the iliac crest, the two

tinted upward. Each end is hem laterad through a

right angle ai a point 1 inches above tlie middle segment.

Another right angle bend in the reverse direction is made
in each end of the rod one-half inch higher. These bends

vhich will keep the belt <a tin- finished splint

from slipping upward. The end sections 'if the rod now
stand upright, one in front of, and the other behind, the well

shoulder. The next step is to bend each horizontal!

..1 inch uh"\e the level of the axilla. Both hori-

n splint

For left .inn (Ira

I I*. 2.—

A

a slight curvature, with tl

I lie injured arm i- brought t" a

duction, with the elbow in right

in the horizontal plane. The rear rod lies

hchind the arm and It is now
rward through a right angle. 26V4 inches from the

along tin- forearm. In th

way. the front rod is bent at a point 21'j inches from its

that it extends forward inside the forearm.

aiches from the hend at the elbow this inside rod is

HOW bent through a right angle across th( hand. The out-

ride rod is bent inward through a right angle where the

iu-.ide rod crosses it, and the surplus ends of the two rods

are cut oti so thai when the ends of the ii. iinr are brazed

together the sp.e r between the inside and the outside fore

arm rods is 5Vi inches. \ piece ol five sixteenths rod 13

inches long is hent into an arch and brazed to the front

and rear rods SO as to .mil Over the injured shoulder. 1

1 -,

purpose is to increase the rigiditj of the frame, It should

never rest on the shoulder wlu-n the spina is adjusted ["hi

construction of the detachable diagonal brace is sufficiently

well illustrated bj Figure 1.

Ilu- splini is completed, as shown in Figure 2. by the

addition of a waist bell of webbing J inches wid< . and

bj leather axillary and shoulder saddles. The axillary

saddle has a thick roll of Fell under leather at the top

edge, and its front and rear borders arch up to the

angles of the frame anil are sewed firmly to tht at "
niial borders of the shoulder saddle. This is a verj

important detail, as it makes a firm armpit for the well

shoulder and adds an essential factor to the stability

Of the splint. Both axillary and shoulder saddles

should be of leather and 4 or 5 inches wide. The two
flaps of the shoulder saddle arc' held firmly down by a

strap and buckle, as illustrated. For additional sta-

—Arm alxlurtinn splint with shouldei
•idler arm—adjustable to breadth oi

detail ol hiii^c plate, i

hility, a webbing strap may be added to buckle oyer

the injured shoulder (Fig. 2), but this should never

be tightened so as to carry any considerable weight.

A flap of canvas is sewed to the outside of the arm
piece from the axilla to the hand. The- inside edge of
this flap is provided with eyelets and laced to the inside

rod. < Inly in severe eases is it necessary to undo this

lacing to put on the splint. Many of our patients whose
condition necessitates their wearing the splint only dur-

ing the day, put on and remove their own splints.

When the No. 1 model is to be worn night and day, we
sew a strip of thick leather. 3 inches wide and 14 inches

long, so that it lies between the rear rod and the body.
The leather is padded with felt. Patients sleep without

special discomfort in a splint so padded. We tire,

however, coming to Use almost exclusively for con-
tinuous wear the model shown in Figure 4.

A reversible abduction splint capable of a consider-

able degree of adjustment as to size, and applicable to

or Kit arm injuries, is shown in Figure 3.

The hinge plate is of sheet iron one-sixteenth inch

thick. A sheel <> by 5 1 -, inches will cut for the hinge
id tin two locking plates. The holes in the

locking plates are farther apart than the corresponding
hole- in the hinge plate. Each locking plate is curved
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sufficiently to make the holes correspond to those in

the hinge plate. When the locking plate is in place,

tightening the holt through its center effectually locks

the rods which pass through the end holes, so that

they cannot slip in the hinge plate. One locking plate

is made with a lug instead of a hole al om rid. This
lug goes into the hole at the hack of tin.- hinge plate

which receives the end of the diagonal brace when the

splint is reversed. On account of the wide range of
motion permitted to the abducted arm, this splint has
to be fitted with a diagonal leather strap from the rear

belt offset to the hinge plate at the rear. The axillary

saddle used is made to unbuckle at one end for con-
venience in applying the splint ; the strapping is

otherwise the same as in Figure 2. Owing to the

satisfactory way in which tin- -

:

lels meet the

requirements of most patients, this model has not been
much used.

The all-anterior model of the arm abduction splint

shown in Figure 4 has two advantages: i 1 i it may
li applied with rase to even the severesl injuries, and
(2) no metal crosses the hack of the patient and inter-

feres with his comfort when he is lying in bed. The
frame i- hut little more difficult to make than tl

the Figure 1 model. The distance between the axillary

half loops (standard size) should he 14 inches. The
vertical distance from the horizontal bar to thi

edge of the waist belt should be 15 inches. Other
dimensions ari

same as in the

standard size of the

Figure 1 modi 1. [n

this model a broad

leather strapcrosses

the back from the

irder of the

axillary saddle and
fastens by two flat

buckles to the rear

of the axillary half

the injured side. A diagonal snap, extend-
ing up from the rear waist ! i

below the broad horizontal strap. Thus, a leather

triangle at the hack- i l ing to the metal

triangle in front holds the splint firmly in place.

must be close in tin- axilla

iindi i the bai I- of the recumbent patii nl [Tn axillary

Saddle is as described above and shown •

nds between the metal half loop and the body
and should carry all the pressure of the axilla and the

side The metal loop should Stand free and function
only as a stay. It i- a fundamental principle ol

-•I' this type of abduction splint that all the

weight and pressure of thi Fabric

nd leather saddles, and not on metal part-. In

the all-anterior model, the rear of the -boulder saddle
is sewed partly to the shoii horizon of the
frame at the rear of the axiflarj half loop and, for the

i - M idth. to the bl I boul-
ders. I

'

trap of th tddle hould
attach to the frame and not to trap.

The arm. supported on one of these abduction splints,

ced on a comfortable platform, It may be
subjected to traction, tied down firmly, or allowed any

of motion consistent with the patient's wi

a patient whose arm wa- being held in

right-angled abduction using a small plane
with the abducted band. If it is desired to hold the

arm directed forward at an angle of 45 degrees to the

sagittal plane of the body, a position much favored by
some eminent surgeons, the splint can easilv be
adjusted for thi- position by bending the rods. I have
observed, however, that patients who are much of the

by elastic

time in an - to haye the arm
abducted straight out from the side Tin- i- specially

true of those who for use
of the wrist. A patient with the splint adjusted
straight out can. without disturbing the abduction of

hi- shoulder, swing his forearm inward Uw- of tin

splint ami do many sort< of things with his hand and
wrist without having the splinl so much in his

/..nd 15 di

Very light frame irding to th.

I of thi- splim should lie of mil

for the pitiful little dangle arms left by infantile

paralysis. An appalling amount of disability and suf

fering is still occurring for the want of an ideal shoul-

tion splim, I believe that su< h a splint must
provide for the carrying of the weight of the injured

arm on the well shoulder and the axilla. I trust thai

the model- presented will direct attention to thi- funda-
mental principle of successful -boulder abduction
splinting.

i I x I s

ic trac tion ion of

deformity has, through misuse and injudiciou
come somewhat into disfavor. I have found i! •

nee in the treatment of a largi nun
invoh ing limitations in joint

motion. When india rubber is used
mination, I consider it om of the

itenl of all

I :

•

. i.
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["he amount of a continuously act-

j to increase (he range of mi

a joint tied up with scars and adhesions is often sur-

prisingly small. It is usually best to begin wil

light traction an.) gradually i<> increase ii until careful

measurements, taken at intervals of a few days, show

definite improvement, or until the degree of forci

exerted is causing marked discomfort. Definit

pain or inflammatory reaction in the affected joint

Fig. 7.—Elbow splint. li K ht

indicates that too great force is being applied, or that

the condition is unsuited for this treatment. When
Mich a reaction occurs, traction should be discontinued

at once and the joint immobilized until all si^ns of

reaction have tor some days been absent. Very light

: may then he again begun. A dull achi is

usual after hours of efficient traction, and is not an

indication for discontinuing the treatment. It is prac-

ticable t" relieve deformities by the use of rubber trac-

tion only by imitating that slow, insidious, persistent

march by which the forces of gravity, muscular pull

and connective tissue contraction produce deformities.

Stretching and pressure atrophy are accountable for

the ! ined.

Figures 5. 6 and 7 illustrate the types of splint which

using in elbi I or knee extension, I use

a heavier, longer splint, built as shown in Figure 7, hut

with two paii on 1< For i certing trac-

tion. I j.refer loops cut from the end of new automobile

inner tubing, varying the width of the i ui ai cording to

[uired. < Irdinary rubber bands of assorted

widths may be used i we have used the

5 model most for extension, and the same splint,

d and stripped of traction levers and oli

•-trap, for flexion | i ig. 6). The cuffs of tin- splint

; ;' thin tin 8 inches square.

A three-fourths inch strip i- benl hack ami Battened

The flat pattern is then cut

if ;! dress shield. The tuff i-

linder, the doubled edges forming
he two horn- of each cuff are rounded and

drilled. Each horn, bolted t" ponding horn
of the iff. form- half of tin

I'our iron -trap-, one-eighth by one-half by 6 inches,

make the traction level

end and bolted together at one end in pair--. Each pair

i- bolted bj through hole- drilled midway
in the correspond ii each cuff. Stove bolts,

three-sixteenth- by one-half inch, are used. Adjusta
ble leather button : traps, buckle straps and a felted

olecranon strap with a hole in the centei are added as

-how n iii Figure 5. The entire splim is lined with felt,

which should extend one half inch beyond the metal

on all edges. The diamond shape formed by a pair of

traction levers with the opposed edges of the cult

caused this splint to become Known as the "diamond
splint." Under this name, various models of the splint

have been used in several of the army hospitals.

The light model shown in Figure 7 is made of vul-

canite fiber. A still simpler model, the cuffs of which

an attached to each side bar by one rivet only, is now
being tried out. The cuffs of this model, being free to

swing, adjust themselves pi Fi i tly to the surface of die

limb. The model maintains its adjustment with one

strap only, the olecranon -nap. It is chiefly useful

for extension. Long traction lexers on any of these

splints are unnece sal
J

Far more force than is thera-

peutically practicable may be exerted through shorl

lexers. Lightness, simplicit) and sightliness are sig-

nificant factors iii securing the results from appliances

in ambulatory cases, h is in the effort to have all of

these essentials in the highesl practicable degree that

th various models have been developed.

FOREARM SPLINT FOR SUPINATION OR PRONATION

For maintaining the forearm in any desired degree

of rotation, we use the splint shown in Figure 8. A
paddle-shaped sheet of tin, '> inches wide at the palm,

4 inches wide at the elbow and Id inches long, turned

down along all edges, makes the forearm piece. A
piece of strap iron, one eighth by one-half by 17 inches,

is riveted down the center so as to project 2 1 - inches

at the elbow end. A 5 1

_. by 7 inch sheet of tin, rounded

at the corners and bent into a scmicylinder 5'
L. inches

long, forms the arm piece. Strap iron, one-eighth by

one-half by 7 inches, is riveted down the center, pro

jecting 1
' j inches. The free ends of the two pieces of

strap iron, joined by a rivet, make the elbow hinge.

The arm cult can swing from one side to the other of

the forearm piece, so that the splint may be used for

either arm. An adjustable strap prevents the applied

splint from swinging to tin- point of full extension of

arm, adjusted

Hi' .inn. as in that position the splint no longer con-
trol- forearm rotation. The palm of the hand is next

the forearm piece. The Strap iron is twisted to get the

>l rotation. Any degree of wrist

cock-up is secured by bending the baud piece. This
splint i- efficient l>;:t somewhat clumsy and unsightly.

Effort is being made to pet feet a better appliance.

Feeblemindedness.—There is no panacea for feebleminded-
i: There will always lie mentally defective persons in

the population of every slate and country. The program for

1 he needs "' tl
i

ns must lie as flexible and
complex as the problem itself. \V. E. Fernald, Menial
Hygiene, October, 1919.
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THE MOULAGE AS A RECORD
EMPLOYED AT THE ARMY

MEDICAL MUSEUM*

J. FRANK WALLIS, M.D.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Medical institutions in Europe are fan*
wonderful collections of reproductions in wax of der-
matologic lesions and pathologic conditions, and for
their models of embryology, histology and anatomy.
The great educational value of these artistic records

has long been appreciated by Americans who have
taken graduate medical courses in these foreign clinics.

All who have studied abroad remember the great
assistance these models have afforded, and return with
regret that their own country lacks this impressive
manner of teaching.

America has awakened
;
she has gradually unfolded

until she now stand- equal with the world of nations.

To hold this lofty position which she has acquired she
must prove herself equal to teach the science of medi-
cine as she has taught the world her prowess in war
and industrial achievement.
To make her medical course complete, the art of

illustration is essential. Max Brodel and his pupils

have demonstrated the value of medical illustration to

literature, and the realistic moulage is necessary to

complete the teaching of the medical sci<

The art of wax modeling should be taught in our

universities. Every large medical clinic should have
a modeler on its staff, to reproduce the usual and the

unusual pathologic states. All large cities are rich in

clinical material that can be recorded and made avail-

able to the medical student and the graduate.

A course in wax modeling should include a brief

study of histology, pathology and anatomy as an aid

in reproducing the various structures in tlieir normal
and abnormal condition-. The technic required in

making the uncolored wax model is quickly 1

but accurate coloring will depend on the interpretation

of the surface markings of the wax positive. This

course should also include a study of the chemistry

of pigment and its durability, the association of color

with disease and it- diagnostic value, the memory of

color, tht taking of color note- and sketches, and the

application of color to the surface of the wax.
Many physicians have artistic ability and will rap-

idly acquire a knowledge of the various steps n<

in the production of a moulage. To them, it i- hoped,
tin- short paper may be of assistance, a- it briefly out-

lines tli' method now in use in the Army .'

:

Museum in Washington, D. C.

A moulage or wax model of the -kin and underlying

structure- must truthfully represent a ma], of ti

graphic structures of the normal tissues and their path-

ologic states. Ii must be a positive in wa
by tooling or handling.

The negative or plaster mold i- the matrix from
which the wax impression i- obtained. I he plaster

bear- the -aine truthful relation- a- di

negative film in photography.
The wax impression must possess all of the delicate

tracings of the normal -kin a- well a- those of the

altering of disease. An uncol-

N } .

I 119,

ored wax positive or impression is translatable to those
who are familiar with the histology and pathology of
the skin.

The formation of a wax model is divided into four
steps: (1) negative plaster impression; (2) positive
wax impression; (3) mounting, and (4) coloring.
The first step comprises the preparation of the

patient and selection of the field from which may be
reproduced the lesion or lesions, and in which there-

will be sufficient evidence of landmarks to indicate the
location of the eruptions.

The preparation of the patient consists in placing
the subject in the most comfortable position necessarj
to expose the field of operation. Papers ar<

on the floor to collect panicle- of plaster; tov
spread to cover bedding or clothing ; the part is shaved
if it exhibits much hair, and the lesion is cleansed of
exudate. A dam is now built around the area selected.

The most satisfactory material for this purpose is made
by saturating gauze or cheesecloth in a thin mixture
of pla-ter of Paris and water. The dam should extend
about l' L. inches above the surface of the skin. This
method is very good, as it reinforce- the edge of the

cast and tints eliminates the possibility of breakage in

the transport of mold-. The method we now employ is

to use wet towel- a- a dam. When the plaster i-

poured on the towel, it leave- an impression of the
fabric which is reproduced in wax. affording reinforce-

ment as well as an attractive border.

When the dam i- formed, the surface of the skin
and the lesions i- oiled with a thin oil. This is done to

prevent particles of plaster from adhering to the skin

or hair on removal of the cast. When a distinctly

hairy region is to be cast, such a- the head, bearded
i,nr, axilla or the pubic region, petrolatum i-

medium to clump the hair- together. These are then
smoothed down and a thin oil applied as on any other
surface.

All is then ready for tin- mixing of the plaster of
Pari-. This i- to be prepared after the dam i- built

and the parts oiled; otherwise, the mixture would
harden before it could be Used. The plaster of Part-
is sifted into a basin half full of cold water until the

-atur.ated pla-ter till- the basin within an i

inch from the surl water. The- mixture is

gently stirred to drive off the air, and this produces
mbination, free from lump-.

The pla-ter must be of a consistency approximating
whip] 'id cream in order to insure a line impn
After the proper consistency is obtained by stirring or
by adding pla-ter of Paris gradually and in -mall quan-
tities, the mixture i- applied with a -coop, largi

or cup. The pla-ter is tir-t poured around the edges,
then on the surface, and last on the lesion or wound.
A tine impression i- obtained if the plaster i- blown
with the mouth a- it i- being distributed. This also
eliminate, the possibility of bubble-, which oftl

the impression.

The mound i- now built up evenly to about the

height of 1 inch, and strip- of burlap dipped in plaster
are placed over the cast, The burl;:!

from breaking if the plaster should happen
while it i- setting. The mold is now formed and
allowed to set about fifteen minute-. The absorption
of water by the plastet dialed.

Winn the mold feel- vv.uni to the touch, it e.m I,-

removed with the , hemii .d ai tion of tl

ter and wati r has then taken
]
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Various areas of the body require special technic so

that precautions arc necessary to insure .1 good mold,

m cracks and imperfections.

The greatest difficulty comes in avoiding undercuts.

These usually occur in casting angular, rounded or

irregular surfaces when making a one piece mold. I "wo

should be avoided unless the distribution

<t the eruption requires it; even then, two distinct

mounted on a single board would be more

desirabli sample, in instances of eruptions on

the dorsal anil palmar surfaces of the hand.

of the face are besl made in one piece molds.

The dam is built t: or any other part of the

Eyebrows are well greased with petrolatum,

and the hair well smoothed down in the natural direc-

:h. The eyelashes should be treated in

tiie same manner. It i- often advisable to cover the

eyelids with cigaret paper. Rubber tubing should be

I in the nostrils, and cotton plugs in the i

Mold- of the chest ami of the abdomen should not

K- taken at ilu- same time on account of res]

\nv slight movement on the pari of the

patient will crack the cast. Cracks are often unavoid-

able in molds of this kind : but mile-- very largi

will not he conspicuous in the finished model.

The procedure of taking a plaster casl i- not painful,

even in the most sensitive lesii

fort will be caused by the pulling of hair along with

the c

When mold- of deep wound- air taken, the plaster

and all utensils should he sterilized with dry heat by

.ked in an oven for an hour. The most impor-

tant precaution necessary to insure old is to

of plaster.

The wax impression or model is made bj pouring

melted wax into the plaster mold. After this i-

and mounted, we have the finished model, which should

hear an exact resemblance to the original as regards

-hape. color and surface markings.

It must be remembered that before making a wax
from a mold the plasti I

/Id he soaked

in water for from twelve to twenty-four hours, until

nd free from air. After
• ..ken out of the water it should be thoroughly

rbent cotton.

The wax material i- composed of: white bee-wax.

2 pounds; paraffiin, 1 ' _• pounds; starch, 1 pound; tal-

cum powder. 1 pound, and yellow beeswax, 2 ounces.

The white bee-wax and the paraffin are lir-t heated

• hath until entirely melted, when th(

anil talcum powder are -lowly added through a fine

When the powders are entirely submergi

tly and allowed to remain over

an hour, with occasional -tirring.

ive the mixture the

This wax combination i> now poured into the plaster

that it will cover rapidly

the ei ["he

remainit |
oured back into the boiler, and
until the proper thicl

obtained, usually about one-quarter inch. The wax is

allowed to tool, from five to ten minutes generally

sufficient for this purpose, before being i

from the mold. The wax impi ould be

removed with great care and imm< 1 water,

must be taken during all of the proi esses from
now on 01 to mar the model with the

allow it to come in contact with anything
hut wet cotton. The impression, a- now made, must
be kept perfect, otherwise the model is of no value.

As a precaution, it is advisable to wear wet cotton

gloves while working with the model.

The method of mounting models at ilu Vrmy Mi d

ical Museum ha- a distinct advantage over the old

method used bj some artists. I he linen draping is

eliminated, a- it doe- nol add attraction. The small

tacks which were used to attai h the model to the base-

ire responsible foi the cracked model- and offi i

frail support to the pei an. ri

To mount the model, bolts are screwed into blocks

of wood, are embedded m the reverse side of the

model, and are held by nut- to the baseboard. The
baseboard is selected from well seasoned wood. To

rd from warping, cross strips are

inserted at both end- of thi board. This precaution

i- necessary, as the slightest warping mighl crack the

model. Alter the model is safely mounted, it is ready
ioi coloring

Pure colors in oil, free from opaques, are ab o

lutely necessary for wax. The surface of the wax
impression after leaving the plaster cast is receptive

to color. All g 1, permanent, transparent color- are

satisfactory, and the accuracy of reproduction is

dependent on the skill of the artist.

The wax model can be adapted to illustrate path-

ologic conditions in the deeper structures of the thorax

and abdomen, lesions in the brain and spinal cord, and

in various organs. The field for the pathnlcgic moul-

unlimited and is of extreme value in recording

unusual mortuary findings as well as in providing the

usual teaching specimens for the student.

When we review the various lesions of tuberculosis

and syphilis and their selected territorial invasions, we
can appreciate the advantage of permanent records,

accurate as to color .and structure, over the transient

specimen often imperfectly mounted in its preserving

fluid in the museum jar. Reproductions in wax of

the various types of pneumonia would be of great edu-
i ational value. Models of surgical anatomy and stages

of operation- would be of much value to the surgeon,

as well as to the medical student.

The Army Medical Museum i- now building a collec-

tion that will surpass any ever produced in the foreign

clinics. Every medical man in this country is going
to lie interested in the American collection, and many
will contribute to ii - formation) and receive honorable

in in our National Museum.
To establish this American collection it is necessary

for physicians and clinicians in American cities to

:!i the museum in obtaining material of
'1 hi- material can In- easily gathered if plas-

Ids of all interesting lesions, rare skin diseases
or pathologic findings, with photographs, are sent to

the curator of the Army Medical Museum. With the

appropriation of sufficient money to

carry on our work, and with a staff of wall trained

artists, we would accumulate rapidly a fine collection

of usual and unusual dermatologic and pathologic
models.

The day will come when it will be possible to visit

our Army Medical Museum in our national capital

d i onditions in its various phases,
and leave with the conviction that medicine can be
taught in America and can be learned without visiting

ii known clinii - in European
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ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. William Allen Pusey, Chicago: I would like to

express my appreciation of the work which Dr. Wallis has

undertaken. The only large collection of models that has
ever been made is the collection in Paris made by Beretta.

There is no doubt that good models are the best illustrations

of the diseases of the skin which we can have, and I think

the work that Dr. Wallis has initiated is one that we should

support. Dr. Wallis is a trained dermatologist and he is

self-sacrificing enough to take up this work. It has been

started under the auspices of the army and it is to be hoped

that the army will continue to support the work. If it does,

it will in time have a collection that will be worthy of pil-

grimages from all over the country, and that will be a source

of reputation to the institution that possesses it. There is

great room for such a thing in this country. Every medical
school that undertakes to teach skin diseases should have a

collection (if the common diseases. If Dr. Wallis can only

develop that work he will be doing a benefit to the derma-
tologists of the entire country.

Dr. J. Frank Wallis, Wellington, D. C. : I appreciate

the interest you have taken in this work. It was largely

accidental. I started to carry out the work and then we
found that men who were interested in dermatology were
expected to make models, but the work was very slow and
was given up. I did very little with it until a year ago when
I made a model, very quietly, of a case of pityriasis rosea

that was developing into a psoriasis. Another dermatologist

had also seen the case before I saw it. I made a model of

it and it was seen by my commanding officer, but instead

of being court-martialed I was scut t" Washington and I have

been there for a year having a good time. I enjoy it and
if I can do anything t" help "thers I shall be glad to do it.

America has never had any modeling and I shall lie very

happy to help carry out the work.

LATE RESULTS OF SUPPOSEDLY SUC-
CESSFUL ABDOMINAL OPERATIONS

OX THE DIGESTIVE TRACT*

THOMAS R. BROWX. M.D.

BALTIMORE

When one contemplates the marvelous change in the

past twenty years in our knowledge of the diseases of
the digestive apparatus and honestly tries to analyze

what has been the fundamental cause of this change

—

this metamorphosis from poverty of method and
uncertainty of result to our present wealth of diag-

nostic data and successful therapy— I feel that we
must admit that it is to the surgeon and to the physiol-

ogist that llii- greal change is mainly due.

The use of the stomach tube ha- been an aid. and the

more refined and newer methods of studying gastric

and intestinal secretions have proved of interest; hut

an attempt to evi intestinal pa

fundamentally on the basis oi variations is

to lean on a frail reed—and in the stoma
tory finding must be regarded a- hut general indexes

of the tendency of the Functional d I
rather

than a- te pathologic enti-

the many clinical data which do
furnish the answer itself hut which adds its little to

the many other aids at our command a

true .1 of the underlying disease proo
From the physiologist we have learned a greal deal.

The work of PawlOW and his followers, of Bayliss

limr, 1919.

and Starling and of Cannon has shown us that there

is order, not chaos, in the physiology of digestion in

both motor and secretory spheres, and has furnished
us with normal standards of inestimable value in

studying the changes in the various digestive func-

tions due to disease.

But. after all, it is the development of modern sur-

gical technic with its concomitant ability to explore
safely and carefully—not disturbed by the factors of

time or of pain or of possible infection—the abdominal
cavity in its various diseased conditions that has been
the fons et origo of our modern knowledge of the

pathology of digestion, furnishing us a real compari-
son of clinical signs and symptoms with definite patho-

logic changes—both gross and microscopic—a true

necropsy in vivo. There is no clinician who is not

eager to render to the surgeon full credit for the mar-
velous increase in our knowledge of the diseases of
il.' digestive tract.

So many of the organic lesions of the stomach and
intestine are fundamentally surgical—the results, espe-

cially the early results of surgical treatment have been
so brilliant—that there has arisen in the minds of
most patients, many clinicians and more than a few-

surgeons the idea that the knife is the sole therapeutic

agent of value in this field. Vet, especially within the

pasl lew years, there has been a growing feeling that

although a condition may be fundamentally surgical,

nevertheless, the limitations of surgical method may be
such that sequelae may develop which nullify the good
effects of the primary operation: and there has been
a noticeable lessening of enthusiasm for the surgical

treatment of organic gastro-intestinal lesions, notably,
"I course, those of a chronic nature, for obviously in

the se\ere acute lesions such as acute appendicitis,

perforated gastric ulcer, repeated attacks of gallstone
colic, empyema of the gallbladder and acute intestinal

obstruction, immediate surgery is the one and only
safe mode of treatment.

Why is this; There can be but one answer, and that
is, that notwithstanding the brilliant early results of

surgery in most of the acute and many of the chronic
digestive lesions there is a realization that the late

results in these cases are often far from ideal, and
that the second State of the patient may he no better

and even worse than the first, owing to postoperative
adhesions or partial obstruction with a recurrei

the same or the development of new symptoms or
other causes.

In this short paper I wish to discuss very brief!)

some of the factors that play a pan in this connection,
to make certain suggestions as regards postoperative
treatment from the point of view of the clinician, and
to try to suo-rs! certain principles in the treatment of
the chrome abdominal lesions which may, if fol

be likely to produce the minimal pi t failure.

METHODS OF AVOIDING COMPLU

Let us then, in the firsl pi methods |,\

of which the aftermath of inevitable abdominal
miis may he as fri e from complii al ii

ble—taking up. in turn, operations on the stom
the gallbladder, and on the intestine, these conclusions

being based on thi

nient and its sequelae in many hundreds "i

during the past ten years. After all. it is to the inter-

Ment latum,
if the results of operation are nol Mil as
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often as promised It is, in fact, the

skilled clinician who should in the chronic -not the

acute—conditions be the final judge as to whether

treatment should be medical with its dietetic

ami physical aids, or surgical; although even now the

clinician's hand is often forced by the patient's insis-

tence on the apparently quicker surgical route, although

in our experience thi< enthusiasm for surgery on the

part of the laity is very mark. I less than it was five

or even tlm

.

i usly because there is a

gradually dawning realization that, after all,

is a two . dgi d -word, and is not omnipotent in the pre-

adhesions or a catarrhal intes-

ndition which may nullify partly, or in whole,

ition per se.

In di the relative value of surgical and

rical treatment, we feel that the tendency has

to rush into surgery without giving

other means a fair and honest trial. Our feeling is

that tl- Ite the need for immediate surgery,

re clean-cut the picture, the more likely the

. loth immediate and later, of surgical treat-

ment.

There are many conditions, as. for example, chronic

us form- of abdominal adhesii

with chronic appendicitis,

attacks of gastric or du r, pericholecystitis,

as well as that large and evergrowing gi

e adhesions in which the tendency has been to

operate—especially on the part of the patient, and the

clinician, and when the surgeon i- often by far the mosl

int of the three, in which surgery should he

!v as a la " in this group of

. e have the greatest chance, even with tl

. of the formation of new ad

with the reappearance of the old or other symptoms.
' this group o

can have fail that there are certain individ-

- are peculiarly likely to form,

the operative technic.

er hand, it is in this group of ca

the functional and organic are so exquisitel)

mptoms that it would take a

termine beforehand the rela-

h in the production of symp-

U medicaments in

I therapy; elimination of foci of infection;
• • - ; an appropriate

g, si metimes stimulating

ismodic, lubricating,

ill of these should

thii

the stuff

if he realty

al and ph) . time is

ouraged,

ize that improvement i

ibly taking many weeks, oftener

real appreciation on the
• e underlying principli

treatment and hi tion in carrying it

out. then he will, it i get good and often

brilliai

and to realize that, after all, the organic, which is

fundamentally surgical, we freely admit, was playing

hut a minor role, no part, in the causation

of symptoms, and that by correcting the functional

disturbances associated with it the patient became so

nearly well that he was Unconscious, or almost SO, that

any organic 1. -i. 'ii w .i . pi .
i nt.

^gain, operation is advised in many cases on a

wrong conception of the underlying process—notably
ormous group oi died chronic

appendi' ted with high gr; li ol viscerop-

tosis in which the patient and physician both believe

moval of the appendix will he followed by a

complete cessation of symptoms, when in reality such

a belief is chimerical to say the hast, as the chron-

incally diseased appendix re| bul one pha e

of a diffuse low grade peritonitis involving the ter-

minal ileum, cecum and ascending colon, and fre-

quently pelvic organs as well. IIk e the casi

extremely numerous, in which a realization of this

fact and absence of surgical treatment will save the

patient and the physician from disappointment and

heartac he.

Vnother point of greal importance in cases in which

ly necessary as, notably, callous

ulcer with true obstruction (although even here it is

11 to try first the effect of nonirritating diet, local

heat, rest and antispasmodic and alkaline treatment to

determine the relative role of functional spasm and
true organic obstruction in the production of symp-
toms); ulcer with repeated hemorrhages or intrac-

table to the ordinary therapeutic procedures; gall-

Madder disease, either obviously surgical from the

first or in which conscientious treatment along other

lines has proved unavailing—a point of fundamental

importance is the choice of the proper operation. I

feel very strongly, for instance, that a gastro-

enterostomy, whether with and even more so without

pyloric resection, is fundamentally unphysiologic in

that an acid, unchymified mass i- projected without the

benefit of true'sphincter control into a portion of intes-

igncd only to receive alkaline semiliquid chyme,
and that even with the utmost postoperative dietetic

care it is almost impossible to avoid a certain amount
mi" jejunal irritation, to which, of course, mu t he

added the possibilities of the regurgitation of duodenal
ven a true vicious circle in those cases in

which the pylorus is left patent. We have followed

the subsequent history of many of these cases, and we
feel, as did Mathieu. from his series of more than

thirty years, that in practically all ca i
- th< re is to he

found some form of digestive disturbance, usually

tinal.

Whenever possible T believe that a pyloroplasty or

even a Polya operation should he performed in pref-

ts these, especially the former, far more closely

oximate normal physiologic conditions.

In cases of gallbladder disease, my feeling has been
that in the majority of cases, in my experience a

tomy, even with its slight possibility of

refractory duodenitis and diarrhea, is more productive
i results than a i i- my, while obviously

- likely to be followed by a return of gallbladder

symptoms or by malignant changes.
In cast'- of gastric carcinoma 1 have always felt that

far too many patients are operated on. when the abdo-
men is -imply opened and clo ed, merely to confirm a

palpabl osis, hut that if an operation is

performed, far too few surgeons are willing to make
extensive resections in the one hope of really pro-
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ducing radical improvement. In fact, for many years
my feeling has been that surgery of the chronic lesions

of the upper right quadrant has been so likely to have
an unsatisfactory aftermath that I have been delaying
operation further and further and trying other forms
of treatment longer and longer, sometimes with almost
complete or partial success, oftener. I am free to admit,

with final recourse to surgery after all.

As for extensive resection of the bowel, my feeling

is that in the vast majority of these cases, absolute

failure is the usual ultimate outcome ; and in my
experience, the only cases in which even partial suc-

cess has been obtained are those in which the resec-

tion is only of a limited portion of intestine, notably

from terminal ileum to beginning transverse colon

which, after all. in the majority of cases is that portion

most likely to show real pathologic changes.

POSTOPERATIVE TREATMENT

An regards postoperative treatment in abdominal
surgery, I feel very strongly that a far closer associa-

tion between surgeon and clinician is essential to get

tin- best results for the patient. The surgeon is not

trained in dietetics ; he is singularly prone to follow

a routine in the postoperative management of his cases,

and this lack of individualization is often productive

of deplorable results.

lor instance, in cases of reflex hyperacidity and
pasm secondary to a diseased appendix, the

gastric symptoms persist long after the appendix is

removed, and a nonirritating diet with alkalis and anti-

spasmodics may lie necessary fur many weeks. Yet,

how often do we find our patients eating salads and
acids on the fifth or -~ixi li day because they were told

by the surgeon that "the only trouble was with the

app ndix, and they could eat anything now that ii had
been removed."

Also, to my way of thinking, every case of major
operation on the stomach—gastroenterostomy, resec-

tion, pyloroplasty or Polya operation—should be

treated exactly like an acute gastric ulcer. 1 am con-

vinced by tin- study of a greal many cases that by a

carefully and slowly graded dietetic therapy, from a

few days "i" absolute starvation, through many d

nonirritating liquid diet in small amounts, to many
weeks of a bland, soft diet, a great many, if not all,

of the discouraging sequelae of these operations could

be avoided
;
for 1 am sure that the tendency of the vasl

majority of surgeons is to feed these patients too soon
and too much.
A thud point of great importance, I believe, i^ the

advisability— I was almost going to say the nece
of every clinician's attending every operation in his

cases of digestive disease. In the tit-t pier, it is of

incomparable value in demonstrating the rone, i;

tneSS of his diagnosis, and, in the latter case,

of suggesting to him the cause of his mi-take: in the

place, it should make him realize the dill

which confront tin- surgeon in so many oi

and, in the chronic group of which I have spoken so

often, si,,,mm accentuate the advisability of further

treatmenl by medical, diet. -tie and physical means
before having recourse to surgery; while in the third

place his presence at the operation should suggest to

-con the wisdom of utilizing his clinical experi-

ence both at the operation and in the management of

tive period.

Of course, the most important of all is the installa-

tion of proper postoperative measures to minimize
that bugbear of surgeon, clinician and patient, the

formation of postoperative adhesions. I have followed
this group of cases for many years and have made
many hundreds of fluoroscopic studies of them, always,
of course, studying the patients in both prone and
upright positions, and I am convinced bevond perad-
venture that a great deal can be done by measures
designed to prevent stasis of intestinal contents and
of the intestine itself. Admitting perfect surgical

technic with the closing in of all raw surfaces, as far

as possible, the postoperative treatment should coii-i--

of frequent change of position in most cases, or some-
times with especially localized adhesions, a

position, such as elevated foot of bed or head of bed.

or lying on one side or the other, with free pit-

as early as possible, repeated very frequently, and. as

soon as the incision warrants it, deep abdominal mas-
sage, to he kept up for several weeks.

I am absolutely convinced that by a persistence in

these measures, adhesion formation, while not abol-

ished, is reduced to a minimum, just as T am con-

vinced that the leaving within the abdominal cavity of

oil. salt solution or solution of sodium citrate or the

hypodermic administration of fibrolysin is valueless in

this connection.

If a perfect operation for diseases of the stomach
and intestine had been devised there would he no need
for a paper such as this; Put there is no ideal abdom-
inal operation. In all, even with perfect technic

adhesions are not only possible, hut probable. In many
cases, such as gastro-enterostomy or cholecystectomy,

an unphysiologic condition is produced. In others,

such as pyloroplasty, pyloric resection, ['olya opera

tion, especially if retrocolic but even with a long

anterior loop, closure due to adhesions, or changes ln

the omental fat with partial or complete obstruction

and the necessity of a secondary operation may occur.

while the value of a gastro-enterostomy may be nulli-

fied by the development of a vicious circle, by the

subsequent closure of the new orifice or by subse-

quent development of ulcer.

I realize that I have offered in this article thoughts
which have occurred to many surgeons and clinicians,

especially those interested chiefly in digestive el-

and that most that I have -aid is but a series of truisms.

But it has seemed to me that stub a genera] presenta-

tion is more likely to do good than a careful statistical

study, although my conclusions are based on a study
of many hundred i through a
long scries of years and on personal attendance at sev-

eral thousand abdominal operations
When we realize- the te failure-, each of

us has seen after surgical treatment, as. for example,
jejunal ulcer or jejunitis; vicious circle, or recurrence
of old ulcer symptoms after gastro-enterostomy

;
post-

well as in pyloro
Polya, or oilier operations fen- resection m
w ith partial obstru tion and sometin
ondary operation; adhesions; duodenitis; return of
calculi or infection after gallbladder operations;
adhesions after ap] rations or persistence of

symptoms notwithstanding the removal of the- appen-
dix, due to unrecognized trouble- el tensive

adhesions after partial or complete •( thi

bowel, or the formation of new- adhi
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tion for old adhes thai 1 am, indeed, justi-

fied in calling .
- in the

sening the failures may
miniated.

The me to me from these

of intensive study of this peculiarly diffi-

wonderfully interesting field arc. in summary:
1. The surgeon has been too prone to believe in the

• of treatment of abdominal lesions because of

the brilliant success of surgery for acute abdominal
conditions and to the apparent early cure of many
chronic conditions when, however. Mime of the

improvement must be as t, careful nursing,

nvironment, diet, and the ether ad
.'. hospital treatment. If, after a few

months, there is a return of the same or the develop-

ment of new miu; urgeon i~ often m
nizant of them, for it is to tin- clinician and not to the

i that the patient is likely to return with his

ints.

_' Some failures are to 1»

n of the real underlying p.!

otably in the case of thi d chronic

met with in cases of visceroptosis of

nd of long standing; and here the

n falls into the same category as that of many
f fixation of the kidney, or suspension of the

in which symptoms are ascribed to these abnor-

malities quite out of proportion to their tine patho-

ince.

3. In many cases, partial or complete failure may he

converted into part ial or complete success by a cl

on on the part of the surgeon of the underly-

ing pathologic physiology, for in none of these abdom-
inal lc-ion^ i- it safe to rely on the correction of the

done. Without a realization of

1 often qui' 'it functional

disturbances, what should be a successful operation

is often a failure. A proper diet determined in each

illy; the utilization of posture, purgation

and massage to minimize adhesion formation; the

to the motor and
ry disturb;.- iated with the i

add immensely to the

chance of a successful issue in this group of

While the clinician is unquestionably too prone to

ascribe too much to functional disturbances, the sur-

n the other hand, is far too likely to be

hanges alone, and it is only by a

:
- iwo in our conception of

- and its consequent therapy—sur-

:.d medical—that the optimum result can be

4. There is far too great a tendency to pin

n the treatment of chronic a:id sub-

I far too little enthusi-

in medical, dietetic and
;

ourse to sur-

gery. Until methods 1

to eliminate rmation or operations •

which ely duplicate the normal ph.

—if not the normal anatomy—of the various abdom-
uld not he our first choice but

-hould be the dernier ressort, only to be empli

skilfully directed therapy along nonsurgical lines has
been tried conscientiously and ifficiently long

period of time to prove that it is absolutely unavailing.

5, \nd this, after all. is really tin- motif of this

paper: Real success in this most difficult field can only
be obtained by a far closer rapprochement between

n and clinician: the internist should be pi' 'Hi

al ever) operation on his patients; the surgeon will

be able to compare operative findings and preopera
tive clinical data, and the clinician's advice should be
oi help to the .surgeon in the choice of tin- operative

lure. ' >n tin- other hand, the visual demi
t

;

":i of the pat! ilog) ol the di ea e to the clinician

should be of inestimable value to him in his future

study of similar syndromes; the clinician with his

knowledge of the previous functional digestive dis-

turbances of his patient should cooperate with the

in in the management of the postoperative and

cent period, and with his greater training

along these lines, should direcl the diet, medi
and physical therapy, always, of course, in collabora-

ti n with his surguil contrtre. [he dun. im on I

hand, should Keep tin- ui i po ted a- to the

subsequent history ol the patient, and, if sympt

recur, should not neglect, either through forget fulness

or tenderheartedness, to notify the surgeon of the

fact. For, after all, the object of each is the

to bring health to the patient—and it is only by far

ration and a far greater appreciation on

the part of each of the role that tin' other should play

in the management of this group of cases that we i
i

be able to reduce to the irreducible minimum tin- lad

ures—a really appalling number in toto—in cases

which have hern regarded as successful examples of

the surgical treatment of abdominal diseases but whose
sub equent histories—often altogether unknown to

the surgeon—absolutely nullify this belief.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. John A. I.i' my. Pittsburgh: The physician has

noticed the shortcom ;ical procedure for a long

n himself is aware of his shortcomings.

A few years a| led attention to the i

factor) results from surgical procedure, in gastro-intestinal

particularly, and was recommending methods by
which this could be overcome, such as regulation as to who
should and who should not operate, etc. It will in >t he

mi that way. It will 1" di i id d in a coming together,

as Dr. Brown suggests, of the physicians and the surgeons,

and a more cl i o perati n I n iticed in my own work
for a number of years a class of cases diagnosed secondarily

e cases." Vt fust they were few in number,
'it six years ago 1 began to collate and tabulate these

1

10 patients, 348 had the so-called post

ent was asked whether the

ms were the same as they had been before the opera-

ndi, and when the answer was affirmative, it was called a

iative" case. Among those 348 cases there were
ttions for appendicitis, gallbladder disease,

peptic ulcer, etc. I was rather surprised at this. I thought
" casi ntestinal tract disease.

Then I began t" look over my own cases, because tor some
peration, and they came hack with

nits. Most of these cases were very early gastro-

enterotomies. A patient who was operated "ii for gastric

ulcer alone, without any other indications, was worse after

' We do not see very many of these

cases an trgi ins v. ill not operate for a
pure, simple, gastric or duodenal ulcer unless some other

d, such as intense, uncontrollable
i pyloric obstruction, or where it

ded that the p inol follow out his ordinary
ion under medical treatment. The other cases were
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gallbladder cases. In those cases we usually found that the

difficulty was that the pathology which had occurred in the

biliary tract was of such a nature that surgery could not be
expected to cure it. You could drain the gallbladder or
remove it, and yet you did not cure the patient. The con-
clusion which I would like to present, together with Dr.

Brown's conclusion, is that surgery is not a panacea. Some
of these conditions cannot be cured by the best surgery.

When the surgeon stops saying that he can cure all patients

simply because he can operate, and will put himself on a

plane with the clinician, who usually recognizes his limita-

tions, I believe we will have fewer of these cases. The one

class "i cases which gave me the most trouble was that in

which there was a button-hole incision tor "chronic appendi-

citis," a small in the right lower abdomen, only about one
inch long, with' the evidence of only one suture having been

inserted.

Dr. Alfred A. Strauss, Chicago: Medical men will turn

their patients with appendicitis or a diseased gallbladder

over to the surgeon for removal of the offending organ,

but they will stand beside the operator and sec' him pi I

form a simple gastroenterostomy for relief of a gastric or

duodenal ulcer without an attempt to excise the ulcer. The
same pathologic and surgical principles that hold good foi

the removal of the diseased gallbladder and appendix should

hold good for removal of the ulcer. Many surgeons claim

that gastroenterostomy alone cures the ulcer because less

food passes over it and the regurgitate in of bile into the

stomach alkalinizes the secretions, but ti" one has evei

that bile cures the ulcers or that the regurgitation

actually takes place to any extent, except in a vicious circle,

and the idea is contrary to all information we have as to

the physiology of the flow of bile from the liver into the

duodenum. Realizing the ineffectiveness of simple gastro-

enterostomy for gastric and duodenal ulcers, I devised plastic

operations both on the stomach and duodenum whereby those

portions of the stomach may be reconstructed after excision

of the ulcer by fascial transplants. If the ulcer is on the

stomach side, as, for instance, in an ulcer of the lesser curva-

ture, an additional plastic operation is performed on the

phini tit by cutting a small portion of the ring

sphincter away, without incising the mucosa. 'Ibis allows

the stomach to empty very rapidly, in from one and

to two hours, and is far more effective than a gastroenter-

ostomy. It takes less time and requires less surgical skill

and leaves the stomach and duodenum in their

anatomical physical relationship. So far as the hypi

ined. we have learned by the fractional test meal

where the ulcer has been excised that these patients

normal acidity within a short time after operation,

although a marked hyperacidity was present In fore opera

tion. This must be interpreted to mean that the hyperacidity

is the result of the ulcer and not that the ulcer i

hyperacidity. Duodenal ulcers that cannot be •

should be closed off by means of a fascial transplai

ga troenterostomy. 1 agree with Dr. Brown that the patient

should bi irefull) by the medical man aftei

tion. but one thing is positive: if tin- pathology, namelj the

ulcer, is excised, tin- patient will tire. I t.n li 9 medical treat-

ment than if the ulcer is permitted to remain.

Dr. Julius Friedenwald, Baltimore: I am vt

in Dr. Brown's paper because I have been following the

ol operation for many years, in 1915, Dr. Finney
and 1 collected our pylori 'plasty and gastro enti

and compared the results of both operations. We found that

in our e were immedi-

I iv. while of thi' pyloroplasty cases 90 per

rem. were immediately successful Oi the gastroenteros-

tomy i ases followed during the first year after operation the

results were satisfactory in 84 per cent, of tin i

.it. \: . i . entirelj

lory in 9 The end re u . m the

gastro-enterostomj him- showed 77 per rent, sati

.'.bile the pyloropla

1
1

:it I hi •
I gui i demon trate that while

• effect of aii dinidy

satisfactory, the final results may not be nearly as satis-

factory.

Dr. Robert H. Rose, New York: The truth is we hoped
for too much from surgery. We got to the point where we
expected an operation to cure the patient absolutely. Some-
times u did. sometimes it could not. I believe surgei

does more than we have a right to expect. I had a case of

appendicitis with a good deal of cecal stasis. Appendectomy
was performed. The operation had no effect on the stasis.

In a similar case appendectomy cured constipation and stasis.

We really have no right to expect appendectomy to cure
cecal stasis. Appendicitis has its effect on motility, and
where there is intestinal inflammation it will always or

practically always disturb motility. Now. in a case of a
cecal stasis, appendectomj maj help the si. is,, because it does
away with a certain amount of interference with the normal
inutility. It is effective when dilatation is not extreme. But
it is not going to reduce the caliber of that portion of the

intestine to any great extent. It will improve motility and
tone. It will help evacuation. Then if we continue to follow

up the case, as we should, we may be able to reduce the

stasis of the cecum still further. No one treatment

will cure all cases, and when we talk as if surgery could,

it shows that we have expected too much of it. What sur

gery does not do. the gastro-enterologists ought to be able

to do in some other way. and I think we can nearly always
accomplish it if we follow up our cases. When surgery is

indicated, other methods fail. 1 know it i- proverbially true

that surgeons know very little about diet, and they are very

much inclined to overfeed patients after operations.

Dr. Harris WEINSTEIN, New York : The surgeon has come
in for well deserved criticism for postoperative failures in

operations on the digestive tract, but 1 would ask the medical

man what he can accomplish by medical treatment in organic,

or. for that matter, in functional gastro-intestinal diseases.

I wmild like to hear any man indicate the treatment foi

gastric or duodenal ulcer, 01 for chronic appendicitis, that

would be effective or permanent. While we relieve symp-
toms, the relief is hut temporary, lasting from three months

to one year. If we an irerj fortunate it might last a little

longer, but the symptoms are bound to return. There is

not a method of medical treatment in chronic appendicitis

that is effective, and sooner or later the appendix will have
to be removed. If you do not get it out sooner, you will

regret it when compelled to remove it latei Recurrent ol

distressing gastric symptoms aftei appendectomy emphasizes
tl» inefficiency ol surgery in these cases, but we have nothing
better t" offer. In operations for gastrii oi duodenal ulcer,

the tendency is either to operate without proper regard for

ins, nr to ha to a compn 'in

gastro-enterostomy, which disturbs the normal physiolog] of

tie stomach and does not remove tin dangers from compli-

cations. Hence tin- many postoperative failures, which, in

'I 15 or 20 per cent.

ns are general!} shunned by tin i good or
I i 'lis.

Dr. i
I

i -.. New York I lr. Brown's i

a verj important one, bul I n that surge
mi dical men should and i om< t

i

is of little value, because we d -.hat the

nditions is. and that i th( reason why
the medical man does not SUCCCed with medical to

and the surgeon does succeed with the knife. I pointed out

bit year that gastric and duodenal ulcei is due !

StitUtional disturbance, and no matter what the end
the organic lesion is re -. ed but the constitutional distur-

bance, which is thi ' ulcer, remains with the

I hat is the reason why many of the patients return

unimproved. In tin
I

enthusiastii about surgery. I sent practically everj patient

for operation, and the majority of them returned unim
\\ hen I fi mnd hj pet ai iditj I"

found it later, and ti

m nil tin >se fi lund b< : -ill tin

t ll.lt the

.l.inent. tin tuii.tioii.il disturbance, leads to tin
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,n.l. therefore, assuming that the medical n

eed with treatment ts to the

ation will cure

a limit at the present time

strict indical

n 'ii onJj struction. Opi

for ulci lited by the public 1 do
.

i acidirj is tl

uld have hyperacidity only

racidity in so ni.un other condi-

. idity as

ulcer. Hyperacidity is only a coincidence in

I
sk\ [lloway, New York: This is the most remark-

heard m a long time remarkable

in that the matter of the many postoperative

recurren find the reasons therefor. I

re for the advancement of gasti

tin.il surgery than many of the more elaborate papers "ii this

that have been presented hither! that the

after treatment of the patient is of the utmosl imp

certainly true, more especially so as far as the diet

the patient has been operated on and

he is sent •
. 11 1 with the information that he is

nd that all restrictions on

drinking are removed. It is in ti at we have the

It is not the fault of the surgeons.

- been made skilfully, but the same

ile originally have brought
". gastric diseases, cancer.

tuberculosis, syphilis (the latter two of rarest occurrence)

infections or as constituti

They all ha\< righl. The stomach is neither a

leather ilt a rubber hag. It is a highly organized organ of

has -t important physiologic functions,

and has certain capacities, and if tl

rgi n will tell the patient on whom he has

ming that the operation was performed with the

-;. skill, and the wound well healed, what he must do

and what he must avoid to keep well, he will not have any

rative recurrences. As t>, gastroenterostomies, I

tl for a number of years. 1 have

een any benefit from a gast my that could

i d as well by other meas

ment. In several cases that have come under my observa-

n much worse than be)

operation. Only in cases of cancer where the day-

patient are numbered and where the conditions are fri

to make any other operation extra-hazardou I

. - ;iy. Otherwise. I hold that an

me fashion j, the operation

red. With regard to ulcer of the stomach, I

that with proper treatment the patient can be cured

tutional distur-

lilment produced by a local cause. The
- the ulcer. The acid se

acids, and if you will take into

habits of hie you will find

and for the ulcer. Correct what
vill cure your patient.

rk: I did not hear enough
ction as the cause of ulcers and

ed. Focal infection

ii the last fl

• it must be considered in

ration and treatment of i

.cry complete

mating from the or , ither at the apices of the
t<cth, ft the cause

I
by other men

to I* the ca' functional disturbances. If this

is true it should be brought into the routine treatment of

k Dr. Brown whether they
ne into this matter thoroughly, whether they have

had satisfact ill what be thinks of tin- matter
in genet al.

I hum \s R. Brows, Baltimore: I am not one ol those

who have yel been I

tococcus iii the development "i ga i il ulcers. This
is reall) very much more than ;i surgical or medical paper,

It is a plea in recognition of the fact ili.it the more acute the

thing and the more strikini' mori UCO
ml the surgery. That is tin entirelj contrary to the

lical opinion expressed lure, my expert-
i imy has not been bad in some

cases, in , .is.-s of high obstruction, when other fi

i e imp esible and tomy has been

relieve it. the results Ii id, and I

do fear ili.u tin- condemnation oi gastro-enterostomy is

\l\ plea is th.it it -in ii I.I onlj be done in i a ea

is absolutely necessary, (inc. at least, of thi

H-sults mj is due i" the regurgitation of

acid contents in the stomach. I think that point h

of, but I believe it is a specially Fundamental

point. Another point of great fundamental interest, in regard

ti. Dr. Friedenwald's series, is perhaps that some peri

of the series depends on tin- choice oi tin- surgeon. It is

really a question of what not to do. 1 have been connected

with Dr. Finney for many \cars, he has done a great many
ns for me, and he has convinced me more and more

. ry year he does a little bit better, even though he

has an enormous experience, because he knows what to leave

undone. After all, the object "i tin paper is to call attcn-

tion I" the fait that where we have to do the operation in

chronic condition- surgerj i- a two ed| ed saw. If we could

help and bring back a normal physiology, if not a normal
anatomy of the gastrointestinal tract in the first place, and
ii we .mild devise means by which postoperative adhesions

could he averted, surgery would be absolutely the treatment

for every one of these cases. It is just because we cannot

duplicate normal physiology that we do have a probability

of adhesions and a probability of recurrence of these other

-Mil]. loins. It is for this reason that the result is unsatis-

ictorj in the chronic group. It is for this reason that it

a i inn i\ Hh in, nt to bring ti gether in a very broad way
the surgeons and the clinicians, not criticizing the surgeons,

nor criticizing the clinicians, but criticizing the clinician

much more than the surgeon, because it is very much more
the surgeon's hand that is forced by the clinician in the

chronic condition, It is ju-t the broad general principle that

two people, clinician and surgeon, one trained in our line

and one in another, ought bulb to apply their best energies

to the treatment of these chronic cases.

Plague and the Rat.—Some connection between pi i

rats or mice has been repeatedly noted since the time men-
I I Samuel, IV. and VI, when "the mice marred the

land," and at the same time the people were smitten with
"tumours." In the eighteenth century, in Yunnan, China, is

oi that "m the day time, strange rats appeared in the

and i mi" dow n on the ground perished with Mood
Spitting. There was not a man escaped the instantaneous
death after being infected with the miasma." Probably one
oi the ol plague in rats is that contained

in the Bhagavata I'urana. one of the most important, and
one oi the most ancient of the sacred Hindu writ-

I lie people are instructed '," quit their houses ami go
"ii as they observe that "rats fall from the

roofs above, jump about ami die." These instructions are
followed in many parts of India to this day. When the

prevailed in India, in loll -1618, rats and mice seem
to have been affected by the disease. During the great

1

i < i Imi in L66S, it was feared that rats and mice
might be the means of spreading the infection. Del'oc
writes. "All po ill, endeavours were used to destroy the

i illy the latter . . . and a prodigious
multitude of them were also destroyed." (He also says that
they tried to kill off all the dogs and cats.)--! lemow, "The

i
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THE PHYSICAL AND ECONt >MIC BENE-
FITS OF TREATMENT FOR HOOK-

WORM DISEASE*

LOUIS SCHAPIRO, M.D.
State Director of Campaign for the Re!

Disease in Costa Rica

SAX JOSE, COSTA RICA

A campaign for the relief and control of any disease,

to be effective, must result not only in a reduction of

morbidity, mortality and suffering, but likewise in a

monetary saving to the individual and the community.
For more than two years we wished to demonstrate
to the government and people of Costa Rica the eco-

nomic value of the campaign for the relief and control

of hookworm disease that was being carried on in that

republic. But it was impossible to do this because we
had worked in but few areas in which accurate data

as to wages were available, and in these few areas

sufficient time bad not elapsed after the people hail been
examined and treated for a satisfactory comparison to

be made of their earning capacities before and after

treatment.

Lately, however, we have had opportunity to make a

I analysis of the earning capacities befoi

after treatment of 320 patients cured of hookwi inn

ites of Rodeo (located in the canton
of .Mora, province of San Jose) and Aquiares (canton
of Turrialba, province of Cartago). These are repre-

sentative estates on which conditions are neithei

nor worse than the average. They are situated, the

fir-.t on the Atlantic, the second on the Pacifii .

of the country, in the midst of rich agricultural regions.

The owners of these estates, always interested in the

welfare of their people, insisted that they should be

examined fur hookworm disease, and be treated and
cured if found infected.

Rodeo lies partly in the central tableland of Costa
Rica, and partly mi the Pacific slope, at an altitude of

about 2,000 feet. The climate is tropical. Sugar cane
is cultivated, corn and beans are grown, and cattle are

raised. The people live in poorly constructed

houses. They take their water for domestic purposes
from ,-_.

Aquiares is situated on the southern slope of Tur-
olcano, at an altitude of about 3,000 feet. The

climate F moderately warm. I m and beans
are cultivated for export. The people live in well con-

structed, though neglected, wooden houses. Water for

the homes F supplied by creeks and by an open ditch.

SUMMARY OF CAMPAIGN AND SURVEY

In the campaign of relief and control, conducted on

Rodeo from September to I lecember, 1916, 243 of the

263 persons living on the estate wen examined, and
237, or ''7.5 pel cenl . of th amined were found
to be in f 'till with hookworm
and twenty-eight of tin- infected persons wen- treated
one or more times, and I'M of them weir eventually
shown by in iiniiatioii to ha-

cured. To learn what effects the relief from hook-
worm infection had had on the general health and
earning capacity of the workers on thF estate, w

back and reexamined, during the period from

" Th. - ,vcrc ma'lr <lurio« the

and th-

to June 8. 1918. ninety-seven for approximately one
of the 191 persons who had been cured eighteen

months earlier. Fourteen of them were found to have
been reinfected— a reinfection rate of only 14.4 per
cent. Xot one of the homes on this estate vv

vided with a latrine when the campaign of relief and
control began, and only 25.6 per cent, were so provided
when it ended. At the time of the resurvev in 1918,
the percentage of homes with latrines was only 30.2.
All of these figures are shown in Table 1.

The firsl campaign of control on Aquiares was car-
ried out during two periods, from June 5 to I

and from July 6 to Fee. Jo. 1917
JJ workers on the farm, and 745 of them were

examined. Infection was found in 447. or 60 per cent.,

of those examined. All but eighteen of those found
d received one or more treatments, and 334 m

them were eventually shown by microscopic reexam
ination to have been cured. When we went back for

our resurvev. between May 7 ami May 20, 1918, we
reexamined 22.^ of these 334 cured persons, and found
that only nine of them had been reinfected since the
close of our first campaign live months previously.

TABLE 1.—STATISTICAL SUMMARY of CAMPAIGN AND SOB
vi:y of RODEO vm> \m!

i iki -
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resurvey figures for this estate suggest thai the hemo-
globin index continued to rise for a considerable pei iod

following the close of the regular campaign measures.

On Aquiares the hemoglobin index among 280

infected persons before treatment was 70 per cent.

PABLl I HEMOGLOBIN INDEX Ol INFECTED PI BSONS Bl FOR]

v\l. \y I i It I lti m Ml M Kent I KWORM DI8I ISI

. Aquiares I Btatc

• < 'ampalgn
..I It (

mi. I Control

Vmong 100 of tin--- persons after they had been cured.

the average was 78.9 per cent. The resurvey figures

indicate that the cured persons who wire reinfected

sustained a slight decrease in hemoglobin between the
• the campaign of relief and control and the

• the resurvey. In the resurvey, the persons

Found reinfected had an average hemoglobin index of

73.3, and those who remained cured an average of 79.7

I —the latter slightly higher than the average

per cent, established immediately after cure.

\11 nf these figures are summarized in Table 2.

INCRE \m: i n i: mining i ap vcm
In an effort to arrive at an accurate estimate of the

increased earnings of the workers on the two planta-

e records of all persons remaining cured in the

resurvey were carefully checked and all were excluded

from consideration except those for men more than

ge who had worked on the estates at least

one year before tin- campaign of relief and control

and at least six months after it ended. The

IXD MOXTHL1 WAGES OF ESTAT1 LABOR.
'.Mi Ui I It Bl ING ' lit I D "I

HOOKWORM DISEAS1

Average
Monthly Dally Dally of lucres

in

eg) Earnings
i
•-

14.6

• men during tl

the campaign had o]

th their gross earnings during
nths of 191! after it had
>, the months of June. July and

August en; on Aquiares, those of February,
March and April. In the case of the latter estate, the

comparison was made between the wages for three

months of 1916 and those for three months of 1918.

The data -how that there was an increase in tl

ing capacity of the workers on Rodeo estate of 14.6

per cent . and on \c|iiiarc> of 27 per cent. The wages
on Rodeo remained the same, while those on Aquiares
were reduced 15 per cent between tlu periods cum
pared. ' >n the latter estate there was, therefore, an

of 12 pei cent, in earning capacity if the IS
per cent, reduction iii pay is taken into consideration.

Detailed figures for wages during the periods before
and after treatment for hookworm disease are given
in Table 3.

I M Kl \si i \ Al R] M,l c i i.l l\ \ I I n

Largei areas have been cultivated and greater crops
obtained since the workers were treated and cured of

hookworm disease. I in Aquiares, as Table 4 indicates,

the acreage under coffee cultivation was increased 33
per cent. This has been accomplished without addi-
tional labor, and with a lower unit cost For cultivation.

During 1916, ten colones were paid for each man-
zana (1% acre--) cultivated, while at present S.S

colones are paid, yet the worker receives higher com-
pensation.

'The table indicates also a considerable increase in

tin. acreage devoted to corn cultivation. The estate

donates to us winkers small plots of ground for raising

corn, with the understanding that the corn produced
thereon ma) either be used by the laborers themselves
or In disposed of to their profit. The increase in the

i via I i Mil \ CULTIVATED OK ON] ESTAT1 BEFORE AND
AFTEH TREATMENT OF LABORERS FOR BOOKWORM

DIS] 181 (NUMBER OF I IBORERS THE SAME ON
BOTH OCCASIONS)

Orop
' nil"'

Corn
Beans
Past in-

Total

Percentage ol
Increase

1918 over 101*

33.3

acreage devoted to corn cultivation therefore means
that the workers are producing not only enough com
for their own consumption, but have some to export

a- will. 'The owners report that the net results of this,

and of the higher wages the laborers are receiving, are
a healthier, more contented, more permanent laboring-

force, earning more for themselves and producing more
for their employers.

CON< LUSIONS

Although the life, labor and customs of the people

living on these two estates do not differ from those that

obtain generally throughout the country, and although

every effort was exercised to guard against error in

conducting the study, the number of cases considered is

probably insufficient to justify the drawing of conclu-

sions that will apply to whole territories. Nevertheless,

the figures may be taken as pointing toward, if not
.• i tablishing, the following :

1. 'There is a permanent increase in hemoglobin as a
result of treatment for hookworm disease.

2. ( >n one farm, in spite of a 15 per cent, reduction
in unit pay, tin laborers earn 27 per cent. more. On
another, where there has been no reduction in unit

in y earn 14.6 per cent. more.

3. The owners of one farm are cultivating .1? per
cent, more coffee with the same number of laborers, at
a lower unit COS)

In addition to the benefits mentioned above, one
i a marked reduction in morbidity and in
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infant mortality, and both estates report that the labor-

ers spend less than formerly, or else spend nothing at

all, tor quack medicines and quack physicians to cure
their infirmities.

FURTHER EXPERIENCES WITH THE
STRIXG TEST *

MAX EIXHORX, M.D.

Professor of Medicine, New York Post-Graduate Medical School

NEW YORK

In several papers, 1 I have published numerous obser-

vations on the duodenal bucket and the value of the

thread or string test. It is now about twelve years

since my first paper on the duodenal bucket appeared.

I thought it would be of interest to give you my experi-

ences regarding the string test up to date.

Since the accuracy of the test will depend on the

exactness of its performance I herewith give again a

detailed description of this method.

METHOD OF USE

The patient swallows the duodenal bucket in the

evening, late after supper, with a glass of water. The
end of the thread is attached to the nightgown in such

a manner that a length of from 30 to 32 inches from

the lips can enter the digestive tract, and the bucket is

allowed to travel by itself over night while the patient

is asleep. In the morning before breakfast, it is slowly

and carefully withdrawn by the physician. When the

larynx is reached a resistance will be felt. This

: be overcome by forcible pulling, but the patient

must In- told to -wallow, and during the act of degluti-

tion tin- bucket may be easily withdrawn.

Before the bucket is removed, a knot must bi

at the teeth in order to determine the length of the

thread in the digestive tract. It is important that the

ni should take no substances at supper that might

cause a stain on the white silk thread resembling blood

(as coffee, jellies, claret, etc.). It is also essential that

the entire length of 30 inches should be within the

tive tract before the patient goes t*

After withdrawal of the bucket, the thread is imme-
diately and carefully examined (1) lor blood

and (2) bile stains. Then the contents of the bucket

are aspirated by means of a small pipet and likewise

examined.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STRING TEST

The distance of the blood spots from '!'< knot at the

teeth will give the location of the uker. If the end,

say the lower 4 to 8 inches, Iden yellow,

it will show that the bucket had passed the pyloi

provided tin- length of the thread in tin- digestive tract

remaining white exceed- _'_' inches and that, there-

fore, the pylorus is permeable. (The distance from

the teeth to the pylorus is on an average 22 inchi

If the bucket has been in the duodenum, the con-

tent- are usually "olden yellow, viscid and slightly

alkaline. Sometimes, however, they may be acid and

whitish, especially if the bucket has been only beyond
the pylorus.

• Rcn.l before the s.

Ihc -

1. En.! I Estimating tli. I'

the Pylorus, Nem I
-

1

; 5 :

the lion of fleers
Digestive Tract, M. Rcc. March 18, I'll

A blood stain in the neighborhood of 40 cm. | 16
inches) points to an ulcer at the cardia; from 44 to 54

cm. (17y2 to -'I'.' inches), ulcer of the lesser curva-
ture: from 55 to 56 cm. [22 to 22% inches), pylorus;
57 cm. (22 1 - inches i and more, ulcer in the duodenum.
Two definite small blood stains near each other usually
indicate the size of the ulcer, the spots being given by
the margins of the ulcer.

If the string test is made several times, the results

usually harmonize. Sometimes, however, there is a

difference in the site of the brownish spot. This may
he explained by the patient's involuntarily pulling the
thread somewhat out of position during the pro
washing and dressing. There is at times a very long
brownish discoloration for a great distance. This need
not correspond to the size of the ulcer, and can be
easily explained by different parts of the thread com-
ing into contact with the ulcer successively during the

on of the bucket through the pylorus and the

duodenum. This is particularly noticed in malignant
of the stomach, which as a rule presents fresh

ulceral

The thread test appears to be of importance not only
in the recognition of th position of the ulcer, but also

a- a criterion of the efficiency of our procedures
cially whether a cure ha- been accomplished or not.

In those cases in which perfect healing of the ulcer

has taken place, the test becomes negative.

In th' of cancer of the stomach, the thread

test is of value in aiding us to rec

m In fore it is yet palp; Me. This is particularly

i- of the cardia and the

pylorus. In a case of c cardia, the bucket
return, d i

i tumor
-how ing mil i haracteristics of a

i owth, while the thread

blood stain. In several cases of neoplasm of the
t did not pass beyond the pyloru

and came back filled with a brownish fluid of a fetid

red brownish foi

distance from the bucket.

The string showing no bile stain and having a length

of 25 inches or more from the lips indicate- the failure

of the bucket be pylorus. This may be due
to cither an organii i a spasm of the pylorus.

To decide this the te t is repeated and atropin given.

- ring in this second test

to speak for a real pyli n

EXPERIENCES IN PRIVATE PRACTICE

111 report:- , Hence- wit! tO the

string test in rs I select the material of m\
i lite More

he strings of all my private patients were kept as

a record and are to be found in my collection. By fat

the greater majority examined with the string lest had
some symptoms of peptic ulcer, or belonged to thai

group in which there was a possibility oi i

All in all, 1,044 patients with suspicion of peptic

ulcer were examined, with the string te-t. during the

la-t eleven or twelvi

positive blood -tain, while 563 were negative with

regard to blood.

The location of the ulcer (according to the string

te-t i and it- distribution according to sex are pi I

in Table 1.

ers show a greatei mg the

female -ex i 1 1 per cent |
than tin- mal<

cent. i. found in duodenal ulcers,
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namely, greater frequency among men (37 per cent.)

than among women i
_'-' per cent |.

M. ITS DISTRIBUTION
\itoa i in
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Dr. I. O. Palefski, New York: It is generally conceded
that in a bleeding gastric or duodenal ulcer the thread may
be positive. In many instances, however, the positive thread
for ulcer cannot be corroborated by other clinical or roent-
genographic evidence. Laparotomy in these cases, as a rule,

reveals no ulcer. We observed two conditions which are
particularly prone to show a positive thread although no
ulcer is present : first, in periduodenal cholecystic adhesions,
and, second in low stomachs with high pyloric limb. In the

former, the mucosa at the point of the deviation or angula-
tion of the duodenum, as a result of the periduodenal
adhesions, is apt to become traumatized by the thread as a
result of undue tension caused by the peristalic waves of

the duodenum. In the latter condition the capsule of the

string in its passage into the duodenum must assume, first,

an upward direction and, second, on reaching the duodenum,
a downward course with the point of tension at the pylorus.

The conclusions reached by Dr. Einhorn are generally rec-

ognized among roentgenologists, although in the experience
of Dr. Carman 90 per cent, of duodenal ulcers show a six

hour gastric residue. One often finds hypermotility in the

course of roentgenograph ic examination in conditions other
than duodenal u!cer or gallbladder disease and, therefore,

the phenomenon of hypermotility by itself can hardly be of

diagnostic consideration. This is particularly true in gall-

bladder disease which usually shows no other roentgeno-
graphic evidence. It is not usual to find hypermotility in

chronic appendicitis. Clinically, however, the predominating
features of chronic gallbladder disease and chronic appen-
dicitis are those of gastro-intestinal stasis. I do not believe

that motility of the gastro-intestinal tract can be studied

accurately with inert salts, such as barium sulphate or bis-

muth. A mixed meal as a motor test meal is preferable, as

it more likely stimulates peristalsis and the digestive secre-

tions. I have had the opportunity to examine a number of

patients and was surprised to note the discrepancies occur-

ring between opaque and mixed meals as nvtor test meals.

Our present knowledge of the rate of evacuation of the gastro-

lal tract under norma! and pathologic conditions is

still incomplete. The solution of the problem requires team
work between tl t and the roentgenologist.

It is conceivable, therefore, that in such conditions, the

blood-stained thread may be the result of traumatism. In

my opinion, a positive thread when unsubstantiated by other

definite evidence of ulcer should receive no serious con-

sideration.

Dr. Julius Friedexwald, Baltimore : I have used the

Einhorn string test in many instances in suspected ulcers,

and have always found it of considerable aid in di

The principal fact that I have observed, however, res-
is that one should not rely on a single examination. Two
or three tests should be made, and when the blood stain is

precisely at the same distance at every examination I am
convinced that it then presents definite evidences of u'.ccr-

I hi s method is also very useful in those instances

in which the results of the roentgen-ray examination are

indefinite, and yet the symptoms are positive of ulceration;

string test gives very valuable infor-

mation as to whether there is an ulcer at hand or

ii.i.iAM Van V. Hayes, New York : I wish

firm what has been said. The string tesl has been under lire

from various

me and wrong interpretations made. For instance,

one man condemned it. I

: and had found no
ulcer. In my opinion that is an entirely wrong way to

use the string. The string should bi ure one-

item of evidence, oni on of our die

we >hotild confirm it bj

three >•
I finite stain at a definite point per-

present it i ii tig. It docs not necessarily

mean a ted ulcer; it may mean a slight ei

ant I .! >iit that it -

where there is simply marl iasm or a definitely

• of the mucous membrane. Hut the stain

on the thread does indicate ">uh thing which is path-

ologic. It may lie an ulcer or it may be something that i?=

much milder, but it is something that needs treatment. Per-
sonally, I do not feel satisfied in the handling of a case
showing a definite stain until I have got rid of that stain.

It seems to me that is the way we ought to use tl

One other point: In using this string test I have regularly
employed No. 15 surgeon's twisted silk, as being a little softer
than the braided silk, and. consequently, a little less apt
to produce irritation of the mucous membrane.
have used a little bead about an eighth of an inch in diam-
eter, not having any great weight, and have then taken
pains in withdrawing the thread not to use any force. If

! catches, I simply wait until the spasm rela

then gently withdraw the thread. Under these conditions
we will usually get reliable results.

Dr. Max Einhorn, New York: With regard to the string.

I usually use i Ik, No. 5. That is the best,

i you may use anything else. The string should not

be much longer than thirty-three inches from the lips, enter-

ing. That is long enough to see whether there is any-
thing or not. I use the bucket on the string. This is

important in order to determine the permeability of the

If a certain length passes thi 2 iches or

and bile is seen on the end of the string, and then
it, that bucket has entered the pylorus. The

bucket is size 23, French, 1 think. You may use a larger
or a smaller one. but it helps you to get an idea as to the

permeability. In regard to the pulling: I have frequently
seen cases where we encountered resistance. In such cases
we should wait and not pull hard; wait a little and then
pull again. But in some cases where there was a strong

ii e I found that there was no stain at all, indicating

that the pulling alone does not give a stain. If trauma were
caused by the pulling of the string it would show a stain

of fresh blood. But these stains are usually dark, as of

somethin it. There is a great difference between
the two. With regard to the localization. I pay more atten-

tion to a small stain, especially two tiny little spots than
to a biu '•; ate tin-

size of the ulcer; it is caused by the movement of the string.

tact with differen

I that more frequently in malignant conditions than
in benign conditions. On the whole, 1 can only repeat that

the method is very useful in diag

CERTAIN LIMITATIONS OF ROENTGEN-
RAY DIAGNOSIS OF GASTRO-

INTESTINAL DISEASES*

m.d.

\OKK

The roentgenologic diagni tro-intestinal

I with such in

rapidity that a great degree of i uld be
d in directing attention at the present rime to
Mii« limitations. It i led that roenl -

'.(• the
current conception <>t" the meaning of abdomin
plaints ami demonstrating
unerrin] which on the operating ami ne-

table ha.l usually been <><i rlooked, \.

ib iir,ii< limitations i" which this method
ran be stretched, and the very fad thai so much reli-

limitations In- admitted and g< nerall : The
laity are actually coming i<> believi that

gram is a di
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data on which opinions may be exp
with the widest range of values.

["he serious practical objection to the general use oi

the method in gastro-intestinal diagnosis is tlic expense
it entails wlun properly carried out. Commercial
rocntgen-ray laboratories are springing up all over the

country to meet the demand for worlt at moderate
prices, luit it is difficult to conceive how complete and
satisfactory work can be offered to the charily patients

in highly endowed institutions. 1 myself am
convinced that much of the time, incomph t and mi sat

-

-, technical work .mil inexperienced interpre-

tation simply contuse the issue, and would
be far better off it reliance were plac :d on clinical and
laboratory data and the results of exploratory lapar-

otomy when apparently indicate I

It is not, however, to these limitations in the prac-

tical utility of the method to which we wish to direct

attention, hut rather to certain more fundamental limi-

tations which depend on the difficulty or impossil ility

of demonstrating abdominal abnormalities by roent-

raphic meih
By r i hie examination we can visualize

the shape, size, contour and position of the various

: the gastro-intestinal tract when it is properly
tilled with opaque substances, and we e?n with reason-

uracy roentgenograph the outlines of die liver,

kidneys and urinary tract. The development of soft

part detail work has progressed rapidly, hut it must
he admitted that we cannot visualize the changes in

the structure of the abdominal organs. In recent

year-, attention h; ely centered on the rec-

ti and treatment of th. gross lesions of the

abdominal viscera. Comparatively little progress has

been made in t'.te study of those visceral changes of

a structural nature which are so obvious on the post-

mortem table and would seem to be of such great

importance. The gastro-enterology of a decade or

s
• has gone. We now appreciate the frequency

and varied clinical pictures associated with gross

organic ;" the abdominal viscera. With the

exclusion of these lesions made possible i-i thi gri it

majority of cases by systematic ro ntgenographic
examination, we should be in a far better position to

pus»h the study of those disturbances of function and
changes in structure on which this method can throw-

no direct light. A negative roentgen-ray diagnosis

of a gastro-intestinal lesion should never be regarded

as final in the exclusion of gastro-intestinal disease.

In tl. the gross abdominal lesions by
phic methods there are also many diffi-

impossibilities. In large part, it is

true, these are failures or imperfections in technic and
ible fallability in roentgenographic interpreta-

by the fluoroscopic and
been an important step

in the clinic its abnormalities, hut we must
admit that tl -if the meal through the unob-
structed esopliagus is rapid and the filling too incom-
plete to ma' imination. Unfor-
tunately, clinical sympt lorn complai
intil obstruction I but it is just a- well that

r in mind the danger of a negative diagi

tods. A
negative examination call for the use of all other
methods when any symptoms are present. The dif-

ferentiation of spasm from annular growth in the

cardia is sometimes made with disastrous results. « In

th.- whole we should regard the roentgen ray as more
distinctly an aid to other methods of diagnosis in

esophageal work than in the diagnosis of disturbances
in other parts of the gastrO intestinal tract, because
it can be examined so directlj with the esophagoscope.

ich is in mam- respects the most easily

roentgenographed of all parts of the alimentary tube.

and I believe that in Only a small majority of cases will

adequate fluoroscopic and plate studies fail to show a

gross lesion. There are, however, certain stumbling
blocks which must be reckoned with in every examiua-

The cardiac end of the stomach with an ordinary
opaque meal fills out poorly; and unless a suspicion is

entertained of the infrequent lesion in this area, it will

probably be overlooked. I feel that here is a definite

place for the gastroscope in diagnosis when symptoms
and findings suggest a lesion in this region.

1 ker and cancer of the posterior wall of the stom-
ach, unless large and encroaching on the curvatures,
fail on the immediate plate to give definite filling

defects. We have seen on two occasions symptoms of
cancer which we later proved bv operation to be of
the posterior wall but which gave an absolutely normal
series of plates taken immediately after the ingestion

of the Opaque meal. It is possible that the lesion might
have shown on the two or four hour series.

Early annular growths in the pylorus are compat-
ible with normal roentgenographic appearances, as has
been demonstrated twice in my experience. Almost
always by the time symptoms are present the presence
of the growth is obvious on the plates.

There is a definite group of cases that resemble ulcer

in history and laboratory findings while the roentgeno-
graphic examination is absolutely negative. While it

is probable that some of these cases are not true gastric

cases, there is a small number that I believe are

unquestionably florid or mucosal ulcers of the stomach.
Sometimes even these shallow superficial craters can
be caught on the lesser curvature. We have seen such
craters show' at the first examination, then disappear
with medical treatment, and later fail to show with
a definite recurrence of 'symptoms. Positive roent-

genographic evidence of ulcerative or indurative lesion

of the stomach may contradict all other evidence, and
negative evidence of a gastric lesion has some weight

;

but 1 feel that we should hesitate to accept a negative
nographic diagnosis of gastric lesion with a

positive history and suggestive laboratory findings
unless some other lesion is discovered as a possible

cause of the clinical disability.

The roentgenographic determination as to whether
a visualized lesion is active or healed is possible in

man}' cases, particularly in the gastric side of the

pylorus. Frequently we are left in much uncertainty

as to the condition of the ulcer when the roentgeno-
graphic examination is repeated after the completion
of the ulcei i

The differentiation between ulcer, cancer and syph-
ilis may be made with a reasonable degree of certainty,

larly in the advanced case. Differentiation is

by no means always easy, even on direct examination
of the ulcer or mass. We have seen syphilis of the

li cured by treatment give the same roentgeno-
graphic picture as cancer, and we do not believe it is

fe to reach a differentiation solely on roent-
graphic evidence.
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With the development of technic, it is now possible

to visualize gallstones in a large majority of cases ;

and frequently the chronic thickened gallbladder is

definitely shown. All stones and all chronic gallblad-

ders cannot at present be demonstrated. • I cannot

agree with those who contend that the gallbladder

that can be visualized is a pathologic gallbladder, as

we have seen such removed and found them normal.
In view of the commonness of a pathologic condition

of the gallbladder among those in middle life and
beyond, a failure to show the condition even in 20 per
cent, of cases is an important consideration, and shows
the folly of making an absolutely negative diagnosis

of a pathologic condition of the upper abdomen on
roentgenographic examination.

The terminal ileum and cecum offer diagnostic diffi-

culties of the most varied kinds. Persistent deformi-
ties are found to be of little consequence ; anatomic
peculiarities are mistaken for pathologic con

d

There are cases in which the evidence of a pathologic

condition is too definite to be questioned : but, on the

whole, I have come to regard the roentgenographic

diagnosis of conditions in the right iliac fossa with

considerable suspicion, insisting that a definite opinion

should be expressed only when there is the most unmis-
takable, persistent evidence in support of the clinical

picture.

The diagnosis of incompetency of the ileocecal valve

can, of course, be made with certainty with the barium
enema; but whether under such artificial conditions

the phenomenon has clinical significance is extremely

doubtful. The weak spot in the results from repair

work on the valve is the fact that usually the chronic

appendix is removed at the same time, and often defi-

nite constricting bands are freed.

The roentgenographic diagnosis of appendix has

become popular in recent year-, although it rests on

a very insecure foundation of established fact.

be made with reasonable certainty in the case •
I

definite evidence of deforming adhesions. The failure

to fill or to empty when filled, even after several days,

is entirely compatible with a normal appendix, as

has been observed in my experience repeatedly. We
have seen the appendix filled, curved, somewhat angu-

lated and remain filled for ten days, and yet prove

normal on removal. I cannot see that we are justified

in accepting the statement so frequently heard that

the appendix that fails to empty promptly or thai is

al is a dangerous appendix per se. As clini-

cians, we are not so much interested in whether the

appendix is somewhat abnormal, but whether it is

ability or is a source of dang
acute disease. The roentgenographic decision on these

points is made difficult by the superficial opini

the condition of the appendi d by the sur-

ilure i" stud ults from the

appendix, I am
convinced that the after-results are very poor in those

giving mi history of definite acute attacks, ami
1 believe that a positive or negative opinion of appen-
dix disease on roentgenographic evidence should not

to any great degree influence our judgmem
liability of appendectomy reached on clinical

grounds.

The study of the colon is. ,,,, the whole, satisfactory,

as it can so well lie visualized bj opaque meals an 1

enemas and Steri accurately. We cannot

expect the visualization of mucosal chang< s or the

demonstration of growths projecting into the lumen
without affecting the wall. The sigmoid and rectum
are more difficult to study because of anatomic
arrangements, the variations in the normal course and
fixation. Small lesions can readily be missed, and a

negative opinion of low ulcerative lesion should be
guardedly made on roen hie examination.

The ideal form of roentgenographic examinati
the gastro-intestinal tract resembles the complete

necropsy which the pathologist approaches without

bias in the effort to discover the exact condition of

each part, and later perhaps correlate liis findings with

the disabilities observed during life. With a n

able degree of positiveness, conclusions may be reached

as to gro ' of the abdominal organs b\

genographic examination ; but it must not be foi

that the accuracy of these conclusions depends ei

on the pathologic knowledge, the experience and the

scientific honesty of the interpreter, and due allowance

must always be made for the limitations of the ro< nl

genographic method of diagnosis.

270 Tark Avenue.

Til!-: OPERABIL1TY Oh CANCER OF THE
STOMACH AS DETERMINED BY

THE ROENTGEN RAY*

R. D. CARMAN, M D.

5TER, MINX.

An important diagnostic aid which can give much
preoperative information with operability oi

of the stomach is the roentgen ray. It can

'1. monstrate the size, the shape ami the position of the

stomach, important factors \w\\\ which the surgeon ha

to reckon, as well a> the size, the location and the

extent of the lesion. It can show- whether a stomach

suspected ol lal, whether a tumor is

present, and whether the tumor is intrinsic or extrinsii

The roentgenologist, by basing his judgment on ii.

sum of knowledge gained from the roentgen ray, can

point out whether a cancer or lesion of the stomach is

i far a- the stoma* h is ( oncerned ;

but it remains for the internist and the surgi

i iperatii m and foi the surgeon to decide on the

Unci of operation. The earlier the lesion is disCO\

ered, the less will be their quandary.
Without tin- use of the roentgen ray, a positive diag

nosis of cancer of tl often not made until

lo oi weight, a hlorhj dria,

1 ippli i
I Ii, and a palpable tumoi

ve all signs ed gastric cancer. The
patient's fate depends too much on his physician's pet

sonal opinion ami too little on the true but 1ml
:

As many physicians ha\ e belies e I,

of a palpable tumoi

les operative relii ! itients who
might b ion are not opei

< Ithers are subjected to useless exploratory laparoto

mies which ion can pre\ cut.

'I he i not li iok on this method
mination as independent or ultimate, as it i-. only

one pari of a thorough clinical examination, and the

ii its findings is only ot

•
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relative value except in cases thai are indisputably

le. The syndrome of earl) cases of cancer of

Bch is not sufficiently characteristic to differen-

from that of other gastric diseases. Nor can a

cellular diagnosis be made by the roentgen ray; bul a

filling defect may be shown which enables the roentgen-

to make a gross pathologic diagnosis in the

majority of cases. An indication for operation should

be recognized in the location and extent of the filling

defect in the gastric contour, especially when we con-

sider that 95 per cent, of all tumors of the stomach are

cancerous. As metastasis and an extended lesion pre-

vent operation in many mure cases than does tl

tion el' the primary lesion, early di ems the

surest preventive of a high gastric cancer mortality;

the roentgen ray ha- often proved to be a means ol

;is and of forecasting the operability oi

noma of the stomach at a time when clinical symptoms
arc so slight as merely to hint at malignancy.

The eliminative value of the roentgen ray in gastric

sis applies to the health} as well as to the dis-

eased stomach. A roentgen ray examination ol patients

who complain of such symptoms a- indigestion ami

dyspepsia, conditions which arc often manifestations

<it other gastric ami extragastric disorders, may result

in negative findings. The outline, size, shape and posi-

tion of the stomach prove that the stomach is normal

ami only the victim of reflex disturbances which the

roentgen ray may aid in finding. If the roentgen-ray

examination reveals a tumor of the stomach, however.

screen ami plate findings should he studied with one

purpose in mind—possible cure by operation. The
chances for cure which the particular case possesses

place it. according to the roentgen-ray evidence of

operability, in one of three group-: operable, border

line or inoperable. The limit- of each group are

roughly marked by the roentgen divisions of the stom-

ach : < iroup 1. tumor- of the pars pylorica, the operable

zone
;

< iroup 2. tumors of the pars media, the question-

able or borderline zone, and Group 3, tumors of the

par- cardiaca, the definitely inoperable zo

OPERABLE TUMORS

In Group 1 are those tumors which are located in the

pyloric end of the stomach; these are shown by the

n ray to be operable so far as the stomach is

concerned. In this type are included those cases in

which the lesion has nol spread far on the stomach

wall to the danger zone, the pars media | Fig. I). As
ill gastric cancer- occur

in the pyloric end of the stomach, and as aboul ''5 per

which encroach on the gastric lumen

itous, a lesion in the pyloric end should

strongly suspicious of malignancy.

The character and size of the filling defect mi

me hint as to malignancy; but the question ol

malignancy which i- of importance in considering the

ration i- of no importance from the

ility of operation; that depends

on the amount of healthy stomach wall remaining.

which present such severe symptoms clin-

ically as to seem inoperable pn on roentgen-

tmination, for even a very large palpable tumor

may I" if it i- confined to the lower half of

the stomach. While a palpable tumor does not, there-

fore, prevent surgical intervention, it doe- mean that

the lesion ha For some time and that metastasis

may he present. Free motility of the cancerous stom-

ach favors resectability. but the signs which point to

it may also he misleading. The tilling defeel may be
atypical of cancer and the clinical symptoms alone may
oftei little explanation; hut if the patient who has

indefinite gastric symptom- ha- any Idling delect in the

contour of the stomach, whether typical or atypical of

cancer, the chances are that a malignant growth is

presenl
I
Fig. _'

I.

According to Deaver,1 the importance of the roent-

gen ray rests on the dem of a surgical condi-

tion in the stomach, not on the power of differentiating

the condition. It is true that it cannot in 100 per cent,

ot the cases differentiate between cancer and ulcer.

.mi. I in the doubtful Cases all other methods of differ-

entiation ii in- 1 yield to exploratory incision ami
pathologic examination. This exploratory method of

diagnosis was advocated by W. J. Mayo' twentj one
year- ago. We know now, however, that the r0(

I

i

ray can detect the primary lesion in a very earl)- Stage,

and if, as Deaver ha- stated in a recent article, almost

hali hi the gastric cancels seem to have followed Oil

ulcers, a lesion of the stomach cannot be too early dis-

covered and looked on a- potentially malignant. When
the roentgen-ray examination -hows a tumor in the

pyloric third, the most accessible portion of the stom-
ach, it is considered Operable.

A lesion of the stomach can he pronounced Operable,
however, only with respect to the stomach, as perfora-

tion and metastasis almost invariably remain undiscov-
ered until after incision. The clinician can prevent
useless operations in some cases which are indicated

as operable by the roentgen ray, as he can find metasta-

sis to the rectal shelf, supraclavicular glands, umbilicus
and the skin; ascites, when associated with a history

of malignancy, is a fairly reliable index of inoperabil-

ity. Gross metastasis to the lungs and bones is roent-

genological!} - demonstrable, but it is so rare in cases of

cancer of the stomach as to merit no more than men-
tion in this brief discussion. Abdominal metastasis,

the most frequent form, is a condition which neither

the roentgen ray nor any other method of preoperative
examination can discover and which the surgeon is

unable to cope with, even when the tumor is in the
most favorable location for resection (Fig. 3).

BORDERLINE TUMORS

The tumors of the second group are those which
extend so far up on the stomach wall, into the ques-

tionable zone, that their resection becomes uncertain

;

they are classed as the borderline cases. These cases

paesent the most puzzling problems of operability from
a roentgenologic standpoint. Their removal depends,
as in the cases of Group 1, on the possibility of

metastasis, plus the judgment and skill of the surgeon.

The position and size of the stomach may be a surgical

drawback; the small high-lying stomach of the robust

person offers much greater difficulty to the operator

than does the relaxed stomach of the asthenic person.

Therefore, if the roentgenologist is familiar with the

surgeon's technic he can better form his decision as to

the operability of the particular case than if he knows
nothing of the operator's dexterity and willingness to

attempt resection when the tumor lies in the border
line zone of the stomach. The nearer the lesion

approaches the cardiac zone, the more adept must be
the surgeon in order to work high up under the costal

1. Deaver, I It.: Early Recognition of Carcinoma of the Stomach.
k M. J. 109: ; 19 1. 1919

'' .us upon the Diagnosis and Surgical
Treatment of Cei I ol thi Stomach, Based upon Pcrsonat

nee. M. Uec. 53:836-838. 1898.
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arch and to remove just enough of the stomach as to

leave it free from neoplasia (Fig. 4).
Tumors of the fundus which do not produce pyloric

or cardiac obstruction, and which are not palpable

Fiir. 1 (2633-49).—Filling defect and obstruction due to tumor of the
pyloric end of the stomach. The irregularity I I palpable
mass. The lesion is operable "so far as the stomach is concerned."

because of their high location, may exist for some time

without causing much inconvenience; by the lime clin-

ical diagnosis is definite, they are usually inoperable.

Also, when a tumor is in a questionable position with

regard to operability, allowance must be made for the

type of tumor and consequent type of invasion of the

stomach wall. The fungoid carcinomas produce mul-
tiple irregular filling defects, and the real extent of the

cancer is quite closely simulated by the roi

shadow; while the scirrhous cancer produces a filling

less gross which may gradually shade -

not picture the true limits of the disease. Even after

allowing for of involvemenl of a scirrhous

beyond that indicated, exploration may reveal

inoperable conditions i Fig. 5). As Eree mobility of a

cancerous stomach favors resectability, as fixation

resulting from -xtension to adjacent organs makes
uca ml inten ention less prob ei roenl

genologically demonstrated as small may .it opi

be found to have invaded or be< ome adherent to adja
cent abdominal organs, and as metastasis may exist

without detection by the roentgen ray. the roentgenolo-

gi i is forced to make such a relative diagno
operability in the borderline group of cases that it

might In- called the exploratory group, tTr on the sur-

geon devolves the operative

l.Milli; u.i i i
i MORS

In Group 3 are the cases of gastric tumors which
are pointed oul with finality by the roentgen ray as

inoperable. The tumors of this group are located in

the cardiac end of the stomach, or they havi

from a pyloric or fundal carcinoma to within this inop-

erable zone. Surgery can bring no relict to the patient

when the cardiac end of the stomach is cancerous. The
tumors in this region of the stomach are easily recog
nized by the roentgen ray as inoperable (Figs. 6
and 7).

Statistics df cancer of the stomach show an appalling
number of inoperable cases, especially when it is con-

sidered that surgery ma) bring cure early in the course

of the disease. The high fatality rate of cancer of the

stomach may be largely attributed to too-late di.;

VALUE OF THE ROENTGEN KAY

Of recent methods which have so far been adapted
to discover the cancerous growth and to prophesy the

chances for its removal, the roentgen-ray signs when
correlated with clinical findings seem to be the mosl
promising means by which operability may be increased

through earlier diagnosis. So many seemingl)

lesions of the stomach prove to be malignant that the

advisability of medical treatment instead of operation
.seems very questionable or even homicidal. Periodic

roentgen-ray examinations in a suspected ca e can, ol

course, be made: but if instead of retrograde changes
a tilling defect typical of carcinoma is noted in time,

attempted operation may be too late because of metas-
tasis; the watchful waiting policy often proves not to

have averted operation and perhaps to have been the

only cause of the patient's early death from a malig-

nant gastric tumor. Even though a growth may be

very extensive, if it has not invaded the cardiac end
of the stomach the patient should be given tin i

of its successful removal through exploratory laparot

iimy, as some cancers evidently metastasize later than

others. The exploratory incision is of little danger and
it may be the means of finding a growth which has

not quite reached the dividing line between operability

Fig. 2 (134942) \ irnnll filling d< fi

and inoperability, that is. when the dividing line

sents metasta

When the testimony in favor of the roentgen ray i-

collected, we find, then, that its only decisive \a\\}'- in

predii t ing the operabilil
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is its prevention of operation in inoperable cases Its

value in the borderline cases is limited t" preoperative

information with regard t<> the location and extent of

nth. and their significance for malignanc) In

the first group, which includes the highest percentage

: i

n

K defect with obstruction in the operable
rone. The lesion was ojx-rablc so far as the stomach was concerned,

ed to be inoperable because of metastasis found at operation.

c>t operable cases, the roentgen-ray diagnosis of oper-
tar as the stomach is concerned can be almost

100 per cent, diagnostically correct, while operahility

determined by metastatic conditions dwindles to about
ent A- the likelihood of metastasis and the

• in to increase with the age of
it is an obvious corollary that many more

patients could be successfully operated on if a diag-

made early.

Until all medical men and laymen realize the neces-

early examinations of all persons with any
'lint, the death rate from gastric cancer

will remain high while the successful operability rate

of carcinoma remain- discouragingly low. Propaganda
which will direct the public's attention to tin- dangers
of disregarding gastric symptoms seems as justifiable

and perhaps as necessary as the i ampaigns which have
d the death rate of tuberculosis. In 1900 the

mortal;- for all forms of tuberculosi
•

•
i ipulation ;

in 1916 they had dropped
to 141.6. more thai i he death rate from
cancer, of which gastric cancer is the most common
form, rose in that time from 63 to 81.8 for 100,000
population, more than 18 per cent. These statistics

I lue, of course, but they do surely
mean that the death rate from tuberculosis is lower
than eight ye ile the death rate from cancer
is no I te the advance in surgical technic.

Publicity through national and state public health
departments which will lead persons who are suffering
from chronic indigestion or dyspepsia, which are not

- but only symptoms, to consult a physician, who
will conduct a thorough examination, should be one
of the means of raising the operability of cancer. In

>uch routine examination, no matter how -light

ted States Mortality Statistics, 1916, p. 20.

mptoms, a roentgen-ray examination should be
included. The roentgen ra\ can now discover "5 per
cent, of all gastric tumors, ol winch only about pel

cent, are -till in the operable stage, When routine

examinations of persons presenting gastric symptoms
have become a reality, the roentgen ray should be able

tO raise that percentage encouraginglv. I'm the inoper-

able tumors should be practically only those which
cannot be rest I I'd bei ause of cardiac location, and car-

cinomas of the cardia represent a small percentage of

gastric cancel--.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
ON PAPKRS OF DRS. ROBERTS AND CARMAN

tin. Georci I'.. Pfahler, Philadelphia: I wish to empha-
size the point ih.it «e must not depend on the roentgen ray

alone for these diagnoses. 1 do not think that any first

class roentgenologist ever asks that or expects that. 1 want
all the evidence 1 can net in making the interpretations and
in making the investigations, because if 1 have the evidence
presented from the clinical standpoint I will investigate more
thoroughly the part of the gastro intestinal tract that is

under suspicion, so as either tn pone it normal or ahnormal,
and I do not like to make any report merely "negative."

When I say normal, that only means normal from my
roentgenologic standpoint; it does not mean that the organ
is absolutely normal. I do it >t wish to convey any such
impression. The next point that 1 want to emphasize is

that an incomplete or careless examination by the roentgen
ray is worse than none at all. An examination made by
an incompetent roentgenologist, technician or commercial
employee is frequently worse than nothing, especially in

gastro-intestinal diseases. A man may make an interpreta-

tion of a fracture in almost any position and may show the

line of fracture in the obvious cases, but in gastro-intestinal

diseases we have movable organs to deal with ; we have
varying conditions present continually, so that a wide experi-

ence in interpretation is necessary if we want to avoid mis-

Fig. 4 (106837). Gross filling defect extending into the questionable
zone. Opi ihis extent can be determined accurately
only by an exploratory incision. The tumoi was found t.. be inoperable
because of posterior attachment.

takes. We know that it is the most valuable method we
have of studying the gastro-intestinal tract. That does not
mean that we must discard other methods. We must make

itions roentgenographically and fluoroscopically and
then by careful interpretation we will make few mistakes.
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With regard to the diagnosis of carcinoma of the stomach,
if those cases are studied thoroughly few carcinomas
will be overlooked. The fact that some man will try to
diagnose all these lesions as carcinoma does not condemn
the method. We cannot differentiate in the earl
between indurated ulcer and carcinoma. The microscope can

Fig. 5 (123017).— Filling defect of greater curvature
operable and questionable zones. Operability questionable
stomach is concerned. Operation: sleeve-resection.

volving the

scarcely do it. The surgeon cannot do it when he gets it

out on the table.

Dr. James T. Case, Battle Creek, Mich.: Dr. Robert will

not find fault with me for disagreeing with him in some
small details. I do not quite agree with him regarding the

negative value or uselessness of the roentgen method in the

study of the esophagus. With the esophagoscope, it is impos-
sible to see deeper than the mucosa, and many of the early

malignant lesions in the lower end of the esophagus are not
first seen from the mucosal side. I have often found a

spasm of the cardiac orifice in what later proved t*r be a

carcinoma of the cardia, where the early roentgen sign was
cardiac spasm. I am convinced that spasm of the esophagus
is often an early sign of carcinoma, a finding which can be

determined by means of the roentgen rays. long before the

esophagoscope can see the lesion. In regard to incompetency
"f the ileocecal valve. I think one of the doctor's tatements

is susceptible of criticism, lie mentioned that the enema
ileocecal valve incompetency is made undei verj

abnormal conditions. Incompetency of the ileocecal valve as

such is a matter of minor consequence, Cases which arc

pathologically significant are those in which there is a retro-

grade ni- Mm i.i oi ingested food from the cecum back into

tin- ileum. This has been demon trated in many of the

•re clinical symptoms which might
bed t" the condition. The mere fact of il

valve incompetency is not significant. It is an end result,

not an entity, not a primary thing. and*thcre is just about
as little justification for I valve

there is in removing the appendix in

chronic appendicitis and expecting thi i perati m to cure the
patient. Both ileocecal val ncy and the
chronic appendix are end-results of more far-n
We caniyfl shut our eyes to the fact that there arc a large
number of cases characterized by distention and di I

the lower abdomen accompanied bj occasional cramps, with
clinical evidem tasis, with nausea and th<

the symptoms which we have felt were indicative of j|,-ac

stasis. In my experience, the more marked these symptoms,
the more marked the incompetency of the ileocecal valve. I

want to commend Dr. Roberts for his note of conservatism
and to assure him that roentgenologists who take pride in
their work and who are doing successful work will most
heartily agree with him that the roentgen method is only
one method of diagnosis and should by no means be set up
as a unique method to be depended on by itself alone. As to
Dr. Carman's excellent paper, I want to suggest just one
thing—that perhaps the use of the word "resectable" might
be more appropriate than the use of the word "operable."

Dr. ft Walter Mills. St. Louis: It is difficult to discuss
the papers of Dr. Carman and of Dr. Roberts ; they are in
keeping with the views of those of us who have been inter-

ested in this work. I may call attention to the stabilizing
of gastro-intestinal roentgenology and certain things that Dr.
Carman mentioned that forecast the future. Roentgenologist
and clinician are met now- for the first time on a common
basis of efficiency. There is no question of the value of the
roentgen ray. The trend of the meeting is along the line of
the limitations of the roentgen ray, our own psychologic
reaction to the overwhelming value of the thing. I should
like to ask how many cases of nonobstructive operable can-
cer of the stomach medical men have diagnosed by clinical

means. The roentgen ray has its limitations. We make
mistakes but these mistakes diminish in direct proportion to

the skill of the examiner. Gastro-intestinal roentgenology is

not easy. One must become sensitized to it. Dr. Carman
hits a strong blow in his education of the public to the
symptoms of gastric cancer, and of course with the

obvious outcome of routine complete roentgen-ray exam-
ination in all suspicious gastro-intestinal pictures. The real

keynote is the education of the public in the same way we
educate them in the matter of tuberculosis and carcinoma of
the uterus. There is one sinister note against the success of
the curing of the cancer of the stomach surgically. Many
persons do not have symptoms sufficient to drive them to the
physician until it is too late, and this we can never control.

The difference in surgical skill is a tremendous factor in the
treatment of gastric cancer.

Dr. Louis J. Hirschman, Detroit: Speaking as a clinician,

I wish to offer this: We must remember we arc calling on

Fig. CM
m this loi .iti-.ii is hi. I

the roenl nsultant, not as a man to take

pictures, not as a man t I gi nations,

iltant, and v.- Ill) with him
iw- wrd n

pari of liis time in the roentgen laboratory with il

genologist, seeing, feeling and studying, is not going t be
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service to his patient, no matter how much credence

ts on the reports >'i the roentgenologist when he gets

them. A man connected with a hospital or clinic who is

fortunate to have a good roentgen iated with him
advice along tin-, line; but a greal man)

ted in the inoperable
is <M'c.

on is contra-

men who arc treating casts solel) rt they receive

on paper as given by the roentgenologist are often led astray.

• iair to the roentgenologist to expect him to give

advice as a consultant as to the desirability of operation in

a given case, and as to the operability of a given case. But

if more team work were indulged in you will be a better

and you are going t<> be better able to interpret his

when he does give them to you. The point I'r.

rings "tit about not placing too much credence on
ray examination is all very well. There are some

: procedures, particularly in the intestinal tract,

where by the use of the roentgen ray we are able not only

to decide whether or not a case is operable, but in a large

n the operation. We must correlate our own
clinical findings from every point of view with the result

of "ur consultation with the roentgenologist, ami we will he-

better able to plan our operations than we could do before.

Dr. Thomas R. Bkown, Baltimore: Quite a few years ago
one could expect to make an early diag-

• carcinoma; that we should be satisfied to make a

I want to call attention to a point I

f fundamental importance. There are three clinical

e one that develops the type of ulcer which should
•'1 group in which the pic-

k and aggravated in the late chronic dyspeptic,

so that ible to tell the transition and
where generally it is too late; third, the classical type, with

preventive symptom as far as we know, where
suddenly without warning there is a development in the

tern. This group I am firmly convinced should

ected as carcinoma. Clinical study plus the most
careful I uld give us results in most

I remember a great European physician once said

that the careful, well trained clinician should make his diag-
- m the history; that the rest of his examination

should nd this is the type of cases

in which it is peculiarly applicable.

Dr. A ler. New York: You cannot diagnose
minal Conditions by the roentgen ray. So far as

disturbances of sensation arc concerned you cannot do any-
thing with the roentgen ray. nor with catarrhal conditions,

nor with toxemic conditions. My experience has been this :

in esophageal conditions it is most helpful. As soon as one
geis down in the stomach, depending on the roentgen ray

alone, then there is an element of danger. This is increased
n.ill intestine ami slight!) onl) less 50 in the colon,

.111.I I think we should think of these as important in the

matter of proporti 1 failures, In etliiiioul.il disease, ami
prett) nearly everything osseins tin- roentgen raj is "i use.

In s..it tissue diagnosis it must be taken more in a confirma-
tory sense. But when it comes to earlj carcinoma of the

stomach the only way you 1 an diagno ( it is with the roent-

gen ray.

1>k. Byron C Darling, New York: The propaganda that

Di I .uiiiaii advocates brings up one sinister cloud, as sug-

gested by Dr. Mills, ami also by Dr. Roberts, The com-
mercial laboratory is practicing medicine, [Ventj two dif

ferent laboratories ha\e opened up in New VTork City where
v >u can get a written 01 oral diagnosis "i stomach l< ion

ami all sorts of other conditions, This is practicing medi
• me. because anybody who treats and diagnoses, and so forth,

is practicing medicine. To take anothei point of view, the

surgeons ami physicians who are sending their patients to

laymen are in a rather paradoxical position. The public

appreciates the value of this method, and the physician sub-

mits a case to a layman for final, or at least, a help in his

diagnosis. The patient presumably pays for those services

either in a commercial laboratory or in a lay technician's

office, or in a specialist's office ; and if he pays for those

services may he not be entitled to those services—to the

mlmi nt, to the experience of a trained medical man instead

of a layman? Is it not compatible with fair and square

dealing to submit your pertinent findings to the review of

another medical man? Why not collaborate? Why not cor-

roborate? This is a violation of the Medical Practice Act.

This is a violation of caution and of safety.

THE ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON AND
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS *

LEO MAYER, M.D.

NEW YORK

My work during the past two yens has served to

bring into marked contrast the unusually expert care

given by our military authorities to the treatment of

gunshot injuries and the comparative lack of care

bestowed on similar injuries occurring in the ordinary

course of industry. The Surgeon-General's Office took

Fig. 1—Contracture of the fourth and tlie fifth fingers, due to
paralysis of the ulnar^ nerve. This di ' have been pre-
vented by tbc use of fft'o small splints holding the lingers extended.

pains tn give special courses, training men in ortho-
pedic and surgical principles applicable to war injuries;

a pecial commission has devoted itself exclusively to

the perfection of splints; pamphlets have bcea issued,

and a special department of education by means of

raphs and moving pictures has been efficiently

organized. As a result, the American wounded soldier

• Read before the Section r„, Orthopedic Surgery at the Seventieth
Annual s American Medical Association, Atlantic City,
N. J., June, 1919.
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has had far less to suffer than his comrade in arms,
either of the allied or of the hostile armies.

Contrasted with this excellent organization, dealing
with the complicated gunshot injuries, the treatment
of which is peculiarly difficult owing to the suddenness
with which military hospitals are inundated with huge
numbers of injured, is the general lack of care and
organization accorded the employee who suffers a com-
paratively simple type of injury. True, there are

exceptional instances in which certain firms and insur-

ance companies have organized their work in a sys-

tematic and effective way; but on the whole, and here
I speak from my personal experience, I gain the

impression that the care of those injured in industrial

accidents, particularly in the early stages, is haphazard
and is left to men of insufficient experience.

I shall confine my paper entirely to the orthopedic
aspect of the situation. I shall deal, first, with the

most usual mistakes in splinting; secondly, with some
of the simpler types of appliance applicable to injuries

of the upper extremity and thirdly, with some of the

operations on nerve, tendon and bone, particularly use-

ful in the operative treatment of industrial injuries.

COMMON" MISTAKES IX SPLINTING

Ischemic gangrene following the application of a

tight splint is a frequent source of trouble. The novice

Fifc. 2.—Marked contracture of the thumb Hue to a wound of the
The contracture could have been prevented by

splinting tin- thumb in the abducted position.

fails to realize that a plaster dressing, or in fact any
firm dressing applied shortly after the accident.

although a perfect tit at the time, rapidly becomes too

tight, owing i" the swelling of the extremity. Ischemia

may occur within twenty-four hours, and when once
present is extremely difficult to cure. A second mis-

take i> the application of an unni cessai i
splint,

which immobilizes joints unnecessarily. Patients with

fractured clavicles are usually brought into the clinic

with the entire extremity enveloped in the classical

Velpeau dressing. Within two week-, thi

phalangeal joints of a workman or workwoman over
• > stiffened by this unnecessary immobilization

that w< rei [uired befori the) in r> li

up—a much longer time than it takes fur the fractured

bone t>> heal. The Colles fracture, too, is almost uni-

versally splinted with immobilization of the fingers.

if the fact th.il tWO Short

arm s|^ nl . properly adjusted, with a little felt pad
riorlj over the inferior fragment an

riorly over the proximal is amply sufficient

tu hold them in position.

A third group of mistakes includes even
number of cases: those in which no splint whatever
is applied, although its use is more urgently indicated

than in a fracture. To this group belong the numerous
nerve injuries. Musculospiral paralysis is frequently

treated by applying a sling in snob a way as to increase

the wrist drop. No attempt whatever is made to hold
the hand in the '"cock-up" position. Figure 1 illustrates

the deformity subsequent to an injury of the ulnar

nerve. The contraction of the fourth and fifth

could easily have been avoided b) the use of appro-

priate measures. Figure - illustrates another type of

Fig. 3.—Contracture of the fourth and the fifth fingers due to a
wound of the fiexot sublimis digitorum muscle. At the right is shown
the result of three weeks' intensive treatment in overcoming the con-

tracture. This treatment would have been uni the lingers

been properly splinted from the outset.

injury, a marked contracture of the thumb, due to neg-

lect to splint the finger in the abducted position, and
Figure 3, contracture of the fourth and fifth fingers

due to an injury of the forearm, involving the flexor

sublimis digitorum muscle. In each case, deformity

could have been avoided and weeks of extensive

treatment saved the patient and the insurano
panv. if sensible orthopedic measures had been insti-

tuted from the outset.

I want also to emphasize the danger of retaining

any splint too long a time. No matter lmw good the

splint, it will do damage if the joints .are immobilized

over an excessive period, lies is well illustrated in

Figure 4, showing an injury received in a railroad ai i i

dent i multiple compound fractures ,,f the lower arm I

in which complete functional disability ensued, because

of immobilization extending over a period of four

months.
Equally to be condemned is the Use of injudicious

early Eoro d mol on. This applies particularly to the

fractures around the elbow joint. 'I"he lesson in ibis

connection, taught by Sir Robert Jones, cannot be

learned to,, thoroughly: -Motion at this joint should

Complete functional disability due b long immo-

of the fingers been begun thn

never be forced; after primary immobilization at an

acute angle the arm should be allowed to extend from

its own weight. Brisemenl force invariably produces

II

si \ili.i. i

Thus far I have dealt chiefly with mistakes in

ing. Now a feu word- a- to simple methods

ation applicable to injuries of thi remit) :
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For injuries of the musculospiral nerve, 1 use the little

brace shown in Figure 5. Ii is better than any other

1 know, because in addition to holding the hand in

the cock up position, it holds the thumb abducted. For
ulnar paralysis, a light splint should be made ol two
tongue depressors or of cigar box wood, and th< Fourth

and fifth fingers held extended Foi I olles' fracture,

the rounded metal splint^ used by Sir Robert Jones
arc unquestionably the best. I oi anj form of injury.

in which there is danger of contracture, a little splint

should be molded b) running a plaster-of-Paris ban

dage backward '. forward to form a layer sufficiently

thick to hold the parts in the appropriate position.

Injuries of the circumflex nerve or of the deltoid

muscle, in which the abducted position of the arm is

indicated, can be splinted by a corresponding plaster-

of-Paris mold, reinforced by a small iron or steel

band. This band is incorporated between the layers

of the plaster-of-Paris, while these are setting, and

should form an integral part oi

int. This plaster ol - Paris

abduction splint 1 find lighter

and very much cheaper than the

aeroplane splint frequently used

during the war.

In the after - treatment of

contractures and stitT joints.

is such a marked variety, one may be certain that there

i-. no preeminently satisfactory method, During the

last year, however, a technic for end to end suture of

tendons has been devised by Dr, Bunnell of San Fran-

cisco wliuh to my mind represents a radical surgical

advance. Bunnell, basing his investigations on
researches which Biesalski and I had conducted,

applied the principles set forth by us for the transplan-

tation of ten. Ions in paralytic conditions to the suture

of tendons divided li\ trauma, lie showed that the

usual method of tendon manipulation in these cases

disrupts the tendon fibers and destroys those delicate

gliding celK on the surface of the tendon whose sig-

nificance my previous publications have emphasized.
In overcome these difficulties he devised the tendon

el. mip. illustrated in Figure 7, so constructed as to

hold the tendon fibers firmly together during the inser-

tion of the suture, and at the same time to avoid

traumatism to the gliding surface of the tendon. The

'

Vs

for musculospiral

'

,plding the hand in (he cock-up
position and the thumb abducted.

m
Fir. 6.— Schede-splints for the treatment of contractures and stiff jo

flexion of 1 1 ,

<
- knee can, by being inverted.

Iso applies l<< the elbow, hand and finger splints.

r-m of apparatus most generally used, the

pendulum device-. Usually defeat their own
steady force constantly applied to the

r< efficacious than the sudden impacts

the pendulum apparatus. ( >i particular

value arc thi hown in Figure 6. I h

simply onable, and are so made that

i I] as to

imilar contrivances can readily be
made out of plaster of Paris.

In the operative treatment I wish to touch on
new phases in the treatment of tendon, nerve and

juries. I he problem of the suture of I

the surgeon for many years, and
numeri have been given. To my knowl-
edge, there are at least fifteen different tendon sutures
advocated by well known surgeons. Whenever there

method of inserting the suture is well illustrated and
requires no further explanation. The results obtained
In this method have, in my hands, heen unusually good.

It is applicable not only to the immediate suture of

divided tendons, hut also to the free transplantation of

tendons to fill in the defect when the tendon ends have
retracted excessively. Figure 8 illustrates a case in

point : one of traumatic division id" the flexor longus
pollicis tendon, which came to operation two months
after the accident. The gap of 2 1

L. inches between the

tendon ends was bridged by a free transplant of the

fli "i carpi radialis tendon. The resultant motion
i- show n in the illustration. %

In nerve suture there is little question relative to

the technii when an end-to-end suture of the neuri-

lemma is feasible. Winn, howevi r, loss of nerve sub-

has heen so great that end-to-end apposition is

impossible, then some form of bridging operation is

required. I strongly favor the free transplantation
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of a sensory nerve taken from the same individual to
fill in the gap between the ends of the injured nerve.
Since the sensory nerve at our disposal is invariably
smaller in diameter than the injured, several >egments
must be used to construct a kind of nerve cable. For
this purpose, a modification of the Bunnell clamp is

of great service, as is seen by reference to the dia-

grammatic Figure 9. The results of this method of
nerve bridging are shown in Figure 10.

In cases of loss of bone substance, the inlay graft
method as developed by Dr. Fred Albee is of the
utmost service. Figure 11 shows a case of injury to

the radius with 2 inches of substance and conse-
quent marked deformity of the hand. As the first

stage of the operation, a wedge osteotomy of the ulna

was performed, so as to permit correction of the

deformity. The defect in the radius was then bridged
by a solid graft taken from the tibia, wedged in

EEL
Iiw: 7. —Bunnell clamp for end-tou^nd suture of tendons (courtesy

w ofl clamp applied t" tendot .

section (end-on) view; .1, hrst insertion <.i needle; .

; 5, third insertion of needle—stitch pulled tight in first

i her linen thread, armed with
needle-:- i" this second needle; ., second insertion of
second needle (third insertion is identical with that shown in 5. but
is naturally in the opposite direction; 8, diagrammatic representation of
sutures n. ting which threads are ! i (tendon

I active mol

'

I

begin on the fourteenth day.

between tin- fragments of the radius in such a way as

to hold tlu-m apart. Tin- functional resull was
lent.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
'.• u Y. tk : There is one i" >inl to

lie considered in connection with tin- ty] i ip" splint

th.it I >r. Mayer desci lust be careful not to have
the patient wear it t<>" long, because it ten. Is t.. flatten the

metacarpophalangeal arch, and also to hyperextend these

joints, We who served in the British hospitals saw many
of these hands, and they wen verj hard ones to n
usefulness. In order to grasp, one must be able to hollow
the palm, and the metacarpophalengeal joints are the most

of all in this action. For this reason we gave up
the full palm splint ami have used tlie short palm splint,

making this part somewhat like a ball. YVc also tt

have the splint interfere with adduction of the thumb.

Restoration of the function of the hand is frequently very
difficult, and interference with the arches makes it just so

much more so. With reference to the ahduction shoulder
splint, at U. S. Army General Hospital No. V, at Lai

X. J., we used a splint which I had never seen hefore.

Whether Dr. Geary devised it or not 1 do not know. He

I tnatic division of the flexor longus pollicis tendon, with
. nds. The gap

was filled in by a free transplant of the flexor carpi radiali
used. The photographs illustrate the resultant

range of motion three months after the operation.

was responsible for its use there, at any rate. Instead of
having the entire splint on the affected side of the body, the
bars along the body from the pelvis to the axilla were mi the

opposite side, the weight being carried by the webb
across the affected side of the pelvis instead of on the steel

bar on this .side. It has the added advantage of leaving the

shoulder on the affected side entirely exposed, and also sup-

ported, instead of having the weigh! slung onto it Through
its use, also, I have not seen the deformities of the spine

which I have seen when the weight was all 01

Only when the splint was requited for

a very long time. I hope some time laster-of-

Paris splint that weighs as little as a steel or wire one.

I have s,cn and made a good many, and on,- strong enough
i has always been very heavy.

[ shouli ;lad to have the
others who are to disCUSS the paper and Dr. M.

">

The author's method of constructing a net
veen the

;

•v nerve

1 of the tier'.

sutures, one at each et

whether it is better to splint with the rigid Cock up

with a spring nl which will, when the I

• d up. but ! .ii the

patient v
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Ivantage, in the treatment of these cases, where a

nerve suture has been done?
v.im \\ . Boorstein, New \ - M k : The principles of

Dr. Mayer arc commendable ami should be empha;
lectures before insurance companies. l!u- insurai

not refer cases to the orthopedic surgeon till

marked deformity has occurred. Foi instance thej think

that any one is qualified I treat a fracture or burn, the

result being that even in the slight cases bad deformities

wed to <1<\ 1 1 p 1 had recentlj under mj observa-

tion a patient with marked flexion deformity of the knee

and hip and ation of the tibia on the femui as a

rn. Thai patient was discharged as cured

und was healed. The companies forget that

than the few dollars they

alist attend to their fractui

• r any other injuries leading to deformity. As fai as the

difference betwi i a spring splint for tin i

peripheral nerve injury, my experience, while working in

• in with Drs. Byrne ami Taylor, was that tl

one is hitter as it <l"c^ not permit any Stretching of the

weakened mi:

Dr. Leo Mayer, New York: I thoroughly agree with what

and 1 hope that my remarks will come

to the cars of the insurance companies and that they will

the Opinion of this assembly. 1 certainly think it

ry that all cases should, from the outset, havi the

thopedic advice: just a-- everj single military

accident and injury had the orthopedic advice of tin- army
Relative to the type of splint t< lie used, I think

that the rigid type is better than the spring appliance;

of the external popliteal nerve, a splint t<< Keep the

foot dorsiflexed. As between the short and the long cock up

splint, there is much difference "i opinion. In somi

it is easj to Bex the metacarpophalangeal j"ints. even in the

long splint It a prevents this action, use the shortei splint.

the ulnar nerve, 5 inches above the
the iraplantati

' i.illy diminisl

because I believe in the principle of Sir Robert Jones that

we must have complete relaxation of the muscle fihers. If

they are stretched, n damage is done. Therefore.

I use a permanent cock-up splint; or, in the case of injury

rkol deformity due to a 2 inch loss of bone

i and bom graft of thi i

fragments of the radius.

It is important to drive the point of the proper treatment

1
1 one to the minds of the medical profession at large, so

that we shall not yet these miserable drop wrists. So far

as the airplane splint is concerned, 1 wish that Dr. Cillcy

would come and see the splint Dr. Ogilv) uses. He would

find that it is lighter than any other. I saw an illustration

of a splint used by Dr. Krazier that impressed me as being
very efficacious, in which the bar started on the opposite

shoulder and the longitudinal bar ran down the opposite

side of tin body. I think that this will he an improvement
fm anything we have seen thus far.

The Plague Menace.—The first case of pneumonic plague

reported i:i Manchuria, occurred in Manchouli on Oct. 12,

1910. The last case was reported Dec. 25, 1910, two and one-

half months after the outbreak. Owing to the energetic

action of the Russian authorities only about 400 died.

(Officially registered 392, p. 28.) In Harbin (or Fuchratein)

the first cases were reported on Nov. 7. 1910. They were two
tarbagan hunters, who had come from Manchouli. From
both the Russian and Chinese records, small epidemics of

had occurred here before, but this time,

within three months, over 5.000 persons in a population of

ere killed by this disease. Harbin is closely packed

and built on a low-lying swampy plain. It has narrow streets,

and is inhabited principally by Coolies. The majority of the

oe low. dark, dirty and overcrowded. On the other
hand. Shuangchengfu, which is situated on the railroad line,

30 miles south of Harbin, is a finely planned city with wide
streets and is famed for its large, well constructed bouses.

i

- chiefly of families who have settled

there. Half of the families are Manchus. There are wealthy
ners and leading Chinese merchants, people clean in

tbits and homes. Vet, within seven weeks, there were
1,500 deaths in this city of 60.000 inhabitants.
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RADIUM IN DERMATOLOGY*

HOWARD MORROW". M.D.

AND

A. W. LEE, M.D.

SAX FRAXCISCO

This is a summary of three years' experience with

radium as one of the factors in the nonoperative treat-

ment of certain forms of cutaneous pathologic pro-

cesses.

The first amount of radium placed at our disposal

was received in 1916. As this was small in quantity

we were obliged to confine our use of it to minor
lesions. Since 1916, radium has been given to the

University of California Hospital in steadily increasing

quantities, and the good resulting from its use has

increased correspondingly.

At the present time, the total amount of radium
available for our use is 250 mg. This is distributed

in varying quantities and in different forms of contain-

ers, ranging from a 5 mg. disk container to a 50 mg.
tube container.

Obviously the different types of container, along

with their varying content of radium, have different

uses. For example, a rodent nodule the size of a

pea would call for the application of a container,

the periphery of which should only slightly overlap

that of the area being treated. More extensive lesions

would require a greater surface contact of radium.

The needle form of container has some special points

of value, such as in treating diseased conditions of the

nasal cavity, tumors and deep seated growths.

"**-. W

RESULTS OF RADIUM
TREATMENT

It has been our
practice, up to the

present time, to

1 j r i n
<_r

the radium
or less into

direct juxtapi

to the lesions sub-

ject to its

W i t li intervening

of several

types, The method
of employing ra-

dium at varying

distances from the

parts to be- influ-

enced by it has, as

yet. not been prac-

ticed by H-.

Radium has been

employed by us

in a variety of

skin diseases, but we feel thai our besl result

been in treating true basal-cell epitheliomas. I

radium therapy appear- to be the ideal treatmi

-iif slowly malignant neoplasm. There is very

little it' any pain attendant on the treatment, recur-

rences are rare, and the resultant SCarS are almost

unnotii i

Excision is seldom employed in basal-cell growths,

usually on account of the location, which is frequently

on the nose or at or near one of the canthi. Curetting

followed by cauterization is painful, the resulting crust

is unsightly, and the scar is often rough and depressed.

The application of arsenic paste is still more painful,

and the scar following its use may be very pronounced.

Roentgen-ray treatment for this type of growth is

usually satisfactory, but we frequently find ca

resist this form of therapy and which clear under the

'..'forp the Sei

n Medical
1919.

•

Fi K . 3.—

I

(after).

exhibition of radium. On the other hand, basal-cell

carcinomas which do not improve under radium ema-
nations are not affected by roentgen therapy. Further-

more, when such growths are located on the lids, or on
or within the nose, they are more easily handled with

radium plaques than with the Coolidge tube. In a

former paper, before enough radium was at our dis-

posal to be of sufficient value in treatment, we
remarked that the so called Bowen's type of epitheli-

oma might be cured by its use. Since then w

had enough experience with radium to convince us that

this view was correct. In all, we have treated five

patients with the unmistakable signs of Bowen's form

of epithelioma, and the condition, in each instani

been cleared up.

Basal < ell Epithelioma.—We have treated 112

of basal-cell epithelioma with radium. • >i this group,

the site of affection, in forty-four cases, was on the

in twenty-four, on the cluck--; in fourteen, at

the canthi; in nine, on the temple; in seven, on the

in four, on the upper lip; in three, on the fore-

head; in one, on the ibdomen ; in one, on the chin, and

in one. over the mastoid region. Of 'bis number.

three cases were so Ear advanced that treatment was

futile, and they terminated fatally. In eighty-nine the

condition cleared Up, and SO far has shown no
lii fifteen instani es th< re were re m

which cleared again with further radium treatment.

Squomous-l ell I arcinoma. I lur experience with

this type of neoplasm has been quite limited, a- we
have advised the patients in nearly all such i

consult We have a

titude because of the uncertain action of radium

on squamous i ell can inomas, and i t of the

early involvement of the neighboring lymph gland-- in

this type of cam er, It therefore

our minds th uld have the advan

judicious surgery. 'I bo i

noma which we b " "' radium
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have been instances of recurrence, inoperable on
account of the age of the patient or the location of the

growth. Of these, fourteen resisted treatment, but

five were healed and possibly cured. We have had
some good results with radium therapj in cases of
carcinoma of the tloor of the mouth

; these were con-

sidered inoperable by consulting surgeons. We have
had similar experience with extensive squamous-cell

1

4

: —Basal-cell epithelioma Fig ; Bawl-cell eipthe oa

(before). (after)

carcinomas of the face ami neck, in which operations

were considered inadvisable because of the age of the

patients.

ma.—The number of sarcomas subjected to

radium emanation has been so small that any attempt

to give a detailed statistical report would be of little

value. Still, the results obtained in our small series

were more - than in any other type of

malignant disease, omitting the basal-cell epitheliomas.

With the exception of melanotic sarcoma, all of the

varieties appear to be favorably influenced by

radium treatment. These cases demand a heavy

. thick screening, and the burying of needle con-

tainers of radium in the tumor masses.

Nevi.— The large group of congenital cutaneous

malformations should be spoken of in some detail, as

radium has revolu treatmenl of these con-

The nevus which shows the mosl startling

improvement after treatment with radium is the

.v.berry mark, or cavernous angioma. In

the growths disappear entirely after a few
application-, and the resulting scar is almost like the

. this is pari o if the radium has

reened to cut off the superficial reac-

often leaves telangiectases. This

of treatment is superior to that with carbon
. and as the final

I [orny or warty linear

n mo ed by radium. In

in the habit of attacking such
ith the galvanocautery or Paquelin cau-

I the admini
of an anesthetic, nally followed by

format ion. Pigmentary nevi can be nicely

radium. Here, long exposures with heavy
en us the The most

ry type of nevus for radium therapy is the

angioma simplex, or port wine mark. Of the nevi

bandied by us in this manner, forty-two were of the

strawberry mark type; seven, of the cavernous variety,

[ large and hard vessels, and two, of the
linear variety. All of the strawberry marks disap-

ifter from two to five treatments with radium,
and the large cavernous growths were greatly

improved. ( toe linear nevus was quickly cured, and a

very extensive one is now slowly yielding to treatment.

Warts.— All varieties of warts can be satisfactorily

ed by subjecting them to the use of radium.

But, as they are amenable to SO many other and more
available forms of treatment, it seems advisable to

restrict radium thcrap) to -mi. on types of verrucae.

["he mosl important are the warty growths whicl ur

at the sides of, or under, the finger nail. If radium
is employed in such conditions, and screened with

proper precautions, the results will be satisfactory in

most instances, both as regards the relief of pain and
the large percentage of nonrecurrence. Second, per-

haps, m importance come plantar warts, it is a com-
mon experience, however, that their identity is not

recognized, because they are I < hi founded with callosi-

ties and corns. In this type of case a chiropodist has
usually been called on for relief, and all he does is to

remove the horny covering, thus failing entirely to

effect a permanent cure. On the other hand, the

results of treatment of plantar warts with radium are

all that can be desired.

Keloid.— In the majority of our cases of keloid, the

application of radium gave excellent results. Consid-
erable improvement can be predicted, especially when
the keloid is of recent origin and appearing in young
subjects. These forms are best treated by the tube or

needle type of radium container, with 1 mm. of silver

screening, and from four to six hours' exposure. This

exposure should be repeated in at least six weeks.

Additional treatments, of course, may be necessary.

Fig. 6.—Bowen's type of epithelioma.

Lupus Erythematosus.—This is probably one of the

mosl harassing diseases with which the dermatologist

fronted. In consequence, anything added to our
Mt it- armamentarium in this field should be given

our si thorough consideration. For the discoid, and
the red, s,al\-, thickened areas of erythematous lupus,
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radium is of value. Many short exposures are indi-
cated in these conditions. In all, we have treated ten
cases of erythematous lupus, and in some of them we
have obtained more satisfying results than any we have
secured in the past with other methods. We have
found that this type of the disease reacts more favor-

.-Basal-cell epithelioma (before). Fig. 8.-Caver„ous hemangioma (before).

ably to radium treatment than to that with carbon
dioxi.l snow or with the various types of heliotherapy
Myxomatous Cysts.—Occasionally, we see smali

myxomatous cysts on the dorsal and' lateral aspects of
the distal phalanges. In our hands, radium seemed to
have a beneficial effect on these growths when it was
applied in small plaques for an hour at each period, and
with 0.S mm. of brass screening.

Other Conditions.— In addition to
the conditions mentioned above, other
varieties of cutaneous lesions have b( i

treated by us with success by tin use of
radium, such as lupus vulgaris, i

plakia and pruritus ani; but with each
the number of cases has been o
thai we do not feel like discussing them
at this time.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. William Allen Pusey, Chicago: In

ral I agree entirely with the experience
..i Dr. Morrow. A few points v. I

[S up are of interest to mc ; with
I agree and with some I

First, as to the relative value of I

and roentgen rays, I have b< en usin i

for many years and I have been usii g

: many Near.. From mj I

am entirely convinced that then
:

"" living tissues. U i

one just what we can do with the
It is a question of the am. mi

i

I a question
nienci -a application,

"id not with radium: on li.

hand, sometimes we yet good results with radium and not
with roentgen ray,. I am firmly of the opinion tl..,t these
variations in results are d os in the am

,, ii technit
1 Morrow did not set up any i

1525

elaboration of details as to screens, but this is very fre-
quently done. It is a source of confusion and the exactmeasurement of the thickness of screens is a matter of no
practical importance. If you use a rubber finger Eot forexample, you cut out the alpha rays. It does not make any
difference whether this cot is one-fifth, one-half or one milli-meter thick. The same is true of a thin aluminum screen

or a thm silver screen. Each cms out the
rays of a certain penetration, and the varia-
tion ot a few tenths of a millimeter in thick-
ness practically makes no difference.
As to the sort of epitheliomas vou can

treat with radium and roentgen rays: The
M ' 11

'

"" :

'
is "" tantly made that basal cell

epitheliomas are easy to treat and that
squamous cell epitheliomas are very difficult
to treat. Basal cell epitheliomas are more
readily destroyed by roentgen rays or radium
rays, but squamous cell epitheliomas ,

destroyed equally as thoroughly by proper
exposure. A few weeks ago 1 saw a man
whom I treated with roentgen ravs for a
squamous cell epithelioma of the tip of the

ighteen years ago. He has remained
well ever since. As to the sort of lesions to
treat: Since I gained my first experience I

have followed this rule. 1 am willing to treat
any epithelioma with radium or roentgen
rays that does not require the deep removal
of a large mass of tissue or the removal of
contiguous structures. Our knowledge of
the sort of lesions which may be treated
successfully with radium or roentgen

opinion, changed much in fifteen y,

has not, in mv
r-

i
• - "' '"• —«"'st" inuv.il in niiceii years.

i arly in my experience with the use of roentgen ravs 1
formulated from an analysis of their effects on tissues the
indications for their therapeutic use. The generalizations
then arrived at have guided me ever since and I have not
seen any reason to change them. As .an argument for the
fact that roentgen rays and radium produce the same
Dr. Simpson, of Chicago. i„ all art;c ie ,,„ rA ,y)mn uh , ch ^
read two years ago, practically adopted verbatim my thera-

Fig. 10—I. lirfore).

peutic indications for the - tgen rays as •

'" followed in the us.- of radium.
1

I ity: Dr. Mi

been using radium fol several years. I have

having be - Jlowi . of Dr. Pusi
men in roentgen-ray thera] ,„ t

.,i(-
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.hum. But alter visiting Or. Sutton and Pr Simp-
ill three years ago 1 was persuaded thai I also needed

radium. M\ experience has been .-miliar to thai

d Dr. Morrow. 1 was glad to hen 1 li

say that radium was* more effective than roentgen rays in

l iall\ true in case -

: the antrum. Again, in cases involving the cartilages
of the irs, the roentgen raj had not been so
satisfactory, nor had it been in cases of lesions on the sur-

ith thin underlying tissues. Thei ter pre-

tgen rays than with
radium, perhaps because we did not screen roentgen
the early days as we did radium. I am sure that radium

Fig. 11.—Linear nevus (before).

has come to stay ami it is only a matter of time before all

dermatologists will be using it. I have usol it, a- has Dr.
in the squamous cell types of epithelioma and have

equally as good results as in the basal cell

type. However, I still do not rely on radium alone in any
of the malignancies in which there is a suspicion of metas-

I still use deep roentgen-ray therapy over all the
adjacent glands. This routine in connection with radium has
given me more successful results.

Dr. William H. Guy, Pittsburgh: I wish to bear testi-

tbe same results that Dr. Morrow reports and also

I the relationship between roentgen rays and radium
filtered and unfiltered. In the use of filters, particularly, it

seems to me. it is important for us to understand that roent-
gen rays are heterogeneous gamma rays and that in filtered

radium we again use the gamma ray, but of more homo-
d and also of greater penetration. I am

inclined to disagree with Dr. Pusey. We do get some results
in the chronic thickened patches of lupus erythematosus with
unfiltered radium. One should produce a fairly sharp reac-

ng care to overlap thoroughly the edge of the lesion.

I think that in vascular nevi of the port wine mark variety
radium is of little service. The point made by Dr. Lain regard-
ing telangiectasis as a result of radium depends to some
extent on whether unfiltered rays .

quantity unfiltered rays will produce a good deal more reac-
tbe skin than filtered rays. When working with Dr.

! an unfiltered plaque of radium on my forearm
later used the filtered plaque on a different spot. The

ere the unfiltered ray was used is still on my arm,
ray was cut out by the filter the mark

has pr.v peared and I have nothing to

I that we have a definite
therapeutic ii [ radium and definite

the filtering or unfiltcrjng. When it is filtered

we use the gamma Ixr and I agree with the
speakers that the result will be almost the same

where gamma rays of radium or roentgen rays are used, if

they arc used in the same quantity. Some results may be
attributed to lack of penetration. Roentgen rays are the
choice in many cases on account of the enormous output of
energy and ease of application in extensive dermatoses.
Radium is at times chosen on account of the difficulty in
treating certain parts with roentgen rays, and in some cases
because it gives therapeutic results when roentgen rays fail.

Dr. Howard Morrow. San Francisco: I think Dr. Pusey
will admit that the cases of erythematous lupus which are

and scaling and rather thickened will improve a

great deal under radium therapy. Certainly, generalized
cases or diffuse areas over the face should noi be treated bj

radium oi any other type of radical treatment In regard
to the screening, when we firsl used radium «c
very little. 1 remember treating a plantar wart in a nurse
with about one-tenth mm. aluminum screen foi two hours,
as recommended by the people who sold the radium to us,

and about a week afterward the patienl developed a very
;i There was erythema i i a few days and

then a deep, big blister: tin- was followed by sloughing and
tins lasted about two or three weel ' be sure, it cured
tin- wart. I think the longer we use radium the more screen-

ing we -nr inclined to use. If we can use radium and get

the results without will marked reaction, it is our desire to

do -", and the greater the amount of screening the less apt

air we to Kit tin' reaction. Of course, tlii-. means a great
in the time of exposure.

Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments

REPORT OF CASE OF CONG) MAI. ABSENCE "1 IIOTII

( I..U I- l 1

Waiter G. Stern, Ml)., Cleveland

Orthopedic Surgeon, Mount

L. C, a boy, aged 6 years, was admitted to the wards of

Mount Sinai Hospital for the purpose of having ins tonsils

removed on account of chronic infection.

In the course of the usual routine examination, the house

officer noted the absence of both clavicles and the fact that

the shoulders could passively be brought together to an even

farther degree than that shown in the accompaning illustra-

tion. There were no other anomalies and no pathologic find-

ings outside of the en-

larged tonsils. Palpation

showed both clavicles to

be entirely absent, with

the exception of small

rudiments one-half inch

in length, articulating

with the sternum and
bearing the origin of the

clavicular portion of the

icleidi imastoid mus-

cle. While these rudi-

ments articulate with the

-ternum, they can be
moved in all directions,

except anteriorly, by
hooking the fingei under

them. The absence of

the clavicles does not

seem to interfere ma-
terially with the use of

the arms or to diminish

the strength of the mus-
cle- in this region. The
boy's deltoid muscles are claviSes.

congenital absence of

as strong as those of
other children of his age, and the pectoralis minor muscles

out firmly when actively contracted.
I Hi inquiry into the child's family history, it was found

lather is suffering from a similar condition. In the
father's immediate family are three brothers, all of whom
lack clavicles, and one sister, who is blessed with the usual
and normal number. The boy has two brothers, both of
whom have this anomaly, and three sisters, who are normal

ry respect.

Thus, in this family there arc seven males, all of whom
present the condition of congenital absence of both clavicles,
and four females, none of whom are afflicted.
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GUNSHOT INJURY OF THORAX WITH EXTRUSION OF THE
ENTIRE STOMACH AND LACERATION OF SPLEEN*

Chester H. \V/ M.D., Omaha

The reports of many interesting and remarkable instances

of thoracic and diaphragmatic war injuries will, no doubt,

shortly appear in the literature; but the case to be reported

will illustrate what can happen in ordinary civil existence.

This fact alone offers my excuse for reporting it at this

time.
REPORT OF CASE

History—H. M.. a boy. aged 15. Oct. 30. 1918, with several

companions, was out hunting with a shotgun. The lad had
climbed a steep embankment,

and while he was on his knees,

in the act of drawing up the

gun, the muzzle toward him,

with his left hand, it was dis-

charged. A great hole was torn

in the anterolateral aspect of

the left side of the thorax.

With assistance, the boy man-
aged to walk about 600 feet to

the nearest house, where he

was seen by me about twenty

minutes later.

Examination.—The lad was

in considerable shock. The en-

tire stomach, much distended,

was found extruded through

the enormous hole in the lower

part of the left chest. It occu-

pied much the same position -End-resuli

as a football when properly car- extent of injury.

ried in the angle of the elbow,

and was about the size of an adult bead. The
seemed to be intact and was covered with a varied debris

—dirt, grass and fragments of clothing—and was prevented

from retracting by the jagged ends of the ribs. Trie patient

was at once given 0.5 grain of morphin and transported to

the hospital, at which everything had been ordered to be in

readiness.

Operation.—Only the upper clothing was removed, and,

under light ether anesthesia, the stomach was tli

irrigated with saline solution; then, as no perforations or
lacerations were found, it was replaced in the abdomen, its

size having first been reduced by compression.

The laceration of the diaphragm was linear, 3 inches long,

and involved only the muscular portion. Exploration of the

thoracic cavity disclosed that there was complete retraction

of the lung, a portion of the lower lobe margin shot away.
and considerable clotted and fluid blood. The heart, readily

palliated, bad retracted to the right and was lying under the

sternum. The inner extent of the thoracic wound, however,

was probably not more than one-half inch below and to the

outer side of the normal situation of the apex. Thi

cavity was carefully cleared of clots, fragments of ribs and
clothing, and attention was directed to the diapl

rent.

Suture had been started at the inner angle. No. 2 chromic
gut being used, whin considerable blood was observed ismi

ing from the abdominal cavity. Investigation revealed that

the spleen was almost completely torn in two and its

diaphragmatic surface extensively lacerated as well Vn
attempt to deliver the organ through the diaphi
opening failed to offer comfortable access to its pedicle,
largely because the costal margin was intact. The suture of
the diaphragm was hastily completed, and the abdomen opened
through a left rectus incision. A liter (quart) or
free blood was found in the peritoneal ravit I

was rapidly removed, after double ligation oi il pedicle
en masse, and a yard roll of 3-inch gar

! firml;

in the --iilidiai.braviii.itie space to control oo/ing and I

I

lege of M

as drainage. No further injury was noted; the abdomen
was then closed with through and through silkworm-gut
sutures.

Then arose the problem of closing the thoracic wounded,
which was 8 inches long and 2 inches wide. The seventh,
eighth and ninth ribs having been shot away, an inch or more
of the fragmented ends was removed, thus permitting further

collapse of the chest wall and facilitating closure. Inter-

rupted silkworm-gut sutures were used and the wound closed,

but under considerable tension. Tube drainage was main-
tained for forty-eight hours.

The operation consumed about one hour, and the patient

was in fair condition, with a pulse of ISO. Proctoclysis and
hypodermoclysis, with the usual stimulation, were given, ami
the patient rallied well. The gauze pack was removed at the

end of thirty-six hours, under light anesthesia, and the

thoracic drainage the day following.

Postoperative Course.—The course was satisfactory for ten

days, and then the patient began to have a daily rise in tem-
perature, which would reach 100 or 102. A suspicious area
of dulness in the left chest was aspirated, and only old blood
obtained. Several days later the attempt was made again.
and a thick, mucopurulent exudate was found. Rib resection

under local anesthesia resulted in the opening of a small
pocket containing about 2 ounces of pus, in which one buck-
shot was found. Dense adhesions of visceral and parietal

pleura were separated as widely as possible. The visceral

pleura was greatly thickened and almost cartilaginous in

character over the lacerated area of the lower lobe of the
lung. Tubes were inserted to drain the abscess cavity.

Considerable superficial sloughing of the chest wound pro-
longed its healing. In anticipation of a scoliosis which was
already quite marked, the patient was early given appropriate
exercises to correct this inevitable tendency. Deep breath-
ing, while the patient was hanging with the left hand from a
height which just permitted touching the toes to the floor, met
the requirement perfectly. Tn a comparatively short time the

left chest had filled out, the heart returned to its normal
position, and the spine became perfectly straight. The patient

gained rapidly in weight and strength and was back in school
two and one-half months fol-

lowing the injury. He is now
a robust boy and apparently no
worse for his experience.

A roentgen-ray examination

made at the end of two months
revealed almost complete ex-

pansion of the lung, with free

action of the diaphragm. Nu-
merous shot, evidently in the

i hest wall, were also shi >w ing,

but have caused no trouble.

In the hope
hi ' ulting from

ti imj
.
dail

i

bl 1 counts

Wei e made for a pel iod i

weeks. A pel i E

16,000 white cells with a poly-

80 to 85 was noiir.d.

In the interpretation of the

blood changes in this in

one should consider the prob

able influence of moderate

I, as the patient was slightly febrile during il

vation. July 19, 1919, nine months later, a blood examination

gave a count oi 5,500,000 red cells; the while blood count was

12,500, and polymorphonuclears, 7K per cent.

The literature reveals a numbei of casi of the

linal wall and in diaphrag-

matic trauma, but I do not find r»

parallel

nd, is that wil injury

even in oned.

Li
Fig. 2-Sitr r.f

leformity
ami thi
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AND ABUS VTHARTU

Till MA

While
'' idministration of "il is cond

„ the certain contraindications, it:

ilmost free from these; and, provided it

can be retained, a much more direct method of soften-

and favoring their evacuation than ha\ ing

all tin- way through mouth, stomach and small

r. it must be remembered, the contents of

tun and ascending colon are liquid; if we can

get the oil to these parts, which can be done by proper

technic, it will keep the feces soft because it cannot be

rbed. Furthermi

the softening of the f<

interference

with the absorption of wa-

bably in a purely

physical manner, the oil

preventing diffusion of

into the mucosa.
|i rs this

•' the oil enema of

ance, as he
- that a common

form of constipation is

fluid from the

.•.!,: h results in

abnormally hard fecal

rding to

him. •'
< fluid

riic mu-
which in turn is

ined by irritation

from the resultii -

ition on abnormal
f the mn
shown by I on sigmoidoscope

on the demonstration that, in

r proportion of a physiologic

1 than in the normal. I he

oil end in on this vicious circle by keeping

thing the mucosa.
ifl by the oil enema must

with the dissolving of hard fecal

v. n that oil leal less

king flown hard

1 need a

greater softening effect on hard feces in fifteen minutes

articles on the pharmacology,
of Ihc common laxatives and

I lll—ll

1. Li; ''-urteilung und Behand*
!un* der •••chr. 46: 1359

i>hand!ung der chror lion durch
Paraffin. . 13) 1910.

•ipation and Allied Intestinal Disorders, New
• sity Press, 1909, p. 203.

The encmator consists in a curved rectal tube of hard rubber, the
it self-n taining. Tins tube is

made curved so that it comes up in front of. the pubis; to tliis end_ is

attached a 10-ouncc Politzer bag, the connecting soft rubber tube being
of a convenient length for the patient. The rectal tube is made with
such a curve that it is readily passed from the front of the body to
the anal opening; here by a slight traction movement it enters the anus
in i lie |

pointing toward the I has been
of tube is much less awkwardly intro-

.in by reaching around behind the buttocks. The Politzer
pcock having ;i small hole in one side, which
tfa air when the cock is closed, The method of

taking the injc, allowed to fill itself, and is

then placed in warm \\ itient lies on the
back with the hips somewhat elevated and introdui thi rectal tube with

the stopcock
I

in be forced slowly inl The bag
being emptied, I turned and air dilates it so that all

bing: by shutti ii k we
into the tube and danger of

soiling the clothing and bedding.

than could be achieved by oil in twelve hour-.. The

onlj manner in which oil enemas are of use in dealing

with hard scybala is to facilitate their expulsion by

lubrication

It js easj to understand, therefore, why, after the

first oil enema, patients usually pass hard fecal masses, ,

together with soft, mush) material and some oi the

oil. It is to be noted thai some of the injected oil is

retained, exerting its effeel on the bowel movement of

the nexl day, and even of succeeding days, Fleiner

speaks of oil's having been found in evacuations as long

as a week after discontinuance of its injection. When
,i daily injection is employed, scybala presently dis-

appear, and soft, mushy stools are passed. This

Fleiner considers an indication that the maximum effect

has heen obtained, and that the quantity and frequency

of the oil injections may be reduced.

The evacuanl action of injections of petrolatum,

liquid or soft, is entirely due to the physical effects

just described. The saponifiable oils have a chemical

action, in addition, which, is due to decomposition of

the oil by lipase present in the colon. In this manner,
some of the oil is changed
to glycerin and fatty acids,

a portion of the latter

combining with bases to

form soaps. All of these

products are irritant ; and,

to the effect of these, a

large part of the evai uanl

action of such enemas
must be ascribed. The
feces passed contain more
free fatty acid than the oil

did that was introduced,

and the fecal odor be-

comes more offensive by
admixture of the odor of

rancid oil. Indeed, this

decomposition and the ir-

ritation resulting there-

from may become exces-

sive, leading to peristaltic

unrest, even colic or rectal

tenesmus. To minimize the

occurrence of such dis-

turbances, it is of greater

importance that the oil be

pure and free from ran-

cidity (of an acidity not exceeding 40 to 55 [Fleiner] ),

than that il come- from a certain source. Thus poppy-
seed oil, oil of sesame, or cottonseed oil, when pure, are

jusl as good for this purpose as olive oil. It would
seem that petrolatum would be preferable to all of

can never become irritant.

Lipowski advocates the injection of petrolatum of
a melting point of 38 <'., that is, slightly above rectal

temperatun (37.5 ' I. Mi- claims not only absence
of irritation and of offensive products of oil decompo-
sition in favor of such enemas, but also lack of liability

of leakage- from the anus, which is at times most annoy-
ing when liquid oil is used. lie also asserts that

atum enemas are less expensive.

Iting point is of importance in con-
nection with Lipowski's petrolatum injections, for the
material is introduced in melted condition and is

intended to congeal to a salve after it has spread itself

over the rectal mucosa. This consistency is obtained
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by melting together paraffin of a melting point of 78 C.

with liquid petrolatum in the proportion of 1 : 8. The
difference between administration of these petrolatum
injections and of those of other oil lies in the some-
what higher temperature at which the material is

injected and the necessity of having the injecting

apparatus warm, so as to avoid congealing within it.

To make certain that the injection is not too hot, the
patient might dip his fingeHn the fluid. A colon tube
and funnel suffice for the self-administration of these
enemas, as the patient need not lie down during or after

the injection. The patient might, after having passed
the colon tube, seat himself at the edge of a chair and,
bringing the tube up between his thighs, conveniently
pour the melted petrolatum into the funnel. The
•quantity injected does not need to be more than 200 c.c.

to obtain satisfactory results, as a rule. It would seem
that enemas thus given might suffice and be preferred
for the treatment of affections of the rectum and pelvic

colon; while, for affections higher up in the colon, the

technic presently to be described should be employed.
The indications for oil enemas might be thus sum-

marized:

1. To soften feces, in constipation characterized by
formation of hard scybala and that due to partial

obstruction of the colon.

2. For evacuant action, in so-called "spastic" con-
stipation, in pelvirectal constipation, and in any other

form of constipation in which oral administration of

cathartics is contraindicated by gastric disturbance.

3. For soothing action, in excessive colonic and
rectal irritability. Herschell and Abrahams3 consider

oil enemas, next to appropriate diet, the single most
important method of treatment in colitis. They are

also useful in proctitis.

4. It has been suggested that oil enemas might inhibit

the absorption of toxic products. That the oil has the

power of removing substances soluble in it is shown
by the fact that it is passed dark yellow or olive green
and of offensive odor. We have no definite knowledge,
however, of the degree to which this property might

be of clinical value.

The chief contraindication to oil enemas is diarrhea,

mainly because, in this condition, the oil would not be

retained for a sufficient length of time to be of use;

although another objection against the introduction of

saponifiable oils would be the possibility that excessive

peristalsis might carry unusual amounts of intestinal

juices far down the colon, the results of the excessive
"il digestion being liable still further to increase the

irritation.

Technic.— I "'
i r self administration, the patient should

have everything prepared before going to bed.

he does not have to get up after having taken thi

tion. The bottle of oil is plai ed in a basin of hot water
until it has acquired blond heat i Km l

;
. |. An ordinary

fountain syringe might In- used, provided the nozzle
has a sufficiently large bi mit the oil to pass
readily. Though it i- intended that the oil shall be
introduced slowly, the bag usually has to b<- hung from
2 to .} feet high owing to the viscosity of the oil, which

n run rather -lowly. The clip should be placed
within easy reach of the patient. Having poured the
warmed oil into the bag, the patient lies On the left

side with a folded towel and a firm pillow underneath
the buttocks. The nozzle is inserted into the aim-, and

; Berachell, (. . an, I Abraha ('..I, ii-. London, Long-

the oil permitted to flow. Should the patient experi
ence distress or desire to move the bowel, the flow
of the oil is checked and the patient remains quiet

until the desire has passed. It might then be possible
to introduce an additional quantity of oil. It is usually

best, however, to be satisfied with the introduction of
an amount that can easily be retained. After a while
the patient turns on the back and finally on his right

side, in which position it is recommended he
remain over night. A piece of absorbent cotton or a
woman's sanitary towel or both may lie applied to

prevent accidental soiling of the bed, for the passage
of flatus may he accompanied by a spurt of oil.

If the injection produces discomfort and interferes

with sleep, it may he taken early in the morning and
the patient might lie in bed for three or four hours
afterward. It should he understood that, unless the

oil remains in the intestine for several hours at least,

satisfactory results cannot be expected.

The total quantity to be injected depends on the

patient's ability to retain it. This is so variable that

no definite figure can be stated for any one person.

The principle to be followed is to have the patient

gradually increase the amount injected on successive

nights, until a satisfactory amount can be introduced

and retained. The patient may not be able to retain

more than 70 c.c. at first, but is likely to be able to

take, in course of time, as much a- _'.; i
I .md e\ en 500 c.c.

When satisfactory results have been attained, the

quantity introduced as well as the frequency of injec-

tions is gradually diminished. The injections may then
be given on alternate nights, unless resumption of daily

administration is necessitated by the patient's condition.

Later on, enemas are given every third night, and
finally only on the evening of the day on which the

bowels were not opened. A single injection may cause
daily evacuations for several d

for children, the quantity injected may range from
50 to 150 c.c. For infants, 15 c.c. may suffice.

When the injection acts well, it is followed by a

very soft stool in the morning. If the morning evacua-
tion is not obtained, an enema of physiologic sodium
chlorid solution should be taken after breakfast.

In bed patients, administration in the morning would
erable. When an attendant .^nes the injection,

a colon tube and funnel is all the apparatus required.

In spite of its excellent theoretical foundation and
the enthusiastic recommendation of numerous clini-

cians, this treatment is not very popular, probably

because of the troublesomeness of the procedure, the

annoyance, and the expense. \n enemator was
d by Dudley Roberts, ' by tin- use of which the

simplified.

I dtey: A New Rrctal Kncmaicr. I A M \ i.

Diet and Health. \ well selected diet is one "f the key-

Unfortunately, we are ii"i able to regulate

the 'liet through legislation; it must be done through cduca-

tion. In many cases education may be done through pam-
phlets sent to the homes and through lecture

but there are hundreds and thousands of families

where the mother has too many children to gel

problem than a pamphlet can

families as thi

8

1919.
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ply of calories, unless protein was liberally furnished.

In other words, the supply of protein was the deter-

mining factor of real restitution. Under ordinary con-

ditions of nutrition, fats and carbohydrates may have

a marked protein-sparing action ; but when the rock-

bottom level of nitrogenous exchange is reached, no

giiiiN can be made by large increments of nonprotein

foods alone in the diet.

So long as the limit of protein reduction without

detriment is not understood, and untoward results of

protein starvation can be cited along with the less con-

spicuously unfavorable experimental findings with the

laboratory groups, we may hesitate to accept 1'.'

conclusion that for all practical purposes the low pro-

tein diet is "perfectly justifiable as a war measure ami

in all probability is a logical procedure that cam 01 bi

accompanied with any untoward effects, even by long-

continued practice." We may, indeed, be forced to

accept it as a war measure; but let US hesitate to con-

demn nitrogen storage in the body until more is known
regarding its real physiologic meaning and fu

Science and human welfare alike are mos( concerned,

not with the minimum in times of stress, but with the

optimum in an era of plenty.

CHANGES IN MOTHER'S MILK UNDER
WAR CONDITIONS

The lactating human mother is responsive to hei

own nutritive conditions, as are the milk-producing

females of other species. Poor food, underfeeding

and bodily hardships are likely to decrease the flow of

'milk whenever these instigators of un nutri-

tion arise. Hence an inability to nurse their young

adequately has been noted in the case of many mothers

of warring peoples ever since statistics of this sort base

been deemed worthy of record in medical literature.

The countries of Europe have not escaped t!

quences of an unsatisfactory milk supply a- il affects

nursing mothers, who have been compelled to endure

unusual dietary restrictions both in quantity and in

quality of available nutrients during four or

\< tual inability to nurse the young has

ters when the food stringency

was the greatest
;
and since the best substitute for

human milk, namely, cow's milk, has also

extremely scarce at a time when it was needed more
than ever, the penalty paid by the innocent young for

mbats of their fathers became doubly severe.

\n unexpected deficiency in the nutrition of tin- very

* has been admitted of late by a number o

diatricians. 1 This involves authentic instances

in which infants failed to make adequate gains during

the war despite the absence of any signs of organic

inability to utilize nourishment or of pathologic condi

1. Kaupe, W.: Miitlrrrml.h i,r. f. Kimlrrh
r 191

J

tions that would warrant the expectation of a failure

to thrive. In a considerable group of such

Kaupe' has determined the amounts of milk consumed
by the sucklings at the breast and found them to In-

sufficient according to conventional standards. The
composition of the mother's milk has likewise not

revealed any deficiency in fat. the component most
likely to be decreased, as has heretofore been believed.

when the quality of the milk suffers. 2

In the face of failure of infants to grow pr<

despite a reasonable food intake of breast milk of
seemingly normal fuel value, it has become necessary
to postulate some as yet inexplicable cause for the

unexpected phenomenon; for these cases have a his

i feeding with mother's milk, presumably tin

ideal mode of infant nutrition. Kaupe vaguely
ascribes the situation to an undefined psychic factor

that seems to affect all persons in war time. We recall,

however, that in not a few instances human milk that

was of normal composition, judged by the conventional

standards of its content of protein, fat and sugar, has
failed to furnish all the needed food factors. Ibis is

true of the milk of mothers suffering from beriberi.

The mammary secretion lacks essential vitamins. It

has also been shown that the young of animals main-
tained on rations deficient in vitamins fail to grow
adequately, presumably because the milk lacks these

accessory food factors that the maternal organism
cannot produce de novo, fbe reports of unsuccessful
growth in infants under dietary conditions hitherto

regarded as suitable for proper development wain us
some concern, in the future, for food

p
ties heretofore not adequately evaluated. To deti

them, chemical analysis is as yet without
fbe biologic method of investigation by actual animal
feeding, which has furnished so many important con-
tributions of late to the science of nutrition in the

hands of American research workers, must for the
i remain the firsl recourse of the investigator.

PHYSICIANS AND STATISTICS

While there have always been those who h.i,

di en dil ilisiies, it remains

that son,.- medical knowledge must be derived
from statistical investigation. Statistics may, of

course, be juggled, and it is also fair to assun

statistics are often prepared by persons not skilled in

the fundamental principles underlying their prepara
tion. tl is probably true thai the bulk of medical
statistics ,,f the past has been prepared by medical ni. I

no! named as expert stl

Recently Mr. Raymond Pearl,3 professor of biome
try and \ital Statistii 3 ,,i lb. Johns I to]

of Public Health, has analyzed, from the point of

i

S|9
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view of a trained statistician, certain figures in .1 paper

published by 1 lead1 concerning the efficiency of vai ious

methods of treatment in pneumonia. In this paper

Dr. Head himself suggested that the lowered n

shown in favor of dosed ward treatment might be

merely a coincidence. In his analysis of die

Pearl shows that while Head's conclusions are quali-

tatively correct, they arc quantitatively out of the way

ount of the take into account the
1

nother neglected factor,

frequently • >ked by medical writers, is the natural

rider investigation. It ha

I by numerous observers that the mortality from

al pneumonia at the ciul of an epidemic is

usually much lower than it is at the beginning of the

k. IVarl -hows that this is the case, and that

dthdugh recognizing the possibility, did not

•;:t in evaluating his figures.

If the statistical method, first extensively introduced

into clinical medicine h\ i the French school,

- without saying that the statistics

which are used must be based on the well recognized

principles utilized by prol itisticians. So far

tlity statistics are concerned, it may be assumed

rreel method- are usually employed; but it

i- certain that this is not the case when ordinary

clinical statistics are concerned. In any textbook on

surgery, one may find num. rous statements

covering statistically such matter- as the age at which

certain ;ir. the relative proportion of the

i ivolved, the frequency of complications, and

live frequency of different diseases in a given

m It is quite certain from the figures

• would be regarded as

valueless by a professional statistician, and that while

I valueless to the clinician, they arc

irly as valuable 01 rly pre-

ould be. In differential diagnosis, as

•
1 has pointed out, it is desirable that the physi-

the possibilities. In ll

with convulsions, what proportion is likely to be due to

• portion to uremia; wh.it proportion

• With correct knowledge on

-uch a point, the physician knows when he encounters

ns that there are certain cha

and he can make what

rd calls a d orderly exclusion, which

ry than the old fashioned di

in which the probabilities •

In the ' treatment, too, the application of

1 the flooding

with the views of thei

optimist ations. The

checking of medical statistics by trained statisticians

will d a stimulus to more accurate

statistical meth

Treatment of Pneumonia. J. A. M A '. :

II1K HABITS OF LICE

The role of insects in the transmission of disease is

becoming more prominent each yen I he tly, the

mosquito, the Ilea and the louse line come to represent

not merely irritating and offensive nuisances which

interfere with the comfort of man hut also positive

to his very existence in a state of unimpaired

health. Features of insect life, such as the habits,

migration, reproduction and distribution of these lowly

forms of animals, are no lot oncern of the

scientific entomologist alone; the) also inevitably inter-

est the medical investigator and th expert.

h .dm" i seems a- if no item respecting the behavior

of insects can he neglecti ie bearing species.

Lice aie sensitive to temperatures thai approach the

body temperature of man. Nuttall 1 hi- observed that

a ri-e to 35 C. (95 F.) may he distinctly inimical to

isects. ( twin- to the high temperature near the

body in summer, they tend to wander out on ordinary

garments. for the same 1 1
..n they wander away

from persons in fever. It is recorded1 that persons

leaving temperate climates for the tropics may become

1"n .1 from l.o.lv lice. Nuttall2 has more recently found

that black clothing may repel lice. This is not ^\w, as

has been conjectured, to the reaction of the insects to

color, but rather lo the fact that black cloth, in con-

trast with lighter color,-, absorbs the maximum of heat

rays. Consequently, under favorable conditions in

warm weather, black clothing may prove inimical to

lice and cause them to wander away where it is cooler.

Perspiration induced by warm clothing will hasten tin 1

exodus, because lice do not tolerate excessive mo;

Having observed that lice examined from various

parts of thi' world posse-- different degrees of pig-

mentation, Nuttall- ascertained that the most darkly

pigmented specimens of Pediculus capitis are derived

from dark-skinned hlack-haired peoples. I lead lice

tend to grow paler on yellow or moderately pale race-

possessing black hair. The palest head lice are found

on white races whose hair is often light. Experiments

conducted in hi- laboratory at the University of Cam
bridge, England, have convinced Nuttall2 that pigmen-

tation in Pediculus is not a hereditarily transmitted

1 harai ter, hut depend- on the nature of the background

on wlii. 1 lives. Eggs hatched and allowed

to develop on wdiite surfaces will appear pale; those

raised on black cloth will remain pigmented at all

The occurrence of pale body lice on dark-skinned races

ording to Nuttall, doubtless attributable to the

white or light-colored clothing worn in hot countries.

I: has been suggested that the change in pigmentation

of lice, in harmony with the color of their background,

may afford a measure of protection to these parasites

in nature when the hosts use their eyes in the search

for the insects.

1 Nuttall, i: FI P.: Parasitology 10: 89, I.e. 1

2. Nuttall, G. II. F : The B liculua Humanu i

i
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Current Comment

WORK AND INCOME: A PHYSIOLOGIC
PROBLEM

In the ideal division of income usually propi

economists, the expenditure for food has been placed

at approximately 30 per cent., or one third of the total

funds available. Prior to the war. Miss < jibbs 1 showed
the expenditures for food to be far larger than this

proportion among the less well-to-do classes, the per-

centage of the total income devoted to food commonly
exceeding 50. She concluded that the income musl
evidently go beyond $1,200 per annum—in prewar
values—before a reasonable decrease in the per

(
spent for food may be expected. The data collected

by the English Board of Trade in 1904 showed thai

for families in receipt of less than 25-. weekly.

(>7 percent, of total outgoings were expended for food,

the proportion falling as low as 57 per cent, only in

families earning 40s. or more weekly. Data col-

lected by the Working Classes Cost of Living

inittee in England in 1918 indicated that skilled and
unskilled workers alike spent for food 60 per cent, or

more of their income, in contrast with about 55 per

cent, as determined in 1914. These facts may serve

at this time as a text for the discussion of the actual

food needs of workers. The high cost of living i>

everywhere in the public mind. Consequently it is

important to review anew the evidence regarding the

physiologic demands made by physical work on the

food purse. The war has for the first time made con-

siderable demands on women to expend their energies

in toil of an exacting sort, Hence the need of includ-

ing them in the newer calculation- of fund ivqir

in relation to industry. The Food (War) Committee

of the Royal Society has just published the results of

investigations by Greenwood, Hodson and Tebb
ing with the metabolism of female munition winker-.

Grouping the operations of these persons in the

sequence of severity of the labor involved, it

eluded that light turning and forging need about 100

per square meter per hour. The data for other

operation- are as follow-: for tool setting, heavy turn-

ing, -tamping, finishing and shell hoi-ting. 125 calorie-:

;ing, walking and carrying, 160 calories; for

rduous labor. 180 calories. Translating these

findings into food fuel requirements for the enl i

after allowance i- made for culinary and alimentary

tc, the needs amount to 2,800, 3,ll

3300 calories, respectively, ] er day. The figun

show that the energy requirement of the lightest class

may be only about thn that of

Nevertheless, the remuneration of the

kind of work conducted by the latter i- often much le--

than that of several operations calling for man
Even after making allowance for one and a

half nonworking days, the weekly calory requirement
i the two most unlike group- rang.'- from 17.i»" .ii

M
I'' - 1919.

one extreme to 21,500 at the other. Any scheme of

remuneration that aims to make returns adequate to

keep the cost of food at a reasonabl) low proportion
of the total income must take into account the decided!)

greater food need- of tho-e who often represent the

least well recompensed group. Tim-, a food allowance
of $10 a week which just suffices for the less active

worker must be augmented to $13 in case the greater

effort i< expended. As the English experts now remind
us, in any scientific appraisement of the income needed
to maintain an accepted standard of living, it is essen-

tial to determine the minimal expenditure necessitated

by the occupation of the wage earner. Variations in

physiologic demand translated into term- of money
may nowadays be not inconsiderable.

COLLEGE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Many of our colleges and universities maintain

supervision, virvmg in extent and Effectiveness, over

the physical welfare- of their students. In a consid-

erable proportion, attention is paid to defects ol

in a physical examination and to the care of patients

who apply for medical treatment. But health super-

vision should not -top here. Howe 1 ha- again pointed

out that the sanitation of tin- college plant as a whole

has received altogether too -light notice, and in only

exceptional cases is any really systematic attempt

made to control hygienic condition-. Failure seen -

to be due largelj to the lack of properl) constituted

health organizations. It make- little difference what

tmenl of the college is responsible for the health

administration, so long a- it is in the hands of qualified

experts, with power to utilize all tin- facilities of the

institution, who will cooperate with municipal authori-

ties. In some instances the physical education d

men! would be the natural center, in others th

department of public health or of bacteriology; local

condition- must determine this. Some specialist must

be available -perhaps he may actually have the

health officer—who a- a part of hi- regular duties w i 1

be responsible for tin- general hygienic condition of the

college. Besides directly affecting the health of the

college community, a health administration will s,rv

a- a means ,,f educating the Students to the need of

supervision of city, town and rural sanitation: thus,

when the) leave college, their influence will be with

the movement for a more active health administi

THE ANTISEPTIC POWER OF THK
GASTRIC JUICE

'I he antiseptic properties of the gastric juice have

been recognized for more than a century. The advan
ir the beginning of the alimen

tary tract, of a reservoir within which fermentation and

Other microbial change- in tin- I I ingested can I"

checked became apparent early in the dav- of modem
physiology. It was not until comparal
time-, however, that tin- role of \\ of lb
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gastric contents in relation to its antiseptic behavior

to be understood. The gastric bydrochloi

has proved to be of immense advantage in many ways.

- it facilitate the normal cleavage i

tein foodstuffs by enzymatic means and retard other

of their disintegration by micro organisms, but

i: undoubtedly checks the development of bacteria that

are more directly inimir.il to the body. We are now
taught to appreciate that a copious, acid gastric juice

i- destructive u> the cholera and typhoid germs; hence

the physiologic dutj of maintaining a healthy sfc

functioi the safety devices of the org

against dangerous invaders. How vigorous the anti-

septic power of normal gastric juice may be has lately

been demonstrated anew by Scheer 1 at Strasbourg.

Bacilli of the typhoid, paratyphoid, Flexner and

groups were killed thereby in two minute-; thi

bacilli are somewhat more resistant. These striking

facts must not, however, be transferred direct!)

interpretation of conditions as they exist in ti

itself. When bacteria are enclosed in larger food

they are readied only slowly by thi

of the gastric secretion; in fact, they may occasionally

escape into the small intestine without destruction. This

is particularly true when the gastric functions are

1 or inadequate. Hence it is no mere chance
: Cterial disease is most likely to arise

when the activities of the stomach are below par.

THE NEW QUACKERY
There are fashions in quackery. The 1919

is that which commercializes the trend of the public

toward the so-called drugless methods of healing. A
mail-order course OD "Mow to Cure What Ails You,

Without Drugs: in Six Easy Lessons," by Dr

i r Professor Fake, is the lure. It proves a veritable

gold mine for those- who promote tin- scheme and for

the magazines whose advertising pages furnish the

-.act betw< i td pi iser the

spider and the fly. The theories so solemnly pro-

pounded by the exponents of the new quackery are

usually made up of about 5 per cent, banalities of el
: per cent, i

lie. The occasional rational, if obvious, things

that quacks of this type say mislead intelligent

into accepting the ridiculous tl ire thus com-

mercialized. Because the product sold is not put up in

public assumes that it is free from

ery; therein it is mistaken.

FRIEDMANN IN A NEW ROLE

all the punctilious care with which

f importance in the < ierman

during prewar times, an inci-

nt addition to the Berlin

Ity will come as a great surprise. Through
orders and without the cognizance of the

faculty. Hr. Friedrich Franz Friedmann was appointed

i In- '- probably

die same Friedmann who appeared in this country a

1. Scl .lies auf
t!i* Bazillen der Typho~. K.«Ii rnvl *lcr Kultrgruppc, Arch. f. Hyg.

go with preposterous claims For the thera-

peutic \ ii rues of product i prepared bj thi use oi

tubercle bacilli obtained from unties. Mis story has

been told in I'm Journal, winch at the same nine

! the untenabilil y of hi claim Hie con na

the i ierman medii al profession at this unhei

aided academic preferment is voiced by the Deutsche
medisinische IVockenschriff which says: "This is, as

far as we are aware, the first time that an investigator

has, without cognizance of the medical faculty, been

assigned to a teaching posl for a single chapter in

medicine, despite the fact that his qualifications have

not hitherto been tested in any way. Just as today

Friedmann has been madi ol tuberculosis, so

tomorrow." the Wochenschrifl proceed to lament, "a

call may be issued to an incumbent foi diabetes, for

treatment of syphilis without arsphenamin, for non-

surgical therapy of cancer, oi foi i

Such is the new regimen in < lermany. It will be inter-

esting to watch the reaction of the Berlin medical

faculty to such developments in the educational pro-

cedure of the new ( let man state.

Medical News

(Pm ' '

'
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ALABAMA
Hospital Notes.—The new Jackson Infirmary which has

just been opened is a building oi brick and hollow tile with
h. The cost oi the building and equipment

exceeds $30.000. The hospital erected at Fairfield I . the

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad ( ompany was opened to

the public for inspection, October _"'. The hospital occupies
overlooking the Fairfield and Ensley industrial dis-

trict.

Health Department Appointments.—The committee of pub-
lic health at a meeting, held Octobei 22, in Montgomery,
confirmed t he appointments of Dr. Paschal P. Salter, I

I

Water, director of the state laboratory, and appointed Dr.

James L. Bowman, Union Springs, director ol depai
ment of communicable diseases, and Dr. G. L. Reynolds as

f the state laboratory, and continued
,\ .

i Blasingame in his duties as director of the department
ial control.

ARKANSAS
Medical Society Organized.—The physicians of Blytheville

Eoi Blytheville and Mississippi i ounty,
i n fo in V Saliba, president; Flem D. Smith,

irici president, and Isaac R. fohnson, secretary-treasurer, all

of Blytheville.

New Society Officers.—The council of the Arkansas Medi-
cal Society at its meeting in Little Rock, November 7,

Dr. William R. Bathurst, Little Rock, to fill the

caused by the death oi Dr. < linton P. Meriwether.
Dr. Robert L. Saxon. Little Rock, was elected treasurer,

succeeding Dr. Bathurst

FLORIDA
State Board Office Moves.—The offii

.

ate board
of health which have been located in S.-m Carlos Hotel,

1... have been transferred to the State Laboratory
Building.

Personal.—Dr. Lorin A. Greene, Greenville, has been
appointed chief of the bun I i

h, Dr. J. W. Buck has been appointed
assistant state health officer.

Resolution on Leper Colony. -The Duval County Medical
Society at its meeeting in Jacksonville. November 4, ad..pled

1. Deutscb. toed. W'clinschr., July 10. 1919, p. 775.
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a resolution setting forth that the opposition to the estab-
lishment of a leper colony by the United States Public Health
Service on an island off the cost of Florida is unfortunate:
that from a medical standpoint there should be no opposition
to it. and that the arguments advanced against it should be
met by the medical profession with an educational propa-
ganda for the purpose of showing that a leper colony con-
trolled, will be of no disadvantage to the state, and will be
of advantage in taking care of Florida's lepers, now at large.

It was further resolved that copies of these resolutions
should be sent to the daily press and the Surgeon-General of

the United States Public Health Service.

ILLINOIS

Cook County Civil Examinations.—The Cook County Civil

Service Commission will hold examinations for the attending
staff of the hospital in the various subjects, beginning
December 4 and continuing to December 19. In these exami-
nations knowledge of the special subject is rated at 9 points

and experience at 4.

Southern Illinois Physicians Meet. — At the forty-sixth

annual meeting if tin- Southern Illinois Medical
tion, held in East St. Louis, November 6 and 7. the follow-

ers «ere elected: president. Dr. Henry H. Roth,
Murphysboro; vice presidents, Drs. Charles E. Eisele, East
Si I uis, and II M. Ross, Carbondale : secretary-treasurer,

Dr. Alonzo B. Capel, Shawneetown, and assistant secretary.

Dr. Charles W. Lillie, I asl St. Louis. The next meeting
will be held in Carbondale.

LOUISIANA

Sanatorium Notes.—Providence Sanatorium, an institution

for negroes at Delachaise and Robertson streets. New Orleans,

is almost completed. The building is already being equipped.

It has been definitely decided by the Lincoln Parish

Memorial Association to erect, in memory of the men who
went to war from that parish, a sanatorium, for which a site

has been donated by the town council of Ruston on condition

that the Memorial Association spend $50,000 on the building.

Half of this amount has already been secured.

Child Welfare Lectures.—Four lectures on the on. ol

children are being given in New Orleans, under the

of the ( hild Welfare Association. The firsl lecture

was delivered by Dr. John P. Leake, New Orleans. Novem-
ii "The Care of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throal of

ing Child." November 10, Dr. C. Jeff Miller, New
Orleans, delivered a lecture on the subject ot "Prenatal
Care": November 17. Dr. William H. Harris. New ( h

to -peak on "Germ Producing Diseases in Children." and
r _'4. Dr. Maude Loeber. Xew Orleans, will deliver

an address on "Nervous Diseases Common to ( hildn
addition to this course the committee has organized a series

of addresses by specialists on the feeding and care ot

MARYLAND
Personal. --Dr. C. Hampson Jones, health commissioner of

Baltimore, has appointed Dr. T. C. Buck to be third assistant

in the bacteriologic laboratory, to till a vacancy. Dr.

men's department of the

Shcppard ami Enoch Pratt Hospital, Towson, for ten years,

i ned. Ill— resignation will take effect next mouth.

Queen Visits Hospitals.—During her short visit t Balti

more, Queen Elizabeth of Belgium, because of hei

interest in hospital work, made a hurried trip to thi

Hopkins Hospital, where she and her
i

: In Winford II. Smith, Baltimore, the superintendent,

and conducted through all the departments of tin- hospital.

Red Cross vocational School for Blinded Soldiers

at Evergreen Junior. Roland Park, was also visited by the

queen, who was much impressed by the splendid work being

there by the blinded soldiers.

Funds for Hospital Pass Goal. In the- campaign which ha-
il brought to a successful finish in Baltimore, to

secure #7?<hiihi for th. propo ed i nion Memorial H
which will replace the old i nion Protestanl Infirm

ited $769,018 47, Dr. John M l
I

Baltimore, was chairman of the dri ' I" 1 " n

to him and al other young men who may enter

the medical profession to emulate the virtues and habits

which have made Dr. Finn
country, the "Committee of Nine," in charge of the

uli about sixtj others, gave to the hospital on the

final day of the campaign an operating room, to be known
as the John M. T. Finney operating room, to be constructed
at a cost of 535,000.

MASSACHUSETTS
Professor Strong Sails for Europe — Dr. Richard P.

Strong, profess, ,r ,,f tropical medicine in Harvard Medical
School, Boston, sailed. October 2, for Europe, when
to be chief medical directoi ol the League ol Red Cross

i
s. with headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland.

Hygiene Lecturers.—The Massachusetts Society for Social
Hygiene announces that it is prepared to Send lecturers, both
men and women, who thoroughly understand the vital rela-
tion social hygiene bears to the home and public health.
The subjects of especial interest in this work are "The
Instruction of Children Regarding Life and Birth," "Prob-
lems of Adolescence, ["he Menace of Venereal Diseases to

mmunity," "The Girl Problem." "Feeble-Mindedness,"
"Juvenile Delinquency," and "Alcoholism." Arrangements
for lectures or personal consultations may be made by writ-

1 Beacon Street, Boston.

Benefactor Announced— In the obituary notices i

week, appears the notice of the death of Dr. Henry K I

Several years ago, when Dr. Oliver's health began
to fail, he made over to Harvard University, practically his

entire fortune, arranging for a reservation sufficient for his
living and personal needs, and stipulating that his gifts be
received as from an anonymous friend, the name of the

1. be disclosed only on his death. This gift was to
found a department of hygiene at Harvard, through which

eral welfare and health of undergraduates could be
carefully considered, and receive proper attention and over-
sight. Dr. Roger Irving Lee, Cambridge, has been serving
as the first occupant of this professorship. Hereafter this

department will be known as the Dr. Henry K. Oliver Foun-
dation.

Medical Examiners Appointed.— Dr. Winthrop Adams,
Cambridge, has been appointed associate medical examiner

ei for tin- lust Middlesex District. The following
ItmentS ..I medical examiners have been ami.

Dr. William I'. Stutson, Cummington, associate, first Hamp-
shin district; Dr. fohnson k \\ Iward Oxford associate,

ter district: Dr. Richmond B. Root, George-
town, associate, sixth Essex district; Dr. Samuel C. Tucker.
Peabody, associate, eighth Essex district; Dr. Nathaniel K.
Noyes, Duxbury, third Plymouth district: Dr. Andrew J.
McGraw, Taunton, associate, second Bristol district: Dr
Charles A, \' It istol distrii I .

Dr. A. Elliot Paine. I

I Plymouth dis-

trict; Dr. Garry de N. Hough. New Bedford, associate,
fourth Bristol district; Di I rederick V. Murphy. Attleboro,
associate, first Bristol district, and William I. Clarke. Mil
ford, associate, sixth Worcester district. Dr. Henry M
Poll.,ck. Boston, has been renominated as a member of the
commission on mental diseases.

MICHIGAN
Michigan Practitioner Arrested in Indiana. Dr V. \\

I id RapnN. is s;,nl to ha> e leen
at Milford, li id vith practicing mcdi
i ine in Indiana « il

that he is nol a physician but a chemist.

Given Prison Term. Dr Georgi \ Fritch, Detroit, who
it is s.-iid has previously been in prison for manslaughter, is

1

to have been found guilty on three dial

performing illegal operations and to have bei

in Marquette
Pi I-. .n

MINNESOTA
Personal. I 'i • harlei E, Smith. Jr.. St. Paul, wa

tar) ol the state board of health.

[ing Dr Henrj M Bracken, resigned.

Mayo Properties Association Formed. The formation of

iation was 1 1

1

urn ed al

Rochester. Drs William I. and Charles H Mayo hav<
tinned ..

pi . tonal and .ill turn

which is to be a holding i

time lb' ' ;

Will be "id Drs. William I. and (barb II

I idd, and Donald (

and then ,

line lo Ih. . li
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Failure to Report Venereal Disease.—The Minnesota State

i Health is following op all eases of failure I

ises. Winn an omission to make such a rep irl

- addressed u> the physician respon-
se him an opportunity to make th(

.ir> report. In a recent complaint was filed

a physician treating man] cases ol this class and
ers from the board urging bim to

Lhem The physician was found guilt) and fined. This case
- :i precedent establishing the validity of the regulations

I

MISSISSIPPI

Personal.— Dr. W. E. Noblin, Yazoo City, bs

City to till the unexpired
term oi Anderson, resigned. Dr. Thomas E.

ucceeded Dr. James Bennett as

dale County.

New Officers.—At the annual meeting of the Mi
iblic Health held in Jai

icers were elected: president, Dr.

William 11. i k Haven; vice presidents, Drs.

E. Hewitt. Amite County. Paul G. Cope, Columbia,
! Underwood, Monroe County, and secretary-

and executive officer, Di Waller S. Leathers,

University. The meeting ior 1920 will be held in
I

At the semiannual meeting of the Homochitto Valley
ciation, whose membership is composed of

physicians from Adams, Amite. Jefferson and Wilkinson
counties, held in Natchez. October ", the foil

were elected: president. Dr. ( harles E Catchings, Wood-
\ die; vice presidents, Adams County. Dr. J. W. Dix; Amite
i ounty, Dr. H. K. Ritter ; Franklin County. Dr. C. G.
Mullins; Jefferson County. Dr. J. M. Harrier, and Wilkinson
County. Dr. Charles E. Catchings. Woodville.

MISSOURI

New Board Appointments. — Governor Gardner has

appointed Judge J. G. Greensfeldcr of Kirkwood, Rev.

E. F. Leake of Springfield and Col. J. A. '

1 oseph, members of the board of charities and corrections.

trd recently inspected the eleemosynary institutions

i i the state. Mr. J. L. Wagner, secretary of thi

announces that nearly all the circuit judges have appointed

i the counties to meet the provisions of

the law recently enacted for the protection of children.

Changes in Washington University Faculty. — Dr. Eli

Kennerly Marshall. Jr., Washington, D. C, formerlj

rmacology in Johns Hopkins University,

appointed head of the department of plian

University Medical School; Dr. Evarts A.

Graham has assumed his duties as professor of surgery;

:hs has been professor of clinical

. ical surgery; Dr. Leland B. Alford has been pro-
i linii al n< iiri >li igy, and Drs. I )rew W.

I.uten and William H. Olmstead, St. Louis, to instructors in

Ginical medicine. In addition to these changes, the follow-

been made: A. W. I.. Bray, asso-

my; Alfred C. Kolls, associate in pharma-
ir Allen, instructor in anatomy; Edward A.

instructor in biological chemistry; Frederick I

Dr. Arthur E. Strauss, assistant

in clinical medicine; Dr. Lionel S. Luton, assistant in clin-

ical medicine; Dr. Isaac D. Kelly. Ji in clin-

and Drs. Frederick O. Schwartz. Harvey D.
Lamb and Lawrence T. Post, assistants in clinical oph-

logy.

NEW JERSEY
Physician's License Revoked.—The New Jersey State

lical Exam:- . 1919, it is reported,

! the license of Dr. I. Alfred Lawrence, Elizabeth, to

practice medicine and surgery in the state of New Jersey,
on a charge of criminal al

New Officers.—Camden County Medical Society held its

annual meeting at Camden. October 14. and the following
officers were elected 'r. Edward B. Rogi

I Jr. Jo.scph E. Roberts, I

secretary. Dr. Daniel Strock. Camden; assistant sei

Dr. William H. Pratt, Camden, and treasurer, Dr. Milton
mun, Camden. The centennial meeting of the

Cumberland County Medical Society was held at the Cohan-
sick Country Club, October 6. The following offii

elected: president, Dr. Leonard F. Hatch, Vineland; vice

president. I 'i 1 h. tries 1-'. Sharp, Poll \
II Garret) Miller, Millville, and treasurer, I * i

.
\\ L< lie

i 'orawell, Bridgeton,

NEW YORK
Rochester District 9

Public Safety, Health Officer George
liester. suggests a ti

I ating an I lUtbl

m the city. 'The plan contemplates tli>

emergent more physii ians, and of

p of more than twenrj live nurses who will

ergen i p rhe i

will be at the health bureau where then- will be '

f ur-hour tele;
I

n divided into

dis tricts in which thi Ith phj sician,

which an emergency health station has been located either
in the police station or lire house. At tin central sta

pitals lor

men, women and children will be filled each day.

New York City

Health Department Provides New Positions.—The 1920

dget proi ides fi >i the foil w ing : for n<

the drug
al Bi !

'-. m Hi pital, im luding a medical lupei

i at $2,520, a dietitian at $2,500, anil an inve

1 ,800.

Semicentennial Anniversary of Dermatologic Society.—The
New York Dermatological Society, which is said to be the

oldest dermatologic society in exi brated il fiftieth

ary with a dinner at the Yale Chili, November 8, at

i. ..eve Henry Fox, one of the oldest members of
the society, delivered an ad

Personal. — Dr. William Lint/. Brooklyn, has lien
appointed chief of the medical Bikur-Cholim
Kosher Hospital, Brooklyn, succeeding Dr. Henrj Joachim.

I. —Dr. Alexis Carrel, who has completed four

years' service with the French army hospitals, has returned
to this country to resume his work with the Rockefeller
Institute.

To Improve Nutrition of Schoolchildren. — Arrangements
have been made for cooperation between the bureau ol Mold

i the department of health and the department of

education for the working out of plans designed to improve
the nutrition of schoolchildren. In general il is expected
that a campaign of health education will be started through
out the city with particular reference to the undernourish-

ment of schoolchildren. Lectures on dietetics will be given

and the physicians and nurses of the department of health

will examine the undernourished children and take measures
necessary to correct physical defects when found. School
lunches will he started as sunn a- possible, and general
-\ tem.itii weighing of the children will be part of the pro-

gram. Surveys are now being made in thirty-live scl Is

in Manhattan for the purpose of ascertaining the percentage
of children attending these schools at the present time who
are suffering from malnutrition.

NORTH CAROLINA
Personal.— Dr. John Hey Williams, Asheville, one of the

oldest and most esteemed practitioners of North I

! a cerebral hemorrhage, October 2.5. and is still in

.i ei i' 'Us condition.

Health Inspectors Named. — The bureau of sanitary

engineering and inspection of the state board of health has
announced the selection oi I.. A. Allen. High Point; H. M.
Fowlkes, Rockingham; Claude li i Point; II. <i.

Blackwell, Wake Forest; T. J. Moseley, Raleigh; W. J.

Steele. Salisbury; A. M. Surratt, Denton; I.. G. Whitley,
Elm City, and G. E. Hapgood. ball River, Mass., as sanitary

ors to administer the state sanitary law. The state

has been districted and one inspector will be placed in

charge of each district of approximately ten counl

Hospital Items.—Waynesville Hospital has been incor-

porated with $25,000 capital authorized and $2,000 subscril ed

by Thomas Stringticld and others. Wilmington is to

have a new hospital to be known as St. John's Sanitarium,
and to he conducted under the direction of 1 )r. John E.

Miller. Ashboro, and John T. Hoggard, Atkinson. A cam-
paign is being launched to raise funds for the completion of
the Ellen Fitzgerald Hospital, now in course of construction
at Monroe. A movement is on foot at Dunn to raGc
.,100,000 for the erection and equipment of a modern ho p i
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The initial subscription of $50,000 was given by Mr. J. D.
Barnes of Dunn.

OHIO
Illegal Practice of Medicine.—Mrs. Helen Platz, Cleveland,

charged with the unlawful practice of medicine, is said to

have been released on a suspended sentence nn her promise
to discontinue practice.

Hospitals Must Register.—Of the 300 hospitals o( 'In-

state more than 200 have already filed the necessary blanks
with the health department in obedience to the law recently

passed, directing the department of health to define, ami
classify hospitals and to make a survey of the state hos-
pital facilities.

Women Physicians Organize. — Women physicians of

Toledo met, October 22, and organized the Women's
Club of Toledo with an initial membership of sixn i

elected the following officers : .president. Dr. Lamora
secretary. Dr. Bertha King Hobart, and treasurer. Dr.

Maude L. Marks.

Examination for District Health Commissioners.—The new
district health commissioners, to be appointed in each county,
are to receive their civil service examinations at the hands
of an extra state constituted board, consisting of five public
health experts. This special examining board, as am
by the state civil service commission, will consist "t Dr
Allan .1. McLaughlin ami Dr. L. P. Lumsdon of the United

Public Health Service: Dr. W. S. tjankin, executive
oi Mi.- state board of health of North Carolina; Dr.

Otto P. Ceier, industrial physician of Cincinnati .ami Mr.
Sherman Kingsley, secretary of the Cleveland Welfare Fed-
eration. Applications for health commissionerships should
be addressed to the state civil service commission. Appli-
cants will not be assembled for examination, but each will

be required to submit a statement as to experience and a
thesis or published article on a public health subject,

PENNSYLVANIA
Safety Campaign.—Other communities are following Phila-

delphia's lead in connection with the campaign fi

-ional safety. The Bethlehem Chamber of Commerce, which
-red by Charles M. Schwab, will conduct .i

at crossings" campaign similar to the "tie now being observed
in Philadelphia.

Western Pennsylvania World War Officers Organize.— The
> Pennsylvania Association of Medical Officers of the

World War was organized at Pittsburgh, July 31. Dr.

Lawrence Litchfield, Pittsburgh, was elected president, and
Dr. Theodore Baker, Pittsburgh, secretary. Any physician
who reported for active ser\ ice in the United States Army,

r Public Health Service or the service of the Allies

of the United States is eligible for membership.

Philadelphia

Sculpture and Anatomy. \t the meeting of the S<

Medical History of the < ollege of Physicians of P
phia, held November 15, Fielding H. Garrison, I it

\l '.IS. Army, Washington, D. C, and I Jr. Edward (
.

Streetcr. Boston, presented a paper on "Sculpture and Paint-

ings as Modes of Anatomical Expression."

Personal. Dr. R, Randolph Paxson has been appoi
Director Krusen, first assistant resident physician in the

Hospital for Contagious Diseases. In the 1

nominated at the business meeting of the Philadelphia
County Medii hi i tetober IS, the name of Dr.

J. Norman Henry for tir^t vice president was unintention-

ally omitted bj the printer.

The Gross Prize. The Philadelphia Academ) oi Surgery
- tition foi thi

ed until Jan. 1. 192
stipulations are that the prize "shall be awarded i

years to the writer of the best ot

150 printed pagi . octavo in length, illu me sub-

ject in Surgical Patholog) or Sut ce, founded on
inve < igal ion "

I he candidate foi thi -

I"- \tin i "the competitor whi
shall publish his essay in book form, shall dep
of the work in the Samuel D Gro I ibrary of the Philadel-
phia Vcademj of Surgerj and on the title page it shall be

was awarded the Samuel D
Prize; the essay must be written by a single author in the
English language, must be typewritten, distinguished by a

and accompanied by an envelop bearing thi

motto, containing the name and address ot the writer, and

must be sent to the trustees of the Samuel D G
of the Philadelphia Academy of Surgery, care College of
Physicians of Philadelphia. 19 South Twenty-Second
Philadelphia, on or before Jan. 1

TENNESSEE
Dispensary for Drug Addicts Opens.—A dispensary has

been opened at Memphis, by the city health dep.!

under Dr. James L. Andrews, at which drug addicts may In-

treated.

Hospital Item.—The Jewish pei
i lis are launch

ing a movement to erect a $350,000 ho
fews in Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas, bul accepting
patients from all denominations. There will be 100 beds, one
fourth of which will be for charity patients.

Office Building for Physicians.—Thi Building
Company has been organized at Memphis by Justin D
Towner and others, and an option has been secured on a

site at Court Avenue and Third Street, on which it

I i erect a building to cosl $200,000. The building

committee consists of Dr Max Goltman, Elby T. Martin
and Charles D. Smith, and the finance committee of Dr.
Edwin D. Watkins. John T. Ogden, and Dr. John I.. Jclks.

TEXAS
Funds for Public Health Work.—The executive secretary

of the Texas Public Health Association announces that

will be available to the association, durin
tight against tuberculosis and the betti

general health conditions in the state. This amount will be
realized from the sale of the Red Cross Christmas Seals,
which began, November 1.

Hospital Items. The Benevolent War Risk So-

decided that the sanatorium for the Texas soldiers afflicted

with tuberculosis shal ' at Carlsbad. The
sibility for raising $500,000 for building and equipping the
.sanatorium is placed with the service thai had
draft in Texas, with Major John E. Townes of Houston as
supervisor. The Mexia < ommercial Club has agreed to
raise .<2,500 for the purpose of aiding the physicians of thi

city in their movement to build a sanatorium.

VIRGINIA

Personal. Dr. William II. Eva I nchl

commissioned Virginia N
Guard, and has been assigned to duty with the local

Guard company. Dr. Charles \ Norfolk, was
I on at St Elizabeth's Hospital. October 2-i. for

duodenal ulcer.— Dr. H. Stuart Smyth, Plasterco, was
painfully injured in a collision between his automobile and a

wagon, September 25.

State Association Meeting.— The Medical Si

gtnia held its fiftieth annual meeting in Richmond. -

II, under the presidency of Dr. Ennion G. William-.
Richmond. \ sion was the address
on "The Sen Medical So
Virginia," by Dr. John N. Upshur, Richmond. Peti

the nexl pla I illowing

president, I Ir. Paulus \. In ing

\ilb-; vice presidents, Drs, Mat shall I Payne, Staunton:
I. Klipstein, Vlexandria, and George .1 William-.

| News. |>r, Irving has served of the
stair

- mtinuously sim < P'lii

Hospital Notes.— Tin- G B. Johnston Memorial Hi
which was formally dedicated at Abingdon, is a tribute to

the mentors of the late Dr George Hen Johnston, whi
oped a hospital at thai plan- After his death the pi

and built this new hospil ll

1

iIm hospital in Lynchburg. The
Prov idence Hospital

brick building Additions will be made to this buildit
it i\ ill be remodeled, so thai the institution will accoiri

thiii\ patients The improvements on the buil
$10,000, and ii Hal will be i -

ill laini.ir-. I

Charlottesville, has a l-'-
1 the legislatun

i. a new mcdii al buildini
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GENERAL
Interprofessional Conference.—An inti

.
I to continui

at the invitation of the :

plan more i

iblems ol thi

Tieasury Decision on Alcohol Presciiptb :
iniel C.

rnal revenue, provides thai under
bysicians wh

application [or liquor must make an app

: r permit
~-

; ~ and must make a statement

that the ; use m the course of their profi

t it is to
. .,- without c!i

nly. It more than 2 quarts are pur-

r, I nd will be required.

Milk Commission Elects Officeis. \t the annual

m of Medical Milk Commi
which has been holding its meetings concurrently with those

ii Public Health Association, Mr. Laurence R.

. sident; Dr. Ben (.

.

sville, K\, secretary-treasurer, and Drs.

nd, Louis C. Ager, Brooklyn, and

Walter I hicago, members
council. At t! he employment of a field in

ad a committee was appointed to con-

sider affiliation with the American Public Health Associa-

Meeting of Western Surgical Association.—The twenty-

ninth annual meeting of the Western Surgical Association

will he held in Kansas ( ity, December 5 and 6, under the

Dr. Roland Hill This year's

meeting will be held during the same week and at the same
f Rock Island railway surgeons.

illen, Baltimore, professor of

Hopkins University, will be the guest of tin

i he headquarters will he at the Muehlbach
will also convene. The annual

held on Friday, Decemher 5. Dr. Howai
uilding, Kansas* City, is chairman of the committee

rangements.

Investigation of Influenza.—The Metropolitan Life Insur-

has provided resources to carry on in

mode of transmission and treatment of

a and its complications A commission ha

Dr. George W. McCoy, director of

S. Public Health Service. Wash-
11 i

.ii II Park director of the n

i ii p irtmi p i
I
Health ; Lee K.

: third vice
;

ropolitan Life Insur-

S. Knight, medical director of the

Life Insurance Company; Dr. Milton J.

hairman, professor of preventive medi-

Harvard Medical School. Lati

of the 1 Iniversity and Dr.
- 'ublic Health Service. Wash-

were invited to join in the work. Work
egun in Washington, New York,

ind may be extended to other places as occa-

Outbreaks of Food Poisoning Traced to Ripe Olives.—
•ling at a country I It

irred, was traced

menl of health t"

, .. as found in the olives, and
ntities of the olives and of the liquor

re contained were extremely I

! poisoning in Michi-
the same source, and

Following this
I

llth and the dairy and food
• agricultural comi

iblirity, warning aga
md forbidding their sale until further

thai the authori-

ind Ii. bolulinus in sampli

on th>

irade by the state department of health to

ine whether ripe olives now on sale in Ohio are safe

for consumption.

FOREIGN
Intel national Congress ol BlectrolOgy and Radiology.- It

is announced that tile Seventh lnlein.iiioii.il Congress is to

be held at Paris in August, 1920, with Dr. Oudin to

Typhus in Siberia. V re] ol the American Red
irho has been in Wesl Siberia for six months

that tin
i the s i! et ian troopi

.

since Janu.li> I, have a and that since Jul) I,

i ses have occt

without shelter, and sanitary conditions are repi

Italian Radiology Congress. The first meeting of the
Italian I Rad the beginning
of the war was held recentlj at Genoa, with i

i and senator, presiding. Professor Ghilard
ion "ii the biophysii il I

radiothet resole of Venict on the do
.1 'Ii ini of Ri

i

ogy in pulmonary tuberculosis. Am exhibition oi

appliances was held in connection, and the army, the navy
and the Red Cross wen resi nted,

Training of Nurses in France. The Journal de 1<

I, ,)n.r publishi rom the IT n

in thai city that the Vmi ri-

can Red • ross and \ assai I oil* ge have founded some
ships at the school for the benefit of young women wishing

training. Thi pn erence will bi

t living at In me in Bordi
i the schi ol if they i i a distance. Thi

gives training n al and dispensary nursing;
but for home visiting nurses and supervision of scl

dren. The stipend allowed is 110 francs per month during the
two years of the course.

German Physicians Oppose Plan to Make Them State
Employees.—The Nedcrlandsch Tijdschrifi states that at the

forty-first annual representative meeting of the medical pro-
ni Germany, the Aerstetag, to be held at Ei

the president of the Leip/ig League was to speak on con-
Mugdan, member of the National Assembl

on the "socialization" of the practice of medicine; Schwalbe
on reform in medical education, and others on measures to

repress quackery and on social insurance. The cable has
reported since that the delegates voted unanimously against
the government', proposal that all physicians should 1

state employees. The chief argument presented against the

plan is the necessity ! "i physicians to maintain confidential
relations with their pati< I

Deaths in the Profession Abroad.—Dr. A. Rovighi, pro-

fessor of medical pathology at the University of Bologna,
aged 63. He has published numerous works on disease of
the spinal cord and of the I rain, on the murmur with stenosis

of the right branch of the hepatic artery, etc.. and he is

been the pioneer in demonstrating the cirrhosis-
inducing properties of indol and skatol. Dr. B. Brunacci,

tor in physiology ai the University of Rome, aged 39.

Dr. V. Tedeschi, professor of pediatrics at the Univer-
Padua and a leading organizer in various fields of

welfare work for children, aged 'o - Dr. U. Gosselin, pro-
i physiology at the University of Caen. Dr. G.

Marchesi, prof u i I pathology at the University of Rome.
Dr. M. Gangolphe, formerly professor at the University

i
'iis. aged 61.

LATIN AMERICA
Yellow Fever in Nicaragua.—The sanitary authorities of

• tablished a quarantine against ships

arriving from Corinto, Nil ll of the occur-
' several cases of yellow fever in the latter place.

Foot and Mouth Disease in Uruguay and Argentina.—On
account of an epidemic of aphthous fever among the tattle

of the ranche oi Urugua) and Argentina, the pack-
ing housi mpelled to reduce theii operations-

Cyclone Damages Hospital in Chile. The Rcvista d< Bene-
Chi] that a recent

destroyed one of the wards of the hospital at

Chimbarongo, besides damaging some of the other parts of

the building.

New Hospital for Panama.—Plans are being prepared for

the new Santo Tomas Hospital, which was commenced by
the republic of Panama, November 1. This institution is to

be 1

'

i if the city of Panama
in the center of a tract of about 20 acres. The main build-
ing will be tour i lil and will be of concrete

The estimated cost of the hospital is $600,000.
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Medical Society Meeting.—The 174th meeting of the Ancon
Medical Society was held in the administration building,

Ancon Hospital, October 18. A program largely del

problems arising in the laboratory service of the American
Expeditionary Forces was presented. Co!. H. C. Clark, who
vas actively engaged with the Chemical Warfare Service

during two years, presented a very interesting summary of

his experiences.

Deaths in the Profession.—Dr. L. Felipe Mujica, physician
in chief of the Hospital de Salvador. Santiago, Chile. He
succumbed suddenly to pulmonary' edema while making his

rounds. Dr. J. M. Espin of Santiago, Cuba, recently

serving in the national laboratory of the public health
s-ervice. A cablegram from Rio de Janeiro announces the

death of Dr. Jaime Campello, one of the most prominent
Brazilian physicians.

Municipal Drug Store.—The officials of the A
Publica of Santiago, Chile, are now considering t!

bility of founding a pharmacy to be open to the public day
and night to sell drugs and fill prescriptions at cost price plus

a percentage to cover costs of operating and 10 per cent,

for deterioration and losses. The Rcz-isla de Beneficetuia
Publico declares that something of the kind is indis]

on account of the high prices of drugs and the increasing

difficulty in controlling the practices of the present proprie-

tors of the pharmai

Smallpox in Havana.—Although the smallpox epidemic
seemed to be decreasing and the total number of

very small, five new cases were reported, November 5

and 6. Eighty-two blocks of the city have been quarantined.
Among the several measures adopted to eradicate the epi-

demic, are the vaccination of all steerage passengers coming
from the United States, the establishment of a quarantine
against ships from Xew Orleans, the enforcement i

pulsory vaccination in Havana, and the closing of public
schools. It seems that smallpox was introduced by the
merchant ship Venesia from Spain, one of the passengers
being taken sick with smallpox thirty-six hours after land-
ing.

Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Department

7, 1919. 2S.J69 officers had been discharg
the Medical Corps .if tin- \rm.. from a

luty Nov. 15. 1918. There were 3,737 officers in the

reserve corps, an increase of sixty over the previous week.

Legislation to Increase Pay of Medical Officers

An increase of 10 per cent, in the I . il mem-
tbe Army and Navy Med

missioned officers and enlisted men. and also for

of the U. S. Public Health - i provided for in Sen-
No. 3383, ii

worth of New York, chairman of the Si

Military Affairs, The sanir

for the members of the Female
Army and Na

with this increase included in theil ;

n referred to the Military

Affairs foi ai

Surgeon-General Braistcd Elected Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons of Edinburgh

General William C. Braisted of

tlf I'. S. X.o
j

low of the Royal '

the same time the D ritish Medical
and of the [ii Igian, Fret

i services were honored with membership.

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

, ORK
n -Brahdy, L

Utile Fall*— Dr..; WA
Maneilr- I ., '.i ' II

Foreign Correspondence

PARIS LETTER
Paws, Oct. 16, 1919.

Appropriations for French Universities

The minister of public instruction has introduced in par-

liament a bill covering an appropriation i francs

for the benefit of the universities

struction of new buili :'airs to old building

for the installing of scientific equipment. This demand for

an appropriation is in connection with work which has

already been begun but which was interrupted by the war.

The institutions mainly concerned are the Universi

Paris. Nancy, Groin ble, Lille and Poiti, I I desig-

i the University of Paris exceed- 10,000,000 francs.

The minister of public instruction also demands 900,000

francs in order to complete the construction work at the

Institute of Applied ^Chemistry ; 5,243,000 francs for the

the work of the departments of chemistry:

800,000 francs for the enla he Radium Institute.

"1,000 francs for the construction >•! a laboratory of

physical chemistry, etc.

Milk for Infants and for the Sick

The Journal officii- 1 publishes the following order:

All hotels, boarding h nts, cafes, coffee-houses, dairy

tablishmeots, lunch counters, canteen and all

other establishments serving food and beverages, ar>- hereby prohibited,

as of Oct. 15, 1919, from serving or from using fresh milk

i >;n in the preparation of any beverage, such as i

or cocoa.

In the report that precedes the text of the foregoing order.

M. Noulens, minister of agriculture and of

explains that this measure is justified by the fact that a

scarcity of fresh milk is beginning to be felt at the .,,

of winter, and likewise I ! assuring to

infants and the sick an adequate supply, since for ti •

milk is indispensable. The a: d estab-

lishments will, however, still be privileged •

densed milk. As I have already mentioned in previous cor-

respondence, special milk tickets have been bl

which insure preferential treatment in case there are infants.

Operative Treatment of Cancer of the Cervix

of the Uterus

At the first meeting of the Association des gynecol

obstetriciens, held recently in Brussels, one of the

stive treatmei

|ii I of clinical surgery at the !

de me'] peration

:|iis condition the follow Along
with t! i

Id b rs hav-
upper part of

« iib hystcr-

abdoinmal 1

'lie siis-

ni. I In- siirosi guarantee

I
suture

.ib,, be

ihe incision ,,i

irhile the ulcerated lesiot

i _' i by

d thi

when the uti

I
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half of the cases*; during year there are recur-

rences in 25 per cent, more of the cases So, we mav ~.i>.

it the patient goes three years without a recurrence the
. od. The recurrences, in

appear especially frequent and rapid in cancer of the Uterus
i women, in cancer in women having a hereditary

taint well established, ami in cancer in pregnant women,

BELGIAN LETTER
10, 1919.

Meeting of Gynecologists at Brussels

In nn preceding lettei i I in Journal, Oct. 18, 1919, p.

Belgian physicians wen- gradual!) becom-
ing more active. The communications addressed to the

academy and the meetings of the principal medical societies

Acre only a prelude to the activity in medical circles that

the month of September was to show. From September 25

the time the Belgian Su rress was being
held, the first meeting of the Association des gyn&

triciens de langue francaise took place in Brussels.

It was .i special honor conferred on our country ill. it our
capital should have been chosen for the first meetings of

this pm of learned men of French tongue The
variety ami significance of [he subjects brought up for dis-

c this congress a high degree of impor-
thc current problems of gynecol

- «\ri studied into and discussed at length. [Our
Paris correspondent, in his reports published this week and
last, covered most of the papers at this meeting.)

Indications and Technic of Hysterectomy in the Treat-

ment of Adnexal Suppurations

Faure and Begouin, in a well illustrated report, pointed

out the operative indications for hysterectomy. Leaving out

deration acute infections that may he cured without
n, and chronic infections that can he treated bj col-

the uterus should he removed in the case of multiple

uch tilled with pus, or bilateral

suppurating adnexa. The authors recommend in very decided
ibtotal hysterectomy except in cases of inflamed cer-

lined with suppuration, pain and the menace ,,f car-

. however, .such cases are rare, and the dangers of
the complete removal of the uterus are infinitely

Faure and Begouin believe, than of the subtotal n
The technic of the based on the fundamental
principli atomy. The adhesions an' found
chiefly above, in front and behind. The operation should he

then, with the free part, that is. from bell

from within, and proceed in a forward direction. This
manner to the ureter.

:::t decided, there are four ways of proceeding with
i 1 ) hysterei

the cervix; (2) the Kelly procedure, in

which the stir. from the adnexa on one side to

the uterine body and thence to the adnexa on the Otl

(.?! the Terrier procedure; i4i bisection of the uterus in

.J adherent adnexa.
- :

I n 'lay. as

tmann and Walther of Paris and Recasens of
Madrid, prefer complete hysterectomy in case of adnexal

\11 emphasize the paramount importance to

ttion.

The Value of Various Incisions Used in Laparotomies
by the Gynecologist and the Obstetrician

I tided his report with the

1. The median longitudinal incision, while it takes account
of all with the act of operation,

:its in hernia, anil this is especially frequent
d intention.

ry median longitudinal incision should he sutured in

such a manner . ment of the cicatrix
•i abdominis.

which sever the mus-
section of the nerves

hernia.

tudinal incision from the anatomic and clinical standpoint
will ca> in the majority of gynecologic and

lies.

These conclu: nsiderable discussion and
• lid not receive unqualified approval. The Frencl

lly, headed by Faure. Walther. Brindeau and I

inclined to favor the longitudinal incision.

Protection for Women Wotkeis
M Keiffei of Belgium, in his report on protection for

women workers, gave liis heart] support to the protective
measures suggested bj the Icademj oi Medicine oi Parii at

us meeting of March 6, 1917 M Lev) Sola! demands, in

ordei thai the protective measures ma) be effective, thai

pregnane) be made reportable b) law. Ever) woman workei
should be compelled to give up lur work iii the factory,
or elsewhere, when pregnane) is m\ mouths advanced and
while nursing her baby. In compensation she should be
allowed a special indemnity by the state. Medical surveil-

lance of the homes should !>< organized, and deserted women
should he given ample protection. In order to carry out

Lhese ideas, institutions should he established where mother
ami child might he hospitalized.

A Successful First Meeting

first meeting of the Association des gynecologues et

ohstetriciciis de langue francaise. held in Brussels, was
crowned with success anil ma) doubtless he taken a

lunger ,,f the rebirth of scientific activity in our country.

LONDON LETTER
London, Oct. 15. 1919

The Prevention of Venereal Disease

\s previous letters t,, 'iiii Journal show, the prevention
of venereal disease has been under discussion for some time.

The ministry of health has decided that the official recog-
nition of self disinfection in civilian \ enereal disease is

neither desirable nor practicable, hut recommends the estab-

lishment of centers for delayed disinfection. This attitud;

has provoked a protest in the Times from a number of Km,]

mil; physicians who have formed themselves into a venereal

prevention committee. The) point out that provision of

centers for delayed disinfection can never he adequate. The
London County Council, the greatest urban authority in the

country, has rejected the scheme. Xo method is even sug-
gested that could work in rural districts. The committee
maintains that venereal disease is preventable by immediate
disinfection; that authoritative teaching on the subject is

urgentl) required, and that the means-, together with approved
instructions for their use. should be readily ace. sible to the

public. They fail to recognize any moral distinction between
the provision for delayed disinfection at centers and the

provision for immediate self-disinfection. One of the mem-
bers of the committee, Sir Archdall Reid, has put forward in

the Tinu-s the proposal that "brief and clear instructions for

swift personal disinfection shall he posted in public lava-
tories." Ih' is als.i publishing a hook on the medical preven-
tion of venereal disease in which he says: "Instructions, of

which the really effective part was conveyed b) posters, were
given to soldiers inhabiting a group of barracks in a large

seaport. The force usually present averaged 2,000, and 20,(I(MI

passed through these barracks in two years. \T
ot one man

who followed instructions acquired disease, and only seven
men. all of whom failed to follow instructions, acquired dis-

ease. The rate of infection was therefore 1.75 per thousand
per annum. In a still larger naval unit not one man who
followed instructions acquired disease, and only one man
failed to follow instructions. In a large military hospital for

! diseases not one man of all those who passed
u had acquired disease after immediate disinfection,

but nearly every patient had practiced 'early treatment.' Iii

India and South Vfrica, results equally remarkable have been
d by the same simple and inexpensive method. I

believe there is not on record a single instance of the failure

of the method of quick disinfection. The operation is actually
about as difficult and dangerous as washing the hands with
soap and water." The method referred to is careful spong-
ing with a solution of 1:2,000 potassium permanganate. Sir
Archdall Reid considers that more elaborate methods, such as
urethral injections and thi ilomel ointment, are
unnecessary.

Crowded Medical Schools

Students released from army service are flocking to the
universiti of them as freshmen, others p, resume
studies interrupted by the war. The number of medical

particularly large, and in some cases in excess of
Iii I mdi ii thi at ei age attendance

before thi etween 1,400 and 1,500; this session has
begun with 2.(KX). In addition to men demobilized from the
army, freshmen have come from all parts of the world. The
accommodations arc generally sufficient, but some schools
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are unusually crowded. In Edinburgh the session is a record
one in point of attendance. The rush of students has been
so great that 300 have had to be refused admission. During
the war, women students flocked to the university : last year
half of the medical students were women. The authorities
realize the need for expansion of the buildings, and schemes
are in hand for erecting a new chemical department and also
for the establ a Lister institute for pathologic
teaching. In Glasgow the ions are taxed to the

utmost. New enrolments cannot be accepted for the winter
session except in the case of students returning to their

studies from active service.

Women Physicians

There are now over 2,250 women studying medicine in this

country—an enormous increase over the number before the

war. There are over 1.000 women physicians in practice, and
ect is that at the end of five years the number will

lie doubled, which opens the prospect of overcrowding.

Scottish Vital Statistics

The vital sta Scotland for the year 1917. which
have just been issued, are remarkable. The birth and death
rates were the ' ed num-

"441. which was less than in all years since 1856.

The birth rate of the year was 20J ! I images
registered 30.482. which number was 2.180 less than the mean
of the preceding ten years. The marriage rate of the year
was 6.28 per thousand, which was 0.62 below the mean of the

preceding ten years, and was tl ttish marriage
rate since 1887. Deaths registered numbered 69.4S3. which
was 5,017 less than the mean of the ten preo ding years. The
death rate of the year was 14.31 per thi us nd, as already
stated, the lowest rate recorded. The infant mortality rate of
the year was 107.5 per thousand births, being 3.4 below the

mean of the ten preceding nade to

verify the acres of till reputed centenarians wh ise d taths were
d. There were six deaths during the year, and in two

of them satisfactory proof age of
100 was obtained. The number of deaths attributed to

typhoid, diphtheria and tuberculosis was smaller in 1'

in any previous year. Deaths from malignant diseases were
more numerous than in previous years.

The Influenza Epidemic in Scotland

The total number . scribed to influenza during
the epidemic in Scotland in the latter and the

earlier part of this year was 17.575. a figure whii h includes
those deaths of which influenza named

' ut also those hich influenza was one of

two "r more named causes, the latter being by far the more
numerous. Deaths from influenza and pneum nia it;

tion numbered 11,236 out of the total of 17,575 The mortality
epidemic greatly exceeded in ;

demies of other info art was
idults, fully 50 per cent, occurrii

of 15 and 44. and 23 per cent, between tl
: and 34.

Deaths

Marriages

Paul Pkrrot. French Army Medical Corps, to Mi
man Derr of Atlanta, Ga., at ' lift

ber 3.

I udlow of Wii
.-

bardt Sti

J . 1 1 1
1-".! . Ky„ to V

Nordwich of Alexandria, Ky.. I

Sol Bebnard Kositcbi
Kapp, at P.attle Creek. Mich., Oi

William I'i.nn Vail, Philadelphia, to

John 1

of New York i
i 20.

I

New York I 28.

Frank Milan Bai
at I inders, Wyo., I

>

Kcss Sparberg. both of Chicago,
October 26.

John Young Brown 9 St. Louis; Bellevue Hospital
1887; aged 54; major. M. C, IT. S. Army; who

served as a member of the General Army Medical Board;
city physician of Henderson, Ky.. from 1887 t

perintendent of the Central Kentucky Asylum for the
from 1891 to 1894; chief the Louisville,

St. Louis and Texas Railroad; p in the
St. Louis University; chief surgeon to St. 1

in charge of the St. Louis Citv Hospital fro

ppi Valley M
tion in 1896; once president of the American Association
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, Southern Surgical and
Gynecological Association and St. Louis Surgical Club; died
in Phoenix. An::.. October 30, from heart disi

Thomas Barker Eastman 9 Indianapolis; Central College
of Physicians and Surgeons. Indianapolis, 1S93; a

of the Middle
died, November 10, from carcinoma; aged 50. Ik-

was a member of the American Association of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists; pi ind dis-

women in his alma mater, and late,

in the Indiana University School of
Medicim i the Indianapolis City

1 : surgeon to the J

member of the staffs of the Methodist and D
tinted a member of the Indianapolis City

Board of Health in 1914.

Clinton Palmer Meriwether ® Little Rock. Ark.; Missouri
Medical Colh
Arkansas Medii I : and a member of the I

1

es of the American Medical Association fi

diseases in the Col!

I lajor, M. C, I'. S Army, and hi barged.
Jan. 4. 1919; who had been ill at the Arkansas Tuberculosis
Sanatorium. Booneville, for several months; died at his
home. .'. from tubercul

Henry Kemble 1 i ard University Med-

nmission during :!
i

the visiting physicians to the Massachusetts
General Hospital, and also a member of the staff of the
department of laryngology; at one time !

of the throat in his alma mater; .

Oliver 1- lepartmenl of hygiene of H
University;

Francis Valk 9 New York City; New York University,
d 74 ; a fell

i a member of the American Academ
Oto-1

H
to the Rand

at the Manhattan Eye and
. York I lispi :i irj ; died in St I

Michael B. Corrigan, Monticello, \rk.; Univei

r of Drew <

n nephritis,

m Lincoln Shindel I

I
\l. Pai ki

ii thuraberland Count) Pi

William H. Judd, Janesville, Wis. ; Bennett ;

in Mercy Hospital, I

Charles Fremont Taylor, Phil

ei

I
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vania : editor of the Medical World since 1883; editor and
. quarterly periodical; died at 1 1 i — home,

of die heart and kidney.

Ch.iuncey W. Courtright 1 land University
cine and Surgery, 1877; Northwestern University

igcd 69 ; a memlx i

>d, Washington Park, Lakeside and Fort
ii hospitals; died, Novem carcinoma of

the I. ladder.

Charles Elbert Woody, Springfield, Mo ; Kentucky School
of Medicine, '

il years phj -

Green County; for one term health commissioner of Spring-
field; clerk of the criminal court ntj from 1910

to 1"14; dud m a hospital in Nevada, Mo., October 25.

James Knox Polk Gleeson, Washington, I
1

> .

Washington Universi aged 75;

a member "t' the M<
eteran of the Civil War; died in the Takoma Park

1
1

v Sanitariu

James Welch I [ampa, Kan.; College of Physicians and
Surgcoi :

50; a veteran of the

Spanish American War: commissioned first lieutenant,

M. C, U S. Vrmy, in recent war; died suddenly in hi

: 16, from heart disease.

Algernon Sydney Garnctt 8 Hot Springs, \rk : Jefferson
Medical (..dh. 36; a pioneer practitioner of

said to have la-en the last survivor of the
crew of the I teamship, Merrimac, died. Octo-
ber 30.

Charles Wilbur Patton * Laurel. Iowa; State University
of Iowa, Iowa City, 1910; was honorably dis-

rst lieutenant. M. R. I Dei 7, 1918; died,
recently, from an overdose of a poisoning drug.

Joseph A. Richmond, Bellevue, Ky ; University of Nash-
ville. Tenn., 1908; aged 37; a member of the Kentucky State
Medical . died at his home. < Ictober 21, from
tetanus, due to a punctured wound of thi

John Frederick Beiermeister # Rochester. X. Y/.; Albany
Medical College, 1910; aged 32; who served as first

lieutenant. M C, U. S. Army, during the world war; died
See, i Ictober 24. from angina pectoris.

Clinton Brotemarkle, Salisbury, Md : College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons, Baltimore, 1881; aged 59; a sp

the eye. car. nose and throat; died in a sana-
torium in Philadelphia, al i 23.

Arthur George Patterson * Lisbon. X. U. ; Trinilv Med-
ical Col :

4; died in the Hen-
rotin Memorial Hospital. Chicago, October _'_'. from pneu-
monia I tomy.

Miller Young, North Liberty, Iowa; Jefferson Medical I ol-

: 74 : president of the Farmer's Savings Bank,
Xorth Liberty; died at Young's Station, near North Liberty,

r J5.

Robert H. Jenkins, Hogansville, Ga. : University of Louis-
ville. Ky.. I8/I also a pharmacist; once repre-
sentative to the Georgia legislature .t 14.

Charles L. Swimley, Roll, < 'kla. : Star'

Cblumbu ! 50; died suddenly, from heart
• r 14.

James Alexander Smart, F irt Covington, X. Y.; New York
ork ( ity. ]HH2; aged 61 ; died, S( i

hritis.

Robert Richard Lawrence * Hartford. Mich.; University
i-" :

. ag< d 69; died
trom chronic nephritis.

Eugene Jackson Smith, Harlan, Iowa; Rush Medii
found dead in bed in a hotel in

Harlan.

Thomas Primmer + Centralia, Wash.; Trinity Medical

irotn heart di

Daniel G. Smith, American Medical I

ied in a hospital in St.

14.

Charles E. Newcomb, Grantham, X H. ; University
lied, October 1, from heart

John M. Gass, Knoxville, Tenn.; University of Tennessee,
Nashvilli «J ; also a clergyman; died. October 16.

George Vincent Hudson, Brooklyn; New York University,
.ork City, 1867; aged 7(, ; died, October 24.
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"PHYLACOGENS"
A phj sit i.ui in Floi id. i writes .

"1 am enclosing a COpj of a circular letter just

received from Parke, Davis & Company, and will call

your attention to a marked paragraph in tins letter on
which 1 would like to have an expression of your
opinion."

circular letter which the doctor forwards is

to singing the praises ol "Pneumonia Phylacogen." It opens

with the statement: "Influenza, we learn, has appeared in

your section." The paragraph marked by our correspondent

i eads

:

"Pneumonia Phylacogen has been found to bi a di pi ndabli mi ani

of preventing and treating pneui ii( ol Influenza. In

one large city it became a give all person

is a pi \'U\ lactic

of pneumonia. The results wei onlj did the casec

improve rapidly, !>ut in a great majority of them the pneumi
not occur."

The "Phylacogens" were repeatedly discussed in The
Jin kxai.' during 1913 and 1914 when these products were

being pushed with much vigor by the manufacturers. We
know of no evidence that calls for a revision of the state-

ments then made regarding them. The injection of phy-

lacogens is simply the administration of a mixture of the

tillered products of several bacterial species. The results

which follow represent the reaction of the bacterial protein

—

a reaction for good or evil. There is no scientific evidence

to show that they possess any specific prophylactic virtue.

To recommend their use in patients with influenza, as a pro-

phylactic against pneumonia, is unwarranted, and the physi-

cian who acts on the advice of the manufacturer must
assume the responsibility for the results. In case of mishap
he cannot fall back on the manufacturer; he will find no
scientific evidence to support him.

ACRIFLAVINE AND PROFLAVINE, N. N. R.

Conclusions to Be Drawn from a Study of the Literature

Report of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

Acrillavine and proflavine have been accepted for New and
i.il Remedies. A description of these drugs, with a

discussion of the uses and dosage and tests of identity and
purity was published in the Xew ami Nonofficial Remedies
Department of The Journal, Nov. 8, 1919, page 144.1 The
following report briefly summarizes the literature at present

available on these drugs. The abstracts themselves occupy
too much space to appear in The Journal, hut will be

printed in pamphlet form. This pamphlet will he sent to any

physician on receipt of a self-addressed, stamped envelop.

W. A. PuCKNER, Secretary.

It has been known for some time that certain dyes possess

bactericidal and amebicidal properties, while others have no
antiseptics or germicides. After this discovery was

made, chemical research was begun in the effort to produce

ces which should have higher bactericidal potencies

than those already known. In these studies it was found that

certain of the acridinc derivatives were especially active as

des. Acridine is a substance first obtained from coal-

tar. Some of its derivatives have been known and used as

dyes for many years, certain of them being known as flavines

because of the yellow color they impart to fabrics.

1. The matter published in Tin. Joi wnai. i> in pamphlet form. pn\
will be sent to physicians on receipt of a stamped, addressed envel p.
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Most of the acridine derivatives have no amebicidal prop-
erties; hut. as already stated, there are some marked excep-

One of these (diamino-tnethyl acridine chloride)
was found by Ehrlich to have notable therapeutic effects in

ome infections and, on this account, he called it

"Trypaflavine." Most of the studies on this substance, both
bacteriologic and clinical, have been conducted by English
investigators, who call it "Acritlavine." A closely related
substance having similar properties is "Proflavine." Acri-
rlavine and proflavine are claimed by some to have high anti-
septic power, together with freedom from toxic or irritant

action and without inhibiting effects on the phagocytic action
of the leukocytes or on the healing processes. Acritlavine
and proflavine have been extensively used in the treatment
of wounds, and acritlavine has been highly praised in the
treatment of gonorrhea.

In view of the interest manifested in the therapeutic prop-
E acritlavine and related compounds, as evidenced by

numerous inquiries froi uncil on Phar-
macy and Chemistry, the Council has deemed it worth while

are and publish an abstract of the available literature

on the subject.' Tentative descriptions and stands
acritlavine and proflavine are published in Xew and Non-
official Remedies for the information of manufacturers, phar-
macists and physicians.

It should be borne in mind that the therapy of the

still in the experimental stage. The evidence at present
available does not permit a determination of their value in

the treatment of wounds, trench fever, or gonorrhea. A num-
ber of papers have been omitted purposely from this abstract

of the literature because they presented no additional con-
tribution to the knowledge of the dyes or their tin

properties.

SUMMARY
\ review of the literature abstracted shows that of the

ir n ports twenty-five, or 7.i per cent., may be con-
as favorable. Seven, or 20 per cent., are d

unfavorable, and two. or 7 per cent., are in the negative or
the favorable reports, eight are based for

or are of a discursive

nature, fourteen are based principally <>n clinical trials, and
luced from a com' bacterio-

Iogic ami clinical methods. Of the unfavorable and doubtful
:ic are based 'in bacteriologic studies and i

clinical I tuse of the contradictory nature of the
1 ids in the clinical evidence, it would

i Hat judgment as to the therapeutic value of the

I pending further study.

MEDINAL
Report of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

tion of the following

report on Medina! and Glatz, Inc. i.

W. A. i'i i kni r, Secretary.

nal is a proprietar) name

(sodium diethylbarbiturate) the sodium salt of barbital

Ibarbituric acid I. 'I be latti

\ eronal,
ii New and Nonofficial Ri

in I'd'.
I

nd ' ilatz

(who tl

viirin. E. Schering, the German manufacturi

ng and unwarranted therapeutic claims. T! i

cil did not publish il use by the time the reporl

was ready for publication tin product was practically

American market, and it was h ped that when Medn.

became available. Schering and Glatz would revise the claims

and thus permit its reacci ptance.

Medinal, said to i

I
the United

is now marketed ng and idat/. Inc. | n i

1918, the firm sent to the Council a typewrittei

proposed circular for Medinal. The firm was informed that
tils leaflet was sul ject to the objections that had been raised
when Medinal was deleted from Xew and Nonofficial Reme-
dies. In April. 1919, the firm submitted a printed circular
which it was sending out. Tins contained numerous mis-
leading statements, among them, these:

' thylbarbituric acid) one objectionable
feature-

i ibility—and thus fulfills the three prerequisites
of a truly rational hypnotic: Quick absorption,

te excretion, affordim- •. cuiim-
i, and the choice of rectal ami subcutaneous

administration."

There is no justification for the claim that diethylbarbituric
only one obje< and that

a minor matter ol "insufficient solubility." The Council has
called the attention of Schering
thai the diff< rence in the I mi oi absorp

ind barbital is

and that there is no evidence thai Mi
e rapidly than barbital. Hence the claims thai

and that cumulative
led in this product, are wholly unwarra

It is also claimed, and the claim is unsupported 1

i Medinal is useful in tl

tuberculosis in which condition it is said to I

advantagi ,,„ .]„. ,,,„],,

It is claimed that M ,i j„ the withdrawal treal
morphin addiction with great success; then

I
has any special usefulness in th

the morphin habit. It is claimed further thai
rted with Medinal in the treatmi

1

f no satisfac
that Medinal is of special value in whooping cough;

on the contrary, it is capable of doing a great deal of harm.
The recommendations that Medinal be used for the

pains and in acute neuralgic pains ti

11} unwarranted as the value of
in such condi

must be deemed misleading.

Correspondence

1. Tli** t to any phys
elf addressed, stamped ci

on rccei]

"DESENSITIZATION OF PERSONS AGAINST
IVY POISONING"

the Editor:—Under the subject. uion of
ming," Tin Joi I. 1919,

L. E. Warren of I

volatile

usandth milligram or one one-millionth
f

small do !e with, but pi h under
the circumstances. But what I startei -

mean 0.001 mg. or did he mean
gm) ? 1 have i

i not I was readii
ely. KindK

V I. M \n-n-, M.D., Elgin, 111.

I '
'"' ' Mr. \\ anen who

replies :|

which is due I,, Dr. I

harm. J. 83

periments, using the pui

sumach il from the poison ivy it'

are believed to

tantitative limit t.. tl

symptoms
ciently

'extremely mint

minute d
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PREPARATION OF DICHLORAMIN-T

T.> tkt Editor I believe 1 have found a simpler method

for preparing dichloramin-T than thai described on the

- pui out bj the pharmaceutical houses. My method

Weigh out amount ><i powdered dichloramin-T, place in

and mi' up with miuII amount ol chloroform (car-

bon tetrachlorid maj be used) until .ill is dissolved, then add

chlorcosane to the dissolved dichloramin-T. The chloroform

ind thus leaves the dichloramin in solu-

tion in the solvent. By thi-> method can be prepared a fresh

solution of dichloramin-T in a few minutes, whereas the

heat and cold methods take a much longer turn'. In the

heal method, there is dat rheating, in which a

sed, which renders the dichloramin-T

md very irritating.

V. .1. Anderson, M 1>
. ( h

h •-• —W« can see no advantage over the heat method,
it the chloroform or carbon tetrachlorid must be removed bj

lion. However, the use of carbon tetrachlorid (10

recommended for lowering the viscosity

oftheel Dakin and Dunham: Solvents for Dichlor-

amin-T. Brit. V. J. 1:51 [Jan. 12] 1918); theref.
'

e p— ibilitj oi first dissolving

the dichloramin-T in carbon tetrachlorid. and then adding

the proper amount of chlorcosane to make the solution of

the desired strength.

—

Ed.]

much in this country, written bj an Englishman under the

"The New Word." we bungling provincial general

tiers might be benefited a little in our ideation and
ition. o l Hess, M.D., Scottdale, Pa.

"THE CAUSE OF INFLUENZA AND ITS
BEARING ON TREATMENT"

To t'r. In the current comment with this title

(Tut. Iournal, Nov. 1. 191'). p. r rl oi Bradford;

I and \Vil<o„ {Quart. 1. Med. 12:259
I
Vpril] 1919)

is mem most convincing work on the filtrable

• influenza. Evidently the writer of this comment

had failed to see the paper of Arkwright (A Cril

Certain Recent Claims to Have D titivated

the Fib . irus of Trem d of Influenza,

liril. M. J. 8:233 [Any. -'.'I 1919) and the notes appended

v Sir John Rose Bradford (p. 236) and Capt. J. A.

In these -

ird and Wilson with-

draw the claim that their work has proved that the filtcr-

if the diseases in question ha

grown in pure culture. The action of these authors in publicly

withdr.: mmendable as it is unusual

rsy. In fairness to them it would seem

that their retraction should receive publicity at least as promi-

nent as the discredited work for which they no longi

War.. J. Ma. Xfal. MI).. New York.

•THE RANGE OF THE GENERAL PRACTI-
TIONER IN PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS"

have jusl read Dr. Southard's article

in Ths 25 I like to read and bear psy-

neuropsychiatrists. It reveals stupidity, leads
• n, and results in humiliation, and then

•

y all this esotericism? Here in this astonishingly

e of the

hopathic hospital interns, is the

ter." I went to my
ue, to find the

ulted the

h ith, the

now just what
haracter." Do

nary that they keep

chained in the inner some sanctum
why this word "disoriented"?

Whatel] bad authority.

dantic term:- writers makes'

me tired.

would read Professor James a lit-

tle more and supplement that with a little book i

Queries and Minor Notes

Anok - '
' -in. I qu

but these will l" ..niiit..!. on

KCi 01 VACCINES IN PREVENTING INFLUENZA
Although n i vac. ine recognized ai a n al

prophylactic .^.nnsi influenza, will you kindli s., v which, in youi

opinion, is the I" si one to try, and when il can be obtained? 1 pre-

sume influenza will prob i

itn, i an

paat epidemics, I shall very greatl] i
i us valuable

I \ -
,

,

i
, i

, M.D., El I'aso, Texas.

Medical Director, Southern Baptist Sanatorium
f„r the Treatment of Tuberculosis.

\\-wik. The efficac) of vaccines in preventing influenza

was discussed in an editorial in 'bill JOURNAL, Oct. 4, 1919,

p. 1064. It was there pointed OUl that wdietl the available

data on the results attained bj prophylactic injections of

various combinations of vaccines are carefully analyzed, the

conclusion seems unavoidable that their value in the

prevention of influenza is unproved. The question may then
be raised whether vaccination has any value in preventing
respiratory infections either primary or secondary to influ-

iii a. or in ameliorating their severity in case they arc not
prevented. It is understood that there are at present under
way in various parts of this country certain investigations

which it is hoped will furnish data in answer to this question,

tor in this problem which no doubt will be taken into
consideration, but on which there has been thus far but little

emphasis laid, is the diversity of the pathogenic organisms
which are found in the pneumonias following influenza in

different parts of the country. In one region a high per-

centage of Pfciffer bacilli is found, and in another a very
low one: in other places streptococci predominate and in

still others pncumococci, and even in the same community
the dominant group of organisms today is often not that of

hs ago. 1
1 is thus evident that, granting that a vac-

cine adjusted to one locality should turn out to be ell. cine.
it would not necessarily be equally valuable elsewhere. Much
has been written, but the number of adequately controlled
reports is very small. Thus far hope and imagination have
exceeded i ientrfically controlled facts. Many vaccines come
highly recommended by their manufacturers, but very little

dependable evidence is submitted to show just how much, if

at all. the patient will profit therefrom. If the patient desires
to try the experiment knowing it to be such, there is perhaps
no terious objection to the trial. Under such circumstances,
just which vaccine is "the best one to try" we are not at this
time in a position to advise.

Ar.COHOf. IN PRESCRIPTIONS
lulitor:— In writinR a prescription fur alcohol, an. I plating

the patient's name and the purpose for which it is used on the pre-

scription, is the pharmacist compelled to i>ut a little phenol or other
in it or can be dispense the alcohol pure"' Kindly omit name.

J. A. M.

ANSWER.—Whether denatured alcohol is used in Idling a
prescription depends on whether the prescription is for inter-

nal or external use and on what kind oi alcohol the prescrip-
ecifit Ucohol can be prescribed like any other drug,
ngth and degree of purity is usually indicated on the
mm Nonbeverage alcohol, medicate. I or denatured

be unfit for bevei : purposes, may be used tor

filling prescriptions if so indicated. Physicians' prescriptions
i] must be in duplicate, must be signed bj

the physician, and must be for a patienl under the constant
i supervision i cian. The prescription must

give the name and address of the patient and the condition
for win !

i< cribed, and the name of the pharmacist to
the prescription is to be presented for filling. The

physician must keep a record giving a separate page to < a. b

patient and must enter it under the patient's name and
i each prescription, the amount and bind

oi liquor: di pen ed, and th< name of the pharmacist filling

the prescription.
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COMING EXAMINATIONS
Delaware: Dover. Dec. 9-11. Sec. Regular Board. Dr. P. S. Downs,

Dover. Sec. Homeopathic Boir.l. Dr. II. W. Howell, B24 Washington
St.. Wilmington. Tres. Medical Council, Dr. Henry \V. Briggs 1026

gton.

ba: Jacksonville, Dec. 15-16. Sec. Dr. G. A. Munch, 1306
Franklin St.. Tampa.

Florida: Tampa. Dec. 1-2. Sec, Regular Board, Dr. Wm. M. Rowlett,
ns' Bank Building, Tampa.

is: Chicago, Dec. 1-3. Mr. F. C. Dodds. Sunt, of Registration,
Spring

TVs Moiness, Dec. 16-IS. Sec, Dr. Guilford H. Sumner,
Des Moines.

Kentucky: Louisville. Dec. 2. Sec. Dr. A. F. Mel
Main St.. Louisville.

Louisiana: New Orleans, Dec 1-3. Sec. Regular Board, Dr. E. W.
141 Elk Place. N'ew Orleans.

Maryland: Baltimore. Dec. 9-12. Sec, Dr. J. McP. Scott, 137 W.
ton St.. Hagerstown.
Columbus, Dec. 2-4. Sec. Dr. II. M. Platter, St.n

Columbus.
Texas: Galveston, Nov. IS-20. Sec. Dr. M. F. Bcttencourt. Mart

VncnnA: Richmond. Dec. 9-12. Sec. Dr. I. W. Preston, 511 McBain
Bldg., Roanoke.

Alabama July Examination

Dr. Samuel W. Welch, chairman of the Alabama State

f Medical Examiners, reports the written examina-
tion held at Montgomery, July 8-11. 1919. The examination

10 subjects and included 100 questions. \n average

of 75 per cent, was required to pass. Of the 22 candidates

examined. 18 passed, and 4 failed. Ten Candida'

I
by reciprocity. The following colleges were repre-

sented :

Year Per
MSSED Cr:u | Ccnt

Birmingham Medical College (1913) 76.3.
' Varna (1919) -

Fmnrv University
Chicago College of Medicine and Surgery (1917) 86.6

(1915) 83.1
Tulane University (1918) 81, (1919) 77.1, 78.3, 86.2.

ty (1919) 86.6
of Maryland (Ills)

lefferson Medical College (1915) 911
University of Pennsylvania (1906)

• of Pennsylvania (1

: College (1

Vanderbilt University (1918) 81.2

FAILED
University riois) 46.8

I Hospital Medical College (1913) 52.1, 64.9, 69.6.

_ ..
licensed TMRnrr.it RECIPROCITY ,4

r
'1

,

r Reciprocity
i ollege with

Medicine M
ians and Surgeons (1

lisville

'

iversity (1916) Pennsylvania. (191
rsity (1912), (1917, 2) Tennessee

Maine July Examination

Dr Frank YV. Searle. secretary of the Maine B
reports the written examination

I 1-2, 1919. The examination
ts and included 100 ge of 75

was required to pass, 'if the 31 can
'

ined, 30 passed and 1 failed. Three can

rocity. The following colleges were represented :

School (1919) 80, 81, 81. 83. 83, 84, 8 1, 85

87

I)

88
i r> I a i

<y

"
Columbia t

1

.v llamp.

Tn E Student's Textbook of Surgery. By H. Norman Barnett,
mmanding 32d South-Western Mounted

Brigade Field Ambulance. Cloth. Price, 57.50. Pp. 794, with 14!
illustrations. St. Louis: C. V. Mostly Company, 1919.

It is frequently difficult to give a just appraisal of a book,
and there is alwaj - danj ero doing an injustice to the author
by allowing a few minor faults to warp our judgment so
that a really meritorious product fails to receive just appre-
ciation. Nevertheless, works that are intended as models for
students and as authoritative sources of information for the
general profession must maintain a high standard; inac-
curacy and dogmatic dismissal of accepted belief cannot be
tolerated; and truth must not be sacrificed for the
brevity. This book is a British book, and in its failure to
appreciate the contributions of American investigators, is a
typical expression of the European state of mind. In mosl
sections the work is excellent; in others, we miss much that
has seemed of importance. For instance: In the discussion
of the treatment of burns, the picric and boric acid methods
receive brief attention to the exclusion of all others. In
the section of surgical infections, we look in vain for men
tion of blastomycosis, sporotrichosis and coccidioidal granu-
loma. Shock is said to be due to exhaustion of the vaso-
motor center, although physiologists have shown that in
experimental shock the vasomotor center is n

Pancreatitis is described as being always due to

the pancreas, this in spite of the fact that at least 50 per
cent, of pancreatic abscesses are sterile, and without regard
to the work of Flexner. Opie. Archibald and others showing
the extreme toxicity of pathologic bile when regurgitated
into the pancreas. Cholecystotomy is mentioned as tin-

method of choice in the treatment of the great mass of sur-
gical gallbladders, regardless of the fact that in most of the
great American clinics cholecystectomy is the rule. Fi -

the man who has sufficient knowledge of surgery to read
with discrimination, this ! ].

for the student, for the man who is just be study
of surgery, it were wiser to choose a more catholic guide

Dvke's At-TOMoaitE and Gasolihi I
. ,. Con-

Ig 532 Charts, 1
„ (|l(.

Packard. Airplanes, and Liberty "1 I"

Operation and Repairing ..I" -

Engines. Also Trucks. Tra

Pp. 940 with
3,262 illustrations. St. Louis: A. L. Dyke, 1919.

This book is what iis title expresses, and contains
liagrammatn various autoi

ignition systems ttention is

the Ford car. For instance, the how
build a Ford so that it will go sixty miles an hour— if

has the courage to make that spi

trates the nt •.

search, however, fails to lethods for making the
back scat comfort

, ,|,,.

ential in his work as
s n,s stetho

i .meter or thermometer, this
II be found

mark

tic method for examining
ts with neun

i
. instructive in that it g

to what to look for and how to

found. The
terms with which the average gen.

wholly unfamiliar; e,
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Medicolegal

Power to Exclude Defective Child from Schools

1 lie Supreme Court of Wisconsin, in tins action of manda-

ught t" compel the defendant board of education to

..hint the petitioner's son i" the publh

of the city, re> rncnt that was rendered in favor

of the petitioner, and remands the cause with instructions

to dismiss the petition ["he court says that the boy I

a crippled and defective child •.nice his birth,

with a form of paralysis which affected Ins whole physical

and nervous make-up. He had not the normal H--1- and

control nd I" dy. He was slow and

ad .i peculiarly high, rasping and

disturbinf accompanied with uncontrollable

us. making il I him to make him-

self understood. He also had an uncontrollable flow ol

saliva which drooled from his mouth on his clothing and

-ein an unclean appi iranci He

hail a n< tcitable nature. It was claimed, on the

that his physical

ailment lepressing and nauseating effect on the

fiildren; that by reason of his physical

condition he took up an undue portion oi the teacher's tune

and attention, distracted the attention of other pupils, and

interfered generally with the discipline and progress "i the

But it appeared that he was normal mentally, and

e with the other pupils in the respective grades.

rate department "i public instruc-

that he he placed in the department for the

r per.-. .ii~ with defective speech,

but t' attend that department.

The right of a chil ttend the puhlic

cannot be insisted on when its pres-

ence therein is harmful to the best interests of the school.

This, like other individual rights, must be subordinated to

the general welfare. It will be conceded, the court thinks.

that the statement of facts presented a fair question as to

'- presence on the school and the indi-

! he qui -i:..n then arose as to

r trihunal v. nil the authority of

determining the question. The trial court seemed to be of

.it. while such authority rested with the school

the first il action in that behalf was
. a jury and subordinate to the jury's

upreme court holds that, the board hav-

determination should nut he interfered with

uiless it acted illegally or unreasonably, That

. was without question. That it acted unrea-

said. The duty confronting the board

It was charged with the responsibility

:.g whether thi d be denied a constitutional

•he exercise of that right would be harmful to

the pupils attending it. He should not

• ;.i for considerations affect-

general welfare. But if his presence in school was
hool, then the

members of the board could not, with due regard to their

official oaths, refrain from excluding him, even though such

ng and painful to them.

Errors of Judgment—Evidence Requirements

(For IKtttl.-), 180 Pac. R. 771)

holding that, there being

iv a judgment against the defendant, it

;;rant the plaintiff a new trial after a verdict

had been rendered in favor of the defendant, reverses the

order granting a new trial, and remands the cause with

directions to render judgment for the defendant. The court

says that the action was to recover damages alleged to have

resulted from the malpractice of the defendant in the treat-

ment of a fracture of the femur of the plaintiff's right leg,

about three inches ahove the knee, But, in a city with in.iiix

aide and skilful physicians and onlj expert

ilf of the plain! in w ts < physii ian who
neither criticized not condemned the mi iloyed by

the defendant iii the treatment of tin- plaintiffs injury. Non-
expert witnesses cm testif; nal appearances ami

manifest condi one; but whether a

. ipei .in. 'ii has 1" on pi ii.ii med with a n i

i skill, knowledge and cue. and whether tli'

was there. uiei skilfull) and properl] treated an questions

"i science, to be established bj thi

special skill and experience, and not I", the testimony of

those who are without special learning and skill as to SUCrl

operations and practice, The burdei ri ted on the plaintiff

in show affirmativelj that the conditions he complained oi

used bj the failure of the defendant to exercisi ordi

nary skill and care in performing the operation of reducing

the fracture, or in the subsequent coursi oi treatment for

the injury. In a vei .
tins court recognized th<

doctrine that a physician or surgeon is not held to the

of the highest degree oi skill, or as warranting a

.
i

! i ucci of an opei ation,

A physician or surgeon cannot be held liable for the results

. i an honest error in judgment, ii it is shown that he pos-

sesses a reasonable degree of skill and learning in medicine

and surgery, and that he used ordinary skill and care in the

peration and treatment of the plaintiff. It is

true that the physician is bound to posses- and exercise thai

of skill which is ordinarih possessed by physicians

iii practice; but when his errors are those only of judgment,
if he keeps within recognized and approved methods, he will

not be liable for their consequences.

It has never been the rule that a lawyer who is not shown
to he unskilled in his profession is liable because a client

sustains damages by following his advice, honestly given.

but which is subsequently determined by a final decision of

a court to he erroneous. A physician stands in the same
attitude as to liability for his mistakes as docs a lawyer. No
reason can be assigned for making a distinction between
them, or for holding a physician or surgeon liable in damages
for an honest error in judgment. A moment's rellection on
the circumstances and emergencies under which physicians

are frequently called on to act will demonstrate some oi the

disastrous results that would follow if the law permitted
them to he mulcted in damages on testimony as to the char-

actei of their professional services given by nonexpert wit-

nesses. If such were the law, physicians and surgeons might
as well he held to guarantee a successful cure or a success-

ful operation in each' instance. Negligence of a physician ov

surgeon cannot he presumed from the mere failure to obtain
the besl results from an operation or treatment; and in this

case, there being no proof of a want of skill or care on the

part of the defendant it was error to set aside a verdict

rendered in his favor and grant the plaintiff a new trial.

Statements Made to Physician Long After Accident

(Boiilancjcr v. McQuestin 6- Lews (JV. H.), 106 All. R. 492)

The Supreme Court of New Hampshire overrules an exeep-

tii ii i" the exclusion, in a personal injury case, of a question
. physician as to what history the plaintiff gave him

when he consulted him for treatment more than a year after

he was injured. The court says that the history given the

physician by the plaintiff over a year after the accident was
i

i admissible as evidence of the accident or in corroboration
• the plaintiff's statements at the trial. This was too plain

and the only ground on which the admissibility

of the question was being urged was that the physician's

information as to the cause of the injury was competent as

explaining and giving weight to his conclusions. If the pur-
lie inquiry was under th.c pretext of offering evidence

of the foundation of the physician's opinion to violate the

I rule excluding prior statements of the party, the

evidence was properly excluded. Whether, if the ground of
admission claimed was presented to the trial court, the evi-

'

' hided because of lack of good faith in

offering it, was necessarily for the trial court, as depending
on the determination of a question of fact.
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Society Proceedings

COMING MEETINGS
Medical Society of Hawaii, Honolulu. Nov. 29-30, Dec. 1.

Society of American Bacteriologists, Boston, Mass., Dec.
Southern Minnesota Medical Assn., Mankato, Dec. 1-2.

Southern Surgical Association, New Orleans, Dec. 16-18.

Surgical Association, Kansas City, Dec. 5-6.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION
Forty-Seventh Annual Meeting, Held in New Orleans, Oct. _'.

The president, Dr. Lee K. Frankel, New York, in the Chair

Spread of Typhoid in Massachusetts

Dr. George T. O'Donnell, Boston: The experience of the
Massachusetts State Department of Health shows that liies,

food (exclusive of milk), privies and sewage are relatively
small factors in the spread of typhoid lever at th<

time in the state. Very few cases are due to water, especially

in recent years, and in general no municipal supplj

sidered as a dangerous source of typhoid infection. Milk
as a means of spreading typhoid infection was resp.it;

.N.l per cent, of the total cases reported in Massachusetts the
' '.ears. Contact with clinical cases of typhoid is the

most frequent known method of the spread of the infection.

Contact with noncarriers has been responsible for a few
h mes .ind neighborhoods. Carriers were proved

to he responsible lor 41.6 per cent, of cases of milk-borne
typhoid from 1915 to 1918, inclusive. Carriers are a larger

factor in the spread of typhoid than at present known, and
are the cause probabl) of an appreciable number, of typhoid

cases of unknown origin.

DISl rsSION

Dr. Herman- BuNDESEN, Chicago: Xo case of typhoid

should be terminated until we have had two negative feces

and two negative urine examinations in the case of persons

who are not handlers of food. We require more than two
negative examinations in food handlers. In Chicago we had

seven cases of typhoid traceable to one carrier.

Dr. H. W. Hill, Minneapolis: I should like to ask Dr.

11 whether he attaches any importance to flics as

carriers of typhoid infection; also, whether in Massachusetts
they have compulsory hospitalization of typhoid pal

Dr. John Hill Robertson, Chicago: We believe in the

strict enforcement of the pasteurization ordinal).

death rate from typhoid is less than 1 per cent. Ii

was 1.4 per cent. We hospitalize every case in which proper

care cannot be given the patient at borne Xo nurse is

thing to rlo with anj other ease while

attending a typhoid patient: hence we have very few cross

infections on that account.

Dr. George T. O'Donnell, Boston : Wi
an instance in which we could prove that secondary infec-

tion was dm- to flies. Hospitalization of typl

practiced throughout Mas achusetts. As to the pasteuriza-

n than S,(Hd).IHKI •|tiart> of milk, we know
'. that more than one third of that amount was

pasteurized. OveT 90 per cent, of the people in Massachusetts

have a pure water supply.

Leprosy

Mr. } Philadelphia, intn

lowing resolution which was unanimous!} adopted:

Public Health A ' States Publ
*:.'-ir hearty support an I

' carrying out th.- pro-

providing f-.r the oire and treatment

afflicted with leprosy, and t.. prevent the spread of this

Stales, an. I urg.- th.it such, a pro*

cct at as early a date as practicable.

ttcHiBALD Hoyne, Chicago: Cases of lcpro-,> should
be hospitalized the sa ..i tuberculosis. We have
bail a few lepers in ( hicago in the last few

. .'11 once or twice a week, intramuscularly, 111

increasing doses, has been followed by remarkable improve-
ment.

Dr. H. R. Carter, Baltimore: There is good reason to
believe that leprosy is rarely or never communicated to

elderly persons. In taking care of lepers I would suggest
that elderly nurses be employed, as the risk of such people
contracting the disease is absolutely nil.

Report of Committee on Venereal Diseases

Db W. F. Snow. Washington, D ( We cannot do any-
thing in a legislative way unless we have the support of the
public. The outstanding points in civil life are the untreated

i venereal diseases, on which we should concentrate
our attention, and on those persons who never seek treat-
ment. They do not know they are infected, (libers, almost
equally important as spreaders of the disease, are the missed
patients who present themselves for treatment. X
the uncured patients, who must be followed up. Failure to

make a diagnosis and institute treatment in suspect'

and carriers is one of the great sources of the spread
diseases.

Administrative Measures Against Influenza

Dr. Allen W. Freeman, Columbus, Ohio: Tin hypotheses
on which we have operated up to this time are that (1)
influenza is caused by a specific living virus: (2) tin

of entry of this virus are the nose and the mouth; (3) this

virus is contained in the secretions from the nose, mouth
and respiratory tract, and (4 I the \irus is communicated by
transference of spittle ami nasal direct or
indirect contact, and by droplel

i coughing and
sneezing. X.. convincing experimental evident

advanced in support of any of these hypotheses. On this

basis, however, various preventive measures have been pro-

posed, "f which tlie most important are: (I I isolation of

patients; ( _' i prohibition of public gatherings; (3) masking
of the general population; (4) general vaccination with anti-

streptococcic or mixed vaccines, and (5) general educational
propaganda. The practically unai

I labora-
tory workers, however, is to the effect that the true virus
of influenza has not yet been isolated and thai

vaccine cannot yet be prepared. Until additional evidence
is produced regarding existing vaccines or until a truly

specific vaccine is develop. innot be
idministrative procedure, iinr energies,

re, must be directed rather to the prevention i

complications than to the prevention of influenza itself. For
this purpose, adequate medical and nursing service and

equipped 1 ed and madi
in these hospitals and in the home

care of p . nt sec-

ondai ion,

American Red Cross Health Crusade Against Influenza
in Cincinnati

!)u. William II. P nnati: Earl) in February,
all ..f the institution i dependent persons were

Medical care, nursing service and material relief

f..r those wb.^e health and income bad been shattered was

the Cincinnati chapter influenza committee, cooperat-
ing with the board ..f health and the existing
of the city, During the first four months
1.1,771 n

P. be in need of soine kind of medical, surgical 01

.as the follow up of tub.

Xearlv 50 n under 5 who bad inllti-

•. n Pirqui i tt ai tion.

What Medical Examination of Influenza Patients Has
Shown in Framingham, Mass.

Db I ' B. \. • ii' .'.. Framingham,
the influenza epidemic, about 12,000 pe pie in Framingham,
nit of a population of 17,000, had bad a tin.!

tion; heme the follow up ystem after the influen

demic wa ilitatcd Dot

(hi tiibet. ul .i tb.it there
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incidence

following the influei

Has the epidemic

of the >i d to the tenl sion that

mi tuberculo!

.1 tuberculosis

•i Pramingham, 4

had influenza. The disease stimulates a certain amount "f

us which have been

normal lives I

husk; persons rather than « a ques-

1 health educational

it really a 1

it not l>c that the si

so much a hazard to be healthy as it is an advai

he weak? People who had tuberculosis had very little influ-

ii it) tin- lrMi and Irish-Americans had

ten times as much tuhcrcul.'sis as the Italians, and I

Mew Orleans : In my ex

. during the recent influenza outbreak,

all true uenza were clinically cases of broncho-

« ere made :

i for pnenmococci, hemolytic s1

• Ions, and later, for a new streptococcus which

we called a methemoglobin pro is. We
at certain organisms apparently had a higher per-

nriers than others; that there was a definite

n the number of carriers in a given regiment

and the number of cases ia entering

pital—the higher the number of carriers the greater the nura-

l pneumonia and the greater the nu

deaths. We succeeded in having a general order issued for

the bacteriologic examination of all the men. T! i

rm of nasal treatment—2 per cert, solution of

dichloramin-T in liquid petrolatum as a nasal spray, and

-lis were painted with a 10 per cent, aqueous solu-

copper sulphate. In February, eighty-two cases of

..re admitted to the hospital. In March,

nine; in April, none. No vaccines were used in this locality,

except in one organization and with apparently no protective

Fredektcx Gi Ont. : In an overseas hos-

pital in which many cases of influenza were treated, we
: the plan of opening the windows at the

hing free ventilation, and to this measure

we attribute our success in treatment and the low death rate.

!: There is no better way
the immunity of individuals than to raise the

:hc mucous membranes of the respirai

and no measure will do this better than ventilation.

New York: The mortality from

f all forms was .slightly lower in the i

1 18 than in the first nine months of 1917. In

1917 the mortality increased

linst an increase of

1918. The patients with advanced tuberculosis

lickly. In 1918, from
lemic in the early spring of the year,

the mortality from tuber-

five years. I

. had an effect on tubercul

Dm. C Int.: Disinfecting the

lure. A
be of any value in

Mates the mucous membranes and thus

ice of the individual and makes
hy husky

individuals are more frequently attacked with influenza than

frail persons is that the latter go to bed, they rest, they

themselves, while the robust individuals

Staj up 'ate at night, and if they feel a little ni.

thej will ii «
>

t

i ol themselves

as they should; hence they lower tluii
I

become o i
I

i health ofiii er

should utilize to the fullest extent the medical and lay

public health edui

ii nursing to
I

of the people when an i is pi e\ ailing.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF
PENNSYLVANIA

ii. Annual Meeting, held in

(Continued t< page 1 t6S 1

Diagnosis of Cholecystitis and Gallstone

Dr. David Riesican, Phil rhere are few

tions in the body that create such I Ctures as

I the gallbladder. Gallstone dis< rs in two
principal forms: («> in the form of recurrent attacks with

intervals of fairly good health, and ( b ) in the form of ill—

i intestinal sj mptoms that

stone, gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer, appendicitis and Other

conditions. As a normal gallbladder can nev< r be felt, a

palpable gallbladder is ipso facto proof of disease. There

lints of value: A history of acute ind

or of ptomairi

ti ii. so often given as the causi ; as the

cause of very sharp abdominal pain, is generally

nomer. If it comes on without any warning in an adult in

middle life, it is usually either angina pectoris or biliary

colic. The presence of gallstones in the feces is not common.
but I think if we had out patients look for stones

atically after all sudden attacks of pain in the uppei

men, they would be found more frequently.

DISCUSSION

Dr. J. J. Gii.bride. Philadelphia: No part of the body is

more neglected than that involved in disease of the gall-

bladder. Therefore, in thi . should not wait to

find all the symptoms, for in such cases the disease dates

back many years. In chronic disease the common symptoms
are indigestion, distress and periodic pain. A stone in the

gallbladder may not produce any symptoms wl

id pain. If there is an infection, there will be

jaundice. In stone in the common duct there is practically
<

;

. Sometimes there is nothing but a history

of pain. In the absence of jaundice, a clear history ol pain

is the most valuable symptom. It may be referred to ihe

i. to the left shoulder, or to the left suit

Occasionally the pain may be referred to the umbilical
1 ni. h pressure

gallbladder did not produce any tenderness whatever.

Value of Roentgenologic Study of Gastro-lntestinal Tract

Dr. Henri K. Pancoast, Philadelphia: The roentgen-ray
examination of the gastro-intestinal tract is in no way to

i ubstitute i i a careful and thorough clin-

udy of a case. It has a well recognized and estab-

of examination t>. assist in reach-

ing correct conclusions, just as has the clinical study, and
it has well defined limitations with which - oi oni

n of intestinal tract

is in a large measure, aside from the observation of filling

ic Study by an unusual means of watching
the mechanism .if the progress of an opaque meal for the

of detecting interference with normal physiologic

It therefore requires time and patience on the part

of both patient and examiner. A complete study cannot be

mi less than three days. The making of three

or four roentgenograms without a pi enoscoptc

rect or accurate way of making a gastro-
intestinal study.- Such examinations are usually a waste of
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time and also a poor investment, and the conclusions, being
without foundation, may be misleading and even dangerous.
More men are specializing in roentgenology now than ever
before. The new man has usually completed a thorough
course of training, but he must continue to read, study,
attend meetings and visit others and see their work, because
advances in roentgenology are so rapid that one soon falls

behind, and the hermit roentgenologist rapidly becomes a
useless member. Roentgenology is not a field for fanciful
diagnoses unless one is very certain of his premises.

DISCUSSION

Dr. John H. Gibbon, Philadelphia: The advancement in

the diagnosis of gastro-intestinal lesions has been greatly

due to what the roentgenologists have dune, but we musl
avoid the danger of operating on the interpretation of an
inexperienced roentgenologist or on the apparent lesion

shown in the roentgenograms.

Surgical Treatment of Lesions of the Gastro-
intestinal Tract

Dr. Alfred C. Wood, Philadelphia: The perforated ulcer

is always a surgical condition. Each hour of delay les-

sens the chance of recovery. On the other hand, chronic

ulcers, including those accompanied by hemorrhage, should
be treated medically, at least for a time. After medical
measures have been given a fair trial without permanent
relief, it would be proper to have the surgeon join the physi-

cian in the case. After operation for ulcer, the patient

should be returned to the internist for a prolonged c<

observation, and such dieting and other treatment as may
be necessary^ to promote rapid and complete healing of the

ulcer, as well as to restore the normal gastric functions.

Patient-, with carcinoma of the stomach come to the surgeon
when only a palliative operation can be done, and in many
instances even this is not possible. If a larger measure of

benefit is to he offered these patients, operation must be
done much earlier in the future than it has been in the past.

Every case of carcinoma of the gastro-intestinal tract is

a surgical problem from the beginning, yet aim
of these patients has been under medical observation and
treatment for a more or less prolonged period if not tl

out its whole course. Pancreatitis is frequently, if not in

most instances, the result of infections of the bile tract: the
only means known at present to prevent pancreatitis is to

deal promptly and radically with cholecystitis and cholange-
itis. The most important factor in its treatment is i

biliary drainage.
DISCUSSION

Dr. Harold L. Foss. Danville: Errors in diagnosis are

due to carelessness rather than to lack of knowledge as to

how the diagnosis should be made. A number of years ago
igated th< erroi in the diagnosis ol abdominal con

in one of the largi trj and

found that the gross errors as proved at the operating table

were about 10 per cent. That is in a clinic where e\ i

sible means is exercised in determining the correct diag-

nosis before the patient is enl I ital. There are

in every particular branch, so the patient n

the beni ns; and yet in that

t linic they an- making ab ml I
1

abdominal 'lis, with the duodenum,
gallbladder and appendix. Roenl help ns

in any par, of the body to such an extent as it dors in early

: 1.1 of the pylorus.
1

irhich root p
ll cord had

How many surgi the patient who is suffering from
acute or chronic- abdominal pains for ankle clonus or dis-

• ations in thi I many
ed on the abdi imen in the present e • f

nils;- Another qui

ime wil

egun, when a nto the

may give vague sympton
which maj lead to thi f pancreatitis, and drain-

age of the gallbladder may clear up the glycosuria. The
case may not have been one of true diabetes at all. Many
cases of perforative peritonitis do not present the traditional

picture as to gravity. The historj maj stronglj
perforation, but the physical examination does not

quite to warrant entering the abdomen. 1 have seen two
deaths in winch surgeons had refused to open the abdomen
because the patient did not seem ill enough. In cases of

suspected malignancy, abdominal section will do no harm and
may be an eye opener as well as an abdomen opener.

Dr. John A. Lichty, Pittsburgh: Dr. Pancoasl struck

the keynote in roentgen-ray work, that is, it has I

coordinated with conditions ni general. The roentgenologist
who establishes a diagnosis will have to be a pai 1

and a clinician. An operation for cholecystitis should not

be done without making a Wassermann test to determine
whether or not syphilis is present. A colleague opened the

abdomen for chronic appendicitis and found a gumma on
the ileum.

Dr. Thomas McCrae, Philadelphia: Mistake in i p

is often made on account of careless examination. It is

often contributed to by had palpation, The physician often

starts in with what I call the finger-poking method and
palpates the abdomen with the tips of the fingi

point in abdominal palpation is to use the tlat of the hand
and palpate gently. A disease responsible tor a certain num-
ber of wrong diagnoses is prostatitis. Many abdomens have
been entered for this with referred pains. Many of the sta-

tistics as to gastric ulcer cured by operation are bi

observations that do not extend sufficiently lot

carcinoma of the stomach, 1 have seen many cases in which
peration was out ol the question, except to relievi

stenosis. I feel very doubtful of making a tremendous
advance because we do not gel the patients early enough.
A campaign of education may help in ten. fifteen or twentj
years.

Dr. Alfred C. Wood, Philadelphia. I have one clei

: a carcinoma Studied in the medical ward because
the signs win- obscun I ician said: "He has symp-
toms that might point to ulcet Ol carcinoma; his In i.

is 60 per cent., his red cell He is a little sallow.

but we will treat him for ulcer, and. if he improves, we will

! .it he has ulcer." lb- v, undum arlem
and improved. The red cells increased to 4,500,000. He
gained in weight, and the diagnosis was "ulcer." lie was
sent home. In a short time he i the hospital.

He was much worse. lb- was then su

when an inoperable carcinoma of the

uilt up in i •

i on.

Epidemic Cerebrospinal Meningitis: Diagnosis and Treatment

Dr. Josi en .
s mi 1 1.'. Philadelphia :

l hi two feat

importance in the management of menu
and serum treatment. Prophylaxis at tic pn

regation and
i - ( hronii t arriet s m

d there is no known (attain method of

I 1 1 Ltmenl of the di

ition maj al

particularl) in case, in which there is found

be the most tl Ij be admini

and at tl

still in doubt regarding tl

methods of treatment I such minor
importance that they do not demand

uld be taken not to admi
I itter may he mistaken foi

scrum intravenously as well illy in all mj
II d to me tl
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•i with pneumonia recovered In my meningitis

who refused water and to whom we could not give

ent amount I found that the verj free

m intravenouslj «.i- cidedlj bene-

ind in many cases apparently 1

IV M Howard I iladelphia: Winn Flexner

ttment of meningitis with serum, it seems

time, and 1 would a<k whether Dr Sailer lias i

-

IV B. 1-'kv

when tin used in the epidemic as well as in the

re belter when treat-

ment « i art) as tin

Ina: In 1916 1 tl

runiber i ispinal meningitis in Dr. Sailer's

; the antimi serum intravenously.

- the mortality w;

ught the intra

.1 canal, and in that respect I think the intl

> cr the intraspinal method alone.

Our mortality in cases not treated by the serum wa
40 per cent. The intravenous administration

le, with 50 c.c. of diluted serum, repeated every

irs as demanded.

[believe the indication

is that in all ease- of men in of the mi

racter should be practiced. That ward in

vhy every possible precaution should not

be taken.
(To be continued)

MINNESOTA STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
rsi Annual Meeting, held in Minneapolis, Oct. 1-3, 1019

(Concluded from f.

A New Operation for Pyothorax: The Trephine Operation

Dk A
rcphining a rib. It affords an air-tight

applicati ntinuous, even, negative pressure

pump with pr :i with surgical solul

may, and usually ha

performed under local anesthesia. Mutilation deformity, and

n of the adjoining ribs, is a

All disc! Ilected in the receiving bottle, obviating

["he suction prevents the

accumul pus in the pleural sac

ns. The likelihood of intro-

jry infections is less than in i pen drainage.

Rational Treatment of Carcinoma of the Uterus

: n.K. Minneapolis: In carcinoma of the

hylactic radiation. In cervical carcinoma in

cither a panhysterectomy followed by
!

i radiation without opera-

ier results can be obtained from radia-

me, with pra tnger or pain to the patient,

radium penetr the point at which the knife can

be used. In inoper,; .bum is much sup

iher treatment. Large fungating masses producing

th the cautery followed by
I the Percy cautery for radium. I

there arc
• difficulties and dangers encountered.

Paralysis of Abducens Nerve Secondary to Mastoiditis

nl : I have had tw

•ie after mastoidectomy and the

:ivc treatment and the injecti

neutralized with gum -cam-

phor, into the middh
anomaly oi the sixth nerve in its relation

he temporal bone. I believe that

the infection spreads bj wa> ,.f ihe tympanic cavity and not

through a mastoid route, Mastoid operation or ear!

free drainage of the middle ear is indicated in all ca

Sustaining Value of Repeated Blood Transfusions

in Pernicious Anemia

BDEBICK 11. K. Schaaf, Minneapolis: \ patient who
had pen us anemia was transfused tin-, four times,

..1 of .v4,_'.\s c.C of blood. FortJ nine tr.ms-

. to produce the second remission, which
was of live months' duration. The sodium citrate mi

the method of choice, especial!} since thi

tions has been reduced ami their harmlessness has been

proved. It is the proci philia, purpura

and melena neonatorum. Blood transfusion is far superior

i -.ill solution, when more than merel) a

momentary effect is desired. It will often save a case of

acute or chronic bleeding, and permit surgical intei

i coccii

nous, transfu value, bul in low grade subacute

lias, it will increase the p

id 1
.

in a maj rity of cases, it uill produce immi I

and causing the disappear:! i and other .

otl er therapeutii mi isur« uld

weeks to produce tl: s. In mam ca

nicious anemia, transfusion may cause a remission, but

whether by direct stimulation of the bone mar)
.1 condition and circulation

n decided I ransfusion may have to be repeated

again and again to keep the patient alive until another remis-

sion occurs. In pernicious anemia the
I i of blood

i idedly beneficial influence, but has no curative value

ever.

Current Medical Literature

Title narked ifh

AMERICAN
m asterisk (•) i abstracted below.

American Journal of Ophthalmology, Chicago
r, 1919, 2, No. 10

Tuberculosis of Retina. E. Jackson and W. C. Finnoff, Denver.—
p. 715.

Treatmi nl Da Curettag I

by Immediate Rapid Dilatation of acrimonasal Duct. .1

l

Recurrent Spon an "ns Retina] Hemorrhage of Probable Tubercular
H Cti p. 731.

New Operation for Relief of Conical Cornea. L, W. Fox, TUiila-

bia.—p. 738.

n:s on Rabbits with Arsphenamin. J. A. Johnson, Tacoma,
Wash.—p. 741.

Etupture of Morgagnian Cataract. J. de J. Gonzalez,
Mexico.— p. 74.1.

Traumatic Pulsating Exophthalmos. R. S. Ma^< <

Kan.— p. 744.

Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry, Chicago
Nov. 1. 1919, •-•, \

leurologic Aspects of Reconstruction. H. t

—p. 49J.

•Cutaneous Sensibility ii [njury: Epieritic

Pi Head I bb, B

505.

in Periphi ral Nerve Lesions. L. J.

Pollock, Chicago.— p. 518.

ii Symptoms in Diagnosis of Nerve Wounds. A. II.

Philadelphia. |

i idotumor Cerebri ; Report of an Ad
A. I.ui7, Havana, Cuba.- p

in Light of Experience of War. A. V. Hurst, London, Eng.
—p. 562.

Cutaneous Sensibility in Phcripheral Nerve Injury.—

A

of the experimental and clinical work on cutaneous
b claims indicates that the epieritic and protO-

pathic 1> I lead and his collaborators should be

lied. Dissociations of sensation due to peripheral
nerve lesions arise from comparing stimuli not only quali-
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tatively different but quantitatively unequivalent. In short,

they are artefacts. Clinical examinations should be simple,

and since areas of dissociated sensation in peripheral nerve
lesions are shown to be due to artefact, examination for one
mode of sensation suffices for diagnosis. For clinical sensory
examinations quantitatively standardized stimuli should be
used. Subcutaneous pressure is best tested with an instru-

ment which gives the threshold values in grams. Hyper-
algesia may follow the course of superficial veins.

Eye Symptoms in Pseudotumor Cerebri.—Lutz records the

case of a woman in the prime of life who fell suddenly ill,

without any increase of temperature or signs of infectious

meningitis, presenting all the syi brain tumor:
choked disk, headache, vertigo and vomiting. These symp-
toms, after having appeared most alarming for fourteen

days, slowly recede, the choked disk included, so that four

weeks later the patient feels normal, In lent two
years a unilateral deafness develops, followed one year later

by the unilateral loss of the vestibular function, and from
time to time attacks occur which tend to show an ah

in the left cerebellopontile angle. The patient shows no
indications of the unilateral Romberg sign, which ran be

explained by unilateral lesion of the homolateral tractus

spinocerebellaris. Pseudotumor can be diagnosed with cer-

tainty only by necropsy. Lutz says that he does not in

this case make the diagnosis of benign tumor of the cere-

bellopontile angle, but he inclines to that of pseudotumor,

for the following reasons: sudden onset of the di

sion of all the symptoms within a short tin

the choked disk: negative reactions of the cerebro-

spinal fluid and increase of its quantity: the fact that the

unilateral deafness did not appear as a first symptom: the

lack of a constant progressive paralysis of the other cranial

nerves; the increase of the patient's weight, and, finally, the

time that has elapsed since the first attack.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

Use of Ob
Epidemiol

30, 1919, 181, Xo. 18

i. C. J. Kickham, It..
I

i. D. M. Lewis, New Haven, Conn.—p. S40.

Florida Medical Association Journal, St. Augustine
and Jacksonville

Vassermann I

Jacksonville.—p. 76.

1919. 6. '

i Treatment

Journal of Infectious Diseases, Chicago
.. i. 191 ' -•:..

•Bacteriologic Analysis of Fecal Flora oi Children. Cha
by Carbohydrate u I G B Won R I. Porter and K. F.

Franciso.—p. 349.

balitis (Encephalitis Lcthargica). L.

t-lifeld and I. Strauss. New York. -p. 3TS.

:
.

. Influenza. I

ii I u II Harris. New Orleans.—p. 3S-).

1

it I Gi inr. I . F Hirsch and M. McKinney,

Antigen of Bacillus Anthracis. C. C. Warder and .1 I Connell, Ann

in for Agglutin; UK. Reynolds

and J. F. Hill. Ft. McPherson, Ga. p

•Serum Reactions in Influenza, I P
Haven. Conn p. 414.

•Transmi I lenza. II. H. Wahl, (I. B Wbit< and II. W.
I. vail. New if ,

i

'

i on Cei 1 1
.
T

I and K. R Collin I
4-'7.

Fecal Flora of Children. -I his artii 1. i ontain th<

tion and interpretation oi a bacteriologi* method applicable
to the examination of fecal spei miens of children apparently

.suffering from "intestinal intoxication." It is furthermore
shown that a strongly putrefactive flol I

I with
certain groups ..i intestinal di lers oi infancy, and that

clinical improvi icticall) always accomplished by
a strut diet Mi' progress in the trau

lion oi the intestinal lloia is readily controlled by the cul-

tui .il i' 'I' scribed,

Virus of Epidemic Encephalitis. A liltrablc virus was
and bis associates from the nasopharyn-

geal mucous membrane in fatal cases of epidemic encepha-
litis. The virus is capable of producing in monkeys and
rabbits lesions similar to those found in the human brain.
The virus has been carried through four generations in

rabbits, transmitted to a monkey in the tilth generation, and
then brought back to rabbits. The virus can be r<

from the nasopharynx of animals inoculated intracranially.
A natural immunity was found in approximately 50 per cent,

of the rabbits. An acquired immunity was demonstrated in

>nke: A possil I
i e with

i was hinted at in a previous report and studies are
itablish such relationship.

Pfeiffer Bacillus in Influenza Epidemic— It is maintained
i Duval and Harris that the micro-organism known as the
bacillus of Pfeiffer may he isolated from the material of the
respiratory tract lesion in all cases of epidemic influenza,

and recovered only occasionally from persons not infected.

There is inadequate proof that the Pfeiffer bacillus is a

member of the normal upper respiratory tract flora. That il

may occur in normal individuals during epidemic times oi

tor months in those who have recovered From the
infection, is well recognized These persons are the interim
carriers of the bacillus and constitute an important means
for transmission of the infectious agent. During thi

of the infection and for a variable time after reco\

.

blood contains specific immune bodies for Ii. influenzae while
those not infected are without these substances. I

cutaneous inoculation of persons with influenza protein

causes the production of specific immune bodies. Thi

tion occasioned in the inoculated person evidence
of its toxic property. Secondary infections with one or
more of the ordinary respiratory trad mmon in

epidemic influenza and is usually responsible for the occur-
rence of pneumonia. The Pfeiffer bacillus is the primary
cause of epidemic influenza for the reason thai 51

postulates in the recognition of iis etiology can he fulfilled

Influenza Kpidemic at Camp Grant. -With the decline of

the influenza epidemic at Camp Grant, the changes n

'mi examinations were chiefly such as occur with a

healing or complicated pneumonia. The postepidemi
monias differed from the epidemic in that changes commonly
recognized as due to a hemolytic streptococcus were fn

quent. Occasionally, the epidemi ineumonia was
noted within three months alter the epidemic, but more
recently the classical gray lobar variety was observed. The
postmortem bacteriologic studies demonstrated a high inci-

dence of hemolytic

pneumococcus. The virulence ol pneumococci recovered
ased 1 the epidemic is less in rabbits

and guinea-pigs than the epidemic strains. Hemolytic
since the epidemic

,

iig chiefly to

group.

Serum Reactions in Pneumonia. The serum of rabbits

immunized b) means of suspension of mixed cultures ol

B. influ, tive immunit)
Fixation antibodies were found in high dilutions,

using a preparation of the same mixed culm
Agglutination reactions were negative when incubated for

a short period al .17 C, bul positive in from three to si\

hours at 55 < The immune ierum failed to react with two
strains of />. influenzae that had

i 1 in immuniz-
ing, thus suggesting the i oups ol

8. influenzae. The serum ol acute infl

' in dilutions ol 1:80
. in the majority .

is with
another recently isolated sii.nn wi

Another strain was iinil'oi nil I ixation

live in all bul one case with
antigen. 'I he serum from individuals thai had n.
from influenza gave aggluti

two thirds ol the in I

< ion i eai i ii

u

in ol individuals that !

. lutinations al 55 < in I
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Fixation in 4' ) per cent The normal
. 11 number, were uniformly negative

Transmission of Influenza. —This investigation was made
for the

;
nn.' possible factors in the

transmission of influenza through the use of human
•

tirst. to determine the infectious nature of bacteria-free

filtrates as reported l>y V test the patho-

genicitj typical strains of influenza bacilli for

man. and ascertain if their use will result in the production

i the disease. The nasal applii from a

an individual I
pical influenza

tiled to call forth any abnormal symp-

toms. The application to the mucous membrane of the nares

men < tour inoculated from

four to six week; linst influenza with a polyvalent

a vaccine; one uninocnlated) of freshly p

four different live strain of />'. influcn

in the s< ration from the fatally infected human
1 io produce an) ..'

symptoms. The implantation of living suspensions ol influ-

. no material alteration besides the addi-

l bacillus itself. When experimentally

implanted the influenza bacillus disappears from the nares

in a relatively short time, in from twenty-four to seventy-two

mentally introduced in tin

of man the influenza bacillus exists and multiplies for a

considerable length of time, two weeks or more, and appar-

ently shows much resistance to the action of dichloramin-T.

In the examination ^i the nasopharyngeal secret:

prtients who were suffering from infections diagnosed clin-

ically as typical influenza and in tissues of the resp

patients who died of influenzal bronchopneumonia.

it was found that the oleate plates frequentl]

results when the blood and chocolate plates were negative

and in addition, by inhibiting the growth of streptococci

and pneumococci, greatly facilitated the isolation of the

influenza bacillus. In every case the chocolate plate gave

formation than the blood plate, which was useful

only in picking pneumococci and making a hasty di

of the type of streptococcus present. It is recommended by

Wahl and his associates that in the routine bacteriologic

examination of all suspected influenza cases, plain infusion,

te and oleate or soap agar be used. The blood plate

should not be discarded, because it gives information regard-

presence or . cocci ami pneuti

that are liable to be missed otherwise and that may play a

.:it part either in a symbiotic role or as a com-
ing factor.

Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis
October, 1919, 3, No. 1

•Experimental I Phnrmacologic Properties of Active

Pituitary Extracts and of Comparative

of Histamin. D. E. Jackson and C. A. Mills, Cincinnati.

us Diseases in Camp Devcns, Mass. P. G.

-y. Cincinnati.—
. .nscrmann Reaction. G. McConnell, Cleveland.

•ic Insufficient:;. • rest. J. K. i

Ohio.— p. 47.

Thymus Gland. W. E. Blatz,

-,to. Canada.—p. 50.

- Hospital Center. F.

of Alcohol on H'-art and R< *;iiration. E. G. Hyatt. Chicago.

f Epinephrin on Blood Caulase. W. E. Burgc, Urbana, 111.

' tcrmining Reaction of Feces. W. J Bruce,

York.—p. 61.

Preservative for Wassermann Reagents; Chloroform the Best Pre-

p. 62.

Experimental Investigation of Pituitary Extracts and
.'Iistamin.—The intravenous injection of 4 c.c. from a

into the femoral vein) of a 1 : 5 dilution of a commer-
•litary extract caused a contraction of the uterus, a

ry considerable and prolonged rise in blood pressure but

any appreciable effect on the bronchioles. After

is ,.f the pituitary had maiiib worn "II another

injection of 07 mg. of histamin (ergamin) «.i> made, ["his

produced a more marked . the uterus, a sharp

fall iii hi I pressure ami considerable contractu i the

bronchioles I ins contraction oi the bronchial musculature
tended to pass "ii but slowly, so t ii.it .1 latei injei

uitarj exti act (3 5) « le in "i dei i" d< tei -

hethei or not this would counteract the action of the

histamine, rhis produced contraction of the uterus and a

rise in blood pressure, bul no perceptible increase in tin-

slow rate of dilatation of the bronchioles,
I

and Mills conclude, therefore, that this indii il

.tract does ii"l possi ss nun :

i

toward counteracting the constricting influence of histamin

on the bronchioles. Various brands of pituitary extract \v re

I

the authors. They found that certain cum
i| the piiuii ii contain vex)

small and very variable pro] ol histamin, and the

amount of this substance i nough in some
to exert some therapeutic action, But it is in

a necessary constituent of first-class preparations of

erior portion of the pituitai ["he true active

principle I ind is a

simple body of the imetic amin type, which in

ntraction oi the uterus but fails to con-

tract the bronchi. This is in till probability du
of the substance on certain nervous elements and not to a

muscular action. Ii d tint the action of

histamin on the broncl be used as a commercial

be p of sin ;11 amounts of this substance in

ordinary commercial extracts of the pituitary gland If

the findings reported in this paper are substantiated, then

there are very obvious clinical advantages in favor of the

pituitary extracts rather than of the very intense broncho-

constricting and blood pressure lowering histamin for

obstetric uses. But in all probability very small amounts of

histamin would not be of any serious disadvantage in these

preparations.

Delayed Negative Wassermann Reaction.—McConnell con-

siders it advisable that readings should be taken every
fifteen minutes after the hemolytic system has been added
and the tubes placed in the incubator or water bath. By so

there will be a certain number of cases, about 1 per

cent., that will give a so-called "delayed negative" reading.

Of these patients nearly three fourths will give either a

positive or a very suspicious history in regard to venereal

infection.

Relation of Aortic Insufficiency to Wassermann Test-
er: ij amin and Havre report thirty-three cases of aortic

insufficiency unassociated with any other organic cardiac

disease from a clinical standpoint. Wassermann reactions,

taken in each case, were positive in only 11 per cent, as

against the reported higher rates of other writers. Undis-
puted histories of rheumatism were obtained in 57 per cent,

of cases. Questionable histories of rheumatism and histories

of frequent attacks of tonsillitis were noted in 15 p r cent
A tabulation of results as regards occupation, age, race

and incidence is given.

Action of Alcohol on Heart and Respiration.—The experi-

ments performed by Hyatt indicate thai when alcohol is

administered to an u d annual by mouth there is

a rapid rise in blood pressure and respiratory rate and an
immediate return to normal. This is due to local action.

Intravenously, gradually, in quantities sufficient to kill in

one or two hours, there is no effect until just before deatlt,

when a rapid fall of pressure takes place. Given rapidly

there is a sudden fall followed by an immediate return to the

normal. There is no effect if the vagi are cut. When alcohol

is introduced by means of a stomach tube there is no effect.

When alcohol is introduced intravenously without excite-

ment in the normal dog, there is no stimulation of the heart
iii ation.

Simple Method for Determining the Reaction of Feces.

—

Bruce uses a 1 per cent, aqueous solution of alizarin as the

indicator. Two small drops are placed on a glass slide about

IVz inches apart. A small portion of the specimen is mixed
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thoroughly in one of the drops of the indicator, using the

other drop as a control. An alkaline reaction is indicated

by a reddish violet to violet color, neutral reaction, no
changes, and acid, by a light yellow color. The density of

these colors will depend on the amount of acid or alkali

present.

Mental Hygiene, Concord, N. H.
October, 1919. 3. No. 4

•Mental Defect in a Southern State (Georgia). V V Andi
Vork.—p. 527.

•State Program for Care of Mentallj Defective. W. E. Fernald.
Boston.—p. 566.

.i Praecox as a Social Problem It. M. Pollock, Albany.
N. V.— p. 575.

Experiment in Occupational Therapy at Has*' Hospital 11". A. E. F.

S. 1 Schwab. St. Louis, -p. 580

Disciplinary Problems of Army. H. M. Adlcr, Springfield, III —
p. 594.

Functon of the Social Worker in Relation to State 1 1. .>|.ital Physician.

II I) Singer, Springfield, 111.—p. 609.

n of the Social Worker in Relation to -i Stati Program. G.

M. Kline, Boston.—

p

Place and Scope of Psychiatric Social Work in Menial Hygiene. M.
Kyther. Pittsburgh. N. Y. -p. 636.

Current Misconceptions Regarding Reformation. <! i; Fernald,

rd, \ II p 647.

n of X.u York City. H. Mon-
tague, New York,— p. 650.

Mental Defect in Georgia.—This is the report of the

Georgia commission on feeblemindedness and ihe survey of

the national committee for mental hygiene prepared with

the assistance of Anderson. This report emphasizes the

conditions found elsewhere, viz.. that menial deficiency

forms the very root of crime, prostitution, hereditary pauper-

ism, and the like, conditions for which the stair is spending
vast sums of money. These problems are preventable,

is not an excuse. It is simply a question of

whether the state will pay blindly or intelligently —whether
it will pay in crime, in courts, in reformatories, in prisons,

in almshouses, or in prevention, in intelligent care and train-

ing of these feebleminded children in schools and institu-

tions suited to their particular needs, in special class instruc-

tion of them in the public schools, and proper supervision

of them in the community. The report recommends the

establishment of a training school and farm colony for

feebleminded persons; special classes in the public schools;

state wide supervision; mental clinics, and laws for the

commitment of the feebleminded.

Care of the Mentally Defective.—The program outlined by

Fernald includes the mental examination of backward
schoolchildren; the mental clinic; the traveling clinic; the

special class ; directed training of individual

country schools; instruction of parents of defective children;

after-care of special class pupils; special training of i

in normal schools; census and registration of the feeble-

minded; extra institutional supervision of all uncared for

defectives in the community
;
selection ol thi

ii for institutional .;cre; increased insti-

tutional facilities; parole for suitable institutionally trained

adult defectives; permanent segregation for those who need
segregation; mental examination of

i ised "i

crime and of all inmates of penal institutions; and long

continued linquents in special

institutions.

Michigan State Med. Society Journal, Grand Rapids
Novemb is.

Adaptation '.f War Surgery to Civilian Practice. F B

lit.—p. SSI.

About Eye, F.ar and X W..rk (' II I.

•

1 '

M
Brain Injuri I Dn til . Deti lil -p. 559.

Camp Jackson, S C. I V>

561.

Minnesota Medicine, St. Paul
119, 2. No. 1

1

Open and Closed Treatment
I ind New

App u I W leoi Minn 4i.t.

in Influenza. E. C. R M on.— p. 4J.I.

Gradenigo's Syndrome as a Late Complication Following Mastoidec-
tomy. Report of Case. A. E. Smith. Minneapolis.—p. 424.

edle for Intravenous Administration of Anttsyphilitic Medica-
tion by Longitudinal Sinus. Given in Children. T. L. Birnberg,
St. Paul.— p. 425.

Program of State Board of Health for Control of Venereal Diseases
and What Resull- May Be Expected. II. G. Irvine and U S
(Jlrich, Minneapolis.—p. 428.

Refractive Needs in Children. F. A. Loomis, Minneapolis.—p. 435.

Missouri State Medical Association Journal, St. Louis
Hi. \

Why Prenatal Can I \ R •;.
I

i. - .559.

in Infancy. C. ti. Grulee, Chicago.—p. 366.
Influenza in France (in A E. K, 1918 -p. 373.

'Syphilis as an Etiologie Factor in Epilepsy. I> S Booth, St. Louis.
—p. 374.

Work of Neuropsychiatrists in IT. S. Army Camps. H. S
Fulton, Mil— p. .!77.

•Congenital Pyloric Stenosis. K. Hill, St. Louis.—p. j79.

Congenital Pyloric Stenosis, Pylorospasm and Chronic Appendicitis.
C A Potter, St. Joseph, Mo. ;

Syphilis as Cause of Epilepsy.— In Booth's experience the

f epipleptics giving a Wassermann reaction in

some degree is much greater than that given in available
statistics, and he feels confident that the laboratory has not
detected all cases in which syphilis was either directly or

indirectly an etiologic factor. Though some of his

epilepsy have shown only a two plus Wassermann and a few
only a one plus reaction, lie is treating them as though
specific in origin and with encouraging results. Thi
ing a one plus Wassermann haw been almost entirely chil-

dren or women in whom Booth had reason to belii

if syphilis were present at all it was hereditary.

Congenital Pyloric Stenosis. Hill's pi ience in

congenital pyloric stenosis comprises twenty-five cases with
sixteen recoveries and nine deaths I If this numbi
teen patients were operated on by posterior gastro-c
tomy with only six recoveries. Mill lias done elevei
tions by the method of Ramstedt and ten of the patients
recovered Mill concludes that all case- o ! pyloric

should It submitted to operation il tin- patient does
not make immediate gain on tube feeding. The patient will

tin mi tube feeding in case the obstruction is \erv
slight.

Modern Medicine, Chicago
i

.

trol :.i "f Death Rate After Operat
Huntii . .-.en. -p. 46.!.

Medical Supervision of Studi • -in. C. R. I

Madison.—p. 46S.

Univcrsit) of Iowa as .. Stati M II. Chamberlin, Iowa

D. K.
Medical ami Hospital Treatment Under Uniti

I W. I'rask. Washington, 1>. C- p
I W Spi .

Vork.—p. 496.

Health Service Through tion B
Hall, M

ming. B. P. Albaugb I

Role of Ventilation ii i,
i iv,

York,
i

i

nati.—

i

Critical Survey of Pub!

522.

Physician and Human I

p. $28.
1

i \i n ii. • r

Relation to I
. 54.1.

New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal
Oci ;:.

Admini ti

Radium • 17;

183.

I

\ ' itii na U. S. P. H
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Oklahoma State Medical Assn. Journal, Musi
. I,

tin, Oklahoma I

I

Southern Medical Journal, Birmingham, Ala.

i

-

J. V
\\ . s

I

M

rativc Paralytic Ileus. J. I

T. H
'

entgen Kay in Weed, Birming-

ham.— :

Charlotte, N. C.

pia. T. A. Cheatham, Birmingham.—p. 626.

Etiology of Achylia Gastrica.—Beck and McLean made a

study to determine if possible, the existence of some relation-

ship of achylia gastrica with any particular disease or group
addition to the influence of age, sex. habits,

[| ..... pri sent in approximately
:' gastro-intestinal cases. < hie hundred and

forty-three focal and systemic infections occurred in

achylic patients. Of these, 108 were definitely

1 thirty-five were systemic. And of the focal, sixty-

re ahout the head, chiefly as some form of oral sepsis.

Chronic cholecystitis, appendicitis, arthritis, pyelitic and

bscess, comprising thirty-nine infections, formed the

the group. In thirty-three cases there was dis-

turbance of the endocrine functions, including the thyroid,

pituitary and gonads. Xonc of the cases of

suprarenal insufficiency were achylic. Nervous or reflex

inces in themselves are not etiologic factors. Exclu-

carcinoma of the stomach and advanced stages of

interstitial gastritis, gastro-intestinal disturbances

are either incidental or secondary to achylia. It would

appear that cardiorenal and metabolic diseases occur coin-

with chronic infections and play an unimportant
of achylia gastrica. Alcohol and tobacco

:al infections will

duce achylia. The excessive use of tea and coffee may

Duodenal Lavage in Catarrhal Jaundice.—Ousley has not
-

I any unpleasant by-effects from the use of

d lavage and clinical cur i all his

I the following diet with satisfactory

green vegetables, peas, beans,

lettuce, watercress,

of all kinds, except those high in

r.gcade. lemonade, and one orange and
meats, chicken

and eggs; soups, ali and bouillons—soups to be

oatmeal,

cream rina and rice; and such as

id baked

Significance of Sigmoid Adhesion. Royster emphasizes
etween left

i
I adhe-

Hc has operated on six'..

directed to the adhi

the failure to cure left sided pain by

- secure a cessation of

y cutting and suturing the adh>.

Enterostomy for Postoperative Paralytic Ileus.—In cases of

ileus « hii h « ill not warrant an

oi the handling of the bowel anj more than is abso-

lutely ni I ullej s.ivs. all that should be done h to

the peritoneum as t I to

.... ir loi ips i 'i in.'

i linage and therebj relieve the distention and
eliminate the toxic substances

Texas State Journal of Medicine, Fort Worth

u .i Gal

L Treatment of I
; in, Waco,

I - .1 M mtb S .1.

. Austin.—p.

Enema and Purge in Preoperative and Postoperative

Treatment. From a the intestinal

1
1 act i>i '

'i tliei e is no

Use of Radium. 1 ee would n strict the use of radium to

inoperable cancer of the U in I

and intra-uterine. The dosi I everj

four or weeks, and iied for

in . am, eti Should the uterus b

mobile and removable by hysterectomy, that should bi

with due regard, in dei lini thi q operation, to the

shrinkage and
' pet ation. < Iperabli hould be di

exposure
u ith can ii 'in con-

formity to the

the vagina should be treated persistently, but with very

moderate and repeated expo

Wisconsin Medical Journal, Milwaukee
i '. tobi . . .

i ..

Psychoneuroses and Surgery. II. E. Wolf, p 152.

Focal Infection. F. G. Connell, nkosh p. 157.

pots in History of Anatomy. Ii. M. Brown, Milwau ei

—p. 165.

FOREIGN
Titles i I beli

case reports and i ted.

British Medical Journal, L„
Oct. 11. 1 119, 'i. \

Cure of Crippled Children: ] R. Jones and
i. I; '

i racliea. St.C
1GU.

1

i '

:
;

i Due to ]

,,i Cholesti rin. J. S Hi

' :
|

i

Williams.— p. 46J.

Vnestl oong Bi ;

i Poisoning by H
p. Jo5.

Cure of Crippled Children.—Jones and I

forward proposals for the
I

. item of
' 'iiiics for tin .uncut of

cripples, and more particularly of crippled children, through-
out the count; t of hospital and oul

1

1 e ttment hi mi; ed As a direct con-
sequence many hundreds of children havi been cured or

greatly I Further, thro patient clinics

many ci which wi >uld other-
• remained unknown and untreated. The pri

put forvt of this organization
throughout England and Wales, under the ministry of

kets and surgical tuberculosis taken
I

account for -10 per cent, of the crippled children under treat-
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ment. Patients under treatment for congenital deformities
and paralysis constitute 45 per cent, of the total number of
cases. The authors propose the division of the country into

a number of districts; the establishment in each district of

(1) an open air country orthopedic hospital; and (2) a

system of scattered outpatient clinics. The organization of

efficient treatment and the general coordination by a com-
mittee working under the ministry of health. The expenses
of maintaining such a series of hospitals and dispensaries

are to l>e met by the government, the local authorities and
the patients : Private wards for those who could pay full

fees; arrangements by which all patients should make a con-
tributory payment who could afford to do so; arrangements
by which local authorities should pay at least part of the

cost of the poorer patients.

Coexistent Suprarenal and Renal Disease.—The outstand-

ing clinical features in the case reported by Sparrow and
Soden were those of profound Addison's disease, but the

presence of albuminuria and of purpura rendered diagnosis

very difficult. In this case, occurring at the time when
malignant malaria was rife among the troops of the

tian expeditionary' force, the patient received quinin treat-

ment in spite of negative blood films. The postmortem
appearances were not those of true Addison's disease. An
interesting point in the case is the absence of all visible

signs of cardiac hypertrophy so common in renal disease,

explicable, perhaps, by the deficiency of epinephrin.

Treatment of Inoperable Carcinoma with Selenium.

—

Although Williams has seen some good result from the use

of selenium in cases of inoperable cancer, he has seei

ing so far to suggest that selenium will cure carcinoma.

Dublin Journal of Medical Science
.September, 1919, Third Series, N'os. 572-573

•Removal of Foreign Body (Bullet) from Lung. S. Pringle.—p. 49.

Secondary Suture of Wounds. R. A. Stoney.—p, 52.

Cholera; Its Karly Treatment. A. G. Varian.—p. 66.

Sleep: Norma! and Abnormal. E. H. C. AUen.—p. 75.

Direct Reading Localizer for Roentgen-Ray Work. E. O. Marks.
—p. 96.

Removal of Foreign Body from Lung.—In Pringle's case

a rifle bullet was lodged in the lower lobe of the lung for

two and one-half years. The patient suffered considerable

pain with any exertion, and Pringle felt justified in advis-

: moval. Four inches of the seventh rib were excised

subperiosteal^' from the midaxillary line backward. On
opening the pleura no adhesions were found. The hand was

into the chest and grasped the part of the lung

involved, which was delivered through the incision, and

then caught in a rubber covered forceps. The bullet was
easily felt about an inch deep in the lung. An incision was
made over it, and it was easily extracted. The space in

which it lay was swabbed with ether, and obliterated by two
• atgut, v. hit illed the

Blight hemorrhage present The whole area involved was
buried by a continuous Lembert suture of the visceral pleura.

The part of the lung which had been withdrawn from the

chest v. . iier and returned t" the thoracic

cavity. The parietal pleura was then sutun

tinuous mattress stitcli everting the edg the last

stitch was tied the lung was expanded tightly against the

pleura, thus expelling the air from t lie pleural cavity. The
1

' in was united

with a suture. No draii

Immediately after th ir could hi- beard entering

the lung freely. The patient madi without

interruption apart ft ides and

a slight amount of localized surgical emphysema.

Edinburgh Medical Journal
2 t,

l

ind Lavage. J. II,i im " R. G G

Vmbulancc in Galln~.li. Egypt, Pali mcc. J.
' 14.

Indian Medical Gazette, Calcutta
i.

Madras Tuberculosis [nstitul rte.— p. 321.

Oriental Sore or Baghdad Boil. D. J. Harries.—;
•Flagella of Spirochete Carteri. P. R. Bhandarkar.— p. 327.

Temporary Officer in War. A. D. V.

•Snake Venom as a Therapeutic Agent. F. \\

-v in Prevention anil Cure of Bacterial Infection.—-p. 331.

Treatment of Fracture

Case of Daboia Poisoning. W. K. Ta>lor.

Colloidal rn Treatment. Colloidal Sulphur and
Mercury in .Specific Arthritis. X. N. Alakerjee.-

i

Malunion in a Fractured Tibia, Due to Tendon of

D. J. Harri

How a Snake Catches llis Prey. K. A. Darukhanewala.—

|

Flagella of Spirochaeta Carteri.—Bhandarkar and his

associates succeeded in demonstrating one or two flagella at

one or both ends of the organism, using the method of

and Morax.

Snake Venom as a Therapeutic Agent.—Many snake

have an immensely toxic effect on all forms of

animal life, and it seems probable to Wall that tli>

prove destructive to such pathogenic animal organisms as

the trypanosoma, Spirillum obermeieri, Spirochaeta pallida

and the Plasmodium. It is a general rule, so far as the

higher animals are concerned, that the lethal dose of snake

venom depends on the size of the animal. If this hoi

all down the animal kingdom, a dose of snake venom neces-

sary to kill such lowly organisms as those enumerated

would be innocuous to the host infected by them.

Japan Medical World, Tokyo
Sept. 21, 1919, No. 301

•Passage of Micro-Organisms Through I Terauchi.

•Action of Radium and Mesothorium on Vagina] IV.'

M. Shiraki.

Sept. 28, 1919
Clinical Treatment of

•Change in Ovary of Rabbit Injected with Alcohol. Y. Yamazaki.
Oct. 5. 191", '

•Complement Fixation Test of Scrum in Uncinariasis. K. I

Comparative Study of Action of Some Ere,ot P

and In > tkaori.

Development of 1'. westermanni in Eyeball and Orbit S. S

Passage of Micro-Organisms Through Normal Organs.—
Terauchi carrii whether
micro-organisms pass through normal organs, lie employed
mostly rahbils and albino mice. He affirmed tin- fa

the conclusion arrived at by some investigators, thai

nis do not pass through the normal kidne

reached I animals that had a

in their blood. The fact is that mi

really pass thl of the

i^ into the urine depends on the strength of

the bactericidal property of the animal': r ordi-

nary conditions tin normal

B. subtilis to p
; when the re

of the pcriph of the mothi

[trough the pi

Action of Radium and Mesothorium on Vaginal Tuber-

culous Lesions.

—

Shiraki found that radium an!

thorium and the fibrinous

Hid even after three yeai ion ba-

in the

normal tissues. Th< while in

place until cells assume the embryonic stati

reformation of th,

author has been un i .
ill) the

however, thai

by the .

hi, the
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of the hemoglobin, the gain in appetite, etc., are

it .n tlu- local improvement is attained

Change in Ovary Following Injection with Alcohol. I in

per cent, ami 25 per cent, solution of alcohol was inj<

A* into the auricular vein « t rabbit- Ihc ones that

bad been given a moderate quantity of alcohol for a long

period of time continuously showed severer changes than any

others. The most conspicuous changes take place in the

medullar tissues of the ovarj The intcr~iin.il connective

tissues are seen to increase considerably, while the inter-

stitial gland cells degenerated. From the tact that around
the interstitial cells a remarkable increase of the connective

has been demonstrable, it would seem
that the increased growth of the interstitial connective

must be the primary change, while tlu- change in the

interstitial gland cell- must be the secondary. Other changes
are: the increased growth of the cysts and also the thicken

. C) St wall-

Complement Fixation Test of Serum of Uncinariasis.— Ry
testing the serum of uncinariasis as to the complement fixa-

tion with the alcohol extract of the hoi antigen,

almost all cases produced positive results It was nol onlj

positive against the serum of the patient infested bj ascaris.

The complement fixation, therefore, is bj no means specific.

It is. however, noteworthy that the hookworm antigen

I a negative result against the serums of tuberculous

cases, of syphilitics and also of normal persons, who had
heen proved free from any parasites.

Journal of State Medicine, London
October. I'M', £-.. No. 10

National Health from the Medical A
|

I

W. Hope.—p. 239.

Scheme of Treatment of Tuberculosis. H. H. Thomson.—p. 297.
• hild. I.. Mackenzie.—p. 306.

m Relation to National Health from Citizen's Aspect, N'.

Chamberlain.—p. 312.

I immunity Health Settlements for British Ex-
l >. Scammell.—p. 314.

Scheme of Treatment of Tuberculosis.—The essential units

•mplcte tuberculosis scheme according to Thomson
are: (li An improved method of notification to provide

fuller information regarding the type of the disease and ihe

circumstances of the patient. (J) \n efficient and coordi-

nated system of dispensary and domiciliary treatment.

(3) The provision of adequate hospital accommodation for

acute and advanced cases of tuberculosis with compulsory

(4) 'I he pro. ision of up-to-dati

torium accommodation combined with facilities for the

industrial training of parents. (5) The provision of large

the conservative treatment of nonpulraonary

tuberculosis; each hospital to serve a large district and

population. (6) The provision of sanatorium accommodation
for children and of facilitie- for open-air instruction in con-

with hospital, sanatorium and schools. (7) in

ration in the scheme of an after-care unit with an

emigration and employment bureau. (8) And lastly, the

carrying out of a comprehensive scheme of scientific investi-

gation and preventive effort with a view to the control and

final abolition of tuberculo
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reeding. J \ Deln ?t!c— p. 181.

Prevention of Mosquito Breeding.—Delmegc describes the

'.reeding carried out

I which the chief natural feature-

reams and deep ra ersecting th< hills;

scattered marshy area- and isolated chain- of pools on the

plain, and large cultivated areas provided with irrigation

channels. The methods used were those suitable to an army
of a mosquito breeding area for a compar-

and were therefore of a tet

nature, although they should be easily adaptable m
tied form to the needs of any small community living in a

malarious district. The methods used ructional,

etc, and larvi, idal and paraffin.
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i il Si rvice a- .i Ca I twin p, 631.

'Cases t>l Bilhareiasis [Vested hj lntra\ ua tnj ol Vntimonium
turn G. C l v. and ll li G \, :

i \ [treatment of Arthritis, Rhi umatism and
II W Crowi p 6

Diurnal Variation in Bod) Weight in ruberculoua Patients. J. M.
--...ii

Trench Fevet ....,1 Wat Nephritis, I ll I loyd i 640
lated Aneurysm oi Abdominal Vorta ll S II. m-

, 649
'Relation Between Chorea and HI iti n H I Cronk p 646

I- . K, •-, l> U I! I |. Ml.

Long Retained Foreign Bod] in Bronchus \ W Lemarcband
p S46

Antimony Tartrate in Bilharziasis. Five cases are cited

bj Low and Xcwh.mi in which antimony tartrate was used

with good effect. The do-e varied from 16 to -i' 1 grain

lln- authors recommend that the dose should be -mall to

begin with (one-half grain I, and then gradually worked up

to see how the patient will stand it; -"
:; grains at a do-e

tnaj be considered the maximum, any increase on that being

dangerous, The dilution of the drug is also important; the

authors always give it dissolved in 60 C.C of Sterile physio-

logii -odium chlorid solution, and run it in through a line

needle as near a- possible al blood heat. The solution is

made up fresh a few hours before the time of administration,

,ui important point; it must not be given old or after stand-

ing a long time. Too concentrated solution- are dan
Generally, the drug is given twice a week: it should not be

administered more frequently than this. The best plan is to

ki I p tli* patient in bed the day of the injection, and only to

let him up next day if no untoward symptoms have taken
place. All symptoms must be carefully recorded, and any
indication- of gastric or constitutional disturbance must
be considered in detail, and if bad and recurring at each

injection may contraindicate further injections. The urine

must be examined to exclude nephritis and faulty elimina-

Hi the kidneys. Albumin of itself does not contra-

indicate the injections if this is part of the disease, but the

injections should then be given with the greatest caution.

Rigors are not uncommon after some of the injections, and
cough immediately after is often troublesome.

Vaccine Treatment of Arthritis.—The causes of failure in

the vaccine treatment of these conditions are grouped under
six heads by Crowe: (1) false diagnosis; (2) errors in bac-
teriology; (.i) incorrect or inefficient vaccine; (4) faulty

administration of vaccine in regard to dosage and interval;

(5) peculiarities in the constitution of the patient and in his

response to vaccines; (6) mistakes in general treatment.

Diurnal Body Weight in Tuberculous Patients.—Out of a
total of 962 recorded weights. Scott found that 146 showed
no variation, 205 -bowed an increase, and fill -bowed a

de< rease. The average increase was 0.77 pound. The aver-

are decrease was 1.03 pound. Scott concludes that a tuber-

culous patient will record a greater fall in weight in the
morning, as compared with the afternoon weight, than a

person who is merely a suspect. \1- o, that where an increase
is recorded in a positive case, that increase is likely to be
les- than an increase in a suspect case The more serious
and advanced the disease the greater the variation in weight

i orded.

Relation Between Chorea and Rheumatism.—The rela-

tion-hip between chorea and rheumatism In childhood is

shown in a striking manner by (Tronic's findings in two series

ich. the patients being children, from 2 to 14

years of age.

Long Retained Foreign Body in Bronchus.— Lemarchand
cites the case of a woman. SO year- of age. who retained the

cervical vertebra of a rabbit in a bronchus four years before
it was expelled by coughing.

Annales de Medecine, Paris
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Hernia. A. Cade and R. Montaz.—p. 245.

•Mechanism ,,( Death in Influenza. M. Renaud p. 267.
<; Roussj and I. Cornil.—p. 296.
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Latent Diaphragmatic Hernia.—Cade and Montaz describe

three sets of symptoms with a possibly unsuspected dia-

phragmatic hernia according as the digestive organs, the

heart or the lungs are most hampered by the hernia. Treat-

ment can be only surgical, but in the well tolerated con-

genital cases, there may be no need for operative measures
if the patient is kept under relative medical surveillance.

Mechanism of Death in Influenza.—A similar article by
Renaud was summarized recently in these columns. Septem-
ber 27, p. 1016, and he here reiterates the importance of

regarding and treating influenza from the start as an epi-

demic form of pneumococcus infection inducing multiple

foci of consolidation in the lung and thus hampering the

heart action. This conception imposes the necessity for bed

rest from the first symptoms of catarrh and slighl congestion

in the lungs. Nothing is more effectual in combating con-

gestion, he says, than hydrotherapy, extensive cold packs,

etc. The hydrotherapy should be supplement!

talis, and in the graver cases an intravenous injection of

0.25 or 0.5 mg. of epinephrin full. .wed in twenty minutes

with 20 or 40 c.c. of antipneumococcus serum. (He used

the antiserum made by the Pasteur Institute.) The reaction

to this is dramatic, the pulse running up to 140 and

small, the temperature to 104 F. or higher. But this crisis

is brief and transient, and in all the twenty-seven c

followed by entrance on convalescence, the fever dropping

with profuse diuresis and the signs of congestion in the

lung subsiding. Three typical charts show the unmisl

benefit following this treatment, the temperature in one day-

dropping from 40.8 C. to normal; from 41.8 C. to subnormal.

and from 41.8 C. to 3S.5 ('. The injection had been made
the eleventh, the fifth and the third day, respectively, in these

three cases.

Hypertrophy of Nerves.—Roussy and Cornil report a case

of progressive hypertrophic neuritis in an agricultural

worker of 44, resembling Dejerine's progressive and hyper-

trophic interstitial neuritis in children except that thi

was at the age of 40, that there is no Argyll Robertson sign,

tagmus nor general atrophy of muscles, while

there is intentional tremor. It differs also from the Marie

type by the lack of a familial tendency, scanning speech and
exophthalmos, and the atrophy of muscles is limiti

arms. It thus forms a third type of progressive hype
neuritis, nonfamilial, and occurring in adult life.

Lethargic Encephalitis.—Lhermitte declares that the dis-

ease called by this name is an infectious process involving

the midbrain. He docs not regard it as a form of influenza

;csts that the latter seems to pave the way for it,

virulence of the patl

Me for it. Treatment with con rrum is

promising, but there are so few convalescents that t'

ment is not practicable. The only drug thai -ccms rational

to date is hexamethylenamin as this in the nerve centers

and cerebrospinal flu some bactericidal

He gave it by the month and by the vein in daily

1 or 1.25 gin. In one particularly severe cas.' be injected

the drug intra ral times, immediately after with-

drawal ibar puncl tcilitate

lie drug into the cerebrospinal fluid. V

followed at once. This method, be says, is entirely b

Archives Medicales Beiges, Liege
Hay, 1919, 7-;.

I. Delrci
Partial Ep • ; II

• rn in thr I',' H. Pre-
dcricq.— 1>

Wounds of Joints. Delrez recalls that the synovialis has
to be [i :ist lob blood and infection, and he

his line in 190 ounds of

the larger joints. Infection developed in only twei

:i the knee I niiment by arthrotomy
and Willems' method of active mobilizal tremely
satisfactory results. It requires gr< i the patient's

part ami makes great demands on the physician's time, but

it well repays for all this. In cases in which active mobiliza-
tion is out of the question, he applied passive mobilization
and the results even of this were better than after resection.

Partial Epilepsy.—The woman of 50 in D'Hollander's case
developed partial epilepsy, motor incoordination, attacks of
petit mal, hypo-esthesia, monalgia, etc.. but all this train of

sensory-motor symptoms was restricted to the left arm.
There was a history of healed pulmonary tuberculosis, and
the sudden appearance of the partial epilepsy and its final

retrogression incriminate some acute tuberculous process as
ible for it, some small patch of meningoencephalitis

such as is common in the tuberculous. He discusses each of

the symptoms in turn, and reiterates that this and similar
cases confirm that the so-called psychomotor sphere is in

reality a mixed motor-sensory '•

Gastritis from Corrosive Fluid.—Koettlitz relates the c:'-e

of a young woman who was given hydrochloric acid
'

take on the eve of an operation for chronic appendicitis.
She was given milk of i at once and was fed for a
week with only ice and diluted milk. Then she went home
but returned to the hospital within a week vomiting

dly, and gast? >. became necessary by the
end of the eighth week. She was then doing well when

lagic purpura developed and later aphthous stomatitis

and she succumbed the tenth week. The caustic fluid had
is and the cardia so

ihe walls had not ed, the pylorus
region bearing the whole brunt of the corrosive action.

Bulletin Medical, Paris
:. :.

Sodium Cacodylate. H. Marechal.—

,

Sept. :
'-. No. .19

"Purpuric Nephritis in Children. P. Nobecourt.—p. 503.

Purpuric Nephritis in Children. -Nobecourt's patient was
four months had been presenting symp-

toms of rheumatoid purpura, but there had been no epistaxis,

hematemesis or melena. and the purpurii ! never

in the urine on
.
and from 0.3 to 0.5 gm. albumin per liter was

constantly in the urine. These findings testify to

simple albuminous nephritis :hsidence
of the purpura. This purpuric nephritis i- rarelj

1
i

i en with
lorids. this is slight anil transient. On the

other hand, purpuric nephritis without hematuria may be
more tenacious; the albuminuria ma) persist for tv.

or six months. Osier has publi in which the

purpura
|

in severe waves, with violent alidoniin.il

mtained albumin ai
1 and the child finally died in uremic -

experience, bacterii

Iff .is always ni

the nephritis only ej

The hematuric form maj subside completel) in Foui

course and gradual!} oi u may persist indefinitely

• I months, in

i the cases

ill primarj i

of unknown origin.
I

'
.. .t li to

pura and to r .

ciutn chlorid should I It ii doi

least it
!

n tried bul

The main •

milk for a short time, then milk ai

amount of mutton or bam. Salt m

he child should b-

long tii'' ;|i may bril

ilbuminuria.

gm of albumin in ten

got up
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Journal de Chirurgie, Paris
i ...

Radical Opemtion foi Cancer of the Tongue. Morestin

i . tccess in .'i"'' ating on a

.il ..I the glands. This is more
I Iktc than with cancer elsewhere, and the mutila-

tion has to be extensive even for .1 small neopla m on one

tire tongue must '

tddles the middle. His fifty-page ai

fourteen illustrations showing the preferable technic ["he

in the neck has three straight branches of nearly

engh, one vertical, one running to just below the tip

mi. and one to just below the lobe of the car. The
mid comprise, he reiterates, the entire

half of the tongue, the mucosa of the floor of the mouth on

>n and glossomaxillarj

the sublingual glands, the mylohyoid muscle, the anterior

bell) of the digastric, the submaxillary gland, and the

median suprahyoid glands, along with the submaxillary

anterior lymph glands and the entire retrojugular chain, arid

they must all come away in a single block, tin lymph glands

still surrounded with their cellular atmosphere, rwo ol the

illustrations show the mass thus excised; in one it included

the lymph glands als 1 the opposite side as the neoplasm
ssed the middle of the tongue. The patient is fed

afterward through a retention catheter passed throu

of the operation, before tamponing or

suturing. There is every advantage in getting the patient

out of heel early, immediately 11 possible after he has been

thoroughly warmed and rested. If the two first days pass

without mishap, the clinical cure is practically certain. The
operative mortality of cancer of the tongue is still 20 or 25

per cent, but he kno tree from recurrence fur

one. two, five and even ten sears. The functional distur-

bance from loss of the tongue is much less than might be

anticipated; mastication suffers most.

Lyon Chirurgical
March April. 1919. 1«, No. 2

•< Intestinal St.. ichet.— p. 135.

Ribs after Trauma. L. Berard and Dunet.— p. 14T.

•Traumatic Pulmonary Tulicr. I rdier.— p. 153.

\ nun from the Pleura. R. Montaz.—p. 159.

p. 164.

and Relapsing Fever. P. Bonnet and S. de
Xaliias.— p. 172.

•Indirect Operative Treatment of Fistula of Parotid Gland. R. Olivier.

bow. R. Ma

Chronic Intestinal Stasis.—Pauchet always examine- tor

i bands at every laparotomy, and corrects anything
of the kind he discovers, reducing the size of the dilated

bowel and suspending In cases in which it

necessary to short-circuit the bowel or resect more
of it, he had 2 fatalities in the 60 in which he joined

the ileum to the sigmoid flexure; 3 fatalities in 19 total

tnd one in the . but none died

in the 11 colectomy cases in which the operation was done
in two sittings. He remarks that this latter method and
simple il itomy are comparatively harmless inter-

ventions. Kxtremc care is necessary after the operation to

diet, massage, physical culture and psycho
therapy. The cure or the improvement become apparent onlj

as it takes time for the effects of the chronic
ient to regain

Traumatic Pulmonary Tuberculosis.— Cordier is dis-

inclined ibilit) of a traumatic origin for

pulmona u h as foi

traumatism is Nature's method of curing tuberculosis and,

still more, preventing its development. A foreign body in the

arts formation of sclerosis, 50 that there is no sense.

solelj from fear of

tuberculosis settling in thi D irted in \'A7

of a man wounded in the lung many years before.

who died finally from pulmonary tuberculosis but

showed that the tuberculosis had invaded .ill of the lungs
except the track of the projectile so long before,

Syncopal Attacks from Irritation of the Pleuia. Montaz
u.mis thai when localized irritation of the pleura keeps up
and indui es rei in rin rig bul remo\ al ol thi

irritating factoi will pul an end to the disturbances. He
reports a case in a young man with a scrap ol --lull imping-

he pleui .il > .t i i .ill the sj mptoms of

internal hemorrhage although then- had been scarcely any
It each i on the lung bumpi d

i Igi of the metal, and the syncopal attai ks

fatal in less than twelve hours from the injury.

Winn the thorax was opened, the projectile did not seem to

be in a dangerous point and it was lefl unmolested, the

syncopal attacks being regarded .is contraindicating further

search. Pierrj has reported a similai case of sudden death

from pleural reflex action, the pleura being irritated from a

i rib I vidently there are certain /ones in the pleura

which are particularly sensitive to irritation, and this is

liable to induce shock. Morphin in large doses is best to

attenuate this reflex action.

Parotitis Consecutive to Typhus and Relapsing Fever.

—

Bonnet and de Nabias give the clinical histories of 38 eases

in which extreme swelling and pain in one or both parotid

viand- bad Followed typhus or relapsing fever at a French
surgical hospital in Roumania in V>\7. The parotitis seemed
to be more common after typhus, and gangrene from arteritis

after relapsing fever, but these complications occurred in

some of both. The number of cases was very large, but the

38 reported were the only ones of which careful notes were
kepi Parotitis used to be considered a feature of typhus,

as much as the bubo in plague, but we know now that it is

due to secondary infection, the streptococcus predominating.
All but 2 of the 38 cases progressed to suppuration; the 2

exceptions were in relapsing fever cases. In anothei ca i

the bilateral parotitis was accompanied by gangrene of the

foot. Seven of the 38 cases terminated fatally, all in the

relapsing fever group. Erysipelas of the face was frequently

a further complication. Rinsing out the mouth every three

bonis with iodized water did not seem to ward off the

parotitis, but the parotid did not suppurate in the cases in

which this was done in typhus and relapsing fever. They
add that if the patients could have been fed properly during
the di-ease and the secretion of saliva thus kept up, there

would have been less chance for the parotitis to develop
There were some days in February and March when there

was absolutely no firewood, bread or tea, and an onion was
all the food available for the whole day for each patient.

They incised the parotid gland from the back, starting from

the mastoid and turning the angle of the jaw a lingcrbreadth

below. This incision respects the facial nerve, is less dis-

fjguring, and heals better than in the stretched tissues over

the parotid.

Nerve Resection to Cure Fistula in the Parotid Gland.

—

Olivier adds three new cases to the list of those in which
a long rebellious salivary fistula into the parotid gland

healed spontaneously and promptly after the auriculo-

temporal nerve had been resected and the central stump
seized with forceps and torn off by rolling it up gently on the

forceps, lie located the nerve by tracing its branches back.

In one of the cases the operation was done to ward of)

impending fistula, after removal of an aberrant and enlarged

parotid gland.

Flail Elbow Joint.- Massart describes the principles that

should be followed in correction of louse elbow, and reports

with illustrations some typical eases. Surgical measures are

giving good results with ankylosis or neo-arthrosis accord-
ing to the indications.

Paris Medical
Sept. 20, 1919, !». \o. 38

•Syphilis iii Joints. I C. Laun p 221.

thi Abdomen. Barthclemy.— p. 234.
An. in,, Inn p, 234.

Syphilitic Processes in Joints.—Lacapcre and Laurent
I..', that in 1.200 syphilitics examined at the Dispcnsaire
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antisyphilitique at Fez, Morocco, no case of involvement of a
joint was noted among 178 syphilitic Europeans, while there

were specific joint lesions in 112 of 979 Mohammedans.
Fully 75 per cent, of the native population are syphilitic, and
the joints are affected in about 10 per cent. The joint lesions

are more common among Arabs from the rural districts than
in the city, and the percentage of joint cases jumps from
below 10 to over 28 in the colder months of the year. They
think that malaria is another predisposing factor. They
give illustrated descriptions of a number of cases of different

types, affecting the knee, the elbow, the shoulder, some with

fistulas, some entailing ankylosis. In some the joint lesions

were the work of inherited syphilis. They emphasize in par-

ticular the cases of ankylosis from "syphilitic rheumatism."
The Arabs pay no heed to lesions of any kind unless they

become quite painful, so this articular syphilis is allowed

to progress to an advanced stage before medical aid is

sought.

Migration of Projectiles in the Abdomen.—In one of the

two cases reported the bullet was found on repeated exami-
nation in the left hypochondrium. 3 cm. from the median line

and 2 cm. in front of the spine. The day after the last

roentgen examination an incision at this point failed to

reveal the bullet, and it was found embedded in the ascend-

ing mesocolon close to the cecum. In the other case the

ile was seen 3 cm. deep and 3 cm. to the left of the

entering point, 2 cm. below the umbilicus. It was found
three days later in the exact center of the peritoneal cavity.

Bacteriology of Tuberculous Abscess.—Demolon found
inoculation of guinea-pigs the most reliable means to deter-

mine the bacillary nature of a cold is he shows by
three typical case reports. The inoculations may prove posi-

tive up to the very last traces of the healing

evident therefore that the healing of these abscesses is due
to some clinical process other than sterilization. Under
vigorous disinfectants the pus may give negative findings for

a time, but as soon as the disinfectant is stopped, the bacilli

may reappear from their lurking places in the deeper tissues.

During the entire course of treatment, even with cam-
phorated naphthol. the bacilli seemed to retain the same
virulence, judging from the action on the inoculated animals.

Presse Medicale, Paris

Sept. 25, 1919, 27. '

Complications E. Paulian.—p. 541.

Comparative Study of the Reaction of Fixation in Tuberculosis with

the Calmette and Massol Antigens, L. Bocz and E. Duhot.—p. 543.

Arsenic in Treatment of Gangrene of the Lung. M. Pcrrin.—p. 546.

ions in Typhus A. I. Fourca

Nervous Complications of Typhus.— Paulian lias had

extensive experience with typhus on the Russo-Roumanian
front, and he emphasizes that the lumbar Quid i'

shews a lymphocyte reaction in typhus. Whatever the form
of the disease, the nei n is affected from thi

ning. There is a meningeal reaction constantly during I lie

course of the disease, and it may persist long afterward, tor

a year or more. There may be complications in the nervous

system, symptoms showing involvement of the brain, puns,

nl, and mental impairment, neui

polyneuritis, or there may be various complications, func-

tional or showing involvement of different organs or glands.

Oct. 4, 1919. 27.

561.

'Primary Phlegmon, A. Bergcret.— p. 56J.

•Puncture and I
I (fibrinous

•. p 564.

.• the Cilia of Bacteria I aux.— p. 565.

I'. actions t.. Aviation. I.. Bil I p 566.

Devices for Study of Tremor.—Bine! gives illustrations

of various devices i"r recording of the

tremor in different * ["hey allow analysts of the

special type of the tremor and its variation I

and operative treatment. For ii

if the hand is held horizontal in front of a mirror, and a

Iph is taken the mirror, the dif-

ference between horizontal and vertical tremor i

apparent, as he shows b) two such photographs.

Primary Paranephritic Phlegmon.—Bergeret emphasizes
that the alleged primary phlegmon is in reality alv.

ondary to some infectious process elsewhere. The con-
traction of the muscles and intense pain in the costovertebral
angle on deep pressure at the top of the angle formed by
the twelfth rib with the sacrolumbar mass are instructive
and may permit an early diagnosis, especially if there is

unilateral bacteriuria. or the kidney on that side
reduced functional capacity

bral angle on both sides, the rigidity of the wall over the
phlegmon is very apparent. The onset of the phlej
usually insidious, but it is extremely important to d

and evacuate it to ward off serious complicati

Treatment of Pleurisy.—Regard evacuates the effusi

- it with Tillered air. Weil lias reported su

application in fifty cases of this f>iu-U)iiost :r t-us,- therapeutique,
i xperience has confirmed the advantages

of this technic. It ensures complete repose for both the
pleura and the lung, while the separation of the two sheets
of the pleura prevents irritation and production of adhesions.
The normal balance of the heart, diaphr

1; the heart is relieved, and pain from friction and
inflammation is warded off. Some of his p;

of effusion after two or :

were cured so promptly that they returned to v.

or twenty days, even those who required a second puncture.

Staining Technic for the Cilia of Micro-Organisms.—
Lancereaux describes a simple m
and van Ermenghen technics which shows up the cilia of
bacteria.

Influence of Aviation on the Organism.—Binet analyzes
twenty-five recent work- on the medical aspect of aviation,

- the reactions observed in aviators during a-

Oct. 8, 1919, 27. No. 57

"Lumbar Puncture in Syphilis. P. Ravaut— p. 573.
Miction of the Esophagus. Guisez.—p.

When to Test the Spinal Fluid in Syphilis,

expatiates on the importance of lumbar puncture. I

is and in treatment of ^; philis of the n<

when it is done at the right moment. At other times it is

not instructive and lias no therapeutic value, and is an
sary infliction

lumbar puncture in syphilis since 1

before there are clinical manifes
of nervous syphilis, the meninges and
gradually injured by the spirochetes. When sympto
this I ecome evident, the i

i f. ir for
recuperation to In detecting the latent

i ularitis" which precedes ami en| I of the
nerve pro philis, lumbar puncture is most instruc-
tive and helpful. This mening is liable to

the findings in 1,000

that during the first three years, real

origin are common.
third year in all probability in the
central n

given a clinical hint of thl il

the fourth year and the ti

tlv maximum t i

i

ts. \t an;. lis, lumbar p
will reveal the organ ii i

symptoms and the intensity of t
1

i ;

thi, date, as a tub- \f'er the le

with a positive reaction in the fluid havi

takable clinical

lumbar punctui

different

with s> philis kn-\\ n to 1
.
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sis positive, which may take years. In several cases

in In* experience, notwithstanding persevering treatment,

symptoms indicating grave lesions fm.il u developed. Latent

meningitis i- less and less frequent .hut the fourth year.

In conclusion Ravaut warns that certain slight syphilitic

- may run their course at points in brain or else-

where without inducing meningitis rhese must be i

Irawing the
;

m the normal cerebrospinal

fluid.

Reconstruction of the Esophagi gives an illus-

lescription of the comparative!) simple technic with

which he reconstructed the missing upper three-fourths of

tin- cervical portion of the esophagus in a woman >.i

- ii cm long, and the woman was being fed through

it. The portion above seemed to form a blind pouch, and

swallowing movements wen- thus impossible as these have

to start in the pharynx. This passage was ma
ami at a second sitting a tube formed from skin was intro-

to the esophagus and sutured to the stump at»

below, the -km side inside the tube.

Progres Medical, Paris
: i.

M Loeper.— p. 341.

Plruropulmntiar . in Children am! \

346.

Pancreatic Extract in Gastric Cancer.—Loeper has been

giving intravenous injections of pancreatic extract in treat-

ment ol .r. ami he lure reports five "in of the

larger number of cases in which this has been done,

ing the theoretical bases for it. The results show that this

treatment has a decidedly favoral certain of the

symptoms from gastric cancer— "I do not say on the cancer

l"he weight increased in all. the number of erythro-

i and the antitryptic index showed higher

values in two of the four patients tested. In the cancerous

the same as in healthy subjects and in dogs, increas-

ing the antipi wer of the blood scrum and the

resisting power of the blood corpuscles. The general con

dition improves, and the resisting power of thi

enhanced, including the special defensive reactions against

the car.

When Should a Movable Kidney Be Fastened in Place?—
I'teau remarks that a movable kidney may induce distur-

i three kinds, pain, dyspepsia or nervoi

or all combined. With pain and dyspepsia accompanying a

kidney, he keeps the patient in bed for several days.

.'. marked relief, the kidney may well he

incriminated as the cause of the disturbances, as also when
there is retention of a few grams of urine in th<

found on catheterization of the ureter. On the Other

hand, he advises against any attempt at fixation when the

•lent of the kidney forms part of a general ti

In this latter case, general gymna
and hydrotherapy to strengthen and tone up the abdominal

wall are indi Ig abdominal wall by

ng. This will give thi a living

nal band which is better than all artificial measures.

abdominal wall i- one of the best means
.-•nig kidney to place. The wearing of

band may also usefully supplement this. A
.•men; for the nervous instability may prove

helpful in curing the subjective symptoms with n

idered, a neurologist

ehand with nervous subjects and,

still more im| ith insane sul tu warns
rate only

when tl nd the movable
itely determii nefit from the fixation

may lie months in appeal
•

i

351.

tra« tan A. B
Bronchus. F M- urissc—p. 354.

Genital Sequelae in the Gassed.—The injuries of the exter-

na' geni promptly in all but nine of

soldiers presenting these lesions among the -Ml

foi tin- passed in charge "i

Vchard I In- nine exceptional cases are described and the

medicolegal importance empha i

Functional Impotence and Reflex Contracture. I'.nl.

moMs .hi the frequentl) unsuspected, remote cause for func-

i . , ontrai mi.', describing sevet .il

typical Cases. In one the impolitic > "I lite arm was finally

traced to tninui.in.il disturbance fr..m overtight dressings

after a comparative!) slight wound of the hand. Thi

and paralysis of the arm were unmistakably due to an

organic U-m.hi. lb- warns ib.it negative electric tests do n.it

exclude organic mischief. Refli ire may occur

from irritation of muscles from some bone lesion. This is

particularly liabli I nr after fracture of metacarpal
ion, s. The K-s.ons oi mil cli oi tendons have more to do
with the contracture than the primar) bone lesion. The
wsscls am! -ih. ma) also be involved II n

tracture perhaps interfering with the nourishment of the

parts may set up a vicious circle.

Tuberculous Membranous Cast of Bronchus.— In tin ..is.

described by Mcurissc the in.m ot 37 seemed to have been
.inc. I of pulmonary tuberculosis. lie had had hemoptysis
on two occasions, the last tl. lore and the hemop-
tysis bad not been severe. Recentl) In- expelled a mem-
branous cast of a bronchus without effort or dyspnea. It

was about 13 mm. long by 3 mm. in diameter, white, and

rather firm, but easily shredded with a me. lie. and contain

t; large numbers of tubercle bacilli.

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel

Sept. IS. 1919, 40. X- 38

al Uastrospasm with Cholelithia I
- \l Ludin.—p. 1417.

Study of Test Meals in Gastrointestinal I'

ll c I renlce! rissot—p. 1423.

Regional Gastrospasm with Cholelithiasis.—Ludin explain;

that it is extremely dun. nit sometimes to distinguish between
die constriction of the stomach just above the pylorus

.nd ..nicer in this region. Even repeated radioscopy may
happi ti to catch the spasm each time. Administration of

sedatives to abolish the spasm does not always answer the

purpose. Consequently only an exploratory incision will

reveal the true condition in some cases. This may allow

correction of the cause inducing the gastrospasm, as in two
scribed in which the laparotomy disclosed pathologic

conditions in the gallbladder, with stones, all previously

iected. Cholec) tectom; put an end to all the dis-

turbances, including the gastrospasm.

Test Meals. Frenkel-Tissot analyzes experiences with the

ordinary test meals at the Virchow Hospital in Berlin.

Each of the 250 subjects had the stomach contents aspirated

usually seven or eight times in the course of several days—

a

2,000 readings. The ami o pecial research was
to determine the length of time lite lest meal remained in

the stomach according to local conditions, with ulcer, cancer,

etc., and in the normal stomach. \ series of standards for

the characteristic evacuation of the stomach in these various

conditions was thus obtained, and he expatiates on the

important information to bi m this hithertc

parath el neglected ti t of thi mi itoi functioning.

Among tin points emphasized are the peculiarly instruc-

dings when test meals of different types, with and
without "ballast," are used in the case. In IS per cent, of the

he found that organic stenosis of tin- pylorus was
ilile for the twelve hour retention of the- test supper

rice and M) gm. raisins or dried currants). The
amount .t tin- retention is no guide t.. the malignancy or not
of the

j

i:i retention was never
found with gastric n r ga it rtl t He
found occult blood in the stools only in 6.? per cent, of the

certain cases of cancer, while it was evident in other cases

in which necrops) failed to reveal a trai

l.loo.i has been found with mere pancn nd gallbladder

disease, polyps, diverticula and varices in the intestines. His
experience shows further that small ..r microretention has
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no significance from the standpoint of etiology; that per-

sisting retention of the Kemp or Leube-Riegel test meal for

seven to ten hours with gastritis is suspicious of cancer, but

it may fall within the frame of simple gastritis.

Twelve hour retention with achvlia points very emphat-
ically to malignant disease. It is extremely rare under
other conditions. It is possible, however, for cancer with
total achvlia to progress for months without retention : in

two such cases the inoperable tumor lay along the lesser

curvature to the esophagus. These patients had absolutely

no disturbance in the evacuation of the stomach and no
pains, and they had applied for treatment merely on account
of their weakness. Hvperchlorhydria was evident with ulcer

in only 48.5 per cent, of the ulcer cases, and retention in only

45.7 per cent, of the uncomplicated cases, and this only for

seven hours With actual stenosis, the test supper and the

Kemp meal are equally instructive. With duodenal ulcer,

the fasting stomach was always found empty, as also with
reflex gastric secretory anomalies from lead poisoning, pan-
creas, gallbladder and bowel disease.

Sept. 25, 1919, 49, No. 39

•Radiotherapy at Zurich Gynecologic Clinic. G. v. Mandach.—p. 1449.

•Diaphragmatic Hernia. G. Ichok.— p. 1457.

•Congenital Cartilaginous Exostoses. II. Jaeger.— p. 1461.

Attitude of Children in School. \V. Loewenthal.—p. 1464.

•Surgical Disease of the Biliary Passages. C. Knihcnbuhl.—p. 1466.

Postinfluenzal \ Demole.—p. 1468.
•Goiter and Iodin in the School. Weith.—p. 1474.

Radiotherapy at Gynecologic Clinic. — Von Mandach
reports satisfactory results from roentgen treatment in

almost every case of preclimacteric and climacteric hemor-
rhages and of myoma. In 45 cases of the former the hemor-
rhages were completely arrested in all but 4, and they had
become insignificant in 3 in this group. The treatment failed

completely in only one case. In 168 cases of myoma all

were relieved from their hemorrhages but 5, but the myomas
persisted unmodified. He agrees with those who think that

the time has not yet come for relying on raying alone in al!

cases of malignant disease, but he is convinced that post-

operative raying has great promise, although this

has been introduced too recently for a final decision on it as

yet. In 4 cases of carcinoma of the body of the uterus and
6 of the cervix, treated by operation and raying in 1914 and
1915, all the women have kept in good health since. Among
the 2 cervix cases was a woman of 24 and another of 40

with a cancerous nodule in the labium minus.

Diaphragmatic Eventration.—Ichok applies this term to

the condition when the thin and relaxed diaphragm
the abdominal organs to slide into the thorax, but without
any actual breach in the diaphragm. A case in a wo
44 is described.

Congenital Cartilaginous Exostoses.—The remarka'
ture oi the new-born child reported by Jaeger was that
some of the multiple cartilaginous exostoses of the ribs

a distinct hinge or joint connection which allowed
free play of movements in a horizontal direction. The only
plausible explanation for this articulation formation, he
thinks, is the if movements of the fetal thorax

the breathing movements after birth. Ahlfeld
called attention in 1905 to rhythmical wavelike movements
of the fetal thorax, a tentioned in Tin. JOURNAL.
He said they could be easily seen ami palpated during the

dly con-
firmed I be p -in t production in the congenital rib

exostoses in the case here descri!>ed is still further corro-
boration.

Surgical Disease of the Biliary Passages.—Krahcnhuhl
refers to Courvoisier's law that when the common bile duct
is obstructed by a gallstone th< - tention of the

gallbladd already pathologically shriveled Witn
obstruction of the common bile dun from without, the gall-

bladder is not i) the -..utie Way, and

ded When this distention has lasted a long
time, cancer obstructing thl lily the

me with 41 operative cases << cancer of
1 ladder, this law app

I

prevented investigation. In only 3 cases the law did not

apply. Gallstones were found in 87.S per cent, of these
cancer cases. In 4 of the other cases no search was made
for gallstones, and in still another, gallstones had been
previously passed in the stools. In 37 of the 41 cases there
was a history of gallstone colics long before the cancer.
The larger proportion of gallstone cases which come to

operation nowadays and thus ensure the removal of the

te irritant cause for cancer production, explains the

~ive reduction in the number of cancer cases. The
ion in the last three decades dropped from 12.1 to 5.9

per cent, of the total 498 operative gallstone cases.

Goiter and Iodin in the School.

—

Weith relates that large
mouthed bottles containing 20 gm. of 10 per cent, tincture

of iodin were placed in all the school !

. cral of

the school buildings at Lausanne. Examination of the chil-

dren after two months of this showed only 495 with goiter

ere had been 651 to start with, and more than 50 per
cent, showed marked retrogression. This reduction of 13 per
cent, does not compare favorably with Marine's 33 per cent.

\kron schools, but Weith relates that in the school
s at Lausanne in which no attempt at the iodin

treatment had been made, the proportion of children with
had increased during this same period from 22.86 and

.

; 72 per cent, to 28.72 and 57.77, and in one of the schools
the percentage among the pirls bad doubled (from 22.85 to

45.18). The contents of the bottles disappeared in the course
of thirty days, that is, 2 gm. of metallic iodin passed into the
air of the room, about 7 eg. daily, and were disl

among thirty to forty scholars. He thinks that iodin crystals

>rk still better, and that twice the dose might be
' !e. This "iodatioi - has a

ver administration of iodin
by other means, and is, he declares, the true public prophy-
laxis, automatic and effectual.

Annali d'Igiene, Rome
June. 1919. 29, No. 6

i-lutinins in Immune Serums. C. Sarti.—p. 349.

p. 359.

Compulsory Notification of Tuberculosis. V. 1'untoni.—p. 366.

Radiotherapy in Malaria.- Pais has been conducting
research for some time on the way in which the chills and
fever in chronic and rebellious malaria are influenced by
raying. He bases this tr< Ion that minute

mulate the vital functioning of the
cell, instead of having the destructive acti

The minute doses attenuate the gravity of the disease and
sometimes abort the paroxysms of fever, and may cure the
disease in its chronic form, reft without
the aid of qttinin. There is a great difference in the response

It-, of his ; '

vinced him that this is a practii !

treating cases in which ordinary measures have failed. He
the rays diffusely to the spleen through an al

filter. The hi lisappear from the blood after
1 mild exposures. The number of erytl

10,000 it ran
on the fifteenth day and tl further fe\

illy the improvement i:i the blood
pic'ure is much mon thai with the

1 to in or 12 unt

if applied in ver) sm
nterval

in size the patients

pleen tumor and thl the pains and
discomfort from it. they return with enthusiasm for further

Gazzetta degli Ospedali e delle Cliniche, Milan
i"

Prophylaxis of Telantis in Civilians,

particular the prophylaxis of tetanus in agricultural

|j from the
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dents He remarks that tl from Ihe war
ird to tiu- i'Mu-.io of antitetanus serotherapj should

l>o applied to ward off tetanus in persons working on farms,

< u h.ih has made compulsory insurance againsl ai

to workers in industries and on farms, and he pleads that

m should be made available for all such accidents.

The large supplies of antitetanus serum now lefl on hand

from t! nmunities
I prophylaxis would

i here

Policlinico, Rome
Jub. 88,

V. p. 231.

tti p .'4-4.

Solitary Bone Cysts. In two of the three cases reported

with minute detail bj Polettini, the femur was the site of

in children of 8 and 9 In the third case, in a young

man. th origin. In all

three the clinical course, the symptoms, and tl

were alike, and only histologic examination revealed

gin in the third case. Tin coil

rapid and scarcely painful in all. the lesion was restricted to

the hone, and there was no involvement

I ik( d like hlood and I

id and complete in all after the hone cavity i
1

-craped out. It Idled up rapidly with new fonnin

Notwithstanding the similarity in the course and

tify to the fundamental difference in the

• .sis in different cases. A list of sixty-eight articles

- nded.

Experimental Ligation of Ureter Plus Nephrotomy. -

Pignatti ligatcd the ureter in a number of rabbits and then

ir decapsulated the kidney. When nephrotomy alone

was done, the development of hydronephrosis was retarded,

hut when the kidney was decapsulated no tendency to hydro-

nephrosis became apparent at any time, and there was no

don of kidney tissue. The ins from

•arch are that when the ureter becomes obstructed

from any cause, prompt nephrotomy with ileeapsulatii.il might

ward off destructive processes in the kidney parenchyma and

thus do away with the necessity I mj later. The

benefit is probably due to collateral circulation developing

through the nephrotomy cicatrix and connecting with the

intrarenal circulation.

Ischiatic Hernia. Marchetti has been able to find records

of only thirty eases of hernia in the ischiati

a case personally observed in which the

hernia was formed of a large diverticulum in the sigmoid.

Rivista di Clinica Pediatrica, Florence
1 7 . No. s

in Children. G. Guidi.—p. 393.

. Pediatrics. A. Spallicci.—p. 411.

Antovaccine Therapy of Pyodermatitis in Young Children.

reviews the history of autogenous vaccines and
describe le experience with them at the children's

clinic at Florence in the last three years. The micro-

•:i usually responsible is Staphylococcus /'

curcus; the vaccine treatment was limited to tl.

n the twelve

spread of the skin disease was
I and the defensive forces reenforced. Most of the

twelve children whose case histories are related were infants

months infant had furunculosis,

..mall a' • and confluent on the scalp. No
d during two

months of treatment, hut under six injections of the auto-

vaccine the skin cleared up. The last to heal wa
ulceration on the scalp.

i ;.

Bu.tacchi.—p. 449.

•Bean . Craglietto.—p. 477.

Cirrhosis of Liver in Child. In the hoy of 10 who
is described with comment by Busacchi, the kidneys and the

tl im seemed lo I.e noun., I. and the only

plausibli n of the anasarca seemed to he the

assumption of cirrhosis of ihe liver. I his was confirmed by
i
and the impi o\ em. in under treatment

the in ei i he latter 01 % in mu jl ha i een

. onstitul ionallj mo
i ioi > to thi mi ;hl I e a i< i ibed ihe

convulsions at in months, and it mo, have been
m ihe mtl.ii.'

which ihe child had repi Itedl ered Mu- child dieil

tercurrent influenza about three years aftei th

ymptoms Ihe child's brothel has a much enlarged liver,

hni the Wassermann test was negative in both.

Bean in Bronchus.—The 14 months infant had repeated
i well I,, ol con 'ion in is, wiih appar-

inial intervals. I i mj at the third bour

permitted the removal oi ihe fon aftei two train

attempts, the bean being repeatedl} drawn in deep again
v. nli ihe breath just as it was being fished out through the

opening in the trachea.

Archivos Espaiioles de Pediatria, Madrid
August, 1919, ::. >

i
i

I' lofiez.—p. 449.

i Kai-Bite Fever in Spain. I'
I bater.—p. 456.

Bladder Stones in Children.— Suiter relates that in two of

the forty cases in children which he has encountered
at Valladolid, the stone wis expelled spontaneously as the

iplated. It measured 15 mm. b;

nl of s hui it traversed ihe urethra apparently with-
out damaging it. In the other girl of 12 ihe presence of the

stone in tin- bladder was determined beyond question hut

when the bladder was opened four days later nothing was
found, the stone having evidently been expelled in the

interim without the patient's or the attendants' knowledge.
The child died from shock six days later, the necropsy find-

ings entirely negative. Since this occurrence he never oper-

ates without verifying the diagnosis anew just before the

intervention, and he is particularly wary in the cases of

calculi in girls. In another case the manipulations of the

operation had dislodged the calculus in the bladder and it

bad slipped into the urethra. In still another case the cal-

culus blocked the outlet of the bladder intermittently and
the boy of 7 was almost moribund from uremia. The con-

vulsions did not yield to chloral or hot baths, but they were
arrested by withdrawal of 120 gm. of blood. This was the

only case of uremic accidents in his forty cases in children,

l.iu it shows the possibility of sudden and grave disturbance

from this cause. In the case reported the further history

demonstrated that the kidneys were sound. In one hoy of

4 a small calculus had perforated the lower urethra and the

urine had collected in the region, with mortification of the

skin from the distention. There bad been nothing to suggest

a tendency to lithiasis before, and the good general health

and clear urine testified that it was merely a local
I

-.

Suher confirmed in this case the statements of others in

regard to the injury from a retention catheter in such a

case; it seems to act like an irritating foreign body.

Rat-Bite Fever.—Escolano reports the case of an infant

of nearly 1 who was lying in a low cradle on the ground floor

when its mother was summoned by the child's sudden
screaming, and she found blood on the cheeks and brow and
a small wound in the brow. Fifteen days later typical rat-

bile fever developed, with chills, hard swollen glands at the

angle of the jaws, and eruption and swel.ling of the face, but

the child took the breast normally and the bowel functions

eemed normal. The symptoms lasted two days and then

d, but eight days thereafter they returned in all their

former intensity, and the edema of the face was accom-
panied with patches of redness, almost violet at certain

Ibis eruption erythem did not itch and it dis-

d under pressure, but the doughy edema was tender.
ttaiks of fever, chills and prostration returned again
mi with approximately normal intervals of one or
l.s. Frugoni has known them to recur during years,

but recovery is generally complete in from two to five

A colored photograph of the child in the case
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here reported shows the peculiar localization of the eruption.

A second photograph after recovery shows the child appar-
ently normal after a little more than three months of these

paroxysms of fever of the relapsing type. Two guinea-pigs
were injected subcutaneously with 1 c.c. of the child's 1.1 1.

and one died the same day the child had its next paroxysm.
The other developed paroxysms of fever of the relapsing

type analogous to what is observed in man. In both,

necropsy showed intense congestion of lungs, liver and kid-

The child was given a preparation of arsenic and the

changes in the blood thereafter confirmed the clinical turn

for the letter.

Vida Nueva, Havana
August, 1919, 11, N

*Eye Sign in Mastoiditis. \ >

.•al Purulent Pleurisy. J. G I ... 173.

Tropism and Capillary Attraction. A. and A. Mary -p. 188.

Eye Sign in Mastoiditis.—Frias Oiiate comments on the

importance of hyperemia of tin- papilla as a ign "i cerebral
complications during mastoiditis. It is particularly instruc-

tive when the mastoid process 1- decep ivelj pi,' From symp-
toms. Even with a pronounced clinical picture

toiditis, the involvement of the brain may escape notice

unless the fundus of I he eye is examined as a routine mea-
sure. Hyperemia of the papilla calls for an immediate
operation without wasting time on ice hags. etc. Cra
followed by the mastoid operation will save many otherwise

patients. In two recent cases this eye sign gave
the clue that led to a prompt cure after trephining had con-
firmed the extradural abscess. In one of these cases this eye
sign was all that differentiated the process from the

is meningitis, Politzer used to teach that hefore

mastoid operation on a patient one should have
done the operation fifty times on cadavers, hut this. Frias
declares, is exaggerated. He had never practiced the opcra-

a cadaver when he successfully performed the

operation on a patient.

119, 11. No. 9

I Influenza. R. Rodriguez Mendez.—p. 193.111
i -p.. 197.

'Cervical Ribs, tsrai I Caste! . 199.

Cervical Ribs.—Castellanos remarks that some of the col-

laborators of Tin Journal, who write :

not always accurate in their transcription of medical liter-

ature. "In one of the first numbers I
\.u. [Spanish

edition] the law of Le Double was announced but without

anatomist of Tours."

the North American author whose name
was sign irticle, as his own harvest \nd now
A. Church in 'Neurol c Ribs' has om

i cei tain facts to w hii h I thinl

called. To begin with, he comments on the scant rel

to cervical ril.s in the writings of neurologists, and he
only two that mention them." Castellano

i large number of articles in this

line published and he ill'
•

Others Schiassi, I'. Mane. Marburg an.! < rou on H
tinucs, "( hurch ascribes tl

> in 174D and to < iruber i

ire than I. n oth( :
-.'

twenty

takes exception to Church's statemenl tl

graph i

1

on compilation

looked l.e Double's monumental work of 5-1.;

on the variations of the spine in man Vim
the authors ( tied by ( 'hurch are

• '1 • I aim raci We do
to comment on this, but merclj call it to thi

lion of those of us who write in Spanish, and.

who in \ ' r |

! ...

explore the medical bibliograph) of the Latin i u

.mine l.attn-

If ( hurch had don,- this, he

not have failed to find several publications on his subject.
To mention onl) the latest, he would have seen

I

report on two cases of cervical ribs (1918) in which he
described the nervous disturbances as the most common and

1 which the implain first. Thesi
in neuralgic pains in the neck, spreading to the head, thorax
and arm. usually in the region ii the ulnar nerve.
The sensorj changes are in the i

or paresthe

Acta Chirurgica Scandinavica, Stockholm
May 1. 1919, 52. N

'. of Surgical Treatment of :i Sweden. G.
i\ystrdm

'Sex in . and Mortality of Appendicitis
the Side Walls of the Human Orlnt a

3 \\ \ .1 l. nson. p. 45.

i' uble Metapneumonic Empyema with !

I. Morrlin p. 55.

I i. atment of Gastric and
revink.—p. 61.

Comparative Morbidity and Mortality of Appendicitis in

Men and Women. Nystrom analyzes the hospital cases of

iiis ui Sweden since the beginning of the century,
and comments on the approximately equal morbidity in men
and in women, and the much higher mortality in the male
patients. The onlj plausible explanation for this seems to be
that men an m p .lie than worn 'it peri-
tonitis and other complications. Hut why this is so is still

a mystery, unless we assume a predisposition induced bj

occupation and mode of life, or a constitutionally inferior

Ig power to infections in males.

Position of Side Walls of Orbit at Different Ages.—Xor-
:le of the side walls of the orbit

at different a gests that this max explain
the spontaneous correction in time of concomitant convergent

child outgrows it by this mechanism.

Bilateral Empyema.—Norrl in aspirated about !

; 'i gm ol

a . !
!

1
1

. 1 ol c

M. an influenzal pneumonia. This gave transient relief hut

the condition grew worse until an opening was made large
uate a full hall liter of pus on the left side

i half as much ,.n the othi nong 588 cases
of empyema of the pleura in the twenty-three hospitals of

Sweden, it was bilateral in only 5 ami only one of the 5

survived, lie cites 117 bilateral

the mortal it) was 57 per cent, hut only 111 per cent, among
en operative treatment in time. It is evident from

analysis of the cases that primal . better
results than simple aspiration. Hut it may he y\tsci I

the operation on one side and le.. .1 between the

two interventions, even when tl.. simulta-

neous. In his own case he did not resect any ril.s; simple
pleurotomy alone an The child would
certainly have succumbed if ample drainage
had not been provided I done w ith an
ordinary syringe without special apparatus, and tl,,

vetitioiis were all under procain local

Results of Operative Treatment of Gastric and Duodenal
Ulcers, i outcome in 87

B

[hem under various headings and coin

them with sin f other
Scandinavian

i 78 primary operations and 1
_'

...its the mortality from p

iminates tin- Mm

In another the

broken up. In ano
lily, and m '

in. in of 56 with ho
i . and dud the foul th da

from all distui
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on This amounts to

ni ar the pylorus, ulcers

- the oott "in i .ill but

Simple

lion in

pylorus are nr from equaling those of the other gro

Norsk Magazin for Lasgevidenskaben, Christia-ia

B I,

non in [mmui

' -

-

941.

Ataxia.—This is Monrad Krohn's graduation thesis II,

the three great groups of ataxia!-, the spinal, the

rebral, their pathogenesis and treatment,

itic, minute clinical examination is. he says, the

d the only guide to

Eul treatment. He explains how it is possible to sub-

stitute volitional movements, direct from the brain with the

: . lost more or less unconscious reflex

of which constitutes the ataxia of tabes.

Filaria Loa in the Orbit.— In thi Holth,

the man bad become infested with the filaria several years

but the parasites bad probably all died except one.

e in the left orbit i
lly c mid

junctiva. The man then hastened to the

ophthah during the wait in the anteroom the

sight The filaria can move at

: cm. per minute.

Pseudo-Ascites.—Johanne a case

peritonitis with as, i

1 by the lack of fever an
. , i [its out-

and the outline v. ..

upper outline i

curred at limes but no tender points

I, and there were n such as

en a tuberculous chronic

'.i anemia and emaciation. The
im the profuse

•netimes amounting to more
rth of the abdomen

1 had l>een emptied

ler differential sign was that when
fluctuation showed little change,

d sinks down into remoter crevices

ondition and kjis distention had

I

v. n with them until the physical

ascites I be fermentation

appetite and general health

Ugeskrift for Laeger, Copenhagen
*i

1483.

The Erythrocyte .Count at Different Ages.—Bine
les in \'> pre-

ij men und, : millions, the range
' 112 per cent.

In 41 v. • I and 5.9,

with h> enl In 22 men over 60, the

1 millions, the range from 4.9

! ; and in 21

from A 1 to (,.4. with 96 per cent, hemogtoblrl a

rinking lar.ee amounts of fluid howed a higher
erythrocyte count than before. Comparison of the count in

i
i from a vein, from the abdomen and

from the finger tip of the same person showed differences

up to 1.6 million. The average count is thus 5 I
million foi

i 4.S for women, but the e varies

within wide limits. The erythrocytes are evidently nol

the bodj I he higher erj throe) te

cunt in the elderl i absolute t ule as in

e not, il,

and, in some of the elderl, iv, as iln lowest in

the younger subjects.

Meningococcus Infection and Meningitis. — I

reports what he thinks is a verj instructive i

irl ol It dc\ eloped

meningitis; six days after the first

her clai ed meningococcus infection, l>ut their

were no signs oi meningitis. Meningococci were cultivated

from the throats of both oth had th<

exanthem But serotherapy was applied so promptly in the

second case- the circumstances then allowing speed] dill, i

that prompt recover) followed before the men
ms in the 1-1 1 had had time to induci meningitis.

Both the gii I- 'a i ' < : ne time, show i

the briei febrile meningococcus septicemia is epidemiu-

logically as important as actual meningi

Sept 1919, 81,
tid Fevei H ..1517.

Tofte.—p 1521.

Uveoparotid Fever.- -Thomsen remarks that during

cribed thi

i cases have heen published : 16

18 were in Si 2 in Germany.
been encoun-

i where. Thomsen's attention was attracted to it by

be hi e i cribes in a girl of 18. The slow insidious

chronic course of the bilateral iridocyclitis and bilateral

was .accompanied by linilatci. ! I p;

i r has been

and in all these there was peripheral paresis. \1| agn

a -, has m rthing to do with mumps or phil B

in 1918 suggested that the d ease had omi analogy with

ukemia. while others are inclined to incriminate the

i bacillu In 2 cases on record a complete cure was

I
under tuberculin and tin I also in

oi th li arj measures had the

slightest effect, while there was a strong local reactioi

llin test and striking bi

tuberculin treatment, progn to a compl

He thinks it is evident therefore that in a certain proportion

., casi tuberculosi i n ponsi le, iltho gh as yet

bacilli have never been discovered in an} instance.

1 1 the tuberculin test proves positive, tuberculin tn

b( gh en a trial.

Uremia After Eclampsia.—The woman in Tofie's case had
n pn "ii. in.

j nephritis at her first pri

came three normal pregnancies in rapid succession. After an

of thirteen years the fifth pregnane] was accom-
panied by severe eclampsia, blood 100, and 15 per

id albumin in the urine, with much methemoglo
aginal cesarean section there followed anuria, uremia

in the eclampsia subsided. The woman lay in

apathy, and the clonic spasms thi teemed to be

,il amount of urine having heen

orJj 158 CC. in the first three days. The prognosfs of such

i anuria and aCUti

apsulation of the kidneys may he the

on. This was contemplated in Tofte's case but did

the anuria being overcome bj drinl in

oi lluids. repose and a diuretii Hi doubts whether the

d decap: ulat ii m of the kidneys.

plemented the 1,000 to 2,000 c.c. fluid by the mouth
with saline in

i

00 1,700 C.i
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THE SKIN: A MIRROR TO THE
SYSTEM

M. F. ENGMAN, M.D.

ST. Lons

I fear that the dramatic title of this discourse is

rather misleading. 1 do not mean thai the skin, as an
i- of universal diagnostic value in relation to

internal disorder.-. What 1 mean is thai the -kin may
be '•> greal diagnostic assistance in many groups of

general conditions or diseases. In other words, it may
reflect, as a mirror, certain fundamental truths relative

to the pathology of diseases in general.

Dermatology, since the time of I Ulna, lias become
a study of morphology. The lesions seen on the skin

have been studied both histologically and clinically,

generally without regard to the underlying connection

they may have with any other organ or system what-
soever. Most of the literature on skin diseases consists

of a clinical d :scription of the disease anil it- histologic

character. This custom has been extant i<<v the past

sixty years, and it ha- been only in the pasl few years

that the proper study of certain diseases of the -kin

ha- been undertaken.

Leloir remarked some thirty year- ago. in his graphic

French way. that the -kin was a mirror to the

that i-. certain sign- and symptoms on i: could he used,

when properly understood, in tin- diagnosis of many
systemic conditions.

Skin diseases are usually treated in the out]

departments of hospitals and universities, without any
direct i onnei tioti w ith tin- depai tments of internal

medicine. Those limiting their practice to diseases of

the -kin are apt, through routine anil training, to pay

tion "iil\ to tin- i reatmei I

in, and in the wry nature of tin- practice are

Med tn follow the i o I e mazes
of internal or systemic i ondition to hich il n

Xo one can properly study diseases of the -kin and

have a comprehensive knowledge of their pathology

unless he i, enabled to study profoundly all condition-

relative to the case. This can !» accomplished only

11 regulated and well equippi

in which the full clinical data relative to the patient, or

ca e, maj be worked out; where lie can have the

cooperation of a trained internist and all of tho

tie- which constitute the conditions for proper clinical

I luring the pasl f< v. yeai there have bi

revolution in the present status of diseases of the skin,

winch h.i been brought about by the modern >

of diagnosis and clinical study.

The skin is obviously an organ of the body, as much
-o a- the liver or kidneys, and is subject to the same
laws of health and disease a- those that govern the

other organs of the body, the only difference being it-

exposed and external position. It receives its nourish-

ment from the blood Stream and i-. therefore, affected

as any other organ might lie from anomalous conditions

a- to quality am! quantity of the constituents of this

fluid. It is affected, as any other organ, by the nerves

.and vessels of the body. Therefore, through this inti-

mate internal relationship, the stud) of the cl

that occur on the skin may prove of great assistance in

the proper understanding of various systemic constitu-

tional conditions.

This subjeel naturally embraces such a large field

that it would he impi issible in a short discourse t" i over
all of it. My plea i- more for the purpose of drawing
attention to a few striking groups of diseases in which
the skin is of the greatest diagnostic assistance and
imp. .I tance.

Ion- the pur] of disi ussion 1 will divide the sub-

ject roughly into, first, inherent factors that point t.p

certain constitutional conditions, and second, hi 1

borne conditions whit h affeel the skin.

INHERENT FA< TORS

Any one who has studied the pathology of skin

for a number of years must recognize the fact

that there are certain inherent condition- in the -kin,

congenital or inherited, which, when undersl I. throw
.i Rood of lighl on the proper understanding
patient .as a whole. Take, for instance, the early mani-
festations of that condition known as exudative diath-

esis, which appears verj early in lift and mirks the

infant a clinical entity, the iir-t symptom of which i-

eczema. This is seen on the cheek- or body to be
followed all through life by adenoid-, asthma, bronchial

-il-. and enlarged gland-, and tells the ob
in unmistakable language, the phases of the pathologic

conditions through which the patient will pass. Tin-

type of individual frequentl) never changes, and may
be pursued throughout life with recurrent respii

inflammations. Sensitization in infancy may be at the

bottom of thi o mdition. Improper feeding maj
il elf "ii the skin hv .i dry, scaly condition which may
induce traumatic eczema. I leaping up of cell

the follicle- on the extremities ma) point in a rly life

to hypothyroidism.
Mow graphically may presenility be shown in those

change he skin in the disease known ..

derma pigmentosum. Although the disease is said to

be dm to the efFecl of the actinic rays of light on the

skin in these persons, yet their -kin i- a senile !

• differ

fundamental!) from that of an old man <n- of one
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' \- constant exposure of the roentgen ray. This

ir-t shows itself by exaggerated fi

lowed by marked pigmentation, telangiect •

and, finally, the formation of carcinoma which fre-

quently metastasiies. This skin i- an old skin, ami the

• fundamentally senile, i'l

ai .1 symptoms on the -kin of these patient

. clew to the equation of the individual.

Vge, although usually computed by time and years,

i- indicated more on the -kin. A man i- not onl)

a- his arteries but also as hi- skin. The skin shows the

gns of senility, whether thirty or eight)

issed since birth. These indelible signs o

wear are seen first on the exposed surfaces and on the

in the form of atypical cornifications ol the

epidermis called keratoses senilis, of persistent

which do not disappear during the winter, disi

: the >kin. and, finally, the wrinkled, atrophic

ranee seen in old

urious to note how early these senile cut

occur in certain families, and usually they are

seen in those who are prematurely old at 40. The skin

on the back of the hand

r of the body in relation to years.

The earliest si^n- of approaching puberty are seen

on the face, indicated by the little comedo on the cheeks

and the increased oiHness of the skin in that

The comedo and a mild or severe degree of

ailed oily seborrhea are as truly secondary -ex

characteristics as the appearance of hair on the pubes

They signal a systemic change, the awakening
of a new phase of life, a chemical and physical change.

Yet we are taught to look to the did a- the cause of

"irrhea and the blackhead. I ha! some systemic

e ha- affected intrafollicular conditions and the

-in of the epidermis is the only modern

gic explanation.

vulgaris sometimes follows, with a lesion whose
thology demonstrates it- bacillary origin as truly

as the miliary tubercle of tuberculosis i- of bacillary

Yet we an- taught to look to the diet with
•• evidence before us. Dietetic or food-

r. rather, lesions produced by chem-

taken into the alimentary canal or intro-

• rally, belong to the large erythema

not produce the organized inflammation,

ranulomatous character, seen in acne vulgaris.

Ilii ul.tr flora is awakened into new life by

in the body; and not only this, hut

nd the individual also enter a new phase

seborrhea, the comedo, and the

gnal this chat

I INDITIONS

onditioi

•ii arc many: hut we must consider th<

I he anomalous
is Frequently the cause

in ili'- form of t(

darkening, •

lich i- well known in medicine. We will dwell.

hypothyroidism, a

• which I have had unusual advantages in study-
• rom a purely dermatologic standpoint.

The thyroid glar 1 definite chi

'ind-, each with a specific offii e a- demoi
by Kendall. I had arrived at this conclusion yi

from the experimental study of obvious hypothyroid

ena on the -kin. Experimental thyroid feeding

with the various thyroid preparations mi the market

demonstrated plainly the nee.

cific preparations a-, in a cei ol cutaneous

change, thyroid feeding ii es would produce
only a degree of improvement, while on increasing the

<!"-. ige, untoward vasomotor and cardiac symptoms of

hyperthyroidism would interfere. With Kendall's

"Thyroid '1'.'"
in which the, elemenl was

omitted, uniformly definite result; vt d. "I'."'

of Kendall coin. lined only the element which
call) affected the -kin. at least, thai was the •

clinical conclusion.

The cutaneous symptoms of hypothyroidism are

-ill', more valuable than the reduction tests,

i i pulse, or any of the \ agi iptoms.

Sometimes the only symptoms are the skin chan i

1. There may be a i ess of the skin,

frequently associated with pruritus.

_' A shriveled presenile appearance of ilu skin as a whole
may exist, F pr< enility in that

tlu- changes arc raon the covered portii

on the palms and sol ed pi r- 1 i >ns

i- more deeply lined, somewhat finelj striated, oi a

ii gray, dry, maybe -cum., and oft The palms
and soles are characteristic, dry, maybe fissured, tlic lines

oi the fingers and p nul iplied by deepening

ilm wi mid pu le a palmi it I he

kin of thi di ii sum i if the foot is >m I u lightly atrophic.

3. There may be an erythema of a deep red to purplish

hue on the nose and cheeks, curving downward around the

| the mouth onto the chin. 'I his area may be studded
ii dl. fine, scaly papules due to secondary infection.

ace is full and round, and the chi prominent,

4. Myxedematous pads may be found in the supraclavicular

depression. These are sniall. raised, tumor-like hi i

i> i the touch. Tin dailj in size. Their
peculiar resilience differentiates them from fat. Such pads

may be found elsewhere on the individual, quite to

on the arms, as occurred in a brother and sister in our

seru-s of cases. They can easily he discovered by careful

palpation.

5. There ma\ be loss of hair, particularly about the temples.

The hair is dr> and luslcrlcss,

6. A sharply defined seborrhea-like dermatitis of the head,

Face and chest may be present. The process stops

abruptly just below the clavicle in a curved hue, curving

convexly upward and backward from the front to join the

area from behind at the base of the neck. This type of

marked dermatitis 1 have seen disappear again and again

under proper thyroid therapy. Ii is usually accompanied
by patches in front of the elbows and behind the knees.

Other symptoms of hypothyroidism are usually present:

be, slow pulse, Ei >i gi tfulni p in in thi b ick, slight

resistance to cold, etc.

7. Pigmentary anomalies are frequently the sign of thy-

roid disturbance as well as that of other glands, thi

renal glands, for instance. The thyroid pigmentatioi maj
he: in children, a slight deepening of pigment in a broad
hand about the neck, the deepening of color sharply

a similar deepening to a light cafe an lait tint about the

trunk, en cuirassc ; a darkening of the whole skin to

pearly or dirty, unhealthy, bluish gray, or a changin:

skin to a "skimmed milk" tint.

iness of the elbows and knees, when accom-
panied b ar and plantar changes, is characteristic

fho i past 30.

uired ichthyosis or i< hthyotic-like changes appear-

reflect i iency.

When we say thyroid deficiency we do not know
what we mean, and most frequently we do not obtain

ful results from our present methods of thyroid

feeding, as no one know.- what specific, elements are
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contained in the products at present on the market.

Therefore, a therapeutic test at present is misleading

and frequently unsatisfactory. Exact, specific thyroid

feeding, from the standpoint of Kendall, is needed.

OTHER BLOOD-BORNE REFLECTIONS OX THE
CUTANEOUS MIRROR

The Erythema Group.—This group of skin diseases,

including urticaria, angioneurotic edema, erythema
multiforme, erythema nodosum, scarlatiniform erythe-

mas, purpuras, certain cutaneous gangrenes and Ray-
naud's phenomenon, possibly certain types of pemphi-
gus, dermatitis herpetiformis, and lupus erythema-

. is the most fascinating and alluring of all

groups of skin diseases, because modern medical illu-

mination has flashed its rays on the mirror. < »ur

writers have not as yet seen the light relit by < >sler

through his epoch-making study of this group. II
I

lesions of the erythema group wen- no) infrequently

pathognomonic of grave systemic disorders antedated

observations, but the glow was dim, indistinct,

flickering. Osier relit the light, trimmed it. and held it

aloft.

The erythema group is always deserving of careful

study and thorough clinical investigation, no matter

in what eruption or form it may presenl itself on the

skin. The eruption is always produced by something
brought to the skin by the blood stream: a chemical

which n e a wheal or a papule, a tubercular

lesion, a spreading plaque, a hemorrhage
. through local vascular effeel or an interfer-

1 chemically, in the nutrition

or more extremities—so-called Raynau
Similar results may be produced bj embolii foci of

micro-organisms brought to the skin ["he offending

chemical may come fn.m numerous soui

stuff rendered innocuous through sensitization, foreign

serum-- parenterally introduced, focal sites of i

-

ion of micro-organisms,
of an

individual c;

erythema group is a task of no mean importance.

ms of thi group are due to

direct embolic distu

isms. A simple urticaria relieved by diet and sal

often do we obtain such

in other types of erupl

With recurrent erythema multiformi

Fortunate. I means a study which will

tax all nts of clinical research. I

. i t i

<

hi may disclose a micro organism in the gen-

eral circulation when an aortic murmur may I

established or be just beginning. Sensitization tests

may dempnsti iditiori of allergy; the n

raw an old appendiceal trouble; the dentist, an in

Minn: ' hemorrhages about the edge of the

lobe or concha of the ear-, in the gluteal folds, in the

tip- of the fingers or toes, points always to emboli of

Streptococcus hemolyticus and, nol infrequently, these

ociated with erythema multiforme,
i.i or angioneurotic ed<

In studying the erythen il is well to ri

ber that many organisms beside the spirocl

syphilis remain, we me ent in the

plains many of the recurrent, relapsing forms
classically described by ( isler. I have had the advan-

I following several cases to the end. 'II

murderous of the class of cocci that lurk in the system
to appear probably at intervals in the blood stream is

Streptococcus viridans.

This organism may not infrequently in its insidious

invasive stage cause some type of erythema multiforme
or urticaria; but I have never seen any eruption after

the constitutional symptoms became constant. In one
striking case from an old mitral lesion the new blood
systemic invasion evidently began, ushered in

urticaria, with some lesions characteristic of erythema
multiforme. The subsequent course of the disease pre-

sented no cutaneous disturbance. Streptococcus hemo-
lyticus, on the contrary, induces purpuric lesions with
no inflammation or, at least, with very mild inflam-

matory phenomena, and gangrene is the frequent asso-

ciate.

A child enters the hospital with erythema multiforme.

purpura, or one of this group. It may or may ni

intestinal crises or rise of temperature. \ short

sojourn effects a symptomatic cure, yet the child

- watching unless the etiologic factors in the
ease have been convincingly demonstrated. Negative
blood cultures are not convincing. A mitral harshness
may be mistaken for an anemic murmur when it may
be the incipient stage of a building colony on the valve

An erythema multiforme at 10 and 12 may explain the

patient's death years after. Syphilis is not tl

eruptive disorder which delays it- sting for years.

I have seen the sting delayed for thirty-fivi

in a case of cutaneous gangrene with Raynaud's dis-

ease. To the surgeon this group is extremely impor-

tant. How chagrined he must feel who has opened
an abdomen in a case of Henoch's purpura; and it has

happened many times and unavoidably, too. I remem-
ber a clever surgical friend sitting with a child writhing

with abdominal pain, believing and hoping for an

eruption which finally appeared on the skin— it was
measles.

!. an old inflamed appendix may produce an

ion. The blood count is then of great value.

One can readily discern, I hope, from this short

sketch of the erythema group how important it is. into

what mazes of clinical research it leads, and how
ting is its elucidation. Dermatologists since the

i I [ebra ha

eruption as clinical entities, have named them and
h. It is a rule of nature to i

lish an equilibrium; therefore, these eruptions may,
and do, disappear, .and in the great majority of

ilogy i- never I nown, just n,

el. ilis disappi

erythematosus, who phenomena
one of thi the erythema

group, is. in a large percentage of instai

panied by tuberculosis, arid may be pathognomonic of

that di

;titis herpi i type of eruption quite

les into the erythema group in

some of it - eruptive varieties, and is always a symptom
ol some systcmii I

certain individual-- by drugs iodids, for instanci

me, it i hi indicatio

for toxii

. in a -v ni] ..•

with pemphigus. I lov

exactly similar eruption- with
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ctive grounds, pemphigus is looselj rel

p and is undoubtedly p:

ol some blood-borne principle a chemical (tox

organism. The kidney disturbance accompany-

ing these variously named eruptions is significant.

V. hen death occurs from the continuous action of these

which induct ise, it is usually due to

i (hausuon or terminal infection.

1 he papulonecrotic tuberculids which i

tly in childhood and adolescence arc fast attain-

ing their true position a diagnos

tricians arc recognizing this. Th
in this instance reflects the individual's true l

ship n> t lie tubercle bacillus as the ti

. ,i pallida.

monstrated by Rist and Rolland, indicate

ition of allergy to the tubercle bacillus. They
na and

oduced by endogenous reinoculation from

r latent foci of tul • thin the sj

ganisms.

l'lie terrific immunizing
in and incid

ii tuberculid seen on the skin as pa]

lis which are. more or less quickly.

d. The type of tuberculid depends
-. of the reaction in or under the skin or in the

in or under the skin, most of them being funda-

I, in their incipiency, vascul

< >ther organisms beside the tubercle bacillus may pro-
•) the condition known as cry-

um. Rist remarks

;

It i~ lo refleel on the anatomical and clinical

human tuberculosis without meet

. and one must

: no general conception •

• not lake into

tuberculids and fails to fiiv.

them.

The lesions produced by this terrific reaction to the

in the form of disseminated

or large gummatou
. i limb They always heal readily

nd proper food. The type km
induratum of Bazin is frequent in i u

in and about 5t. Lo

trayed for years as an

ailed vasomotor
.- lighl ol

illuminates these dark i

lie erythema group was attrib-

Morrow's hook on

may be epitt mized as

i I he vasomotor
rack on which our derma-

co dd not find use

tuhring, 1 'hillipson and
I of urticaria, the funda-

I blood-bori

the inflamma-
and divorces them for-

irigin. Thi se

rated beyond a doubt the local

ir agent, at the site of the urti-

. which set in operation i

local in action.

By d is warm and com
ory, the investigation into the I

mentals of all of the bloi I

> uptions

w ill take on new vigor, \irilitv ami

With Raynaud's di

it from
places it u iih iTit

lar obstructions, ob
chetes, tubercle bacilli, streptococci, or any other

sms.

Group in Which the Palms ami Sales

nostic Assisti of the feet

and the palmar surfaces of the hands eofi estimable

value and assistance in the di

particularly | 1 i hypothyroidi •

liab |

Thickening of the epid<

especially about the heel, with a skin of dry :

loused appearance is v< i
. of diabetes Fre-

quent vesication with a ! localized necrotic

are is is < tic. All of the local symptoms
on the palms and soles may be attributed to nutritional

i

! ii diabetes, the local

- ur until late

—

after art< rio

id epidermic thickenings

I 1 n th i ases.

Xanthi hi una diabeticorum
are well known. Xanthoma striae on the palms and

Ften the earliest symptoms of di

daily in the young. Pollitzer a I
I do Wile ware the

ii ri luci into dermatologic literature the true

significance oi h tuberous lesion

the joints— called xanthoma tubersum multiplex. The
in the skin merely reflect, at points of irritation

quenl motion, the condition of the blood which
icid esters which

and infiltrate the cell .Si i posits are
found in other organs on the 1

i II) thi heart.

I :orum is pi acute type of
the same proi iated with sugar in the urine.

11 Princeton Avenue.

OUR BLINDED S< '1 DIERS

C. C. V Hi M D.

r Psychiatric Si '• urologist,

;

University of Pittsburgh E uine

ri i i B

The observations on which this paper is based are
drawn from studies made of the men in U. S. General
Hospital No. 7. while 1 was psychiatrist to that institu-

I he men totally or practically blinded in the

(American Expeditionary Fo losing

their sight elsewhere in our an v during the

war, were sent to this hospital. I fospital No. 7, "Ever-
green," is situated on a large suburb
country envin

taken, the handsome residenci used Eor tho e

ling hospital care, while the other blind

men were housed and attended the classes of the e hi

cational department in barrack buildings on the grounds
a short distance from the hospital.

My ci are drawn from a series of 115
< >f these, seventy were blinded by high

explosives, twelve by machine-gun or rifle bullets, and
six were gassed. There were five cases resulting from
i pidemic meningitis, fi one from
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gonorrhea, and four from degenerative pr.

probably specific. There were four cases of retinitis

pigmentosa, two of glaucoma, and there were six re-lilt-

ing from various other causes—infections, accidents,

etc. I am indebted to Lieut. L. G. Campbell, ophthal-

mologist to the hospital, for ophthalmologic data

referred to in this paper.

The average age of these men was 25. the oldest

being 36, the youngest 17. With the exception of five,

they were American born. They were for thi

part sturdy individuals. The majority of them had
grown up on farm-; and were members of rather large

families. Their average attainment in school was the

seventh grade; fifteen had had some high school train-

ing ; one C( tuld m il read or write ; three had had i I ill ge

training. The apparently medium grade of educational

attainment was not due to inferior intelligence but to

that so many men, growing up on isolated

farm- and having to work in the winter, had had only

limited advantages of short-term schools. On the

whole, these were intelligent, practical boys of good
judgment, from whose heredity and environment we
would expect a -table nervon- system, and in whom w<

would look for ati average healthy reaction from the

shock- of the western front. Most of these soldiers

participated in some of the most terrible fighting of

the war. A goodly number had been cited fur special

bravery.

The studies were made, generally speaking, from
three to four month- after the date of the original

injuries, and after previous hospital treatment had been

received. The acute symptoms had. therefore, largely

subsided. My diagnoses were based on the hi

elicited and on the present condition of the patient.

REHABILITATION PROGRAM

General Hospital No. 7, in addition to providing

hospital and purely medical care for the men. also

carried out an extensive educational and rehabilitation

'I lie wi nl. of the two departments v

course, i rrelated; and an important I

of the psychiatrist was that of advising in the assign-

ments to be given the men, so that their work in kind
and amount might be that for which they W<

qualified in every particular, especially from th<

point of their State of health and mental makeup. Iii

mted, first, the inure definitely

lie conditions encountered at Evergreen, and

tve briefly reviewed the kind of life one found
then' among the men—the men often referred to

sightless, but who themselves always spoke ol

a. naturally as though their eye- -till existed intact.

TYPES

were forty-two c

he injuries were n ide of actual war-
a result

I
im a. torpedo

and two from dynan ions in government con-

On WOrk. The loSS Of tie- eye- in all but

the concussions was due to high explosives I be eyes
were di stroyi d in a few ntly from the vio

lent concussion alone; but generally from penetrating

wounds caused by shrapnel entering one -ide of the

and making it- exit on the opposite
side. In ea-e- of 1 ( i . destruction of the eyes by rifle

or machint gun, the bullet followed a similar
In the I, blind

m thi- manner. It must be borne in mind that

in addition to the atmospheric changes which are a

most important element in the production of com
we have in these cases the direct effect on the brain

by the shrapnel, or bullet, crashing through the eye

structures themselves : and through the bony structure-,

of and about the orbits, which are iti direct contiguity

to the brain

In all these cases in which violent trauma occurred,
shock was present in varying degree. Thirty gave
a history of unconsciousness. But it is difficult

just what part was played in the disturbances

sciousness by the element of -hock. We do not know
to what extent in certain case- there may also

rganic damage t" the brain. The portion of tl e

brain in which thi- damage was most likely to occur
was the lower frontal lobes, especially the inner

depressed portions around the olfactory bulbs and
tracts where definite neurologic sequelae would I

ing—except in the case of the sense oi smell. I

more, because of the complicated nature of thi

structure- abi.nl the anterior portion of the base of the

brain, through which the bullet or fragment "ft, i

passed, it is doubtful if in many case; igraphy

would reveal the fracture causing the brain damage.
Several of the men gave a history to the effect that a

portion of the brain substance had been exposed by
reason of the injury.

In nineteen of the concussion i ense of

hearing was affected, varying from a ringing in the

ear-, and slight deafness, to complete deafness on one
-ide. and rupture of the tympanum in a few cases.

Thi- large proportion of auditory disturbances is a

natural accompaniment of a group of concussions due
ti

i high explosh es.

The sense of smell was affected either temporarily
or permanently in sixteen of tin concussions. In those

in which both eye- were destroyed by the thing
fragment, the ethmoid bone was usually -battered in its

cellular portion, but at time- through the cri'>

plate a- well, the latter being the most likely mechanism
in the cases of complete anosmia.
The sense of taste was either destroyed or impaired

- n of these cases. Thi- finding at once brings

up the question a- to how the lesions in these particular

rought about damage to the sense of taste. We
know that tin tnpani carries the liber- fur the

he anterior two thirds of the tongue ;

but the further path of these fitx rs, to the brain, i- -till

Open tu question. I'.rb, with ether-, maintain- that this

further p.ath of the taste liber- i- through thi

by way of the large superficial petrosal nerve and
I's ganglion into the second branch of the tri

geiniuu- to the brain. Meckel's ganglion lie- in the

upper part of the sphenomaxillary li-siirc, which opens
into the floor of the orbit ; and thi- fa. t affords an
explanation of the pathologic

in which the
I he orbit- were fractured with

injury to Meckel'- ganglion, and consequent interrup
tion to the path of the gu i !. The tip- of the

inferior tempoi al li the middle fos

StitUte part of the wall

cases in the path of injury. For th .. must
consider the possibility of damagi to tie n

if ta-te and smell which have been . hart
behind thi- area.

In t w

operation w d within thirtj -i\ hou
lowing the injury, thus imposing the additio
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ration, and. in many cases, die toxicity of anes-

In some instances the operative element pro-

longed the period of unconsciousness and exagg
the subsequent disturbed mental state.

- ILt.l stK \l l\ l- OF 1 HI CONI I 5SI0NS

I (47 |
a high

rxplosivi ptember, 191

d in right arm.

rhis patient I his injury, and
.i week oi n

ir the month following his

I he amnesii illowed

nber the

names
- lily >cn-

•1 was

the injury: and his taste and
\\ e have been m

imself <<i any of the advantages
.t the i epartment in either mental or manual

in building to building ; is

dejected ; in a rath

t. He has only slight insight into his

j
gerated. This

moderate grade in which

; -The patient, aged 27. was blinded in '

II on the Verdun front, sustain-

I head wound and injuries

m and left hip. There was a li isi< >r> oi

., period of week-.. When I saw
till bedridden, and contused

me, place and persons, lie was extremely weak and
emaciated. He was in a semistu te much of the

lie bumming the same tut

imself. Hi:- memory de
' s;el in the middle of a C01

. ami v. mid ask irritably

•iiit improved to a notice-

ly, tut his mental defect was still very

narked after his injuries. His elbow and knee

reatei n the right ; there

. the left; the pulse was 96 in

•ire was that of definite mental deterioration follow-

USSlon—moderately well marked
ncussion.

patient, aged 34. v.

ve shell on the St. Mihiel front,

time wounds in the face (four upper

nd in the left shoulder.

,
:

'

i crawled in;

•t . the hunk over mine, and it

I am the ur left."

fl in the cars following the

: ii ii. '

uig the injury; he turned his gun on
ildn't work." He walked a half

unconscious for

: illowed by confusion

med for many w< •

ictreme. This
after injury) troubled by

ily. "\\ hen 1

! ....
talk 1 think I'll

: • I was hurt

;

like that isn't in his right

The elbow jerks arc normal ; the knee jerks arc about nor-

right.

latient is an exceptionally tine type of man, coura-

naturally well poised, a V. splendid

physique. He has ^tuck to braille with unusual persistence.

I
and his

:

.
ii his net vous sj stem has

I has permanently reduced his ability to withstand
strain. followed by marked

thenic sympl

DIFFER] \ II VI ION OF SY MPTOMS
It is manifestly impossible when the trauma is so

overwhelmingly physical to differentiate etiolo

symptoms specificall) dependenl on concussion From
those purely neura < observation over
a long period would often be For a satisfac-

ntiation. In thirty seven of the forty two
concussi* howing
symptoms indicative of neurasthenia, in addition to

on definitely cliar-

acteristic of concussion: inequalitj and increase or

of the deep reflexes, dizziness, vomiting fol-

lowing injury, ringing in the cats and discharging cars,

bleeding from the nose and ears, unconsciousness, pain

in the head, and delirium. In those cases in which I

made a i of neurasthenia in addition to thai of

ion, there were found symptoms such as hyper-
sensitiveness to sounds "jumpine i of the

field, motor restlessness, paresthesias, and
:d reflexes. The majority still presented, when

coming under my observation, evidences of vast

weakness (lividity, tachycardia, lowered surface tem-
perature, clamminess of extremities), and in a large

percentage, muscular tremor.

1 am impressed • rtance of being cautious

in giving a prognosis for completi recover) in these

ncussion. It is necessary to bear in mind
thai while, in -nine instances, return to physical

health may be permanently maintained, in a fair num-
ber this apparent recovery may be succeeded by a

sli i'a ly progn det< rioration. In all the

cases I beli e ability to withstand mental or physical

as been permanently lowered.

Of the rii I I fifty patients suf-

fered from well marked symptoms of neurasthenia;

four of en subjected to actual warfare,

The cot been stated, contribute thirty-

seven of these neurasthenia cases. In addition to the

fifty mentioned above, twenty-eight presented mild

ms that were regarded as neurasthenic in nature.

The term neurasthenia is used here as designai

exhaustion dependent primarily on such

as physical trauma, concussion, hoc! prolonged
fatigue, infections, etc., alone or variously con,

RISTIC SYMPTOMS

ptoms characteristically found in the neuras-

thenic group were, in the milder cases: transient

depression, mild anxieties, fatigability, restle

.i, irritability, etc. In the moderately severe

e symptoms were exaggerated and prolonged;
and the depri I imes i arried the patient to the

point where suicide was contemplated. Nostalgia in an
1 1. no oiu ae isti d. Di earn i of fighting in

urred. In thi ately severe

cases, recuperation was slow, and clearly defined symp-
toms were still present when 1 saw the patients i

months after the original trauma. Many showed, at

this time, moderate lividity of the extremities and
ed activity of the heart. Prognosis generally

od. In the severe types of neurasthenia the

neurocirculatory asthenia was more grave; muscular
tremors, tachycardia, palpitation, hyperhidrosis, and
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increased reflexes were more in evidence. In this

severe group, we find those patients who passed
through marked anxiety states: sleep was disturbed
for many weeks by dreams of fighting; many suffered
from extreme exhaustion; in a few the neurasthenic
state followed a prolonged period of amnesia or of
delirium. Prognosis for complete recovery in the

majority of this group is doubtful: in some, prognosis
i- definitely bad.

In some of these cases the term hysteroneurasthenia
was used in the diagnosis to characterize the emotional
element figuring in the syndrome A fact noi

-ten form syndromes was that in every instance
the patient was constitutionally mon instable

onally. On taking reflexes one mel an over-
reaction in which there seemed to he a voluntary ele-

ment. These men were overfearful during examina-
tions. Il'.\- were often distrustful and querulous.
It must be understood that the symptoms in this group
wan- not major manifestations of hysteria.

DIAGNOSTIC VALUE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD BRAILLE

I have disregarded, in these tabulations, psychas-
thenia a- a distinct diagnostic entity. A disturbed
psychic condition necessarily exists in neurasthenia,
and i- more or less coextensive with the state of pros-

tration. One of the evidences that 1 found of consid-

erable importance in estimating the degree of mental

inadequacy, or psychasthenia, was the ability of a

man to apply himself to the stud) of braille, a system
of raised characters by which, through his sense of

toil' li. a blind man reads, and which i- more "i a lax on

attention than typewriting or the other curative or

educational work given to the blind soldiers at Ever-

green. In certain cases this study seemed to cause

especial distress and irritation. "I can take anything
but braille; not braille, braille drives me crazy." rhis

attitude toward braille varied with the severity of

the neurasthenic symptoms. The memory-association
with this particular work, when it had been inoppor-

tunely urged on the patient, was in some cases so

disagreeable as to present the resumption of tlii< neces-

sar) study, even after sufficient recovery had been

for the men ordinarily to take it up without

ner\oiis strain. On the whole, tin- reaction toward
braille, presenting in fair measure tl o which

till were able to exercise their mental f;

supplied an important diagnostic aid in estimating the

extent of nervOUS shock sustained. In mat
ting psychasthenically toward brail!'

out the small number of sturd) individual

little or no difficulty in keeping up the sustained

tion necessitated by this study.

1NFREQUENCY 01 SYMPTOMS 0] MAJOR HYSTERIA

An interesting fact found in these cases is that in

Only two of the s,ries of 115 did the condition pre-

senting seem to be symptomatic of major hysteria hi

one of these patients, a negro, aged 23, a typical "shell

condition arose a month previous to the time
his blindness came on. Ibis patient said hi

"s< ared" all the tune he was in the trenches. 1 le related
that his '.bell shoi I." followed the explosion of a

shell near him. though he "was not injured." He
stated that for a half clay following this he "couldn't
tell wlii' i. on. or what people were saying."

been "I inda mixed up i vei since." I le related

that he stuttet i days. This patient -till stut-

ters (seven months later) when excited. After this

experience he was more than ever frightened, and
his sleep was disturbed by dreams of lighting. This
fear continued until he got away from the sound of
the guns a month later. At this time he was taken
sick with fever and headache. His vision failed and
he was sent back to a hospital, where a month later
one eye was enucleated. He was greatly depi
The ophthalmologist's diagnosis Was acute glaucoma.
Six months later, examination revealed general hyper-
algesia, with hysterical weakness of the left siel

body. This man had had pleurisy on the left side

years before going into the service. The knee
jerks were minus; the elbow joint phis; there was
tremor of the tongue and a pulse of 120 i sitting). The

nl was o\erfeart'ul .luring the examination.
The second patient with hysteria was a musician.

aged 24. lb- was . not sufficiently to account
for the optic atroph that was afterward disco

There is a historj of 1,! | and spinal fluid examina-
tion; following lumbar puncture his right leg was
paralyzed for three days; then it became numb with
additional numbness ,. the entire body up to the nip-

• whole lasting about six weeks. His "body
felt as though it was asleep." During this period he
could not bend his knee or ankle. At the time of my
examination, eight months later, the deep reflexes were
slightly more active on the right. This patient pre-
sented a hysterica] constitution, with a degenerative,

ily syphilitic, neurotic- pi
i

The absence of major hysterical symptoms among
the men of this series, blinded at the front, is so strik-

ing that it calls for comment. Among those who
i their wounds in actual batik- there was an

absence of stuttering, massive muscular iron-
paKies. aphonias, hysterical deafness, etc.— in short,

such phenomena as characterized the cases of major
hysteria I saw at Plattsburg. I he theory that

teria does not dev. he wound i< a "blight) :"

namely, s,, severe as to put the man definitely out of

action, di in to afford a satisfactory explana-

oi the absence of hysteria in these men blinded

under shell lire, for in onlv two or three instances did

lier seem to realize at the lime that his eves

were put out. In most cases tin- men did not know
that the) were blinded for weeks, and often for

months, after tin injury. Some were not told that

the) had permanently lost their si^ht, until after they

had reached Evergreen. Very few suffered pain of

an) consequence either when wounded or subse-

. and ihtts many, their eves being bandaged,
did not sit. pect tin- seriousness of their condition. \

number spoke of having to return to their

"outfits" in a few clay,, and of being disappointed

that they were not sent back to them. Nor could I

I from their talk that there had been am.

in escape from the light, or any feeling of jubilance

over being out of it. Their dreams, when such had
occurred, were almost invariably of killing Germans,
and of themselves coming out victorious. Ill li

of one- patient, a boy only 17, who was somewhat
unstable emotionally, a fear element came out in the

dreams. He would awaken as "the bm he was taking

findings are not such a

certain cases, when the absence of hysteria is attribu-

table to belief in a disabling wound.

It seems reasonable ti
'' ii in ^<> I

series tln-re must h men who w<
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r major hysteria. The conditions under

the group received their knock-out wounds
wire precisely similar to those conditions under which

en were wounded who did develop hysteria.

r, there w present in this set

of injuries- that did not exist in any other: the men
mmediately blinded, and consciousness was at

re . >r less obtunded. The almost universal

absence of pain is a tangible evidence of a general

blunting of the sensorium. rhese two distinctn
;' valuable consideration in explain-

ing the hysteria in these cases. Blindness

shut out in a flash the horrible scenes of the battle-

It i-> interesting to note in this

ndness was frequently encountered in soldiers

as a hysterica] phenomenon. This indicates the fre-

quent import -ion in connection with the

when a psychic trauma
mscious-

1 tbtunding follows

of necessity the peculiarly violent head injury si

In the dynamics of hysterical symp-
formation, then

moment during which consciousness is in a

md hyperen

nsion are. in fright situ-

on fronted the soldier, most

concentrated • imminent hazard to life and
overwhelming desire for escape from an unbearable

n. In the hysterical individual, the higher

seem, at this critical moment—the

precipitation instant as it were—to be rendered sud-

denly inert by emotional panic, and the individual

rimitive biologic impulses having self-

From an unbearable situation

for their goal. In the reflex activities which occur,

.Iter mental faculties are shunted on;

I and di

I in motion. It

,
coming into action in the lower biologic

ing civilizational moth i

tl the more inomous hysterical symp-
I think I am safe in saying that

neous Minding, which occurred in these

dynamically impossible for the mecha-
t of hysteria to come

It m that the two men who devel-

ria had not been wounded in

mptoms.
mptoms following the

i nth previou

glaucoma. In the

followed lumbar
dm 3S which

is a third

after the foregoing

ped hysterii al symp-
independently

patient lost his
; ng influenza rical, "shell

i in the

tly during the prefebrile period of
influenza.

In the majority of the patients, operation was done
within twenty-four hours after injury was received.
i -ually a general jiven. Almost with-

out exception those patients w ho were in .in exhaust id

' -tale at the time thi their injury

need, while from the ether. .1 . on
dition of delirium in which they imagined themselves
fighting in the trenches or carrying on in some violent

war activity. In some ca es .1 delirium succeeded die

operation.

ABSJ

\ feature that has occasioned surprise is th

thai these patients almost universally, regardless of the

1
in which the eyes were destroyed, give a his-

torj of ha\ ing suffered vet \ little pain 1

even though both eyeballs were entirely evulsed from
their sockets, ami perhaps with considerable destruc-
tion 1

1 lunding tissui

THE FORTITUDE SHOA HERfl

was surprisingly little depn
by the nun as a result of the knowledge of being
Mind. As has tid, man} did not realize,

or months, that their sight was gone;
and, when they at lengtl lit their true condi-

tion, tl: idy made long strides toward adapt-
ing themselves to a state of blindness. Tho !

if tl !

who had sustained unusually severe
injuries or showed sign- of constitutional instability

or had been isolated from other blinded men from the

time of their injuries to the time they returned to the

United States.

In any consideration of our blinded soldiers, we are

confronted with th< nen are per-

manently disabled and with the handicap that is

generally looked on as well-nigh insurmountable. The
question of supreme interest for all of us. then, is to

rtent this group of returned soldiers are going

to bi able to adapt themselve to the social and eco-

nomic life of their communities. War compensation,
which is generously supplii d thi 1 nun by the govern-

ment, while it takes care of ordinary financial needs,

can never of itself, except in a most inferior, vegetative

kind of person, give happiness or content or make the

man a useful member of society. These fellows were
an acti He, often ambitious lot. For them
to drag out an idle, vegetative existence, subsisting on
government bounty, would mean certain deterioration

and mental dilapidation. latter than this, for the

individual, would he a beggar's post, the street corner;

for that at least has, as an incentive, the que Hon of the

lui k. I f life is to l.e bearable to these mi

if they are to be other than a burden to their com-
munities, they must he made again independent, active

individuals with initiative, competing with a di

equality with their fellows, in social and economic
affairs. It was for the in po e oi tl U tl lining the

blind that the educational department of f.\

tablished. It is said that a blind man must he
"125 per cent.;" that is, he must he 15 per cent, more
efficient in a particular calling than the sighted man
with whom he has to compete.

D EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Shortly after the men arrived at the hospital, as
their physical condition warranted it. they were

OUgh, and immediately on their return
to tin post, the) were introduced, on the psychiatrist's
recommendation, into various activities, according to

each individual need. At first these were largely recre-
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ational in character, such as dancing, swimming, howl-
ing, theaters and concert-. At the same time the man
could take on some of the activities of the curative
work shop, such as basketry, carpentry, weaving; and
netting. Wherever possible they were introduced at

once to the typewriter and to as much study of braille

as the condition of their nerves and attitude would
warrant. Along with the foregoing, many of the

patients immediately entered on some vocational and
educational training: salesmanship, physiotherapy,
literature, book binding, machine shop industries, dif-

i'orms of agriculture, and many other pursuits.
Chicken raising was being followed by a number of
the men with great enthusiasm.

The response to the many avenues of rehabilitation

open to the men was very general : but there were a

few to whom the task of readjustment seemed insur-

mountable. In this group there were three men who
were constitutionally inferiors; undisciplined, irre-

sponsible individuals of nomadic habits, who would
have been ne'er-do-wells and trouble makers, just as

well, if they had not lost their sight. There v,

four cyclothymic individual- of the constitutionally

elated character. These men, on account of their

native excessive activity and "press of occupation,"

had great difficulty in resigning themselves to the

handicap of blindness. With this group there were
periodic outbursts of insubordination to authority;

ould become paranoid and violent!] i

of authority and discipline. During the intervals they
usually did good work. Then- wen

|
itients in

whom hyperthyroidism presented a complicating factor

in the matter of rehabilitation. In one the thyroid
condition was a serious handicap. A few had always
been unresourceful. phlq nd at time- consti-

tutionally depressed. In these cases it was rarely

o counteracl the inherent tendency to drift

into a life of inactivity, with loss of ambition, and gen-

eral deterioration.

Peripheral nerve injuries were found in twenty-one
hi" the men. In two of these c -

- the m
interfered with the u hand, but the

majoril lesions were of minor significance,

and for the most part caused m rely -mall areas of

Sensory disturbance, infra-orbitally or supra-orbitally.

There was one man in the hospital who had I

"d one man with both hands gone.

The impression prevail- thai a visit

would encounter a depressed anil unhappy lot of men.
On the contrary, one found a cheery atmosphere of

joviality and activi ["here was much
"joshing" and fun-making
to each other as "blink >,"

a "half blink" (a man with

them about. If a cane fell or ome one blundered

noisily, there was likely to be a chorus of: "Hey,
blink, better get your eyes examined." Then
stock jokes about being able in ee when tl:

their gl ting jobs as night watch-
men. ; went about the grounds and build-

groups or alone with alii "-t no hesitancy nr

gmping. It was not always ; know that a

man was blind from hi- manner '>r walk. They enjoyed
doing certain thing-, like holding a coat for

put on, or opening the door if going out or in with

These things seemed to make th< i

independent and less set apart from sighted men. The
blind b i fond of dancing, "I I

one of the first things they were taught at Evergreen.
It not only seemed to instil confidence, in a surpris-
ingly short time, in their ability to get about,
knowledge that they were not to be shut out from the
good times of other young people was a big element in

the matter of sane adjustment to life. These dances
with their chaperones and hostesses to see that no boy

glected, the daily tea and cakes at the Red
house, the quiet story-reading hums, with the

interesting work of the school, opi ned a new world
to many of the lads. The majority had grown up in

very simple surroundings. It wa- interesting to see

of them threw i iff uncouthness am!
took on amenities.

A curious thing in connection with these young men
was the fact that the majority of tk n r later.

discounted entirely tin- loss of their eyes. Again and
one would hear: "No; I don't miss my eyes, i

never think of them except when I go into strange

places." Many men dismissed the subject of being

crippled by blindness with an air of contempt. In daily

contact with these men one got tk ion that

. ti> remind thee

that they were without eves, when their blindni

tu notice. The remaining

bee me marvelously acu re were men.
blind, who could tell when they approached a

building or a tree, possibly through appreciation of

-nine echo or through a chair

-ure. One morning, "in- of ike patients came into a

class room, which ordinarily contained three typewrit-

ing a chair at each,

earlier in the day. the back of the room had
packed with chair-. The man -tupped suddenlj inside

"What's the crowd for?" We told

him there was no on i in the n - im but

r) ; but thi young man w a- nut -
I

Me kept turning hi- head about, and finally c; i

with: "There's something in this room; it's full of

people, 01 i elsi

REl i FUTURE
SUPPORT

In considering the reactions of these men it is well

in take into that undoubtedly
realized from the

it future support was assured. Thus

moved the great anxiety that 11-11;:'

the affliction of blindni ike great factors

that contributed to lining their morale and
attitudi been the fact oi

led in a In

itients frequentl) d

they were far happier when
1 men. It was noticeable ib.it in a tew n;

when men had been placed in hospil . apart

from Kther blinded 1 keen ',,-,

unhappy, and unable to adjust them
to their handicap. It happened almost uniforn I

life at the I

after they bad been home on furlough, The discipline

of military life was, I believe. ..;' inestimable v

the blind men at Evergreen; modified a- it v.

I with rare insight and administrative

ability

In com lu ion, I vs ish to add that 1

that mav be regard' d

to tin- blind The fact that these nun were inn
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and entertained, and made to realize the man) possible

.! accomplishments open to them, tided them

over that critical period of adaptation and nervous

-train which otherwise would probably have thrown

man) of them into a life of inadequacy and hypo-

chondriacal invalidism Those patients who developed

psychiatric conditions, such a idea-, repre-

sented cases of constitutional psychopathy, 01 had

sustained organic damage t" the brain b) reason ol

concussion, penetrating wounds or other cause.

4616 Bayard Si

I DEATH

A si i.% \l HUNDRED VND NINETEEN

HS in S SERIES OF CASES *

McQTJ VRRIE, M D

SAN FRANCISCO

Williams 1 reported, in 1915, his series of 705 fetal

deaths occurring in 10,000 consecutive cases at the

Johns Hopkins Hospital. His total of 7 per cent, mor-

tality included babies from the seventh month of ges-

ourteen days after delivery. Holl and

Babbitt9 reported in the same year a series of 10,000

rases from the Sloan Maternity Hospital. Their total

mortality was 7.2 per cent., of which 4.2 per cent.

nted stillbirths, while 3 per cent, occurred in

who died within fourteen days following deliv-
'

these, half died during the first day. The

mechanism of the various causes of death during

labor has been discussed in a paper by Reed.

My purpose, in this paper, is to record another

series of carefully observed cases, which should

[ added interest since, as far as I can deter-

mine, there i- only one similar report from any of th<

Pacific or Middle Western states, that being a repot I of

i s, with twenty-seven deaths, issued

ur own clinic by Slemons/ in 1915, in a paper

-
: ng placental bacteremia as a cause of fetal

The present report covers a series of 2.717 deliveries

in the University of California Hospital, the series

termiti 31, 1918. Patients in 2.215 cases

lelivered in the hospital, and in 502. at theii

koning from the period of possibl

bility (the thirtieth weel ter deliv-

ery, t! inert -seven fetal deaths. So many
play their part in causing the death of a child

urs of life that it has 1»

tly the part played by injury

at birth. We have, in < oi ted our lim-

Within these limitations, the

6 per cent.

found in this series twentv-

rriug before the age of

viabilil luring the fifth and the sixth month-,
in. VVe

omparison in several of our
of the delivery of

ifornia Hospital,

• ; i

.a Mortality of the
\ M A. «l :

:•
4. SI- i A. M A '.

twins, there were only 117 mother- who lost their

i'.ll'H -

In fable 1. we have attempted to classify our cases

according to the cause of death. For the sake of clear-

ness, we have assigned each case to one definite cate

gory, although it is obvious that it could not have been

always strict!) correct to do so. -nice several factors

may present themselves foi consideration, each ol

which contributes to the final result. For instance, if

a case of toxemia of pregnane) calls For interference

before the onset of labor, a bag may be introduced, and

if the membranes are ruptured in the process and the

Inad fails to engage, prolapse of the cord may occur,

with indication- for hurried extraction. The child

I- dead, and the question is. What killed it : toxemia.

introduction of the bag, or extraction? It is often

difficult to decide. But when a definite cause for pre-

mature labor or premature induction of labor is appai

rut. we have attributed death to this cause rather than

to prematurity as such.

C M SI "i in \TII

Syphilis.— In this group are fifteen cases. All of the

mothers had syphilitic treatment during pregnancy.

The cases were diagnosed by (1) a strongly positive

Wassermann reaction in the mother, or (2) by syph

ihtK changes in the placenta, or definite syphilitic

lesions in the fetus. Microscopic examination was made

I Mil I l. OADS1 Wl> PERIOD OF ONI HUNDRED AND
MM II I N PETAL DEATHS

< lausc

Syphilis
Unknown
Birth trauma

Pi oil abnormality.
P turlty

I a pi ;ir\ la

.

Total

w Elllams In

10,01 Oases

ie i

18.0

17.6

6.G

of each placenta in this entire -eric-. The Wassermann
test has been made in all doubtful cases since 1911.

and in every case since 1914. Ii is quite possible that

some syphilitic cases have escaped detection, even with

these methods of diagnosis. The greater percentage

of fetal death from syphilis in Williams' cases is due
Undoubtedly to the great prevalence of syphilis in the

of his clinic: 21.6 per cent of the negroes in

bis clinic gave manifestations of syphilis, which was
present in only 4.X per cent, of his whites. Our series

ini ludes few negroes.

Unknown Cause.—There are seventeen cases in this

group, and of this number the infants in ten were
macerated. Sufficient evidence could nol be found to

i definite diagnosis at necropsy, although it is

considered that about 80 per cent, of these cases wen
really syphilitic. Even should we (las- all the macer-
ated cases as syphilitic, there remain seven cases in

which we have not been able to determine the actual

of death.

Birth Trauma.—Included in this group are thirty-

omprising 37.1 per cent, of the total. The
it trauma and the number of deaths for which

each was responsible appear in Table 2.

oubtedly, some of the deaths in this group rep-
ine premium paid foi experience, yet the major-

it) were unavoidable. The cases of prolapsed cord
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are of considerable interest. In one instance, the pro-
lapsed cord was not discovered until two pains before
delivery ; one pulsating cord might have been replaced :

interference was not attempted in another case because
of a previous complete rectovaginal laceration through
which liquid feces constantly poured into the vagina.
In other cases, the cords were pulseless when first

examined in the hospital.

We have reviewed the breech cases carefully with-
out finding hope for better results than were obtained
under the treatment given—except in one case in which
the baby was spontaneously delivered at home before
the physician arrived. The body had been born nearly
twenty minim--, the head remaining undelivered.

Combining the forceps and prolonged labor cases,

we find contracted pelves of moderate grade in

of the sixteen eases. The patient, in this r p< i

is either brought into the hospital far advanced it

is given the test of labor, and the casi

beyond the point at which ideal treatment from the

standpoint of the child can be given, because of
increased risk to the mother. In his group, i: .

sible that different treatment would have saved four

babies. < Ine patient had been given, before admission.

1 c.c. of pituitary extract during the fir

labor, and 1 c.c. during the second stage; finall

forceps were applied. No record of pelvic m
merits had been taken before admission. One patient

TABLE 2.—DEATHS OAUS] D \:\ DIFFERENT TYPES OF
TRAUMA

Nature of Trauma No. of]

9
i cepa 8

oreeps 5
ed labor 3

3
delayed d< livery after sign- of

apparent 3

was allowed to continue in labor six da] s before there

was any interference it; this

labor pains The cervix was
finally dilated manually, and the child was delivered

by a lie n. Early in

ence b)

case in this group, in which a g merall

pelvis of moderati

pituitary extra'

"twilight sleep" was attempted in a woman with a

simple flat ; Labor d and
was finally terminated by pubiotomy, the

of high i iotomy and crar

indecision and delay after thi

siim- undoubtedly contril In the

lighl of the records of the remaining ases, th<

nietit given seems to have beet, v ithi ut criticism.

mia.— I 'nder this hi iding we ha
• s, representing 92 total mor-

tality in which son* eclampsia or a marked
disturbance "f kidney function, either

mature labor or gave definite indie tions for the termi-

.. Since the mother's welfare is

the tirst consideration, we may naturally expeel
percentage of fetal death when the maternal condition
demands interfere™ ti rm in the

;

toxemia. Our clinic has used every effort to reduce
mortality in this group by a well organized prenatal
service in which the registered patient is seen at the
clinic or visited at her home at two-week intervals.
Vet there are always patients entering hospitals who
have not had prenatal care. Moreover, eel;

comes without warning, as has been emphasized by
Lynch. 5 At least one patient in the sen
eclampsia, whose blood pressure and urine had
normal a few day- before admission. William- cites

similar case- of rapidly developing toxemia.

TABLE S.—DEATHS
1! TAL ABNORMALITY

rmality

l

i- i

3
1 mother, agi

1 mot l» Imipara
1

I l

Congenital beari •

.

]

Clin
Total 8

In one case, the mother used alcohol habitually to

great e: drunk when she entered and
had. mo od pressure of L8

a diasl E 130. with a heavy trace of
albumin in the urine. The child was born ma

Fetal iprises eight

The nature of the
abnormi

i imber of times of occurrence
of each appear in Table 3.

I. h infants in all of the i

I, which displayed abor-

extract

it. The aftercoming head was delayi minutes
after the appearance of the umbilicus. It might bet-

been perforate d.

Prematurity.—There- are only five cases left in this

group after our various subtractions fi

in which the children were
born alive but succumbed within a fi ! ; these

could find no other cause for premature
death than immaturity. Necro ily ate-

i - CAUSES
Lin

1

i

i

i

i

i

herwise, the infant- wen- nor-
mal for theii of development.

Placenta I this group, there were only

enta praevia
1 before manifestation

the membranes and placenta had bi d prior
to the insertion of a bag. When thi

from the vagina, tl

been pi

ill term and Stillborn. In the

I I
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the patient was delivered bj podalic ver-

sion, afl m of the cervia b) Voorhecs' bag.

llic child was at term and stillborn.

W e have grouped in this

from which onl) i urred.

result of premature separation of a normally
implanted placenta, there « til ; of

premature rupture of the membranes, t\\<> deaths; of

abdomii ne death, and of cord hem-
orrhage, one death.

In the first three of these cases, the fetus was dead
I true labor. The membranes rup-

ture prematurely rather frequently, though the

It would appear thai they ruptured
delivery in one case, the child

from an ascending infection through the cord.

The dominal pregnancy was definitely

before the operation, while the

child was sti!l alive. The difficulty of controlling hem-
orrhage after the removal of the large placenta from
the noncontractile pelvic tissues seemed so great, in the

n enormous child i 10 pounds), that the

over term, with the expectancy
I death with consequent involution and

• tin- placental circulation. Two weeks
i. the mother presented sharp rises

perature and pulse, which were interprel

definite indications fur operation. Abdominal
1 fetus and tin- partially

removed without marked bleed-

over the placental site.

inal wall. This method was
deliberately after all possible methods had been

the patient who, because of many -mall

could not afford to take the added risk

living child. 'The mother made a

ery.

child that died of hemorrhage from tin cord
•

! from a woman with placenta praevia,

OF I HI M UBEB ••! rui GNANCII s

nclea

Quartipatv. •
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I. THE DUST OF ROOMS

Since Hance found tubercle bacilli in the du
room on the floor of which a patient had spat, and
failed to find them in other rooms, several attempts
have been made to discover tubercle bacilli in the dust
at the Trudeau Sanatorium. The dus! collect

vacuum cleaner from a large rug in the living

was negative on injection into a guinea-pig. The same
result was obtained with the dust from a room in the

infirmary occupied by a patient with numerous tubercle

bacilli in the sputum and a cough so explosive thai the

mouth was rarely covered. Notwithstanding these

5, we again investigated the subject and chose
only rooms occupied by patients with severe cou
many tubercle bacilli in the sputum. I lusl was ,

before the daily cleaning bj with sterile

swabs the bed. tables, chairfi, bed frames, corners of
ins and walls near the patient. Tin

washed in sterile broth, the washings treated with imr-

dium hydroxid, incubated for one-half hour,

then neutralized with normal hydrochloric acid

trifugalized, and the sediment divided into thre

tions. Of these portions, one was inoculated into

gentian violet mediums, another was stained in a slide

for microscopic examination, and the third was inocu-

bcutaneously in the inguinal region into guinea-

wo for each swab. In all. twenty-four animals

were used.

'ts.—As the gentian violet mediums were all

contaminated, chiefly by molds, this method of study

was abando
As the slides stained for tubercle bacilli were all

negative and not satisfactory, it was decided to pursue

tudy only by the inoculation of guinea pigs.

The twenty- four guinea-pigs inoculated.

were killed forty-one days later and all organs, except

a few enlarged bronchial glands and spleens,

normal macroscopicallv. The suspected i

tted and inoculated into a second series of

guinea-pigs, March 22, 1916, which were killed, April

27, 1916. and were all negative for tuberculosis.

We then investigated the dusl of two rooms in Sara-

al e Village, formerly occupied bj two i

both long since dead, one a red girl, the

other an .advanced case. Both had numerous tubercle

bacilli and violenl coughs. The results w

tive. Since th.it time the sister of the colored girl who
nursed her has developed pulmonary tub

The mouthpiece of tin- telephone used in common
by the

|

I rudeau was carefully swabbed out.

'I he n ulatii in w ere al

Thinking that infei tion by i ihalal ion i

tructed a sj

which a guinea-pig was placed and kept in a definite

position. This box was then acuum
cleaning apparatus, and dust drawn through it for

one half hour. The three guinea pigs used w
I

d (subjected to dust, Vug ~. 1916; intracutane-

ent. old tuberculin.

negative; necropsy, Sept. 24, and suspected organs
were ma id ni"i nlated into : [gel it - of

guinea-pigs, win. hat necrop y, Nov. 20, 1916, showed'
no tuberculi

u. i SILS

The plates, cups, glasses (water and milk I. I

spoons and knives of patients who had numerous
tubercle bacilli in their sputum (Gaffky \ II and 1\ i

were studied immediately after breakfast. Particular
attention was paid to those parts of the en;

- that come in contact with the lips. 1

poses of study, plate- and knives, cup- and glasses, and
and forks were gr( uped together. Swal

ts in tin- lir-t study. With the
tion of two glasses (as noted above) and two
one each of the utensil- mentioned was stud
each patient.

Results.— I

. glasses and cups were
contaminated with tubercle bacilli, while the km

ned free. In eai h no n psy a -mall portion
of the spleen and the pus from the glands were used
for smears, and acid-fast organisms were demon-
strated.

A- Price' hid previously proved, ordinary washing
and rinsing in very hot water is sufficient to sterilize

these utensils.

i
! > " l VMINATED II ANUS

patients with abundant sputum loaded with
tubercle bacilli were instructed to cough hard

:

quently on their hands, which were then washe
small quantity of sterile water. The entire wash water
was then

t Sepl I, 1916) i
5| two

li patient. At n< 'ct. 20, 1916
eralized tuberculosis wa found in all fourguim
This confirmed the work of Baldwin.2

An .attempt wa then made to infect the hand
second person bj hand shaking and a doorknob b)
rubbing it with the infected hand. After cone

patient immedi; h inds with a

whose hands had been previou I. The
hands of the Qn were washed a- prei
described, and the entire wash water injected subcu

!v in the inguinal region into four guim
(Sept. i, 1916), all of which remained fit.

tuberculosis
I
necropsj

.

Jan. 2<>, 1919, tin- experiment was repeated and two
guinea-pigs were injected, in which at necropsy < Feb
24 and March 6, 1919) no tuberculosis wa-

I

The patient employed to cough had been so mi:
i

with the danger of coughing that hi- attempts were
considered too feeble, and again, March 14. the ,

mint wa- repeated and the two guinea pigs killed, fune
3, and found to contain no tuberculosis. In all

experiment- cultures of the wash water on gi

violet medium- and slides stained with carbolfuchsin
were
A patient with

j
i

several times into his hands and rub his hand
ob previously sterilized I rknob was

hlorid solu

isly in the
inguinal region into two guinea pi|

At necropsy, June 3, th<
i tuber-

bolfuchsin and the
gentian violet mediums inocu ill negative.

tV, i mi VLIVA

Before studying the danger of transmission of
bacilli three it ^..^ deemed adti-ahlc

to -tudy the saliva. Thi two patients with
numerous tub< n le bacilli in tin

ubcutaneou ly in the inguinal region in

i
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guinea-pigs (Sept. 1. 1916) \t necropsy, Oct 20,

1916, both >hi>w i-«l extensive tuberculosis

\. KISSING

Tlu- lips arc constantly moist with saliva and fre-

quently contaminated with sputum. I" prove trans-

mission of tubercle bacilli to the object kissed, a patient

with mam tubercle bacilli in the sputum (Gaffky

\ 111 ' was instructed to kiss a sterile Petri dish which

shed with sterile physiologic sodium chlorid

solution and inoculated, as previously described, into

guinea-pigs. The guinea-pigs inoculated with the

washings from plates kissed, some immediately a inl-

and some ten minutes after coughing, developed gen-

\ tuberculosis, while those inoculated twenty

minutes after coughing remained free from tubercu-

As infectiousness of the dishes seemed to vary some-

what with the time of coughing, it was deemed advis-

able to investigate the question of time more closely.

A patient with numerous tubercle bacilli in the sputum

|uested to kiss sterile Petri dishes at 7,
() and 11

a. m., _'. 4. i> and 9:30 p. m. and to return the dish to the

laboratory immediately alter kissing it. The dishes

al 11 a. m.. 4. (i ami 9:30 p. m. were negative,

the remainder positive. The experiment was r<

with a patient with fewer tubercle bacilli (Gaf)

to VII i and only at 7 a. m. was the dish found to be

I i \ e.

VI. THE TOOTH BR1 SH

The tooth brush of a patient with tubercle bacilli in

utum was washed, immediatelj after it had been

y the patient, in _' c.c. of sterile physiologic

sodium chlorid solution, which was injected, Jan. 2(>,

;ubcutaneously in the inguinal region into two

guinea-pigs. One guinea pig died '" three days, and

necropsy, June 3, 1919, showed

I tuberculosis. While slides stained with car-

. i' questionably positive, ..

violet medium- -bowed growth on the twenty-!

I'M'', the experiment was repeated and

by -tain, by culture and by inoculation.

i >n this date, the washings made twelve hour- after the

brush had been used were studied. < >ne guinea-pig

after inoculation, and the second -bowed

marked tuberculosis at necropsy, June 3, 1919. Slides

mediums inoculated were

vii. flies

have definitely proved that flies fed on tuber-

laminated with tuben l<

contain tubercle bacilli. To
1 three llie- in a large sterile baker

ed them on sputum containing many tubercle

i loped diarrhea and
i ircles,

initiation tubercle bacilli. A
JS of the fli(

that they v i

i, for all the guinea-

ulosis.

ai tical danger
own i by such flies

minated their food.

1 in a wire

ty to thirty or more llie- confined

with them. As the flies died off they were replaced

ontaining sputum with

numerous tubercle bacilli in it wa- placed high in the

i be flies fed on i in' sputum and on the carrots,

which tln\ specked. The specks were shown to con

tain tubercle bacilli b\ inoculation of guinea pigs, ami
ibe guinea pigs in the cage ate tin- specks on the car

rots. All the guinea pigs in the cage failed to read
to old tuberculin given subcutaneously, and at net ropsj

-bowed no trace of tubeicul. i i

Tin- experiment wa- repeated, November 18, and
two sets of guinea-pigs (four each) used. The first

-ei wa- exposed to food contaminated by flies with
tubercle bacilli from sputum (Gaffky IV to IX i in. 1

the second set to bovine tubercle bacilli which bad
been mixed with negative suptum. The flies were

d weekly. I be re-uli- were all negative.

VIII. COUGH
< )nly one experiment was done with cough. Two

patients with numerous tubercle bacilli in the sputum,
when performing their pulmonary toilet in the morn-
ing, were instructed to cough into the faces of guinea-

pigs. I hi- wa- done. Nov. 1-'. 1916, but the two
guinea-pigs -bowed at necropsy no tuberculosis.

COW \IKNT AND Si M MARY

No originality is claimed for many of these experi-

ment-. Tlie whole stud)' was an attempt to discover

whether infection in guinea-pigs at least followed

exposure to what many have by inference referred to

a- sufficient exposure for infection of man. We do

not wish to impl) that these few experiments should

be looked on a- proof positive in a matter so impor-
tant as this, but we contend thai they emphasize the

caution that must be used when infection is inferred

to follow proof of contamination. The danger of the

dust of rooms in a health resort, from telephone

receivers, the danger from properly cleansed eating

utensils, the danger from infected hands through
handshaking or from knobs of doors the danger of

transmisson by infected flies i at least in guinea-pigs)

il yet been conclusively proved, and these experi-

ments tend to belittle it. < )n the other hand, the dan-

ger of transmission of tubercle bacilli by kissing, or

thi iran ifen nee of the tubercle bacilli to eating uten-

sils, and thence if not cleansed to a second person,

has been borne out. Our hope in publishing these

experiments is that others maj realize that the etiology

of tuberculosis i- not a closed book, but one that

contain- man) disconcerting ^and confused page: thai

need to be rewritten.

Beginning an Attack on Tuberculosis.—The question of

health as related to industrial efficiency is a question of life.

[t is a paramount question. ( )n this hinges happiness and
this i- determined by effectiveness. Effectiveness in life is

to health more closely ami more absolutely than to

any other thing. It should be the positive duly of evi
i

to liring health to it- highest state of perfection. The line

between dependence and independence is drawn on the ability

of the individual to go to work tomorrow. He who cannot
dependent < harity organization statistics

show that 85 per cent ol dependence i dui to ill health and
othei IS per cent, is divided among desertion,

drunkenness and othei - ill largi ma ol I

are afflicted with tuberculosis. We know how to cure it.

But this means separation of the sick from the well. Until

..i the disease will not be stamped
is proper homes in which the people can he

1 in which danger to the community will he lessened.

Tuberculosis is curable in the early stages. There are two
to deal with it: (1» As it casually arises; cases are

then often too far advanced; 12) go find it.—H. B. Favill.
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PROTEOSOTHERAPY BY THE INTRA-
VENOUS METHOD *

P. NOLF
Lieutenant-Colonel, Bclpian Army; Trofessor of Physiology,

University of Liege

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

The most active measures used before the war
against infectious diseases can be divided into three

i ines
; (2) >ei . and (3) specific

chemical substances. According, then, to the measures
employed, we practiced vaccinotherapy, serotherapy
or chemotherapy. In the last few years a new form
of therapy has been developed which has been called

otherapy or proteintherapv. according

gives a proteose as a protein foreign to the internal

'M Cblood and lymph) such as the

of milk. The characteristic feature of this method is

the administration of the protein or proteose by a

channel which avoids the action of the digestive juices
;

that is to say, by a parenteral route, subcutaneous,
intramuscular or intravenous. Permit me to

|

to you briefly my experience with proteosotherapy,
which I believe I was the first to use.

FIRST USE IX NONINFECTIOUS DISEASES

I used it first successfully in the treatment of non-
infectious diseases. I began its use in 1908 in cases of

hemorrhagic diathesis in order to increase the coagula-

bility of the blood, later in paroxysmal hemoglobinuria,
in which it inhibits the occurrence of the paroxysms,
at least temporarily. During the war I introduced
proteosotherapy into the treatment of in:

s, making use of intravenous injections of pep-

ACUTE INTOXICATION PRODUCED BY Till-: PRO

It has long been known to physiologists that, when
given intravenously, the proteoses produce a state of
acute intoxication, characterized chiefly by the non-

bility of tin- blood, a great and rapid fall of
ressure, and a state of great excitability of cer-

tain nerves or ganglions of the autonomic nervous sys-

tem. This excitability manifests itself in tin- lungs
in a state of spasm of the bronchi leading to acute

emphysema and in the digestive tract by vomiting and
diarrhea. This -tan- ha- been called "peptone shock."

for peptone. One can pi

equally well by the intravenous injecting of a great

number of substam es, such as microbic toxins, animal

characteristics lie in their protein nature and in the

fact thai they are the normal
humoral medium. These .are the substances which

been termed ahtigi

EXPER] MENTAL SHOCK

ibtain this shoi k in dogs by n
the veins a little defibrinated Mood which has

rom the animal itself The -anie experi-
ment performed in man gave the ame result-. If

of d( fibrin iti ';i freed from cor-

puscles is used, the result i- the same; namel
the simple coagulation of the plasma transforms it into

a violent poison for the same species, if it i- rapidly

introduced into the vein; in other words, transforms

ting at the S.
i the American Me. licit Association, . X. J.,

it into an antigen. In place of serum one can use red
or white con i ided they are first destroyed bj

.• them in distilled water to which an i

' sodium chlorid is added after hemolysis. Such
an emulsion of hemolyzed corpuscles acts like peptone
if introduced into a vein. If an antigen is given sev-
eral times, at sufficiently long intervals, to an animal,
the animal becomes more and more sensitive and

nd more violently. It has been placed in a state
of anaphylaxis. The anaphylactic shock is not d

from peptone shock; it is only an exaggeration of it.

THE MECHANISM OF THE SHOCK
It i- not possible for me to analyze here the mecha-

nism of this .buck. The question is obscure. The opin-
ions of different authors are very divergent. Bui iJ

the differences of opinion ari rds the

nism, the accord is almost peri irds the
significance of the phenomenon. Almost all regard it as

pression of an effort which the organism mal -

mi late the antigen introduced ii

veins. From the fact that the shock is identical in

character no matter what sort of antigen has been
1, whether blood corpuscles, microbes, toxin or

peptone, 1 think that one can draw the conclusion thai

the Organs or tissue- which have for their function this

assimilation are always the same, contrat
J

ion of Khrlich.

If this assimilation took place by the normal route
of the digestive tract it would go on without any
marked effect. Even by a parenteral route the
a imitation could be complete ami unnoticeabl

io large and if the passage into the
blood stream took place only very slowly, .is foi

example, after a ubcutaneous injection. The shock is

produced only if the introduction is rapid, which is the
case after an intravenous injection when this contains
a large enough dose of antigen.

DAN< E of shock

\\ hen one emploj s proteosotherapy to cure a p
ot an infections disease on, should avoid si

l( a i the violent -hock which I have in

But it seems to he an advantage to pr
n which I have called the "peptone effi

contrast to "peptone shock." For ibis reason it is

preferable to inject the peptone in a small do
a vein rather than under the skin or into a n

I In- intravi nous injei tion of an even vei

oi pi ptone is an inn r\ eniion. which can only
formed bj a phj quainted with its

The in: lake many minuu - and during the
entire period ,,f the injection ii is necessary to
the pulse carefully in order to permit lb.

interrupt or slow down the injection in ea-e tl,

becomes too rapid, for this indicate, a rapid
I

blood pressure. If one is prudent th(

usually lakes place without accident
little transit- breath-
ing or

| a transitory h Ml this

thin a few annul
If hour lo two hours after the i

patient often sutlers from a more or It

hich is followed by a state of d I

with pro I he fall of l, nip
last unti

jective sensation of amelioration and by i dime
in the o
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ns only every other day, In a great number
- the improvement i- shown after one or iu.i

injections, tun it is necessary to continue these until

.1 complete euro has been established, in order ti

udescence.

This treatmenl was applied by me with good

results, at first in typhoid fever, then in nun

septicemia due to streptococcus and st;

coccus. In a large number of cases one finds a

disappearance of the germs from the circulating bloo 1

1 have also obtained good results in severe erj

in acute polyarticular rheumatism, and in uonrheu-

matismal arthritis when takei, at the starl It appears,

ihen, t«> be well established that the judicious intra

- idministration of peptone can exercis< a favor-

able action in certain infectious conditions and espe-

cially in the septicemias.

i D MODE OF ACTION

One can assume thai the mod* of action is tl

Peptom issimilable antigen. I he

nic microbes, on the other hand, antigens,

lation \ single mechanism

about the assimilation of both when the) are

given by a parenteral route, h is probable that the

administration of peptone has the power of stimulat-

ing this mechanism and of tints augmenting the

inn of the microbes. As the proteosotherapy

ntially a nonspecific method, it can with advan-

in association with more or less specific

ibstances when the latter alone are insuffi

cient for bringing about the cure. For this

1 have used
|

rapy in conjunction with hex-

amethylenamin in the treatmenl of typhoid fever, and

idium salicylate in daily doses of 6 gm. in the

treatmi :ci and

lococci and in acute arthritides.

• M' - \'.M PI'

1 HERAPY

The vaccinotherapy differ- from the proteosotherapy
in that ft attempts to provoke the forma

tibody by the administration of

rinal antigen. It thus differs from pn
in it- much gr I i >v>

r to regard these two methi

iametri* o] 'ne must not forget that

like tin peptone, and that in

which it pro-, ides in the organism there

'in nt which i- common to all

tin- lit-- in the fact that differ-

phoid fevi r, can be cured by
of micri

rm, such as Bacillus
> One advantage

>] the experi-

nit of this, of a better under-
better mea un - for it-

of illustration T will cite the

termined that tin- pro-

liven by
oncluded that

true with vaccinotherapy. Starting

from this tact, I have constantly admit

by the vein, beginning with \erv -mall doses
[>crience embraces numero

ticemia due to the streptocoi taphylococcus,
the pneumococcus and the menit • ertain

urinary infection due to Bacillus coli, and the

staphylococcus, and finally the bacillar) dysentery, In

all these ca-i- vaccinotherapy by the intravenous route
. suit - mon d I more rapid than tho e

obtained bj the subcutaneous route and permitted one
to attain the desired results with doses of vaccine

about a thousand time- smaller than those which are

ii \ w Inn given under the skin.

DERANGED SEBACEOUS SECRETION AS
AN l-l H d.i iGIC I \< T< iR IX DIS-

I \SKS OF THE SKIN "

II. R. VARNEY, M.D.

pi i Ron

nons

It is tin- iltiiv of every one to keep physically well

and to convey the appearance of physical well-being

through a. healthy skin. < Ithers must observe us, and
in all walks of life, among all classes of society, the

healthy-looking person i- the one most graciou [3

received. The complex condition resulting in a healthy

appearance of the skin is most difficult of adequate

definition, yet every one ha- a rather clear objective

knowledge of a perfect skin.

It i- my intention to discuss in a most elementary
manner a deviation of a well understood function of

the skin which is an important etiologic factor in the

case of many recognized -kin conditions.

SEBACEOUS (II.AM) SECRETION

The daily physiologic sebaceous gland secretion

amount- to about 1 or 2 gm. ; it is quite constant in

amount, somewhat less in children and much less in

the cold season. The normal sebaceous secretion con-

sists of a liquid and a solid part: the horny-changed
membranes of the "land cells after the fat has left

them. 1 Analyses have shown the presence of fats

1 ok in, palmitin and stearin), and fatty acids (oleic,

palmitic ami stearic \. inorganic salts, cholesterol,

epithelial debris, and water. The cholesterol is thought
to be a product of cellular degeneration, and its chem-
istry is that of the secondary alcohols.- It is most
plentiful in the skins of ichthyosis and psoriasis, and
in comedones.8 The large polyhedral cells deeper in

tin glands have keen found to contain many fat

droplets, and through this cell degeneration, the seba-
ceous secretion is greatly assisted in its function.

which explain- why 2 gm. of sebaceous secretion can
covi ' so extensive an area and afford protection.

Endeavoring to discover the true function of the

ous secretion, Dr. Max Joseph excised the

coccygeal glands of several geese. They survived the

operation and were apparently normal, hut after enter-:

i the water and wetting their feathers, it was noted
that the feathers held more water and took longer to

dry than those of normal gee-e.

A- i- well known, diet greatly influences the seba

ceous secretion. Montgomery says:

Modern man frequently suffers a penury of oxygen; because
of tins, he tends to select the easily split, easily fermentable

eventieth Annual
\C intii 1 11 v. .X. .1..

' Rt ad before '
I

A
.lunr. I

It: 292 309, 1890.
r. ( i I Clin. M. Ii 09 I V.UJ 16) 1916.

i. Linscr. P.: Dcutsch. Arch, i Win. Med. 80, Noa. 3-4, 1904.
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carbohydrates and the easily absorbable fats, and these are
the very foods that favor seborrhea.'

Kuznitzky says:

The sebaceous matter in increasing amounts, as we find it

in seborrhea oleosa, is not, as was formerly assumed, the
cause of the accompanying acne. but. on the contrary, in all

likelihood, we have an ever easily recognized weakening of
the defense against the organism.5

In every recognized skin disease there is always
some derangement of the sebaceous function.

EFFECTS OF INSUFFICIENT OIL

The lack of oil is a far more common deviation than
the excess. At the adolescent age, when all glandular
activities are greatly in-

creased, the activity of

the sebaceous function
predisposes to a few der-

matoses, such as the

seborrheas and some
forms of acne. This

stage of hypersecretion of

oil is of short duration, is

most amenable to treat-

ment, and is not nearly so

troublesome nor so com-
mon an etiologic factor as

the insufficient amount of

oil. It is thi> phase of the

abnormality that I wish to

discuss.

The skin that lacks oil

is the skin that is sallow

and nontransparent. It

makes its possessor appear
older than is really the

case and does not present

an appearance of a state

of physiologic well-being.

Oil intensifies colors and
conveys the healthy look

to the skin, and, as well,

absorbs soil and prevents
it- entrance into the skin.

How much better would
he the careful training of
the daughter in her teens
in order thai she might
convey a healthy, normal
color to her cheek, than to
see her apply artificial

color in a vain attempt to

produce a healthy appear-
ing -kin !

In the normal outer cov-
ering of the body, protected from all external irri-
tant- by proper cleanliness and suffii ienl s<

material, are embodied the essentials for a con
bje state of the skin. It i- thus able to ward off many
skin diseases.

No organ of the human body is mi
itl) mistreated than an- 'the skin an
ind it i- this daily improper i respon-

sible for ajar-,' pen entagi of skin disea
Many of the adult white inhabitant- of the north

temperate zone, during the cold month- of il

Fig, 1.—Conditi
iwing the roughc

from
tpithi

5. Kuznittky
P. W

I
I

Syph. Orig. itl: 691

fail to produce sufficient oil properly to protect the
skin and to keep it in a healthy condition. There is

another large class of persons 'who have a sufficient
allowance of oil, but who are daily removing this pro-
tection by too frequent bathing with soap and water,
and having no thought for its replacement. \nier-
ican travelers demand hotel room- with hath, and the
excessive bathing in the cold month- of the year is

ll necessary to the proper care of the skin \ et
less frequent bathing with soap stimulates oil produc-
tion, through the dissolving action of the soap on the
oil plug long after the soap has been washed away.
This i- demonstrated clinically following a -hampoo,
when the scalp and hair shaft become oilier forty-eight

hours afterward than
they were before. In the
Middle West, where lake
water constitutes the wa-
ter supply of the large
cities, the water is made
more irritating to the skin

by the chemical agents
used for disinfecting pur-
poses, such as chlorin and
lime.

( if the number of indi-

viduals who come to the

dermatologist with skin

affections, the majority
definitely show a lack of
oil. due, in most cases, to

improper toilet, or to a

temporary derangement
from recent local or con-
stitutional di-eases.

How nadily one for-
get- the function of oil in

the human skin! When
sufficient oil is present, the

skin is flexible, whereas a

penury of oil gives u< a

harsh, dry skin, the epi-

thelium of which cracks.

exposing sensory nerve
ending-, with resultant

i t ch i n g and burning.

Through these fissures in-

l) enter, and a

weeping, deplorable der-

matitis may result. The
nil- infection- and

their resulting dermatoses
are the most frequent. The

hath pruritis of the legs,

which develops 'luring the

tir-t cold, windy days of fall in the frequent bathers,

i- the nio-t common illustration.

A general lack of oil produce- a constant wasting of
bodily heat, resulting in the patient's feeling

sudden change of temperature, which the nonn.il oil

I le requires more clothing, as well as bed
ding, -leep- in a curled or flexed position to keep

warm, and thus does not receive thi t that

should come from a relaxed, straight repose.

familiar with the fact that without oil it would not be

possible for the Eskimo to live in hi- country, where
clothing, even the warmest of fur-. WOUld not keep

if he did not pn ' tin his

a derangt
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teat by applying nature's first coveri

warmth, that of oil I" demonstrate furthei the

retention <>! surface body heat, apply a bland oil and

with the same coverings as usual. Within a

>rt time one will note an uncomfortabl

I
of the body. This also illustrates that if an

oil medication i- to be applied to a large surface oi the

skin, it should be applied some time before the patient

for the retention of body heal from l

nd the discomfort following will often not only

derange the comfort of the patient, but interfere with

ct of an appropriate medication. The accom

panying temperature charts of a patient with derma-

titis exfoliativa illustrate

most interestingly the con-

tinuous subnormal tem-

perature from 1>>-- of body

heat, which in turn

caused b) 1 I he

temperature could lie

brought up to normal for

about two hours following

a hot bath and saturation

with oil.

More food is required

to keep up bodily heat be-

surface waste,

the power of heat

retention afforded by oil is

lacking. This patient can-
. ear wool or coarse

fabrics, because of the

resulting from the roughened, warped epithelial

layers of the skin, for the filaments of the 1

stantly pulling on this outer layer of roughened

The man who lacks oil is unable to shave com
fortably, and he is led to believe that he has a tender

skin and a very wiry heard. True, his skin is hard
and rough, and he often cuts himself because of its

• elasticity and smoothness, and his hair i> wiry
and hard to cut through lack of oil.

Fig. 2.—Cracked skin and rough,

|

uncomfortable - ondition

also hardened by water and alcoholic lotions. How
promptly, if we practice replacing the oil after shaving,
will we note the greater ease with which the hairs can

be cut, the re-~uli.nu longevity ol the ra or' edge and
the greater comfort ! And we may perhaps escape
be< oming a slave to the barber,

I he dry skin that is constantly cracking admit'- any
and all forms of infection that the human skin is

capable of harboring, from the pyogenic organism to

Spirochaeta pullnla.

The normal amount of oil of the skin has many func-
tions, some of which are well interpreted, others that

. indefinitely understood, oi knowledge of them
I

il\ applied, and still

others, 1 believe, that are

prized.

VBSTRACT OF DIS-

CUSSION
1 >k. Richard L. Sutton,

Kansas City, Mo.: 1 think Dr.

Varney has covered rather a

broad subject in a very good

manner. Many of us do not

appreciate and realize the dis-

comfort which a dry, harsh

skin may cause. During the

past two or three years 1 have

frequently prescribed for the

relief of this condition a com-
bination first suggested by a

dermatologist of Chicago, h consists of powdered traga-

canth, 4 gm. ; phenol, glycerin and oil of bergamot, of each,

S minims; olive oil, 120 c.c, and distilled water, sufficient to

make 480 c.c. Persons whose skins are dry and hard can

use this mixture with excellent results. For a long time we
prescribed it under the designation of "Pusey's mixture";

but the resultant amount of advertising was too great for a

competitor so close a hand, and in my office we now invari-

ably refer to it as "the dew of Sahara."

Dr. Harold N. Cole, Cleveland: I want to bear witness to

the value of this remedy. 1 have used it most successfully

in many cases of pruritus.

badly developed finger
nd secretion.

•J*'* * ""

'" K-fi *T k»^"
°~

r>
"~ ffcltffaL

ibnormal temperature from a loss of body heat, due to lack of oil, in a case ..f dermatitis exfoliate

cares more for the leather in his

face For when the leathei

and hard, he know- the life of
the leather will be I by cracking, and he at

•her most needs, oil
;

the oil in bis own skii

though ident that it is needed. Jle is fond
holic applications after shaving, which remove

the little oil that remains, rather than of putting back
into his skin the oil that he has taken out witl

and water. When he puts thi- oil hack, his hair shaft

will cut much more easily, and his skin will not so

readily be cut in shaving, for the wiry heard is the hair

that is not only devoid of most of its normal oil, but

rOHN E. Lane, New Haven. Conn.: I am rather sur-

prised at Dr. Yarney's experience that washing the scalp

increases the amount of "il secreted and that this is notice-

able as early as forty-eight hours after the shampoo. My
experience has been exactly the opposite and while I use

other agents for combating seborrhea of the scalp, I have

found frequent shampoos about the best single treatment for

this condition. The dry skin of the face caused by too vigor-

oil-, use of soap is a common condition in men, but I see il

much less frequently in women. This is probably due to the

fact that the latter use more cold cream and frequently use

it as a substitute for soap and water.

Dr. G. A. 11 ark, Fresno, Calif.: The temperature is

increased or diminished by the use of oil, if I understood

correctly. To put the question another way, does not oil
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increase the retention of heat? I wish Dr. Varney would
tell us of any observation he may have made on that. Also

whether a dry skin, which is so annoying, is due to a reten-

tion of heat or to interference with the nerve mechanism.

I wonder whether he has any evidence to guide us in the

use of the shampoo jn these cases, as to whether the soap

and water have anything to do with the production of oil

or whether the active massage is the factor of most impor-

tance.

Dr. C. A. Simpson, Washington, D. C. : I should like to ask

Dr. Varney if senile atrophy of the skin does not play a

large part in hypo-activity of the sebaceous glands. Most of

my patients, excluding those with xerodermatous lesions,

who suffer from dry skin are over 35 years of age. They
have a thin, atrophic skin, prominently visible blood ves-

sels, and other signs of cutaneous atrophy, such atrophy

being more conspicuous on the extensor than on the flexor

surfaces. I agree with all that Dr. Varney says, but I

believe that senile atrophy

of the skin (not necessarily in

a senile person") is very often

the primary lesion. The les-

sened activity of the sebace-

ous glands and their final

atrophy simply share in the

general and primary cuta-

neous atrophic process seen in

some patients at a relatively

early age.

Dr. Henry R. Varnty. De-

troit: In classifying oil devia-

tions, 1 have arranged them

in two general classes—the

excess and the insufficient.

The excess is manifested at

the age of hyperactivity of all

glandular functions. The ex-

cessively oily skin is caused

by the constant attempt of the

patient to remove the oil by

frequent use of soap, thereby

stimulating and liquefying the

oil pltiK.

The less frequent use of

snap will clearly demonstrate

this fact through prompt re-

duction of the amount of oil.

We must entertain the vary-

ing effect which water has on

the skin owing to the great

difference in it-, softness in

different sections. The water

supply of the lake sections of

the United States is treated

chemically for disinfecting

purposes, and these chemicals

decidedly drying and

roughening effect on the -kin

< of their direct action

mi the normal i iil of the skin.

The people who are taught to bathe dailj and u

ni carry on Midi a toilel without discomfort during the

rammer months, but during the winter months many adults

have insuffii ient "il and through frequent bathing render the
skin re.unh and dry and more susceptible t>. itching derma-
toses. I do not think thai I can answer Dr. Hare1

qui

ti'>ns, but it is a fact that oil doi ) a t in rel lining and
equalizing body beat. The senile atn phies are a different

condition from the congenital ichthyi jes. Wi have to relj

nlj for protection and cleansing purposes, bul

nfort, and patients with beginning senile atrophies,
with the pigmented patches and the roughening, which

lial layer « ith uli -

n much comfort and protection from all outward irri-

ind perhaps carcinoma later by a proper amount of
protects

AN OPERATION FOR "CLAW FOOT"*

RUSSELL A. HIBBS. M.D.
ofessor of Orthopedic Surgery, Columbia Universi

Physicians and Surgeons; Surgeon in I

Hospital

N I W YORK

Fig. 1.—Comparison "f normal foot (above) with claw f<>"i (belowj,
showing l

internal

nli the angle mad iwi r. Tin-
comparisoi the di pping down
of the front f...»l at thl joint.

The term "claw foot" is generally accepted to mean
a foot with exaggerated arch, prominent metatarsals

and hammer toe, with corns on the toes, and callosites

on the sole of the foot over the distal end of the

metatarsals.

The cause of this deformity may be either a limit

to dorsal flexion, or an impairment of the intrinsic

muscles of the foot from paralysis, or both.

In cases in which there

is only a limit of dorsal

flexion— "muscle bound
feet"— especially in chil-

dren, a marked change in

the position of the tarsals,

metatarsals and toes may
be prevented from devel-
oping by a restoration of

freedom in dorsal flexion.

In cases in which a gross

change has taken place in

the position of the tarsals

and metatarsals, with
shortening of the plantar

si r net tires, exaggerated
arch and hammer toe, a

much more complicated

problem is encountered.

The shortening of the

plantar structures accen-

tuates the effect of the

common extensors in de-

forming tin- toes, and the

hyperextension of the toes

accentuates the shortening
of the plantar structures.

A study «if many roent-

genograms "l such feet

shows thai this deformity
i. il.f plai e • hiefly at the

articulation between the

astragalus and tin- scaph-

oid. The relation betw een

the i inn if<. i in and cuboid

and the metatarsals is very

slightly changed, it' at all.

In thi there may
appear to be, on account of the exaggerated arch, a

di pla< ement downward of the os calcis, bul such is not

I In- upper half of Figure 1 is a roentgeno-

gram of an approximately normal foot
;
the lower halt

-.I I igure 1. i ne of a markedly developed claw fool -

it shows at what point the deformit) tal i pi

In these cases, therefore, there an- two problems to

he solved : first, the correi tion of th
and second, the remo> al of the defi ' er, on

, of the common extensors, at th' -.iin- time

making more direel and effective their function as

Annual Si

W Y"ll< '

'•

'
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flexors "t" the foot, which has been lost because

of the deformity of the toes. Elongating the plantar

structures, by separating them from their attachments

to the os calcis, makes possible the correction ol the

rated arch bj elevating the foot anterior to the

astragalus.

The sect ml problem cannot be successfully mel with-

out de mpletely the power of the common

extend the toes and transferring their

attachment to a point in the foot which will insure the

iwerful and direct exercise of their force in

elevating the front foot at the mediotarsal articulation

and in dorsal flexion at the ankle joint. This may be

the division of the common extensors and the

insertion of tln-ir proximal ends into the external cunei-

form bone. Tins point of attachment i- selected

-• it will insure the exertion of their force in

elevating the front foot, and in serving as direct and

.1 flexors of the foot at the ankle joint.

I of these cases, there is some degree of inver-

sion of the foot, and the attachment of the common
extensors at this point such as that described insures

the inversion. In those cases in which

there is also any serious degree .of limitation of dorsal

at the ankle joint, subsequent

ning of the Achilles tendon may

After the usual preparation of thi

an incision 1 ' L. in i
made inter

nally through the -kin and subcutaneous

and with a

the plantar structures

ted from their attachment to

the 1" 'ion for this fea-

from an art

With the exercise of force

ggerated

ition of thi

i
i urved incision, 3 or 4

im of the foot to the i iuter side

of the median lit ensor tendons

and the internal cuneiform hone an Fig. 2>

I low down, and their
] l

tilled through a tunnel in the neiform

ind held there by a SUtUre of forty-day

utaneous tissue i> closed by plain

and the skin with ten-flay chromic gut.

I he Foot is then put in plaster, with the metatarsals

in corrected position and the toe-, straight, with a thick

fell pad under the -ole. The plaster i- worn for five

weeks, when it is removed daily lor exercise- and
massage. After seven weeks, the patient is permitted

to walk without plaster, though massage and exercises

are continued for six weeks longer.

I he importance of not lengthening the Achilles ten-

don at this time is obvious; its resistance is a gri .it aid

ill correcting the CaVUS. As has heen indicated ahovc,

the Achilles tendon may be lengthened, if it seems

necessary, after six months.
( >ur first operation for clawfoot was performed,

April 24, 1917, and since then nineteen others have

been performed: in fifteen cases, on one foot, and in

five aases, on both feet. Operations, therefore, were
pei formed on twenty-five feet, all at the New York
< Irthi ipaedic I h ispital.

\ sufficient length of time has elapsed in all of the

cases referred to here, and especially in the earlier

ones, to permit a fair estimate of the result. In every

instance there has heen shown a definite amount of

improvement, and th< effeel of the common extensors'

acting from their new point of attachment has heen

conspicuously shown to enhance their power in ele-

vating the front foot, and their power as dorsal flexors

at the ankle joint.

Figures 3 and 4 are photographs taken before and
after operation in the case of a hoy, aged 12, with a

single claw foot, and are fairly representative.

It seems unnecessary to publish ill detail a report of

each case, as there have hern no complications, and no
failure of the tendons to hold in any case; nor has
there heen any reappearance of the deformity of the

toes, nor any impairment of their control, as their

control is sufficiently maintained by the short extensors.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. IjI.njamin 1'. Farkkll, Xew York: I agree with Dr.

IliM^. The results from this operation arc very satisfactory,

and it was a surprise t" me t" find wdiere the deformity took

place. It was my opinion that the deformity was between

Fig. i.—Claw
iperation

24:612
Trcatn

the tarsal and metatarsal joints. The procedure gives very

satisfactory results.

Dr. Fred S. Williams, Bridgeport, Conn.: I wish t.. report

two eases in which I followed the technic "f Dr. Hibbs. One

patient was a man. 23 years of age; and the other was a girl,

lb years of age. The results in both cases were as satisfac-

tory as tho.se described by Dr. Hibbs. If the Achilles tendon

is lengthened, this condition should he corrected. In many

cases, the tendon is not short, but merely has that appearance.

This should i

Dk. John Prentiss Lord, Omaha: 1 have been undertak-

ing to cure tli. e feet 1", separating the tendons from the

toes, and preserving just as much of the length as possible,
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boring holes through the heads of the metatarsals and put-
ting the tendons through the holes, making a halt hitch of

die tendon, and usually suturing it. The results of the opera-
tion have been very gratifying; although it must be con-
sidered that in some persons, particularly in adults, the

deformity is so extreme that a perfect foot cannot be hoped
for. I have been undertaking, however, in some cases, to

improve this badly shaped foot by doing a cuneiform oste-

otomy through the navicular region and removing as much
bone as may be necessary in order to reshape the foot. That
procedure has proved most effective in relieving the deform-

ity and meeting, as far as may be, the other mechanical and
functional conditions. It may be said in criticism of doing

so radical a procedure as cuneiform osteotomy in adults, that

the subjects are subsequently disabled for a considerable

length of time, from three to four months or more.

Dr. John Ridlon. Chicago : I have done the operation

advised by Dr. Lord, which. I understand, is the procedure

devised by Dr. Sherman of San Francisco, in many cases,

and have never found it of much use. 1 have been accus-

tomed for many years to lengthen the dorsal tendons of the

toes by tenotomy at the first operation, holding that length-

ening by putting the foot in plaster of Paris for long periods,

and then doing a second operation, the cuneiform operation

advised by Dr. Hibbs. I think that is the only operation that

will give a permanent result in these bad feet. In feet that

are not very bad, many things can be done that will be satis-

factory; but in bad cases in adults, the only thing is to

destroy the deformity in the way mentioned by Dr. Hibbs.

Dk. Edwin W. Ryesson, Chicago: This work is, of course,

a modification of the work originally done by Sherman of

San Francisco, and published a number of years ago, in

which the extensor tendons were fastened to the distal ends

of the metatarsal bones. It is efficacious, if done well, The
only way to- do it successfully is to loosen the plantar struc-

: first. It is also well to destroy the astragalonavic-

ular joint. Make an arthrodesis there. These cases are very

numerous. It has been a constant surprise to me to find how
many women and men have a hollow clawfoot. There is

also apt to be an inward deviation, as Dr. Hibbs states. The
one mistake is to think that there is a shortening of the

Achilles tendon. As the pictures show, the posterior part of

the os calcis is more apt to be dropped than raised. It was
a pleasure to me to see the demonstration of the deformity

that I had always considered to be a dropping of the metatar-

sal bones, but Dr. Hibbs has shown that it is at the astrag-

alonavicular junction that the deformity occurs. The detail

of whether we use silk or something else is unimportant. We
ce the toes down into complete plantar flexion. It

we do not, we shall be chagrined to see how dorsiflexed they

will become alter a while, and how rigidly they will persist

in that position.

Dr. James \Y. Sever, Boston: I think that it would be

interesting if Dr. Hibbs, in closing the discussion, would give

e idea of the etiology of the cases. I believe that they

represent what we have known as the nondeforming Shaffer

clubfoot. At the Children's Hospital, in Boston,

been operating on a number of these patients, 'nit by no

means doing as well as Dr. Hibbs has done. We have Itch

using the extensor longus hallucis, transplanting it into

the head of the first metatarsal. In view of what Dr.

Ryerson has said, if you do an arthrodesis at the astragalo-

navicular junction, provided you get a loosening of the

plantar fascia, I do not see the use in transplanting the ten-

di n>.

Dr. Samuel W. Boorstein, Xew York: We must remem-
ber that many cases I daw! t are really due to spastii

paralysis. It seems to mi that lit Ryerson's

t at the astragal ma
articulat ical. It this is not pasm of

some nn a recurrence of the deformity. It

is well to relieve the spasm of the musi les bj the transplant-

i ated by Dr. Hibbs and also destroy the j < .int. com
bining the two procedures.

Dr. Russell A Hibbs, New York: In repl> I D
, as to the cause of this condition, there arc two

classes of cases: one, in which there is simply a limitation

of dorsal flexion in early life. The other class consists of

case- with paralysis, perhaps poliomyelitis, probably unde-

tected, as many cases have been ; or perhaps the spastic form

of paralysis. The whole point of my paper, if it had one,

was that in the first class of cases the removal of the limit

to dorsal flexion may prevent the development of the defor-

mity and that in the second the performance of this operation

earlier will prevent the necessity of an arthrodesis. I have

operated on ten or twelve adult feet, and in all there has

been a distinct improvement. I am not prepared to say

whether I should have done an arthrodesis also or not; but

if we can avoid doing that, at that articulation, it is most
important to do so; for this articulation is important in

maintaining the flexibility of the foot.

Dr. John L. Porter, Chicago: I have been waiting to

hear Dr. Hibbs tell us the advantage that his operation has

over Sherman's operation which we have been doing, and he

has failed to do that in his response.

Dr. Hibbs : In my paper I said that that bone was selected

for two reasons. One was that by attaching these tendons to

the external cuneiform bone, you get a direct pull from these

tendons at a concentrated point, as elevator of the front-

foot. In the second place the inversion is corrected.

Dr. Ellis W. Jones, Los Angeles : We have studied a

number of these cases and find that about 30 per cent, have

an occult spina bifida. The remaining 70 per cent

cases of claw foot are due to infantile paralysis or spastic

paralysis ; but I think this etiology of spina bifida has a very

definite place in claw foot.

CONSIDERATION OF SOME
PROBLEMS PRESENTED

AMPUTATIONS*

OF
BY

the

CLARENCE L. STARR. M.D. (Toronto)
Lieutenant O; el, I S W. C,

OTTAWA, ONT.

Apart altogether from the psychologic factor, per-

taining to amputation cases, the desire of some to stay

indefinitely 'in comfortable quarters, the effort of some
to get all that is "coming to them," the anxiety of

others to secure a "square deal," the personality of

the individual, and other similar difficulties thai will

not be considered in this paper, the chief problems
relate themselves to ( I ) the stump and

I
2 I

the arti-

ficial appliance to be used as a substitute for the mem-
ber losi

Up to the present time we have had slightly more
than 3,000 amputations to deal with in the Canadian
army medical corps.

The policy of ilte government has been to treat all

amputation cases in a central depot, and to supply
them with artificial limbs from a government controlled

and operated factory in the same center, with sub-

sidiary pl.m;-. to take care of alterations and repairs,

in strategic points in various military districts of the

dominion. The central treatment depot is at the

Dominion Orthopedic Hospital, Toronto, and the limb
factory is ad'

I am related to these two institutions as consultant

and adviser, and therefore have had an opportunity
seldom given to one person to study thi

to become acquainted with the problems presenting
themselves.

AN mr: \i. si t MP

An ideal stump mighl be defined as oi

of which will besl permit the instrument maker to tit

f the Ameri in Medical Atnociaiion, Altai
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the most suitable appliances for the portion of the limb

amputated. It should have a linear -*.;ir free from

puckering <>r infolding of the skin, with sufficient flap

to covet readily the end of ilio bone, but withoul

redundancy. It should have a pad of fa) and subcu

taneous tissue over the bone end, and should not be

adherent. Hie joints above the amputation should

have a full range of motion.

While this ideal may be kept before one at all times,

it i- seldom realized, and the ingenuity of the surgeon,

and the mechanical >kill of the artificial limb maker

arc therefore constantly taxed to make the most of the

ilities as they arc presented.

In the early stages of the war the tremendous prob-

lem of infection, and the difficulty of deal

ing with it adequately, gave us a great

many so-called guillotine amputations.

These practically always made impossible |
stumps to which to tit artificial limbs, even

it healing became complete; and a secon-

dary amputation became necessary,

In the later stages, with a better knowl- ^

of dealing with infection, and the

methods vi primary or delayed primary

suture, much better stumps resulted.

At the present Stage, the amputation

seen are for the mosl part healed,

but there are still some surgical conditions

remaining, such as septic conditions, ulcer-

and sinuses, as well as certain

deformities and edemas, which must ln-

deared up before the artificial appliances

may he usefully applied. < >nr problems at

present, therefore, fall into several groups.

SURGICAL PROBLEMS

1. It is thoroughly established that all

iiarhor latent infection, which may
be lighted up very easily. In some in

E and manipulation of the

Stump may be sufficient to start afresh a

cellulitis which may become very trouble-

some. A traumatism, such as a fall or a

. may be the occasion of similar

infection. This condition is usually cleared

up by antiseptic baths or compresses and

re-t, and in some cases incision is required

:in local collection- of pus.

leers -till remain in some cases

so-called guillotine operations.

or may result from breaking down of

ulcers and the -car tissue

should be excised and a linear scar substituted. This

Me without sacrificing any length of bone,

are attached to the skin above the

I extension made by mean- of weight
and pulb;.. or by means of the modified Thomas knee-

splint
I practice to attempt skin graft-

ing in the>e ulcer as tiny almost invariably

lown undei i e of an ar:ih< ial

limb. I f the scar or ulcer can: I. and a good
covering of the bone end accomplished withoul
ing of the bone, a rcamputation 1»

3. A sinus or serie- of sinuses may combine, and
ry difficult to get permanently healed.

In my experience these sinuses persist a- a result of

either a foreign body at the bottom, or owing to the

fact that they have developed a rigid, noncollapsible

wall of fibrous tissue, and on removal of the cause

the) will invariably heal promptly. The foreign body
i- most frequently a silk ligature, a hit oi clothing, a

shrapnel fragment, or a sequestrum. The careful

removal of these, and cleaning out oi the unhealthy

granulation tissue of the sinus i- followed by closure.

I should like to urge the necessity of tin- being done
thoroughly in order to he effective. It is often unfor-

tunately the case that the medical officer simply goes

after this with a CUret, in a bleeding field, and he may
or may not succeed in finding the cause of the persist-

ing -inn-. A tourniquet should be Used, the sinus

excised b) an elliptic incision to it- bottom, the edges
of the wound retracted, so that the cavity may lie

inspected, and the foreign body removed
by forceps. There i> no need of using a

SCOOp, and no new area- are opened up to

infection. This same course should he

followed in all cases of osteomyelitis with

sequestrums, and if the bone sinus is prop-

erly beveled, so that the cavity left is fun-

nel shaped with it- base outward, healing

will readily follow. If there is no foreign

body, the excision of the rigid sinus wall

will allow the sinus to collapse, and heal-

ing will take plai e

4. Spurs of bone or exostoses are of

frequent occurrence, and various explana-

tion- are given for their presence. The

nio-t common explanation given and ac-

cepted is that tluy are due to a tearing up
and partial detachment of shreds of peri-

osteum, from which new bone is developed

in all sorts of irregular shapes. To those

of us who do not believe that the peri-

osteum of adult bone, as it is stripped in

process of amputation, is capable of repro-

ducing bone, the theory does not appeal.

A much more reasonable theory is there-

fore offered that they are due to small

bone fragments broken off by the saw, or

by snapping the last small bit

before the -aw cut is complete,

or maybe by the sawdust itself

trried into the soft tissues sur-

rounding the

bone end, de-

veloping bone
which in time

becomes at-
t Symc apparatus. tached to the bone end. So

firmly am J impressed with the

la-t mentioned possibility that I have invariably fol-

lowed the rule, in all amputations, of thoroughly wash-
ing off the cut surface of bone and soft tissues with

an antiseptic solution previous to closure of the

wounds. Roentgenograms of stumps so treated show
in practically all instances no spur formation. The
presence of spurs, on the other hand, is not sufficient

justification for their removal, for we are convinced

that in the great majority of cases they give no incon-

venience, particularly if the patient has not seen the

roentgenogram, and is therefore not aware of their

existence.

5. Nerve buds or fibroneuromas are not infrequently

found, and being tender to touch, and often a source

of discomfort to the patient, call for treatment. These
neuromas arc formed by the nerve fibers and sheath
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cells growing out from the cut end of a nerve and.

finding resistance, curling back on themselves, forming
a bundle or bulb which is always tender to touch, and
refers pain to the terminal portion of the extremity
.supplied by such nerves. Numerous suggestions have
been made for the prevention of the formation of these

buds with only partial success. The oblique cutting

of the nerve, the fish-tail section, the stripping back of

the sheath, cutting the nerve at a higher level, and
then tying the sheath over the cut ends— all these meth-
ods are advanced, with the greatest amount of success

probably following the last named method. The nerve
should* always be cut back far enough to prevent its

inclusion in the healing scar, and if deeply buried in

muscle tissue will usually give no trouble.

Attention is especially directed to the fact

that the mere presence of nerve buds, tender

to pressure, is not in itself sufficient reason

for operative interference. Operation should

be reserved for those cases in which the

nerve is obviously caught in scar tissue, or is

so placed that it will likely be pressed up by
an artificial limb. Pain may be caused also

by cutaneous nerves being caught in the scar,

and the subsequent contraction produces irri-

tation. This is overcome by the excision of

a portion of the scar and the removal of the

adherent nerve.

NONOPERATIVE PROBLEMS

1. Edema persists in most stumps for some
weeks after all wounds are healed. No per-

manent appliance should be applied until this

has subsided, and the atrophy of unused mus-
cle tissue has taken place. The disappearance
is hastened by suitable pressure by bandage,

together with massage of stump. It is more
efficiently treated, however, by the additional

use of a temporary peg, with plaster or

leather bucket. Deformity is nearly always
present in a greater or lesser degree in the

joint above the amputation. This is due to

contraction of the muscles controlling the

joint, to long continued flexion position, to

adhesion of opposing muscles to

one another and to the bone, to in-

Fection or infiltration with blood,

or it may be due to adhesion from
infection or blood in the joint itself.

The milder degree of t hi ^ deformity
may be corrected by massage or by
manipulation with the leverage

from the use of a temporary
skeleton arm in the gymnasium or thera-

peutic workshops. The severe degrees of defor

mity, especially of the knees, may require forcible

manipulation by means of a hinged plaster cut

across on the flexed side and wedged alter daily

manipulation. The various types ol elastic pres-

sure, and hinged steel braces witli reverse screws have

nut proved a- satisfactory as the well padded plaster

splint witli wedging.
2. Loss of muscle power as a result of disease exists

in all amputation stumps, and a considerable training

is necessary before the stump is in a good condition

to swing an artificial appliance, and make good use

of it. For the purpose of improving muscle tone, regu

lar classes are formed in the gymnasium and work-

shops. At this stage all men with amputations carry

on certain work in gymnasium or therapeutic work-
shops, to encourage confidence and balance, and to

strengthen muscles. Special exercises with wall weight
ami pulley machines, walking in pegs, between parallel

bars, leg bowling with specially constructed peg,

racquets, and badminton with skeleton arms are all

part of the scheme to develop better stumps. In the

workshops, wood work, steel metal work, leather work,

boot making and repairing, painting, drafting and
printing are all found of value along similar lines. The
foregoing exercises and games are not only physically

developmental, but they tend to improve the morale,

and successfully bridge the gap between hospital life

and civilian occupation. In order to insure

systematic and uniform treatment of thi-

class of patients, when there were so many
that one officer could not personally supervise

and control the treatment of each patient, a

circular of instruction was issued to each
medical officer who had anything to do with

amputation cases. 1 give herewith the copy
of instruction.

FITTING ok AMPUTATION CASES Willi

SATISFACTORY ARTIFICIAL LIMBS

It is desired that soldiers being fitted with arti-

ficial limbs should not be discharged until they

have been fitted with a limb to the satisfaction of

the surgeon concerned, and that the soldier at the

time of discharge should have sufficient training

in the use of the artificial limb to establish its

suitability and a reasonable amount of dexterity in

its use prior to his entering employment in civil

life. For this purpose it has been decided that such

cases will be graded as shown below and that the

soldier will progress from one class to another as

rapidly as his physical condition and adaptability

to the new appliance will warrant.

1. Cases requiring surgical treatment, such as

reamputation, removal of sequestrum, etc.

2. Cases in which the stump is healed, but which

have some joint stiffness or edema of the stump

I In- class will lie given passive treatment, such

as massage and manipulation of the j"int. t"

improve the action.

3. Graduates of Class 2, both upper and lower

extremities equipped with skeleton arm and

leg who may be given active treatment, such as

gymnasium work, playing rackets, bowling, I t(

4. Cases of Class 3 who have improved t" such

an extent that they may be allowed t" use the

skeleton arm- ami peg legs in the workshop.

5. Cases supplied with permanent artificial limbs

continuing work as in Class 4 for one month prior

t,, their discharge.

A CONSIDERATION OF TItF. VARIOUS TYPES OF

AMPUTATIONS

The necessarily brief character of this paper makes

it impossible to consider the problems associated with

each individual type of amputation; but Some of the

amputations may be dealt with lo serve as examples.

In tin i: entity, an amputation of il

provided the plantar flap i- brOUghl up on top. i- almost

no disability < tae toe hould

become- distorted, and adds no .lenient of USefl

I 1m- tarsomi tatarsal amp I
an be mad<

satisfactory if the

side, and the ubial- on the inside. The midtarsal

amputation results m an unbalanced foot with eli

Fi(f. 2.—

A

r long stun
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of the heel, and downward pointing of the foot, This

form of amputation cannot be properly fitted with

either artificial foot or boot, and should under all cir-

cumstances be reamputated and made into a Syme
amputation.

The Syme amputation is theoretically and practically

the besl in the lowej extremity, and yel it i- surprising

how many of these are faulty. The chief def©

long a flap, or too much bone removed from the end

of the tibia and fibula, resulting in a bearing end which

is not stable, and which rolls forward or to 01

i be remedied bj taking a cuneiform section

of soft tissue f m the anterior portion of the flap,

thus dimini e of the walking pad. It the

surfaces the malleoli arc trimmed down at the same

time, a better artificial appliance may be fitted.

In the leg an amputation should not be done within

a hand-breadth of the ankle, in order to give ample

room for an ankle joint properly placed in an artificial

leg. Above this point the longer the .-tump can be

made, the better leverage is given, and consequently the

easier the man will walk, and the less limp is di ,

The term "seat of election" as applied to leg ampu-
should be dropped, as it is a constant source of

in. Below the knee there is a point at which

the -tump is so short as to be useless. The test of this

point is the complete

flexion of the stump;
and if the continuation

of the line of ham-
gs i- in the same

plane with the face of

the amputation stump,
% suitable artificial ap-

pliance cannot be ap-

plied to utilize the

natural movement- of

the knee.

A knee-bearing ap-
paratus tor this type

of amputation, or a
disarticulation at the

knee, i- a clumsy type,

and not ea-ily

or firmly fitted,

and as a conse-

quence a supra-

fitted. Amputations at the level of the trochanter

minor or above, including disarticulation at the hip,

have insufficient leverage to use a thigh bucket, and a

peh ic cradle, the so called "tilting table" ol the English

I turers, musl be adopted, with automatic lock

joints both at hip and knee,

nd bearing -tump is of greal assistance in per-

mitting the easy locomotion of the wearer of an arti-

ficial limb, but aside from the two types, a Syme in

the leg and a Gritti-Stokes in the thigh, a complete

end-bearing -tump i- never possible. It is possible

both in the leg and in the thigh to gel a partial end

bearing stump in a good many cases, properly supplied

with a good pad over the end of the .bone. This par-

tial end bearing stump is best accomplished by means
of the hammock suspended in the bucket, by means of

which the wearer may graduate his weight bearing,

In the upper extremity, problems present themselves,

chiefly from the fact that up to the present time

mechanical appliances have not yet been devised which
satisfactorily act as
substitutes for the lost

member. Any of the

digits which can be

saved in a useful posi-

tion may be found of

great assistance as an

opposing factor to a

mechanical appliance.

( )n the other hand,

fingers whose tendons,

10th flexors and exten-

sors, are hopelessly tied up, and the

joints of which are destroyed by the

overgrowth of the fibrous capsule,

may be advantageously sacrificed to

make way for a hook or some similar

device. At the wrist, the whole carpus

i- rather a detriment than a benefit,

and should not be saved, especially

when the carpal joints are fixed. The
artificial appliance supplied to such a hand will be long

and cumbersome and not ea-ily manipulated.

When possible, the radio-ulnar articulation at the

wrist should be maintained, as it permits of the most
useful movement of pronation and supination. In the

forearm, the length of stump is the chief factor in

determining the usefulness of the arm, as each inch of
cnndvlar ampu-

Vrahle. In the thigh, as in the leg,

longer the lever the better the artificial limb stump adds materially to the leverage and therefore

to the power- of such arm. A stump of ly2 inches or

less below the fold of the elbow is useless, as it pulls
The Gritti-Stokes is the best of

the' thitjh amputations, and is to be selected in pref-

erence to the knee-bearing. This gives a very good end-

j stump when the operation 1 11 done,

• tumps which

!. The chief fault is a lack of close

the patella to the cut end of the

femur, and in consequence a nonunion with slip-

•
. or a malunion, the patella

'ed in an oblique plane. i

should be remedied before attempting to fit an arti-

ficial limb.

All other amputations of the thigh give v.<> serious

problem-, other than those already considered

eral problems, until the upper part of the thigh is

reached. A stump under 5 inches in length from the

perineum can scarcely ever be fitted with an artificial

leg without a pelvic band, and all such should be SO

out of the bucket in attempts at flexion. When move-
ment alone is of value, even if no power can be

developed, a leather cap over the short stump with a

compound lexer may be utilized successfully.

A- in the knee, a disarticulation at the elbow is not

so readily fitted with an appliance, as an amputation

just above the condyles of the humerus. With a

stump shorter than 3 inches in the upper arm, a con-

trolled artificial appliance is not yet supplied, although

attempts are being made to reach a solution of the

difficulty.

For disarticulation at the shoulder, only a sleeve

filler may be supplied, and it i- found that very few
of the men with such amputation care to wear the

appliance, as it is difficult of adjustment, and adds
materially to the time it take- a man to dress.
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ARTIFICIAL LIMBS

As previously indicated, the supply of all artificial

limbs and orthopedic appliances is under the depart-

ment of Soldiers' Civil Reestablishment, and the policy

of the department, in cooperation with the consultant

in orthopedic surgery, has been to establish a standard
limb for all types of amputations. This has been
possible of accomplishment most successfully in regard
to the lower extremity, but unfortunately the difficul-

ties of finding any appliances suitable for amputations
of the upper extremity has been so great thai constant

changes have been necessary, and it is only just now
that the department is arriving at a point that permits

that the arm- may he more or less stand-

ardized.

A rather important development of the

work has been the establishment of a

mechanical research department, which has

nothing to do with the factory output, and
the mechanicians devote their whole time

to the study of problems, and working out

of mechanical ideas, brought to them from
any source through a central research com-
mittee. This laboratory has already resulted

in much good, and as fast as any improve-

ments are made, which have passed the

test of the committee, these are incorporated

as part of the standard type. The policy

has been to furnish a permanent peg and

an artificial limb to each man who has an

amputation of the lower extremity, and a

working arm and a so-called dress arm to

those who have an amputation in the upper
extremity. The attempt to combine the two
arms in one appliance has not been

satisfactory.
THE PEG LEG

The peg leg is a temporary appliance

based on the Thomas knee splint. It has

a shaped ring at the top, taking the top

of the bucket of the artificial 1'
g

pattern. This takes the bulk of weight on
the tuberosity of the ischium, and eliminates

the troublesome pres ure on the perineum.
The ring is will padded and leather i

A little behind the center of the ring, two
-•ill bars drop to a point well below the

stump, where they unite in a ferrule, into

which is lined a wooden peg ending in a

wide rubber walking pad. A leather bucket
is attached to tin posterior half of the ring

only, and by a loop around each side bar
The lacing is made smaller than the circum-
ference of the thigh, so as to permit snug lil-

ting, for the purpose of shrinking the stump. A
hammock is slung in the lower part of tin- bucket

to permit of padding to encourage weighl hear-

ing, or short of that to keep up even pressure
on the stump to prevent local edema. This whole
splint is suspended from the opposite or both

shoulders by the usual webbing braces. The peg
without joint at the knee for above knee amputations
ha- In en selected because, from the evidence of the

men themselves, it has been established that they get

about more securely, and walk better and with more
confidence than they do with either a pee with flexible

knee joint, or with a temporary leg of tin- usual pattern
In the more or less shaky condition that these nun

Fig.
.ihove-k

putatf

are. when they first start out to walk with artificial

appliances, it is easily observed that they walk with
much more confidence in the peg than with the knee-

joint. A lock joint at the knee may easily he added,
if thought desirable, so that the man may sit without
the peg sticking out too far in front. The statement
often made that men who learn to walk with a peg
get a bad gait, and tend to throw the peg to the outside,

and carry the foot around the circumference of a half
circle, is not home out by facts. If a man walks in

such fashion with a peg it is an evidence of the fact

that the peg is too long, and he must either swing it

round, or elevate his pelvis on that side to pi n
its coming through straight. All pegs should
be at least three- fourths inch shorter than

i responding leu.

The plaster pegs were used at first in our
work, and proved very satisfactory for pur-

i shrinking, hut the lifetime of the
average plaster peg was only three months,
ami had nothing artistic about it to rei -in

mend it to the average soldier. There was
an evident necessity also for a permanent
peg, as on - the permam
requires repairs, and the peg acts as a sub-
stitute. Some men with amputations also

find it thi i omfort to exchange the

artificial leg for a light peg at some part of
the da) to rest the stump, and main men
doing heavy work prefer to work with the

the artificial leg in the

evenings or on Sundays. A flat sandal

affair or wooden foot is sometimes attached
to tin- peg to facilitate walking in soft earth.

W 1 was selected for the bucket of the

standard limb because it appeared that it is

worn the mosl comfortablj of any of the

materials used for the purpose. It does
not sweat and macerate the skin ; it is lighter

than leather, and once having been fitted

accurately, does not change its shapi . ! Ins jg

especially true of the below-the-knee type,

I he standard limb is made of seasoned
willow, in a general way. after the Hanger
type ; the toes are of felt, the fool of maple,
tin- ankle bushing is of bronze working in

leather, and i- bolted through the bottom
of the foot. The knee is of the USUal type
with control from inside the bucket, of the

modified Rowley pattern. Below thi

a wooden bucket is always used for 1 inch

stumps or longer, and a slip socket double
leather Kill kel for shorter stumps.

AKTIFH l \l. ARMS
After thorough trial it has been found that thi

complex mechanical arms are not satisfactory, and
tin \ have been eliminated. They an- found heavy,
Willi tli- weighl at the point farthest from

the body, namely, iii the hand. They are for tl

part of metal, and in our western country are claimed

to he very cold. Their complexity makes repairs fre-

quent, so that the limb spend- a great part of it, life in

the workshop. Simplii it ind the

nearer we can corn al, the better the pi

A light dress arm of wool controlled a: the elbow
from the i, pp., sjt,- shoulder with a catch lock that will

lix the joint in three positions, or released, will allow

flee, with a deta. hahle hand and

4. — Permanent
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controlled spring thumb, is the type supplied for all

elbow amputations. For the forearm, the same
pattern without elbow control, ;m<l a leather corset

about the upper arm i- substituted. The working arm
mple leather bucket, reinforced with band steel

to which i- attached a short steel tube into which may
be inserted a special clasp hook, devised in our work-

shops, or a lighter hook of the Dorrance type.

A recent development has been what we call the

"Canada" arm. which, in addition to the arm described

above, may carrj an elbow joint controlled from the

opposite shoulder, and a short forearm steel tube into

which tn. > be fitted the utensils noted above. As the

appliances, such as forks, knives, hooks, safety razors

or similar appliances, all are ol

rd type, they will fit any

arm either below the

elbow. This short forearm device

may carry a hand on a long Stem

with gauntlet, so as to obviate the

necessity of changing to the dress

arm on completion of work. For
long forearm stumps, a bucket

with soft leather sleeve to lace

above the elbow, after the Wil-

liams type, into which our stand-

ard appliance- may be fitted, is

found the most serviceable.

After all one's ingenuity i- ex-

hausted, and every device has heen

tried, it i- -till found that it is

difficult to fit some men with appa-

ratus with which they can "carry

on" in civilian life, unless one can

instil into them that element which

seems to he lacking, namely, per-

sonality or character. On the oth-

er hand, it is impossible to prevent

others who have this character in

large measure from doing any-

thing that "'any white man can

ne of them expressed it,

even if their appliance- are crude

or home-made
For this reason every effort i-

made by encouragement, by exam-
ple, by contact with other- -hni-

larly afflicted who arc able to

accompli-h useful tasks, and by

training and enthusiastic support

dical officers to improve
the morale of this type of af-

flicted pa' :

W11M I \ ril 'X STUMPS IX RE LATH 'X

[•0
I Ml-. Ml I ING I IF ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS *

K.
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frequently errs in comparatively small details which
a knowledge of the fundamental points of the artificial

limb maker's art would enable him to avoid. In brief,
if the surgeon had clearly in mind, from the prosthetic
point of view, the essentials of a good stump he would
be better equipped to carry out that system of treat-
ment which will restore a man who has suffered an
amputation to the greatest functional efficiency.

An ideal amputation should be of such a length as
to enable the artificial limb maker to fit the most useful
type of limb built to perform as nearly as possible

the function of the absent member. The stump should
be covered by skin and subcutaneous tissue just slack
over the end, and freely movable. There should be no
redundant skin or pointed corners. There should be
a firm nonadherent scar or cicatrix, the scar should
be linear and placed where it will not be subjected to

pressure or irritation by the artificial limb. The edges
of the skin about the scar should not be turned in. The
stump must be entirely free from pain or tenderness.

The principal nerves should be cut as short as possible
at the primary amputation. There should be no super-
ficial or deep edema. There should be shrinkage and
consolidation of all parts of the stump. The joint

next above the amputation should possess full range
of voluntary movement. The integument must become
so hardened as to be able to bear subsequent pressure
and especially is this true of stumps of the lower
extremity whose duty is primarily that of a support,

and secondarily acting as a lever for moving the appa-
ratus. This leads us to a very brief discussion of the

sites of amputations best suited for the fitting of an
artificial limb.

AMPUTATIONS OF THE UPPER EXTREMITY

The importance of preserving as much as possible

of the thumb or even of one finger can scarcely be

insisted on too emphatically. A thumb or part of a

thumb, or finger with fair range of motion and nerve
supply intact though there be no portion of the hand
to which it can be opposed, is very much more useful

than any artificial contrivance. Amputation at the

wrist should never be done if it is at all possible to

retain any portion of the hand or carpus. Amputation
through the pronator quadratUS is preferable to a dis-

articulation of the wrist.

From the prosthetic point of view probably the best

site for amputation in the forearm is at the junction

of the middle and lower third--. 1 [owever, if an appli-

uot to be worn, as long a stump as possible

should be preserved. The minimum forearm stump
measured from the tip of the olecranon process is

3 inches. A forearm stump less than this ceases to

exist as a stump anteriorly when flexed. When it is

possible to retain only such short portion of the bone,
the flexor muscles of the wrist and fingers, the supi-

nator longus and the extensores carpi radialis longior

and brevior should be removed at their humeral atta< li

merits so as to leave the anterior surface of the fore

arm stump as flat as possible. Amputation through the
elbow joint otters no advantage over .imputation imme-
diately above it. since in the former case the -atis-

factory fitting of an artificial arm is more difficult.

The point best suited for amputation in the upper
arm is about 1 inch above the condyles of the humerus
Above this point it is particularly desirable to secure
as long a stump as possible, Some power of move
ment over an artificial arm can be obtained with a

stump containing 1 inch of humerus below the anterior
axillary fold, but a stump with less than 3 inches of
bone forms a poor lever for moving an artificial arm.
A short arm stump may be lengthened by dividing a

portion of the pectoralis major ami teres minoi ten-

dons and thus raise the anterior axillary fold. It seems
advisable to retain any portion of the upper end of
the humerus even if only the head, rather than remove
it since the appliance is fitted much more easily when
the glenoid cavity is tilled.

AMPUTATIONS OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY
Amputation of the toes requires a planter flap" to

g< i a iMiod result and this is rarely available. A single

toe should never be left as it will become deformed
and painful. Amputation just back of the head of the
metatarsal bones, in front of the attachment of the
tibialis and peronei muscles, gives a very useful foot.

I'he tarsometatarsal disarticulation ( Lisfranc's oper-
ation) sometimes gives a very useful foot provided the
ends of the tarsal bones are well covered with a Planter
flap. A midtarsal disarticulation ( Chopart amputa-
tion i is usually unsatisfactory and sooner or later a
condition of equinus is likely to result, due to con-
traction of the unopposed calf muscles, and walking
becomes difficult or impossible. Both Pirogoff's and
subastragaloid amputations give stumps which make
very difficult the fitting of effective artificial limbs. The
Syme amputation is preferable to a Pirogoff as it gives
more room for an ankle joint mechanism and avoids
the difficulty frequently encountered in keeping the end
of the os calcis in position. A Syme which is not

entirely end-bearing is inferior for functional pur-
poses to an amputation through the leg. The most
favorable site for amputation in the leg is the middle
third with a from 8 to 9 inch stump. Below this

point the Stump is not so satisfactory for end-bearing
and the lilting of an artificial appliance is more difficult

and the flaps are usually wanting in vitality. Above
this point the leverage power is diminished. With
proper surgical precautions an end bearing Stump
should be secured at this level, and with a good modern
artificial leg the gait should be practically normal.
Many artificial limb makers prefer amputation at this

site of the leg to any amputation back of the toes. Fair
results have been obtained in fitting in a case with as

little as 2 inches of tibia : but a stump as short as ibis i^

usually inadvisable, as it ordinarilj w ill have to be lined

with the older type of knee-bearing leg, with the tibial

stump bent to a right angle. However, a below knee

appliance supplemented with perineal bearing, has

given very satisfactory results in ibis type of case.

Amputation through the knee gives a verj satisfac-

tory slump with good end-bearing, provided the con-

dyles are amply covered, preferably with an anterior

flap, Under septic war conditions implantation of the

patella on the cut surface of the divided condyles

( StokeS-Gritti ) is apt to be followed by displacement

of the patella, by nonunion, or necrosis. When the

union between patella and femur is i omplete, the
i

have been very gratifying. In the thigh the besl ampu
one jl|s| above the condyles. Above tin

all the length possible should be S3

I 'nless J or a in. lies ,,f bone below the le-ser trochan-

ter is left, a very unsatisfactory thigh stump results

and it is practically impossible to lit the stump with a

thigh bui ket. It 2 in< lie of bone below the

trochanter cannot be saved, re. imputation -boiild be
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done through the neck of the femur or through the

hip joint. It i- now possible u> fit an exarticulation

of the liip with a verj satisfactory appliance called

the "tilting table." In man) cases the gait is even
better than the shorter thigh stumps fitted with the

thigh bucket.

In fitting an appliance one should make the ampu
tation stump and the artificial limb one. ["his ran ln>t

be done by the cone principle. Every stump through

a smaller or greater part of its extent resembles a cone

with a base upward. When this condition i- utilized

ever) change in the form of the stump, through pres-

sure, only tends to make the fit more secure and per

tec I.

The American artificial legs are efficient and since

the beginning id' the war little effort has hern expended
on this feature of the problem. However, consider

able has been done in attempting to improve pro-

visional appliances. In the treatment of civilian- with

amputations the artificial limb makers recommend the

use of numerous -tump shrinkers. This is merely an

admission by them of the advisability and necessity

for the earl) fitting of a provisional limb. During this

period the amputation stump i- constantly changing
and shape. To fit a man at tin- time with a

permanent type of prosthetic appliance would be a

costly and unprofitable procedure. The artificial limb

makers have recognized this difficulty but have not

been able to solve it satisfactorily. It has been the

practice of those with an amputation of the lower
extremity to use crutches for ambulatory purposes. In

so doing the stump i- left hanging as a useless appen-

dage, not participating in the movement of walking
and if sufficient time elapses disuse and atrophy

result. The use of crutches always results in a had
postural attitude which is very difficult to correct, to

say nothing of crutch palsy and other complications

which may develop. A provisional limb, under the

plan now followed, i- fitted at a very early date after

the amputation, often before the complete cicatriza-

tion of the wound. In so doing the -tump comes quickly

to participate in the action of walking, thereby devel-

oping it- muscles and nerves under the control of the

spinal and cerebral centers. The parts of the -tump
are energized thereby and their new function- devel-

The balance of the body i- adjusted to the new
condition and the equilibrium is established. The
-hrinkage of the amputation -tump to it- new dimen-

rapidly secured. The mental effect is likewise
that from all point- of view the early

on of the pro isional limb is desirable. The
onal limb should be a- low as is con-

with effecti because the rapid changes
in the dimensions of the stum necessitate frequent
changes in the provisional appliance.

Factory all around pro
[i of plaster-of-

With moderate -kill practically every amputa-
with tin- form of provisional

appliance. The n I'd an- simple and are
available to practically every surgeon.

The bucket or socket i- made of plastei of Paris,

applied in the form of bandage- carefully molded to

the stump, so it supports the usual bony prominences
and in addition exert- even pressure on tin entire
contour of the stump. It ha- the advantage that the

ire can be modified to comply with the character-
istics of any particular amputation stump. Artificial

legs oi -et up- without sockets i either for above knee
or below knee cases), to which the plaster SOCkel can

be attached, can be purchased from the artificial limb

maker- ami should be kept in .-lock.

I be chief difficulty in devising an appliance < tpable

oi performing the work .lone b) die lost band i- due
to tin- high degree of differentiation in the hand func-

tions. When a leg i- losl the chief rcc|uiremcnt lo be

met i- support and hence no complicated mechanism
i- required. \n artificial arm of similar construction
would serve little more than a cosmetic purpose. The
usefulness of a natural hand depends on these factor- :

First, rapidity and precision of movements; second,
Strength, and third, a sense of touch.

Strength i- the onl) one of these requirements for

which it l- possible to make adequate provision in the

artificial arm. Since only two pulls are usually prac-

tical in an artificial baud it is evident that its useful-

ness will be necessarily restricted to grasping move-
ments of a very simple nature. Thus, it is obvious
that the one-armed man will Use an artificial arm only

for a few and relatively simple acts. Most important

acts will be done with the remaining hand. In an arm-
le-s person the problem is entirely different. Instead of

provision for the few and relatively simple acts

required by the one-armed, the demand now is provi-

sion for every act possible, yet the means at our dis-

posal are the same. I 'tactically every armless person
wears very simple artificial appliances with various

forms of attachments designed to do the simple things

which will make him independent after he has obtained

sufficient skill in their use.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The amputation stump should have a satisfactory

length, a good mobile covering, a firm nonadherent

cicatrix so placed as not to be subjected to pressure or

irritation by the artificial limb, a freedom from pain

and tenderness, and absence from edema, a shrinkage

and consolidation of all parts of the stump, and a free

normal mobility of the joints above.

2. The surgeon should have clearly in mind the sites

of amputation best suited for the fitting of an artificial

appliance.

3. The surgeon should have a knowledge of the

artificial limb makers' requirements of a stump and
also a knowledge of the fundamental points of the

artificial limb maker's art.

4. Experience has proved the value and wisdom of

using provisional appliances in the early treatment of

men with amputations, and it is hoped that there will

be a universal acceptance, by surgeons, of ibis as the

approved method of treatment.

5. However perfect a prosthetic appliance may be,

it must be remembered that it will never reproduce the

anatomic and physiologic characteristics of the ampu-
tated limb, and will never actually replace the lost

member, but observation of many cases shows that

faithful and intelligent practice, under guidance, will

add immeasurably to the effectiveness of the artificial

limb.

ABSTRACT OF DTSCUSSION
ON P.WIRS OF DRS. STARR AM' RO I

Dr. Philip D. Wilson. Columbus, Otiio: I wish to com-
mend particularly the remarks Dr. Rose made about the

necessity of surgeons learning the sites of amputation that

will give the best results with artificial limbs. I should like
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to comment on the forearm amputation. It has been found
that a stump less than 3 inches below the elbow is not useful.

The biceps tendon has a tendency to work off the bucket in

contractions of the forearm. Against this must be urged the

fact that artificial arms are not successful. The experience
in foreign countries is that less than 20 per cent, of those who
have artificial arms wear them, if they have one good hand.

We must consider that against the advisability of converting

a short forearm stump into an upper arm amputation. A
forearm stump without apparatus is useful as a support for

paper, and in many other ways. We have seen demonstra-

tions of how men with double forearm amputations can,

without wearing appliances, do a number of things by using

their forearm stump as a kind of large finger.

The plan of lengthening an upper arm stump by cutting the

pectoralis major and the anterior and posterior axillary folds

has been suggested ; but it seems to me doubtful whether

such a stump can be lengthened sufficiently in this way to

make the operation worth a great deal. In the foot. 1 would

speak of Symes' amputation, which is being developed prin-

cipally by the English. The results with it have been exceed-

ingly good, but they are dependent on making this stump
fully 100 per cent, end bearing. It usually is made with two
redundant flaps, which have a tendency to evert, turn over

and. in the end, produce a painful stump. By a littli

tailoring and attention to detail, this can be remedied ; and

attention to the nerve endings is extremely important. The
site of election for an amputation of the leg is said in the

textbooks to be 4 inches below the knee. That is based on

the idea that such mutiles should walk with the knee bent.

The modern conception is that they should never walk with

the knee bent. A man is better off with an amputation above
the knee than he is walking around on one of those old

bent knee affairs. When the stump is less than 9 inches below
the knee, we should try to save every inch we can. The
Stokes-Gritti amputation is not necessary. The matter of

end bearing of a stump is more a question of the after-

treatment of the patient than of the type of operation. By
the inauguration of gradually increasing end pressure exer-

cise, as described by I.yle. three or four years ago, the

stump can gradually be toughened so that full pressure can

be borne on the stump end. Even when this is done, however.

the value of such a procedure is very doubtful. The artificial

limb makers, in actual practice, do it -t utilize it. That is

partly their fault, but there is a reason for it. It is almost

impossible to fit an artificial limb in such a way as to

divide the pressure equally between the end of the stump

and the tuberosit) of the ischium. Unless pressure is put on

the latter, the leg lacks stability and there is a tendency to

turn. The introduction of plaster-of-Paris legs should be

generalized. Getting the patients up as earlj as possibli on

these pro functional results will be improved

SO per cent, and will be reached in one-third the time.

I > I'i'.i fALD H, Sayre, New York bothers

with amputations is the old ulcerated stump. In a

edematous stump with a large ulcerated area, which had

existed for foui yi u I operated jusl as I would on anj

area, slitting it all around and applying pressure to

the edema. 1 found difficulty in keeping pressure

on the end mp, and I empl thai w.is

then new to me. After scarifying the ulcer, I made com-
pression and pu1 adhesive i ml and
back of the thighs, with eyelet holes at

1 then made a cross of adhesive with eyelets . t the four

ends and put a dab of balsam of Peru On th< ulcer. 1

fastened the cross of adhesive to tdhesive strips

by una: strings passing through the eyelets and
pulled as tight as possible on thi side. In the com

the thigh had healed up and the patient had a per-

fectlj good stump. Jusl as in ulo hin, the funda
mental necessity of relieving the edematous condition of the

leg b\ equitable pre

1 have brought this forward as a practical method of getting
rid of it in thi stumps, Another man '

operated on three times before he came under my observation.

for thrombo-angiitis obliterans. This man had an unhealthy
and crooked stump. At the last operation, his stump had
contracted at an angle of 45 degrees, and it was impracticable
for him to wear the curiously contrived artificial leg with
the wobbling bucket, as he had to let this rudder stick out
at tlie hack while walking. I straightened the knee. A
plaster-of-Paris bandage was applied around the thigh and
stump, the plaster being held in position by adhesive running
up the thigh and then incorporated in the plaster of Paris
to keep it from turning over. When it was hard, the plaster
shell was sawed in two. and a wedge of wood was put in

behind the knee with a band of plaster of Paris around it

to hold it in position. It was removed in four days, and a
larger wedge of w'ood was inserted. This was repeated at

intervals, until we got the leg into a straight position. I

have found this a practii al waj oi u> tting these legs straight.

Later, as the scar tended to open every time he stretched

it by using the artificial leg, a piece of adhesive plaster was
put across the scar after it had been pulled together to

relieve the tension on the cicatrix until it healed up.

Dr. J.uikz X. JACKSON, Kansas City. Mo. : It is striking how
little attention is paid to anatomy in the ordinary textbook

description of amputation, anil, I think, that a great deal of

dissatisfaction with the stumps is dependent on this. We
are told to cut down to the fascia. I think it is better to cut

through the fascia and lift up the fascia with the skin.

Do not close the wound by a through and through stitch.

Suture accurately the aponeurosis of the muscles and close

the skin separately. If this fascia is brought over and
sutured separately, you can close the skin with any kind of

stitch.

Dr. Reginald H. Sayre, New York: I should like to hear

whether any one has had experience with Vanghetti's kmo-

plastic operation for getting muscles and tendons that will

be able to manipulate the fingers in upper arm amputation.

Dr. Edwin W. Ryerson, Chicago: Hulicr. of the Univer-

sity of Michigan, has shown that if the last three fourths of

an inch or 1 inch of nerve lie injected with alcohol at ampu-
tation, no neuroma will he formed. As Dr. Starr says, the

neuroma is formed by the growing down of the ucuro-

fibrillae and the formation oi .' painful bulb. If tli is simple

technic of injecting with alcohol is observed, there will be

no growing down and no neuroma. No neuroma is formed

above the site of the injecti the neurofibril^ do
ii ii proliferate except at the cut end. I think that this

method is worthy of a trial, because painful nerve bulbs

are frequent.

Dr. C. W. Hopkins, Chicago: One point that I v.

to hear brought out in the discussion was in regard to the

site of amputation in the Kg in -

use his discretion, when the injury is low down. The gen-

, t.i I 1. 1
1 l. ii. j i. ii man

i 1
1 ai ha been to s.,w all oi a leg

possible, giving the patient a very long stump, b) performing

the amputation just above the ankle. In mj railroad work

1 have had man} men come to me who were opei

fore, requesting that a reamputation be done higher

ing that the long stump caused a very unsightly

bulge in the lower end of the artificial limb, just a

ankle, and that the long stump seemed to suffei considerably

from cold and to be in the way generally, and iilii

i
I ulceration on ao in. We

must remember that in wearing an artificial leg, the weight

hearing is entirely I'll the length of the stump

little difference if it extends s ,.r 9 inches

amputations of the leg at about that point even where the

injuries o a destroyed foot oi lower end of the

leg, and sine, that time 1 have found that tl

uble and seldom ever return I

further work.
I

point m leg amputatioi

has not been brought mil, and that is the removal of the

die fibula where tin stum]

stump i
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than * inches oi the fibula, the fibular head should always be

removed at the time of the amputation otherwise the patient

will invariably experience discomfort by the fibul

pushed toward the tibia which keeps up .i constant irrita-

tion. 1 w.,s \<.r\ glad to hear the remarks mad< bj Dr.

and will >a\ that mj own experience has proven

him to be correct. 1 also heartily approve of tl

weight bearing or u; ..nor amputation by

some good method which prevents .i long drawn out employ-

ment of a crutch, raising the morale of the patient ln<>

per cent.

Dr. Ci S uot, Toronto, Ont: All the amputation

of were in war conditions. As almost all the

...
| had anywhere from twelve to fifteen operations, I

could not suggest the idea of a reamputation for the forma

al Stump. We had to take the material pre-

sented and make the best of it. Take the question of peg

... all agree that in the treatment of these conditions,

the SOOI ' the men into temporary apparatus of

rt for walking, the better: and yet the psj

of the situation is so marked that it is difficult to get these

men into pegs. For instance, a man appearing with his leg

tied up and his trousers leg pinned up, and walking on

crutches, does not go far before he is picked up bj some

kind hearted woman in an automobile and given a ride. If

he has a leg on. however, this will not happen. That is a

difficult thing in itself to overcome. It is not a question of

ideal types, but a question of some oi the difficulties that we

meet in attempting to deal with these amputation cases. The

subject that it is almost impossible to touch the

f it. In the question of a double arm amputation,

one arm being an amputation 1
' _• inches below the elbow.

One of the speakers said that this would not produce a

movable arm. We had that difficulty until we put a small

cap over the end of the bucket and ran a compound lever up

the arm and then back to the forearm piece. That gives him

a double lever, by which he can use a safety razor, a comb

and brush, a knife and fork. etc.. and he is capable of taking

care of himself. He can travel, if necessary, without a

valet. A double amputation with that sort of apparatus is

in a fairly good condition. It is such problems that we
try to meet with the material that we have on hand.

Dr. Philip D Wilson, Columbus, Ohio: With refer-

ence to Dr. Sayre's question about the Vanghetti amputation

—

rvations in Italy were not such as to convince me that

a useful procedure. It offers hope from the experi-

mental standpoint, but is not far enough along for us to

take it over and make it practical. It cannot be done unless

a man has a prosthetic workshop that he is controlling.

Tendon and muscle loops are made, the movement of which

tuate artificial hands ; so it is necessary

to have in mind the apparatus that is to be made to fit on it.

it enough to do the operation and say that we have

a fine result because the tendon moves an inch. It is neces-

sary to harness it up and make it practicable. Three or

h amputations have been made in the American army,
and the three that I know of had to be removed as not
practicable.

Rose, Gallipolis, Ohio: In civilian practice we do
•he ulcerated stumps that we see in war amputations.

In the front area work in France practically all amputations
• juries were of the guillotine type and

lis were let' ill of this method,
even if the best secondary method is carried out. large

central scars with varying sized ulcers will persist and often

times r- dure in General
Jeers and granulating areas

until a sterile culture is obtained. If there is no bone involve-

ment, ai f scar tissue and a plastic i I

done; however, many cases require excision of a small por-

Thc length of the
«tump determines to a great degree the mode of operative
procedure because the object for which we are working i- to

obtain the best possible stump for the fitting of an artificial

limb.
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(Jrologic recognition of disease of tin- central ner-

vous system is a phase of medicine of such magni-
tude that physicians should be keenly alert to it. For
this reason we have made a comprehensive urologic

study of 500 cases of nervous and mental diseases,

in the hope of determining definite facts which might
serve, in conjunction with our previous knowledge, to

insure our intimate acquaintance with this phase of
urology and enable us to he an important aid to a

t lion moh neurologic investigation. To he of value an
investigation must result in definite findings concern-
ing factors constantly present in organic disease of the

central nervous system. These we seem to have made.
We have known it for some time, yet, when one
reviews the recent urologic textbooks, it is notable that

there is a shocking absence of the slightest refer-

ence to the fact, though the findings constitute, cer-

tainly, one of .the most important chapters in urology.

Of the significant urologic observations, the most
important of which are loss of sexual power, relax-

ation of the rectal sphincter and the bladder picture

Fig. 1.—This and the accompanying illustrations are drawings from
amination: A, internal sphincter muscle; 13, floor of

urethra; P. bladder wall, showing trabeculation.

• aled by the cystOSCOpe, the last named i- the

mosl reliable. Cystoscopic findings in disease of the

central nervous system, particularly those affecting the
lower segments of the spinal cord, of which tabes

dorsalis is the most notable- example, are definite, con-
stant and charai teristic to a degree that stamps them as

ry considerable diagnostic importance.

the Section on Urology :it the Seventieth Innual
if the Americ Atlantic City, N. J.,
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Since such a large percentage of diseases of the cen-
tral nervous system manifest themselves initially by
disturbances of bladder function, and since so many
surgical diseases presenting bladder disturbances are
either complicated by or associated with tabes, it is

apparent that the recognition of this type of bladder
is extremely important.

Owing to the confusion in the interpretation of the
term "tabetic bladder," which would seem, as its name
implies, to indicate only the bladder associated with

Fig. 2.—B. floor of
utricle; L, lateral ureth

locomotor ataxia, we have designated recently the con-
dition in which there is bladder disturbance compli-
cated by or associated with tabes, as the neurogenous
bladder, because we feel confident that the findings in

the bladder are strikingly suggestive, if not absolutely

positive, of neurologic disease, even though in many of

our cases there has not been a neurologic substan-

tiation.

Among urologists, there has been considerable dis-

cussion as to the characteristic findings in the bladder

in disease of the central nervous system, and mosl of

the previous reports on this subject have dealt with the

great importance of trabeculation a- being pathogno-

monic, without regard t'> the internal sphincter. It is

our belief that the internal orifice is equally decisive.

The combination of tin- two, however, really forms the

definite cystoscopy picture.

CYSTOSCOPIC EXAMINATION
With the cystoscope in the normal position, there is

a feeling of relaxation which one doc- not gel in nor-

mal cases. Furthermore, the posterior urethra is usu-

ally more tolerant, and in definite tabetics, a- i- well

know, often anesthetic. In a great many instances, the

external sphincter i- spastic, and if one has passed a

catheter before the cystoscope, urine i- frequently

withdrawn on entering the posterior urethra. The
sphincter margin has been found to be without strik-

ing apppearance, above and laterally; but .;

ches the floor, the striae of the urethra can

easily be seen, external to the sphincter. < In depres
sing the eyepiece of the and withdrawing
the instrument, one may insp I the posterior urethral

floor or the supramontane urethra, it- fold-, the gut-

tered appearance of the urethra, and the lateral

urethral walls being shown ( Fig. 1 i.

On further withdrawal, the verumontanum may be
brought plainly into view, the orifices of the utricle
and ejaculatory ducts inspected; and. very frequently,
seminal ejaculation from the orifices may be observed
(Fig. 2). Various degrees of relaxation of the sphinc-
ter and prostatic urethra are seen: In some in-

only the first part of the urethra is visible; in others,
the whole urethra permits inspection, hut indistinctly,
and -till others show considerable relaxation but do
not allow vision.

The first type of pronounced relaxation, with the
guttering of the urethra and visibility of the veru-
montanum, is the characteristic and significant finding
in cases of definite nerve lesions. The other types are
less positive and seem to occur quite frequently in the
presence of a negative neurologic examination, fre-

quently in certain psychoses, but rarely in pro-
nounced organic disease. This group, which may he
termed minor relaxations, offers a very interesting

series of cases and one about which considerable con-
fusion exists at present. While cystoscopy findings

are not positive, they are highly suggestive, and in

many instances individuals showing these changes have
later presented definite neurologic development -

These findings are commonly associated -with func-
tional disorders, neurasthenias, reflected pains in the

perineum, groins and testicles, and general atonic con

ditions, am! it may be that they are representative of .i

general let-down in physical tone. A- previously stated.

however, we should always be careful in construing
this picture and offering a prognosis to the patient.

\\ e have frequently observed these slight relaxations
in early syphilitics, in fact, such changes have prompted
n-, in many instances, to have \\ assermann te-ts taken.

Associated with this orifice picture, the trigon

(Fig. 3) is usually elevated, but seldom husky and.

/. tip of lri|

<>i trabeculation; I. h

hypertrophic, as when behind mechanical obstructions;

the interureteric bar i- usually lifted and thin. Later

ally, the trigon at it- up- frequently fans out into

trabeculae, which spread "in ovei the lateral walls ol

der. I lie ureteral oi ifi< i
bow nothing

ticular, except thai in some cases thi

their ejaculation of urine. With thi- picture ol

ation ,it tin- internal orifice of the bladder, there is

usual!} bladder trabeculation (Fig. 4), which d<

alwaj - -bow particular i

'
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sibly it may be a lit t K- more delicate than trabeculation

seen hack of mechanical obstructions. Roll believes

that u has a predilection tor the lateral fomices and

specific appearance; but our cases have not been

so definite in tins respect, a-- they have all been more
or less generalized, and various grades of trabecula

tion wire assumed.
In the Female, the diagnosis is somewhat more dif

ficult, since we miss the anatomic landmarks which

serve to illustrate this re' ation. Nevertheless, there

is always considerable • taxation of the sphincter, and

this, coupled with the trabeculation of the bladder,

suggests the

The roenl findings of the bladder have been

interesting We have made cystograms with thorium.

coUargol and argyrol. These cystograms have usually

a clean-cut hue below, in the internal sphincter

. while in several of the very relaxed cases there

.11 a tunneling due to the material in the deep

urethra, as has been observed at the Johns Hopkins

Clinic also. It is quite surprising that this funneling is

not more uniform, since one would expect from the

-pic appearance of the urethra that it would

It i- evident that the

sphincter tone i- sufficient to

tervesical pressure until

some mechanical instrument

open. There has been

one observation in particular

that has been of interest to us.

If the bladder is filled with a

solution, and comparative plates

are taken with the patient lying

and then standing, there is no-

a dropping

down, with forward toppling;

of the bladder. This is proba-

bly due to the marked relaxa-

tion of the various bladder and

. namely, the

nd muscular iu*p;

in this region.

I.TS IN FIRS

In the

us, 188 were studied

with Dr. Francis Barnes, psychiatrist at the St.

trium, and were cases repp
various types of psychoses. In this series, we had no
tabulated record of the symptoms, hut confined our-

to an investigation of the urologic findings in

the individual patients at with the diag-

in the sanatorium. In carrying out this part of
the work, we were very careful that tin- cystoscopic

ther examinations should be made without
prejr.

All knowledge of the character of these cases was
theref'

| from Drs. Greditzer and Caulk,who
made the urologic examinations. This series, including,

exclusi rders, embraced 158
males and thirty females. There were eighty cases of

rsalis with psychosis, nine
cases of cerebrospinal syphilis, thirteen cases of organic
brain disease, not syphilitic, i

of epilepsy with psychosis,
forty-four cases of dementia praecox, six cases of
defective states with psychosis, and twelve cases of
manic depressive insanity.

In the cases of paresis, 50 per cent, showed typical

positive cystoscopic pictures, .is per cent, of the cases

having present or exaggerated Knee jerks were cysto-

SCOpically positive; while in 74 per cent, of the cases

wuh diminished or absent Knee jerks, the picture was
positive. I oncerning the 38 per cent, ol cases in which
the cystO iininalion was positive and the neu-

rologic examination negative, it should he stated that

it is claimed that 99 per cent, of all pareti< s have path-

ologically demonstrable lesions of the posterior columns
id' the spinal cord, such as are found in tabetics. It

is possible that these posterior column changes may not

be ot sufficient intensity to produce general clinical

signs, hut of such character as to involve the segment
which would give rise to the bladder changes above
described, t'ascs of tabes with paresis were 100 per
cent. Urologically positive, Of cerebrospinal syph-
ilitics, 55 per cent, gave urologically positive pictures.

We wish to call attention to the invariable positive

opic picture in hemiplegias. Of the organic

nonsyphilitic brain diseases, including arteriosclerotic

dementia, senile dementia, multiple sclerosis and Hun-
tington's chorea, 30 per cent, were cystoscopically posi-

tive, these being the cases of

arteriosclerotic dementia and
those of multiple sclerosis. Of
the eleven cases of alcoholic

psychoses, including Korsa-
koff's syndrome, alcoholic de-

mentia and chronic alcoholism,

only that of Korsakoff's syn-

drome was positive; and it is

interesting that the knee jerks

were absent, although there
were no other signs of neuritis.

Epilepsy with psychosis

showed 27 per cent, positive

bladder findings.

Of the cases of dementia

praecox, the findings were pos-

itive in 22 per cent. One of

these eases, associated with al-

coholism, is interesting because

_.,,..., of the positive finding, in view
T. trabeculation at dome , ,

•"
,

,° r

of the tact that at the time ot

the patient's admission the diag-

nosis had been paresis but later observation did not

confirm it. The percentage of positive cases in this

group, more than one fifth, seems high, but we must

remember in this connection that there are those who
argue for the organic basis of dementia praecox.

There were six cases of defective state. In one of

these, an imbecile who had had a severe syphilitic

meningitis in infancy, there was a positive picture.

Manic depressive insanity contributed twelve cases

with negative bladder findings.

In summary of this study of 188 cases of psychoses,

it may be said that the neurologic findings were such

as to lead us to suspect a positive bladder picture in

25 per cent., whereas this positive picture was found

in 50 per cent. If we separate these cases into organic

and functional groups, we find that the neurologic and

urologic observations practically tally. In other words,

i als bladder findings in a large pro-

portion of so-called functional cases. Dr. Barnes has
' reviewed the cases studied in this series, two

year- after the previous examination: There has been

lunge in their neurologic status.
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DIAGNOSIS IN THE SECOND SERIES

The remaining 312 cases were studied in the Wash-
ington University Medical School Clinic, at Barnes
Hospital and in private practice, and comprise the rou-
tine types of organic and functional nerve disorders.
Of the previous diseases, syphilis and gonorrln
at the head. Forty per cent, of the patients gave a
previous history of syphilis, and the same percentage
showed positive Wassermann reactions. Seventy-five
per cent, of these patients, with cord lesions, gave pos-
itive spinal fluid tests.

Definite neurologic diseases, such as tabes, cerebro-
spinal syphilis, postapoplectic conditions, spinal cord
tumor, and paresis, occurred in 46 per cent, of the
series. Of this number, the diagnosis was made
first in the urologic clinic in 46 per cent, of the
cases, a fact demonstrating the frequency with which
such diseases manifest themselves by bladder symp-
toms, and Ifad the patient to consult the urologist first

for bladder disturbances. In 54 per cent, of thi

patients consulted the neurologic clinic first. Of the
cases positively diagnosed by the cystoscopic examina-
tion, in c«ily 50 per cent, was the diagnosis confirmed
by the neurologist. In about 5 per cent, of the 50 per
cent, of unconfirmed cases, lesions have since devel-

oped. In this group there were two cord tumors,

eventually diagnosed neurologically, in one case a year
after we had found a definite picture. The remaining
45 per cent. of unconfirmed cases we have tried to trace,

but have experienced great difficulty in getting any
replies. Oi iy a few replies have come to our inquiries ;

the majority of cards read "wrong address.'" Patients

who have returned have remained neurologically nega-
tive, but still definitely cystoscopically positive—the
smaller group—and cystscopically suggestive, the

larger.

DIAGNOSTIC SYMPTOMS AND FIND

A. Urinary Symptoms.— Xinety-threc per cent, of
the patients had urinary symptoms. Seven per cent.

presented no urinary symptoms. Of the 93
1

half were definitely neurologic and half unconfirmed.
< n the 7 per cent., it was again half and half.

1. Frequency: Frequency of urination occurred in

.'on! 60 per cent . equally divided between the con-

firmed and unconfirmed.

2. Incontinence: Incontinence of urine occurred in

38 per cent, of the series, of which the patienl in 63

percent, proved to be those with definite central ner-
i Ine of the patients with inconti-

nence, who showed a positive picture, but in whom the

diagnosis was not confirmed by the neurologist, later

I to have had a spinal cord tumor. ' >ur findings

were i onfirmed at necropsy.
1 truction : 'I his occurred in

cent, of tip' cases. • >f these, one half wer
of the negative eases, howi later

developed. ' >ther causes of obstruction associated with
tins group were stricture, prostatic hypertrophy, Mad
der tumors, cancer of the rei turn, cj

I Pain, Burning and Urgency of Urination: This
condition occurred in -II pei cenl . and, of these, the

is in 41 per cent, was
B. Sexual Powers. < >ne of the very important

and most uniform findings was disturl

capacity. In about 80 per cent, of the cases of organic
lesions of the central nervous system there was either
c< mpleti

i msiderable disturbam e of thi

powers. Of the nonconformed cases, 50 per cent.
wed this disturbance.

C. Pain.—Pain was present in about 70 per cent,
of all the cases, being the lightning pains of tabes, and
pains in the bad,. mn and
rectum. A very suggestive pain has been a puckering,
pulling pain in the perineum and in the rectum. These
are often ascribed b - and vesiculitis, but fre-
quently indicate nerve lesions and not reft

D. Uremia.—One of the chief factors in the pro-
duction of toxicities in patients suffering from central
nervous system disease is uremia. It not only mani-
fests itself with the ordinary obstructive type symp-
toms, but also serves to augment many of thi

pains from which these patients suffer. A great (leal
oi the pallor, weakness and dizziness also' emanates
from this cause. We have noted repeatedly that the
relit f of the uremic condition of a patient has in;

bis appearance and symptoms to a surprising degree.
Therefore, we feel that the correction of uremi
of the most important phases in the treatment of the

ounced tabetics.

E. Hematuria.—This occurred in IS per cent, of
the series, one third being in tabetics and two thirds
in nontabetics. The hemorrhages occurring in tabes
are very interesting, and. indeed, very alarming. Hem
orrhagc often occurs with vesical crisis, and is so
profuse that sev< ral of the patients have 1

exsanguinated. These hemorrhages seem to come
from both the urethra and the bladder wall, and have
been controlled with epinephrin. One patient in this
scries bled to death from a small incision in the back
for the drainage of a perinephritic abs< ess. \\ itl

ation of pressure, there was pr0
which could not be controlled and which was pri

due to a vasomotor phenomenon.

EXAMINATION
External Genitals.—These are frequently flabb)

\ aricocele is common. \ arious degn
atroph) havi b& i

noticed, and in several instances
there have been marked pasms of the whole anterior
urethra, so (bat it was difficult to insert a cal

and more difficult to remove it.

Urine.—Thirty-two per cent, of the patients in all

• had infected urines; 66 per cent, of these
were tabetics; the remainder, the unconfirmed. Fur-
thermon

, 40 per cent, of all tabel ifected
urines; (i) per cent, bad not. I he infi

ahno-t entirely of the colon bacillus group.

ate am', Vesicles. Sixty-eight per cent, of the
patients had prostatitis and vesiculiti

was divided equally between the confirmed and the
Unconfirmi Ul 5 per cent, of the patients with
definite o hyper
trophy. This is very important, an.

I

, nipha
size the necessity of thorough recognition of tin,

bladder picture and the advisability of always n

ination prior to pros!

in in a nervi I

certain that many of the unfavorable results f Ho
rticularly incontim due to

I that the prostate ha been removed from
patients suffering with nervous dtsi

incontinence would n< i result, for it i- hard to pi

Rectal Sphincter. This offei

important symptom, and i
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icion. In our series, we have found it to I

•

relaxed in 88 per cent, of the cases. Indeed, in

ral patients \\ ho were in the medical ward with

obscure symptoms, we « predict, by

tal examination, a possibility of nerve lesion, and in

several of these cases the predictions have been ful-

filled. About an equal proportion of the p. nit:'

in the confirmed group. Thei irmal tone in

8 per cent. In only two instances did this normal

sphincter occur in tabetics. \- ted with the n

sphincter there is frequently a ballooning of tin' rec-

tum. At times it is ms, and, invariably, this

combination of relaxation and ballooning is a very

important on ord lesions.

Interna! v nd Vcrumontanum.— In this

ind the internal sphincter relaxed '

in 98 per cent, of the cases. About
these relaxations were of such ad

scopic inspection of the verumonatum. The
'•<

i per cent, of til

ically confirmed; in the remainder it was not. But 80

the tabetics had sufficiently relaxed

dlow inspection of the verumontanum, and 20

nt. had not. This high percentage of relaxation of

the internal sphincter in diseases of the nervous system

one of the most imj ria. Twenty
L of the cases showed internal sphincter relax-

: sufficient degree to allow in

of the verumontanum. The condition, in tl

ted also with a relaxed rectal sphincter.

This group of cases must be repeatedly examined, as

such a combination is highly suggestive of nerve

ii.—The trigon was elevated and spread out

cent, of the case-;. < >f this number,

rent, occurred in diseasi - of the central m
It was also observed that 75 per cent, of

tnd veiled trigons, whereas, in

got was normal.

Trabeculation was present in more
than 90 per cent of the cases. Of these. 46 pi

' 'n the other hand, trabeculation was
1 in 96 per cent, of the patients with di

of the central nervous system. This high per

of trabeculation occurring in organic nerve lesions pre-

• -ry important diagnostic finding.

TREATMENT

Ther pe of urinary disease which has

1 in the past such meager attention as the blad-

ociated with diseases of the central

tern. This i^ particularly true of

the tabetic has been one of pity rather

ne of therapeutics. And actually, proper treat-

with quite a degree of satisfaction

in a large p' patients. As such a pro-

mdary to syphilis.

rd syphilis i- one of our first

rom our observations, we are led to

ith active blood Was
re much tli'

:i tho-c with a negative or slightly positive

principle to treat these

.ely with arsphenamin and mercury
alternately, in order to stop further progress of neu-

e one cannot hop<

Id nerve scars; but we believe that one can hope

to allay certain nerve symptoms— for instance, light-

ning pains are often immcdi ped after the

adminis ration of arsphenamin) and also i" prevenl

the \ nil- fn m ii
I
nictures.

rhese patients should be kepi under wry strict

hygien* diet and bowels carefully regulated.

. particulai ly acid sodium phosphate
in 20 grain do es and hexamethylenamin in 10 grain

three times a day. are helpful in the infected

' pr< ventives in the uninfected.

Local It musl be understood that the

ut of a bladder lesion secondary to an old nerve

lesion is entirely different Erom that of one due to

traumatic injury. It has been definitely shown that

the latter group should be left alone, as the automatic
bladder will usually develop, and the condition will fre-

quently take care (if itself, I In lesion which is sec-

ondary to aw old nerve lesion, on the contrary, demands
a different therapeutic regimen. As has previously

id, this type "f bladder has frequently passed
unnoticed, the treatment has been neglected, and even

rflow have been allowed to go on
dribbling. In our experience in handling this -

eases, we feel firmly convinced that these patients can
be enormously benefited, many of them made com-
paratively comfortable, and some, particularlj those

with early involvements, entirely relieved of every

bladder symptom.
I In method of treating such bladders varies accord-

ing to whether or nol din e is residual urine. This dif-

ference in treatment, of course, is in the employment
of systematic catheterization in those patients with

residual urine. Otherwise, the treatment is similar,

consisting, in the first place, in relieving irritability,

in keeping the patients clean and in training them to

exercise their enfeebled musculature by regular, sys-

tematic attention to urination, and by practicing stop-

ping and starting the urine at frequent intervals. This
ned to give more muscle tone and power to the

fibei not involved, and, by means of such compensa-
tion, enable them to replace the loss of libers which
are destroyed, thereby preventing their injury from
overstretching as a result of a chronically distended
bladder.

These patients should all receive systematic treat-

ment for the prostate and the bladder neck, such as

massage, dilatation, instillations and applications to the

urethra; and even though instrumentation has been

tabued for this class of patients, we feel that it ha

on unjust grounds, since the benefit derived is entirely

out of proportion to the occasional slighl trouble that

it may cause. When careful technic has been observed
and gentle manipulation employed, we have seen very
r« instances of trouble following such treatment, and

these slighl upsets have been only temporary.

Patients with residual urine, whether infected or not,

are treated by regular catheterization and irrigations

or instillations. This, of course, for the purpose of
relieving the internal pressure and allowing tli

stretched muscles which arc not neurologically involved

ain control, and it is surprising how promptly
a bladder which has held a high residuum for a long

period will empty itself. Indeed, in several instances

after one or two catheterizations, the residuum has

entirely disappeared, and several patients have for

more than a year, carried only a few ounces of resi-

duum after only a few catheterizations. The average

patient, however, has to be catheterized regularly, that

is, daily for a while, after which the interval between
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catheterizations is gradually increased in length, the

time depending on the results obtained. As a rule,

after a course of treatment, the condition of such

patients can be kept under control by weekly or fort-

nightly inspection. It is very comforting to see many
such patients improve in general health. Their previ-

ous pallor, weakness and general toxic symptoms
largely dissipate. We know of no more appreciative

patients in the world than this class.

Since 80 per cent, of pronounced tabetics are suffer-

ing with uremia, systematic drainage has the same
beneficial effects as in cases of mechanical obstruction.

Besides, it allays, in many instances, the toxic nerve

pains which are so frequently magnified by toxemia.

We hope the profession, therefore, confronted with
these gratifying results of local, general and specific

treatment, will divert from the previous conception of

the treatment for these patients, and animadvert to this

form of therapy, which yields such relief.

SUM MARY
There are definite findings which enable urologists

to diagnose early and late nerve lesions involving the

bladder; and since the bladder is so frequently pri-

marily symptomatically involved, it behooves us to

appreciate these clinical features in order that many
patients may have the advantage of an early reference

for complete neurologic investigation, so that they

may be protected against further progress of the dis-

ease, and also that we. as surgeons, may be protected

Against operating on an unsuspected central nervous
ni di-ease.

SHF.I.L FRACTURES OF THE SPINE

WITH OBSERVATIONS OX KIDNEY AND
BLADDER ITXC I [I

H. W. rLAGCEMEYKR, M.D.

DETROIT

In the preparation of this brief report of a

nteen cases of shell fracture of the spi

the Walter Reed General Hospital, the

subject was approached with a full realization of the

period of time that nece >aril) ela] ised betv

inflicting of the wound and our
I

l view,

connoting the transition from the prirnar)

spinal shock with depression and n he suc-

ceeding stages usually characterized a tl

(1) parado
licturition, i ontinence, ; i

lytic or con . in whii h latter phase

evacuation of the urinary bladdi r i

and complete,

h was in thi e later • igi . u ith theii

array of signs and symptoms, that the cases fir

to our attention, ami it is on thi only that we
imment, our primar) approach

having been made from an entin poinl

of view, with no prejudices and with no

to find.

The cases had been, in ever) instance, referred to

the department of urol the neurosurgf al

section, with a diagnosis of frai ture of tl

1

1 '19.

k of spier, thi« article ia abbreviated in Tm |

The comp] pcara in the Tra Seel
nor*! reprints.

urinary incontinence. The patients were all in the

third decade, and in no case was there history of

previous incontinence. The time between the inflict-

ing of the injury and of the first observation varied

from two and a half to eight months, with a mean
i e time of four and a half months. Every patient

had been catheterized abroad, all of them were
infected, and many of them demanded catheteri

as their right. Needless to say. it was on this as

tion only that we took the liberty of doing simple

cystoscopy on the bladders examined.

All cases gave a history of complete retention follow-

ing injury. The onset of incontinence varied from
twenty-four hours in five cases to six months in one

case, but this patient had an inlying catheter when
admitted, and four others, in which the history was
given as three, four, five and six weeks, respectively,

had apparently been catheterized as a routine. B

these, the mean average of onset of incontinent

forty-eight hours.

The site of the lesion varied from the sixth cervical

to the cauda equina, the lumbar cord being the favored

site in nine cases, the dorsal in five, the cervical in

two, and the -anal in one. Several of these over-

lapped ; thus two of the lower lumbar lesions involved

the first sacral vertebra, one of the upper dorsal

involved the seventh cervical, one lower dorsal included

the first, second and third lumbar, and the sacral case

evidently involved the emanation of the cauda equin i

and the conus.

Rectal involvement was general and ran a course

symptomatically parallel to that of the bladder, as we
should expeel from the innervation and developmental

analogy of their respective sphincters. Sexual desire

and ability were absent in all. None of thi

showed edema while observed.

CLINICAL FINDINGS

In eleven of the cases of this series cystoscop

pi i loi in, d .. ftet i onsultation, ever) i are being

to preclude further infection, and with no untoward
The picture - ill) unvarying, and

the finding- might be sumnu d up in i
i

1. Normal or hypertonic contraction of the external

phim ti

1. Complete relaxation of the posterior urethra, the

finitely falling away from the roof. The veru-

um is plain pearing

to lie in the floor of the bladder. The internal sphinc-

: wholly obliteral i . though its

marked b) a slight convexit) in its antero-

3. The trigon in six c 1) atrophic in

appeara ise presenting a right

gestion, sharply demarcated in the midlim
! trigon, the elevation being

especiall) marked at the interureteric ridge, and being

rather apparent than real, owing to the has fond

to it.

era! orifices were within range
•

i and mobility.

5, Trabei ulatii m nd in t\ ery ca ie, gigantic

in size, as a rule transvi n the floor,

rather evenly distributed on tl lis, and hav-

on all tl

roundin
I attempt at

distribution of tl

ral autonon •' h "'
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nerve. These trabecalations arc strikingly

it in comparison with the lacelike,

g to Koll I I

in its inripiei n at times after ataxia

rst supervened, as we noted in thr

with beginning ataxia examined in the coi

.

6. There was no
trophic ulceration of tl •

7. Nearly all the bladders I a genei

disturbance particularly marked on the floor, and

chiefly characterized ill defined ai

venous ' prion

from tlu- w< ley and And
hat the motor nerves of the bio !

of the sweat

and the internal vesical sphincter and p
to the same system. In

vcr. was there evid

hematuria, during the peril d of observation.

S. The level of the lesion apparently had notl

do with either the functional activity of the 1 r,

or the excreting power of the kidney. The most

marked i I neurotrophic bladder disturbance

with the lesion involving the

seventh cervical and the first three dorsals only, ["his

;cal automatic bladder of the Head type. Here

the involvement was cervical; in d , the

stribution of analgesia

e of urine

and feces i> not only automatic but is

act.

none of the cases could we discover hyper-

n of the bladder; nor

could we. in blish a history of hyper-

ugh in every case except one there was

a pre-. ry of zonal hyperhidrosis confined

within the segmental limits of the thoracicolumbar

w, and alv. gmenl involved.

urine in varying

amount re intervals when

• t the bladder as soon
i .int. The same patients,

at other times, after
..'''

' C.i

from observing them that the sum-

to establish

liable quantity in any given
|

or in .

":
:

I varied from I , with a mean
c.c.

IN FOUR SFRIHS

i dual urine present,

of true

, itically

ure was
timation

nonprotein nitr iin and

uric acid in the b d termined

lein, with examina-
carefully collected twenty-four hour specimens

of urine for urea nitrogen, sodium chlorid, in

and creatinin with regard to milligrams per pound of

body weight. The fir t ollows:

Controls on a 1. I
' diet at 135 pounds aver-

undi ed c.c.

with a i onprotein nit: mg. Thr
I

.hiliitcd a range of urea nitrogen from 13.8 in

i. iiis at that time appearing in <

ind a 1 •'. o houi phem ill u

phthalein test of 60 per cent, plus 1-' per o
113 mg. in thi ine times normal), with a bare

of phenolsulphonephthalein', the mean

mal for the diet. PI in this

series ranged from 35 per cent, to 65 per cent, foi two
boms, w itl: a i ent., the majority of

cases in this group showing a lower output in the first

hour than in the second, evidencing a lack of facility

on the part of the kidney to resume Euni tion.

Creatinin in the blood tl throughout,

tg 1.52 mg. per hundred c.c. We desire at this

point to emph i u in the vei

ous cases the blood creatinin stood at normal, the

highest being 2. 2 mg.; this in spite of the previous

wide excursions of urea nitrogen. The practical point

borne in mind here is that by the time creatinin

rise in its curve, the

is critically ill, whereas the urea nitrogen curve and
ii lory function have long since given the prog-

The patients were kept i n Lily the same food

for a month, given free access to water, and
given massage of the whi pecially over

;ion of the I and inferior mesenteric

. with the triple idea of adding to the general

"lone of the organism, stimulating peripheral mass
i

-, and expediting the vicarii com
activity of the skin for una and uric acid. At the

month later, the Eollow-

ults obtained: The blood urea w: : lowest,

highest, 67.2; mean, 26.82, or only twice

normal. Creatinin averaged 1.1 mg.
In this series was a case of previous left n

tomy with suprapubic drainage. 1 his patient was
iving rapidly, had a una nitrogen concentration

of 13.8 (normal), creatinin normal, phenolsulphone-
in test of 72 per cent., when suddenly his blood

urea nitrogen shot up to 67.2, his excretory function

e practically nil, and death resulted with all

of acute pyonephrosis .and uremia. Aside from
this adventitious circumstance the mean average un i

n would be 23.71 mg. The average p

sulphom tl i

in i' i for this series was 60 p
o hours, the first hour averaging 37 per cent.,

the second 22 per cent., with a distinct tendency in all

for the first hour to take up the bulk of func-

tion.

The third series, done one month later, showed a
:

1 urea concentration averaging 15.10 mg. per

I c.c. plasma, the lowest being 8.2 mg. in a

i clinically improving with a phenolsulphone-
phthali of 61 plus 28 per cent, and the highest
being 3Z.6 mg. with a phenolsulphonephthalein test of

6 plus 9 per
|

ling 15 per cent. '1 he average
phenolsulphonephthalein test was 48 per cent., which
included two very septic patients (aside from these

the average would be 57 per cent.), the average of
the first hour being now appreciably increased over
that of the second, except in the two patients who were
still very sick.
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The fourth series, done one month later, showed an
average blood urea of 14.27 mg., the highest being
31.6 mg., the lowest 5.6 mg. All of the phenolsulphone-
phthalein tests were distinctly good as regards the
relationship of the first and second hours, except in

Case 10, in which the blood urea was siill 31.6 per cent.

and the condition was not good.

It had been suggested in noting the very high urea
nitrogen retention that possibly the marked cases of
trophic ulceration seen in six of the soldiers could be

TABLE 1.—THE MONTHLY RELATIONS BETWEEN RETENTION
OF UKKA NITROGEN AND EXCRETION OF PHENOL-

SULPHONEPHTHALEIN *

February March April May
1 23.3 16.8 10.2

30 + 15 15 + 30 iv.

2 19.8 10.2

25 + 10 21) t- 25 82 + 20 30+20
3 SO.O 15.8 8.1

15 + 20 55 + 25 42 + 10

4 56.0 19.0 8.2

25 + 15 311 + 15 35 + 13 12 I- IS

5 11.1 2G.8 30.0

30 + 20 5 +• 1.3 i -

6

20 + 1.3

7 18.0 26.0 18.2 11.2

20 + 30 50 + 25 12 + 17 02 + 19

8 .... 65.0 12.8 11.18

50 + 35 50 + 22 IS + 12

9 105.0 210 16.0 10.2

LOSt 22 + 15 20 + 22 58 + 28

101 213.0 28.4 32.6

il 2 + 2 6 + 2 + 7

(very sick)

11 13.8 f.7.2 Dead
60 12

12 .... 14.0

13 - -

20 + IS

II 93.0 8.4

4 11 1- U

1". .... 11.98

20 + 20 38 + 15

10 .... 0.32

<

17 .... 14.2

37 + 17

• In each montlilv block tli" upper l!i;!:r.

:" d pi r hundn rl c.c.

tog Hi'- output of pbenolKulpftonephthali :. In two i ol seventy
minutes, rcsrx*

I Fill!

So. 10 was slowl

Mih pro-
found dtsturbani c. Thi

|

I of the residua
prc.i.jiMy due i" renal Infection, and would be. a I n of the

. operation on the lower trad than il" creal n n which remained

1 for ''. urea poisoning, the necrosing effect

of quinin una hydrochlorid in wounds opera

by anociassociation being used as an analogy. This

lv tenable, a- all the i

' tin- trophic

disturb.

i

ne ni distribution of the spinal

involvement, which would nut be so if the trophism
were thi ic agent in the blood

Moreover, thej were all normal a-
|

to carbon dioxid tension in the blood, and the urines

were persistently negative to a reducing

COMMENT
We have, then, for our consideration a general pic-

ture of unusually high una nitrogen, with high non-
protein nitrogen, and persistent normal creatinin in

ood, balanced by a comparatively low renal con-
ting power for urea, with a low output of

creatinin in twenty-four hours, and low uri

output
.
and collaterally, a colorimetric curve rising,

as a whole, where the retention curve falls.

That there is not an essentially reciprocal curve
existing between urea retention and phi

phthalein excretion would seem, however, to be borne
out frequently in studying individual histories, though
the number in this series is certainly too small to

form a basis for dogmatic stateiw nt. At one time,
the phenolsulphonephthalein curve rises more rapidly
than the urea curve drops, and vice versa, but the
curves always cro or later, and, taki

.
gave an astonishingly good prognostic picture

"f the clinical change that later supervened, e e i

though the curve changes have not always be
usly reciprocal. Also in the stage of high tin a

retention, the renal function, though it appears fairly
high in the total, is much lower the first hoi

the second, which is an important point in interpre-
tation,

tention phenomena
! were caused by back pressure leading to

ephrosis. 'I hat this need no essarily be true
is shown in on on which we obtained m -

This soldier had 103 mg. of urea ni' death,
and 68 mg. of nonproti in ni a. ] lis phi

phthalein test was fairly high, 20 and 15 per
cent., Ian the first hour • a le than half the

ni e time was tweni ) one minutes
(gluteal). IS lual was 135 c.c, with a
relaxed bladder, and a bullet in the spine at the i

•
el of the ninth, tenth and eleventh ;

vertebrae whi ,| ,, involve
the ureters. Nevertheless, at necropsy there was found
vi) evidence of hydro-ureters or hydronephrosis,
specimens will show. There was evident!

e tend< m y s< i n in the local compi i

of the bladder, even with a spinal I i

which complete transection ised clinically
in England, in whii

terior half of the < ord complete^
Another case in a t ollateral tumatic

ell san oma involv-
ing thi upper lumbar vertebrae.

I picture described
but then- was no evidence of back pressure on

the kidneys, the bli 1 I .J mg. per hun-
of plasma, the nonprotein nitrogen 36

and the creatinin 1 .2

This early protective tendency may po sibly be
explained by the work of Elliott, who found ill his

ilized bladders an overgrowth of musi
d with an im rease in the numl er of un

ill the e;

lion of each fiber, with an increased supplcn
I

irritability oi e it elf. I h

the Madder wall was obsei

"il Walker. In tl

our series that came to necropsy this vvi

trated, and clinicall) we havi

tendenc) for the residu
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on the part of the bladder to rcM.-t sudd
fluid.

( must be soi '. than bydroi

the retention phenomena exhibited, for other-

e high nitrogen concentration would have been

1 by the previous catheterization.

The architectural ino

w ithstand long continui

in iln- d tion ; but 1

Jing with a sudden shock, with a tendei

the musculal
quickly, and. at least for many months, to

ract. If hydrone] lervenes it certainly

. much hit. . ses we
d. In addition to

I be inclined to ascribe retention to several other
In the i

.

n, the bloo
•' was inordinately high ; first, because of the

tremendous tissue waste resulting from neuroti

rhe urea nitrogen and the nonprotein n

onth bj month, ami the kidney excretory

ab lutelj if not

relatively for any given point ol tin- curve.
It i- aside front the province of this report to discuss

at length the early care of the! e cast [ V
;. it possible, entire abstention from catheteriza-

>r catheterization mean, sure infection, and the
replacement fibrosis following renal infection i

itienl than a

h) dronephrosis, evei ! hyi

ist in

i

I first retention is a shi ick phenomem

«

undoubtedly invo

sphincter playing the dot ole. Later i

internal sphincter relaxes and the

Up its com, i 'I lie

m is to evoke an automatic activity at the earliest

itself down to an inhibi-

I' (
\s' S
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tion to stimulation of mass reflexes, by irritating the

periphery, especially over the hypogastric plexus, with

the idea of relaxing immediately the floor of the blad-

der and the internal sphincter. The external sphinc-

ter will relax very shortly thereafter, as the pudic
nerve has been proved by repeated experiments to

fatigue very rapidly after continuous stimulation.

Strange to say, these bladders do not rupture ; and
as they are insensate, no discomfort is experienced.

The extent of their dilatation can be readily deter-

mined, and if by judicious use of extravesical stimuli

the onset of incontinence can be established early with-

out the use of the catheter, the patient is further pro-

tected from the otherwise inevitable infection, which
abroad has resulted in a mortality of 50 per cent.

REPORT OF CASES

Case 1.—B. B, Pvt, G, 120th Inf., Reg. No. 25920, Serial

No. 198164, aged 28. No previous history of incontinence.

Injured, Oct. 10, 1918. Catheterized four times. Subsequent

pressure over bladder to facilitate extrusion, during four

weeks, followed by use of inlying catheter till Nov. 2o. 1918.

Onset of incontinence: Vague. Nov. 20. 1918 (?)

Third and fourth lumbar (?). Roentgenogram, C. C. S. 41.

Operation, Oct. 10, 1918. Entrance through fifth lumbar;
rifle bullet removed from "center of canal," Base Hospital

No. 29.

Blood urea (Walter Reed General Hospital), Feb. 7, 1919:

23.3 mg. per hundred c.c. plasma, urea nitrogen; Feb. 10,

1919: 16.8 mg.; March 25, 1919: 20.0 mg.; April 18. 1919:

10.2 mg. Creatinin in blood, March 25, 1919: 1.11 mg. per

hundred c.c.; April 18, 1919: 1.2 mg. Phenolsulphonephthal-
ein output, Feb. 18, 1919: 30 per cent, first seventy minutes

plus 15 per cent, next sixty minutes, total 45 per cent.

;

March 26, 1919: 45 per cent, first seventy minutes plus 30

per cent, next sixty minutes, total 75 per cent.: April 18,

1919: 38 per cent, first seventy minutes plus 29 per cent, next

sixty minutes, total 67 per cent. Hemoglobin, March 1,

1919: 70 per cent. Blood count, March li. 1919: leukocytes,

1U00; March 21, 1919: leukocytes, 12,350; erythrocytes,

3261.000.

Cystoscopy, Feb. 8, 1919: Residual urine, 200 c.c; capacity,

420 c.c. Sensation on pressure presi rce with

pe in situ, good. Intern;;! sphincter relaxed com-
pletely, posterior urethra practically part of floor of bladder,

with verumontanum plainly seen with Brown-Buerger simple

examining cystoscope; trigon atrophied; interureteric ridge

not seen as such. Left ureteral orifice rather wide and

gaping, right not seen. Fine trabeculations on the lateral

walls ; none on the floor.

lual urine, Feb. 8, 1919: 200 c.c, cloudy, full of pus

ii organisms; March 1, 1919: ISO c.c; March 3, 1919:

375 c.c; April 8, 1919: 530 c.^ diment of pus;

April 19, 1919: 370 c.c, slightly cloudy with

Trophic ulcers: Rigl II size, present

pus ++; ca , B. P.

135-110. Rectal involvement: 5fes. Si u

sexual desire absent Hyperhidrosis : Extensive areas

involved at times, notably for three 'lays, about March 13,

1919 No relation I i fulness i f bladder.

Clinical course: Generally good; improving slowly.

Neurologic findings: Mol i, not a

ion—extending from Cauda up to and including first

lumbar. Left penis, left scrotum d>

Right perineal touch panialh gone on right, all g

left, showing conus involvement. Plantars, Achilli

patellars all lai king Diag lesion includin

up to firsl It

ths after

injury, at which time he had a definiti

tal i

bladder, and practically no
te under the general head of aul

["he i

irregtil; r action

reflexes of which the patient is not aware at the time. The
blood urea dropped from 23.3 mg. to 10.2 mg. in two months
on the same diet, during which time phenolsulphonephthalein
rose from 45 to 75 per cent., creatinin remaining normal.
Case 2.—R. S., Cpl., E., 48th Inf., Reg. No. 24931. Serial

No. 2260123. aged 21. Injured, Oct. 31, 1918. Machine gun
bullet, 32 caliber, still in spine. Previous history: incon-

tinence negative. Paralysis of both legs at once. Tingling
and burning in feet and legs ever since. Catheterized: For
live weeks after injury, since which time has "emptied"
freely and without control. Incontinence (?).
Lesion: Bullet at level eleventh dorsal; roentgenogram.

Walter Reed General Hospital, Jan. 14, 1919.

Blood urea nitrogen. Feb. 4. 1919: 94.0 mg. per hundred
c.c. plasma; March 25. 1919: 19.5 mg.; April 19, 1919: 10.2

mg. Blood creatinin. March 25, 1919: 1.66 mg. per hundred
c.c. plasma; April 19, 1919: 0.91 lucose, May 15, 1919:

0.14 per cent.; carbon dioxid tension, 65 per cent. Renal
function. Feb. 18. 1919: 25 per cent, plus 10 per cent, total,

35 per cent., two hours and ten minutes; March 26, 1919:

20 per cent, plus 25 per cent., total, 45 per cent., two hours
and ten minutes; April 19, 1919: 34 per cent, plus 10 per

cent., total, 44 per cent., two hours and ten minutes.

Blood pressure. April 19. 1919: 110—65, Tycos auscultatory

tesl Hemoglobin, March 3. 1919: 60 per cent. Blood count.

Jan. 24. 1919: White,. 4,800; March 3, 1919: Whites
Cystoscopy : Contraindicated.
Residual urine. Feb. 18, 1919: 160 ca, cloudy; March I,

1919: 90 c.c. cloudy; April 19, 1919: 100 c.c, cloudy.

Trophic ulcers: Right hip, right en t; > hip, left crest;

right and left heels, sacrum: right and left knees, mesially;

all severe; the areas over both anterior superior spines
bring 20 by 10 cm.

Trine: Yellow, turbid, alkaline, 1.018. albumin +++,
much mucus, no blood or casts. Triple phosphate crystals
and large amount of amorphous phosphates. Rectal involve-

ment: Yes; no sensation; diarrhea. Sexual p
Bladder: Urine collects in bladder for an hour or more, then
passes without sensation of fulness and without awareness
by the patient. No sensation on forced distention, ni

in sensation on emptying. Hyperhidrosis: Coi
tinuou idy and upp< r exti et el about
Feb 1. 1919 Fivi to six changes of pajamas nightly until

imination, April 22, 1919, 9 p, m Mo
gs and feel dry. No rcla

tion to Fulm -

1
1 statement

Clinical course: Very sick patient.

Comment: This is parad tinence, but it is alf t

bladdei . Ris ing blood ci unt

al l> due to infectioi ulcers, which grew steadily

spite of all ca'e. I'henolsulphoiirphthalcin output
is urea decreases. The third series of hint

better than the second (45
i i ecause e values in the fit

second hot normal throughout up to

April 9 ii nt slightly improving.

Inf., Key. V
;ed 31. Previous hi

[njured, Sept 26, 1918, Argonm I I
• d three

or four times after wound. Incontinence began in t.

Unconscious after injury.

Single plates, Jan. 7. 1919

Bullet wound on back to right of eight!

il

lumbar (old injury I unci, third d

urea nitrogen, Feb. 4, 1 per hundred
. April l.i 1919: 8 !

M;ii 15, 1919: 0.17 per
i

25, 1919 1 63

ut. plus 20

and ten minuti

cent. ; totals, 80 per i
•

ll of patient

irritabilil

h 26, 1919

B
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Nov.

traindicated. Residual urine, Feb. 18,

[arch I, 1919, 60 ex. i

left hip, both heels.

Urine. dburoin ++; triple

phosphate crystals. Rectal involvement: Slight control oi

rectum, three mini ' is hard, hut

sphincter quickly fal

his knowledge I nknown period

f time after injury • many times he was
catheteriaed in « urinal.

Sexual
|

sweating on ful-

'.:.,> 1. 1919, I'nn

min traee. pus ++1 essure: 1-10— 1 10,

test,

lent: This is a ease of hyperirritability, w

eral hyperesthesia. In this I when the peripheral

lent has an ( .nature than i

tral involvement, then Also this

distention reflex, and

true incontinence. The rise in

ulphonephthalein both as to total and also as to

hourly relationship compared with fall in urea nitrogen

R t '.. Pvfc, E., 9th Inf., Serial N
2''. 1';. .;ive. Injured.

k with shrapnel right hip, and almost

immediately thereafter with ritle hall which entcri

ne, according to statement

from time of injury

—

constant dribbling. L ith, eighth and ninth spinal

Evacuation Hospital No. 1, Sept. 1-1. 1918:

lis, gunshot wound, battle, penetrating lumbal

-ly severing spinal cord. Wound debrided and

d urea nitrogen. Feb. 4. 1919: 103 mg. per hundred

c.c. plasma. Renal functii n. Feb. IS, 1919: 20 per cent, plus

c cent.

patient died, Feb. 2*. 1919

dual urine. Ft . Jan. 5, 1919:

Alkaline, specific gra\ity 1.012. albumin trace, sugar and

acetone ncgat a] red cell, no casts, many pus

Blood count. Jan. 3, 1919: White blood count

ulcers, report ft -pital No. 26, Sept.

left hip and buttocks. Ba
I suppurating wound on hack,

ul and gluteal regions ; gangrenous. Deep suppurat-

ing ulcers, right hip. Rectal involvement: Yes; involuntary

edge of patient. Bladder: Report from
Base H 1918, says there was reten-

urine; catheterued twice daily; this was evidently

dual, and not complete retention. Sexual

; nd ability absent since injury. Hyperhidr

Clinical course: Terminated fatally, Feb. 28, 1919; diag-
• asthenia.

unt: In this case there was an involvement of the

embedding of bullet as demonstrated at

xpect involve-

f the ureters with ind secondary hydro-
front the his-

•:me there mi: derable hack pressure.

103 mg. per hundred c.c, hut his

i death was 65
•: v. ith an

ance til

of the kind we are • latarJon of tl

rior urethra, universal trabeculation, etc., and yet i

• hydro-ureter, and no sign of bydroi

>r of [

.

• even with a practical transection

myelitis at the region of the ninth d »rsal. This pn
.• hydro-

nephrosis, and that retention, with involvement of the lower

spine is not necesarily accompanied hy hydi

! ibly if this ease had gi

a e\ < al this

ni had all the cliuical findings assumed to

lead to this condition, with ni

10 Mil. I. : Isl i it ul . i. 309th In;
. Ri

Serial No. 1173172. aged 27. Previous history of

Injured, July 18, 1918. Catl

ti n None. Onset of incontinenct \i once. Lesion:

Seventh cervical and first to fourth iln~.il.

una nitrogen, Feb. 4, 1919: 113 mg. per hundred

CC. plasma; March 25, 1919 I 24, 1919

ti nsion, 57.') per cent. Creat 15, 1919:

per hundred ex. plasma; April 24. 1919: 2.0 mg.
Him lion. March 25 : 3 pel hou

minutes; \pnl 24: 6 per cent, pi il, 15 per

24: 165— 110, Tyco
i !. Jan. 27. 1 ' \prii 24: 175 c.c.

toscopy, Fan. 27. 1919 5 ex. After this is

withdraw 225 c.c. distention.

try. to clear 1 ladder of detritus and pus.

tarrhal i througl i king in

:

i water inject I

•

midline 1 cm. behind interu
'

Iral vaulting

hout. Ti in center, R

outline in range of norma!.

taxation of posterior urethra.

ler: I Imptied by r I iw ei abdomen For First

three weeks after injury: then up to Feb. 1, 1919. dribbled a

few drops at a time will, e of patient. Since

being cystoscoped and washed at Walter Reed Hospital, he

has sensation ami desire to urinate at times, evidently veru-

tion is increased; has. May 1, 1919, ability to

hold water three or four minutes after desire to empty is

manifest. Rectum: Did not know when bowels were moving
until Oct. .1, 1918. Since that time gradually returning sen-

sation in rectum and awareness of desire to defecate. Sexual
powers. May 1, 1919, desire and ability returning slowly.

Trophic ulcers: One size of half dollar on sacrum. Hemo-
Feb. 3, 1919 : 60 per cent.; white blood count, 16,900;

March 3, 1919: 55 per cent.; white blood count, 14,600

21. 1919: 70 per cent.; white blood count, 12,350; reds, 3.216,-
'

White b! I count, 11,500 (Polymor-
phonuclears, 75 per cent.).

Hypcrhidrosis: Onset, Feb. 1, 1919: genuine chills with

sweating. During the month of February he ran a septic

chart and high leukocyte count. This may have been from
absorption from the ulcer. As this healed, the genera] pic-

ture of : ided. Urine: Albumin, plus + + + : no
casts. Blood pressure: 165— 110.

Clinical progress : Poor.

Comment: His renal function did ri<c. it is true, concomi-
tantly with the fall in urea nitrogen in the blood, but the gen-
eral picture in this case is bad. lli-

typical and is due und but this, on tl

not a typical retention case of the worst type. The
1 the area of hypcrhidrosis is \

that lluid emanation by the skin may have been

ptible, and still compensated for the mild retention

left over from the almost constant dribbling. The patient

has, however, an automatic bladder of the Head type.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
ON PAPERS OK DRS. CAULK, CREDITZER AND BARNES,

AND PI

Dr. Bcdd C. Corbus, Chicago : Dr. Caulk presented a very
interesting condition of the bladder as a result of syphilis.

Hut this condition is only an incident in the general infec-

tion; I think, as far as general management goes, especially

in relation to a cure, these findings come rather late for the

benefit of the patient. The time to diagnose and treat syph-
ilis of the bladder is long before it reaches the stage that the
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picture described represents. Ogilvie said that if cerebro-
spinal syphilis is recognized long before the interstitial tissue

or its coverings are involved, its treatment and cure is a
possibility. Recently there has been formed in the state of

New York a society whose sole aim is the early recognition
of involvement of the central nervous system. There seems
to be some confusion in regard to the blood YVassermann. A
blood Wassermann has nothing to do with the spinal fluid,

as 65 per cent, of all tabetics have negative Mood
manns, and positive spinal fluid Wassermanns. What are
we going to do when we get a case of tabes? Is it our
problem to make a diagnosis by cystoscopy? I do not think
so. A recent speaker emphasized emphatically the dangers
of infecting the urinary bladder in conditions where there is

a paralysis due to fracture of the vertebrae. In syphilitic

bladders we have practically the same condition. We have
an injury to the cord and its coverings, and it seems to me
just as unpractical to attempt to catheterize in these cases

as H would be in the case where the paralysis was due to

a direct traumatism. It is easy to do a spinal puncture and
it is nearly absolutely diagnostic, being positive in about 98
per cent. ; the bladder in cerebrospinal syphilis is paralyzed,

and you arc not going to improve that condition by daily

prostatic massage, irrigations, or what not The thing to

do is to treat the condition per se, long before it gets to the

paralytic stage.

Abraham L. Wolbarst, New York: One point in

Dr. Caulk's paper that appealed to me ver
the possibility of differentiating between a nervi

prostatic hypertrophy. In the former I have observed that a

man may have a great deal of residual urine one day and
none whatever the next day. I have never been able to

explain it, but 1 have seen it a number of times. I have
under observation now a case of tumor of the lower spinal

cord, which illustrates this point; some days I can withdraw
500 to 800 ex. of foul smelling urine, and a few days

later there will be no more than a few drams of r<

Nevertheless, the patient has incontinence all the time. In

prostatic hypertrophy the residuum is constant. It is well to

difference. As regards trabeculations in early

tahes. I do not think Dr. Caulk intended to convey the

impression that he would look into the bladder in order to

make a diagnosis of syphilis. Many of these cases

. with urinary symptoms, and when we fil

trabeculations, we are at once brought face to face with an

unsuspected case of syphilis. This is a very important fact

to remember, for it will help us •tit of many difficul

tions if we bear it in mind. Within the past few weeks I

saw a man who had been treated for cystitis for nine months

without relief. When I cystoscoped him, I found the typical

tabetic bladder. This led to further examination, and the

man was found to have a well-advani

Dr. Frani is R. Hacner, Y I). C. : Nin<

with suppi sed pn
tion. This man had complete obstruction for .

and had been catheterizing himself. A slight para!

one leg was present and thei lexes on
de. On rectal examination a definite

te could be made. It was a typical, hard.

ng the ureth
.;

I |

lutely no evidence n at all. This
man had fine trabeculations of the bl

typical picture seen in tahes. The roentgen ray sb

mass in the third or fourth dor involving two
vertebrae. The carcinomatous infiltration could be seen dis-

tinctly. The patient died two or three months after I saw
him. the paralysis of both legs being complete. Thi

of the kind 1 have seen and 1 think it was rather

unusual.

l)n. V. I). Lespinassb, Chicag >: Last year I made
the nerve lesion through examination of the

|

This patient complained one da) that he had trouble urinat-

amincd him as regards his vision, and
I. He was then referred to me. I examined his

bladder, and found the typic picture of a nervous bladder
and referred him to the neurologist. There were no other
ci mplaints at that time that won' n an indication
for a neurologic examinati -:t day he began to
complain of headache, and he w <

i ally died of a
complicated involvement of the meninges of the" brain and
cord. The neurologists got into quite a

what the lesion was. hut the patient died. Fr
ence one can see that this picture
value as a diagnostic picture, and when it is interpreted
properly I think it will leai

i i mrve lesions that otherwise would not he made till later.

Dr. Hugh H. Young, Baltimore: Dr. PI

made the first very comprehensive study fi

f those very remarkable bladder condil
of war. It was a subject in which we were

oil in France,

with the French and with the Bt

reporting high mortalities as the result of renal it

from all spinal lesions. Thompson Walker, for instance, was
g anywhere from <>0 to 80 per ci i as the

the spinal cord from the urinary tract.

It was recognized that infection carried off those patients.
In the French army it had been made a rule that all these
patients had to have a suprapubic cyst

Mils was also done in the British army without
waiting to catheterize. That was often done in the advance

Stations. Eesley for years had been treat

i

| a nonoperative treatment, allowing the bladder to

distend until finally it w .. the residual urine
would gradually decrease until the condition was not at all

ns. Many i : ents would go i i for years
any infection of the bladder or kidneys, and although

they might have incontinence, the incontinence was
i

than a suprapubic drain, which was often more difficult to

manage. The Canadians had adopted tl ",| were
• in several of their advance hospitals.

;i! "l l
7" method. The

result was that in tl f military urology we laid

the rule that if possible in all surgical formations,
men with wounds or injuries of the spine, associated with
complete retention of urine, were not to he operated on and

I, but simply allowed to distend, watched
carefully, with the hope that most of them would ha>
untary incontinence and would yet along witl

difficulty. When the time comes that wi ,il these
ether we will find that our n

i as the
element of fata d, will he very mil. 1

than was the case in the earlier times

which the beginning of that incontim
difficult. In t of the

rectal irrigations, in ;

stimulation of various ,s..rts were induced, and
it did hasten the beginning of the incontinence. As Dr.

anted ..nt ii internal
i. the trabecul developed were really due

But tie

main thil

i.i rupturing, and with .

diminution in

tun p.. nit brought out by D I

.is the remarkable
I the ^rcat retention ol u

Dr. William K. I land i In n

making. It v. ill ;

as a in. ny will

;•:• bablj

. tin beginning i spinal

syphilis by meat

in individuals wh.. I ...
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.1 from this observation bad .> Wassermann made
which proved I /e, made me suggest that in such

gnition of this picture is extremelj import. nit.

Furthermore, since Mich a large numbei dividuals

consult the urologist iir-.t it behooves him to be acquainted

with this picture I endeavored to impress you with the Fact

that we have n< -t sufficiently directed our attention to this

iplete absence of any mention of

it in the textb loks will t< stifj Vs far as the tn

ided difference in the handling

acute bladdei from trauma and the bladder of the old pro-

ither chronic central nei i

in the paper that the automatic bladder

would develop, and this type of case did not need systematic

catheterization. But for the old tabetic, whose symptoms

.re m such g gnified by al si ii pti m and

uremia, catheter drainage offers as much benefit as in any

other type of urinary obstruction; he improves as well as

tatic, not in every instance, but in the great n

So then, we have a picture we must all recognize in order to

ith OUT patients and OU1

Ii* rLviUtt W. PlaGGEMEYER, Detroit: 1 wish to reiterate

i l I .inlk said. Our two studies,

done individually and, of course, without any knowli

what the other was doing, represent almost identical points

on the subject In addition he has been studying a chronic,

or at least, a subacute condition; and I have been studying

acute sh< dc These bladders had a very different type of

trabeculation from the type we have been discussing previ-

ously, which simply tes what he says, that close

ibservation will aid us in differentiating the underlying

In the bladders that we have studied there is a very

apparent attempt to compensate Cross section of the muscle

of the bladders we have been studying shows the diameter

increased about live times over the normal. I dare say that

in the type Dr. Caulk has been studying we would find that

the individual muscle fiber is atrophied. But here we are

studying what is termed a torpid bladder in England. I

think that word is a misnomer. Here we have an increased

.uppleness or reaction to the electric current, and there is a

distinct local attempt, irrespective of the integrity of the

-pinal cord, to facilitate the reflex through what are termed

peripheral masses. Sheridan showed, on his dysanuriaized

bladders in dogs, that the ones that were not catheterized

were not infected. But Golds had shown in 1906 that every

one of bis cases that were catheterized were infected. These

bladders attempt to compensate for this sudden shock. As

far as I can determine hydronephrosis is not an early sequel,

entry we have to do catheterization, with inevitable

inevitable insult \" the kidney and replacement

i the kidney. Why do that to an already nephro-

inism which is struggling for life?

Epidemics of Poliomyelitis.—The first great epidemic of

infantile paral urred in Norway and
,

it ted in Nor v.

Sweden together. In 1907 the first great American epidemic

d in and about New Y'irk

ii*: on record) ; about 2,900 cases

that year. Infantile paralysis firs! appeared in

era Ii exti nl in 1894, when
of Rutland - cases in the Otter Creek

•lie disease was apparently quies-
1

in the United States. In

(breaks in vai of the country

ith a total for the year of

assumed much more
h forty-three states.

had epidemics. 500 or more cases occurring in

the Di- ichusetts, Minnesota,
Indiana and Pennsylvania, and from Kansas,

land, Vir-
ginia. Washington and Wisconsin.— Infantile Paralysis in

. husctts State
of Health.

THE \t I l\ ITY OF AMERICAN
DIGITALIS*

J. II PRATT, M.D., \m. HYMAN MORRISON, M.I).

Before tin- world war tin- greater part of the digi-

talis used in tins country came from Germany and
Austria. Stum- digitalis was imported from England;
luti, in the vicinity of Boston at least, the preference
for the high grade German leaf in the three or four
years before the wai was o pronounced that the use
ol elected English leaf, previously held in high favor,

greatly diminished. I'.iolngu- tots made in this lahora-

tory in 19091 showed thai the besl German digitalis

mi sale in Boston was of greater activity than the best

English digitalis obtainable here.
i lur attention was directed in the possibility of using

American digitalis as early as 1910, when a tincture
o! digitalis made from leal grown in the Rocky
Mountains was found by Wesselhoeft, working in this

laboratory, to be nearly twice as strong as the tincture

in use al that time in the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital. This tincture from American digitalis was pre-

pared by E. R. Squibb & Sons in January, 1909; and
as it was not tested until December, 1910, it was nearly

two years old and had probably lost some of its original

potency.

Duftield,- as early as 1868, had made tests of Amer-
ican grown digitalis, prepared by the Shakers of Mount
Lebanon, and had found, by crude chemical methods,

that the percentage of active principles was higher
than in samples of English leaf, and these in turn

higher than in German leaves that he examined at the

same time. "I am compelled," he says, "to claim for

our own home-grown digitalis, if rightly dried and
gathered, superiority instead of inferiority." 1 lis work
seems to have led no one to study and report the thera-

peutic value of American digitalis leaf.

For many years American leaf was unused. In

spite of the shortage in the supply of digitalis caused

by the war, several unsuccessful attempts were made
to obtain American digitalis from wholesale drug
houses as late as 1916. It should he mentioned, how-
ever, that for a number of years the H. K. Mulford
Company has grown in their drug garden' at Glenoldeti,

Pa., the digitalis used by them.

Hale,3 in 1911, published assay- which showed that

first year leaves from American digitalis grown at

Arlington, Va.. Madison, Wis., and Seattle, Wash.,

were stronger than the select English leaves that he

tested at the same time for comparison. Second year

leaves grown in Seattle were somewhat weaker than

the English digitalis.

We retested leaf put up by Caesar & Loretz which,

when examined in Germany, had a value of f= 5.

This value i- approximately equal t<> fifty frog units

per gram, bul it was found in our assay to contain

only twenty-four units measured h\ Gottlieb's scale,

As the leaf had been carefully dried and preserved in

a tightly corked bottle, deterioration of the leaf prob-

oes not explain this difference. As no digitalis

tested at that time contained more
than twenty-four units, and as Gottlieb found that

ii \ of Medicine, Medical School of Harvard
University,

1. Pi "i & S. J. 163: 279, 1910.
2. Duffield: Am. J. Pharm. 41: 55, 1869.
V II

I

r s IV II. S., 1911. |
-
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good leaf contained fifty or more units, the most
plausible explanation of cur lower values is that Rana
temporaria, used by European investigators is killed

by smaller doses than the common American grass
frog, Rana pipiens, which was used in our tests. We

nund that Rana viridens is more susceptible to

digitalis than Rana pipiens. Apparent variation in

toxicity due to different species of frog used in Eng-
land and America is worthy of more attention than it

TABLE 1.—RESULTS OF A TF.ST OF SAMPLES OF AH
I \ DIGITALIS

-

.

Description ol Sample Gram Frog Weight
Oregon, wild, 1916
Oregon
Oregon
Oregon

t'.n, wild. 1916
i:»16

Wisconsin, cultivated, I9U
Oliio, cultivated, 19U

has received. If we are correct in our belief that Rana
temporaria is killed by a smaller amount of digitalis

than Rana pipiens, then leaf tested in England and
found to be equal to the standard of 0.006 c.c. of tinc-

ture per gram frog weight of the American Pharma-
copeia would actually be con- :

dard when tested on the American frog. Rana pipiens.

Rowntree and Maeht. 1 using the cat method of

Hatcher and Brody,3 found that digitalis from the drug
garden of the University of Wisconsin was more
than any of four lots of Allen's En

'

tested,

and far stronger than an old stock of ' rerman leaf. < toe

of us (J. II. P.) obtained some of this same lot of

asm digitalis from Dr. Rowntree at the Johns
Hopkins Hospital. A 10 per cent, infusion w
pared. The minimum lethal dose of this was < l

per gram frog weight. This was stronger than the

majority of English and German leaves examined in

this laboratory.

Roth tested samples of American-grown digitalis

with the results shown in Table 1.

Out of these eight samples, six fulfilled the r

of the Pharmacopeia. Two of these were twice

ndard strength, and all the specimens of wild

Urn' were above the standard ["he first six

samples were air-dried. The method of drying the

In-t two samples was not known. Roth concluded
"that the wild digitalis wl und in the

i States mav be utilized as a soun
for making the v. ;

that by using ordinary methods in handling ai

paring the leave, we may secure a highly activi

uct, which compares favorably with the activity of

cultivated leaves grown under more favorabli

dhions."

M ET 1

1

The one-hour frog method recommended
Pharma used in our work. The o i

ts were all made at a tem]

The frogs were brought into the laboratory from the

storage tank at least several hours befon
nd placed in a small tank, the water in which

». Rowntn •
. I. i .

. and Macbl D I
I

M A.
r>lfi.

Am. I. Pharm. 82: 36. 1911.
6. Rotl .

'

was kept at about 20 C. After the injection had been
made, each frog was put in a jar containing a little

water, and this jar was placed in a large pan partly
filled with water, the temperature of which was main-
tained at 20 C. The temperature of the air of the
room wa< noted and recorded. It usually ranged from
18 to 21 C. Healthy frogs of i were
selected. They were weighed imme ore the
injections were made. Few weighed less than
more than 35 gm. The injections v. into the
ventral \ 1 c.c. syringe graduated into
hundredths of a cubic centimeter was used. The
needle was inserted through the skin of th

upward into the lymph
sac. Incomplete absorption was found to be the most
frequent source of error in the assays. I

scrutiny should be made for unabsorbed fluid after the
lymph sac has been opened up at the end of the hour.
The degree of absorption was noted in the protocols.

If more than one or two drops were found, the test.

if negative, was repeated with the same dose.
As a control, the dose of strophanthin

produce systolic standstill was determined for each
lot of frogs at 20 C. This varied from 0.0000004 gm.
to 0.0000015 gm. per gram ht. Usually
from eight to ten frogs were
sample of digitalis. In one series twenl
were required to determine with sufficient accuracy the

minimal dose required to produce mdstill.

The temperature of the water in which the fro

kept before and during the experiment was carefully
regulated, and the temperature of the air in the room
was noted and recorded.

TI.V-
8YSTOLK -

STII I

Source and Description

B

-

We ! \mer-

led b) I 'r C I . Vlsbei

uf ( Ihemistrj

.

D. ( A summary
in Table 2.

All the lip
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eight of the twenty five, or 32 per cent, of the samples

of digitalis, yielded tinctures thai equaled the standard

set by the United States Pharmacopeia IX. ; With one

exceptions they had been carefully collected

and dried. Mosi of the cultivated sam] I

grown in drug gardens. Hie series is large •

and representative enough to justifj the conclusion

that must of the digitalis grown in the United States

U below the pharmacopeia] standard. As we have

shown earlier in the paper, this is ti

- imported from England and < iermany. The
standard set by the Pharmacopeia is a high one. i lin-

ical investigations in the future may show thai it is

high.

American digitalis were stn

ndard, and two of these were twice the

strength required. One of these was from wild firsl

year plants from the state of Washington and the other

from cultivated plants grown on a commercial drug

farm in Virginia. The former was assayed in Feb-

ruary and the latter in April. These two lots were

r than any imported digitalis tested in this lab

oratory. They were more active than the sample of

American dif red by 1 tale.
8 Roth i

sample of wild Oregon digitalis and one

of cultivated Wisconsin leaf that equaled them in

gth.

Prof. Edward Kremers of the University of

Wisconsin we obtained digitalis grown on the univer-

sity drug farm at Madison that was of very high

activity, and from Prof. Edwin L. Newcomb we

ecured cultivated digitalis from the drug farm of the

University of Mil thai was of nearly equal

rem e of 1 mg. in the minimal

stop die heart in systole might be due

rs inherent in the method of assay, especially

.ere not made on the same lot of frogs.

Samples of digitalis from the drug farm of the Uni-

I . and From Marion, Va., crop of

were also found to be more active than the

Pharmacopeia requires. The lot of digitalis from Vir-

ginia - red from a Boston pharmacist who
! it from a wholesale dealer in drugs. Ii is

it digitali of greal toxicit) has

1 in widely different part > of the country.

Hale found that digitalis from the government drug

in, Va., harvesl of 1907, was of high

aple from this source also had a high

ined from the Bureau of Plant

try in the fall of 1916.
• ilis grown by Mr. F. A. Miller at Greenfield,

d, was equal to the pharma-
grown

f>n the same farm from Oregon seed was tested by

and found to have a value of

ted, examined four sam-
i and all yielded tinctures that

than the

Pharn That large quantities of wild

Itic value

in the usual l< ly held,

not only in Oregon hut also in other part-, of the coun-

try. I' tudies.

digitalis leaf should be
'j c.c. of a tincture prepared from it per gram frog

standstill of the heart in one hour.
• r and Baker: J. Am. I'barm. A. 111:304, 1914.

hue samples of wild < Oregon leaf examined by us

II weak, t >ne of these was a well mixed sample
from a lot of 840 pounds gathered in the summer oi

1918. A tincture made from this was only a little more
than half the strength demanded by the Pharmai

of wild leaf from I .inton, < >re., were
obtained for us by Dr. A. E, P. Rockwell of Worcester,

( »ne lot was gathered in May. 1917; the other
in June. l

l) 17. The two tinctures prepared from
the same strength, ["he a urn necessary to

produce systolic standstill was 0.01 c.c. per gram frog

weight, or 60 per cent, of standard strength. A sample
of cultivated digitalis was gathered in April, 1917, in

ii e locality. The leaves weir the first sin i oi

spring. Mosi of them were less than I inches in length.

\ 10 per cent, infusion prepared from this had a value

of 0.01 c.c. As onlj five out of nineteen lots of Ameri-
can digitalis yielded stronger infusions, it is probable

that a tincture of this leaf would have equaled the

pharmacopeia! standard. Leaves from second >. n

cultivated plants growing in the same neighborhood

gathered in July just before flowering. The buds
were fully developed and would have unfolded within

a few days. Some of the leaves were 27 inches long.

A tincture from these plants had a value of 0.014 c.c,

or 4.i per cent, of the standard. All of these four lots

were grown on similar suil with the exception of a

small application of fertilizer in the garden samples

and were developed under the same general conditions.

The leaves were artificially dried.

Six lots of leaf grown in the state of Washington
were examined. The strongest and the weakest digi-

talis in our series of twenty-live samples came from
this state. Only one of the six tinctures prepared from
the Washington grown digitalis equaled the pharma-
copeia! standard. The strongest leaf from Washington
(crop of 1916i had a value of 0.003 c.c. In 1917 the

collector who furnished this gathered and preserved

for us a quantity of Washington leaf that had a value

of only 0.011 c.c.

Three lots of digitalis grown in Nehraska were
assayed. < )ne of these yielded a tincture that was
stronger than the standard, the value being 0.005 c.c.

The other two were not quite up to the required

strength. Tinctures from these had salues of 0.007

and ii.i)08 c.c.

Three of the four lots grown in Virginia were above
the standard. Leaf from Balleston, Va., of the harvest

of 1916, had a value of 0.003 c.c. No one, to our
knowledge, making biologic assays on Rana pipiens,

has reported any observations on digitalis of greater

toxicity. A sample of digitalis from the same locality,

the following year, had a strength of only 0.007 c.c.

A specimen of "digital" furnished hy the H. K.

Mulford Company and made from leaf grown at Glen
• Uden, Pa., was slightly below the pharmacopeia!

standard.

Three lots of digitalis grown in Massachusetts have
led. All were of poor strength. The one

in Table 2 was obtained from mature second

year plants. Wesselhoeft tested a homeopathic tinc-

ture (10 pel cent ) made from fresh, undried digitalis

grown in Hyde 1'ark, a suburb of Boston. This had a

value of 0.040 - .< ., or IS per cent, of the standard. A
10 per cent, infusion of digitalis put up by the "Shak-

\yer" yielded a negative result when a dose of
1 c.c. was given.
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A lot of digitalis grown in Portland, Maine, was
found to be fairly strong, but not quite up to .

strength.

DIFFEREXCE IN STRENGTH DUE TO SOIL
AND CLIMATE

Digitalis purpurea is a European wild plant that is

found in Portugal, Spain, France, Gen
and the Madeira Islands. In some of thi

it grows much more profusely than in others. Brought
to America for cultivation in flower gardens, it has in

some sections become a weed and is now found grow-
ing wild in great abundance in California, Oregon,
Washington, and to some extent in Wesl V

Prof. J. U. Lloyd'* says that in the
Honeoye River. X. Y , digitalis planted in 182

flower garden was growing in 1912 as a great \.

self sown from year to year. It will grow in •

according to information obtained by Roth, on prac-
tically any soil that will absorb moisture. The samples
he tested grew on clayey soil. Digitalis does not do
well on limestone lands, as Lloyd learned from personal
observation, when he attempted to cultivate the drug
in Kentucky, it is found generally on soil containing
iron and manganese. The latter is assumed to I

tial for the growth of the plant. 1: is said thai digitalis

does not grow in Switzerland, and this is attributed to

lack of iron and manganese in the soil.

The toxicity of the leaf may vary with the locality

in which it grows. It has been long known that the

digitalis from the neighborhood of Strassburj

strong that when given in the u ual dose
effects are quickly manifested. By biologi

frogs, Alsatian digitalis has been found to be twice as

strong a- the standard value established 1>\

V= 5. Gottlieb used a frog unit similar to a dip!

antitoxin unit. The amount of digitalis that will pro-

duce systolic standstill in a frog of 30 gm.
within thirty minute, was taken as the unit. Good

cording to Gottlieb, should contain fifty units.

Digitalis grown in the Vosges Mountains obtained
Er m the pharmacy of the Strassburg Medical Clinic

contained from 100 to ! 2 its."

Cushny, according to Symes,11 has found only small
variations in different samples obtained from tl

source.

Symes 12 examined a Ian.;.- numbei of samples of
English digitalis grown in three successive wars. The

activity of tinctures made in I'M! was about
twice the standard adopted; namely, that of Dixon and

a minimal lethal dos< : hun-
:,i. (Houghton's" twelve-hour method, using

•mporaria ). Samples from
in 1912 were nol iblj we iker th; n

1911, but still 40 per cent above standard. Samples
of the harvest of 1913 wen- le

spring and summer I 1910 in Greal Britain was dry,
dull and variably warm; in 1911 bright and h

I'M J wet, dull and cold, and in 1913 dry, du
warm Only leavi

I
year plants wen

ITS of weather should ' <

: Am J Phara 85 |

d. inner. Med. ii- Kin lexh , 1908, p. 89.
II - Brit. M. J.: 1:1

Med. M ..-I

|hton, G. M.: Thi PI ira lomi A ay o<
1 ton and Hamilton: Am.

I 1 (Oct) 1909.

1609

oparing strength of leaves to weather con
5: would seem as if the good year 1911 influen

y of the leaf of that harvest and als<

I year plants, the harvest of

has been grown in Wi
Wisconsin. Digitalis th • ictures

dard strength hav Indiana

or quality,
itly under similar com

a and Was h it have

chusetts issayed wen
soil here is not favorabh wth of actr
talis, although more samples should be studied.
That soil and climatic conditions are more important

than the selection of seed, is suggested b
ments of Miller and B; seed Uis pur-
purea from Japan, England and < >regon were planted
in the drug farm at Greenfield, End. All three
leave- of the same strength. Tinctures made from
each produced systolic arrest of the heart with a mini-
mal dose of 0.009 c.c.

DIFFERENCE IN STRENGTH DUE TO
OF DRYING

The relation of the method of drying to activitv of
leai is not clearly brought out by our studies. Focke"
maintains that the leaf shouli within three

i gathering at a temperatun 60 and
nt is reduced to 1.5 per

cent. He directs that it should
! in air-

tight containers. Newcomb,10 of the University of
lies the leaf at a temperature

our periods on thi [( will be
seen in Table 3 that the Unive
we examined contained a

:i the other samples, it was sent to us in a
closed container.

- LEAP

of the two ; imples in our series, the
first year digitalis leaves from Hobart, Wash., had ".<>

it of moistucc. It should he rcmembt
iter after tl

l.ept in air-tight rcct ptacles.

It ha .ur know ]

by biologic assay that leaves dried at erarure
potent than the leaves from the same plant-

dried rapidly at a high temperature. It is
]

they deteriorate more quickl intains.

Mo i of the 1 tudied by us were arti-

dried. The air dried samplt

I by Roth were tronger thi n the I

requires. ( Kir sample of aii

of 1918, co

I

0.011 c.c.

1 1

1

i
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r\ <i ; w Mil; m LI ll E >.l UCOS IDS IN

AMERICAN DIGITALIS

The active principles in digitalis leaves have nol been

obtained in a pun- state. The view is held by Cushny"
that there are two osids present

digitoxin and digitalein. The former is insoluble in

water. Kiliani's studies" have inclined him to the view

that a pure digitalein existed in the leaves thai was
easily soluble in water and very active. All attempts

to isolate it were unsuccessful. Schmiedeberg and

Kiliani believe that the digitalein thai has been obtained

from both the seed and the leaves is a mixture of sub-

stances. They have used the term for the i

glucosids that are certainly presenl in digitalis.

' .iln. lined a water-soluble substance which he

maintained was the pure digitalein that chemists had

been seeking. He calls it "gitalin." It is easily

posed by heat and The hydrate of gitalin

ained in a crystalline state. It was almost

insoluble in water. The so-called digitoxin obtained

by Keller's method of quantitative analysis consists

chiefly of gitalin with a little pine digitoxin. After a

watery extract of the leaves had been made, a small

amount of pure digitoxin and a considerable ami

gitalin was obtained from the residue by treatment

with alcohol. Kiliani. after carefully examining a

number of specimens of gitalin, concluded that it was

not a chemically pure body, but a mixture. The crys-

talline gitalin "hydrate" embled a substance

Kiliani has studied and named |3-digitoxin.

This brief summary of recent chemical studies shows
how meager is the present knowledge of the subject.

It indicates the importance of studying, by biologic

methods, the aqueous as well as tli alcoholic extracts

of the leaves.

The activity of the water-soluble substances ha

iple i of American digil tli by

injecting frogs with freshly prepared 10 per cent, infu-

;amples are arranged in order of their

gth in Table 4.
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leaf examined have contained less of the water-solutle

principles than the maji rity of the samples of Ameri-

can digitalis we have assayed.

TOXICITY OF VARIOUS SPECIES AND VARIETIES

OF DIGITALIS

There .are twenty-three or more species of digitalis

and numerous varieties. As early as 188S, Paschkis80

stated that Digitalis ambigua contained the same con-

stituents as Digitalis purpurea, and that the medicinal

properties of the two are identical. Boudgest21 found

that Digitalis ambigua was fully ;i^ .active therapeu-

tically as Digitalis purpurea.

Miller and Baker8 tested on frogs a number of dif-

ferent species of digitalis that they bad grown at

i rrei nfield, Ind. Eighty three per cent, of the samples

tested had a greater toxicity than Digitalis purpurea.

Digitalis lanata, a species quite distinct from Digitalis

purpurea, had the highest value. The amounl required

to produce systolic standstill of the heart was 0.0003

gm. of leaf in the form of tincture, per gram frog

weight. Only two of the lots of leaves of Digitalis

purpurea tested in our laboratory have equaled this

in strength (Table 2). The weakest leaf assayed by

Miller and Baker was Gloxinae flora alba, which had

of 0.0019. I faskell and Miller-'- found thai the

Digitalis ambigua, dried at 100 C, had a value of

0.00055 .and Digitalis grandiflora a value of 0.0009.

R. E. Morris of the University of Minnesota ti ted

Digitalis lutea on cats. I le used tinctures and

infusions from thi !

i
i of Minnesota first year

plants. He was impressed with the absence of irri-

action on the nervous system and the quiel lethal

'. Kl

Pharm.

11 and Miller: .1

Apoth. Ztg. 1888, p. ff.9, cited by Miller ami Baki r

/i - is: N . 12, I'M i. cited by Miller an.'.

[•harm. A. a. 1914.
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period. With the hope that it would cause less gastro-
intestinal disturbance than Digitalis purpurea, he
studied with S. M. White 23

its therapeutic action on
patients, and found that it produced effects appa
the same as Digitalis purpurea, except that nausea and
vomiting appeared to be less frequent.

We have tested on frogs the activity of a sample of
Digitalis lutea, grown in 1913 on the drug farm of the
University of Minnesota and furnished to us

Morris. The tincture made from this had a value of
0.004 c.c. per gram frog weight. This . made,
May 18, 1917. < >nly two of our twenty-five samples
of Digitalis purpurea were stronger.

Specimens of two hybrids were sent to us by F. A.
Miller of Greenfield, Ind. Our results are given in

Table 5.

.—DIGITALIS HYBRIDS TESTED BY ONE HOUB FROG
HOD AT A TEMPERATURE Oi

Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments

Infusion

0.008 0.010
0.007 0.008

Both were fairly strong in alcohol-soluble constitu-

ents, hut not equal to the standard, 'flu- striking fea-

ture was the high percentage of water-soluble princi-

ples, amounting in the hybrid Digitalis aw!
lanata to 88 per cent. (July three of the sam
Digitalis purpurea we studied yielded an aqueous

' of greater toxicity than Digitalis ambigua X
lanata.

CONCLUSIONS

The best American digitalis, both wild and cul
''

is equal in activity to the f

E high potency have been ol

Virginia, Nebraska, Wisconsin, Mini gon and
Washington. The majority of san merican

digitalis examined were of low potency. No lei

seventeen out of twenty fi

talis were below the standard of strength established

by the Pharmacopeia. The average strength of the

American digitalis, however, was greater than tl

the imported digitalis we have examined.
All digitalis should 1" I ire it is

gathered in large quantities for therapeuti

' M rris, R. F : The I

Administering Digitalis, Arch. Int. Med 81:
I

1918.

The Ravages of Smallpox. -In tin- eighteenth
smallpox was n m than is measles today. In 1802

a speaker in the British Parliament declared that "it is

that in this United Kingdom alom
annually of the smallpox, but throughout the world
it? Not a second i., struck by the hand of time but a victim
is sacrifir-d nn the altar of that most
the smallpox." A few years later Lon

•Ming church-
yards with corpses, tormenting with constant tear all

it bad not yd stricken, leaving in :

the hidden tran, of its power, turning the babe into a

iiorn.r
to the lover." The hi

tells tht

Nineteen years Inter. 5,!

ntracted the disea
fatally. In 1730, it again ran riot

500 virt.; 11 ,,f 4000 I

ies like the instrumet

GANGRENE FOLLOWING AN rNJECTION OF ARSPHENAMIN

L. A. Sutter, .MIX. Wichita, Kan.

Surgeon to V

. History—O. P. M., aged 35, married, an American laborer,
family history negative, had his first attack of gonorrhea
in 1903 and got over this in a short time. One year later he
had a second attack, developing a double epididymitis, and
was in the hospital five days. The next year he had a
chancroid on the dorsum of the foreskin, which
promptly. In June. 1917. when I saw him. ho had a chancre
on the right side of the shaft of the penis about 1 cm
the pubis. I gave him an injection of 0.4 gm. of arsphenamin
and a second one a week later. About one month after this
his wife was in the hospital for a double pyosalpinx. She also
had an ulcer the size of a dime on the anterior part of the
cervix uteri. I gave her one injection of arsphenamin, after
which she left the hospital, and I did not see cither her or
her husband again until Aug. 31, 1919.

In June. 1919. a soft chancre appeared on the penis. At
this time the patient had a double adenitis. These did not
need to be opened, however, and il he was aide to

resume work. In June. 1919. he had an attack- of tonsillitis.

His throat grew worse, and in August he had bis tonsils

I. They were badly diseased. The next <;.

a. m. he was given an injection of arsphenamin in

of the left elbow. The physician who gave this injection

technic in a letter to m

The amount of solu
I c.c. and was

given by the three- :h a 111 c.c
ie syringe was filled with physi

Solution and the needle filled and inserted
The blood Rowed freelj into thi > solution

aside, and the arsphei 1 in its

place. The syringe was filled
I hree-way

This process was repeated until the 250 c.c.
of arsphenamin had been given. The vein was

the needle at the first attempt. The
incd of a severe pain in lis hand at the tin-

few minutes after the injection his hand was white and
like cold. He complained of .. ibility to

move the hand, and there was a decided wrist drop. Three
hours later there v.;-

i tion of all I

• peripheral circul. I

was cold all the time. The next

nd from that time until tv

at which time he left the hospital, tl

feeling in the hand. It wa, apparent that hi

twenty minuti
tuned in giving the injei

ttient states that when the solution was started it

fell a- though a match had
hail taki i he pain gr< h
during the injection and

n. Within ' ins arm
hi' swelling extend-

muscle
1

continuously tor two days, after which »

[hi hotir.s. \

of the forearm, hand and burned.
Owing to the

nothing about the but

' on his

arm.

I

was witi
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within !.; • tight line The teeth were

d norm il react ii n ol thi

to light and distance tes were lively throughout
murmur. Th

n were ncg il

i the left hand and forearm were covered with

e also blisters over the dorsal

of the fingers and thumb. The cutaneous covering

n removed from the blisters of the back of the hand,

\!1 the 11.
i'

The thui • mm. on the palmar surface. The
through to •.In- nail. Tl

i.l the thumb

Joint The skin over .ill the gangrenous area

shriveled, dry and hard.

id anil shrunken from the middle

t The middle finger was also dead, black

and shrunken within S nun. of the middle phi

The ring linger had a well marked line of gangrene midway

between I and third pli ibout one

langeal joint of both little finger and

thumb were gangrenous.

There were a number of Misters over the tops of the fingers

and thumbs, each containing quite a little pus.

The muscles of the forearm were very hard, and the entire

and hand, excepting where
- shrunken, hard and thick. Tl

i the hand and

md very little pain sensation on being stuck with a

pin.

The wrist could be moved slightly.

ilion .".•'/ f?*ft»/f.—September 11. under ether anes-

i the thumb slightly distal to the end of

phalanx. The ind was amputated 1 cm.

.1 to the mill al joint. The middli
• the middle phalangeal joint. Owing to

save as much of the fingers as possible, the

ring finger was amputated 1 cm. distal to the middle phalan-

Five mm. of tissue were removed from the end of the little

The wound healed in a surprisingly kind manner
At this time there is increased motion of the elbow joint,

the wri • of the finger stumps. Sensation has

improved. The oozing areas of the hand arc entirely

• hweiter Building.

Therapeutics
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AN EASY METHOD OF MARKING THE SKIN

Wiu i.v. M.D.* Chicago

utline a figure on the skin, but it

pencil is not always
lality, marks the skin

1 tuggested by
i he marked is wiped off with a bit of

'.inc. This • tirface can then

a ] ;

i pencil." This method
must he at hand, and also

liminary appli-

Eul. A much simpler

at I th i

pencil. The lead of a copying pencil

marks v. 1 skin. With this method
line with a distinct violet line any

-in. Such markings can he made even on a

pel -il in a

rcuric chlorid, and by m
Ace with a sterih irk can readily

ip and water. The purple lines may be

iphed. hut not very well.

lison Street.

< T. rlc rarliol. d'dectrol. 3:272 (June) 191

J A. '!
i I 1919.

\\l> ABUSE OF CATHARTICS*

M \S A LAXATIVE
The rapidity with which "mineral oil," one of the

in n ddition to our matei ia tnedica, has con

quered the globe has been phenomenal. It is now
.a mosl i used medicinal substance; and, if

.i real indica medicinal value, \\ e

should have to consider ii one ol the mosl valuable of

medicaments. While nol ready to grant this preemi-

nence, we may at least view its popularity without

alarm; for. of all substances with which mankind has

belabored its system, petrolatum is surely the most

inert and perhaps the mosl harmless.

Petrolatum is a bland, odorless, tasteless and color-

less liquid, indigestible, as well as incapable of decom-
position by bacteria; hence it cannot become rancid.

Ii i- not absorbed; therefore it cannot produce poison-

ii\ dose A pint of liquid petrolatum has been

given in a few hours without untoward results.

Owing to it-- inocuousness, this substance should he

the laxative of first consideration. While it is merely of

temporary value in habitual chronic constipation and
possibly may still further increase the intestinal slug-

gishness by lessening the amount of work—of exer-

cise—of the intestinal and abdominal muscles, it seems
to have an actual curative effect in certain conditions,

as, for instance, in spa- tic constipation, in which, by

lessening the irritation, it may ultimately succeed in

lessening the irritability.

Liquid petrolatum is indicated whenever it is di in d

in uii en the feces. The oil, being indigestible, remains

in the feces in the form of globules. To speak of this

action as "lubrication," as is often done, is hardly

correct. Lubrication depends on the formation of an
oil film, and such a one it is impossible to apply to a
water-soaked membrane like the intestinal mucosa,
or to the ordinary moist fecal mass. Wher. an excess

of oil has been ingested il does not apply itself as a
film to the surface, hut remains separate from it, giv-

ing rise to the much complained of "leak" of oil

through the anus, which may occur even with small

i i

As liquid petrolatum does not give rise to irritant

products such as the fatty acids liberated by the diges-

tion of fatty oils, especially of castor oil, it may be
given with safety for irritation of the gastro-intestinal

tract !i\ its oftening effeel on the stools it may even
healing action on superficial lesions of the

mm
In intestinal stasis due to crippling of the intestine,

from kinks or other forms of obstruction, or

nalignant tumor, its softening effect on the feces

is lil.i l\ to prove valuable.

varies from 15 to 90 c.c. When larger

i employed, dure is likelihood of leakage of
the oil. Sometimes free oil is passed in a bowel move-
ment, or even without one. It was supposed that the

* 'I his is the sixth of a scries of articles on the pharmacology,
application of the common laxatives anq

rtii li M'l" ared ' October 18.
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''heavy" liquid petrolatum, by reason of its greater of these half hundred brands is prescribed, the drug-
viscosity, would be less likely to give rise to leakage. gist, who may have half a dozen other brands that are
That this is not the case was shown by a collective just as good on his shelves, will have to buy a full

investigation carried on by Bastedo,2 under the aus- bottle of the product specified and charge the patient

pices of the Committee on Therapeutic Research of the price of the whole bottle, even though thi

the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry. To ascer- scription calls for but part of it— the rest, pi

tain whether any difference existed in the efficacy of remaining on his shelf indefinitely. Such specifying
the different varieties .of liquid petrolatum, clinician- is an injustice to the druggist and to the patient. Why
were furnished with specimens of light Russian liquid not trust pharmacopeal quality? If the d

petrolatum, heavy Russian liquid petrolatum, and an not dispense U. S. I', quality, he can be legally prose-
American brand of light liquid petrolatum. To avoid cuted. Of course, if U. S. P. quality is no!

bias, the specimens were designated by numbers or enough, specifying may be necessary until the quality

letters. The conclusion of this study was that the dif- of the official product has been improved. The "in-

ferences were too slight to he of importance. There rial quality of heavy liquid petrolatum (petrolatum
was no difference in the dose required, in effect on liquidum grave) is satisfactory. If. however, one
stomach or stools, or in their tendency to give rise to desired an extra line product, and higher prio
leakage. object, one might specify the name of a distributor who
As a general proposition, when leakage occurs, it promotes a possibfj somewhat roduct in an

is an indication that the <\"-v should be reduced. If ethical manner, for instance, Squibb, to mention one
such reduced dose is insufficient to act on the bowels, such.

it may be reinforced by a specific stimulant to peristal- As the oil is tasteless and odorless, it is probably b( si

sis. such as cascara sagrada. The oil seem,-, to be taken in its pure state, li may be floated in some
devoid of any effect on the intestinal musculature pleasantly flavored fluid, such as orange juice or grape
except that it diminishes the work of the muscle by juice. Flavoring bj mean- of a pleasant vola

softening the feces. In cases in which synergistic use may be resorted to, should the patient prefer a dis-

cara is contraindicated, as for example in spas tinctive flavor to the insipidness of the liquid petro-

lic constipation, it might be well to try a petrolatum latum. Hilton has experimented on this matter, and
of higher melting point, like petrolatum, U. S. I', found that per 500 c.e. of oil, these quantities

which it is reasonable to assume might be less likely of one or the other flavoring oik are suitable:

to produce tin- undesirable effect. . anethol, 10 drops; oil of almond, 15; oil of cloves. 10;

Emulsification is another expedient that it seems oil of cinnamon, 5; oil of peppermint, 15; oil of spear-

ought to be capable of overcoming the tendenc} to mint> 1 5, and methyl salicylate (wintergreen), 25

The National Formulary contains the follow- drops. To him. peppermint seemed the most pleasant

ing formula: flavor, with cardamom a close second. We must

emulsum petrolati, \. f.
,i/e l 'K ' ,act - however, that there are people who=^=^=====^==^=- abhor one flavor, such a- peppermint, enjoyed by

Cm. or c.c. other ; and that any one is liable to tire of a decided

Toii 'of 'atmond.'.'.'.'.'::::::::: ::::::::: 215 " "> frequently. Combinations of flavors

12-5 uquets are often more acceptable than single
;• 10.0 ,11 1 1 l-l

ire of lemon peel favors, and enjoyed tOl a longer lime. I bus the oil

Water, to make loo.O combination u~v<\ in the flavoring of aromatic elixir

Average dose: one tablcspoonful.
m 's ll! ] '" "' l| '" '"' ll -''

'"I""! petrolatum ;ifnr:

oil oi orange, 2.00; oil oi lemon, 0.50; oil ol coriander.

This preparation would be worth trying in such 0.20; oil of anise, 0.05; liquid petrolatum, 1,000.

and reports on it- success or failui i g As the oil, when taken after meal-, is likely to lie

quirements of activity, pleasantness, and absence heavily on thi imacl
I luo other gastric dis

of tendency to "leak" would be of inten ire-- in Bastedo's investigation 20 per cent, com-
Our choice among the different/ brands of petrol plained of nausea or tendencj to repeat it i- best to

atum should be chiefly determined by palatability. take it in such a way that it will interfere leasl with

This depends on the degree to which the refinement of ga trie digestion. This i- secured by giving

the oil is carried out from 15 to 60 ci of it, at bed time, or else adminis-

named products should be a oided Not only tering 15 c.c. one hour before i

li products more expensive, but when any one Patients given this laxative for the firsl time should

understand thai it does not produce an immediate
'. A

„ V',:
1 '"''

;;' '

!

'

'' ' ' '' effect, but thai it may have to be taken for
V. M. A. 04:808

,
.

,
:,. . . .. .

,

\ - before results will be noted. When the desired
Hit of names under whi,

j
no , obtained with the initial dose, the quail-

ilin, lit.in.lmr. CI . Ill 111
tOOlS have been

ufficiently softened. The efficient dose i- then to be
line, liq ineral glycerin, - .Inn

. . , .
, , , ,

maintained For a while several week-, perhap
rhi ii ..!• •i.lirilli- n-rlii,-.-,l imlll re.Mil o-il v i ,

t" hnurol arrinn
i raauany reaucea until regularity oi Dowei action

ured or the minimal do

required for sat

' i must be remembered that it kepi up for some lime
8 III

i Liquidum, U, S P \ III. I Am. I ...
, ,

nabit may be formed. While it may nol be a

•''i' 1 " 1 peti erns harm to the system, it is an
i ii i i

riy an. coming from th, i
expense to the individual and especially a nuisai

bey did nol expect to

lllem. """*>
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THERAPY AND RESEARCH

Few persons who have occasion to use arsphenamin

(salvarsan) and its derivatives, or who contemplate

the therapeutic usefulness which the introducl

Irugs into medical practice has embodied

the long and laborious scientific investigations that

i the success inaugurated by Ehrlich. W

chemotherapy of this sort has been the product of

careful research in which ingenious and novel ch

3es were undertaken to evolve new con

that were subsequently tested by animal experimenta-

tion before any attempt at clinical application was

made. It is important to keep in mind the fundamental

fact that the greal discoveries of curative drugs were

r night or By chance, as one may stumble

on precious stones: they are rather the outcome of

untiring effort directed by experimental genius

• is hut the fortunate companion of almost innu-

merable preliminary or preparatory trials .mil many

failures. Research is both the laborious and the con-

truth, nut the mere cham e finding.

of the results of diligent and persistent

hes in chemotherapy have recently been pub-

from the Rockefeller Institute for Medical

• h.
1 They involve the synthesis of certain new

rganic arsenic compounds intended to be

the treatment of experimental trypano-

.- of the promising

:ed by Jacobs and Heidelberger2 for

trial is N-phenylglycinamid-^-a'rsonic acid,

in which tin in the pentavalei

The aim hi

30

117; It, The 'i

rimental Trypan

if- Acirl in I

Klycincan bid., p. 483.
2. Jar M.i J. Am. Chcm. Soc. 41:

nate certain of tie- well known prac

tical di "i the now familiar arseno

pounds. Trypanosomiasis affects differenl species in

unlike ways. Brown and Pearce poinl out that in

some, as rats and mice, it is chiefly characterized by

the constant and progressively increasing number of

trypanosomes in the peripheral blood, l>\ the lack of

any clinical manifestations, and by (In- relatively early

death ol the infected animal. Consequently, an effec-

tive therapeutic compound for the treatment of try-

panosomiasis in such species must lie biolo

available within a short time after its administration,

and must have sufficient speed and duration of action

to halt and overcome the rapidly increasing bl 1

infection, which is comparable with a fatal bacteremia.

The trypanosomiasis of many of the larger animals,

lie rabbit, on the other hand, is preeminently a

tissue infection. To combat this, an effective drug

miisi possess tissue penetration as well as trypanocidal

power. These illustrations are sufficient to indicate

the varied practical conditions thai must be met to

solve the therapeutic problem. They are likely to taa

the ingenuity and persistence of the most assiduous

and intelligent investigator.

The first of the new compounds described by the

workers at the Rockefeller Institute is extreme].;

soluble iii water, forming neutral solutions that art:

Stable. The animal tests indicate that the toxic effects

are confined to doses relatively close to the minimum

lethal dose, and the recovery from sublethal doses is

rapid and complete. The new arsonic acid has already

given indications of being "an agent of marked thera-

peutic action in the treatment of experimental try-

panosomiasis in mice, rats and gumea-pigs." The

"curative ratio" or fraction of tin- minimum lethal dose

is small. Therapeutic doses are nol followed by siens

of organic or functional disturbance, but, on the c<m-

trary, the general physical condition of tin- treated

animals shows an immediate improvement. In the

more penetrating invasion of trypanosomes in rabbits,

therapeutic efficiency has also been recorded by Pearce

and Brown. Finally, they have noted promising

in experimental infections with spirochetes of the

recurrent group ami by Spirochaeta pallida. The
infection is ameliorated even though tin- spirochel

are not immediately destroyed. The Rockefeller tnsti"

tute pathologists summarize this by comparing the

result with that produced by more powerful spirocheti-

eidal agents. The infecting micro-organisms are either

I in such a way that they eventually die off, or

are destroyed b) tin- host in such a way that no lasting

immunity is developed in consequence of their destruc-

tion. For tlie present, the investigators go no further

than to state that the new arsonic acid acts somewhat

differently from the usual spirocheticidal agents. While

|
o i l con idei able degree of spiroi hetj*

eidal action, its chief effect is seen in the peculiar w.iy

it modifies or controls the course of these infections.
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It is not certain that these purely tentative experi-

mental observations can be applied ultimately to the

control of human infections. However, the persistence

of the investigators, who have labored literally for years

without signs of immediately successful results, needs

appreciation and deserves high commendation. Such

work is less conspicuous than brilliant feats of surgery

or successful campaigns in public sanitation; it is none

the less worthy of duo recognition because it surely

paves the way to permanent advances.

SYPHILITIC AORTITIS

Though a disease may spring suddenly into promi-

nence, it is not always certain that there is an actual

iflcrease in its prevalence. In recent year- the

tance of syphilis of the aorta in the production of a

variety of clinical pictures has been emphasized with

increasing frequency. Probably this is due to the great

advances that have been made in the methods of detect-

philis, particularly the discovery of the causal

organism and the perfecting and wide use of the

complement fixation test.

Physicians generally have not realized the frequency

and importance of syphilitic aortitis. Recognition of

the disease at the earliest possible moment i- i

of the necessity for prompt and energeti

ment. Recent figures cited by Schrumpf 1 indii

frequency with which syphilitic aortitis occurs. Of
more than 4,000 syphilitic males included in th

about 10 per cent, presented definit< if syph-

ilis of the interna! organs, and half of this group of

patients showed evidence of syphilis of the circulatory

system. < >\er 5 per cent, of syphilitic males may
o show definite changes in the

iry organs. Three fourth, of these will be

if the aorta, either with or >

aneurysm.

Three common pictures are likely to be pro. In

ic aortitis. These are aneurysm (particularly

of the thoracic aorta), aortic regurgitation, and angina

Schrumpf anal;./. - of aortic

fourths

.! are of syphilitic origin, th fourth

due to rheumatii or to ordinary

arterioscleri

It i- questionable whether we have yel developed

Satisfactory criteria for the early recognition of these

Schrumpf states thai tl period elaps-

'.een infection with syphilis and the d

us i- ten years. It i- hardlj

that during these leu year- thi l
the aorta is

entirely latent. The natural history of the

would lead us to suppose thai tl

latency alternating with period- of activity. Thi

early symptom i- retrosternal pain, which i- often mosl

marked under the upper sternum, i- not usually

126,

dependent on exertion, and does not usually radiate

to the neck or arm-, like the pain of true angina pec-

toris. This pain is accompanied by very few physical

signs. There are no cardiac murmurs, hut the first

aortic sound may be dull and distant, and there may be

so-called pulsatory plethora, namely, a marked pulsa-

tion of the peripheral vessels. During the active stages

the Wassermann test is always strongly positive. The
use of the roentgen ray may he valuable, particularly

if local dilatations of parts of the aorta can thus he

shown.

i >ik may perhaps question whether such an out-

n symptom as substernal pain is associated with

the early stage- of a chronic process like syphilitic

aortitis. It seems likel) that by the time definite pain

!
roduced the lesions are quite extensive, and it is

nable whether a really early diagnosis can be

reached if symptoms are waited for. It seems highly

probable that in the aorta, just as in the central nervous

-;.-tem, definite lesions ma) : without any

symptoms whatever, and it would seem that some
method of diagnosing syphilitic aortitis during the

presymptomatic period musl he devised. Whether the

use of th,- roentgen ray will furnish the solution is

problematic, hut at present no more promising method

is in sight. Perhaps the most essential procedure i;

urn of syphilitic patients at stated intervals for

thoracic roentgenography. Even in the absi

roentgenographic findings a syphilitic patienl

with a positive Wassermann reaction and no obviou

evidence of the disease externally may lie a— timed to

have a lesion in the aorta, especially if lumbar punc-

ture shows that the nervous system is free from evi-

dence of disi !

THE PITUITARY IN DIABETES INSIPIDUS

Extracts of
, ,,r par- nervosa, of the

pituitary structure provoke an unmistakable change in

retion of urine when they are introduced

directly into the circulation. Thi- renal effect ha- been

i-promoting 'ted by

of the duodenum on thi cells

ich experimental observation the pituitary

n assumed gulatory influence

on the functions of the kidney. Such reasoning,

applied in connection with the ductless glands, has

limitations and i- rarely conclu

writer has remarked, it i- by no mean- logical to

assume or infer that the functional importance of an

demonstrated by tin- properties of an i

of it. If oik' applie- such an argument to the
{

ubstance in the pituitary of a fish, the a'

i- ob\ ii

< >ther e\ ideai e for the fun. tional int i

l.iduev and pituitary Ii lit in the domain

of pathology In the chronic polyui i

I to a- dial lus, involvemenl of tin-
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pituitary, particularly of it- junction with the brain,

-.1 demonstrated repeatedly at necropsy; in Eact,

ire no records in which the pituitary was exam-

ined and found to be perfectly normal. Experimental

pathology, by damaging the structures in the neighbor-

rior lobe of the pituitary, has fre-

quently produced abnormalities in the flow of urine.

Polyurias lasting from one to six months have fol

the artificial lesions; yet such result- have been excep-

tional and attained only by chance, apparently.

Kennaway and Mottram1 of the Middle-ex Hospital

in London have added clinical evidence to the prob-

lem of pituitary function in connection with the kid-

i he antidiuretic effect of pituitary extract given

by subcutaneous injection was demonstrated 1 >< >t h in

a normal subject and in a case of diabetes insipidus.

Administration of such preparations by mouth i- inef-

fectual. It has been suggested that the antidiuretic

effect is due to diminished absorption from the bowel

so that less water is available for secretion through the

If we may trust the e\ idence of Kon

and Schuster,8 however, the effect is rather attributable

to direct action on the kid nnaway and

:n maintain that the immediate restoratii

normal state of the urine when pituitary extract is

administered in diabetes insipidus provide- the strong-

est evidence for the normal activity of the gland in

retion of urine. We must co

i r, that in view of the contradictions in the lit-

erature of the subject, and the indirect nature o

clinical and experimental evidence, it would be Ear-

I to maintain without reserve that disorder of

ruitary i- in all cases the cause of chronic poly-

uria. Injection of pituitary extracts now appears to

• effectual mode of treatment. Il>

I
- m] li of the limitations of such

a procedure are encountered.

THE SURPRISING CALORIC VALUE OF
DAINTIES EATEN BETWEEN

MEALS
that the war is over, many of the rest!

mental m indate, the e

commerce, or a patriotic con.-' ience need no longer

of our population. "Sugar and

rything nice" may once again be included

We may at

tary luxuries

great popularity in the '

- tabued, nor is purchase r<

tion. Strangely enough, the

iien: of prohibition ha- apparently increa

tugmented the consumption of

Cases of <

og to ;.-.

I i

..egg an J Scl 11

WIS.

the sugar-containing temperance beverages. The calo-

rific potency of alcohol is likely to he replaced by the

fuel value of "sweets" eaten here and there between

meals,

It is commonly believed (hat the e "extra foods"

consumed apart from our regular meals on the most

varied occasions, frequently several times a day. plaj a

ly insignifit anl rol< in the total value o\ our

food fuel. Xot long ago, however, Benedict1 called

attention to the true value which ice cream, soda water

and various comparable popular American extra foods

really represent in term-, of calories, the Standard units

oi food energy. Some of thi comn ved por-

tions eaten in haphazard fashion on the -pur of the

moment may he equivalent to as much as 500 i

while 100-c.i
,

ms are anything but unusual.

In a more recent contribution, thi tigators

rough! further a< tual c\ idence of the unexpected

alue of many of the items innocently consumed

without thought of possible nourishment therein hy

thousand- ever) day. Trior to the recent inflation of

. from 50 to 60 calories were frequentlj obtain-

able in so-called penny candies; in some of thi

nut candies the yield even exceeded 100 calories for

the small coin that delights the' child.

i ating of "extra fond" i- by no means confined

to children. The adult man and woman who depend

mi the meal-time food fuel of from 2.000 to 3,000

calories a day indulge in candy as a pastime or eal an

after-theater lunch for the sake of sociability - not

they feel the need of more food nor because

they appreciate the magnitude of tin diet intake. It

will come as a surprise to most persons to le

reliable authority that a single caramel, a nougatine or

a penny's worth of candy may furnish sufficient e-ne-rgy

to supply the extra heat needed for walking a mile or

Equally startling will he the' news that the

ion of three seemingly insignificant, m
sizeel olives can yield the amount r>f heat liberal

half-mile walk. We are informed- that for a man of

weighl to walk from the- bottom to the top of

Monument would require an extra heat

inn of <S0 calories. The' energy expended in

this not inconsiderable effort may be coin;

d hy the consumption of less than half a dough-

nut, six wahmt-. five large olives or four pretzels.

Perhaps we shall learn from such facts how futile a

itutional" walk is in any attempt to combat the

v from undue eating between meals,

on thi other hand, the doughnut will gain

:i reont" as a standby in tint'-- "f muscular stress .-mil

thus retain in peace the unique favor that it won
through the efforts of the Salvation Army in the days

of military jt

t, F. I B iti n M. S S. J.

i '

J. A M. A. 72 : 1297
1919.

1 tic Energy Con-
i S S. J. 181: 415

I
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Current Comment

THE COMPLEXITY AND COST OF
MODERN DIAGNOSIS

It has frequently been stated that scientific medical

diagnosis and treatment are a privilege accorded only

to the very poor and the very rich. The recent estab-

lishment of diagnostic clinic- and diagnostic institutes

indicates that the principle of group practice is being

recognized to a greater extent than 1 ore been

the case. The general hospitals have for many years

been diagnostic institutes for group practice, a fact

which is sometime- not remembered by those who
proclaim that group practice represents a new principle.

The diagnostic institute of the present day is, however,
not a hospital but an ambulatory clinic, the idea being

that many patients who do not care to go to I

and who do not need to do so can have their ailments

studied at such an institution. A perusal of the charges
for service made by some of these institutions indicates

that while they have doubtless solved the problem of

medical cooperation they have not completely solved

the financial problems of the patient. The fee for a

general examination is a modest one well within the

reach of the average citizen who falls into neither

the pauper class nor the group of the wealthy. More
complicated examinations, such as are necessary in

patient- with obscure diseases, cost a sum which in

many instances would be quite beyond the means of

irner. The question of obtaining

efficient medical diagnosis and treatment for cases of

obscure disease among those who can pay only a

fee i one of the live questions of the day. It

i- doubtful whether it can be met by diagnostic clinics

they .are heavily subsidized organization- along

the lines of the existing dispensaries, but differing from
th< m in the fact that a -mall fee is charged. Attempts
have been made to meet the situation in this way, but

'here has been no widespread effort to care for

the man of moderate mean-. As individual- of this

group furnish the great bulk of patients, some machin-
ery must be devised which will enable them to receive

inexpensive hut adequate care when they develop

oli-cure di-eases.

THE POPULATION OF THE WORLD AND
THE RATE OF ITS INCREASE

Every so often, sociologi ts and statisticians begin

to "view with alarm" the rapid increase in the world's

population and to predict world catastrophe

inevitable result. Recently the statistician for the com-
monwealth of Australia, <i. II. Knibbs, in a monograph
on population, 1 stated some significant fact- am
mate- in regard to the present and the fun:

of the earth. Knihb- puts the population of the earth

for the year I'M 1 ,,t 1 .( >49.000,000, or about thirty-nine

million in excess of tin- estimate of [araschek, the

French statistician, for 1910. The annual i

in the world'- population for the fivi

period 1906 to 191] Knibbs estimates al

I. Knibbi, <; II <

Appendu
i

an.l Fluctuations, an.

I

ol

mmonwcaltb Bureau '
I

1.159 per cent, of the population. Should such a rate
oi increase be continued, it must result in a

strain on the resources of Nature. Knibbs asks whether
medical men in future will take a stand in favor of so
colossal a population that the masses will scarcely be
provided with the bare necessaries of life, or will they
favor birth control and a limitation of birth- in such a
manner that the population of the earth -hall never
be greater than can he adequately provided for on a
high plane of physical, mental and moral existence ?

VACANCIES IN ARMY AND NAVY
MEDICAL CORPS

As stated elsewhere, there are 710 vacancies in the

regular medical corps of the army and 429 Vacancies in

the regular medical corps of the navy for voting physi-

cians who wish to undertake this work. Under the

present law, reserve officers on active duty may be
continued on such duty with their consent until July 1,

1920. The departments are also permitted to

officers for temporary service until that time, for this

the large vacancy li.-t doe- not indicate any
on the part of the service oi- immediate need

of men to nil these positions. However, with the
passing of the emergency covered by the law. b(

vices will require young men to (ill these position-.

'I he reason for these resignation- i- of course under-
stood. It is not dissatisfaction with the service hut
the fact that the increasing cost of living make- the

present pay absolutel) inadequate. Fortunately, there

\ in Congress hill- for increased pay to officers

of the military service which will permit the corps to

offer more attractive opportunities to interested young
men, and it i- likely that as soon a- these hill- pa--
—which they undoubtedly will—numerous young men
will wish to avail themselves of the opportunities

ins. Those inter-

i
i' d hould communicate at once with the Surgeon-

!
of the Arm;, or Navy, with a view to having on

band complete information so a- to carry through the
application, examination and appointment with the
lea-t possible delay.

CHANGING POTABILITY OF GROUND
WATER SUPIM

A recent review by two experienced army -

who have been specially engaged with problem- of the

qualitj i Upplies in the army camp-, canton
meilts and po-t- in the United Mate-, contain- some
interesting suggestions for future practice and pro-
cedure, file author-. Hyde and I la-kin-.' lav

si- on the importance of makii ination
of ground water supplies Considerable variability in

bacterial quality ha- been observed in various places,
and it i* plain that utile-- a ground water -up-

-bow consistently good quality throughout a

erable period of time, it -hould be regarded
ion and treat onclude

that except under extraordinai involv-

•
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.mil construction as well as

vigilant and i Deration, the effluents of rapid

sand filter plains, treating significantly polluted

cannot be considered to be uniformly safe and

further systematic treatment, as by adequate

chlorination. h is noteworthy that the authors con-

sider thai all water supplies, from whatever

should It regarded as potentially unsafe, and that they

chemical disinfection (chlorination)

should be res* ces. A significant

warning for civilian coi tained in the

aph: "An extra rdinary inefficiency ami lack of

intellig noted with i

to the operatit i i i rapid sand filter plan;

: rnu • lly, the

smaller communities in which the autho

i spert services ami the relative

v of the highest skill."

THE INFLUENZA PHOBIA

The influei has evidently not been limited

entirely to this country: the following is fr< m a recent

of the Medical Press and Circular, London:

luring the prist two months the puhlic ha

e prophets predicting that the

.11 herald another visitation of influenza. It is need-
.• these pi i limited

to the lay journals. The prophetic attempt would

that the idea is to angle for an honor of a "I told

r u ma> be that the subject tills a gap when
is short. The repeated reiteration of nursery rhyme pre-

caution- i I and changes in the

weather must ing the public, should the.

med thereby. The inexpediency of all

that no one knows
whether another influenza epidemic will or will not

I Why. then, should prophets an

which, as far as our know may not mate-

Why should the puhlic be kept on tentei

tinually reminding them of something which may
never happen? We learnt last week from the Times that

n under treatment some cases of influenza-

pneumonia, and naively the remark was added that

happily, there were not many in number," And so the ball

to the injury of the public—of those, that is,

e that the surest way to precipitate an
:ne obsessed in the anticipation of it.

There i- elemental truth in the last sentence. Fn m
the pi point of view, the influenza phobia

r that he may call any respiratory

n in the course of hi^ work "influenza."

Many 1
,
reviewing the history of previ-

uld say that the three I

- wen- marked by recurrences

of a minor i I there do i

. that there had
such r in epidemic form; the-

neumonia in the years immediately

And that is all. To
irearmed, and to be pre]

d and to look for trouble is to

atastrophe.

Industrial Nursing.—The trained nurse probably first

entered industry in 1895, when the Vermont Marble Company
ngaged a nurse to visit the homes and care for the sick

workers and their families.—Florence S. Wright.

Medical News

rivn its,

CALIFORNIA
Personal.— Dr. William R. Mi ;

appointed a membci of thi

New Home for Nurses. \ new home for nui es at the

Sanatorium, i

pital annex with .1 hi idgt connectii m, v. as 1

Y ivember 1.

Restoration of License Refused.--Dr. George II

Vngeles is reported to have been tmsucci

the i ration of hi

several montl 1 unpi fi

Hospital for Women Abandoned.- ! Valley

alth ofS-

I

Rehearing Denied.— It is n alifornia State

Board of Medical Examiners denied Dr. Gideon M. I

license was rev 1 iked fol liis convi 1 in 1

when he was
• 1,500.

Stanford Clinic to Study Mental Diseases.—A clinic for

the study of retard; I 1 hildrep

will be 1

niversity in cooperation v. itli the G Cheer 1 lull

lose, under the direi G. C. Bassett. Sub-
11 stud) will be found in the Juvenile Court of

1 ise.

Physicians' Licenses Revoked.—According to newspaper
the California State Board of Medii il 1

revoked the license of John Lafayette Berry, known
odli ss" I iei 1 j

oi 1 i ., to, for using

a name other than his own. The license of Dr. K. May
r, San Francisco it is reported, was al

ge oi pi rforming a criminal operation which resulted
in the death of the pati ait.

FLORIDA
Personal. I ID. W. Light, acting quarantine

inspector for Key '. verely injured. Octol

by falling I 1 chv 1 on the U. S. S. Sialia. Dr.

1 . Porter, St., Key West, has taken over the duties

uarantine inspector until Dr. Light recovi

Examination of Schoolchildren.—The Mate board of health,

November 1. completed th ion of 9,000

children in I- ( ounty. It was developed by the

tation that trachoma and hookworm are considerably
prevalent among white than among negro children.

Ambulatory Venereal Disease Clinic.—The Florida State
of Health has established an ambulatory clinic for

the treatment of venereal disea e, which went into operation
week in \o\ ember, under the charge oi Di Daniel

1 1 ampbell, Marianna, who will accompany it to all of the
rural districts and labor centers in the state. In addition

ing treatment. Dr. Campbell will conduct an educa-
tional campaign against venereal disease.

ILLINOIS

Schools Closed by Diphtheria.—The Granite City public

wen ordered closed indefinitely, October 27, as the

result of the discovery of twentj diphtheria and
fev.i 1 among the pupils.

Personal.—Dr. Carl E. Black, Jacksonville, has returned
from Greece, and has resumed his work with the Profes-

immittee foi medicine, connected with the Dcpart-
i Registration and Education, succeeding Dr.

Jonathan L. V East St. 1

Illegal Practitioners Fined.— It has been reported that the

Illinois Department of Registration and Education arn
P. J, Krackowski of 2339 West Twenty-First Street I
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cago, and W. A. McLeod, a mechanotherapist of Joliet, for
practicing medicine without a license. They were both fined

$25 and costs, and Krackowski was placed on parole foi one
year. Dr. Berry S. Henderson, Quincy. whose lici

revoked a few months ago by the Illinois Department of
Registration and Education for unprofessional conduct, was
found to be practicing medicine in Decatur. On Icing
arrested for practicing medicine without a license he plead
guilty and was fined $75. State's Attorney Deck of Mac in

County was very active in the prosecution. Henderson agreed
that if Mr. Deck did not recommend the maximum fine, he
would never again practice medicine in Illinois unless In-

secured another bona fide license.—.—Andrew Henry, a chiro-
practor at Peoria, was also arrested by the Illinois Depart-
ment of Registration and Education for practicing without
a license and was lined $25 and costs. Henry told the court
he was going to leave Illinois. A. Scott of Peoria, who
styles himself "Dr." A. Scott, paid a fine of $100 am
fir practicing medicine without a license. Scott asserted that
since he is an Indian, he did not need a license to practice
in Illinois. This is the second time Scott has paid a fine

within the last year. He has now taken down his
says he will quit business. Albert G. Dellenbaug!
Oakwood Boulevard. Chicago, plead guilty to an informa-
tion filed against him in the Municipal Court in I

by the Department of Registration and Education of Illi-

nois and was fined $25 and costs for violating the medical
practice act. The records of the department at Spi
show that, in 1918. Dellenbaugh was arrested for writing
a number of prescriptions as a physician v. huh were filled

at a drug store. The records also show that Dellenbaugh
was arrested in San Antonio, Texas, in 1913, for violating
the Texas Medical Practice Act and that lie was lined $50
and costs and was confined one day in jail. Furthermore,
they sliow that Dellenbaugh was arrested i

Boston, in 1909, for signing the name of a Dr. (.ill i a

death certificate.

Chicago

Midwife Held for Abortion.—Mrs. M P. Url
wife, is said to have been arrested recently and put in jail

charged with performing an illegal op< i

Professor McColIurn to Address Institute of Medicine.—At
the meeting of the Institute of Medicine of Chicago, Nov. 25,

I'M-', at cS o'clock, in the City Club, Proi E \. McCoIlum,
Baltimore, will speak on "The Fundamental Principles

ing Modern Xutrition Investigations." All in

are invited.

Personal.—Dr. Clarence W. Leigh w;
physician bj the mayor, November in, - Dr. William Arthur
Clark, formerly a member of the staff of St. Luke's I I

tal, has been discharged from the army and has hit I

t.. work in the department ol rthopedic surgery at the Mayo
Minn.

Physicians Named in Drug Trial. — Drs. A. I'. Zwich,
Joseph E. King, Frank A. Butler, Marlon H. Gordan, I

\Y. Wren and Wesley E. Burnett are said to ha

ng habit-forming .1

said to ha . i

Wesley Hospital Adopts Insignia for Staff.

.11 [ospital ha

of service. Former v rns who compli
of service with
cation to the I )r. I >. W I

Traveling Clinic. The i hicago Tubi titution

has alrc.nl> one i link and hi '•. the sale

"i Red ' n - • 'hristmas S i

mpletely
equipped clinic which travels a regular route through the
enmity towns It is to anied by a physil i.in and .1

nurse.

INDIANA
Osteopath Sues Hospital.

kVayne, has filed suit foi -

St Joseph's Hospital, Fort Wayne, alleging that hi

n greatly da
chiropractors have been I. aired fro

Hospital Items.—A maternity hospital, with a department
for the i.e. line, .iinl .. v. ill be e tablished at
l! "' II

ind the
urgent. The ho pital « ill h ind tin-

work of caring for babies will be in the hands of the trained
nurses and nurses' aides. Most of the $100,000 necessary has
been pledged and a drive will soon be started for the
remainder.

Personal.— Dr. Venice D. Reiser. Indianapolis, has been
appointed pathologist to the Peoples Hospital. Akron. Ohio.

Dr. Howard \\ . Burkley, Logansport, assistant medical
examiner for the Pennsylvania System at Logansport, has
been appointed medical examiner for the system at Alliance.
Ohio, and has been succeeded bj Dr Harrj M. Shultz.
Dr. Fleetwood H. Sale. Dillsboro, after practicing medicine
in the community for more than thirty years, has retired.
Dr. Samuel E. Smith, superintendent of East Haven Hos-
pital, Richmond, lias been elected vice president of the board
of trustees of the Indiana University.

The Teaching of Health and Hygiene in Public Schools.-
The state board of education has recommended "That health
and hygiene be taught in Indiana public schools, whenever
and wherever, in the judgment of the schoi
advancement of the pupils require it and when conditions
generally justify." These subjects are to be taught by a
regularly licensed teacher, and no person shall be eligible
to take the examination or to be licensed in the state, who
is not a high school graduate and a reg < in the
state of Indiana. The license when issued will entitle the
holder to supervise and leach hygiene and health in both
elementary and high schools in the state

KENTUCKY
Personal.—Dr. Frederic G. I.aim. superintendent of the

Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville, is reported ti

OUSly ill with kidney disease in the Riverside II

Paducah.
New State Officers.—The annual meeting of the Kentucky

State Medical Association, convened in Ashland. S(
|

21. under the presidencj of Dr. .lames s. I.oek. Barbi
and Dr. John G. S..nth. Frankfort, was installed as presi-
dent. The following officers were elected:

|

Dr William W. Anderson. Newport; vice presidents. Drs
Porter C. Layne, Ashland, Irvin Lindei -

I uisville
and Daniel J Ti ... is, Eddyville.

Old Member Honored. — At the meeting of the Franklin
County Medical Society, held in Frankfort, November 4.

Dr I'll. an.- V Williams. Frankfort, who recently celebrated
his eighty -sixth birthday anniversary, was the gt

Dr. Williams entertained the society with rem
paid a tribute to his boyhood friend, the late Dr. William
Bailey, Louisville.

MARYLAND
Conference of Mental Hygiene Society of Maryland.—The

annual conference of the Mental i , i\ f Mary
land was held. November 19 and 20, in Oslei Hall, Balti
more. The general subject under discussion was 'Modern

log) Applied in the ( lassroom." In
the department of

i

on the evening of the 19th on "The Message of Edu
to Parents and Teachers"; il,,

by a general discussion opened by Dr. \.l- 1

he department
On the second day, Di William Kilpatrick,

oi education, teachers I llegi G lum
red an addn

New Hospital for Montgomery County. The new Mont
gomery Countj General Hospital, located neai Olney, is

. tion and will be formally opened on I

gn ing Day. It will I patients b\
bi i IS The building, equipment and grounds, comprising

sparer! to make- tin institution .-tie of the most complete and
'

tions for Ibn '

with accomi lations foi hospi
tal. 'I hi growth and development of
a small establishment known as the Wrenv

i and Brighton, which was started Ian. I.

a private dwelling.

MASSACHUSETTS
Conservation of Vi
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Binlston Medical Prise.—The Boylston Mr. Heal Committee
College

•' Whitney, chairman, Dr.

rd II. Nut
nnounces that

at the ai

-
.

- :. lii I mbridge,
\

in medu in.-, the subjet t to

the writer. The medal will be

tlie winning special

itj in tlie in

must be in the hands oi the secretarj on or

i paper must be printed or type-

written, bound in book form, and must bear, in placi

de\ ice, and must be accom-

riin the author's name
which exhibit

li red worthy of

the prize, the award may be withheld.

NEW YORK
Otisville Hospital Closes.—United States General Hospital

ed functioning as a hospital.

Personal.— Dr. Ji 1m A. Herring, a member of the staff of

an Life Insurance Sanatorium. Mt. M I

years, lias accepted a position on thi

of the students' lie:.'; Cornell University, Ithaca.

Dr. Gednej Jinks. Hastings-Upon-Hudson, has just

opened a hospital.

New York City

New York University Admits Women to Medical School.

e first time in its history the New ^\

ge has enrolled tweiu;. women on its i

men will have equal privileges with the

men. attending the same classes, and working in the same
laboratories and clinics.

Personal.—Dr. Otto Y. Huffman. Brooklyn, h;

1 a member of the consulting staff of tl i

tal, Mt. Ki
r Long

I. Dr. Frederick Tilne;

:

Hospital Consolidation as Educational Aid. — The New
1 plans

1 education ill

plan includes a proposal to raise

Large Fund for Mount Sinai Hospital.—The Guggenheim

This makes a
och they ha a new

to the parent

ic new structure will rcprc-
.. :11 provide ai

Health Department to Demonstrate Schick Test.—The

est, and its

m of iliis

illy instructed in the method of
;ng the test and interpreting the reaction, and arc

il of their knowledge to any physi-
cian who will visit the clinics between 2 and -1 p. in.

PENNSYLVANIA
Personal.— Di I Hug Pittsburgh, ha

hi the Sdi. i, il
i if Medicine

ol the I eding Dr Xavier i v

been appointed a trustee of the Rittersville State Ho
Tri-Borough Dispensary for Tuberculosis.— A tul

under the supervi ion of the slate health
department will be
pital, North Kensington, a

I i . i i i . . i i j i i i i i i i ..

will be senl to the di tl

will he tr. ferred fn im the Alii

1
1

I [ospital, ran nt um, • hi i e a dispensary is

Deration ippl i

riums will be made through the dispensary.

Philadelphia

Red Cross Base Hospital. \ 1 i ho pital costing

II I I in this city bj the South-
eastern Pennsj Ivania I hapti r oi

The hospital will be paid for bj memberships obtained in

the annual Red ended on
i member 11. The new building will be completi in

tail, and will he so conducted as to be avail
in the event oi l gn rophi or any other emer-

gency. Accorilin:' to I low .ml Wayne Smith,

retary of the Southeastern Chapter, the proposed institution

Personal.— Dr. Samuel T. Orton has been appointed super-
intendent of the new psycl pital connected with

e l m\ ersitj oi I a, tovt a City, which has
i

been erei 175,000. Dr. Alonzo I

Rush Professoi of physiological chemistry in the Uni
ylvania, will deliver the annual dross lecture of the

ciel i i I 'hiladelphia, Ni n ember 20,

ember 13, in Thompson Hall, College of Physicians
Building. Dr. Vllen

I

d nl physician at

the Philadelphia Hospital foi tin fnsani ed super:
intendent of the Danville State Hospital for the Insane He
will enter on his duties. January IS, and will sue.

B. Meredith who ha been p rintendent of the hos-
for t« entj eight years.

RHODE ISLAND
Endorse Hospital Project.—Following a general di

uld the Pawtucket Valley Have a Hospi-
tal." Kent < ounty Medical ! iciety at a regular meeting,
formall) and adopted ;i resolution approving the
project.

Welcome to Service Men.—The medical profession of this

: military dinner on Armi-
ion who '

ed e of the army and navy during th

\1- nt 250 persons were present and it was said to

mi - ever held in th

168 nun in the service. 109 wen' present. There
were al ' e f nr sun i

i hi linm

am i

i an enthu iastic

few med il d kei kiter this there
was a varied entertainment inclu< nng pic-

how and a boxing match. Dt rohn M Peters, Provi-
dence, p I e Rhoi !

[i
:

i ocietyi

[edical iery held a banquet
and reception at the Hotel Updiki ' u bei 22, in I

1

G raggart, Major. M. C, U. S. Aim.
I

v. ii II, who recently returned from ovei

TEXAS
New Society Organized.—The Ranger Medical Soi

1 ' •'
•

i Dt Cabel O
tin K Weir, Staff.

Dr. Carl £ Wil on, Ranger, secretary, and
Dr. Bi utus C. 1 i surer.

Prevention of Blindness.— Under the auspices of the state

of health, the ( he National Commit-
i Bl indne i ga i e a eries of illus-

trated lectures in the school nd I before general
audiences in thirty of the leading cities of the state, during

'ler.
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WISCONSIN
Another Case of Leprosy Discovered.—The second case of

leprosy to be reported in Wisconsin was reported by Dr.
Cornelius A. Harper, Madison, state health commissioner,

• 16, who inquired about hospital care in Milwaukee
for the second victim, Andrew. Anderson, a farmer living
with his wife near Cambridge. This case is said to be of
the contagious type.

Personal.—Dr. Corwin A. Freeman, South Milwaul
operated on for the removal of gallstones, at Trinil

pital, Milwaukee, and is reported to be doing well. Dr.
Alfred W. Wilmarth. Chippewa Falls, superintendent of the

State Hume for Feebleminded for twenty-two years, has
resigned. Dr. John E. 1 is reported to

he critically ill. Dr. Harry Colin, Wauwatosa, who
resigned as associate medical director of the Muirdale Sani-
tarium to become director of the new Milwaukee County
Dispensary, was given a farewell party and presented with
a loving cup by Muirdale patients and employees, October 1.

CANADA
Degrees Conferred.—At a recent convocation celebrating

the founding of Dalhousie University. Halifax. X. S., two
medical men of that city were presented for the d<

of Laws: Drs. John Stewart and Murdoch Chisholm.

Smallpox Outbreak.—Toronto is experiencing a consider-

ireak of smallpox. There are at present more than

300 cases reported and about 1,000 contacts quarantined.

The disease is of a mild form. There are several other

centers in the provino io, notably Woodstock and
Stratford. Unvaccinated and those with unsatisfactory vac-

cination scars are being rapidly vaccinated. The t

of Quebec is also experiencing some alarm over smallpox,

there being about 300 cases in that province.

Code of Ethics for Ontario.- Following on the suggestions
of Dr. Edmund E. King, Toronto, president of the Academy,

of ethics is being framed for the profession in

Toronto. Copies of the pamphlets of Ethics of the American
Medical Association were handed around, and certai

for alteration to meet local conditions wi

gested and are likely to be adopted. The Wo
pensation Act, the New lical Act, and the

Ontario Temperance Act will likely he discussed at future
meetings.

Hospital News.— St. Luke's Hospital. Ottawa, will share in

an exceedingly generous bequest from a late citizen of

Ottawa. The amount will reach about $500,000; and the

Lady Grey Hospital. Ottawa, receives a legacy, from the

same estate, of $2.000. The orthopedic and surgical appli-

ances branch of the department ol

have depots scatti

disabled men can receive immediate treatment and atl

Canada sent representatives to the recen :u New

the handicap of war as represented in main!
wounded soldiers.

Health Conference.—There was held recently in Hull.

Que., the Public Health Service < invention.

I men from Ihi bee and
some from adjoining
Amyot. Toronto, deputy minister of public health for I

was present, and spoke of the functions oi tl

• nt of health. Itr. I i

,

imbault, I lull.

Que., « is i

inicipalities in the

thai should h i health, and
the medical offio - of '.' all

to attend every annual convention of the health servi

GENERAL
Tri-State Physicians Meet.- At the annual

Northern Tri-State
'

. held in Kal

'
i

;

tary, and Dr. Joseph A. Weitz,

Request for Trephined Stammerer. — An in

skull has been trephined in order thai •'

he made as to whether cerebral coi

physician. I be Jot k'.ai. will be glad i i i mmuni
Dame and address of the inquirer.

Ohio Valley Physicians Meet.— At the twentieth annual
meeting of the Ohio Valley Medical Association, held in
Evansville. November 11 and 12, Evansville
as the place of meeting for next

I: president. Dr. Virgil H. Moon, Indi-
anapolis: vice president.-. Drs. Charles T. Souther, Cincinnati,

Wine Bremerman,
Evansville, Ind., and secretary-treasurer, Dr. Benjamin L. W.

Evansville, who has held that position since the
organization of the society.

Legislation to Promote Physical Training of Women.—
The phj men is the cl

bill introduced by Senator George W. I

gon. The measure authorizes the- War Department
the use of land and camp equipment to the United
Training Corps for Women an>!

camps for their instruction in military training. Tl
1 equipment would i

of charge, under such term
ests of the government ll

has the appro.. Public Health S

Prevention of Blindness. — The annual meeting
al Committee for the Pn . Blindness, Inc..

will be held November 25 at 4:30 p. m., in th<

the Russell Sage Building, 130 East Twenty v

in. William
I .. ill pre-

side and the annual address will be given 1

D. Wood, New York City, < hail

n of the National I

of the National Education American
Medical Mrs. Winifred Hathaway, sei

of the National Committee for the Prevention of B1
will present the
in Public and Private Schools," giving lantern slide i

strations.

Legislation for Rural Health Work.- A bill providing for

the federal government with the state

governments in the i "rural health work" has
been introduci use- of Representatives 1.

lina. The measure would
"methods and

lie of rural
i if the I districts having

ation of nol m ire than S n by the latest

available census." uld be carrii

liilic hygiene, winch would be established in

the I'n"
| which would

cooperate with the di tppropria-

June 30, : .nidi the sum of $1,000,00 :

under the departm
is H R. 10510 and has been referred to the house committee

•

Vocational Rehabilitation. — In the S

which I

rehabilil

federal I

Med ill

Bequests and Donations.—The

"
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Miuioni of the I'ntab) iii mi Chun
I

the will

• lumbia, the reonindi •

•

"ii beini und

that .» proper mi will "'

n C

Libert) ward

Sale of Surplus Dental Outfits by the War Department.

itives, Wednesday, November S,

point Resolution 222, directing the Secretary of War
tirplus dental outfits in the hands of the Mcdi-

trtment of the Army, providing that not more than
•

; shall be sold at private sale to anj oni

and that they shall be sold preferentially to honorably dis-

I In- discussion showed thai at the

the war with Germany, there were eij

dental officers in the Dental Corps. At the

the signing of th< ar ago, there

missioned dental officers, 3,000 on duty in the

United States and 2,000 abroad. Four thousand denl

cers have been discharged from the service in the lasl year,

ernment now owns about 6,000 dental outfit

which are required or in active use at present, the

remaining 5,000 outfits being in storage. \n army oi

men, such as is proposed by pending bills, would
) • dental officers and would not need more than

utfits. There is a scarcity of dental instru-

nd supplies and many of the discharged dei

-. cure satisfai I Eor civil pi ai

luring the discussion, Dr. C K Layton, o ngressman

from Delaware, said, "... 1 shall introduce

ition relating to the disposition of vast quan-

medical and surgical supplies, including all sorts

ical instrumei I
now held b> tl

eminent far beyond it- needs. There are millions upon mil-

n gauze hand... tance, held in storage

lent which now retail for from IS to

f which was 5 cents. They should he
...

| whole peopli I

on military affairs has a l)ill

with supplies, and when that bill comes before the

; wish to oppose it. In addition to dental outfits,

unt of supplies of all kinds that are

1 in hospital and civilian practice that are inch. 1

in

intry for the benefit of our people. I am opposed to

which, I understand, will be presented whei

LSI material will be handed over to the Red Cross
n'ries. . . . The medical

the United States today needs these supplies

America. ... To take those supplies tit -i the

giving them to hospitals and oil

• engaged in private practice in

_ our first duty." In replj to a

Mr. Kitchin, as to why medical and surgical

eluded in the resolution, Mr I

nia. the chair- e committei n military affairs,

est made
surgical supplies. The War

mmittee on military affairs a

I upplii - be turned over to

New York asked for

rth of medical supplies

by the War I lepart

that this concerned sir

the F
i

• include the sale of

il instrument ns, but the amendment was
ited.

FOREIGN
Mme. Curie Returns to Warsa" mir European

le that Mm- her natal

the chair of radiology in the uni-

Chair of Radiology.- Prof. M. Ponzo, secretary of the
Italian rough the

to the authorities :

chairs of radiology in the univer

Deaths in the Profession Abroad. Dr. O T. Engstioni, pro

ilogy at the

C. H. Hildebiand, professoi ol childrei di

at the Universitj of 1 und, aged 68 Dr R. Wuitz, agrcgi
the 1 ol Pai

i

Italian Colonial Institute tor Hygiene and Biology. \n

institute with this name ha ed al Naples
bj the initiath t of Profs, I Bandi

Orii ntal Institute Thei e is a fine museum,
and live traveling scholarships have In en founded in coopei
ation with the Pasteur Institutes in Tuni

Interallied Conference on the War Disabled. Thi

conference of ihis kind has just been held at Rome ["he

were at I'.in ind I ondon the pel mani nl

seat of the commission is ai Paris Prof Riccardo I

tl irran [emenl . and an instructs -
i

ition ol prostheses, ol train and of men at work
formed an annex to tl This exhibition is to be

vo ii mths. I he m ence is to be held

al Brussels, and the Policlinico states thai Professor I

was elected president of the permanent committee, which
..mis to studj ways and means for "uncrippling the war crip

pies." and to disseminate promptly any improvements realized

anywhere.

Italian Surgical Congress.—The Twenty-Sixth Congress
of the Societa Italiana di Chirurgia convened in October at

Trieste, with Professor Nicolich of Trieste in the chair, as

Senatoi and Professoi Durante th president, was unable to

be present on account of sickness. One of the vice presidents,

Professor Grossich, of tincture of iodin lame, was also

unable to attend, as he is president of the I on iglio nazionale
of Fiume, and was detained at home. The society has held

no meetings during the war. and this reunion wa notable
for many reasons, historical as well as scientific. The sub-

ject appointed for discussion were war wounds of the
peripheral nervous system, to be introduced by Pro
Verga, and motoi plastic amputations and prostheses, to he
introduced by Professors Galeazzi and Putti.

Italian Congress of Internists.-The Twenty-Fifth Italian
i ongress of Internal Medicine followed the surgical congress
at Trieste in the first week of October, with Senati
Professoi- Maragliano in the chair, and a large gatlu

the leading internists of the country. In both these meet-
ings the authorities, local and national, paid exalted tribute

to the indefatigable devotion of the surgeons and internists

during the years of warfare. The work of the Italian Red
is extolled in particular, and also the work of the

women physicians during the war. A steamer in the bay
was fitted up to offer hospitality to the visiting physicians.
This use of a steamer for the congress members was also a

feature of the recent meeting at Bilbao, Spain, of the Span-
ish Association for the Advancement of Science.

Serologic Institutes in the Netherlands.—The state has
<r Professor Spronck's bacteriotherapeutic institute

at Utrecht in order to insure the continuance of this insti-

which has doni h good service for twenty-five
years. It will henceforth he known as the National Serologic
Institute, and will continue its work in the preparation of

ind antiserums and the teaching of serology. Pro-
pronck has been appointed director, and he has

petitioned to be relieved from his courses on general pathol-
d pathologic anatomy in order to devote all bis

energies to teaching serology. Vnother professor is to he

ed to the chair of pathology. The Utrecht institute
is in charge of the labor department of the government, while

lilar institute at Rotterdam belong to the department
of agriculture and commerce, and is designed for veterinary

only.

New Fellows of the Royal College of Surgeons.—The fol

epted til- horn rary fellowship of the Royal
College of Surgeons ol Edinburgh, awarded in con
with the termination of the war, 1914-1918:

Hritlsli Empire. Sir William Norman, K.C.B., R.N Iat
I i al Mi di< il D Roberl Hill, K.C.M C, I

it

1 V,.. ,| Mi di, al Di partn i nil Lieut.-Gen. Sir
K.C.B <

a G D.S.O I.Ms. Dire, tor-Gi m i I

Army Medical Departs L"he Major-I William Rice
I.G., K.H.P., M.D., Director! I an Mi•ii C.B., D

i

I Gen. Sir N. B
Australian Arm) Medii al Servici I I

i' Ni . Zealand Medical
| •• C.B., Directoi South African Medi,

i
I

Admiral William C. Braisted, l\ S. N . Admi
I Navy; suit -Get

M.-rritt W. Ireland, United Stat) Army Medical I
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Inspecteur-General Sieur. Member of the French Academy of Medicine
»nd Professor of the Val-de-Grace Military Hospital. Lieut I

pold Melis, K.C.B., Inspecteur General <iu Service cle Same de 1'Armce
Beige, attache a la Maison du Roi. Maggiore General
Lorenzo Buonomo. Attache to the Ispettorato di Sanita Militar
Surgeon-Director-General Professor Tadao Honda, Director-General
Naval Medical Service i.tapan).

Pediatrists' Congress of the Northland.—The First
Nordiske Congress for Pediatrics was held at Cop,

ist, with Prof. C. E. Bloch of Copenhagen in the chair.

In his opening address he Said that the desire to hold an
independent meeting of pediatric because they
wished to pull apart from internal medicine, but pi

more than a mere subsection of internal medicine,
the study of the growing organism under normal and patho-
logic conditions is such a vast held in itself. The fti

ject on the order of the day. the etiolo ricalion

of acute digestive disturbances in artificially fed children,

elicited a lively discussion with opposing views, some advo-
cating the French classification and others the Finkelstein.
The importance of infection as the factor versus the food
elicited much discussion, as also the treatment of acul
tive disturbances, and of infantile tetany. A nun
experiences were related showing the effects of war depriva-

i children and how they were combated. The Nordisk
Pediatric Association was then formally founded, with three

tatives on the board from each of the Scandinavian
countrie ren and grander repn
Finland: Johannesen, Looft and Collet, Norway; Jundell,

It and Lichtenstein, Sweden, and Bloch, Monrad,
A. Meyer and C. Friderichsi

I The next c<

beld at Stockholm in 1921. The meeting was attended
by 25 pediatrists fr< 16 from Ni 7 from
Finland and 34 from Denmark.

LATIN AMERICA
Dr. Vaz Appointed to Chair.— Dr. Juvenil da Rocha Vaz

• I of clinical medi-
cine at the University of Rio de Janeiro.

Physician Appointed Head of the National Education
Board in Cuba.—Dr. Gonzali li has been a;

by the
|

. trio de
instruccion publica v Delias artes, succeeding Dr. Dominguez
Roldan.

Organization of Puebla Academy of Medicine.—On the
" A. Cabrera, who i

of Puebla recently

organized the Academia de
'

at once
irch on

typhus which has been inaugurated by the medical oi

; Dr. F. B :llo, vice president,

gara and P. Soto, secretaries.

Yellow Fever on War Ship.— I n

board the U. S. S. Chicago, both resulting in recovery, have
i of medicine and surgei

navy department. The cases occurred during an out

yellow fever at Amapala. Honduras, and the medical
i

• ly had a very bap;

on the patient ' to turn a bad prognosis into a

cence in his case.

New Quarantine Station in Central America.— 'I I

tary authorities of Honduras and El Salvador with a

ing the imp'- 1

establishment of an i

: quarantine
of the inlands of th<

ua joining il jor-General William

F.I Salvador il i with the

iragua. He was accompanied in his trip
l'\ Iir 'I. C Lyster "i the Rockel llei and Dr.
Vv Pari nador.

CORRECTION
Ragweed Dermatitis. In the article of Dr. Richard L

pans of the l asti i n and Soutl 1 1

n

should read in "moist parts."

Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Department
For the weel member 14. there were in i!

ical Corps 2.3'. duty out of a total of 30 5

maximum number on duty Nov. 15. 1918; the ."

Corps contained 3.789 officers, an increase oi
. rom the previous week.

Personal

I
I

' S. Army, h
I'd as offici ll e of the M

overnment di\
Research Council.

Applicants Desired for Regular Army and Navy
Medical Corps

With the discharge of n icers from the
military medical sei \

to vacancies existing in both branches, ^rmy and Navy. The
Medical Department of the Ann;. 15 contained
841 regular medical officers, and there were 710 vai

Since Nov. 11, 1918, 137 n
The Medical Department of the Navy has ..

vacancies; 175 resignations from •

have been received since Nov. 11. 1918,

The X,v
medical men who desire to enter the medical service directly.
For a number of years it has been the

|
uit med-

ical OMH'i

enrolled in the
| it lias

li

obtain a permanent commission directly from civil life.

Graduates from re]

and 32 tile and. if inter.

Department, V.
i >. C.

Army Educational Service

ts to the Sut ti\ itics of the

. that of

1 were able to resume thi

i. \'o\ ember 7, the
in sixteen Army hospitals in the United

Bill to Reimburse Soldiers for Loss in Exchange

s who
served with the \mernan
tained lo

','. illiam M ( tlder ol N i author-

female • ilian of the

I amount of 1

on any

il

342(1 an
Military Affairs.

Decorations for Foreign Officers

i awarded to

oral Sir Rol I

i Sutton, n

of the !

Last Trip of Hospital Train

:

:
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oard military hospitals, Otisville, N ^ During the

m 125.000 patients have been cared for b)

mj hospital trains, which have been under il

of fames S. Wilson, Col., M C, U. S Vrmy, p

i, N. J

Deco 1 1 Jed

S Navy, and t<

l>r Franklin H. >' el, M. G,
I on tit tn the i

I
imander

, the Prince of Wales, in

14.

Citation for Bravery

ition with award ol

I
i

lantrv and devotion t.. duty duritt

1 ["his officer during the

in which his unit n

uallantr\ and devotion to duty. He continual!

the heavy shell tire to attend and assisl in remo<

took nsk> which he w

to share in liis anxiety to ii proper

owing to his until i

rd for I
! ' under

circumstance the wounded of his own and

units were : .led. This example

which 1 broken cheerfulness and courage i

out the wli.de of these operations was a valuable stimulus to

came under his authority."

Citation for Colonel Seaman

The citation on page 12. G. O. 89, War Department, 1919,

relating n, M. G, U. S \rttiy. Mil-

waukee, has been rescinded, and the following substituted:

•. i '

m, 32nd Divisi

apacity was an

means foi treating numerous sick

Citation Changed

citation in Par. 9, of G. 89, W. D, 1919, relating

fames A. McCoy, is rescinded and the following sub-

l S. Army. For
rved with

Ificer of American i

:. Mir Murin, and (.'bateau Thierry, from June
pered with insu

irinR for a large number

ic Marnc. thereby rendering invalual

Home addo

Woman Physician Decorated

her work in the smallpox epidemic in

ire) E v. 1 ii well, Los
e Oi of the Crown,

de.

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

SIPPl
H.

•

Chicaice I

••r,h
'

R W -

II VV
I. \\'

era. I 1

VIRGINIA
C r.

Foreign Correspondence

LONDON
oel K>, 1919

ii Babies and Reparation

\ memorial signed 1 > leading public men, im
.p. I

x
i pi k, "sir

William Osier and Sir \li'
I P Gould, has been pre

iori commission in Tails asking for

consideration of the consequences "i enforcing the provision
i ity that ( lerm 140,000 mill h cow

i tates that there is reliable

of terrible ;uffi i man child) en due to

deficiency in the milk supply I ease oi tuberculosis

ombal ing it. milk is a prime
necessity. \n> furthei reduction in thi present deficient milk
sii|i|>l> would have appallin es. Discussing thi

thai throughout the war nothing
o harrowii of the innocent, i ipe

cially women and children '!<' end thai suffering" would lill

the hearts oi the Ulied peoples with satisfaction. Bui

children are noi the onlj children threatened with
death and (lis. a i

I milk 1 he I hihlu n of

the countries which the Germans looted and delitTeratelj
I are suffering in the ame waj Dr. Calmette has

recentlj reported to the Vcademii de medecine that in Lille

H of 18,000 schoolchildren had to be sent to ho pital

oi convalescent colonies. On the ground of humanity, all

babies have an equal claim; hut justice must also be con-
sidered, The victims are equallj innocent; but the suffei

in ;s ..i the French children are the direct consequence of the

itelj inhuman methods ad.. pied bj the Germans in an
unjust war. while those oi the German children are due to the

' oi their fathers. Justice requires that they shall

make restitution.

Influenza

During the last few weeks there has been in the ninety-six

great towns of England and Wales a slight but gradual
in the number of deaths attributed to influenza and

a coincident rise in the number of notifications of acute
primary and acute influenzal pneumonia. The increase
appears to have been associated with prevailing meteoro-
logical conditions, and does not apparently signify more than
the usual variation in catarrhal and lung diseases generally
which may he expected at this season oi the year. While the

possibility of a fresh outbreak of influenza cannot he
excluded, the data available do not at present afford any
judical ion of an immediate recrudescence of the disease in

epidemic form.
The Red Cross in Peace

The work done bj the British Red Cross in the great war
.. !! knowi to need commendation. It is now proposed

to carry forward to the era of peace the benefits of that great

organization. Its program is to promote the improvemenl oi

health, the prevent! i disease, and the mitigation of suffer-

ing throughout the world whether iii peace or war. Its work
will be: (1) the care of the sick and wounded men of the

army and navy whethei Still or the active list or demobilized;
I
_'

. Mich care as may still be necessary for prisoners of

(3) the ( an i >i thi n < ufl • ft i im tuben ulosis, ha\ -

n.l in the first place to soldiers and sailors, whether
contracted the diseasi on active service or not;

(4i child welfare; (S) work parties to provide the necessary
Foi hospitals and health institutions in need

of them
. (6) assistance in ill branches of nursing, health and
work, auxiliary to the ministry of health; (7) Red

Cross war and peaci hospital library, and (8) home service

ambulance work.
Preventive Medicine

i the firsi acts of the newl) established ministry of

was to i all for a memorandum on preventive medi-
cine from the chief medical officer, Sir George Newman. He

a very able review of the ubjeel with the state-

ment that "the first duty of medicine is not to cure dis-

i enl it." and goes ii to define the objects
of preventive (1) to develop and fortify the

physiqui lividuai and thu to increase the capacity
i ii ill.- indi idual and the com-

(2) to prevent or remove the cause and conditions
im

i
iagai ii .ii and (3) to postpone the

i death and thus prolong the span of man's life-. A
In id) been accomplished; bul though the

Engl id ind Wall - has fallen from 20.6 per
thousand living in 1868 to 13.S in \')\7, and the infant inor-

talit) rates from 155 to 9l pei thousand births, we still
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lose in England every year upward of 235,000 lives by the
deaths of persons under the age of SO, and upward of
64.000 infants and have many stillbirths. Moreover, the
influenza epidemic cost 6,000,000 deaths in India and 100,000
in England and Wales.
At present we have an immense body of knowledge and

experience old and new, "but there is lack of correlation of
the knowledge, and there is lack of understanding of the
precise problems to be solved and of the ways and means
by which they may be faced." In the first place, the new
knowledge is insufficiently shared by the whole medi
Eession; in the second, the administration of the public health
service, both central and local, is insufficiently c lordinated
and unified: and lastly, "There is all over the country inade-
quate treatment of the sick and incapacitated, in quantity
and quality. The beginnings of disease are still almost
entirely ignored. The treatment provided for the majority
of the sick is insufficient and inadequate; it does not repre-
sent the best of present medical knowledge. Wholi
of disease are neglected, so far as prevents m is concerned,
for preventi n has been too exclusively concerned with cer-
tain infectious diseases, and much disease is all. wed "to 'go
by default.' untended and untreated. The provision of facili-

ties for residential hospital treatment "i patients requiring
it (with the exception of the insane and the infectious") falls

far short of whal is necessary." Evidence "i inadequacy is

ws: In 1918 there were probably 1,00

measles in the country; tuberculosis claimed 92,00

victims, and 6,500 newly born infants developed ophthalmia.
Of the children at school in England a large numl

rd, upward of 10 per cent, are unclean, ai I

cent, arc undernourished. Not less than half the
. stand in need of dental treatment, and half a million

at least are urgently in need of it. Upward of half a mil-
lion arc so defective ineyi to take
reasonable advantage of their lessons. Another quarter of
a million suffer from car ami throat diseases,

ination for national service it was found thai the in:

recruits placed in the lowest categories of ill health or ttnfit-

nounted approximately to i

ii is thus summarized: 1. There is a

steadily falling birth rate, which in 1917 r< .

gravely affecting the source i I the nat

Ith rate (13.5) whid Steady decline at all

ages (1841-1845 compared with 1911-1915), and thi

increased
I

u birth upward; neverthe-

less, nearly half the deaths occur under 50

3. Although the infant mortalitj thousand) is

the lowest recorded, there is stdl unneci
of life in infancy and before birth. 4. There is a relatively

light burden of epidemic and infectious dfsease, which, with
certain excepti dily decreasing in incidence and
mortality, an indication of the victory of preventit

cine over some infectious diseases. 5. Tu
acute rheumatism and influenza are. however, still pn
and. with venereal disease, lead to much disablement and
mortality. 6. There has been in recent years remarkable and
continuous improvement in sanitary environment, th

ufficient and unsuitable house
nmains.
With regard to the lines of reform, medical educa

dealt wii
i ply. and clinical training must be m

mind of lh< -indent be directed to the

ngs of disease, its earliest signs and symptoms,
•: table ' ms which ar

xperimenl or mei hanical
-litutc for this knowledge to which they are ancillary and
auxiliary." J hi

of clinical work must be

i ni t i nl) i

With regard to th<

condemned. The need for closet inti

ventive and curative medicim sized. In al

not in tin al ti ai t all ine, bul in the
partit ular pal ient, mu

mple. tuberculosis follow-

ry, and
.atic and coordinati d at probl
large number ol lartments mu

of the problem must be

roblems of h

.lis and tub. n
the i are of motlli

: care of the

Sanitation is related to all the e, and so is the vast
;

of industrial hygiene. Infectious diseases have to be
and noninfectious diseases must be prevented. Finally,
research work must be carried on, and the people must be
educated in hygiene.
The keystone of the new edifice must be the general prac-

titioner. He is the foundation of any medical service, its

its anchor, its instrument." Means must be found to
help him in carrying on his professional edu

dicine is continuous. He musl :

pportunities foi carrying on his practice in an adequate
manner. He must have laboratory facilities and consultant
advice and assistance. Indeed, he must be helped to help
himself.

PARIS
Oct 23, 1919.

Meeting of Surgeons
The twenty-eighth Congres franca is de chirurgie was held

recently under the chairmanship of Dr. Walther, sin l

I agrege prof
of Medicine. In his

the progress in surgery dnrine the war lb also p
who had fallen on the field of honor.

Three subjects were discussed: internal traumatii
of the wrist; the treatment of cancer of the tongue by the

hod, and paranephric tumors.

INTERNAL TRAUMATIC LESIONS OF THE WRIST

Internal traumatic lesions of the wrist constitute .

paratively new chapter in pathology. As recently a

years ago this subject was unknown, and it i> on]

i hes that it h; ned up.
Dr. Jeanne, acting professor in the Ecole di

Rouen, and Dr. A.

irticularly the part that roetgen
id to clinical examination. In the

unequivocal cases, roentget firms and oft

pletes the clinical examination. In the doubtful i

ially true in the
ilunar bone, thi

.. in which tl

examination

wrist lesions. At least two tms are
always necessary: an anterior view and a latei

i tamina-
that of the print. 'I !

. in fact, a more faithful reprod te print.
The print, even tho

the tim> .\n illuminating bi eful in

examine m mind that
the intei

|

ram of the .

easy matter and requires a long preliminan trail

will be \er> instructive. \

should there < \ i st in ..

t ariations froi i

Certain fractures of the

milunar, and fractui turn and
of the unciform ' on<

bones po ne alteration
for an eye that is not tram hem. Furtl

quent th i

it. and the physician i> Ii

look thi

familiar with the interpretation of rocnl

luxation ot

prompt I

.

symptom
to heal

injury. i
!

.<.
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case tli< oncomitant fracture of the scaphoid, the

ment of the si-.tph. !•! that i^ at

semilunar should he removed. An isolated fracture ol the

scaphoid justil intervention if vicious consolida-

^ painful : remo\ .il oi the hone

i> indicated. This treatment is recommended also fi

ler the same circum

In the course of the discussion ti

of leanne and Mouclv Dr Maurice Peraire, sur-

the Rothschild Hospital in Paris, called atti

ervice that stereoroentgenograph

in the diagnosis and control of internal lesions of the wrist.

He himself always ha to this method foi the rea-

son that it afforded a view of the antei

by reversing the plates, of the postero-anterioi

M \ss \. J l\ I R V. rURES

l>r. Petit de la Villfon of Bordeaux made the remark that

while he served in tl expert in industrial acci-

struck with the bad results secured by the

. itself exclusively to massage. A large

number of workmen treated in this fashion are afterward

ri in industrial accidents. Dr P

- often impressed with the marked deformities

treatment which were frequently

•
I with notable functional weakness. He thinks that

recommended bj Lucas-Championniere. h

N'.. doubt tin- fundamental idea of tins

I should be ei i

nlj in fractures withoul displace-

I 'n the other hand, it" it is exaggerated to thi

that it is made a routine system, this method consti

ill into which the general prac-

nting marked displacement ; For such fractures,

exclusi i heal with franklj bad

Fracture of the radius with displacement, such as

unters in adults, and. more particularly, in «

the victims of industrial accidents, should be reduced

ral anesthesia. After the fracture is reduced, it

ns of a light plaster spli

•
. ol :!' '•

i ati palt

-I the ulna. Only after immobilization for a

from ten to fifteen days may the splint be properly
' and the treatment by means of massage and mobili-

run. The results will be all the better for the

,t the reduction was well done in the beginni

ed in a suitable position I )r. I
1

sed himself to the effi

the method of "immediate mobilization and massage without

n" had been overdone in fractures of the radius. He
I all fracture cement or pene-

om twelve 1

in a plaster splint in the position of the classic flexion of the

m to the uln n

I >r I urgery at the I

declared himself an advo
adius, i

1

- and by mi
[eanne and Mom het,

i
i hi it .

lure than

inks that aftei

i
, the surgeon

: icing a frai I

tat surgical intervention is ea-

Medical Care for Military Pensioners

ailors who are

n laws, for the

includ-
iunds and

Personal

the Academ
fourth division

M. Bruylands,

M. Paterno • f Rome, and

Marriae.es

Bowen, Capt., M i.i S Army, Rochester, N. Y.,

to Dr. \nu V Mil. .ill ol rehchow, Shantung, China, at

ober _'7.

II.
1

1

Louis, W iss
, to Mrs.

Corinne DeMontluzin Benedict of New Orleans, Octobei -"'.

.nit.. \\ ashington, I ' I .'to Mis
Wills of Danville, Va., al New York, October 18.

\i i ;: ii •. Rohow, V Id. 1 1 id, Wis. to Miss Lucili ;w
\\ est ol \\ hi i ling, \\ V., at I hi< ago November 11.

Wrighi I i vRkson, Hickory, \ I . to Miss t aroline
Robinson I )a\ is of Petersburg, Va., ' ictober 28.

I.iicov LoREN Belt, Kenton, Ohio, to Miss Frances D.
Jordan of Marblehead, Ohio, recently.

Deaths

Charles Noah Dixon Jones, New York City; Long Island

College Hospital. Brooklyn, 18SJ; i Physicians and
Surgeons in the City of New York, 1883; aged 62; a fellow

of the New York Academy of Medii ine, and a member of

the Medical Societj o( the State of New York; surgeon to

the Woman's Hospital, and gynecologist to the Southern
Dispensary and Hospital, New York City; for many years

connected with the health department of New York; died at

the Lincoln Hospital. New York City, October 30.

Albert VanDevanter Braden, [shpeming, Mich.; University
of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1910; aged 31; a member of the
Michigan State Medical Society; who served as captain
M. R. C, U. S. Army, during the war. and was chief

medical officer of Evacuation Hospital No. 7. in France, and
was honorably discharged, May 3, 1919; died in the Ishpem-
ing Hospital. November 8, from pneumonia.

William Wallace MacFarlane, St. Louis; Washington I'ni

St. Louis, 1866; aged 85; formerly of Auxvasse, Mo.;
formerly assistant physician of Stati Hospital No. 1, Fulton,

Mo., and superintendent of the Agnew (Calif.) State Hos-
pital; a Confederate veteran; once surgeon to the Con-
federate Home, Mo.; died in the Masonic Home. St. Louis,

I ii tober 30.

Stewart Alfred McComber, Schenectady, N. Y. ; Detroit

( ollege of Medicine and Surgery, 1903; aged 48; associate

director of athletics al Foyer 'In Soldat, Paris, since July,

ormerlj physical director and professoi of hygiene in

Union College, Schem d in the American Hospital
at Neuilly, France, November 5. from cerebrospinal menin-

Ivan Dwight Hayes, Toronto, Out: University of Toronto,
Out.. 1911; aged 35; who enlisted in the Royal Army Med-
ical Corps in 1915; was invalided home from France the next

rid later reenlisted for home service, from which he
was discharged in 1918. on account of heart disease; died,

September 12. from heart disease.

Stephen Jackson Keefe * Elizabeth, N. J.; University of

of New York, 1889; aged 52; assistant surgeon of

the Third New Jersey Volunteer Infantry during thi

.nit: coronei of Union I ountj from 1895 to 1898;

surgeon to St. Michael's Hospital, Newark; died,

about October 26.

Lewis L. Williams, Brazil, Ind. ; Louisville (Ky.)
18! iged 61 i member of the Indiana State Med-

ical Association; local surgi
I rerre Haute, Indian-

apolis and Eastern i ary of the city

hoard of health: was shut and instantly killed, in Brazil,
i iber 3.

Trevanian V. Dupuy, Chicago; Miami Medical College,

Cincinnati, IKK',); aged 57; formerly safety din, lor of tron

o; Was found dead in Jackson Park. Chicago, Octo
death being

I n to a >1 wound of the head.
self-inflicted, it is believed, while despondent on account of

ill health.

Andrew J. Bennett, Busti, N. Y.: University of Buffalo,

ol I- 'I .i I So ietj of the

i New York ; hi alth offii ei ol ( hautauqua I

.i.i
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for four years supervisor of Busti ; died in the Women's
Christian Association Hospital, Jamestown, November-1.
Richard E. Venning ® Charlestown, W. Ya. ; University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 1S'»1 ; aged 51: once pi

of the West Virginia State Medical Association:
of tlie Charlestown Hospital; died at the home of William
< ). Xorris, Charlestown, October 31.

Otto Ernest Plath ® Phoenix. Ariz.; Miami Medical Col-
lege, Cincinnati, 1836; aged 55; also a pharmacist; secretary
of the Arizona State Medical Association in 1899, and presi-
dent in 1907; local surgeon of the Santa Fe System; died,
X- .ember 3, from acute bronchitis.

Charles Frederick Sterling, YVarrenton, Va. ; Pulte Med-
ical College, Cincinnati, 1877: aged 73; on
diseases of the eye and ear, University of Michigan

r of the staff of Grace Hospital, Detroit; die
1 er 28, from cerebral hemorrhage.

Orfila James Allen, Arco, Idaho; Gross Medical -

Denver, 1898; aged 55; chief surgeon of several mining
companies; once secretary of the Idaho State Medii al

i iation, and slate board of medical examiners; died
ll. from carcinoma of the throat.

William H. Ussery, Lebanon, Okla. (n Iklahoma,
act of 1908; aged 64; a member of the ( Iklahoma St:

ical Association; a practitioner for twenty-four years; died
in the Gainsville (Texas) Sanitarium. October 29, from
cirrhosis of the liver.

Samuel Belash Childs, Brooklyn; University of the City of
Xew York. 1869; aged 76;
of the State of New York

; for fifty years atter
to the Faith Home for Incurables: died, November
cerebral hemorrhage.

Frank Fulmcr Castlebury, Roaring Branch. Pa ; J

Medical College, 1896; aged 57; a member ol the
Society of the State of Pennsylvania; died at the home of Ins
sister in Williamsport, Pa.. October 28, from chrom
chymatous nephritis.

Aaron Boylan, Milford Center, Ohio (license. Ohio
aged 80; for fifty-six years a practitioner; a veteran of the
Civil War; a member of the Ohio State M
for many years local surgeon for the Pennsylvania S
died, November 4.

Caleb William Sommerville, Highland Park, Philad
Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia, 1

lieutenant, M. R. C. U. S. Army, and honoral
'

March 27. 1918; died. November 4, from pneumonia.

Farquard A. Mayes, Havti. Mo. (license, M
mber of the Mi isouri State Med

Hon; a practitioner since 1872; also a druggi t; local sur-
geon for the Cotton licit S\-!em: .bed. Novel

James Henry Breen 9 Hudson, Mass
ical School, B aged 41 ;

for sever
in; dropped dead. November 3. near the railway
at Hudson, while running to catch a train.

Abraham S. Brinkerholf, Brooklyn; Xew York Homeo-

member of the staff of Flower and Bellevue hospitals; died
in Miami. Fla., November X. from heart disi

Edward L. Baker * fndianola, Iowa; Louisvilh
Medii al_ i ollege, 187 I ; agi d 65; mi ;

i United (.'raftsmen. the Warren County
i iv in 1916; died, No\ ember 2.

Robert Little Kennedy, Ri Hell.; Detroit I

-in- and Surgery, 1

r 28. from myocarditis.

John Abner Penton, Goodwater, Via.; College of Ph i-

cians and
the Mc :

I

i 17. from en • liver.

James W. Smith, Richmond, Mo.; Washington Uni
St. Loui d 71 ; a men
Medical idem of the Richmond

:
' ober 21.

William Remma Ditmars I North Adams, Mich; i

in, Ann Arbor. 1872
; agi d 73; o

of the I lillsdale County M<
bcr 2. fi i

Lewis Beecber Thomson, Washington D. I

70; a member of the
ti Ht ,,f Columbia ; died. I

i angina pei

Frank O. Sherwin, Duluth. Minn.; Rush Medical College,
I ged 65; formerly health commissioner of Did
twenty years physician to the port of Duluth; died, Octo-
ber 24, from myoca.

Whitfield Timlow Seeley, Warwick. X. Y. (license. New
"> ork. 1901 73; a member of ti-

the Slate of Xew York: a practitioner for forty-four years;
died. October 9.

John Gygi 9 Big Falls, Wis.; Ohio Medical University,
bus, 1906; aged 43; died. October 22. from an acci-

dental overdose of chloroform taken for the relief of gall-
colic.

Samuel Phillips, I Kan.; University of Mary-
land. Baltimore, In." S; aged on in the
army; died in Si, John'. Hospital

Albert Henry Cox,
5t, Louis, INS.'; Bellevue Hospital Mi
iced 60; died. October 27, from cerebral be:u

Abram Case Williams, Springfield, Mass.; Yale
member of the

. husetts Medi I Socii

Willis Swanner Anderson * Shelby. Ohio; Univei
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia ! 53; health i

: died. November 5. i:->>-i: septicemia.

Gideon D. Spongier, Allentown, Pa., and Philadelphia:
i ; died in tb

I hospital, Philadelphia, October 24.

Charles D. Arnold. I

ville, K Oklahi
1 Assi L, October 25.

Mary Ann Armstrong, !

[if.; University of

ident of

Santa Cruz. Calif.: died. Ni

Oscar L. Mu:ily, Turbotville, 1 of Physicians
and Surgeons died. November 11.

from chronic interstitial nep

Clayton W. Carson,
. died m In l< near St Luke's !

George W. Farver, Hammond, hid,: Indian. M
lege. In

I

Charles Henry Hall * Huron, S. D : Hahnemann
College. Phil. ' 73: died in a hospital in

Minnea i r 3D.

Newton C. Fancher, Kansas City. Kan. (li

Board of 1
'

War: '20

! Edgar Bertrand Doolittle Hazleton, Pa :

of Xew Yorl I

pneumonia.

Edward Lewis Hottenstein, Km town • on Med-
ical ( oil ed 55; died, ( )ctober 27, fro
ol lie

William John Humphrey, Cherryville, Pa.; '

Pennsylvani ... Philadelphia, 1872;
from nephritis.

Alexander Bleccker Leggett,
New York ) ; a practitioner sim -

I

Xo\ die

Major D. Sterrett, Beckville, 1

1

24.

Pettygrcw M. Eakes, Philadelphia, Miss.; Kcntui
lie. 1905; a

George O. Taylor, t hicago; Rush M
I lot Springs. \rk. November 14. from malignant

Wesley Ivy Wimberly, Hammon, < >kla : Tul

monia.

John William Respass Corlis, Brooksvillc, I

I

George W. Kei n,

John Wesley Reading, '

A Thomas Sti
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THE ELI PRODUCTS OF ELI H. DUNN
i rtising

i

1

-
'

i "Eli H. Dunn," "Eli

.1 .it 3820 M
eader, who i

al, forwards the stuff to us

with thi "Will you please give me your

junk"'"

The "junk"

i "III A im' Restorative ;" then

the inevitable nostrum for intravenous

i \ enhydrarsen." \ .
i page leaflet,

very black letti • Suide to

Live Wire PI " expressed its kej n te in the

opening paragraph:

U .,- ki it I a riON ni tbi

..f all CHRONN AILMENTS ami all types, forma and scquclla of

The "Eli 'Vim' Restorative'' is said to be a "tonic aphro-

n" of the product is to "Aroust

ire. Influx blood supply to the genital organs."

the "Guide" urges phj -

lai lima '.
I <

'

I ntial Guide" ad\ ises phj -

sicians who "have to 'leal with Hj i ite the Author

of this Guide, who will explain by personal letter a method

ran. n by which such Convulsions ma
. . . There will be $100 for Y.-u

i Ine physician wrote to the

'Author of this Guide" -Eli H. Dunn, M.D.—asking for fur-

ther inf treatment for hysteria. He received

I Eli H. Dunn ; oni

the patient, the other was for th<

i he letter for the patient to -n- described the

i "Dunn's Intravenous and Restorative

Treatment" in hysteria and recommended it "with the utmost
• . case able to pay you the fee commen-

surate with t' U render." Then full. .wed these

"The :mcnt when administered hy yourself is $300
inc complete outfit, and

dly in consultation an additional fee of
.' lhc time I am away from my K.r

i

letter that was inti for the duct

red

:

I (SO of the per diem."

plained that I t" referred to in the

of a tube of intra-

rative Capsules" and

Eli H. Dui

[II. During the '90's he was
ng at Elma, iowa, and a to have

he also

had an addii; Lboul this time

he was exploiting "Dunn's Uterine Evacuant" which
strictly legitimate" product which could "be injected within

afety and immediate effect." This

•.tuff v.. .uid the

Denver offices. The olumn" of a Kansas City

paper in 1910 carried the m< es" thai "Dr, Dunn"
Regulai phj si< ian for worn Dui

lie | tal I i
t I'M i and i t the federal Food and

\ci iii 1912 need nol be goni ml., al this time.

,

ii ng for devoting

such a preposterous scheme were it nol for the fact

that physicians, being human, sometimi "fall for" prepos

terous schemes. Some, we know, ' lvi pibbled al Dunn's

bail ; others maj do so. Tl lisin that per-

ihe advertising mattet cnl oul by Dunn again

emphasizes the fact that the fad

offers an attractive field for those who would exploit oui

profession.

OMISSION OF COTARNIN SALTS (STYPTICIN
AND STYPTOL) FROM N. N. R.

Report of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

rhi I luncil has authi n i the following

\Y. \. l'r. k.n'i.k. Secretary,

Salts of the base cotarnin have been used

systemic hemo tatics, rhe hydrochlorid was first intro-

"Stypticin," ind i now in the pharmacopeia as

cotarnin hydrochlorid (( idum, U. S. P.).

The phth .Hum ci tarnin phthallate—was
introduced as "Styptol." Both Stypticin and Styptol were
admitted to New and Nonofficial Remedies. In 1918 the

Council voted to omit Stypticin becau Ihi former American
agents were no longi r off. i

sale. Styptol was
ret. lined and i> described in X. X. I\.. 1919.

Vs wa> pointed oul in . in (N. X. K., 1918),

the evidence for the uscluln. thi COl mini sails 1

contradictorj and unsatisfactory; bul .since the available data

the efficiencj were at least equally unreliable, the

Council deemed it best t.> retain them in X. X. R. pending!

a thorough invi the subject. This was undertaken

by P. J. Hanzlik, at the suggestion of the Therapeutic

Research Committee of the Council.

A reliable judgment of hemostatic efficiency can be formed
only on a basis of strictly controlled conditions, which can

furnished in the laboratory. Hanzlik repeated the

principal experiments published by previous investigators,

and applied a number of new or improved methods. The
results (published in the Journal of Pharmacology and Experi-

mental Therapeutics 10:523, 1918; 12:71. 1919) show the

ing :

Direct .•//>/!/.'. 'I' ounds.—The widely quoted results

of the g; K. Vbel, on the footpad of cats, were
found to be quite unreliable. When the experiment is prop-

ttrolled, the results are either negative or the bleed-

ing may be increased. Quantitative experiments on wounds
ol tin footpad of dogs showed that cotarnin invariablj

increased the bleeding. Equally negative or unfavorable

results were obtained with wounds to the comb of roosters,

and to the liver and
|

l esscls.—The results of perfusion experi-

ments were variable, but, in general, showed a vasodilation

action instead of constriction. This holds true also of the

uterine vessels. The vessels in the living animal (rabbit's

eari were also unaffected.

Systemic Administration.—The bleeding from an irrigated

wound was not modified directly by intravenous injection of

cotarnin salts, but varied merely with the state of the blood

. for the inefficiencj ol cotarnin salts as hem-
emed SO conclusive as to warrant the Council in

ng the acceptance of Styptol. and directing the omis-
sion of the general article on cotarnin salts and the descrip-
tion of Styptol from Xew and Xoiiofficial Remedies.

The Frequency of Multiple Births.—For a rough approxi-
mation, the order of frequency with which twins, triplets, etc.,

occur is, according to Knibbs, as follows: In a series of con-
finement- 1 p' i < iii will present twins, 0.01 percent, triplets,

00001 per cent, quadruplets and 0.00002 per cent, quintuplets.
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Correspondence

A HYPOTHESIS BEARING ON DISEASE
THERAPY

To the Editor:—I desire to advance a hypothesis as a
• able conception of disease processes.

Certain organisms or the toxins elaborated by them or

poisons otherwise produced initiate specific processes in cer-

tain structures. These processes, if unchecked, run a definite

course, and tend to produce characteristic sympton
many individuals so afflicted there comes a time in which

the injured structures are sensitized not only to the specific

elaborated by the causal organisms, bul also to

allied proteins elaborated by other organisms, and perhaps
to allied bodies chemically produced. In such instances the

structural change already initiated tends to run as it would
if the controlled original cause were still acting.

Thus a tabetic, as a result of vigorous antisyphilitic treat-

ment, way become symptomless, and bis cerebrospinal fluid

may be brought to normal; but if be should Sul

infection, as acute appendicitis, the patient's chief and prac-

tically only complaint may be acuti

on the other hand, vigorous antisyphilitic treatment may
afford a tabetic little relief from such pains, while the

of a focus of infection may lead quickly to their di

ance.

Or a patient with latent tuberculosis may complain of .peri-

arthritic pains due to a fibrositis, the result of infected ! n il

The removal of the tonsils may give speed} relief; but if the

latent tuberculosis becomes active, the pains are likely to

recur, to be again relieved by the abating or removal of the

tuberculous focus.

Many similar instances might be enumerated, each one
cajiablc perhaps of other interpretation, but pointing in their

summation to the hypothesis suggested.

The moral to be drawn is that a patient with a syphilitic or

other infection should
i treated [or that particular

infection, but also be rendered as free as possible

loci, though they apparently have no bearing on his imme-
diate symptoms: and in patients who do not get relief by the

t of the initiating cause, we must consider the

ility of sco mdary ens il . ition

Charles Mines C "er, M.D., San Francisco.

"THE RANGE OF THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER
IN PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS"

. Editor I li.... jusl been reading die little gem
by Dr. il

I Hi .in, foi RNAL, X, 1

: I'd' p. 1544).

and thought that possibly 1 could inform him regarding the

meaning of "somatopsychic." The term is such a i

. been firmly embedded iii psychiatric

language that 1 bad supposed e\cr_\ medical student would
ird ii at lea i i mce. Certainly, no man can

published ill this country in the last

fifteen or twenty years ami not find the term.

It was originally proposed by Wernicl contribu-

tions diil so much to clear up the confusion that existed in

certain fields in psychiatry. Wernicke divided delusions int..

pes : all. ipsy< hie. autopsychii

White's "Outline of Psychiatry" or anj
will give a k I discussion of these term-. In ft

terms themselvi imply compounded that I am sur-

els in the words "•

and "pedantic" should have anj difficulty in arriving at the

ning.

\^ t'..r bis discussion of tin- term "disoriented"

nly this to say, thai if the questioner can

infused" he will do more than any psychiatric writer

I know, including Kraepelin; whereas, "disorientation" is a

word which can be p ... d and used by people in

rtS "f the world with exactly the same meaning.
It is regrettable, of course, that tin doctor should have

f. imil his "ideation" and "orientation" somewhat

by the use of these terms, but I am sure that we all find

occasional words which we do not understand in the writ-
ings . E specialists in other fields than our owt
the question of terminology i^ an extremely important one.
Xew w-.rds have as their greatest value that they can he-

ll defined to convey a certain idea, whereas old words
that have been in usi time have changed greatly
in meaning from time n, time, and very frequently no two

can be four,
I t by a given

term. The trouble is that the avei

to improve terminology as pedantic, and dismisses the whole
problem .with no fin understand.

It is. accordingly, a good sign when one is interested
enough to attempt to find out what a given word means.
Let us hope there will be many more such inquiries.

Law son I i. Lowrey, M.D., Boston.
Chief Medical Officer, Boston State Hospital,

pathic Department.

THE USE OF ACRIFLAVINE
To the Editor:—Under the section devoted to X. X. R.

i'Imi Journal, Nov. 8, 1919, p. 144.D. I and uses

of acrifiavine are noted, with the' fact that its ilmical use

casioned numerous and exceedingly conflicting pub
lished reports. M> experieno is that the preparation has

pei ial v irtue, 1
1
m] at ed to the usual nonti ixic anl

when employed in the cited indications. Acriflavine's chief

value is its remarkable power to stimulate epithelial growth
on healthy granulating sun. I - in which Thiersch's
method of skin grafting is indicated, as alter amputation
of the breast. I follow and recommend thi practice of Mr.
A. J. Couzen ol London—wet eusol d r from
twenty-four to thirty-six hours, then changing to wet acri-

fiavine dressings. 1 : 1.00(1. II rapidity.

Maxwell Quackenbos, Ml). Xew York.

EXPANSION OF THE WORK OF THE
RED CROSS

To the Editor:— I have just finished reading Dr. l-'arrand's

pamphlet on health centers as peace time activities for the

great Red Ct \ ni ar a I
•

of this work will be planned bj laymen ; ee in it.

what every medical man will see on reflection, the possibility

of sentimentality overriding common i

If this health work is to do any real good, it must be

by wise counsel of the best men in the pro i

and in my judgt that the prob
.1 I ommittee of the Amer-

ican Medical Association [I i p ible that something of

I lias been pi.

Enthu 1th and welfare WOrk find it i

strike a popul; thusiasm in the la)

mind over then thi

analysis ; and the thought
'ion might Ii,

; nity in this field i

that the medical pi ugh well il

iews presented in tl as those who bring
II i h i - new pi, paganda.

Si 'in' I

W. S.

"THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HERPES
ZOSTER, SYPHILIS AND CHICKENPOX"

l

tal distribution and spinal findi

al nerve irriiat ii ins Si imi

gallstom

r tin abdomen in tl

Ibis tin,.

colic with marked ia lie to common duct



I DU( .11 ION

I
on her a f

(

thai time Found the

,i- well as a num-
doubt that in

ibout the

gallbladder neck thai •

' out the

external from tlic

tal distribution. This

be other than

purely "central For herpetic-like eruptions.

W. G Pabkec, M P . M onl \ ernon, 111.

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

Queries and Minor Notes

will not

- - FOR SYPHILIS

7\i tiu

it

Ciia«! M.D., Sunbu

a.—The "literature" referred to by Dr. Thorni

with th ' itil Appliance
:' hiladelphia. There si strong family

ance between this alleged test and that known as
•

i

.', discussed in the

xi.. Aug. 23, 1919.

"Unfortunately, its scientific value to

negligible compared with its

to the exploiter. 1' uch a test For lues in the

redulity in the doctor." The sam< maj be

• le TJri-Na Test." The facts are. thin is no method

.'. n by which the absence of syph-

ilis may he determined hy a simple color test of the urine.

OF MF.RCCRIC CYANID PREPARATIONS SI

JUWCTIVALLY

To the Editor:— Please give me the percentage of solution anil indi-

r the use of mercuric cyanid subconjunctival injections; also

the indications f. »r normal salt solution in the same location.

F. C. McClanaham. MO. Tanta. Egypt

I a.—Both mercuric cyanid and mercuric oxycyanid,

:
i ngth from 1 : 4l).(XK> to 1 : 2,000. are

fnal value when used subconjunc-

ulcer, and in other purulent or deep-

It must be remembere
it even in a thoroughly cocainized eye, these injec-

• extremely painful, and for this reason many eye

this remedy. Physiologic sodium

n i, employed for the same conditions. From
1') per cent, solution are injected,

and repeated at two to three day intervals, according to the

ned.

RADIUM SALTS

To tkt at is the most effective radium salt

•-nent.

1

'im: radium hromid, radium car-

rid and radium sulphate. The efficacy

tally on the percentage of radium
• - ain. and accordingly all are sold on tl

of their tent. The cl e or the other

Thus the hromid and th

used in the applii

sulphate is used in constructing an apparatus for the pro-

with radium emai,

tore complete details refer to New and Nonofficial

Remedies.

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Phoenix, J D I G Irich

Dover, D !

I! w Howe II, 1 w
St., Will ' H Bri

Dr. G. A Munch, 1308
Franklin Si . I

V\ m, M. Uowl.it,

1 .1. Mr. F. C.
'

Iowa: i
1 D ford H, Sumner,

ines.

D Dr. A. T. M Connack, 532 W.

I 11 I IK Plai .

'

f. McF ott, 137 W.
Washii .

-
i

i itown.

North Daxoi Forks, Jan. 6. Sic, Dr. John G. Arneberg,

Columbus.
ind, Ian. 6. See., Dr. 1

irtland.

Dec. 912. Sec. Dr. I. W. Preston, 511 McBain

Washington: Spokane. Jan. 6-8. Sec.. Dr. C N Suttner, 415 Old
National P..mk Bldg., Spokane.

North Carolina June Examination

Pr H. A. Ro thi North Carolina State

Board of Medical Examiners, reports the oral, wrilton and
practical examination held at Raleigh, June 24-2S. 1919. The
examination covered 1? subjects and included 72 qu

An average of 80 per rent, was required to pass (;

candidates examined, 59 passed and 9 Failed. Twenty-three

tes were licensed through Seven candi-

d ttes were refused reciprocity certificates. The following

nted :

Year Pet
passed Cent.

i (1919-1

Tulane Univer ity (1919) 84.5, 85.1, 81.7
University

Univcrsil ' t"is, 81.2. 81.5, 8V1. 87. 8. 11019) 81

University anil Bellevue Hospital Mi lical I .Hcgi (1 18)

85. 88.3

(1919) 84.4
86 .1. 88.1, I

I 83.8. 84.5. 84 5, 85, 85.3, 85.8, 85.8,
9]

i Pennsylvania (19181 89.5, 90.1. 92.5. (1919) 80. 84.5. 85,
S9.1

r 1018) 88.4
1 II of Virginia (1916) 80.1, 83.3. (1 1.7, (1919)
8.1, 8.1.3

FAILED
Atlanta Medical ' >lle» (1916)72.3,"

lina Medical College ciois) 72.1

th Ca (1912) 7&S
Meharry M (1917) 6.1.4. (1918) 66.5, 72.1

University of West Tennessee
College of Virginia (1916) 77

War Reciprocity
UCElfSBD THBOUGH RECIPROCITY fjrad With

Iowa
I

' .- (II

ille (1913) Indiana. (1915)
' 1903) i

lirgs. Baltimore (1893) South Carolina, (1915)

ity (1890) Illinois

University of Maryland MSQ3) Maryland
Harvard University (1894), (1917) Mass.

I higan Medical Scl I (1914) Michigan
Columbia (I'mii New York

North Carolina Me. lical College (1910)
Lincoln Memorial University (19D0I West Virginia, (1911), i ril6>
Tennessee

cal College (1904) Tennessee
(1894) Tenn

i imond I
loi2i Virginia

. of Virginia (1908) Connecticut, (1909) Oklahoma
-

1 not complete examination,
grade given.
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Book Notices

The Itinerary of a Breakfast. A Popular Account of thi

of a Breakfast through the Food Tube and of the Ten I

through Which [1 P - - Also of the Obstacles Which It

Sometimes Meets. By. J. H. Kellogg. M.I). Cloth. Price.

Pp. J10, with illustrations. New York: Funk & Wagnal

The publisher has characterized this "popular account of

the travels of a breakfast through the food tube" as

fascinating as a romance or a book of travels." The book is

in popular language, the intestinal tube being

road with ten gates, with numerous stations and o

Tl ' reader is enlightened with regard to the method
coming the obstacles and the way in which the food passes

through the gates. Some of the views held by the author are

nol those generally held: for example, that limitation to a

single evacuation daily must be considered as constipation,

and that from three to f >ur evacuations constitute the normal

mode of living. Most of the views expressed are, hov

a common sense, practical character and exceedingly instruc-

tive. Particularly interesting are Dr. Kelloggfs view; on

the use of the roentgen ray and interpret ed there-

from in connection with examinations of the intestinal trait :

A tyro misinterprets what he sees. The minute indications of disease

he overlooks, and unusual but perfectly normal appeal

for cancer or seme o titer dreadful condition, tor which he urges

immediate operation.

Unfortunately the country is full of x-ray tyros, thanks to the

commercial activity of x-ray machine manufacturers. It i

say that at the present moment the conclusions drawn I

majority of x-ray examinations of the colon are altogether unreliable

ami worthless, il and a enace to the

patient's welfare if made a basis for active treatment or operation.

i the x ra\ tyro. There are in the Unit
one hundred x-ray specialists whose examination of the alimentary canal

conclusions ma
liable; but the chances are very great that our estimate is

far too large.

The book is one which the physician will read with

and the layman with considerable enlightenment. Whether
the neurasthenic who is inclined to make a fetish of his

intestinal evacuations can benefit from it seems doubtful.

Mam MALI P \ I I

'

] B
I

Oxford. Cloth. ]

i

. [9] I.

This is a laboratorj outline of mammalian experiments
given in This

course compares favorably with those of our b

Incidentally, the medical schools of I

are handicap:"'!, in ten long these sciences, in the re I

animal- for teaching purpi

result, nio-t
i d tin e> pel iments outl m d in thi b

to teach

chemistry.

; Health > D
D

] i

Cloth. Poo. si Pp. 231, with 56 illustrs Louis: I

1 impany, 1919.

In his foreword. Professoi itcs that he bi

tluable little book in which the author has
combined a true philosophic interest with a first-hand prac-

knowledge, Why sa: more?

A Tut B
1

1

I

e medical sciences. Pro-
' from the :

The first seven chapters cover its anatomy and phj

The second part of the book concerns the biology of unicellu-

lar organisms, taking up in turn the development of worms,
plants, insects, biologic adaptations, bacteria, the biologic fac-

tors in disease, evolution, heredity and animal behavior. The
book is excellently illustrated ; -the author has drawn on many
sources for the pictures, and they help to make this an
attractive textbook.

Medicolegal

Malpractice in Treating Injury to Brachial Plexus

(7"ii< h i i Mass.), 123 N. E. R. 239)

The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, in sustain-

ing exceptions to a verdict in favor of the plaintiff, says
that he met with an accident whereby he sustained a broken
cdlar hone and a severe injury to the brachial plexus. He

en to a hospital, where he was treated In the defen-

dant. During the time he was in the hospital his arm and
shoulder were bandaged up. He could move his fingers a
little, but could not move his arm; and since that time
he has never been aide to make any other movement with

the fingers or arm. At the end of three weeks he left the

hospital at the defendant's suggestion, the defendant direct-

ing him to see another physician every day or so, telling

him he thought his arm would ci me on all right in a couple
of mi nths or so. The plaintiff went to the other ph
i o rj i ther day or so and had his arm rubbed with a lini-

ment of some kind, and then put hack in its bandage, the
physician telling him to massage it himself once or twice
a day. which he did, hut noticed no change in the feeling

ii of his arm as he followed this coin . . i [real

ment. After six weeks of treatment his arm began to wither
mi lie then went i" the Mas achusetts General H
and was operated on unsuccessfully. The arm at the time
"i the Irial was usel

claim of the plaintiff, as sel out in the decli

was "that the defendant carelessly and negligently faded
1 parts of the plaintiff's bod) sea

sonably and that he
I exercisi thai judgment

he professed t" possess in the treatment of the plaintiff's

injuries." At tie closi - i the evidence ng judge
refused to direct a verdict for the defendant; and this court
thinks the ruling was right. The del. - -.1 that

i acticed -m gei j sim e 1895 : in 1901 becami
ining physician and

I important railroads; had
d ne I"- postgraduati irork di n gerj

;
had a

large and varied practice; hut "had ni med an
operation to relieve any trouble with the brachial plexus.

he knew what it was and appreciated the effei

injury i mo. lent to pass on
the brachial plexus had he.

|
. ,| was

mind the following day after il

i the plaintiff had trouble with the brachial

' in mind
"

fully warranted the jurj in finding that ordinal

"cutting down on tin

together as fa r

conflicting testimony warrai
i. rmed a few days after tin- injury, would i"

ie, of the .arm. It

the plan:

der. ha\

bandages, and keep him in bed on his hack during the time
it the hospital, without advice thai an operation was

i..n thai he tain the

finding that the di fendant wa
i in failing

gical relief il" i'
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l>ut there was prejudicial error, the coral thinks, in an

instruction to the jury thai it might take into consideration

ttion in deter-

mining whether the
I
lamtitf bad pi

liability of the defendant was not to be determined by the

•.I. speculative and
results of an operation which might be performed

plaintiff i i mitigate tin of the injury

to the nerves, bui •

deuce that it was reasonably probable that such a result

would I | the defendant w ith

.ill and ability of surgeons practicing in towns

similar to the one white he under) tice his

n.

Power of Personal Representative to Waive Privilege

(Go.

I of Utah, in i in nl that

tint of the plaintiff, a special adminis-
• had been d

city of the grantor

and undue influence, 9ays that it was held on the trial that

a physician called bj the plaintiff as a witness could not

reveal matters which he had learned in his treatment of

d died; and that tl conflict

in the former d d bo the power

rendered il

rule by which future i I in Utah. The
il representative of a

• D, under the Utah statute, wai\

tute, and demand that the physician who
r to his death be permitted to

irmation ai

him to prcscr
.'

i the patient? The statute reads:

r ve it inviolal

ng cases:

cannot, without the i

.

acquired in attending the patient which was necessary to enable him
- act for the patient.

The authorities arc uniform, under all the statutes with

which this curt is familiar, that the patient can v.

ege where the questi during his

re was. Can his personal repre-
•

. after the death of the patient, waive the privilege

em could have done if living? The
.tutc and most other statutes are not express on

foi that reason there is i

i much among text writers

The statute under consideration wi literally

il Procedure as early as

Cal. 391, 34 Pac. 8

the privilege is personal to the

patient, and a tient cannot he waived
aftt r carefull

' :tcs and the

irt in the Flint

understand on what
ther court can con-

• otes justify the

referred to. It

including il

:d effect,

and that the are due
different minds concerning

the law as this court finds it. and
tble and

h statute

the personal repre ; ' has the

same right to waive the privilege given by the statute, after

the death of the patient, as the patient would have had if

living.

Society Proceedings

COMING Ml I TINGS
D 1IHawi H molulu, No*

A Boi i

Di i

. B City, Dei '

CLINICAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN COLLEGE
OF SURGEONS

I 1919

r, William J, Rochester, il

Gunshot Fractures of the Femur

: lby, London, ] Gunshot i

in 1.5 per cent, of all wounded men. It

of the most dangerous injuries ol the war, the danger

; p

\\ ith the adoption of the "
I hi ma uttfii the trans]

of the patient to the casualty cl

simplified. Pain was eithei tlti ted or reduced

, : im, bleedii h lucked, and the ti

of the fragments effectually prevented further injury to the

i
i isitating

primary amputation te smashing of an area of

bone; extensive comminution of the hover articular end of

mi- : laceration of the femoral vessels;

di -miction of muscles and ;rene.

ure of the femur is attended with a much
ate than is amputation in the thigh for injuries

of the leg, and also the higher up the limb is removed the

g eatei thi mortality. Primary amputation at the hip is

so uniformly fatal that it would better not be performed

at all. The apparatus employed should be a skeleton metal

splint which permits traction to be applied either i

ird or else in various degrees of abduction and flexion.

The direction of traction and the amount of flexion must

d io frequent roentgenograms, Even when thi Frag

re eparated by an interval of 1 or 2 inches, the

pletely filled in by new hone. Fixed exti

. m inuuus extension. Movement
knee joint are begun early, and slight flexion of the knee is

i to traction on the fully extended limb. When
>\\ advanced il is the custom to get the patient

ied while maintaining the length of the limb by the

ion of "walking caliper splints" fixed to the heel of

the 1 i. The qui tion ol thi remoi al i d bone was not

entirely settled when the wai ended. I a to be no
tin one hand, the removal of all fra

In necrose hastens the hi e wound, while,

on the other hand, the removal delays the healing of the

and in the opinion of some has bi

for permanent nonunion in not a few eases. In fractures of

the Shaft it is important to support the hone at the

fracture so that the natural I the femur is

Uj maintained or even slightly exaj I ed.

of the hip joint should never occur, except in cases in which
i involves either the neck of the hone or the

ter. This can always he prevented if care is taken that

cramped in bandages. Il has been tin

i ei - nth to remove sequcstrums earlier than in former years.

D) I
i SSI0N

Sir Ri Liverpool England: In England we
obtained air a h im h shortening in

ed with caliper-.. In our experience at Liver-

pool the oning was five-eighths inch. This car-
1

i were treated

in the simplest possible fashion, with II as splints or

I nerc subjected

to internal splinting. In the early part of the war the men
suhjected to interna! plinting all 1" I their limbs. When
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caliper splints are worn, the patient with an ununited frac-

ture can walk with ease. The patient with a gap in his

femur can walk without limping. Deformity resulting from
slight overlapping is not as bad as that resulting from a

meticulous apposition. When there is deformity of the femur
we do not operate if there is good function and good aline-

ment, even if there is as much as one inch shortening. If

one operates on a malunion there is often a greater

of the knee than before. A knee at 5 degrees flexion is ban-

daged at 20 degrees; when the patient can lift the limb to 20
of flexion, it is bandaged at a still greater d

flexion. It i- not advisable to attempt forcible movements.
Dr. Fred V I Toronto, Ont.: Recently I came

iginal article written by Thomas in 1S75. in

which he stated that the splint he had devised enabled one
t'> "handle the patii nt as though he were a I y, without pain."

I have seen that so often that 1 am thoroughly convinced

of the value of the Thomas splint. All accident ambulances
lipped with Thomas splints, and the men in

should be taught how to apply them at the site of the

ai cident.

Empyema: Its Pathogenesis and Treatment

I /. New Ybr.l I :e of the

. in order
t<> understand it- treatment. The view has hitherto been held

that the pleurae became infected itiguity with tl

That does not seem logical, because such a thing does not

It seems as if contami-
nation must occur from the pleura. In most cases a sub-

pleural a nnecting with the empyema
This i- the rule rather than the exception. Then- is a rupture

ubpleural pulmonar} an irri-

tating solution, I is produced. The
between the ph very close.

only with the greater mobility of the lung, as compared with

n
Serous pleuris

I into exudate, then encapsulation
which might be either diffuse, localized or multiple.

Seropurulent pleurisy i- not encapsulated, but purulent

pleurisy i- always so. An absolutely free etnpj

frank pus is an unknown quantity. Frank pus is usually an
end-product. The reasc n w h

I this : The fluid n<\\ •

, at IS pound- to the square inch

the lung. This is badlj borne by the patient and car,

[l pushes
out the other lung and disables the heart. Thus early

led bj a terrible mortalil

I adhesions has been reached, these form an
for the lung ti of the chest. It i- then

and evacuate the pus. An acute pj

is diffen nt. i I bear earl;, i

rather rosy, but cured. In -

which a pneumothorax occurred, this tended to disappear.

-terilize the cavity and close it

pneumothorax.
ISION

n to the

an irritant. This irritation provi
.

i

ing to provoke a scro tion apart

than the primary one The best prevenl

in keeping the pleural sere Drain-

Id be done Liter, when the secretions have coagulated.

by maintaining pul-

it

l)n. Jami .-. I'. Miri HELL, \\

empyem
I here

between the opening and the amount of

air iii the lungs. When thi icted by pneumonia,
itiblc with lite be-

Adhesions render the opening safer. Attention to diet and
early exercise are found to be most important therapeutic

aids. Three points can be emphasized : i 1

.ration; (2) vigorous application of thfc Can.
method; (3) attention to diet and exerci nt cases

should be subjected to roentgen-ray examination. Sten
plates should be m irith and without b

because the bismuth maj obscure a foreign body. Thi

wall may be closed regardless oi an existing cavity, provided

the latter h sterile. The cavity tend lear with

on of the lung. The operation
I simple

Me. Slough •moved. Small flaps
:

• ly exercise shi mid

tuted. There are few cases that will not respond to cora-

I simple operations. All the individua

became able-bodied men. without subsequent deformity.

Surgical Treatment of Exophthalmic Goiter

Dr. G i eland Of 2.2S0 thyt idectomies,

50 per cent, were subjected to ligations. In 333 cases, ligation

i . then a thj roidectomy. Vmong 1 Id 1

one death occurred in the Stage of dissolution. In the first 100
:

i mortality ci nt. With the use

and oxygen anesthesia this was reduced to 2.5 per cei

lion of special management of cases, the mortality

n further reduced to 0.6 per cent. Since the war.

special precaution- have been added against postoperative

I due to excessive chemical activil

datioi With ich di gree of rise of tem-

perature this chemical activity is increased 1(1 per cent. With
! in i- increased 70

Another point of importance was the discovery by the British

research department that the wound can be left

statu quo. by the use of a dressing of 1:5,000 Ravine. I In-

permits the surgeon to -top at any point at which be con-

tomy is performed under the inhalation anes-

thesia interferes with internal respiration in a patient

from suboxidation. Hypersensitiveness is

to destro] the patient. Complete team work is essential to

! ii is performed by the hospital

by the surgeon. The differential diagnosis is greatly a

inepbrin test and basal metabolism det<

tion.

Dn I' ' D I IS, Chicago: Tachycardia without

ffer from ordinary thyn
pithelium pr<

to want to operate

too soon. The exercise of judgment makes all the di fl

between nd anotlu r's lack of it. 1

n patients die after ligation. I have not seen anything

that w ill control that.

11. Mayo, Rochester, Minn,: The Surgeon-
General' ved that 15 per thousand is the rate of

There is almost no
g "iti r in New Hampshire and Vermont I ben are perhaps

more mistakes ,n di -iter than any
other condition. The thyro but it

: moils with making life worth living.
I

<\l\r 1" in.
•

i'\ bacteria, coming from different pan. ol the body
simple

hyperpla

Hon throughout the gland. A hyperplastii

sometimes goes with I of burned out con
burning ol

rapid ..-• ill .1, stroj thi

cells. I In thyroid gland bears relation to the i linn

and crcatinin have almost "ion a

mining

I i thai the mortalil i iughi down
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Prevention of Communicable Respirator; Diseases Based

on Observations in U. S. Army Camps

11. Pi i i v. Phil

ight on all ex •

ction, and the men
In the

mask,

ibly the most vain..

e ition of

communi
vention is i

prcventivi men' "' ,lu

and preventi i

Hk. M. Howard Fussell, Philadelphia: There is

n of respirat ir as we

we i

, il.lv. pneumonia. If we

's stand

I
myself am i

• ins are entirely hai

kB] es A. E. I
anitation

tnnj camps is appln ' practice. The value

i rins is yet to be i

I he mask winch

the most valuable «

inhaler.
|

the nose and fastened with ela I

e ears Moistened with mercuric chl

. Philadelphia: The rem

advance in the medical work of the army, madi

to the .regular army men alone, but in

the reserve corps nu-n. The young mem
detachments received lessons which should make

them 100 per cent, efficient health officers. 1 would recommend

that for a health offio ted who
: his training in the medical department

ViiMer: While it is not definitel)

that the pneumococcus vaccine is the answer to pni

. I to much more extended use than it has

received.

Value of Early Diagnosis of Pleural Effusions

lelphia: To my mind, percussion is

nd its variatioi

the cardinal sign. Palpation am on are of

,iue. The frequent
•; individual with a pleui i

scharged

too soon, or with a pleurisy unrecognized, undoubtedly has

may become active. Too much
emphasis cannot be laid on the importance of keeping such

'•dug so,

lly in conjunction with the surgeon, tuberculo

mini shed greatly.

Philadelphia : Pleurisy

. it means that the patient is really the subject of

had remarkable results from auscultation

Philadelphia : That simple pui

We had

two deaths from simple puncture at Camp Wh(
ed no other

k is. an over: tatement,

many 'I and the patient he

ars.

Dr. <- i\n. Philadelphia: The differen-

tial diagnosis between some pneumonias and pleurisies is

fficnlt In diagnosis too great dependence must

placed on one met' and auscultation

valuable, and at times it is essential to use the

i ,i\ and the '
:

<

I >K \\ i
, !'...!:, ii. Cresson : In tubercul i p

have developed < mpj i ma, nol art ol pul-

ult of unwise aspiration i ;

pleural

Pulmonary Syphilis

• Ft Philadelp ia < philis of the lung

or in th, i

down and form small ea\

I the lung

and giv, be latent

and be found a! nea

I

pu

diagni

ion.

Dl I

I )u. Edward I 1 1
" ! 'hiladi Iphia :

In a i

ia

li bacilli. The
a + + + + Wassermann test. On thi

cxaminal bacilli were

illiam A. Womer, New Ca tn a case in which
i the sputum

a history of chancre was obtained. Alter thi n tgh a i

syphilitic treatment, I n cleared up, and I

today seems to he in perfect health.

Cardiovascular Phenomena Associated with

War Neuroses
1

' [edical

arc in accord that chronic organic, disea

an inconspicuous role among the medical casualties ol Un-

American Expeditionary Fori •>
.

; _' medical cases in

hospital, only twenty-four were definite

heart disease. This incidence, however, by m
nted the number of apparently healthy soldiers in

whom, from time to time, systolic murmurs weri

Approximated 4,000,000 soldiers were examined by the

boards, and about 38 per cent, of all n
for physical disability in all the drafts was on ac<

circulatory disease. The weight of evidence strongly sug-
h it the symptoms of effort syndrome depend "ii a

\n opinion held by neurologists is that effo

drome is a neurosis in which cardiovascular manifi

inate. It would seem justifiable, therefore, to

effort syndrome as the result of the reaction ,,f an

mechanism to anxiety and overstrain, producing a

- associated with cardiovascular symptoms, After the

signing of the armistice, effort syndrome was difficult to

irer.

Significance of Heart Murmurs
Dr. Eiiward H. Goodman, Philadelphia: Murmurs arc

largely useful as a peg on which to hang a diagno
index of the degree of valve damage, they are worthless

ill) i cepl in mitral stenosis. Diastolk murmurs
are always serii us murmurs. I'nless one recognizes the facl

murmur is not always found, and unless one is able

to suspect the diagnosis in the absence ol murmur, many
cases of stenosis will be pronounced sound. With systolic

murmurs, diagnosis is more difficult. Many practitioners are

izing individuals with such murmurs with the diag-

i valvular heart disease and thereby condemning
them to a life of semi-invalidism. While it is important to

between the innocent systolic murmurs and those

which are not, the greatest importance here as in diastolic

murmurs attaches to the behavior of the muscle. Bj
mation of its efficiency we shall regard murmurs in their

true light.

m
i ussioh

I)r. A E, RoussEL, Philadelphia: Systolic murmurs have
e|y greater importance after than during tin

and third decades of life. Presystolic and diastolic murmur-,

are important because they denote heart changes rendering
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the subjects poor risks. No one has a right to call a murmur
organic unless there are signs of compensatory hypertrophy.

In mitral stenosis the amyl nitrite test is of particular value.

In the suspected case the patient breaks a capsule of amyl
nitrite and passes it in front of his face. In many instances

the murmur comes out, whereas before it had been only
suspected.

Dr. Charles Rea, York: In the difficulty of determining
the presence of a presystolic murmur a helpful principle to me
is that when there is uncertainty of just when the first sound
begins, a presystolic murmur is present.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION
nth Annual Meeting, held in New Orleans, Oct. 27-30 1919

(Concluded from pa,.

Cure of Infected Persona as a Factor in Malaria Control

Dr. C. C. Bass, New Orleans: Malaria may be eradicated
either by destroying the mosquitoes capable of transmitting
the infection or by destroying the infection in man. the onlj

other host of malaria parasites. Theoretically, it would be
to eliminate malaria from a region by disinfecting

all infected persons in the region. This would result regard-

less of the abundance of mosquitoes, if all infected persons
were cured. There would then be no malaria for mosquitoes
to transmit. Practically all physicians relieve their patients

of active clinical symptoms of malaria, but few actually

disinfect their patients. In the experiments in Mississippi,

the data obtained indicate that between 50.77 and 08.86 per

cent, of all persons who have attacks of malaria during a

given year have relapses and not new infections. The stand-

ard, practical method of treating and disinfecting persons

who have malaria, adopted in the Mississippi experiments, is :

i year of age, Vs grain of quinin ; 1 year, 1 grain ; 2

years, 2 grains; 3 and 4 years, 3 grains; 5, 6 and 7

grains; 8, 9 and 10 years, 6 grains; 11, 12, 1.3 and 14 years,

8 grains; 15 years and older, 10 grains. This treatment

irs to disinfect mure than 90 per cent, of patients.

If all persons who know they have malaria and treat

themselves should employ a method of treatment which, dis-

ihetn. and if those who are treated by physicians

are treated so as to disinfect them, we would have, theo-

retically. 55 per cent, of reduction in the prevalence of

malaria each year. The only way by which all persons who
have malaria in a given locality can be found is by inten-

sive malaria sir I
I

..- who give positive histories dur-

ing the previous twelve months should he considered prob-

abl) still infected and therefore should take the necessary

treatment to disinfect them. Experiments in malaria con-

re conducted in Bolivar County. Miss., under the

of the Mississippi State Board of Health, as a

result of which, treatment and methods of carrying out this

intensive method of malaria contr

I lie reduction indicated by a resurvey of a large

part of an area of 100 square miles JUSl one year from the

nve;, was 89.9 per cent.

Present Methods of Anopheles Drainage and
Anopheles Control

Mr. J. A. Li lei iphis, Term, : It is I

that, within a few years, communities d

from malaria and the mosquito pesl 11 i: til adequate
permanent drainage systems. Where conditio

tem should be planned to eliminate the

of supplementary mea
I open ditches. In many locah

! ; but it would be n

factory to install permanent dra

permanent

Mosquito Work of the Bureau of Entomology

It I
i i

. in. '

I
.ii- d, La [n

I was llinh-rl.il.. ii!,. Hie

With the mosqu led in the trai ol malaria

in this country. A laboratory for the pu investi-

gation was established in the delta region of the Mississippi
valley at Mound, La., where the anopheles mosquitoes and
malaria are prevalent. One result of this project has been
given in the conclusions on the loss in crop returns from
malaria. The amount lost in crop returns is equivalent to

a direct annual tax of $3.88 per acre on the land under cul-

tivation. It is estimated that the total average cost per
acre to bring permanent swamp land into cull

The screening of dwellings has been an important factor in

the reduction of malaria when the screening work has been
One thoroughly and proper use has been made of the pro-

tection afforded. Dr. Howard estimates that the pi

the I'nited States spend $10,000,000 every year for

ing against flies and mosquitoes, and concludes that if this

enormous expense is at all necessary, it should he <1 i

oughly. The individual use of mosquito bar over I

promising protection against malaria infection than

screening the house among the tenants. One careless member
in a household will offset the care taken by all other mem-
bers in a screened house; but the mosquito bar protects the

individual. It also implies no reconstruction of buildings, and
places no restrictions on the movement of individuals from

point.

Resolutions

Resolutions were adopted opposing legislation prohibiting

the use of dogs for scientific purposes : urging the appoint-

ment of committees in the several countries represented in

the association by their federal governments to stud) existing

for the preservation and improvement of health of

pie, such as hospital facilities, public health activities.

charitable institutions and ci mpulsory health insurance, with

the view of reporting some adequate rdinating

the already existing activities and for the exi

scientific and Eoi accomplishing the

.mis: urging the enactment of legislation which will

increase substantially the pay of the officers "i the U. S.

Public Health dical examina
Hon week during May, 1920; to cooperate with thi

Public Health Service in carrying out '

:

act to provide for the care of persons afflicted with leprosy

and to prevent the spread of leprosy in the United States

to assure for the future a national health program and a

tated federal health administration: t.. appoint a

committee to study the needs of the national health situation

.nfer with other agencies having the same ob
view, and to secure the appointment of a special congri

commission for a survi tl health activities along the

general lines of the Frame I mmend
the work of tin- LI. S. Army and Navy iii combating
diseases during the war; and. in view of the import
thorough eradicative measures for the contol of plague among

ind squirrels .-f the Pacific Slope. ur( I

t.. appropriate $1,000,000 to be expended by thi

Health Service in this work.

Influenza Mortality Among Wage Earners and
Their Families

l.i i K Fh \ i

rather than colored people ed b) the pandemic
of influenza, and the young rather than the old, a •

of usual conditions. The TO. 72'' deaths included in this stud'

•rated during November ami
alone showed 34.471 di

li of all the deaths in thi • d. In

. the death ral per hundred thou

i , 1,035 li.. thereafter, with

a slight halt, however, ml : March. During the

period 101 1 to 1917, considering thi

is an annual influenzal pi 125 pel

hundred thousand On the basis l 0..' rate foi thi

ending Si

deaths, .,

I'd 1 io io!7. the in.

cent, in.' 1

ng the
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whites « er cent, ami there

Prom 1911 i" 1917, h

owed an excess >m 72 pei

F 56 per cent er white

. period oi the epidemic, the situation was

with a rate .>t I

hundred thousand for white ma
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• Increased Into remperature. L.
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adary Tnumal
and "I Alkali Reserve. II S. Gaasei and ]

.il Studjr of Treatment of Measured Trauma with

Gum Acacia and Crystalloids J. Erlanger a

Gum Acacia at I

p. 149.

•Influent' '• Which
Lnn| I ia. D. \V. \\

"Effect of Epinephrin, Desiccat<: In Inorganic Salts

A. E. Iturgc, L'rbana, III.— p. lco.

Acidosis During Starvation.— In hi^ acidosis

nate determinations. On the first and

ati n the plasma bicarbonate in the

ii

value. On the third day of the fast there was a

rather sharp fall, alter which there was no change until the

the tenth tasting day there occurred a third

f life I lenerally, the
•

ut 5 volume per cent., the

I pel cent. i

in the arterial plasma is influenced c

the animals.

rotid, the

nd extraction the

n ;

!

'.

In the moribund
the amount of car-

ii thi

in the arterial plasma imme-
c is not

• II as the

.dual HuctU may or

d extraction. The animals
' for from I

'

I

iiitial weigl

dy swelling, vacuolarizal

• invariably an intensive congestion in

.in, lui i. in ft ttion

almost i

Studies on Extract of Ltiny; [he toxic action of lung

nd means Ei ir neutralizing

i Kakinum l' ind thai inti «
injet tii m of beef lui

ablj causes dyspnea and. in a ms nvulsions

["he mil

"ii intra\ enoUS il

to 0.15 i

;

: i .

I
i.

mixed with the minimal Ii ol lung extract

the latter inert. II

efore an inti lung

[ntravenoi lung exl

caused a slight increase in the

Vital Staining in Acidosis.— Tin vital stain:

injection of lithium carmin solution into yein of

animals was studit d

staining cam
lithium carmin in

Ithj animal. If, h be 1

i on of the dye will give a sal

stain. In animals which have been vitallj stained, an actual

. in plasma bicarbonate occurs. Hence, the conclu-

drawn that it is ini

of specifii i
i gi anula in th

Rather, vital staining with lithium carmin i

i an acidosis which the fum tion di

the body cells thai the di posited in the

granuta. This deposition corresponds to the precipitation

from colloidal solution of the dye when the normally alkaline

on is made acid in vitro.

Studies in Secondary Traumatic Shock.—Experimenl
'dates ti > determine the i

olute volume of the blood plays in the reduction of

the effective volume in shock, and to evaluate the ,

which such a reduction might be brought about.

of experimental shock wire studied, namely,

di ed-by injection of epn
by ciamping the vena cava above the liver for a p

three hours so that the general at ' ire «

-10 mm. of mercury ; by clan d iminal aorl

1

i. of mi rcury and by exposure and manip-
ulation of the intestines.

I was found to

eased in all forms oi ick studied and
after all or hemoglobin

ti as were of value in rndii

1 and when n r-

en e volume
of the bli ced in the following ways: 1. I'.y

decrease in the volume of the blood as the

ma; (6) tri of plasma and
jamming of the corpuscles in the capillaries and venules, or
the latter combined) with (i I ab olute itasis in some part of

ufai morrhage into

n i the I
i lines. 2. Bj Ii! il iti m

I ii and small \ i

attendi d bj some
the latter may be relatively im

n udation of plasma is greatly opposed by the

injection of 4 c.c. per kilogram of 20 per cent, acacia befon
I ation. The mechanism of action is believed to be

nly to to filtration by the resulting

in iid .

Catalases of Blood During Anesthesia.— Estimations of the

catalasi It- by Rcimann and Becker
nesthesia fhej ere i eased in 65 per

cent, of the ca i and ini rea • -1 in 35 pei ci nt. I he

foi the determination ! been criticised and
pressed that they arc inaccurate, and that no

i Lwn from thi m I he authors' results

ia come within the experimental
error. The functions ot catalases in the body are unknown.
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Control of Pylorus.—Evidence is presented by Luckhardt
and others on the basis of experimental work on man and
dog that there is a correlation between marked motor activity
of the stomach (either as tonus changes or peristalses) and
an inhibition in tone of the pyloric sphincter. The intra-
gastric contents issuing from the duodenoslomy were usuallv
acid toward phenolphthalein but rarely showed presence of
free acidity to dimethylamidoazobenzene or congo red. It

seems probable to the authors that even under normal con-
ditions the chemical control has been greatly overemphasized
to the exclusion of other possibilities. Another important
finding was the fact that vomiting is more easily induced by
irritating the duodenal mucosa than by an irritation of the
gastric mucosa.

Effect of Surgical Procedures on Metabolites.—A certain
few surgical patients show uncompensated acidosis after
anesthesia and operation. These studies were made by Rei-
mann and Hartman to show, if possible, changes in the
nitrogen metabolism. About ninety patients were
The urinary acidity was increa?ed very definitely in every
case until in some instances, almost half normal acid was
excreted. The blood urea and nonprotein nitrogi

increased in every case. In the urine the general I

of the ammonia was to increase, whereas the excretion of

urea was either increased or diminished, with apparently no
relation between the urea in the urine and in t

1

The question of retention or increased production suggested
itself in the case of the increase in the blood urea
protein nitrogen.

Experimental Surgical Shock.—All the more \m
methods of treating under standard experimental conditions
a -tate that exhibits the clinical signs of surgical shock
which is produced by the exposure of the abdominal viscera

of a dog, under a constant ether anesthesia, until

pressure decreases to the desired level, were tested '

The therapeutic measures were tested after the viscera had
been replaced and after determining the curve of thi

pressure. The value of the classical use of heat as well as

the effect of cold in helping to produce the i

corroborated experimentally. Experimentally, rebreathing

was not found to be of importance. None of thi

usually employed in the treatment of shock were found to

lie very effective. The best results in the treatment of expe-
rimental shock were obtained by the inj ! media.

The data of the experiments justify the conclusion ii

of the artificial solutions give such good results as the use

1 The so-called colloidal solutions and their

modifications give better results than physiologic sodium
'lnti"n. but their potency is certainly not equal to

blood serum and occasionally they might be harmful.

Increased Intracranial Pressure and Elevation of Body
Temperature.- The n

the view that temperature

dent on
|

ictors without the intervenl

< al "heat centers." The rise in body tempi

and other symptoms attending increased intra*

"heat puncture" in

which there is generally sufficient brai:

increase in pressure in the brain cavity, and
ical brain lcsi"iis. that it seems |

explanation to each of these re thinks the rise in

temperature which is reported by advocates "t the "1 •

'.ue to "heat puncture" can be explained

in a like manner, as can also t:

cent, of her punctures and the fa' in a number

Gum Acacia in Secondary Traumatic Shock. !

i and Erlanger which had as their fir t

detailed inquiry int.
:

centrated » Jutii n "t gum acacia

centration of the blood which otherwise practically

ably develops while shock i- being induced Wh c

in 18 per cent njected into the circulati

normal animal the blo.nl comes int. . in ue equilibrium
with the tisMics within the first minute or two, the average

maximum dilution amounts to but half of the theoretical
maximum, and the blood regains its normal concentration
within from five to forty-five minutes. When gum acacia in
a concentrated solution is injected th< maximum
dilution of 41.7 per cent, of the theoretical maximum is

attained within from twenty-five to fifty minutes; the decline
Mood volume to normal requires from two and one-
six or more hours. When the concentrated acacia

is immediately followed by the glucose the maximum dilu-
luickly attained and is much greater than that result-
in the injection of either of the : es alone.

The dilution is well maintained. Comparable results are
i btained in animals in shock whei
acacia is followed by a solution of sodium bicarbonate that

motic to IS per cent, glucose. With such a combina-
solutions given in appropriate amounts, tl

volume, the blood pressure and the reserve alkali of animals
in shock often can be brought to normal and held there for
the usual duration of an experiment. Yet such animals, as

shocked animals treated with other combinat
gum acacia and car! oe, often died within

Ei >nr hours.

Treatment of Traumatic Shock.—Of animals traumatized
by holding the arterial pressure (Kami to 40 nun.

:irs and fifteen minutes by partially occluding the
inferior vena. 48 per cent, die within forty-eight hours.

ireated with 6 per cent, gum in _' pel

ate, 12 c.c. \- weight. 45 per cent,
die within forty-eight hours. When treated with
cent, gum followed by 5 per cent, sodium I

each 5 c.c. per kilogram of body weight, 56 per cent. di(

within forty-eight hours. When treated with 25 per cent.

gum followed by IS per cent, glucose, of each 5 c.c. per kilo-

gram of body weight, 45 per ceil', die with
hours. When treated with 25 per cent, gum

5 c.c. per kill

within forty-eight hours. Not only is

.1 by the third treatment, but death occurs
i

tilts are taken to indicate that

high visi im solution , harm-
ful, at least, in traumatized animals; that the barn,
of the strong, viscid gum can be avoided, in part, through

ubsequently h

but not by bicarbonate; and that when the hypertonic gum
and the

id altogether the period during which
the high mi is hampering tl

a maximum saving of life can 1 i

results presumably are due to the internal

by the hyper: the maintenance
lloidal anil

i

other pri the gum acai

ion em the heart

the heart muscle in particular.

Hypertonic Gum Glucose in Secondary Traumatic Shock.

i it is

complicat ["he fact that the

thai i

Effect of Oxygen on Blood Volume in Lung Eden:.i

I with

I

n want. \\

•
-

develops

Sympathetic Nervous Control a
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per kilogram body .eight for eight days there

. 1 1 c \ <. i in the microscopic appeal -

glands A seci nd series oi three rab-

iach ammal receiving from five to ten injec-

i eleven days, and again no changes in the

I Neither did the rate oi growth or

general appearance and behavior ol the animals indicate anj

lasting results from the use of the drug. Since the strength

e impulses over the sympathetii

should I lugmented by the continued use of

ing symptoms of thyroid hyperactivity and

hanges in the gland, Mills concludes that the

these experiments contributes to the indica-

retory function of the sympathetic fibers

to the thyroid gland.

Annals of Medical History, New York
a,

i

.1 ( Warren, Boston.

Birthplace of the Hunters F. II. Garrison, Washingl n. I' C

<y and Rhinologj ) J. \\ also,

ii
•

] ,'. ville. Ky.

Annals of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology,

St. Louis
Jum. 88,

I II. Bryan,

5ti ptococcus Hi I
I

Army.— p. .544.

Hemolyticus. A R.

nccfield, New York.—

p

iccus 1- 1 i
-

Army. F. G. Blake. U. S. Army— p. 361.

II, Washington, I). C.—p. 374.

- nth in Flying Efficiency. II. Horn, San Francisco,

ii II. arina and Speech. C. W.
421.

Infants an. I Young Children, [ncludi

. ! M. Armstrong, Iowa City,

of Larynx in Carcinoma. T. Hoshino, Nngata,

Japan.
in Resection of Pop

I Hoshino and

llowing Paralysis of Nervus Abduci I

- -

Influenza Epidemic. I I H Fori

I rcul

Abscess, with Miliary Tuberculosis of Lungs,

i. W. Dean, Ion

icago.

—

p. 518.

il Drainage of Retropharyngeal Abscess

W Dean, Iowa City,

-p. 566.

Streptococcus Hemolyticus Carriers.—Bacteriologic exam-
i

-.• ised tonsils

local treatment in attempting

us from tlx

lize the surface of the tonsil

.ill nevertheless remain a

I are inaccessible to any chemical

Granting that all the cr>i

II remains the possibility of still further

gland. Thcr- after the cultun

the i>p ive luit it

<• enucleation "f the t'.nsil

ie remaining aitcr an incom-

organism and the patient con-

tinues to Itc a carrier.

Bacteriology of Streptococcus Hemolyticus.— In this paper
are pr< gic study of S.

hemolyticus. By the reaction of agglutination four distinct

immunologic types and a certain numbei ol unclassifiablc

strains have been di covered among the I2S strains studied

bj \mi> and I"-- associates, Dochez and Lancefield. Indi-

•. iduals of the same lated to one another

immunologically, and the 'Int. inn types can be distinguished

sharplj one from the other, In addition t" the foui types,

study of the reactions ol whii i
completed, there an

in addition two other type . on dl which is as yet

lete, Hie authors found thai bj the immunization of

sheep, a highly specific agglutinating serum is obtained, but

thai the erum produced From rabbits is nol so specifii and

may show a wider range i -iiig. Rabbit serums show-

agglutination reactions, in general fail

to manifest corresponding cross protection reactions. When-
ever it has been possible to raise the animal virulence ol

strains of S. hemolyticus, the evidenci obtained From the

agglutination tests hai been confii 1 by that gained from

the protection reaction. In all instances in which this has

been done, the one reaction has corroborated the find

rhe pel foi mam e oi r< liable protection tests has

been made possible by the production of sufficiently high

titer antistreptococcus serum, and bj the possibility "f rais-

animal virulence of a certain number of strains to

a high di

This work has 'Wand up a number "f points about S.

hemolyticus which have been in dispute for many years. In

the hrst place. ,s. hemolyticus of human origin is not a unit

was previousl) supposed, bul probably consists of

a number of types, at least four of which have been iden-

tified. Previous investigators have stated that freshly iso-

lated human strains change their antigenic properties on

animal passage, and that the latter procedure for the devel-

- pin. hi of animal virulence gives a common antigenic char-

acter to all strains. The authors have found no evidence to

support this contention— in fact, immune serums produced

with human strains that have never been passed through

animals afford a high degree of protection against strains

that have received many animal passages. In addition, the

antigenic differences between strains of S. hemolyticus which
have been passed through animals are quite as distinct as

those between strains which have not been so passed The
types of S. hemolyticus studied have been obtained almost

exclusively from the respiratory tract and from a limited

source of supply, and there is some reason to believe that

those which produce cellulitis, erysipelas and septicemia may
1. of somewhat different character.

Streptococcus Carriers in the Army.—The available evi-

dence presented by Blake would seem to indicate that the

widespread streptococcus infections that have occurred in

the army have, in very large part, been due to invasion of

virulent streptococci in individuals rendered susceptible by

predisposing diseases, chiefly measles, influenza and pneumo-
ii pneumonia through contact infection, either direct or

indirect, and that autogenous infection has played an insig-

nificant role in the production of these streptococcus infec-

tions. Their truly epidemic character and their strikingly

e incidence, Blake says, would seem to admit of no
i .tiler interpretatii in.

Nasal Sinus Disease in Infants.—In all cases of infectious

arthritis in infants and young children studied by Dean and
Armstrong during the last eighteen months, the source of

i has been in the upper respiratory tract, in the nasal

sinuses, or faucial or pharyngeal tonsils. In no case were

the teeth, the gallbladder, appendix or the lingual tonsil the

source oi infection The most common symptom has been
sneezing, \ condition characterized by listlessness. poor

. underweight, pool color, so commonly caused by

ed toi i] which persists alter the removal of the ton

sils and adenoids, with negative reporl from the pediatrician
so far as a systemic condition is concerned, is very suspi-

cious '" disea e. The diagn >si oi sinus disease is

I'm tilt. It is only by repeated examinations of the

nose and careful study of the case from every angle, that a

proper diagnosis can be made. The most important thing in

of nasal sinus disease in infant- and young
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children is the removal of the adenoids and diseased tonsils,

if present.

Complete Extirpation of Larynx for Carcinoma.—Hoshino
has observed forty-one cases of laryngeal carcinoma, in six-

teen of which a complete extirpation of the larynx was done,

most often under local anesthesia. Hoshino describes the

operation in detail. He says that better results are obtained

when there are two flaps in the skin incision, each having
its stalk in the side of the neck, than when there is only

one large flap with one base. It is more successful to sec-

the trachea below the larynx and arrange for sate

respiration before removing the tumor. The ph
wound is sutured with a double suture, but the mucous mem-
brane is approximated in the submucous layer. Between the

main laryngeal wound and the opening of the trachea

be a bridge of intact skin, as Grueck suggested.

purpose of conversation after extirpation, a simple rubber

tube is used by 1 1 ishin >, ne ei '

trachea while the other end is held in the mouth. ]

enables the patient to whisper with the help of his lij

tongue, palate and pharyngeal muscles. The tube is much
easier to use than the modern complicated artificial larynx,

and is better liked by the patient. The percentage of perma-
nent cures in Hoshino's sixteen cases. was 50, whi
was also SO per cent, recurrence, with no mortality during
or following the operation.

Conserving Mucoperiosteum in Maxilla Resection.—In the

case cited by H shino and Ota a tumor about the

a hen's egg was situated on the left upper alveolar

The tumor was chiseled away from the healthy bone, thus

leaving only the mucoperiosteum for thi d lateral

wall of the nasal cavity. It was necessary to r< n

anterior part of the alveolar process from the inci^

on the right side to the first m '

and also the anterior half of the hard palate. In addition,

one third of the median wall of the antrum
was removed, but the mucosa of the sinu titrbcd.

The oral mucous membrane on the rerrrainii g

hard palate, and that on the upper lip was loosened and then

mated to the edges of the wound. This hit a small
wound in the roof of the mouth which had to hea

of granulation from the surrounding
mucosa, while the nasal cavity w by the

mucoperiosteum. The patient iys with-
out any complications. He is aide to talk and to

ithout any of it passing into the nares

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
:
;<. 1 81,

549.

H '

in.—p. 554.

i olchihlren. E. A. Tracy, I!., Ion.—p. 558.

Bulletin of Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore
October. 1919. HO.

Dr. I'

Chronic Pemphi) I. I

B
1 lucose. L. II.,mman and I I Himchman, 11

—p. 309.

of Monkeyi to Inoculation of Meailcl Blood. A W
Scllards. U. S. Army— p. 311.

Studies on Blood Sugar.— Experiments made by Hamman
and Hir-ahman showed that in normal persons 1 1

1
•

- admini -

•icr the

to the first dose produces a much less mark
lion on the blood sugar than did the tir>t dose. These
experiments indicate that the mechanism of carbohydrate
utilization once stimulated works more efficiently than when
railed on abruptly to manage large amount

I) to this fact is target; due the better utili

• d. ami the almost unlhn
i to utilize starch. In diabetica the same difference
d a> in normal persons, although the difference is

not so marked. It was found in testing several patients that

they reacted to levulose in the same way that they did to

glucose, only that the blood sugar rise was less marked.

Chronic Benzin Poisoning.—The symptoms complained of

in a case of chronic benzin poisoning are referable almost
entirely to the gastro-intestinal tract and the central nervous
system. Haden describes them in detail as part of his case

th.e factory at which the patient worked wa-
it was found that lithographing rolls were dropped
trough, six feet long and one foot wide, filled with
and scrubbed clean. About two gallons of benzin evapo-
rated from the trough daily. The room in which tl

ne was large, but from the nature of the lithograph-
ing inks it bad to be closed tightly to prevent the ink from
drying. The patient had v.

daily, at this trough where he was continually inhaling the

Reaction of Monkeys to Inoculation of Measles Blood.

—

in the pre-eruptive
and later in the early eruptive stage was injected sub-
cutancously and intraperitoneal^' into two monkej
animal remained free from symptoms; the other di

i and later a slight rash

- injected subcutane-
ously and intramuscularly into

resulted. A - From the

equently developed a rash was i

into a susceptible volunteer, but produced no syi

Normal serum injected into monk) a very
slight erythema appearing

in four of ten animals. that the
i evidence il intents is against the intcr-

of the symptoms in this monkey as representing a
n to the virus of measles.

Modern Hospital, Chicago
i ::

of Beauty for the Patient. W. O.

instructed at Low Cost II I. Barnes. Wallum
Lake. R

What Their Hospitals Mean to Them.
M K

I) I. I:

I
r

. V.. Chapman

Efficiency ! i

I

ial Service in I
'. in the

Infections and Method nc, Chi-

cago.—
i

New Jersey Medical Society Journal, Orange
i '•-

Philadelphia.—

p

I

New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal
:

•

Case of H '

' I! i

Porto Rico Medical Association Bulletin, San Ju.in

i,

•At Wfaal

I
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The Syphilitic Prostitute,- Goodman is in charge of the

I and he

the results of clinical and sero-

'

' of tin- 721 girls were under 17 years
• t. in this group had three or four plus

5 per cent, had active in

syphilitic mani 48 per cent, of the total

cent, of these

pronounced Wasscrmann reaction; II pel cent had

_\i and -'7 yeai per cent wi illy posi-

tive, and 11 per cent, had dangei ms syphilitic mi

ur women were in

and A3 pei se had three or four plus

per cent. li;ul active icsi..ns.

In the three ; . lis, from .5.5 I

to 42 .mil 42 to • thirty-six, twelve and five women of a

Wasscrmann reactii n \\a> obtained in 38, 33 and

25 per i cries of prostitutes studied

include 304 mulattoes and <? negresses, bul the

i Wasscrmann reactions was about -47

in in each group. In the ratio of active syphilitic

er, the whites gav< 10 per cent., the mulattoes

13 per cent, and the nlj 3 per cent, with infec-

philitic man

Public Health Journal, Toronto
i o,

of Canadian Girl. \V. H Rob«

is a S i i

:

H:

Guelph, Ont.—

p

• ir the New M. '> II D. V, Currey, St Catharinea,

leral and State Health Administration,

wark, N. J—

p

it. m Patter-

Tennessee State Medical Association Journal,

Nashville
i .'. No. 8

n Child. J. M. Lee, Nashville.—p. 199.

Newell. Chattan-

of Follicular Conjunctivitis and Trachoma.

irille.— p. 211.

rial Reference to Treatment. I. G. Duncan.

implicating Influenza. J. Withcrspoon, Nashville.—

|
. -.-!• lactic or < urative \ aim- of Bacterial

al Reference to Influenza. G. W

FOREIGN
ith an

ally omitted.

British Journal of Tuberculosis, London
I.:.

'

ng in Rural Districts. . G. Savage.- p

i

R. \\ . Mien.

—

p. 70.
!'. H DO.—p. 174.

Tuberculin Therapy.—Allen took several strains of living

human I hem carefully with various

hed them
hem to the very slow action of dilute h

; apparently i due was
left. After careful neutralization this diluted

with p;i ::nm chlorid solution containing 0.3 per

cent tricresol until 1 c.c. contained 20 trig, of the original

dry bacilli. By the addition to this of an c<|ual bulk of

tuberculin A. F. (albumose free) tuberculin "M"
stituted. It accordingly contains (1) any little exotoxin
which the tubercle liacilli may form growing in a protein

free medium; (2) any endotoxin libcra>d by the autolysis

of dead I the broken di ila im formed bj

ibis autol) sis ; ( I
I bacill try pi id endotoxin in

considet Lion and hy drol-

contains no products resulting from the action of

Hi and protein nutrients, i. e., ii" non pec i fie toxins

which mai gi\e rise to considerable constitutional n

while the bulk of the specific to en subjected to

on and hydrolysis as musl naturally occur in the

priot i" the elaboration ol specific antt-endotoxins.

rhis tuberculin is, therefore, practically "atoxit ' oi

catcd," as such to any

di i ideated vaccines lh<>s far Mien has given

hundred doses varying from 0.0001 i i to 1.0 c.t in

and subat ute cast s, and ha i en tny i on

stitutional or general reaction result from a dosage of less

than 0.4 c.c. other than a verj slight feeling of malaise

on within twenty-four hours. In every ease he has

been able to find a dosage, usually varying between 0.0001 c.c.

and 0.001 c.c., which excites thai mild degree oi "focal"

reaction which Allen considers as a highly desirable e\ idem e

of immunizing response, i. c slight exacerbation of tin-

signs and symptoms usually occurring within eight to

twenty-four hours and thereafter passng away rapidly; in

every case there has been ovt menl in the clinical

. ii symptoms; in each cast ol completed treatment

Allen has so far. apparently induced the total disappearance

of the tubercle bacilli; in one case, wherein for various

.i complete course of treatment has been thrice inter-

rupted, the tubercle bacilli, after having disappeared, have
reappeared in about three months' time, again to disappear
as tuberculin treatment was resumed. In view of these

conclusions Allen feels justified in claiming after an expe-
rieno of various tuberculins extending over nearly fifteen

years, that in tuberculin "M" he lias succeeded in elaborating

a tuberculin which (ll is perfectly safe to use, being prac-

tically devoid of unaltered toxins; (2) which undoubtedly
es power of inciting the formation within the body

of the various antibodies necessary for the destruction of

the invaders; and (3) which has an antigenic value far

superior to any other tuberculin so far produced. For these

I it is peculiarly adapted for the treatment of dis-

eases and of all such as are not resilient in any
institution. A safe initial dosage for an adult with chronic

or subacute tuberculosis is U.OtXIl c.c. The administration

as regards dosages and intervals must be conducted under
the control of observations of the reactions thereby induced;
that an ultimate dosage of from 0.4 to 1 c.c. can and should,

as a rule, be attained.

British Medical Journal, London
Oct. IS, 1910, 3, No. 3068

What Did John Hunter do for Medicine? A. Keith.—p. 485.

Surgical Training: Reminiscences and Suggestions, II. J. Stiles.

—p. 487.

"Traumatic Aneurysm <>f Common Carotid. R. Jamison.— p. 488.

lure of Subclavian Artery: Death Nine Days Later.
!). C. L. I it/williams.—p. 488.

' loid and Crystalloid in Cholera, Shock and Allied Con-
ditions. H. Moore.— 1>. 490.

i Incipient Mental Disease, R, A, Jones,— p. 492.

Cure of Bilharziasis by Intravenous Injections of Antimony Tartrate.

hristopherson,

ol Hypernephroma of Ovary. A. K. Gordon.—p. 495.

I ancer M. Wardle, p. 495.

ill with Hemorrhage. A. 1.. Gregg.— p. 496.

Uterus, Falloi I Ova and Vagina, with One
Large Central Kidney. F. K. I'arakh.—p. 496.

Traumatic Aneurysm of Common Carotid.—Jamison cites

One was a case of gunshot wound of the neck
causing an arteriovenous aneurysm of the left common
carotid. The internal vein was enormously distended, having
a diameter of 2 inches. Then wa a communication between
it and the internal carotid just below its division. The vein

was divided and tied. The common carotid was ligatured

in two places and divided between them. The external and
internal carol:- ligatured at their origin from the

common trunk. The second case was one of gunshot wound
of the neck causing a dissecting aneurysm of the left com-
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mon carotid artery. The sac of the aneurysm was roughly
fusiform, and extended from IV2 inches above the clavicle

to somewhere about the level of the lower jaw. The sac was
perilously thin, and appeared to consist on>y of some of the

outer coat of the artery. The internal jugular and the com-
mon carotid were ligatured. During the process the sac

burst spontaneously in its upper part A swab was pressed
on the hole and controlled the bleeding. The tying of the

carotid was then finished. The sac entirely overlay the

external and internal carotids, preventing any search for

them, so two swabs were placed on the hole in the sac and
pressure maintained on them by sewing the inner edgi

carotid sheath firmly to the edge of the fascia covering the

sternocleitomastoid. This proceeding stopped the hemor-
rhage and the wound was closed. The wound was reopened
five days later and the swabs removed. The sac h

obliterated entirely and no hemorrhage occurred. The
wound was reclosed. Both patients were young men and
made uninterrupted recoveries.

Traumatic Rupture of Subclavian Artery.— In this case

the rupture of the artery was caused by the pole end of a

boat hook which was pressed against the chest beneath the

left clavicle. An operation was done at once. The proximal
end of the artery was clamped. The distal end could not

be found. The patient was very restless and would not keep
his arm quiet. Further operative intervention was deferred

until the patient's strength would permit it. lie died on the

ninth day from exhaustion. At the postmortem the sub-

clavian artery was found completely severed, the distal end

was full of firm clot. The vein was nol torn It is Fitz-

williams' opinion that this man's life might have bet 1

if lie had been more reasonable and more amtnable to treat-

ment, in spite of the severe injuries he had sustained.

Treatment of Incipient Mental Disease.—Jones urges the

establishment ol psychiatric clinics because they would help

to educate the public in matters of health, and certainly in

of mental health. Bui besides their educational

mission and their great therapeutic utility, they are Ul

needed for the better education of medical practitioners and
Students and for research in psychiatry. 'I hrce universities

in England have taken this matter into serious consideration.

Absence of Uterus, etc., with One Large Central Kidney.

—

Parakh's patient was 17 years of age. The vulva was per-

fectly formed, the pubis well covered with hair, and the

..ell developed. There was no

quarter of an inch, (in rectal examination a distinct

tumor was felt a little above the closed end of the ill-formed

vagina. This was belli the uterus, but neither tubes

nor ovaries could be felt. On opening the abdomen it was
found that the tumor felt from the rectum was a large

central kidney, slightly horseshoe shaped, 'ml pla

down. There was no ovary or tube on the rii/hi side, lint

a fairly large sized ovary was present en the left side, with
a fallopian tube running down and disappearing into the

upper end of tin- closed vagina. There were several small
cysts in connection with the mesentery.

China Medical Journal, Shanghai
September, 191 ::::.

Investigation! of I 1 ill I

1'. K. Olitsky.- p. 413.

Thr.-. Ibstruction. R, II Mole.—p. 4.12.

turcn. I.. M. Miles.—p. ill

Uiotomy: Patient Operate! on Hinuelf, J. A
—P.

Treatment ..i Malaria K. V. Taylor, Jr.—p. 455.

Anaerobic Conditions for Bacteria Cultures.—The method
uses the hydi

and the ill a two hole

hole of which a thistle tube 1

to the bottom "i the flask, and lb-

bent sharply in a short curve it the lower end. 1-
i

Granulated /inc. '>r small > metal, are .
|

k Tin- other part of the appai

bout 500 ex. capacity, half full of liquid petrolatum. Pre-

liminary to use. the flask and beaker are placed in a hot air

sterilizer and heated to 150 C. for one hour. The culture of

organisms is sowed on a freshly slanted agar tube: the lube
is flamed well on the outside and inverted over the short
tube end in the beaker of liquid petrolatum. Hydro
acid is added to the flask containing the zinc through the
thistle tube: it is well to add also some water, and a little

copper sulphate to act as a catalyzer. Hydrogen i-

and in a short time it completely replaces the air in ;

ture tube. The tube is left in the oil and as many tul

as are needed. The beaker containing the culture
tubes is then incubated, the liquid petrolatum effectual

ing the tubes against the entrance of air. On
tage this method has over others is that the tubes are readily
accessible for examination; they remain anaei

as the open end is not removed from the oily liquid, and can
be handled in examination. Further, the volume of air to he
displaced is small in each tube and this increases the i

of the air substitutii n, I sually a few minutes will suffice to

replace the air with hydn

Cholelithotomy Performed by Patient.— Snell reports the

case of a Chinese doctor who following an attai

had a very severe attack of pain in the upper right abdomen.
This pain sometimes improved and then became wot

ced any jaundice or fever. Aboul six

later a -swelling t" this pain. It was
udcr and the patient had fever. The swellit

on the form of an abscess and the patient opened it himself

knife. Some pus came away and later then
watery, yellowish discharge which continued for several

months. The wound did not heal. Four 11

noticed something dark and stonelike in the worn
pressure out came two faceted sto-ics. Twenty da
four more were passed. The gallbladder was reraov

Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, London
Oct. 1

iry Snails at Durban During Winter Months. F. G. I

—p. 89.

nmonas Souda: .!m< rs and W. Pi

•Quinin Metrorrhagia. A. J. Chalmers and K. G. Archibald

Quinin Metrorrhagia.—In the case cited by Chalm
Archibald hemorrhaj quinin dihydro

which the patient bad been takil ral months as

a prophylactic measure .-. ["he quinin was
- and after a ^hort interval the girl v

. 10 grains, twice irrhagia

which had been goin

vas, however, 1 slight recurrence with the next men-
strual period, but 'his was q

of tin' same nil -.tin 1 gesl that this line of

ntrolling the mem
of the tropics when excessive,

Lancet, London
Ml 16

I

Carrier!. D

•In lability ( R

I

!

1

. wall Pyloric

I- I

Serologic Racial Differences.— The II point out

that thr highl) interesting problem of a pi

t the human race has become a question m

ments in immunization di

solving of anthropol

would be necessary between anthn

ami tin

1 \ jei ies ol important -i"

ind anthropoid
in » ithoul di
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Meningococcus Carriers.— According I and liis

.crying in the chronic meningo-
.irricr arc Luschka's tonsil, the fi nmuller,

the retronasopharyngeal wall, and the faucial tonsil

anterior and upper parts of the I
nasal sinuses

are not, as a rule, infected. The presence of lymphoid hyper-

and nasal obstruction, although it ma) favor the

production of a
l

*chi er," is not necessarilj the

re do ided into two

(1) Vcub irriers, those carrying undi

arriers, those carrying over eighl

irricrs remain infections on an average

for twei -: the maximum discharge rate occurs

during the third week. Chronic carriers remain infectious

on an average for five and a half months, the longest carry-

ind was 634 days, or one year and nine months.

Eighty per cent, of carriers arc acute or temporary. 20 per

cent, chronic. The type of COCCUS earned ra

\ed to OCCUI 1 I
•

'

the carrier the carrying period.

The inn ng site" until ousted

ium. A large number of non .

wise indistinguishable from the menin-

1'ered menu
US carrier from infection is

Instability of Red Blood Cells.—Dreyer and Gardner are

, ed that it is tain a standard sus-

of red cells sensitiveness to hemolysins

by means of Rous and Turner's method. Therefore, the use

standard unchanging mat
ental work or for routine complement fixation tests

to ei is 1 esults.

Ancylostoma Duodenalo Causing Pyloric Obstruction.—In
- Itau pyloric obstruction was the

of the vomiting and a movable mas
the median line suggested a new growth. A new

however, presented when the patient

i\ .1 of . Incylosloma du

ras nol changi

in the tumor, the <p: whether there might not be

inky1 1 ima with surrounding

induration. Clinically, the mass resembled a

in outline, mobility, and situation, but might equally well

•1 around an ulcer. The abdomen was
ee fluid in the general peritoneal

idenopyloric junction toward

line and involving the lesser curvature for about 2'4

:mly adherent to the liver, gall-

" he surface, and extending on to

1 ich, were many small, white,

resembling in appearance an
• -..ived or hard.

re felt in the mesentery, bul the

j
• ..hepatic omentum were 1

losterior gaslro-
1 ilt was most encourag-

The followin

sentei mptoms and
• :nent under emetin ; the hematemesis two month later,

never recur-

.My a direct result of the invasion

I The tumor
; the amount of

'

similarity be!

the diminution

1 ruction;

:-i:ilia.

Medical Journal of Australia, Sydney
:. No. 11

:. Potter.—p. 211.

legia. K. I'ull

Influence of Treatment and Rest on Gonorrhea.— Totter is

1
-1 that in the 1 1 eatment ol gi mi in hea vt .mi

and improper treatment, such as earl) urethrovesical irriga-

tion, will > an 1 is to develop. I*iet and medicine,

he says, are of secondary importance. Prostatic massage
and vaccine are not useful.

Si i-i. 10 1919, 2, Mo I

'

Treatment of Retroflexio Uteri, w 1

I Ml l| S

Cure of Mixed Psoriasis of F01

A K

Treatment of Retroflexed Uteius. Thi opi 1 ition

nal shortening oi the round ligaments, such as the original

Gilliam operation, 01 one of its modifications, is pn
by Ritchie for the treatment oi retn fli d uteru H <\

ever, he says he does not deal with every case of simple

retroflexion bj operation, but only with those

which give ri logic symptoms Many uteri are

retroverted or flexed to variou degrei and give rise to no
trouble. These should he left alone

Treatment of Salpingitis convinced that many
women will be spared from mutilating operations, especially

as regards the ovaries, and a not inconsiderable pro]

will be given the chance oi becoming the mother of one or

hildren, if when dealing with patients with first

attacks, we should wait for a longer period before consider-

ing operation and make more use of vaginal celiotomy in

the ai ute "pus cases."

19, -I. No. 13

and Prevention of D - G. E. demons.—p. 257.

Fracture »»f Lower* End "f Humerus. A. J. Wood.
• Probl U A I 1 .111.1.—p. 261.

Pneumococcal Ulceration of Pharyi • B Fo ter. p. 262.

ma of Ascending and Tran irersi l olon, J. Corbin. p

Oct. 4, 1919, 2. No. M
War Neuroses and Civil Practice. J. W. Springtborpe.—p. 279.

ute Pulmonary Edema. A. R p 284.

Casi i Symmetrical Dry Gangrene. E. .1. Addison.—p. 285.

Traumatic Ulceration of Bowel: Problem in Forensic

Medicine.— Ulceration of the ileum with oilier bodily injuries

was found in each of three postmortem examinations made
on persons dying insane. According to Lind the injuries in

all three cases must have been produced l>y violence applied

to the chest and abdomen, presumably by some one kneeling

on the supine victims. On opening the abdominal cavity, in

the first case there was found a general peritonitis in early

stage, due to the rupture of an ulcer in the ileum, not far

from the cecum. The ulcer was recent, solitary, round, about
5 millimeters in diameter and not associated with disease of

ini. Diligent earch for foreign bodies or hatpin

stab in the abdominal wall was made with negative result.

There was also no bruising of the surrounding parts. In

the second case the ulcer was slightly larger than in the

i ca i. Otherwise it was similar. In the third case there

was an ulcer about the size of a 3-penny piece, with a clean

surface, not perforated, apparently ready to commence rep or.

In the absence of Otter disease, such as typlioid. tubercle;

body, or any other possible factor in ulcer formation.

Lind claims that it may reasonably he said that the ulcera-

tion is the result of trauma.

Tubercle, London
October, 1919, 1, No. I

leural Operations in Pulmonary Tuberculosis: Jacobaeus1

H p 1.

Uniform .... .1 ot CI atlon in Pulmonary
Tuben il

I
Guy.—p. 9.

i nson.—p. 13.

Endopleural Operations in Pulmonary Tuberculosis. In

method a thoracoscope is introduced into the

pleural B means of the galvanocautery pleui 1

-
1

: ided, ill-- hand being guided by the eye.

is to make it possible to

. the lung. Holmboe calls attention to the .1...

meth d. such as hemorrhage, emphysema under

the skin, elevation of temperature, pleural elTusion and
fistulas. He has employed the thoracoscope in twenty-seven
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cases ; among these there were nine in which cauterization
appeared to be indicated. In five of these striking improve-
ment was effected, and in two others there was some
improvement.

Necessity for a Uniform Standard of Classification in

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—The classification used for official

purposes in the public health service in Edinburgh is prac-
tically similar to that adopted by the sanatorium workers of
North America. The basis is the Turban-Gerhardt classi-

fication and the time honored stages of 1. 2 and 3 are kept.

In addition some indication has to be given of the general
condition of the patient, and here Guy has adopted the

threefold division of (a) good, (6) moderate and <

When cases are met with in which the lesion is quiescent,

i. e. producing no disturbance, local or constitutional, or in

which it has been quiescent long enough to apply the term
healed to it, the anatomic classification is given and the

word quiescent or healed is added, as stage 1. healed, or
stage 2, quiescent. Grave difficulties are encountered when
an attempt is made to define borderland eases before they
are quite definite enough for stage la. or where they do not
conform to all the requirements of that class. In order to

complete the classification a further addition is required.

All cases with a definite syndrome, all cases of hem
all cases of marasmic babies with a positive skin i

Guy says should lie classified as stage A, thereby indicating

that no local lesion was detected but that the d

depended on constitutional symptoms and history alone. All

cases in which the syndrome was incomplete, or where other
factors, such as bad home hygiene, came in to confuse the

diagnosis, might be classified as stage A suspect, or simply
as suspect.

Bulletin de l'Academie de Medecine, Paris

Oct. ", 1919, 82. \

•Heliotherapy after Pleurisy. P. F. AnnandDelille.—p. 156.

•Surgery of the Heart. II. Vaquez.—p. 157.

•Alcohol in Cerebrospinal Fluid. E. Lenoble and F. Daniel.—p. 160.

of tin- XniK. A. Sartory.— \>. 162.

163.

iry for Workers on Munition-. Paul !
;

Industrial Capacity of the War Crippled. ti union and Dijonncau.
—p. 167.

Preventive Heliotherapy After Serofibrinous Pleurisy.

—

Armand-Delille emphasizes that in his experience nothing

has proved so effectual as heliotherapy in warding off pul-

monary tuberculosis after a spontaneously curable attack of

tuberculosis of the serous membranes. Ibis, he re I

is the more important because heliotherapy does bar;

than good when pulmonary tuberculosis is once installed.

He has applied full sun baths in the treatment

valescents from pleurisy, both adults and children. The
results have been absolutely satisfa having devel-

oped tuberculosis in the lungs or elsewhere, and the intervals

since have been up to six and seven years, lie applies the

heliotherapy in the form of extensive sun baths, given prog-

under attentive medical surveillance, and advises
to keep up this treatment for several years, continuously or

intermittently, a complete course at first, and then a supple-

mentary course for a few months each year ill favorable

Conditions in a southern or mountain rltui.it. or in the home
city during a sunny summer. It t

serofibrinous pleurisy will do this they can lead otherwise

ulterior development of pulmonary tuberculosis,

Surgery of the Heart.—Vaquez reviews the new possibili-

of the heart which recent research and the
war experienci ed up. Tuffier has specifii

rones in the heart which it is extrahazardous
-

•
1

1 will bear handlii ians will determine
the mechanism of valvular lesions, their pathologic physiol-
ogy, and will point out those cases which might be remedied
by an operation, surgeons could then study out tl

jo accomplish this. Valvular insufficiency di

IS it is the result more ot rot, .,

of the

ising field, as when aortic
stenosis, for example, is inducing a considerable hyper-

trophy of the left heart, or mitral stenosis is causing great
dilatation of the auricle. The prognosis then is extremely
grave whatever the other symptoms may be. In a case of
the kind some years ago the mitral stenosis in the young
man had caused such high pressure in the lesser circulation
that the second pulmonary sound at the base was
that it could be heard at a distance. Vaquez discussed with
Tuffier the possibility of operative relief, but they did not
dare to assume the risk, and the young man died in a few
months with multiple infarcts in the lungs. Me queries

resection of the semilunar valves might not be
and useful in such a case, assuming that the
due to changes in the vessel itself. With mitral

stenosis, some other intervention would have to In-

to meet the indicatioi .1 methods can be imagined
which might prove effectual, but Vaqt
what those methods might be. The physician must indicate
his preferences and it is for the surgeon to realize them. An
encouraging element is the notable progress realized in

operations on the heart in these years of warfare. Data have
been accumulated which should be analyzed from the stand-

t the greater or less tolerance of different po
the heart. Study of such data, supplemented by the findings
of persevering research on animals, opens a prospect of inter-
ventions on the heart for I. medical type. When
thai day comes, the surgeon, blamed today ,

nfidence in them, will be censured for having
[ical resources at his command to a patient otherwise

irremediably doomed.

Alcohol in the Cerebrospinal Fluid.—Lenoble found with
the Nicloux test applied repeatedly to that the
alcohol content of thi alcohol varied
within a wide range, but that the alcohol content of the

pinal fluid kept at a constant figure. This
"2 per thousand after ing 125 c.c; 3 per

thousand alter 350 C.c; 4 after '

-

150 c.c. The hoi in the urine is

'ut the elimination h, r< i< more rapid. In tfl

id fluid an average
| for its

elimination or even longer, up to eighteen days, or more,
with much al< •,, be the minimum.
Acetone has-to be excluded

Nicloux test. An
I iming to ha

intoxicated at the timi '-.is statements
substantiated or refuted in thi- way. It hat

up the diagnosis in certain obscure morbid conditions, includ-
m alcohol in' . ,| ,,n uremia,

epileptic crises, intracranial hemorrhage

Diseases of the Nails. Sartory examined twi
of hypertrophy of th<

I

"1 the nails, aid
I
ingns growth

was responsible for th.- abnormal conditi

With the '

i] grows thinner, but
with the other fungi involved the nail ,-. The

1 belong therefore ill the

Dispensary for Munition Workers. --Ilium
work of a dispensar

ins. It was open for two hours every evening, and
applicants

2,000 hi , n | work
in prophylaxis and treatmei I

and pretuberculo
anemia, and ir Blum urges the i

for maintaining ibis dispensary for women fact

and founding i i|) to it with
confidence and in larger number proportionately than to the

venereal di

Bulletin Medical, Paris
33,
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Intcipretation of Wassci inann Reaction, ["his entire

of the Bulletin is devoted to syphilis. Jeanselme and

Bloch reiterate that the physicochemical modification ol the

scrum in syphil h yields the Wassermann reaction

is nothiit 1 differs complete!) from the so called

immunity mere chance, thej sa>. that in

our climate tins modification occurs onlj in syphilis The
laced in normal persons bj intravenous

neo-axsphenamin, and this maj happen also

and more readily in syphilitics giving ;

reaction. The principle thi patient

with recent syphilis should be given arsphenamin treatment

until the blood gives no Wassermann reaction, '['hen mer-

it any return of the Wasserman
manifest symptoms, calls for renewed

nd continuation ol

Responsibility of Physician When Wetnurse Acquires

Syphilis from Nurslin cent .1am-

i linst physicians on these grounds, and

he remarks that such suits will probably become m
i iuent in the near future, li the wetnurse was syphi-

litic at the timi en the infant to nurse, or devel-

philis within the incubation period the pin

res onsibility. If he overlooked or misinter-

tlie child, the courts do nol hold

him responsible unless there is evidenci ignorance

Bui it the physician red

need by the prescriptions or directions he Rave, and

tailed to warn the wetnurse, then lie is assessed damages.
In one case cited the sum w.r 8,0 and in

;e of the infant of a medical student. 6,000 francs

It" the wetnurse has herself consulted the physi-

: sight of the child is pari of his public

explicit in warning the wetnurse nol to

allow herself or the environment to become contaminated by

the iniai is or soiled articles. If he is tl

the child or the family, then he owes professional

to them, and he must not tell Ihe nurse that the
- n damagi iuits have been

midwives and institutions because they

over a foundling to a inn

r< terates that the child of a syphilitic

.. healthy wetnurse nor the child

;ilis. Take from the

wetnurse at once every child with manifestations of

philis, and in the latter case seek in

make the diagnosis sure as speedily as po ible

Abortion of Syphilis.—Lacaperc and Laurent report a

which infants or adults had been ex] ed

dis, hut vigorous arsenical treatment during the

n pi seemed to eradicate the virus. The) do
•

:

j vigorous treatment from mere syphilo-

watch intently for some specific manifestation.

•ins. there is still time to effectual!) abort

Syphilis and Immunity.—Simon says that wc cannot speak

immunity in syphilis. The organism during

hilitic infection is in a state of allergy. There is a

implete immunity and aiso a tendency to

and the different phases of syph

during which one or the other of these gets

the u|

Bulletins de la Societe Medicale des Hopitaux, Paris

.ml A. Lcmierrc.

.ullct anil ]. Hutinel p, 74S.

li. 754.

p, 7bl.

by the Vein.
|

767.

769.

m Retention. '
"75.

line. Marcel Pinard.— p. 779.

i Influenza and Tuberculosis. I Pruvosl p. 783.

Dia*n 784.

ra from Arsenic U LabM and 3. Laogtoi
•Splenectomy in Chronic Jaundice. A. Gilbert and others.- -p. 789.

tin. It lions of Urinary Apparatus Originating in the Intes-

tines, i o) mi and l.i 1 rk that in most of tht

.ii descending infection of the iiiiu,i. apparatus, bacilli .1

m type are responsible. The) published threi

ol paratyphoid B pyclocystitis, and two "i

colon bacillus pyelocystitis. Ihe clinical picture seemed to

I,.- identical in ..II. li.. 1. was evidently septicemia ol

tinal origin, with descending infection of the kidne) peh
and bladder. Septicemia pn il re frequently

than is generally Stl ippi tdiciti and enteritis.

d b) gastro-

intestinal disturbance, foil, .wed b; ymptot 1

lublished in I'd I a . ompilal ion of case •

in young children developing in thi

' ,1, -I thai die 1 olon bacilli and

albumin in the mine alu i the appt arance of

leukocytes in the urine. A more recenl report mentions the

iiie ,
, 1I1 hi bacillus in the M I ol one ami nig eight

children with chronic diarrhea, and a paracolon bacillus in

another.

Adiposogenital Syndrome.—A ca ie in a man of 33 and
.me in a woman of -ID are described, with the pathologic

in the pituitary. The skin shows certain features

, the thyroid may be at fault also. Both

ed under pituitary treatment, the woman being

polyvalent glandular treatment. The infantilism in the man
might be called reversive. Similar reversive changes in the

genitals were 1, pulled by Frank and Maranon (I'M?) follow-

; wound ol the pituitary. Several cases have been
encountered at the l.aeunec Hospital within a year in which
the patient's aspect suggested thyroid disturbance, but the

loss of vision and manifest lesions in the sella turcica

pointed to the pituitary as the primary gland at fault.

Syphilis or tuberculosis may he lesponsihle for this, and
i chance for improvement under specific treatment, in

cases reported here, inherited syphilis may possibl)

he incriminated. Along with the specific treatment, opo-
therapy may prove useful. Ihe combination of pituitary and
thyroid treatment has been particularly beneficial, the first

patient having lost under it 5 kg. and the various subjective

symptoms showing marked improvement. The pituitary

treatment was gi\.-n by the subcutaneous route

Pancreas Extract Treatment in Gastric Cancer.—Summar-
ized when published elsewhere; see page 1S60.

Scoliosis with Sciatica.—Leri describes two cases of
sciatica in young men who were unable to hold their spine

straight. There was scoliosis first to one side and then to

the other. ()ne of the men could change it from side to side

b) hoisting himself with his hands, lifting up the trunk.

There seemed to he an ahrupt. springlike action as the spine

i over, and this was slightly painful. Radioscopy also

confirmed the assumption that some rheumatismal deformity
.,f vertebrae was responsible for the scoliosis in these cases.

This probably occurs also in other cases of what is called

sciatic scoliosis.

Steeple Skull and Syringomyelia.—Marie and Leri cite

some cases in which syringomyelia or hydromyclia developed
in consequence of abnormally high pressure in the brain
from tumor. They describe a case in their own service in

which symptoms of syringomyelia accompany ahnormally
high pressure in the brain, but the pressure in this case is

from premature ossification of the sutures of the skull, caus-

ing pronounced steeple skull.

The Kidneys at Onset of Acute Nephritis.—Ameuille has

been impressed by the difference between the soundness of

the kidm ol patients dying early in acute nephritis and
remely pathologic condition with old chronic nephritis.

In the latter, the kidneys are practically all destroyed, but in

1. acute cases the kidneys seem practically normal,

and yet there is equal and intense retention of nitrogen and

chlorids in both. II, u 1 that the pathologic changes in

iy he the result of the wearing out of the kid-

neys from an excess of work when the kidneys were really

sound at the beginning of the trouble.

Lethargic Encephalitis.—The clinical picture in the man
of 17 resembled that described recently as lethargic encephu-
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litis, but in reality it was a tuberculous meningoencephalitis.

The symptoms were explained by the localization of tin-

infectious process.

Cancer of the Sigmoid Flexure.—Necropsy cleared up a

puzzling case in which a man of 21 suddenly developi

dice from retention, and this proved to be tTie result of com-
pression from a tumor which was a metastasis from a large

silent cancer in the sigmoid flexure region. The latter had

given no signs of its presence except intestinal hemorrhage

on two occasions. The diagnosis had been catarrhal jaun-

dice.

Hemorrhagic Purpura from Therapeutic Arsenic Poisoning.

—Labbe and Langlois report the outcome of one of the three

cases recently published by Leredde in which hemorrhagic

purpura developed under neo-arsphenamin (neo-arseno-

benzol) treatment. One case was mild, one subacute and

fatal, and the last one was acute and the young woman died

the tenth day of the purpura. Her blood showed the charac-

teristics of both purpura and hemophilia; the anemia from

the hemorrhages had been reenforced evidently by a hemo-
lytic process. The liver was hypertrophied. The chancre

of the lip and swelling of glands in the neck, with roseola

a month later, were treated with six injections of the neo-

arsphenamin during one month: then an interval of a in. .nth

during which influenza developed; then four injections, each

inducing congestion of the face; then a rest of three week)

and one injection; a rest of two weeks, and then four injec-

tions at intervals of a week or two, each of which was
followed in two hours by bleeding from the gums and nose.

After the last injection this bleeding kept up for a week,

and a few ecchymoses appeared on the legs and a patch of

purpura on the shoulder. ( Ine more injection was then given,

and the bleeding from the

after an interval, and symptoms developed resembling those

of infectious purpura with high fever and death the tenth

day. Fifteen injections of the drug had been made in the

course of five months, the doses ranging from IS to

a total of about 8 gm. Bleeding from the gum
patches of purpura during treatment with neo-arsphenamin

warn to stop the arsenic treatment once ami

In the discussion that followed. Grenet remarked that he

had often noted small hemorrhages from the gums, or hemop-
tysis with previously latent tuberculosis, but he hai

had any serious hemorrhages under this treatment, lie had

iwever, with the frequency of jaundice
nig during the two or three weeks after the neo-

arsphenamin administration. Gamier confirmed this, l.ut in

his experience there was usually an interval of three

months before the apyretic jaundice developed. In all the

cases the jam
plete

Splenectomy for Chronic Jaundice.— In Gilbert's case the

the spleen was
found much enlarged. Since then the jaundice h.i

oped in waves, mosl intense during the colder weather. At

33 the disease had rei

the cholemia varied from 1:1,500 to 1:3,000 II.

ed 22 cm. l.ut the liver v.

I Tt:r it li -. or bradycardia, but the 1.1...,. I was
anemia. The spleen was then

and the hi

turc returned irmal in two months. In

this and in another case the spier..

riical health.

Lyon Medical
128,

I :
'

'h Albuminuri i 4.18.

...us Onset of Gangrene from Embolus. -Gallavardin

woman of 5-1 li.nl Formication and
imps and

By the end of the third week thi

! and in another «

pains were intense. Ascending arterial thrombosis was
demonstrated in the triangle of Scarpa at the amputation,
and at necropsy six weeks later. In this and in two similar

cases an embolus had evidently started the tin.

These experiences warn against delay in amputating in such
cases, or the ascending thrombosis will extend too far for

recuperation to be pos

Treatment of Tuberculosis with Albuminuria. -In Tolot's

case he disregarded the high albumin content of the urine,

and gave every daj the juice expressed from 150 gin

or horse meat, as hi hat this was
the pulmonary tuberculosis of the Landouzy typhobacillosis

type, with recurring hemoptysis and asthma. As the -

health improved under this, the albumin dropped from 1.10

gm. per liter to 0.60, to 0.10 and finally disappeared from the

urine. Diphtheria antitoxin has been known to have a

similar effect. High albuminuria in such cases calls directly

for causal treatment, regardless of the albumin content

..f the urine which some might think contraindicates the

antitoxin or meat jui< e.

Paris Medical
Oct 4. 1919, 9, No. 40

'Progress in Neurology. .1. Camus.—p. 25.3.

'Criminal KesiH.nsil.ilit>'. Laignel-Lavastine.—p. 263.

'Latent Meningitis in Syphilitics. A Sezary. p. 268.

of Spinal Cord Lesions. An. Ire Th mas.- p. 272.

Incapacity from Ulnar Paralysis. J. Levy-Valensi,— p. 277.

Recent Progress in Neurology.—Camus' review co>

last five years, and he comments on the great pi

realized during the war. and the complete revision it has
brought in our knowledge of section of the spinal cord.

Criminal Responsibility.— Laignel-Lavastine begins his

t by repudiating the term "criminal

ibility" and using instead "penal capacity," ant

to the expressions earning capacity and civil capacity. He
tin- from various standpoints, reiterating in con-

that the medicolegal expert does not have to pass

il capacity. All he has to certify to is

I'anormalitc, /.< nocivite, I'impulsivite, Vintimidabilitc el /</ per-

fcctibilite of the accused. It is for the court t

.remises whether- the penal capacity is normal, atten-

r nil.

Latent Meningitis in Syphilitics. --Sezary has modified his

previouslj published view as new facts

have compelled their revision. He now explains the

meningitis revealed by lumbar puncture in syphili

us, hut he emphasizes that it is

ictor in their production. It is merely the ordinary

..f spirochetes and the consequent local degeneration of

Abdominal Wall Sign of Location of Lesion Causing
Spinal Paraplegia. of men with

complete spinal paraplegia thai Ihi the spinal <..r.|

extended much higher than had been surmised from the

symptoms Stud)
of tin- muscles in tie nal wall

and of the del' - in the Sam.

iliai the

limits and gravity of the

Revue de Chirurgie, Paris

38,

•War \\

p

Gunshot Wound of Aorta
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li ; had p i
oiigh the

»-.
1 from it lHc spasm

i : .ili hour, and the blood then poured out and

I
keeps

I i .m in such I

. of Mouth and Throat.
lalignant dis-

11 .1! anesthesia

in his last

ive operations

neck. Local anesth< sia, he

or pharyngectoirrj and is indis-

bronchopulmonai ) distui

irred under local anesthesia in h

so thai lu- is inclined i" attribute these complications to the

thetic irritating the air passages and,

action on the liver, reducing the general defensive

1 Ibservation of a single case under local anes-

the most convincing argument to prove its superi-

riierc is no spectacle more astounding, he remarks,

he patii til er the vast mutilation

up himself from the talile ami star! un

return to liis bed after the two hour or two hour and a half

The last 4 in tl lid m>t even lie down
for an hour during the rest of the day. Four of them

ttion, excision of glands in the neck,

icral anesthesia. The patients havi

hand to allow the operation witho

thi .riii lias to train himself to work
.1' planes in turn and wait-

two for the anesthesia, and not working

the injection. Demarcation of this is

little blue stain to the anesthetic solution,

He a.l m of the jaw or pharyngotomy ; no

r the anesthesia, 11

'

'

rous 01 For the most painful

an illustration

the velum, tonsils and ba

II - and a half
I

r of the tonsil, i I

Inpuinal Hernia. -Burian writ,

large number of hernias that developed during the

d the frequency of relapses after the routit

atment. In tses of relapse of inguinal

operation, the breach was in the

i.itic cord, which it is difficult to

-ml;.. To remedy this, he trains thl

ration with active at

I the abdominal wail., hips and

trengthen the lique in par-

ti at the

aid in this he removes all the

the canal

ir wall with a triple I;

. it through i

if the external oblique, back
fastet ith to Poupart's

1 such a

11 of the

median portion 'I his

spermatic

• ated that it is simple.

and at hernias. The Girard
'.,r only that the muscle with this

the suture threads which traverse and stran-

their vitality in

icnce.

I in s, jour imn i
1 thi Itowl

plane with the humerus, and has !>,'

il u uli ilns method in ti eatmi til in thirl 1 .,

.'I I lu
I left alter 1 ictei si' 1 of tile

shoulder. The immobilization was kepi up rot two month:

and then the shouldei was massaged and tl

« nl. hoi doui lies of the

shoulder. The immobilization was kepi up E01 two
Willi hue results when the deltoid was usable. To save this

11 e. should be the spei ial 1 oncei n of th

;ion.

Restoration of Spongiosa 1 1

Nathan refer to destructi

matic hematoma in the bone anal imii and
mental research has demonstrated, thej say, thai

can repair itself at the expense of the fibrous tissue, the col

lagen oi the Lattei becoming tran formed into prebone tissue

under the infill I tissue

Restoration of the Parenchyma of the Shaft of a Long
Bone. I >r 1 lauli in and Nathan affirm thai the middle layer,

the Haversian layer, of compact bone is the fertile element.

This reacts to trauma and inflammation by a return to an
undifferentiated stage. If the restraining barrier is broken
down, it is capable of proliferating into the adjacent cbn-

nectivi lis m GrafI in thi Fertili layei i 1
1 thi bo

rapid processes of repair. Vs the periosteum is ii

to have been injured in the cases of trauma, slices of con-

nective tissue are generally more readily available, bul

periosteum is preferable on accounl of its two layei . the

loose and the compact to. all

Improved Technic for Artificial Anus. Mali spini remarks
that the usual method of fa tening the loop so that its

blanches lie together like the barrels of a gun. has

disadvantages. The feces are liable to get inn, lb, lowei

branch of the anus which the artificial opening aims to

prevent. This can be avoided by making .1 doubli anus, \n

is made a tingerbreadih above the anterior- uperioi

iliac spine, parallel to the crural arch and iliac crest. Two
T incisions arc then made at righl angles to the firsl

They are 4 or 5 cm. long and -1 cm. apart. The tlap of skin

thus cut on three sides is drawn under the loop of intestine

and sutured to the other lip of the incision, tlnis forming a

Thirty-six or forty-eight hours afterward, the

intestine is divided, and as the whole heals, the two openings
into the bowel an eparated by a distance of 3 or 4 cm. The
rubber bag receptacle for the fecal matters lias two openings
to lit over the twin anus openings, lu fifty cases in which

this "bridge anus" technii In been applied in the last sewn
here have never been any by-effects or mishaps of

any kind, and the terminal bowel has been left completely in

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel

Oct. 9. 191'9, l». No. it

E Deranged Mel tboli m Vlfn 'I Gigon.—p. 15J9.

in Children Paul Lauenei p. 1539.

^Vacuum Apparatu F01 A piration. cai Wild.- p. 1544.

1
1 1 ..oil Vertebra without Injurj

1
I 1551.

w Loffler.- p. 1553. Com 'r

Diseases of Deranged Metabolism. In the course of this

review of his pei onal observation o) cases ol d

metabolism, Gigon remarks that the calorj requirements of

ca mol I" e timated from the requirements

in health One of Ins patients with cancer of gallbladder

and liver lived for eight months 011 600 or 700 calories, and

lo ' ver; much in weight. She weighed 50 kg. to

start with. (Tim ,;., weighing 78 kg., gained

1,000 calories than on a larger amount
1 alories in these cases is a pin:

of the diseasi In obi ity, un n ly qualitatn e modifti ation oi

in om 1
.i

1 desci ibed in which vege-

ind fruit were eaten in large amounts, with stal arj

weight. The woman did not begin to lose weight until the

fruit was dropped and bultcr and three teaspoonfuls of oil

taken instead. It is evident that pathologic qualitative
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changes in the metabolism play an important part in the

metabolism in the obese. The obesity may be of toxi

from alcohol, beer or overeating. This latter form is the

most amenable to treatment, perhaps. Or. the obesity may
accompany or follow some infection. Specific treatment

as for syphilis, or a course of arsenic, may prove more bene-
ficial than dieting. A third group is traceable to endocrine
disturbance, and organotherapy and dieting are called for.

In a fourth gTOup, the central nervous system might be
incriminated; p may accompany obesity. Sym-
metrical deposits of fat in the upper arms, thighs and calves

igin. In a fifth group, the obesity is of

the atonic type, with flabby muscles, and often with edema
at the ankles, slight anemia, and 1.1 1 pressure normal or

below. Treatment in this form has little chance for >i

thyroid treatment brings on heart disturbances. Muscular
exercise must be cautious. A salt-poor diet with little fluids

is usually helpful.

lie declares thai the pathologic condition which i-

the reverse of obesity is as fullj a n as the

latter. To keep the balance in weight, an excess of calories

is required. 4, (Hill instead of 3.000. The same cans.

J

involved as with obesity, but the cerebrum seems to

be responsible for the graver oases of \fag I

he has coined ahaloi ;ucht. The actioi

brain on the metabolism is too often forgotten, and has not

been studied enough. The brain via the liver or other glands
with an internal secretion may derange the meta

ity or its opp.oitc. In the latter

copious drinking has proved very beneficial in cer-

tain cases. Whether this is due to washing out of t

to modifying the connective tissue so that il will take up fat

i to other causes, is still a question. In three women
nied to be an abnormal hydrophilia of the subcuta-

neous connective tissue, with remarkable dryness of the skin

and tendency to chilblains. There was slight imp'

under ai

In referring to diabetes insipidus, be remarks on the

frequency of p i hoses « ith it. I

betes insipidus with cerebral syphilis. , the ease of one
-ut in the diabetes insipidus was

under long continued administration oi

Spoonfuls of cod liver oil. He saw no benefit from strychnin

in his live eases. In the physiology of nutrition, albumin
important role, but disturbances in the metab-

olism of albumin are insignificant, so far a- we know to date.

It is possible that rheumatism, migraine, skin disi i

ictic phenomena may be manifestations of something
in this line. Scurvy, rachitis and i si ila ia i

belong in ibi. category. This 9UggestS treatment by mea-
sures to modify the metabolism.

Aspiration Apparatus. Wild gives an illustrated '

tion oi a simple water jet aspiration apparatus, with loth

d mercur) manometer, designed for low pi

aspiration with the 1 le pressure undei

manometer control. It is especially useful foi

tiou of tie- pleui a, nasal i .i itie

in i tips to in over the tonsil,

Chirurgia degli Organi di Movimunto, Bologna
•

pit) lii K p. 401.

Operative Treatment of Traumatic Aneurysms.
gives an illustrated description oi five casi ol ai

.itter war wounds m which his operatise intervention

clinicalb litions in the circulation.

Iii merely ligated the popliteal vein as ti

a complication ol a suppurating process in the 1.

fracture of the tibia. Gangrene di I the man died

lia a month afterward Suture is preferable to

ligation, especial!) of the "dangerous" arteries (main
popliteal, axillary and humeral). Due man with a

arteriovenous popliteal aneurj m v.a- cured bj

our ligatures ; another by m

of a hematoma at the origin of the ulnar artery, between
damps. B i„ tu

'

e popliteal
in another case, the ted with an embolus.

.hi recovered after amputation.

Resection of Both Feet. Hie
show the extensive wounds lefi b;

both heel regions. He applied the Mikulicz
osteoplastic technic with excelli the man being
able to walk on the front fou

Prosthesis After Osteoplastic Resection of the Foot.—
Serra gives illustrations ot the lescribed in the last
abstract after the man had

I with a con:
which provides ample support for

ire worn just below the tip of , s . The man is

thus made a few inches taller, but there is al solutely nothing
to show a trace of the deformity, the trousers showing noth-

the shoes below, and the man is now able to

well and to dance. Both Camera and Serra regard the

obtained as far superior to those with amputation
above the malleoli, the onl; o hei n iource.

Policlinico, Rome
Julv _•<..

Ghilarducci.—

|

Mancini.—p. 898.
'Syphilis of the Ner - rini.—p. 908.

lies Used in Influenza. Ignaz '.'12.

;.. 918.

Antibacterial Action of the Secondary Rays.—Ghilarducci
experiments which show in the most evident I

trding or suspension of tl i m of bacteria
under the influence of the secondary r;n -. bead, tin and
silver were the most active on the prodigiosus ; CO]

little less, iron still 1-ss. and aluminum had scarcel) any
appreciable action in this line. A thin sheet

interposi I the active raj s. These
confirm his previous statemi I to the bach

nith and silver salts

in the rabbit ,ied the

in that the bai due to

the direct contact with the I

Syphilis of the Nervous System
i remarks that

if it were not for til for the
lis would no

It is remarkable that this affinity of syphilis for the I

"i the form al syphilis,

and gem ed in countries with back-
ilization, although syphilis may be widely prevalent

.lated that in his many trips •

\sia Minor he never met with a cas< of mai
syphilis .

examined. Kill M hi i Minor
moved to Constantim >

in lime :,id the

cerebrospinal fluid normal onl

! in I'd" thai

found this fluid pathologic in 41 pei cent, durit

i hese findii

i in I'd 1 to the waj in which the fluid

normal under arsphenainiu

m cut.

From his own experience and review of the literal

is convinced that thi

no whit inferior to thai lumbar
puncture tci hn
anion-; them lh.it oi an unruly boy of In will

sided, except '

led into giving

latter kind in i

i in. or
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dorsalis may develop From inherited

-in has 'li cribed a ease In a .

52. In conclusion t anestrini refci in which .1 man
ad, with other symptoms of syphilis, hallucinations

irium. Alter .1 week of arsphenamin treatment

hemolytic jaundice developed, and .1- this subsided in two

weeks the hallucinations disappeared and the man was
. health, able to return

intermission lasted foi two years, when delirium 1

am! the man died in .1 few weeks. Canestrn

rile jaundice from retention maj have modified the

i.e. and queries whether it might not be

. therapeutic hemol) tic jaui

01 taurocholate.

Index of State of Nourishment Cerioli divides the

ind accepts the quotient

ishment 1 xacl e

From twelve women 375.

Riforma Medica, Naples

•Treat:

men, S. Dellc Chiaje.

1.-1.1.— p. 762.

I -

E. Aicvoli.

Operative Treatment of Kidney Stones. Nicolich prefei

::> to nephrotomy, for reasons lure enumerated, when
ns permit. He opened the pelvis in thirty-threi oi

iperations on kidneys. The youngest of the patients

was 11.

Rivista di Clinica Pecliatrica, Florence
i

tiv< Growth and Pathologic Anatomy of I

Tuberculosis in Young Children. A. F. I

Localization of Tuberculosis in Children.—Canelli reviews

the necropsy findings in regard to tuberculosis in 1,004 chil-

dren. The findings were pi 6 per cent, and in all

hut 10.8 per cent, the tuberculosis was directly responsible

for the death I tuberculosis could be deti

ituberculous cadavers. Chei oi

calcific'' ns in the tracheobronchial glands

or in the lungs were evidently the primary localization of the

nearly every case, and in every case in infants

under a in only 11 eases was the tuberculosis

group, to

the brain - in 1.9 per cent
, to the inti stini

to the mesenteric glands in 1.9; to the peritoneum in 1.1.

1 5 per cent. In 195, van
intestine and mesenteric glands

lands and meninges in 11.2; bone

meninges 1' .< >
. spli i

-i\ ity had formed in the lung in

20 pei cent, ol the

Rivista Critica di Clinica Medica, Florence
20,

A Martin.—p. 373.

33, p. 385.

Treatment of Rabies at Florence.—The mortality among
entive treatment during 1

;

• nt. In Lu-

from thirty-tw ntries the

44 per cent.

Archivos Brasileiros de Medicina, Brasil

8,

in the Study of the Anatomy and Patl

the Corpus Striatum. I. Malagurta.— p. 481.

i
I

i | l

t aution \... war) with ["hernial Mineral 1
I itmenl of

i " ' p 504.

Myiasis. De Almeida relates that inhalation oi chl

foi m « ill expi
I nd othei lai \ ae thai ha -

1

mouth, ear oi othei

cavity is not infrequent in Brazil. In three ca es among
:

i Ul Hon WOl k( i s in 1913, tl

bj the unsuspected larvae in nose 01 ear suggested menin-
gitis. One man w.e> almost unconscious and could only

groan and puss in-, hands to his head He was treated For

meningitis but died the third day, insl before death expelling

thirty maggots From his nose. There had been nothing, no
discharge from the nose, to Suggest their pri

In a second case the nose was edematous and there was a
fetid <li

''

' the cine. I Indei inhalal ion ol , liloi o

form and rinsing \\ 1 1 1 1 diluted chloroform, over 100 maggots
were expelled, some --till lively, and recovery was complete.
In the third case the larvae could lie seen in the ear and
they were finally driven out by chl form on a cotton pledget
In another case a young woman complained for twelve days
oi headache, dizziness, Fever and vomiting, and there was a

discharge from the nose. (In suspicion of a gono
proo 'In "o e was treated with potassium permanganate
without relief, and finally the nasal discharge showed blood

admixture. Treatment then with chloroform brought over

100 live larvae, but the maggots had destroyed the tissues so

thai the tip of the nose perforated, leaving a disfiguring

defect. In the fifth case described, the man of 411 was Found
ions beside an empty liquor bottle. To rouse him,

camphorated oil was injected and ammonia was held to his

d large larvae then began to crawd out of his nose.

Archivos Espaiioles de Enf. del Ap. Digestivo, Madrid
September, 1919, Ji. No. 9

Surgical Treatment of Stomach Diseasi V. Pauchet (Amiens).

'Gastric Chemistry. K. Luis > Vague.—p. 528.

Surgery of the Stomach.—Pauchet analyzes his experience

with 1,200 operative cases of gastric and duodenal ulcer,

cancer and gastroptosis. Treatment of gastroptosis, he says,

requires the cooperation of the physician, the patient, the

masseur and --of time, as it has to be a regular course of

orthopedics of the abdomen, as with orthopedics of the

limbs. In his 30 cases the attempt to cure the gastroptosis

failed completely in 6 instances. He found that 75 per cent.

oi the gastric cancers were located at the edge of an old

ulcer, and that 80 per cent, of all gastric cancers arc at the

pylorus end of the stomach. His experience confirms the

advantages of gastro-enterostomy two or three weeks before

the gastrectomy. It is better not to wait longer than this

as the cancer may progress too rapidly. With movable
cancers, the operative mortality after gastrectomy averages

5 per cent. He prefers gastrectomy lor gastric cancer even

when it can be only palliative. This raises the death rate to

25 or 30 per cent, hut the postoperative course is better than

v i
no enterostomy, and the survival longer. He

says of operative treatment of gastric ulcer thai extensive

tomy is the preferable treatment, and simple

any or excision of the ulcer alone is advisable only
when there are contraindications to extensive gastrectomy.
He describes in detail the technics be advocati foi

ic conditions in the stomach, defining the indications

for each.

Dissociated Gastric Chemistry.—Luis applies this term to

certain conditions in the secretory functioning of the stomal h

winch he has never seen described elsewhere The gastric

secretion, he explains, is not a simple but a complex activity,

to adapt itself to the conditions prevailing at the

time. Then eem to be usually a constant relation between
the free and hound hydrochloric acid and the total acidity,

but occasionally the free hydrochloric acid is proportionally

much abovi 01 below the usual standard. The total acidity

may be .
[ Figuri bul the proportion between the

lay be very irregular and variable,

and there ma] ia of the so-called nervous type.

The symptoms are those of nervous disturbances, but they
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do not fit into the frame of any special neurosis. They
render the prognosis more fayorable than might otherwise

be the case, as they demonstrate the neuropathic or endocrine

basis, and guide to appropriate treatment.

Brazil-Medico, Rio de Janeiro
Jan. II, 191". t!3. X J. R. I N

Babesiasis and Anaplasmosis in Cattle. H. de Beaurepaire Aragao.

—p. 9.

Acquired Mental Impairment. H. de Rnto Belford Roxo.—p. 10.

Aug J.:. 1919, 33.
Flagellate Parasite in Intestine of Rhinocricus. G. Has

—p. 265.

Analysis of Ga trie Juice. Hello Ribeiro.—p. 265. Begun in No. 33,

p. 257.

Meningitis with Brudzinski's Sign in Child I artado.—

p. 26S.

Gaceta Medica de Caracas, Venezuela
Aug. 31, '-'<•. -\'o. 16

•Hydatid Cyst of the Liver. .1. M. Garcia I'arra.—p. 165; Idem. L.

Rizctti —p. 166.

Hydatid Cyst of the Liver.—Razetti comments on the case

! bj Garcia Parra that it is the first hydatid cyst

known in Venezuela, although hundreds of operativi i

of amebic liver cyst have been recorded, and at 400 nec-

ropsies special search has been made for hydatid cysts, with-

out results. Garcia operated on the assumption that the

cyst was in the ovary. The tumor had been slowly di

ing through five years, and yet had never caused severe

local or general disturbances. The description by Garcia is

not very clear as to the hydatid origin of the cyst, and Razetti

thinks that probably a cystadenoma was mistaken for cchino-

coccus disease, as he has hitherto preached the clinical

dogma that hydatid cysts of the liver or of any organ are

unknown in Venezuela.

Medicina Ibera, Madrid
Sept. 20, 1919, 8, Xo. 98

Cavity in Structure oj B ne. Collar Arias.— p. 213.

Urethroscopy: Technic; Diagnosis and Interpretation of Findings.

Revista del Instituto Bacteriologico, Buenos Aires

Tun 191 !. Ni

Sicili: 213.

Revista Espanola de Med. y Cir., Barcelona
.• No. IS

•The Overvaluation of the Wassermann B mbert.—p. 477.

3 irgery of 1918. J. M. Bartrina Thoma p. 4S2.
' vaccine Therapy of Malta Fever. J. Dura

Overvaluation of the Wassermann Reaction. I

minute clinical examination
relied on for the diagnosis of syphilis. The Wassermann

may fail in the cases in which its aid ts mosl
and we must bear in mind that not every affection in a

syphilitic is necessarily of syphilid* origin, He laj

m the retrospective diagnosis of syphilis by clinical

investigation, organ by organ, and examination of other

of the family. The Wassermann reaction generally

uous when this is done.

Treatment of Wounds.— Bartrina reviews recent pi

n experience in 657 various operations.

An illu en of one young woman with

nl wall. 'I his he with a

nt from the upper pat I ol the e .1 I [<

method thai it i- I g of principles long

cherished in surgery, but that its application requin
•kill and e Itis of Iran si 1 ndental impi irl

1 mpyema F ilm treatment

er hand, is p

rapid, simple and effectual.

Vaccine Therapy in Malta or Undulant Fever. -Duran has
applied \ ao ine therapy in ovei

ibl l.r the pivot for

treatment except when tin- heart and kidneys are the seat of

old pathblogii

during periods of hem •rrhage '

high fever II. gives the ether-killed
ncous injection, usually repeating three or four times, aiming

in the complete immunization.

iity for International Standardization of
Antiplague Serums. R. Kraus.— p. 125.

Influence of Snake Venoms on Coagulation of Blood. B. A. Houssay
and A. Sordelli.— p. 151.

- rider Poison. B. A. Houssav and J.

—p. 1S9.

is Hemolysins. A. Sordelli and G. Fischer.

Advantages of Concentration of Antitoxic Serums by A
Method. A. Sordelli.

Si ake Venoms. Maria Julia Otero.— p. 215.

Revista de Medicina y Cirugia Practicas, Madrid
Septen l -' 1. s. 1569 to 1572

Typhus. D. Amal Ayala.—p. 521.

Pathology of the Skin in relation to Nerve Pathology. E. de Oyar-
p. 55.'.

ic Findings in an Intra-Ocular Tubercle. F. Munoz Urra,

Fei

—p. 421.

Vaccination Against Tuberculo J. Codina I

Siglo Medico, Madrid
Sept. JO. 1919, 68, No. 5452

Ulcer. R. Luis Yagui 789.

Traumatic Shock. J. Se| to cont'd.

. 191". GG. No. 54.55

ins. G. Maraiidit and 1'. Gutierrez. ;>. 809,

ination Again: t 1
' —p. 814.

in No. M.^.
i

'Roentgen Treatment of Hyperti iphied Prostate. J. and S. Ratera.
—p. 816.

Gastric Ulcer.—Luis comments on the frequent ab
actual pain, vomiting and hematemesis with gastric ulcer.

Pain in the stomach with digestive disturbance points to

nicer when it is intense and persisting. \ boring pain is

instructive but is seldom experienced, and then as a rule

only with the so-called callous ulcers or tl plicated

with perigastric inflammation. Vomiting also generall)

ulcer with hyperchlorhydria, and
preeminently those ulcers near the pylorus. In itself, vomit-

l
little diagnostic value.

Pituitary Insufficiency and Diabetes Insipidus.- V.

present evidence t" prove that the cerebro-

luid is a factor in polyuria but not by its chemical
us its hoi n .is some believe but by a

From its high pressure. Among then
its are that normal cerebrospinal fluid 'Iocs not

the output of urine, and neither does injection of this

fluid from a person with diabetes insipidus. No influi

'us was observed after intraspinal injection of

extract. If persons with diabetes insipidus were
subcutaneously or intraspinally with normal cerebro-

spinal fluid instead of pituitarj extract, this would lie further

they say. that the oliguria-inducing hormone does ,

into the cerebrospinal thud, but withdrawal of somi
fluid t" ire favorably modi
insipidus. In one of their <<wn three i ases the output of urine
dropped from 5,600 to lumbar

- fluid; in the second case the output droppi
only ISO gin

spinal fluid, the output ,,f urine would naturall} ii

>pping, aftei withdrawal of a portion. The
• ion is the work ol the pituitary tumor, but in turn

it hampers the functioning of the still funclionalh

portion King up a \

Ferran's Vaccination Against Tuberculosis. -See Madrid
Letter, October -1. p

Roentgen Treatment of Hypertrophicd Prostate.
report *

sidencc of the gland, even when u seemed '" pn

under the i reatment, but that thi

.king through of a

I when the



.//. 1.1

1

i normal <

alone or

side ol

the i ml w hilc the

pi ile to pole.

[ urine I Mowed,
and the

some time The u i

i or twi month, filtered

3, -1 or S mm. of aluminum. In omc cases the)
;

units per fie! 1. w ; '
I iv k fil

ase the intervals had to be two or three months. No
::i the skill \

Mitteilungen aus der Med. Fak. dec Univ. zu Tokyo
i

••

! K tchikawa.

:il>>. T I

I K li

,lu!> -!>. No. 1

Uterus. 1

after I ri in ii.

'.I

. ul.tr Pulse. S. Varaada
li. .ii.i and K. M

Pathogenesis of Epithelial Cancers. — The pri

,
I ichikawa has alreadj Been men-

n these columns. At date of writing i Vpril, 1918)

they had a reci.nl of 16 well defined carcin' n

. .I with tar

ncipient carcinoma had developed, at

ireinoma in a transitional phasi

ire the well defined carcino

6. In only .i instani

iportant prac-

n from their research is obvious, nam
- through the

pment of the epithelium, follicular

ma. and finally carcinoma, and also that the < ti

•nay in time have to yield to encroaching a
:ss and heal. Their

•. that the physiologic epitheliu

rn babe whose chai

:

trained

ling to the training and environment

I he repeated tar applications car

le cell until malignant. The cell once-

malignant cannot return to its former phj

ut it may succumb to the encroachments of connective

Action of Pituitary Extract on the Puerperal Uterus.
• n comprehensive full-page tables of his

pages ol bibliography. Among the

arch arc the warning that

[iver fetal head

portions between the size of the
• atively normal ; and
herwisc the powerful spas.-

' '
'

ui der the indui i

child rapidlj

imperative. As a rule, the success in the

re certain the lower the fetal head

is at the time.

Changes in Mouse Mammary Glands Under Injections of

Scarlet Red. uch more pro-

! in the male than in the female mamma, but

Blood Sugar During Immunization. — The twei

examined showed very little flu he blood

even when the horse was
Icing ui of diphtheria antitoxin. Similar

itiou v. noted in i ihhil • treated with diph-

Consianily Irregular Pulse. Vamada tabulate! the minute
linii al and necropsy, in thii tj i as. s, includ

sections "i the sine auricular node. ! usuall)

but in I e cases it seemed to be
n Fibrosis,

Hospitalslidende, Copenhagen
I 119 ';•:.

M tor Determii
I Com ! 1

thi Residual Rcdui tion R. 1 O. Rasn

Hygiea, Stockholm
Sept. 14 1919, 81, No. 17

nd Their Lo
in ili. Brain S. E. |i 721.

s. pt. 31, 1919 Bl .

Colli Bio Diabel Mi llitu S Lindblora

Polycythemia and Enlargement ol
;: Harald Ohncll p. 761.

Mechanisms for Speech, Music and Calculation. 1 [en i hi n

presents arguments to prove thai some psychic phenomena
form i" a certain extent an independent entity, a p chii

functional i ompl ["bis has an an itomic basis, he explains.

ol certain cortical center- connected i" association

Both anatomically and functionally one complex may
: without influencing any ol the other ci mplexes, He

etc- numerous instances to li iv. the interworking ol thi

p ychic coordinating centers with the lower mechan-
ism and the correlation bel ifferenl compli

\ man may lie aide

i bul is incapable of speak -

rately. From the clinical and anatomii

d hi regard to aphasia, etc., Henscheti deduces

ni phen ol thi brain is chiefly respon

ting into ideas the material accumulated by the

i ts that this more complete development of

phere is an inheriled properl\ He has noticed

ill ancient and modern art that the left half of the skull is

more prominent, as in the sculptured head of the

i'oung Augustus. Comparison ol sculptured heads

prominence of the left half of the skull testiiics to

the sculptor's having worked from a living model. It is

important from the standpoint of physiology and 1

lie add,, io determine whether this hypothesis is correct. In

conclusion he reiterates that study oi aphasia and similar

complexes allows us a glimpse directly into the mechanism
ol the mind, and offers a promising field for reseach on the

life.

Sugar in the Blood in Diabetes.—Lindblom theorizes thai

cemia to i certain extent is a useful phenomenon in

It serves to wain the sugar-forming and thi

".ins that formal ion ol near must lie reduced

or i lie destruction accelerated to .ton ipproximatc

["hi organ gradually become less sensitive to the

cemia, while the ability of the kidneys to eliminate

sugar grows less. The urine may be freed from sugar on a

nol in spite of the hyperglycemia but thanks to

this. But, of course, hyperglycemia is injurious on the

thai effort to keep it down are indicated, and
avoidance ol carbohydrates is rational.

Svenska Lakaresallskapets Handlingar, Stockholm

End of the I.

Fractures of the Forearm.—Troall reproduces eighty-one

howing the three main groups of fractures

of the i .i the wrisl He disi usses the mei

in each type and the treatment, and emphasizes the differ-

etween the i ompleted

ion and those in which ossification processes arc still

under way. His article is based on 200 cases personally

d and followed, and he compares lii.i findings with
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DEFECTS IX THE TEACHING OF
PATHOLOGY, AND THE LAY

PROFESS* )R

DOUGLAS SYMMERS, M.D.
boratories, Bellevue and Allied Hospitals; IV I

Pathologic Anatomy, Bellevue II ispital M

NEW YORK

Pathologic anatomy has to do with the structural

rearrangements brought about by disease; and that

individual who approaches the interpretation of any
problem in medicine without a comprehensive knowl-

of the normal and altered architecture of

tics concerned, is poorly equipped for his task.

The converse is equally true, namely, that individual

ivho confines himself to the study of patl

anatomy without attempting to bring it into h;

with the signs of altered function is intellectually blind

i eye.

THE CAUSE FOR DEFECTS I X THE TEACHING
OE PATHOLOGY

It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that in this

country the teaching of pathologic anatomy is wofully

. exce] t. perhaps, in isolated instances. There
position in certain quarters to shoulder the blame

on the medical schools, and at first glance the strii ture

appears to be merited. As a matter of truth, I venture

pinion that the responsibility lies elsewhere. In

New York State, where one rarely seeks in vain for

of the Xew World's progress, the regulations

governing the distribution of un< laimed bodies i

as might be expected in a community of a

obstructionists in the face of which it is proposed to

finance a project to make Xew York City the medi< al

center of the world! Unfortunately for this plan, the

centralization of medical thoughl and action is a prob-

lem li ss simple than that of the i tcpenditure of money,
A medical center must he that place which furnishes

the greatest opportunities for the exposure of •

inatomic nakedness, and certainly there i- little

promise of this in any city which consigns tl

majority of it- unclaimed dead to a trench in
|

field, where they are abandoned to an end which has

nothing to do either with our respeel for death nr with

our regard for the right- of the living. I hi

exists in many American centei of population. In

it i- impossible for the schools to

sei ure necropsies in number suffii ienl for the teai hing
ol pathologic anatomy on a scale commensurate with
its importance. The subject cannot be taught outside

ropsy room any more than botany may be

studied to best advantage without resort to the things

that grow in the fields. The demonstration of museum
preparations or of organs more or less freshly removed,
while useful, conveys only a tithe of the meaning of

pathologic anatomy.
I he medical schools cannot be expected to -end their

graduates into action prepared to harmonize anatomic
with clinical findings when it has never been impressed
on them by other than the shallowest sort of precept

that such correlation is essential to the interests of the

sick, to the accuracy of vital statistics, and to their own
intellectual well-being. Few intern- come to us at

Bellevue Hospital prepared, for example, to explain

the physical signs of croupous pneumonia on the basis

of the naked eye and histologic change- in the lung:
and how many of these young men. most of them
earnest and anxious student-, would anticipate a stric-

ture at the isthmus of the aorta when, on lifting the

breast plate at necropsy, the distended internal mam-
mary arteries are brought into view?

\- bearing specifically on this phase of medical edu-
cation. I addressed a questionnaire to the residenl staff

;it Bellevue Hospital. Fifty replies were analyzed.
liny came from graduates of twenty -ix different

schools in fifteen different stale- < If the fifty intern-,

twenty-nine (58 per cent.) had never performed a
single necropsy previous to receiving the degree in

medicine ; twenty-one i 42 per cent, i had n

at a necropsy, and nineteen ( 38 per cenl i had neither
performed nor assisted at the performance of a

necropsy. < if twenty-one who had performed necrop-
sies before graduation, eleven < 52 per cent. ) acted in a

voluntary capacity, so thai of the fifrj graduates only
ten, or 20 per cent., had performed necropsies as part

of their training for the degree in mi nd these
were doni in hopelessly insufficient numbi i

< if the

fifty, all had witnessed necropsies, it is tru

these were provided by the schools as part of the

requjred course in pathology, but attendance on by far

the greater number was voluntary.

There was a time, -till remembered by the older

ition of physicians, when the state was obsti-

nate in its refusal to legalize

unclaimed bodies itional purposes. The
objection was an emotional one—that dissection i- a

i hools were accused of body snatch-

i \ student of

medicine was viewed askance as a sort of skulking
felon who was unabashed either by the darkness
of the i hurchyard or th

hum of dissection was finally brought

after numerou- long and bitter fights. In IVim-vI-

vania, if I mistake not, the contest v id won
li>, the late William S, Forbes, the militant prof

of anatomy in Jeff< rson Medii al < olli gi . but onlj
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he had been systematically vilified !>y press, pulpit and

populace.

OBJKI I
I

'- l" NECROPSIES FOR EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSl S

In the new order of things, however, dissection ol

tlu- dead was soon accepted as .1 1

tion to suppress it now would be received as an

indication of enfeebled mentality. Nevertheless, there

still is a (loop prejudice in this country againsl the per-

formance of necropsies for educational purposes tn

various parts of continental Europe the people have

long sin nvinced that postmortem in

tion is a rice, an acl to be consummated for

the welfare of humanity. It is takon as much as a

matter of course as is scholastic dissection in this coun-

try al the present moment. It seems nevei to enter

any one's head to object, although the continental laws

specifically provide that tl on shall not be done

isition be registered by the family. En this coun-

try, on the other hand, necropsy -till is all too often

.111 insult to the dead- a view Founded

partly on sentiment and derived partly from igno

Respect for the presence of death is deep in every one

of 11-. In my own experience in the necropsj 1

have yet to witness a single act which could be con1

strued as a sign of desecration. In seeking

from responsible relatives, a declaration to the effect

that postmortem investigation is a dignified ceremony

—

mutilation—and that the examination will be

ted in a spirit of reverence for the dead, often

suffices to elicit a sympathetic response. Even among
the more intelligent, such an explanation will he reas-

suring, but among the less intelligent it should never

he withheld and should be emphasized by ever} Force

available.

In another and large group of cases, consent is

supposititious religious interdi< tions.

I
the Jew- the belief that the Mosaic laws forbid

ning of the body after death is 50 widely preva-

lent that it seldom 1} one to question it. As

a matter of fact, the Jewish religion interpc

objection, and the Jew who denies permission does so

of his own election and not because hi- creed would

otherwise he disregarded. He may not he aware of the

truth of this -tateineiu any more than the Christian i-

aware of many thing- in hi- religion. In one of the

lewish hospitals in the Middle West, t!

tion of religious objection was met by the superinten-

dent, who invited the heads of the Jewish community

the matter with him. The importance of

ation of the body after death was explained to

them, and it was related that certain of their coreligion-

ion on the ground that the

tioned by ecclesiastical law.

Many of the rabbi- present were of the same opinion,

but tl.- en under advisement, and, at a

irted that diligent

winch forbade the

ter death.

formidable opposition to necropsy i- to

ng the distribution of the

unknown dead. Particularly i- this true of New York
..initio-, notably Pennsylvania,

Illinois, Ohio and Louisiana, the laws are mon
In Pennsylvania, all unclaimed bodies pa-- into the

keeping of the Mate Anatomical Hoard, which appor-

tions them in 1 he several medical colleges for purposes
of dissection, and, in certain instances, to the hospital

pathologists for instruction by necropsy. In the Phila

delphia General Hospital, the chief resident phj ician

informs me that there i- a yearly average of about 300
unclaimed bodies. In the summer month-, when the

medical school- arc 1 losed, the Slate \uatoniieal Board
to the hospital pathologists the right of post

• lortem investigation in _'5 per cent, of the unclaimed
ind in 35 per cent, during the winter, the I'eiin

sylvania law requiring that ever) medical student shall

have personally participated in at lea-t -even necropsies
he i- entitled to receive hi- degree. In Illinois

the unclaimed bodies art' cared for by the Demonstra-
tors' Association. At the took Count) Hospital in

t hicago, Di Fred H. Stangl, the re idenl path 1

tell- mo that there are about '''i" unclaimed bodit

every year. The hospital ha- an arrangement with the

Demonstrators' Association by which such bodies to

the number oi from 200 to 27? are given each year to

the hospital pathologists for purposes of instruction by

y. From the Charity Ho pital in New Orleans,

Dr. Duval write- that about 1,000 dead are unclaimed

every ye;ir. Each body at the end of twenty four hours
Incomes automatically a subject for necropsy or dis-

section, depending on arrangements mutually agreed
on by Tulane University and the hospital authorities.

In < 'bio the law- are equally liberal. Any individual

who die- in a hospital, and whose body i- unclaimed at

1
1

end of thirty-six hour-, automatically become- a

F01 examination by the accredited pathologist

to the institution, and the pathologist is entitled to

retain such organs as he may desire for purposes of

teaching or research. Under the provision- of this

law. Dr. Woolley at the Cincinnati General Hospital

tells me that he secures, on an average, 150 necropsies

on unclaimed bodies every year.

In New York State things are different. For exam-
ple, during the year 1918, in the city of New York
alone. 7._'4.- unclaimed bodies passed through the mor
tnary lan increase of 400 over the previous year, din

to the pandemic disease which raged during 1918) and

every one of this tremendous number was buried in

potter's field without the legal right of necropsy or dis-

section of any description, with the exception of 715,

which were given into the hand- of the Anatomical
Hoard for the use of the medical schools. In Bellevue

il alone, between 800 and 1,000 bodies aie

unclaimed every year, and forty-eight hours after death
every one of these passes automatically into the cus-

todianship of the commissioner of public charities, who
i- charged with their burial in potters' field.

"living" pathologv.

An ingenuous method of dissolving the difficulties

of teaching pathologic anatomy was recently pro

led by one of our surgical interns al Bellevue

Mo pital in an anonymous document which he

or i an -I to '"' DO ted. on the bulletin board. The copy

which follow- is a true one, faithful to the charm ol

riginal. It is an excellent illustration of the

e for the broader training of medical students

in pathology

:

Food for Thou'.hi

Why is it that so many physicians will get up in the

middle of the night and travel mill I i a postmortem

examination, and yet. many oi th men. in then

minds, will co ternal oblivion the very thought oi

taking the elevator to the fifth flooi of this building where
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they can witness several operations every day. each of which
will demonstrate the same changes produced by disease in

living tissue before they are obscured by terminal results?

Since the sponsor of this implied protest is

unknown, 1 am quite unable to say whether the sen-

timent is original or whether the protestant is a disciple

of that distinguished Philadelphia surgeon who, in a

paper embodying certain observations on what he
terms "living" pathology, closes with the delightfully

naive decision that "only by standing al the ell

the surgeon . . . can the internist hope to attain

proficiency in diagnosis and proper conception of
treatment . . .

!" Parenthetically, is not all pathol-

ogy "living," i-- there such a thing as "dead" pathology
- i< it not true that all pathologic phen
cease with death? 1> there a "living" and a "dead"
physiology? As a matter of truth, pathology and phy-
siology are mated, anil both are living—the 01

tu do with normal and the other with perverted func-
tion. The study oi diseased tissue- after death is but
an attempt tu arrive at an intelligent explanation of

digressions which were presenl during life. The
practice of representing pathology tu medical students
as something which has to do with the dead rather than
with the living is pernicious.

THE SURGEON AND THE PATHOLOGIST

There are surgeons that are accomplished patholo-

gists. It is tu Ik- feared, however, that the a

surgeon is ill prepared tu instruct tin- internist in other

than manipulative procedures. Indeed, if a knowledge

of pathology were mure prevalent among the ordinary

run of surgeons and even among certain surgeons of

exalted rank, the pathologist would less often he i ailed

to the operating room to make a frozen section for

the "rapid diagi osis," let us say, of breast tumors. The
better trained surgeon knows the naked eye

appearance of the benign tumors of the breasl and
their differentiation from the malignant, lie also

knows, fur example, that adenofibroma of the breasl

a precursor of carcinoma, that nut uncommonly
an apparently innocent adenofibroma
of cancer onlj after the microscopic examinal

removed at different levels, and that the neces-

sarily hurried and almost uniformly improper fixation

of tissues fur diagnosis by frozen section is dangerous.
In fact, it was taught by < >rth, I believe, thai the only
really safe method oi excluding malignant changes in

ircumstances is by serial section of the entire

growth; and this, of course, is rarely practicable.

.ii n] -b -
1
ink! be multiplied beyond thi

of this paper. Certain it is that the rapidly pi

frozen eals nothing of imn
i- iiu! detc table by the properly trained naked eye

at a saving of time which i- valuable t" the anesthe

tized patient. It is nui tu be understood that the naked

eye interpretation of breast tumors and similar lesions

is without its pitfalls; but the microscopic pronounce-
i malignancy in rapidly prepared frozi

timis, while it may impress tin- visiter tu the clinic, i~

seldom of further value, although it dues plan- a bur-

die pathologist in tin- evenl oi mistake; and
diis. from the standpoint of tin surgeon, i- nut without

rl However true all this ma) be. it i~ far from
my remotes! desire tu deer) tin teaching oi pathology

by the u-e of tissues freshly removed at operation or

by the observation of change in th< living body. The
i- a splendid one, all.

> it oi such limited appli-

cation to general medicine that the internist who coii-

in. es his inquiries in pathology to the peregrinal
the surgeon's elbow will find himself searching, as it

were, for a put of gold at the foot of the rainbi

THE LAY PRO!

In addition, however, to inadequate facilities for the

teaching of pathologic anatomy, there are other defects

to be found in certain American schools of medicine
and all of them bear directly on pathology. For exam-
ple, there are schools in this country in which the

teaching of physiology and of physiologic chemistry is

entrusted to men who have received no systematic
training in medicine- masters of arts or doctors of

philosophy or of science. The consequence is that

the student is apt to gather the impression that these

subjects are only remotely related to practical medicine
— that they constitute a sort of mental hurdle to be

leaped and left behind as soon as possible, not neces-

sarily because the nonmedical professor in the medical

school is lacking in abstract knowledge <<i the subject

which he is delegated to teach, but because, in the

absence of a broad training in theoretical and prac-

tical medicine, his sense of proportion, his appreciation

of relative values, his perspective is ill adjusted to the

remainder of the curriculum and to the labyrinth of

medical problems beyond the classr n. Some-
times it happens, also, that the chair of pharma-

is filled by a man whose education does
not include a composite training in medicine. In

these circumstances the questionable proprii

selecting such a teacher finds little extenuation in

the fact that pharmacology occupies a placi

ondary importance in the curriculum, It is nunc the

less strictly a medical subject .and should be taught

by medical men. Moreover, there are at least two
representative schools in this country in which the

chair of anatomy ir tilled by men neither oi whom
holds a degree in medicine. Both, it is true, are

scholars oi caliber. Hut anatomy, it seems tu me.

should be taught by some one who at every turn is able

to point out tu the student the application oi anatomic
- i In in al nudicine and surgery. At Gu) 's .and. if

I mistake nut. in other London schools, anatomy i>

taught by men who are qualified for surgical rank.

neli's ate man student i

practical instruction and the surgical Staff is recruited

from masters of anatomy. In an occasional Amer-

ican school the effort tu effect a liaison between

anatomy and surgery is attempted bj special lec-

tures; but, in the majority of teaching institu-

tions, the interval is never bridged, and the

-indent leaves the dissecting room in consid

doubt as to the application oi the multitudinous facts

which have been crowded on him. The teaching of

embryology commonly i- left tu instructors few
.

of whom .are capable of vitalizing the intimacy

between it and pathology, notably in the vast domain
of tumors. The teaching oi hi all too often

entrusted tu an assistant with the alphabetical distinc-

tion uf a bachi in arts or scien< e, thus lea\

ing another gateway tu pathology guarded by an

extramural sentinel. Small wonder is it that so many
slip through who do nut know the meaning

Stnil tur.al ill
: aid a vein

and how m. ii just such apparent!) simple

knowledge as tin- invoked, almost

would sei in. tu Inlp clarify th<
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the teacher of histology confide to the student tin-

merest intimation of the importance of the elastic tis-

sues of the aorta in the genesis of aneurysm, and the

association is likely to be stored away in anticipation of

that day when hi> knowledge of aneurysm shall have

acquired concrete form and practical significance. < >tli

erwise, the student is tempted eithi t that

the aorta lias any elastic fibers or to wonder why
Nature should have gone to the trouble of placing

tltcm there.

Then comes the course in pathologic histolog)—the

pons asinorum of the curriculum, in crossing which

the student wonders all the while by wh
nary combination of circumstances the micro

. mid possibly have to do

with the problems of bedside medicine. Later, he is

taken to the museum and to him are demonstrated a

number of relies, or, in the more highl) favored

schools, he is permitted to look on collections oi dis

colored or partly decomposed viscera removed at

necropsy a week before, and again he wonder- why
experience still leaves him in confusion.

In this wise it is broughl aboul that in the the most

impressionable years of his training the student is pre-

sented with subjects of enormous importance, but the

presentation is made to him in such a fashion that he

cannot fathom the relationship that they hear to one

another or to clinical medicine. In New York State,

to make matters worse, he is permitted at the i

:

-tic year to take the licensing exam-

inations in the elementary branches—anatomy, phys-

chemistry, etc.—passing which he feels that a

is been lifted from his neck and that, like other

of suffering, he is now entitled to forget them
and to seek elsewhere for ha] i

mences the study of the so-called practical branches

almost completely bereft of that most valuable working
>f all—an anatomic conception of disease, with-

out which the philosophy of medicine finds itself in

t conflict with the sophistry.

or in the medical

disinclined to till his assistantships with young
ins who. potentially at least, arc better qualified

h a strictly medical subject than is the head of

the department himself and who. as they
• to command no small degree of attention from

the students. The student reasons that if these brant hes

lical knowledge, the import of which he has so

ribed in the superlative, arc taught

by men of academic training, then, indeed, there

be some element of exaggeration in the tales

which have been brought to him of their ponderous
• medicine. Perhaps the argument is

but at least it has the merit of being

n.

The dangei ere. The lay professor,

sing the necessity for correlating the teach-

with that of the more strictly prai

the temptation to

ental knowledge which he has

red in his travels with the medical caravan. In

•nt not uncommonly is mi-informed

at a period of development when his mind is receptive

to impressions rather than capable of directive thought

,

and the eradication of mental weeds often is a f

difficult problem than that of their implantation.

Finally, it i- significant not only that the lay mem
of the medical faculty, by virtue of their votes

and influence, participate in shaping the policy of

which they are accredited, bul a1 o thai

tin) of the entii e system of medical edui ation

i- thus partially given into then keeping. Even now
there at : ysicians thai profess to see in this

an explanation of the present disposition on the pari

of certa to ovet empha i: e the impoi tarw e of

laboratory procedures. This tendency, whi< h is be.com

re pronouni d I ich war. appeal- strongly to

my tesl w In. h

an easy approach to the solution of any problem, or

which promises a division or evasion of responsibility,

ii i kindly reception. Whether its creden
tials are written in the language ol i in that

of pseudoscience appeal to make little difference. It

panders to laziness, which i- man's most easily a

ible weakness.

Till'. GRANTING OF HICHI IN

OIC VI. i ! BJ I I i

There are also those ihat see anoth -i- m mace refte ted

from the same source of influence. For example,
I American universities are committed to the

policy of granting higher academic degrees in pathol-

ogy, bacteriology, psychiatry and other subjects

whose application belong- wholly or largely to the

field of medicine. Bacteriology in it- commercial or

agricultural aspects is an obvious exception. In one
of the great American universities, the degree of i' 1 "

tor of Philosophy is given in psychiatry and carries

with it instruction to the effect that psychanalysis is

applicable to the treatment of the feebleminded. It

i- a striking illustration of the fact that psychanalysis is

a therapeutic explosive which is at once too valuable
and too dangerous to be entrusted to amateurs in

psychopathology.

CONCLUSM
I I aultfinding, unless it be undertaken with a view-

to constructive suggestion, is at best. 1 presume, a
doubtful virtue. In this paper I have ventured to

register two complaints—one has to do with the selec-

nonmedical men to teach medical subjects. The
means of correction suggest themselves. It would lend

to overco'"" the difficulty if the universities indulged
in fewer architectural extravagances- -if they exhibited

less magnificence in the matter of buildings and more
munificence in the form of salaries. I he problem is one
which strikes at the root of our system of university

education, for, with the ceaseless expansion of indus-

try, corporations are calling for trained men. and many
re [Hind who otherwise would elect an academii care I

but who cannot sacrifice financial emolument to intel-

lectual pursuits. For the same reason the medical

cannot hope to attract and hold medical men
as laboratory teachers at a wage which i- incompatible

with decent living, when consultations beckon with

tips of gold.

2. The other complaint concerns the prejudice

nut using the bodies of the unclaimed dead for pur-

poses of education by necropsy. The remedy is appar-

ently one of legislation. The making or changing of

anatomic acts i- not an easy matter, although it is to

bi recalled that the older anatomists prevailed against

odd- which were terrifying, and our task would appear

to he somewhat simplified by their accomplishments.
That -tale which countenances dissection of

unclaimed bodies for educational purposes could not,

without being inconsistent, deny the legalizati in of
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necropsy on the unknown dead for the promotion of
medical progress, although consistency in such affairs

is a somewhat independable quantity. Assuming, how-
ever, that it would he practicable to reconstruct exist-

ing laws governing the distribution of the unclaimed
dead. I believe that amendments should provide, among
other things, that if a patient without friends or rela-

tive- requests that hi- body he not touched in the event

of death, his wi-hes are to he respected. If the rela-

tives of a person dying in a hospital or elsewhere are

unable to provide for burial and request that the bod)
- ft unclaimed he nol touched, their wishes are

likewise to he respected. If a patient he admitted to a

hospital in an irrational or unconscious state and
remain so, his body, in the event of death, although
unclaimed, is to be untouched if for no other reason
than that, in his last illness, the deceased was given 1:0

opportunity to express a desire as to the disposition

of hi- remain-. In addition, the law should make it

more than ever mandatory oh the hospital to exercise
every precaution accurately to record the location of

responsible relatives at the moment of the patient's

admission, to investigate every available clue should
the patient die. and to leave the remain- intact if it he

established that such relative- exist but are nol

sible. In every case, at least forty-eight hour- should
elapse before the body is legally declared abandoned,
and the hospital should be allowed to extend this limit

if delay i- deemed desirable in the interests of those

who appear to have been forsaken in death.

THE TREATMENT OF PERITONITIS*

GEORGE W. CRILE. Ml)
1 1 1 VELAND

After exhaustion or shock due to the condition for

which operation is performed: after starvation from
cancer or obstruction ; after hemorrhage from perforat-

ing ulcer-, rli-., or following the physiologii <

baiue produced bj an operation itself—for instance.

on of the stomach, of the gallbladder, of the

intestine, etc. tin- mosl common danger incident to

abdominal operations i- infection. In civilian surgery,

the principal sources of abdominal infection are the

appendix, the gallbladder, the tube-, ulcer-, or the

operation it-elf; while in military surgery, in!

may he due to missiles, clothing, or tin contents of

the hollow viscera especially the last.

It follow- that a consideration of method of pre-

vention and treatment of abdominal infection ha- a

direct bearing on every type of abdominal operation.

The scheme of treatment to be presented is based on a

total experience in all types of operations of my col-

leagues I >r. F. I.. Bunts, Dr. W. E. Lower and Dr.

II G Sloan, my associates at Lakeside Hospital and

myself, including 13,145 laparotomies among which

320 operations for appendicitis ; 1,261 opei

on the stomach and intestine; 1,289 gallbladder opera-

trans, and 1,><M operation- mi the female pelvii

By the general management to be outlined in tin- paper,

our mortality in all abdominal operations ha- been

decreased 33V& per 'nit,; in acute appendix opera-

tions alone, the reduction in mortalit) h:

per 1 int.

Fore thi

Dtogiau, 1 n.. innati, Sepl

The presence of infection is readily determined by
two characteristic groups of symptoms—general and
local. The general symptoms -accelerated pulse and
respiration, raised blood pressure, increased tempera
ture and rapid loss of strength and weight—indicate

the presence of some acid-forming activation. On
the other hand, the local symptoms—pain, tenderness,

distention, muscular rigidity intestinal pare-i vomit-
ing—indicate the protective response of tin- organism
to the bacterial invasion it- efforl to secure immobili-
zation in order thai the spread of the infection ma\
be inhibited. Thi- increased activation of the organ-
ism in it- self defense against the infection, ami the

acid- formed by the infection added to those due to

chronic diseasi . b) so much lower the resistance 1

patient.

prime problem of abdominal infection, there

fore, 1- tin- same as the prime problem of abdominal

surgery in general -the reduced resistance and mount

-

idosis of the patient.

These facts point the way to the two prime requi

sites in treatment : (1) the conservation of the remain-

ing energy in the body against further depletion, and

(2) the neutralization and elimination of the super-

abundant waste product-. In the abdominal case in

which immediate operation is not imperative, the vital-

ity of the patient may be increased b) obvious meas-

ures—diet, fresh air, and above all rest and sleep,

until a favorable condii 1 ration i- obtained.

In the soldier with perforated intestines, however,

and in the starved civilian patient with partial obstruc-

tion, or with acute infection, operative measures can-

not be postponed. In these cases the administration bj

rectum of a 5 per cent, solution of -odium

with 5 per cent, glucose, and an immediate transfusion

of blood may effect a sufficient restoration for the oper

atioii. or at lea-t for thi first -e.mee of a twi

operation under strict anociation —nitrous oxid-oxygen

1. local anesthesia, and the minimum amount
of manipulation required to complete the operation

. or

in grave situations to make a sufficient anatomic adjust-

ment to save tin- patient until an interim of ri

restoration ha- sufficiently increased hi- vitality to per-

mit the performance of the -ecotld and niajoi stage of

the operation.

A- for the technic of tin- operation, whether it be

performed in om or two stages; whether it be the

removal of an appendix or gallbladder, re ection of

the stomai h 01 colon, remo\ al of tumors of tin

or uterus, or, in the wounded soldier, the repair of

intestinal rent- pr perforations, every step should be

under complete anociation nitrous oxid oxygen anes

thesia or analgesia, supplemented by ether only when
1; 1- necessary to secure increased relaxation during
the exploration, procain infiltration, gentle inanipul.i

tions and -harp dissection,

I Ik I nil- in the alio. i. 1 1 • . 1 li. ainieiit of

abdominal infection, therefore, are:

1. Nitrous 1 ixid 0x3 yen.

2. Anesthetized in< ision.

3 Vci 1 hi opt ration to diminish both

and -ii

-). Ail. quati

vet tin- > ntin abdomi n,

down n'.cr the Mile-.

7 hue ]„ r cent, sodium bicarbonate, »iili
:

;i tap, ' ontim
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B Pr im.it > stomach, repeated onlj if indi

cated. (It will rarely be indicated if anociation is complete.)

9. From 2,500 to 3.000 c.i ol physiologii sodium chlorid

solution admin islj everj twent) four hours

until the pei

10. Morphia hypodermically until the respiratorj ran- is

reduced t<- from 10 to 14 per minute, and held to this rate

until danger is past. It should be noted, however, that

morphin ' in a streptococcus peritonitis.

By emplcn ing w iter, bol hin, the

the patient almost at will. I he con-

as marked by the changes in the

particular, is dramatic. Morphin
te, decreases the peristalsis of

the intestines, in and secures ph
• eep, the prime means of recuperati

Tinier this combination of the ai < peri-

tonitis with the anociated operation, my assoi •

Lower and 1 have performed 40"* consecutivi

:ions for acme appendicitis with or without generalized

peritonitis without a death.

1021 Prospect Avenue.

SUPERIMPOSED CAVITIES, Till-: POS-
SIBLE CAUSE OF CRACKED

POT SOUND*

JOSEPH WALSH. M.D.

PHILADELPHIA

Cracked pot tympany (bruit de pot fele of Laennec)

is 50 well known to clinicians that a special description

i- unnecessary. It was first called attention to by

. and in 18( - illy described

by Walshe 1 that nothing has been added since. It is

found over the following conditions:

Pulmonary cavities. ' teler* says "only over toler-

ably large cavities with thin wall-": Fowler and God-
operficial cavity with slightly yielding walls and

free bronchial communication, the mouth being open
at the time; Cornet 1

in Nothnagel's Practice, cavities,

Uy at the apex communicating by a narrow
orifice with an pen bronchus.

Pleural effusion (skodaic cracked put. though ordi-

mpany or hyperresonance is much more com-

isional cases of pneumonia when the consolida-

tion is at its height.

of bronchitis, especially in children.

Normal lungs of crying children during expiration.

Cornet mentions relaxed or infiltrated or tubercu-

pneumothorax.
'. .an he produced by filliping the

cheek with the mouth open, or striking the hack of the

ly folded across each other, against the

ntained air being forced out abundantly
lickly between the lingers at each blow, or by

tilling the hand with coins, shutting it tight enough to

allow only a slight space for the coins to move, then

shaking the I

-. U, S. Amv.
Ho^pr

1. Walshe: Disease* of the Lung?, I

1860.
iplc? ami Practice of Medicine, New

York.
1. Fo» - Lung., New Y'.rk, Longmans,

Green 8c Co. 1898 r-

I if-ha of Prac-

l>. 4^4.
< Sa v m, Phila-

delphia. W. B. Sa-mders Company. 1905. p. 158.

It i- commonly thought that the larger the cavity,

and llu' nearer to the anterior wall, the more likelihood

of it-- production \tt we often see cavities of the

size immediately underlying the surfa

producing it. so that these circumstances alone do no)

explain it. Walshe states that in a case showing it, it

will cease to he produced it the mouth and nose he

closed, though percussion will still show tympany, lie

contends that the fair interpretation of this fad
to he that the sudden rush of air from the cavity out

w.nd. produced by the forcible blow on the yielding

n, the ordinary open state of the mouth and
nose, hut completely prevented bj iheir closure, is the

r.-al cause of the pi i

li ha-, therefore, been
considered necessarj tor the cavity to connect freely

with bronchi, thi reby allowing the air in the cavity to

he expelled Ereelj and instantly. Net we often find

ai necropsy large cavities apparently connecting freely

with large bronchi without the sound having hern pro

duced (Case 439, P. S. Army General Hospital

Xo. 17).

It has also been asserted that it depends on the colli-

sion of liquid ami air in the cavity; hut Walsh-

on to cavities which with fluid did not produce it

and without fluid did produce it. In addition, in the

cheek there is no fluid to explain it.

It i- ordinarily stated, therefore, that thi pathology
condition- producing it are a large cavity communi-
cating freely with a bronchus, and relaxation of the

pulmonary tissue.

De< I, 1918, Case 296 at General Hospital Xo. 17

•-'lowed cracked pot in the tir-t interspace near the

sternum on the left with dulness to the fourth inter-

space. 1 >e ember 5. it showed ordinal}- tympany in the

first interspace and cracked pot in the third interspace
1

' •_• inches from the sternum. A diagnosis of two
cavities was made. The roentgen ray, however, showed
the appearance of four cavities, two superimposed on
two others.

I he possibility was suggested that the double cavity

might have some influence in the production of -

pot, and further case- were sought. Onl) oik- (Case
17) was found. This manifested cracked pol in the

first interspace on the left, and the roentgen ray showed
again the appearance of two cavities superimposed.
This patient i- still li\ ing.

Subsequent examinations of ('a-e 296 revealed the

cracked pot tympan) sometimes in one and ' m
in the other of the two previously mentioned places

and sometimes absent in both. For instance, December
11, there was ordinary tympany between the first and

I ribs, and dulness between the third and fourth.

When present, the cracked pot sound could he elicited

I'.h with the mouth open and with it closed, though

itisfactorily when open. Closing of the na al

passages was not tried.

mber M*. this patient died. The necropsy dis-

not four cavities, but three, pel 50 situated that

the first underlay the second and the second the third.

: extended from the apex to the second rib, the

I From the first to the third rib, the third from

ond interspace to the fourth rib. In other words,

only three cavities were present, they were so

that in the two situations in which cracked pot

sound occurred, there was a part of a cavity superim-

posed on another. < >n the strength of this finding, the

conclusion was reached that the superimposing of cavt-

y, at least, aid in the production of cracked pot
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sound, and investigations were made by artificially

introducing cavities into the removed lungs of animal-.

It was found that percussion of two inflated bladders
tied so as to prevent the escape of air, either introduced
into an animal's lung, or placed over one another out-

side, gave tympany, but not cracked pot. In other
words, communication with the air is evidently neci

sary; the mere rattling of cavities on one another is

not sufficient. An open trachea was percussed both

within and without the lung, and found to produce i:

.

though not so typically as occasionally heard; two open
tracheas, however, superimposed produced the

exquisitely.

The application of these tacts to it- occurrence in

pneumonia, above a pleural effusion, and in crying

children, affords a more satisfactory explanation than

the one usually offered, namely, relaxation of the lung.

In pneumonia, the tissue is consolidated around the

bronchial tubes. ><> that they act practically like super

imposed cavities, sometimes open, sometimes occluded,

(inly in the former event producing the cracked pot

sound. Above a pleural effusion th< normal lung !s

compressed about the bronchial tube-, and since there

is no secretion to occlude them, the sound i- \< r.

common, much more common, for instance, than in

pneumonia.

An analogous condition prevails in crying children.

Fluoroscopic examination reveals that if we exhale

all the air possible and then cough several times, we
can raise the diaphragm to the third and even occa-

sionally the second rib, thereby compressing the lung to

this extent. I he effort of the crying child is pra< ticallj

entirely expiratory, producing a similar condition and

one not unlike thai above a pleural effusion. In addi-

tion, the bronchial tube-- of the child are much larger

in proportion to the lung space, and give the sound of

ca\ ity more evident!)

I have never heard it over pneumothorax, though

I have examined and necropsied more than twenty

• ,(ral of which i for instance, Case 2lo> com-
municated with the lung by large openings. Stanton"

reports sixty-one case-- without cracked pot ever being

noted. With the idea of -uperimpn-ed cavities in mind
we would expect it only over a small pneumothorax
communicating freely with the lung with a large cavity

behind it.

n: Fifth Annul Report of the H P

Importance of Rural Hygiene. Ovei 50 per cent, "t' the

population of the United States is rural rherefore, whal
directly and importantly the residents <>t" mir rural

.•ill ••! ,,ur nation. The
tc< in ni'. breakfast of this morning illustrates the

close and important connection between the resident ol out

urban ci nters and the sanitary conditions "i mir rural districts.

rhousands of citj residents visit the country i

I
,.-i bulk of milk and other

'Is supplied to out I are brought in from
i.inn homes. Most of the cities obtain tlu-ir water supplies
tr..m open stream- or lal.i - iwhi h n eive drainagi
extensive rural territories. Thro media

food, ••! wati i and al

tiitai rural p

iding in tin . ity. 'I hus the sanitation ol

tl districts has a direct and important bearing on the
hi ilth -I the whole nation I. I. Lumsden, "Rui
Pub. Health Rep., No. 7 1919

A BACTERIOLOGIC INVESTIGATION OF
AN OUTBREAK OF INFLUENZA

IN AN INSTITUTION

THE INMATES OF WHICH WERE PREVIOUSLY I KM
FROM THE INFLUENZA BACILLUS WHEN

COMPLETELY VACCINATED WITH
INFLUENZA V U ( INE

AUGUSTUS B WADSWORTH, M.D.
Director. Division of Laboratories and Research. X'«v. \ -

Department of Health

The New York State Training School for Girls at

Hudson, N. Y., is located on the southern outskirts of
the city. The population of Hudson was 11,544 in

1915. It accordingly rank- as a third-class city. Early
in the influenza epidemic in this country there was an
outbreak in Hudson, but the quarantine that was imme-
diately established at the training school was so rigidly
and so effectively carried out that no cases of influenza
developed in the institution. In order further b
guard the inmates, all were vaccinated. \ vaccine
prepared b) suspending in salt solution the growth of
fifteen strains of the influenza bacillus (a vaccine pre
pared by the central laboratory at Albany, and one used
generally throughout the state) was the vaccim
Three doses containing 1 billion bacilli per cubii
meter were given, a first dose of 0.5 C.C., and tl

and third doses of 1 C.C. each.

\ "I HI -si | |. ,
,[• X|; WTIN'E

\t this time a bacteriologic investigation was con
ducted by bacteriologists from the research laboratory
of Dr. William II. Park in New York City, in ordei
to ascertain bow many of the inmates harbored tin

influenza bacillus. The influenza bacillus was isolated
from the throats oi onlj three of the inmates, who
numbered 461 in all. These bacteriologic investiga
tions and the vaccination wire completed, < >ct. 31,
1918. I be epidemic in the city subsided without any
cases developing in the institution It u.is not certain
whether this was owing to the effect of the quarantine
or to the complete vaccination of the inmates

LATER oil BR1 VKS 01 .ZA

During the latter part of I »i

there was an outbreak of influenza in the institution

lasting through January, I'M"'. Unfortunately, it was
not possible to secure bi investigation ol

• - early in the outbreak, but later Mi-s in.,

Hoppe of the laboratory -tall was sent to the institu-

tion to take cultures from the nasopharynx in thirteen

ease- that had developed. I be influenza bacillus was
isolated from four of the ten vaccinated patients who

examined, and from two of the three unvac-
cinated patients. \i the same time, cultures were
taken from five persons who bad been vaccinated but
who had not dev( loped influenza. These girls v

the cottage that bad the greater nun. I he
influenza ba< illus w t roru one patient.

In Februar) a econd outbn i
! occurred, making the

total numbei For the two outbreal

among the vai and thirty -* /en among the

inated. These thirtj seven bad doubtle

I
to the institution after • October 31, when the

-. ai i ination of the it is i ompl< id \ iter the
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No*

outbreak, i peal cultures were

from thirty « were

1 until three specimens had been examined, rhe

influenza bacillus was isolated from thirty two of the

thirty-eight cases examined Thirty cases developed

the vaccinated, and Erom these the influenza

bacillus was isolated in twentj devel-

oped among the unvaccinated, and the influenza bacillus

lated in six of these. At the same time, cultures

were taken from five persons who had been vaccinated

but who had «d the disease. Two cultures

of the bacillus were isolated. Of the three negative

cultures, one had been positive when control cases wen-

taken in January.

RESULTS OF Till !'.<

The results of this investigation are thus of interest

in demonstrating not only how much more effective

and efficient quarantine is in the prevention of the

of influenza than the use of an experimental

preventive inoculation, the practical value of which is

wholly indeterminate, but also that, with changi

sonnel, a rigid quarantine for a sufficient length of time

should be maintained to insure against subsequent out-

considered of special interest to

the observations of influenza ami the very gen-

I
influenza bacilli during the outbreak

without attempting to draw any definite conclusions

from these isolated facts.

THE VENEREAL DISEASE DISPENSARY

INCLUDING A REPORT OF THE WORK DONE AT THE

ILLINOIS SOCIAL HYGIENE LEAGUE DISPENSARY

DURING AND SINCE THE WAR*

B. C. CORBUS. ML).

Chief of Stiff. Illinois Social Hygiene Disp

In the summer of 1915. a charter was applied for

and obtained from the state of Illinois for tb

lishment of the Red League of Chicago, which is now
known as the Illinois Social Hygiene League. A
campaif rted immediately I aid of

the general public in promoting the aim- of this organi-

zation. In additon to popular education in social dis-

'. their prevention and treat-

ment were included in the object- of the league.

In order to ascertain the exact facilities of the

Chicago dip; •

g compiled and

published in Mary Lincoln of this

be far below the

standard that had ensary of the
.• intention of the organization to

iry in the 17. hut war
ledared and not available

until the following However, during

the first year of its , ihe league conducted an

intensive educational campaign.

• Read before the Section on Urolopj M the S-

. Atlantic City. N. 1 .

ice. ll-i* article ha* been abbreviated for publi

The comp!. • in the Trans-
actions of the Section and in the at:-

While at present the dispensary i- giving treatment

in new cases i di charged soldiei and s lilors at the

rate of about fort) pet month, these being referred by

the American Red * ross .md bj die 1'. S. Public

Health Service, and while thi- organi ition bad

entered the time before the Social \>

divisions of the Army and Navy were established,

I'HIIW l '

HHHHHH
DC SEE

czmzunDc ra ra!
,..„.., .TT.r-C:-.

Fig. J.—Schedule of treatment in early primary syphilis. The origii

card measures about 5 by 8 inches.

the formation of these efficient bodies supplanted our
work, in part, during the period of the war.

However, from the first, the civilian educational

propaganda has continued, and it has been most active

since January 1 of this year. During that month, the

of the league were communicated to 5,000

different employers of labor, by means of a series of

letter-, three in number. Since then, the dispensary

superintendent has given twenty-six lectures reaching

a total of 9,550 persons at hotels, lodging houses.

Y. M. C. A. buildings, and industrial plants. More
than 16,500 pamphlets were distributed at these lec-

tures, making a grand total of 113.500 pieces of litera-

ture distributed, SO far, b) the league. At the prc-ctlt

time, the requests for talks and pictures are so numer-
- to lax the strength of our staff severely.

I he films "Fit to Win." "The End of the Road,"
and "Open Your Eyes," which originally were pre-

pared for the U. S. Public Health Service, are being

used and exhibited to excellent advantage. The first

showing of "Fit to Win" and an explanatory lecture,

lub house of the great McCormick
an audience of 500. brought such

an enthusiastic response from both the officers and men
of this concern thai ten successive showings were
arranged for at the same place, in order to bring the

eforc every one of the 9,000 employees of the

firm. A- a result, arrangement- were made to place

100 framed dispensary notices in as many washrooms
of this great plant.

More than 1.200 dispensary notices have been placed
' rgest department stores and industrial

including the Illinois Steel Mills; Hart, Schaff-

i!' i & Marx ; the great packing plants ; the

bakeries, and so forth. .Yearly every Y . M. C. A.
building has a display. In addition, there are perma-
nent exhibits, each comprising a set of twenty-four
framed pictures, at the city hall comfort station and in

twenty-four of the- big industrial plants. Framed
posters are being exhibited in washrooms in scores of

shops and factories.
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DISPENSARY ORGANIZATION

The Civilian Drive.—Having familiarized them-
selves with the venereal situation as it existed in the

armies and among the civilian population of the

United Kingdom, the directors of the league decided

to concentrate their interest and activities in an effort

to put into effect the venereal disease program as out-

lined by the Advisory Board to the Surgeon-( leneral

in relation to these diseases among the laity. There-
fore, being convinced that the time had arrived to

fight venereal disease openly, in the civilian popula-

tion, they equipped and established the first dispensary

of the Illinois Social Hygiene League, at 118 West
Grand Avenue. Chicago.

Since the program of the league is not only a medi-

cal one, but affects the social and the economic life

equally, the public was invited to join and contribute

to the work of the organization. From May 1. I'M",

in May 19, 1919, 436 members have made contribu-

tions to the expenses of the league.

The Dispensary Staff.—Eleven specially trained

physicians are now on the staff of the Illinois Social

Hygiene League. Of these, three are women who
treat only women patients and young children. Several

other physicians, at present, are receiving instruction

and training ; and their number will be increased as

rapidly as an increase in the available space can be

secured, as it has been found unwise to hold clinics

crowded by both patients and medical men receiving

instruction.

With a view to increasing the interest and tl

ciency of the staff members, it was decided from the

beginning to pay each attending physician a fee of $5

for each period of attendance. Thus, if a staff physi-

cian serves in the clinic for three weekly periods, he

receives about $60 per month. This principle of

remunerating physicians for their work in the clinic

has proved highly successful, and the staff members
arc rarely absent from the clinics.
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For night workers, evening hours for those who
work during the clay, and noon hours for working

women. The clinics arc held for charity patients and

for those who paj a fee for services received. Such

a mixed clinic lias been proved quite feasible and suc-

cessful in actual operation. While certain relatively

high fees are charged for arsphenamin treatments

r Wassermann tests ($5) and for spinal punc-

these charges are regulated to meet the

financial the patient-. I he average tees

ed amount to $2.50 I he fee charged depend-

on "the patient'- earning capacity, on the number of

dependent on him. and on his savings. I low-

ex tr. no patient is turned away because of lack of

and discharged soldiers and sailors are treated

charge regardless of their willingness or

ability to pay

Thus, there i- no real competition with private

practice: for capable specialists in venereal diseases

far beyond the pocketbooks of married

men earning less than $100 per month. \s the medical

m the dispensary is salaried, there cannot be

.. possible exception taken to this arrangement on the

pari of the medical profession.

An excellent feature of the system of the dispensary

i- that the physician- and the nurse have nothing to

. the collection of the patient-' fees, this being

ed to by the lay clerical and social service staff

under the direction of the superintendent. Therefore,

iff members are obliged to treat pay patient- and

charity patients with the same care and efficiency.

of interest to note that, during the first year

of operation, the dispensary received $4,300 from

patients, nearly $3,000 of which was paid to the medi-

taff.

Records.—The card system of record- in use in the

..ry i- unique in some respects. The medical

rvice histories are kept on separate cards

.r.Mumi •vrmUH •

~m --m cr nrESSraBBBE
-exj m m - ce

rarararararara
CZ3

hilis, page 1.

but in the same folder, thus automatically providing

ti m of delinquent patients

me time, a record of fees paid and

A signal system indicates at a glance what cases have

.-.barged within the month. A separate dis-

charge slip of distinctive color, which must be filled

out and signed by the last physician on the i

attached to the record and contains the discharge

record, the technic of which must be carried out care-

fully : otherwise the superintendent will return record

and patient to the physician.

I he record system is so arranged thai all of the

facts of statistical importance are easily and quickly

summarized. Our state and city departments of public

health require complete record-, which are furnished

promptly. Reports also are made to previous medical

attendants. Finally, the record- permit ready arrange-

ment for the purposes of clinical study.

The follow up system, referred to in the foregoing,

assures the constant and regular attendance of the
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THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF SYPHILIS

AND A COMPARATIVE STANDARDIZATION

OF THE TREATMENT *

E. B. TAUBER. M.D.

CINCINNATI

In the problem of syphilis it is imperative to secure
an earlier and more efficient diagnosis of the disease

than is the case at the present and a more generalized
effective treatment. This should be the keynote of our
endeavors.

The early diagnosis of syphilis is an unknown quan-
tity to many men who are practicing medicine in our
times. To men who have the older ideas of the disease

to guide them, ideas that are firmly planted in their

minds by a couple of decades of practice, it seems
almost sacrilege to insist that waiting for •

a criminal action and that we lose the benefit of the

ogic moment in the life history of syphilis

when we can seize our real opportunity.

The definite diagnosis in the early primary stage

before the spirochete has spread to the lymphatic sys-

tem near the primarj lesion and before the serologic

reaction i- positive is the one and only time that,

advantage of, may lead to success; and it is the time
for action instant and effective. This is the time for

radical cure if such is possible. An injection of ars-

phenamin here can put an immediate end to infectivity

of the case. A sterilization complete and entiri

here. The suppression of the biologic and
j< evidence of the disease is possible and maybe
ile here. This should be our treatment for

paresis, tabes dorsalis, iritis, etc.

PROPHYLAXIS OR TREATMENT THAT WILL
r-KI

'

5E CONDITIONS

The first week or so of the initial lesion, while syph-

ondirion, is the time that we should

employ every energy and endeavor of our diagnostic

and therapeutic armamentarium to cure, Eoi

again in the pit lure of syphilis for the individual

patienl or the state will 1 1 1 i - moment return.

' >ur public health services, medical colleges, hospitals,

;tv.<\ clinii - must teach this point and ever impn
all in contact wilh them; that is, the studenl group-..

the nursing groups and the public in g

The d lion must : at the

in our private pi

ganism mu prized by all.

The newer staining methods, such as the i

method, must be taught generally. n be no

valid obj • aching the profession of the future

for the

.hen the dangerou maj be ra

and dominated by lis

Every sore, whether on the genitalia or elsewhere,

i> or should re and
should be repeated!) examined for Sp rochaeta pallida.

Every papule, nodule, crack, excoriation, and herpetic

or other erosion should be viewed with the possibility

of an initial lesion and should 1"- i samined for

pallida. Chancroids should no! be accepted as

•

uncomplicated with syphilis; double infection is always
possible.

Antiseptics applied, especially mercurials, make the
finding of Spirochacta pallida difficult or almost impos-
sible

; and because of this we should teach that no mer-
curial dressings, or better still, no antiseptics, should

plied to any lesions until the examination for
haeta pallida has been made, and if any have

been used, it should be made a routine to irrig I

oughly with physiologic sodium chlorid solution and to

apply a wet dressing of the solution for twelve hours
or more before examining for Spirochacta pallida.

To obtain Spirochacta pallida, a definite method is

important. We have used in the Cincinnati I

1 [ospital this method :

The surface of the lesion is wiped with a

to remove superficial organisms.
.- rubbed or teased lightly, but one should not

bleeding; just an oozing that will give serum to

transfer to a new clean lip should be pro-
duced. Immersion oil is put on both the under
of the slide ami upper surface of the cover. This will

give a continuous airless medium from dark field to

objective. A focus with tine adjustment should be
I until on, irk background with the

glistening moving particles in white rings. Then a
search for the twisting spirochetes may be instituted.

As a professional body, let us be honest and acknowl-
edge we have not spread the vital importance of early
diagnosis. It has taken a world war to impress on us
that the modern concept! - -

r il is, have ni

taught in our medi ;es. We have zealously

striven to wl urring in the
due to lln

eristics and ussions as to secondaries
and tertiaries and neurosyphilis; forgetting thai we

roving our guilt in this very manner; and now
we must scrap our clinical differences and turn to

laboratory dia tl rochaeta pal-

lida. I do not mean here the serologic di

then we are losing our great opportunity.

TRAINING Till: TO EAR! -> D

I hi- is our tremendous
duty. You must all aid this. We all the

men who will do dark-field work in the -mailer towns
and vill upporl

that we are back ol I he interni

lities must call on the man in

ility who ha Ige of syphilis, and
this will cause the demand to 1 1 We musl
-."id to Coventry the man who cauterizes or applies

some medicamenl to the sore on the penis or other

ind i ompetenl ad\ ice at that,

is given and tin- dail. field tests are made
In early syphilis, systematic treatment musl be

immediate and must be pu hed vigoro ;e ham
mer treatment here i- indicated, not feathei du tei

types of treatment. Syphilographers will doubtless

agree that the effective time for arsphenamin i- early,

before I positive. So. then, this

on u the burden of outlining a method oi

schema for treatment that shall be more oi less 9tan

dardized. Here I mean a treatment for the majority
-. not for individual ones; also a treatment that

will not be inflexible but one r

a long period oi i mie in i luffii ient numl
i n least have the merit of being I he
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outline I wish to submit lias been tried at the Cincin-

nati General Hospital, the outpatient dispensary, the

night venereal clinic and in my private practice, all ol

which 1 have under my control, ami our results have

been very good. I 'ur method is as Follows:

\ - mi i noD 01 rei \i m

Courses of from four to six intravenous inji

of arsphenamin of from 0.3 to 0.6 gm. at intervals of

from three to seven days arc given, combined with mer-

cury. Here we may with one or two such courses

; cure. But even with such vigorous treatment

a second or third course of arsphenamin of the same

I after a two months' interval, given

with the same courses of mercury.

In all cases, after the Wassermann test is positive,

1 believe at least three such courses of both arsphena-

min and mercury to be the minimum, and more can be

given as indicated. 1 believe that mercur) . given either

by intramuscular injections of soluble or insoluble

preparations or by rubs, i> of great aid to our arsphen-

amin therapy, and in the rational cure of syphilis,

mercury and arsphenamin must be combined.

ourses of mercury should be from ten to twelve

injections, at weekly intervals, of an insoluble; or

from twenty-four to thirty, given every other day. of

a soluble, or thirty to forty daily inunctions. 1 myself

believe in giving one course of each type of mercury

with each course of arsphenamin. Serologic tests

should he made once a month at first, and later at two

month intervals, until the test seems to become perma-

nently negative as shown by at least five unbroken

li six months apart, with no treat-

ment and no clinical evidence of syphilis before wc
become in the least optimistic in regard to the

as being checked or cured.

It is my opinion that provocative injections and

spinal puncture with the colloidal gold test may lie

but there is a difference of opinion as to this

Kcept in cases that require these special methods.

In late syphilis, mercury and iodids should be pushed

in courses with arsphenamin given in the same way.

ondary syphilis, the first year, three courses as

I Mum six to eight dose- of arsphena-

min in each course, combined with mercury, and not

indii ated.

The second year, if the Wassermann test remains

is recurrence of any lesion, practically
: ;ion of the first year's treatment, as outlined,

will b

If t. rmann test is negative and remains

there is no recurrence of lesions, at least

iphenamin in conjunction with two
mercury are recommend

The third year, if the Wassi rmann test remains neg-

been no recurrem i from the

ild pass into a pei

r periods for i i xamina-
in olv< ment or tal

treatment will depend on the individual

Uld will be covered by any general method ; bul

Dt must be pushed for years.

g nital or hereditary syphilis requires longer

and more persistent treatment; but again more indi-

vidual treatment i- necessary and cannot be outlined in

the same way that early acquired syphilis can be. To
•ulate. my outline rd tan

dnrdization for earlv syphilis:

Arsphenamin and mercury to be given combined.

Arsphenamin, each course from four to si\ doses of from

0.3 i" "<> gm. intravenous!) at three to seven da) intervals.

Mercury (insoluble), graj oil, mercuric salicylate, twelve
i weekly intervals, dose from three t" five minims.

Mercury (soluble), twenty foui to thirty injections of

mercuric cyanid or mercuric chlorid, given every other day.

Rubs, twenty-four i" thirtj gi day.

First Year.—First course of treatment, from two to two
and one-half months, Rest, one month. Second course of

treatment, from two to two and one-half months. Rest,

two months. Third course, from two u> two and oni half

months.

Second Year.— It Wassermann is negative, rest after third

course for four mouths; mercury, two months; rest, lour

months; mercury, two months.

If Wassermann is positive, rest, two months; course of
ar-.phcii.imin and mercury, tun months; rest, two months;
arsphenamin and mercury, two months; rest, two months;
arsphenamin and mercury, two months.

lit in! Year. If Wassermann is negative, patient passes to

period of observation with regular serologic examinations.

If Wassermann is positive, re-l after last course, two
months; arsphenamin and mercury, two months; rest, two
months; mercury course, two months; rest, two months;
arsphenamin and mercury, two months, and so on, being COB"
i roiud by serologic findings.

It i not easy to state when a cure is accomplished;
but, in general, we can only say, by intensive therapy
safety can be secured and in most eases a cure can be
effected. This may result in overtreating in some
cases, but it is better to err in this way than to tinder-

treat a single one, and some cures require a definite

amount of treatment on a definite basis, if the needed
results are to be obtained. Therefore, before patients

are told tiny are well, even after repeated negative
Wassermann tests without treatment (for negative
Wassermann test- during treatment only indicate that

progress is being made), I consider it necessary
that at least two or three years of negative serologic

tests without treatment or recurrence of any symp-
toms indicative of syphilis shall elapse before we can
even say thai we think the pathologic condition is elim-

inated. In so brief a paper 1 could cover only majority

. nid no attempt has been made as regards treat-

ment or outline for individual cases.

CONCLUSIONS

1. No single sign of improvement should be accepted
a- definite or final, and treatment should not be stopped

at such indication. ( Inly cessation of all around symp-
toms is indicative, and that only if it continues through
years.

2. Arsphenamin therapy is necessary, since it con-

trols infectivity and contagion. It yields quick results.

3. Mercury is essential but as a splint to our arsenic

therapy and as an aid to permanence in cure.

4. .Most syphilis is undertreated. Sledge hammer
Mow- are indicated. Overtreatment is to be preferred

to undertreatment.
5. It is better to be overconservative rather than

optimistic in stating that a cure has been effected. Our
modern therapy is still in too infantile a stage to jus-

til'} anything but overconservatism.
I believe thai specializing and efficiency tendencies

can be obtained, and very ably, in the treatment of

syphilis.

Hospitals and clinical centers in our larger cities

can be used by smaller centers. The extension of war-
tini'- methods in the army to civil practice will and
hould i ome.
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In a few words. I believe syphilis is as easily pre-
ventable as other infectious diseases. With syphilis

an actual condition, it must be recognized early and
treated early if its economic results are to be prevented.
Thus our problem is early recognition and early treat-
ment. The early period is its period of greatest trans-
mission ; also the period in which our chances of cur-
ing a patient are greatest. This places the burden
squarely where it belongs, on us, the medical profes-
sion, and also on the public health service, medical
schools, hospitals and clinics. These different aj

must individually disseminate knowledge, acquire com-
petent teachers, and adequate equipment to give ade-
quate treatment and to graduate competent physicians.

This means that syphilis needs centralization, efficiency,

control, and the teaching of the early diagnosis of syph-
ilis and a comparative standardization of its treatment.

19 West Seventh Street.

iLOGY IX THE UNITED
NAVY*

STATES

OSWALD S. LOWSLEY, M.D.

HEW YORK

The in" ::: portant problem which presents itself

to any one in charge of groups of individuals, civilian

or military, is the maintenance of the good health of

such persons. It has long been recognized that it is

much more economical and. in fact, much easier to

prevent certain diseases than to cure them. Small-

pox, typhoid fever and last, and probabl)

tant. \c ises are the most spectacular repre-

this group.

ist, serving with the United Stab
in the world war, was occupied to a certain extent

with so-called major. urologi problems, such as instru-

mentation (< endoscopy, etc.), and major and
minor operations. I lis most important clinics, how-
ever, were concerned with the prophylaxis and treat-

ment of venereal diseases.

VENEREAL DISEASE IN U. S. NAVAL HISTORY

< >nc examines \\\c history of prophylaxis against

m the Tinted States Navy with a

certain amount of pride. Admiral W. C. Br
Surgeon i the Navy, said in his last annual

rtment at tlie Navy began fifteen years

lactic measures againsl

ind sine ' thai time I

paign into ;i i program for the prevention ;m I

of these diseases. In addition to purely medical
.in increasing amount of attention has been Riven

In the moral and educational phases of the problem.

lividual opinions vary widely as to what steps may
he properly undertaken to promote upright li vine and pre-

vent the incidence of venen tl and as there may be
some misconception in regard to the attitude "i" the Navy
in this matter, it seems fitting to outline the position taken
hy the bureau. Medical officers,

'

charged with the duty of warning all persons in thi

and particularly the newer, younger men.

reviited in Thi

Surgeon-Gene :
'

danger of acquiring venereal disease through illicit inter-
course, and of the sei , of such disease. In
the instruction given on health and personal hygiene they
are required to emphasize the sin of impurity and the neces-
sity of pure living for the fullest enjoyment of health and
happiness and the best and most loyal service to the
country.

As far back as 1905, a method of venereal prophy-
laxis was recommended 1 use in the (J S,
Navy by Medical Inspi r Diehl. 2 Various

Is of conducting the prophylaxis were instituted
dining the succeeding five years, reports ol which
were rendered from time to" time. Surg. Raymond
Spear 3 rendered an interesting report:

^
In 1905. while the I imore was on thi

Station, preventive treatment was given the men after their
return from liberty, with the result that although the ship
visited i

!

I Sydney, Melbourne and the Auckland
for a month each, there were practically no venereal cases
on 1>. card, and the crew .•

i I his happy state of
affairs was brought about by an intelligent commanding

who aided the medical officer in all his recom-
mendations. The English shin, which were in these ports

-:>me time as the Baltimore, in most cases, had over
J5 per cent, of their crews infected with some sort of venereal

so the nor real disease on the
Baltimore was due n t entirely.

P. A. Surg. W. J. Zalesky,4 while stationed in New
< >rleans, in 1908. instituted a system of prophylaxis,
< >f his experience there he said:

ersonnel of the station consisted of eighteet
men and about sixty-six marines. During the fall of 1908
lie men were given several talks as to precautionary mea

applj for :

• sary. For thi g twenty-three
nents, Km gradually the numbei

I, the men ! i in the treat-
ments During these three le broke
out, and with the decline of applicants the venereal cases
again increased. Liberty [ranted, the lit

the station ended nowhere, L'ncler these cond
of the men was necessary, and it impress
on them the importance of prophylactic treatments, the aid
of the commanding mght. The interview with

icer resulted in the publication and p.. -ting of the
der :

1. Men who have bad intercourse ,,r have Ik 1

1

real infection in any wa> will report it

their return to the

-'. I' i- ini].. .riant thai mi
ventive treatment a'

contact, as a I

.V Men will be examined a' by the

I

troubles will be r< ported to the commat
•* No report rid disability

• the enlistn

treatme

5. Men are informed that bj reporting prompt

\ontivc treatment they stand little chance of contl

'•

n . -

.

Commai

'

•

172.
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At the time that tl .- published, all men were

examined ami carefully instructed ;:s i" the inter

ler. During the tirst month after publication of the

order, fifty-six out ol sixty-six men took the preventive

treatment with no developing venereal trouble. This good
record has continued, as I have been advised ili.it ui> t<>

September 1. following >'ver 500 applications of the treatment,

venereal disease In-, devel iped or been

detected on that station for the past five months.

PROPHYLAI NOW IN FORI

The Reports on Venereal Prophylaxis' made by

P. A. Surg. \V. S. Pugh, Jr., P. A. Surg. VV. A.

Angwin, P. A. Surg. X i M< Lean, Medical Inspector

I M. Edgar, Surg. I. S. Taylor and P. A. Surg.

F. G Abeken were published in the I . S", Naval Medi-

cal Bulletin for April. 1910, and on every ship the

results were so excellent that prophylaxis became gen-

eral throughout the entire navy. Below is a descrip-

tion of the method in practice.

The following direct orders were given to the crew:

1 1 will be given ilaily from 1 t.> 5:30 p. m.; on

Sundays, lr in 9:30 a. in. to 5:30 p. ni. Chief petty officers

rty until 10 p. m. This applies to Central American

men who have been exposed to venereal disease will

j and be Riven prophylactic treatment.

3. Those men who have net reported and then develop

venereal disease will be punished for disobedii

4. A membci of the hospital corps will be on duty for

supervision of the treatments from 4 until 10:30 p. m., and

from 7 to 9 a. m.

Immediate Precautionary Measure.—It was recom-

mended to the men to use tablets of mercuric chlorid

ashore directly after intercourse, and I have learned

that a number of them did so.

Preventive Treatment in the Sick Bay.—The subse-

quent preventive measures to be taken in the sick bay,

in guarding against infection, are these:

1 A thorough cleansing in hot soap and water must fol-

low urination.
• external genitals are washed with a 1:1.000 mer-

curic chlorid solution. (Despite the experiences of others,

1 have never seen th;-- strength produce irritation).

3. An injection of 2. per cent, protargol is given

5 c.c. beir.i: used. It was found in the use of this il

that the great difficulty was in getting the men to hold it

five minutes, to do so. apparently, heing too much trouble.

this difficulty and have some of thi

re.ained. even if only for one minute. I decided to add 20 per

i prove to he

ait, and it made the substance adhere, even

when hi a few minutes. 1 later found 15 per

glycerin to be sufficient. The injections, in all these

to be held for five minutes.

wing the injection, calomel ointment (MetchnikofPs

used. When first starting our crusade the

•merit was made up with equal parts ol ben-

iiase, hut experience

and petri ilatum

nacious, and had greater penetrating powers;
so at present the latter combinatii vfter the penis

uglily dried, this ointmei

surface, from the external mcatl ol at the sym-
It is then thoroughly ruhhed in and left on

n have left it on all night

Medical Inspector « diver Diehl tabulated for the

ion the data which appear in Tables 1

and 2.

porta on Venereal Prophylaxo, t*. S. Naval M. Hull., April,

The figures in Tables 1 and 2 are for the entire vc.tr

y\ 1909. During the last m\ months, the cases of

venereal disease have been further classified thus:
The total number of cases during ibis period was
373, of which 246 wen- gonorrhea; 108, chancroid,
and 1", syphilis. They are subdivided, with reference

to i ause, as is shown in Table 3.

I Ih number of men reported here as going on

liberty, 70,954, docs not include every man. But ii

TABLl 1 uis r,,ssi ,,i Mis l
- PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT

Classification Numbei Pet < ent
Men who wont on liberty n>,9M 100.0
Mi ii who i' poi ti .1 "ii I. n in limn libel i \ 06,986 82.8

i died I., i. port mi r. nun ( lert; 5,819 7.5
viiii who admitted exposure nod received treatment... 21,188 82.2
Mm who denied exposure 44,489 67.7

Total number "t primary venereal admissions during 1909 (gi

i hancrold oi ss pbllli I

Percentage (baaed on number of men going cm liberty) (MM

covers most of the liberty given by ships, during the

year, and the number (exceeding the average strength

of the Navy and the Marine Corps I is considered suffi-

ciently large to serve as a basis for a fair estimate of

the value of tin- scheme.

Dr. Diehl calls attention to the prevalence of vene-

real disease in the navy in these words

;

The extent to which venereal disease has caused damage
to the service may he gathered from ihc following: In his

last annual report, the Surgeon-General gives the following

TABLE 2. TOTAL NUMBER OF I IMS of VENEREAL DISEASE
(FIVE HUNDRED ANO MM TV MMi CLASSIFIED Willi

REFERENCE TO Till. PROBABLE CAUSE OF
HI V II OPMJ NT OF 1M ECTION

Probnblr Cause ot Development No. of Per
of Infection I as) - (Mil.

Failure to report n» 18.88

Denial of exposure 86 ii 19

Overstaying liberty 85 14.19
IM.mle.l liberty 140 23.37

i treatment 178 29.38

Failure ot treatment (based mi total numbci ol men admitting
expos 1 1 re I 0.83

as the number of admissions in the entire Navy and Marine
i orps during 1908: gonorrhea, 3.015: chancroid, 665; syphi-

lis. 1,001 ; total, 4,681. This, hased on the average strength,

which is given as 50,984, makes a ratio of 91.8 per 1.000.

Ihc venereal admissions constituted 17.76 per cent, of the

total admissions for all diseases, and caused a total of

106,526 sick days. In his report for 1907, it was also stated

that if applied to the force afloat, venereal disease alone

TABLE 8.—PBOBABLI CAUSES OF DEVELOPMENT OK IMi.
TION IN s|\ in ,i vi MONTHS

Probable Cause of
in vi lopment of Infection

Failure to report
Jienini oi exposure
' Iverstaylng lib* rty

TV

Failure m ii. a| mi ni

Gonorrhea Chancroid Syphilis Totals

would have operated to render entirely inactive for over a

month three battleships with a complement of 1,000 officers

and men each.

From these early experiences, the present method
of venereal prophylaxis has evolved and has become
general, nut only in the Navy but in tlie Army as well;

and a de< ided effort is now being' made to have die

civilian population receive the benefits of the valuable

learned in the various branches of the service.

At tlie present time, the men in the Navy are given

Ltic education on the subject of venereal dis-
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ease, personal hygiene and the high value attaching

to continence. By posters on shipboard and at train-

ing stations, by moving picture exhibits, by lectures

and informal talks, everything possible is done to

create proper sentiment on these topics as well as to

warn against the danger of venereal infections. Men
returning from liberty after incurring the risk of
infection arc urged to avail themselves of prophylaxis,

for which facilities are provided at the sick bay under
a trained attendant. They wash the genitalia with

soap and water. Protargol, in a strength of from 0.5

to 2 per cent. i< then injected into the urethra and
held for a period of at least five minutes. Thirty per

cent, calomel ointment i< then rubbed on the penis

and left on all night.

Men who contract a venereal disease are re

for misconduct and isolated. This means that they

lose their pay until they become noninfectioi

Syphilitic- have the subjoined abstract attached to

the health record which follows them throughout their

service, and hence does away with any possibility of

the disease being neglected in the Navy:

Exposed at [city] : primary on [site]
;
spirochetes :

rmann : luetin — ; secondaries : icr-

liaries —
•.

Description .

Signature <>! medical ollicer making diagnosis.

Serum reactions: where made; date; reactions.

PREVALENCE OF DIM \SE IN 191S

The statistics given in Table 4. concerning v*e

diseases in the Navy for the six-month period ending
June 30. 1918, were compiled from Form F cards

1 in the bureau. < >nly original admissio
included.

TABLE 4. VENEREA] DISEASES IN THE NAVY FOB TH] SIS

Months' PERIOD 1 SDING JUNE 30,

Estimated average complement
Total admissions for gonorrhea
Number ot days l« •

-
1

ind
Yotnl admissions lot syphilis

I da3 - lost

lost
\nnuil rate [»t thousand
Total admission* for chancroid
Numrwr of rtnj-* lost

Annual rat. pel thousand

Ml venereal <tl—
Average numbi r of days >

•

rate per thousand, all \

The wonderful work done in venereal prophylaxis
has written a page in medical history which will live

forever. We of the Navy point with a certain amount
of pride to the fact that it was the Navy M

• hich lirsi brougl of prophj
laxis along venereal lines It was so thoroughly

and was s convim
lion has adopted the methods d Every credit

must be given the Venereal Propfi irtment
of the Army for il

protection of our soldiers, which has ••

e perfect success that characterized the original

'lie by the Navy.

United States Navy has always had a reputa-
tion for speed and effii iency, and the establishment of
a urologic < linic at the Pelham Bay Naval Training
tamp bean out this reputation.

-LOirSLEY

After being in the camp doinc; influenza work for

a few days, it eemed to me that there was decided
need for a urologic clinic. A building was therefore
found which was being held in reserve for the obser-

cases. Rough plans of
the changes desirable in the building to make it suit-

able for a clinic were prepared by a sailor. A list of
the physicians and hospital apprentices needed was
then made out. Finally, a complete list of all equip-

nd instruments necessary to the proper conduct
of an up-to-date, scientific clinic was compiled. Armed
with this material and a letter describing my ideas on

-TABULATIONS BY DEPARTMENT 0] SERVII
\ « OMPABISI

SHEA, SYPHILIS AM) CHANCROID IN THE NATS
THE SIX MONTHS' PI RIOD ENDING JTJN

VENEREA -aTED FROM TIO

7ir-l

I .nil

May and Months'
and Ma

Number ol admissions 2,7IH 2.1

Days lost 11,881

Average days lost 1.06

- of admissions MS

kverage 'lays losl
I oid:

Vitnhfr of admissions 1.218 l
'

Ii lys losl .- i i
-

Avei n
all .

" nil Vent ri'.nl '

days lost, :

i 1.72

VENEREAL DISEASES RErOaTEO

Conoco- '

Ii 11- losl
-

-

Chancroid:
Numtx r of ad nisi

Days lost I I

Averagi 10

Admissions, all 1

bject, the senior medi<

B. I. Wright, was interviewed. Within

time after the senior medical officer had a| prove I the

linic was in full

building had been 1 1; all equipment

ind in working order, and all

clinic or on the way 1!

mS suitable 1

operations, irrigation - and oth

\ided lii addition, there was a large I

with a recorder'- . iiiino foul

utility room, a small kit hen. and a mom for n

luty.

I he floor plan I Fig I

The personnel of the clinii comprises nine p
.nt- 1 one tl •

ispital apprentio .

orderly.

I he patients were all n ferred to the clinic by n

in the regimental infirmai ies \i
•

tient had a i ard m ide out, on whii

d his nann .

the top line. Below tl

symptoms, tl
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I'clliam Bay Park, X. V.

— ; Kate ; Location

capacity. A space was provided for a record of the

findings at examination, for the final diagnosis, the

medicine and an outline of his treatment. * >n each

patient's first \i^it. his card was made out, a

possible, by the recorder. He was then passed on to

t>tn- of the medical officers, who completed the history

taking, and gave the patient a thorough examination,

raking as much time as necessary for this purpose

The form of the card used tor the patients appears

I nic, U S. N
EC —

.

laint

Durai

TOO.

- \ enereal History.

Sexual.

Examination.
Treatment.

Medica

The clinic was thoroughly equipped for accurate

w<>rk. and there was intimate cooperation between the

camp laboratory and the roentgen-ray department at

the base hospital. The clinic gave us every modern
aid necessary in arriving at a correct diagnosis.

TABULATIONS HY DEPARTMENT OF SERVICl SHOW-
COMPARISON OF Till PRKVAEENC1 SOB
SYPHILIS AM' CHANCROID IN Till NAY!

FOR '1(11 M\ MONTHS' PERIOD ENDING
JUNI ontioued

Rl:r"RTED f:om shorf. stations ovtsidf. i THE

•

'

nber of ndm'*«!nn-

s

QlliirUT Totn)

Ha? nnil Months'
Ql ! 'I i Pi mo. I

1 -

i".' i;,M7

6.7fl 8.14

14." 1 13 .'!>

riONS WD SHIPS

-

-

1.921

•1.33

47.701!

7.12 7.25

1.133 i

20.15 -

1

12.173

6 II B.87

the flfiir.. forflfiir.? foi

...

7.65

• <u«i

99,806

11.11

47,146

82.804
313,.'12

The general plan followed was for the medical officer

to give as much time as necessary to each patient, in

order thai a correel diagnosis mighl be made. To this

end. the hospital apprentices were trained to give the

usual type of treatments, such as prostatic massage,
bladder irrigations, sounds, the administration of ars-

phenamin, and the injection of merpury. After the

patient was started on his treatment, he might not see

the medical officer for a period of a week or ten days,
unless he expressed the desire to do so, or the hospital

apprentice in charge considered the interview neces-

sary.

At the morning clinic, appointments were made with
patients in need of cystoscopy, urethroscopy, minor
operations, major operations, and various other pro-

cedures, which required the time of the medical officer.

I [ere is an outline of the week's work: The clinic's

duties began at 8:30 a. m. daily. Passing sounds and

i mi i

I ITT] NDANI i: Ki POR'J 01 QJ SITO I kin IR"S 0LIHI0

Day November December January February

Total

Average >i lly attcn lam e

: dally atti m >

Minimum dally attend i

oth( r instrumental work was done at 10 a. in. Mondays
and Thursdays, at 1 p. m., cystoscopy and urethroscopy

".ere performed, on Tuesdays and Fridays, at 1 p. m.,

minor operations. Wednesday was arsphenamin
administration day. Saturday afternoon and Sunday,
only routine treatments were given.

Through the kindness of Commander P. T. Dessez,

the medical officers of this clinic were permitted to do
certain necessary investigative work in the hospital

roentgen-ray room, such as passing of lead ureteral

catheters, immediately followed by roentgenoscopy and
ing of injections of thorium, sodium bromid,

etc. Authority to operate in major operative cases

discovered in this clinic was granted by the base hos-

pital officers.

Acute venereal diseases and infectious skin diseases
were definitely diagnosed and sent to the base hospital

in the usual manner, through the regimental surgeon,
who made out the health records in accordance with
the findings of this clinic.

Charts were kept for the pathologic condition of each
anatomic structure. These were kept up to date by
the recorder, who made them out at the end of each
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clinic day. There were special charts for syphilitic

cases, chronic prostatitis and minor operations.

A perusal of the statistics proves to be very illu-

minating. Before discussing these in detail, attention

is called to the fact that Pelham Bay
Naval Training Camp is changed some-
what in its character. During the

war, it was almost entirely a training

camp for officers and petty officers.

Therefore, the men comprising it were
picked men, both as regards their in-

tellectual capacity and their physical

ability. In addition to the men in the

training school, there have been sta-

tioned here a number of orchestras,

bands, groups of athletes, actors and
the usual number of mechanics, yeo-
men, and the like.

As soon as the armistice was de-

clared, a large majority of the nun
originally in the camp were gradu-
ated from the schools, or discharged from the service.

More recently, the camp has been utilized as a point

for the physical examination and discharge of sailors,

particularly those who have been abroad.

the remainder were infections of the skin of the scro-

tum. The hydrocele and varicocele patients were
operated on under local anesthesia and then kept in

bed for a period of four days. Drainage with rubber
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nary antiseptics. We had no cases of tuberculosis of

the genito-urinary tract.

An interesting fact was brought out in the treatment

of acute gonorrhea. It was found that a cessation of

the discharge was brought about in three weeks from
the onset in the average case. Several cases were
aborted, being cleared up within a week, i >u the other

hand, a few cases persisted for about six weeks. These
cases were all treated according to this routine: tnter-

KS OF S( ROTt M
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I dwelt on the fact that continence was quite compatible
with sturdy health in young men leading active outdoor
lives, and called attention to the excellent results that

had been obtained on the Mexican border by closing

houses of prostitution, and driving out all clandestine

Fig. 2.—Venereal rate per thousand pel

1917, to January. 19 V'. in both the America
in the tro-ips in the United States (broken lii

year for each week from
Expeditionary Forces (soli

0.

phenamin had been given. During the years 1915-

1916, this hospital had given treatment in 22,596 cases
of gonorrhea, which totaled for the patients 1,082,621

days in hospital, an average of forty-eight days per
patient. Sixty per cent, of these cases presented com-

plications, usually prostatitis, and epididy-
mitis, and 17 per cent, of the patients were
readmitted for relapse of the disease after
being discharged as cured. In addition, all

patients lost from one to two weeks each
in travel to and from the hospital.

The French Army.—No accurate statis-

tics were obtainable as to the amount of
venereal disease in the French army, partly
owing to the fact that uncompl

hea is treated b) the French in the
regimental organization-. Thibierge,2 how-
ever, estimated that up to the end of 1916
there had probably been 200.000 cases of

syphilis in the French army. These were
treated in about twenty hospitals varying
in capacity from 100 to 800 beds, each pa-

tient remaining in hospital for from four
i weeks. The French bad estab-

lished throughout their country "Centres
dermato-venereologiques" at which pa-

tients with venereal disease, in both the

civil and military population, are under
treatment at clinic and as bed patients.

September,
d line) and

prostitutes and saloons in nearby towns. Emphasis
was also laid on early prophylaxis, and the remarkable

results obtained by it.

Then and afterward General Pershing evinced the

keenest interest and knowledge of the subject of

venereal disease as an army problem.

Arriving in England, I was assigned to the study of

the venereal problem there with three other officers,

namely, Capts. L. C. Lehr and M. L. Boyd and Lieut.

II. L. Cecil. We reported to the British authorities in

England, June 8, 1917, and devoted about a month to

the study of the treatment of venereal diseases in

England and with the British troops on the continent.

Numerous hospitals in England and France were
visited, and the routing of venereal patients was.
studied from their diagnosis in the various organiza-

tions to their admission to the hospitals. A second

month was then spent in the study of the methods

employed in the hospitals attached to the French army,

and an extended tour was made with Captain Lehr and
Medn in-Major Simon of the French army, during
which the Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and Eighth
Annie- were visited and sanitary organizations were
studied and followed from base to trenches in various

VENEREAL DISEASES IX BRITISH AND PR] M H

ARMIES

The British Army.— It was found that during tin-

year 1916-1917, treatment was given in 112,259
of venereal diseases in the British .army hospital: I >1

-_',4'».; were treated in fourteen hospitals in

England and 59,764 in five hospitals in France, The
of these hospitals varied in England from 100

i" 1,500 beds, and in France from 500 to 3,500 beds,

The largest of them, with a capacity of 3,500 bed-, had
given treatment, up to the end of September, 1917, in

of venereal disease, among which were
12,000 syphilitics, to whom 94,021 injections of ars

RECOMMENDATIONS l-'nk UROLOGIC SERVICE

August 6, 1917, 1 reported to the chief surgeon of

the American Expeditionary Forces, and was requested

hour an •

reaches 7.4 per cent, after ten

to prepare recommendations for the organizati

urologic service of the ^n

2. Thibicrfje: Syphltl
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In a preliminary argument the disadvantages of the

methods employed in the French and British armies
wore briefly detailed, particular stress being laid on
the absence of educational propaganda, of prophylactic

Nov. 19/7. Dec. i9n. Jam
Fig. 4.—Record of prophylactic treatments at Rcnnes.

method--, the disadvantage of moving men from the

front to hospitals far distant for treatment of venereal

5, the inadequate treatment obtained owing to

the inability to treat the patient more than a limited

1 the bad effect on morale in remov-
m the front men with venereal disease.

were at once taken to make the necessary

preparations for inaugurating the plan which had been
adopt

• to be known as the "regimental infirmary uro-
"." with a splendid equipment of glass syringes,*

platinum ne< ther instruments, necessary for

minor genito-urinary work, was devised
and ordered in quantity in Paris.

tand ! treatment for syphilis was
f neo-arsphenamin

;

ampule 2 c.i

i the ampule of neo-arsphenamin i ;

1 per cent, mercuric cyanid. and
ampule syringes of 40 per cent, mercurial (gray; oil

t mercury for intramuscular injectic

INAUGURATION OF PLAN IN THE DIVISIONS

The first division had already arrived in France
and was encamped in the training section of which
Gondrecourt on the Meuse River, about 20 miles from
Toul, was the headquarters. Capt. M. L. Boyd was

sent there a*. "di\ isi,>n urologist," to put the new meth-
od-- in operation, and was given the most hearty coopei
ation by the division surgeon, Colonel ^shford. The
effects of the methods adopted soon began to show
themselves.

In September the venereal rate- was 80, but by
< Ictober 26 it had fallen to 54 per thousand per year.

In November, however, came a terrible increase ill the

venereal rate, which rose rapidly to 201. Investigation

revealed thai men in the new divisions thai had begun
to arrive through the Port of St, Nazaire had become
greatly infected there

I received orders to investigate the situation. It was
found that this small seaport was utterly inadequate to

take care of the ships arriving from America. As a

result of ibis, it would often he many days before the

soldiers could be debarked, and during this time the

men were given shore leave for the purpose's of exer

cise, relaxation and amusement. St. Nazaire was a

typical dirty seapori town with numerous grog shops

and many houses of prostitution, and was inadequately
policed.

In a camp near by, many thousand soldiers were
detained while waiting to be dispatched to training

areas which were being organized to receive them in

eastern France. The soldiers had free access to the

town, and as a result there was much drunkenness, and
the houses of prostitution did a flourishing business,

the adjacent streets being blocked by hundreds of

soldiers, and the individual women taking on from
thirty to sixty men each in an afternoon and evening.

Men returning to the ships found no prophylactic sta-

tions, and those in the town and camp were inadequate.

The sudden rise in the venereal rate was thus imme-
diately explained.

The following memorandum was presented:

Paris, Oct. 20, 1917, a memorandum for a cable to Secre-

tary of War given to General Pershing.

]
X»^3Qv^t . AO

of the organization of the division of urology

landing and medical officers should give more atten-

the instruction of men on venereal diseases and their

prevention.

Incoming troops show evidence of contracting venereal

disease while on leave just before embarking.
I quipment for the treatment of venereal disease on ship-

n very inadequate. Cases developing on sea,

especially syphilis, have gone untreated. Transports should

be thoroughly equipped for all this work.
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Regiments have arrived without proper equipment and
drugs for prophylactic stations at their camps, and for the
treatment of venereal disease.

Officers do not seem to be sufficiently impressed with the

gravity of the venereal situation in Europe, of the especial

danger, to incoming troops, and of the great loss of effec-

tives which has been produced by venereal diseases.

J v*o£«a*
(^

1=3a am -—r-

1 ig, 6.—Plan of handling venereal and urologic surgical cat

American Expeditionary

Information, instruction and advice, by means of cards,

leaflets and posters, as well as by lectures delivered on
shipboard, would be very helpful.

On arrival of transports, shore leave should not be given

to troops, and they should be kept in camp pending their

transportation to training camps.

Hugh IT. Y
Major, M. R. C, Consultant Urologist, A. E. F.

In addition to the foregoing memorandum a detailed

report on the situation at St. Nazaire was pn
and as a resull General Pershing made a pecial trip

t'i St. Nazaire and promulgated General Order 77,

which is one of the mosl notable of army health orders.

This general order put the houses of prostitution out
nt bounds, stopped the sale of strong liquors, and con-
fined the troops on transports until ready to be
debarked.

I he stringent provisions of this excellent order, par-
ticularly the provision that the "venereal reports be
filed at these headquarters with personal records of
organization commanders, and will be used in deter-
mining a commander's efficiency and suitability of con-
tinuing his command," produced a profound impres-
sion and stimulated both line and medical oflfi

keep down the venereal rates in their organizations.
Hie immediate effect of thi order was Been in the
venereal reports of the troops permanently stationed in

St. Nazaire, as shown in Table 2.

Continent.—During the months of August, Septem-
ber, October and the first half of November, the houses
of prostitution flourished and were tilled with soldiers.

November 15, rigid orders were issued placing these
houses out of bounds, and the immediate result was a

great reduction in the number of sexual contacts, as

shown by the number who took venereal prophylaxis.
As a result, there was a steady decline in venereal
infections among resident troops, and the monthly rate

per thousand, which in October reached 16.8, dropped
in January to 2.1 among the white troops. During the
same period there was an even more startling drop in

the venereal infections among the negro laborers, the

percentage dropping from 108.7 per thousand per
month to 11 per thousand. No statistics could speak
more eloquently for the doctrine of closing the houses
of prostitution. Our studies had previously shown
numerous infections coining from houses regularly
"inspected" three times a week.
As a result of the measures that were taken, there

was a continued decrease in the venereal rate of the
American Expeditionary Forces, which, according to

the statistics of the Surgeon-General's Office, fell to

16 per thousand per year in October, 1918, as shown
in Figure 2. In the meantime the army had been grow-
ing rapidly, and the personnel of the division of urology
had greatly increased.

DIVI5I0N OF UCOLOCY-

FKOrslTT LIME5

MO.I OF BATTALION J IN SUPFOPT

Plan for thi kin diieaaea in

1 itbing, disinfecting and lauodi

The campaign against vener '
' inthe Ameri-

can Expeditio briefly of I

lowing

:

I. Social h ' its purpo

minimizing of the numb
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rophylactic treatment, bi-weekly examinations!
the object of which was to detect venereal disease and
to institute prompt and efficient treatment, in order to

reduce the number oi days sick, and to restricl leave in

order to combat the spread of infection.

3. Repression of prostitution l>\ placing houses out

of bounds.
4. The reporting of sources of infection and dis-

pensary treatment of the civil population.

ment of the Twenty-Sixth Division within 1 mile of front line trc

5. Enforcement of laws relating to alcoholism.

6. Court-martial for venereal disease.

7. Treatment of venereal disease with the organiza-

:i order to reduce the loss of effective strength

and to avoid making venereal disease an excuse for

escaping duty.

SEXUAL CONTINENCE

In various general orders and circulars, sexual con-

tinence was urged on the troops of the American Expe-
ditionary Forces. Is this in any way pos-

sible in armies ?

The total number of men covered by
Table 3 was 7.401

; the average length of

stay in France was seven weeks; tin total

number taking venereal prophylaxis was
taiong these 7,000 men, during

a period of almost two months, only one

se of venereal di discov-

areful physical examina-
tions -

I his record, cf course,
is remarkably good—probably better than
that of the army a- a whole, but these or-
ganizations are cited lence that

continence bj large

tor a considerable period
of time.

This long drawn-out war of the

r old-time
fallacy, namely, that the soldier mu
a libertine in order to be a good fighter.

EFFICACY OF PROPHYLAXIS

The army have effec-

tively demonstrated the excellent results that can be
obtained by prophylactic treatment in preventing
real d; of the most careful studies on the
subject i- that contained in a recent report of Riggs
(Fig. 3). Riggs has shown that if given during the

first hour after sexual contact, the failure of prophy-
laxis was less than 0.1 per cent., and during the first

four hours was less than 1 per cent. After that it rose

rapidly to 7.? per cent, after ten hours. Study of the
medical records of the American Expeditionary forces
testified to the accuracy of Riggs' statistics. Among
loo,out instances ( ,t' prophylaxis given in Bordeaux,
the percentage of Failure was 1.7. \n analysis of the
conditions among the troops in 1 '.iris showed that

the failure when prophylaxis was taken ill

three hours or less was 0.5 per cent. (785
cases).

RESULTS OBTAIN!

D

The plan of keeping and treating men
with venereal diseases within their organi-

zations was followed to the end of hos-

tilities. As long as the troops were in

training areas or in very quiet sectors,

little difficulty was experienced in treating

men at regimental infirmaries; hut when
an active sector was occupied, the medical

officer was so busy with other duties that

it became necessary to organize venereal

labor camps at which all the cases could he

concentrated within the division, only a

little more remote from the front lines.

This plan was first promulgated by Major
L. C. Lcbr, in the first Division, and was
afterward amplified by Major H. L. San-
ford, in the Forty-Second Division.

to the small amount of venereal disease

present, none of these divisional venereal camps
exceeded ISO men, even though certain cases of chronic

gonorrhea and latent syphilis were taken for treatment.

From 60 to 80 per cent, of these men were on a full

duty status doing important work for the division,

such as repair of roads, stone crushing, erection of

barracks, horse lines, sanitary work, carpenter work
and general mechanical work. It was shown that com-

Owins

rench movable steam laundry, with compact, modern not
motor; hot-air drying room; capacity. 2,000 suits per day (s

plications were not more frequent here than with men
who had been hospitalized, and the active exercise and
outdoor life had a wonderful effect in maintaining

health and morale. Of great importance was the

Opportunity afforded to bring back to these divisional

camps cases of syphilis for successive courses of treat-

ment a. the months passed by. In periods of great

activity, and when an offensive was planned, these nun
were often sent forward to do their bit with their com-
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Tades, being allowed to return afterward to complete
their treatment. Many of them made the supreme sac-

rifice, but there was no evidence to show that they did
not fight as well as the others.

Fig. 10—Number of cases of skin disease in field hospital, Forty-

Second Division, A. E. F., during the months of April, May and
June, 1918, showing rapid decrease when general bathing and early

diagnosis and treatment were vigorously pushed.

Figure 5 shows graphically the organization of the

Division of Urology, American Expeditionary Forces,

and Figure 6 shows the plan adopted for

the treatment of venereal diseases and

urologic surgical cases in the American
Expeditionary Forces.

In many of the divisions, particularly

those at the front, the amount of venereal

disease contracted monthly was astonish-

ingly small. The Forty-Second Division

had only six new cases in one month and

eight in another month among 26.000 men.

When, however, troops were allow

on leave, the venereal rate often in I

considerably. During the last stages of

the great conflict, when the divisions were

being rushed forward into battle, almost

continuously for several months, the main-

tenance of the venereal labor camp- was
quite difficult, and it was proposed

ganize army venereal labor camps to which

all cases incapable of being handled with

divisions would be sent. These were to be

situated not too remote from the front, at

.'.here work companies were needed
for employment in useful occupations and
as much as possible on a full duty status.
'1 be sudden ending of the war made it

jary to organize these anm camps. In the

depot or replacement divisions venereal camps handled
blem among replacement troi i]

ral Pershing's interest in the venereal problem
was actively maintained throughout :

by the frequent order-, memoranda and bulletins that

he issued from time to time. His letter to Lord Mil-
ner shows his deep interest in the subject. This letter

was incorporated in Bulletin 54. which was drawn up
at his request. Although engaged in one of the great
battles of the war, General Pershing took the time to

review the manuscript and give his personal approval
to it.

RESULTS

The figures as officially announced to the entire

American Expeditionary Forces by the Surgeon-
General of the United States Army, are shown in

Figure 2. As seen here, after the early rise, the result

of the bad conditions at St. Xazaire, there was a steady
decline until Nov. 1, 1918, when the rate reached 16

per thousand per year. Since the signing of the armis-

tice there has been a slight increase, the rate during
December and on January 1 being 28 per thousand per
year, less than one third of the rate in the I

army in 1916. In Figure 2 is also seen the venereal

rate of the United States Army stationed in the United
States. As seen here in September, 1917, there was a

rapid increase of the venereal rate due to the men com-
ing in with the draft from civil life. From 1 to 8 per

cent, of these men were infected with venereal disease

(average : white men, 5 per cent., negroes, 15 per cent.),

and the annual venereal rate of the army took a sud-

den great rise to 200. During the winter months of
\'H7 there were fewer drafts, and the curve fell; but

during the spring and summer of 1918, with the huge
increase from civil life, the venereal rate rose steadily

until it presented the monthly rate of 22S! per thousand
per year, and one week it reached the great height of

342 per thousand per year. With the cessation of

hostilities and the stopping of the draft, the rate rap-

idly dropped to 72, December 1.

— Field hospital

• sties show that f

ease acquired in the Army in the United Stat

icquired from civil life and brought in with the

\ recent report "in sughtly i

<

an. I a half, since the first drafted mi
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there have boon reported to the Surgeon General over

al disease among .ill troops in

the United States. Approximately 200,000 of these

were contracted in civilian life."

Experiences obtained in the American Expeditionary

. in which the venereal rate had been reduced

to such a low figure i 16), testify to the greal value of

the army methods for combating venereal disease, and

the splendid effect of military discipline and the well

i d life of the soldier.

HOSPITALIZ \

Following advices from other armies in Europe,

preparations had been made by the Surgeon-General's

Office I" provide one hase hospital of 1.000 beds for

venerea] diseases, alone, for every 100.000 troop- sent

to France. Personnel and equipment of many of these

hospitals were organized

and dispatched to France,

hut venereal diseases had

effectively com-
bated, and the measures
for their treatment with

the organizations in the

divisions and in the depot

labor camps had been so

effective and satisfactory,

that it was decided not to

use any of these 1

for venereal disease, and

they were promptly turned

over to the treatment of

the wounded and the sick.

In October, 1918. when
the hospital resources in

the American Fxpedition-

arv Forces were terribly

taxed to take care of the

wounded and sick, it was
extremely gratifying to

realize that of the twenty
' ospitals which it

' timed to
|

for an army of two mil-

lion men. according to the

original intentions of the

War Department, none
were required for the

at of venereal dis-

and that every one
of them v for

other
;

1 was available for the treatment of

inded at that mo-t, trying time in the medical

of the American Expeditionary Forces.

FART II

SKIN DISEASES

_ chief surgeon's office, Nov. 9, L917,

1 for eight I divisions in the medical

department, and named the director for each division.

In the fifth division, venereal, skin and genito-urinary

uped together and placed under a

"director of urology."

An investigation was at once made as to the fre-

quency of skin disease, and the hot methods for it-

prevention and treatment that had b 1 in the

French and lirit i-h Armies. A memorandum was then

sent to the office of the chief surgeon, American Expe-

Fig. 12.—Plan
plant, captured i

of an excellent German stc

i the Argonne.

ditionary Forces, calling attention to the fact that

trench fever, scabies and inflammatory processes in

the skin had caused ''0 per Cent, of all the diseases of

the British armies in France and that, being largely

due in pediculosis and scabies, they were almost entirel)

preventable; that ii was of utmosl importance thai

ever] effort should be made inward prevention of

skin diseases, namely, provision of requisite Eacili

ins for bathing, disinfestors ami adequate supply
id' Underclothing; that since the beginning "I the war
great improvements have been made in bathing appa-

ratus, steam and hot air disinfestors and movable laun-

dries, and that every effort should be made tu obtain

these in as great quantity as possible from France and
In-land, as il was evident that with the great diffi-

culties (if transportation from America we would cer-

tainly be faced with a considerable shortage.
"

On Jan. 8, 1918, the

Mn>
j

Manual of Military Urol-
o»m*v*»t, I

gy_ which had been pre-

B_st pared by the division of

urology, w a s presented

and approved for publica-

tion by the chief surgeon
and the commander-in-
chief. In this manual skin

diseases and their preven-

tion were discussed at

length and a "plan for the

prevention and early treat-

ment of dermatologic
cases" was announced.
General Order 38,

American Expeditionary

Forces, Sept. 17, 1917,

delegated to the engineer-

ing corps the furnishing

and installation of bathing

apparatus, and ( ieneral

Order 13, Jan. 21, 1918,

delegated to the quarter-

master corps the furnish-

ing and installation of

laundries and sterilizers

and the provision of a

supply of clean under-
clothing.

General Order 18,

American Expeditionary

Forces, Jan. 31, 1918, held

the town major responsi-

ble for the location and maintenance of baths, washing

and incinerating facilities. The medical department
was not authorized to take part in the management of

the bathing, disinfesting or laundering for the troops.

In compliance with the directions embodied in a

letter of Feb. 21, 1918, from the chief surgeon, Amer-
ican Expeditionary Forces, to Major Hugh H. Young,
a report on the prevention of skin diseases in the

American Expeditionary Forces was made by a board
consisting of Majors Hugh H. Young, Hans Zinsser

and I laven Emerson.
It is possible to give in The Journal only the head-

this official report, namely: The great fre-

quency of disease due to vermin, especially skin dis-

methods of disinfestation, its relation to posi-

tion of troops; choice of methods; relative value of

steam, hot air, chemicals; laundries; repellants; scabies

ms; proposed organization.

1 Clo'hit^g \fit**Or>nt\\
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The splendid work and remarkable ingenuity of
certain division urologists in improvising apparatus
and in bathing and disinfesting their troops under
great difficulties deserve extended notice; but unfor-
tunately our time is too short and space does not admit
of even mentioning their names. These men struggled

at all times with great problems of preventive medicine,

and obtained results in the prevention of skin and
venereal disease that were indeed remarkable. When
the divisions were engaged in combat they were allowed

no rest, but took active part in the operations, some-
times as battalion surgeons, at other times with the

ambulance or triage, in the shock wards, or as opera-

tors in the divisional hospitals for the desperately

wounded. The debt of gratitude that I owe these

faithful assistants, whom I delighted in visiting, as

frequently as possible, up and down the front, could
never be repaid. The results obtained by them is

forcibly shown by the fact that their work in prevent-

ing diseases of the skin and in sterilizing those patients

who were early brought in to the field hospitals devoted

to skin diseases were so effective that it was very rarely

necessary to evacuate patients with skin disease out of

the divisions, and in an exhaustive report made by
Major Knowles, assistant consultant in dermatology,

it is shown that in October there were probably not

more than 100 cases of pyodermia in the entire Amer-
ican Expeditionary Forces. As a result, it was never

necessary to organize a special hospital for skin dis-

eases, and our only clinic was a small one in Paris.

Instead of 90 per cent, of the evacuations for disease

from the organizations being the result of vermin, as

reported to have been the case in the British Army, it

is safe to say that a very small percentage of the cases

of disease evacuated from the American Expeditionary

Forces was due to such causes. These magnificent

results were obtained under most trying circumstances,

with great shortage of apparatus, with equipment of

varied character, and confronted by the necessity of

improvising all sorts of crude methods in order to

bathe and disinfest the troops. Had it been possible

to have twenty portable shower baths, two portable

disinfestors and two portable laundries per division

with the proper personnel and transportation, no diffi-

culty would have been encountered in practically elim-

inating lousiness and scabies from the troops.

In the most active period of warfare, thai of the

great battle of the Argonne, the need of army and
corps supervision of bathing and disinfesting equip-

ment was shown, and provisions wire made foi

Biologist to carry out this work for the divisions as

fast as they come out of the lines to rest. Bui space

does not permit reference to the detailed plans that

were finally adopted to insure the proper functioning
ot the sanitary measures. In tbi^ la -t phase of the war

i swifl that it was ne< essary ti

Dse of captured German bathing e tablishments, one
of which is shown in Figure 12.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
ON PAPERS OF DRS. CORBUS, TAUBER, LOWSLEV AND YOUNG
Dr. Abraham L Wolbarst, New Y..rk: With r.

tandard treatment "t syphilis, speak
of it than to carry it out in actual practice. Strict!
ing, there is no standard treatment for s\ ].inti ^ ..t anj other
disease, becausi no standard human beings, and
we must treat the individual and not tlir disease. If we

start 'in mi the assumption that syphilis requires so many
arsphenamin injections, and so many mercury injections, we
are going to strike a snag. We must study the individual,

and unless we do that we are not going to cure him. I

regret that the author did not say anything about the

clinical aspects of syphilis, and especially the primary lesion.

We are attaching altogether too much importance to the

laboratory findings and giving not enough attention to the

clinical features. It is the fashion in some quarters to make
the diagnosis of syphilis on a positive Wassermann reaction,

even though clinical data might he absent. 1 think this is

a serious error. We should be able to recognize a chancre
when we see one. It is far better to let a man with syphilis

go untreated until he shows definite clinical symptoms, than
to take a man who has chancroid or something of that sort

and treat him for syphilis just because a laboratory found a

positive Wassermann. I do not wish to underrate the value
of the Wassermann test; but I believe it means nothing
unless it is employed intelligently in conjunction with the

clinical aspects of the case. Different laboratory workers
get contrary results on the same serum taken at the same
time. How, then, can we rely implicitly on such a test?

You have no moral right to convict a man of having syph-
ilis unless the positive Wassermann is corroborated by
clinical data supporting such a diagnosis. Another expedi-

ent of great value is the excision of venereal ulcers when-
ever it can be done. If the lesion is on the foreskin, 1

invariably circumcise the patient, thus removing at one
stroke the foreskin as well as the ulcer. If it be a chan-
croid, we have an immediate cure; if it is a chancre, the

future course of the disease is greatly modified for the better

by this excision of the infecting focus. As to the arsphena-
min technic : I have given over 1.700 injections in my office

without a single severe reaction of any kind. I think this

is due to the water which I use. I use an "aerated distilled

water" (made by an old established mineral water manu-
facturer in Xew 1"rk). I have found this water much more
satisfactory in every respect than the pure distilled water.

The manufacturer informs me that the water contains (per

100 volumes) 0.70 volumes of oxygen, 1.26 volumes of

nitrogen and 0.06 volumes of COj. Those gases are Forced

through distilled water under high pressure. I am of the

Opinion that the OXygen in the water may possibly haw some
stimulating effect by oxygenating the red M 1 cells and

ercoming any possible toxic effects of the ars-

phenamin in the blood. In cases in which arsphenamin and

mercury do not give the desired results, I recommend pitui-

tary extract. It has been pointed nut by eminent students

of endocrinology that syphilis is essentially a pituitary dis-

ease and that Syphilis has a very distinct anil close bearing

on the pituitary. A man deficient in pituitary extract is more
easil] infected than a normal man, and once such a man
i-. mi. c ird. it i- hard< i for him t i gel i id of his h

than for a man with normal pituitary substance. Small

tlmosl homeopathic in character, have been

service in such

I)k Harry W Plaggemeyer, Detroit: With regard to the

chool at Fort Oglethorpe, 1 da not think thai Dr.

Timberlake has sufficiently broughl out just what was done
there, i am nol saying that critically. Possibly it is a mat-

i had the privilege of being a "rookie"

thorpe and. of course, like many of t lie- rest of us

here, I slept in the barracks, and I hi tine talk,

and "in urologic

- the time I d the work thai 1 ' I mi

berlake was doing. The poinl is iliat although he ha

ii a rather amusing sketch, and made a bit light of his

endeavors there, I think that from a practically

:..

in the way of teaching, in concentrated form, that I have

n ; and the

ument : I hi

I came away from
rpe, in addition to

f all the men in I

a kindlj
<! l," ,n "'"''
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healthful fear of their subject, which is the beginning of

wisdom. 1 am sure thai he has sent out from thai

hundreds of men, who otherwise would probabl) have t i.il>

-

bled m urology, who have been given not onlj .1 fundamental
training in details, but an atmosphere on the subject which
will redound to the glory of this section in the future ["he

school of urology at Oglethorpe, as conducted bj Major
Timberlake, is a lasting monument to ln> «

IV Y IV Lhsftnas . * hicago: Germane to Dr. Young's
paper in regard to reconstruction work, 1 would like to

mention an apparatus for reconstruction of the penis, ["his

apparatus was designed originally to help the condition of

a very undeveloped penis. In answer to the patient*, appeal

I ped an appliance and fitted it t" his penis. This

appliance was used with satisfaction and lias also been used

ase where the shaft of the penis v..t> about two-

thirds
j

1>k. Anion (I. Rytina, Baltimore: I would like to say a

:>ls about the clinic we established in Baltimore,

which is known as the L'. S. government night clinic. We
ufficient funds available to conduct the clinic along

very highly efficient lines, but the main thing 1 want to bring

out is the connection therewith of the detention ward, and I

think the influence of this organization, and all rgani ations,

i.ught to be along the lines of controlling prostitution by the

establishment of detention wards. We have, in connection

with our clinic, this detention ward, which is made very

efficient by the splendid cooperation we have in the Balti-

department and the city courts. There is a

statute on the books of Maryland which states that any
individual who is suffering with an infectious disease can

he detained, or can be quarantined, and these women are

picked up off the streets and are brought to us. We detain

them tor arsphenamifl treatments as long as we think it is

try, and it is surprising to see the wonderful work we
arc doing. The only opposition we have been receiving has

been on the part of the suffragists. They cannot see why
we should detain women and not men, and in conversation

with one of these women 1 told her it was an economic
: entirely; that in Baltimore about the most infec-

tion; that a man could give in one evening would be one
r two; whereas we have women brought in who sometimes

infect as many as forty men a night. I remember one
woman especially who had extensive condylomas of the

vulva, and she told us confidentially that she had been hav-

ing intercourse with about forty soldiers every evening. We
have about twenty-five lids. We ought to have about five

hundred. A civic organization has just been established, and
I feel it a< complish a lot. and be very successful,

because Dr. Young is going to head it.

Dr. William E. Kfanb, Detroit: I would like to bring

nut a method used in the outpatient department of St. Mary's
'., where we are unable to secure the serum from the

the dark field, and where we are unable to diagnose
the chancre clinically, and it is too early for the blood test—

.ere the foreskin cannot be retracted and yet the

diagnosis should be made as quickly as possible. We have
circumcised the patient and in several cases were able to

:i artificial serum and demonstrate spirochetes

in the dark field within a day or two and. of course, pro-
;h specific treatment. This is a distinct advantage

d in all doubtful cases it certainly is justifiable to take
such means to enable us to make a very early diagnosis. I

certainly agree that the time to treat syphilis is in the very
lage, and the earlier we can make our diagnosis, the

Ment later on. The
excision • certainly seems to be rational treat-

ment. Not only that, but where we are unable
to excise the uld direct treatment particularly
locally, with the cautery, or with mercurial ointment, because
it is a distinct advantage to do as much as possible I

icatc the focus of in:

Dr. James K. Dillon, San Francisco: I agree with Dr.
Taubcr that every venereal sore should be exam in. !

ilitic infection, such as herpes, simple ulcers, cham :i

hard chancres. Frequently the spirochetes are not found in

the first examination, especially if the patient has used ;i mer-
curial preparation. Ii the lesion is treated with .i mild boric

solution, or with a physiologic sodium ihlorid solution, the

ete maj reappeai in three oi Eoui days, Regarding
standards for arsphenamin treatment in primary syphilis, I

followed a series of cases at the Stanford medical scl I.

taking the blood Wassermann twenty four hours after each

arsphenamin injection, and found some cases in which the

itive Wassermann was positive where the chancn
were onlj two weeks old; in other cases, after the second or

third injection the Wassermann became positive, where it

had previously been negative, You cannot limit treatment to

any particular number of injections. In some cases it will

lake as many as ten or twelve, with mercury, to render the

provocative test negative. Anothei thing, there is undoubt-
edly a specific strain of spirochete thai enters the blood

Stream and attacks the nerve centers early, even in the first

few days of the primary sore. Occasionally, a positive spinal

fluid is found in the early stages of primary and secondary

syphilis and in spite of intensive antisy philitic treatment in

the early stages, with blood tests to guide the treatment at

intervals of from six months to a year, for two or three

years afterward, the blood Wassermann would return posi-

tive. Possibly the only way of curing such patients is by
the Swift-Kllis method or other intraspinal injections.

Ordinarily, 1 give at least three additional injections after

the provocative Wassermann has become negative.

Dr. P. A. Jacobs, Cleveland: I have listened with a great

deal of interest to the various methods of standardization

for the treatment of syphilis. It is my opinion that the

standardized treatment for syphilis cannot be accomplished.

What I would suggest, first, is that some standardized

method for the carrying out of the Wassermann reaction be
first instituted. No two serologists perform the Wasser-
mann test or technic alike. One uses an alcoholic extract,

and the other cholesterin, or what not. If I am not mis-
taken, the British have at this time a commission for the

purpose of bringing about a standardization for the per-

formance of the Wassermann test.

Dr. Elmore B. Tauber, Cincinnati : In Ohio we have a

law which is even a little bit better than that of Maryland,
I believe. If there is a reasonable doubt that a person has

venereal disease, we have the right to put him in detention.

So at the present time we are arresting both men and women
on the streets of Cincinnati. We have eighty beds for

women and thirty-seven for men at the present time at the

Cincinnati General Hospital, and we are getting remarkably
good results in this way. We are taking these women (they

usually come in negative, as they have had a douche, or

something of the sort to make them negative) and their

first slide is negative as regards gonorrheal diseases usually,

and the Wassermann is taken immediately. But after being

there for twenty-four or forty-eight hours you would be

surprised at the 95 to 98 per cent, of positive slides that we
get. We only discharge them after they have three negative

slides, without any treatment. In regard to Dr. Wolbarst's

idea of the serum, I was not speaking of the condition when
logic test becomes positive. My method is entirely,

directed to try and standardize, and as Dr. Corbus said, we
must arrive at some method of standardization. My method
is directed purely at the early diagnosis, and the treatment

under those conditions, before the serologic condition is

positive. Because without that we are in a deplorable state.

While it may not do anything it is at least a step forward
in the right direction. Dr. Keane's method of circumcision

and growing a culture seems to be rather logical, and one I

will be glad to try out.

Dr. Hugh If. YOUNG, Baltimore: This question of stand-

ardization is an extremely important one. It was absolutely

necessary in the A. E. F. to suggest a thorough method of

treatment of syphilis. We did not lay down any fixed law

as to how the disease should he treated, but we standard-

re or less the drugs to he used, because it was impos-

have everything. Mercury and arsenic were given

simultaneously during the first course, and in the after

courses neo-arsphenamin was preferred to arsphenamin. You
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do not have to have Dr. Wolbarst's special water, aerated
with certain gases, and things of that sort; just a little tube

of ordinary sterile water was all that was necessary, and
you could entrust it to men who had little experience before.

I am a strong believer in an effort to get at what might be
called an ideal treatment for syphilis, rather than a standard
treatment. The work these men are doing in Chicago, Cin-
cinnati and elsewhere is bound to spread. We studied the

whole question of infection of prostitutes very carefully with

the French. I saw at St. Xazaire prostitutes who had
infected our soldiers, and yet it was impossible to see that

they had any venereal disease at all. We got a lot of

syphilis in one house, and yet you could find no syphilis

among those women. We investigated further and found that

not infrequently the prostitute transmitted the diseases, not
because she herself had it, but because she simply was a
carrier from one man to another. Where a woman would
have intercourse with from fifty to one hundred men in an
evening, if one fellow came in whose secretion was filled

with staphylococcus, the woman might easily, if she did not

wash, transmit the infection to the men who toll..wed. We
found one house where eighteen men got venereal disease,

and one of the women had as a helper a small boy who
opened the door and welcomed
everybody. He had a large

chancre on his penis and would

reinfect her two or three

times a day, and she spread it

to the soldiers who came along.

There is no question about it

that one of the greatest dangers

in houses of prostitution is lack

of cleanliness, and the fact

that these women transmit dis-

ease by being just temporary
carriers of deposits left by ap-

plicants for her favor.

Dr. Budd C. Corbus, Chica-

go: In regard to the standard-

ization of treatment, especially

in regard to syphilis. Looking
up our army records, and every

record that was available, there

was no definite standard set for

the treatment of this disease,

that could be followed with any *•*''• "M\
degree of accuracy. By stand-

c
3

ardization I <lo not mean that

every case is going to measure "^ -,-

up to this one standard and be

treated that way. Ordinarily

there are certain salient fea-

tures that stand out in the treatment of syphilis, that are not

adhered to. We have attempted to standardize the treatment

of syphilis. Our standard is not perfect, but it is flexible, and

is an attempt at something ideal. If it is imperfect, we can

regulate it some time later. Systematic standardization in

the treatment of syphilis is universally needed.

On Teaching Hygiene.—No greater service can be rendered

the college youth than requiring him to time to

the conscientious study of both personal and public hygiene.

This is so universally accepted by academicians thai i

be but useless repetition to present arguments in it-- behalf.

That universities regard h; tial subject is

demonstrated bj a perusal of their catalogues. A criticism

called forth by the average course in hygiene, how
the half heartedness or laxness with which il

. . H onal and public, Can be made one
of the most interesting subjects in the college curriculum.
Is it not true that people are fundamentally inter.

health? It has been stated that lative to health
and physical well-being make up the bulk of the lait

venation. If this is true why not by education substitute

the world of harmful misstatements and p
superstition -John Sundwall, Puh Health Rep., Ncn 7. 1919.

PATHOLOGY .VXD OPERATIVE TREAT-
MENT l )F O 'X I RA< TURE OF

NECK OF BLADDER *

LEO BUERGER, M.A., M.D.

NEW YORK

We may apply the general term "contracture of the
neck of the bladder*' to designate all those pathologic
processes involving the region of the internal vesical

sphincter and the adjacent periurethral tissues of the

prostatic urethra that do not belong to the class of true

neoplastic Formations, and that result in a greater or
less coarctation, rigidity or distortion of this portion of
the urethrovesical canal. The fibromas or adenomas
that may be located in this region are usually grouped
in the category of so-called "hypertrophy of the pros-
tate," although, correctly speaking, fibro-adenomas of
the prostate would be a better appellation. When the
latter are unaccompanied by fibrotic and inflamrj

lesions leading to stenosis

of the vesica] sphincteric

ring, they make a variety

quite distinct Erom what we
wish to term "contracture
of the neck of the bladder."

The appellation "median
bar" should not be em-
ployed because its applica-

tion is confusing, for the

term is not sufficiently com-
prehensive to include all the

lesions that belong to this

class of cases. Although it

is an accompanying objec-

tive manifestation of some
lesions of contracture of

the neck of the bladder, it

is frequently absent, and
can in no sense be regarded

as a primary lesion. Nor is

it for the most pari •

^^^^^J^ sible clinical symp-
"v

-
>"

toms. Its use, I believe,

should be discarded in this

conn.

It was the pathologic study of cases thai gave the

clinical symptoms of contracture of the neck of the

bladder, cases that did nol belong to the class i

nomas, that led me to adopt a more extensivi

ative procedure than that which merely has for its

purpose the removal of a small portion of tissue from
the floor of the sphincteric region. These pathologic

investigation I obtained by a wide ej

of tissue from the affected region have brought me to

the conclusion that, although no ingle lesion m;

to make up the complex of contracture of the neck of

the bladder, nevertheless, the anatomic alterations

which lead to the narrowing of the bladder outlet are

so extensive and deep thai the radical surgical pro-

cedure better results thai

of the methi "I - applied hereti I

My pathologic studii have

broughl to light thai we are dealing here witl

lesions ii and with a i ombinatii

1919.
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in others, always, however, representing invasion of

the sphincteric and periurethral tissues extending far

beyond the mucous membrane, fhese lesions may be

fibrosis showing multiple enlarged

a >imj >le fibrosis of the sphincter without evidences of

a previous inflammatory process, the fibrosis being of

varying depth or there may be fibrosis accompanied by
an inflammatory process ; or there may be submucous
and periurethral inflammatory lesions involving the

sphincteric region and posterior urethra extending cen-

trifugally for a variable distance into the surrounding
forming an inflammatory fibrosclerotic -heath

of varying thickness ; or, there may be diffuse glandu-

lar invasion of the sphinteric region with or without

periacinal inflammation associated with more or less

sphincteric fibrosis ; and. finally there may be mixed
in which any of the foregoing changes may be

uiied by the accidental formation of small

adenomas or fibromas.

It mu-t be well understood that any observations on
the nature of nonneoplastic lesions at the neck of the

are open to fallacious interpretation, in view of
• that the very incipient e of the proi i

rarely. le to our notice. What can be sub-

section are tissues which represent

nay have
taken on new irtue of the advent of

dary compli veil as secondary mechanical
ons. On the' one hand, chronic cystitis, with

or witl |i ulus, and chronic
inflammation of the prostate may be responsible for

alteration- in the neck of the bladder that are quite

distinct from the original lesion, causing confusion in

our subsequent estimations of the pathology; and, on
the other band, distortions of the bladder, the me ban
ical effect of the distention of chronic retention, may

bring about pseudovalves oi bar formations al the

vesica] neck that are in reality not the cause bu1 the

result of a number of anatomic, mechanical and patho-

logic factors.

A critical analysis of the dignity of all the elements
concerned in the pathology of each of my own cases,

however, has enabled me to come to certain conclusions

that are somewhat at variance with the observations of

those whose investigations are based for the most pail

on necropsy material. Although such work as that of

Randall and the anatomic -Indies of Lowsley are

exceedingly valuable in demonstrating beyond perad-

venture that vesical obstructions other than the pure
adenomas and so-called hypertrophies frequently exist,

nevertheless, my own clinical and pathologic observa-

tion- seem to be in accord rather with the occasional

clinical findings of other authors, who report true

stenosis of a fibrotic nature at the internal urelhro-

vesical outlet. Although other forms have been

encountered, they all have this in common: that an

essentially fibrotic or inflammatory fibrotic lesion

occupying the internal vesical sphincter, and the peri-

urethral intraprostatic region is always present, even

though accompanied by other changes.

I do not feel at liberty to express myself definitely

regarding the etiology, nor do I wish to discuss in

detail the nature of the processes, whether they are

purely recessive and of the involution type, degenera-

tive, or arteriosclerotic in cases of the fibroses, or

induced by contiguity from the prostate and sexual

adnexa, or by metastatic paths in the cases of the

inflammatory varieties.

My purpose is rather to demonstrate how extensive

is the involvement of adjacent parts in these sphincteric

lesions, and to show what varieties of pathologic proc-

esses are encountered, for the reason for the surgical

1 ^ ; -~v

,

Y
T * >Z<5

^'M

<•*«*

Fir. 3.—Inflai raaton '
:

contracture.

operation that I recommend is wholly based on the

nature of my pathologic findings.

PATHOLOGIC CLASSIFICATION

A simple and satisfactory grouping of my seventeen

cases divides the material into three classes: ( 1) fibro-
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sis (eight cases;
; (2) fibrosis and inflammation

| four
cases), and (,3) fibrosis associated with adenomas or
fibromas, or with infiltrating adenomas (five cas

Fig. 4.—Inflammatory sheath formation plus fibrosis.

The Fibroses. — At operation, with the bladder
opened suprapubically, we encounter the following evi-

dences of regional alterations in and about the internal

sphincter:

Visually, the striking abnormalities are an unusually
small internal vesical orifice, and the presence of a

horizontally situated transverse prominence (median
barj in the situation of the postero-inferior lip of the

sphincter, neither of these being essential for the

existence of a contracture of the neck of the bladder,
since the latter may occur in the form of extensive
and diffuse rigidity of the sphincter and prostal

tion of the urethral channel, the sphincteric ring being
seemingly patent. When a bar is well developed, it

may be exaggerated by edema or by enormou I

capillaries and veins, or it may involve i

the floor of the vesical orifice or extend laterally for

varying distances, in some cases being truly eccentric
and almost laterally placed.

1 »ften a distincl shortening of the sagittal trigonal

distance, with transverse plication of the retro
teric area will be appreciated, a furrow separating ibis

interureteric bar from the vesical orifice. When the

median bar is well developed, or when edem
marked vascularization

congested and inflamed vaginal cer ical ostium is

Simula

In other cases when a diffuse fibrosis of the p
Is an attendent lesion, in the group thai i often sus-

- prostatic carcinoma, there is on the contrary

a distinct mound in the distal trigonal area, although
no true fibro-adenomas or even fibromas may be
present.

The tip of the index finger introduced into the
internal vesical orifice rinds a hard, infiltrated, annular
band or fibrous ring, effectually preventing its introduc-
tion into the urethra. When force is employed, the
engagement of the posterior urethra is at once followed
by tearing of the outlet, most frequently at the roof of
the neck.

When the coarctation of the sphincter is but slighl

or doubtful, the tissues of the posterior urethra as well
as the sphincter will be appreciated as having been
converted into a fibrotic, hard sheath that reveals none
of that resilience and elasticity so characteristic of the
normal ureterovesical outlet. ( >r, in addition to these
lesions, small areas of increased density may I

pated, these being manifestly due (as sections show)
to multiple discrete fibromatous nodules.

As to the situation and extent of the lesions, these
may be described as being the submucous tissue of the
internal sphincter, the sphincteric muscle itself and the
periurethral tissues of the posterior urethra usually
behind the verumontanum. The depth or amount of
centrifugal involvement varies considerably, hi that
histologically, as well as objectively with the palpating
finger, we can readily detect a superficial and deep
form, depending on whether the structure of the pros-

-:
J
.,.- - •>* C^> >

tate itself and the I phincter

suffer in the nd in truth, all the

"contractures" may be regarded as being deep
'

since thi i
and sphim teric ; ilways

1 Bui when, in addition to
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considerable distance from the urethra are inseparably

bound up in th pathologic lesion, the unusual extent

of infringem on the integrity of the vesical outlet

can l>c both histologically and surgically recogn

Fig. 6.—Inflammatory sheath plus hypertrophy.

The Microscopic Lesions.—The material obtained

|y comprised a pyramidal piece (or wedge) of

tissue excised at suprapubic operation in such a fashion

as to ablate the greater part or whole of the floor of

the internal sphincteric ring, the apex of the pyramid
lying in the prostate, its distal end just above the

verumontanum, and its proximal side being cut trans-

just beyond the sphincteric margin in the

It was attempted to obtain as large a section,

in a sagittal sense, as possible, one border of the section

red with mucous membrane.

ns in the Pure Fibroses.—In making arbitrary

r purposes of clarity and possible clinical

grouping, it must be again emphasized that we may be

dealing with histologic pictures that, although

nvolutive or atrophic type, are

in reality in some, or possibly in all instances, the end-
• of antecedent active inflammatory processes,

not at all likely in view of the hiStOl

clinical course, the cystoscopic and urinary findings,

and the microscopic architecture of the tissue; still,

it is a possibility that cannot be excluded in all i

Fibre n in the sections of our cases of con-

tracture of the neck of the bladder, i- of various types.

It may be described, according to its disposition and
its relation to the muscular bundles, as peri fascicular

or intra fascicular. We may consider it. according to

the type of tissue, as cither represented by well devel-

oped connective tissue in the intermediate stages of

maturation, or ;b evidenced by the presence of an

inflammatory process.

In general, the fibrotic replacement of muscle fibers

of the sphincter is Striking, the latter muscle being

normal in thickness, hypertrophied or atrophied.

Usually the diffuse nature of the process is noteworthy,

the muscle bundles being often widely separated by

either dense or at times edematous connective tissue,

I he latter type is more frequently disposed in the

neighborhood of the mucous membrane. Figure 1

illustrates the extensive invasion of the muscle with

connective tissue in a case of true fibrotic contracture,

there being nowhere any evidences of inflammation,

the sphincter tearing when the finger was forcibly made
to enter.

Atrophy, disappearance of, and degeneration of

muscle fibers can be observed going on pari passu with

the proliferative process of the connective tissue. The
process usually implicates the greater part of the

sphincter, but may be associated with evidences of

recent inflammation (secondary) or with deep fibrosis,

much of the prostate gland being invaded, or with the

formation of a sheath of sclerotic tissue extending far

distally in the urethra (even beyond the verumonta-

num), or finally with multiple minute submucous or

intraprostatic fibromas.

For the most part, it is the sphincteric disorganiza-

tion that makes for the coarctation of the urethro-

vesical outlet in these cases ; but there is the interesting

type just referred to, in which a veritable sheath of

fibrotic tissue lying between the mucosa of the supra-

montane urethra (between the sphincter and the \eiu-

montanum) forms a cylindric narrowing in this region.

Associated with this lesion, multiple minute fibromas,

submucous and intraprostatic, may give the palpating

finger the impression of a carcinomatous prostate.

Another striking example of atrophic prostate asso-

ciated with arteriosclerotic fibrosis of the sphincter is
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well depicted in Figure 2, in which the proliferation of

sclerotic vessels is a feature.

Summing up briefly the types of fibroses, we find

the pure fibroses of the sphincter, those accompanied

ifllp
:
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rmer manifesting itself in a

finished connective tissue product, the latter in an

active inflammatory lesion destroying the muscle ele-

ments. From a study of the material in this

would appear that the inflammatory process lias had
exacerbations and remissions leaving their early recog-

nizable imprint on the musculature.

Even more exquisite an example of inflammatory

sheath formation with sclerosis of the sphincter and

the development of a fibrotic periurethral envelop

between verumontanum ami vesical outlet is that

depicted in Figure 5. Here, too, there are active and

chronic lesions, a slowly developing fibrotic lesion

involving the whole sphincteric muscle, a more recent

productive inflammation in the muscle, and a still more

recent (acute) lesion which may he an extension from

the mucous membrane. Just how much influence the

in the mucous membrane has on the production

of the deeper lesions it is hard to say. It is conceivable

and highly probable that in

some of these cases recent

infection may add just

Igh additional int'ilt ra-

tion to occlude the sphinc-

teric orifice and produce

complete urinary retention.

Another excellent exam-
ple in which an extensive

rigid periurethral and
sphincteric inflammatory
infiltration is associated

with marked muscular
hypertrophy is offered in

the section photographed in

Figure 6.

Mixed Forms (Fibrosis

and Adenoma, or Fil

with Glandular Infiltra-

tion).—There is am
interesting complex

of lesions at the w
neck that may readily be

confuted with the so

hypertrophies of the pros-

tate, which should, how-
ever, be separated into a

. both from the Tig. 10.—Elevation o

clinical and the patholo

standpoints, namely, the group in which concomitant

glandular infiltration or submucous adenomas play an

tant part in the patl oduct. Thesemaybe
I into one variety with discrete fibro adenomas,

and another in which there is a diffuse infiltration of

the muscle of the sphincter, either with glandular

proliferations from the middle lobe or of subcervical

crete Adenomas.—At first gl

r difficult to meet the criticism that

with •;• all) equivalent to

and indistinguishable from the so-called hypertrophies
or adei study of the ca-cs in point i

however, that Loth clinically and histo-anatomically
there is enough dil "arrant the division into

separati rring frequently in very young
adults, the contracture- associated with minute preco-

. lenomas are characterized histologically by a

preponderance of fibrosis with hut minute adenomatous
proliferation-, the latter being in my experience of

unusually insignificant size, even though the material

was obtained from elderly individuals. That the exten-
sive fibrosis also present may be a deterrent to the

rapid growth of the adenomas seems possible and even
likely, ["heoretically, it is conceivable that a case of
contracture oi long standing, with small precocious
adenoma- m a young man could develop subsequently
.1 picture in which adenoma ami contracture play an
equal role. ( >nly a few such case-- have come to my
notice. When the two lesion- have progressed hand
in hand for years, we regularly find at tile Operating
table that the fibrosis predominates, so much so that I

do not hesitate to group these cases with the con-
tractures.

The fibroses with discrete adenomas do not, in my
experience, tally with the subtrigonal and subcervical
glandular hypertrophies of other authors (Lowsley
and Randall i. for I find, first, that the fibrotic sphinc-
teric alteration- are the essential lesions, and, secondly,

that the adenomas are irreg-

ul.ii i\ di-n ibiited under the

mucosa, in the posterior
urethra or prostatic region,

or at any portion of the

sphincteric ring. Hypertro-
phies of Albarran's and
Holme-' glands do occur, it

is true; but unless asso-

ciated with marked sphinc-

teric fibrosis, they must be
relegated to the class of

hypertrophies or adenomas
of the prostate. In short,

localized glandular neoplas-

tic formations which com-
plicate sphincteric fibrosis

mav form a part of the total

lesion, may exaggerate the

rigidity of the vesical outlet,

and may even contribute

in offering an additional

obstacle to the outflow of

urine. They must not be

regarded as the essential

lesions.

The Infiltrating Adeno-
har prior to excision. mas.—Finally, I may call

attention to another variety

of mixed lesion, which, as far as 1 know, has not been

described, namely, a diffuse glandular invasion of

the sphincter by noncircumscribed elements. Con-

siderable disorganization of the muscle may be caused

thereby, and there is regularly associated with it

a very marked fibrotic proce— . often with periacinar

inflammation
I
Fig. 7). An example of more intense

connective tissue change coupled with infiltrating

adenoma is depicted in Figure 8, in which there

-ill o some minute discrete adenomas. Interesting

for comparison is the photomicrograph shown in

Figure 9, which is a sagittal section through the floor

of the sphincter and prostatic urethra in a case of true

adenoma or "hypertrophy." Here the sphincter,

•h compressed and displaced, is still intact and
is not fibrotic, the neoplastic formations being repre-

sented by a beautifully encapsulated fibroma, and
another adenoma arising in the middle lobe region.

Under the mucosa of the posterior urethra are two
minute fibromas.
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THE AUTHOR S OPERATION" FOR CONTRACTURE OF
THE NECK OF THE BLADDER

Although the mere ablation of a subcervical adenoma
would suffice to cure such a condition, the lesions in

cases of contracture are too extensive and deep to be
materially influenced by anything but a more radical

operation. With a view to relieving the stenotic sphinc-

ter and to enlarging the rigid inflammatory sheath, the

following simple operation was devised and carried out
with some beneficial results during the last three or

four years. Possibly similar procedures have been
used now and then by other surgeons

:

Tin- Madder neck is exposed in the usual way by the
suprapubic route. The peritoneum is pushed well out of

the way and an adequate vertical incisii :i is made into

the anterior wall of the bladder, hut no larger than is

necessary for the proper introduction of retractors and for

the exposure of the sphinctcric region. With adequate illu-

mination, tlu- sphincteric region i- found. It is first viewed
carefully, the presence of the transversely placed ridge or
liar being noted. Such liars may be true bars, owing to

the invasion of this region by glandular and fibrotic or

inflammatory tissue, "r pseudobars, due to edema with

inflammation of the raucous membrane and dilatation of

• In-. A small submucous adenomatous lobule should

regarded as a Irue bar.

One then attempts to insert tlie finger, or at least to

re the si/e of the internal sphincteric ring, which in

ses will be found t" be sclerotic, tightly contracted,

too small for the tip of the linger to enter. If possible, the

ringer is forced through the sphincteric ring, whi

cedure is usually followed by the tearing of tin- anterior

commissure, the latter being in\ lived in the sclerotic and

inflammatory process in mast of the case-. The inferior or

r lip of the sphincteric region is then grasped

(Fig. 10) with long angulated many-toothed volsella or

fixation forceps, drawn upward and toward the head of the

patient, the Moor of the sphincter being thus put on the

stretch, and brought into better view. The amount of tis-

sue that is thus grasped should depend on the nature of the

When the lesion is very deep, when there is a great

deal of til, roll- tissue possibly accompanied with some
adenomatous infiltration, a larger bite will have to be taken

than when we are dealing with a case in which an inflam-

matory sluath surrounds the sphincterii is will

in most cases t • obtain a suffii ient amount of tissue in the

the forceps, so that the next 9tep can be carefully

carried out without losing the grip on the tissue thai

ng, sharp knife is then employed to remove a large

pyramidal piece of tlu- sphincter. The base of the pyramid
' by a portion of the bladder floor extending from

the inferior sphincteric margin backward for a centimeter

apex of the trigon. It, lateral walls are limited

by the lateral margins of the sphincter, and it, apex lies

in the fossula prostatica not iar from the verumontanum.
The incision is carried downward for at least 1.5 cm. or

nior<\ through the sphincter and into the prostate. The
i an usually be made so as to remove an

U fficiently sharp knife is at hand, ami if the

n the sphincteric regi< n great.

nger is then made to enter the sphincter once more,

to dilate this as well as the supramontane urethra.

a careful exploration being made for the presence of any
complicating adenomati r.

Sounds are then passed through tin- urethra, the dilata-

tion being carried to at least 32 French.
If tin- bleeding is active, a small packing may be

into the sphincteric region and posterior urethra, and car-

ri<d through the suprapubic wound alongside of the drainage
.'.hen the bleeding is profuse, it is best to pli

or two catgut hemostatic sniurrs througl one or both lips

of the wound area, inserting the needle so that i!

ilier. The mucosa must ni I

the stitches entering and emerging on the same side of the

divided area. The bladder is then closed over a moderate
sized suprapubic rubber drain.

OPERATIVE RESULTS

Of the seventeen cases in which the diagnosis was
confirmed by thorough pathologic studies, there were
thirteen good results. Two could be regarded as fail-

le in a case of complete retention of urine, and
the other in a highly neurotic individual. Two other
patients were merely improved, although one of these
is almost free from symptoms. The first, a man with
intense chronic symptoms has observed marked diminu-
tion of his urinary frequency, although he can in no
sense he regarded as cured, while the condition of the
second patient is distinctly ameliorated (Table 2).

TABLE J.—RESULTS OF OPERATION

Date of Operation

li
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I not cure tin in man;
. quently

anterior, not infrequently p ind laterally as well.

The punch operation, ha* been very satisfacl

-i->. but more than one cut is necessary, and

an anterior cut is often a* The
amount of tissue tint can be removed in thai waj is really

ctensive. It is certainly better than the rongeur opera-

He through the suprapubic region. Recentl) we modi-

fied the operation somewhat by the use which is

first introduced and prevents the tissue Ft m slipping out
That has made the operation more effective where there is

a bar, enlargement, hypertroph) or valve, A careful

copy, feeling with the finger in the rectum, is very i

i If course, the punch operation may be fol-

lowed by hemorrhage. It
-

il bj the use of

a retention catheter

Dr. William C. QuiNBY, Boston: I have been studying

the material from this type of case by means of special

ing methods in an endeavor to differentiate i

elements present, and from this 1 quite agree with what Dr.

Buerger says in regard to the wide variati m of pa

of the internal bladder sphincter.

.I.uh this difficulty causes is almost invari-

• motive nature. It is rare, in other \

find symptoms due to inflammatory processes, of which

dysuria i- a prominent example. Nevertheless, 1 feel from

examination of the histologic material that the in

ahle cause for the Si nt is a

- inflammation. For, as Dr. Buerger has shown, one

get the material until the inflammation has passed,

when all that remains is the result ol that has

g me before. Those cases where glandular elements and

;hies are found are not under consideration for the

ise these are more analogous to the middle lobe

[hies In regard to operation: I have recently been

: operation which Dr. Buerger described.

I have used Dr. Young's punch, and also Dr. Braasch's

punch, and while by both of these instruments the patient

can be made well, my endeavor has been actually t

the condition at the neck of the bladder and see by ocular

inspection what it is. An operation may then be planned

: g to what is found. I came to this conclusion inde-

pendently, finding, as Dr. Young has said, that frequently

these obstructive conditions are not on the floor of the

urethra, or in the prostatic urethra, but are either lateral or

anterior. I feel that I can do much toward freeing the neck
of the bladder if, after dilatation of the posterior urethra. I

can feel the tissues between the index finger and thumb, and
-timate the • ! sensibility of the internal

bladder sphincter. When it is definitely indurated and
sclerotic, 1 remove it. Sometimes this may only involve one

small area, such as would be represented by one centimeter

alf a centimeter: sometimes the necessary removal is

tensive. Therefore, I feel that until I learn more
hat the exact underlying pathologic condition is. I

prefer to see it and examine it by the suprapubic operation

rather than through an intra-urethral instrument.

Dr. O .New York: I wish to congratu-

late Dr. Buerger on calling our attention to this procedure.

In the past we have paid too little attention to the small

rifice. Dr. Buerger's oper

'icable to tl i which we formerly

eration. By this procedure you do not
phincters. One sphincter can be destroyed,

mjured; then no incontinence will

phincters, may
;n permanent incontinence. Dr. Buerger recently

• stricture following his operation. We
Mowing an operation by Dr.

I imagine that stricture occurred because Dr. Buer-
:red the nei iperation.

1 like to have him explain the reason. The
stricture we liad was very tight, and quite a serious affair.

It required a great deal of effort to relieve the situation.

Dr. Keyes removed a sclerotic prostate. Wc do not yet know

the man is cured l operated on one patient, using

thod, wnh i. tin i .i bad result, but that was not

entirely tin- fault of the operation; it was probably tin- Eaull

of the I indition of the patient. The wound did

n,. t heal i.ipi'lK ami broke down suprapubically repeatedly,

in spite "i the fact that the drainag tract was high. This
patient should not have been operated on by this method. 1

am still very enthusiastic about the Young punch opi

1 think in mosl pi a Few selected is, the punch

whether tin- tumor be situated on
ifice or in thi

New \ nrk : About eight yeai

attempted to bum OUt tin- I tissue with the high

Frequency spark and Found that when the strictui

caused by fibl
:

'

this method and that tin- i not deep enough,

past three or four years 1 have been using the

punch with complete 1 had two recut

i ilnl tut make enough ex<isi,.i; .1 time I

i ns antei iot ly, at 'I di »tin< tlj felt the i it

way. In both cases we have obtained i ellent results. Sev-

eral of these patients hail Mall .. I Or that I felt,

before operating, that they probablj iml a i

rnin. but removed with the punch showed only

The punch is an exceedingly

tin constricl dm to a ring of hard

fibrous tissue. 1 have nut had anj »eri >us complication From
hemorrhage. I use a large lisle thread, straight or single

catheter, and I 11} clear out the catheter during the

first twenty-four hours. This is all that is necessary. I

rarely leave it in three days.

Dr. Alexander Randall, Philadelphia: Dr. Buerger's

illustrations picture very accurately the fibrosis and the

changes it occasions at the vesical orifice, with the contrac-

tu the drawing together, or pinching together, of the

al ti on, and that deep cleft Forma ion aero

tie form of obstruction. But there is a second dircc-

tinii in which this same librotic process can exert itself, and
this he does not picture. This second form seems to exert

it- influence entirely within the prostatic urethra. The same
contracture occurs with, however, a shortening of the dis-

tance from the vesical orifice to the vcrumontanum. The
trigon is unchanged, and the suprapubic picture is

ged, which is probably the reason Dr. Buerger has
t It is best appreciated by the study of postmortem

specimens, and when once understood can be diagnosed clin-

ically by cystoscopic study. Dr. Quimby's remarks about the

careful study of the orifice before deciding on the form of

operation are pertinent, though 1 feel that this is done bettei

by careful cystoscopic study before operation is considered,

than at the time of operation. Dr. Buerger's glandular

iphy type of obstruction, which his illustrations show
very clearly, is the third form of obstruction, and as he has

said originates from an entirely different pathologic process,

iking of the difficulty of selecting a name for this

clinical condition, whose pathology is so varied, and yet

mptomatology is always the same, we must be care-

ful not to select a name essentially descriptive of some spe-

cial pathologic process, such as "contracture" or "si li

which does not cover the need when we know that Frequently

inflammation or hypertrophy arc the causative factors. For
tliis reason 1 have always adhered to the original title given

by Guthrie of "median bar formation," a clinical, not path-

ologic, term under which the various known types or forms

can be grouped. Zuckerkandl often spoke of these conditions

as prostatic hypertrophy in miniature. I realize that Dr.

Buerger has purposely passed over the question of the cause
of this fibrosis, however, I would like to ask him if he will

give us his ideas as to why it takes on this peculiai

ized, limited pathologic process, and whether he has found it

associated at any time with fibrotic changes elsewhere in

the body.

Dr. Leo Buerger, New York: I am sorry that some of the

speakers still retain the impression that I believe that m -

plastic tissue forms an obstacle and that this is the cause of

the symptoms in these cases. On the contrary, I believe that
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the clinical and secondary pathologic phenomena are pro-
duced by coarctation of the sphincter, and that complicating
iibro-adenomas obstructive lesions play but a subsidiary

role. I wish to emphasize that the presence of a bar, or
fibro-adenomatous nodule is not essential, for neither lesion

is present in some of the worst cases. The essential thing is

the fibrosis, be it inflammatory, involutional or arterio-

sclerotic in nature in and about the sphincteric region and
adjoining prostate. I believe there is often a fibrosis of this

whole sphincteric and prostatic region and it is this that

permits urine to leak into the posterior urethra and give

symptoms of urinary frequency. When doing my op

by which the sphincteric floor is excised not because it pre-

sents an obstructing obstacle but because it is anatomically

the only mobile part of this region that lends itself to attack,

you will find that as soon as you force your finger i n t
• • tin

sphincter, a tear will occur which is not so in the normal.

The sphincter floor is the proper place for excision also,

because it gives access to the fibrotic prostate and permits

of the removal of adventitious small prostatic adenomas and
fibrotic tissue. Regarding Dr. Randall's question as to the

nature of fibrosis, 1 believe that the true fibroses are of two
kinds pathologically, primarily inflammatory and primarily

fibrotic. The first are the result of old . ( r -nil active inflam-

matory processes, the second are due either to arterio-

sclerosis or the accompanying degenerative alterations that

go with the involution changes occurring in this region.

TACHYCARDIA FOLD IWING INFLUENZAL
PNEUMl 'XI \ *

FRED M. SMITH. M.D.

CHI.

Tn many of the patients al ramp Travis, the pulse

rate increased from 80 to 100, or even 120, Per minute
during t lie- convalescing period of influenzal pneu-

monia. The pulse curve in these nun showed thai this

increase in pulse rate began al the time they were firsl

d 'in their iTei. Frequently it was so marked
that they were ordered back to bed. < Ithers who had
been discharged from the hospital to quarters or duty

eturned for observation. Some complai

shortness of breath, weakness, dizziness, and palpita-

tion of the heart on exertion. The poinl of especial

intere-t was whether the influenza had produced some
organic disease of the heart, such as myocarditis, or

had merel) served to bring into the open tachycardias

mat otherwise might have gone unnoticed. Thi
is based on the study of ninetj five such men. They
won- observed from the standpoint of (1) the myo-
cardium and (2) the autonomii n< rvous system.

METHOD 01 STUDY

The histories of the men were carefully taken down.

The points considered were i 1 i the family history, as

relating t" alcoholi m, neuro is, insanit) and tu

I
health in i hildl I, as pertai

illness with acute infectious diseases, and response t"

games; nun in civil life, whether sedentary,

liL'ht. moderate or heavy, and its effects; f4) military

training, in respect to its duration, and the men's

i to drill, hikes and double time, and (5) the

symptoms, with regard to theii date oi

and the occasion under which I
taking

down of the history was followed by a physical exam-
ination and the routine laboratory work. In the physi-

cal examination, spi

dition of the lungs and the heart. Those men in whom
there were evideno tl were Iran--

i
ili.- Medical Sen ice. Base H

ferred to other wards and not included in our figures.

In none was there any departure from the normal in

the urine, blood counts (including the differential i or
in the hlood pressure readings.

AN U.v SIS OF ( VSES

Irritable Heart.—Thirty-six patients
| 37.8 per cent. )

of the ninety-five studied gave a history of having had
the symptoms of an irritable heart prior to their

entrance into the army. In every instance these symp-
toms had been markedly aggravated b) their recent

illness. They were the men who, after having been
discharged from the hospital to quarters, were returned
because of the marked tachycardia, shortness of breath,
weakness, dizziness, and palpitation of the heart on
exertion.

These men were analyzed from the standpoint of

possible etiologic factors that existed in civil lite. The
results are shown in the accompanying table. Twenty-
one i

5s. 3 percent.) were, or had recently been, hook
worm positive. Four < 11.1 per cent. | had the physical

and the roentgen-ra of a chronic inactive pul-

monary tuberculosis. Two of these tuberculous men
were also positive for hookworm. Two ( 5.5 per cent. )

gave a history of having had malaria practically every
fall of their childhood life. They stated that they had
always been weak. Three (8 per cent. I had the physi-

cal and the roentgen-ray findings of chronic bronchitis.
This condition, from the history, had been present for

years; tuberculosis was suspected but not proved. Five
(13.9 per cent.) had families in which two or mine
members were highly neurotic.

TABLE 1. HISTORY OF THIRTY-SIX PATIENTS WHO HAH
HAD SYMPTOMS OF AN [RRITABL1 HEAR1

tion No. ol

Hookworm 21
Chronic inactive pulmonary tuberculi

inic malaria in childhood 2

inic lironchitis .t

holism 1

nilies 5

36

Hypersensitive Nervous System.—Thirty-eight (40
per cent. ) of the ninety-five men studied had what may
be called a hypersensitive nervous system. We were
unable to find a physical basis for their tachycardia.

They were of a nervous temperament and responded
readily to any external stimuli. They had a marked
vasomotor instability, perspired freely, and in all

. from a physical standpoint, presented the

symptoms of an irritable pt that they had a

tolerance for work. A majorit) of them had.

to then e, a rapid pulse in civil life. Not a

them had been held up temporarily by th<

ining hoard at the time of their entrat In army.
They, however, had had no Symptoms following strellll-

and had been admitted. They had all

ded well to their military service. Following
influenza, however, a few complained of weakness,

shortness of breath, and palpitation of the heart on
exertion, for a period of from five to six weeks.

Hyperthyroidism (21 per cent.) of the

itients studied are under observatii

hyperthyroidism. 1 he results of this work will be

given in

nic Heart Disease. I he d acute

litis was made in only on in the

ninety : tudied, I
'

findings of the patient differed markedl) from that of
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r men. I le had a pul t rate of 1 K) per minute,

a definite cardiac enlargement, and a blowing systolic

murmur at the apex which was transmitted t" the

axilla. These findings were associated with shortness

of breath, palpitation of the heart, and a feeling <>t

exhaustion on exertion. These symptoms disappeared

on rest in bed. The left cardiac border receded to the

midclavicular line, the murmur decreased in intensity,

and the pulse rate came down t i normal.

This was in sharp contrast to whal occurred with

the remaining ninety-five men. In them the pulse rate

did not decrease with rest in bed, nor did their symp-

toms improve under these circumstances, riiey were

given graded exercises regardless of their tachycardia.

Had their symptom- been due to a weakened myo-

cardium, it hardly seem- possible that they would have

subsided on the type of exercises that was given-; for

a man's response to exertion may he regarded a- the

best test of his i irdiac efficiency. The fact- that the

ite of these men decreased on exercise, and that

there was no change in the cardiac findings from the

standpoint of murmurs and enlargement, justified us in

believing that there was no organic heart dise

GRADED EXERCISES

All the men except the one with acute myocarditis

ded exercises, a- outlined by Lewis. 1

They were assured that they had no cardiac disease

ould in time he a- strong a- ever. At the end ol

lour weeks, all with the exception of four were getting

a thirty-minute period of strenuous exercise twice

daily, and in addition doing from a 3 to a 4 mile hike.

..mended that they felt a- well a- ever. The

pulse rate had decreased, and all had gained in weight.

Some were heavier than they had ever been before in

i hose men who had had irritable hear!- in

civil lifi e most -lowly. ( .rcatcr care was taker,

the grade of their exercise. The four

I the physical findings of a chronic inactive

pulmonary tuberculosis were even slower than the rest

lining their tolerance for work. Possibly, in

men there would have developed a

type of irritable heart had they not been care-

fully handled. In this connection it should Ik- added

that those men who had recently keen hookworm po i

id had treatment. This might have keen a factor

in the rapid increase in strength of some of these men

REPORTS FKOM OTIIKR CAW

The necrop-y report- from other camps are in

They are uniform in tl

plications were- observed. Mall. Stone and

orti d no cardial

- in thirteen necropsies. Blanton and Irons : '

myocarditis and thn e ol

12

Synnott and Clark.' at Camp Uix, noted no cardiac
• than a -light dilatation of the right

The number of necropsies was not given.

-laden and Wheeler."'

ind Simpson, J. C: Epidemic
rexas, .1. A. V

:

-

\ 71:19881992

• irlcmic at Camp
; i

J., and Wheeler,
G. W.: The Epidemic of Influenza at Camp Sherman, Ohio. I

; i

Sherman, reported twentj tl
' psies, noting

slight dilatation of the right heart a :1a' only cardial

complication. Xu/uni, Pilot, Stangl and I'.onar" saw
one acute dilatation of the right heart in forty necrop

Co- I ounl ) Ho pital, * 'hicago. Strouse

and Bloclv reported 00 casi . emphasizing the infre

quencj with which the myocardium was involved, as

judged by clinical evidence; rhe report oi a detailed

stud) ot the morbid anatomy b) a number of German
author-.' based on the stud) of 17-1 necropsies, bear

out tin' findings in this £ou
sies were performed at Camp Travis, Dilatation of the

right heart was i r. ordi d in
i

.
and in these

hearts there was also hypertrophy of the left ventricle.

This would indicate that previous damage to the heart

muscle exi-ted. The objection might !" raised that

opi examination- were not reported. It is

possibly true that pathologic change- sufficient to cause

serious disturbance in later lit- could have keen easily

overlooked by the naked eye Those heart- that we
studied microscopically at t amp Travis showed no

significant pathologic condition.

The inhibitory action of the vagus was tested in fifty

men by the administration of atropin. This was given

in doses of '-:: grain, a- described by Morris,8 and
later by Mason,10 in their work on typhoid. The
patients were put to bed in a quiet room and allowed

to remain until the pulse me constant. They
were then given ',•..•, grain of atropin in sulphate hypo-

dermically in the upper arm. The reaction began
usually within from fifteen to twenty minutes, and
la-ted from forty to sixty minute-. The height of the

real turn was reached about forty minutes following the

injection. Mason states that in most normal persons

the pulse rate increases from twenty to forty per min-

ute following the administration of ,

:i:; grain of atro-

pin. Nineteen of the fifty men given the test had an

increase in pulse rate of from 1 to 12 over the initial

rate; twenty-one, front 20 to 30, and the remaining

ten, from 30 to 40. According to the work of Morris

and Ma-on, the result- in the nineteen instances possi-

bly suggest a hypotonic vagus nerve. Some of these

men. however, had had. to their knowledge, a rapid

pulse in civil life. In thi we are not justified

in assuming that the recent illness had had much influ-

ence on the action of the vagus nerve. K\cn in the

remaining cases we have no basis for assuming that the

action of the vagus nerve re tilted from the influenzal

pneumonia. It might have re ulted from some infec-

tion in childhood, a- diphtheria, or even have been a

normal response for them.

EPINEPHRIN TEST

The same fifty men were given threshold doses of

epinephrin. The. method employed was that devised hy

h " The men were put to bed iii

The pulse and blood pressure readings were taken

v P I, F. H., and Bi . ai B. I'..:

i gc Civil r] pital, J. A. M. A,
1918.

7. Strouse. Solomon, at i Bloch, I. m: Not< on the I'"

deinic ol Oiseases, J. A. M. A. 71:156X1571 (Nov. 9)
I

.1

8. Influenza: Ahstracts of Foreign Literature Compiled hy British

Medical R
I A. M \. 71: IS73 (Nov. 9) 1918.

'., Morris, i A : Bril .VI. j. 2: 717. 1916.
10. Mason, 1 II.: Atropin Test in Typhoid Fever, Arch, Int. Med.

21: 1 (J
11 Goetsch, I..: Newer Methods in ol Pathologic and

Clinical 'I r. M. 18:259 I ruly) 1918.
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until they became constant. An injection of 5 c.c. of

a 1 : 1,000 solution of epinephrin was made into the

deltoid muscle. Records were made of the pulse and
the blood pressure every two minutes for ten minutes,

and then every five minutes for one hour. Following
this, observations were made at intervals of ten minutes
for one-half hour.

A reaction was not considered positive unless there

was an increase in the pulse rate and the blood pressure
of more than from fifteen to twenty points, accom-
panied by marked tremor of the hands, nervott

palpitation of the heart and increased arterial pulsation.

Twenty-five of the fifty men were sensitive to

of epinephrin. These men had given what is

considered a normal reaction to the atropin test, ["he

same factors should he taken into consideration in the

explanation of the results of the epinephrin test, as in

explanation of those from the use of atropin. The
fact that we do not know the reaction these men would

given prior to the influenzal pneumonia will not

permit us to draw conclusions from tin- test a-- to th<

effects of this illness on the sympathetic nerve.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Ninety-five cases were studied. The diagnosis of

acute myocarditis was made in one instance. As far as

we were able to determine, organic heart disease was
not the hasis of tin- tachycardia in these men.

2. Thirty-six nun < 37.8 per cent. ) gave a history of

having hail an irritalile heart in civil life. These symp-
tom^ were aggravated by their recent illness A po

ble etiologic factor was found in thirty-one of these

cases.

3. In thirty-eight men (40 per cent.) no physical

hasis was funnel for the tachycardia. A majority had.

to their knowledge, a rapid pulse in civil life.

4. Twenty men (21 percent.) are under observation

for hyperthyroidism. The results of these observations

will he given in a later n

5. Fifty men were given the atropin and the epi-

nephrin te--t-. Tlie results in nineteen suggest a hypo-

tonic Willis nerve, and in twelve a hypersensitive sym-

pathetic nerve. These men might, however, hav<

the same reaction to these tests prior to their influenzal

pneumonia.

6. The graded exercises were of distinct value in

estimating the state of the myocardium and in improv-

ing til lit o ill <>l these men.

)-'_' South Michigan \\cruie.

Deer Fly Fever, or Pahvant Valley Plague. -In

fears there has occurred among the rural

Millard County, Utah, a disease initiated (according

i iK bite "ii the body

ami manifested by the enlargement of the lymph glands which

drain the bitten area and by a tYwr of a sept

of the bite an. I thi

lymph gl tender and inflamed, and thej commonlj
Suppurate. There i- marked prostration and tl» patient is

minated

a- reported in 1919. The Surgeon-General of the

,ir*i .1 I ir. Edward Francis to in i

thi- new ili-i . made on ordinary laboratory

mediums from the lesions of animals dying from thi

i ;ativc; but cultures madi egg ylk
yielded a growth of a small nonnv rhesi

culture; the disease in guinea-pigs.
It is helieved that this organism um tutarence,

first described I d Chapin in 1912.

fOXlC JAUNDICE FOLLOWING "INTEN-
SIVE" ANTISYPHILITIC TREATMENT

THOMAS J. LYNCH, M.D.
'•! i

. 1 - Army

ST. JOSEPH. MO.

AND

SOLOMON F. HOGE, M.D.
l
; ir>t Lieutenant, M. C, U. S. Army

WAYNESBUKG, PA.

With the advent of the so-called intensive treatment

of syphilis by the administration of arsphenamin, the

of toxic jaundice has become one of practical

importance. This is particularly so, in view of the fact

that, while many hundreds of doses of the dni|

be given without apparently the slightest ill effect, there

do appear to be conditions under which the drug has

a powerful toxic action on the liver cells, and an intense

degeneration occurs with fat deposit in the liver and
kidneys in fatal cases.

\fter the administration of arsphenamin, some slight

symptoms due to the direct toxic action of the drug
are generally produced, such as nausea or vomiting,

transient diarrhea, and a temperature rise of 1 or 2

These symptoms usually last for a few hours,

and no otln-rs occur. Very infrequently, however,
after a period of three or four days, symptoms of a

profound toxemia develop. The patient presents an

abnormal mental condition: irritability and delirium

rapidly progressing to unconsciousness, with perhaps
convulsions and Cheyne-Stokes respiration. Jaundice
may or may nut appear. Death usually results in from
two to three days. This accident is liable to occur

following a single dose of the drug. This condition is

explained by William II. Wilcox.' in his Lettsomian
Lectures on jaundice, as undoubtedly due to an auto-

intoxication such as occurs in acute yellow atro

the liver. This group of apparently delayed symptoms
should he carefully distinguished from those of acute
arsenical poisoning, in which we have vomiting, diar-

rhea, skin rashes, etc. When these symptoms
after the ^i phenamin the) are probablj
caused by impurities in the product or by its decompo-
sition.

There is an additional clas- of cases whose Ire-

tii e we ate now recognizing. Thi i

occur at variable lengths of time following the adminis-

tration of large doses of the drug with a sl lc ,rt interval

iii Mine between doses, in the so-called intensivi

nient, from 0.4 to 0.6 gm are given at weekly intervals

period of from six to eight weeks Vfter a

rest of one month, the course is repeated.

During the past few weeks we have been able to

. ases "1 toxic jaundice, one of which was
fatal, following the intensive administration "i

arsphenamin. All of them occurred in young adult

males. \n three patients gave a negati i

previous |i\er involvement, and each was surrounded
bj every safeguard possible, namely, physical exam

. including urinalysis previous in each in

1

I
I'm. an P. enlisted in the .•

Jefferson Barracks, Mo., Sept. -''. 1916. The date oi Ins

exposure t" syphilis i~ not definitely known. The
tin- primary lesion i in, 1. 1917, '

w n M I l
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res on the foreskin >>i' the penis.

There is ondarj lesions, ["he serum

reactions I on the syphilitic register arc shown
1. The treatment given, as recorded in the i

i> shown in rablc -. The mercurial medication wa

Jan. 1 to April 5, l
l)
17. mercurial inunction, dosi

time 115 days. During tin- months March .i

tlu- patient had thirt) rubs of mercurial ointment The

amount in each rub is nut given. The arsenic pi

TABl E 1 SER1 M REACTIONS IN CAS1 I

Date
- ilu -

H

—

nlu

Sill, Okla. .. + +—

put out l>> the government under the name
rsphenamin."

. admitted to i
! Fort Sill.

2, 1919,

years. Feb. 6, 1918, a gun exploded and one of the

-truck the patient in the lumbar region. This pro-

i contusion. The convalescence continued over

I of six months. During this time lie complained

Off pain in the back which was worse at night ami when he

over. He noticed a decrease in lilting power. The

pain had never entirely disappeared. At the end

months spent in quarters the patient went to work, lint kept

complaining of pain in his back. From July, 1918, till his

the hospital he had in a way been able t"

stay on duty.

W Examination.—On entrance into the hospital, the

general condition was good, and aside from .>

: the second, third, fourth and tilth verte-

brae, the patient was marked negative. Temperature, pulse

ipiration were normal. The roentgenologic examina-

the kidneys, the ureters and the lumbar vertebrae

failed to demonstrate any definite path

if Course.—From May 2 to 7, 191", the patient was

ition on the medical service, and a pro

yalgia of the lumbar muscles was i

lay 8. the patient began to complain of severe pain

in the left renal area with radiations down along the

reter. A tentative diagtio was recorded.

With the excepti if May 4. when the temperature was

mperature till

21, the patient complained of loss of appetite and

some nausea, but did not vomit. The pain in the left upper

' AMIN TREATMENT IN < ASE 1

Dosage (Hm.,
I, [ravenously j.

0.6
Artphenamin 0.5
Arsphcnamin
Arsphcnamin

0.6
Arsphenamin 0.4

0.5
0.5

... 0.6

4.9
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that certain areas, or rather holes in certain areas, were set

off at varying distances from each other. The membrane
lining these holes or probable vessels was frayed out and
indistinct. Immediately adjacent to this vessel was a zone

of rather homogeneous substance that bore a semblance to

hepatic tissue. Surrounding this zone was slill another zone
in a much more advanced stage of degeneration. Leucin
and tyrosin crystals were numerous. The interlobular con-

nective tissue presented only indefinite lines that held

together the remnants of the hepatic lobule.

The vessel was thought to be the interlobular or afferent

vein. The farther away from this vessel one studied, the

more necrosis was found. This would yield a picture sug-

gestive of that indefinitelj defined group of hepatic changes

TABLE >.—SERUM REACTIONS IN CAS1

l).ii< Plai - Reaction

: 1918 Dept. 3 luthern Dept.
1-14-1919 Base Hospital Fori Sill, Okla.
3-31 1 Base Hospital Fori Sill. < Ikla.

1 19 Base Hospital Fori Sill. Okla.
519-1919 Base Hospil Okla. —

classed with the acute yellow atrophies. \ stud) oi the

cells under higher magnification disclosed many of the cells

with a poorly stained nucleus and a finel) granular cyto-

plasm. Other cells showed the more advanced stages ol

degeneration. Sections were stained with the special stains

for fat. The attempt to demonstrate the presence of fat was

doI successful.

A section of the liver v..

for the presence of arsenic. Both this laboratory and the

department laboratory tailed to demonstrate the presi

the metal in the tissue examined.

Conclusions Drawn from the Various Pathologic Findings.

Spleen: i ,i > Acute splenic tumor: i b i diffuse pigmenta-

tion of the spleen.

Kidney: (a) Acute tubular nephritis; (b) hemorrhagic

nephritis (multiple foci I.

Liver: (a) Massive necrosis of the liver cells (acute yel-

low atrophy): (hi diffuse pigmentation of the liver tissue.

Heart: Localized myocarditis.

Stomach: Hemorrhagic gastritis (multiple foci).

Mesentery and Omentum: Multiple hemorrhagic foci.

I. imgs: in i Hypostatic congestion; (fr) hemorrhagic

pleurisy (multiple fo

1 v-i 2.

—

History.—Private < >. P. entered the service, April

13, 1917, at Fort Sill, Okla. I li , previous history wa

I Mil 1 6 VRSPHENAMIN TREATMEN1 IN ' VS1

I

'

'-

1 i 1-1- 0.3
0..1

S 24 1918

1 17 1919

2 7 191 I

live for syphilitic taint in every form. There was no history

of illnc origin. I he patient was

exposed to syphilis some time in March, 1918. About a

month later lie noticed a little insignificant pai i

the dorsum of the penis. In May, 1918, ippeared

in the nature of skin rashes over the arms and the chest.

Senn: recorded on the syphilitic register are

shown in Table 5. The treatment given as recorded in the

is shown in Table 6. During the months of May,
June and October, 1918, and January, 1919, the patient

received inunctions of mercurial ointment in dram doses
daily for pi riods of thirtv

Clinical Course.—The patient was admitted to the hospital

at Fort Sill, Okla., May 13, 1919, aged 24. Length of ser-

vice was two years. Six days before coming to the hos-
pital the patient traumatized his penis. The injury was not

very painful, so he postponed coming to the hospital as long
as convenient. On examination he presented a slight tear

of the foreskin. This was the only mark on the penis. The
patient was kept in the hospital lor treatment. May 22.

which was about thirteen weeks after the course of treat-

ment, the patient developed jaundice. According to the notes

on the physical examination taken at this time, the chest

was negative. The abdomen was soft. There were no
masses; there was no tenderness and no rigidity. The liver

A normal in size. There was no tenderness over the

liver area. The spleen was not palpable. The clinical course

of this case was a close parallel to the one already described

in detail, except that the vomiting and hiccuping stage was
not reached, as the patient recovered. The jaundice wa- .1-

in the first case. The convalescence was
but was not interrupted by recrudescence or rclap->

patient was discharged from the hospital, Jul) 1. 1919, appar-

ently well. The jaundice having faded away entirely, he

nsidered over the attack.

A daily examination of the mine was made and n
but in this brief summary it is nol necessary to enter it.

The albumin finding was positive on every analysis. Sugar
wa> never found. Bile was found in all the examinations
except the last four. White blood cells were found con-

stantly. Pus cells were present occasionally. Hyaline and
granular cast- were present in variable numbers through
the entire course.

The blood findings are -hown in Table 7.

TABLE 7. BLOOD FINDINGS IN CASE 2

i. 31 191
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The bl
: again and again, but at no

time Jiil the « no time

rengi i between 60

per cent.

The arsenical treatment in Case 3 i> shown in Table 8.

The mercurial treatment Eorty-two ruhs pri.<r

h 1. and twelve rubs dui md course of

unin. The spi i ied out in this

stratethe pr< nie were unsut

IENT

This coi in outline form, to be

sure, of tin- three cases that it lias been our privilege

to study.

A survey of American literature for a case or cases

similar to those described and from which some sug-

gestions or conclusions could l>e drawn was not

rewarded with success. A survey of the British liter-

ature gave a record of three cases. \ eale and Wedd!

reported a case of fatal jaundice and discussed its rela-

tionship to the antisyphilitic treatment administered.

Fenwick, Sweet and Lowe' reported two fatal

icterus . "ins,' injections of neo-arsphenamin.

ms that the besl method to follow in summing
up the data of the literature would be to pick out the

points of similarity and dissimilarity in thi

1. All the patients were adult men with a record

of previous good health and without previous history

TABLE 8.—ARSENICA! TREATMENT IN I

Date (Cm. Intrav

1211919 0.4

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5

0.6

5.3

of hepatic illness. All gave positive Wassermann blood
- prior to the administration of the antisyphilitic

•it. All received intensive treatment, which

included one of the standard arsenical preparations and

of mercurial medication. The particular

on the choice of the

r. All patii llowing
intensive treatment that could

I negative as far as symptoms or

concerned. Then folk

nis that were
• part entirely similar. The appear

sing jaundice without apparent cause was
'he early si of til

and i Yeale and W'edd. the

I of crippling p ;;.- in the right lum-

the patients in all those

tal termination became rapid!)

om the par' omiting

rtly before death. Delirium

ymptom.
wed the liver do

in four out All patients com-

plained of ' the intensity of which

ease. The jaundice

B H : A Case of Fatal Jaundice, Brit.

'
' i : . April

increased rapidly till it attained a deep yellow

The urine in tin- cars of this series v\as dark brown,
and gave positive findings for the presence of bile,

test for arsenic, repealed again and again on

the urines, failed to demonstrate the presence of the

I he cases reported b) Fenwick, Sweet and
I.owe failed to show the presence of the metal when
tested b) the Marsh, the Reinsch, and the Mordent
Koch methods. The patients in this series who recov-

ered were studied over a period of about time
and during that time there was not tin' slightest trace of

the metal demonstrable.

Fecal examinations showed the stools pastv, of

light color, and very slightly greasy. Analysis showed
the presence of fat. The bile test was negative. The

or occult blood was positive

The vomitus was of the coffee ground type, and
when analyzed it showed macroscopic blood, low acid

content, much mucus, many epithelial cells, and even
(lakes of gastric mu< osa

Postmorten revealed hemorrhagic phenomena in one
or more of the viscera of all the bodies. In om- ol the

cases the petechial hemorrhages were present in almost

all the viscera, but especially in the walls of the stom-

ach and the small intestines. There were a few points

of hemorrhage in the kidney and the visceral pleura.

The other cases showed the walls of the stomach and
intestine deeply injected. The pancreas seemed to be

free from gross pathology. Microscopically the kid-

neys showed a type of tubular nephritis much like that

seen in cases of mercurial poisoning. This nephritis

was localized rather than diffuse, and unilateral rather

than bilateral. The liver was small and mottled. It

did not favor identically any of the more common types

of cirrhosis. There was little or no fatty degeneration

in any of the specimens examined. None of the tis-

sues subjected to the various tests for arsenic gave

positive findings.

From the brief summary of the one fatal case in this

series and of the three fatal cases of the British liter-

ature, together with the two cases that ran a similar

course with recovery, it seems justifiable to put them

into a separate class and to treat them as an entity not

included in any of the three classes referred to in the

beginning of this paper. The etiology is not estab-

beyond the question of doubt, but the light of

present scientific investigation points in accusation

against the antisyphilitic treatment. Whether or no!

we can charge the unfortunate results to the number
of full doses of medication as prescribed in the course

of intensive treatment; or whether they be due to a

combination of the arsenical and mercurial medication;

or whether they be due to a selectivity on the part of

certain tissues, especially the liver, such that an over-

whelming dose should start the degenerative pi

hi. whether there could be a visceral syphilis,

dly of the liver, that should prove a point of

i tance in the defense of degenerative

changes, would be beyond the realm of our present

knowledge.

The microscopic study of the kidney showed a

tubular type of nephritis entirely compatible with that

seen in mercurial poisoning. The hepatic findings,

er, which are paramount in this series oi

hurls a di cordant note into any mercurial i

alone. To conclude that negative chemical tests for

the presence of arsenic should eliminate this drug from

any etiologic responsibility would be hasty and uuwar-
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ranted. To say that the nephritis was due directly or

indirectly to the mercurial medication, which would of

itself hamper the chief avenue of elimination of the

arsenic and its toxins, and to suggest that this factor,

plus the toxicity of the arsenic already in the system,

had overwhelmed the hepatic tissue instigating the

necrotic process would be compatible with the findings

and in harmony with the clinical picture of the

IRRITATIVE URETHRITIS

CREIGHTOX BARKER, M.D.

MEW HAVEN, CONN'.

Nonspecific urethritis has been defined by K<

"an acute urethritis due neither to the gonococcus nor
tubercle bacillus and usually excited by no known cause

other than sexual excitement or contact." He
further that it is almost, but not quite, universally true

that the normal male urethra is immune to inf

by any bacterium except the gonococcus
tion of the bacteriologic finding- in a vast number of

cases of urethritis, and the not infrequent occurrence

of cases in which the discharge failed to show the

presence of gonococci, prompted a careful study and
analysis of such cases.

Jusl how frequently this condition occurs is

difficult to state, since no record of the total number
of cases examined is available; however, the twenty-

eight cases presented herewith appeared in two
cut localities during a period of slightly

;

months, and were encountered during the examination

of approximately ?00 separate cases.

In studying these cases the ; idered were:

(1) etiology, (2) symptoms, < .
;

i bacteriology, and <4i

clinical course.

The etiologic factor which

was an irritation of the urethral mu
I by the

administration of the venereal prophylactic that is

required in the army. All of the patients inch

mis series received the prophylactic and it n

assumed that the urethritis in all i a es, e :< epl

due to this cause.

standard American prophylactic, a 2 per cent,

solution of protargol, was not a frequent offendi

it was usually found in cases in which the urethritis

ied following the use of a prophylactic pi

by themselves. < (ro i ticular

interest in thai British individual prophyl
were used, and three of seven men u ing them devel

oped a urethritis. The identity of the material in that

particular lot of prophylactic could nol be determined
and inquiry of two battalion

tha

urethral irritation following thi their prophy-

lactic was common among their troops.

IMPROVISED PROPin I. WIS
The greatest number lowed the I

what it has been chosen to call "improvised" prophj
laxis, that i- urethral injections pn vided by the sol

diers themselves and usually obtained From a French

apothecary, who no doubl h d formula of bis

own. It was obviously impo ibl i determine the

I of all the solution tl 1 ; bul pota

sium permanganate, men ui hlorid and zinc sulphate

dentified beyond doubt in addition to thi

Clinically, all of the cases showed great similarity,

onset from twenty to forty-eight hour- after use of the

prophylactic, slight pain and burning during urination.

and a varying amount of discharge, at tirst clear and
glairy, later creamy and distinctly purulent.

scopically, this discharge showed many epithelial cells,

an increasing number oi pus cells with a pi

of the mononuclear types, and a varying bacteri

picture.

The course of the disease, that i-. the time from the

ance of the discharge to the disapj

nptoms, varied from two to eleven days; and in

one case a recurrence was noted seven week- after the

patient was discharged a- cured.

B u I ERIOLOGIC STUDY OF I

The bacteriologic study of these cases revealed no
organism as the causative agent, but did bring

to light one striking fact, namely, that the use of

urethral injection- of bactericidal substances rendered

the urethral canal sterile for varying lengths of time.

.NTATISTK .U. DATA IN SERIES O] i
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i.i flu i « years before, and smears of the pus

showed .1 diversified bacteria] flora of more than ;i

forms.

riie entire series is given in tin.' accompanying table,

I l;l \l MEN l

Hie treatment in these cases presented no difficulty.
'

- soon as ii was determined that the discharge was
not due to infection with the gonococcus, local treal

mem was stopped, copious drafts of water were recom-

mended, and alkalis wore administered. So lonj; as

urethral irritation was continued by injections of anti

septic solutions, the discharge persisted.

cona i SIONS

\ consideration of the information presented by

these cases prompts these conclusions:

1. The injection of irritating bactericidal substances

into the urethra not infrequently causes a urethritis

which may easily he confused with the true gonor-

rheal infection.

J. Such injections render the urethral canal sterile

insiderable period of time.

3. In prescribing treatment in such cases of "irrita-

tive" urethritis, the local application of antiseptics is to

-•led.

4. Purulent discharges from the urethra should not

be considered gonorrheal until the gonococcus has been

unmistakably demonstrated in the smears.

DELAYED DEATH IX CORONARY
THR( MBOSIS

R. B. \< Kl R, M.I)

NEW ORLl VNS

That thrombosis in thi coronary arteries dot - not

invariably cause sudden death has been recently empha-
sized.1

It i- possible that fairly frequently in lesions

of this -,,n. life is prolonged a considerable spaa or

that the establishment of a compensatory circulation is

accomplished with a compli te or nearly complete return

of full heart function. It is undoubtedly true that this

condition many times goes wjthoul diagnosis, and in

• a necropsy the true stati of affairs is not

ized.

An interesting and. important feature is thi inter •

abdominal pain thai ma) be present. This has an
important surgical bearing; as. given a sudden, very

abdominal pain, with tenderness i<> palpation,

which may even he accentuated over appendix or gall-

in some instances, probably, logically performed. \n
ting question of differential diagnosis is thus

Her: '.iuati\e classification based on the

clinii oronary thrombosis

:

ntaneous death in which there is no
heart heat and breathing stopping

f death within a few minutes or few hours

lion.

rity in which death is delayed for

I hours, day- or months, or n urs.

1. Herrick, J. B : T: '•
I V M .V

I \ group that may he assumed to exist embracing
cases with mild Symptoms; for example, a slight pre

cordial pain ordinarily not recognized, due to ohstruc

tion in the smallest branches of the arteries,

The case herewith presented falls under (.roup .5 in

the foregoing classification,

R] PORl OF i \M-

\ sailor, aged .'4. was suddenly seized, January 25, while

en board ship, with a severe p.on in the left chest, axilla and
uppei .inn. There was some pain in the abdomen, The p.on
was accompanied bj a pronounced feeling of weaknei and
what In- termed "shortness of win. I." lie was nauseated and

vomited several times, lie was compelled t" stop work an.

I

i. ike t" his bunk, The following day he felt much better,

hut the pain persisted. In a few days he was able t.. he

about, Ian was unable p. work and siill complained of the

constant pain in his chest, aim ami abdomen, January .51.

he was brought to the hospital,

lie had had no attacks similar p. this previously, IK

denied having ha. I pains .a" any sort in the chest ii else

where. He states h< ha. I taken rare of himself ami not dissi-

pai. .1 and had always heen well, lie denied any venereal

infection.

(in admission he complained of pain in the precordium,

left shoulder, upper arm and ahdoiiHii. He was noticeably

weak; the pulse was KS and small in volume. There was no

marked increase in (he area of heart dulness. The urine

contained considerable albumin and some casts.

His condition improved considerably. Weakness became
less marked. The pulse became stronger. Pain in the chest

diminished. Februarj 3, the tenth day, he sat up in a chair

and even walked ah. nit the ward a bit, without discomfort.

February 4, his condition was still improved, though dull

ache persisted in the precordium and left arm. February 5,

he began complaining more of the pain in the abdomen
and complained less of the chest and arm. This increase in

pain in the abdomen came on rather suddenly and seemed

verj severe. He was nauseated and vomited. It was neces-

sary to Rive morphjn. February 6, pain in the abdomen still

persisted and had grown worse. The patient seemed in

agony. He was with difficulty relieved by morphtn. On two

successive palpations of the abdomen be localized the grcat-

< st point of tenderness first over tin appendix and next the

region of the gallbladder. Repeated examinations failed, how-
ever, in substantiate the localized tenderness. The abdomen was
not rigid. Ii was not distended or tympanitic. The patient had

diffii ultj hi telling exactly where the pain was, but localized

it most often in the epigastrium and below the costal margin
i ii both sides.

On the evening of February 6 he suddenly died.

The heart was normal in size and somewhat pale. Exter-

mination revealed very little abnormality. There was
a partialis organized thrombus in the ramus descendena
anterior of the left coronary artery. The heart muscle at the

apex of the left ventricle and at the lower part of the inter-

ventricular septum was soft, vcrv pale and friable.

The anterior papillary muscle was in similar condition.

There was no evidence of arteriosclerosis in the aorta or

elsewhere. Except at the extreme tip of the ventricle, the

anemic area was confined to the innei one half to two thirds

of the ventricular wall. The outer shell of muscle imme-
diately beneath the visceral pericardium was not affected.

Tin kidneys had marked interstitial changes. There was a

hi.', slum of the liver. There were no
1 hanges in the abdi >men.

MENT
In this case the patient lived for a period of thirteen

days from the onset of first symptoms.
interesting distribution of the anemic infarct,

confined almost entirely to the inner portions of the

cardiac wall, I have not seen di i ribed before.

Mai in
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THE TREATMENT OF THYROTOXICOSIS
BY MEANS OF ROENTGEN RAY

GEORGE M.D.W. HOLMES,
AND

ADELBERT S. MERRILL. M.D.
Roentgenologist and Assistant Roentgen lively.

Massachusetts General Hospital

BOSTON

The treatment of exophthalmic goiter and other

forms of thyrotoxicosis by the roentgen ray was rec-

ommended as early as 1905. and a considerable amount
of literature on the subject has since accumulated. In

1916. Pfahler was able to collect seventy-six pa]

the treatment of exopthalmic goiter by the roentgen ray.

Nevertheless, outside of a few clinics, no general atten-

tion has been given to this subject. During the past

five years we have treated, in the roentgen-fay depart-

ment of the Massachusetts General Hospital, 262
patients for thyrotoxicosis. The results of this

have been sufficiently encouraging, we think, to war-

rant a more general use of this agency in the treatment

of thyrotoxicosis.

Experimental and investigative work has shown
that it is possible to destroy the glandular structures

by subjecting them for a sufficient length of time to

the roentgen ray or to radium It is also gi

known that the action of this form of lighl is most
destructive on the higher organized type of cell and
that the tis-ucs of the lymphatic system are particularly

vulnerable.

Anatomically, the thyroid gland is somewhat allied

to the lymphoid structures, and change in it i

accompanied by an enlargement of the thymus.
( Kocher found the thymus enlarged in 50 per cent, of

his operative eases.)

If these statements are true, and the amount of irra-

diation sufficient to the thyroid gland
: than that which will pi

on the skin, we should be able to remove part <>r all of

the gland by means of irradiation and produce results

similar to those of surgery without the dangers inci-

dent thereto.

A REVIEW OF 1 rURE

A review of the literature would seem to pro
such results can be obtained. In 1913, Dr. Florence

Stoney reported forty-eight cases of exophthalmic
goiter treated by the roentgen ray, in fourteen of which
complete cure was md in twenty-two
benefit was derived, mi that the patients were able to

resume the ordinary habit- of life, Four patients

derived no benefit ; seven quit too soon for any opinion
a- t<> the result, and one patient, in whom thi

rate fell from \^> to 11_' after treatment, died twelve
hours after operation. Pfahler and Zulick, after a

careful review of the literatui udy of their

own cases, reach these con. hi

1. Wc believe thai I treatment I

with an interval of waiting of "tie month is juste

>, fi >r if operation is dei

i> i Derations < an h thi

atment shi uld
'

ted 1 iward the tin n
the tin i

3. Increase in weight ami dei i

• improvement and illy always found.
4. Treatment must not be pi >1 nged

or hypothyroidism may be produ

5. The goiter and the exophthalmos are the last to show
improvement, and in many cases show no change.

Means and Ann base their observations on a consid-
erable number of cases treated medically, surgically

and by roentgen ray, and thesis are their conch

1. The general metabolism shows a characteristic increase
in hyperthyroidism.

1. This rise may he used as a functional test of the

thyroid activity or as an index of the intensity of the

thyroid intoxication.

3. An extended study of the metabolism in variou
- that

:

test alone usually causes a marked decrease in toxicity.

•rugs in addition to rest do not materially accelerate

this decrease.

I he roentgen ray, in some cases, produces a definite

while in others it seems to he quite without

I if i The usual immediate effect of surgery is a marked
in toxicity, but there is a very definite tendency

toward a subsequent recurrence.

4. The lesson in therapi m these
results we believe ' >w -

:

i plus irradiation should be con-
tinued until the metabolism reaches a level.

(6) If rest and the roentgen ray fail to restore the metab-
olism to within 20 per cent, of the normal. i|

resort to surgery, unless there is some definite contraindi-
cation. Among contraindications a rising metabolism, in spite

be very important.

ng operation, if the metabolism again increases,

further active treate ied out. Th<
vations in the cases that we have followed for a long time
emphasize the importance i I exophthalmic
goiter under observation for months rather than weeks, and
preferably years rather than months.

ARRANGEMENT OF CASKS IX GRI

\fter a stud) of the case histories of our sei

d the cases into four groups

:

1. Patients in whom very definite benefit i

apparently as the result of the treatment, and are clin-

ically well.

atients in whom there was definite improvement
but who -till manifested somi

3, Patients in whom there was n,, change under
it or who b(

4. Patient- in w i •., were
1. at leasl one basal metabolism i

ufficient time had ela]

• opinion as to the final result.
I

In addition to ti • mped, thet

patients who received on

en included

I HI". \ AR

In ( iroup

thirty-four patients, ten of whom v

and five under _'o

ire female-. Two of thi I been

d on without i omplete relief

some ii ncomplete, bin the
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condition of the patient i- known. In some of

Imos persists, but the patients are

free from syii hyrotoxicosis. The number of

treatments received by each patient ranged from three

to thirteen, the average number being about seven The
si duration of treatmenl was thirty months, and

the shortest four, while the average time was eighl

months. When a record of the metabolism «.i^ made,

it showed a sharp drop in mosl cas Thi- was true

of the pulse also. But in some who never had a high

lism the pulsi e there

1- some doubt in regard to the diagnosis In typical

thyrotoxicosis the pulse usually follow - the metabolism.

en cf the number showed a ght
i

six

a loss of weight, ami in the remainder the

were incomplete.

In Group 2 1 cases improved ), there were mm
thirteen of whom weir 36 war- of age or older; nine

were under 20 years, and the others ranged between
2(i anil 35 years. Three were male- and sixty-five

were female-. In many of the cases part of the data

are missing, owing to the fact thru complete records

were not Kept of the early ease-. In a few the diag-

nosis may have been incorrect, bul all of the cases were

referred from the medical department for treatment

for hyperthyroidism. The opinion as to tin- result of

the treatmenl i- based on a study of the clinical records,

and the statement of the patient at the time of the last

vi-it. They were under observation for from three

month- to two year- and a half. The average time.

?-. was rather less than in < '.roup 1. Tin- average

number of treatment- received was also less.

In Group 3 1 unimproved or had results), there were

fourteen patient-, five of whom were over 35 years of

age, while there were none under _'() years. All were
women. In the ea.-e of two of the patients tin- diag

as probably incorrect, ;is tuberculosis was sus-

pected in one, and the other never had a high metab

olism. One died following operation. This patient

had received one treatment a few days previously.

Two died during the period of treatment from inter-

current disease; six had less than the required number
of treatments, making a total of ten in which failure to

obtain relief lue entirely to the method of

nt. In the three remaining case-, two patients

slight improvement after prolonged treat-

nd may definitely he classed a- failun

omparatively young patients, 1 and 30
!li. In the remaining case, myxedema devel-

• result of overtreatment. The num-
in Group 3 averaged the same as

• G iup 1. but the duration of treatment was

• tirly complete study of thirty-

which at leasl one metabolism test

tie m was deter-

after treatment. In a ft \ of these

after treatment to

all of tin in the final I

-i.-d clinician. The com-
i- much thi

ing over 35 1 ars, only

d the other- ranging from 2u

Iteen of the patients were pi

well, while thirteen were improved, making a total of

thirty who were definitely benefited by the treatment.

In four of I gnosis wa - incoi

'initiation and the future

course of the di ease. One patient was operated on
without relief; tWO had recurrence of symptom
responded tO future treatment, and in one case nivs

edema developed a- a result of overtreatment. One
patient died from unknown cause during tl 111

ompanying table presents the results

atmenl in this group.

METHOD OF GIVING ROENTGEN RAY TREATMENT

The method of giving the treatment varied mt

in the first two years. During the last three

years, however (in which the greater number of treat-

ments were given), ii has been fairlj constant, Most
of the work was done with an inlcn uplerlc-- machine,

tubi i g used. The parallel spark was
approximately 8 inches. The raj - were filtered through
•1 mm. of aluminum and 1 mm. of leather. The targel

skin distance was s inches. Three areas were treated

al each sitting, each area receiving two third- of an

erythema dose.

The treatment should he applied to both the thymus
and the thyroid regions. Fairly hard rays should he

Used, and the treatment should not he repeated until

three week- have elapsed. After a series of three

treatments, there should he an interval of three

month- before resuming treatment; then a second

series of three treatments should he given. If the

symptoms have not sufficiently disappeared at the end
of tin's period a third -eric- should he given, making
nine treatments in all. Consequently, during this time,

the patient will have been under observation ahout one
and a half years.

DANGERS INCIDENT TO Till; TREATMENT

The dangers and unsatisfactory results incident to

tin- form of treatment are less severe than those of

surgery, but they do exist. It is probably true that the

function of the thyroid gland may he destroyed and
hypothyroidism produced. 'Thi- i- more likely to result

if treatment i- pushed and the interval of two or three

month- between each -cries is omitted. A reexamina-

tion in the early case- convinced u- that changes go on
for some time after treatment i- discontinued, and that

it is not necessary to have complete cessation of symp-
tom- before Stopping treatment.

Xnoiher undesirable feature is that of telangiectasis

and atrophy in the regions treated. These patients are

1 specially susceptible to changes of this kind, and as

the majority of them are young women, when such

changes do occur, the resulting disfigurement is of con-

siderable import. These change- are more likely to

occur when unfiltered rays are used or an erythema
is produced. By using heavy Tillers and keeping well

below the erythema dose, -itch untoward results 1 an

usually lie avoided.

The toxemia may he increased to a dangerous degree

first treatment. Tin- must he guarded against

b] 1. 11 ling with -mall doses, preceded by rest in bed

until the symptoms are reduced as much as possible.

in cases iii which surgical treatment ha- been employed
hut no complete cure effi i ted, the treatmenl should bi

given with the utmost caution, as the danger of hypo-

thyroidism i- then greater. 'Treatment should not be

commenced too soon after the operation, and should

never he prolonged.

DIAGNOSIS OF TYPE OF GOITER

In -electing patients for treatment, it is of first

importance thai a definite diagnosis of the type of
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goiter be made, as on this depends the treatment to be

adopted. Should the case not be one of thyrotoxicosis,

harm may result from the irradiation. These cases

should be studied by a competent clinician and metab-
olism tests made before treatment of any kind is

instituted.

Nonmalignant goiters may be divided into simple or

colloidal, cystic and toxic goiters. Toxic goiters may
be further subdivided into exophthalmic goiter and
adenoma. In the first two forms there is no evidence

of hyperplasia of the gland and no toxic symptoms;
therefore, radiation would only tend to destroy what
remained of the normal gland and would hasten hypo-
thyroidism, producing no effect whatever on the size

of the tumor. If pressure symptoms arc present, sur-

gical treatment should be given in such a case. In the

toxic type, whether exophthalmic or not, there is an

exophthalmic goiter is a self-limiting disease, and that

in from 60 to 70 per cent, of the cases, simultaneous
cures are recorded at the end of five or six years.

If these reports are accepted, the percentage of cures
must be high or prompt relief of symptoms must be

obtained, in order to show that any form of treatment
is a source of definite benefit to the patient.

In most of the cases reported in this paper, decided
improvement was noted twelve months after treatment

gun. In -i.me of these, the symptoms
had been presenl for a considerable time, and it is

: the disease had nearly run its course
ment was begun. Nevertheless, it is our

opinion and that oi ite clinicians, that in cases
taken early in the disease a more ready response n>

treatment was tinted and more Satisfactory results were
>ecured. .

:
\nv; IN GROUP 1
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months the patients are sufheienti) relieved to resume

their ordinary occupation without difficult) or discom

tort. To be sure, the relief from symptoms is not so

quickly obtained as b) surgery, bul the dangers are less,

and in the milder cases it obviates the necessitj ol

interfering with the daily life of the patient, rhese

are factors that should be considered when deciding

as n> the form of treatment.

It' relief is not obtained bj roentgen ray after nine

treatments, or it, fur any reason, it is desirable to

hasten results, surger) maj be recommended. I he

previous treatment by roentgen ray will be ol benefit,

as it reduces the operative risk by destroying the

thymus gland. After roentgen-ray treatment some

ors have complained of adhesions and increased

bleeding at time of operation; but such Ikis not been

cperience of the surgeons in tin- clinic.

SUMMARY
1. It is possible to decrease the activity of the thy-

roid gland ami probably t>> destroy its glandulai

lure by exposure to the roentgen ray.

2. Roentgen-ray treatment when applied in cases of

thyrotoxicosis produces a relief of symptoms and

shortens the course of the disease.

3; A study of the basal metabolism before, during

and after treatment is of the greatest importance both

as a means of diagnosis and as a check on the amount

of treatment to be given.

4. The roentgen ray. accompanied by rest, should In-

tried in all cases of thyrotoxicosis and should be con-

tinued for a sufficient length of time to destroy at leasl

the thymus before resorting to surgery.

\ ( VSB "i
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Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments

i r.v.ii.itas ossruM w ii ii r ins

Walter D. Wise, M.D., Baltimore

This cast- is reported, not because it is an exaggerated

example of the type, but because the type is interesting and

rather rare.

Ii - W., aged 5. was seen at the South Baltimore

General : 1919. His mother stated that

he had been playing on the floor when suddenly I

plained nd began to cry, refusing to put weight

on the foot He did not fall, and had not been engaged in

any gar- ;iig anything that would have been likely

an injury. The b . n and tender. There

ity just above the ankle. A roei

gram revealed a fracture of the lower third of the tibia, and

r part of the fibula. The child was a well nourished,

with no sigi .
rickets

vever, it was noted that his

It was then seen that his

She gave a history

id, in her ! the right

humeri; ill from trivial cau i

id humerus, but

appare: The patient's two
broken bones,

stained a

her mother's having fallen

with h<
-

The leg united in the usual length of lime without d< f I

mity or any unusual feature.

1800 North Charles Street.

History. A young seaman, aged 26, white, was admitted,

^ugusl 13, i" the wards ol Roosevell Hospital for obsei

\. in. ,ii. with the diagnosis of sleeping sickness madi bj >

physician in West Vfrica, He weighed U(> pounds and was

5 feel 8 inches in height. He was born iii Baltimore, bul

v.av raised in England n> had been a seaman all his life,

d size as compared

The patient complained of extreme weakness amounting to

feebleness, constant dull headache, intense itching of the

arms and legs, and swelling of both sides of the neck.

The family history was negative. The patient had always

been healthy until his present illness. Sixteen months before

he had gone to Sierra Leone, West Africa, where he worked

on a development project for nine months. In January, 1919,

after he had been in Africa eight months, he was taken to

the company hospital with a high fever, intense headache

and recurring chills. There was a general erythematous rash

over the entire trunk and upper extremities, accompanied

by intense itching. The rash and the itching were ascribed

to poi oning by a mangrove dye.

The physician in charge, while looking for malaria, dis-

covered trypanosomes in the blood. He immediately placed

the patient on sodium arsanilate, 1 grains every other day.

A diagnosis of double tertian malaria was also made, and

quinin was administered. One month later, February, the

patient left Africa and returned to England, when he

received treatment at the Seaman's Hospital in London. \t

this time he had an eruption, de cribed as round red spol

5 or 6 inches in diameter, shaped more or less like a horse-

shoe, on his chest, back and face. The) pi rsisted until just

before his entrance to this hospital when there was still a

slight suggestion of an annular erythematous patch on the

right cheek. He was discharged, relieved, from the 1 loo

hospital, but was advised t ntinue treatment for at least

two years. He was supplied, by a private physician, with

hypodermii syringes and sodium arsanilate, which

he injected intramuscularly into him eli in varying doses at

even more variable intervals over a period of five month*
During the past sixteen months he has lost about 50 pounds.

When on shore, hi^ habits are alcoholic.

ore, he bad had gonorrhea, and a chancre

in May, 1919.

Physical Examination.—The results of examination of the

d mouth were negative. His speech was

unaffected. On each side of the neck, posterior to the
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sternomastoid muscle, was a chain of hard lymph nodes.

Thev were discrete, showed no tendency to suppuration, and
were not tender.

The heart was slightly hypertrophied, and there was a faint

blowing systolic murmur, heard best at the apex, and trans-

mitted to the axilla. Tachycardia was present. There were
many hard, discrete nodes in each axilla. Posteriorly, there

were a few maculopapular eruptions averaging about 5 mm.
in diameter.

The abdomen was negative except for a slightly enlarged

spleen and inguinal nodes.

The genitals showed evidence of a chancre.

There were no tremors, local edema or abnormal i

of the extremities. Both epitrochlear nodes were en

hard and firm. There was a peculiar hyperesthesia of the

upper extremities which was demonstrated by slightly pinch-

ing the arm.

The patient is now apparently in the apyretic stage of the

disease. At no time since his arrival has he had a tem-

perature over 101, but he often has a subnormal tempera-

ture reaching as low as 96.4. The evening temperature is

always higher than the morning temperature, and all the

subnormal falls have occurred between 8 and 9 o'clock in

the morning.

The pulse is easily excited and jumps to 110, slightly more
or less, under the least provocation.

The urine is negative.

The blood findings are: hemoglobin. 85 per cent.: red

blood cells, 4,600,000: white blood cell>. 5,000; polymorpho-

nuclears, 46 per cent.; lymphocytes, 54 per cent.: Wasser-
mann reaction, negative when admitted, three weeks later,

-f 4- + + ; malaria parasites, not found; nonprotein I

normal. The patient's blood was examined for trypanosomes

twice daily for one week unsuccessfully. Animal inocula-

tion has been tried but has not yet proved successful.

Treatment and Results.—A cervical lymph node was aspi-

rated with an ordinary 10 c.c. Lucr syringe, and a watery

substance extracted. Only about enough to fill the needle

of the syringe was secured. A smear was mail' and

b] Hastings' method. Trypanost was found

in fairly large numbers. The patient was plai '

treatment in the form of sodium arsanilate. 3 grain

other day. He was also put under vigorous antisyphilitic

treatment. At one time, about a week after the sodium

arsanilate was started, he complained of a smarting

AU6. 13 W 1
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\: no turn- has the patient manifested anj symptoms
.irtri. ism.

• present time, three months after the wound finally

e patient appears t>> be in perfectlj good health, and

no evidence of a recurrence "t the disease either at

the previ.ui> site or elsewhere.

Therapeutics

I m.M'Y.
I

I

US VND ABUSE I IF CA III \U IK'S*

CASTOR "II

Tlu' "soothing purgative" ' is probably the besl

sobriquet by which to characterize the therapeutic

qualities of this old reliable agent of notoriously nasty

taste. Were it tint for this unique combinaf

action it would probably have- long ago been consigned

to the limbo of tin- abandoned scourges of tlu- ill. It is

the fact that it is tin- leasl irritant of tin- powerful

ami reliable cathartics, the most potent of the evacuant

oils, that renders it -till indispensable.

To he a reliable purgative, a substance musl pro-

duce a certain degree of irritation in the intestine,

the term "soothing purge" may appear paradox-

ical. A- i- well known, this oil, bland and soothing in

it -elf. yields an irritant—ricinoleic acid—0:1 digestion

in the intestine. Accumulation of this irritant, with

possibility of excess of irritation, does not occur,

partly because of the powerful peristalsis it provokes,

which pushes it on and on. so that the small intestine

empties itself into the colon in two hours instead of

rmal eiu'ht. hut chiefly on account of the fact

that this unsaturated fatty acid is absorbed and assim-

ilated. and capable of serving as food for man. i

oil. he it remembered, i- an article of diet in China,

which goes to prove tin- saying, "De gustibus non est

ndtiin." Demulcent up to the moment of its

ion that is split up Income- momen-
tarily irritant, to )>< reconverted into the soothing

rid of recinoleic acid—or castor oil—on

rption through the intestinal mucosa.

From this if lerstand that the action of

• ertain extent, independent of dose,

and that the dose i- not much influenced by age. An
infant may safely he given a teaspoonful or two—

a

at will usually physic an adult. The reason is

that c : activated in proportion to the

amouir . ailahle; and, of course,

the lar mot juice there is. The
quantitv of oil that ex<

I like so much
•1 i- therefore an impos-

sibility. True, t: an adult i- from

fuls, and it must he admin
ore reliable and thoroughl;

tics of articles on the pban
common laxatives and

live and a la ..•

incapable of

< muni; Tn* oita previoualj

act a? an irritant

v- to this class of cathartics. A
•hartic which ll ICtfl as an irritant

than that of a tea Spoonful or two. When, however,
there is difficulty in administration, on account of the

taste, the knowledge that a teaspoonful maj uffii 1 foi

lull is of importance.

Because of the thoroughness and reliability of its

action, and the impossibility of excessive effect, it is

the purgative of choice for delicate invalids, infants,

in pregnancy, and in patient- with hemorrhoid- or anal

fissure.

For the reasons given, castor oil produce- little

griping; indeed, it i- a g 1 remedy in the treatment

of intestinal colic. "The castor oil cure"- a course of

daily doses of castor oil has relieved many an

case of abdominal pain, and incidentally made
the diagnosis.

In cases of abdominal pain in which an intestinal

obstruction is suspected, castor oil is probably the

least objectionable of the reliable cathartic-. Here,
too. it has diagnostic importance: for. if a liberal dose

fails to act, more drastic cathartics will probably also

fail, and ought not to he employed.
This oil i- notorious for its tendency to leave the

bowel sluggish after it has produced an evacuation;

hence it is one of the worst drugs to give in the treat-

ment of chronic constipation. < hi the other hand, in

view of its soothing qualities, it is a cathartic lo use

during the cleaning-out phase of the treatmenf of

acute diarrhea. Regarding its use in chronic diarrhea,

Brunton writes: "Sometimes a teaspoonful of castor

oil. given every morning, will do more for a chronic

diarrhea than anything else I know."

I. \. Abl found, however, that even castor oil is not

absolutely harmless, at least in children, as he discov-

ered evidences of irritation in the last stools when
teaspoonful doses were given on three successive

nights. Single dram doses produced no irritation:

and. as compared with magnesium sulphate and calo-

mel, it seemed to have the least irritant action.

A dose of castor oil usually ads in from four to six

hours ; hence it should he given so that it will produce

it- effect while the patient is awake. lake other oils,

it has a tendency to delay gastric evacuation, and

therefore it is best given on an empty stomach an hour
he fore breakfast.

It is possible to so refine this oil. that, provided it

i- protected from the influence of the air, it is almost

devoid of odor ami taste. Such oil is obtainable under

the trade name of Kellogg's "Tasteless." Squibb's, or

Allen & I [anbury's, are very similar. It should he

procured in small bottles and used while fresh, the

bottle being kept carefully corked.

A good way to prescribe castor oil is in elastic cap-

thi 2.5 c.c. size being none too large for the

average adult. To make such capsules go down easily,

it is well to advise that they he dipped in water for a

minute before taking them, and to remind the patient

to look down while -wallowing, just as he does when
he -wallows food. Holding the head up while

attempting to take pills or capsules is one of the chiei

of inability to swallow them. Two of thi 1

capsules often suffice for a satisfactory result. If a

much larger amount is required, it is best given float-

ing, in the form of the so-called "sandwich" close. If

tin- following directions are carried out, the dose can

allowed without tasting the oil:

In a small tumbler or medicine glass is placed a layer of

thick syrup of any flavor desired. The glass is inclined in

such a way as to coat its inside almost up to the rim. Then
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the oil is poured into the center of the glass, care being taken
that it does not run down the side. This is topped with a

layer of pleasantly flavored alcoholic fluid, such as aromatic
elixir. While the dose is being taken, the edge of the glass

should be placed on the lower teeth, so as to avoid straining

the oil through the teeth, to which some of it might adhere.

When correctly taken, the oil follows the alcoholic fluid,

gliding down the tongue on the surface of the syrup, without

at any time touching the gustatory membra/ie. Of course, the

patient must take the whole dose at one gulp.

The small infant needs no disguise for casl

Taste sensation is nol sufficiently developed for it to

object to so bland a thing as this oil. It will lick the

oil from ili'' spoon. As soon as taste sensation

itself, however, w<- should do something to disguise

the dose tor tin- child, unless we deliberately inflict

it on the youngster as a punishment. As such, by
the way. it i- used as a remedy, prophylactic

as curative, tor the little fellow who habitually over-

eats, or the school child malingering becaus

dreaded examination. In both instances, a

fasting is a good adjuvant to the dose of ca

However, becausi dicine

in general which such practice is likely

it is questionable whether some other method of pun-
ishment could not he easily found that would he less

ntal, just as threatening to call a physician
• behave makes thi

afraid of the doctor, when it would he to the child's

to cultivate the feeling in the little one that

the physician i- the children's friend, the besl friend

child can 1

tening the castor ml and making it aromatic is

;uising it for the child. By means
(I

: per cent,
i dissoh id in

1 3 per cent.), castor nil can readil) be

When this i- flavored with aromatics (vanill

per cent, coumarin 0.01 p^r cent) and volatile oils toil

amon 0.3 per cent, nil of clove 1 1.1 pel

we h::\ i tor oil of the National For-

im ricini aromaticum, X. !•'.». which i>

for the acridity left after it is

i liminated by using a non-
a rid oil, such a "

< hildren,

castor oil readily, even when
from ordinar) oil, as they usualh

swallowed. We may. therefore, considi

lent of the administration of castor oil to children

In \i' '.'.
I-', formula, which can 1

I by any pharmacist, ii i- hardly necessary to

i n. Should such
i cpedient, oleum ricini dulce, marl-

I

tlie Pitman- Indianapolis, mi

Mich a preparation on

ollow ing method is also "i prai tical \.

it enables one in administer a "ta tor nil

without He " Ige, and is useful,

fore, lor those children who unreasonablj obj

medicine of anj kind. I iking "taste-

less" oil, with a liberal e air times as
much—of hot milk, in a bottle which they do not more
than half fill, and then having the dose taken imme-
diately, the mixture will he found distin-

guishable from rich milk. Such oil might also bi

up. I fow< t should be

entered here against administering; ordinary castor oil

mixed with an important food. This might create in

the child a disgust against thi- article of diet that may
last for years.

Thorough emulsification lessens the activity of cas-

tor oil. probably because in this form it is too rapidly

d and assimilated. A 35 per cent, emulsion of

iil can readily he prepared and made palatable.

A formula for such a one is to he found in the

National Formulary under the name of emulsum olei

rii ini, X. I-'. It is flavored with tincture of vanilla.

The British Pharmacopeia lias a similar formula of
different fla (lower and cinnamon) under
the title mistura olei ricini, I'.. I'. However, as a babe
might require a tablespoonful, and an adult a wine-
glassful or more, of such emulsions, these preparations

are not economical one-, in ay the least.

Medicine is still one of the dreaded bugbears of
cl ildhood, and castor oil is :i leader of these. Let us
admit that it is poor technic to insult the palate—the

sensitive guardian of our system against chemical
injury—when medicine is to he given. It is no longer

try, and certainly inexpedient. The patient

may tal< the do e; hut he doe open or smoth-
1 volt. IT . ,. .,

(7o be continued)

New and Nonofficial Remedies

Tilt: FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL ARTICLES HAVE BEEN' ACCEPTED
\KM.M V

New ami Nonofficial Remedies. \ copy of
1 III'. RULES ox Will' i. u II. I. BE

vrlo -N - W. A. Pi U<Y.

Pituitary Solution-Hollister-Wilson. — Liquor Hyp

portion of the pituitary ttle, pre-

hlorhutanol, ntaining

thod of

Roth i Bullet II. S.i.

— See New and Nonofficial Remedies,
•

.—From 0.3 to 1 Cc. i<> be injected intramu
or subcutaneously. M iscd or diminished

Ampouti

:

and iil

I'ituita

Cancti warn the | ublic I

industrial plants in M

een displayed on the bulletin board "i 1,100 of il»-

all who write <•• the M
mittce, 525 Boylston

and tin

Commonwealth 6:121
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In addition, the Baltimore investigators have made a

large number of carefully controlled experiments in

thymectomy on young dogs. An illustration of the

sort of conception heretofore held is found in the

publications of Basch,3 for example. He concluded

that the thymus is not essential to life but exercises a

transitory function corresponding to its own life his-

tory ; that its function is concerned especially with the

growth and development of bone, and intimately con-

nected with the process of calcification. He suggested,

at least, that growth bears some relation to the -ize

of the thymus, supporting the theory by necropsy find-

ings in a litter of three animals which, having exhibited

in life great differences in size, showed al the post-

mortem correspondingly great differences in the size

of their thymus glands.

Park and McClure are convinced that thymus func-

tion is absolutely unessential to life. In contrast with

such contentions as have just been mentioned, they

defend the thesis that extirpation of the thymus

produces no detectable alteration in the hair, teeth.

contour of the body, muscular development, strength,

activity or intelligence of the experimental animal.

Extirpation of the thymus probably does not influence

growth or development. However, the possibility that

it may cause retardation in development and delayed

closure of the epiphyses cannot lie excluded absolutely.

Extirpation of the thymus probably produces no alter-

in tin- organs of internal secretion. Ho
with commendable scientific caution the authors say it

i- possible that extirpation of the thymus produces well

marked changes in the organs of internal secretion in

the period immediately following thymectomy which

was not covered by their experiments.

There has of late be< n a popular impulse, so to

toward classifying the thymus a- an organ producing

an "internal secretion." As Hoskins'1 ha- recently con-

tended, the proof of this has never been furnished. I
!<•

himself considers that the thymus functions as a

lymphoid organ in infancy and childhood when a large

number of lymphoid cells and leukocytes are
i

and involuti s, like an enlarged tonsil, when it-- pi

no longer is necessary, Whatever the facts are, we
may hereafter insist, thanl to tin- excellent American

studies of Parks and McClure, th.it the preconceived

idea- of investigators -hall no Ion ite the

teaching with respect to thymus function: and that

lusions hereafter shall be drawn "only

from evidence that is overwhelming."

kungcn 711 Rudolf i rimentellc
B

-•

i •;

.. i

»jrMrm. •;«

..f the
Albino K ii

2 i

Ii Thrrr n Thymic II

AN ENGLISH EXPERIMENT IN

SOCIAL MEDICINE

In England, the medical profession and the public

are apparently in a state of readjustment. Social

insurance in the four years preceding the war. the

need- and emergencies of war times, and the discussion

of the last year culminating in the creation of a

national health mini-try. all have combined to arouse

and concentrate interest and discussion on the improve-

ment of medical services. An experiment now being

carried on in G . therefore, of special interest.

Dr. David McKail, lecturer on public health at St.

Mungo's College, and Mr. William Jones, clerk and
treasurer of the Glasgow Insurance Committee, have

worked out a plan for a public medical service as a

substitute for the social insurance scheme now in

operation. Beginning with a criticism of social insur-

ance, which they condemn for failure to provide any
form of institutional treatment and for furnishing

medical services to only about one third of the total

population, they propose to build up a complete medical

service, furnishing unrestricted treatment to every

citizen needing it. and involving the enrolmenl of the

medical profession and the public control of all general

hospitals and infirmaries.

The proposed plan is founded on the experience

gained in effort- to meet war conditions, when for a

ispensarfes were established in Glasgow for cen-

tralizing the patients of absent physicians. The city

was divided into districts, ami a consultation

established in each. The Bridgetown District, with

match 100,000 inhabitants, i- taken as

venient unit for study. The volume of sickness as

shown by the number of dispensary \i-it- i- found to

be 3.11 per person per year, varying from a maximum
of 7.5 visits for thi of liiY t,, a minimum of

from 15 in 25. House visits are found

to amount to one fourth of dispensary vi-it-. This

amount of professional work would require twenty-

seven physicians, working thirty-three bout- a week.

A 2.i per cent, addition would

necessitate a staff of thirty -ih- ns, each of

whom would have an annual vacation in the summer or

fall. Births would average nine or ten a day, requiring

four obstetricians. Minor surgery and various spe-

cialties would require -i\. making a total staff of foils

three medical f institutional and con-

sultant service. These men an- to be graded in three

would be allowed time and he required to do graduate

work and special stud) with a view to his

advancement in the service.

from $1,500 to $2,000 for Jul

for middle grades, and

ii i- al-o made for d

treatment. Ii is estimated thai

medical sen i< e could be defrayed b
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in the pound, imposed in the same manner as the pub-

nt, and that the entire expenses oi

in could be supplied at an individual cost below

. n shillings capitation basis on which social

now being conducted.

An interesting side lighl is thrown on the provision

for free choio ins, under the social insurance

plan now in operation. A careful study of the

shows thai since the introduction of social insurance

and tlic panel system in Glasgow, those affected have

ercise any choice in thi

physicians, but have gone to the nearesl and

nveniently located physician. The advantages

for the physician of the proposed public medical ser-

vice are the limitation of working hours, the guaran-

quate income, the avoidance of waste -

and em portunity for increased income, the

accumulation of experience, and the opportunity tor

graduate and special work for every practicing physi-

i he advantages claimed for the individual are

treatment at a much less expense and for the

community, economy of administration, and the pre-

n of a large amount oi London

.' in commenting on the proposed plan, expresses

the hope that the authors may have an opportunity of

failure would alike afford much

needed experience.

MEASURING METABOLISM

The estimation of the hasal metabolism of man as

an index to the existence of certain pathologic mani-

I the bodily functions i> becoming quite

common as a result of the improvement of respiration

tus which enables suitable experimental observa-

be made with relative e; lined clinician

at the bedside. The history of medicine affords many

other interesting illustrations of the readiness with

which the physician appropriates, to diagnostic use,

instruments i and methods of analysis that

arepr. ormand execution. The clinical ther-

mometer, thi meter, the serologii

the quantitative determination of gastric

and numerous

laptabili

il ilities of better di

replace

empiri circumstances make it

worth while.

An ii involved in the use of any

n in medicine i> the establishment

if body
• What are the limitations of blood pres-

sure estima - d by physio-

vered clearly

aberrant values can lay claim to correct diag

nostic significance. In the case of tin- basal metabolism,

likewise, it has become essential to have standards by

which the data obtained may he evaluated. Si

and sex must l>c taken into account. To the establish-

ment <>f the foundations of calorimetric research,

American investiga rnegie Nutri-

tion Laboratory in Boston and the Russell Sage Insti-

tute of Pathologj in Bellevue Hospital, New York,

have made fundamental contributions, many of which

have keen specifically reviewed from time to time in

I'm Journal. We -hall nut discuss tin- still debated

questions, such as the relative sig ii hody

surface and weight, in the calculation of ui

metabolic performance. More important for the clini-

cian is the fact that hody weight, stature and age of

the subject liui-t he considered in predicting ba il

ilism.

With thi- conviction in mind. Harris and Bet

have recently issued standard "multiple prediction

tahk-. for normal hasal metabolism" in both man and

« an I" accord with what ha- been asserted in the

past, the use of the standards shows the existence of a

well marked differentiation in the level of metabolism

of men and women, and shows that the differences are

m throughout adult life instead of disappearing

in later years as maintained by Sondcii and Tigerstedt.

There is no evidence for such differentiation in new-

horn infants. The average woman shows a daily heat

production about 300 calories less than the average

man. If correction is made for hody size by expressing

production in calories per kilogram of hody

weight, she shows an average heat production of about

1.2 calories per unit of weight less than the man. Jf

Kody surface i~ used as the basis for comparison, the

woman shows daily heat production approximating 76

i aloi ii - per day per square meter le-s than that of man.

Data recently secured by the Food (War) Commit-

tee of the Royal Society of London substantiate this

I outcome. Thus Rosenheim 2 concludes, starting

from the contention that the unit of surface area

eliminates the same amount of heat in the normal adult,

that the figure for women is about 7 per cent, lower

than that for men. The energy expenditure of women
in various activities has likewise keen ascertained by

the English committee in order that they might he

assured of a fait a m nl of their share in the

available food supply during the period of food strut'

rhi oul ome determined under conditions of

following increments of heat

production dining work and walking: light work. 72

nl : medium hard work, 109 per cent.; hard

work, 181 per cent.; walking. 274 per cent. Jt may

cornea ' irn thai the energy expenditure

1 II lo Bioraelric Study of Basal

Institution it Washington, 191*

.. , Seric*

B !>1 : .. . Vug. 6) 1919.
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during one hour's horizontal walking is in all cases

higher than that of even the hardest work on the lathe.

Women expend about the same amount of energy as

do men in horizontal walking, the "maximal economic

velocity" being about 3 miles an hour ( or 80 meters a

minute). As has been demonstrated in the i

athlete^, training works for economy of energy expen

diture. A waitress is likely to walk with greater

physiologic economy than a person of sedentary habits.

It is known that during adult life the basal heat pro-

duction of the adult continuously decreases. This i-

one of the accompaniments of age, Perhaps the failure

of rejuvenescence in the human individual is associated

with his inability to speed up metabolic performance at

a juvenile rate. Pulse rate, which is in some degree

an index of metabolic rate, normally decreases with

age. Statistics gathered by Harris and Benedict1

express the relationship between age and metabolism

in terms of an actual decrease in daily heal proi

per year amounting to about 7.15 calories in men and

2.29 calories in women. The decrease in heat produc-

tion per kilogram of body weight is more nearly identi-

cal in the two sexes, namely, 0.112 calory in men and

0.124 in women. Such tests of the rate of cha

have been made throughout the age range of adult life

indicate that it is es entially uniform. Senescence and

metabolism are thus interrelated.

Current Comment

HEALTH LEGISLATION IN CONGRESS
\f'i r a continuous session of exactly six months, the

inn of the sixty-sixth i

without enacting any beneficial public health li

Hon; nor was any legislation detrimental to public

d. The Senate made progress with some

measures of intere I
'o the medical profession, while

practically no consideration was given to any of this

legislation by the Houee. This i- due primarily to the

fact that the Senate has a committee charged with the

ration of medical legislation, known a- th

i imittee on Public I fealth and Nat

n hile the I louse has no such committee, nor

onds to it. The Senate

committee considered and reported favorably a bill to

provide $1,000,000 for the study and treatment of

influenza a/id kindred diseases, introduced by Senator

Harding of ( ihio; a lull to establish a division of tuber-

iii the United States Public Health Service,

introduced by Senator Randsell of Louisiana; a bill

making appi i

|

drug addicts, introduced i,\ Senatoi France of Mary-

land, and a bill to admit governmenl empli

ing with tuberculosis to army, navj and Public Health

Ml of these measures are now on

the Senate calendar, having tx 1 Favorably,

and are in line to be called up al the beginning of the

session, Monday, December 1. The Senate

a bill providing for the retirement of female

army nurses, introduced by Senator Wadsworth of

New York, and this measure will be before the

House at the coming session for final action. The

House Committee on Pensions favorably reported a

bill to pension members of the Female Nurse Corps of

the war with Germany, introduced by Congressman

Fordney of Michigan. The regular governmental

appropriation hills, including the necessary appropria-

tion- for the Medical Corps of the army, navy and

U. S. Public Health Service, were passed. A number

of other medical measures were introduced in both the

Senate and the House, hut no action was taken on

them. Some relate to the establishment of the Depart-

ment of Health in the federal government, and have

bi -i referred to in The Journal from time to time,

while other- provide for the establishment of bureaus

of rural sanitation and maternity, and infancy hygiene

peration with the -tale governments. It i- quite

evident to those who have watched, or who are inter-

ested, in medical and health legislation, that, so far as

congressional legislation ed, one of the big

needs of the time is the creation of a committee on

public health in the House of Representatives of the

United States Congress.

DRUG POTENCY IN WAR-STRICKEN
POPULATIONS

Almost every physician has -ecu. at times, in indi-

vidual cases, surprising and unexpected pharmacologic

n pon es to the administration of certain drugs, He
charge- to obscure idiosyncrasy the unanticipated

of substances that have a well known potency

in standard dosage. Progress in the study of pharma

cology and therapeutics tends to reduce the numl

instances in which ignorance of the cause of either

hypersensitiveness or resistance to a drug, as the case

eikd by the word "idiosyncrasy."

Ib> phenomena of tolerance to drugs are gradually

becoming unraveled and explicable; the limitatii

do-age are being rationalized because the si

spirit of our tim< - content to accept vague

or meaningless phrases in place of lucid explanations.

i in several occasions The Journ \i. has stated that the

war-time diet with it- attendant undernourishment had

I
about pathologil condition- in indirect way- ill

some plai es. 1 he incidence of certain

evident! I i lowered resistance on

the part of a food impoverished population. • »ther

maladies, such as c; icer and diabetes, have

onspicuous Several clinicians have recently

record' d .i gn atlj Hi' •'
' ed en

in the undernourished districts to the effects of com
monly administered drugs. 1 Treatment with mer-

curials and arsphenamin in usual d

syphilis has resulted in increa of mercury

poisoning. I l more frequentl;

undesired manifestation of this therapy. A profound

I haS followed l'

I. Zen
D "
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which were commonly employed with i i

c outcome in prewar days. Patients wl

merly tolerated much lai of morphin deriva-

nthout unt toms succumbed to the

irj prescriptions with signs of profound nar-

tionabli I tneous mani

certain drugs have become o

stricken population. Such instances sufl

nticipated, but by no mean-- inexplicable inter-

widespread undernourishment and prac-

utics.

FINDING THE PROVERBIAL NEEDLE

Under General News last week was an item to the

iat an inv< ! stammering desired to

-cure a stammerer whose skull hail been trephined.

shed to determine whether or not there v

between stammering and cerebral con

While there are thousands of stammerers in the United

and an unknown number of persons whose

skulls have been trephined, it seemed extremely unlikely

that the combination might exist in any consi

number of case-. The request was published with small

rose. 1'ut the first mail on Monday morn-

ught the name and add i ich a person.

The legendary difficulty of finding a needle in I

is thus shown to be not such a difficult matter

after all. providing the right method—or. as in this

case, the right medium— i- employed.

UNTOWARD REACTIONS AFTER ARSPHEN-
AMIN ADMINISTRATION

The exact nature of the reaction due to individual

sometimes follow- the administra-

tion of certain drugs i- perhaps not always thi

linn- resemble, at least super-

ficially, the phenomena of anaphylaxis, or hypersus-

ceptibility. Very few of the drugs concerned, however,

are protein bodies, and anaphylaxis strictly speaking

iptibility to foreign protein. It ha

tt these reai I
anaphy-

: \ i such reactions

namin administration v ited by Hoff-

man. The phenomena usually result after r<

the drug. There is a sudden

lling of the face, or a cyai

feeling i tion in tin- head. The
ol oppi ssion in the

i and pain in the hack. Fre-

rhese symptoms
during the administration of

pped. I lirano1

labora-

im ludes thai

nh the action

of the drug on thi -land-, lie points out

that Bi cperimentally many
i on the

suprarenal-. Ili- experiments show that largi

henamin or of neo-arsphenamin lead to a

in the chromaffin substance of the

ind that the epin out nl both of

d and of the gland itsell u i

dm mint ion after the injection of ev< 11

of arsphenamin. lie thinks thai tin- anaphylactoid

symptoms .nc produced when tin-- sudden reduction in

the epinephrin content of the blood is so great that a

upply cannot be furnished promptly b} the

enals. [f the an coi recti) inter-

preted, they point directly to the treatment of anaphy-

lactoid pheno i arsphenamin administration

by the itramuscular injection of epinephrin. llirano's

result - and i! i u
!

gestive as thn ivt ing light on the po ible cause ol ths

tation of chi May it not

be that thi- pigmentation is not d tl) 01 iated with

the drug itself but is an indirect effect produced by its

action on the suprarenal glands?

Medical News

A I

I
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COLORADO
Testimonial to Health Officer.—Dr. George B. Gilmore,

who served as health officer of < olorado Springs during the

influenza epidemic last year, was presented l>> the city

council with a framed copj of a resolution adopted i>\ that

body. Mayor C. E. Thomas made the presentation address.

Personal.—Dr. M. Ethel Y. Fraser, Denver, who n

ition from il"- I rench government for her work in

the Chateau Thierrj sector, lias returned from France.
Dr. Frost C. Buchtel, Denver, who Im- heen seriously ill,

has gone to Hot Springs, Ark., for his convalescence.
Dr. Charles Fox Gardiner, Colorado Springs, ha

I chairman of the Pikes Peak chapter of the Ameri-
can Red Cross.

ILLINOIS

Hospital Notes.—Christian County has voted in favor of

levying a tax for the building and maintenance of a county
tuberx ulosis sanatorium.

Central Illinois Physicians Meet.—At the annual meeting of

the District Medical E entral Illinois, held in 1'ana,

10 Dr. Henry E, Monroe, Shelbyville, wa
i

; Dr. Robert I.. Morris, Decatui vice president; Dr.

Franklin A. Martin. 1'ana, secretary, and Dr. Lotharo L.

\ andalia, treasurer.

Personal. — Dr. Josephus J. Brown, for nearly fort] one
3 practitionei ot froy, ha- disposed of liis business

and property interests and announce- his retirement. He
ide in California. Dr. Frederick D. I

son. Rushville, has let the i
V erecti f a new

md surgical institute at Rushville, to be ki.

Ibertson Hospital.

Chicago

Deaths from Denatured Alcohol. — The coroner's office

fourl eatl 1
1
im

I

a- a substitute for whisky, have been reported since Sep-
tember 15. Many cases of blindness have also been
which are attributed to the use of denatured alcohol as a

beverage.

Low Death Rate.—In spite of the estimated increase in

population of a quarter million, since 1915, the death rate

of Chicai thus far. ilii- year, than it was four

i luring the same period in 1916, 31,205 deaths

M, I'M/. 33281; in 1918, 37,679; and in 1919,

er 15. only 2

Dr. Emerson in Chicago. At thi 19 meeting of

Jhc Chicago .'.;
. . Dr. William R. 1'. Emerson,

Bosti >n, pi i

-
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sented the results of some of his researches on nutrition.

Dr. Emerson also addressed the Chicago Pediatric
November \S, on the subject of "The Malnourished Child."

INDIANA
Personal.—Dr. Richard C. Mackey, Hobart, superintendent

;iTered a cerebral hemorrhage, November 2.

Hospital Site Purchased.—The county council

County has approved the plans of the county commis
f. ir the purchase of the farm of Dr. Joseph Frisz, 8 miles

north of Terre Haute, as a site for the county tuberculosis
i. and has appropriated $22,275 as the purchase price.

Mental Hygienists to Meet.—The annual meeting
Indiana Society for Mental Hygiene will be held at the

Hotel Severin, Indianapolis, December 15. under the

dency of Dr. William L Bryan of the University of Indi-

ana. At this meeting the urgent needs of the state in the

matter of care for its mental defectives will be pn

Hospital Items.— It has been announced that the pi

sanatorium for the disabled and retired

ministers of the United States will be located on a site

10 miles east of Evansville, adjoining the Thornton Home
for retired ministers. The Kosciusko county memorial
committee reached the decision that a hospital would be a

most practicable memorial to the county sailors and sol-

diers.— i work has I on the new
Methodist Hospital, Gary. The new Bloomington Hos-
pital, erected by the local council of women of the city at a

cost of i [575,000 was ..pen for inspection November 7,

8 and 9, and patients. November 11. The present hospital

building is to be used as a home for nurses.

IOWA
Smallpox Increasing.— Fourteen cases of smallpox have

been reported in Davenport, since November 5. Four of

these were in one house.

Personal. l)r. Charles E. Block, Davenport, ha
! phj sician o( ing Dr. Sidney

Ci. Hands, resigned. Dr. John W. Watzek, Davenport,
tsurer of the Crossett Tit ibi

KANSAS
Personal.- Dr. William V. Tucker, Elkhart, representative

for Morton County in the legislature, has retired and moved
to his farm in Oklahoma.

Reception to Service Men.— The meeting of the Barton
Medical Society at Great Bend, Octobei 16. was

oring the ten of the twenty-four practitioners

Of the count} who entered the army and saw active service

during the war. The welcome home address was delivered
bj Dr. Horace C. Embry, Hoisington, and Dr. l-.lmer E.

Morrison, Orcat Bend, officiated as toastmaster.

LOUISIANA
Physicians Injured.— Drs. Adolph Jacobs and Davii

leans, formerly house physicians of (bain
tal, were injured. November 14. when an automobile in which

re riding was overturned on G id. The
physicians were taken tp I

mary.

Bubonic Plague.--The outbreak of bubonic plague at New
Orleans is said to be under control. Up to date, fi

curred with two deaths. The dock board
er front, and the railroads are

undertaking the same work at their terminals. All ships

are being fumigated and ih

3,497 iats have been trapped. Of these, twenty-eight were
found to be infected with plague and sixty-four m
under suspicion.

MAINE
Physicians' Licenses Revoked. — An official

us meeting, held November 1-' and 13, the Maine
nation in Medil ine te\ ol

lienin- I. O'Brion of Portland and Lemuel F. Noble
mnd that the) had been t om icted in

(I ral court, under the Harrison N trcol I
• of ille-

gally dispensing drugs.

MARYLAND
Personal.- Dr. Elijah J. Russell, Baltimon

i m

Tuberculosis Campaign.—Tuberculosis caused an economic
loss in Baltimore last year of approximately $3,500,000,

ng to Mr. A. E. Sinks, executive secretary of the
Maryland Tuberculosis Association, who is making a survey
of health conditions in the city and state, preliminary to
the health campaign by the National Tubercu
tion.

Herter Lectures End.—The final lecture of a series under
the Herter Foundation was given at the Johns Hopkins H is-

pital by Dr. Henry Hallet Dale, director of the department
hemistry and pharmacology, Medical Resean

mittee, t nsurance, London, England. His
first lecture was on "Capillary Poisons and Shock." In the

"Anaphylaxis," giving the thi

of drugs in general and the result

-

research. The third lecture was devoted to "Chemical Struc-
ture and Physiological Action," in which the results of the

most important research work being conducted in England
iven.

MISSOURI
Personal.— Dr. David F. Morton, Perryville, is ill in a

hospital in Rochester, Minn. Dr. i 11 art. St.

Joseph, was elected president of the Visiting Nurse Asso-

ciation of St. Joseph, at the annual meeting, October 27.

Base Hospital Reunion. -A reunion banquet of the

and enlisted personnel of Base Hospital No. 28 was i

the University Club, Kansas City, November 6. About
thirty-live were present, and Dr. John 1-". Binnie officiated

as toastmaster.

Red Cross Appropriation for Clinic.—The executive com-
if the American Red Cross has appropriate

to the state board of health for venereal disease control

work, with the understanding that a venereal clinic be estab-

lished in St. Joseph.

Unlicensed Practitioner Fined.—Dr. Carl E. Schulte, St.

tj in the St

er 31, to the charge of practicing medi-
cine in Illinois without a license, and to have been assessed
a fine i

Endowment for Pharmacology.- Authentic report!

that Washington University Medical School has

this snin was given by the general education board and the

other half wa he medical

Conservation of Vision.—The bill providing for the com-
pulsory use of a prophylactic in the eyes of the newborn
failed ol ie last session of the legislature, and the

ri State Association for the Blind has ahead
its new campaign I'm,king for the presentation of th<

the next session.

Obstetricians Resume Session.—The - of the

City Obstetrical Socii the United
entered the war was held. November 4 Dr
Findley, Omaha, gave an a ntrol of

Women in Detention Homes, in War and Peace," and Dr.

Grandison D. Royston, St. Louis, presented

"Complications of Pregnane] at I I \n informal

dinner was given t" I Club.

Kansas City Veterans of the World W
s. Army and \.

the Kan -as I it) Ml I the World War.
k r 3. The oi .n is for the promo-
fellowship, tl i ing of history,

pi rp. luation of memor) "i the da for the

benefit and improvement of the local medical pn
Bi How s w.,s eli i ted pre idi nt, I It John F

Binnie, •'., ami 1 Ir. E rnest < i Ma
ier.

NEW YORK
Personal. -Dr. Frai

i ..1 the \

vention, November 10 ion, has

the lower house of the New > "ik

Corning, • Mi II Burdctl > leveland, who has

I with the

I ,

in New York I

Joint Clinics for Mental Diseases and Defi •
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tal I i Mental '

il D ectivi

in the

(animation of

with nervous supply

:1\ .ii Watertown, through

Dr. William C. Sandy and Dr. Paul G.

ndenl of the Si i

itional clinii

e Hospital, BinRhamton, and thi

with the Willard State Hospital, VVil

New York Slate Society Condemns Health Insurance. \

.,» ^ . >rk was held at Albany,

Comi littee on

Compuls ' lr Harvej
ial committee,

(hat the essential components of all compul-

sory health insurance schemes are t lie payment ol

indemnity dui i it) due

t,, illnes ision for medical, dental and nursing

care and attendance, hospital accomodations, materni
. '.urini; illness of social insur-

ance make two main assertions, thai a large amount of

is due to illness causing unemployment and loss of

and that a large number of people receive inade-

u e. The remedy pro-

ihment of a state administrative machinery
to admit m of compulsory state health ins

I the opinion that the belief that

s due tn unemployment caused by illness

I on a priori reasoning, and that the preponderance
is against this assumption. The statistics of

I New York city show that disability

from all cause only 5.7 per cent, of unem-
mittee is unable to find any reliable evi-

that medical attendance in the state is either

tantity or defective in quality and is not con-
'iat the proposed plan of i llth insurance

the quality of medical services,

while the inq" ' for the state indus-
ion and the local boards of directoi

nd nullify the activities of the present
' ealth. The committee is of the opinton

that thi rbidity, mortality, infant mortality and
maternity mortality rates have been much more materially
reduced in the L'nr the last twenty years than

tries in which compulsory
ailed. The committee, therefore, finds:

it there is no neci ial insurance in Xew
countries where it has been in

>, it has caused a deterioration in

tie and medical service, and that it would have
. third, that in con

been in

iwn a more marked
idity ; fourth, that there

.
. under-

valuable functions of the state depart-
to the paucity of

that the

priate enough money
ol illness in the

he com-

r utilization of

.1 insur-
of the commit

New York City

Persor.
,

.-.] for Washington,

cruise in t!

vi.iiitu
'

i iiv has
ipointed visiting physician to St i pital

Hygiene anil Picventive Medicine Depaitment Orj
> ganization of the new di ;ii ne and

ivc medicine at Cornell Universitj has been completed,

Dr. J antes Ste\ < it

. sistanl pro!

ventive i

Ivisor,

School for Crippled Childien. ["he Free Industrial School
for Crippled Children, -171 West Fifty-Seventh Stn

i.i w ith a full i ij

1 ,ulu I horley Lyons I [ome foi

t hildn il the < hildren

spend the summer after thi ear. 'The

children taken by tl
' 01 public

si hool Ii able ( " atti nd, bul

iled to pursue the same course of studies. A
special study is made of the case of each child who n

in -h medical and surgical attention as is required ["hi

school provides hot lunches, autobus transportation, and
i

.1 the childi en. The joint sot ietief

celebrated their twentieth anniversary by beginning a drive
for $100,000 for their permanent fund

OHIO
Banquet to Service Men.—The Medical Society of I Ogao

County made the chief feature of its annual dinner at

Bellefontaine, November 7, a welcome to the meml
ociety who had been in active service during the world

war. Dr. Robert 11. Butler, Bellefontaine, acted as

na ti i

Personal.—Dr. John R. Pipes has been elected mayor of

Avon.——Dr. Robert Longfellow, Toledo, has been elected

oi .ii I ihio Soldiei .' and Sailor,' Home,
Xcnia, succeeding Dr. Charles J. Shepard, Columbus, Dr.

I
I l.arkin lias been made a member of the volunteer

visiting and consulting staff of the homi .

University of Cincinnati Notes.—At the meeting of the

board oi directoi ol the University of Cincinnati,

of $5,000 for a scholarship in the col

ie, by Mrs. Isaac A. Wyler, was announced I

nip is given in memory of her son, Dr. Ji

Wyler, Cincinnati, who died from influenza during the

epidemic last year. Dr. John C. Oliver was appointed

dean of the medical college during the ilh

ristian K. Holmes, both of Cincinnati. Dr. Clarence

W. Betzner, Cincinnati, was appointed attending orthopedist

to the Cincinnati General Hospital.

OKLAHOMA
Laboratory for Medical Society.—At the recent mi

ilu W.i ( ,ledi I So, iety it wa i decided to

purchase equipment at a cost of $1,000, and to establish a

bacterioli tory for the use of the physicians of

. ille.

Clinic Organized.—The Oklahoma City Clinic lias been
am I.. Blesh, William W. Rucks,

John /.. Mraz. David D. rvin E, Stout, ana
The clinic has purchased Wi Ho ital which

.1 i
'

. five beds.

University Hospital Dedicated.—Thursday, November 13,

ind faculties ol the I fni\ ersity of
held spi i

is dedicating the ni Stati I n

ch 1

'

Oklaho
us 175 beds, ini hiding twentj

The building co
uient, $76,000. Approximately $200,000 p

will be required for maintenance. Thi
was given by Dr. Jabez N. jack on ol I in a i ity, Mo,

Tablet to Staff Members Unveiled.— In mem
Hull and Frank Bruner Sot ;atz, both of whom

died in
i lenza epiden

Francis and St. Anthony's hospitals, Okla-
.

, .
.\: hich

orial service. I)r. Robert M. Howard presided Dr.
John W. Rili i

i

and Drs. Arti
I | .

.

on Dr. Hull. The tablet was unveiled Coulter
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PENNSYLVANIA
Personal.—Dr. Theodore L. Haziett. Pittsburgh, has been

appointed medical director of the Mont Alto Sanatorium,
succeeding Dr. Frederick C. Johnson. Mont Alto, who lias

been on leave on account of illness.

Schools Teach Diet.—Classes in "eating" will shortly he
established in three schools and include a course
for both parents and pupils in the causes of malnutrition.
There will be nurses in charge of each school and a dieti-
tian. Intensive health work along tin-

ducted at the Campbell Sehool, Eighth and Fitzwater
the Hawthorne School. Twelfth and Fit/water strei

the Meredith School. Fifth Street above Fitzwater. Each
schools will be equipped with scales and other spe-

cial apparatus I work. The weight
children will be recorded, and a health card filled

them. Under the new plan of health education, winch it is

hoped eventually to extend to other schools, a pupil's health
card will follow him through all his public school career.
Malnutrition, the school medical ;

: not due
entirely to poverty. Causes which contribute are improperly
prepared food, too much candy and eating between meals.

Philadelphia

Personal.—Dr. Charles Lincoln Furbush, sanitation expert.

was decorated with the order of Companion
and St. George bj tl ! \ ember 22.

Dr. Howard S. Anders sustained a fractured rib. when a
trolley in which he was riding collided with another car

War Physicians Dinner Guests.—Sixty physicians who
served in the army or navy during the world war were the
guests of honor at a reunion dinner given by the Homeo-
pathic Medical Society at Philadelphia at the Adelphi
attended by 160 physicians. Dr. Gilbert .1. Phalen was

aster.

Graduate School of Medicine Opens.—The Graduati
of Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania opened in

and accordii ;e II. Meeker, dean of the
University of Pennsylvania, there are sixty-threi
cian- in actual attendance, about thirty have beei

away because of the present limited accommodations, and
nearly fifty arc alread
semester, which begins Feb, 9. 1920. The general plan lor

the University Graduate Scl 1 of Medicine is a- I

A central univi i ation as now or t

having as its special business graduate medical edt

The cooperation of other univer it especially the

Iphia general!} . n il as integral p
the univi (filiated throuf fs and clinical

and physical facilities, in this important movement i

delphia, under the educational control of the universit
general hospital

public ami pi itribut-

funds without which tin- goal will be
difficult i ach. In I'M

if Pennsylvania and tin- Medico-l hirurgical

rger the Medico-Chirurg
i the University of Pennsj
Medicine and the li

menu wen- inn itituti

school, i

delphia I

with its facilil

further a<

' Medii ini

tion. and with

and a few of i!

Philadelphia, the wurk of I

SOUTH CAROLINA
Hospital Item on has

I for the re. epti 1

Fire at Camp Hospital. I hi tot Mo
which •:•

1 at the time of the fire, forty officer-
w. unen, nui I

ilian cmployi

Personal—The charge of manslaughter brought by Wil-
liam M. tiraydon. a lawyer, against Dr. Julius H. Taylor,

:a, on account of the death of Gi follow-
ing an operation, wa 0, Dr.

. West. Columbia, has been appointed health officer
for Lexington Corn;-

Dr. William D. Lbbeville, has
member of the state board of charities and correct

Public Health Work.—Dr. G. E. Xeal of the state health
department. \\

'

1 a clinic in Newberry, h;

to Anderson to establish a similar clinic there. In
nth this work a state ad\

lished consisting of one m<
one member of the federal board of health, one member tc

-mmended by the legislative delegation, and
il, cither mayor or chairman of the cit;

ill. The United State-

in New-
iunty with regard to trachi

there are said of trachoma, at M
School, live, and at Saluda, three

WASHINGTON
Red Cross Clinic Opened.—The junior Red Cross Clinic

me, during the
November 14. Drs. Oliver T. Batcheller, Ro

. Carroll I.. Smith and Fred G.
Sprowl were in he eye. ear. nose and throat clinic,

rent and Peter D. McCornack in charge
of the medical clinic.

Personal— Dr. William L. Hall. Spokane, recently returned
after years of service a- a medical mi
China. Dr.
!>i Ubert E. Stuhl as

Dr. William 0. Wisner has been appoii
irnhart. Dr. Frank S. Miller.

been elected medical director of the Edgecliff Sanatorium.

WISCONSIN
Increase in Smallpox. Up to November 1-'

'-called
normal Ei n tor November is 113, I. in it thi

record is maintained, the high mark of loo reported in 1914,
will he exceeded. The -late board of health gi

warning regarding vaccination.

New Officers. — At the annua!
Anti-Tubercul

Mid Mrs. I'x'

Taylor, .'

waukee. At the annual i

cians' Assoi iation, 1 »r Arthur R
'

ii Women's

War wa

CANADA
University Buildings B "i tin-

Saskatchewan University New:

gatioti into thi

Person.'!
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the Inter-' lunch Forward Movement.
!>r. George R Pirie, some time on the stall ol the Hos

pital for Sick Children, iin-.ii Ormond Street, I ondo
as returned to Toronto and commenced practice in

s oi infants ind children, Dr. Frank S Park,

England to report on condition:

ing the emigration of children to Canada.

Smallpox Situation in Toionto. Smallpox still continues
. ! in Toronto, although the daily incii

has not been so marked during the past week I In- total has

I the number of pers.ni> quaran-
mething like 1,500. The antis held a mass meeting

the other evening, but were onlj able to muster
Utogethet I

- en more than 1

cinations. Col. .1. W. S. McCullough, Toronto, provincial
i'h. has stated that of the 600,000 vac-

cinations in the Canadian army, then led no
•

1 resells I he Ontario law makes \ ...

pulsory.

Hospital News. I hiring the war period there was a large

falling "ii of promised subscriptions to the Toronto General
i and now the trustees find thi ed by a

situation There are three interests involved in that

institution, namely, the city oi Toronto, tin University of

and private benefactOl to clear the

hospital of an indebtedness oi over $600,000, the trustees are

asking that the city and university each put up $125,000, and
then the trustees will engage to si

ll "> from among
themselves and by private subscription. It has been said

that the hospital, having secured business management, has

recently been running without any deficit on maintenam e

account.

GENERAL
Southern Gastro-Enterologists Elect Officers. At the

annual meeting of the Southern I cal Asso-

held in Asheville, X. C, November in. Dr. Sidney

:•.. New Orleans, was elected pn

s, Atlanta, Ga., vice president, and Dr. Marvin II.

Smith. Jacksonville. Fla., was reelected secretary! 1

1

New Officers for Railway Surgeons' Association. -At the

annual meeting oi the Surgeons' Association of the Western
- Ithern Railway, held in Louisville, Ky.,

Dr. fohn F. Weathers. Xew Albany, Ind.. was

-resident' and Dr. Fred R. Gobbel, English, Ind..

urer. The meeting lor 1920 will he held in

Ind.

Meeting of Southern Medical Association.—The thirteenth

annual meeting of the Southern Medical Association was

held in Asheville. N. I er 10 to 13, under the presi-

ellys F. I'.arker. Baltimore. Louisville,

ud as the place of meeting for 1920, and the

lected: president. Dr. Edward H.

rexas, and vice pre idi nt I it Henri II.

He, N. I ., and Alfred L. (.ray. Richmond. \ a.

he recommendation o

Mon of Railway Surgeons that the

ike up with the government of the

.. the matter of securing specific legislation to

Sale of Ambulances. II announces that

luartei master-

i offi ring

and charitable institutions, 100 new G. M. C.

ille, Ind. These ambulances
baritable

effective until Dec -'". I'd''. The follow-

( amp Fire Scouts. Xav;.

imp community ser. ii

- M II A., the Knights
\rmy. charitable insti-

.-. hich shall ! Hi hed for by their local cliam-

. pro\ ided the

incut purchased for military pu
the National

Cathoh

lance, municipalities and states of the

L'nitcd States, and the hospitals, insane asylums and other

institutions having need for ambulances which are operated

by the cities and st I

FOREIGN
Typhus in Siberia. Newspapei advices from Om

iii.u'. 1 oi this year, there have been 120,00
..i !>plms fever in Siberian troops, and thai new .as, s are
being reported al the rate oi 1,000 daily,

Nobel Prizes to Germans ["hi ibel Pri Physics
for 1918 has bi I to Prol Mas Pla

and that for I'd'', to Professor Sl.nl I lid, < icr-

i in- v ibel I'i i i i .i i ii. i. n-ii \ foi 1918 i

.nv arded to Prol Fril I larber oi Berlin.

Death Losses of Armenian Physicians. Since tin open-
the world war, 67 Armenian physicians an

have been killed, and 52 died from typhus; "i Armenian
tcists, 5-1 were killed, and is died from typhus; of

Armenian dentists, 10 were killed, an. I 4 died from typhus,
and 15 medical students were also said in have been I illed

Charges Against Turkish Physicians. — In a pamphlet
entitled "Persecution Directed Against Armenian Doctoi in

luikcy I luring the World War." published bj the union

oi Armenian physicians at Constantinople, it is charged that

Turkish physicians not only plotted .i.e. mist the lives of the

Armenian population, but directed a pecial campaign against

theii Armenian colleagues. These charges are s.iid to he

substantiated by the testimony of prominent Turkish phj i

i ians. Some nl the criminals have fled from the country and
i iilicis are imvv awaiting trial.

Red Cross Home Opened. Tin- American Red Cross
Maternity Home Hospital, at Coatbridge, Scotland, estab-

lished through a gift of $10,000 from the American Red
Cross, was dedicated with imprei i e ceremonies under the

auspices <,f the Town Councils oi Coatbridge and Virdrie.

recently. This is one of the live similar institution!

in i. real Britain. These institutions are devoted to helping

tile mothers and children of England and Scotland, when the

infant death rate has been appalling, due largely to housing
conditions which have made it impossible for mothers to

give proper care to their children.

American Red Cross Activities. During the first ten days
of September, 269 men, sick and wounded soldiers, went
through the American Red Cross at Irkutsk. Siberia, in

order to he transported to local hospitals from the station.

Resides this, three sanitary cars have been fully equipped
by the American Red Cross, under the supervision of Dr,

Charles S. Brady. From September 10 to October 1. 90S
ambulatory and ninety stationary patients were treated at the
dressing station. The total number of typhus patients was
o(J4, and there were also 460 sick with different diseases,

making a total of 1,264. Those in need were equipped by the.

American Red Cross with warm underwear, sh,,es ami
clothing.

LATIN AMERICA
Plague in Paraguay—In connection with the appearance

of bubonic plague in Paraguay, the department of public
health has just announced that several new cases have
developed, including one in the capital itself. Asuncion.
The department announces that all sanitary measures have
been taken to prevent the spread of the disease.

New Sanitary Code of Sao Paulo. -The state of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, has just adopted a new sanitary code which is con-
sidered the hest, and in fact the first of its kind ever ad. .pled

m latin Vmerica. The code is the compilation of all pre-

initary legislation with the modifications that eemed
:. to hring il up to date. The man in charge of its

ion was Dr. \rtuio Xeiva, one of the most promi-
nent physicians of Brazil.

Sanitary Commissions at El Salvador. -The consul
|

of HI Salvador announces that the government of that

country has decided to appoint a number of scientific com-
missions for the purpose of conducting campaigns against
the various diseases that affect that country. The first corn-

appointed is for the prevention of yellow fever and
sufficient funds will he provided to conduct an antimosquito
campaign throughout the country. The government has also

to establish several quarantine siaii.>ns pi

wiili tin icilit disinfei tion of ships
and the consul-general is now making inn liries in this

country in regard to the necessary apparatu

CORRECTIONS
Mercurochrome-220.— In the article bj Young, Swartz and

mber 15, the foot note at the
end of the article states that "Mercurochrome-220" is being

-ii"!. in iii the urethra. Dr. White
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informs us this should read "2.5 per cent." which is the
strongest solution used.

Officers of American Public Health Association.—The
announcement of the new officers of the America:;
Health Association, which was published in The Journal,
November 8. contained certain inaccuracies. The corrected
list of officers is as follows: president, Dr. Watson S.
Rankin, Raleigh. X. C. : vice presidents, Dr. Alexander (.

Man.; Samuel L. jepson, Charleston,
\\

.
\ a. and William H. Robin, New Orleans: secretary,

A. W. Hedrick, C.P.H B and treasurer, Dr. Guilford
11. Sumner, De- Moines, i

Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Corps
For the week ending November 21, the .Me, Heal I

the Army contained 2 from a maximum o
onduty Nov. 15, 1918. The medical reserve corps contained
3,858, an increase of sixty-nine from the previous week.

Contract Surgeons Entitled to Discharge Button
The general staff of the army has decided that all con-

tract surgeons serving during the recent war are
to the discharge button, an 1 also to the \

They ma I from any recruiting station
the Depot Quartermaster, Washington, D. C.

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

CONNECTICUT TEXAS
Dallas— Miller. L. T.

WASH
Pullman Beistcl, M. J.

lyn, G. S.

MICHIGAN
Crystal Falls—Larson, B. T

HONORABLE DISCHARGES, MEDICAL
CORPS, U. S. ARMY

Note.—In the following list. L. signifies lieuteo
captain; M., major; L. C, lieutenant-colonel, and Col.,
colonel.

ALAB
Athens—Hughes, J. F. (I..)

'.atrc— Kilpatrick, G. C.

Birmingham—Dolman. J. E. (M.)

R. C. (M I

M '

i c. (C.)

w
scaloosa—Burks, B.

ARIZONA

II.

McWhirt, W. I

D. (C.)
R G

C.I I. II

I. •

I)

i .' i
,

T. If.

San Francisco—Girard. I

H '•

Stu
|

I

Santa M
Home Karra>, K. \\ .

Stockton— Smythc. H.
i .. i

COLORADO
Denver—

I

I
I

I

I i

H. CL I

I

A-

M (L.)

Peavy, H. I

Carrollton—Garst. I. C. H. (L)

Fairbura
Jackson—Gunter, K. A
Lawrenceville — Willian D

Nicholls—Pafford, T. W. (L.)
Mansfield, e: I

-Johnson. K. I. I I.. I

IDAHO
F.mmctt—Clark. B. O. ( L. C.)

ILLIXOIS
Alton— Pratt. E. I

Arthur—Monroe, C. \\

Carmaruo- Zobrist, B
Chestnul
I

Cartwright, E. L
Christouerson. E. A. (CO

Doktor
R. G, (M.)

B. (M.)

f L.)

Haseltii
Henry, W. J.

Hughes, I. \\

Hyslop, 0. C
H (L.)

I i I. i

a
i

II E. ((
<

I

1 B

R.
Summers. A. W. (L.)

Thotnas. II. B
Wyatt, It I

B o.
r it

i

i

i

Elgin—Durringcr. II. V
I

M

I

Mount Vernon- V.

Oak Park Cole, l.l

Old Ripli

(L.)
It A

sht, it. r (C. i

V E. (C.)

leasant—Chesnutt, T. H.

Moore, C. E. (C.)
Olin— V.

Ottumwa— Hull. J. A. (C.I

'.-Hubbard. \\

KANSAS

it (C.)

in, I.. I M. t

KENTUCKY
Corbin—Cox, VV. M.
Covington—Miller, F. I

Haberer, C. H
'•urg—Kavanan.

Edleson. L. I

Wilson, It S (]

Mackvilli

Echert, A. I>
:

Hill, (I. H
-

LOUISIANA
II ' I. i

Sulphur— Fisher. R. II

\l

Bridgton It . I. ,

South B

MAR]
Baltimon

I

l

H I 1

I
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"
» <L0

R 1 1 1. 1

.'.
.1 i I.

\ \l
I

V

i L. (CO
I H I 1. C)

\ C I

B
i • 1 >

I

II. (C i

O'Hora. It A 'LI

II i I., i

K. Jr. (L.)
A. (C.)
R. R.(LO

H. S.

M Markham. 1! K (M.)
! (M J

. (M.)

MINNESOTA
O. J. (C.)

ii (C i

M

• K II (CO

.'. I. i I. I

M I I. I

I K (LO

r, II II. I.
I

MISSISSIPPI

<

lain I. W. 'I..

i

i

i

Urn
R
Shul.ut;. SI. .Li

MISSOURI
It. A. I <X.)

1 E. C.)

W ( L )

II ii' i

:

r. H. J

sr.hi

Omaha— Harris. T. T

hellhoxn, B i

Claremonl

\ (C i

m, J c.

w I 1 1.. I

w I. (LO
. i

. O. F.

0.1 (M
M

I

•

Kin libaum, (.

.

t E. I \l I

. intrell, W. B
Lordstui '•

I I

Santa Rosa -Sanl ird J II (C.)

YORK
Albam

J. (L.)

Allegany Quinlan, E. D
B i

I

Mildt i R Ci

:

:

i

II l

Blackwell's Island Kell B R

Briarcliff Manor Nail, 1 H. (M.)
welt, II. (I-)

Bullard, II M
Burki I H.

G ,|.i

. l MM
I I . S (C.)

i ,r i

1
1

' I

\ .1 L. (CO
Lipron, II. (L.i

It
I. (C.)

s (C.)
' (C.)

a. b '

Smith. I. W
Wolfe, K fl

Buffalo Fisk, (i C. (C.)
:. II. A. (L.)

Terrasse, F. ' I. I

.

i

tin Hackett, I '

,i i

I

Fonda Abbott, E. I. i M.)
Ilhaca
Lackawat.i a—Scol H. A. (I..)

G C. (L.)
i ,'.

I

I, .1. M. M.l
I .1.1..

I

i

,

I i

E. I.. U..)
ss 1 1, i

;
i

I

(LO
W II 'I. I

i r . i. .

Friedn i

i i

(L. C.)

. .

F. W. (L.)

Knapp, K I'

I-anKmai.- (1 '

V. I [..)

P., jr. IM )

\ II .11

R .1.1
.. ., .1 i

ii \ (MO
i i: . \1 i

ill (C.J
Roven, M I . i .

B . M .

I

,gei ii \s (L.)
v. (co

\ I . I

I- . \l .

I II ,

I

i R (M.)

i (CO
; :

I M (C
...1. in. S SS I CO

. till ' , I

r r. a. (co....
ii..

M . I i

r, F. !
i (LO

Weinmann. I 1 1 (LO
'

: ,
i

.

ii...
,.

I M. W. (L.
i

Payni I \ . (CO
i atl .

i B I

I
,

: I. (CO
Mi Ki nna, W D (MO

I .1 .

Eva I II .
Mi

,i I il i

;
i Bergman, C. S.

I

i

i

I A. 1 1, i

,' CAROLINA
i rich, G B (L.)

I l; (CO
n. ins, A. \V (L.)

Ross, I. K. (C.)

[•own end, M I (1 CO
I Id Mann, T. A (I

Ol.l Fori Mcintosh, 1). M I
I

Oxford Bullock, J. II. (LO
Montague. S S. (L.)

: Scott, C. I. (MO

;; DAKOTA
Mercei Di ming, K. (C.)

R I ' I
M

OHIO
Ada—Wiseley, A. N. (CO
Akron SI, S, ],..,. S I (C I

Ashvillc Postle, H. V. I L.

)

i A (LO
Canal Fulton Shafer. A. M. (L.)
. cinnati Buff. I. H. (C.)

Kautz, \V. S. (LO
Lamb, B. II. " I

1 \,,l/. K. P. (C.)

R II, L. H. (CO
., i (L C.)
nan, W M. (C.)

Baber, E. A. 1 1, i

Klin,-. \V. I (CO
Werner, I R. (L I

l on. J. R. (CO
Libertj Davis, W. C. (CO

i
, ., 1 Bail. .,i H. (CO

Mansfield Remy, E., Jr. (LO
Mounl Vernon Pumphrey, J. M.

.
I .

Mounl Victory—Lvnch, E. E. (C.)

R ii. 1 Roberts, D. M.
I
M

Coupland, J D (I
I

Hi Davis, I R -
I

.

i,i
I ink. J A. .

M .

',

i nner, II I. . J. I MO
Law! 1 I lr. il..)

i. \ G
Wintersvilli D mi 1

, W. S. P.

UK. H..I
I

.('
.

HOM I

Enid Wei ver, G. S ••

til Smith l(. E. (LO
.. (L.)

H
O. E. (CO

, F. J. (1

Sapulpa i

Green, R. R. (L i

I II (MO
iM.i

Union Lamb, E D. (L.)

, wi r ivl<
I

I
', l. s.

Bi II, D M. (C i

B .1 CO
Rutherford, I i

itoi V. S. (L.)

i ,
,

Russell, J A. M. (LO
I

1

A I

, n (CO
:

I I \l I I I

II ,
I . . I

H ii W.,1
Beattie. J. (MO

Rod i otton R V\ (CO
...,,,, ii

McC. nni II, v. I (L.)
M. B i (j

Ni v> Ken i
ell, J. W.

if i

il.ii'
i, ,.

ii ' >, n. I C. (CO
:

,
,

,

i \ (L.)
11, I C. (CO

I M .. .

w I (CO
irell, I K. (C I

ii. mi.,. I w. o .

Devlin. A. J (LO
Diodati \ M (I I

D ... F. M. (I..)

: n ,i

I
i. \\ \. (L.)

Hirsch, 0. C. (C.)
i. C. (L CO

Klutz, \ I (LO
I ,,|,. rty, J. M '

McKeag. . W. (CO
M lead. S W. (GO
i'. rose, I w (MO
Sidlick, n M I

Siti . I n (L. '".)

St. i, .... u I . I. .

Storm, '
I (C\>

\\ hiti . II. K. (L. CO
Pittsburgh Blevins, .'. D. (C.)

Hayes. ( II (CO
i

, i \
i

i i

McClcnahan II. E. (M.)
Moon , T. F. (L.)

Myers, II. S. (L.)
Plymouth l.iin.-.. 1. E. (L.)
R , I, . K M. I Ml
Richfield Deckard, P. E. (C.)

r. inii.l. .-II. \V. I- .11
i ,,

i B \ (L.)
Warn n Millei W C. (LO
Washington McCullough, C. J.

,

. i. R. A. (CO
West I estei Kerwin, '" SI I .

Ro I. il s ..

Wilki B ,,, Esp: ' W. (LO
Wilkinsburg—Doran, J. I Hi
SS Iward Ail. G. P. I

Mi
RHODE ISf.AXP

. Davidson. SS B .1 I

Provid >,,
,

n
,

' R. (CO
Mi Donald, SS . lr I

SI..

on, R. C. (C i

SOUTH i IR01 'S '

i olumbia Toore, J. F.. (L C.)

Marion rrulock, G. M (I

Newberrj Setzler, .1 n. KM
Outlatul Bruortan, O. I. (LO
Rockton- Hamilton, R. G. I

si .

SOUTH DAKOTA
Gi 1 1 v sburg Mertens, J.I (CO

.., i ottam, ii ' i SI i

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga—Dickey, W. W. (I..

I

I ici bs. It. L. (L.)

Emmett Hawkins, E C
Gates l G C (LO

Long, II. C. (LA
Knoxville S Idy, C. A. (L. C.)

Laconia—Ballard, W. II (MO
M it. In II, E l (Col.)

Connell, M. L. (L.)

I W 'I .

I ,. ntzsch, P. J. (LO
Smith Pittsburg AYampk-r, G. M.

.
I .

s\ heal Cross, J. B. (C.)

TEXAS
Bn nli. i. i Miller, K. 1 (CO

r rnett, 'I R •'
'

. ,

,i ,,.,,,
i ( ampbell, W. E.

1 1, i

< ,.,.,,ii Wheeler, J. S. (C.)
i .... I, it Lipscomb. W. X. (L.)

Dallas Hill ard. II. H. (I

Nevitt, P. II. (L->
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Dallas— Shannon. H. 1 1. 1

Stephenson, W. O
Denison—Lee. W. A
El Paso—Jamieson, \V. R. CM.)
r ,rt Worth—Potts, J. CM.)
Cause—Grav, D. F. (C.)

Hico—Currie. J. D. CO
Honey Grove—Nesbitt I- H. (CO

McKee, 1 W
Michai I. J. <

Moth, M. \

Tonesboro— Hamilton. I H. CL.)
. -Brice. J. H
Russell, W. R. CO
; bason, 1'. I>. CC. i

Newton—Swinney, B. A. Jr. (L.)
Paris—Nichols

le—Rea, M.
Rosebud—White. B. O I

San Antonio—Applewhite, S. C.

Dixon, C. D. (C.)
Kahn. I. S.

Seabrook—Aves, D. R
Temple— Parker. \V. 1

Waco—Toomin. E. (L.)
Weatheri i L. CO
Wichita Falls—Underwood, G. M.

UTAH
Magna—McBride, G. E. (C.I

Citj—Baldwin. S. C.

ipherson, W. (M.I

Whiterocks—MacNcil. B. C. CL.)

VERMONT
Burlington—Avery, R. E. (L.)

Finlayson, A D
nnington—Tobin, E. A.

Rutland—Delehanty, N
I

VIRGINIA
Chincoteague Island—Easter. C. M.

Edgehill—Baker, R. M. CL.)
Fairfax—Quick.

I

Fisherville—Whit
Glen Allen—M. I

Neirport News—Whitehead, R.
(L.)

Norfolk—Hancock, F. H. (C.)
Sn-

Richmond—Edwards. (.'. M. CO
McGowa
Mercer. C. H

Smithheld— Riddick, S. A. I \I I

The Plains—Shackelfor

Vienna—Grayson. S. M. (C.)

WASHINGTON
Seattle—Bickf.,:

Spokane

Walla Walla—Pratt. W
WEST VIRGINIA

Buckhannon—Trippett. K. II. (L.)
Charleston— Barksdale. G 11 I M.)

K
' Hundred—Kcarns. F M. CO

Welch— Dillard, M. U

WISCi
Amery— Perry, G. (M.^
Beaver I'

Burlingt

C .1

neva — Willhite, O. C.

CM.)

'

Ivy. R

W. H. CL.)
Sbeehan, I. R

jart, W. F.

Wheat'
Monroe—Moi re, 1. A M

Pewauk. '
l i

. !.— Kavsen, R
. I E. I I *

in Falls — Pfei-

Stevens Point — Cowan. W. F.

Foreign Correspondence

PARIS
Nov. 6. 1919.

Meeting of Orthopedists

Owing to the important place that orthopei

to occupy during recent years, orthopedic surge"
beginning to feel themselves somewhat restricted at the

meetings of the Societe franchise de chirurgie, at which only

one session devoted to orthopedic surgery was ai

Following the example, therefore, of the ur

they conceived the plan of founding a separate society, to

hold its annual meeting concurrently with tl

surgeons. The subject was first brought up in 19

owing to the stimulus that the war has given

prosthesis, the plan has al

In 19111 the Societe franchise d'orthoped I'd. and
ly co'tnts among its mei

of French orthopedists and a considi

of foreign as 10, this new society held

meeting, under the chairmanship of l>r. Kirmisson,

pediatric surgery on the Faculty of Medicine.

Amputations in Relation to Prosthesis

In liis communication on the subject of ampul.

o

relation to prosthesis, Dr irgeon of the
•. <le Lyon and agi i je pi i >fi

of Medicine of I yons, emphasizi ich the

the war furnished abund . thai it

when we perform an amputation, to

ourselves solely with the -lump, but that the
character of thi tnd the kind

the upper liml

ipliances, In the i
i

. the movements that thi

form and the tools thai thi

are found to give g 1 results if the stump, are Ii

an I motile. It i> desirable thai the -tump

long as possihle in order to furnish the necessary leverage.
In the arm a stump IS cm. in length below the a

is necessary. At the time of amputation such matters should
be carefully considered, and. if need be, it is better to
leave les ing than to cut the
the amputation must absolutely be done higher up. the
question is in order whether disarticulation would not be
more suitable. In the lower third of the arm the
condylar amputation is excellent, as it furnis

the appliance and frequently with the
of suspension from the shoulder. Disarticulation

of the elbow-joint is bad. as the _ and it

is more difficult to provide the proper covering. Further-
more, the stump does not furnis!

thetic apparatus.

The separate movements of the forearm—flexion, prona-
tion and supination—must be considered. In order that the
appliance may have proper flexion, a stump 9 cm. in length
from the joint-line is required, or. if thi

as being flexed at an angle of 90 degrees. 4 cm. below the
insertion of the tendon of the biceps will suffice. A stump

than this does not give proper flexion, but it ma\
nevertheless be useful as the support of prosthetic appa-

Pronation is an important matter for consideration,
as it is the source of the prehensile mi be per-

with the artificial appliance. Theoretically, if

amputation below the insertion of the pronator teres has been
made, pronation is preserved, but. from a practical stand-

amputation must be performed below the junction of
the middle and lower third in ord ive pro-
nation. Auipinati.il) in the lower third of the forearm is

much to he preferred to disarticulation at the wri
for this iciated with radio-ulnar arthritis, which
inhibits the movements of pronation, and then again, it

innp.

In case of the lower limbs, the main consideration is to
le at a site that will give good support. The bear-

. be directly on the end of the stump, or it may be
The American prosthetic apparatus, which can be

any Stump, results with
indirect support. However, direct support has some advan-
tages; namel rength and the feeling of
ground support, which is more easilj obtained if the

id nearer the ground. 'I he ' ierman
importance to this feeling of ground su

Amputations in the middle third of the thigh give
lent results; in fact, this is the most favorable site. It gives
a leverage quit

limb. If the stump lulum-like mo
up, which cause- ulceration through dialing; the thigh

i

• also mi. b:l

the artificial knee-joint. With thi few rare
ill used the indirect support. In the upper third of

the thigh, from <i to 8 cm. below the I ould be

iible is

left in order to be able to attach properly the prosthetic
apparatus. In the lower third of the thigh it i

upport, as thi iild thus

In the I

•• must relinquish the amputati
ha- hen
which « mp was

lie third

of the lew i- the in lurni-h

to swing thi

from tb.

and the

In tin

manimously •

a firm Stump

In tli.

ipinion. In 1

1

without the
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udged b) the results secured during the

war. 1

quently. It was often neci physicians to imper-

irgeons 1 In- relative -Will of the operatoi must be
.- well a- the character of the operation.

on remarked that we should not be too read) to

nclusions from the results of tin- war. for here

re often performed on feet that had been

suppurating for a long time, with neuritis and deep soars

sometimes present. It would be inconsistent t" compare,
from the standpoint of prosthetic appliances, the results in

-uoli cases with those secured under normal conditions,

Surgical Congress

At the twentj eighth congress of French surgeons, a

partial report of which was given last week, two ol the sub-
r of the

and paranephric tumors.

CANCER 01

In his communication. I>r. Pierre Sebileau, professor of

clmnal otorhinolaryngology at thi

trticularly the necessity of the i

tion of career as soon as it appeared. Unfortunately, it

rarely happens that surgeons have an opportunity of seeing a

cancer of the tontine in its initial stage This is parti) owing

to the patient's indifference, since the cancer develops from

an old leukoplakia that has been for a long pel lor]

ami i- partly the fact that the physician fre-

quently lie syphilitic origin of the leuko-

Scbileau holds that tin- only proper treatment con-

sists in surgical extirpation. Electrocoagulation and the use

of physical remedial agents in general have failed utterly.

Radium of itself is incapable of causing a cancer to

pear, and can only he regarded as exerting a supplementary
action. \, regards the limitations of operabijity, Si

•he foil, .wing condition, as contraindications: ill

•. of the cancerous growth to tin glossi -epiglottic

sulcus and to the epiglottis; i
_'

) invasion of tin- uncial pil-

of the toiisiN: (3) profound infiltration of the man-
dible; (4i involvement of the two lateral halves of thi

at the .'Millar hyperemia of the diffuse,

inflammatory type. Before answering tl whether
cancer of the tongue is curable oi not, we would ..ill atteri

the fact that in speaking of cancer it is

hazardous to talk of a cure. It is estimated th

of cancer patients operated on early survive beyond the

three-year period. In old cancers and in tho

by parietal or mandibular route, the percenta
much smaller. However, even under these conditions

!

:

igh the number he small it is the

rgeon to p rsevere in this line of surgery,

g the fact that it is, as Sebileau admits, full

tments.

Dr. \ alias, agrege professor at the Faculty of Medicine of

• surgical as the only method that has
lished definite cures. In the opinion of Vallas, it is

a- yet whether radiotherapy should be
. the palliative or among the curative methods.

. to the

effect that general anesthesia is the most serious factor in

connection with operations for lingual cancer. According to

stl i sia can and must suffice in all

hteen pharyn or cancer per-

r form, the mortality was deplorabl) high,

per cent., whereas in another series ol ten

.J anesthesia, no deaths resulted.

lution, which consists of pro-
of epinephrin added to each cuhic

centimel • in ufficient for tin- longest
'I to color this solution with methylene

- : the anes-
I of local

sia per

d not he aide to with-

ical surgery at the Faculty
•1 the attention of the con-

of Mont-
pellier. which may

;
merit : the I

cral ra e highly
purified cocain, which is injected bruskly in small di

the spinal column, heing first mixed with cerebrospinal fluid

le quantity of which, from 30 to 50 c.c, has
previously heen withdrawn!, not stopping until the patient
complains of a severe headache.

PAR \\1 PHR1I I
I MORS

Paranephric tumors are retroperitoneal tumors that pre-

sent intimate anatomic relations with the kidney, which

remains otherwise intact, and that appeal to have developed
cither at the expense ol the capsule ot of the perirenal fat

The communication ol Di Paul i i itrgcon oi the

de Parii and agrege professor at the Facultj ol

Medicine, is based on 113 authentii observations, ninet) i>

of which were operative cases am een were necrops)

reports I lies,- tumors are found indiscriminately on the

right and on the left side, .mi] al ever) age. but predomi
natel) in the fifth dei in also relativel) frequenl

in young subjects, and the) appear to affect more particularly

the femi i per cent, is the proportion) dieti

functional symptomatology is almost negative. Their evolu-

tion is slow, insidious and almost always entire!) painless.

There are few or no signs ol compn sion, except in the

advanced Stages, during which there is a decline in general

health, an<l at times short febrile attacks appear Only
i!i. n ue state oi affairs.

The minor is most frequentl) paramesial and appi

a multilobar mass flabby, fibrous or pseudofluctuant, hut

never seeming to slip out from under the palpating linger, as

is the case with cysts. Although generally only slightly mov-
able, it always presents lumbar contact and even balloticmeni

if its volume is not too great. < In percussion the minor
sounds flat, with or without a resonant note in the anterior
portion.

From a diagnostic standpoint it is important to determine
..line seat of the tumor and the functional activity

of the kidneys. \ * regards the anatomic seal, careful per-

cussion, dermographic tracings, and, especially, tin- location

of the tympanitii note ol the overlying ...Ion (for which it

will he well to have recourse to insufflation) will permit one
to locate, at first approximately and finally more

I

the retroperiloiie.il seat of the neoplasm. As for the testing

of the functional activity of both kidneys, this is very impor-
tant, not only from a diagnostic standpoint, hut also as

surgical interference, for it goes without saying that

one will frequently he compelled to sacrifice the kidney. In

the absence of operative intervention the evolution of the

tumor proves fatal sooner or later. The tumor grows steadily

md death supervenes from cachexia or from concomi-
tant complications (uremia, pneumonia, phlebitis, et< I

From the standpoint of operative technic, transperitoneal

laparotomy is preferable to the iliolumbar or the extraperi-

toneal route, the latter heing too obscure or too narrow to
permit the enucleation of large tumors. Once the tumor has
heen enucleated, preferably by progressive delobulation, it is

well to establish lumbar drainage. This procedure is much
to he preferred to marsupialization, which ne> e

delayed closure of the wound and causes a weakening of the

walls.

The operation is a serious one (the mortality running
about 4(i pel cent I, especially if the tumor is large and the

patient is much weakened. As for the end-results, they are
difficult to evaluate, as only one patient lias survived long
enough to permit a definite judgment (six years without

BUENOS AIRES
Oct. 11, 1919.

Bubonic Plague

The appearance of several I ici ol plague in some places
of the provinces of Santa Fe, Santiago del Estero, and
Tucuman > Cordoba, compelled the national department of

ii to carry out a campaign oi pi <\ ent ii m and
ment. As the authorities realize the existence of sporadic

i
i in different places of the country, the chief SOU!

re the rodents of the port of Buenos Vires, they have
to ol . definitel) this matter by ordering the com-

pulsory eradication of rats throughout the country and the
I deratization of all ships con iroad.

Appointment of Professors

The unexpected and troublesome interference that some
groups of students are trying to exert in the appointment oi

professors reached its climax lately. A committee appointed
ociation called on the president of the

him to appoint the candidate favored by
them. I ii stated that while the law permitted
'nun to select any of the three person, who e name, appeared
on the list submitted by the faculty, he nevertheles
to respi i tli. autonomy of the universities, and therefore

I the first candidate on the list.
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University Discipline

The present university ordinance which provides that the

board of directors of the faculties be elected by an assembly,
composed in equal numbers of professors, assistant pro-
fessors and students, has worked very poorly. These elec-

tions are now practically controlled by the students, who
vote only one ticket, while the professors scatter their votes.

On the other hand, there are always some professors who ask
the students to vote for them or to have their names placed
in the students' tickets. In order to obtain this they are
compelled to make such concessions that the school discipline

and the examinations suffer from it. In addition, this

creates antagonism between students and professors; and
when the former do not win an election, as happens quite

often, they incite disturbances, as those that took place last

year in the school of medicine and in the law school lately.

What makes matters worse is that the students do not
know the history and qualifications of the candidates, and
therefore they allow themselves to be manipulated and
very little discrimination, guiding themselves largely by the

leniency shown by the professors in the examinations.
this system is changed, university discipline in this country
is going to be seriously affected. Probably the only imme-
diate solution is to permit the students to elect a candidate
every year and have the others appointed by the professors.

LONDON
Nov. 5, 1919.

Prevention of Tuberculosis

After an interval of several years, due to the war, the

National Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis has

resumed its annual conference. A number of distinguished

physicians, including Dr. Linsly Williams, Prof.

William C White, Dr. David Lyman and Dr. C. J. Hatfield,

of the United States, were present. Dr. Addison, minister

of health, delivered an address. He said that the war had
added, from the ranks of those who had served with the

forces, to the number of tuberculosis patients. In con-

sequence of the necessary s if many of our activi-

ties, the absence of many skilled men from thi

service in the ranks of the army medical corps, and the

entrance of a large number of women into industrial service,

there had been an increase in tuberculosis in some direc-

tions, notably among women. It was one of the functions of

the ministry of health to try to secure that its efforts to deal

with these great problems were not disjointed and frag-

mentary. As he had so often said, we had suffered in this

country a great deal from failing to have a considered body
of policy, and this applied with singular aptness to

We were likely to deal with these matters piece-

meal—sometimes necessarily so. Unless a big program of

rehousing and the clearance of slums should be carried out,

combative efforts would be largely in vain. That was why
the first action of the ministry of health was to promote the

housing act. The millions of money now being spent in our

manifold health services were largely wasted, because we
had never had the foresight and the courage to tackle the

capital expenditure necessary to remove the causes of dis-

I lucation and enlightenment he placed only second
in importance to housing. As long as we had m

ieir bedroom window
of health workers would be largely stultified. The informa-
tion for the public which he had in mind need not be of a

highly professional kind, couched in technical phraseology.
1 to be sound knowledge and good common sense.

g and the spread of information naturally went hand-
in-hand with research The war had shown that

the expenditure of sanatoriums might be ft

unless the arrangements were supplemi rs. In

many cases it was of no use to send a man to a sanatorium
if, on emerging
the monotony and dreariness of long life in

nen who
n Hums ought never to n

former industrial training,
linked to the sanatorium 5J

of p
was art.r of 1,000 trail

connection with 9anatoriums They will ' nked up
with village settlement centers \ny attempt to ha
of tuber «

from tul i

branding the
i

early diagnosis and consultation for early cases was one
of tile most important works laid before them.

The Annual Meeting of the British Medical Association

The next annual meeting of the British Medical >

tion will be held in the I at the
end of June under Ulbutt.
It v., is intended to hold tie 1915 meeting at Cambridge under

idency, but the war intervened and he has remained
president of 'I r since. During the war

nil that of last year, which
was held in London much earlier than usual, in order to

enable the med dominions and the United

meeting will be held a month earlier than usual, in

tile with the time when the univer
will be vacant. The number of sectional meetings will lie

considerably reduced. There will be four princip
tions, namely, medii and pharma-

liiatry, each of which will

er sections, namely, pathol-
1 bacteriology, obstetrics and gynecology, tropical

e. naval and military medicine, radiology and electro-
therapeutics, venereal disease, medical I medi-
cal education, will meet onlj on one day. This reduction
of the sectional meetings seems to have been due to the

of the last meeting when, owing to the influence
of the war, most of the special sections were omitted and
greater prominence given to demonstrations. It is intended

by numerous afterno in demonstrations tot which the splen-
did laboratories of the university are well suited.

Industrial Hygiene

The new mm te great atten-

tion to industrial hygiene, which the experience of the war
\'.n to be an

In this country tin: l.iil.iKH)

factories, in which I

1 Newman, chief mi
ministry, proposes to deal with thi (1) the

careful selection of workers on engagement, and p

on (i iml, lost time.

requirements, etc
; (2)

employment— shifts, breaks, spells, pauses, holidays, Sunday
work, night work and overtime; (

-

; ' the factory or u
environment—' 1

' tnitation, cleanliness, heat-

ing, temperatut i ramoda-
tion, washing facilities, cloakroi om and
surgeries: (4) the personal well-being of the worl
industrial it of women, it.

drinking water, canteens, pi hing, lifting

•est and recreation, and
'th- fatigue (due I

petition, stran

injuries, accidents and industrial ining by lead,

trj . anthrax, dust ami fum

The Treatment of Crippled Children

Sir Robert '

ide an important pre

; dren. lb- fi

account for -1(1 pi

children
little is

known ti

of the children die, and others becomi I man}
arc fully curable; but th(

face the probb
for these children on the ot

I

established b) the

there would be

that the ministry of health should take

ptt.il j ma
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Marriages

Goutorneoi rson, Major, M C, U. S. Army,
Marie V. McLaughlin of Jersej ( ity, N. J., -it the

country home of the bride, Milford, Pa., November 2.

wis Arbucklb, 'Lieut., M. C, I' S Navy, to

lladys Whitehead, at Olangapo, Samboles, P. 1.

August 2S.

Harrift Marion Jervais iston, to 1 ,ii

William Higgins, R N . .it Belgrade, Si iber 4.

Harry Rot anh Kenner, Washington, to Miss Margaret
Care Warfield, at Woodbine, Md., November 3.

John \ Crewe, Va., to Miss Mabel
Johnson of 1 larri item! er 3

• -.s M McMillan, Mobile, Ala., to Miss Julia T.
Talcott of New York City, November 1-'.

Deaths

Charles E. Cantrell 9 Greenville. Texas; well known
surgeon of the Southwest; a member of the House of Dele-

the American Medii m 1 06 i" 1909,

lember of the Board of Trustees from 1909 to 1913,

inclusive: died, November 20. Dr. Cantrell was born in

Lead Mill. Ark.. March IS, 185"; lie was a practitionei of

Arkansas from 1885 to 1893, and was graduated from the

department of the University of Arkansas. Little

Rock in 1893 He located in Wolfe I
I

and six years later moved to Greenville, where he and his

;: roll's. Hospital. Dr. Cantrell was at

one time presi ' tte Medical Association of Texas,

rgeon of the St. Louis and
~tern Railroad. On the entry of the United States

into the world war. Dr. Cantrell was commissioned major,

M C. U. S. Army, and was on duty at the Gem
nd was honorably discharged, Dec.

I in July 31, 1919, he was appointed inspector instruc-

tor. United States Public Health Service, and placed in

charge of the Fourteenth District, comprising the states of

oma, Arkansas and Louisiana, with station at

Christi. While engaged in this duty, he was i

to the tropical storm, which devastated Corpus Christi in

September last, and Ins fatal illne this exposure.

Allan MrLane Hamilton, Great Barrington, Mass.; Col-

ians and Surgeons in the City of Xew York,
known alienist and specialist on

and mental diseases; died suddenly, November 23.

Dr. Hamilton, a grandson of Alexander Hamilton, was born
in Brooklyn. After his graduation in medicine, li<

in New York City, where he resided until hit retirement.

At his graduation he received the first

faculty prize on his theses on "Galvanopuncturc," and was
• arded the Har>en prize medal He was

of mental di -nell University Medical College
ical secretary of the Xew York

Medicine in 1874 ; secretary of the New York
nd at one time editor of the

I
i was lecturer on nervous

5 at the Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn;
pileptic and Paralytic Hospital on

'and. and later physician in charge of the Xew
lospital for Diseases of the Xervous System.

iks on mental diseases, the

his "Recollections of an '

which appeared in 1916. He was also the author of "Intimate
lamilton," which was published in 1911.

Floyd Milford Ciandall * Xew York City; University of
: for many years a

member of the the American
•ion, and since 1913 secretary of the Medical Society

of the State of Xew York ; a member of the American
Pediatric Society; president of the Xew York Com
ical Si 16; and of the Society of Alumni of
Bellevuc Hospital; lecturer on diseases of children from
1889 to 1893, and adjunct professor of diseases of children
since that time in the Xew York Polyclinic; secretary of

+ Medical Association.

the section of diseases of children of the Pan v
Mss in 1893; surgeon oi the \™ York Skin

and ( .me, i Hospital from 1890 to 1898; consulting pi

to the Int. mt's .md Children's hospitals; stale medical exam-
iner since 1907 J assistant editor of thi irk State

Journal of Medicine; died, November 19.

Preston Heath Bailhache 9 Surg., U. S. P. H. S., I

X. J.; Pennsylvania Medical College, Philadelphia, 1857;
aged 85; surgeon, Fourteenth Illinois Volunteei Cavalry,
during the Civil War; and later associate editor o) the

Quincy (111.) Whig; who was appointed an assistant sut

in the United Mates Marine Hospital Service, Vug 20, 187.5,

and was reined. Nov. 1. 1909; died. October 28, During his

forty-six yeai ion with the United States Public
Health Service, Dr, Bailhache assisted in revi ing thi

lations oi the service; was a member of the National Board
of Health from 1879 to 1885: was on the board for selecting
national quarantine stations in 1880.

William Grosvenor Bissell 9 Buffalo; Buffalo University,

;ed 19; in charge of the bureau of bacterid
partmen! ol health of Buffalo since 1894; pi

of the Stair Board ol Medical Examiners; president of the

New York Sate Sanitary Officers' Association; for twenty
years major and surgeon of the 74th Infantry, N. G., X. Y.;

a member of the American Public Health Association and
Association of Military Surgeons of the United States; who
bad conferred on him the honorary degree of Doctor of

Public Health by the University of the City of Xew York in

1919; died. November 14.

John Hey Williams 9 Asheville, X. C. ; College of Physi-
cian, and Surgeons, Keokuk, Iowa, 1863; aged 77; once vice

t of the Medical Society of the State of Xorth
Carolina, and president of the Buncombe County Medical
Society; formerly surgeon-general of the National Guard of

Xorth Carolina; a member of the staff of the Clarence

Barker Memorial Hospital ; one of the most prominent sur-

geons of North Carolina; died, November 14, from cerebral

hi ii hage.

Nathaniel Gildersleeve 9 Philadelphia; University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1900; aged 48; a member of the

American Association of Pathology and Bacteriology
;
pro-

fessor of microbiology and bacteriopathology in the school
of dentistry of his alma mater; Thomas A. Scott Fellow in
1

- .ne; pathologist of the Bar Harbor (Me.) Hospital.

where he conducted a laboratory in the summer; died in the

University Hospital, Philadelphia, November 11.

Richard Coe Newton 9 Montclair. N. J.; College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons in the City of New York, 1877; aged 68;
a specialist in tuberculosis; surgeon in the United States
Army from 1880 to 1889; formerly a member of the New
Jersey State Board of Health; editor of the Journal of the

Medical Society of New Jersey; a member of the staff of

Mountainside Hospital, Montclair; died in that institution,

November 13, from cerebral hemorrhage.

David Hayes Strickland 9 Erie, Pa. ; University of Penn-
sylvania, Philadelphia, 1863; aged 80; a life member and
once vice president of the Medical Society of the State of
Pennsylvania; local surgeon of the Pittsburgh and Lake
Erie system; consulting surgeon to St. Vincent's Hospital;
a veteran of the Civil War; during which he served as

surgeon of the 111th Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry; died,

November 10, from pneumonia.

Enoch Hunt Jones, Murfrecsboro, Tenn. ; University of

Louisville, Ky., 1892; aged 67; a member and for two terms
president of the Tennessee State Medical Association; seen

the Rutherford County Medical Society in 1 '

' 1 f
•
and

1918; for many years health officer of Murfrecsboro; died in

St. Thomas' Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. November 3.

George Duffield 9 Detroit; Detroit Medical College. 1882;

aged 60; professor emeritus of clinical medicine in the

Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery; attending physi-
cian to Harper Hospital; consulting physician to the

Woman's Hospital and Infant's Home, Detroit; died in his

office, November 12, from heart disease.

Lena Grace Spring, Hollywood, Los Angeles; Herring
Medical College, Chicago, 1904; aged 49; once professor of

physiology in the College of Medicine and Surgery, Chicago;
at one time physician for the Mexican Central Railroad; died
in an ambulance while "being taken from her home to a
hospital, November 2. ,

Adolph Hoerr 9 Mamaroneck, X. Y. ; University of the

City of New York, 1896; aged 50; at one time county
physician of Westchester County, justice of the peace, and
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a member of the staff of the United Hospital, Port Chester;
died, November 12, from arteriosclerosis.

Arthur Winter, Cleveland : Cleveland College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons, 1896; aged 52; died in Mt. Sinai Hos-
pital. Cleveland, November 8, from the effects of wounds of
the lung inflicted with an ice pick by the enraged husband
of a patient a week before.

James Robert Lancaster, Granbury, Texas; University of
Louisville. Ky., 1876; aged 71; a member of

ical Association of Texas; a practitioner since 1866; assis-
tant surgeon in the Confederate service during the Civil

War; died. November 3.

Matthias Higgins, Newport, Ky.; American Eclectic Med-
ical College, Cincinnati. [889; Cincinnati College ol

cine and Surgery. 18,J2: aged 58; coroner
County for three terms; died in his office. Novembei
heart disease.

Lemuel Stephen Coplan Wellington, Kan.; University
of Illinois. Chicago, 1897: aged 51; captain, M. R. C. C. S.

Army, and honorably discharged. Deo. 12. 1918; died in

Chicago, November 17, from atrophic cirrhosis of the liver.

George Edwards Richards, Boston; Harvard University
Medical School, 1883; aged 73; a member of the Mai
setts Medical Society; at one time a member of the •

the Boston Dispensary; died. September S. from myocarditis.

James B. Williams, Chii ity of Pennsylvania.
Iphia, 1880; Hahnemann Medical Coll

r i if tlie Illinois State
. died, November 18. from arteriosclerosis.

Paul White Abell, Charlton, Mass.: College of fit

and Surgeons in the City of New York, 1893; aged 52; died
in the Memorial Hospital, Charlton. October 28, four days
after an operation for the removal of gallstones.

Dennis Church, Churchville, X. Y. : College of Physicians
and Surgeons in the City of New York, 1872; aged 69; from

1^92 in the chemical manufacturing business; died,

November 16, from heart disease.

Paul Faver, Atlanta. Ga.; Medical College of Virginia.
Richmond. 18o8: Bellevue Ho pital M<
a Confederate veteran ; once a member of the Georgia state

senate; died, November 12.

Alonzo L. Hurd * Somers, Conn.; University of Vermont,
Burlington, 1891 ; aged 61 ; once president of the Tolland
County Medical Association; died, November 9, from per-
nicious anemia.

Edward S. Zieber, Philadelphia; Jefferson Medical I

1880; aged 60; teacher of mathematics in the high scl

Philadelphia for thirty-five years; died, Oct
bronchit :i

Edwin I. Thorne, Salt Lake City ; Medical College
Cincinnati, If . aged 72; a member of the Utah Sta

ical Association; died. November 3, from chronic rheu-
matism.

Edmund Bailey Frye, Boston; Dartmouth Medical
d 63 : a member of tl '

dical Si ii iei From angina p

William T. Herndon, Ashboro, N C. ; Louisville

74; aged 78; died at the home of Ills

daughter in Winston-Salem, N ' ei I.

Aaron M. Sherman, Pa

titioiK-r of Kent, i Ihio; died, about November 2.

William H. Landis, Buchanan, Mich.; Starling
i 'olumbus, i (hio, I I ; died in hi

i 7. from cerebral In tn n 1

1

John Jefferson Kackley, Chetopa, Kan.; Wa
of his

daughter

Samuel DeLancy Hicks, Richmond, \a : Univei
Berlin. German) . I8f I

18, from In ii

Thomas DeHaven Blodgett Tulare Mcd-
'

;

Joseph Rollin Sook,
of Medicine and Surgery, 1- mber 4,

from nephritis.

William Bradley Towler.
• •!. August 12, from

1

~ease.

The Propaganda for Reform

In This Department Appear Reports of The
Journal's Bern moN. of the I

ON I'll '.

R

>CIAT!ON
Laboratory. Together with Other M
to Aid Intelligent Prescribing ak
Fraud ox the Public and on the P>

MICAJAH'S WAFERS AND MICAJAH'S
SUPPOSITORIES

Report of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

ill's Medicated Wafers" and "Micajah's Supposi-
ajah & Co., Warren, Pa., are declared

inadmissible to "New and Nonofficial Remedies'* because
(1) their composition is essentially secret (Rule 1); (2 i the

name of neither of these mixtures is indicative of

position (Ruli • -1 and unwarranted
I Rule in. and (4) the therapeutic advice

which accompanies the trade packages constitutes an indirect

advertisement to the public (Rul

W. A. Puckner, Secretary.

Micajah's Medicated Wafers (formerly called "Micajah's
Medicated Uterine Wafers") were analyzed in the A. M. A.

Chemica 1
I 10. They were found to consist

essentially of dried ("burnt") alum, boric acid and borax,
in approximately the following proportions:

Alum, dried 59.86 per cent.

Iried 15.62 per cent.

Boric acid 5.67 per cent.
Water of hydration 13.85 per cent.

There are a number of drugs that are effective

in the treatment of Leal lesions of mucous membranes and
liesc are

d alum, borax and boric acid. Every physician has
used them. To say that a wafe:

and boric acid inspires but little awe. Bui there is some-
thing much more mysterious and impressive in declaring
that a wafer an astringent and antiseptii

in which are incorporated certain medicaments wli i

locally and after al ' iiiip.cn:.

antiphlog n of the

product." This gives the impression thai fill and
incomprehensible factors are at work. Yet. after all

is said and done, the substanci i in Micajah's
Medicated Wafers are just the homely old alum, boric acid
and borax.

In addition to "Micajah's Medical
i tit "Micajah'

:i examined in the V M A t hemical
tory and, like the "Medicated W;

I

practical'

pany claims tl

thyosulphonate, Balsam of Peru, Exl
V M. \

donna is all it is in amounts too small to le

by the method commonl

.

examination of alkali

' while ammonium ichthyosulphonate and

k in color, tb •

: little color and tl

butter that forms tb. drugs :

if ammonium ichthyosulphonal

insult,

< 'ompan

To him '

11 e much more Useful It
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them will be Iflcclj lo overlook, or pass over, new growths,

remedial

laims, there is

mil rclt-

.111 unnamed are sufficient!

worth while t" emphasi

times l n attention is din

Correspondence

LIPOVACCINES AS A PROPHYLACTIC IN

INFLUENZA
Oct. -'5. 1919, .

:, letter neral Blue, U. S. Public Health

ents th( made by

Hit I reply because Dr. Blue makes eertain

In a letter d IT. Dr. Blue sends me his letter

to The Journal accompanied by a letter in which he states

that my article contains "a number of misstatements."

in the article for publication which he headed

Statements in the Chicago Daily

! rands two oi my statements us misstatements.' A third

ie he pronounces correct in his letter to

tements are m
int, the headlines and his several

:ld not have been justified, and he him-

self might be . mislead, especially in

, >.<mcnt that the principal object ol his

IS to justify Service

let me briefly discuss the statement relative to the

by the army. Frankly. I did n<

• f the War Department March circular on lipovaccines until

i now have a

the circular before me. and I find that the tacts an

full accord with Dr. er to "S. G. O.
I," signed C. R.

DarnalL Dr. Blue says : "The fact is that the army discon-

tinued distributing li| 'tie months ago. and with-

that which was outstanding." The circular reads:

cines were adopted as a war measure on account of

d h; i
- ed thi

nufacture, ho> further improvement,

nay have in mil Dr Evans
'hem:

\ .ry tew

I health will furnish vaccines as they did last

health dcpartmi

- r it

times at weel

1 with lipo*

inca. They can
irtmentfl will equip

and the duration of then pi ti pared with

tli.it of saline vaccines needs further investigation. Saline

vaccines, 'H be used a- a routine, and lipovac-

ed fi ir emergi

The -- it is flimsy. My attic!.

I
Xnii'tu;

l ithei in

referred t" the use of vaccines. Six paragraphs wen
to discussion the discu 5ion of

vaccines was devoted to lip 'vaccine--. In giving ii"- evidence

illation I cited the two arms experiment . m.i.K.tt

ently referring t" the \\.>rk at both Upton anil Wheeler u
b.i\ ing bi

'

; es. Vs i- well km >» o, tin'

vaccination at Wheeler was with lipovaccines | that at

Upton with saline vaccines.

Dr. Blue w i

ol tin- refusal "f the

ines with tin

B v.iluahlc

propb) lai

lie justifies the action of the sen ice by the statement:

The lack at present of tests fur

bureau to decline t<> license such \rac<

tl a saline

. utainiug pneumococci is at 1

I say the Public llt;iltli Service has made it ini|'"ssili| r f. ,i-

the people t.. gel influenza pneumonia
(human nature being as ii is) I" pre-

vent influenza-pneumonia vaccination Dr. Blut saj that al

least tht is Ci unci, the i'tiblie

Health Service having gone to the limit of its powers to

make lipovaccines unavailable. 1 said that people who can

lucky. Dr. Blue denies this and justifies

the act- 'Is—lack of confidence

in the sterility of influenza-pneumonia vaccines and lack of

faith in their efficacy. Here, as Dr. Blue says, is the real

. the chief reason, for his open letter.

First, as to sterility: 1 assume that what Dr. Blue meant

to say is that it is difficult to sterilize lipovaccines. Lipo-

vaccines made according to the older method were in fairly

wide use in the army hist winter. I have not seen any
anj great harm due to lack of sterility. How-

ever, a simpler method of manufacture has been in use for

sn six months. It was described by Rosenow in June
last, ani iption appeared in Tin Journal of the

shortly thereafter. L'siug

this method, it is just as easj t" male sterile lipovaccine as

to make sterile saline vaccine, and far easier than to make
sterile smallpox vaccine—a product licensed by the I'. S.

Public I lealth Service.

id, as to potency: I am not certain what

Dl Blue refers I Hi may refer to lack of laboratory

ration bj the McCoj test or to lack ol clinical proof

of potency. This objection t" influenza-pneumonia vaccines

frequently in October, 191.x. Without going

into it. it seems to me thai >o far as the pneutno-

oncerned the evidence is very good that it can

d, in the laboratory, to produce specific antibodies

and. clinically, to produce immunity as to streptococcus. The
evidence is fairly good that it produces specific antibodies

in laboratory animals. There is lark of agreement as to the

'" ii with lipovac-

pared with saline vaci

m taken by Dr. Blue is that

it the service were to permit the manufacture
it would be in the position of guaranteeing their effi

an extent. This he declines to do. May I ask him Doe
Health of saline

t inlluenza?

I have before me catalogues of biologic products used foi

d a variety of disorders put out under license oi the

Public Health Service. Does the service guarat

efficacy of each case? Oi ehind them in the

ivl I'h it declines to stand behind lipovaccines'- The

last half of the sentence q [he evidence at our

disposal indicates that a saline vaccine containing pneuni"-

tive as an oil suspension of the
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organisms." Suppose we ask, on the basis of this statement,
Why license the one and refuse to license the other?
The point made in favor of lipovaccines in my article was

that, u>ing lipovaccines, vaccination can be done at one sit-

ting, whereas three sittings extending over three weeks is

required for vaccination when done with saline

Vaccination at three sittings is possible in military
I

civil life it does not work. In ordinary times for the civilian
life, for the uses of municipal and state health departments,
the only vaccination worth talking about is one-sitting vac-
cination.

N< iw, Dr. Blue may be right as to a laboratory proposi-
tion thai a saline vaccine containing pneumococci is at least

live as an oil suspension of the organism: bul when
it comes to fighting pneumonia and influenza among civilians,

he is just about as wrong as a man could be. His action
is equivalent to saying that influenza-pneumonia vaccination
shall not be done generally. I do not think this a wise
decision. W. A. Evans, M.D., Chicago!

COMMENT.—Dr. Evans' letter was referred to Surgeon-
General Blue, who replies: "As Dr. Evans acknowledges the
accuracy of my criticisms concerning his citations of the
Army use of lipovaccines, and as nothing in tl

his letter concerning the refusal of the 0. S. Public Health
to license lipovaccines requires any comment in .pl.h

tion t" that found in my original letter, no further reply
seems to be necessary."

—

Ed.

THE EIGHT HOUR DAY
To the Editor:— I have translated the following statement

from th.e issue of La Presse medic

it might well be published in The JOURNAL.

THE EIGHT HOUR DAY—A FREN( II MEDICAL
INTERPRETATION

"No sound comes from the press. In parliament an indi-

vidual rises and says, 'The Labor Party desires an eight
hour d

"Immediately deputies, senators, they of the left, of the
center, of the north, they who follow the red flag and they
of the tricolor, all cry with one
What he wishes shall be done." "Amen," says Clei

And the law is voted.

"The vote is characteristic of the psychology of i

parlimentarism. Political science, difficult and understood
only by economists and by the wise, demands reflection, cal-

culation of the moral and economic consequences which a

law will effect and provision in it against counter-strokes
and reaction. But polities is no longer the key win. ;

enlarged vision nor lias p

Parliami ratic and it is charged with the making
of laws, bul it merely churns them up, Modern pari

cast laws iin., the clouds, j ust as a child might sow
knowing whether the plants which won]

would l.e weeds "r wheat, a poison or a cure.

"It is impossible to think of ;i law more inopportune, or one
more capable of incn i 5, diminishing production,
paralyzing commerce and industry, and delaying the recon-

iuntry.

"The ministries and the administrative officers of the state

continue to recruit ni by thousands upon thou-
sands, Evidentlj tin- is'a clevei ding with the

demobilized soldiers without dismissing
uring the war. Evidently the pi nts the

The whole is a powerful
win. h drains aw aj the la!

i i f< >r the
farm an.!

intcm-
I
iw. Who would dare to say that hi

irked laborers
m France? On the contrary, rail transportation has
less reliable and more expensive, the port ntry arc
tied up. the construction of houses is absolutel
still and indispensable undertaken nil the
lireek K !

ample, the di :r hospitals are an
demanding how they can reiruit. pay, lodge and pi...

for the additional hundred '.i supplementary em
whom the law make

cared for? No. The chiefs of sen-ice must wait for their
iry laboratories; the tuberculous must wait for their

sanatoria.

"L'nless the popular g l sense does not immediately
remedy the error of our legislators, we will soon be at the
red dawn ot a day without bread. For win should a farmer
work longer than a hospital attendant? Why should the
Ittle guardian of turkeys i„ the pasture worry over them for
longer hours than her sister who is in the beautiful bureau

i Monsieur the Minister?
•oh Parliament, be logical and applj the eight hour day

to the workers m the field. Then the citizen will search the
in vain for an ounce of butter or a slice

even as a young man now will search Paris in vain to find l

dwelling place in which to shelter bis Ilea. I and his ill

"The demagogue smiles at these miseries. What
care for the cost of living? If bread fails he will eat cake
I- amine may overtake the vulgar, but in venires dorrs there
are always truffles."

Graham Lusk, New York.

Queries and Minor Notes

iocs Communications and queries on postal cards will n.,t

I, Every letter must contain the writer's name and
but these will be omitted, on n

HARTMAN STILL WORKING THE PROFESSION
IZtlitor:—The matter I am enclosing looks so much like a

"work-the-doctor" earn, that I thought you might he inn-res'
out about it. Is ,t genuine ..r a collection agency follow U|
and is it being worked generally?

II. /.. Frisbie, M.D., Elklai

ANSWER.—The material sent in by I»r. Frisbie was a type-
written letter addressed to "Minister of the Gospel or Town
Physician, Elkland, Pa." The letter was signed "Myrtle
M -e" and -accompanying n was a stamped envelope
addressed '-Myrtle Moore, 3925 Wentworth Ave., I

dj -I the letter was t., :

Written to a man
. r had been retui - red. This

I

Myrtle lo believe that the family had moved without letting
her know. Then Myrtle continues:

"It it is not asking too much of you. I assure you it would he a great
favor if you could advise or find .ait lor me without putting

i h trouble where a letter can reach this party, it is a matter
lerable importance."

its are, there is no Myrtle Moore, 3925 Wentworth
i the very good reason that 3925 Wentworth Avenue

is a vacant lot. In the adjoining lot. however, 3923, is the
"Administration Buil Furniture and

1 house
furnishings on the instalment plan. Tin

in companj to use phj sit ians and mini I

-! edi-
I \ IgUSl 23, 1. 1st At that time we

' the COUntl
- from "Myrtle Moo,,-," "Helei
less hypothetical individuals asking similar

whereabout dividual
and en. losing stampi d envelops that . ei ed to a

that did not exist nothing
nt about tin- scheme, as tin- postal authi

Us when we took up the matter previously V
of unworthy nu-

nc.

1 1 EA

told that this

-

"
-

by the
I olUl' ll o[| 1

''
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tetrad appeared in I

a. 14-)j. with ihc announcement that the com-
.'II be sent on i two cent stamp. \

further report on tl" flavine in the treatment ol

is published in the I
Bulletin

. White and S >'
• Nov.

irt on the value oi

lorrhea.

ti;i \IMI\ r OF I

s!EI MON1 \

sfully as

I am anx
i>, si Gab

a.—1. It has not been demonstrated that any serum

le treatment, used alone, is better than symp
ment.

J. Thi '
; nst infection with Typi

appear : :1 1 s in the treatment oi pneumonia
i ganisms. The use of th

•

|

organism, for

which good laboral e is required. Polyvalent

sertim> pneumonia are on the market, but the

conclusive as to their efficiency. It must also

i in mind that patients may l>e harmed by the intra-

injection of 100 or mure cubic centimeters of horse

serum.
3. Parke. Davis & Comp generallj

understood, are the falteri bacterial

results which follow their administration

u of the patient to the bacterial

There is no reliable evidence thai anj of them has anj

specific virtues in pneumonia. Again it must be remembered
that these protein reactions are by no means free from

4. The pneumococcus antigen must be regarded as in the

experimental stage.

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

Louisiana July Examination

,| L uisiana Stati

imin il ion lid i

at New ('ill. uis. Jul} 1 3, 1919 [Tie examination covered L2

d includ d 100 questions, Vn average of 75 per

iii ed to pas-., t it' the 71 i

! en candidates were li< ensed bj

reciprocity. The following ;nted:

Year Per

(IMS) 75.8, (1916) 75
1

' 13) 75.2

I

. B3.9, (1917)
1.1

•si. ss.4.

Beau
7.1. 7'

I

.

Meharry 11 I ( (1919) 81.6
Vt. H.|.|.i.s II..M111.1I Medii ll

1 I

'•
:

(191 I) 76 89.2

of Virginia (1913) 8S.j

Meharry M I 191! I 69 5. I 1919) 62.1

Memphis Hospital Medical I (1911) 68.9

Year Ri procil
i .SED TIIROl'GII RECIPROC1TV <; r ,,| with

llabama (1910), (1917) Alabama
Iowa

Baltimore . ... (191 '

> vl

ity (191 i

Long Ishw I H tal (1909) NewVorii
h mia 1894), I 1903) I'. •„„.,.

University of Tennessee (1916) Arkansas
• Credit allowed for years of practice.

COMING EXAMINATIONS
13. Chairman, Dr. Samuel \\

%: Phoenix. Jan. 6-7. Sec, Dr. Ancll Martin, 207 Goodrich

Fan. 6. Sec, Dr. David A. Strickler, 612 Empire

Regular Board Dt P -

II W. Howell,
:. Dr. II, nn \\ Br

.inglon.

•ungton, Jan. 13. Sec, Dr I

CopcUnd. Washington.
15-16. Sec. Dr. G. A Mm

. Regular Board. Dr. Wis. M
Tampa.

lulu.

Sec., Dr. Guilford H. Sumner,

:

'

Dt E. YV.

I 17 W.

Williamson,

tetphia. Jan. 1 If. Baldy,

-

i 415 Old

bland.

Massachusetts July Examination

Dr. Walter P. Bowers, secretary of the Massachusetts

Stati Board of Registration in Medicine, reports the oral,

written and practical examination held at Boston, July 8-10,

1919 i
i atii > covered 13 subjects, and included 70

An average of 75 per cent, was required

Of the 58 candidates examined, 45. including one osteopath,

ind 13, including 2 osteopaths, tailed. The following

colleges were represented:
Year Per

College passed
i Medical Evangelists (1916) 83.5

1 ians and Surgs., Los Ann, lis (1918) 75
(1917)

ii .1 ' -il, i hicago (1916)
University of Illinois (1916)

i (1917) 78.4

I. dins Hopkins University ..(1115) 81.9, (1917) 81. n.

University of Maryland (1917) 79.8

College of Physicians and . (1 19) 78.3

I

i
.

i.6, (1916) I I, (1919)
81.3, -

!

Middle-- d (1918) 75, (1919)
(1919) 76.3

75, (1918) 84

I

-I
( 1919) I I

(1918) 75

Albanj Medical College .......I 191 1) 79 J
1

University I
i

....(1918)
i

, 1.9, I 191 i 82.6
Ipliia '1 77.2

Univcrsitj . (1913) 75. (1919) 75.1, 77.7

niversity (1917) 75

Dalhousic University (1914) 75.7

FAILED

P - iana and Surg 15) 55.9, ( 1916) 67
;

,
: 19) 73.1

: Med ind - irgi i
. (1919) 70.5, 72.7*

s-hool (1917) 72.8, I I

niversity (1910) S6.2

* 1m i i ition.

! >r. Bi were licenses

:al examinations held July 1 and Jul} 31, 1919. I lie

lieges were represented:
Year Pel

College passed i,,
.

:
l i.t

(1918) 85.2

f Philadelphia (1910) 75

riuont (1919) 80.5
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Book Notices

A Manual of Exercises for the Correction of Speech Dis
orders. By May Kirk Scripture, B.A., Instructor in Speech, Columbia
Ur.iversitj I

-md Summer Session), and Eugene Jackson,

B A., in Charge of Speech Correction at the University and Bellevue

Hospital Medical College Clinic. New York City. Cloth. Price. $2

net. Philadelphia: F. A. Dai is Company, 1919.

This book is intended to embody the vocal materials and
methods which the authors make use of in their work of speech

correction. The material is presented in the form of fifty

intended to develop some especial

phase of the work. The lessons are augmented by forty-six

illustrations and consideral le explanatory matter. The book
riiiis to be intended for use in classes of the public schools,

for example, and its aim to present underlying methods and
materials that may be employed in the pedagogic treatment

of speech disorders in general, and for the improvement of

carelessness in speech. It is the first book of its kind to

appear in America. The danger in the speech situation at

this time is superficiality and mechanicalness of procedure.

What is needed in speech work is a book of this general

character that makes every proposed procedure rest

on physiologic foundations. Viewed from this standpoint,

the book, while it contains much useful material, seem
as to both physiology and methods. But if tl

been well grounded in principles, she would be able to adapt
much of this material to her own independent needs.

A Textbook of Physiology. By Martin Flack, C.B.E., M B

Research Staff, Department of A 'logy, Medical

Committee, and Leonard Hill. MB.. F.R.S., Director of Applied Physi-

ology Department Medical Research Committee, London H
College. Cloth. Price, $8.50 net. Pp. 800, with 483 illustrations.

New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1919.

This book has been written "with the primary object of

the student, in an easily understandable form, the

fundamental facts and theories of physiology, bearing in mind
the limitations necessary in the student's textbook." It com-
pares favorably with a number of standard textbooks of
physiology published in the United Stales and Great Britain,

for the use of medical students. The illustrations are excel-

lent, the paper and print good ; but in a number of the

the subject matter is not brought up to date. There
?. rei.ee to literature, an omission that detracts from

the value of the book in the hands of the medical student.

In some of the chapters, notably those on general i

diet under various conditions, etc., some of the n

experiences of the recent war are brought in.

Tiif. N Its Nature, Causatiok, Prog:.
Treatment. By R M Wilson, Captain, K. A M I . and John H.
Carr. 'I. Ma r, M. I ' 3 ' J2.50. Pp. 1.56.

.1.: Oxford L'ni , 1919.

Iii this volume the authors view the problem of heart

from a new angle thai of the nervous system.

Especially in their explanation of functional heart di

• influence of the vagus depressor and
: .-•us system, II) infectious-

•nts are believed to play an important part. There
id outline of the well-known symptomatology, prog-

nosis and treatment of the so-called irritable heart. The
underlying the viev in this wrk. which
outgrowth of the views expressed by Wilson in his

"Hearts ! Man," ar. interesting and stimulating,
I

hither study before being generally accepted.

v
I

oi Labor. It. • Wright,
Child Hygiene. N. •

Btalth. Cloth.
1

With the aid of many industrial nurses, the author has

I a brief outline of whal a field.

She states that the trained nurse was probably first ,

in industry in 1895, but that it is only within the last

that the real development in this field h.,s taken pla

points out that in addition to a good preliminary education

and hospital training, the industrial nurse requires a working
knowledge of p and of civic, industrial, social and
relief problems. The book discusses the work, presenting

typical forms and blanks for practical use. There is a good
analysis of the relations of the nurse to her fellow employees.
In an appendix are a brief outline of first aid methods and a

- of information relative to national social

organizations, and. finally, a brief bibliography for special

reading.

Atlas of Operative G i By Barton Cooke Ilir-t. M.D.,
Professor of Obstetrics, University of Pennsylvania. Cloth. Price. $r
Pp. 292. with 210 illustrations. Philadelphia: J. B
pany, 1919.

The author describes the technic of gyi rations,

on the basis of a large experience, selecting in each

operation which he believes best suited to the woman's
uent life history. The text is brief, bring wholly

subordinated to the full-page illustrations of operative technic.

The illustrations arc so numerous and so excellent that they

are almost an equivalent to standing at the side of the

operator ami witnessing the operation.

Social Medicine, Medical Economics
and Miscellany

FIFTY-ONE DAYS FOR KILLING

Mrs. Emma D. Simpson, who shot her husband in court

last \pril, was adjudged insane by a jury. Sep
was thereafter sent to the Klgin State Hospital for the

Insane. On Friday she was adjudged sane by a jury of

experts and released. "The Elgin city court was packed

with a sympathetic i the report.

She was fifty-one days at the institution. Her remark on

regaining her liberty is significant. "1 did not do the righl

thing—absolutely not," she said. "I could not have done such

a thing had I been in my right mind. But until the last

hour of my life I'll believe my husband wanted to kill me
and marry a lad woman."
After the shooting she buoyantly said to the Tribune Stan

rapher, "When ourt for this, I will

myself. I will need no attorney; the new unwritten law.

which does not permit a married man to love another

woman, will be my defense. I will tell my whole story to

the jury and they will free me."

Tribune, in comment on ibis breezy annoum
said. "They probably will. What is law, what is a human

the sloppy sentimentality of the juries which sit in

these I .i

Mrs. Simpson's optimism and our ]

illy justified. She did not try her own v.,

unwritten law she relied, on uas not !• 'finally

But the conventional idea .it temporary insanity v.

to Support it. Tile jury did not

s.t her free It compromi i i the road to

freedom. Sin- uas solemnly adjudged insane and sent foi

lit.

the outcome, the Tribune at th<

trial

"l'ity is at Work for Mrs. Simpson, but we hear of little

for the husband she slew in a public courtroom She I.

said to l.e nervous. Nervous women should i

arms. Mrs. Simpson lould be

pl.o ed in an asylum • only until she nidi..

prising i

The recover) is made, but it is not surprising

comedy, beginning with the slaying of a human
j through tl"

tin American criminal trial, ami ending with the solemn

it Elgin, devi

endemic. Vi e moral thi i i
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Medicolegal

Refusing to Submit to Roentgen-Ray Examination

i, in setting aside an order

payments t«> an employee who tripped while wheel in

the kneecap, holds that it could not be

-aid that

that the empl is injury. It must he

said th.r
that he

But the doubt which it left in the mind was

a small one, ami his

tion, under t
: of the workmen's

law This was the order which thi

have made in the premises The court d

pinion that the employee had not

ray examination, which was some time

oi the opinions
.' witn i th it .i.

mdition might be n
ray examination made presently. He had onlj to

time in order that such examination might be made,

the petitioners havin.

Medical Practice Act Constitutional—Chiropractor

for Use of SI Health -.-. Kane VII.),

The Supreme Court of Illinois, in reversing a judgment

e plaintiff and remanding the cause, says that

-dam was charged with practicing medicine without

a license from the state board of health, the

under the act of 1899, as amended in 1917, which

100 for the first offense and $200

Itient offense. The tied bj the act

! in practicing medicine or surgery or treating human

ailments the state 1

health. The offense did not consist of treating some indi-

vidual, but for practicing medicine generally by treating the

•< meant a first conviction. There

I
r five first offenses, and the judg-

ment n; that reason.

• nacted in the exercise of polio

for the •
! health of the people. The

i!a tc ha any and all kinds of occupations

•
! all measui

the public health, not infringing on constitu-

.:hts, are within the ' The
any legitimate occupation is sub-

•he paramoui the state to impose such

required 1 ecure the pi pie against

:e, incapacity, deception or fraud in the practice of

•nch restraints as are imposed by

I

the act provided that at ould he

regarded as practicing medicine, within the n

::y physical injury to

the vertebral

ailments,

union meaning
assembly

- the pur-

: elude that method. Within con-

lerobly is the

what la?
'

; ie protection of thi

rules, and ca: ted to the will or caprice of an

administrative board.

\ imin.it i. 'ii- o applying

foi licenses t" practice medicine, and, a- to those

to practice medicine and surgerj in all its

n \- to th

' treating

human ailments, who did nol use medicines internally or

externally, or practii ed th it

examinations should be of a el .,

it qualiftcal
i I hal pro ision,

standing Med cm the state board ol health arbi

or refuse licenses in it- "« n di

and on its own judg lamination would be

pplicant for a

tidard and no guide and i

by which the courts co'uld determine

the requirements of the onable or

act. however, provided thai all examinatioi

der i ules and re| I bj tin

impartial

method i in. Such ruli ations, if made,

ii w by the i to di termine

provi >ii 'ii i if the

adoption of rule- and regulations subject to

judicial review, under which examinations should be made
uses issued, the statute did not violate ai

stilutional right.

Society Proceedings

COMING MEETINGS
Medical Society of Hawaii. Honolulu. Nov. _"' 30 Dei 1

oi American Ba
I

I

Southern Surgical Association, New ' D
Western Roentgen Society, Chicago, Dec. 10

d Surgical Association, K Dec, 5 6.

CLINICAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN COLLEGE
OF SURGEONS

Ninth Annual Meeting, held in New York, Oct. 20-24, 1919

(Continued from page 16S3)

Stiff and Flail Joints

Sin Ro Liverp I, England: One of the coin-

war injuries was the ilail

joint. The greater number of these disabilities were thi

of excisions deliberately performed at casualty clear-

als in order to save the liml

amputation or the patient from death by minimizii

tnd preventing general sepsi i

i

i which -"-called

limited section was performed have resulted in better function

than was obtained in in which the excision was

very extensive. Moreover, case- in which

overcome and hones allowed to remain in posit

suited in a th

function, if the

treatment of a Ilail joint consists in the

hrosi '

ii F ankyl
' apparatus. Ankylosi aimed at

rather than mobility. In limiting the extent of excisio

cular attachments should be preserved. The rule should he

that as soon as the surgeon can do so he should place the

bones as nearly together as he can and in the best position

for future funi ether a pseudarthrosis or an auky-

Bom grafting, as generally underst
very lin lication in injurie

I of the

shaft of the femur. Ankylosis in the case of limited -

of the hi ige and certainly does not justify

the severe operation which it necessarily entails. The only

practical treatment of a flail knee is ankylosis, and if the

ends arc ition nothing is needed but to saw tl C

ends and fix them with screw or nail. When there is a wide
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separation associated with sinuses, it is nece-

ing the ends of the bone, to bring a bulky sliding graft from
the tibia or femur and wedge it in at right angles to the
line of the joint. A flail ankle is so rare that I do not recall

an instance of it as a result of a war wound. Many opera-
tions for fixation of the shoulder have failed because the

surgeon has been content to bare the glenoid anil freshen the

humerus. This is quite insufficient. It is important, before
the arm is ankylosed, to ascertain whether the scapula is

mobile and whether it retains its normal position witl

to the humerus. If the scapula is fixed and the arm abducted,
the patient will have a fixed abducted shoulder with an arm
that he will not be able to lower.

- SIGN

Dr. Ji ke, Xew York: If the treatment of the

articulations is properly carried out, a stifl joint rarely occurs.

unless thi
I shes to consei ve th<

of a joint, he should never allow it to be lost. Thi

motion from the time of the injury, not several times a day,

but some arrangement whereby unconscious movements may
be made at any time. It is desirable that the patient should
make the motions himself, since active motion not only
maintains the functions of the muscles but also makes new
bone conform to the architecture of the joint. Not only does
active motion prevent deformity, but it favors healing by
improving the nourishment of the parts. In a joint already

d, one is confronted with two problems: permanent
ankylosis or a return to motion by proper treatment. The
practice of breaking up a stiff joint under anesthesia is utterly

ibsolutely reprehensible and should never be done.

Dr. John L. Porter, Chicago: In some cases of Hail

shoulder and flail elbow which I saw, the articular

the bones had been shot away, the wounds had become
infected, and scar tissue had formed in the gaps. \\ i

a special wire splint for these cases which held the bones

at the shoulder and elbow together and set I

. though not ankylosis, to make the joints

When healing was complete, active and pa

instituted. In the treatment of stiff joints il -

we are in danger of losing sight of the fact that

preserved if the joint is to be useful. The results

of arthroplastic operations on the knee joint are, as a rule,

disappointing, as they leave the patient with neither a flail

nor a stable joint, and often with 35 degrees of motion
instead of 90 degrees. With such a knee a man cannot go
up or down siairs. and is much more disabled than with a

stiff knee fixed at an angle of 10 degrees. A stiff shoulder is

very disabling if it i- lixed close to the body; but if the

arm is in the position of election—a slight abduction—one
can get along quite comfortably.

I -ton : \ flail joint

in civil life, but stiff joint, are quite common. It is .

matter to mobilize a stiff joint, but tin procedure must be

designed with a view to the ultimate USi the limb.

The shoulder position is mui h b
Bail. \ tlail elbow is bettei than a

I he knee
joint should ni /ei be mobilizi d v. hen

many tim mobile.

The Physician and Surgeon in the Industrial Era

nati :
Is it right that the pi

who ha living and thinking

should plaj SO small a part in their liv. I

out health and sain;

all times to the national welfare? Workmen's coin;..

taws and .re being promoted without
seeking the guidance of thoSI best fitted to inspire and direct

such undertakings. As a consequence of neglect to take

ce of the-, thing- on the part oi thi leaders of the

tier tinkering
with industrial injuries with the result that disability is

workman, and a loss of time and money to the employer, with
consequent decreased production, and to society a greater
burden. In President Wilson's industrial conference the medi-

I surgical profession had no representatives. If the
ion does not awaken from its social, or rather unsocial.

torpor, legislation will be passed to suit labor or capital, but
it will have no consideration for the interests of the pro-

Do these facts suggest whj we have been unsuccess
ful in our demand for a federal department of health? I lie

ly trained physician and surgeon should be taken out
office where his services reach mainly only the rich or,

through dispensaries, hospital- and clinics, the poor, and placed
clinics where his services will be at the

disposal of the laborer. Our usefulness m the discussion of
social problems has not thus far been noteworthy. During
the last decade there has developed, in response to the demand

try, the industrial physician, who is desperate'} tryii g
to cope with industrial problems, which arc' quite differenl
from the problems the physician meet j| c m u-t
be familiar with all the factors affecting the health of
employee-, with the sanitation of factory and home, with the
workman's food and his habits, with the occupational diseases.
and with the effects of fatigue and long working hours. Provi-
sion should be made for the special training of physicians and
surgeons through the establishment of university departments,
graduate courses, and endowed research instituti

rial physician must be attentive to the rising standards
Heine, for be is the molder of opinion in behalf of

preventive medicine.

Ills, I

Dr. John- Moorhkau. Xew York: The problem is largely
one of education, of direction given primarily in the medical

transmitted bj the visiting staff to the hospital intern.
and made the subject of clinical demonstration ai surgical

I r: >> of th( idy inaugurated
in these bi

i that this
is a problem on the road to becoming a specialty, one demand-

training and experience tha

namely, that this congress establish a counterpart of the
interallied surgical conference.

In.'. William O'Neill Sherman, Pittsburgh: Th< -

logic time has arrived for scientific medicine ..

take its place in industry. There are at least 500,000 industrial
accidents in the United States annually, an, I 90 per cent, of
all employees need medical or s

majority of industrial injuries are minor
I

• ntlv. Industrial injuries
i

tor the loss of many millions of dollars annuall
can be diminished greatly by applying military -n.
industry. The problems of military and industrial surgery

lilar, except for the ;.;.

Men trained for this work maj through the
establishment of courses of military ami industrial surgery,

1 hygiene, with provision
work in these branches.

Dr. J

not matter ju-1 how large or -mall the c.c-ualtv list in indii-lrv
: to demand

|

lie in tli. .-..

' k more imp the hospital, an.

I

ided with the best trained talent.

Mr. R. M. I Vmerica, X.
dents in the :

annually, -

•"l industrial worl I

time annually a- the result ..I industrial accidents. 'I I .

at least _'2.5i n » industrial deaths annually in tin- count
our industries turn out ,.,,

|

from permanent disability. I be I

: the United
• •

industrial am
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i . Willi vms, Richmond,

in the Chair

UPOSIUM ON GASTRK \M>
DUODENAL ULCEB

Etiology and Symptomatology

, iAK i es K • folk: There has been a

i idical change in our views in the last few years. V

occur in the mucosa without causing ulcer. Hyp
i rather than a cause. Sej

the cause, but is iai gelj so con-

sidered. We were formerly major-

Die diagnosis is best made by careful

attention to the hisl

Diagnosis and Medical Treatment

hmond : Too much appn

cannot be given to the roentgen ray, but at the same time

sts are prone to furnish a diagnosis without

ming roentgenographic pt '': we

attached much importance to gastric neuroses; now

re definite le-

Surgical Treatment

D». STtr-HF.N Watts. Charlottesville: It is of importance

nue medical treatment after surgical treatment. The

lestruction of the ulcer by cautery,

or incision and cautery, plus a gastroenterostomy. !

•ruction should be practiced if not too dangerous to

imen may be examined for malignancy

using the car • is not a contraindii

if acute perforation. My expel

;hage is an unhapp.

Richmond: The chief thing we
treatment is the relief of pain. The patient

itgen ray shows

When the ulcer reaches the muscular

pain. Pain i

ristalsis.

fully followed up. will not give

the fini -Tied for it. 5

hmond: In determining on
• treatment there are three principal factors to

men, and

third, the temperament of the patient. Medical treatment

ut with pertinacity, over a pi

When the patient .

he is like. ' the treatment. The hest

•it for mc'l. lit of surgical

.• that there is

l medical cur. There may be

fifteen or twenty years, and

the ul

hmond: Ulcer in the stomach is

the beginning mach. If there

virtue in medical treatment, of how much more value

if the ulcer has been cxci •

Hemoptysis

Dr E I Watson, Salem: The treatment is prop'

1 posthemorrhagic Codein, in one

ise, i|iiiets the patient and controls the p

morphin, It predisposes to bronchial

cral vascular .

nitroglycerin, one one hundredth grain, under

the tongue, lasts for forty-five minutes; then sodium nitrite

should be use

opin and

emetin have been of any value. Horse serum

antitoxin has bi een sti apping the

ial pneumoth u ax. No i

be allow • 1 foi two or three ii nl should be

tinsl lying with i' tl

more, overt i e.ilmcnl should be avoided.

Home Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis

Db. W. E Brown, Catawba Sanatorium: \ large number
ited bj hi ime tl eatment, and many

.i case of home treatment or n>>

the great majority ol persons. Sputum cups

and gauze handkerchiefs that can be burned should be used.

Nothing should d ni the mouth i cepl thbrush,
1 ( ough can be controlled largely by will

power, tough is sometimes a reflex from wax in the ears,

or from the lingual tonsil. \ .,

depressants, such as nitroglycerin or sodium nitrite, should

be given Foi '" ptysis. Three substantial meals, '.villi a

glass of milk at each meal. an.

I

meals, should
In- given. The pain in can do a Well in his own (.Innate a|

in any other, it he is properly cared lor. The patient should

study constantly how to relax completely. Recovei
ie.l in 75 per cent, of incipient cases by stri.

tion.

SI0N

Dr. Cm \ui.i— R. Grandy, Norfolk: For control of cough I

been using inhalations of chloroform. I have it mixed
with creosote and alcohol so that it can he left with the

patient.

B 1'.. Bagby, West Point: Personal experience con-

vinces me that patients sleeping outdoors should have on

more underclothing. 1 use two good suits of heavy under-

wear and two pairs of yarn soeks. Also, the bed should be

warm when the patient get- into il ["hi old fashion

ti .!..- will Ii. ited and placed

in the le.l is excellent. \n..lher thing is the matter of

cleansing the teeth; stress should he laid on this.

Group Medicine and Its Feasibility and Value to

Patients and Physicians

Dr. J. Ait, Richmond: Physicians should

learn from the industrial world as to the value of organiza-

tion, not for gain but tor service. The very rich and the

ior get the advanl d , hut tl

rank of the people do not. The general practitioner needs

ialist and vice versa I in any commu-
nity of 3,000 or in. team work. When this is

established and in working order, medicine will have an

impetus it has never had before.

Bladder Diverticulum

Dr. R. L. Payne, Norfolk: Bladder diverticulum should

pected in all cases of pei titi

urine. The diagnosis is suggested by the clinical features,

made definitely by the cystoscope, lead catheters and

rams. As a last resort we may fall hack on an

tory incision. In cases of small multiple diver-

ticula, especially in ik silver irrigation should

he employed Most men I [ use fro

to fifteen drops of a 25 per cent, solution in a pint of

water.

Dr. S. N. MiCBAUX, Richmond: The cystoscope is a very

unreliable means of diagnosis. We frequently find the ori-

rj small, almost occluded. Unless we are equipped

with multiple cystoscopes we shall not be able to explore
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the entire globe of the bladder. Cystograms may no-

the diverticulum. All means of diagnosis should '

I ;ims are often unreliable The bladder is often not
sufficiently distended. If the patient is narcotizi

morphin, more distention will lie permitted. One
.,'nificant symptoms is finding a profuse discharge

of blood or pus after the bladder has been emptied with the

catheter. The reason the operation mortality is high is

that few patients have adequate preliminary treatment ; they
are septic when the operation is begun.

Dr. T. J. Hughes, Roanoke: It is essential to use pre-

operative antiseptic treatment. I should like to have Dr.
Payne tell us how to proceed if the diverticulum

very near the ureter. impetent urolog

the removal of the kidney, but I do not ag

Dr. W. H. Ribble, Wytheville: I should like Dr. Payne
to compare argyrol with silver nitrate, as an irrigation.

Dr. R. L. Payne, Norfolk: I have never seen any irri-

tating effect from sodium bromid. I have use'd thorium and
potassium iodid. I have seen irritation from the potassium
iodid. The most dependable thii irl is a

lead catheter. If the catheter should enter ihe diverticulum.

a lead catheter should be inserted and the roentgen rav used
The Madder should be washed out with a 1:250 hydro-
chloric acid solution. I do not use argyrol any more. 1 think
silver nitrate is better if used weak enough.

Current Medical Literature

AMERICAN
' (*) arc ibstractcd bclu

American Journal of Diseases of Children, Chicago
November, 1919. 18.

mus Extirpation in the Dog. Review of Experimental
Literature on Thymus Extirpation. E. A. Park and R. D. McClure,
Baltimore.— p. 317.

Thymus Studies.—Park and McClure report in detail a

critical review of the literature on thymus extirpation and
the results of their own observations ma They
believe they have shown that thyl

unessential to life: that there are other explanati

deprivation of thymus function for the •

logic changes which have been reported in thymei I

animals, and that those explanations must
I

\ in the interpretation of all p rimental

further, that for the interpretatii i

tive experimental fit

absolutely essential, [n

the results which ha

of thymu i. the greatest importance must !

to the fact that the symptoms and pathologic changi

en ascribed to deprivations of thymus functi

without exception the i I

confinement, improper food, unhygienic conditi

and parasitic infections and an
related i

of at lea I I etion in addil

the thymus, d alter

authors
were una

patton of the thymus prod ition in

the hair the body, m
strength, activity or intelligence i thi

Extirpation of the th i

iiilitv thai i

tion in development

thymus

i hanges in th in the
peri. id immediately following thymectomy which v.

covered in these experim

American Review of Tuberculosis, Baltimore
October, 1919

lar Supply ol 1

iiruj. W
. S Milli : I

id Relationships of Bronchial Arterv in Guinea-Pig
• Willie Baltii

Cultivati strains of Human
Tuber<

'

461.

•An Invi

go.— p. 473.

"Comparis nplement Fixal
in Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 11. I

176.

Returned to Work. 11. M. K
Employment

torium -. II. L. Barnes, Wallum I ..!.- . R
'Condition of Patients Twenty Trudeau

um. F. II. Hcise, Trudeau, N. Y

en. Chicago.
500.

Acid Fastness of Tubercle Bacilli. — Suycuaga reports

experiments to influence the acid fastness of tubercle bacilli

bj cultivation. He grew a comparatively avirulent strain on
mediums; and finds that rapid transfer and rapid

growth ol r border of colonies did not noticeably
affect acid cultures were not much less

m mnutrient medium of agar
in water, acid fastness was greatly reduced but no

ed. Within wide limits the reaction of the
medium had no marked effect on acid fastness.

Comparison of Various Antigens Used in Complement
Fixation. nd Givler made tests on a large number
of sertin antigens, oamel; I

Petroffs meth , and Wilson
three antigens did not differ greatly in the percentage of

• rculosis

CPetroff's on per cenl I 63 per cent, and Wilson's

1

: was Hi i linically

normal individuals, 58 per cent., questionably tuberculous;

ier cent, sputum pi >si
-

ely advanced, and 71 per cent, far a

Moribund cases, -44 per cenl titage than the

definite cases. Fiftj yphilitic

i with the i The
guinea-pigs

seventy '

unsuitable for complement fixati

Rest and Exercise for Tuberculous Patients Who Have
Returned to Work.

He outlines n

ter ultiii

employm

i
irk.

Condil -

Trudeau Sanatorium

Annals of Surgery, Philadelphia

TO,

I n i

I I
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Bile Ducta W,
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! I

\ 'A l.rcrn. New \

|

>.,.., M D i inlci i . Il

.i and Hodgkii
I

Tubcrcol - miliary .iii.l Cervical Glands in thi

M B. Hatching Al

eign Body Hunt Cell* A C Broders, R
\ R. Kimpl

i iropbcll, Mempbi
.mi ..t War L< Practice.

C. R. 1

Hospital W A Slur.

LA P. Herricl 1

itive Surgery. J B. Roberta,

Philadelphia.-

Spleen in Resistance to Infection.— In order to arrive at

some definite conclusion as to the importance "t the spleen

sing infection, rats wen.- splenectomized by Morris

and Unlink. From a similar number rats one

testicle was removed. Both sets of animals were then

to chance laboratory contagion with the bacillus of

rat plague. Tlu- results showed in a very definite manner
that while these animals may get along fairly well without

the spleen in the absence of any infection, the reverse is the

cave when the organism is put to the strain of resisting

acute bacterial invasion. Under the circumstances, the

authors feel compelled to infer that the spleen norm: IK aids

tremendous!) in resisting infectious processes in rats, and

that ix~ removal temporarily robs the body of its resistance

until such a time, at least, as compensatory processes will

have had a chance to reestahlish this. Bearing this in mind,

some of the fatalities following splenectomy, especially where

death was attributed to infection, may find a ready explana-

tion and tend to increase caution in the removal of this organ.

Life Expectancy After Gastric Ulcer Operations.—Of a

: J.-t.il patients operated on for gastric and duodenal
ulcer in the Mayo clinic between 1906 and 1915, all but

traced. The figures quoted by Balfour show that

rative mortality from all causes in 545 cases of gastric

ulcer in which operation was done during this period was
4.5 per cent., while in 1,684 cases of duodenal ulcer the

operative mortality from all causes was _' per cent. Gastric

ulcer carries, therefore, twice the operative risk of duodenal

ulcer. Five hundred and twenty-one gastric ulcer patients

were under observation on the average "i 3.6 years, and in

that time 88 (17 per cent.) died from all causes. One thou-

sand six hundred and fifty-one duodenal ulcer patients were

under n the average of 3.4 years, and in that

time 85 (approximately 5 per cent, i died from all causes.

•ne gastric and duodenal ulcer patients were under
ion on the average of 3.8 years, and in that time

per cent. ) died.

Operative Treatment of Peptic Ulcer.—Deaver has done
for peptic ulcer with two deaths. In

all but two of the entire series, closure of the perforation
'

e method used.

Condition of Appendix in Laparotomies.—One hundred and
exactly one third of the patients

i on in the gynecologic service at the P.o-i !

H

re analyzed by Williams and
Slater showed changes in the appendix. In

instanci inflam-

the uterine appendages. In the n

the involvement of the appendi

iwever, 103 abnormal
iated with any inflammatory process in

the pelvU and producing no symptoms or signs win 1

. areful history or a thorough abi

and vaginal examination. Perhaps, two or three of these

were cases in which the appendix was found adherent to

a fibroid of the uteru i the ovary. In the remain-

proximately 100 cases, the appendix condition cannot

1 1 il in anj waj to pch ic disea >e, .\n>\, thi

ii i ..use is concerned,

the lesions of the appendix were chronii

n IC.

Lymphosarcoma and Hodgkin's Granuloma. Levin's expe
i has shown that the results ,.f tin- radium and

'.i\ treatment ol Hodgkin's disi i e an extremely
encouraging, and therefore he Feels that these agents should

is oon a the diagnosis is made.

However, the treatment must be conducted with great energy;
hall in.

i i i
• ai less than useless.

Benign Xanthic Extraperiosteal Tuniot. Seventeen cases

• •I benign xanthic extraperitoneal tumors of the extremitii

containing body gianl cells examine. I in the Mayo I Inn.

,oe analyzed bj Broders The upper extremities were
,

tin- lower extl emities in SO eii i i i

\ lii-l.ny of injury was given in six cases, a local excision
of the tumor was done in twelve cases ; amputation in three

cases. Fifteen patients were traced. Fourteen are living.

There have been no n urrei I
i

1 patient reported dead

a general decline at the age "i 73. There ha. I Keen

ii. urrence of the tumor more than seven years after local

excision.

Glioma of Buttock.—Kimpton reports two cases of glioma
ot the buttock. Both patients were 14 weeks old. In one

case the cyst extended upward in front of the vertebra to

the first lumbar vertebra. Ii had had apparently somi ' in

nection with the spinal canal from the side .o ;!i ,

and the anterior surface of the sacrum. On the inner side

of the sac was a large, ted, soft, cellular, infiltrating mass
In the other case the tumor was adherent to the rectum for

about two and one-half inches. When the pedicle was freed,

except for final attachment, it was found to come from the

inner surface of the coccyx, the lower end of which was
r< moved with the tumor.

Results of Experimental Resection of Knee-joint. Elj

claims that after a fracture or a resection the whole tendency

of the resulting process between the bones themselves, unless

they are held firmly together without motion, is the separa-

tion of the bone ends by fibrous tissue and fibrocartilage,

with a new joint, before the bones can unite. In order for

bony union to occur, the bone ends -must be held in con-

tact, absolutely immobile. In the ordinary fracture, nature

provides the immobility by a bony callus outside the cortex,

in the periosteum. In those situations where the bony callus

is not laid down, a false joint usually results unless com-

plete immobilization is maintained until actual union of the

bone ends occurs. In resections the external bone callus

does not form. Hence, unless the mechanical requirements

of complete rest can be answered, resections of joints are

not followed by bony ankylosis,

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
Nov. 13, 1919,, 181, No. 20

Silent Renal Calculi. E. I.. Young, Jr., Boston.— p. 573.

Series of Hundred Consecutive Cases of Acute Empyema. W.
Whittemore, Boston.— p. 575.

Lethargic Encephalitis. A. W. Fairbanks, Boston.— p. 578.

"Types of Syphilitic Disease Treated at a Public Clinic. J. F. Martin,

Boston.—p. 582.

Surgical Risk and Preoperative Treatment. F. II. Washburn, Holden,
Mass.—p. 585.

Silent Renal Calculi.—In nearly 4,001) necropsies at the

Massachusetts General Hospital disclosing stone in the kid-

ney or ureter, there was only one case with a completely

negative history and urinary findings and a normal kidney

rnacroscopically and microscopically; but there were four

cases without symptoms and with a negative urine; six cases

without any damage P> be demonstrated at necropsy; and

fifteen cases wdiere the damage was too slight to compromise
the integrity of the kidney. Two patients with stones in

the calices known to have been present for at least six or

ears, who had had repeated attacks of renal colic,

ne ' normal and the other an essentially normal
kidney. Young says that stones in the ureter more surely

I" kidney damage than do stones in the pelvis or calix,

and a small stone, if arrested in the ureter, may do as much
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damage as a large one. Stones in the calices can cause as
much damage as stones in the pelvis.

Types of Syphilitic Disease Treated at a Public Clinic-
Martin regards the following points pertaining to the pre-
vention, prophylaxis and treatment of of para-
mount importance in attempting to reduce the prevalence of
the disease: reporting of primary and open lesions; vene-
real prophylaxis; syphilis free marriage; educational propa-
ganda lectures; printed vehicles and the cinema; i

up the syphilitica lapsing in treatment; cooperation by the
patient while under treatment; research work in sypl

and educating the physjeian how to treat syphilis properly,
including doing a Wassermann test in all d< ul

disease—because at most any unresponsive condition might
be caused by an obscure syphilitic infection.

Illinois Medical Journal, Oak Park
November, 1919, 36,

Practical Principles for Protection Against Carictr. A. .1

Chicago.—p. 225.

Extradural Irritation and Abscess. R. H. Good, Chicago.- p

Glaucoma. H. \V. Woodruff, Joliet.— p. 228.

Heredity in Myopia. H. 11. Brown, Chicago.— p. 230.
Manifestations of Syphilis in Nose and Throat. A. H. Geigi
—p. 2$l.

lis in Heart Lesions, W. W. Dicker, Chicago |

Hypertrophied Anal Papillae (Papillitis). C. J. Drucck, Chicago.
—p. 237.

Medical Officer's Duties in an Army Cantonment. E. Thompson.
I St. Louis.—p.

Bacteriuria. L. E. Schmidt. Chicago.—p. 241.
Immediate Closure in Selected Cases of Acute Mastoid:-

Clark, Freeport.—p. 249.
Business Evolution and the Future of Private Medical Pra

E. Fairfield, Green Bay.— p. 250.

Penetrating Injuries of Knee Joint. H. C. Mitchell, Carbondalc.
—p. 255.

Surgical Treatment of Gastric L'lcer; Report of Case?. \V. J

Mattoon.—p. 256.

Journal of Cutaneous Diseases, Chicago
November, 1919, 37. No. II

Amebiasis Cutis. M. F. Logman and A. S. Hcithaus, .St

p. 715.

Primary Actinomycosis of Skm Involving the Hand. I

Baltimore.— 1>

Venereal Disease Campaign in Retrospect. II. G. Irvil

—p. 748.

Tyranny of Wassermann Test. II. Lisser, Sr,n Francisco.-:

Journal of Industrial Hygiene, New York
October. 1919, 1. No. 6

Wage Earning Women in War Time: Textile Ind.
—p. 261.

•Relation of Drug Addiction to Industry. T. S. Blair

— p. 286.

in Training of Industrial Nut
iminations of Trinitrotoluene Worker-. (.. R

—p. 301.

Relation of Drug Addiction to Industry. Blair h of the

opinion that industrial physicians by studying the p

of drug addiction in its industrial bearings, bj mal
vcys and by <1 an do raui

'

lying and solving the whole problem. Business and industry
must make it their care to see to it that the I

are enforced as effectively as are any other m
statutory enactments. The few debased physicians who
infest almost every community and who deliberately k

hand. The "jokers" must he taken out

importation of n

permitted than is an excess importation of alcohol, d
or undesirable aliens. Sub me under the
law. 1 [ydrati d t hli n

i.»ld in the 1 Why
r-.ii be pen

certain number ry medicine makers profit b) it?

The heroin problem must be dealt with in a
|

In man;, ways heroin u the worsl habit forming drug known.
rery legitimate application in m

In Brazil i annabi mol ng i bt oming a
and the vice can readily be in

allow it to be? The cannabis smoker nearly ai.

an imbecile in time.

Journal of Orthopedic Surgery, Lincoln, Neb.
1919, 1, No.

•y Following Injuries to Hack in Industrial Accidents. 1. W
Sever, Boston.— p. 6

Treatment of Flail Joints of Upper Limb Following Gunshot Injuries.
II. Piatt, Mar.

' Lane Plates in Fracture.. P. P. Swell. Hartford
p. o7.i.

Application of Curative Therapy in the Workshop. E. B !

tamp Zachary Taylor.— p. 676.

Lane Plates.—Swett believes that the Lane plates offer a
ad efficient means for securing the

fixation of boi

On account of their facility of application, they are
|

larly desirable' in severe!) communited fractures where they
mechanically more efficient than other agents and
the introducti fixation materials is likelj

to further increase the trauma.

Kentucky Medical Journal, Bowling Green
i :

in Treatment of Mitral Regn
R. A. Bate, i

'.i'i in Con.hu t

122.

Bardwell.—

p

1

Pneumonia in Infancy. F. S. Clark. I

D

Posterior Pituitary Secretion in Treatment of Mitral
Regurgitation. ertain thai many oi his patients
with "rheumatic" endocarditis have been supported I

Lting periods pituitary extract.

Cerebrospinal Fever. Of the 113 case, analyzed
I

: chronic vai
tortive form and 22 were fulminating. I

nts were conscious, 17 semiconscious, 57 stuporous

on the lips: 2] m ine
;
an erup-

in 61 cases

nplained of h

following complications wt

i plications, 12; nephritis, 8
|

i in the kne
pyema, 1. an

-' There v. : ,„. r ,.,.,,, Du|
10 of these patients had an ii

standing than the mi ; naj .,

: cent.

Laryngoscope, St. Louis

II B B

Military Surgeon, Washington, D. C.
i •
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K V. Kibble,

Management of Hysteria in Wat T A \\ .

riae. E II Mason U S

, So to J to Quarantine

Diagnostic Serum for B. Diphtherial!.—The dia

serum • in a rabbit, it- titer

["his was developed with strain

\ll cultures were isolated in pure culture by plating

out the original throat culture on Loeffler's blood scrum

led in Petri dishes. Agglutination reactions were

run with tresli saline suspensions treated at 62 C. for fifteen

found that a lower temperature for that

lid not kill the majority of the strains. After setting

up. the I re run in a water bath at 56 C. tor four

hours, then kept in an ice' ;ht, being read in the

• :rols were run with normal rabbit's

1:20 and with saline. Virulence for a guii

--mined with a limited number of the strains, it being

le to determine it in all i o a shortage of

animals. These tests were performed by the subi

Ten strain- of organisms, morphologically diph-

ted from vai

ation with thi red with strain

ntrols in these i

[n only out ol the sixty-five strains

examined did the organism fail to agglutinate and

the strains showed any agglutination in normal rabbit's serum

in dilttti in if 1 20 or in saline.

Ohio State Medical Journal, Columbus
Nov. l, 1919, 15. No. 11

ler Surgerr; Analysis of End Results. L. G. Bower-. D

' Ideal. G. E. McCollough, Troy.—p. 701.

Pulmonary Tuberculosis. J. D. Thomas,

m in Exophthalmic Goiter. C. D. Christie, I

I I Kiely, Cincinnati.— p. "11.

m of Genera] Practitioner. ] M D
nt

.red from
( H Hay, I 722.

Cincinnati, p

1

Basal Metabolism in Exophthalmic Goiter.—About sixty

lism have been mi

Christu with vario goiter. The
terminations have been on patient- who

'

::i ical evidence for a diagnosis of exoph-
ly in his own

mind that an increase in metabuli-m i- a most i

and that the degree of this

ant quantitative measure of the

of goiter do
;
i are above normal and that there are

which, without a quantative

oked on with

Imic goiter without

Furthermore, Chri

simple
;

diet is entirely

>Lre clinic, he mple to manip-
ulate, cheap ai . accurate results.

Obstetrics.— Denison points out that the conscientious

general practitioner must realize the necessity of prenatal
carr ; musl d handle the usual

omplicated presentations; must be judicious enough
to determine the indications foi forceps or cesarean

lie musl i.now how. to handle placenta praevia and post-

partum hemorrhage; .<- well a- to repair laceration- and
obviate or treat infection, ["hose who will not give obstetrics

thi attention il deserves should leave il alone, while those
who have a likm-.; and facilit) for it should not hesitate to

specialize, as there is > big field for their efforts,

West Virginia Medical Journal, Huntington
19, 1 I. No. 5

i Pleurisy with Effusion. I> A. M
Wheeling,

|

I'ln i
I iii p, 167.

I ong Resi
I

I Ch«
Inflamn il i . I p i?>.

i I p 175

FOREIGN
terisk (•) nre abstracted below. Single

. drugs -ire usua noitted

British Medical Journal, London
Ocl IS, 1919, •-'. v

of War. .1. Bland Su
. in Endusti ial Vrea. A ' lai vie. p

G eons Disinfectants in Prophylaxis of Influenza,

A. Gregor.—p. 52.1.

Intussusception Due t" Polypus ol Small Intestine, v.. C. Bevera,

—p.
• Strangulated Hernia with Volvulus, It. Hughes.— p. 527.

A, 11. Webstei p 17,

Nov. 1, 1919. 2, No 070

Porerunnei : in Antiquity. R. Crawford.— p. 551.

'Advantag of Gauze Packing in Abdominal Opera-
\ I Ma; lard p. 556.

i of Tonsils and Adenoids. C. T. Symonds.—p. 558.

I thrax. K. F. Neve.- -p. 559.

Rupture of Large Intestine: Operation: Death. E. Huntlej

Advantages and Disadvantages of Gauze Packing. In

Maylard's opinion the disadvantages of gauze packing would
rem to so greatly outweigh the advantages that btit one

conclusion appears warranted—that gauze packing should

be avoided, except under definite and clear limitations.

These limitations may be thus expressed: the use of as

small a piece of gauze as possible and for as short a time

as possible, which equally connotes the avoidance of large

packs retained for several days,

Cutaneous Anthrax.—The treatment adopted by Neve in

cases i- very thorough cauterization with a red hot

button cautery. Excision and incisions he regards as almost

equally dangerous, tending as they do to open up fresh

[.lane- of communication, and thereby promote systemic

on. The natural local reaction to the pathogenic

irritant is very Strong. There is most vigorous leukocytosis.

As a rule, the blood is not infected. The cautery, while

di stroying the virus, also increases the local reaction. Clini-

cally, Neve's records point to this as the most satisfactory

method of local treatment. Sclavo's serum has been recom-

mended. But most of these patients, when they come under

treatment, must have already produced their own anti-

toxin-; those who have not and arc almost or quite moribund
are hopeless. Seven of a -eric- of seventy-five cases ter-

minated fatally, giving a mortality of 9.3 per cent.

Bulletin of Naval Medical Association of Japan, Tokyo

li i .. Disinfe tanl ol Skin, T. Orimo.—p. I.

Influent i R Oxya ' oi Vtmospherii Pre!

B Pn - Respiration, Puis* and (irasp. II. Ilara.

Arsphenamin Injection Followed by Jaundice and Pigmenta*
i Skin. I".

Tannin Alcohol as a Disinfectant of Skin. -Tannin alcohol

I 10 parts of a 20 per cent, watery solution of methylene blue

i 100 parts of 20 per cent, tannin alcohol) recently

by Wederhake as a useful skin disinfectant

as effective as iodin tincture, without any irri-

effecl on the skin. Orimo established the following

facts: (li thai staphylococci, streptococci, B. coli and
• were killed within thirty seconds in vitro;
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(2) that the sterilization of threads impregnated with sus-

pensions of the above mentioned microbes took place in

fro*n one to ten minutes, while it was affected witl

minute by iodin tincture; (3) that the surface of the normal
skin painted with this disinfectant, though not ster.'

almost free from pus forming microbes, as seen in the case

of iodin tincture application; and a small portion of the

skin, comprising all its layers, when put into a suitable

culture medium, generally had growths of microbe.-- '

ing to the groups of B. subtilis and staphylococci, this also

being the case for iodin tincture; (4) that this disinfectant

was unable to penetrate as deeply into the skin as iodin

tincture; (5) that in twenty-seven cases in which operation

was done aseptically by this method of skin disinfection,

all the wounds showed primary healing: (6) that this dis-

infectant was absolutely nonirritating to the skin.

Aisphenamin Injection Followed by Jaundice and Pigmen-
tation of Skin.— Nfagai's patient received an intravenous

injection of a diluted solution of 0.3 gm. arsphenamin, and
one week later a second intravenous injection of a concen-

trated solution of 0.6 gm. of neo-arsaminol ua> given. The
jaundice and black pigmentation of the skin devel

about two weeks after the second injection, and the patient

had the appearance of one suffering from Addis

though he complained of no subjective symptoms The
jaundice disappeared in three months, and the black pig-

mentation of the skin, although much improved, v

traceable from deposits of pigment, after seven months.

Japan Medical World, Tokyo
Oci. 12, 1919, No. 304

and Hemi-
plegia. T. Yakakoshi.

Excretory Function of Kidneys; Special Reference Urea ami Chlorid
Compounds. G. Ebara.

Treatment of Gonorrheal Affections wit] aids. '1". Karasu-

between Perforation of Heart and Death. M. Ando.
of Esophagus. T. Irisawa.

Cholesterin Content of Blood in Kakke, Anemia, Syphilis

and Hemiplegia.

—

i amakoshi report that the chol

content of ten normal Japanese varied from 130 mg. to

160 mg. in 100 c.c. of blood plasma. The cholesterin in forty

cases of kakke disease was generally decreased but the

decrease is by no means specific. The cholesterin v.

decreased in cases of anemia and syphilis. Three cases of

hemiplegia were examined. In all there was a remarkable
increase in choiesterm.

Relation Between Perforation of Heart and Death

states that the length of the wound bears an important rela-

tion to the time of death. An oblique wound thro

cardiac muscle layer causes a more delayed death i

1

a perpendicular wound. By tamp heart, a more
speedy death occurred. If the wound involves the cardiac

nerves, death occurs more rapidly than otherwise. li t lie

wound is present in a more actively motile portion of the

heart muscles, a more sudden death occurs than when it

nt in more sluggish portions.

Lancet, London
Oct. 25. I'M", ••.

f Public Health and

W. \

•Traumatic Rapture of I

•Influenzal Bronchopneu

Children. I. '

:> in Treatment of I

Dun

Reaction of Bactcriologic Mediums. Mi Intosfa an

claim that failures to ado
medium correctly ari

irs, difficulty in judging the indit ator "end-point,"

titration at the boiling point, and the hydrolysis which occurs

during the process of sterilization. The chemical titration

method has been found to be quite a reliable means of adjust-

ing the reaction in routine practice, and by the procedure
described the authors find that it is quite easy to adjust
with considerable accuracy the reaction of a culture medium
to the desired point. ially prepared graph
the Eyre system will, with certain precautions, indicate /mi

values. In the colorimetric method the preparation of the

accurate standard solutions required is much more difficult

than is usually believed, and the error in the rea

[uite appreciable when tested against the !•.

electrode. The ideal method of adjusting the n

would be by the hydrogen but the use of this

apparatus requires a technical skill and knowledge which
places it at present beyond ordinary laboratory application.

Traumatic Rupture of Intestine. ught thai

the most fixed part of the intestine, being unable to escape

the conn requently rup-

tured. In theory this seems probable, but in actu

the reverse is true.
I the intestinal

tract are the duodenum and parts of ibe large intestine

other than the cecum, the transverse and pelvic colon, and
the rectum. Experience show-, however, that the most mova-
ble parts of the large gut—the cecum, the transverse colon.

and pelvii tin most frequently ruptured, in that

order. I intestine nearest the abdominal wall at

the point struck is usually the coil in which rupture takes

place, and in so far a- the firsl few feel of the jejunum and
the ileum before the ill i

an- usually in this position they will tend to be injured.

The mechanism is simple. If the abdomen i-

the umbilicus the foro is transmitted to th< firsl few feet of

iinum. The mobility of this coil allows it to be pushed
back till i; i- checked ultimately by the vertebral column,
and between the latl i and the moving body it is crushed and
ruptured. Thi with which one finds a small tear

in the | summit
of the '. mn would .1

the bruising and laceration at the tear. A parallel situation

occurs at the ileocecal junction. There is no sure and invari-

nptoms, which
t symp-

uch as rapid pulse, mail lity and
extreme nd with visible bruis-

ing and fracture of the ribs, mal

the other ha

of thcs'

able. The only two signs which app

thesia and dullness in the

left flank 'I i

that if tl

that the intestine be ruptured, the right pi

open the abdomen !mg the patient can stand

Celiac Disease or Bon
case t!» ;

C the child bad b

\\ nil m
uilk the

I v. ilhin a i

months

Vaccine in Influenzal Pneumonia,

throughi Ilion />'

rl •)!> million

the thirly-h
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mitral stenosis; the second anil t'c third patients ft]

':iu-i! by the infection on admission; one patient

had ranch hemorrhage from the lung, the other suffered from
malarial dc'ilitv oi long - ' li of I hc>k-

had two small doses of vaccine but died in a few days, with-

out favorable response. Milne .mi.! R mvinced
of the improvement in general condition, in character of

tlu- sputum, and feeling of well-being of the patients that

i m the majority <>i tin

Hypertonic Salt Solution in Treatment of Tuberculous!

Abscess. -To obtain a lymphatic current in the

cavity from the circum focal area, Durante uses a

hypertonic sail imposed of magnesium chlorid,

J? gut.; distilled water, li*i cc ; liquor formald

The treatment of tuberculi

solutions is carried out in the same way and on thi

indications .is treatment with iodic solutions; but the abscess

cavity should be emptied, washed out and filled with salt

solution every four days. This frequency of treatment is

called for by the fact that the quantity of lymph collected

iii the abscess cavity by osmotic pressure is great and pro-

duces a slieht distension of the tissues, and. that this dis-

tension, united with active hyperemia, causes a feeling of

pain. The quantity of liquid that Durante leaves in the

cavity varies from l' 1 to 40 g to (1) tin- i

of the cavity, and (Ji the greater or lesser degree of vas-

cular action, which varies with the individual.

51) IS

n Antiquity. R. Crawford.—p. 765.

.. ,i, Light ..f War Experience. A. F. Hurst.—p. 771.

•Serum 1
• Vrthi iti B G

icv Serum in Treatment of Bacillary Dysentery. W. K.

Wall
-

:. Fat. A. Harden .m.l S. S. Zilva.—p. 780.
• 781.

•Value .->'. Influenza. W. H
rculatory Failure Following Administra*

Mir.
i cum by a I'm: Death from General Peritonitis. J. A.

en.— p. 785.

Serum Treatment of Bacillary Dysentery.—According to

Klein antidv senieric serum should he given in large doses,

from 60 to 100 c.c It is best given intravenously. I'

efficacious when given early in the disease. From the point

of serum treatment a severe case of bacillai

tery ma red in three stages: (a) From the onset

,,f the illi riod somewhere about the fifth

day. During this stage antidysenteric serum (especially if

given intravenously) has a most favorable effect, both as

averting a fatal result and hastening recovery. A
,nmori; fail to respond even to this early treat-

ment, (b) An intermedial lit tlu- sixth to

the tenth day. A patient having reached this stage is likely

irrespective of serum treatment.

the rate and completeness of recovery may still

he affected by scrum, especially if given in large dosi h

rd e—tl
:

' hydration and

xication"—generally starting about the tenth

i :ring this phase of the disease serum treatment is

\ minority of patients who have siir-

the tenth day or beyond it (without passing into

still benefited by scrum given in suf-

In a serir

1 in eight in

The arthritis has no relation to the arthritis of serin

i,'ht patients had not received scrum.
- had the arthritis any relation to previous injury.

';., it might have been mistaken I

arthriti- is there a history of such infec-

i he treatmen' n immobilizing the joint by

the application of a Mclntyre's splint and the removal of

the fluid to relieve the pressure; from 60 to 100 c.c.

was rei the relief of the patient.

Serum Treatment of Bacillary Dysentery.—The statistics

given by Waller tend to show that in cases in which serum
• d early, the acute stage is of shorter duration, the

tendency to chronicity is less, and convalescence is more

satisfactorj than when the serum was used late in the course

of the di alternative methods \s a routine, in

fairlj severe cases as soon as the diagnosis had been made
on clinical grounds. Mil . , oi serum was given in three

subcutaneous injections at eight hour intervals during the

hist twenty-four hours, while in i ;ims oi less SeveritJ 100 I C,

in two subcutaneous injections onlj was given during this

period,

Experimental Edema in Monkey. Harden and Zilva

some preliminary experiments instituted with the

ol studying the influence on monki ol a diet free

!:"i!i the Fal soluble A factor, As an antiscorbutic, lemon
juice, from which the acids had been removed according to

the method oi Harden and Zilva, was employed, a dose

equivalent to 4 c.c. of the original June being administered
daily to each animal. The did was. therefore, complete in

everj r< pert, e cept that it lacked the fat soluble \ Factor

and was low in fat. All the animals had been kept l"i

198 days on the experimental diet before it was modified
by the addition of butter fal and olive oil. During the whole
of that time, although they did not grow, they showed no

I ill health.

Antistreptococcus Serum in Influenza.— Hughes is con-
vinced that antistreptococcus scrum ahorted or considerably
shortened the course oi the disease in ordinary cases that

were seen early. Whether any of these patients would
eventually have developed pneumonia if they had not been
given serum is, of course, impossible to say. The fait, how-
ever, that the serum was proved to have a beneficial effect

in pneumonic cases justifies Hughes in thinking that it some-
times ahorted a potentially pneumonic one. The value of

the serum, speaking generally, depends on whether a strep-

tococcus is implicated in any case, and on the treating of

the patient in the early stages of the disease. In those very

virulent and fulminating pneumonias characteristic of the

epidemic the serum was disappointing. In the very grave
pneumonic cases the danger of anaphylaxis or an unreliable

serum should he considered carefully.

Quarterly Journal of Medicine, Oxford
October, 1919, 13, No, 49

Treatment of Malaria. J. Cowan and R. II. Strong.—p. 1.

•Pulmonary Manifestations in Malaria. A. W. Falconer.—p. 25.

Respiration ami Circulation in the Goat. J. Barcroff, A. E. Boycott,
I S Dunn and R. A, Peters,—p. 35.

Measurement 'if Pressure Changes in Right Ventricle of Goat by
liac Puncture. J. S. Dunn.— p. 46.

t Experimental Pleural Effusion on Blood Pressure in Right
Ventricle. .1. S. Dunn.—p. 57.

Influence ..f Hikii.-iIis on Different Phases ol Heart Beat, Particularly

as Regards Intracai I. Harris.— p. 63.

"Primary Pulmonary Tuberculosis in Children. R. G. Canti.—p, 71.

Certain Phenomena Associated with Protein Shock Reaction and
Intravenous Vaccine Therapy. A. E. Gow.— p. 82.

Treatment of Malaria.—Experience has convinced Cowan
and Strong that many cases of "malaria" are really suffer-

ing from quinin poisoning. The amount of quinin that is

administered is often large, and the smaller doses are

continued for too long. In consequence, a condition of

debility is induced, which, as its cause continues, also per-

sists. Heroic doses of quinin do not cure chronic cases.

The sheet anchor in chronic cases is arsenic. It. too, should

be given in courses of from three to six weeks. It may be
given by the mouth and pushed to full doses. If it upsets

digestion, or fails to produce definite improvement, the next

hould he given intravenously. Its special indication

i anemia, in particular of the pernicious type. I'ut all

drugs are of little value if attention is not paid to rest

and next protection from the sun and chill. Without atten-

tion io these apparent details all treatment is unlikely to

produce rapid or permanent results.

Pulmonary Manifestations in Malaria.—Although malaria
-nil;, complicated by pneumo al infection, Fal-

coner in.
i
mi.

i
in ili.it numerous cases occur in which there

itable changes in the lungs without any evidence of

superadded infection. These may present the physical signs

of bronchitis, pulmonary congestion with more or less

definite evidence of consolidation, or massive collapse of

the lung. In many cases the symptoms at first are almost
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entirely pulmonary and the malaria infection may be entirely

overlooked. Its recognition at the earliest possible moment
is important, as untreated with quinin there is a great

liability for the lung to become secondarily infected with
the development of true inflammatory changes.

Blood Pressure in Right Ventricle in Pleural Effusion.

—

In these experiments the blood pressure in the right ven-

tricle was measured by passing a hollow needle through the

skin and thoracic wall into the ventricular cavity, and
connecting the needle to a Hurthle manometer by pressure
tubing. Continuity between the blood in the ventricle and
the tambour membrane of the manometer was established

by filling the rubber tube and tambour with a 10 per cent,

solution of sodium citrate. Pleural effusion was produced by
infusing a quantity of detibrinated blood from another animal
of the same species into one or other pleural cavity, usually
the right. The most important change observed in all the

experiments was the rise in mean diastolic pressure in the

right ventricle. This was found at the first examination
after the pleural effusion had been produced, and in two
instances it was maintained at eighteen and at sixteen and
one-half hours, respectively. It had subsided at twenty-
three hours in one animal which wa* recovering, and also

at twenty and one-half hours in another animal, which was
dying. It was only in the first goat, which received the

largest volume of fluid, that there was any considerable rise

in the mean systolic pressure, which must represent the

pressure in the pulmonary, artery. I If re i- evidence that the

bulk of fluid in the pleura was suffii i< actual

obstruction to the pulmonary circulation.

Primary Pulmonary Tuberculosis in Children.—The find-

ings of eighty-four necropsies made on children up to 10

years of age, carried out by Canti arc recorded.

(19.05 per cent.) showed tuberct is. The lung

focus was found to be most often the size of a pea. Single

lung foci were found on eight occasions. Two foci, appar-
ently about the same age. were found in one case, and
one case showed more than two foci, of which one, being
cavernous, appeared decidedly older than the remainder.

In the majority of cases the focus was caseous, oi

caseous. In one case it was calcareous, in one case lique-

fying, and in one case there was cavitation. In ..

the lung focus «a> situated just beneath or involving the

pleura. In the cast^ where only one lung focus wa-

it was situated in the left lower lobe in three cases, in the

right upper lobe in two, in the left upper lobe in two, and
in the right middle lobe in one. Tuberculosis of the medi-
astinal glands, other than acute miliary tuberculosi

found in twelve cases. Tuberculous lesions of the intes-

tines were found in four cases. Tuberculous mesenteric

glands were present in seven case- Bronchopneumonic
changes in the lung tissue, due apparently to the direct

spread from a tuberculous lesion, were found in thru

Miliary tuberculosi, was found in where a lung
fo us was present, and in two ca^e, where i

could be found. From th( it would. ii.

appear highly probable that tuberculosi

glands is secondary to a focus in the lung

that the focus in the lung is primary ai

here.

Bulletin Medical, Paris

•The I' p

The Polymorphism of Tuberculosis. Sergent em|
that the disease in adults

acquired in childhood or reh irtial immuni-
zation. This flaring up or reinfection

"pretuberculosis" but which had

say that tubei

cure of <

immunity. To maintain this iinnini

r, must be kept at a high level

cannot progress — in the adult at least — if the

unfavorable. Prophylaxis must combat weakening of the

race and of the individual. Treatment must combat the
bacillus (serotherapy), and tone up the organism until the
soil becomes unfavorable for it (repose, fresh air and
nourishing food, and medication to restore minerals and
especially calcium).

Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux
Oct. 10, 1910. 90, N

.'99.

401.

•Nystagr
Advisabi :..: Light Cause Un

Underclothing. Roums
Begouin and Picquc.—p. 407.

Aviators' Neurosis.—Cruchet explains aviators' neurosis
as merely ordinary neurasthenia and psychasthenia but

; by tlte reactions special to aviation.

Association of Nystagmus and Nodding Spasm.—Lafon
saw a boy of 12 with rotator) nysta in early
childhood had had nodding (bowing) spasm. He has also

•1 nystagmus in youths and soldiers and in

one man companied in all with nodding spasm,
but without isochronism, except that the nystagmus usually

appears only as the i . explain
tin mechanism.

Impressions of the United States. In this further instal-

ment of their report. Begouin and Picque describe their

impressions of the hospital, in ibis country, saying in con-
wnerica leads the v.

the duodenum and of goiter "But," they add, "more than
the importance of the men and. generally speaking, oi

science in America, is the abundant resources at

mand and the collo ti ne which enables th

and the personnel to accomplish the maximum i I

The abundance of n
unknown in France but which singularly facilitate the task

istance from a mm the chiel

to accomplish what he does without fatigue.

Richessc in action, the

:n which America actually superior."

Le Nourrisson, Paris
.

'Infant Welfare Work During German

Malaria in Inf ,:
I

"Soapy St i

Restricting an Intant to Wain
: Reims in 1X74 the first systemati< use ol tin

diite hydrique as a therapeutic measure in ii
•

at all ages. Restriction I thes th.

e apparatus, and probabl) mi

flora while replacing the fluids I".: in thi

washing out th.- s) stem '

uid tltc

from the sprill

good ri

daj will

lul at a

and un
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every live or ten minutes. Tl is water diet should nevei

be kept ui> for more than three days, or the child will have

to contend with the inanition in addition. \

fed child very r.u. ction to water
for more than tweh [Tie resumption of o

feeding should be gradual and progressive, as he di

The ordii t more or less

promptly according to the digestion, temperature and pulse

In favora oul the twentieth i

child is ready tor the standard feeding for its a

weight.

Principles (or Infant Welfare Work. Breton and his

co-workers ('escribe the work of the well baby clinic and

the dispensary at Lille during the German occupati

tans carried off all the cows, no milk was available,

the factories were not running, the women could nol

find wage-earning work and had to stay at home. The
ii nee was that the women were driven to suckle their

and that the infants had their mothers with

iiome, and the infantile death rate was far lower than ever

k iowh before in the town. The conclusion seem:, in

tributing milk stations are an evil. The mothers rely

on them and do not suckle their children, and the death rate

keeps high. They urge th of the milk stations

or gonitis dr lait, as they are called in Latin countries.

That they are unnecessary is proved by the infinite!

number of women who arc actually incapable of nursing
their child when circumstai ' Another les

by the Lille experiences is thi i
tor an

adequate dietary as well as repose during the last months
of the pregnancy.

Soapy Stools.—Aviragnet and Dorlencourt devote twenty-

the results of research o nesis of

and comment on the numerous points that

are still waiting for solution as well as on the facts appar-

ently established to date.

Paris Medical
Oct. 11. 191 9,

Treatment of Osteomyelitis. R. Gregoirc.—p. 285.

•Phlcbiiis of the Ba-ilica. G. Milian.—
'Treatment of Laryngeal Tuberculosis.

. 295.

E. Halphc 296

Vaccine Therapy in Osteomyelitis.—Gregoire refers to

acute staphylococcus osteomyelitis and describes eight cases

in infants and older children which, he remarks, upset

all preconceived ideas as to the course and treatment

litis in children. Treatment was with an
Staphylococcus stock vaccine until the autogenous vaccine

was ready, so as to waste no time. This proved so i

that in some of the cases the regional stock vaccine was
continued to the complete cure. The dose seemed to be

important: at first only 0.1 c.c. representing 200 millions of

the killed micro-organisms. From two to seven injections

reaction on I

<>f the heart and kidneys The pulse runs up in eight or ten

high for two or three days. Albumin
appeared in the urine but only in minute proportions and

tly in all but one case, in which it pcrsi

ven days. The vaccine proved futile in the two
th septicemia already installed, and both children

died. 1 .pe from vaccine therapy if the

is undermined too much, and the general symptoms
.1 In the six other cases the children

began I
- in twenty-four or forty-eight

The pa; and slept well and within
.vs the child was using his limb

without pain. During the four months to date there has
been no tendency to

Phlebitis from Infection of Skin.— The basilic vein in

case became inflamed by extension of a tricho-

phyton I, me cases

in whir! ile for the phlebitis.

Laryngeal Tuberculosis.— Halph to practitioners

relieve their patients with tuberculous laryn-

gitis by blocking the superior laryngeal nerve and thus

iway with the painful dysphagia. In hi> extensive

Laribo ier I [ospital with this cla

patients, the relief has been constant, and the injection ol

upi i ioi larj ureal is sim
owing to the superficial course of this nerve. The nerve
i- located by the cornua oi the thyroid and of the hyoid

nd the injection of a lew drops ol alcohol along
i blocks it completely, and in some cases definitely,

There is a sharp pain ai on,,, especially n cold alcohol
but it subsides in a few seconds as the nerve

The edema and infiltration retrogress and the
patient can eat without dread of pain. A single bilateral
ii ion answei ed the pui pose in some •

i

re, limed a n< v one, lion in five I
I but permanent

ia was finally realized after a few injections. Seven
was the maximum in his experience. With the patient

in front of him, Halphen pushes with two lingers
the larynx toward the right with the left band, and explores
with his thumb the groove between the thyroid and hyoid

the right side. Holding the thumb there, he intro-

d ci the nee, lie on a line joining the two cornua, first

p rpendicularly, then parallel to the hyoid bone. 1 cm
toward the median line. The thumb feels the needle making
'i way under the skin between the two landmarks. Then
the needle is lightly pushed in deeper as the plunger is

worked. A sharp violent pain shows that the nerve has
eached. The cricothyroid membrane musi bi left

led. Others may prefer to reach the nerve bj start-
ing from the median line, following the upper margin of
the thyroid and then passing upward until the nerve is

reached.

Presse Medicale, Paris
Oct. 11. 1919. 27. No. 58

of thi I " i i tine. J. Okinczyc—p. 581.
"Early Symptom ,>f Rabies, I. Robert, p. 584,

Transactions of French Surgical Congress.— p. 585. To be Cont'd.

Oct. is, 1919, ar. n

Transfusion of titrated m 1. R. Lewisohn (New York).- p. 593.

Surgery of Large Intestine.—Okinczyc protests against the

general assumption that the death rate with operation, on

the large intestine is necessarily extremely high. The tech-

iii, is difficult but not necessarily more dangerous than with

operations at other points in the intestine. Among the

features which render the operation difficult is the extreme
thinness of the walls of the large intestine. This compels

the use of fine needles and still finer suture material, and
making the incision always lengthwise in the region of the

straight bands, where the wall is reenforced, rather than

in the rounding protruding part of the wall. Another
special feature is the scanty vascularization which renders

it necessary to spare and save all the vessels. Only at

the angles is there anything approaching the rich vascular-

ization of the small intestine, and the anastomosis should

aim to avoid the regions where the blood supply is scantiest

The large intestine is also partially fastened to the pos-

terior parietal peritoneum, but cleavage is easily realized as,

originally, the large intestine was as freely movable as the

small. He gives ten illustrations to show different points in

!'iic. lie advocates an artificial anus beforehand as

a useful preliminary and he warns that the feces in the

left half of the colon are comparatively solid as a rule while

the contents of the right half of the colon are more fluid.

This renders it unwise to use a Murphy button in the colon,

at least in the left half, as the button is so liable to become
ed. lie expatiates on the indispensable usefulness

of the valve of Bauhin; the waves of antiperistalsis seem to

stop here. When this ileocecal valve is lost, the subject is

tormented by the distention from the reflux oi

Early Symptom of Rabies.— In the eight cases of rabies

Robert in Siam, be noted the constant

appearance of intense pruritus as the first and most reliable

ol thi rabies ["hi region ol the bite was all that

itched at first, but then the pruritus spread to the entire

body and persisted till death. Thi premonitory phase is

characterize'! by irritability, depression, weeping and this

pruritus. Other writers have mentioned the pruritus but

Save emphasized its diagnostic importance.
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Progres Medical, Paris

Sept. 13, 1919, 34, No. 37

•Morally Abnormal Children. G. Paul-Boncour.— p. 361.
•Diabetes Insipidus and the Pituitary. P. Lereboullet.—p. 363.
Prophylaxis and Treatment of Nontuberculous Vertebral Disease. A.
Aimes.—p. 366.

Medicine in Persia.—p. 368.

Morally Abnormal Children.—Paul-Boncour is chief of

the Yitry Institut Medico-Pedagogique and he says that

his seventeen years of living among abnormal children lias

demonstrated that they can be classed in five categories

:

the simply unruly; the delinquent unruly, led int

bondage and thefts by bad companions; the backward heed-
ittectionate truants; the unruly who have been led

into vicious practices by others. Their perversion is pro-
nounced and numerous delinquencies are credited to them.

They may belong to criminal gangs, and they may have
been trained to crime, but change of environment before the

age of 13 may rescue them completely. Their moral senti-

ments are only temporarily perverted, and it would be
inhuman to exclude these unruly delinquents from normal
life. He adds, however, that after the age of 13 the charac-
ter is so settled that there is not much hope of reform, and
he refuses to admit to his school an instable vicie of this

type if he has passed his thirteenth year. The fifth and
last group comprises the actual perverts or vicious unruly.

These are vagabonds and thieves like those of the

group, but there is a malignancy, a cruelty which colors

their actions and has always accompanied them. This per-

versity is constitutional. By the fifth or sixth year this

perverse instinct can be recognized. One of the fit

dences of it is the lack of sympathy and affection for parents

nr friends. These children may display an insensibility to

the pain of others, or a cruelty without regret for the suffer-

ings they cause, or an actual fondness for inflicting pain on
tbers. These constitutional perverts are the more dan-

telligent they are. They are tin

and do not join loyally in play with their mates, and yet

tudents. Time is the best aid for classi-

mormal children, and observation for a few weeks
the only means to distinguish between the naturally

trained to viciousness. Tl

stitutionally vicious should be detected and classified by
the medical school inspectors.

Diabetes Insipidus and the Pituitary.—Lereboullet in the

of his regular lecture on this subject descn
case "I a man of 50 who had had syphilis at 18 and at 31

a protracted pneumonia, after which there was retro)

infantilism, impotence, asthenia, falling of the hair and
tendencj to "I esity. There was also polyuria. Treatment of

various kinds proved futile until pituitary treatment was
given, and then the output of urine dropped from th(

liters, which had been the average for ten years, to tin-

normal figure the pituitary treatment was kept

e extract from the posterior lobe alone wa
ual

Sept. 27, 1919, 34, No. 39

•Pyloritis, M Loeper p. 381.

;n Diphtheria. I- Ramond
Blunders in Radioscopy of the Wri^t. P. Japiot —p. 391.

Pyloritis.—Loeper describes the gastritis limited to the

pylorus region. In three typical ca

-bowed the changes in the mucosa: hypertrophy of the fol-

lymphocyte reaction and I

to the region close to tin- pylorus In manj • ises of d

•itis ran be invoked and among these pyloritis is

frequent, and i- revealed b) the presem e of small round cells

not i, immaterial 'llnri' i- no Id I with it. and no
<ilK The pains an- tard

and there are no tl i pant
-iiy not be " miting, but tl

rhythmical like the pains II common than
wuli ulcet The pyloritis may in time engender ulci

1 reatmenl consists in alkalin

meals. Milk should be the only food; addition of sodium
citrate will prevent its clotting and thus ward off mechanical
injury as it passes the pylorus. Bismuth is as useful as
with ulcer, and an alkaline-citrated solution before meals
rinses out the stomach and pylorus.

Malaria.—Paisseau reviews the experiences and publica-
tions on malaria during the war. concluding his analysis
with the statement that to date no means is known that
will permit definite sterilization of an organism infected
with malaria parasites. He adds that arsenical treatment
as an adjuvant to quinin seems to be coming into favor.

Serum Sickness.—The young woman recovered promptly
from a mild attack of diphl had been given three
injections of antitoxin in live days and was apparently con-
valescing when fever returned, with extreme prostration, a

nonitching eruption and polyarthritis including even the
vertebrae, intensely painful at the slightest movement, but
she rapidly recovered. There is danger of mistaking this
tor meningitis or for a relapse of the diphtheria or of a
meningitis. This might have serious consequences if more

antiserum were to be injei ti mistaken hasi.-..

Lumbar puncture may be the only means to exclude menin-
gitis by the lack of turbid fluid and of numerous damaged
polynuclears. He discusses serum mishaps in general, and
adds that prevention is as effectual as treatment is futile,

with the serum sickness once under way.

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel
Oct. 2, 1919, 49, No. 40

•Microsporon Infection at Lucerne. Max Winkler— p. 1497.
•Embolism of Artery of the Retina. T. Strebcl—p. 1502.
•Inflammation Around Achilles Tendon. Peter Rvhincr—p I

Colloidal Silver in Cystitis. II. Koller— p. 1511.

Microsporon Epidemic.—Winkler relates that there have
been a number of brief epidemics of microsporon infection

at different points in Switzerland. At Lucerne vigorous
measures were taken, the children affected wet

i hool, and radiotherapy applied so that the

on was stamped out with only twenty-four cases.

Embolism of Retinal Artery.—Strel three

patients with obstruction of the central arterj of the retina.

Obliterating arteritis was evidently to be incriminated in two
nd no relief v patient

had an old cardiac defect and the an. uddenh
obstructed by an embolus. He punctured the anterior chain
ber wiili hott lancet and massaged, and in less

than a month the scotoma had disappeared and t
1

inal for white and all colors.

ins and the degree o n determine •

clinically normal conditions can ever be restored 'I I.

only fin d of cure of eml
central artery of the retina In Strebcl's two

rosis. and the retinal embolism «
: i bral heme

Peritendonitis. -R> bluer remarks that inllaim

esses in and around the Achilles tendon,

pathologic conditions in the feel hav<

bi en paid in militat

more
remarkable a small epidemic ol I

ndon which
ks in his batl

marching and

the men
I

ited with the usual mca
rely palliative but quite effci tual i

''

heel of the shi

Gazzetta degli Ospedali e dellc Cliniche, Milan
io,
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Empyema of the Chest. Constantini thinks lie is justified

rorable prognosis in cases of postinfluenzal empyema,
as he ».i- successful in curing his twenty-five patients in

this categor) Ml were cured in an average ol fort) days.

Most of the patients were children, but one was 60 years old.

ind evacuated pus and fibrinous masses, .ill

under local anesthesia, noting al most a little fever ii\c

later, and a little dyspnea and cyanosis when
the pleura was opened, and some coughing alter th<

had been cleared out.

Riforma Medica, Naples

35,

\

It l.iiii..,, I

i Bergamini

ticular Nucle
iii with Urine. G Molinari

Amebic Dysentery. Boeri declares that emetin nol onlj

,. differentiate and cure amebic dysentery in its

acute form, hut it is able to eradicate the disea

when the amebas are in the encysted form u' systematically

and perseveringly pushed It may likewise arrest and cause

the retrogression of liver amebiasis progressing toward an

1,'rnied. however, will scarcely

yield to emetin alone In prophylaxis, it is important to

and cure all health) carriers.

Pluriglandular Disturbances. The young man m I'arma-

chidis' case presented symptoms showing deficient function

of the endocrine glands, the suprarenals in

The Wassermann reaction was repeatedly nega-

tive, and there was no history of venereal disease, hut under

tentative mercurial treatment all the symptoms gradually

.red and earning capacity was permanently n

The Urine Hemolysis Coefficient. -Molinari cite

recent research by Amati which confirms that phj

urine has no hemolytic action hut it seems to make the

erythrocytes increase in size a little. Even when the specific

gravity of the urine is very low. it does not injure the

rpuscles. This suggests that the urine in health must

contain some antihemolytic substance, ami the absence of

ervi in dif-

ferential diagnosis from the resulting hemolysis. Thi

. the laws of osmosis, and the hemolytic

; the urine doe- not necessarily parallel the hemolytic
• the blood serum. The substance in the urine caus-

ing hemolysis is apparently not modified by heal

lor half an I:

distinctly hemolytic urine i- rarelj encountered.

Amati has been studying the phenomenon from

standpoint, namely, he has been investigating physiologic

intent in the hypothetical untile

substance, testing them with a hemolytic substance, thai is,

water. The amount of distilled water thai

the nonhemolytic urine let'. .re hemolysis is

induced is thus an index of the content in antihi

Healthy urine has to be diluted wit

ne of the urine before hemo
:

ll

to be from -1
: 6 to HI : 1 1.

r, hemolysis may he induced

and an index of 1:11; 1 : 6 or 1:3 may

gn which may prove impor-

tant in ind the index within normal
range in par nephritis and

i , I [e

urine in H • mmencing wit

the different tubes. The fit

series I added the distilled

water in amount- increasing fr> it 5.5 CC. in the

last tube. A drop of blood from the same person whose
urine is being teste

control way but the
• blood used are from another person. After the

•ulies have been incubated for a sufficient time, the

least dilution with which hemolysis I- observed >- Hi 1.

oi the content ol the antihemolytic substance, that i-, the

urohemolytii il the urine in question

Annaes Paulistas de Med. e Cirurgia, S. Paulo, Brazil

July, 19! i".

'Keflex Paralysi Enjoli p. 14

Infant I
...

,,. 156 Cool

Remote Paralysis. Enjolras Vampre describes th

..I ,i man shot through the chest who developed paralysis

with vasomotor and trophic lesions in ihe left hand and arm
lie compares the case with similar d, and
theorizes to explain the mechanism. His theorj is based

on the anatomj and physiolog) of the nerves involved, with
the physiopathologic and clinical data all demonstrating
that the paralysia a distancia depends on a reflex paralysis

in the true Babinski sense. The flagrant contrast between
il" localization of ihe wound in the chest and the diffusion,

.oil the ascending course of ihe paralytic and trophic dis-

turbances in the arm are special features, as also then iriu

i ions course refractory to intensive and protracted treatment.

Archivos Espanoles de Pediatria, Madrid
.Inly, 1919, ::. No 7

iti ii in ill Urinary Passages in Children. A. K»»meo Lozano
i alco. p. .i.s'5.

•Tlu- [odin Reaction in the I'm.,. I.. Tejero v Kuiz and Cel itino

Molinei ,

Prophylaxis of Child Abandonment, G. Araoi Alfaro p. 424.

Suppurative Kidney and Bladder Disease in Children.

old Km/ give full details of 25 cases, all but 5 in

girls. Most of the children (10) were between _' anil 5;

six less than a year old; four between 1 and 2, and four

I etween 5 and 13. The colon bacillus alone was found in

25 per cent., and associated with oilier germs in ii per

cent. Ihe disease was primary in less than 15 per cent.

In the others, it followed gastro-intestinal disease in about

33 per cent., measles in 25 per cent, and infectious -ore

tin oat in about 10 per cent. High fever is usually tin- first

symptom lo attract attention, remittent or irregularly inter-

mittent, often accompanied by chills and sweats. Cystitis

is less liable to be accompanied by fever, especially in older

children. The pallor, disturbances in micturition, possibly

pus in the urine confirm the diagnosis. The discovery of

renal cells points to the kidney; both kidney and pelvis as

well as the bladder may be involved al the same time. The
absence of bacteria from the urine suggests possible tuber-

culosis, but they had one case with negative findings in

which, the pyelilis seemed of toxic anil nontuberculous origin.

There was no mortality in their 25 cases except in 5 tuber-

hildren. They emphasize the necessity for survcil-

lat i il" kidney! during acute infectious disease, giving

fluids in abundance. Small doses of hexamethylenamin may
be useful. The genital organs should Ik- kept scrupulously

'lean, and phimosis, etl . corrected. I luring the febrile

|.i i ind ihe child should be kept in bed and fed only on milk

with large quantities of water. If it does not like to drink,

the water can be given in enemas or through a tube in tin-

esophagus. Alkalines are said to render conditions less

favorable for the colon bacillus, but large doses have lo be

given usually for this, every two hours, for eight or ten days,

and their experience with this ha- not been very brilliant.

Salol is irritating for the kidneys, and should not be given if

involved. Epinephrin has proved very useful in

their hands. It is especially potent in pyelonephritis cases.

They give from 4 io (i drops per year of age approximately,
of the 1 per thousand solution, along with 0.75 to 2 gm. of

hexamethylenamin, keeping up the latter until the pus dis-

appears from the urine. If this treatment does not

n autogenous vaccine. In one case of colon

bacillus pyelonephritis that had lasted for lour months, the

cure was n complete under the vaccine therapy, as also

in a cas' I'-rogenes pyelocystilis. which had '

Ilaring up repeatedly for fifteen months. In the other case

treated with the vaccine, merely improvement was ob
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Local treatment of the bladder is rarely needed. Pain is

relieved by hot applications and sitz baths.

The Iodin Reaction in the Urine.—Tejero and Motiner
have been testing Petzetakis' iodin reaction, and never
obtained positive findings in normal subjects. The test has
no diagnostic value in tuberculosis, but it is a sigu of bad
omen as the majority of those giving a strongly positive

reaction died within six weeks. The test is merely the addi-
tion of 2 or 5 drops of an alcoholic 5 per cent, solution of
iodin to 15 or 20 c.c. of filtered urine in a test tube. The
wall of the tul>e is tapped a few times to mix the fluid. With
a positive reaction the urine turns a golden yellow. The
presence of quinin and certain other drugs impedes the reac-
tion. In thirty-seven tuberculous children followed for three
months all of the seventeen giving a negative reaction arc-

living, as also seven with a slight reaction. Of the eight
giving a moderately positive reaction, only rive are still

living.

Gaceta Medica de Caracas
Aug. 15, 1919. 26, N'o. 15

•History of Parasitology in Venezuela. J. R. Risqui-z.— ].. 155.

Hi3tory of Parasitology in Venezuela.—Risquez relates that

over 200 works have been published in Venezuela sii

dealing with the rich and varied parasitology of the country.

Gaceta Medica de Cartagena
April-June, I! 19 2. No, 16-18

Mortality in Cartagena in 1918. F. S. Paz.— p. 3.

Prensa Medica Argentina, Buenos Aires
Aug 20, 1919, «. X -

erine Origin of Eunuchoid Type. G. P. Gonalons.—p. 73.

Electric Teats oi Nerves and Muscles. Virguia TedeschL—p. 79.

•Cartilage Implant in Skull. F. M Bustos.—p. 81.

Fin. lings in Occult Tuberculosis. P. M Barlaro and J. P.
Mowlinger

Electric Tests of Nerves and Muscles.—Tedeschi describes

an apparatus which allows more exact estimation of the

element of time in electric tests of nerves and musi

Cartilage Implant in the Skull.— There was a breach in the

skull and slit in the dura where the man bad been ki

a horse. Bustos fitted in the gap an implant cut from the

costal cartilage, and the esthetic and clinical result is perfect

to date (three months i.

Aug. 30, 191 ',.

Tardy Inherited Syphilis in Glands M. R. Caste* and 1

p 85. Cont'n.

Mechanism ot Delivery. J. A. Beruti.—p. 89.

.hit.—p. 90.

Tardy Inherited Syphilis.—Castex and Palacio here con-

tinue their profusely illustrated monograph on tardy inherited

syphilis, based on extensive clinical i and the

literature, hi this instalment, cases of multiple glandular
malformatii m ed. < Ine j i mng « oman I

well formed brea ' -.-. hile then i onl

the other breast, and the fingers of oni hand have -

phalanx each. Some of the four cases illustrated are

examples of what they call "false scrofula from inherited

syphilis." They discuss furthei thi of inherited

syphilis with tuberculosis, and reiterate the imports
treatment for the suspected syphilis in glandular di

the scrofula type

Revista de la Asoc. Med. Argentina, Buenos Aires
April '.' o

. r. •

|

with Incrustati ins

. in Chest. Raul Novai
' n.ior. rn Children. K \ R

nl --I In fecti d A

Bone Complications of Diabetes.—Bonorino Udaondo has

recently encountered two cases of diabetes in men ol •

50 in which the bones had become -.r- fragile in the pr...

conrsc of the disease Fracture occurred at the

slightest provocation, one man having thus fractured the

upper third of the left humerus, the patella anil tie

third of the same humerus. The fractures in the other man
were in the I

! fibula and the right humerus at

itic middle third. Consolidation took long and the callus
xtensive. \'o other cause for the fractures

. found except the chronic - tnt glycosuria
accompanied with moderate acetonuria. Similar spontaneous
fractures have been observed in three of foui

is of sugar for one to three months. In nearly all

nimals the hones became abnormally flexible and more
transparent tinder the induced hyperglycemia. Acetone
seems to promote the rarefaction of the hone tissue and the

itive dystrophy. The dental canes in bis t ..

may be ascribed to the same factors as the fractures. Treat-
ment was mainly dietetic, supplying food rich in calcium or
Ferrier's recalcifj ii

Cystitis with Incrustation.—

d

rts successful
surgical treatment in two litis with ulceration
and deposits of calcium phosphate on the ulcerations. The
aspect is that of a calculus, usually multiple, and adherent
to the wall of the bladder. Both his patients were women,
and the symptoms in one were those of simple cystitis. In
the other, there was intense hematuria in addition. Pyelo
nephritis and pyonephrosis developed in this ease. In women,
tht .- incrustation;, can be scraped off, unless they are so
extensive that the bladder has to be incised, as was necessary
in one of his patients.

Sign of Cancer in Chest—Novaro found in three cases.
with necropsy control in one. that the sternum was pushed
• oer to the other side with a neoplasm encroaching on the
pleura, lung and mediastinum. Phres called attention some
time ago to the similar pushing aside of the sternum by an
effusion in the pleura, but in this case the deviation of the
sternum is toward the side of the effusion. As the pleura is

distended, the sternum is drawn toward that side. With a

neoplasm, on the other hand, the reverse occurs; the neo-
plasm pushes the sternum over to the other side. The lung
on the comparatively sound side expands and thus draws
the sternum toward n. so that this inverted Pitn

ove an aid in differentia] diagnosis of neoplasms in

this region. The comparatively sound lung has to work
extra hard to compensate for the damage of the other lung,

entails the inversion of Pitres' pleural efhisioi

Brain Tumor in Children. Rivarola's conclusion- are
based on fifteen cases of brain tumors in children and con-
siderable experimental work with paraffin tumors in dogs
The cerebellum is the usual site of tumors in children, and
aside from syphilitic tumors (which are exceptional in chil-

dren I and tumors forming during the last stage of general-
ized tuberculosis craniotomy is imperative, removing the
tumor if this is po sible. To permit the operation, the tumor

ted, and the general condition must b.

early symptoms from the lesion may permit more
ion than later, when the tumor has grown

feels the injury from the
' symptoms are most instructive Months and

even years may elapse without general disturbance, or ..nl>

headache and convulsions. The !

aid be made
then, without waiting for choked disk, vomiting and
it the coin til

operations in this stage are usualfj

In his rases and in those on record the clinicians and sur-

geons and sp. waning and waiting for more
definite simis ..t the location of the tumor, and post] ed

ation until it came too late to save the child

rule. The ret' usoall) shows, ho
that the child earl) pr nptoms which, if be.

tunc anil the child pi n hi have
permitted the i- the neoplasm His clini

ubcortical lis mi.- - and n !

not even when it impinges on thi

. i al . ..million, thi

-ittingv
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Revista Mt-dica Cabana, Eavana

Niturr .in-1 Treatment

Revista Medica del Uruguay, Montevideo

p *>

Leprosy in Urugti.. ' prev-

nd the clinical forms of leprosy in Uruguaj from

date He remarks thai except for Chile,

ire, all the South American countries

suffer more or less from this scourge. There havi

I ruguay during the last twent;

•i. in .i population

IJ157H U< regards chaulmoogra oil as the most i

;. but the intolerance for it by the mouth and the

ippuration when injected subcutaneously have
1 he no« prefers ichthyol.

is materially benefited many but nol all, and tl

no intolerance and ni tins! even it- prolori

I
._;! capsules to a total of 2 or 2.50 gm.

then kept repeating this course

with ten febrile periods, sodium salicylate

tual. An antiserum did not display anj

gra "il is ti. .w being tried. The youngest

who was 7 when the iirst mani-

ippeared; the oldest was a man of

7n No race, nationality n isition seems

lint he never happened to see a negro leper.

Torsion of Ovarian Cyst.- In Nario's two cases the clinical

bj simultaneous torsion "t" the

around the pedicle

of the idherent. In

! rw ice around the

in both, the n i appendix was

-till smooth and vel\et> These us findings in

that a tw

:

liable to draw

ind. The trac-

e felt at quite a distance,

the re:- il or lusion that this

Ferran"s Vaccination Against Tuberculosis.

kepticism with

had to contend. See

4. 1919, p. 1074

Cancer of the Vulva.—Stajano tabulates the detail

r cat Four of the

i children and another woman of

to i hild beat it

others had borne

rteen children. The neoplasm was marginal

ind around the meatus

ms liable

With the marginal type, the-

ir.- involved from the very

Not only the

also the correspond-

r in the clitoris

i iii li

•al preg-

I typical

ntion was long

the analogy
it as the

1 the treatmi n of his

• nts are known to kith. All these

were marginal case.-.. All the other patient* are known to

have died except 6 that could nol bi traced Hi warns that

.,n incipient cancel m the vulva, without glandulai lesions,

will probably disappeat und en treatment but thai

this disappearance i deceptive, thi li ion usually recurring

and often in inoperable form I In he adds, is particular!)

liable in hospital and countrj patients that cannot be kept

undei supervision, Raying was rei trded .it first as a valu-

able aid in inoperable cases, bul expedience soon showed
ion beca mi refractorj to the i aj :, ot

to progress under tliem. thus displaying marked
ce in the response to thai pri ented bj cancer in the

uterine cervix, although the two poinl are so near together,

deplorable results from raying vulval cancers have

lisappointment ; the) harmonize however with

the experiences with raying ol cancel ol the- lip, tongw and

the mouth. I he onl) i e out ci is complete and ample
excision of the vulvar cancer, with all the inguinocrural

glands on each side and. in case ol clitoris cancer, also of

the retrocrural glands and connecting lymphatics. He
details the minute technic of the three Kinds ..i operation-

required foi the three groups and insists on postoperative

raying as an important adjuvant.

February, I >19, 82, No. 2

i > enter. \ M Cuervo 1 1 1 1 7

.

.iii mtal Sum-, I- M. Ai-i.i i'ii I

Ann- in i lull Wclfari Hi pen irj Worl i \ Bauzft.—p. 150.

Adiposis i

'

'| [nsutncii I. I

Fourniet p. 155.

'Weber's Syndrom, in Boj of Four. (' Pelfort.- p. 16.!.

Bacillary Dysentery in Uruguay.—Cuervo reports experi-

lnch testify that Y bacillus dysentery is common in

Uruguay, and that this bacillus is responsible for many cases

of intestinal disease, resembling dysentery, in children.

Mucocele in Frontal Sinus. Uonso reviews some cast

i lie literature and compares them with an operative case in

In- own practice in which a mucous cysl was found in the

i i.il -inn- In his case there was an extensive destructive

process, but in Avelli's case the mucocele was sterile.

Weber's Syndrome.- -Pelfort reports a case in a hoy of 4

presenting total paralysis ol the left side with paralysis of

the oculomotor nerves on the other side and positive Uihcr-

culin skin reaction. The spinal fluid seemed normal and the

vVassermann reaction was negative and there were no
symptom luggesting involvement of the cerebellum.

Semana Medica, Buenos Aires

May 8. 19P>, 26, No 19 Rec'd Nov. 3

Motoi Plastii I >pi ration: < I Bosi h Vrana p. 171.

...... .1 I
.,),, .

,
\1 I '

i

.

'

.

l: i

. \h tli "I.

;n. and \ I . tin n

Motor Plastic Operations. -Full details with illustrations

en ni eleven cases in which Bosch Vrana restored

more ot less volitional control to an artificial leg.

July 24, 1919, 2«. N

i of the Raci /.Mel' ioi Farre.— p. 77.

i v\ : en i in Ri a I
in in Bn ;i I Mill- l> \ Roja p. 100.

i

;

I. li'. I I \ 103.

, I i; i ..in •

The Wassermann Reaction in Breast Milk or Colostrum.—

Rojas reports a frankly positive vVassermann reaction in

i-t milk and in the blood in 7 of 28 women; in 3 of

lion was more pronounced in the milk

than in the serum. In 6 the reaction , < in the

-.ruin and positive in the milk. It wa- absolutely negative

in the milk or colostrum only in d of the number, and was
in ill. M .ml in 4 in this group. Seventeen of

,. n had been delivered within in.' days; 11 were in

the last i » n months ol pi egnancy.

Tetanus in Argentina. - Coni state- that in the six years

.I. 10,868 deaths from tetanus in Argen-
I. -u tin- newl) h"i n ; 1,292 under 10, and

1,129 ab rhi ore 1878, tetanus was
responsible for aln.ni 9.2 per cent, of the total mortality at

\ires. hut in the last ten years the proportion has

dro|.'i ind.
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•Erythremia. J. Raul Goyena and T. J. Masoch. —p. 113.

•Diathermy in Obstetrics. J. A. Beruti.— p. 118.

•Giant Ovarian Cysts. X- Pelliii—p. l-'O.

Influenzal Hemorrhagic Purpura in Chronic Malaria. A. F
—p. 125.

Psychophysiology of the Aviator. VII. J. A. Lopez.—p. 126.

Colloidal Iodin in Treatment of Acute Influenzal Meningitis. C.

Heuser—p. 129.

Appendicitis as a Manifestation of Rheumatism. G. Giacobini.— p. 129.

Polycythemia.—The case of Vaquez' disease reported in

detail by Goyena and Masoch was peculiar in that great

enlargement of the spleen was the hr-l sign oi trouble in

the woman of 30. Three years later she developed typical

erythremia and while in the hospital on this account poly-

cythemia became manifest, the erythrocytes running up from

4,510,000 i.. 8,400,000

Diathermy in Obstetrics.—Beruti expatiates on the theo-

retical advantages of diathermy to influence atom of the

uterus. The technic is not perfected .enough yet to be

applied directly to the gravid uterus, but applied at a dis-

tance it might tone up the physiologic processes in the uterus.

It is possible also that it might aid in eclampsia, in asphyxia,

neonatorum, and to" warm up the prematurely born, and in

obstetric shock, and in rigors. He merelj suggests these

possible applications, not having had any experience with

them. But In- has found beat applied to the legs by the ordi-

nary technic very useful in aiding the obstetric uterus to

recover tone and ei i

Giant Ovarian Cysts.— Pelliza relates that in Caballero's

service an ovarian cyst which weighed 55 kg. was removed
from a woman of 52 in 1906. In another case, in 1914, thi

cyst weighed 59 kg.; this patient was a woman of 22. Gallo

drained 80 kg. of fluid from a similar case. Pelliza then

gives an illustrated description of a case in a woman of
4'* who measured 1.43 meters around the waist. She
% kg. before the cyst was removed and 57 kg. two weeks
later. Recovery was smooth, but tin- microscope revealed

sarcoma in the ovary.

Siglo Medico, Madrid
Oct. 4. 1919 <56. No. .S4.U

Ferran's Vaccination against Tuberculosis. A. Pulido.— p. S3.!. Cont'n.

a. J II. Cerdeiras.—p. 836.

High Frequency Currents in Treatmi
«7.

'Treatment of Vertebral Tuberculosis. Decref.— p. 839. To he cont'd.

•Traumatic Shock. J. Se| p 841. Conc'n.

Necropsy Findings in Influenza.—Cerdeiras describes the

postmortem findings in seventy-nine influenza cases at Ba el

This group of fatal cases formed 15 per cent. of the total

pneumonic cases. Tin constant finding of lesions in the

nfirms that influenza is preeminently a disease of

the respiratory pas

Treatment of Vertebral Tuberculosis.— In this instalment

of his long article, Decref emphasizes thai we should aid

i healing instead of trying to make
Nature work in our way. Necrop ns with healed

ha- ~1iov.ii ossification oi the anterior liga-

ment and this, he thinks, is tin- model which vv e should

imitate. Nature provides curves and compensations which

enable the organism its forces and adapt the

I
i new conditions Our task i- t,. detect thi

earl>. lb- refers to Albee's method, saying that tin- latter

claims that secondarj operations are not necessarj with

In, technii "But," he adds, "Albee is nol sincere, as. after

making these i laims, he got : 'he satisfac-

tory findings when the implant was inspected at a

Operation, Why should be do a second operation"-' Surely

not merely for the purpose of in . r aft. as radi-

ography will supervise this."

Traumatic Shock. Segovia here concludes his long

begun in No. 3431. It is based mainly on wat

and he remark- that toxic -bock i, rarely encountered in

pe.ic e times. Surgical measures are ic I impera-

tively with peace tune wounds Nervous shock and hemor-

rhagic shock directly e outraindie ale operative measures

beyond what i necessary to control hemorrhage.

Gann, Tokyo
1919, 13, Mo. 2

•Syncytium Cells in Tumor Tissue. K. Haabidzumc—p. 5.

Syncytium Cells in Tumor Tissue.— Kigbteen photomicro-
graphs accompany Hashidzume's article, as also a summary
in Herman. The micrographs arc From eleven tumor cases

and they demonstrate that this type of cell may be derived
from epithelium and endothelium as well as from connective

and further that these cells may group, to form a

villi-like arrangement.

Mitteilungen aus der Med. Fak. der Univ. zu Tokyo
18, 1918, SO,

•Obliterating Thrombophlebitis of the Hepatic Vein and Inf.:
t'ava. V. Nishikawa. p, 151.

Obliterating Thrombophlebitis of Hepatic Vein.— Nishi-

kawa's monograph fill- the 154 pages of tin- number, with

several photographs of the macroscopic and nr.

ings in seventeen cases personally observed or dissected. \

large folding table gives the full details of the twenty-nine

on record. lie discusses the path. ; conse-

quences and pathologic anatomy. A number of facte

probablj involved, hut congenital malformations have- never
; een demonstrated. The patients were mostly in the

thirties and forties, but no age and neither sex seem to be
exempt.

Nederlandsch Tijdschrift v. Geneeskunde, Amsterdam
6, 1919, •:. N... 10

c

. cspasm. C. E. Benjamins, p I

mbach.— p. 671.

Sept. 13, 1919, !. \ 11

•Induced Pneumothorax. 11 II. Vos.— p. 713.

Hysteria. T Meinema.—p. 730.

Treatment of Cardiospasm. — It is evident from tl -

riences Benjamins reports that a different mechanism may
la- responsible for the spasm in different cases, hut that

usually the spasm is in the low< I Ha- esophagus
and not in the cardia itself General measures t" reduce

the tendency to spasm should be supplemented by systematic

dilatation under esophagoscopic control. If thi- has been
given a thorough trial and failed, an operation should be

recommended, [n J of hi- .i cases of simple spasm, it was
lit by a single introduction of the olive tipped

In the third the simple -pa-m passed it of spas-

Contracture. There is a sensation of oppression, gen-

erally ascribed t.. the- stomach itself. The ln.lv antiperi-

stalsis cause-
I miniating in the esophagus t.. be

expelled, especially when aided by retching movements. In

ol hi- patients the retention caused great distention of the

esophagus, and in 2 other-
I

.Hon had actu-

al!;, dosed the- lumen, compelling an operation. Guisez had
of i ardiospasm in pi i ind 2 of

Benjamins' patients were men ol 54 and 64 Radioscopy with

trasl meal and with a small metal ball is usually

instructive, bul ophagoscopj i lusivi In one man
of /.' with symptoms of cardiospasm, not until the sixth

examination did the- catheter slide into the stomach and
allow the discover) of a nodular cancer in tin- upp
inn Treatment should be thai

i
general: the

recovery in all his ca-cs confirms that there v\a- no paral

ysis. The tube i- sometime a spasm, and spasms
elsewhere in the bodj may accompanj tin- cardiospasm. He-

dilated the cardia with a set ol olivi tipped sound

through the- esophagoscope tube. The irritation from imper-
fectly chi .ii-e- of the -pa-m. Iii -4 of

iient- he found a large- chunk Of meat oi

truit in the . tenl Bul tlu-re i- probably some
mg factor besides The exaggerated reflex irrita-

bility is combated by passing the- sound througl

training the latter to allow the- pa

so that it doe
t I

Pernicious Anemia. Rombach
confirm that pernicious am a morbid entity but

merely a -e t i phenomena which maj -''111 with

of a number of actual disi
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A ititici.il Pneumothorax
\ in the last

xcellent, but the ult

lung did not

improved tl>. ndition on the whole,

anil the disease finally in which this

therapy had pplied.

Acta Medica Scandinavica, Stockholm

: 1

I M 1*. Wi

Engh •cl.

Internal Treatment of Gastric Ulcer. ts expe-

• From the usual in that gastric ulcers

ger-like pocket or niche with the contrast meal

itely under internal treatment alone. The niche

i< usually accepted as an indication f peration In 36

probable cases the narrow pocket disap

as the ulcer healed. In j other cases, the pocket grew very

much smaller. There has been no recurrence in any instance

during I ighteen months since. The reason why
treatment does ii"t give Mich g I results in the

explains, is probably because t!

;.t up long enough. The different features of

ire tabulated under twenty-six headings, and

Findings in each are reproduced. The ti

ere negative, as a rule, in the cases in which

red under internal treatment. The small

est niche shadow was A by 3 mm.; the widest 55 by 16, and

mm. The niche region was tender before

treatment but not in any case after

treatment. Radioscopy of the !

with the patient in different attitudes shows the widelj dif-

ferent p tmed by the stomach, with consequent
•
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Acetone Concentration in the Blood and Tissues.—Widmark
rtain general laws which seetn to

regulate the concentration I nd other "indifferent"

u. r< ..ties ii, w i ttes in 1 nglish.

Thyroid Treatment of Alopecia Strandberg now has a

ilistui ham cs seemed

ii malignant patches ol alopecia Ml were
it, men except .! but there was nothing to indicate positively

endocrine disturbance I wo ol the patients had dementia
and one signs of syphilis rhyroid treatment was

applied in ever) case but onlj briefly in .'
; in 3 ol tl

under the thyroid treatment In one
man with dementia praccox the hair began to grow ill as

the mental condition unproved. One woman wh.. was not

benefited bj the thyroid had hei hair drop out again during

a pregnancy, and also when menstruation returned. The
article is in German.

Action of Passive Change of Position on Pulse Rate and
Electrocardiofriam. I nghofl Found 3 slowing of tlie pulse

when the subjects were changed From a horizontal t.. a ver-

ition, the head down, while an opposite effeel \\ .

i

apparent in rapidly changing the subject to an upright posi

lion, Me theorizes t.> explain the mechanism of this. The
article is in German, and the pivoting table is illustrated.

Root Motor Innervation of the Abdomen.—Soderbergb here

Ins eighth communication on the motor disturbances

m the abdomen which can he traced to spinal roots, The
motor anomalies m.i> reveal the point where the root lesion

is located. The article is in French.

Hospitalstidende, Copenhagen
Sept IT, I'M'. 88, Mo 18

between Tuberculosis and Lupua Erythen
p. 106 I o bi cont'd.

Oct. 8, 1919. 62. Ko. 41

Duration of Dial..!,. Mellitus. K A Heiberg.—p, 1137.

Relat
I ....

Duration of Diabetes. -Heiberg has been analyzing the

figures of the fatal cases "f diabetes in Denmark in the last

tell years. He has records of 820 fatal cases in men and
683 in women. Ihe duration is far longer in older subjects

and in men than in women. The 1,503 Cases tit. classified by

age and duration in a table for comparison. In all of the

patients under 20 the disease proved fatal in from six months
to three \ . ai -

Norsk Magazin for Laegevidenskaben, Christiania

SO. No. 10

ball Si pi.. - mia. D \1 Christiansen, p 99 I

M..ri:i!ii' I tberculosis .:i Christiania. An.
p, i

Pi entation. s. Lange-Nielsen. p. 104S,
• Inliilutii. in Antiserums. T. Thjotta. — p. 1051. Conc'n.

Forceps with Transverse Presentation.—Lange-Nielsen
:: illustrated description of what he says is a new

method For introducing tl..' anterioi blade of the forceps.

II. introduces it over the hack ..t the head with the convex

edge forward. He says that this seems awkward, hut in

reality it permits Letter the tour de Spirale which hrings it

in. fetter in place with less danger of injury of the head.

Inhibition Phenomenon in Immune Serums. Thjdtta here

concludi 'tidy of the nature and significance of

the inhibition phenomenon described bj Neisser and Wechs
1901 i.e. decidedlj specific, becomes

re pronounced as immunization progresses, and was found

il\ intense in dysentery immune serum. The
ii is the work of immune substances which develop

during immunization or in the i. .in-, ol natural infection,

in nun< ubstance are not idi nl ii al w ith the ordi

nary immune agglutinins, bacteriolysins ..r precipitins. These
ii the serum probably combine with the

antigen to form a molecule complex which :.ds,,rhs the com-
plement and thus keeps it away from the bactericidal suh-

. ruin. It is possible, lie adds, that they may
or annul the action of antibacterial therapeutic

ecially n antiserum. It is impor-

tant therefore (• determine this inhibition titer for each

meningococcus antiserum, and. before using it. to dilute it

proportionately with fresh complement-containing serum from
the patient himself.
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( REDULITY AND CURES

FREDERICK PETERSON, M.D.

NEW YORK

The psychology of credulity is the main theme of

this article— not credulity in general as applied to

various religions, philosophies and political tenets

—

hut credulity as related to the treatment and cure of

disease, to the art and science of medicine. Why
do people believe in "patent medicine-." in all sorts of

systems of healing, and quite generally also in doctors

of medicine? Why do physicians often pin their faith

to special methods and special medicaments? The
general principles that govern faith, opinion, convic-

tion, act also here ; hut an unusual factor in the field of

medicine is the extraordinary complexity of the human
body and mind. We often compare the organism to

a machine: but even the most intricate machine is

simplicity itself compared to the human body. On
the one hand, we have metals and mechanics that

almost anv one can understand, adjust, repair and

run; on the other, we have such a combination of

sixteen elements in the greatest of chemical and phys-

ical laboratories, such complexity of anatomy, such

intricate processes of physiology, and the whole per

meated hy spirit, by psychology and the mutual reac-

tion of body and mind—all having occupied nature a

hundred million years to build—that it is small wonder
that even the greatest students and experts in this he'd

of work cannot grasp it all. are dismayed at the diffi-

culties the) meet, and rejoice if a lifetime of work
may chance to wrest one liny fragment of new ami

permanent knowledge from the great mass of the still

unknown. The healthy organism is difficult enough
to know and to understand, hut when we have added

to this the innumerable diseases that develop within

the body and the scores of invisible and intangible

enemies that attack it from the outside, the problem
grows colossal, and it is no wonder thai people m
general, no matter how erudite in other directions,

have not the smallest conception of the problem of

medical therapy.

The more one knows of a subject, the more- crit-

ical, even skeptical, one becomes. It one knows
nothing of a subject, the soil is prepared tor faith,

ception, conviction. I he great majority of

illnesse- an- temporary, selflimited, and tend to

cry by nature unassisted, It i- not surprising, then,

that when an intelligent professor or learned

man happens to take during such a spell of illness a

ottage cheese, carefully powdered, with

a long Greek name, his prompt recovery should
lid him with a profound conviction of the value ,,i

the remedy. lie has this one convincing case, and its

being his own lends a strong personal note to his

recommendation of the agent to his friends, in fact,

he becomes an authority by a single case, commends it

to others, and even writes letters of his experience for

use by the advertisers.

The physician works differently. If he observes
good effects from a remedy in one case he tries it on
others, and if it works well on twenty or thirty or

perhaps fifty patients he will call it to the notice of

other physicians b) publication in a medical journal.

< )thers are thus led to try it. some with similar suc-

. —. some with critical reservation based on
tional experience and conditions. Gradually, after use

in thousands of cases and perhaps through the years

by thousands of physician-, a new remedy lakes its

place in the pharmacopeia with a record of all the facts

as to its utility and its [imitations. Ii is thus that the

hard won truths in regard to our small armamentarium
of really useful therapeutic agents have been wrested
from the years 1

CREDULITY AMONG THE LAITY

General intelligence, even great scholarship in all

directions outside of medicine, is no criterion for judg-
ment in the matter of means and methods lor curing
disease. Of Berkeley, one of the greatest minds of

England, a philosopher, a scholar, it was said, "Ancient
learning. exa< polished society, modern litera-

ture, and the tine arts, contributed to adorn and enrich

the mind of this accomplished man." Me was a dis-

tinguished bishop a n illustrious scholar. But
he discovered an elixir of life made by mixing a gallon

of water with a quart of tar, leaving ii for fori

hours, and pouring off the clear water. One of his

essays which ran through many editions was "(In the

Virtues of Tar Water." Having tried it on himself

and his fainilv he was -,, Sure of its efficacj that he

felt n a duiv io announce the wonderful discover} to

the suffering world. Twenty-five fevers in his family
wen- cured bj this medicinal water, lie recommended
il as a preventive and allev iator of smallpox. Il would
cure impurities of the blood, coughs, pleurisy, pneu-
monia, erysipelas, asthma, indigestion, hysteria, dropsy,
scurvy and hypochondria, and was ,,f great us,- i

and fevers, : , preservative of the teeth and gums, and
a substitute lor all diet drinks and mineral

restalled criticism by saying, "Effects misim
puled, cases wrong told, circumstances overlooked,
perhaps, too, prejudices and partialities against truth,

iiiav for a time prevail," and furthermore, "Men may

1. This i* tli<-
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censure and object as the) please, bul 1 appeal to time

periment." It is needless i<> sa) tint th<

man has been answen
I merel) this shining

example because the same psycho ion to

has been manifested often since the

at this moment, a quite new method of tl

g widely exploit' guished scholars,

y, still have

• influence • ademic circles "t their

'in music teacher by tin- name of

tern of cure of d

...uUI seem to be a cms- i

Mi- lias written

n's Supreme Inheritance," describing his

I
results, and this book is now having a

tion in thi- country. Prof. John Dewey,

lished educators in the world

: philosophy in Columbia University,
•

- the book. The Atlantic

•il number thi- year gave the method

II. Robinson, pi history

University, entitled "The Philost

which he found in the Alexander method

il experience of physi

. s :

I am not telling my plain tale because 1 happen to have

leaned in b< I thro Mr. Alexander's

ause I have known others to be so redeemed.

give them new
. important, but bj

if his theories in the

I

the whole race 1 higher plane than it now

what is the method? A careful search through

the book affi i ar account of what the author
itt leaves the reader naturally

r that the only way to recover from his malady
ithor himself, who practices in Lon-

months and in New York six months,

of well over 300 pages, one

lifficulty a limited general outline of the n

:' the new cult. I judge it is not intended that any
hut the llld he able to employ this new cure,

btain his supreme inheritance

doubtless a considerable inheritance

g then by careful reading that

irmal ki

in a position of met hanical

fhicl m of natural

before been

. and which is extraordi-

in breaking up toxic accumulation,

ntoxication ( This

ured paralysis,

isthma, adhesions of thi

er malformations,
throat.

tipation,

I quote his own list.

tion of mankind through
therapy.

Thus, an authority
ion to hundreds of listeners and thou-

sand- of readers, and establish credulity in mankind.

It does not matter whether the authorit) be an

in philosophy, religion, education 01 history, what he

.tit a panat • e belie\ ed in by himself

will induce belief in others. Hie assertion of authority

i- a powerful suggestion to believe, but a hare assertion

h\ any one. even b) a newspaper advertisement or the

label on a bottle of "patent medicine," acts also as a

suggestion to arouse credulity, as psychologic experts

in advertising have been delighted to find.

Vnother factor in credulity is that we are

i as to be tremendously inclined to believe in

what we would like to believe When a man is ill

there is nothing he desin i
to gel well. This

predisposes him at once to faith in an) promise of cure.

\nd Still another feature in cures is mystery. The
commercial and therapeutic value of a "patent med-
icine" is secrecy as to its ingredients, Tar water was

•n and simple to live long. If it had had an

incantation said over it, if it had had to be concocted

conjunction of some planet with the moon, if it

had had some high-sounding name, like Golden Dis

covery or Sanatogen, it might be alive today. This

is true not only of medicines, but also ol other methods
of cure. The religious mystery associated with Chris-

tian science and the phenomena at I.ourde-. the elah

mate psychologic discussion in connection with "new
t" and mind cure-, the anatomic dissertations

on the spine and circulation in the advertisements of

osteopath- and chiropractors, the rodomontades of

men who write Looks like "Man's Supreme Inher-

itance," all these dealing with the mysterious, the

occult and the unknown, make a wonderful appeal to

that instinct of faith in those who are utterly ignorant

of the significance of the theories suggested or terms

used; and if one recovers by employing one of these

mi I hods, as often happens, since most diseases are self-

limited and get well of themselves, the personal experi-

ence fixes a faith in the means that cannot he shattered.

If you add to this personal experience the psychologic

t.o t thai once a conviction is firmly established in the

mind of a grown man, it is almost hopeless to dislodge

it, one learns to understand the credulity and gulli-

bility f>f the race in the matter of panaceas for its ill-.

No one will easily give up an opinion when it will show
him to have been wrong, even foolish. No amount of

argument could have upset the belief of the brilliant

Berkeley in tai water, nor could we swerve Professor
Dewey or Professor Robinson one iota from their

faith in a "readjustment which will establish a normal
kinesthesia" in their anatomies.
Xow, 1 do not believe the medical profession has any

quarrel with all these cults and methods, certainly

not as to the good they may accomplish in some
instances, hut only so far as they may he hurtful or
pernicious or untrue. We do object to the sale of

secrel "patent medicines" to the gullible public, even
thei too ma) curt because they have
mtaini d dangerous ingredients such as morphia

and alcohol, and because the) too often lure the people
and to cruel disillusions. This is

i I
the much advertised tuberculosis,

cancer and epilepsy cures. We do not object to cures
by Christian science—we welcome cures by any method

er, so long a- they are cures—but we do
object to the denial of the existence of disease and
interference with its prevention in such disorders '-

smallpox, diphtheria and typhoid fever. It would be
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idle to deny the recovery of patients under treatment
by osteopathy and chiropractic, knowing what we do
of self-limited diseases and the power of faith; but
we have all encountered the evil results of their indis-

criminate use, and deprecate their employment as a

panacea by the unskilled and the ignorant. In the

matter of the new cult of "readjustment to establish

a normal kinesthesia," the physician cannot accept as

evidence the testimony of its one practitioner, or any
of the evidence of those who claim to be cured by it,

as decisive of a new advance in therapy— for all this

evidence is combated by ages of experience in similar

exploitations. The truth is that medicine i- a threat and
difficult and progressive science, and that it- truths are

the results of the sifting of the centuries. Xo doubt
all the cults and fads and fancies that have had and
are having their day contribute something to the sum
total of medical knowledge. Homeopathy, which is

now little practiced, doubtless helped to diminish drug-

ging. The numerous mind cure- have done good by
awaking the profession to a greater realization of the

importance of the mind in every therapeutic procedure,

though this idea is not new. having been well described

by Plato in hi- Charmides. The various schemes
of manipulation of the body by massage, osteopathy,

Zander apparatus, etc.. have made valuable additions to

our knowledge of physiotherapy.

CREDULITY IX THE MEDICAL PROFESSION

Xow, after thi- resume of the many feature-; of

credulity among the laity. I approach with some trepi-

dation and a feeling of delicacy the subject of credulity

in the medical profession itself. We, above all other>,

should be hypercritical, should make a cult of skepti-

cism in therapy. But do we? No one know- so well

the extraordinary progress in all branches of medicine,

especially during the past fifty year-; no one knows so

well the tremendous difficulties and complexities

encountered, the mistakes made, the old paths ri

or abandoned, the amazing vistas opened. All these

experiences should make the doctor of medicine, in par-

ticular, a profound skeptic, and happily also we ma)
well believe an optimist.

I am afraid, however, that we too—just bi

dazzled by the effulgence of so many new discovi

share, in a measure, the credulity of the public in

remedial agencies. We see their error- plainly, and
sometime- they see our-; hut do we -re our own? I he

same psychologic factor- are at work in us as in the

general publii for the creation of faith in tin- new
drui,' or in the new method. We do not know enough

iently critical. Tin- ignorance of

our- prepares the ground for the new belief, the new
conviction. It- value is asserted by authority. And
we an- eager i" believe in the new hope of help held

out to us for the healing of the sick. Then, again, there

are the marvelous mysteries behind all the new names
-hormone-, opsonins, endocrine-, amboceptors, < i'

BUch a wide field for new facts, SUCh a vast horizon

for new theories. We can hardly be blamed for not

being always able to get our bearing- in these uncharted
seas.

It has interested me to go over in thi- count

some of the therapeutic measures heralded to the pro

fession with more or less vehemence of assertion dur-
ing my own day. Some of these have alread)

|

into oblivion. When I began practice, clitoridectomj

was a reputed cure for many nervous disorders. < 'w

scarcely hears of it now. About that time. too. sur-

geons were competing for their first hundreds in

ovariotomy, an operation often then performed not
because of ovarian disease, hut for some theoretical

n to epilepsy, insanity and the psychoneuroses.
Around that period the rhinologists came into their

own with the turbinated bone obsession. 1 suppose
the reason one hear- so little of it now i< that most
of the turbinated hone- of our generation were
removed. Turbinated bones have gone out. and sub-
merged tonsils have come in. In Vienna main- cases,

especially those of nervous disorders, were cured by
magnets applied to the spine. Electricity had a great
vogue, and large static and other machines were a part
of office equipment. One rarely see- them now. For
a time, suspension of patients with locomotor ataxia
on the theory that stretching the spine affected favor-
ably the tillers in the posterior roots had vogue, and
it was rather startling to enter a clinic, hospital or
doctor'- office and see one man or several men hanging
by the head from a miniature gallows. The passing
of urethral sounds for the cure of locomotor ataxia had
a brief but meteoric career. There was a good deal of
trephining for microcephalia, under the impression
that the brain would grow if it wa- given more room;
and trephining was done for a time in general paresis
but abandoned for good reasons in the course of time.
The rest cure had a comparatively long life among
remedial measures, and it had behind it great authority
and much g 1 logic; lint as a cure it owed its Success
chiefly to the psychotherapeutic genius that launched it

into existence. Except for th rations of his

dicta in remote place-, it i- not employed nowadays,
the antipodes of his teaching-, namely, exercise and
occupational therapy, taking it- place. I suppose ven
few drugs have had such a rapid rise and sudden drop
into the medical limbo a- crotalin. exploited for epi-

lepsy. It ended like the sky-rocket. Perl

should mention here in connection with crotalin. Bac-
terium cincinnaticum, which caused so many epileptics

to have their colon- reduced to semicolons b)

t i< oi. Tin- germ is extinct, along with the general
paresis germ discovered in Scotland some years ago.

ime many recall a -eric- of volumes entitled

"Biographic Clinics," by which the enthusiastic author,

an ophthalmologist, -ought to prove thai the majority
of di-ea-e- were due to eye Strain and could I

rected by prisms, lie was very bitter against certain
ol his confrere- who believed iii the -ami etiolog] of
human illnesses, hut who insisted quite violeni

muscles by a long series of delicate
operation- to remove eye -train. The originator of the

latter method wa- awarded a prize b) a distinguished
foreign medi For In- great contribution to

science

!

"iir pa-i experience should lead us to he extremelj
caution- and skeptical in the presence of mam of the
therapeutic measures before us now. Leaders, despite
their great intelligence, and high position, often stam
pede the rank and file of us like sheep. Our li

are very human and subject to the -wa\ of th,- p.

equation, I know one general consultant who seldom
a diagnosis of anything except hypothyroidism

or hyperthyroidism; in fact, 1 believe thai he must
in hi- mind have classified the whole human i

superior and inferior thyroids. I know another who
does not -ee ordinary things in the ordinary light of

day, but bj a prismatic light
; he sees them through the
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the endocrines. Surely, so much pulling

much removal of submerged tot

\t least I feel so from the

. neu-

spinal pains, cervicobrachial neuritis, and the

come undei

i nt had proved futile.

I am j^la.l ticism with regard

real value

dings : but when these are in

should be controlled by

laboratories. It is not

test was considered final,

: k of clinical e\ i-

with a few words as to psychanal) sis,

i am qualified to speak, for I know
rsonally, have examined the method

have had a number of practi-

I
friends.. U has taken

America—though not so much in

the fact that many reporters

ipaths and have undergone

hanalysis, these doctrines are now
• tered in editorials in newspapers,

les and a few books b) mediocrities.

of Freud and Jung are to psj

new, sensational and rather

1 f they wi pernicious in their

is well as untrue in psychology, 1 should

m. but let them take their place in

ical museum along with all the other

vhich the centuries have accumulated. In

•iu-y will h<- "i that museum. I

u benefited by this treat-

• quires month- or years of work over each
• . expensive. I have, on the other

id results from the psychanalysis of

I men. permanent insanity, even sui-

be so short lived,

its employment in

pe, pie.

to touch on one or two of the

I the freudian theories I tni

tinent i-. for instance, that every
-. ish. This is a kind of

• r 'Tiule way to the philosophical

a ill and presentation of

r and vim 1 fart-

ial function of the

Future. It is antici-

onduct, plans for
• paths from the

. and the waj - that

are unfavor-

on which we
future is

outh, which is

prepara-

iur minds are

hopes,

iturally,

ed replica of
. in. but h itl

reflect in a moonlight Kind of wa) the thinking

i our day. ["hese anticipations come to us in

our dreams. Sometimes they are pleasant ; sometimes,

anxious and apprehensh e. Now
, Freud, observing that

his children ti-uall of plea-ant things anti. i

pated, the theater, toys, country trips, quite arbitrarily

jumped to the conclusion that a dream is the fulfilment

of a wish. Then he said all dreams were a fulfilment

ol a wish, and as the obsession grew in his mind, he

decided it must always be a sexual wish, however
disguised. When confronted with fear and a

dreams he had to invent words like distortion, disfigure-

displa< ement, etc , to ound an easily

explicable dream,
,

licable by study of tin-

normal anticipation- of the mind, to make 5U< h a dream
in some extraordinary manner fulfil a wish. When a

friend of his, after hearing him lecture on this subject,

came to him triumphantly with a fear dream, wholly

opposed to his theory, Freud suddenlj exclaimed exult -

ingly, "You had this dream just to confute my theory.

That was the hidden wish." The freudians will talk

: much about an elaborate ymboljsm which is

wholly their invention. There are no symbols in any-

body's dream life which were not first present in their

conscious life. The freudian make- the claim that

all the arts, and in fact all our civilization, had its

origin in one drive, the sublimation of the sexual. The

will remember that Rabelais had PantagrueJ

meet one Gaster in his travels who claimed that all the

iw< rs, accomplishments of our civilization were
the sublimation of the desire of the stomach. One
theory is as good as the other. They are both rahelai-

sian. If one reads the analyses made b) the psychan-

alysts, one will hnd a complete revelation there of the

type of mind of the analyst himself, his intelligence, his

logic, his symbolism, hi- character; inched, one will

learn much more of him in this way than one will of

the unfortunate patient the analyst thinks he is study-

ing.

CONCLUSION

Most ol these method- of cure arc in the past.

They are a part of our experience, and of certain value

a- -ucli. although mostly of a negative value. Of
course, this ha- been more than counterbalanced bj

enormous accessions of positive value during the same
of time. Hut these error- have a lesson for us

today. We must try to take a middle path, if that

ible mi the presence of new theories, to he

broad enough to know that there are great mysteries

in our complex organisms and all the science- that

i do with them, to fee! that precious discoveries

an- always before us awaiting oi rtez or Colum-
bus, and therefore not to he too prejudiced to weigh,

ponder and examine: and at the same time we should
cultivate the critical faculty.

Jo West Fiftieth Street.

Import of Mental Deficiency.—People speak of "mental
in to mean by that always "intellectual

deficiency," or "cognitive deficiency." I think there
i fat

too lit']' n feeling, or emotional
n volition or conation. The

and the will are just as much parts of the mind as

licet is a pari of the mind, hut the term "mental
n i- often emplo] ed, m ai l> alwaj

merely t" the intellei ide. In my opinion,

it ional an.

I

conativi llei ual >t cognitive side.

—

Dr. Lewellya F. Barker. New York State Journal oj Medicine.
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PRESEXT STATUS OF THE DEFINITE
TREATMENT OF THE

PNEUMONIAS

OBJECTS, INDICATIONS, AND METHODS OF USE
OF QUININ, PITUITARY PRINCIPLE

AND DIGITALIS

SOLOMON SOLIS COHEN, M.D.

PHILADELPH] \

The definite plan of treating pneumonia is so called

because it use-- definite agents for definite objects, on
definite indications. It does not exclude, but definitely

i s, rest, diet, fresh air (the open air if possible,

but with regulated temperature |, and all other methods
of good nursing, together with the free use of water
and alkaline-saline drinks (chlorids, citrates, carbon-
ates, bicarbonates).

[ts pharmacodynamic center is quinin, and the prin-

cipal pharmacodynamic aids are solution of hypoph-
ysis and digitalis. These substances are not "specifics"

and are not advocated as such; but their use under
definite indication- is of special advantage. The indi-

cations are the important element-. They constitute

the plan of treatment. The drugs are merely tin

present mean- of carrying out the purposes for which
they are respectively indicated, and might be super-

seded by other agents found by experience to be supe-

rior, without affecting the fundamental principles

invoked. Thus far, however, I have found no other

agents equal to them: except within limitations -the

Type I serum in Type 1 cases and mixed (poly-

valent
)

pneumonia bacterins in other cases. The
serums and bacterins may some day displace drugs in

the treatment of the pneumonia-; but that day has not

yet come. For the present the two classes oi

may usefully supplement one another. As for the

watchful waiting of the "expectant" plan of treatment,

that is confessedly bankrupt. "Nature cure-." it j-

tru< ; but in the pneumonia-, nature need- the guidance
and assistance of scientifically minded art.

Auxiliary agents under special circumstances are

oxygen, atropin, camphor, musk, strychnin, etc., and
auxiliary measures of great important are countei

irritation at the beginning, warmth to the chest

throughout, and bleeding when indicated. These need
not In- disi ussed here.

PURPOSE OF QUININ, AND INDICATIONS
FOR ns I'M.

Quinin is not employed for the purpose of reduc-

nperature, hut to combat bai teria, bai ti rial poi-

sons and tissue poisons. Reduction of temperature,

however, i- an incident of it- action, and thus affords

nient index to it- pharmacodynamii eff<

temperature curve i- therefore taken a- a guide for

. both as to quantity and frequent y. < lommonly
the temperature, if above 1"-' F., is brought to or below
that figure within three or four hour- after the adminis-
tration of the drug in sufficient quantity. A persistent

tendency to reasi end i- the indication for continuing or

ing the medication. Cases of moderately high

iture, that i- to say, from lnl to

which quinin sufficiently ami persistently used, fail- to

make a dei ided impression, are rare, ami the failure i-

ot had omen. So far a- I have been able to ha

I es typed, thi' sputum contain-, either singl) 01 in

addition to other types, the organism of Type III, or
ot what seems to In- a particularly virulent variety of

Type [V. Among typed cases of resistant tempera
lure, 1 have not -ecu any instance in which
or Type II was found alone. Many, perhaps the

majority, of such cases have been -ten late, and have
given evidence, either antemortem or postmortem, of

extensive suppuration, pleural or pulmonary. Various
streptococci and staphylococci, sometimes Friedlander's
bacillus, Pfeiffer's bacillus, Micrococcus catarrhalis,

etc.. are likewise found, hut these are present also in

cases that do not resist quinin. So far as my own
studies go. however, quinin ha- no special influence on

ming- it- virtue is against tin- pneu
us. Thi- long-standing clinical observation has

been verified experimentally through a -eric- of stu-

dies by Drs. Kolmer, Heist, Steinfeld, Weiss and
myself. 1

COMPOUND USED, AND DOSE

The preferable salt of quinin for administration by
mouth is the dihydrobromid ; tor intramuscular injec-

tion, quinin and urea hydrochlorid ; for intravenous
injection, either of these, or the dihydrochlorid.

Massive do-age is commonly needed. Tin

the quantity that can he taken in the first twenty-four
hours, the better the prospect of recovery.

By tin- mouth, from 25 to 35 grain- are given to

begin with, and later, according to effect, from 5 to 15

grain- every two. three or four hours. When the ding
is given by the mouth, it i- well to keep the temperature
index down to 100 I-', or less; and even should it fall

to normal, there i- no occasion for alarm, in the

absence of severe symptoms of cinchonism such as
sweating, amblyopia, or tinnitus auriuin. I have not.

myself, encountered any instance of untoward cin-

chonism, the extreme tolerance of pneumonia patients
to quinin being, indeed, one of tin evidences of its

antitoxic virtue. Two instances of transient ambly-
opia i if. be.ti reported to me. in

this respect the unmodified quinin molecule differs

very much from optochin (ethylhydrocuprein), whose
toxicity i- SO great a- to render it unsafe for internal

use, although uneqt OCal application- in pneu-
occii infections. The common practice, which may

be used tentativelj in am i a ;< , is to make dn
i the quinin salt 15 grain-, and the third dose
ins, and after that to keep up doses of iii grains
fourth hour (during the waking hours) for a

day or two. and then reduce the quantity to 5 grain-
ex cry fourth hour. This plan, however,
one and i- subject to considerable modification
a- to quantity and frequency, according to the reaction

ro ;ress ol the individual patient, I !ven it

of quinin idiosyncrasy, it will be found that quinin
in large doses is well tolerated during the progress oi

an acute lobar pneumoi blj in other form
of pneumoco tion a- well, although it s,,

happens that I can -peak from personal observation
onlv of that first mentioned. I have seen si:

ml thev have furnished -ix instances of rec,,\

ery from the infection, without injur) by tin- drug.
By intramuscular injection, tin

| iginally

was to give 1 gin. (about 15 or 16 gram- i a- -..on a-

tient was seen, ami to repeal tin- every thud
hour until the temperatun remained
below lnj I I.ao i observation would point to ](*< i

a- a better index point. \l-o. it ha- been found that
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an initial inji ! 5 gin (say from 20 to 25

ell borne, and that it may be followed by

on bj nu>utli with almost equally

result as the continuous intramuscular injection. Thus
only once a daj

ii injection at that vi-it and havi

tinue t" gi\ e the drug in cap-

lii 5 to 15 ry third In >i i r.

flfect. If the intra-

used continuously, the doses are

or four hours
1 F. it lei

ith boiling water, extempora-

. and may
'

per cent. The skin

ited with iodin, the injection g

ithdrawal, and the point

idion. This avert- local

the initial dose has thus

From 10 to 15 grains i in

idium chlorid solution. At first.

i lution neutral

lium phosphate and disodium
ms. An elaborate

t, and when the manipulations

trefully made, precipitation did not occur and

itisfactory. While this refinement

ertain sources of error

i in animals, it i- un

of the drug. No harm, local

ral, results from the slight degree of acidity

solution in saline. It is rarely neces-
• an intravenous injection. The tempera-

immonly falls rapidly to normal or a little below,
' a few hours return- to a moderate
•ne- it is nol necessary to give the

_\iin at all: in other cases, administration by
; from 5 to 10 grains every fourth

ncerning the bactericidal properties

-'rum of cinchonized anima
itro have demon-

to kill or inhibit the pneumo-
much longer when quinin i- given

than three, or at

part, than when it is given in much
greater inter\ als. 'I 1

rtant, irre

however, are

ery two
1

) to 20
in, or from _ [rains by

and as

VNI)

'

tte lobar

to a

mercury
imber of pul i minute. I he

tl

The fundamental

r depression shown by
Although the accu-

interpretaticn has been denied by

i -. it has been i onfirmed by other-,

equally good; and the phenomenon described may be

I as indicating a condition sufficiently

t" call for therapeutic correction which is all we
have to do with at present,

After considerable experimentation with various

an i ipin, i oca in, ei g< >1 . epinephrin and
terior pituitary principle, in particular the last

Foi routine administration fi

ip impt than thai ol

epinephrin, but equally powerful, and much mot
•. but not so marl ed in

result, and no mote prompt, ^tropin is as prompt as

epinephrin and somewhere between epinephrin and
solution of hypophysis in staying power, hut no more
marked than cocain. Hence solution ol

excel- all other- in thai it
| esses both of the mo I

important requisites, namely, intensity of action and
duration of effect, [naddition.il has the great virtue,

in most instance- of its continuous administration, of

preventing that paralytic dilatatio the stomach and
intestine which frequently accompanies the general

vasomotor an n unhealed by the

Fall of blood pressure; both being the result, no doubt,

of tin i the pneumonit poisons on the

autonomic-sympathetii nerve system. When solution

ni hy pophysis doe- not prevent dilatation, il frequently

nies that untoward sy mptom.
The nile of practice is to inject 1 c.c. of any good

ct of the posterior pituitary body
every third hour, until the systolic Mood pressure in

millimeters of mercury exceeds by live point- or

more the frequency of the pulse in heats per minute,

and to continue it- use as long as needed, in order to

i this relation. Irrespective of pulse rate, the

pressure should not be permitted to fall below
i persists. In conditions of urgeni

hypophysis is repeated hourly, or i- aided by

one of the other agent- (as, cocain. epinephrin

lalin] or atropin) given at alternate hours. When
dilatation of the si ach thre iter a shown by tym-
pany beyond the- midaxillary line on percussion of the

left lower thor.nn region, or as indicated hy other

symptoms- solution of hypophysis should be given

hours, independently of the effect on
pressure; and if the symptom is not then over-

hould be continued every two hour-, with

physostigmin (eserin), % grain (1 mg.), alternated

hourly, as long as necessary.2

PURPOSE OF DIGITALIS, AND IMm VTIONS
i

i

Apart from the ordinary pharmacologic action of

digitalis, it appei in lobar pneumonia at

least, a special usefulness nol explicable by anything
known concerning its action on the nervous or mus-
cular mechanism of the la an ( oncerning this

unknown factor, naturally, nothing definite can he

said.

The purpo dministration of digitalis may.
then, be stated as the support of the cardiovascular

particularly as evidenced by the relation of the

_', When gastric dilatation, i

ml
I in the manner

i i he lame
ion ol i 1 pbj sostiemin; aided

i rectal lulie, and, if necessary. I>y a li"<

tida an<! alum. No dcgi paniti is

gtected, t»ut the activity of treatment will, of course,
I'.m-.
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diastolic blood pressure to the respiration frequency.
By an arithmetical coincidence similar to that which
underlies the Gibson pressure-pulse relation, it can be
affirmed that whenever the diastolic pressure in milli-

meters of mercury falls to within less than ten points

of the respiration frequency in excursions per minute,
the prognosis tends to become grave ; and that so long
as the interval of ten points or more is maintained,
the prognosis remains fairly good.

Furthermore, a drop of diastolic pressure below 60.

irrespective of the respiration rate, if occurring before
fever ends, is potentially of unfavorable import. Con-
sequently, either rise of respiration rate or fall of dias-

tolic pressure so far that the two curves fail to show
an interval of ten points or more, or a tendency of

diastolic pressure to fall and remain below 60, con-
stitutes the definite indication for the production of
full digitalis action. The effect is best measured by

the rise of diastolic pressure,3 which is a much more
trustworthy and significant index than the pulse rate.

Numerous charts in my possession, some of which have
been published, exhibit this fact beyond contravention;

and recent observations directed solely to this point,

on patients with lobar pneumonia and on patients con-

valescing from lobar pneumonia, exhibit the digitalis

effect on diastolic pressure in a marked degree, while

as yet pulse rate and systolic pressure are influenced

but slightly. I would invite confirmatory or connective

clinical studies by others.

There is one practical point, however, which needs

repeated emphasis: Even when a good preparation of

digitalis is given hypodermically or intramuscularly

and in full dose/ say tin- equivalent of 3 grains of the

leaf, at least four hours elapse before a marked rise of

diastolic pressure can be noted; sometimes it is eighl

hours or more. This interval can be shortened by pre-

vious sensitization of the heart to digitalis. At least, it is

shorter when digitalis in moderate doses lias been pre-

viously administered for two or three days. Hence it

is well to give the digitalis from the beginning, in small

doses—about 5 minims of a good tincture, by mouth
three times a day, ordered as soon as one sees the

patient—irrespective of the symptoms presented. Sin li

dosage does no harm, in any event. The malady may
run its course to recovery without any definite indi

cation for full digitalis action being presented; but the

drug is continued in these small doses, nevertheless.

If, however, the indication for digitalis arises, as shown
by the approach of the respiration and diastolic pres-

sure curves, the drug is then immediately given hypo-
dermically in full dose and repealed every four hours
so long as necessary to maintain dia tolii pr< un ll

the height indicated. Should symptoms of digitalis

poisoning occur, judgment would have to b
the continuance oi di continuance of the drug, or the

modification of quantity or interval. It is only right,

i. in say that digitalis poisoning I

1 in my experience, in this manner of using

the agent ;
and this, like the parallel quinin tolerance in

pneumonia, calls attention to an obscure point in the

Btudy of toxemias of infection and drug antidotism,

that is well worth the attention of clinicians and exper-

imenters. M) own studies have made only a beginning.

Additional and independent work is much needed.

1525 Walnut

J. The diajtolii the time of till

of the sharp sound, not at the time of thr last (aim puffs.
4. I have never used in pneumonia the "i hod." It

1. ight be Well I-. Iry it i "' I..

CAROTINEMIA: A NEW
PICTURE *

CFIXICAL

ALFRED F. HESS. M.D.

A N D

VICTOR C. MYERS, Ph.D.

NEW YORK

About a year ago one of us (A. F. II.) observed that

two children in a ward containing about twenty-five
infants, from a year to a year and a half in age, were
developing a yellowish complexion. This coloration

was not confined to the face, hut involved, to a less

extent, the entire body, being most evident on the

palms of the hands, which showed also distinct signs

of desquamation. The sclerotica were not at all

affected. The urine was amber, and the stools normally

yellow. For a time, we were at a loss id account for

this peculiar phenomenon, when our attention was
directed to the fact that these- two children, and only

these two. were receiving a daily ration of carrots in

addition to their milk and cereal. For some time we
had been testing the food value of dehydrated vege-

tables, and when the change in color was noted, had
given these babies the equivalent of 2 tablespoonfuls of

fresh carrots for a period of six weeks.

It seemed as if this mild jaundiced hue might well

he the result of the introduction into the body of a

pigment rather than the manifestation of a pathologic

condition. Attention was accordingly directed to the

carrots, and the same amount of this vegetable was
added to the dietary of two other children of about tin-

same age. In the one instance, after an interval of

about nvc weeks, a yellowish tinge of the skin was
noted, and about two weeks later ihe other hahv had
become somewhat yellow. Then- was a decided differ-

ence in the intensity of color of tin four infants, indi-

cating prol.abh l hat the altei ation w as in pari governed
by individual idiosyncrasy. < in omission of the carrots

from the dietary, the skin gradually lost its yellow

md in the course of some weeks regained its

normal tint.

The subject was pursued farther, and blood was
aspirated to ascertain whether it contained tl

incut, and more particularly to determine, it such were
found to be the case, whethei the nature of tin- color

ing mailer could be identified. In the two ii

in which blood was withdrawn, the serum, as well as

the plasma, was found to b di tinctly yellow, much
i which is obtained in • ases oi Vari-

ous tests were carried out in order to determine the

solubility of the pigment. Thi summarized
by the statement that it was found to he soluble in

purified petroleum benzin, To test its solubility, the

plasma was first allowed to stand for a short lime in

contact with plastei i few drops of ab oluti

alcohol wen- added, and ii <• then extracted b;

mean, of a large continuous extractor (of the same
pattern a - a i mplo; ed b) Myers and War-
dell 1 for cholesterol, onl) about seven times larger)
for about eight hours. The extracl lefinite

yellow color, whereas subsequent ether extraction

proved negative. Ih^ is the test which has been
di i ed by Willstatter and Mug to determine the

of carotin

ir,| before tl i

1 v. •
w :
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dealing « itli .1 systemic

the introduction of an

the food \ search through the

rev< al a desi 1 iption of 1 1 1 i — <.• n<li
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had tlii- pathologic condition in mind
How lint "1
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r tin- title befoi
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eatly increase the color of the
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which - chlorophyl in green plants. I he

mal, the blood serum and the

For their intensity of color on the

I his pigment, furthermore, is

itin, having the solubility mentioned

the xanthophylls, which arc distinguished

in purified petroleum benzin but

per cent, alcohol. In some animals,

phyll was found to be absorbed in by far the

mple, in the hen, which, when
this pigment in it- food, ha- produ

rli ss yolks;8
in others, as in the cow.

ites in the tissue pigment. In still

nimals, in the sheep and the goat, neither pig-

ies. We are

in man "the relative proportion of caro-

II i- much more nearly equal than in

ilk."

idely distributed among
probable that they frequently

As they are nontoxic"

ance, the discolora-

ttributed to some minor
.1 tract. The

I

mtains the

M hen the

d of two month
nth, It is the pi<;-

the highly colored colos-

igh a mini

irn.

the absorption

ible pig-

. that in b 1
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w ill lead to the occurrence of a red 1

matter in the plasma and in the urine, which ma\
alarm. In others of the n younger, extraor

amounts of beets or beel juice, a- much as s

day, may be given withoul anj change in the

bodj thiifls.

EFFECT '' 1

'

["here is quite another aspect of this subject which

is of interest: In the course A ubcutaneous injec-

• an extract of carotin, • carried out in order to

note whether an alteration in the color of the plasma

could be occasioned by this means, it was noted thai

tl) did the plasma become yellow but that the

urine « 1I01 I ' 'How ing these general

observations the urine was collected, evaporated to a

very small volume, and extracted with purified petro

leum benzin as in the case of the plasma. An extrad
\ was thus obtained! In order to

substantiate this result, concentrated carotin was given

by mouth, and careful note was made a- to whether the

il the urine was thereby heightened. The total

amount of carotin in carrot- i- surprisingly small, less

•m per hundred pound-, and it is very difficult

to obtain in a pure state. For our purpose it seemed

adequate to follow the same procedure employed for

the subcutaneous injection-, to extract a considerate

quantity of carrots with purified petroleum benzin and
lake up the residue with olive oil. In this way we
obtained finally 15 c.c. of a preparation which repre-

sented about 10 pounds of carrots. To one infant, aged

a year and a half, 5 c.c. of this carotin extract were

given by mouth, and to another, twice this amount. The
urine was collei ted previous to giving the extract and

every half hour subsequently for a period of eighl

hour-. This test definitely showed that the urine

becomes yellower within three quarters of an hour after

giving from 5 to 10 c.c. of concentrated carotin, and

that this increa-ed color persists for about six hours.

Eighteen specimens, in all, were obtained from each

case, and there could be no mistaking the intensification

of color and the subsequent return to an almost color-

less urine.

1 his pigmentation of the urine is perhaps of theo-

retical rather than of practical or clinical impi

teach that the urinary

pigment 1- urochrome, and that ii 1- a decompo ition

product of bile If our observations are correct, it

would seem thai pigments derived from the blood like

ay a role in coloring the urine. In this way we
ccounl for the characteristic light color of the,

urine in infant-, compared to that of older children and
of adults wli

1 more liberal diet, containing a

1 etable pigment. This factor

. be home in mind in considering the nature of

highly colored urines, which are now attributed sol Ij

to the absorption of bile and its derivatives.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that a diet rich in carotin (carrots,

yolks, oranges, etc. 1 will bring about a yel-

low discoloration of thi n dition resembling
mild 1 foi the noninvolvement of the

sclera. This] n, no doubt, has been frequently

iked, confused with mild ^1

attributed to si ni bolic disturban

m dried and completely extract!
is all

• in olive oil. One and five-tenths c.c. of this
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cannot be of rare occurrence, as carotin is widely dis-

tributed throughout our diet, being a constituent of

almost all our vegetable foods. It is a disturbance

which, therefore, will occur most readily in those sub-

sisting on a dietary containing a large quantity of

vegetables. The discoloration of the skin i-

panied by a similar yellow tingeing of the blood serum
and the plasma. The pigment in the blood was identi-

fied as carotin.

In cases of carotinemia the urine was colored yellow
as well as the serum. When a small quantity of con-

centrated carotin was ingested, the pigment appeared
rapidly in the urine. These observations are of interest

in view of the fact that clinicians as well as pi

gists consider that the urinary pigments are formed
solely from bile or its derivatives.

VENEREAL DISEASE REPORT1XC IX

MINNESOTA

A STATISTICAL STUDY

L W. FEEZER
tanl Director, Division of Venereal Dis

State Board of Health

MINNEAPOLIS

Until very recently, statistical statements relative to

venereal disease have been largely guesses : and in case

a definite basis was present, the material has been of

very fragmentary nature. The only figures available

have been gathered from hospital or institutional sur-

nd from men living more or less permanently
under military discipline. No one knows how much
venereal disease exists in this or any other country.

Various estimates by capable men place the syphilitic

portion of the population at from 3 to 15 per cent.

THE VEN'F.REAL DISEASE RATE IN THE ARMY
The induct i il million men into naval and

military service revealed on their examination an

apparently larger venereal disease rate in the civilian

male population than among the men in the regular

army. The annual rate per thousand for the regular

army in 1917 was 88. The computed annual rate for

the draft army at one time shortly after the first draft

went into camp mounted at one time to 388 per thou-

sand.1

The second million men were more carefully exam-
ined than the earlier draft increment, and the I

were more carefully kept. These men wen- examined
at mobilization camps, and these e -.animation-, n

that 5.4 per cent, of tin- million men, in all :'

between the ages of 21 and 31, had on the date of

examination a venereal disease. I low many oi

men had previously had a gonorrheal or syphilitic

ii that was entirely cured, or at least cMtld not

1 e detected in the army medical examination, it is

impossible t"

The percentage of soldiers with venereal disease has
been worked out, not only for the entire group, but by

Tin- percentage run- as low as

1.3 per cent, in some states (Vermont), anil a- high

ent. in others ( Florida I. All the

showing a rate in • 6 per cent, have a large

population. The rate for Minnesol

Traii.ii .

THE VENEREAL DISEASE RATE OF THE CITIES

The rate was similarly worked out for the pri

cities of the country. This rate ran as high a- 2

cent, in some of the Southern cities and as low as 2
per cent, in some of the Xew England cities. In all

sections the urban rates were higher than the general
rate for the state. The rates for the principal Minne-
sota cities were : Minneapolis, 4.09 per cent. ; St. Paul,
3.98 p> I

Duluth, 4.37 per cent. The general
rate for cities was found to be 5.S per cent. 2

This short explanation is given chiefly for the pur-
pose of showing .Min: i m with
reference to the prevalence of venereal di

a- we are able to consider the figures for the armv an
index of the condition of the civilian populati
is not unreasonable to believe that it is at least a fair

index of the relative venereal disease incidence in the

several states. Other data that will be presented in

tl i- paper indicate the draft age period as the one for
which the venereal disease rate is highest among civil-

ians. Therefore, it is not safe to assume that the
percentages shown above are correct for all ages.

However, we may go so far as to assume that a state

having a relatively high percentage of young men with
venereal disease has also a relatively high percentage
of venereally infected persons in all age groups, and
the comparison of ratios in different states may he the
means of arriving at other conclusion- of value in

studying the distribution of venereal infection- in our
own state.

I.XC OF VENEREAL DISEASE IN MINNESOTA
The regulation of the Minnesota State Hoard of

I l-.iltli requiring the rep- nereal diseases was
put in operation. Aug 1. 1918. The fiscal

ended June 30, 1919. i hiring the eleven month- of this

fiscal year, <>,777 cases of venereal disease were
1. These reports, by disease and by month, are

given in Table 1.

I In- Minnesota report card call- for certain medical
ial data regarding patients with a view to fur-

nishing material for statistical studies and. if
|

' in getting at the actual source of the p
infection.

Physicians have not been required to rep

infections by the patient'- name hut are given tl"

of using the number printed on 'he card, a- the identi-

fying designation of the case. In spite of thi- option,
a very considerable proportii

reported with tin- name of the patient,

ntnnhei

at the name of the person who
tion. This information has led to the ap]

many <\

i In- board
The percentage of cases in which the name of the

patient ha- been given i- 62.5, leaving 37.5 pi

I by number. Tin A'hich reprc
-etit all cases reported, include, of many

ted by .Inn.-, which always give the
' - name.

There were reported from the -mailer town- of the

-tale and from 1 hlluth of the
i li

Duluth. 1 ,61 1 cases All the

reporting l>> nan
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high, namely, 48 per cent., leaving 52 per cent, reported

by number, rhese figures ,^o far toward refuting the

otten propounded argument thai a lav requiring vene-

real disease reports cannol be enforced, in short, the

physicians of Minnesota, outside the Twin Cities at

in voluntarily reporting the names ol patients in

-mutely one half of their venereal cases.

I BE M \KI 1 \1 STATUS OF PATIENTS

( »ne of the questions asked on the report card refers

lo the nuint.il status of the patient, namely, whether

•I mii i i ki !• B DISEASES IN MINN! 80TA

,,.« hi pi moi) » a i. iw« ro (ONi o, int

q, SM.inii. Chancroid 'I'otul

18

-

-

'. single <>r widowed. Under the last expression

.tre included divorced persons. As was expected, the

infections were reported among single per-

ie married and the widowed combined being

in the single. It was to be expected thai the

widowed persons would be small b
nparatively small percentage of the

nd is a status that is not commonly reached

g at whirl) exposure is most likely

I he result of tins tabulation was: single,

7 per cent; married, 2,260, or 34.9 per

ed, 285, or 4.4 per cent.

I he question of source of infei tion is, ol out

important concerning which information

board of health. The question

rd, "Source of infection?" is supple-

' Commercial or clandestine?"

- have not only indicated whether the

clandestine or a commercial prostitute,

but ha 'hen the spouse (husband or wife)

patient was the source of infection and when

, CASES IN

MINNI SOI I

No. ot •

48
830 _m

1,611 100

• ital i syphilis i or accidental

infrequent,

. percentag

onsiderable portion

[ infec-

tertiary syphilid* - whose infec-

time, but who are now being
• time that has elapsed

It is highly probable that in

• in feet ion was acquired in the

same ways and in somewhere near the same propor-

.. ere given.

\ table has been prepared from which the

"unknowns" have all been dropped. < Hit ol a series

of 3.710 cases, in which the reporting physician has

verj clearly answered the question as to the nature of

the source of the infection, we have, therefore, been

able to determine the corrected percentages that fairly

represent the actual ratio in which these various -

1
1 1 sources are responsible for the spreading of venereal

disease in Minnesota i Table 4 |.

RELATIVE PROPORTION 01 CI ^NDESTINE AND
COMW ER( I \i PROS! I I UTES

It is interesting to note the fact that there were <>.5

per cent, more cases reported as infected by clandestine

prostitutes than by commercial prostitutes. While this

does not necessarily prove that clandestine prostitutes

are quite as likely to he infected as the professional
-on, 11 does tend to hear out similar observations that

have been made before. The accidental infections are
so few in number that they were grouped with the

congenital syphilis cases. The 4 per cent, indicated in

this group .ii'' almost all cases of congenital syphilis.

It may he stated as an item of interest that a majority
of them were reported by the Mayo Clinic at Rochester.

TABLE 8.—STATIST!! 11 DATA ON Till SOTJROE OF
\ 1 \l KI w INFECTION

Reported Source No. ol Oasee Percentage

\.ii reported 01 Indicated »' unknown 2,870 42.4

Commercial prostitute 1,604

Clandestine prostitute 1,86] 27.5

Spouse 818 4.7

Congenita] and accidental 108 1.0

TABLE' i. TIM SOTJB VENEREAL INFECTION,
UNKNOWN'' OASES BEING OMITT1 D

Be] id Sourci Percent age No. ofCasM
1

1 lestlne prostitute 16.8 1.7.%

Commercial prostitute 411:1 1,496
Spousi 8.9 881

ta] -ypiiili- mid accidental 4.0 148

Total 100.0 3,710

The person who was the source of the infection was
given in comparatively few cases, only 7 per cent, of
the entire number reported. This number, about 450.

would constitute about 11 per cent, of the cases in

which any information at all is available regarding the

source of the infection. It would seem that with thou-

sands of cases very recently infected by prostitutes, in

addition to the cases in which the spouse is the source
and known by name to the physician, more of this

valuable information could he secured. It is on the

basis of this information that much of the most valu-

able work of the hoard in eliminating carriers can be
ai complished.

DISTRIBUTION OF CASKS ACCORDING TO AGE
GROUPS

One of the most interesting studies in connection

with these cases has been their distribution into age

groups. It should again he kept in mind in this con-
nection that the groups of cases studied include a

considerable number of long-standing syphilitics under
nt ai dispensaries and therefore do not show

really act urately the age of infection. It does show,
1, that the approximate age at which the

al patient finds himself in tin- hands of a repu-

table ph) ician or institution is between 32 and 33

\ study was made of the average ages by
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location of cases. Far certain months the patients
from outside the Twin Cities, so far as this point was
studied, appear to be of the average age of 27 years.
The latter cases do not include so many old syphilitica

as the report- from the cities, which include clinic

and many others coming to city specialists for
the treatment of advanced condition- ; but even this

figure is probably too high to represent the true
e age at which infection with venereal disease

takes place.

Table 5 gives the age grouping in 5,683 cases. This
table was made up before all cases, reported up to

TABLE 5.—THE AGE GBOUPIKG IN OF ViMKiAL
DISEASE

Ages Number of

SDd under 14,8
.'I to 25 year- Inclusive
V> to 30 years inclusive

lusive WO
3*) to 40 years inclusive
41 to V< year- inclusive

335
over 50 years

Totals 5,683 lOtJ.U

July 1 and indicated in Table 1, had been tabulated.

It has been noted that the age grouping ha

fairly constant from month to month.

SUMMARY
The following points in particular have

observed in studying ca of venereal

in Minnesota for the past year:

1. Of all cases, 02.? per cent, were reported by
name, and only 37.5 per cent, by number. This includes

a large number of cases reported b] clinics. < i

seen by physicians in private, practically -IS pei

were reported by name, and ?2 per cent, by number.
_'. <

>;' all cases reported, 61 per cent. were

5, 35 per cent, married, and 24 per cent, widowed
or divorced.

3. < >i all cases reported. 27 per cent, are female-,

and 7,i per cent, are male-. Among those cases in

which the report card contained any statement what-
garding the source of infection, 87 per cent.

were stated to be prostitutes. Of these 47 per cent.

were clandestine, and about -In per cent, wen
mercial prostitutes. The name of the person who
was th<- source of the infection was reported hi 7 per

i if the total number of i a

4. A larger number of patients fell in the

from 21 to 25 years than in an) other. I 1

largest group was from

comprised 16 per cent, of the total, and was very

slightly larger than the total for .ill ages undi

Is Your Community Fit? What
"iir communitj ? i

the work of in id v. i

make provision for expectant m
who are in need of advice on? Propel

ization for prenatal care, with sufficient mater-
nity wards, and a baby health station should '

-

the financial condition of youi commit it all aide to

support such expense. li your communitj i small,

one full-time puldic health nurse should be employed for the

instruction of mothers in the care of tl

babies. You owe this to the mothers.—Put. Ilralih Rep.,
April 25. 1919.

ACUTE NEPHRITIS IX CHILDHOOD*
LEWIS WEBB HILL. MP

• Physician, Children's Hospital; Alumni Assistant in
Pediatrics. Medical School of Harvard Ui .

.

BOSTON'

At the Children's Hospital we have been for several
specially interested in nephritis. This paper is

a brief exposition of our experience with the acute

ETIOLOGY

3 mow generally recognized that the vast majority
acute nephritis are of in ft

In the older textbook-, cold and exposure are given a -

perhaps the more important causes, and it is undoubt-
edly true that these factors may have something
with certain cases. In chronic nephritis in old
sons, the wear and tear of life, especially on the blood
vessels of the kidney, is often of great impi
etiologically

; but as far as children are coi
micro-organisms or their toxins may be said to play
the main etiologic role. It is well known that in many

• (pneumonia, typhoid fever, etc.) n
enough irritation of the kidney to cause -mall amounts
of albumin and a few blood cells to appear for a few
day- in the urine; and although this has been called
"acute degenerative nephritis" by some author.-. I

u is best to speak of it as' -acute renal irrita-
tion." and to reserve the term "nephritis" for those
cases in which the inflammatory coi

ney is more lasting, and is the dominant feature in the
lisease pie;

Scarlet fever has Ion- been regarded as the most
important cause of acute nephritis, hut I believe far

.
to tonsillitis than to scarlet

fever. At the Children's Hospital we tal

tagious cases, and would therefore naturall) see little

acute scarlet fever nephritis; and in our sei

chronic cases we have Men, in the last three or four
years, only four or five cases due to scarlet fever.
Almost any acute infectious disease in a child ma) bring

TABLE 1.—ET I NEPHRITIS

I 4
I'tlkr

4
i

i

about nephritis, but tonsillitis i- by fai the mosl impor-
tant of them, as Table 1 will -how. \\ hi

toxin- of the organism
which cause nephritis a- the) ai

through the kidney, or whether the kidi

invaded by micro organisms
I lie i ied a- of unl

etiology i- that in uio-l of till

entered the hospital some time after r

Started, ami in many it wa- nol |

accurate histor) I believe there i >< qu

1. I ..r

II 1 .
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ever, thai many of these unknown cases wert

mild throat infection. It i- mute characteristic

of thos< ondary to tonsillitis that the nephritis

does not appear during the pei i throal and

fever, but usuall) i o after the patient is up

ami around, and apparently well.

51 RUTION OF n PES

There have been many complicated pathologic classi-

acute nephritis, but for many reasons a

simple clinical classification seems best, and 1 have

therefoi I dividing acute nephritis in children

into two groups, according to the clinical picture: t 1 i

acute hemorrhagic, and (2) acute exudative.

1. Acute Hemorrhagic Nephritis- This is a type of

nephritis occurring especially in children, although it

is ~een occasionally in adults. It- chief characteristic

•. bloody urine containing very few casts. The

urine may be so bloody as to resemble clear blood, and

sometimes several specimens of sediment may have to

. r before am casts are found. The urine

i- not diminished in amount, and there is usually no

edema. The various tests for renal function usually

-how a moderate impairment of kidney efficiency, hut

never the severe impairment thai is often seen in the

edematous cases with -canty urine containing many
flu- blood pressure is occasionally somewhat

elevated, the highest we have ever -ecu being 140 mm.
of mercury, but it is more likely to be normal than

high. The subjective symptoms are insignificant, and

en uremia in this type of nephritis.

The urine usually contain- blood for from six to twelve

. and in many cases may contain microscopic

- ,er a period of several month-, i tccasionally,

a urine which -how- no albumin will -how a consider-

able number lis in the sediment when exam-
ined microscopically. The prognosis is, as a rule, good,

no child die with this type of nephri-

sually the process clears up entire!) and leaves

good kidney behind it. but in a few cases

nephritis unfortunately develop-.

2 Acute Exudative Nephritis.—The second

which we have called "acute exuda-
somewhat different picture. Edema

lly marked, and i- sometimes extreme in degree.

rine output -canty during the early

kidney begins to recover tin

likel) to be brownish red, with

men! of disintegrated blood, and contains

tint of albumin. Mil roscopically, it shows
granular or cellular casts, and con-

of blood cells. The child is likely

in this type of nephritis than in the

I he blood pi essure is usually

ll ions, and
tient dies it uremia I he renal func-

iderable impairment

tally without the development of chronic nephri-

four with this type

died during

lite nephritis

the "hemorrhagic" and
twenty-four of the "exudativi typi In most of the

. tonsillitis was the etiologii

as it was also in the "exudati but far more
of the exudal if unknown etiology than

t) pe.

TNI A I Ml NT

Acute nephritis Of either type should always he

regarded as a serious disease It seems rather unneces-

sary to -ay this, hut 1 have seen a number of patients

without edema who were allowed Up and around.

although the mine contained a large amount of Mood
It is especially important to keep a child with acute

nephritis warm, ami at the Children's Hospital we
always have these children wrapped in an extra blanket,

and take especial care to keep them out of draft-. It

goes without saying that bathing and proper care of

the bowels are of great importance. In the cases with-

out edema we use licorice powder a- a laxative, and in

those with edema, when free watery catharsis is

d( ired, magnesium sulphate. It is surprising to see

how well most children take magnesium sulphate; they

do nol seem to objeel to it as much a- do adults.

niies the best results can be obtained with it if it

is given in small, frequenl doses, that i-, 1 teaspoonful

ever) hour for five or -ix doses. Diuretics play a very

small part in the treatment of acute nephritis, and most
authorities are agreed that the Stronger diuretics, such

as the caffein derivatives, may do more harm than good
in this condition. There i- no objection, however, to

gn ing such mild diuretics as potassium citrate or cream
of tartar. Iron is always indicated in acute nephritis

of any type, as there is a considerable daily loss of

blood in the urine, and anemia rapidly develops. For
children, we prefer the saccharated ferric oxid in doses

of from .^ to 5 grains three times a day. We have
u ed the hot pack, or hot air bath, to promote sweating,

in a few ca-es with extreme edema, hut itf the vast

majority of patients the edema can he controlled by
dietary measures and purgation. In severe cases, the

hot air hath is used a- an adjunct to these. Drugs,
with the exception of laxatives and cathartics, are of

comparatively -mall value in the treatment of acute

nephritis, and far more important is the general care

of the patient, particularly as regards the diet and the

water intake.

Diet. In acute nephritis we are dealing with acutely

inflamed kidney-. It should he our aim, in accordance
with general therapeutic principles, to rest these irri-

tated organs as much as possible, and to protect them
from the irritating end-products of metabolism. Food-
Stuffs may he divided into four groups: fat, carby-

hydrates, protein and salts. The fats and carbo-
hydrates are not excreted through the kidney, hut are

hunted in the body; therefore, free administration of

fat and carbohydrate is permissible in acute nephritis.

The kidney's chief function is to excrete the end-
product- of protein metabolism and some of the salts,

particularly -odium chlorid. Consequently, in any
dietary measure designed to spare the kidney, it is

necessary to consider these two substances.

Protein: It i- not desirable to put a patient with
acute nephritis on a strictly protein free diet, which
would probably do him more harm than good, as a
certain amount of protein is necessary to repair the

nd tear of body tissue, and to keep the patient

in nitrogenous equilibrium. Not a great deal is known
of the exact protein requirements of children, hut prob-
ably the old figure of from 1.5 to 2 gm. protein per
kilogram of body weight is near enough to the actual

requirement for practical purposes. The child should

have, then, not more than 2 gm. of protein per kilo-

gram of body weight, for practical purposes, in many
il I- quite sufficient to omit meat, eggs, fish and
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meat soups from the diet, and to make it up of cream,
milk, cereals, bread, potato, etc. In the hospital we
usually roughly calculate the protein and caloric value
of the diet, according to the accompanying table of
values (Table 2).

Table 3 represents an actual diet given during the

acute stage to a boy, aged 5 years, with acute hemor-
rhagic nephritis.

Salt: In the cases without edema, it is quite suffi-

cient to prohibit any salt cellar on the tray. The bread
and butter does not need to be salt free, nor is it neces-
sary to omit salt when cooking the vegetables and
cereals. In the edematous cases, a more rigid salt

restriction is necessary, as the most generally accepted
view of edema in acute nephritis is that it is brought
about by a primary salt retention with secondary water
retention. In this group of cases the butter should be
unsalted, and the bread, cereals and vegetables should

TABLE 2—CALORIC VALUE AND PROTEIN CONTENT OF
ORDINARY FOODS*

Grams of
Eood Calorie5 Protein

Whole milk. 1 quart 670
Skim milk. 1 quart 400
i .ravity cream. 1 pint 860
Buttermilk. 1 quart 360
Whey, 1 quart 2b0
Beef juice. 1 ounce 10
( rackcrs, 1 ounce 120
Bread. 1 slice 75
Zwiebacb, 1 slice

Shredded wheat biscuit 105
Rolled oats (cooked). 1 tahlcsgioonful 35 I

Cream of wheat, and most other cereals (cooked),
1 tablespoonful 40 1

:

Potato, size of large egg 70
Macaroni, 1 tablespoonful 30
Ege.

—

Whole 72
Yolk 60
White

Meat. fish, 1 ounce
Bacon, 1 slice = l

/i ounce
Butter. 1 ' , inch cube = 1 ounce
Sugar

—

Milk. 1 round tablespoonful oO
Cane, 1 round teaspoonful

Creen peas. Lima beans, 1 tablespoonful 40
Carrots, squash, turnip, beets, onions, 1 table-

spoonful 30 1.0
( trange (medium sized ) 50
Apple (medium sized) 70
Banana 115

Prunes, 4 without sugar 30

•Tabic used in Children's li d bj l)r J. I. Morse

ed without salt. Such a diet i- called

free" diet, but the designation i urate,

as mosl of the ordinar contain a small

amount of salt. This is not enough, however, to do
any harm. The employment of a "salt free" diet is

method jetting

rid of nephritic edema, especially when its use is com-
bined with free catharsis and fluid restriction.

Water: In the nonedematous cases no restriction of

water is necessary, and indeed it is desirable to

reasonably large amount of water. .1- it help- in diluting

and eliminating toxins. In tb dney is

usually .able to handle water, and about 4s our
Stud a day is what we like to have the patient

If the urinary output become^ much less than about

two third-- of the intake, and the patienl bi
I

in weight, the amount of water should be reduced.

The edematous patients need to be restricted consid-

erably as regards the fluid intake. It i- rarely advisa-

ble to try to give less than 12 oum es of fluid a day, a-

there is too much suffering from thirst, Most children,
in ordinary weather, can get along very well for a
limited peril d of time on •< fluid

a day. If the patient handles water well, and there is

no increase in weight or edema, the fluid intake may
be gradually raised. It is important to weigh these
patient> every day. as often there will be an increase
in weight, due to waterlogging, that is not apparent on
the -urface of the body. It is also important to keep a
daily record of the fluid intake and output, and to

observe closely their relationship.

EDEBOHLS' OPERATION*
This operation consists in stripping the capsule from

tlie kidney-., and .should not be considered except in

extreme cases, when there is a large amount of edema
present which will not respond to ordinary mi
ot treatment, or when the patient is in such a severe
state of uremia or anuria that the prognosis is very bad.

This operation has been used more in chronic cases
than in acute, but we have bad it performed in three
of our acute cases with these results:

1. In a case of severe acute exudative nephritis, the opera-
tion undoubtedly saved the child's life; the child recovered
completely.

_'. In a case of severe acute "exudative" nephritis, the
operation saved the child's life temporarily, hut did not pre-
vent the development of a chronic process.

TABLE 3.—ACTUAL DIKT GIVEN IN ACUTE STAGE '1"

BOY. AGED 5 YEARS

Food and Amount Calories Trotein. Cm.
tuls

16 per cent, cream, 2 ounces i g
Sugar, 4 drams 100

09
Butter. 2 cubes
1'cas. I tablespoonful

1 tablespoonful .... 70
fuls

i in
juice. 6 ounces

Ice cream, 2 tablespoonfuls o.9

3. In a case o rhagic nephritis, il.

tion did no g

CAB NCE
The child should not In- allowed out of bed until the

urinary sediment is practically free from blood. By
t'i I mean ,i or 4 red blood cells t" a high power

\ small amount of albumin may persist inter-
mittently fi r months, and is i [indication to

a moderate amount of activity. If the aiiioun: of blood
increases when the patienl gets up, as ii does in some
case-, be should be put to bed again. I luring the
ambulatory stage of convalescence, it

it to avoid overexertion and chilling

I In patient should be kept under observation
tor at least a year, and the urine examined ever)
month or two. It is not necessarj during co
lo keep the child on as strict a diet as during thl

i 111,1) be allowed on.

during the day. It is .specially important to guard the
patient against throat and respirator) ii

often it one ol

if the nephritis.

If the tonsils were apparently the original soul
tin- disease, they should be n

er of the urine ha- begun to improve, usuall)
before the patient has been oin of bed. If th
any denial pus p'" th should be

ted.

uc.
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THE OMISSION OF DRAINAGE IN

(. l iMM< »N DU< I SUR( .IKY

II. M RICHTER, M D.

wi>

J, R BUCHBIND1 R, M D.

little attention has of late been devoted to the

|>o.-sibilit) of a cleaner and safer technic in common
duct surgery, namely, 1 1 1

«

- tight closure of the duct fol-

lowing exploration, and closure of the abdominal inci-

sion without the us< of drainage material oi any type.

I his technic was ait< mpted and abandoned in the early

llbladder surgery because of di

results, which we feel now i;m be avoided. Most

on the surgery of the biliary tract emphasize

ni- essential to a safe outcome: (1) that the

common duct itself should be well drained by placing

a lube either within it or to it. and (2) that the abdo-

men should be drained down to the line of suture. It

has been pointed out: (1) that the infected ducts

should be drained as infection elsewhere is drained,

and i J i that closure "t' the common duct is not with-

niit dangers "t' the leakage of infected bile

temporary literature contains few references

to any attempts at radical changes in common duct

surgery. Most surgeons feel that when the common
duct hi n opened, the safety » »

t" the patient

free drainage. But we feel that several impor-

tant factor-, in details <'t" Lechnic have been overlooked,

which will make the procedure we
wish • Imost universally applicable.

I common duct, lined with mucous mem-
uitable drainage tube in itself and offers

i method of draining the affected part- above.

;sured, it ma I and sutured

with impunit ould suture the intestine. The
isuring ourselves of it- patency will

ribed.

explore all ducts that show obvious pathologic

hanges include either enlargement or
• - ne oi the pn ence usually

of numerous small -tone- in the gallbladder when
ingestion either of enlargement of the

i
I common duct involvement,

bowing enlargement, sii

;truction due either to stone, to stric-

phincter. Enlargement

with a functionless, shrunken
We open the ducts in all jaundici d

of these ducts carry infected bile,

-IK- i- an important factor in the

ommon duct explo-

omy.
inic rather than any new oper

ially to emphasize :

iner; a variety of
It i- palpated for

ploration, mobilization of the

The duel

supraduodenal portion. This
tisfactory than exposing

in which it is

I the incision, it i- difficult to gel

suture line ai the juncture of the two ducts.

.
tin- inadequacy of exploration through

ill. stump of the duct must he obvious to any one

accustomed to a free incision in the common duct.

I he use of the silver probe oi sound is an unreliable

method oi determining the patenc) ol the duct, since

bj tin- method a -ton, of sufficient size to obstruct the

freeflow of bile ma) be overlooked For determining
iln patency, a scoop or cure! is more satisfactory and

should he passed through the duct into the duodenum,
Transduodenal cholecystectomy remains, however, the

safest method of determining the condition of the dis-

tal end of the dint, when there is doubt concerning

it condition The biliary orifice is readily found, the

sole < ause of difficulty probably being an incision placed

h on tin- duodenum. When in doubt, the loca-

tion of the end of the dud ma) readil) he determined

by passing a probe down the duct from above. That

i-, a supraduodenal incision is always made in addi-

tion to the transduodenal exploration. The orifice

having been found, it is -lit open to permit the removal
of -tone or to correct a stricture. It should he empha-
sized that opening the duodenum is a relatively safe

procedure, and should he resorted to more frequently.

i looked obstruction in this portion of the duct

would he a fruitful cause of hack leakage through the

line of sutures in the duct above.

The patency of the duct being thus assured, and only

under these conditions, the common duct is carefully

-mured with the finest needles and suture material

obtainable. Mere lies the crux of the situation: capil-

lary leakage through the line of the suture must he
i -ii taut accompaniment of the use of ordinary

suture materials. In I'M.? ( 'ourtenay, 1 working- under
the direction of one of US (II. M. K.I, demonstrated
that the finest suture materials that could be handled

gave the neare I to ideal results in intestinal suturing,

Thus human hair, used with the finest cambric or bead
needles, obtained the conditions most to be desired in

intestinal suturing: 1. The immediate strength of the

line "i suture as determined by hydrostatic tests was
greater than when a heavier suture was used. 2. There
was no capillary leakage along the needle perforations.

3. The histologic section- -bowed the minimum amount
of -car, an ideal condition.

We have used two layers of such sutures, one unit

ing the free edges, the other burying the first row. In

one case, the duct appeared not to be large enough to

permit of its inversion in this way. and a single layer
ol sutures was used with perfect since--. An essential

part in the suturing of the duct i- to include it- peri-

toneal coat. No drain of any kind is placed in contact

with the suture line any more than would be done in

the case of a sutured bowel. The analogy is exact
I In suggestion of !•".. Wyllis .Andrews to drop the

omentum down between the liver and duodenum to

prevent postoperative adhesions is well taken.

Closun oi the duct in this manner, avoiding the use
of any foreign body for drainage material, is accom-
panied by a minimum of peritoneal traumatism. In

previous articles- we have called attention to the ability

oi the peritoneum to care for infection. The -oiling

by infected bile, that may occur during exploration,

practically no postoperative clinical reaction.

In the absence of drainage, postoperative adhesions

d iced to a minimum. The extensive postoper-

adl ii following gall tract operations, are

I I lis M I. an: 443, 1913.
28: 199 ( Apr,] i 1919;

J. R.: ] 29 i

i 1919 Richter, II M.: Ibid.

29
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due much more to the gauze drains than to any other

factor. An analogy may be found in the postoperative

adhesions in the female pelvis following prolonged

drainage. The omission of drainage results in the

omission of adhesions.

We have carried out this technic in consecutive oper-

only in the past three months, during which time

we have operated on eleven patients, with one of whom
only did we vary the technic by placing a piece of

rubber dam down to the duct. In the ten cases, there

was prompt recovery with a convalescence that was
exceptionally smooth. In the one case, in which the

rubber dam was used, an accumulation of purulent bile

developed on the third or fourth day and was

ated. after which recovery was prompt.

We began this practice following five years" experi-

ence in closing without drainage in our cholei

mies .luring which, in a considerable series of cases,

we have had no occasion to regret our action. As in

the case of cholecystectomy, we do not feel that every

common duct operation should be completed without

drainage. It would not be safe in the presence of a

virulent infection with severe inflammatory reaction

present. It cannot easily be done when the duct is

small. The frequency of the need of drainage is possi-

bly illustrated by t hi-- series in which it was used once

in eleven consecutive cases. \ condition that occa-

sionally requires gauze packing is oozing from the liver

surface. This is unusual and did not occur in the

though the gallbladder was removed in each

We offer these suggestions with a feeling that the

one radical improvement in the technic of gall tract

surgery is the omission of external drainage, and that

a wider use of this method will demonstrate not only

it- feasibility, but also its comparative safety.

I'M South Michigan Avenue.

RENAL FLUOROSCOPY VI THE
OPERATING TAB!

\V. F. BRAASCH, Mb., and R. I). CARMAN, M.D
n.U. MINN.

Surgical treatment of renal lithiasis i- rendered

unsatisfactory by complications as follows:

1. The difficulties of an exacl interpretation of thi

I

ram.

difficulty of locating the stone.

3. Inability I tone.

A The possibility of overlooking one or more stones when
multiple si. .in- arc present.

5. The possibility of having fragment tones broken
' connected with the original stone.

It is true that a large number of renal stone- arc

ca>ily diagnosed and removed. This is particular!)

tun- of -tones with a diameti

meter-, situated in the pelvis. When the -tone i-

-mall and flat, however, or when il i- deep in the

calix, projecting into the cortex, palpation of the

-tone may he impossible, even when the Kidney is

brought out of the incision. The possibilities of error

'ii diagnosis have been greatly reduced through the aid

of cystoscop) and pyelography. Nevertheless, it may
be quite impossible i 1 i to differentiate extrarenal

•
I rom the Section

shadows which are obscured by the renal pelvis out-

lined in the pyelogram; (2) to identify small stones in

the kidney that have not caused any pathologic changes

hi the outline of the renal pelvis, and (3) to recognize

calcareous patches which are occasionally found in the

kidney cortex and differentiate them from actual stone.

The preoperative localization of the shadow ha

airly accurate | 1 ) by interpretation of tl

and shape of the shadow: (2) by the relation of the

kidney to the shadow, and i.Vi b) mean- of pyelog-

raphy. Stones with a triangular or branched outline

are almost always situated in the pelvis. If the outline

of the kidney is definitely determined by the roentgen-

ogram, the position of the stone may frequently be

approximately inferred. Although pyelography will

usually afford even more accurate data in the localisa-

tion of the stone, it may also be inexact. It may be

ible to determine whether the stone is free in

the upper calix. impacted in the end of the calix. or

ting partially or wholly into the cortex.

Nothing i- more disconcerting than the inability to

find a -tone in the kidney when the various methods
of clinical examination have definitely shown it to be

there. In the presence of a hydronephrosis, particu-

larl) when the dilatation is largely confined t" the

a -tone of fair size may be secreted In the bot-

tom of a calix and defy discovery by the palpating

linger. \ stone lodged in the end of a calix which is

-hut off from the pelvis by inflammatory or cicatricial

change may escape palpation. When the -tone is in

rtex, the venous congestion of the kidney conse-

quent to delivery may render it- palpation exceedingly

difficult. Needling, while occasionally of aid. i- more
often of doubtful value, and since it causes consider

able damage to the kidney tissue, should be discour-

aged. Cortical incision, when extensive .Mid multiple,

: objectionable because of consequenl destruction ot

renal tissue and the d mger of subsequent hemorrhage.

It may be verj difficult to determine, from the roent-

genogram, the number of stone- in a kidney. The

shadow may appear to he -ingle when in reality it rep-

resents two -tone- which eithi
i

or are closely

approximated. What appear- to be a single bi

-tone ma\ be made up of several distinct -tone-. The

shadow ma) he misleading when it ha- a t

ing branch which i- seemingly explained by irreg

ularity in the -tone removed; a nd small stone

which actual! dow may 1"

looked. < in the other hand, the shadow

ular -tone may a—ume an outline and consistem

of several -ton.-, \\ hen onl) one

found at operation, the surgeon, .m. r persist n

with mon or less damage to the kidney, is still in

doubt as to a remaining st<

( in the removal of branched -tone-, fragmi i

easil) broken ..it. particular!) when the ends are

impacted in minor calices Examination of tl

A may -how thi-. but more often it cannot be

determined definitely Rough tones thai are extracted

with difficulty ma) have a -oft fragment wrenched off

onally -oft -tone- have a putty-like n

crystal to them which m Form the

nucleus of .mother stone.

:-, of the difficult : preting thi

genograms and determining the numbei
of -ton.-, surgery for renal lithia

unsatisfactor) procedure Man)
ill' due to
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<• ,.r stones have not been completel) removed

.a the time oi operation. Whether or nol sto

their fragments have been overlooked ma) often be

determined b tm made following con-

uce Hum operation. ["his ma) give the d

ition . but it a shadow persists, the patient's con-

... ill not be improved, and the surgeon is then

faced with the awkward necessity of being obliged to

advise either an immediate <>r a postponed operation.

\n immediate operation is rendered difficult bj the

patient's condition, b) changed conditions of the peri-

renal tissues, the p renal hemorrhage, and

-.. forth. If the operation is postponed, the patient

inaj neglect the condition until the kidney becomes

the difficulties involved, it is apparenl

ate method of examination

at the time of operation i- desirable. Unfor-

. the usual roentgenographic examination al

erating table is an awkward procedure and

requires too much time. It would seem that if fluoro-

ination when the kidne) is brought out ol

und could be made practical, the various diffi-

surrounding lithotomy would be readily over-

raking advantage of the recent improvement

in fluoroscopic apparatus and simplification ol roent-

iphic machines, we have employed the apparatus

; herewith.

VPPAl

ipparatus used for making fluoroscopic obser-

of the kidney at the operating table is essen-

me as that used in the base and field hos-

pitals of the army, but with certain minor changes

which make it adaptable to civilian practice.

Such instruments (machines) consist of a trans-

former and autotransformer enclosed in a metal cab-

, utited on la ibility. To the

d a tube stand with a horizontal arm

universal joints for supporting the tube. The

lolidge radiator self-rectifying type.

in a lead glass shield.

The unit i> small and compact, requiring less than

floor space. It is of light weight,

d has no moving parts which migl

n. The current is turned on and off

Land or a floor switch. These portable

from the ordinary lamp sockel

iring.

ential preliminary, the roentgen-ray oper-

I

! iss for about
;,.• observation i- to he made

dark-accom-
01 ntgen-ray

the operating table

d through
through the deliv-

When the

i n held in the left hand

foot -witch.

zed metal-tipped rod

•ii which the fluoroscopist accurately

low in the kidne) .
I ! i

rt, requiring little more than a flash. I he

easily arranged so that there is

'. ith surgical asepsis.

\ ( \lvDK (PLEURAL SUCCUSSION SIGN ;

u S DUBOFF, M.D.

I VN \ II R, i

I I if object of this report i- to describe and explain

a mosl unusual and to us, new physical sign,

k I I'M; I in i \M

\ man. aged 21, was admitted to the sanatorium, June 11.

1918, with a historj "i two years' illness. Because of

repeated, large hemoptyses, in tin- presence of a unilateral

1. ii sided tuberculosis, pneumothorax was induced, July 25.

amounts ol an (about 500 c.c.) were injected .it

intervals varying from a lew days t" four weeks, without

November I. In- developed a spontaneous pneu-

mothorax with an effusion two weeks later, at first serous

but rapidly becoming purulent. Because of pressure symp-
toms, lie was aspirated, Vpril 9, I'll

1

'. 900 c.c. of purule&t

fluid being removed ami replaced bj 600 c.c. of air. This

was repeated, September 4.

iiiiic 20, I'M' 1
, the patient complained of a constant noise

in In- chest which seemed worse al night and prevented sleep.

Physical examination revealed a left-sided pyothorax to

I: wiili a clear right lung and cardiac displacement

t . the right. The apex of the heart was neither visible nor

palpable. The left bordei could not be percussed out because
i a lianas due t" the effusion, while the right border was
about 3 cm. tn the right of the right sternal margin. The
heart sounds were regular, clear and without accentuations.

A distinct, short splash could he heard at each systole over

tin- entire precordium. The splash could be heard easily

without a stethoscope by placing the ear before the open
mouth of the patient. It was audible to the patient himself.

I lie explanation ol' this peculiar sign was not obvious

roentgenological!) until September 6. Fluoroscopy at ibis

time disclosed a conical accumulation of fluid at the left

base, apex down, with a fluid level above, pulsating distinctly

with each heart beat. The lung was well collapsed, except

at the base, which explained the conical appearance of the

fluid. The heart was displaced moderately to the right. The
right diaphragm was freely movable; the left diaphragm was
immobile, the outer half being lost in the fluid shadow.

COMMENT
\ splashing sound synchronous with the heart beat

i- described by tin- French as the "bruit de moulin"
and is supposed to he characteristic of hydropnell-

mopericardium. 1
It occurred in nineteen out of

thirty-eight case- collected by James, who also men-
tions it as occurring conceivably in hydropneumo-
thorax, hut cites no case. Speaking of pneumoperi-
cardium, Babcock2 says, "Finally, the confounding of
this disease with the presence of air and fluid in the
pleural cavity is scarcely likely, if one will bear in

mind that in pneumothorax the succussion sound is

onl) obtained when the patient's body is agitated, while

in the affection under discussion, the peculiar sound
i- present even when the patient is at rest."

This statement is not necessarily true. In our case

pneumopericardium could be definitely ruled out by
the fluoroscopic examination alone, while the history

and physical sign- do not in the least suggest such a
1 ibviously, our patient had a pericardial-

pleural adhesion which -et the fluid in the pleural space
suddenly in motion at each cardiac contrai tion

it Society.
1 I., i

i A \-m Prj 19 1904
i rl .ii. J Arterial System,

i rk, 1). Applcto

Falling Birth Rate. In the -ix months during March, 1919,

iber of deaths in England and Wales exceeded the

births bj 126,000 1 1919
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RATIONAL SURGERY OF VISCEROPTOSIS
BY THE CORRECTION OF

MALFUSION *

ROLAXD IIAZEX, M.D.

PARIS, ILL.

This paper is based on observation and treatment of
many nonoperative cases of visceroptosis, and on care-

ful examination within the abdomen, and operation for
its cure, in 116 cases. After-results are based on ques-
tionnaire returns from eighty-five patients, who were
operated on more than one year ago. The first opera-
tion was performed eight and a half years ago. 1

It is generally accepted that the most rational plan
of relief for visceroptosis consists in its treatment by
means of belts, postures, calisthenics and fattening.

There are cases, however, which under the most pains-

taking attention to these principles fail to respond in a

satisfactory degree. It is only in such cases that the
assistance of surgery should be employed.

MALFUSION

To go back to the beginning, there is an embryologic
basis for the congenital type of visceroptosis, which
is more common than the acquired, being 96 per cent,

in our series. This consists in certain defects in the

process of agglutination and fusion of the peritoneum

of nuhi kidney; axial
of liver anil j. . 1

ol the back with that of the tiding colon,

hepatic flexure, splenic flexun

k. i-l before the Section on I Vbdominal
Surgery at ilir Seventieth Annual Season of the American Medical

B • vi.itcd in Tin
The complete article appears in the Tra tion and in

com "i the latter will lie sent liy the author
on receipt of a stamped addressed envelop.

1 A preliminary r.-f..,rt wai I Medical
Association, and published in the Illinois -Medical Journal in I I

These errors in fusion are harmful, when later they
result in ptoses, angulations, constrictions and traction

strains; and we shall consider them under the general
term "malfusion." Thus, malfusion constitutes the

fundamental pathology in visceroptosis.

The prevailing operations, of suspension, plication,

colectomy, colostomy, etc., are not universally accepted.

We see in them a basic objection in that they do not

strike at the source. They do not correct tin mal-

j( traction strains.
little, depending "ii thi

fusion, nor do they re-lore the static equilibrium of
the abdominal viscera one to another, and, therefore,

an scarcely be expected to give uniformly good
results.

Rational surgery, a- herein described, is a construc-

tive procedure, a- the ptosis subject is virtually rebuilt,

after the pattern of the normal subject. The principles

involved are, primarily, the replacement and retention

of tin- colon, by producing fusion at the back of the

bowel, win re fusion should originally have occurred.

Special attention to anatomii accuracy in thi

of the flexures i> necessary, as the position of the

flexures is of vital importance to the reestablishment
of visceral equilibrium. With the fundamental or

primary defects thus repaired, attention is dire

the individual correction of various secondary results

of malfusion.

Malfusion i- encountered in two forms:
I

1 i hypo-
and i 2 i li\ pei Fusions.

IN, AND THE HEP \ I n i I EXI RJE

Hypofusion, or laxity of attachment, permits pro-

lapse of the colon, resulting in abnormalities in the

n and relation of the \ iscera.

In our serii ptosis of the hepatic flexure

was found to be equally as frequent .1- that of the

cecum and ascending colon

I. Ii i- my object here to show that th

tion of the hepatii flexure is the vital point, and
tutes the kej to the ituation.

I f, primarily, the hepal permitted to come
downward, forward or inward. tb<- tr.it i
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will necessarily be carried with it and allowed to sag, so

the hepatic flexure is always accompanied
sis of the transverse v< •!• mi furthermore, a

:;. from hepatic
d of ascending colon to

i k' angulation .
• ins.

primar the hepatic flexure will be followed

finite sequence ry changes in the

•In- other viscera, constituting
g

1 i.

The hepatic flexure sequence is as follows

:

The hepatic flexure, coming out of it- ho
the liver, produ ancy in the upper

quence, the liver will rotate

e, producing
5tal margins will i o

liver now assumes an oblique din i

;
r

'

: . the liver rotation is fur-

of the liver carries with it the
li, which now assume:

'

el than
tomach. The main

If the

hange in thi

linal musi li

it if the rih- are lift*

placed in the upper abdomen,
. under the liver and stomach, and

itomach rotation will he
I he pyloric outlet of the stomach will be

elevated and brought further to the right, and the span
of the transverse colon will be lengthened, and it will

again hang as a festoon between the two upright fixed

Dns of the colon.

HYP] R] i SION, Wl' rRACl [ON STB M \s

Hyperfusions are localized adhesion formations,

usually having theii origin in certain vestigial embry-
lembranes. Fibrous hypertrophy, and later con-

traction, may occur as a resull of the intermittent

traction of a loose segment of the bowel. These for-

mation-- will then produce constrictions and angulations
of the colon, and traction strains at both ends of llieir

attachment.

The finding by roentgen ray or otherwise, as in

Figure 2, may mean much or little. The patient may
enjoy perfect health, or may he an invalid. This
depends on whether the malfusion is so formed as to

afford easy, uniform and regular support, throughout
the length of the colon, in its faulty position; or
whether the support is irregular, holding under local

ten-ion at one point, with marked slackness at other
points, thus producing local traction strains, as seen
from the interior in Figure 3.

II ere we see the cecum and part of the ascending
colon in normal position. There are two small but
firm bands of adhesion at the bend of the ascending
colon, one passing beyond the longitudinal muscle bun-

F'g. 4.—Malfusion: hypofusion with prolapse of cecum, ascending
irith co equenl prol ip < oi

i formation IV hepatic

and Hank, producing angulations and traction

i produce an angulation, and to
take the strain of bearing part of the weight of the
upper li.-tltr of the a ilon. The hepatic flexure
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is downward and inward, and rather evenly supported
by a fairly uniform, but very long mesocolon. The
end of the hepatic flexure, and beginning of the trans-

ported in an angulated position by a

large, firm band, attached to the gallbladder and to the

liver. The effects of physical exertion, producing
i strain, on the gallbladder and bile ducts, as

on thi colon, in this case are evident.

Figure 4 shows the hypofusion and prolapse involv-

ing the cecum, ascending colon, hepatic flexure am'
splenic flexure, with consequent sag of the tra

colon. Hyperfusions are also well illu-.ii-.itcd. Not
the restraining bands, which, suspending the o
the flexure

,
produce traction strains on the gallbladde

and pylorus on the right side, and on the pli

Hank on the 1< ft.

In our series of patients operated on, we I

irregular and abnormal adhesions of this type in the

of tin- hepatic flexure, in 67 per cent, of the

mpared with adhesions of the ascending
colon in 53 per cent, of the cases. Harvey* found, on
postmortem examination of 105 new-bom children,

thirty cases of adhesion in the upper region, and thirty

i the lower region. It is evident, therefore, thai

the importance of the hepatic fle: ure, in n I ion to its

hyperfusions, is equal to, if not greater than, that of

um and the a i ending colon.

11.—Mrs. If. H. P., aged 39, had
through-

2. Harvi .. - I Ann, Surg, 68:641 (June) -

out the right side of the abdomen, and occasionally in the

splenic region. Moderate exertion would cause physical

incapacity for several days at a time. For ten years she had
been totally incapacitated for housew - years,

attacks of persistent vomiting had followed any moderate
exertion. During the previous year her condition had been

le. She was a woman of intelligence, and had con-
sulted many physicians, and had received many diagnoses,

and but little benefit. When she first consulted me, she had
just completed a course in bed. with treatment for gastric

ulcer. Her symptoms were better in bed, but returned as

soon as she got up. She was thirty pounds below her best

weight, and extremely anemic.

Under rest, postural and supporting treatment, for six

months, she managed to retain enough nourishment to gain

a few pounds in weight, and her hemoglobin increased from
55 to 70. She had not gained any during the past two months,

had thus evidently reached her maximum improve-
ment, an operation was performed for the cure of her

visceroptosis. The following conditions were found

:

Ptosis of the entire right side of the colon was present.

The cecum was in the pelvis, being suspended by a band of

adhesions, 1 inch wide, extending from the front of the

ascending colon to the flank. The hepatic flexure was very

movable and displaced downward and inward, and was sup-

ported by a span of adhesions, suspending it from the pylorus

and duodenum. It was also kinked by a band of adhesions,

uniting it to the transverse colon.

The splenic flexure was in normal position, bul sharply

angulated by a band of adhesions, attaching it to tl I

I
,\ Hank. Tli.

I

width, pi
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to tin- normal region of the

e, without traction. The technic described below

foi the correction "t the ptosis in thi

atient made an uneventful recovery, has not vomited

ration, which was performed five years ago, and

fusion sutures an tied. Note

-. trsc colon arc also shown.

gained 35 pounds in weight during the first seven months, and

r now. She docs all her housewoik and is

SI i en better health

ever known before the operation (Figs. 14,

normal vi»o t .!

TEi I . HE OPERATION

1. Repair of Primary Defects.—The abdomen is

opened in the median line, and a thorough inspi

made of the position of the viscera, and the location of

the adhesions, I in- colon is then lifted out, by intes-

tinal forceps, which grasp the anterior longitudinal

muscle bundle. Its posterior attachments arc now
systematically inspected for areas ol loose attachments,
ior irregular formations of constricting or restraining

adhesion bands, and a No for the finer strands of fibrous

fasciculi, which arc found in the outer layer of il
u-

ilon, and most numerously at and In-low the

flexures.

This inspection, which is assisted by the palpating

ringer, passing along the outei aspect of the

attachments, includes the entire colon, starting al the

cecum and proceeding up the right side and down the

left, with particular attention to it-- attachments in the

kidney, hepatic, pyloric and splenic regions.

Adhesion bands are dh ided, when found to be harm-
ful, and the colon is always freed of any constricting

bands that arc found to pass over the anterior longi-

tudinal muscle bundle, at any point.

Figure 5 shows the ascending colon and the hepatic

flexure freed of adhesion bands, and its mesocolon,

containing numerous fibrous fasciculi, held in position

ready for the application of the sutures.

Fig. 9 pperatioi Secondary elongation ol transverse colon: suture
applied which, on tying, shortens the longitudinal muscle bandj repro-
ducing its sacculations.

Figure 6 shows a number of parallel sutures intro-

duced into the mesocolon, beginning at the cecum. The
al no place enters the bowel wall itself, but picks

up the mesocolon close to the bowel. Thence, the

needle is reintroduced several times, picking up all the

fibrous fasciculi possible until the posterior wall of the

flank is reached. At this point, a deep stitch is taken,

which niu>t include the firm iliac fascia below and the

lumbar fascia above. The capsule of the kidney is

included in the stitch coming from the beginning of the

hepatic flexure. This stitch starts the forward curve

of the flexure. When these sutures are tied, the meso-
colon will be obliterated, the bowel will be replaced

in its normal position, and firmly, evenly and uniformly
attached to the flank.

In ordei to insure an easy, forward and inward
curve to the hepatic flexure, a suture is now inserted

in the edge of the gastrocolic omentum, and thence into

the lateral abdominal wall, just beneath the liver.

Similar sutures are placed at the splenic flexure, and
iding col<, n. if needed.

It i- an advantage, also, to take up any slackness of

nsverse colon thai may remain, either by plication

of its mesocolon, or suspension by the hammock opera-
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tion of Coffee. This guards against injury in the event
of vomiting, and makes for better retention during the
period of muscular adjustment, which follows, in tin-

upper abdominal walls.

Figure 7 shows the position of the posterior stitches

after tying, and of the gastrocolic and omental sutures,

ready to be attached to the abdominal wall.

Figure 8 shows a side view after the stitches have
been tied. This completes the repair of the primary
and fundamental defects, by converting the malfusion
into normal fusion, as it secures the uniform and
even attachment of the portions of the bowel that nor-
mally should be fused to the back. Notice the posterii ir

slain of the flank, and the colon lying firmly and evenl)
attached. The hepatic flexure now lies well back and
high up under the liver, and curves smoothly and
evenly over the lower pole of the kidney and duo-
denum as it passes forward and inward, to become the
transverse colon, which is now seen in its normal
position.

The static equilibrium of the abdominal viscera is

now restored. Intra-abdominal pressure will exert its

obliterating the opening in its capsule, through which
its lower pole must descend and turn inward as it

comes down

:

A deep suture on a large needle is passed back-
ward, through the peritoneum, close to the inner side

ar an
I b easy cu

B 1 pos flexures
ami absence of filling d

of the lower pole of the kidney, down to and includ-

ing the lumbar fascia, then outward and forward,

lose i" the outer >id< of the lower pule of the kidney,

and emerging from the peritoneum. < )n tying this

suture, the opening in the capsule of the kidney is

obliterated and, the kidney having been well r<

before applying the suture, the strands of the nephro-

colic ligament of Longyear are secured to the lumbar
fascia. This also aids in maintaining the proper posi-

tion of the ascending colon.

Fig 10 !'
I transverse colon; nllii -

force obliquely on the ascending colon, which tends to

retain the hepatic flexure in this position. The flexure

now acts as a wedge lying beneath the liver, and tends

to prevent its prolapse with consequent prolapse of the

pylorus.

_'. Repair of Secondary Defects.— If the transverse

colon i-- atonic and much elongated, with the oblitera-

tion of its sacculation^ (Fig. 9), fine silk ii

sutures maj be inserted at intervals in the longitudinal

muscle band, in such a manner, thai on tying them, tin-

band will be shortened by 2 inches with

with a reproduction of the sacculations.

Forward and downward rotation of the liver i- a

vital menace to our results, and mu l
be corrected to

insure proper space for the hepatic flexure replace

ment. It i~ remedied by its replacemenl and retention

by means of two mattress sutures passing through it-

lower border and suspending it to 1 1
)• anterior abdom-

inal wall.

Undue relaxation of the stomach may call for sus- The average final results are among the most striking

pension, preferably by the operation of Rovsing. we encounter in surgical
|

\\ e have de\ ised a pro, edure bj w hich ptosi of thi . mptoms relies ed, but these patii i

kidney can In- repaired from within the by tually reconstructed, physically, mentally and
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tionally. Physical inefficiency and invalidism arc

; by ability to do work; fatigue and neuras-

thenia, by sound muni and nerves; constipation is

improved, and the -allow complexion is repli

the pink glow of good health. Many report a vigor

iration

ight.

mina which they never before had known, even

in their earlier days.

The typical roentgen-ray findings, before and after

m, arc well illustrated in a case as follows:

10 shows the colon before operation, in which

a sharp angulation, ptosis, and filling d<

cures, also marked ptosis of the transverse

j the roentgen-ray examination

TABLE 1.—QUESTIONNAIRE REPOKTS

No. of Patients
63

•
'*

I number of patients heard from 77

2
6

one year
85

; V EN CASES

if Patients Percentage

89.5

6.5

I he change- in bodily poise and outline loll,,wing

operation are well illustrated in the photograph of

. 11 (Figs. 14, 15 and ldi- (See report of case

above. I

Ql ESI [ON N VIRl Kl PORTS

A questionnaire covering general improvement, as

well a- a detail report, was sent out to all patients

whose operation had been performed more than a year

ago, from which returns the deductions presented in

I able 1 have been made.
I ighty-eighl per cent, of the patients report a gain

in weight since operation. While seven patient- report

rABLE 3.—RESULTS IN Tin: (ASK OF SEVENTY-SEVEN
PATIENTS ARRANGED IN GROUPS ACCORDING TO

I imi SINCE OPERATION

don. The entire

ition, with a

of angulation

of the trans-

i Fig. 12) h
in the median line.

after opera
tion ( 1 up in good position, and
the pyloric outlet I the right, as it should be.

mplete symptomatic cure.

Results ii"t Satisfae-

Yean No Result
Sroup Since Op. Case! Cured Much Imp total SI Imp. Not Imp. Total

I .
si

, in o . 27 81.5 + 1? = 96.5 3.5 + = 3.5

25 60 + 40 - 100 0+0=0
to 1 25 28 + 44 = 72 16 + 12 = 28

loss in weight, this loss wa- due chiefly to other ill-

nesses. The net results of sixty patients who reported

their weights -how an average gain for the entire

group of 15'
;;
pounds per patient. One half of these

patients gained an average of 14 pounds over their

best former weight. This gain in weight is a striking

evidence of the improvement that has occurred in this

group, as a whole.

PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY

Before operation, the average degree of this inca-

pacity, per patient, was 4?.7 per cent. The question-

naire returns show an average incapacity, per patient.

,ii HO') p,r cent, since operation. In other word-, the

physical efficiency of the entire group has been almost

completely restored.

I hat the improvement in these patients is often slow,

but that their ultimate cure is permanent, i- demon-
strated by Table 3, which divides the case- into three

Fig. 14 (Cast- 11).— Bi vtn months
. costal angle,

e of right costal margin, after the malfusion has Ween cor-pse of right costal margin
rccted.

groups, of equal number, according to the time since

on, and compare- the results in the different

bows that practically all of the unsatis-

factory result Foil d ii th( gi oup of patients most
on, being 28 per cent, in this group.

After the two year period, however, the table shows
that the unsatisfactory results amount to an average
of only 1.7S per cent. Furthermore, the number of
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absolute cures increases progressively with the increase
in the time since operation, as seen by comparing the
more recent with the older groups; the largest per-
centage of cures, SI. 5, occurring in the oldest group
of patients.

The questionnaire returns further show that 81.5 per
cent, of the patients consider themselves as still

improving; 18.5 per cent, consider themselves as sta-

I >s< 11) —Before, threi n months after
Note improved vigor, posture and poise, and the filling out

the hollow upper abdomen. Visceral equilibrium is restored.

tionary in their improvement, and none of them con-
sider themselves t<> have been made worse through
having undergone the operation.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. Robert T. Morris, New York: In order to discuss

intelligently the subject of visceroptosis we must divide it

into its various categories and consider the features of each.

dialing with a group of defective patients, those who
present stigmata, objective signs of arrested development of

structure. It is almost impossible to place these patients

back in good position as a unit in the social system, no matter

what we do lor them surgically or medically. Sucli

have eyestrain, noncrupted molars, nasal hypertrophies and
other sources for peripheral irritation. Another gro
resents changes in the anatomy because of the circumstances
brought to bear. Structures develop resembling the kinks
which Lane described, fur example. Disturbances of the

Sympathetic ganglions of the autonomic and sympathetic sys-

tems which conduct digestion constitute a fourth category,

perhaps, cases of psychoneuroses, mental depression and
in fact, various end-results of conditio

anatomically and functionally wrong. If the work which has

ne by I Jr. Eiazen relieves a certain percentage i

let us do that work. For instance, I often fix the

dney. These patients have the

of loose kidney. 1 1 i

that it
1 ntly but it mUSl be done in

the right way. If you do
as well i has done them, you are simply adding

patient's troub

Dr. J. .1. GrtBRioe, Philadelphia: It would i

better. Occasional! led into

C cases with '

She weighed about

ix. another . I the kidney
r did a curettage, whili

operated .-n her i i *e, I. iter, hi i

and. of course, I"- dodged and recommended electrothera-
.•. ant to

operate as I did not believe I could do any good ; however.
I had a suspicion of an inclusion of the iliac hypogastric nerve
within the scar of the kidney operation as causing the pain
in the lower abdomen. The patient was a young woman and
she and her aunt both persuaded me to operate on her. At
operation I found the cause of the pain to be as I had antici-

pated, the inclusion of the nerve. She had complete relief.

1 put her on the treatment she should have had in the first

rid a diet adapted to her gastrointestinal fui

She improved rapidly and in six months she had gained in

weight so that she weighed 130 pounds.

Dr. J. Shexton HORSLEY, Richmond: The i

by Dr. Hazen have been excellent. It seems to

all these patients are not cured is that toxic substances

are absorbed and in the course of years this has a degenerating
effect on nerve tissue, possibly on the sympathetic ga

Even after you effect a cure in the bowel function the changes
in the sympathetic ganglions may be so great that the patient

still has some of the neurasthenic symptoms; just as late

operation for lesions of the brain does not cure epilepsy. I

take it for granted that every case of stasis should be treateil

by a good medical man for at least six months before any
operation is done. Should the patient not be cured, operation
may be necessary. Coffey has demonstrated that the peri-

toneum is the strongest support within the abdomen. I have
been doing a simple operation in cases of gastroptosis, a modi-
fication of Beyea's method. 1 start the suture on the left side.

near the stomach wall, carry it up on the left side and return
on the right side in a reverse direction and tie. This makes a
purse string suture in strong tissue and avoids the thin peri-

toneum in the center of the gastrohepatic omentum.

Dr. Charles P. Noble, Philadelphia: There is no
that practically all these patients with ptosis are instances of

arrested development from environmental causes. They are

a separate group in the hum: tnd unless wi

them from that standpoint we fail to meet the situation. In a
certain percentage of them mechanical surgery may afford

relief from certain symptom - - not alter the con-
stitutional nature, and in order to secure good results in gen-
eral tiny must be treated along physiologic lines. The gen-
eral method i^ medicinal treatment followed by physical cul-

i

outdoor lif.-, and particularly tl
•

within a much smaller amount of ,

i a normal individual. [

done these people '<

not in t!

in the
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upright position there has been delay in the fastening of the

ascending and descending colon to the back, li is a change
state. 1 In- fei talc lus no) followed that

rase of the primary law that the

: follow change of structure; and) second, that

her pelvis is larger than that of the male and her symptoms
.1.' not usually appear until a certain time. All tliis time the

colon ha f*he condition is similar to that of a

man with a broken arch; he may not have s\ mptoms until he

is on his feet. He may have been doing desk work and is

without symptoms until he i be on hi-* feet. The
general I peripheral symptoms referred to are

• anil I have thought of the relation of the sympa-

nglions with a bowel that is down and pulling on the

sympatl is that we do not 1m

treatment I did n

latient whose colon is down. \'
'

itients referred by physicians who have

done their best. We do not advocate operation. In fact, I

should not wai • .ration for general use. It

should ' rticularly interested in this

ii of tlie whole

lity of the anatonv.

make the repair with any one method of operation. \- Dr.

Gilbridc told u L;rcat a tendency to Operate with-

Thirteen per cent, of the patients in onr series

had had ' them. with. ait r< I

repair .. rs have to he correlated to

satisfactory result.

AMPUTATION ABOVE THE LEVEL OF
ARTERIAL l (BSTRUCTK >.\

IN ARTERIOSCLEROTIC GANGRENE

DANIEL X. EISENDRATH, A.B., M.D.

AMI

RALPH I!. BETTMAN, A.B., M.D.

CHICAGO

The tendency of the majority of surgeons in select-

I at which to amputate in ai

guided by the extent of tin- area of

Not infrequently, the amputation i- Eol-

by extensive sloughing of the flaps and either

• from sepsis, or, as in a case recently

us, the opposite limb becomes involved

result of tin- extension of the thrombosis from
iliac artery and then across to the

rtery. We have felt that the ideal
i at which to amputate

ft moral artery at the middle of

-How it in an upward or downward
lied at which the throm-

: tin.- artery ceased, and distinct pul-

ed in the vessel. We have
plan in a recent case with very gratify-

KEPO.i

I Reese 1 lospital

I here was
the arteries of the limb as high

up as the upp. I mputation thn

I the thigh by tin

at the middle
of the thigh I reliminary ligation.

find the femoral artery completely
occluded by a thromhus. Following the vessel in an upward
direction we wire unal.lc to find any pulsation until

Poupart's ligament f Fig. 1). At this level, the aro
ligated just above the occlusion, that is, through the lower-

most pulsating portion. An amputation was performed at

tins level, and the patient, who had been extremely septic,

made an uneventful recovery. In spite, however, of the high
Kiel at which the amputation was performed, there wai

of the skill flaps. Dissection of the

of the limb revealed ni.n u anas in the

artery and a mpl< telj oi i luding its lumen
up to a point close to thi h mi u al i anal i lie clol

mlj adherent to the intima in many places and
extended from the femoral int.. both tibial arteries. The
\eiiis were normal.

Fi«r. 1.—Extent of thr.

femoral and tibial arteries. Ar-
to level at which

artery was ligal

imal to ll]i|JCr level of 11

Fipr. 2.—Femoral artery showing
i In inn by thrombus,

ii. 1
1

-

i

.< r level of which is at the
elotti I line. The thrombus ex-
tends a.'., both tibia] art.ri.-s

points to calcareous
plaques orj vntima of artery.

I OMMENT
We believe that exposure of the femoral artery in

order to determine the upper limit of the occlusion is

the simplest and most accurate method of deciding on
tlie level at which amputation should he performed.

The Child's Food.—A growing child requires far more food
than its weight would indicate. For, in the first place, its

intake must exceed its expenditure, so that it may grow.

—

Julius II. II
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THE COURSE OF THE BLOOD
CHANGES IN A CASE OF

APLASTIC ANEMIA*

JOHN" J. O'MALLEY, .M.D.

nant Commander, M. C t\ S. Navy

AND

HENRY B. CONRAD. M.D.

Lieutenant, M. C, L'. S. Navy

WASHINGTON, U. C.

Aplastic or aregeneratory anemia is the term applied

to a well marked type of anemia due to decreased

blood formation. Clinically it is marked by anemia, a

pronounced tendency to hemorrhage, and a rapidly

fatal course. Despite the severity of the anemia there

are Done of the evidences of hone marrow regenera-

tion, such a- megaloblasts, normoblasts, ani

and stippled or basophilic erythrocytes in the circula-

tion. At necropsy the red marrow is found to he

aplastic, showing an increase of fat and a diminution

in megaloblasts and normoblasts.

The disease is not so rare. Musser1 collected reports

of fifty-nine cases, including twenty- four of

and added another, which is probably the best studied

case that has been reported.

Tin- case that we present is reported on account of

(he remarkable opportunity it afforded fur observing

the progressive changes in the blood during the

REPORT OF CASE

History.—L. H.. man. aged 67. white, admitted to the
:

July 15. complaining of weakness, had always

neral health except for constipation, for which he had

r twice a week since youth. He had

been a moderate drinker for many years. There had always

been a tei or long periods of time from cuts

ajid scratches, but there had been no serious hemorrhage.

In 1910 In- suffered from a "nervous breakdown." The sys-

tolic blood pressure was then 176. At that time •

would bring on pain over tin- <ternum which

would run down the right arm. never down the left. During
tin illness he frequently took sulphonal. IK' made a perfect

d years previous to his entrance into the hospital

he suffered from glaucoma and the right eye was enucleated.

i three times a day in the

'hat time.

In March, 1919, four month- before tin- present admission,

the patient was in the hospital four weeks with "indigestion."

The leukocyte count was 6,750. There was no marked pain

gative save fi lie large

He apparently recovered from tin indigestion, hut

became nervous and
' complaint. I hiring

the whole of tin- time, about four months, he took from 5 to

20 train- of barbital every night. His appetite wa
He urinati night ; there w

>r about three week- befi

nt had noticed that he wa i tired by
walking and climbing -tip- than formerly. July 14. Ii.

to dinner On returning, which was
shrink up lull, he became exhausted ami had to rest

the curie He was admitted to the I

. day.

// Examination.—The patient was a rather old man,
lying quietly in bed with a

•
I ram ibi N -..

I o

In;. M..] l l

There was no emaciation. There was a very distinct pallor

but no yellow tint to his skin. His musculature was extremely
flabby. His speech was somewhat "thick." He was mentally

active and alert.

Head: The right side of the face was distinctly smoother
than the left, and his mouth was drawn to the left. However,

whistle, and there appeared to he no weakness of the

right side. The left pupil wa- small and did not react to

light or accommodation < pilocarpin). The teeth, on which
much dental work had been done, were in poor condition.

Glands : The posterior cervical and submaxillaries were
palpable; the gland at the left angle of the jaw was enlarged.

The axillaries were about the size of lima beans. The
epitrochlears were not palpable, nor were the inguinals

ged.

Chest : On percussion the lungs were found to he clear

except at the right base, where the liver dulness wa-
increased. The lower lung borders descended on inspiration,

the left about 21
/a lingerbreadths. the right somewl

The breath sound- were everywhere harsh. Crackling rales

were pri h bases, more marked on the left. The
cardiac dulness extended from the third rib above to just

Outside the midclavicular line. Tin point of maximal impulse

was in the fifth interspace, a little outside the midclavicular

line. At the apex the first sound was muffled and followed 1>,

a blowing murmur. The systolic murmur was present also

at the base, but nol transmitted. The pulmonic second sound
was clear and not accentuated. The aortic second wa- cleat

and a bit accentuated. The pulse was good and could be felt

equally at both w i i

imen: The abdominal wall, like that of the chest, was
and the pressure of the hell of the stethoscope left a

slight imprint.

Lower extremities : The musculature wa- flabby.

Rectal examination: The prostate was slightly enlarged.

There was normal resiliency.

Nervous: There was lateral nystagmus; the eye movements
were otherwise good. In other respects the examination was
negative.

The blood was pale. At the prick of a needle the

patient bled very freely. The red cell count was 2,240,000; tin-

color was good: there was no anisocytosis or poikili

There was no stippling, philia, or nucleated

forms. Onlj foui oi five platelets were seen in a smear.
The hemoglobin was 55 per cent (Tallqvist). The Ii

count wa- 3,000; polymorphonuclear-. -4.1 per cent: eosinophils.

2 per cent: lymphocytes, 55 per cent; large mononuclear- and
transitionals, -' per

Urine . Th.

There was a faint trace of albumin. There weri

granular casts and cylindroids; there was a little muct
an occasional white cell.

Clinical Course.—The disi

patient became weaker and weaker. He slepl con

and wa- irritable when awake,

admission, petechial hemorrhages appeared on the leg

• i on the foil it quickly cleared up after

^nd 55'

i

[rate method, on tin-

febrile reaction after each of the transfusions: tin temperature

was I02.S I- .liter tin- Rrsl transfusion and 101.5 F. after the

ut he hail no chill- Whin the patient had '•

from thi aid he fell betl

over tin r the extremities. < >n th<

ing day, the sixteenth da)

101 I- and tl
-

ing from the gums. The ti

d bleeding from thi nued until the
-

hemorrhage from the rectum. Hi

after hi- admi
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Musser,1 while less stress is laid on its occurrence bv
Cabot 7 and Lavenson.8 In the present case, fever was
present only during; the last four days of the disease,

and the temperature was never above 102 F. The per-

sistence of rale- at the bases of the lungs during the

latter part of the disease would suggest a terminal pul-

monary infection. If the resistance to infection were
reduced pari passu with reduction in the number of

polymorphonuclear neutrophils, it must have been
exceedingly low when they were present in less than

5 per cent, of their normal numbers. The fever had
no effect in increasing the leukocyte count.

Subcutaneous hemorrhages and hemorrhages from
the mucous membranes are characteristics of the dis-

ease rather than complications.9 Moth were evident

in the present case, but were not so severe as to affect

either the clinical course or the blood picture of the

Pathogenesis.—The absence of immature red cells

in the circulation and the absence of bile pigments in

the skin, urine, and blood

plasma, and the absence of

hemosiderin in the liver

tend to confirm the preva-

lent conception that the

anemia is due to failure

in formation and not to

abnormal destruction of

red blood cells.
1 The

persistence of the red cell

count at about the same
figure as on admission,

the rapid progress

to fatal termination, is not

a constant feature of the

disease. In the case of

Stitt.' the red count fell

to 490.000 on the day of

death. In the present case.

the red count was proba-

bly kept up by the trans-

fusions. According to the

work of Ashby," trans-

fused cells live and func-

tion, and are therefore of

value to the general body
• omy. Such persis-

t< nee of the red cell count raises doubt as to thl

being the essential factor in the disease. < abot 12 raises

a similar query in regard to pernicious anemia. The
other bacteriologic and chemical examinations, blood

culture, blood sugar, nonprotein nitrogen, urea nitro-

gen, creatinin and carbon dioxid content of the bl 1

i no lead.

The estimations of hemoglobin were made on the

t) of the lil 1 and th<

ich accuracy. At the two estimations the hemo
globin was about the same, bul the color indi

0.84 to 0.74. This was associated with quite

progress in the i id is of interest in

i

nson, R. S. : Thi
i a

i

Int. Med. 14:
• r, L. I-'., in " Medicine, New V..rk. I>

3
11. Ash of Length <>i Life "i rransfused Cor-

• r. Mi 'I 90: ',. < M in 1.

1

. Philadelphia, Lea and Febigcr, I
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Dtc. 6, 1V1SI

t ; lymphocytes -'2.5 per cent., and large mono-
rs and transitionals 10.8 per cent, the following

numbei l 100 per cent, in Charl 2 (lower

r polymorphonuclear neutrophils,

sinophils and basophils, 230; for large mononu-
and transitionals, 729; for lymphocytes, 1,518,

red cells, 5,000,000. It will be seen tha

but the lymphocytes suffered

rhe polymorphonuclear cells, including the

iphils and basophils, suffered mark-
The platelets were

.it the earliest observation,

THERAPY

nl was transfused twice. The petechial

- cleared up after the tirst transfusion, but

• other benefit evident clinicallj

increased the red cell count, which did not

former level for five days. The trans-

tbly account t"or the way in which the red

counts maintained their level; hut they wen- at no time

marrow stimulation. The
of the transfusions on the white count was

extremely transient. The effect on the downward
lorphonuclear cells was of little con-

.ation after the first lasting forty-

Eter the second.

MARY

In a case of aplastic anemia, the diagnosis was based

on the anemia, t! of abnormal red

ind the aplastic red marrow at

here was no evidence of increased hemol-

The red cells were reduced to about 1,800,000. They
ily temporarily increased by transfusions, and

I in about their original numbers to the

re practically absent.

The below 1. and dropped as the

Then tual reduction in all the leukocytic

ore marled in those of myeloid
l origin were the only elements

ive diminution in num!

Chi jdical Board Report.—Tin- fourth annual

1 Board, f"r

- .
•

:

tributions were paid

Shanghai ha

from the

I

and miscella:

INFLUENCE OF PITUITARY EXTRACTS
o.\ Till'. GENITAL I K \i

RT T. FRANK, M.D.

IfORK

During the course of an inve igation of the physi-

ologic properl poid constituents of die vari-

of the

anterior lobe of the pituitarj hods on the growth of

lital trad was undei taken I his work w .

pleted in 1917, hut for extraneous reasons ha nol

been published until now.

Various investigators have obtained divers results

from the feeding of the anterior loin- extracts to dif-

ferent varieties of animals, such as rats, rabbits and
dogs. Among these in be mentioned
Sandri, A. E. Schai Fer, I I'.. Robertson and E,

Goetsch. Robertson and Goetsch, the former
I

purified extract which he denominates tcthclin, and the

lattei the dry extract of the anterior lobe, claim to have
obtained increase in body growth and stimulation of

nital tract in animals. The growth-producing
is extract appi ai i en gen-

erally accepted in the literature, and the extract has

been applied in some instances to the treatment of

human beings. It seems well worth while to publish

the results obtained by a series of experiments con-

ducted with all due precautions on while rats

Considering it likely from the perusal of the litera-

ture that anterior lobe extracts actually cause increase

in growth and stimulation <,\ the genital tract, a

series of experiments wa i on tu< ted in order to deter-

mine what constituents of the pituitary extract pro-

duced these phenomena. Through the kindness of the

laboratories of Parke, Davis & Co., four extracts

. > obtained. These consisted of the following por-

tions of the gland: Extract No. 1 of anterior and
posterior lobe in proportion of 1 to 6 deM<

in fat soluble sub-

stances; Extract No. 3 of pituitary containing only fat

soluble substances; Extracl No. 1 of anterior lobe only

desiccated and diluted with lactose to prevent decom-
ion.

Six litters of white rats raised in the laboratory

the course of these experiments. The
rats were .> weeks old when the experiments were

Litters 1 and 2 were composed ol six sisters

each; Litters .1 and 4 of five sisters each; Litter 5 of

three sisters, and Litter 6 of four sisters. In each lit-

ter at least one animal was ontrol. For
thirty-five consecutive days each animal (except the

control) was fed with 0.05 gm. of pituitary, gi

a bolus composed of me u he< '.which
taken. In order to round out th

!

1 fed with mill tnd oats.

ill the animals, except
I of Litter 1 ive inci

growth.

At the necropsy, it was found that no oncordant
ir in general bod.

1 in the

genital 1 babl to the gl tndulat 1 eding was
1 whether experimental ani-

mal or d a gre;

lutea in the 1

; the other internal genitals.
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According to Goetsch's report, animal? of this age
(56 days) should show no corpora lutea unless stimu-

lated by the extracts. Possibly his results wen
dental, as the individual series contained few animals ;

or possibly the season of the year may have had some
influence, because in his experiments most of the ani-

mals were fed during the early months of spring;

or, again, possibly individual breeds show premature
maturity.

CONCLUSION

It may be said that more extended experiments along
these lines will be necessary before stimulation of the

sex organs, at least of the female sex organs, can be
ascribed to the use of pituitary extracts. The prac-

tice of at once applying unconfirmed results obtained
in the laboratory to clinical practice is pernicious.

In no field has it been more abused than in that of

"endocrinology." If this practice continues unchecked,
organotherapy will fall into disrepute both in the

opinion of the medical profession and in that of the

public.

Till-: SPINAL FLUID IX PRIMARY
AXD SECONDARY SYPHILIS

JOSEPH McIVER, M.D.
University of Pennsylvania School o! .Medicine;

Assistant Neurologist, Philadelphia Ceneral Hospital

PHILADELPHIA

This study was undertaken with the idea of deter-

mining so tar as possible what percentage of cases of

primary and secondary syphilis would show infection

of the cerebrospinal fluid as might he demonstrated by

the usual laboratory methods.

The tests made on each specimen of spinal fluid were
the Wassermann reaction, protein determination and
cell count. In every case, comparison of tin- blood

Wassermann has been made with the findings in the

spinal fluid. The duration of the disease, the presenl

signs of syphilis and previous treatment have also been
taken into consideration.

These studies were made in a series of ninety-one

cases. Tin- majoritj "f tin- patient- were either in the

primary or the secondary stage of syphilis. Tin !

manifested varied from early chancre to a fading

secondary rash. A few of them, however, were well

past the secondary stage, There was only one out of

four or five cases in which any previous treat-

ment had been given, and that was usually a very small

amount.
All of these ca-es gave a -j—I—I—f- Wassermann

:; of the blood serum, as this was one of lli(

determining factors whether or not studies would be

i the spinal fluid.

.I 1 count was made immediately on removal
of the spinal fluid. The average number of cells per

Cubic millimeter was nine. No effort was made to

classify them. The greatest number of cells per cubic

millimeter for any one specimen was seventeen. < die

ol these was a case presenting a chancre oi the lip with
marked glandular involvemenl but no secondary rash,

i he i ithers w • ed secondary syph-
ilis. It a cell count of five per cubic millimi

- the average in normal spinal fluids, practically

all ot these cases showed a slight abnormality. The
percentage of cases of secondary syphilis showing

in the pinal fluid has been given as from 10

to 90. If we may consider a slight increase in cells an
abnormality, then undoubtedly a large number of the

primary and secondary cases of syphilis would show-
abnormal spinal fluid. This, however, must be regarded
as only of suggestive significance, as there are a num-
ber of conditions that may produce an increase in cells.

Then, again, we have to admit that cell counting is sub-

ject to error.

( Inly two of these cases showed a slight excess of
protein in the cerebrospinal fluid, and curiously enough
one of these was in the chancre stage. The other was
one of two years' duration. Very little treatment had
been given in either case.

In performing the Wassermann reaction of the
spinal fluid. 0.6 C.C. was used. 0.2 c.C. being the usual
amount. The increased amount of fluid had no effect

on the reaction.

I might say at this time that the vast majority of

these patients suffered from lumbar puncture head-
ache despite the fact that they remained in bed from
three to four days following the operation. The
amount of fluid withdrawn never exceeded from 3 to

4 c.C. The intensity and duration of the headache
varied a great deal in different persons. Although this

was troublesome and annoying, no serious complica-
tions followed.

It might have been more interesting if we had made
more than one examination of the cerebrospinal fluid

at different periods of the disease. However, I did
not feel justified in doing this, considering the diseom
fort that it caused the patient and what it promised
in return.

In making the lumbar puncture. 2 per cent, cocain
was used to anesthetize the skin. This was a great

help in reducing the immediate discomfort of the punc
ture. The introduction of physiologic sodium chlorid

solution into the spinal canal to replace the amount of
spinal fluid removed was considered hut was not done.

What percentage of those infected with syphilis will

develop symptoms of the nervous system has been a

field ot much Speculative theorizing and has been vari-

ously estimated at from 9 to 25. A great deal of time

and energy have been spent trying to determine the

a es that will develop neurosyphilis and at

what time in life The explanations that have been
offered are familiar t:i us all.

It has been -aid bj om< that the papular variety of

syphilis was more likely to give a positive \\ assermann
in of the -pinal fluid. This has not been true in

my series

'ithers have thought that there must he a difference
in the virulence of the spirochete flourishing in differ-

ent parts of the world. In tl i number of
countries were represented, namely, England, i

Ireland, ttal Vi ales. ,,ud all parts of the

United States. Notwithstanding the number of places
from which the infections came, there was no n

ble difference in them so far as the laboratory studies
were concerned. Clinically, the cases from abroad
usually presented more marked secondarj manifests
tions. but as a rule the) had untn .'ted

1 There is a slight increase of lymphocytes in tin

cerebrospinal fluid in the majority ol cases of priman
ami secondary syphilis.

2 I he up re i
• in protein content doe not

as early as the jni rease in lym] hoc
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3. In

obtained <>n the spinal fluid in pri-

i.l secondary syphilis.

4. It lude that we
rmine by the examinations of the cerebrospinal

fluid in florid syphilis just who i^ Lpittii,' to

p symptoms of the central nervous system

Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments
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i
long thi
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standpoit
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I in itidticin i tx with

i attempt.
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to this mi other methods in which .
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ery unlikely !

i

or thai pneumothorax will result, while a dull,

it pierces the

ho use a I

lis is practically what the entire opi
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consists of with our method. As to the absence of an obtura-
tor, if the needle is small and sharp it is not likely to be
blocked up with tissue, especially in this ca-e in which the

anesthetic fluid, being forced through the needle, acts like

an obturator. Should the needle become blocked up with a

drop of blood, it can easily lie di>!odged by moving the piston

gently up and down, or a small amount of anesthetic fluid may
be retained in the s> ringe and then forced through the needle
whenever it becomes necessary to clear it. At any rate, we
hardly ever had any trouble due to a blocked needle.

ADVANTAGES

The advantages of this method over the two-puncture
method are obi -

1. The operation is rendered much simpler and easier.

2. The amount of trauma to the pleura is greatly minimized,
and so pleural shock is less likely to occur. Though the cause
of pleural shock is not well known, yet judging from what
is known about shock in general, it is reasonable to suppose
that pleural shock is less likely to occur when the pleura is

punctured with a small needle than when it is pierced with a

dull trocar and cannula.

3. Subcutaneous emphysema is less frequent.

4. The patients do not dread the operation so much when
tlii- method is used, as they consider it of a minor character,

and it is well known that the state of mind of the patient is

an important factor in the success of the treatment.

IXFLUENZA AND EPILEPTIFORM ATTACKS

L. Pierce Clv«k. M.D., New York

Since no case has yet been recorded in which epilepsy

or epileptiform attacks have apparently been initiated by
influenza, a case of this type may be worthy of brief men-
tion. It is the only one of which I am aware.

REPORT OF CASI

A boy, age.l 2 years, with an unimportant family a

sonal history, contracted a severe attack of influenza in

January. 1919. He had a temperature as high as 104. The
disorder was initiated by general convulsions which endured
for several hours. The fever lasted four days. A week later.

alter a normal temperature for two days, he again had a fever

of from loj to 106 but without convulsions, and pneumonia
d. He was ill ten days, and two weeks alter recover-

ing he began 1
I daily both grand mal and petil

inal attacks. He had a persistent cough and was physically

prostrated for several weeks. He slept poorly, was irritable,

and did not gain in weight. The convulsions seemed to have
been rendered worse by the advent of dentition. When this

was completed, in July, however, the attacks began to appear
daily las many as fourteen a day) in spite of fair physical

health, and without any other obvious cause. The whole
mental development ceased at the onset of the influenza and
pneumonia. Kven some words already learned at that time,

as well as his ability to creep and walk with slight

latter part of July, during which time
ihi- boy has been under my observation, he has had a decreas-
ing number of petit mal attacks until now, when slight ones

appear only at weekly intervals. The treatment ha

hygienic, dietetic and mora!. He is gaining in weight. Men-
tal development is progressing normally although still some-
what retarded for a boy of 2 yea' boul equal to

that of a child of 1 year.

H NT

While one may not say positively that the influenza and
pneumonia caused the epileptic attacks in this child, the

ndition was certainly precipitated t>> tins in!

the earmarks'
oi epdepsy in that there ha- been tongue-biting and
during attacks. The prognosis would seem to be favorable.

although an entire arrest cannot be predicted from this short

t treatment.

20 West Forty-Eighth Si I

SIMPLIFIED APPARATl'S FOB OHTAIXINc; ARTERIOGRAMS'

Arthur X. Donaldson, Alt.. MI). Loma Linda, Calif.

In the use of the polygraph we have found that unless
plentj of hands are available, the application and operation
of the sphygmograph is a trial to the pal h patient
and technician. Some time ago R. 11. Ilalsey' described the

an Krlanger capsule tor obtaining a brachial arterio-
gram, which we tried with indifferent results. We were
unable to obtain a bulb of just the right elasticity to transmit

Fig. L—Capsule used tor obtaining brachial arteriograms: A. cylinder,
de and 9 cm. long whose ends are plugged by rubber corks,

tambour glued in hole
of one cork; C. connecting capsule with recording tam-
bour of polygraph; D, oi I ordinary dental dam

i

tambour.

properly the pressure changes. We believe we have found
a substitute for the Krlanger capsule that will serve all

purposes admirably, and that can be inexpensively put
in any laboratory.

A graduate, about 5 cm. in diameter, may be used and
cut so as to secure a cylinder, 9 cm. long. The two ends
(Fig. 1 .-f ) are plugged with rubber corks, each perforated

Fig. 2.— Polygraphic tr

apparatus described. ig cxlr.i-

by a single opening. Glued in the hoi ;, j s the
an ordinary Marcy tambour (Fig. 1 B) ; in the

other cork is a short ylass tubi to connect the
capsule with the recording tambour of ihe polygraph, < >n

used one thickness of ordinary dental
dam (Fig. 1 /»i. 'Ihi- holds the pressure in the cuff and
rcspomls readily to brachial pulse cha
With this arrangement and a pressure ecpial to the diastolic

pulse in the cuff, the delicate recording tambour of the poly-

'.a/M -7\

obtained with cull

graph responds with a gratifying amplitude; and we have
of any interruption in our tracing when dealing with

find it hard to keep quiet

ttrtment

I. 11-: Adaptal

i
'.

Teeth and Their Care, Brushit

regular part of the child's daily life, just a- putting on lu-

shoes in the morning anil taking them off at night

1.1. 1919.
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than the bulky Fi

I diet must be

dvance. It is true that

i

md elimination of indigestible

i lead tn the production

fecal matter and to less fre-

I ncj i- ni -I

this concentrated and parti)

and many of lis thrive nil it. It

idmitted thai thi of some
d to this ballast-poor diet,

ithin the bowel of such persons maj
that it i- necessary for them

rly to the diet of their ancestor- by

tible residue in their food.

if the health faddist need
ibitual admixture of sawdust, bran

When, liowi ver,

tion whether im n
: the patient is

•
: and unle

i ir intes-

in the diet.

•ms in which cellul

i

ition.

xties have so

i use of bran

in farm
at bran i> not

little in for:

linarily in the

ion:

- cellu-

form, almost indig

the nutriti

I 18.

-mucin- of bran are en. losed w ithin walls of this indi

cellulose, much of them passes through

fed. Bran is therefore i hiefl) to be Ionised on
mii of almost indigestible carbohydrate, which

i- endowed with I- laxative value, no1 onlj

it add- b) it- hulk to the distention of th •

intestine, bul also because of the spicate shape of it.

particles Excessive in not result from

these; for, when property moistened and heated, bran

becomi '

ier, and hence
produci

i usable even
in patients with a tern' olic. Some of the

cellulose undergoes fermentation, giving ri i
I

acid, both of which are laxative. It is furl

sible thai tin' ive factor present m
bran itself, for W. 11 Jordon, E. IV Hart and A.

J.

Patten of the Nev ite Experimental Station

found that the laxative

lo-t whin the soluble phosphorus compound named
phytin had 1 ted. These experimen
have to he confirmed fur man.
The dose of bran is a considerable amount : table-

spoonfuls rather than teaspoon fuls ; two of them
rather than one: and taken several times, at least twice

daily, best with meals, and indefinitely. We do not

have here a cure fo ition in the sens-- that its

i. after a while, he discontinued. It is generally

try to emploj bran as a regular ingredient of the

diet : hence the importar.ee of making the patient enjoy
its use. and the desirability of making it an integral

part of the meals by means of cookery. Of ionise,

the patient may take il i iften recommended,
stirred into a glassful of water after meals. Sooner or

later, however, he will get tired of this uninvitil

n I "forget" to use it. Let the bra

kitchen and have the CO i it that the patient

nough by making it up into dishes so p
and div will never tire

mly when used in tin- way that bran really

"cures," or take- i-lipation.

The subjoined cooking recipes 1 might furnish some
.his for the palatable administration of bran,

There are. of com imong which
mentioned: graham or whole meal bread and
: bran with cream and sugar; bran mixed, up
third, with breakfast cereal; bran added to

id to fruit sauces ; bran incoi

.
minced meat, etc. Pei -t way

io serve it is in bakery produ ich bran may-

replace white Hour up I per cent.

pie crust may tin: with bran.

BRAN RECIPES

BRAN
...

I

-ran
. Sail -tiki

ll butter

to the boil uid

bran
water

in three to five minute*,
lal ten minute!
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BRAN' MASHED POTATOES
cups hot mashed potatoes 1 to 3 tablespoonfuls butter
freshly prepared

, teaspoonful pepper y'
2 cup bran

teaspoonful salt

Add *ne four seasonings to the potatoes and whip mixture
light. Stir in the bran and serve.

ill baking powder

BRAN GRIDDLE CAKES
1 cup bran
1 cup flour

l/2 tablespoonful butter - - I cgg
tute

Mix dry materials, add egg slightly beaten and milk and
substitute. Beat thoroughly and bake on a hot .

ter and syrup. This will make twenty cakes.

SWEET MILK BRAN BREAD OB

$ cups bran *4 cup
3 cups white flour 2 cups milk or water
2Ys tablespounfuls baking powder 2 eggs, beaten v

2 teaspoonfuls salt and cooled

Mix the dry ingredients together thoroughly. Mix the liquid ingre-
dients (including the fat, melted and cooled si

to the liquid ingredients, and mix only en ugh to blend tl.

Bake in either of these forms:
As bread: Fill a greased bread tin two-thirds full of mixture and

bake it forty-five minutes in a slow oven.
As muffins: Fill greased muffin tins two-thirds full of mixture and

bake from twenty to thirl v-five minutes in a moderate ovei

or 190 C.

MILK BRAN' LiRLAD OR Ml
2 cups thick sour milk or buttcr-2 cups bran

4 cup> graham flour
1 teaspoi nful

I cup i Mack J

Directions sarin- as in preceding recipe excepting that the baking
time for bread should be one and one-fourth

This l>r- Idren usually like

it. When desired less sweet, reduce tfa

sour milk accordingly.

YEAST BRAX BREAD OR Ml
miTlc - up lukewarm .

-nfuls molasses (avoid 2 lA cups
graham tl..ur

spoonfuls fat 1 tablespoonful -salt
2 cups bran

y }8 inch I.

Scald the milk, then cool it to blood temperature. Blend the
fat and ye?.st with the lukewarm water to make a sm
the molasses mixture to the lukewarm milk. All flour
sponge, or thick batter. Beat tl

irm place until it is double in bulk.

n. The dough should be of I

Half fill with <! >ugh a well greased bread tin or muffin tin; then
lightly rub the top of lough with fat.

cut in -

BRAN

D

Silt dry n

BRA X i

'

in warm w

BRAN

on buttered tins, and bake in a

MAKING CASTOR OIL TASTEFUL
OR TASTELESS

Dr. George F. Keiper. Lafayette. Ind., writes: "In re the
excellent articles appearing in The J

and Abuse of Cathai

m 'Castor Oil.' may I make a suggestion as
in which it may he made tasteli

"Take a glass ir on the wal
the oil. The oil will congeal into a holns. as it were
will pass the lips, teeth and tongue as one mass, unl .

"This suggestion I obtained years ag
•

m-xt.—Numerous formulas haw been sug
for making castor oil tasteful or tasteless. The

"Pharmacology of Useful Drugs," by Hatcher and
W ilberl that because
castor oil is given preferably with pui

frothing beverages, or enclosed in soft gelatin c

holding about 1 teaspoonful. It may also be adminis
tered in the form of a mixture or emulsion and this

latter type of administration is becoming popul .

following may be used as a type formula :

B Benzosulphinid (saccharin).. 0105 !

Oil 2 3d
Oil of cinnamon

ihol 4
Castor oil. a sufficient quan-

tity to make 100

In making this mixture, the benzosulphinid
and oil of cinnamon should I

i in the
alcohol and this in turn added to the castor oil.

1 fl. dram

3 fl. ounce:

BURNS OF THE EYE BY LIME
Trie increase in the use of chlorinated lin

- has resulted in a somewhal
alence of burns of the eye by this - During
July and Aug Ugh| to

the attention of the National Committee foi the Pre
vention of Blindness. The circumsl
were that a sudden ex]

of the can followed the

ne dust usually si

of the victim. In

after the

usually inclu m with a fi

1 per cent, solution of hi

lin, and then i!

if the lime. ms maj

conjunctival

inenl. which
the adh
and impi

, to the

manufacturers and disti i

chlorinated lime decom]
temperature or to dampi

tainer I
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DOES SILICON HAVE A PHYSIOLOGIC
SIGNIFICANCE?

The occurrence of the element silicon as a constituent

of animal tissues has often been reported. For the

.i. however, it has been regarded as an adven-

ment that has accidentally found its way

rganism and been deposited somewhere

ilubility of many of the compounds

Accumulations have been discovered in the

- the result of inhaled dust containing siliceous

- Among gold miners, silicosis thus aris<

tits from the inhalation of coal dust,

m iron-containing dusts, and aluminosis

if Rostock and his pupils

• .lined in recent years to ascribe great

on, which they regard as a normal

•han an accidental constituent of certain tissues.

of the unique physiologic rule

of minute quantities of iodin in the body there ha

trch for trace- of many other ele-

not hitherto regarded as essential to the normal

.i i ible unexpected signifi-

n their biologic occurrence. Manganese, arsenic

onsideration because they

I at times in the living tissues.

its < laims for recognition from

I Thus KunkeP of Wurzburg,

! it in numerous analyses of the

rually arrived at the conclusion that silicon

odin is deposited in

\- the result of his

Schulz* maintained

I all connective

being greater

osis and

li 1 in the past.

• r. the tutx

which all dust dis-

GeiellKn ?« W

-I 89:112,

the lung predispose. There is no doubt that

silicosis maj occui withoul any symptom oi tubercle

Robert and his pupils' have approached the relation

ol silicon to the lungs from a different poinl oi view.

i l.t\ ing observed that the connective tissue of the lungs

contains silicon and that in the fibrous type of phthisis

this tissue is further enriched in respeel to the element,

they assume that the latter plays a part in the su

ful development of that tissue which is responsible for

the healing or circumscription of the tuberculous

lesions. Consequent!) the) haw suggested tire u-e of

soluble silicates in the.therap) of pulmonary tubercu-

losis.

i .on nermann' has revived the view that silicates may

contribute to the induration of tissues which might.

without silica, fail to heal satisfactorily in the neigh

borh 1 of lesions such as those described, lie points

out that main of the popular folk remedies for tuber-

culosis of the lung .ue comparatively rich in silica, thus

suggesting an unsuspected possibilit) to explain their

use. It would he unjustified to create any enthusiasm

for a therapeutic suggestion that has comparatively so

little to commend it. Even if the silicates are devoid

.if ;mv real significance whatever in relation to the

objects discussed, it is worth) of note not only that

they are nontoxic in ordinary doses hut also that silica

is more widely distributed than is suspected in products

that may serve as foods. Under these circumstances

it need not he surprising if silica is distributed by

chance rather than physiologic purposefulness in the

body, JUSI as its deposition in true silicosis is the result

of accidental circumstances.

THE CONSERVATION OF ANTISCORBUTIC
FOODS

Reports which are accumulating from various

regions of war-stricken central and eastern Europe

indicate that dietary deficienc) disease-*, notably scurvy,

are rife among the unfortunate populations, which are

Linable as yet to secure their usual quota of food in its

normal variety. The possibility of relief is hampered

by the difficulty in providing and transporting those

foods which are recognized as having conspicuous pro-

tective value. Fresh vegetables and fruits, on which

reliance is commonly placed to combat or avert scurvy,

unavailable. Fresh milk, which is usually

depended on to safeguard the nutritive welfare of

infants, is obtainable not at all or only with great

difficulty in somi of the afflicted regions. The dairy

ion and the outlook for immediate relief are any-

thing hut promising.

In tin tcii foi relief have first

of all consider! d the possibility of supplying vegetables,

... /,,, Kenntnis dca physiologischen und
li Icieselsaurer. \ iti ium», .-if., Arch.

dc Pharmacol B

:

der Biocl

I
i em. 99: 255, I'M 7.
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fruits and milk—the foods seemingly most essential in

the crisis—preserved in some way which would permit

of sanitary and economic transport, as well as represent

modest costs within the range of trade limitations.

As has been indicated on previous occasions in The
Journal, an unexpected obstacle was encountered in

the more recent discoveries that various foods of this

character lose their antiscorbutic potency in great mea-

sure or entirely as the result of the mode.- of pi

tion. This has been demonstrated for the current

methods of desiccation with the aid of heat. The
factor- primarily responsible tor the destructioi

orbutic property are by no means understood as

yet. Mere cooking in the usual culinary fashii

not necessarily destroy all the antiscorbutic potency of

vegetables. I less and L'nger 1 have reached the conclu-

sion that the method of preparing dehydrated vegetables

may yet be perfected so that a product can be fin

that will lie comparable in nutritional value to th

ble. They add that the problem seems to be one

that is open to solution. The question of the degree of

i . which is generally regarded as of prime impor-

tance, appears to be merely one of several I

[deal conditions for furnishing dehydrated vegetables

include the use of young vegetables, dehydrated shortly

after they arc plucked, and kept well sealed until they

are to be eaten, and probably numerous other details

which must be carefully observed if deterioration is ti>

be prevented. Meanwhile n<> dependence can lie placed

on dehydrated vegetables as antiscorbutics.

The Committee on Accessor} ictors,

appointed jointly by the Medical Research Committee

of England and the Lister Institute, ha- recentl)

a statement that "canned vegetables are usele

prevention of scurvy." This dictum is probably the

outcome of recent investigations conducted b

and her i >rs at the Lister Institute in London.1

Experiments with cabbage and bean- indicated that in

the process of canning the greater pari oi

oi the raw- vegetable i- de !

In the case of runner bean pod-, the l"-s i- estimated

at aboul 90 per i ent. of the 01 igin; 1 lu< in th

of cabbage, at about 70 per cent, of the original value.

The process of canning cabbage included heating in

ie hour at from

for beans the process was repeated on the day follow-

ing. This loss i- primarily due to the destruction of

antiscurvy material occurring during the heating

involved in the pro inning. A furth

storage.

lemning canned foods in general as the

- somewhat limited experience, we must

recall the observations of American investigators on

Affection

Am IO: i 1

nd Growth-Promoting Value of Can;
(Aug. 23) 1919.

the antiscorbutic value of canned tomatoes. 1 [e

have tested them with successful results both

in the experimental scurvy of the guinea-pit; and in

infantile scorbutus. Tomatoes have also been desic-

cated without loss of all their antiscorbutic power'
Here, again, sweeping generalization- sho

avoided.

We feel constrained to utter a similar warning in

the case of dried milks, ft is generally conceded that

if milk is heated sufficiently, for example

an hour, its antiscorbutic power, at best not pro:

in the fresh fluid, is entirely lost. According to Barnes

and Hume,5 dried milk also is decidedly inferior. ["he

specimen tested by these English investigatoi

desiccated by the Just Hatmaker process. IK

have emphasized, however, that milk does not

necessarily lose its antiscorbutic value in the course oi

drying. If it is dried rapidly, even at a temperature oi

about 240 P., it retains .sufficient of the protective

factor to have curative value, provided, naturally, that

it was fresh at the time of drying. In considering the

tion of this vitamin b) beat or bj

alkali, the duration of exposure to the detrimental

influence is of the greatest importance, let us hope

that the manufacturer- of dried milks, whicl

destined to play an important part in the nutrition of

the young in h milk is not availabli

devote their energies to the perfection oi methods thai

shall in greater mi the antisco

potency of the mammary secretion. Barnes and I fume
maintain as the result of their studies at the I. islet

'ltd" milk, that is. milk bt

rapidly to a boil and then immediately cooled, is (lis

tinctly superior, a- an antiscorbutic, to dried milk

The) also venture I on the basis oi ...

tender evidence, thai winter milk i-

inferior to summer milk in antiscorbutic properties,

corresponding to the differences in the cow'- diet at

the.-e different

The recent investigations here and abroad have

1 the li-t of products demonstrated to

likewise helped to

eradicate some erroneoi

help in times of scorbutic d

IIh- la' in and

mango, which

Skelton" of London, a definite, if -mall, antiscorbutic

value. The experimental demonstration of tl

h ith tin- esteem in w Inch thi

India

Their value i >i ted to I"- greatl

.
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raw cabbages, swede3, germinated pul i

r lemon juice, but equal nr superior n> that oi

. beetroots, cooked potatoes <t raw meal juice,

compared weight for weight in the natural condition.

THE NEW BACCHUS

nger should artists at least American ai

•u [Bacchus astride a wine barrel; the little god

should be depicted a "patent medicine" bottle.

While no statisti I hand -largely because those

•kIi statistics are not going to pub-

lish them on the increase in the consumption of the

numerous highly alcoholized "patent medicines" since

r ent of national prohibition, there is no question

that the sales of these products have been mightily

ted. Vs ever) physician and pharmacist

there arc on the American market a number

of widely advertised and extensively sold "patent

medicines" whose most potent ingredient is alcohol.

All such preparations, of course, contain, in addition

to the alcohol, certain drugs on which the manufac-

turers base their therapeutic claim.-. These drugs, in

nearly every instance, are either harmless or, it potent,

are present in such small quantities as to have a negli-

gible physiologic i

r. .1.1cm of controlling the sale of these alco-

holic medicines can be satisfactorily solved in only

. and that way i- to prohibit the use of alcohol

in pre] the "home remedy" type, that is, in

• roducts which are sold indiscriminately to the

public tor the -elf-treatment of disease. Such action

has air taken with reference to a drug like

nd in a modified form with

opium and its derivatives. Alcohol i- a

i! drug. It is likely to he misused; so likely, in

decided it is too

irposes. I f alcohol

for medicinal purposes it should be under

n and the medical profession should

countable for any misuse of the

Id 5] on ibl for the misuse of the

larrison Narcotic Law.

manufacturer- of "patent medicines" of the

ill deny that the alcohol i- present for its

-.Kent" or as a "preser-

zing" or for some other

" ndrug tnbe i

true. It is equally

true ti • have been

d and the drug principles

that an up in the form of ta

glycerin can be used as a

|uid medicine i- d(

• .f the chief arguments put forth by the manu-

facturers of alcoholic "patent medicines" i- of the ad

em type. I 'hat physicians prescribe

tincture-, lluidexl i ;i. i -. etc., wliuh contain alcohol in

varying amounts. Very true. Physicians al-.. pre

scribe such dangerous ding- a- cocain, morphin,

strychnin and arsenic, when in their judgment such

drugs arc indicated. ["his i- no reason, however, wh\

dangerous drug- should he -"Id indiscriminately to

>.m. Dick "i I l.n i \ who ha- a pain or who, by

reading nostrum advertisements, ha- been made to

think he ha- a pain.

The nnh of the whole thing is that none of these

alcoholized "patent medicine-" would have any vogue

wen the alcohol removed : neither would such remo

affect the therapeutic value -real or supposititious-

claimed tor -uch products.

THE MEDICAL CURRICULUM, THE LABORA-
TORY AND MEDICAL PRACTICE

Tradition is potent in medical practice, as in other

fields of human activity. We cling to the old so long

a- it is not positively harmful. Bloodletting as a rou-

tine procedure was a- reluctantly abandoned as was

the use of the magical rod. Likewise many remnants

of the materia medica of bygone days are retained as

a supposedly precious heritage, although the justifica-

tion for their application in therapy would put a severe

strain on the scientific logic of devotees. Rational

therapy must he justified by demonstrable clinical

results. This does not mean that drugs and pharma-

ceutical products are necessarily of limited value

because the secret of their beneficial effects has not

been unraveled by the scientific investigator. Science

may be late in furnishing an explanation of unques-

tionable potency in long used agents.

Our criticism is leveled at those types of pseudo-

therapy which retain procedures and products that may

placate the patient while they leave the physician, like

the medieval medicine man, a mere prescriher of a

traditional something. Cu-hny.' in a lecture to the

students of medicine at the University of Edinburgh,

has well remarked that although we must not dispraise

the ancient physicians, the fathers of medicine to whom
we owe so much, too much veneration for our ances-

tors hardly makes for progress, and may be a burden

to our young men. The division of medical teaching

into a doEen or more departments, Cu-hny add-, had

not for its object that the student should be

twelve time- as much, hut that he should be taught

more aci urately. We must scrap our obsolete weapons,

and send out young physicians adequately armed with

t, and n..t burdened with the superfluous. The
ti ai hing in materia medica should he limited to drugs
of real importance in therapeutics or in the principles

they illustt

.

Another criticism that i- directed against the present

day trend m scientifii medicine intimates that it tends

l.i.v, A. K.: Progres
' 1918.

Edinburgh M. J.
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to develop an aloofness from the human being because

of its devotion to the laboratory. It is assumed that

the latter is essentially a factor either for devising

methods of diagnosis or for exposing the worthlessness

of many supposed remedies. LJi II) laboratory

investigation has done much to relegate certain drugs

and devices to the rubbish heap: but it lias also fur-

nished an intelligible explanation for the worth of

many others. In this connection we cannot forbear

quoting Cushny's reminder of the debt to the labora-

tory. It is a fact, he s :ly^, that is not always remem-

bered, that in the last half century no drug of the first

importance has entered by any other portal than that

of the experimental laboratory. Without it. Cushny

adds, we should have to depend on opium and morphin

for soporifics ; chloral and its allies would be unknown.

Cocain and the local anesthetics and analgesics would

not be available, nor the antitoxins and arsphenamin.

If it were possible to estimate the value of the life

saved and the suffering relieved by even two or three

of the remedies introduced by the laboratory route, and

put it against the expense of all the lahoratorj investi-

gations throughout the world, the dividend would be

found so enormous that the cry would be, not for

economy, but for lavish expenditure in such a paying

investment.

Current Comment

STANDARDIZATION OF LABORATORY TESTS

So long as laboratory tests employed by practitioners

of medicine arc- simple, there is little opportunity for

Confusion in their interpretation. However, em
interpretation are likely to occur in the u

ms or when uniform standards are not adopted.

Several the writer of a paper on

1 that all persons with scabies had albuminuria;

igation showed that tin- tesl for albu

min which was used v.

the presence of albumin even in normal urine l. Many
of the modern laboratory tests, such as the Widal and

Wassermann reactions, are extremely complicated.

The technic of these tests has been gradually n

by different observers so that now man
performing tin- tests an- in i e In a i ent article by

Kolmer and Flick, 1 eight different methods of per-

forming the Wassermann test arc compare I. and it

is demonstrated that each gives different re ults. The
same thing i- true of the Widal reaction, as has been

pointed out b) I
>• ously, it is desirable that

every one w bo discusses the results of the \\ id

tion or of the Wassermann reaction should refer to the

same thing. When this is not the i ase, the figures

ling the validity of a given ted by

are not compai able, and confusion

rather than enlightenment results. The time has come
iroughoul the

world. Such standardization nerd not exclude further

1. Kolmer and I lick: \

experimentation on any of the tests in question, and

provision should be made for the reconsideration oi

the standards at stated intervals. As a step in this

direction the U. S. Pharmacopeia already l

on Diagnostic Reagents and Clinical Tests which, thus

far however, is chiefly concerned with the

purity of reagents. The United States government

maintains a Bureau of Standards, and it is possible

that through this organization or some similar one the

important work of standardizing laboratory te

be accomplished. In any event, the work needs to

be done.

THE ACTION OF THE PYLORIC SPHINCTER

The current teaching regarding the control of the

pyloric sphincter and the emptying of the ston

largely due to the writings of Cannon and his as

at the Harvard M ol. They have suggested

that it is under chemical rather than purely mechanical

control. Acid on the stomach side is regarded as a

cause of the relaxation of the pyloric sphincter;

whereas on the duodenal side the same reaction tends

to produce a closure of the sphincter and an inhibition

of gastric evacuation. Among the evidences of the

first propo ition is the fact that carbohydrate meals

with a low acid absorbing power leave the stomach

; but if an alkali, like sodium bicarbonate, is

the exit from the stomach is delayed. Proteins

which combine with acids leave the stomach slowl) as

a rule, cid proteins are discharged into the

duodenum more promptly. This hypothesis Fails to

explain Facts, such as the empl

the stomach in achylia g I the rapid

on the movenn nl in man, Cole'

ointed out that in health, as well as in

first portions of the food ingested by the fasting

stomach may leave it promptly. As acidity can -

be assumed to develop so early a-, a timulus,

orrelated the opening of the pylorus with the

peristaltic waves and an increased tonicitj

of the stomach. Investi the gastric func

noth in man and in animals, at the ph)

Luckhardt, Phillips and Carbon similarly to tl

elusion that certain motoi of the stoi

intimately associated with the relaxation of the pyloric

sphim i
i relating this with mechanical

a- more purely chemical developments in thi

Marked motoi . either a

• I mas
at the

iter alone h utral from
i ph) ^i

ire intimate relation

the muscular activit) and the open pylorus

than between the

12

•
I

...

:.;
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gastric contents. Thus they record thai very quickly

after ingestion of Food, fluoroscopic examination ol

the stomach of num. while indicating the motor activity

of the stomach, shows that the pylorus opens Eoi the

of chyme with arrival at the sphinctei "t

powerful advancing rings of constriction, perhaps

aided, as has been suggested, bj a general incn

the tone of the stomach musculature a- a whole.

TEST FIGHT ON SOCIAL INSURANCE
IN NEW YORK

The governor of New York has announced that,

•-, of hi- administration program, an effort will

be made at the coming session of the state legislature

to pass a Mil providing for compulsory state health

insurance. In this policy, he lias the support of the

fork State Federation of Labor. The Medical

of the State of New York, as previously

':.'• at a special meeting of its house of dele-

unanimousl) adopted the report of its special

committee on this subject, unqualifiedly opposing the

of any law instituting a system of compulsory

health insurance. This brings the question to ;

I definite issue in New York. As NYw York

of the oldest and most highly developed states

industrially, commercially and socially, it is an ideal

which to discuss and test out this important

. The limitation of the discussion to thi legis-

lature of one typical state will enable the opponents

and advocates of health insurance to concentrate their

ALLEGED PLACENTAL FUNCTIONS

The peculiar anatomic relations of the placenta have

nl an unusual interest to the study of its func-

munication between the

maternal and fetal circulations'. The placenta repre-

for respiration, nutrition and

been content to

limit the functions of the placenta to these more
Recognizing thai simultaneously

ment of this structure then

in the maternal organs that are not ob

the life of the female, efforts have

ncurrent phe-

enta has been con idered as having

borating hormones that

inism. For example, it has

of the iii.im-

The evidence for this

imished primarily bj
: d to virgin

animal results mal

ently I [ami ttempted

ing-In Hospital to

d growth of

mamn.

! :

a

postpartum to lactating women, as compared with a

series of patient- not receiving the placental material.

From the evidence at hand lie conclude- that it is

ii.
i onabl) certain that the placenta ha- little if any

dm. t influence on the mammarj development during

pregnancy, the source of the stimulus being presumably

elsewhere in the genital or fetal structures. Nor,

according to tin- preponderance of evidence, is any

influence exerted l>\ the placenta on tin flow "I

milk. Ilaniinett and McNeile" I'd 10 grains of desic-

cated placenta three time- a day to more than .^HJ

women without detecting an) galactagogic activity in

comparison with the secretion of mother- who did not

receive the material. Ilanimctt' ha- lately reached the

conclusion, however, that there i- produced ill the

placenta some substance capable of acting as a stimu

In- to growth, wlun ingested by the mother and passed

on to the infant in the mammary -ecu tum I Ibserva-

tions b) Cornell'1 have been given a similar interpreta

tion. Hammett make- the further deduction that it is

not illogical to suppose that the placenta in utero also

produces a substance that ait- a- a stimulus to fetal

growth. However, the familial shortcomings of argu-

ments based on such indirect evidence must make us

hesitate to give tin- placenta a place in endocrinology.

PIGMENTATION OF THE ORAL MUCOUS
MEMBRANE

Vlthough blackish pigmentation of the -kin has been

noted a-ide from the coloration of the epidermal

covering of the dark races— in freckle- and in Addi-

son'- di-ea-e, it is not common as a purely pathologic

manifestation. So far as the color in the various

instances just referred to is due to that as yet poorly

defined substance termed melanin, there is an impres-

sion among investigators that cells which do not nor-

mally form thi- pigment probably do not acquire the

capacity to do si, under pathologic conditions. Thus,

the coloring matter of the so-called ''melanosis" of the

large intestine is said to lie neither true melanin nor

ordinary "waste" pigment.5 The pigment deposited

in the skin in Addison's disease i- generally assumed
to represent merely an exaggerated quantity of that

normally produced there.'' Parkes Weber' of London
i recently referred anew to rare cases of black pig-

mentation of the mucous membranes of the cheeks,

lips and mouth proper that are occasionally encoun-

nd cannot he ascribed to disease of the supra-

renal structure-. M is associated with pigmentation of

the skin of the face, especially about the mouth, and

possibly of other part- of the body. Since the phe-

nomenon has been observed by Rolleston" in per-ous

.
-,i G.: The Effect oi thi

in the Variations m the Chen I

..f Human Milk During the Fit Eli en Daj aftei Partui

SO: I (May) 1917.

Pis [-issue i G
(Nov ) 1918,

Bi v,..,i ii / allg. Path.
,; Wc lis, i mil ..I I' thol

l l 1900.
7. Weber, F. I'.-.rk. s: P Deep Pig I thi Oral

h Addison's l » Quarl
I

Med. 12
ft. Rolleston, II I) Pigmentation <.f the Circumoral Skin and si

Ro> Boc. Med., Clin-

a
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suffering from demonstrated pernicious anemia, it may
be debated whether there is some intimate con

between the pathology of this disease and the pigmen-

tation of the oral mucous membrane. It occur- in

persons of dark complexion and notably in certain

races. Hence Weber 7
is inclined to regard it as phys-

iologic in character and perhaps atavistic in origin.

Black patches are very common in the oral mucous
membranes of dogs and other animals. Perhaps, now
that attention is being directed more specifically to it.

this form of pigmentation will be found more common
in man. in whom it may represent a racial or ethnic

feature rather than a purely pathologic manifestation.

Medical News

IVS WILL CONFER A FAVOR BY SENDING FOR THIS
DEPARTMENT ITEMS OF NEWS OF MORE OR LESS

interest: such as RELATE to society activities,

NEW HOSPITALS, EDUCATION, PUBLIC HEALTH. ETC.)

CALIFORNIA

Anesthetists Organize.—An organization to be known as

the Southern California Anesthetists was formed at a meet-

ing held in Lo^ Angeles, last month.

Personal.—Drs. Anders Peterson and Charles E. Zerfing,

formerly police surgeons <•' les, have applied for

passports to go abroad to make a study of leprosy and
influenza. They expect to go first to China and to be gone
for two years. Drs. Laura T. Myers, Etta G. Gray and
Lulu II. Peters, Los Angeles, are working together in Serbia.

Arrested Fourth Time.—Three times acquitted on a charge
of practicing medicine without a license, Vrmonda I

guez, the "Miracle Man," of San Bernardino, is reported to

be again facing a jury on the same charge. Dominguez
claims to have obtained his skill from bis father who was
a druggist and chemist and from studying botany and chem-
istry. He denies ever having attempted to commercialize
his skill.

Smallpox Prospects.—At the eleventh annual conference
county and city health officials held in con

with the league of municipalities at Riverside, recently, a

special mention was made of the rapid increase in smallpox
throughout the state during the last year. It was stated by
Dr. Allen F. Gillihan, Berkel district health officer,

that about 75 per cent, of the children in the state have not

been vaccinated.

Osteopathic College Seeks Mandamus.—The College of

thic Physicians and Surgeons of i

to i ompel the ( alifoi rfia State Board imincrs
to approve the institution as a medical school. The institu-

tion bad been so r< ear or two ay but, it is

ithdrawn owing to the failure of

the college to meet the requirements of the board.

Lane Medical Lectures.— The Lane medical lectin

given by Dr. Vlonzo E, Taylor, pro! iologic

chemistry at •
. of Pennsylvania, are i

the general topic of "The Feeding of the Nations at War."
The following are to be the dates and tub-- of the I

mber II, The I i

War.

New Memorial Laboratory to Open. The directors of the

opening of the new Memorial Laboratory and Ginii
ing. This building Hr. Nathaniel

h Potter, fori For a study and

iff, the first i
i

intry. It is • pporl from the
Carnegie

I ncemenl of Teaching, On
the death of Dr. Potter, Julj 5 Dr. Nelson W .lann
^ ork City, v tor.

Changes in Emergency Hospital Department.—The follow
ing changes were made in the Emergency Hospital Depart-
ment of San Francisco by the city board of health : Dr.
Edmund W. Butler, emergi . was raised to the

in, in charge of the Emergency 1

Service, succee'ding Dr. Alanson Weeks, resigned. Di
Maurice Heppncr, formerly resident te San
Francisco Hospital, was appointed <

relieving Dr. Albert II. Taylor from acti '.. Henry
J. Kreutzmann was appointed emergen and Dr.
Gertrude \. Spriggs was also appointed emergency surgeon,
relieving Dr. Charles J. Peterson from active duty.

CONNECTICUT
Medical Guilds in Italy.—Dr. Fdward C. Streeter, Boston.

delivered an ad ember 17. before the Yah
, Xew Haven, on "Early Medical Guilds in Italy."

Personal.—Dr. William M. Stockwell, Xew Britain, super-
of the Xew Britain Sanitarium, has resigned, to

take effect, Jan. 1. 1920. He has milar appoint-
ment at the State Sanatorium, Newing
Returned Service Men Welcomed—Middlesex County Med-

ical Society celebrated the return of its military men at a
banquet held in Middlctown, Octol - of the seven-
teen members of the society who were in military service
were present and were the guests of honor, and Dr. Frank
K. Hall ell, acted as toastmaster.

Mental Hygiene Conferem

December 15, at .3 p. m., in the building of thi

Medical Si

Suffragan I!i-' ecticut, will preside. The
will be adressed by the medical director. Dr. William L!.

Terhune, Xew Haven.

Portrait Presented.—At the meeting of the New

late Dr. Henrj
by his widow. Dr. Frank H. Wheeler. Xew Haven, made
the pre gift was
accepted in behalf of the association by the president, Dr.
Louis M. Gompertz, Xew Haven.

ILLINOIS

Building for Physicians.—A 1 uild'ng for the exile

clinic -i:

Smallpox in Monmouth.—Dr. Charles
health went to M

•.'. ith the ma)
the measures to be taken ti

pox in the city. There are at present about twei
;

. all of mild type.

Personal.— Dr. Alice Barlow Brown, Winnetl
in Belgium

panied I

of the Evanston I li ispital.— 1

1

more than tw

Tuberculosis Association Meclin
of the

nd the folloi

baum, !

ciation p

torium operation of tl

the rate

on these

Chicago

to Graduate
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Practitionei Fined, v.- George
'

. nne, «.i- ai rested bj the

rtmcnl of Registration and Education foi \i"-

lating the medical practice act and was fined $25 and costs

Prtsonal. 1'

ipital Di

inted dean of the Medical School

Historical Society I ""k of
the ( itj < lub,

p m . at which .1 paper in memorj oi

will be read bj Dr. ( harles B Reed
. Moyer will speak on the "First Neurologist."

Park Hospital is to be erected ;it

land Avenue, « iih ;i front-

e building will be T-shaped and will

rooms and will cost (150,000 \n open
10 al the home ol Mrs

wald, in connection with the urgent appeal

the hospitals in Palestine where a

ed, particularly as regard
.'. ashck ths.

School Physicians and Nurses Needed. In consequence of

tj council t.. supply funds to paj physi-

supervise the health and life ol

Frank Billings, James B. Herrick, Joseph L.

William Allen Pusi

apers of the city calling on
i! t.. make provision at once for this must

rk, and in the event of their failure to do this,

•i the public t" subscribe tc. a fund, which will enable

ii department to carry "ii this most important work.
; nurses who were laid off owing to

llii returned to work, November 25. The city

I on that day, t" transfer

from health department salvage funds to the nurses'

In addition, the committee agreed that the

es ol ISO scl 1 physicians

•heir time to the schoolchildren, shall he paid

m bill i- passed.

MARYLAND
Personal.— Dr. Ralph Ii. Seem. Baltimore, for several years

; the Johns Hopkins Hospital and

during the absence of Dr. W'inford H.

acting superintendent of the hospital, has a

; superintendent of the Billings Memorial Hos-
lle will leave the Johns Hopkins !

and, alter spending several months in

duties in Chicago. l>r. Karl H.

mian. who. the Canadian army,
ntendent of the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

position of second superintendent of the

! will assume his duties shortly after

1 He will have charge of the administration of the

plans, will p

. rintendent. Dr. I

the dispensary at tl

il the admissii

M. C. U. S. Army.
urned after an Mian two

.a Camp Dix, N. )..

For some time on the

Ion, and then acted as
in an infirmary near

I 'he last twel

Pratl I lospital, Tow-
- of the

will he

..I u. s.

. Maryland and the

MASSACHUSETTS
Personal.

to the time of his

and otolaryn-
•:n> General 1. New

is returned to his home

Tuberculosis Association Meeting.
r the Relief and Control of Tuberculosis held is

nth annual meeting. Novemlier 20 It was

change the name of the organization to the Boston [*ubei

culosis Association. Dr George S I Badgei wa
president, and an executive committee was elected consisting

oi the president, Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch, Mr. James \.

Clark, Miss Isabel F. Hyams, Mi P I McCormack, Di

lames J Minot, Mi George S Mumford, Dr. Edward O Otis,

Miss Lillian V. Robinson, Dr. Vrthui K Stone, Mrs Fredei
i.k M. Stone, Dr. William ( \\ Iward and Mr. Arthur V.

U Iworth.

Lowell and Cuttei Lectures, Di [Tiomas M. Legge, chief

medical inspectoi ol factories in Great Britain, is giving the

I .owell ( uttei lei tut es in pi this 3 eai I he
lectures are given under the auspices of the School nf Public

Health ol Harvard I niversity, the Massachusetts Institute

ol rechnology and the Division of Industrial Hygiene

24, Industrial '
i thi Medii iral I • idi Guild .

Novembi 1 il "i Work undi 1 thi Mi dii

December 1, 11 Edward
D !

n; Dei It, Anthrax.

and Hygitm
Medical E., 10 1 i

> ruber B, Twentj Vears' I E th

Industrial I

'

i the Workmi
ber 9, ln.ln~in.il ] >,v, .,-, s undei the Workmei

M Fa ones.

MINNESOTA
Venereal Disease Clinics in Minnesota.—Al the

nine si\ distinct clinics arc being carried on and financed

in large part by the Minnesota State Hoard of Health These
clinics are: one for men and one for women in St. Paul, at

the St. Paul Dispensary
; this is backed jointly by the United

Charities, the Wilder Charities and the state department.
\ clinii foi in. ii ii peration with the University oi

Ota. \ clinic for women operated by the state depart-
ind the citj ; ilth at the City Hospital,

! In Duluth, in rooms and with nurses furnished

by the St. Mary's Hospital, a clinic for men and one for

operated by the state department and the city

board of health.

MISSOURI
Reunion of Base Hospital Personnel.—A reunion banquet

of the officers and enlisted personnel of Base Hospital Unit
No 28 was held in Kansas ( iiy, November o. Dr. John F.

Binnie, Kansas City, presided as loastmaster.

Maternity Home Closed.—The maternity home conducted
by Dr. A. L. Cray at St. Joseph has heen closed. The St.

Joseph Hospital will establish a maternity ward and Dr.

Gray has heen invited to take charge of that division of the

hospital work

Municipal Venereal Disease Clinics.— Dr. R. L. Russell,

ii of the venereal disease division of the

ird of health, has established three municipal disease
clinics in which 3,184 patients had heen treated up to the

middle of November.

Personal.—Dr. Harry M. Moore, St. Louis, has been
>1 surgeon in charge of the Frisco Railway Hospital,

Springfield. Dr. Joseph McNearney, Florissant, physician
to the state penitentiary, Jefferson City, has resigned and
Dr William A. Clark. Jefferson City, has been appointed to

fill the position temporarily.

Hospital Items. I ed a campaign for

lish a hospital for that city and Knox i ounrj
[ohnson Sanitarium, Springfield, which was recently

purchased by the Springfield Hospital, has heen renamed
irk Sanitarium and will be conducted as a mental and

oi the hospital I >r. W. K.

Summers. Springfield, will be in charge of the sanatorium.
\ clinic v. board strtff at

Noyes Hospital. St. Joseph. November 28.

NEW YORK
Diphtheria Increased. --During October, 575 mon

of diphtheria were reported in tl elusive of New
ity, than were reported for September, and 945 more

than for October, 1918. One third of the new cases were
reported from Buffalo.

Personal. Dr. Eugene N. Nesbitt, Brockport, ha

appoint' il Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dr Edward H i odding health officer of New Rochelle, has

been app ol the health center committee.
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Dr. Hermann M. Biggs, state commissioner of health, has
been elected a life member of the New York State Organiza-
tion of Public Health Nursing.

Central District Physicians Meet.—The annual meeting of

the Medical Association of Central New York was held in

Syracuse, October 30. Rochester was selected as the next
place of meeting and the following officers were elected:

president. Dr. Owen E. Jones, Rochester: vice presidents.'

Drs. Nelson G. Russell, Buffalo, and Howard 1. Davenport.
A:.burn; secretary. Dr. Robert Burns, Syracuse, and trea-

surer. Dr. Thomas F. Laurie, Syracuse.

Laboratory Directors Organize.—At the meeting of direc-

tors of public health laboratories of New York state, held

in Albany. November 12. it was voted to Form a permanent
organization to be known as the New York St

of Public Health Laboratories. Dr. Warren B. Stone.

Schenectady, was elected president; Dr. Joseph S. Lawrence.
Albany, vice president, and Miss M. 1!. Kirkbride, state

laboratories, Albany, secretary-treasurer.

New York City

Harvey Society Lecture.—The fourth lecture of the Harvey
Society by Dr. E. C. Kendall of the Mayo Clinic, Rochester.
Minn., on "The Chemistry of the Thyroid Secretion." will

be delivered at tin- .Yew York Academj of Medicine at

8:.30 p. m., December 13.

"Live Longer Week."—Health Commissioner R
Cqpeland announces that the department of health has set

apart the week beginning January 2 as "Live Longer Week."
Elaborate plans an- being made for a health campaign that
will reach every inhabitant in the greater city.

Personal. -Dr. Harold \\ '. Lyall, formerly with the New
I ity Research and Antitoxin Laboratory, Otisville,

has been appointed bacteriologist in the division of labora-
tories and research, .Yew York State Department of Health
at Albany. Dr. Jacob Sobel has been appointed proft r

riene in the Fordham University Medical School.

Medical Society of the County of New York Elects.—At
its annual meeting, held November 24, tin Medical Society
of the County of New York elected the following officers for

img year: president, Dr. Charles H. Chetwood ; vice-

presidents. Drs. George Cray Ward and Orrin S. W'ightman;
secretary. Dr. Daniel S. Dougherty; assistant

J. Milton Mabbott; treasurer. Dr. James Pedersen.

Two Anthrax Victims.—During the second and third weeks
of November, Bellevue Hospital has had two cases of

anthrax. Tin- first patient, a man from the Bronx, died,

while the second, a girl employed in a shaving brush fac-

tory, who was taken to tin hospital, November 1.

i barged cured. November 21. This makes twelve cases of

anthrax treated at Bellevue Hospital during the past four
ix of whom have been treated by the use of the

Eichhorn serum and have recovered.

Birth Control Act Constitutional.—The supremi
November 17. dismissed without an opinion, for

jurisdiction, the appeal of Margaret Sanger, on the constitu-

i

of the New York Slate Birth Control Yt. Mrs.
-.as sentenced to thirty da

ducting a birth control clinii in Brooklyn. She appealed
i r. .m this sen appellate division of the supreme
court, claiming that the law prohibiting the dissemination
of birth control information was uiiconstituiion.il

Association of Cardiac Clinics.—The first postwai
ot the tl ics which make up the Association of

i linii - was held at the Yen York Academy of Medi-
cine, December 2. Dr. Joseph I

en. es with special charts r
i nil ; Dr. Herbert S.

( ailer presented bis idea

ent ; Drs. Charles Hendee Smith and I

I. Brush, \\ hite Plains, spoke on the n lal

cardiac clinic- and convalescent homes, and Dr William P.

St. Lawrence discussed the relal

i linn s and the public school,.

Lectures on Psychology.—Several cou
psychology as applied to medicine have been instituted at

Columbia University i.y thi dical Associa-
tion. The course consist ires dealing with the

v. .i i ion | p| igy whit h are of USI

1 the ways ill which be can apply them. The abstract

principli ig) will ah The
ing address will be delivered b> Proi \ I I

lucre will le oibci speakers, ami lectures will

1 bj Professors Woodward and Hollingsworth of tin

department of psychology. Each lecture will be followed

by a general discussion.

Hospital Drives.—The campaign to raise $1,000,000 for the

United Hospital Fund, which began. November 23, and con-
tinued for ten days, at the end of the first six days had
only three fourths of the needed million in sight. Many of

the forty-six hospitals belonging to the fund will be com-
pelled to make individual campaigns to enable them to meet
their annual deficits. One of the features of the campaign
was a parade of the ambulances belonging to each of the

forty-six hospitals from Harlem to the Battery. The drive

to raise $100,000 for the Bronx Hospital, which was to have
been held during the week of November 2.^ was postponed
until the following week. The medical board of the Bronx
Hospital at a recent meeting adopted resolutions which will

make the institution an open hospital, so that physicians may
enter private patients there and treat them without inter

ference. According to statements made at the meeting, there-

are only three hospitals in this city where this can he done.

PENNSYLVANIA
Hospital Memorial at Chester. — Prominent citizens of

Chester and vicinity were present at Chester H
ber 23. to witness the acceptance of a new building, which

i tructed as a memorial to the late Mrs. Margaret
II: n thi gift being made by hei

Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Meeting. -A buffet luncheon of

the Harrisburg Academy of Medicine was held. November
20, to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of thi

The principal the meeting was made by Dr.

Lewellys F. Barker. Baltimore, on "Croup Study by
Interir

Service Men Honored. -Members of the Cambria County
Medical Society who served in the world war were honored
by their fellow members at a banquet, held November 13, at

iety sent forty-six of its men to the vari-

ous services and all returned safely. Dr, 111
town, acted as toastmaster.

Priestley Home Bought.—Graduate chemists of the Penn
sylvania State College have purchased the original home
and laboratory of Dr. Joseph Priestley, the disc
oxygen. The house is located .n the banks of the Susque
banna River, at North Umberland, and it is planned to move
it to the campus at State College and make it a memorial
to the great scientist.

Personal.— Dr. D. I «rg, the ..blest mem
'lie Franklin I ociety, was the guest

of honor at the November meeting ! the organization.
Dr. George A. Deitrick, Sunbury, has been appointed
surgeon of the Philadelphia and Reading System, sui

Ilr William L. Sh I harles Roland
1 i. : ber 29. Dr.

Harry E. Clark. Pittsburgh, has been appointed siiperinteu

dent and medical directoi ol the < ny Pool Farm, v
>i

Dr. I reary, Shippensburg, has I

work in a disti i Perry, Franklin, Adams and
Cumberland comities. Col. T. I. vie I! hit. Pittsburgh,
who was .i surgeon of the I

i medical director at the Mont \b Sana
torium. Johl on. who bas been .

a leave of absence.
Philadelphia

Industrial Physicians and Nurses Organize. The I'hil.i

delphia \ ration of Medicine for physicians and
trial work « Novem

bei 28 Dr C Taylor, physician for the Bell Telephone
impan lent ; Di I l.l Listings ..i thi

1 G Brill Company, vice president; Dl

Shipbuilding Company, secretary I I >t I

mings i Publishing ( Company, tn
are twenty-six charter members the organization is to

unhide the entire Philadelphia indiistii.il district.

Personal. I )r. * ha

S \iinv. and at one tii ' the i harities

and hospitals in Havana, i uba. has been nan

to I >l W lb

and St, < ieorge b) tl Wales dui ii

Philadelphia, Novembei 22 D Norman
S. Roth -hi I » I lonni

positions in the 1
' dward
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CANADA
Epidemic Encephalitis.

: from \\ innipeg, and one

Hospital News. Orpingti Hospital in I

.eminent, has

; men of the
' Hospital ha

ount of the small:

ire than 700.

Public He.ilth News, ["he new farm eminent
nenl under the min-

I as the minister of

gement, Dr i

under two ministers of th

ristrar general under the

the attorney-general of the province.

Personal. -Sir Thi Montreal, will spend
Ont., mem-

nted medical i

r own land, after i

.1. Kingston, < ml

medicine in Queen's Medical
iina for

i. Dr.
... has been in France sini

Bengal, sailing

i d i" the anatomical department

and has arrived in China.

service in Mesopo-
returned toi onto.

Baby Saving Week for Halifax. Halifax, N. S„ had a

Week." from November 4 to 13, inclusive,

I the welfare organizations of the

daily, the first mainly for

hildren, at which th moving pictures and

then hai plained to them. The afternoon
iscussions on various

health . Among the principal topics dis-

ms, Past and Pres-

otia," "Why 1 [alifax Needs
nd "The Vain I . i

u- " At sub-

sequent sessions the protection of babies from disease and
the c.t were discussed. The loaned exhibits

containing a mental and social hygiene
-cnt by the public welfare bureau of Montreal, and

iths carrying graphii

three I in measuring, weighing and judging the

nths, under the care of the

GENERAL
Academy Election.—At the annual meeting of the Inter-

ne, whose membership is comp >sed

r. Wis., and Duluth,
19, Dr Richard C. Smith.

rl A. Scherer.
Or. Herbert J. Orchard,

and Dr. Alex J. IJraden, Duluth,
urer.

Bequests and Donations.—The following bequests and
innounced :

. Jewish Orj.h.v
, ...

. the will of his

I. Ill

New Mtdical Society.—A new mc<!'

i .itchfield

lent, Dr

Sharon, Conn, and treasurer, I'r A L Tuttle, Salisbury,

National Committee for the Prevention of Blindness Meets,

lational Committee for the Prevention ol Bl

New York, Noveml ard M
VanCleve, managing director, outlined the accomplishments
of the society Starting in 1915 with sixty-five charter mem-

has now enrolled

seven stales, in Cuba, the Philippines, Porto Rico,

China and Canada, It has pushed laws for the prevention
of blindness and had them passed in eighteen states Among

: imas I > Wood,
New York, chairman on health probli ttion of

i

; Co cil il Edui ion Hi ated I

:

25 to .55 per cent, of the schoolchildren in thi, counti

e c defects. At least 75 per cent ling the matter
with their health which I ill but a

small proportic died, but

el o far i mlj a few of the fn e or si t en millions
of children so h ttenl ion th<

idvocated the periodical examination of th

of schoolchildren.

Food and Nutrition.— The National Research Council has

formed a special committee on i I and nutrition problems,
i group of pi • mists and nutrition

committee will devote its attention and activi-

i important problems connected with the

nutritional values and most effective grouping and p
il human and animal use. Special alteii-

tion will be gh nd to compre-
hensive problems involving the coordinated servii

irs and laboratories. The committee,
with the support of the council, is arranging to obtain funds
for the support of its researches, and will get under way,
just as si ble, certain specific investigations
formulated by individual committee members and
mittees. These include studies of the comparative food
values of meat and milk and of the conditions of production
of these foods in the United States, together with the whole
problem of animal nutrition; the food conditions in hospitals

asylums and similar institutions; the nutritional standard*

of infancy and adolescence; the formation of a

institute of nutrition, and other problems of similarly large
and nationally important characb

Deaths Following Toxin-Antitoxin.—On recomme
of the city board of health of Dallas that toxin-antitoxin be
given as an immunizing agent against diphtheria, sev< ral

hundred doses were administered by private and municipal
ins. Forty severe reactions followed the administra-

i particular series issued by one manufactur>
children who received this series manifested a severe reac-
tion characterized by high fever, vomiting and pain at the

site of injection, which occurred a few hours after adminis-
tration. Within forty-eight hours the skin over the site

of injection became intensely inflamed; the area extending
over the forearm, shoulder and hand, and in some cases
across the chest. Large vesicles filled with clear fluid

appeared. General reaction subsided within four to six
days and the local reaction within eight to ten days. Five

occurred in this series from twelve to sixteen days
following the administration of the loxin-antitoxin, death

cribed to acute myocarditis. The local reaction bid
oed a few days previous to death. No postmortem

examinations were made, but the symptoms and physical
signs which occurred were due to excessive amount-
All oilier series of toxin-antitoxin issued by this manufac-
turer and all ordinary antitoxin used were found to be harm-

i not followed by reaction.

Smallpox Quarantine Established at Canadian Border.—
More than 4,000 cases of smallpox have recently occut

• ol Ontario, and four cases have been found in

- ding to New i nent of Health
.it the bonier under

in Dr Hermann M. Biggs, state commissioner
from Surgeon-General

I [ealth Sen
ting advice as to th t3 foi e tablishing

il thi border, thi plied that
conditions warrant such action. A quarantine is to b

! and ferries leading into the
United Slate, from the infected territory and all

who cannot give proof of recent vaccination or of having
ill be turned back. Health officials of

' dies have been notified in rer mditi ms
to be imposed, and railroad ticket offices in the <
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district where the disease exists have been requested not to

issue tickets to points in the United States except on the

presentation of a certificate of vaccination from U. S. Public

Health Service representatives. About seven eighths of the

40,000 schoolchildren of Toronto have been vaccinated and
the remainder will not be permitted to attend school until

they have complied with this requirement. All travelers into

New York and Michigan must show certificates that they

have been vaccinated within one month. At Black Rock.
November 26. forty-seven persons were held on one train

until they could be vaccinated.

Hookworm a Blight in the Draft Army.— Part 1 of the

annual report of the Rockefeller Foundation, made public.

November 26, summarizes the results of invi

bookworm in the Southern states. The report points out

that the examinations for hookworm disease made among
United States soldiers confirm in a striking waj the

experience of the last few years. "Judged by the Binet-

Simon and other tests, many full-grown soldiers who bar-

bored comparatively few hookworms had the mental
onlj 12 years of age. The mentality of ln.000 men

at Camp Travis who harbored these parasites was about 33
per cent, below normal." Mental tests of a similar nature
among 340 schoolchildren in Queensland. Australia,

that there was an average retardation of approximately two
years among heavily infected children. The longer the

infection persisted the greater was the retardation. Sta

are cited showing that the efficiency of laborers in various
localities in < osta Rica, India and other localities h

• 1 50 per cent, after bookworm treatment was put
into operation. Encouraging reports of campaigns against
bookworm are related, and the report reiterates the great

they have done to communities by demonstrating to

the public its responsibility for general health, and stimu-
lating it to a willingness to finance and carry on public

health work of its own. A part of the report is

to the work that the Yellow Fever Commission
feller Foundation has done during the past year and speaks

of the prospei 'rating that the true

etiologic agent of yellow fever bus been I by Dr.
Xogiu'hi, which he has designated as Leptospira

icteroides. The report tells of the demonstration, tl

the fight on yellow fever conducted oard in Guate-
i.it this scourge could be controlled with the per-
ind facilities available in Central American i

and at a cost well within their financial ability. Thi
concludes with an account of the progress made in public
health training through the establishment of a department
of hygiene in the Faculdade de Medicina e I irurgia at Sao
Paulo, Brazil.

FOREIGN
Influenza in Spain. — M^re than 2,000 cases of influenza

at I.enares. about 50 miles northeast of

ida, Spain.

Hospital Ship Disabled. A torpedo boat has towed the
British hospital ship King Edward inti I nd, Nor-
way. The King Edward, which w; om Murmansk
to London, was caught in a sn.rtii and disabled.

Motor Cars Needed. -The great scarcity of mot,.:

England
itish Medical Association has made an appeal to

manufacturers to give priority to those who require auto-
mobiles for use in their pra

Physicians Elected to Italian Senate r* in

the ftali

ii ins, I he list ini lud irolo, Bianchi,

representing Pisa, Naples,

Pavia and Parma. The president of th< Italian R<

a lawyer, u .is alsi i elected to tin

Cinema in Obstetric Teaching. Novem I Drum
nioud Robinsi

cinematograph film illustrating the
i

labor, of mid-
and midw i

Im com-
prised some _'

:
.'rtMi photographs from life and diagrams

Bubonic Plague in Constantinople. M Vrnold,

director ol the Near last

tantin >ple ' Ireeks, \rm<
Levantines at a met tantinople, asking them to

aid the Neai
I

tight against the bubonic
plague. More than $40,000 worth of s,,.,p. lini

i being di> tributi d by the o immittee in I

tinopte •

Deaths in the Profession Abroad.—Dr. E. Bonardi, chief of

the large public hospital at Milan, professor of social medi-
cine at the graduate school there, and author of works on
carious fields of medicine and geology. Dr. H. Aronson,
a Berlin bacteriologist who introduced certain serums and
culture methods, aged 54. Dr. L. Brieger, professor of
internal medicine and hydrotherapy at the University of
Berlin, aged 70. Dr. J. A. Amann, a gynecologist of
Munich, aged 53.

Cambridge Institute of Parasitology.—Mr. and Mrs. P. \

Molteno have announced their intention to provide funds
for the erection and maintenance of an institute for parasi-

iversity of Cambridge. The) have
a sum of £20,000 to provide a suitable building, with

its fittings, for this work, and a further sum of ilO.OOO to
form a fund to provide an income for the upkei

tenance of the institution, any surplus being used to further
research carried on in the institute at the discretion
director.

The Plague of Venereal Diseases. — The Nederlandsch
Tijdschrift quotes the Medisinische Klinik of Berlin to the
effect that the spread of venereal diseases there since the

war has surpassed even the extreme prognostications.

Enlightenment, warnings and penalties are proving futile to

check the plague, although there have been provided ample
nities For treatment under specialists (Salvarsani-

tdtsrdte they have been called). The only way to stem the

to keep the contagious in the hospitals. But the

led, and the medical journal sugg<
advisability of putting up a large num racks at

e of bousing the contagious cases of
venereal disease. The great difficulty with this is said to be
the lack of lumber for building the barracks.

Typhus in Europe.—A cable despatch states that typhus is

sweeping Russia, an alarming incn es having set

in during October. The Public Health Reports of Oct. 17,

1919, list 2.8.?5 cases at Archangel and Riga durii

and June. The same issue states that 3,125 cases of typhus
were recorded at Cairo, January 1 to July 1. Typhus has
been also present in fourteen provinces in Italy, and in the

eek in June 3,470 cases were reported, but 3,321 of

vere in Austrian prisoners In the second week in

July fourteen cases were recorded, and in the first week in

August only six cases. The Medicina < •nl, in/', i nine ci relates

that a few small epidemic foci have developed at various
points in Portugal and Spain, and as the lirsi cases were
mistaken for typhoid even antityphoid vaccine being given

points—the disease got good headway before
li cd.

Heat for Physicians in Berlin. -The coal contl

Berlin is said to hi nicr denial of

special coal privileges to

Tijdschrift states thai

can be run during office hours, and elevators can be run

i the sick wl - medical certificate to the
• ffeel thai thi ) are unable to climb stairs. 'I he centi

may also be operated when more than one
u is in the i - also be used

bj physicians who have a card from the medical chamber,
heati i - i a:

that tin \ nei d bat

is further stated that efforts will be made to SUppl)
ci.uis with fuel alcohol [Brandspiritus) for sterilizing mstru

ii illuminating
i to give an illumin

ating flame when mixed with some substance with nun Ii

i as \\ lol.

Spanish Physicians Win Strike. \s already mentioned in

'I he Jot in icipal phj sicians ol ! d« idi d

some Hm ll duties,

in view of the fact that the mini I them 135,000

"i and the i authorities to

on about the matter. The situation b<

.eminent had to il

and di i ling municipal council \ new
was appointed, one of the first steps of which
account 7\0<!<i pesetas (about $15,000) to the phj

attitude

Spain, !

I timi that p
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Tolish Typhus Relief Expedit.on.—The thirty-second train

d equipment for the typhus campaign

mmissioned the line have
'•.it the need for medi<

and 420

rived in Poland fi r duty with the expe-

field columns .n t

. 'c much opp intered,

military

m the bathing and
I S \nu\.

reported that

at Lemberg 50.000
|

: to be bathed and

• to be shippi

Vrmy, in

commat - that field columns

and that supplies will be

Lublin, Kielce and
ties are prci

Congress of Northland Internists.—The Ninth Nordiske
t t pei hagen in

... the lirst mi
impor-

inagement of insufficiencj of the

Idt. < 'ne
' to diabetes. Fabcr showed that the

iks during the day

to the principal meals, and insi

tutional level for the sugar in the

which limit sugar passes in t- > the urine. Lunds-
ited that wil it might be

|i the morning urine free from
i- the result of im i

hemoglobin in ilie blood has been
'-. editorial!} (page 1216). He declared

ur with a hem
Dedichen spoke on the influence

of athh n the heart and Kuensel on the

i exudates, I

_ the value minute pai

in parenchymatous orgi

re in the capillaries

Hi '
:

- il cm the skin and
examines it under the mil

be held 1921, with Siever to preside.

the main subject appointed for dis-

Massacres of Armenian Physicians. -As already mentioned

pamphlet (in . I ribing the history—
i gani cd

if the Turkish government in 1915 to

tian inhabitants of Armenia. The pam-
thc "large number of Turkish pi

massacres and depor-
pecial comm

an act' its massacres—were
legal medic

medical faculty. I

pn tire of the Allies

sponsible

the twenty Turkish
graduates
nstantin-

Dr. Rechid, who as

acre of

as about
tliers are in

ng their chairs

lei gives

.i large

Among

lated in

deputy in the

iicinc, and tl Armenia,
her list of

presents the victims of typhus, the Turkish
nding the Armenians to the more dangerous posts,

thi in -i i «.- two --.iicl i i ha mas and
! Dou; .ikli.m. aged 65, and S.

Tchilineguinan, aged mphlel adds that the Turk
German physicians sa:<| openly thai the only reason

whj an} Armenian physicians were iefl ur
thej were needed in the Turkish military h

LATIN AMERICA
Physician Appointed to the Cabinet in the Republic of

Colombia. Dr. Lui has recentlj been
] by the president ccf thi mbia as

minister of the interior (carlcra de >). Our i

t in- AY/. - merited distinction

il brilliant work for the country. 'II

li brated the event with much c< i

Ground Broken for New Hospital. November 15

i n b) I >i'. Bol idenl of the I

'

ima, for the new Sai I

!

' >ital which is to

institution, which will be in charge of Maj
M. C, r. S. Army, is being constructed on the

administrative plan I

inated by the president c,f the ; ilish the

CMTistrucii.u work, Sepai I
r the care oi tuber-

culosis, venereal and contag i
are included in the

plans for the new institution.

Honors to Dr. Dccoud. ling in honci

D. Decoud was held recently at Buenos Aires on I >r.

retin menl from the chair i

ke of ins eminent work as te • I

id author, and Dr. G Bosch \rana presented him
with a as a tribute from his colli

le Hospital, and especially from the su

on. Dr. Decoud recently received a diploma and
ii the international I on

San Francisco in honor of the opening of the Panama C anal.

The medal was awarded for his collected medical works.

Deaths in the Profession.—Dr. B. Caldora, a young
cian of Buenos Aires, prominent in political allHis. Dr.

J. H. de Andrade e Silva at S. Paulo, Bra.il, recently
returned from work in the Paris hospitals during the war

Dr. L. Runno, physician to the Rawson and San
hospitals at Buenos Aires, aged 62. Dr. L. J. Velarde,

general of the Argentine navj until his

retirement with the grade of surgeon major and pay of a
ralmirante), aged about 65. Dr. A. J.

Drago, a leading medicolegal expert at Buenos Ail
writer on psychopathology and criminology, aged .

E. D. Zapata of Bogota.

Brazil Presents Hospital to Paris.—The Paris i

faculty recently voted to express its gratitude for

ail of the hospital at Pai i

i! during the latter part of the war. The install., ion

is high grade in every respect, and is said to have" cost
Brazil 2,500,000 francs. The French army medical service
was empowered to retain the hospital for two years, bul has
abandoned its rights in this respect and will give up the
hospital next summer to the civil authorities, so that when
the university year opens in November, 1920, a new clinie
will be at the disposal of the sick and for teaching pi

to the medical students. The Assistance publique will supply
the personnel and maintain the hi p tal after that elate.

Triennial Medical Congress of the Republic of Colombia.—
A large ion was

' ies, a the date
coincided with the centennial celebration of independence
day. 'I he coi i further in the hi

the organization of the profession, as the Colombian
i organ-

I. D. Herrera, C. Esguerra, M. Jimenez
1

i .maya Arias and R. Sanmartin,
i I.I.I Iribe, J,

Bajarano, E. Piedrahita, J. del ( id M. A. Rueda
n olutions were adopted by the congress, some

i on the spn ad of
tubercul and i lalai

ncrel ays in which alcoholism could be

gulate the prac-
!

n.ii mai i ipi ia "to do
nt anarchy u

1 in the pharmacies." Legislal n met the

demanded, and the
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organization of a national public health and public charities
department of the government, and the teaching of ethics in

the medical schools. One resolution asked for the appoint-
ment of commissions to study the fauna and flora of the
country, and the foundation of traveling scholarships to
f nalile young physicians to study laboratory and public health
and sanitation methods in other countries.

Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Department

For the week ending November 28, there were in the Med-
ical Corps 2,318 medical officers from a total of 30.591 on
duty, Nov. IS, 1918. The Medical Reserve Corps contained
3,917, an increase of fifty-eight over the previous week.

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley Culm. M. I..

COX.\ I

Bridgeport—Smith, E. S.

NEW YORK
Brooklyn Joseph. D.

XORTH CAROLINA
iton-Salem— Co.ira.l, H.

WASHINGTON
!e— Richardson, W.

HONORABLE DISCHARGES, MEDICAL CORPS,
U. S. ARMY

Note.— In the following list, L. signifies lieutenant; C,
captain ; M.. major; L. C, lieutenant colonel, and Col., col 1.

.1/ ABAMA
Cardiff—Barker, II. O. (C.)

u ry- Lay, II. T. (M.)

ARIZONA
Douglas CI A. (M.)

ARK I

Fort Smith—W.lson, C. P., Jr.

(I ,

Ho—Best, J. M. (L.)

CALIFOKXIA
Bail i H

inn, E. i

W. II.

r—Ryan, J. G.

C >

Garvin, C. I. I
M I

Shurtl.IT. F. I (M I

Marshall Dienst, K C. (C.J

Harysvilli Tapley, I B

Fine, II M (C I
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Antisyphilitic Treatment of Rebellious

Incontinence of Urine

Dr Andre Boeckel of Strasbourg related the case of a
soldier who had suffered For a year and a half fr incon

tinence of the urine that had proved rebellious to all forms

of treatment instituted in various urologic centers. Boeckel

[to lake the Wassermann reaction, which proved to be
1 ! d antisyphilitic tn

and at the end ol e the patient was completely
cuied of his weakness. It was apparently an early niani-

II of tabes.

Death of Dr. Robert Wurtz

The death of Dr. Robert Wurtz (physician of the rlopitaux
professoi on the Faculty of Medicine

of Paris) has been reported, lie was known main!
He had published works on hygiene as pertaining

to our colonies, on exotic diseases, on industrial poisoning,
etc. He occupied the office of director general of the Institut

:ur de vaccine a I'Academie de miedecine. Robert
Wurtz was the son of the famous chemist, Adolphe Wurtz.

Visit of Spanish Physicians

A mission composed of forty Spanish physicians, organized
in. ted by Dr. Jose de Bleizegui, director of the

Espana medica, has arrived in Paris. The reeducation center

at Saint-Maurice, the Pasteur Institute, the War Museum
and various hospital services will be visited.

Personal

\i one of its recent meetings the Academy of Medicine
elected three correspondents (in national matters) for the

fourth section (therapeutics and natural history as pcrtain-

medicine). Those chosen were: Dr. Sigalas, professor

of pharmaceutical physics on the Faculty of Medicine of

Lille; Dr. Guiart, professor of parasitology, and natural
history as pertaining to medi Faculty of Medicine

us.

Dr, Micheleau. agrege on of Medicine of Bor-
deaux, ha been appointed professor of legal medicine on the
Faculty of Medicine of Al

The Use of Saccharin

With the purpose in view of guarding against the threat-
ened sugar famine during the war, the government in 1''17

a law authorizing the Use of saccharin in the prepa-
certain products ol consumption, especially certain

i hi lot i
i. May 1-'. 1917, p. 1422). It was

expressly stipulated that this special privilege should end
with the issuing of the proclamation declaring the ci

of hostilities, but, since the reasons for the graining of the

privilege still persist al the present time, the government
ntly introduced a bill providing for an extension of

time.

Hygienic Exhibit Organized by the Rockefeller Mission

A hygienic exhibit organized l.y the Rockefeller mission

illed in one ol the town halls (moiries) of
Paris. It aims to edui ate the peopl mean of pi

; hi il ions develop a series

of hygienic maxims, lor e- Id has only two
mu i erve him his whole life through"; "the

health of your wife and your children depends on you; help

employer provides vcntila-

ll in mi dil hi hi, workshops," etc. The
picture I

.
I these results can be attained.

collection of p hildren affords i

i end is represented a child
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sneezing, while another nearby calls out to him "Keep your
microbes for yourself, old boy." On another card i- seen a

group of children scarcely out of their swaddling clothes
starting off to war, brandishing banners on which are printed

their peremptory hygienic demands.

The Next Congress of French Orthopedists

The Societe franchise d'orthopedie has fixed the date of

its next congress, Oct. 8, 1920, and has put the following
questions on the order of the day: (1) modern treatment of

scoliosis. Essayist, Dr. Estor, professor of clinical pediatrics

and orthopedic surgery on the Faculty of Medicine of Mont-
pellier; (2) traumatic retraction of tendons (Volkmann's
disease). Essayist, Dr. Denuce, surgeon of the Hopitaux
de Bordeaux and agrege professor on the Faculty of Medi-
cine, and (3) anastomosis of tendons in traumatic paralysis.

Essayist, Dr. Mauclaire, surgeon of the Hopitaux de Paris
and agrege professor on the Faculty of Medicine.

RIO DE JANEIRO
Oct. 20. 1919.

Federal Ministry of Public Health

President Pessoa recently communicated to the house his

•Ksire to create a federal ministry of public health. The
ill presented to congress advises the taking over bj the

liew mini-try of all departments dealing with health matters,
public sanitation, water supply and sewerage. In this way
the secretaries of the interior and of public works will be
relieved of excessive work.

Hospital for Mental Diseases

The secretary of the interior visited the asylum for men-
tal and nervous diseases and found it overcrowded, there
being 1,460 patients, although only 800 can be housi

fortably; he therefore resolved to found a colony for these

unfortunates in one of the suburbs of Rio, and also to

have an asylum built for criminal lunatics, both to have all

modern improvements.

Influenza Number of the Archivos Brasileiros

de Medicina

\ special number of the Archivos Brasileiros de Medicina

has been devoted to influenza. The articles of Prof. Juliano

Moreira on psychical disturbances determined by influenza

and on influenza in the lunatic asylum during last Novem-
on mental diseases are v,

cial notice. Dr. Moreira's opinion is that the mental dis-

turbances he tinted, must or them benign were due to the

influenza virus or its toxin. Among other manifested*
grip provoked meningitis, pseudomeningitis and encephalitis.

of paralytic dementia resulting from influenza was
latent cases manifested themselvi

lowing influenza. Sixty per cent, of influenza psychoses
d in recovery. Out of 1.47(1 patient- of the asylum,

1,314 were stricken with the disease during the second half
i Octi ber, and ninety-two, or 6.3 per cent., succumbed. Dur-

ing the 160 new patient- suffering with men-
tal diseases due to the pandemic were interned, and in the

li r^t days of November. 114. Dr. Moreira did nol observe
any instance of remission in cases of paralytic dementia;
on the ..iiiir.ii ..1 the exacerbation ol th<

toms of patient-- suffering with diffu

encephalitis. Besides other interesting article-. Dr. Walde
mar de Almeida publishes a complete bibliogra

Brazilian publications on influenza o page 1479 i

The New Director of Pub'ic Health

Dr. Carlos I the Instituto Oswaldo Cruz has
superseded Dr Theophilo Torre- as director of public health.

I)r. Torres did valiant service during the epidemic of influ-

enza in 1918, and app I the different

states to extinj I yellow fever Di I

ontuiue as din Idi i Cruz li

Memoirs of the Instituto de Bm.int.in

Paulo Instituto de Butantan for medical research
has initiated the publication of a n< journal.
I be first i m i in 1 .. i 1 1 ni. mi

hbi 'i ho d, bj F I Hot hne and I ' i

Kohlmann; a histologic study of the gland of Brazilian snake
bead-, bj Dorival < Penteado; antiscorpionic serum

rasil, and a contribution to tin- knowli
lilian snakes, by Dr. J. Floreni

The second number treats of Bancroft filariasis; the classi-

tication of Hemosporidia; a contribution to the parasitic

:\ of Brazil, and a contribution to the treatment of the

ic ulcers. Dr. Afranio do Amaral. the
author of the first paper, calls attention to the histologic
characters of filariasis. which may serve as a basis for the

diagnosis: inconsistency of globular alterations: reduction of
the polymorphonuclear neutrophil leukocytes with in. i

the microlymphocytes during the night, and constant increases
of the eosinophils, more accentuated during the apyretic
periods: absence of globular alterations; absolute increase
of the leukocytes; increase of the polymorphonuclear neu-
trophil leukocytes with reduction of the microlymphocytes,
and diminution or absence of the eosinophils, which return
before the paroxysm has passed. In the second paper,
Henrique Aragao. using as a basis not only morphologic
character- of the different hematozoa but particularly the
knowledge which is possessed respecting theii evolutionary
cycle, proposes a new systematic groupin iorder ol

Hemocytosoa, dividing it into the four superfamilies

:

Haemogregarinoidea, Achromaticoidea, new superf., Plas-
modoidea, new- superf., and Toxoplasmoidea, new superf.
The first one is divided into families. Hemogregarinidae,

with the genera Hacmogregarina, Lmil- 'Slerella, Karyolysas
and llt'patosoon. The second one includes two families,

Achromaticidae, with the genera Achromaticus, Smithia,
Elleipsisoma, Rosiella and Rangiella, and Theileridac, n. f.,

with the genus Theileria. The third one is subdivided into two
families, Haemoproleidae with the gums Haemoproteus, and
Plasmodidae, with the genera Plasmodium and Haemocystid-
iiiiu and the subgenus Laverania. The fourth inclui

family only, Toxoplasmidae, and the only genu-. Toxoplasma.
In the third article. Prof. Piraja da Silva relates two

interesting eases of Madura foot observed in Bahia. In the
first case he isolated Discomyces, which he considei
species and calls bahiensis; in the second one he
Madurella ramiroi, n

In the fourth paper. Dr. Afranio do Amaral describes the
treatment of atonic ulcers and phagedenic ulcers by means
of local applications of normal dried serum, without the
concomitant use of any antiseptic substance. On tl

application of the serum, the ulcer- begin to change in

appearance, becoming clean and regular, and the tissues
recover their activity. The sore heals rapidlj and completely
In cases of phagedenic ulcers, a complete destruction of the

"ichete association is observed.

Consanguineous Marriages

There is a bill pending in congress to repeal an article of
the civil law code prohibiting consanguineous marriagi
have not received the approval of the profession,

LONDON
Nov, 13 1919

Death of the Middle Classes

i this title the
m.st important result of the declining birth rat. I

recent report on this subject, thai of the health
-tads that i

were 132 ft

• than in 1917. Thi :\ i- now 15.9

per thousand of estimated population That for England
and Wall i 17.7, and for London, Id I Comparii

with the birth rati decennium 1901 1910
shows that the latter wa g further back, the
subjoined table may be constnii

BIRTH RATE PER THOUSAND LIVING \l \I I VGES

18511860 1861-1870 18!

34.1 35.4 17 7

In the same period (1851-1910) it is true that the death
rate fell by 30 per I • nt \ ill is to

the le.iu. tion of the infat

measures of public hygiene. The result has been that the
falling birth rate has been to some extent compen
by the falling death rat.- among tin working and n

m which the annual gain and loss wen
thirty years ago. But that is not tun of the middle
Their birth rati

jh, i- not falling Thus tin- middle .la-.-- arc- sink

ing in the matter "I population \\ . ; ; what
death of tin-

middle ..Lilly during the past threi

mid. lb class birth rapidly diminishini
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The Lancet on Its Defense

whether all the pres-
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; but the implied 1
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ily For many years

ilumes from 1880 to

• while the b then held, as well as

if the body,
1 the clinical stand-

the alteration

1 in a medical
1 1 II the art and tin
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practical,
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Join, A. M. A.
Die. 6, 1919

ind the composition •>!" the vaccine to be used. The prob
lems arising ..nt of this letter therefore suggest 1l1.it. 111

pening its column
h nli apprei iation ol the nee. I- ,.i tho

-1 in the subjei t. it agi > ith il coi

respondent thai ( 1 immunii at I in its 1 olumns
I have 1 it happens, more suitable foi .1

purely technical publication. But it adds that it is

e when any piece ,.t' work may n- • t become
clinical import

The Welfare of the Blind

\ committee on the welfare of the blind, appointed by the

government, has issued its ["he

census of 1'Ml in the enumeration of the blind has been met
bj .in inquiry through public bodies. A registei formed on

: tal "i 25,840 blind persons in I

and Wales. It 1- thought that, when omissions are made up,

the total will be 30,000 Inquiry he work
of the blind, and it was found that the unemployable group

1 1,895 1 1- the
'

ol the total enumer-
il crux of the problem oi

with the blind. Of Muni persons in occupations, the

Let and can,

itively tew in outd \ large

number of blind children are not attending scl 1. and of

these, -in '1 pel cent, were returned as mentally defective. A
table of the age

1 >l m set ol 1

! thai 21. t pel

cent, were blinded within the firsl yeai of life, the n

of them within the fit I
' « month \ iti-r the fir-i

incidence 1-, roughly, 1" pei cent, for each decar' up to 79

1 he inquiry did not elicit useful information as to

if blindm as disease «

the absence of medical opinion. But accidents were
account for 12. .i per cent, of the total. It is believed

that a considerable proportion of these cases of blindness

be prevented if better protection l>y goggles and the

ere provided in certain industries. An analysis of
inns of eye accidents showed that 51 per cent, were

due to chips of metal or grit striking the eye. Trade union

nol allov. the slow-working Mind to gain a living;

a si heme for the augmentation of wages has been framed
which, it is believed, will provide an incentive to work and

inducement to malingering. During the war there

has been ample work for the blind, and measures are to be

are a sufficient diversion of work to keep them
d in normal times.

The Red Cross to Help Combat Tuberculosis

It has been decided that the British Red Cross, now
ring the war. shall direct

its activities against tuberculosis. Vl the conferenci

ciation for the prevention of tuberculosis, Sir

Arthur - Red Cross, said that

tubercul I I held in which the society might he of

the greatest assistance. It was hoped to form an 01

tion by means of which every man. woman and child in the

country might receive just that amount of skilled attention

which is try in the early stages of any accident or

and so work on to the further stage when trained

Is of the coun-
try. The Red Cross had a very large army of motor ambu-

i ind elsewhere which might he used for the

of civilians as the, efit ol soldiers,
1 pped out in such a way that

or village should be more- than 15 miles from an
tal m 1

in 1

1

1
.

. pe foi the co
oluntary workers with the trained nui

ban half the time ol n villag
' mi ;hl ju '

1 people, li was therefore proposed to link

up the amliul.i with another system under which,
village and small town, the trained nurses would

uch a v, iv that the

ibl ccidents and the

of diseasi in their respi ctive disti icts, 'I he
irkei would b ith a nursing center

which iderable county town, together
with a well equipped and well staffed hospital.

Broadl lived itself into

tge In the first stage, the early period of the

thi voluntary workers could be of practical assis-

ond stage, when the disease was well
tnatorium treatment was probably required,

the matter should he left to the state. No organization,
1 big, could meet the cost of the management of
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sanatoriums. The third stage related to cases which had
gone practically beyond help—the stage in which the sufferer
naturally pined to get back to his own home at the time when
it was the very thing that he should not do. In that stage
such organizations could do good work by insuring for the
sufferers the provision of homes so situated that they were
easily available to the sufferer's family and friends, where
he could be frequently visited and where he would be sur-
rounded by homelike conditions, such as no state institution
could insure.

Flies as Carriers of Dysentery

A report on bacillary dysentery in Macedonia, just pre-
sented to the Medical Research Committee, tends to show
that flies carry the disease. The report is based "ii careful
experiments, which were carried out by Capt. J. F. Taylor,
under three heads: (1) a comparison of the numbei
present at different seasons in a certain area with the propor-
tional incidence of bacillary dysentery arising in that area;
(2) experiments to show that a fly, when deliberatel)

i

witli a bacillus of tlie dysenterj group, is able to carry that

bacillus and to infect suitable mediums with it. and (3)
experiments to show that dies in their natural state were
carrying dysentery bacilli. The first line resulted
in a remarkable graph showing that in April. May and June,
when the fly prevalence was at its height, the dysentery prev-
alence rose also to a height. This occurred again in Sep-
tember and October, both fly and dysentery prevalence rising
steeply. The experiments proved that the insect can become
the vehicle of both Flexner and Shiga bacilli. The dies were
caught in sterile dishes and put into special!) constructed
cages. Food was passed in to them in a watch glass. It

nd that they tended to die unless the atmosphere was
ist. The food consisted of milk cultures of dysentery

bacilli (Flexner and Shiga), or other material known to con-
tain these organisms. The flies so fed were examined in

various ways. Some were allowed to walk over the culture

plate, others were killed and their legs alone used, and in

some excreta were examined. A total ,,i 382 flies were exam-
ined, and of these seventy-nine gave positive results. It is

concluded that the fly is capable of carrying both types of
-. bacilli and that the prospect of recovering th

ing organism from the fly diminishes very markedly after

twenty-four hours from the time of infection. The latter

point is new. Finally, it was found that flies living under
natural conditions were carrying bacilli, These
flies were caught in various parts of the hospital-,

kitchens and latrines. These experiments have great value
at a moment when bacillary dysentery carriers are ki

nt in this country. They suggest, too. that tli

•. made that infantile dian
unded.

Indians in the Indian Medical Service

The Indian Medical Service has for in or \ears contained
number of Indians in its

. ery well under Bril nl is

now bringing in a bill which will Iran leal ol

power to Indian repn i
"1 possibly alter the

predominant position of Bl in India, [m
has been given before a mittee on the

government of India bill by Col. R II. Elliot, who
member of the Indian Medical Service for fifteen years and
superintendent of the Madras Hospital H

,ng under Indians. Thi
that they woul

''

as under British superiors. Man
medical service to Indians would nol

the public health. It is not a racial que lion There are
many Indians under whom Europeans would be 'Mad to

ans. Asked if in his opinion Indians should
an the Indian Me

would rather not make any comment on thai point, as il was
lit. In bis opinion the Indian people a

inter-

h water supplies such as well- and tried I

in about, they would pro I
of ill

Feeling At the present tim
1

id slop

ing made. I le agreed tha

a different matter, and i

doubl come eventually He himself had the Creates! sym-
pathy with the Indiana Their physicians bad done reallj
iplendid work, and he looked Forward with i

their doing still much better and more work in the i

Marriages

l.ni'i Ruth, Conshohocken, Pa., to Miss lea:

Hodgort of Paisley. Scotland, in Xew York C

diss Reba Milburn Roulf, both
of Greenville. Mich., at Grand Rapids, Mich.. November 13.

Samuel Jones Bampfield, Omar. \Y. Ya.. to Miss Ethel
Blanche Spriggs of Institute, W, Ya.. Noveml

i. I. Yarnell, Chattanooga, Tenn., to Miss Nancj
Myra Leeper of Lenoir City, Tenn. November ?.

Amos Reginald Shirley, New York I Harriet
Pauline Eastin of Chattanooga, Tenn., Octobe
John Lester Webb, Carbon Hill, Ohio, to Miss Dorotln

Sweazy of Columbus, Ohio. October 29.

r Ingraham, Jr., to Mrs
: Denver, recently.

Mru-ARD Grove to Miss Maude M. Petrj
York, Pa., September 30.

i, Smithfield, Va., to Miss Leslie Nalle of Cul-
peper, Ya., November 19.

Deaths

James Dudley Morgan S Asst. Surg., Lieut, (j. g.), U. S
Navy, Wash); Wash-

uny from
i 1899 and ' differential

1897 to 1898 in his alma mater; a

\\ ashington Hit
ington, I), t .. from 1910 to 1917; physician to Garfield Hos-
pital since 1899 and chief of the medi
gencj Hospital since 1904; a member of
1 limatoli iation; president of the M
of the 1

1

. died at lus summei
hevy Chase, Md., Noveml

Xavier Oswald Werder* Pittsburgh ; Univers
of Xew York, 187": aged (j1

; pri , in the
Western Pennsylvania Medical College and Univet
Pittsburgh; since 1889 a member of the American
tion of obstetricians and Gynecologists; treasurer of the
association tor eight years and its president in l'»l J

id Charity I lospital : consultini

ture of

David Henry Dougan, Richmond, lnd.: Bel!

formerlj pn
Denver

of the
Commercial National Bank, Den

ima.

Thomas F. Foncannon,
I

sout i. I

.

1 of I b abb. and in

one of the to

Isaac Lafayette Watkini i

iation ••: tl

• ..I tin- ':

a member of thi

Douglas Luce, I i

to 111,

Southern I

taut surgeon of tl"
I

during the Civil War: died in
I

County, November 4.



I / IIS

Joseph Han-. Pittsburgh; I Univei

i the Alleghciu Count) Medical Societj : a specialist in

Army, and honorablj discharged,

.1 if tl in the Union Protestant Infirmary, Balti-

ulation ol bowel

stomj for duod il opei a

John Myets Swan, ( anion, < hina; I unci -in of the I itj

twentj -nine yeai - .1 medical

,r> under tl t n Nl 1
-

a iut and operator "i the

. was struck bj .in automobile
hi ing his skull, and

1 in the West Penn Hcsimi.iI

George Andrew Hettlei, Toledo, Ohio; Universitj of ( in

rhird I n fan-

I .uaril ; later maji r, W C, U S. Army,
.- with the 147th U. S. Infantry; awarded

Medal, and honorably discharged,

irember IS, from scarlet fi

Edwin John Catpenter, Coming, N. V.; University of

ars .1 member of the

and .11 one time president; once an
.'i and for two ten I Steuben ( ounty; a

of the medi g Hospital; died,

al embolism.

John Ross + Pontiac, 111.: Rush Medical College, 1894;

and until the time of his death,

ic Livingston Count) Medical Societj : died in

Movi "il.. i 18, from injuries

-truck by a train, while driving in his

Ihe railway tracks.

Atminius F. Bock, St. Louis; University of Wiirzburg,
Germai I 73; a member of the Missouri State

iation, anil a practitioner of St. Louis for

f the founders and first surgeon on the

ess Hospital; died, November 1-4. from

Henry Lamed Sidebotham, Philadelphia; Jefferson Med
r's physi-

in at the Norristown State

; medical ins he bureau of health: died in

ry's Hospital. November 1". from cerebral hemor-

William Hiller Richardson, Vernon, Ind.; Mi
I fospital Medii al 1 ollege,

1 J Esso-
in ty I Ind. 1 Medical

ember 3, from angina pectoris.

Hamilton P. Franks, Muncie, Ind.; Medical College of

f the 1

a member of the Indiana State Med-
ic nl of the I lelaware
11 ember 13.

James K. Graham. of Physicians
1, Mo., 1882; member

Association : for two terms
I

1 unty, and fn
ih : died, November In

Ernest J. C. Sward, Lincoln. Neb.; University of N<
the Nebraska

sidenl of the Burke
•

I ounty ;

James Marshall Jamison. niversity

ille, but

Medical Col-

iolation
• nilirr IS, from pneu-

Herbert Leonard Strong, Portland,

unior grade 1

.

in the 1

Albert Lee McGough, Detroit; Dcti.

cm-: an-! ., member 1 I

State Medical Society, and a member of the staff ol the

Harpet Hospital; dud in that institution, November 16, from
In .11 1 disease.

Sylvan Graham Busliey, Camden, N. J ; [efferson Medical
member of the Medical Society of

New lei ;ej ; foi twentj tour years a tnembet ol tin- hoard
ol health ol t aiuden ; died, Novembet 16, from cerebral

Alfred Alexandet Tyrrell, Spokane, Wash
; Milwaukee

Medical College, 1910; aged 32; first lieutenant, M. R. ('..

1 S Amu, and honorablj discharged Dei 6, 1918; intern

at St. Luke's hospital. Spokane; <\>^<\ in that institution,

August 15.

Cyrus Clay Reichaul, Brown ville, Pa Northwestern
Universitj Medical School, ( hicago, 1870; aged 75; .1 veteran
of the 1 nil Wat ; formerlj president ol the hoard of health

ol Brownsville; died in his office, November 17. from heart

disease

Frank Richard Curney, Dumas. le\as; Univei itj ol

Illinois. Chicago, l
utM . aged 44; on duty in Panama and

afterward in the toast Survey at Manila; was killed.

November 19, in a collision between automobiles, near
I hiinas

Klisha Green Hale, Nashville, Ark. (license. Eclectic State
Medical Board of Arkansas, 1903); aged 86 ; a veteran of

the Civil War: for thirty years a practitioner, and since

1885 a druggist; dud. November 16, from chronic cystitis.

Walter Peyre Porchei, I harleston, S. i .; Medical I ollegi

• •I South ( arolina, Charleston, 1891; aged 61; a member of

the South (arolina Medical Association: professor ol rhinol

ogy and laryngology in his alma mater; died, November 2.

Richard Leiman, Detroit; Detroit Homeopathic College,

1910; aged 36; a member of the Michigan State Medical
Society; while on a hunting expedition, near Parrj Sound,
()nt.. was accidentally shot and killed. November 8.

Albeit M. Eaton, Philadelphia: Jefferson Medical (ollege.

1872; aged 69; a member of the Medical Society of the State

of Pennsylvania, and once vice president oi thi Philadelphia
( ounty .Medical Society; died. November 19.

Hiram Hunt * Greenville, Me.; Bowdoin Medical School.

Brunswick ami Portland, Me. DS84 ; aged 58; a member oi

the consulting staff of the Eastern Maine General Hospital.

Bangor
;
died. November 4.

George Piatt Waller, Montgomery, Ala.; University ol the

City of Xew York. lfs'<2; .iv<-<\ 64; a member of the Medical
Association of the State of Alabama; died at a hospital in

imery, November -1.

T. J. McCord, Galena, Mo.; Kansas ( ity, Mo.; Hospital
<! Medii inc. 1885 ; aged 77; for four years a surgeon

of United states Volunteers during the < nil War; died.

November lx

Alpheus B. Stroud, Henderson, ["exas; Xew Orleans
id 1 of Medicine, 1861; aged 80; .i • onfederate veteran;
died at the home of his daughter in Mooringsport, I. a.,

November 5.

William F. Maggard, Corning, Calif.; College of Physi-
nd Surgeons. Keokuk. Iowa. 1X7''; aged 64; a member

ot the Medical Societj of the State of California; died.
i Ictober 21.

Ebenezer Farrington Spaulding, Boston; Harvard Univei
sity Medical Scl 1. 1866; aged 84; from iw._' to 1865 sur-
geon of the Seventh Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry; died.

Charles Lethbridge Stowe, Ililo. Hawaii; M.R C.S
! p i Edin. i. 1883; aged 62; a member of the

Medical Societj of Hawaii; died. July 6, from acute
carditis.

John Joseph Hayes, Boston (lie ichusetts, years
ol practice, 1894) ;

aged 68; at oni timi upi rintendent ol the
Dedham I ountj lad and I louse ol i orrection; died Novem-
ber 18.

William Hamilton Crockford, Jr., Petersburg, Va
versity of Virginia. Charlottesville, 1902; aged 41; for
several et of Dinwiddie County; died, Novem

Junius Wooten, Smith's Grove, Ky.; University of I

I 7.1; a member of the Kentucky Stale
Medical \ssociation; died. November IV, from nephritis.

Thomas L. Eads, Michigan City. Ind. (license, Indiana.
. 1890 .

died. Septembei
20. from septicemia following an infection of the hand.
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Gurley Curtis McCoy ® St. Louis; Washington University,
St. Louis, 1908; aged 35; who had devoted his attentio
cially to surgery; died, November 10, from nephritis.

George S. Wilkins, Brighton, Iowa; State- University of
Iowa, Iowa City, 1875; aged 66; died in the Jefferson County
Hospital, Fairfield, Iowa, October 19, from nephritis.

J. Alston Scott, Monticello, S. C. ; Medical College of the
of South Carolina, 1875; aged 66; died in the Columbia

i S. C. i Hospital, November, 3, from heart disease.

James L. Nelles, Canton. 111.; McGill University, Mon-
treal, 1875; aged 68; a member of the Illinois State Medical
Society; died. November 20. from heart disease.

Richard W. Lease, Redfield, Kan.; College of Physicians
and Surgeons. Keokuk. Iowa, 1878; aged l>8 ; a member of
the Kansas Medical Society: died, November 9.

Robert S. Hirsch, Seward. Neb. (license, Nebraska, 1891);
aged 71; an eclectic practitioner; also a pharmacist; for one
term coroner of York County ; died, October 29.

John Lawrence Jordan, Bennettsville, S. C. ; University of
the City of New York, 1868; aged 73; a Confederate veteran;
died in a hospital in Richmond. November 15.

J. C. Pickering, San Francisco; Eclectic Medical >

San Francisco, 1893; aged 56; died in St. Joseph's i

San Francisco. November 18, from dysentery.

William W. Pearce, Waukegan. 111.; University of Illinois,

Chicago, 1885 ; aged 61 ; for four terms mayor of Waukegan

;

died, October 16, from carcinoma of the jaw.

Marcellus R. Jamison, Greensburg, Pa.; Pulte Medical
College, Cincinnati. 1881; aged 67; died in the Westmore-
land Hospital, Greensburg, November 15.

Albert Guy Howard, Farmington, Me.; University of Ver-
mont. Burlington, 1881; aged /2; a member of the Maine-
Medical Association; died, September 6.

Wesley Kinney Bradner, Bradley Beach, N. J.; B
Hospital Medical College, 1876; aged 67; health officer of
Bradley Beach ; died, November 20.

George Adams Barker, Menomonie, Wis.; Bowdoin
School, Brunswick and Portland. Me., 1884; aged 64; died,

November 16. from heart disease.

William U. Martin, Richmond. Ky. ; University of Louis-
ville, Ky., 1862; aged 86; a Confederate veteran; died,

November 16, from carcinoma.

Bernard Mellen, Cleveland (license, Ohio, 1896) ; aged 69;
a practitioner for thirty-five years; died. November 13, from
cerebral hemorrhage.

George C. Knight, Barksdale. S. C. ; Atlanta (Ga.) I

of Physicians and Surgeons, 1900; aged 40; died, October 27,

from nephrolithiasis.

Andrew Nickell Herring, DerafT. Ohio; Eclectic
Institute, Cincinnati, 1895; aged 56; died, November 17. from
heart disease.

Irvin C. Conn, Oakw I, Ga.; Maryland Medical I

Baltimore, 1904; aged 44; died, recently, from cerebral
hemorrhage.

David Crary, Jr. $ Hartford. Conn.; Yale University, New
Haven, 1869; aged 77; died, July 9, from chronic intei

nephritis,

John F. Kent, Newburg, \rk (license, Eclectic Board of
Arkansas, 1903); aged 48; died, November 3. from gastro-
enteritis.

George W. Bradford, Grandview, Mo.; Medico-Chirurgical
College of Kansas City, Mo.. 1900; aged 57; died. Novem-

Herman Frumson, St Louis; Washington University, St.

Louis, 1889; aged 66; died, October 31, from heart disease.

Samuel N. Kelley, Bellingham, V. liege of

Medicii e, i 15.

William Parrish Camp, Springfield, Mo ; Missouri Medical
College, St. Louis. 1876; aged 78; died. November <>.

Francis Charles Murphy * Boston; Harvard I niversity

I 53; died, November 16

William Hut:, it) oi Virginia,

8; aged 75; died, November 6.

Hiram W. Nye, Enon Valley, Pa ; Universit) of V.

6 ; aged 76; died ir 19.

John Michael Stephen, Readini I ion Medical
Collet i 10.

Daniel Marion Moser, Claremont, N. C. (Hi

Carolina, 18%); died. November 9.
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ANTIMERISTEM-SCHMIDT
Some, possibly many of our readers, have received a

letter from Cologne. Germany, from the "Bakteriologisch-
Chemisches Laboratorium Wolfgang Schmidt." Hie lettei

contains a circular directing the ai American physi-
cians to "Antimeristem-Schmidt." It also

advertising leaflets. One physician in sending in this mate-
rial to The Journal writes:

"A copy of the enclosed circulars has been sent to many of the
Perhaps it has alreadj

been called to your attention. Let us be as liberal as | ible with oui
recent enemies. The sooner the old channel communi-
cation are reopened, the better. But let us not allow sucl
commercialism from a foreign country to yo Unprotested, any
we should if it were from our own."

I in passing that the envelop in which
the Wolfgang Schmidt letter came has em its face a rubber-
stamped impress to the effect: "Concerns Cancer Treatment."
The circular letter declares that by means of Vntimeristem
Schmidt "either a cure or improvement has been effected in

numerous inoperable cases" of rnalignari unerican
ins are asked "to employ the preparation whe

sion arises" and are assured thai "every medical man in

city or country will be able to carrj out treatment without
preliminary knowledge." With the letter are two leaflets

ing the use and administration uct; one
ed what was called a "Synopsis of some ol tin- more

recent publications regarding tin- employment of Vnti
men, tern-Schmidt in inoperable- malignant tumors." The
"recent" publications comprised three articles published in

l'JIO and one published in 19121

Antimeristem-Schmidt was rather widely exploited some
six or seven years ago, As was explained in I'm Jouknai
of March, 8, 1913. it is a preparation claimed to be useful in

the treatment of inoperable cancer and as a supplementary
treatment after operation-- for Cancer I be treatment is

founded on a theory advam nidi thai thi

I cancer is found m a ' mOSUS,
which. Schmidt at first asserted which
he regarded as the real cause of the disease The vai

Said to be prepared from cultures from this fungus, While
Schmidt claims that he has been able to produce Cancer b\

means of the organism, scientific research ha
! re clinical trials have shown the treal

ment to be without effect i. also advised its

on April 1". 1913, thai i

Antimeristem-Schmidt had been

Department and its importation into this

hibited. Neither thi

of the p i en changed since then

Roentgen Examination of Ahdonu n I last wik of the
I. lie \.],>lf Schmidt
Wochenschrift, Feb 20, 1919, p 201, whi

peculiar!

from 1 t.p .1 lit. , n pumped into the

abdominal cavity. Me reproduced a nu
Kiains

relief b) ibis means. Rautenberg iii tin

excellent

cavity. 1

visible bj it.
I

instruct!-.
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Correspondence

THE FALLING NECROPSY RATE

in Dr. Dougla • Symraers in

20, 1919, p '

tribution to the subject ol the (ailing necropsj rate and an

excellent illustration of j n - 1 the poinl which was made in

ii " rhe Relation of Patholog) to Pi

569), I am glad to

the support in this matter of so well known a pathologist as

inters, and regret thai anj phrase in my address

seemed at all critical llevui Hospital, long

institutions in tins country. The

usc of tatistics was merer) in illustration of

how low .
' could fall, and the facts were

obtained from .i letter from Dr. Symmers, in which the per-

- in 1917 i- given as 11. in 1918 as

; " In a more recent letter to me Dr. Symmers
1918 were based on the total

number of deaths in the hospital, and that if the medical

examiner's cases and the unclaimed dead, which pass oul

,.t the control of the hospital, arc deducted, the actual pei

nsent in 1918 is in instead ol 7

With the additional figures for 1915 given in Dr. Symmers'

•
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Regardless of the length of time the material may have
been in a preservative, of whatever nature, it can still he
utilized in these Indies, although it is desired that fresh
material be immersed in 10 per cent, dilution of liquor formal-
dehydi in a suitable container, and any material, old or fresh,
be forwarded to my address, charges collect. Due acknowl-
edgment will be made to those forwarding material.

William W. Graves, M.D., St. Louis.
727 Metropolitan Building.

'SPOILED CANNED FOODS AND BOTULISM"
• Editor:—In Tiil Journal, Oct. 4, 1919, there

appeared under this caption a letter by Georgiana S. liurke

ing my paper on "The Bacteriology of Canned
published in the Journal of Medical Research (39:.549 [Jan.]

1919). The following are the most prominent points which
call for explanation :

1. Mrs. Burke states that "Dr. Weinzirl restricts the term
[commercial] to refer to those factory canned goods in which
no spoilage has been detected and which are si ill being
offered for sale." No such statement is made in the paper,
nor was it contemplated. For the purpose of discussion

merely, commercial packs were separated from experimental
packs and from obviously spoiled samples.

2. "Three such spoiled cans [ail sardines] are included

among the 'commercial' or unspoiled cans which he examined.
But for some unexplained reason be made bacteriologic

examinations of only two of these cans, while the third can,

which was the only one suggesting botulinus Spoilage was
not examined." Xo bacteriologically unexamined cans were
included in the report. Mrs. Burke has not read correctly

the table given on page 384 of my paper. The column desig-

nated "not examined" refers to cans not examined for leak-

age, after the can was emptied. The can in question did

not contain B. botulinus.

le point that 1 wish to make clear is that when Dr.
Weinzirl says that 'B. botulinus is not found in commercial
canned foods,' he means that it is not found in Ul

factory canned foods." On page 409 il i- clearly stated that

"members of the paratyphoid-enteritidis group were not

found, nor was B. er isolated."

4. "A second criticism . . . concerns . . . the total

number of 'commercial samj ed . . . 782. . . .

This is too small a percentage on which to base a conclu-

sion in regard to so vital a subject as food poisoning." The

1,018 samp! I m i

7HJ as stated

by Mrs. Burke; furthermore, this number of analyses is at

least fourfold that of any previous investigation, and the

work was done under the most elaborate technic ever

attempted.

5. "The result would !» more convincing if the author had
made tests for the specific botulinus toxin to substantiate

his bacteriologic findings." Such tests were made, but it was
thought besl i" withhold them until more results are avail-

able. They will be presented in due time by one of my
lies in the v.

the length of

i had elapsed between the processing of the

cans and the making of the ha examinations."

This criticism is quite unreasonable, for it is well known that

nor is the date of
,

mped "ii the < an.

7. I am pleased to admit that pi made
by Mrs. Burke, ami tli.ii is that the length of time the cul-

tures were incubated I'd in the paper.

in a consideration of thi I am of the

opinion that Dr. Weinzirl furnishes very unsal

:i which to 1 lusion that food poisoning

'mis. />'. enteritidis,

found in commercial canned goods." Briefly stated, I

A. 1 diil not find B. bolutmui in 1.018 gar
|

igh careful sear h was rl •

it. The samples inclu rimental and markct-

ticall) ever) i nted.

B. All the literature known to me did not reveal a single
instance of B. botulinus having been found in factory canned
food in the United States. Since our annual consumption
must approximate five billion cans of such foods, it is truly
remarkable that not a single instance should be repo
our scientific literature. It is -all the more remarkable because
botulism exhibits highly characteristic symptoms.

C. From the analyses made and from the evidence pre-
sented in the scientific literature, the natural conclusion to
draw is that B. botulinus and its toxin are not fi

eedirigly rare in factory canned
This brings me to the one case reported !.\ Mr,. I'.urke as

botulism due to factory canned food. I was not informed
of it at the time of writing my paper, and I am not now
aware that the evidence has been published before. It must
be remarked, however, that the evidence presented by Mrs.
Burke is not convincing, for if we grant thai

botulism, we are still uncertain that it came from the corn.
Finally, permit me to state that I am professor of bac-

teriology in the University of Washington, and that during
a year's leave of absence I held a research fellowship in

artment of Preventive Medicine and Hygiene ill the
Harvard Medical School, where I studied the bacteriology
of canned foods. I have never had the honor of occupying
the other position indicated.

Joit.N Weinzirl, Seattle.
University of Washington.

Queries and Minor Notes

will nol
be noticed. Every letter must contain the writer's n:mic and address,
but these will be omitted, on request.

Till
'

To the Editor:—Kindly inform me regarding thialion, manufactured
by the Vass Chemical Company, Danbury, Conn. Please
name and address m answering in Thb Jousnal. j[ ,

i R.—Thialion is an heirloom of the days when
lithium salts were supposed to be na| i

tor all

kinds of ailments, supposedly due to i

ed as a uric acid eliminaut and tl

for all kinds of diseases, The i

Chemistry published a report on thialion in The J

Nov. 3, 1906. At that time thialion « i by the

with the
chemical formula "3LiiO.NaO.SO I

structural foi inula v.

that the product was not a definite chemical compound, bul

a mixtun
citrate and small amounts of litliia. I

incuts, thialion is referred to

Lithiated Laxative Salt." "a non I

cent, granular salt of lithia,' formulj

for thial

Constipation, acute and chronic, sluggish 1 i \ 1

1

Ibuminuria o

".iiic lead poisoning, headache,
neuralgia, neurasthenia and lumb

SYPHILIS IN TV

To th,

Dr P M

tion oi one ' in « il

I
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Dn 6, 191S

itic mother bore Iwin children, one of whom suffered

,! syphilis and died .it th< n weeks

with diarrhea, while the other remaini health)

Thus such cases are not iiiconsistenl with

one would expect the event t" be ran- [Tie child

irentl) escaped syphilis should he watched carefully

for ilu- the disease It might be a wise policj

his infant moderate courses of mercur) bj inunction.

uld do no harm, and if the child is syphilitic, would

PIONEER MEDICAl MISSION VRIES

To I*.

D i MM, rerlton, Okla.

r |) r . |ohn Scudder entered medical missionarj

r the Dutch Reformed ! r< gn Mis

19 His son, II. M. Scudder, appears to

iht hf,t hospital and dispensarj it

il \., India, in 18S0.

,.h., went to i hina a* an \mci it an medical

1834, began to teach medicine to native stu-

dents in t. anton about If

MIDI I'M I I 1 K \ I 1 l\ INFANT II I DING

\iiii 1

I alii

sodium citrate is added to the milk mixtures

formation of hard protein cup

Ice have shown that increasing amounts of

sodium d to the milk increase coagulation time

ounce, afur which the milk

1 1 it is desired to use sodium
: may be prescribed safely in doses oi

1 grain for each ounce of milk in the mixture.
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COMING EXAMINATIONS
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Icier, 61J Empire
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lulu.

137 W.

Di I M

M Hal.lv.
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Florida ]une Examination

lion hcM at Ja 17. 1919. I he examination
.'I included

ndidates

examined, 30 passed and 5 failed The Folli

. ented:
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1. 1.,.

i

w (Jniveraiti
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91.8
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Colorado July Examination

lii David V Strickler, secretary of the Colorado State

Board of Medical Examiners, report thi written examina-
ld al Denver, July 1, 1919. The examination covered

<K subjects and included' 80 questions. \n average of 75 per

.hi was required to pass. Of the .'4 candidates who took

the physician's and surgeon's examination, 28, including 4

osteopaths passed, and 6, including .3 osteopaths failed

Twenty candidates were licensed through reciprocity Ilu

follow i

i Hted

PASSED

(1919) 82.2.

Y, .,! I'rr

I, rail ' I-

i Colorado (1919) 82.2. 8.1. 83.1, 83.2. 84.2. 84
85.1. 85.6*, 86, 80. J. 86.7, 87.1, 87.2, 87.3, 88.2, 88.3, 88.8, 92

I'h I. Mi .in al i nil, L" i 1919) 8.!.''

..i Phys and Surgs (1919) 76.5
l niversity (1915) 87.1, (19171 88.3

ii (1919; 83.8

FAILED
I i - Mi i" i. (1910) 64.3

nces (19181 71.3
College of Phys. and Surgs (1919) 61

Year Ri i u t

.

i.i [1 ROUGH RECIPROCITY Qraj with '

.
,i i ..II, gi i 1888 i Missouri, I 1901 I Nebraska

Northwestern University (1 1 (1904), (1916) lllinoioa
Rush Medical College .....( 191 1

1

Illinois:

State Univ. of Iowa, Coll ol Med (1897) ft. Mex., (1903) Iowa
Hospital Collef f Medicine, Louisville (1896) Missouri
Kentucky ol 4i d I 1898) Missouri
Baltimore Medical College (1898) Maryland
College .a Phj ai I B dti I 190! I V.

Medical Collegi .
i I""

I Kansas
[edical Collegi I 1896) Kansas;

' 1898) Missouri
Bell ii pital Medii al I olh g. i 1917

1

New Vorii
'. (1906), (1910) Illinois

i 1906) I ennessee
ily ( 1896) I,, .v.i

dergraduate.

Utah July Examination

l)r <\. F. Harding, secretary of the I'tah State Board ol

iineis. reports the written examination held at

^ali Lake ( ity, July 7-8, 1919. The examination covered 19

and included 100 questions \n average of 75 pet
cent, was required to pass Eleven candidates were exam
all of whom passed. Four candidati iven licensed by reef*

n • e represi nted :

Yeai Pel
i.,i i ,ni

i rgery i 1910) so
(1919) 75
(191

Harvard I (1917)
1

1
'I I)

' leg! i 1918)
ol Pennsylvania (1918) 86.6. (1919) S4, 84.9

Veal I.'. '
i| itj

I
I TV (, ri| ,| w i(h

the Pai in.- (1912)
nd Surgery (1917) Wyoming

(1901 1 Alabama
i I . (1886)
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Medicolegal

A Physician's Letter That Was Not Evidence

(Richardson v. North American Life & Casualty Co. (Minn.).
If. R. 131)

The Supreme Court of Minnesota holds that, in an action

to recover on a life insurance policy, in which action mis-
representation of the physical condition of the insured was
interposed in defense, a letter written by a physician who had
treated the insured at about the date of the insurance con-
tract, addressed to the insurance company, and therein stat-

ing the physical condition of the insured as he found from
examination, as to the beneficiary was hearsay and inadmis-
sible in evidence, the letter being no part of the proofs of

death and not procured at the instance of the beneficiary,

but having been procured solely by the defendant and in

furtherance of its defense.

Detention of Persons Infected with Venereal Virus

(Ex parte Brotun (Scb.). 172 N. IV. R.

The Supreme Court of Nebraska, in denying a writ '>f

habeas corpus, and dismissing the cause, says that this was
an original application in this court for the writ. The peti-

tioner was quarantined in the detention home in the city of

Omaha under an ordinance of that city, and the question

presented was whether such detention, under the circum-
stances, was justifiable. The case was presented to \\,

on a stipulation of facts and without other evidence. The
stipulation showed that the petitioner had been arrested

on a charge of "being an inmate of an ill-governed house";
that she was tried on this charge and found guilty, and
appealed the case to the district court ; and thereupon the

court trying her approved of her bond on appeal, and noti-

fied the keeper of the jail to release her from confinement
"on the ground that she had furnished an appeal bond as
provided by law." But these facts were immaterial in this

case, because it was further shown by the stipulation that

the health commissioner of the city of Omaha "caused said
petitioner to be examined, and under his direction said
examination was made and said petitioner found to be
infected with communicable venereal virus; that thereupon
said health commissioner ordered said petitioner to be

isolated and quarantined by the proper authorities in the

detention home of the city of Omaha for treatment for such
reasonable time and in such reasonable manner as to pre-
vent the danger of said petitioner from communicating such
infection to others, and until the danger of the infection
should he rem
The petitioner cited and relied on Wrnijij v. Griffin

170 X. W. 4fX). In that case their statutes are cit.

the rules of the local board of health referred to, and the law
is stated to be that they "do not authorize the board of health
to deprive of his liberty one suspected of venereal di i

the purpose of forcing the exposure of his body to examina-
tion and compelling the extraction of blood from his veins
in search of evidence of the disease." And, in the opinion, it

is said

:

It may be said ai the "Utset that the objection •

doe» not neccs-arily challenge the validr
the board of hralth by which authority in given to quarantin
who are afflicted with contagious disc*

d fr m his own home fi i

• d and there detain him until he b .

recovered his hralth as to be no longer a menace to the health of the
mity.

In this case the stipulation showed that the petitioner was
"found to be infected with communicable venereal virus."
and that she lined "for such re
and in such r.-,, mable manner as to prevent the dai
said petitioner from communis atii .

and unt '.

can be no doubl that under the N
1913, Sections 4082, 4094), the city could I

for such detention, and thi i

tioner\ brief provided for such detention In

the court holds that, under the Nebraska statute, the city of
Omaha is authorized to provide for the detention in the
detention home in that city of persons "found to be infected
with communicable venereal virus." for such reasonable time

prevent the danger of . . . communicatii
infection to others." And. under such circumstances, such

will not be entitled to a writ of habeas corpus for
release from such detention.

Mistaking Pregnancy for Tumor—Expert Testimony
r et ux. ;. Ring ct ai. (X. C), V9 S. E. R

The Supreme Court of North Carolina affirms a judgment
in favor of the defendants, who were charged with mal-
practice in diagnosing a case of pregnancy as one of tumor.
The court says that, according to the de
difficult to determine the woman's true condition, and that,
in their opinion, the indications were that it was an ovarian
tumor or cyst, but that the true condition could not be
determined otherwise than by an exploratory operation,
which was the nature of the one performed. The woman,'
aged 47. married, had given birth to three children at inter-

three and two years, the last one having been born
twelve years prior to her visit. Jan. 8, 1917, to Dr. Ring.
From the date of the birth of the last child until the latter
part of August. 1916. she was regular in her periods, and
only about Sept. 21. 1916, noticed the first irregularity, the
period at that time being partially suppressed, and continuing
with slight but constant How. broken

- with an absence of flow. With tin

one week, these conditions continued until Jan. ,x.
|

to which time she had not observed any signs of pregnane,
but stated to Dr. King thai had a tumor.
There was an apparent enlargement of the abdomen. With-
out coming to a definite conclusion as to the true condition,
but strongly suspecting a tumor. Dr. Ring a<!

see the other defendant. T

defendant made two examinations and diagnosed it as a
submucous fibroid tumor or st, but said he was
not sure about it, and advised an exploi in. An

made, which showed that

normally pregnant. 1 ,f tumor. The
wound was closed, the patient recovered from it. and in due
course she was delivered of her child without any unl
incident in the accouchment. There was much <
taken at the trial on the qui

as to each of the two defendants, ami the jur
following verdict: "Were the plaintiffs injure'

r want of skill, of the defendants
Answer: No."
Taking up the question of wdiat arc the dutie

sibilities of a physician and surgeon in the -i

case and the treatment of a patient under his i

says that a physician entitled to practice hi

ite qualifications, and appl
and judgment with due care, is nol ordin I

luent on an
judgment in making
or in determining on an operation

doubl as to ti

lority and good current
•nt will or will not mat-

he ordinarily skilful as such, but v

fully, and h

sonable skill and dili ,,, his

or in sul

mentalitii

ment I

t
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competent to a-k an expert witness whether, in his

on the facts stated in the hypothetic questions, ii

I
the jury on tlu- evidence, tin is made

ng to the approved practice and principles ol tin-

It is not the province >'i an expert to

clence, bul -imply to

his opinion .!! .1 known admitted or hypothetic state

musl base bi ^ opinion

supposition i
.1 ill find the facts recited in

the hypotl on, and there must he evidence oi those

Inadmissible Bases foi Expert Testimony

i of U isconsin, in i
judgment

i favoi ol the plaintiff foi injut

rical explosion or flash on one of the defen-

which he was .1 pas.sengei . saj

.'ian who was called .1- an expert witness by the del

. tamination by the plaint il

Oppenheim an authority on optic atrophy.

1
qualified negative answer, and the si

a part of t Ippenheim's works, he

,,1 if he remembered .a some time in his reading

stated that he could not

recall having read it. and that he could io.t den) thai il was

•icnt of what is generally taken to be the effi 1 I

ling "ii the human eye- l>> men -killed in the medical

Itated that liis purpose in ask

certain whether i>r not the witness was

auIi this passage Under repeated decisions ol this

as error If, under the guise of finding

familiarit) with the contents of medical works,

. therefrom to him and inquire if he is

lamiliar with them, then you can get the contents of every

• the injury. That, this court has. for

1 cannot be done.

called as an expert witness by the

plaintiff, whom lie had examined since this acl

treated, was allowed t" nion that

tally blind in his left ej 1

in part "ii bis examination and in part on subjective

..11 what the plaintiff had told him This was
sieiail who treat- a patient may
d .hi the re-nlt of his examination and state

patient, but not one who does not

ireat thi . "ii for the application ol different

in this: When a patient submits
o>r the purpose of curing

him, and he i- desirous i"

sumption i- that he will tell the truth to

nut. he know- that not only may
1 opardize his

irmation or withholding important

an Tor examina-
[y, lull not treat him.

false information, and the indnce-

rather than to re\cal the truth

not think that the admission in evidence

ejudicial.

• perl medical testimony

ilaintiffs inju

'..-ion or

! that the plaintiff a serious

I trial, and h

tunit) to note

he was totally

blind, and the

ompetenl

annol sa> that

ill would pr. fferent, if thi

d or that the

Social Medicine, Medical Economics
and Miscellany

1111 CARDIAC CLINIC AT THE CENTRAL
FREE DISPENSARY OF CHICAGO

1 1 -
1 HARM M l'.. M.S.

Ill M
D 1

New York, previous to thi war, found il necessar) t.>

establish a nun diac clinics in connection with its

hospitals and dispensaries in ordet to meet the growing
.

1

1

mi ui of its 1 ardiac cases.

Most of these clinic- united to form what was known as the

foi thi Prevention and the Relict of Hear)

Disease," with Dr. Lewi- V Connor as it- president. Bat

owing to the fan thai so man) oi the physicians were called

nun service, it" clinii wen to .1 large extent discontinued

\ -mill, 11 need wa fell in 1 hicago, .on I an attempt u ,1- made
to establish a cardiac clime .ii the i entral Free Dispensary
111 1918; hut as most of our men were called into sen
became necessary to discontinue it in order to meet the more
urgent demands of the moment. In March, 1919, the work
was again started and ha- progressed more rapidly even than

wa- anticipated. Conferences are now being held every

da) and Saturday morning, and at each meeting

re from ten to twent) patients Since the opening of

the clinic in March, approximate!) 1 40 patients havi been

examined.
Kill MM l'Uoi I DURE

When the patients enter the clinic, a complete.history, both
il and medical, is taken. Special cardiac histories have

been devised which simplify and at the same time give more
complete information on which to hase the diagnosis and

subsequent treatment The patients are then Kiven a com
pleti physical examination, including blood, roentgen-ray,

electrocardiograph and urine examinations, whenever indi-

cated. 'I he medical advice given is largely dependent on

the patient'- home and working conditions. If his work is of

such a nature as to interfere with his physical condition, he

is advised to change hi- employment, and whenever possible,

the -o' i.il workei help- him find suitable work. Each patient

i- then advised as to the amount of physical exertion his heart

will tolerate. When the heart i- badly decompensated, he is

sent to tin- Presbyterian Hospital where he can he placed in

lnil wnli absolute rest until his condition warrant- his

returning to work. Vfter the first vi-it. an appointment is

made, and the patient is urged to return at a later date for

inn lii the interval, the social worker visits him at

In- home and pi. u ni employment to see that the ph) ii ian'

instructions are being carried oul \ careful social record

m the medical chart so thai may see at a glance,

just what the patient's home and working conditions have
in I or subsequent visits to the clinic, the social historj

i- of utmost value a- a guide ill giving each patient the

propet .el ice Patients that have complications oilier than
cardial to other departments in the dispensary.

the nutrition clinic, others to the

id throat, and dental clinics, and -lill other- to the

syphilis clinic.

\SFS

Patients are referred to the clinii from a number of dif-

" Approximately nine different sourcei
ted I he hoar.

I
oi education ha- n fei red

children between the ages ol M and 16 who are anxious to
! - heart conditions are

ificate until it i- recommended by
iac clinic If their condition- are very serioHS, they

oing in work and encouraged to con-
tinue their education as lone a- possible. Thirty-nine have

• rred to the clinic, and of this number, twi i

are now working, i e seen from lime to tune and
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their employment is supervised. Dr. Brunncr of thi

of education is greatly interested, and it is hoped that as

soon as the number of children warrants it, arrangements
will be made in some of the schools to have classes on the

first floor for cardiac cases. The social service department
of the Cook County Hospital has referred twenty-tour of its

discharged patients to the clinic for further medical care and
supervision. A few cases have been referred by private

physicians. A large number have come directly to the clinic,

because they were told by other physicians that they had
heart trouble, whereupon they came tu the clinic for cor-

rol -ration and advice. A number have been refern

the various departments of the dispensary. The United
Charities have referred thirteen; the Jewish Aid
four; the Central Charity Bureau, three; the Juvenili

three: the Visiting Nurses' Association, two, and the Immi-
grants Protective League, one.

In many instances, the patients are the heads of families,

or arc young adults who are helping to bear the respon-

sibilities of the family income. They need social, as well as

medical treatment, that will not only tide the famil

present difficulties, but will also give a working plan for

their future economic life. In such instances, it i~ not just

temporary relief and supervision, but the making of a definite

plan for the future that is required In some cases the

patients are children who should have vocational training in

order that thej may fit themselves to be independent in spite

of their physical handicap. The social worker cooperates

nployment managers of industrial plants in securing

temporary relief for the various patients. In August, the

clinic was without a worker, and because of lack of follow-up

work, the attendance was very low.

Of the 140 patients seen in the clinic, twelve were sent to

pital. Two died while at the hospital lone of hyper-

tension with a systolic blood pressure of 300; the oilier of

aortic regurgitation and stenosis); a third was sent home.

but later died. All of the others have shown a decided

improvement in their symptoms. During the summer months.

twent) of the patients were sent on OUtingS to rami

toriums and convalescent homes. Sixteen of our patients

arc receiving special nutritional care. It is interesting to

note that only forty-two have required cardiac stimulants,

such as digitalis, strychnin and caltein. Nine are under

Utisyphilitic treatment. The active therapeutic treatment,

although essential, is by no means the main object of Such a

clinic. Prophylactic management of those cardiac cases in

Which slight injury to the heart has been noted should be

the main aim. and onlj by repeated instructions to patients,

particularly children, can we hope to prevent the numerous
cardiac decompensations found in later life Ibis cannot be

accomplished until a sufficient number of organized clinics

are established in Chicago, and until su

Kaiu the cooperation of the various industrial plants and
public schools. Many of our schoolchildren suffering from
heart disease are undertaking Strenuous courses in the gym-
nasium today. Ignorant of the eriousness • •! theii condition,

they are liable to undertake exercises which may lead to

cardiac decompensation. \s yel we have no careful

rision of such patients; not a few of them ha\c coup

Clinic with heart lesions, and complaining of dyspnea, dizzi-

I palpitation, while doing routine gymnast ii

in s. i

Mil 111- . >.l 1,1 UJ

Some provision should be made for the employment of

atients unable to do regular work. Ibis could best

mplished by establishing a vocational department in

connection with the clinic, when ould learn a

tint would be "i alue '" them . .i mi

livelih 1 Mere, their work could be carefull

and the amount of physical work could be graded in each
individual case Such patients m ., well organized

epartment could soon be earning enough to maintain
es as well as their families 1 iccellei

bis been established between the Central Free Dispensary
-ud the Henry Favill School "I Od Lipation This institution

, the demands ul a cardial i linii

of this size, aiul a lack of funds prevents the institution's

branching out along the pratical vocational lines that these
patients require. Six of the patients from the cardiac clinic

have been referred to the Henry Favill School with
instructions as to the type and number of hours of work
that they can tolerate. They are carefully supervised b) a

trained worker who reports to the clinic the general ability
and progress of the patient. Ihey do weaving, chair-caning,
basket-making, sewing and special carpentry. Their hours
of work are gradually increased as they become stronger.

Unfortunately, the Favill School is unable to take children
under Id years of age or to take care ol patients who are

to lea\e their homes The Service League for the
Handicapped has provided material for knit lino to be done
by our patients at home. This does not soke the problem,
as it gives no vocational training which would make the
patients economically independent.

VALUE ol THE CLINIC

ducational and therapeutic value of such a clinic to

the patient is self-evident. In a specialized department of

this kind, a patient maj n individual attention.

and the follow-up work may be more unified and accurate.
The physicians and students arc also greatl) '<

of the almost absolute control an organization of this

kind may have over the patients. The therapeutic effect on
each individual case maj be watched from lime to time and
any beneficial or deleterious results readily noted. In oin
single clinic, we were able to

I aneurysm, auricular
fibrillation, heart block and several mitral "lesions. The
patients arc always willing to cooperate with the physician,
thus benefiting them illy, ami they are al

ing to aid by offering themselves for teaching purposes
,.ie kept mi tile, so that on a moment's notice patients

may be .ailed .m to appeal in th. .bin.' for further i

tun b\ the physicians and students. Should a series ,

of auricular fibrillation be desired, we need only not:

and invariably enough will appear to make a very
desirabli

One can readily see how the establishment ol' these clinics
with a unified organization in a city a- large a- I

can be of the utmost value to the community. In o
increase the efKciencj of such a clinic, a full-time so.

orker should be employed to devote her tune t..

follow-up work and to the keeping ol

statistical purposes. The mam object of this clinii

I h tb. patients a vocation that is best suited to the,,

physical capacities Bj so doing, man] of oui i

pendent on charitable organizations. ,,,,,

benefit to tin- community a pendent
Every well established general hospital can and should have,
as a part of its outpatient department, a well organized
cardiac clinic.

122 South Michigan Avenue.

NUPTIAL PROTOGENESIC OR FIRST
BIRTH DISTRIBUTION

In a sencs ol 220,021 nuptial first births in \ustralia dm
mg the years 1907-1914, inclusive, the Australian statistician
Kiubbs has compiled the ording to ".,.

birthday" ami "duration ol marriage," b) which hi

al what may be termed "the nuptial 01 lust birth distribu-
'

" In older to reduce the records so compiled to more
of a percentage basis. Knibbs has multiplied the actual num-
bet oi births in each instance by the factor that would make
the total 1,000,000, and then has repoi . single
month of duration of marriage from one to twelve and foi

each jreai from one to twenty-six the proportionate number
of births that would occur on ibis I,., sis i i n examining tin-.

table one is stru. k in tin large number of births thai

i prenuptial insemination,

births in a million during the

inst month after marriage, 423 during the second month,
51-1 during the third, 532 during the fourth, 568 dm
tilth. 541 during the sixth, 486 during the seventh, 29
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ghth, and onl) 91 during the ninth and 95 during the

tenth month. rife shows 1.886 births during the

nth after marriage, J.-'-T during the second month,

ring the third, U7_> during the fourth, 5.127 during

I 54 during the during the

ring the eight

•iie tenth month. Age 21 of wife shows 1,877 births

the first month afti '' during the

3.454 during the third, 4,640 during the fourth, 5,704

II during the

ihe eighth. 4.61J during the ninth and

h month. Not until age 21 is

is the n ring the tenth month great

nth month. The relative

ing the tenth month, as compared with those

nth month, increases from age 21 on

24, 11,467 as

. ! 30, 4,191 as to 877. After

. there i- not much difference in the relative

• the followin.
I

ire', a certain per-

births after six and seven months may be due

ruination. What is the significance of the

onsiderable portion of Australia's

eve that the marriage ceremony is superfluous

. hildren are to be horn whose births must be made
But before we apply this assump-

V.istralia. it might be interesting to know what

similar inv< luld show in this and in

Society Proceedings

COMING MEETINGS
an Bacteriologists, Boston, Mass., Dec. 30-31.

I leans, Dec. 1

SOUTHERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
«g, httd of AikeviUt, (J, 1919

-tsident. Dr. L. F. Barker, Baltimore, in the Chair

Cautery in Acute Epididymitis

Dr. J. I ampa, Fla. : The procedure when prop-

udess. The treatment is essentially an
1 on the infection is obvious. The

ate and remote effc I f not :

tter, than

ration.

Value of Large Single Doses of Digitalis in Treatment of

Heart Disease

Rob •
: uis: The administration of

treatment in certain cases of heart (lis-

ts standardized, the dosagi

. dated, and the patient uiv' ervation. This

trat i not only brings the heart rapidly

e influence of the drug, hut also affords a much
;. ing its effect than the older method of

sage, especially the

ition. The : -

with cardiac irrcgu'arity caused
- ular fihrill. tally emph «

Scientific Teamwork in Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases

of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Up practice i

c point of view of a surgeon, a

phthalmologisl dominating the situation.

Treatment of Visceroptosis

mery, Ala.: For treatment,

itients may he cla I I those who can be

given ambulatory treatment and t _'
i those who require a

preliminary period of resl in bed I
I principles of

are followed in both cases, the mild cases < oming

e ones in the set oiid i la

.ill patients who have riscei be cured, bul about

two thirds can be given permanent relief and the othet

ti nipi ii ai v relief,

Intestinal Protozoa: Diagnosis and Treatment

Db S, K Simon. New Orleans: In onlj one instance do

remed) .ik-i in~t intestinal pi

i promptl) con

trolled by the use ilkaloid t onstitui nl

Emetin merits a high place in the treatment i thi

or active phases of all forms of endameb 10I be

depended on for the co ring of the intestinal tract in

[ believe the entire powdered

ipecac root is needed. This drug must !» administered daily,

in full concentrated doses, covering a period of from ten days

to two weeks. If given by mouth in oni dosi in the form

of enteric coated pills, the ipecai '.oi )" made to reach the

iwel, where absorption takes place directly within the

confines of the disease area. The early optimism in regard

to the Jutte method of transduodenal lavage has not proved

justifiable, as I have convinced myself from numerous and

repeated obseti at Mils.

Effect and Maintenance of Intra-Abdominal Pressure

Dr. J. B. FtTis. Atlanta. Ga. : Normal intra abdominal
pressure is a necessary physiologic entity. Low intra-

abdominal pressure is a factor in general physical inefli

ciency. It is of particular importance in disease of the

gastro-intestinal tract. It can be maintained by the applica-

tion of physiologic principles.

Focal Infection

Dr. Thomas D. Coleman, Augusta, Ga.: In the treat-

ment of cases of focal infection, it is essential that (1) the

focus or foci should be removed when the end justifies the

means, and one should keep in mind the possibility not only

of not doing good, hut also of doing harm: "Non noccre."

(2) Every agency, both in building up the bodily defenses

and ameliorating symptoms as they arise, should be employer).

(3) To all those who lean to radicalism. I would suggest

the motto: "Festinate lente."

Lesions of the Fifth Cranial Nerve in Connection with

Auditory Vestibular Disturbance

Dr. E. R. Carpenter, Dallas, Texas: The otologist should

never be contented with making a diagnosis of nerve deaf-

ness, but he should determine whether or not the lesion is

of intracranial origin. The prognosis and treatment depend

on this point. The neurologist or brain surgeon may not M
consulted until the disease has advanced too far to prevent

deafness or loss of life. In Cushing*s book on "Tumors of

the Auditory Nerve," the sad fact appears that in his thirty-

five cases the first symptom was disturbance of hearing, yet

all the patients came to him in an almost hopeless condition.

being either paralyzed, blind, or nearly blind, or they had

some other equally serious complication that rendered the

observation exceedingly dangerous and the prognosis serious

even if they survived the operation.

Intranasal Surgery Without Packing

Dr. William T. Patton, New Orleans: The advantages

of leaving out packing are greater comfort to the patieni.

who often is tthe through the nose continually!

and much less reaction to disease in the nose. Usually
twenty-four hours ai n, if clots are clearing out

fif the nose, it is surprising to 5» how little reaction remains.

There really seems to be less bleeding without packing in

that is. provided we use the cpincphrin spray,

cold compresses, and keep the patient in a reclining p

If a hematoma forms between the flaps, it is a simple mattes

to curet and again seal the flaps, applying compound tinctura

of benzoin. If there is much hemorrhage, it may become
necessary to pack. Again no harm is done.
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Vincent's Disease

Dr. John J. Shea, Memphis, Term. : Vincent's disease is

a degenerative condition and not an inflammatory condition.

A smear should be made and studied of every acute throat

and gum disease, and not all the reliance be left to a culture.

Medicinal treatment is only temporary, and surgical inter-

vention is indicated for permanent relief. The infection

should he made reportable, and in armies, schools and insti-

tutions, it should be considered contagious and should be
quarantined. One should always work in conjunction with

a competent dentist.

Radical Mastoid Operation: Indications

Dr. Elburne <i. Gill, Roanoke, Va. : The radical mastoid

operation is not indicated in all casts of chronic aural sup-

puration. It is possible to get dry cavities in most cases.

The hearing in the average case should be improved. With
proper technic, the operation is not dangerous. The condi-

tion calling for operation is usually a dangerous one. ami is

too frequently dealt with lightly.

Comparative Study of Gastric Motility as Determined by
the Ordinary Test Meal and Six Hour Barium Retention

Dks. Harvey G. Hk k and John- Evans, Baltimore: Our
observations indicate that frequently when adhesions involve

the pylorus and duodenum, the power of the stomach to

empty itself is at firsl increased and later diminished The
degree of gastric acidity seems to have little or no influence

on the amount of gastric contents after a test breakfast or

six hour retention. No interpretation should be made on

tins point without studying the acid curve by the Rehfuss

method of fractional gastric analysis. The motor function

of the stomach can lie determined by the complete removal

of a standard test meal with the partial vacuum method.
There is no constant relation between the motor function as

determined by the test meal method and six hour barium.

Six hour barium retention occurs after a motor meal if the

stomach contents exceed 200 c.c. in fifty minutes or 15(1 c.C

in sixty minutes. The comparative results of the two
i

are most uniform and constant in duodenal ulcer. Six hour
barium retention occurs more frequently in adhesions involv-

ing the pyloroduodenal region than in either duodenal or

gastric ulcer. There is little evidence to show that tin sec-

retory function has any influence on the motor function in

pathologic conditions affecting the stomach and duodenum.

Interpretation of Muscular Imbalance

1)k. Hiram Woods, Baltimore The meaning of muscular

imbalance cannot be determined by the balance test alone.

Functional force ol muscles should be detern

power to overcome prisms. Owing to the dosi relation

between accommodation and - and tin- ea

which they can be prism strength

must be regarded as the extent to which this separation is

possible, not as indicating the intrinsic power of the intend.

In horizontal heterophoria the basis ol calculation should be

udui tion) bo

supply of the externus. The minimum of abduction should
be 5 degrees, the minimum - t p i< itive el

should be from three to four times as great II"

.* degrees. In prescribing prisms for constant wear, the

io be helped should be weaker than normal and its

therw i-e, then i : irerting

m of heterophoria into another.

Signs and Symptoms of Hypopituitarism

I>k Stewari R. Roberts, Atlanta. Ga . Undergrowth,
dwarfism, dysgenitalism, feminine hirsuties, feminim

mdai") sexual lb

atn.pln and impotence, head... Iks. languor and ,•.

may appear in varying degrees in at different

periods i K ns and symptoms ot hypopituitarism
are subnormal temperature, dry skin, adiposity, lov

• ipation, amenorrhi
and inactivity Lack of attention, impairment of memory,
actual dulness, and mild psyi tual convul i

ures with epileptic attacks may occur. The cause may be
glandular deficiencj of one or both lobes, a pituitary tumor
with damage of the gland, or a neighborhood tumor or

hydrocephalus with pituitary pressure. The symptoms of

intracranial tumor may be more prominent than those ol

pituitary deficiency. Infantilism, dysgenitalism and obesity,

symptoms of intracranial tumor, warrant pituitary study.

Responsibility of Physicians Who Treat Malaria Cases

l)n. C. C. Bass. New Orleans: The important duties or

responsibilities of physicians who treat malaria cases are:
To begin promptly proper treatment with the specific remedy
for the disease, quiniii. not neglecting it for spectacular
methods of treatment; to advise the patient of the proper
diagnosis and nature of the diseasi ; to advise him of the

mode of transmission of the infection and of the great dan-
ger of transmission to other members of his family ami
associates, endangering their health and perhaps life, and to

advise and prescribe specific treatment which will disinfect

the patient so as to avoid relapse and prevent transmission.

Coccidioidal Granuloma

Dr. Kenneth M. Lynch, Charleston. S. C.: No success-
ful treatment has been devised, and all patients but one died

within from a few weeks to nine years. The patient who
I was one in whom the infection was recognized in

an extremity and the infected member amputated apparently
dissemination had occurred. I saw the first

itdes immitis infection in South Carolina and east of

the Missisippi, it being the fort} fifth case, the second in a
woman, and the fourth that had not been in California, It

is highly probable that infection 1- '..< immitis has
occurred in cases in which we have not recognized it. and
it is desirable that those cases of supposed tuberculosis in

which the tubercle bacillus is not demonstrable should be

liis ,,r kindred infl

Status of Amebic Dysentery: Diagnosis and Treatment

Dr. Randolph Lyons, New Orleans: Macht and Fishet
that benzyl benzoate has amebicidal qualities.

HaughwOUt and l.antin treated eight patients (including
( Isuzano's two patients )

;
all were benefit

from 10 to .ill drops, three times daily. The cases have not

been followed long enough to make any definite statement
as to cure. [pecai and it- alkaloids ate still the sheet

anchor in the treatment of amebic disease The tendency of

the times is to administer a combination form of treatment,
that is to say, ctnciin hydrochlorid is given hypodermicall)
in conjunction with the oral administration of either emelin
hydrochlorid, powdered ipecai oi emetin bismuth iodid

drug maj be administered bj

mouth, as chapparo or bismuth.

Subacute Combined Degeneration of Spinal Cord

I)k. William G Somerville, Memphis, Teni
a similarity between the nervous symptoms "I subacut
Lined degeneration of the spinal cord and pellagra

in common secondary anemia, t.i-lr.i intestinal

disturbs. t tli. posterior an
umns of the cord, pi| and frequent

mental symptoms. < Ine ot the , in, t
|

m pellagra of tin- , hara
skin lesions i | M - secondary anemia i- common to the two,
but more intense in the subacute combined degi

m lil ume a pernii ious t\|"

intcstinalis-hominis has been found in the intestinal dis

I both. 111 : ding t" lelks,

ami iii i ibined degeni i

The Minnesota Rural Clinic

I Ik I I II

mi al ib "lug • if the propl i

ot infants and children, and the especial valui

nursing; general hygienic instruction: .
ih'

air. sunshine and i" the earl) n

di ti t - 1 1 fori tin \ "

• in i hilil health and I hild web.

last, but ni I
dut n ol i
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Hookworm and Manifest Tubctculosis

D Vdams, Washington, D. C : While hookworm

and tuberculosis are oft« in the litera-

.111^ related, and though the inference is frequently

that the conni iuse and effect, no

have been made which place the relationship on

anything tinner than a speculative basis \ generalrj low-

iistance, incidental to hookworm disease, especially

evident as anemia and malnutrition, is err. hu-.
I with being

immunity to tuber-

tablishing anj spe<

tionship between the \- il has been demon-

mortality, from tuberculosis maj be reduced

imple as the elimination of hookworm
ible infection exist-, the obligation of the physician

ind treatment is apparent.

Empyema

Dr. Frank K Boi ind, Atlanta, Ga. :
Making the earliest

acute empyema is a burden which falls

J practitioner, the pediatrician and the internist.

i be ready with the exploring needle. How
in the chest been called unresolved pneumonia

I
weeks that the CO

ts presence was known" Tube drainage and

suction are needed. The use of surgical solution of chlor-

! immediately following t!

te chest in acute empyema. A few days lat<

the abscess has had time to become well walled

no danger of a bronchus communicating with the

cavity, it may be tried. The last word in the treatment of

empyema has not been said.

The Medical Profession in the War

Dr. Jere L. Crook. Jackson, Tenn.: Surgery's outstanding

j be thus summed up: the Carrel-Dakin method oi

treating suppurating wounds; a revival of the use of debride-

d extensively in the Napoleonic war; the trcat-

caused by hemorrhage with hi 1 transfusion

by the citrate method, demonstrating the great superiority oi

tion because the former has real SUS-

and the latter is temporary only hecausc

it out of the vessels; the paraffin treat-

burns; improved methods in the treatment of frac-

[ thi I i ima and I II and the

Balkan frame; early mobilization of injured joints; manage-
: lung injuries; improvements in plastic surgery, and

• crippled.

Toxic, Nonexophthalmic Goiter

Dr. William D. Haggard, Nashville, Tenn.: Thi

IS, it not more so, than exophthal-

.11 seems to have a selective action

ailed "goiter heart," thyro-

mechanical "goiter heart" from p

mnt of the absence

Many simple adenomas are pi

'••. atoxic goiter

roducing I ixii symptoms,
administering iodin in a

ng. It may ami sometimi

goiter is

1 Iperation I

so, than in the

i lie patient. In

: tli.' so-i ailed

i in thirty-;!

Nonhypertrophic Forms of Prostatic Obstructions

I

. definite

ring at any age, hut most common
in later life. practically easy, pi

systematic examination is made most impor-

tant. The trcatmet •
. simple and easy to do, n

iperlj The n.l, is comparatively small and the

results in appropriate cases have been very, satisfactory

Treatment of Acute Abdomen

Dr. .1. P. Ri m an. Little Rock, Ail. It i .. af< and
rl hi acute suppui ati\ i pel ito

mtis. After the stage oi contamination comes, the

tch hit treatment offei i thi

pei centage of n I ition of
duodenal ulcer and gunsliot wounds of the hollow

One should not he in t',,, gie.it a Iiuiia to operate on,,' thi

Ochsner treatment has been begun. Following the Ochsnef
treatment, operation should he doni and ( rile's principles

in the after-treatment of -ill eases ,,i scptii perho
inns. When there an is of denuded peritoneum,

from which may he expected .i considerable flow of pus and
serum, gauze drainage after the manner of Mikulicz oi Price

will give the most satisfactorj lesults. in cases in which
no peritoneal denudation has occurred, rubber tube drains

will sin

Malignant Moles

|)n. II. 11. Hazen, Washington, D. C. : Every acquired
mole and everj congenital mole that is liable to irritation

should he removed, preferably by cautery. Whenever a mole
hegins to grow or to show signs of cither irritation or

ulceration it is an imperative m k ii for immediate extensive

operative inference, preferably with the cautery, though this

will often he too late. When numerous metastases have

d, treatment is useless. In the cases in which involve-

ment is only in the lymph nodes, extensive block <li ection

might occasionally effect a cure.

Radium in Gynecology

Dr. William C. Gewin, Birmingham, Ala.: Radium i.

the treatment of choice: in cases of menorrhagia of the

menopause not associated with large fibroid tumor-, and in

which the possibility of carcinoma has been definitely elim-

inated; in cases of menorrhagia in patients between 35 and
40 years of age who have small sized mucous fibroid tumors

with no demonstrable evidence oi malignant conditions exist

ing : in cases of myoma in which there is a contraindication

to operation; in cases of menorrhagia in young person, who
have resisted all medical treatment; in all cases with a
malignant tendency, and in all operable cases after a com
plete surgical extirpation of all cancer possible as a prophy-

lactic, and also to destroy such cancer cells as are not

removed by the surgeon. In all inoperable

cancers of the uterus, radium will relieve pain, eradicate thi

offensive odor from the discharge and stop tin- hemorrhage!
and in many cases produce an anatomic and symptomatii cur*
when the patient seems to he moribund. Radium will lender

operable many cases that are inoperable. The use of radium
is practically the only means of relief in cases of recurrent

carcinoma of the uterus. In the use of radium il i. very
essential to have a thorough knowledge of the technic of it.

application and of its physical properties.

Value of Radium in the Treatment of Bladder Tumors

Db. .1
I Gl HTY, Baltimore: While benign and malig-

nant papilloma and the early papillary carcinoma disappear

hi influence of radium, the infiltrating typi ha t

proved very resistant to this agent. It is our pn
re, when the infiltrating charactei of the growth has
oi mined and when the tumor is sufficiently localized
in of complete removal, to carry out a radical n et

tion. following the removal of ; ,n infiltrating papillary cai

cinoma, i should he done at an early date, as the

not infrequent recurrences will yield promptly in many
radium, notwithstanding the rcsisian.e of the

primary tumor. Tin- Hum has not diminished the

of bladder tumors to recur, recurrences being
d in about 30 per cent, of the eases treated. The
nee, however, responds to radiation in most instanci

Pulmonary Syphilis

Dr. .1. II. Gibbi .
I olumbia, S. C. : A chronii pulti ary

illy indistinguishable from the common types of
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chronic pneumonitis, and producing a symptomatic picture

similar to that of pulmonary tuberculosis, is not infrequently

associated with a positive Wassermann reaction, and the

favorable change in general and local conditions following

antisyphilitic treatment is so striking as to lead one to the

opinion that the syphilitic process is, at least, in part respon-
sible tor the pulmonary pathologic condition.

Ileocolitis

Dr. X. C. Womack, Jack-on. Miss.: Ileocolitis is mainly
due to a gas-producing bacterium. In my opinion, this bac-
terium is an attenuated or malignant form of the colon
bacillus. There is always an attending pyelitis in which the
colon bacillus is found in great number. This pyelitis may
antedate and certainly is the immediate complication of ileo-

colitis, and assume- the major role from the standpoint of

the cause of death. In the treatment of ileocolitis, first

attention should be paid to the kidney. Forced feeding of a
selected carbohydrate diet with plenty of water should be
given. All forms of rectal irrigation or alimentation should
be interdicted on the ground that they not only do no good,
but are distinctly harmful.

Maternal Feeding of Infants

Dr. J. D. LOVE, Jacksonville. Fla. : The mother'- dietary

should consist of food generous in quantity, easily digested.

and above all a food to which she is accustomed. A i I

that causes indigestion in the mother will cause trouble for

her nursing baby. On the other band, if a mother ran handle
well e\en the most indigestible food, her baby will rarely

suffer in consequence. The gross appearance - i I

!

i ast milk

furnishes an unreliable index as to its suitability for the

baby. Before milk is pronounced as being too rich in qual-

ity, the presence or absence of colostrum bodies should have
been determined. The mere fact that milk is scant in quan-

tity furnishes no valid excuse for the withdrawal of the

infant from the breast, but rather calls for supplemental

feedings. In influencing the quality of breast milk, the

maternal dietary, while of some importance, is a smaller

factor than causes which operate through the medium of the

in. tber'- net vi ius system.

CLINICAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN COLLEGE
OF SURGEONS

Ninth Annual Heeling, held in New York, Oct. 20-24. 1919

d.d iron, pag,

Brain Tumor

Dr. Harvi v Cr-iii I have unde

me of I,rain tumor ca-es (or suspected brain tumor

tudied during a fifteen year peril I . -peak

• of these •• ere I of whii h half

were verified by operation Another i

perative fatalities and what

whom tumors

.Jl dii d. Two pal ed the hospital

within . each other. Doth suffered from ;

brain tumor, a cholesteatoma, 01

Hcial stud) of statistics one mi
po-e tin- tumoi is common, but only si\ have been

in the literature. It i- of the highest importan e in these

rtain standard

surgeons may know they are speaking the sami

regard- result-.

Dr. Charles II. Frazier, Philadelphia: I would
il puncture in this field. In all

the symptom an due to distention of

the Venn ii It « hii h ftet bt ing

The in. r
• appears tx

1 hoped that an Id be made and drainage it

in the corpus callosum so that in an im •'. tb. tin-

life of thi lid In prolonged bj this means. It was,

however, of but Iran l.alelv I have combined

callosal puncture with subtentorial decompression. My atten-

tion has also been attracted by the relation of chronic menin-
gitis to brain tumors. An exploratory operation does not

always exclude brain tumor, a- the growth may be ov<

In many cases, however, it seems that one is dealing with
a preexisting meningitis. It i- better not to wait to localize

a tumor, but to operate early. There is clinical evidence that

with the use of radium the tumor undergoes retrograde
changes. In one -nob case, an i i bellar tumor
so adherent that it- removal was impossible, the use of radium

nbined with operative measures, and now five years
later, there is no -ign of recurrence. In another
which the patient was Stuporous and bedridden from tumor at

the cerebellopontile angle, a tube ol radium was embedded
i in situ. The patient has recovered so far as to he

able to return to work. As to operative mortality, 1 do not

feel that when the patient dies of subsequent meningitis

we should charge this up to operative mortality. The length

of cure depends on the type of tumor. Endothelial growths
tring. Seven vear- would not be too long to

wait for recurrence. All c; I be observed at least

for live ye'ars.

Dr. Allen P>. Kan o: Good result- depend not

only on the skill of the operator but also on the opportunity

of early and correct diagnosis. The profession i- too apt

i that such symptoms as projectile vomiting, headache
and choked disk are diagnostic. Progress will not begin

until medical men learn that thesi i t;

i

i > of brain

lut of il- terminal stage. When this i- learned we
shall be able to cure, not merely relieve, the patient

oil en thi It which

successful operation is possible. It i- there fon
ion to the diagnostic phase

of the earlj stages, A nation-wide study must be inaugurated.
1 llected and published. This would

undoubtedly give rise to the performance of curativi

Hon-, instead of merely palliative i

iiari - \ I lsberg, Xew York: \ny one who has

followed the historj of brain surgery during the last fifteei:

ill fi el that this field ha

be justification for specialization in neurologic

surgery is now well recognized. The improvement in results

in ten fears i- v er.v striking. Mortality has dropped from
43 per cent, to 111 per cent. This i- due ti improvi -

nd t< clinic, and more skilful

judgment rather than to -election of cases. I sa

;
oina In which three fourths of one hemisphi

nd the

patient

The Acute Abdomen

Dr. John I'.. Di wer, Philadelphia: The ai

rominenl a place in mortal Vmong
i- the fart til iintini. Iv and

unsuitabli are performed in the treatment of this

Thi- i- in part due to the waul of intimate kiiowl

reliance on lab d to the hesil

to radical measures in the hope that the symptoms n

I he foolish belief thai

chronic i

medicine, dil

faith that court . idominal wall which shows
a penetrating wound, whati

it inflicted the wound, should bi imilarly,

-even- blow on the abdon I

being crushed between wheels should bring to mind ti

! nothing tb

and heinoi

i able w ill fi tb'
t

•

i onditii >
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ire acute dilatation of the stomach, acute post-

ritis simulating

litions mistaken foi the acute abdomen,

mia, diaphragmatic pleurisy, and the gastric

The physician and the laitj should know

nful possibilities of the purgative rhe purge belongs

.mo class, bul is more deadlj than morphin. In the

tei i ention is.

ral principles il may

thai in the acute abdomen with diffuse peritonitis, in

onablj sure di

nent to defei

• anatomic and pb

mmation,

if not entirely safe, with proper

The carefull) elicited historj is the point around

not attach thi

:
I

rwo important things

e in mind: One is the diagnosis and the other

:
is how to make the diag-

reached, the rest i- easy. Sevei

:-.e under m; n in which the symptoms

ndition, and in one

performed. In thi

hours these patient.- were found to have

to emphasize the difficult]

• men. and the danger

in abdominal crisis.

'..inc.: The difficulty

il the acute traumatic

i
-. Two

e miller my observation in which after tratt-

imescent period during which the

tion the

,mall il itely severed and the

the intesl I off by the local reflexes so that

leakage. It may he said that after certain trau-

to the abdomen there is frequently a quiescent
• no twelve to twenty-four hours during which the

to b? done.

• evil of purgatives. The inadvisability

• be emphasized. There are

when the symptoms are few. to

RE, Richmond. \'a. : It is neces

abdomen i- not always surgical

•c'ical it has readied a stage

In s,.me ca->

old treatment by palliative measures a

me :i safe ri-k. When in doubt, I am
:t. I agree thoroughly with the condemnation

nol think morphin has been given the

en while the diagnosis

ni e made. tli.

i pain that morphin alt'

Ii r-Ochsner-Murphy treatment.

Beriberi at Bahia nl paper published

II rence of

.him and the state peniten-
:

more recently there

M. I in 1915 and 8 during the ;.

beriberi in the

Iter year

•i the marine
e, there were in the years

•

irs there

an annual average of 18.48 cases making a total of
its.
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Title rked with irr abl

American Journal of Public Health, Concord, N. H.

ier, 1919, !>. I

Supreme National '

• lordination and I federal

Vctivitiea. W. S. Rankin, R

rhe Outdooi Pool. Pooli C \

Newark, V I p

What (a the Matter with Publii Hi ilth rod ij H. W. Hill Paul

p
: Public Heal F. A. 1 I ' ' p tth
Influenza and Pneumoi

Health Work in India I I

Problem hi Calif.—p 838.

type of Bacteria mid in Fe I I

Darling, Mi advill . Pa. p
.' Pneumonia .i» In Diali Washing ii

Hundred and -
I G. Cuniming,

and Campaign Against Venereal Disease. R. Ii

New \ ork. p

Critical Siu.lv
I

Liberation nf Por-

maldehyd E. K Kline, [olerlo

9.

Influenzal Pneumonia and Dish Washing.—CummingS
believes that transmission of the potentially dangero is group

of pneumonia producing organisms, incident to promisi uoul

messing in the army, in public institutions, in public eating

places and in the home, can he prevented largely by the dis-

infection of eating utensils with scalding water. The univer-

sal application of the principle of proper eating utensil

disinfection will reduce enormously the prevalence oi all

suptum borne infections. As is shown in the institutional

population, the intluenza case rate was reduced by 66 per

cent, and the mortality by SS per cent, through the use of

machine washed dishes. It is believed that a further reduc-

tion in these rates would have occurred had the full effii i( di

of all mechanical dish washers been utilized by the use of

boiling water. This principle applies to public eating places,

as well as to public institutions, and with equal force to th<

scalding of eating utensils in the private family.

American Journal of Syphilis, St. Louis
191'*, 3,

T. Matsunami
of Com-
t [rial

Octobc

'Standardization of Wassermann
pl.iii.nl Scrum. J. A. Koln
Philadelphia.—p. 51.1.

i-Pi ii nt in Diagno
philis. J. A. Kolmer and A M. Flick, Philadelphia

Early Asymptomatic Neurosyphilis. I-.'. p of Cases I \ Klaudet,
Philadelphia.—p. 559.

ital Syphilis in Orthopedic Clinics. P. W. Roberts, Ni

—p. 587.

Chronic Diarrhea Probably Due lo Syphilis. H. Liscr, jai

cisco.— p. 594.

Incidence of Syphilis. A. It. Day and \\ McNitt, SI Loili

Delaying Early Diagnosis of Syphilis (I cri Dangers and How
i m. E. W. Abramowitz,

Syphilis Among Insane with
I erence to Hccht-Weinbergi

hi Test. T. B. Christian, Norristown, Pa.- p. 61.1.

•Syphilitic and Arsenical Jaundice. G. O. Scott and C II I

R, A U I

•Four Fal ring Use of Arsphenamin (Salvarsan). W. II

BIanton, Richmond, Va. ;•

Treatment of Women with Neodiarsenot .ii Hospital Jailj

San Juan. P. 1 p. 661.

Treatment lis. II II II D. I

Treatment of Syphilis of Central N. i

Jr., Clil N. Y.—p. 669.

Wasscrmann Reaction: Preservation of Complement
Serum.- < If the sixteen methods studies by Kolmer and bis

'•-. preservation with sodium chlorid al a lov, tetn

pcrature yielded the best results. When complement is

required in dilution of 1:10, the method- of Thompson and
Neill are satisfactory for preserving guii ea-p mplemenl
for a period of two wi ided the scrum is kepi at a

low temperature and preferably not above 4 C When com
plcment is required in dilution of 1 ; 20 the addition of 0.17

gm. sodium chlorid to each cubic centimeter of scrum and
keeping at a low temperature preserves the complement I

about three weeks.
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Wassermann Reaction: Human Versus Guinea-Pig Com-
plement.—These studies have shown that from 2 to 10 per

cent, of human serums do not contain sufficient complement,
natur.il hemolysin or both for the conduct of these special

tests. Human complement is not as satisfactory as guinea-

pig complement for the conduct of tests employing heated

serum and spinal fluids. The advantages of tests employing
human complement are (1) greater delicacy; (2) guinea-pigs

arc not required, and (3) sheep are not required if an anti-

human system is employed. The disadvantages are (1)
falsely positive reactions may occur; i2> falsely negative

reactions may occur; (
,i

I the serums must be fresh; (4)
unsatisfactory with heated serums and spinal fluids; (5)
complement, natural hemolysin or both may be absent from
serums and (6) isoagglutinins maj interfere in tests employ-
ing an antihuman hemolytic system. Of the special test-.

those of rhompson and lVmlett and O'Shansky provei

reliable.

Congenital Syphilis in Orthopedic Clinics. Roberts is con-

vinced that many syphilitic infections which find their way
into orthopedic clinics pass through unrecognized, first

liecatise the tradition that nearly all chronic destructive

lesions of the spine and large joints are tuberculous has

been accepted without question, and second, because the

far reaching distribution of congenital syphilis and its

potential dangers has been ignored

Chronic Diarrhea Probably Due to Syphilis, -l.iser reports

a case of chronic diarrhea of one year's duration in which
a cure was effected by arsphenamin and mercury. Syphilis

as the cause seems reasonable, since malignancy, tuber-

culosis, hyperthyroidism, achylia and amebic dysentery can

be excluded. No therapeutic measures of any kind were
employed, except arsphenamin and mercury.

Syphilitic and Arsenical Jaundice.—Jaundice occurring in

the course oi an attack of syphilis is divided into two groups
; and Pearson: first, the jaundice that occ*urs in

untreated eases of syphilis and which is due to an invasion

of the liver by the Spirochaeta pallida, and second, that

which occurs during or subsequent !> the treatment of

by arsphenamin, or its substitutes, and which may
be due to the organism, the drug or a

Among 2.24.! patients treated for syphilis Scotl and '>

found two cases which showed unmistakable evidence of

belonging to the first group and thirty-nine to the

group.

Four Fatalities Following Use of Arsphenamin. The four

fatalities reported by Blanton followed an inti

of arsphenamin treatment consisting of from four to six

intravenous doses There was an average interval

etween injections; from 0.4 to 0.6 cm arsphenamin
were given at a time. Two days in three cases, and three

days in the other case intervened between the time of the

last treatment and the onset of the illness. The time elaps-

ing between the admission to the hospital and death v.

ne day in the other. A striking

similarity in symptoms, as well as in postmortem
existed in all fa .

• \iler a symptomless latent period

of about two days, the development of sudden and >

coma was chat tnd dominated the clinical

so that it was difficult to elicit any focalizing sieais at all.

'I lure were no cranial nerve palsies. 'I he pupils were dilated

in two cases; in two they were unaffected I hiring the last

twenty-four hours of lite the reflexes disappeared in all tour

eases. Two patients bad COnvulsioi

iparently due
to failure of the respiratory center Pathologii study of the

brains of these foul 'I hese
lonsistcd in minute hemi tiiered through and
confined to the basal that part of tin- cerebrum
bounding the lateral ventn.'- ted with

ing confined to this localitj and
• n and edema wire

marked Inert ebro pinal fluid wa
Ipii nous finding hi onlj tl fatly

.ion of the liver, In Blanton's opinion the I

nishaps i> undoubtedly to ) .. found in thi

by-products of arsphenamin synthesis, the exact nature of

which is unknown.

Treatment of Late Syphilis.— Hazen says it is extremely
improbable whether any case of late s> j.li ili s has ever been
cured. Any patient with an active syphilitic process must
have sufficient treatment to render the lesions inactive and the

blood reaction negative. A small amount of treatment is

dangerous, neurorecidives being especially liable to develop
after one or two doses of arsphenamin. The condition of the

heart and of the large vessels must lie watched just as well

as the nervous system.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
i - 1

.

Additional Accommodations for Insane of Boston. J.

V. May. Boston.— p. 601.

M ;

—p. 606.

Relation of Drat Infection to Systemic Disease. A. T. I.par

—p. 611.

Improvement of Obstetrics. S. Rushmore and A. K
—p. 615.

•Preliminary Ligation in Hyperthyroidism. F. II. Lain.. D

—p. 618.

Preliminary Ligation in Hyperthyroidism. Personal expe-

rience has convinced Lahey that preliminary pole ligation is

the one definite factor which can he said to make the final

operation of partial thyroidectomy less hazardous. The
ii is based on sound principles, produces

and consists of a clean-cut procedure.

Bulletin of Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore
Novembei SO,

-i Introduced into Upper Air Passages. A I

field, Baltimore.- p. 317.

Influenza Bacillus in Paranasal Sinn 5. J. I

VV S. Thacker Neville. Baltin

•Meningococcus Pneumonia. I. Occurrence of Influenza Pneumonia
in \\ i. D us Intracellulars Meningitidis Was Isolated.

M. I.. Holm. I.ansmx. Mich., an. I W. C. Davison, Baltimon
hi. 11. Epidemiology of Influenza] Pneumonia in Which Dig

Intracellulars Meningitidis Was Isolated \v C Davison, Bali,

M. h. Holm. Lansing, Mich., and K. V. II. Emmons,
Hamble, England

i

Occurrence of Pfeiffei Bacillus V W. Sellards, ami I

Sturm. U. V Ai in . p. .LI I.

in Epidemic Influenza. B. Douglas, Baltimore.
—p. .its.

Fate of Bacteria Introduced into Upper Air Passages,

eral result of Bloomfield's experiments indicates that

..en after a short period oi time it is usually impossible to

Sarcina Intra swabbed in large amounts on the tongue,

nasal mucosa, or into the crypts of the tonsils, indicating

the remarkable efficiencj oi the mechanism present in the

i..r disposing of this organism. The
mouth bacteria plav little, if any part, hut the saliva and
mouth - prompt and marked bactei

Meningococcus Pneumonia. From the fact that mi

ind most frequentl

in the limits at necrops) in .as.- of pneumonia being

] only by pn< d /•'. influenzae. Holm and
hat mening

i- ion of influenzal pneumonia at (amp
h.n from Sept. 1. 1918, to Feb 15. 1919 The meningo
.sent in the ! pneii

monia were essentiallv the same type ol IS those

found in the spinal fluids i rospinal

from contact with .ases of meningoe ...spinal

.•is.
i The meningococci ma) produce

eithei bronchopneumi

Occurrence of Pfeiffer Bacillus in Measles. The examiua

an epidemii ol influenza shi m ed ll

indistinguishable from thi

of thin.

from the sputum and with little difficult] from thi

I I. od stream noi from ii • ith ihc
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California State Journal of Medicine, San Francisco

"

rt Monl

Relationship of Dental Abscesses and Toxemias of Preg-

nancy. which he is

• .a all the evidence is at hand to

•he teeth with manifestations of toxemias >>f

pregnai that tins relationship be bi

mind and thai teeth is indicated

Canadian Medical Association Journal, Toronto
. 8. N

Sugar in

1

1

L. Hamman, Bal-

I I M ikins and J. ti

s>7S.

\

\ B . Torooto.

ISM.

J E. Laberge, Montreal.—

p 1003.

I Spinal Fluid A. II

I ronto.— p. 1013.

ommittce.

S M I'. Sim it 1016.

Rupture oi Left Car. G B Murphy, Vai

Significance of Small Amount of Sugar in Urine.— If with

ind chronic nephritis there is but an cm
trace of sugar in the urine and the Mood sugar is not

unduly high, then. Hamman says, the disordered carbo-

be subordinated to the renal or

vasculai It there is marked glycosuria and the

isually high, then the diabetes must be

is of importance. Patients

idle life with mild diabetes often gradually develop

nephritis and hypei 'hat finally the renal and
vascular conditions assume the prominent position in the

her hand. Hamman has o

a number of years and has

uria and finally a definite

rates.

Caused Paralysis. --From the evidence accumulated,
that ticks may cause par

in children. In rural districts,

a tick.

illy and

nfected and an ulcer

I their expel

Internal Hydrocephalus and Xanthochromia of Spinal
Fluid.—The lyi . a spinal fluid

of yellow color (xanthochromia); (0> which coagulates en

ibundant lymphocytosis.
drome of N'onnc consists of a spinal fluid marked

• i globulin, (4 1 without in

ilt tc or pai tial, and •
i

t in the several fai le of Froin, or

.
.

.
. olatio

portion of the subarachnoid space fron: the resl by tumor,

adhesions, etc This separation is usuall) found at tl

the i ord Internal hydroi ephalns maj
with separation of the spinal from the cerebral subat

space eit I o the tentoi ium,

or by hei imen magnum.
In the case reported bj Gordon the possible explanation it

i 1 i basal meningitis t mi

_'i partial recover) ; (3) obstruction oi

of the fourth ventricle bj meningitis; (4) development of a

noncommunicating hydrocephalus; (5) hernia of the brain

into the foramen magnum; ilation of

the spinal subarachnoid space; (7) development of partial

yndrome lies in the separation of the sacculated por-

tion of the subarachnoid space from the choroid plexus

tally it is filtered and a re> ei >ion ol il I

contents to a simple lymphoid material, yellowish, coagulat-
;.| cellular.

Journal of Abnormal Psychology, Boston
April June, 1919, 1 1. Nov I and 2

SI. Schwab, St. L - p. t

Neuropsychiatric Problems at Kraut During Combat. J. II \V. Rhein,
ladelpl i p. 9.

Emotions and Their Mechanism in Warfare. T. A. William. . Wait
ington, D. C—p. 15.

I. .neuroses in Canadian Army. t

i AMi- -p. 27.

Revivals; Sex and Holy Ghost. "1 Schroeder. p. 34.
1

. ility. CM, Campbell, Baltimore,
—p. -18.

Cyclothymic Fugues; Fugues Associated with Manic Depressive
Psychosis. u K. A. Menninger, Topeka, Kan.

Shelley .as Myth Maker, E. C. T.nl.ir. —p. 64.

ind Ann of Hum.nt Progress. B. Sidis, Boston.— p. 91.

Journal of Experimental Medicine, Baltimore
Nov. 1, 1919, 30. No. 5

'Chemotherapy of Trypanosome and Spirochete tnl i
I h

try -if N-Phenylglycineamide-f-Arsonic Acid. U . A. It

M. Heid York. -p. 411.

Id. Toxic Acti :.. W. II. Brown and I.. Pearce, New Vnil
in Experimi ntal 1

Rats and Guinea-Pigs. L. Pearce and W. II. Brown, New York.
I

Id. Therapeutic Actim.
I ental Trypanosomiasis <-f Rah.

IV H Brow '>• v. \ ork, p. 455.

*Id. Action on Spirochete Infections. W. II. Brown and L. Pearoej

New 5

Occurrence ..f I -., in Normal rhroal \ I Winchof
illman, New York.— p. 497.

*Pathologi ! in Epidemic Pneumonia, R. '

Halt.more.—p. 505.

Trypanosome and Spirochete Infections: N-Phenylglycine-

amide-p-Arsonic Acid.--Jacobs and Heidlebei

in the synthesis of certain new types of organic

arsenic compounds for the treatment of exp

hete infections. A numbei
have been prepared which have given interesting

mental results. However, those obtained with one

ticular, the sodium salt of N-phenylglycineamide p

acid wen mand special attention. The iim

of Ibis COmp . of preparing it. its n -l.i

iaracter, stability and solubility, and its

favorabli behavior, warrant furthei >tud li

t colorli .
. i talline sodium sail v\ hii h il

extremely easil} soluble in water, forming neutral

which are perfectly stable. In fact, a 10 pel cenl olution

may be boiled a reasonable length of time without appre-

ciable cleavage of ammonia or arsenic. The materials
i and the method of preparation are described in

detail.

Therapeutic Action of N-Phenylglycineamide-p-Arsonic
Acid in Experimental Trypanosomiasis, ["hi I is as

therapeutic action in the Lreatmenl of

experimental trypano mice, rat- and guinea-pigs.

native range of from 0.2 to 0.3 gin.
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per kilogram of body weight of the sodium salt against a

twenty-four hour infection in mice and rats produced by
several species of pathogenic trypanosomes. Since the lethal

dose for mice is from 2 to 2.25 gm. and for rats 0.75 gm. per

kilogram of body weight, the curative ratios are 1 :8 and 1 : 3,

respectively. The curative dose for guinea-pigs is 0.15 gm.
per kilogram of body weight, thus giving a curative ratio

of 1 : 10. The trypanocidal activity of this compound is

relatively rapid in all three animal species for the peripheral

blood is cleared of organisms within twenty-four hours after

its administration, and in addition, the lower limits

curative range are comparatively sharply defined. Intra-

peritoneal, intravenous and subcutaneous routes of adminis-
tration for all practical purposes may be considered equally

efficacious in Tr. brucci infections of mice Iwth as regards
the speed of action of the drug and the average curative

range. The administration of the drug in therapeutic

in all three animal species is nol followed by mani-
festations of organic or functional injury but, on the con-

trary, the general physical condition of the treated animal
shows an immediate and continued marked improvement.

The therapeutic activity in trypanosomiasis of mice, rats and
guinea-pigs, as evidenced by the relative speed and sharp-

ness of action, together with the curative ratio as expressed

in fractions of the minimum lethal dose and the absence of

organic injury or functional disturbance following thera-

peutic doses, are significant and characteristic features of the

amide of X-phenylglycine-/>-arsonic acid.

Therapeutic results with the amide of N-phenylglycine-0-

acid were obtained in rabbits which showed well

marked clinical signs of a definitely established disease, and
in many instances the infection was extremely advanced and
of prolonged duration.

Action of N-Phenylglycineamide-p-Arsonic Acid on Spiro-

chete Infections.—This acid is capable of exercising a very

definite effect on the course of infections produced by
spirochetes of the recurrens group and by Spirochacta

pallida. It is difficult to say, however, just how these

effects should be interpreted. In the case of the blood

spirochetes, the infection is ameliorated, and even though
the spirochetes are not immediately destroyed, the infection

is frequently brought to a termination which leaves the

animal in a condition not unlike that produced by more

powerful spirocheticidal agents. That is. the infecting organ-

isms are either affected in such a way that they eventually

die off or are destroyed by the host in such a way that

no lasting immunity is developed in consequence of their

destruction. With either group of organisms, th

N-phenylglycineamide-/>-arsonic acid appears to act in a

manner somewhat different from that of the usual

cheticidal agents. While it does possess a con-

degrce of spirocheticidal action, its chief effect is seen in

the peculiar manner in which it mo. lilies or controls the

of these infc

Changes in Testes in Pneumonia. Sixtj cases were
by Mill> Pneumonia was the cause of death ii

•
. but in some cases it was the side factor, while in

others it was preceded by measles or epidemic influenza.

ticular changes in pneumonia are without

manifestations, arc i ical in character, indepen-

; the infecting organisms or the antei

and vary in severity directly with tin- total length of tin-

divisible into

in which the following features are recognizable:

ation of spermatog
formed sperm: matids and spermal

quamation of altered cells and fragments of tin: same; ill

formation of giant cells in the tubule walls with sub
ii into the lumen; i?> disappearance of all des-

quamated cells in all those derived from tin- spermal

by mitosis; (6) in some instan es thickening of the hyaline

layer of the basement membrane. The hemolytic

ced more extensive changes, both epithi

interstitial, in primary pneumonia occurring during the

measles epidemic than when pneumonia follow

dary infection; in the latter cases tin- pulmonary coi

tions covered a relatively shorter period. Measles and cpi-

ifluenza had little apparent effect on the tester, except

that the former caused mild inhibition of spermatogenesis;
evidence regarding the latter is inconclusive. The Pfeiffer

was always associated with other organisms, in

primary infections and in those following measles. It

occurred alone in a few cases after epidemic influenza, but

the testicular lesion was not distinctive. The pneumi
when alone in primary infections or after an epidemic dis-

ease produced a uniformly mild picture which was not

intensified when associated with the influenza bacillus. Giant
cells were much more frequent after influenzal pneumonia,

:is cause and were associated with large num-
bers of other desquamated cells. They are formed in the

walls of tubules by futile mitotic effort and incomplete

ismic separation, the abnormality of the process being
further suggested by the early severing of cystoplasmic
attachments and rapid desquamation.

Kansas Medical Society Journal, Topeka
November, 1919. 18, No. 11

rative Use of Radiant Meat. L. A. Sutter. Wichita.
1 Experience with Gas in St. Mihicl and Argonne-Meusc

i i le, Kansas City. Mo.—p. 267.

Treatment of Mental Diseases. K. A. Menninger, Topeka.

New York Medical Journal
Oct. 4, 1919. HO. No 14

"The lest": The Destruction Wrought by M lliffe and
L. lirink. New York.—p. 573.

•Pneumonia and Empyema at Camp Dix. S ladetphia.

578.

•Multiple Neuritis of Toxic-Infectious Origin A i.
i loll Pbiladel

phia.—p. 581.

Pleural Symphysis in Childrei Geneva, Switzer-
land.—p. 583.

Empyema at Camp Dix—Accordini Id. the

patients at Camp Dix who were suffering from empyema due
to Streptococcus hcmolyticus were operated on imme-
diately on finding the organism in the pleural fluid. The
operations were performed under local anesthesia. The mor-
tality in this group of cases was 54 per cent Tin

mortality among these cases in the national army
ments was 30.2 per cent. The highest mortality reported was

. ent. in a series i il i ases.

Multiple Neuritis of Toxic Infectious Origin.—Gordon

pneumonia, three cases; typhoid, measles, two
nfluenza, two

The author suggests that hepatic ins might be
ble for the trouble Gord

multiple neuritis may be.

even \'

Moreover the clinical picture in

spet ial features an. I with such a uniformity that polyneuritis
with a hi

Philippine Journal of Science, Manila
i i.

Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, Chicago
"

135.

P

\

I I I
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id in the Oth. I 1 Cornell *i tt I Earl

Pediclcd t" 1 1 i -
•

Surgical Trrjo: nun,, Lincoln,

Internal Pilr. \\ I

!.. in Treatmi

V w. Collins, San Francisco.

\v K. Parkcs, Evanston,

•I'airiu Splii r. J. J 516.

Lung Abscess Following Tonsillectomy. U)OUt a week

alter removal of tin- tonsils Lilienthal's patient began to

ate foul sputum and occasionally blood.

- and even weeks al a time the patient fell fairly

well and coughed but little Then there would be an attack

of lever, hemorrhage, emptying of the abscess, and much
. with the discharge of large quantities of fetid pus.

In the beginning of the illness, the pneumococcus was found

in the sputum and autogenous vaccines were given with no

apparent improvement ; indeed, there was some hemoptysis

i h injection. The roentgenogram showed thai in the

right chest, there was a cavity in the midclavicular line; an

infiltration from the seventh to the ninth ribs (middle

nth a cavity aboul the size of a walnut; infiltration

• .aches vertical by .i inches horizontal. There w .i

<

much infiltration into the lung tissue outside the zone oi

inflammatory reaction. The patient's condition wenl From

.ad finally Lilienthal removed the lower, middle

the upper I. .he of the right lung. The man
returned t.. his work, that ..f hospital secretary, July Id. 1917,

exactly four months after his operation. When clothed, his

rmmetrical hut there is considerable contrai tion

of the right chest. The wound remained open for nearly a

year longer, then gradually closed, bul reopened i

ind finally healed soundly.

Fats, Cholesterol, Sugar in Blood of Pregnant Women.

—

Schiller claims that there is no hyperglycemia in the later

regnancy or in the first tv. er preg-

-nria and alimentary glycosuria during this

• explained by the activity of the glands of

internal >s a renal hyperfunction. Hyperlipemia

in pregnancy is in reality for the most part a hyper-

mia. There is no parallelism between cholesteremia

and hyperglycemia in pregnancy. The etiology of this con-

hed. It seems that the endocrine

. i important factor.

Gangrenous Appendicitis and Labor.—Grattan cites the

...man. primipara, with a negative

ok and no complaints, in

i irly labor

in ih.- diagni

'illy gangrenous appendix,
:is remov ed. This

urulent character. A
II term baby and placenta

lasting forty-

i normal

d with normal periods

delivery. The
i the mother's appen-

omplications in the mother.
and renal failure, almost of fatal termination

\ sub-

• ry followed without

i r other

I without invalidism of any
kind.

Prognosis in Hyperthyroidism. Hertzler points out that in

a the general tew

.in.i thai man] patients .1.. recovei spontaneously, Recovery
maj be expedited bj judicious operations Hie time for

on must be selected carefullj and the operation chosen
must he commensurate with the resistance oi the patient

\i.ove all. the oper.it. .i must evei hold the fact before
himself that his operations must he without mortality lest

ins therapeutic endeavors prove a greater menace than the
The young mail is i ipi to ussuine that whatever

good tollows ins efforts must have come because oi such
en. .us. .ui.l it disaster is averted, n must be because oi Ins

efforts

Exophthalmic and Thyrotoxic Goiter.—MacLean has done
bilateral resection in thirtj .me cases of true exophthalmic
goiter or in cases with po itivi r*mptoms of hyperthyroidism
where both lobes of the thyroid were enlarged. There was

pel .iliv e mortality in lliis series.

Large Vesical Calculi.—The calculus in Smith's case

weighed 38.5 ounces (1.155 gm I
in the moist state. This did

not include any of the (lakes and fragments which were lost

during the removal and which would have at least brought
the total weight up to 4(1 ounces. It was ovoid, light hrown
in color, smooth and Raked easily. It measured 9.0 by 1-4.2

centimeters with a circumference of 36 centimeters, lis cut

surface resembled the cross section of a tree, heing buill up
of numerous, concentric, yellowish white lamellae about
twenty in number. It was apparently of the same composi-
tion throughout, no distinct nucleus or foreign hody heing

present. Chemical analysis showed urates, calcium oxalate

and earthy phosphates. The urates were the predominating
salts. Mucin was also present.

Operation for Inguinal and Femoral Hernia.—The method
described bj LaRoque is offered as a modification of the

standard operative procedures employed for the cure of

inguinal and femoral hernia. The entire operation is "open."
The general peritoneal cavity is opened well above the hernia

and exploration is made carefully. Enucleation and removal
of the entire sac, including the redundant peritoneum in the

ret: i.m in a point well above the neck of the sac is surely

and safely accomplished with the minimum amount of

trauma to the cord and other structures in the region. The
internal ring and beginning of the spermatic cord can be

easilj and adequately lifted upward and outward, thus cer-

tainly obliterating the internal ring and actually transplant-

ing the proximal portion of the cord at its origin (both of

which procedures are useful I rather than merely shifting

only the middle or distal portion of the cord to an apparently

changed location (the needfulness and permanency of which
is questionable). Hernias which have been previously incom-
pletel] removed and in which the canal has been properly
sutured I so-called recurrences) with a portion of the original

sac and its neck remaining, may be cured completely with
the least trauma to the cicatricial tissue following the

operation and without the necessity of reopening a
partially or completely obliterated canal.

Suspension with Fascia Lata in Prolapse of Uterus.—Free-
man secures access to the uterus in the usual way. If the

is still within the childbearing period, she must be

Sterilized, best by ligation of the lubes with silk, dividing
them, and perhaps folding the severed ends on themselves.
\ strip ol ii lata about 6 inches in length and three-
fourths inch in width, is then obtained from the outer side

i (be fhi^hs. The uterus is held firmly while a
pair of small, sharp pointed, curved hemostatic forceps

i- plunged from .me side to the other directly through the
substance of the uterus close beneath the peritoneum covei

fundus, Inn n. . i penetrating int.. the cavity. The
n..iibl be entered just internal to the attachment of

oni of the tubes and brought .ml at a corresponding
\ |( on

thi opposite side, although n ih, organ is large it may be
v.. 11 t.. tunnel it somewhat more anteriorly in order to pre-
vent undue pressure on the bladder when the uterus is

suspended from the tendons of the recti muscles The strip

i is then dragged through so that its center rests in

lb- of the tunnel and its loose ends project from
ide. Catgut stitches are inserted to close the open-
the tunnel, thus preventing oozing and holding the
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fascia in place. The ends of the fascia are secured around
the tendinous insertions of therecti muscles in order to bind
the fundus of the uterus securely and closely to the anterior
abdominal wall. This is accomplished first by stripping back
the anterior sheaths of the muscles for a short distance
above the pubes, so as to uncover the tendons, and plunging
through these and the underlying peritoneum from without
inward, a pair of pointed hemostatic forceps with which the

ends of the fascial strip are seized and dragged into place,

one on either side of the abdominal incision. After the

peritoneum is closed, the ends of the fascial strip, which have
been retained in forceps to prevent retraction, are pulled
tight enough to hold the uterus firmly against the abdominal
wall and are then crossed over the median line, best bv tying

them in a half knot, and stitched securely to each other in

several places by means of chromic gut so that they cannot
slip. The wound is then closed in layers. Additional security
against slipping may be obtained by catching the ends of the
suspending fascia in the bight of a figure of eight silkworm-
gut suture used in closing the abdominal incision,

Fenestrated Band in Fractures of Bone.—Collins describes

a new metal band consisting of an alloy of nickel and silver

which he has used in operations on bone fractures.

Patella Splint.—The appliance used by Rectenwald consists

of thin leather straps and felt pads held in place by a mixture
of tallow (1 dram) and burgundy pitch (3 ounces).

Titles marked with an asterisk (") are abstracted below. Single
ca*c reports and trials of new drugs are usually omitted.

Archives of Radiology and Electrotherapy, London
October. 1919, 24. No. 5

' Spread of Cancer in Relation to Its Treatment bv Radiation.

W. S. Handlcy.—p. 137.

Lymphosarcoma Treated by Radium. D. Turner.—p. 154.

nation of Liver, Gallbladder and Bile Ducts.
K. Knox.— p. 156.

Importance of Radiologic Examination of Inferior Surface of Liver.

R. Ledoux-Lcbard.— p. 162.

Dublin Journal of Medical Science
Octotber, 1919, Third Series. No. 574

lance of Relativity between Physiologic Facts, E. Wooton.

—r ;

Ductless Glands. G. H. Davis.—p. 137.

Glasgow Medical Journal
iber, 1919, lo.

•Syphilis of Circulatory System. I. M
•Role of Fat in Etiology of Infantile Marasmus II S H

27.

With the 1/lST Lo«l.,„d Field Ambulance in Gallipolt. G. II. Edington.

—p. 238.

Syphilis of Circulatory System.— Mackenzie says that

cerebral arteritis lor meningitis) "t~ thi

should be treated with arsphenamin, beginning with

and gradually increased t" 0.4 gm. until a total >
> t 3 it 4 gm.

in Mercury should also be given, and the

controlled by examination '' and cerebro-

spinal tluid. Late cerebral arteritis (chroni

should be treated by the initial administration of mercury
and iodids for a fortnight, to be full. .wed by gradually

arsphenamin, the mercury and io

be continued meanwhile, and the n lied by

ation of the blood and cerebrospinal fluid. The
iirt.Tauii.iii urn-: bi I in the treati

a.-rtit i - and its coronary and myocardial complications.

Preliminary measure nic and dieti

taken before having re..

of arsphenamin. The general condition of the patient must
be such a> to pre. lude the p failure

.il to the vasomotor disturbances which occasionally
follow arsphenamin injection. The efficiency of the

tion mi: '

t.. as great an extent as is compatible
with the nature ..i" the lesions, [odid and mercury should be

administered orally fur a period of a fortnight, and, follow-

of 0.1 gin. of arsphenamin maj '

i

This should be repeated every three days for a fortnight, when
the dose may be increased to 0.2 gm. In no case should more
than 0.2 gm. be given at a time. Careful observation should
be made to note the possible advent of a vasomotor reaction
during the injection. This is heralded by a change in the

quality of the pulse, which takes on a bounding character
and increases in rapidity, and also by a flushing of the face.

If any of these phenomena appear, inject

i

immediately. The accessory treatment empl
cardiac syphilis with coronary disease, aortic regurgitation,
or angina should be continued. Yari. chronic
phlebitis of the later stages should be treated with arsphen-
amin and mercury in the ordinary way. In a case of chronic-
varicose ulcer, excellent results are obtained from the local
application of gauze soaked in a 1 in 30 solution of alkalized
arsphenamin. This may be alternated with the local appli-
cation of fresh human serum applied in the same w

Etiology of Infantile Marasmus. -In Hutchison's opinion
- no evidence to show that in infantile marasmus a

defective absorption of fat is a factor in its causation either

through imperfect digestion, passage of unduly large motions,
or through a defect in the absorptive capacity of the bowel
wall. Saponification of facts does not lead to loss of fat

through defective absorption. A high percentage of insoluble
soaps in the feces fat simply upsets the soap-fatty acid
balance, and since the insoluble soaps possess feebli

philic properties, constipation results. The iodin value of
the feces fat is lower than in health, and this suggests that
in marasmus there may be a qualitative error in absorption
rather than a quantitative one. The alkaline reserve of the
blood in marasmus is lower than in health, but the diminu-

mall, and .!...
i : an acidosis of an; gonse-

Thcre is no evidence that there is a lower alkaline
on a whole milk diet than on a weak fat milk, so

iparently in marasmus there is not an incomplete
metabolism of tat.

Indian Medical Gazette, Calcutta
October. 1919. 54. No. 10

Prevalence of Malaria and
Recommended for Prevention of Malaria in V
Wright.—p. 361.

Maternity and Child Welfare. I! \ Ghosh.— p. 365.
in India. F M

R
•Influence of 1: 1000 Platinum Solutioi B

X. Ankleaaria
LI Treated in th. - ., ce 1917.
Kuiidu.— p. 376.

Six Cases of K.,.lra Poisoning. D J

Use of Platinum Chlorid in Pneumonia. Ankle*
made use of a 0.1 per cent solution of platinum chlorid in

5 minim doses, in combination with Burncy N

cent quinin mixture, every four to six bonis, in the tl

of pneumonia. He claim results

t in some instances was i riking. Within
treatment .1 for the

better v. 'I le has also used quinin in a

what different form and manner. \n . I quinin

of ammoi iwder is then mad.
' liquor amm

now added I ind tin-

solution i-, filtered The filtrate thus obtained i~ added to .1

mixture i* labeled mixture It is

M 1 mi . - nr.im.

To the mi'' adult, In m
platinun Ided on the

minims 1
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Journal of Laryngology, Rhinology and Otology,

London
\ 34, I

•nuns. Pharynx,
Albicans

J S Fracer,

Diverticulum; l» I isca \\ II Kelson.—p. 444.

Lancet, London
a, '

liagnoi

II \

rreatnwnt ••( Lupus. II. A. Ellis.

i i V\

Microscopic Diagnosis of Amebic Dysentery. For the

motile and encysted, Haig

from tin- fresh stool, selecting, where

present, ntaining mucus and blood, on cover slips.

ated, without drying, smear downward, on the follow-

n isive sublimate I satui ated

'. 1 part. Fixation is com-

plete in about thirtj minutes. The smears are then placed

film upward in iodized alcohol in order to remove the last

of sublimate, washed in distilled water, and then

stained as follows: (1) Soak for several hours in a 4 per

lution of iron alum (made with violet crystals);

distilled water; (3) stain in Heidenhain's
• over night I ; (4 I wash in

er; (5) place in 1 per cent iron-alum solution

until di has reached a satisfactory stag

distilled water and counter stain with 5 pi

n; dehydrate through the alcohols, clear

in xylol, and mount on a slide in Canada balsam.

Mechanism of Immunization.—Mackenzie claims that the

addition of pancreatic coenzyme and of vaccine to serum or

lipolytic action. The serum so

idal properties. The resulting tissue

line appears in certain details to

I* different from pancreatic lipolysis. Preliminarj

indicate that serum (autoserum) diluted and heated

in which the ci nzymes of the scrum are present

i similar way the inactivi

serum. In induced tissue lipolysis an explanation in part is

natural and therapeutic immunization.

Picric-Brass in Treatment of Lupus.—Ellis now uses a

picric in sulphanilic acid. This is made
ulphanilic acid and raising to a

temper.:- tent addition of 1 per cent.

made. The combination has been named sul-

phanih pii ric acid taken up i

2 per cent., a; ol -how the presence of free

laims that its power of select

I) apparent on application,

rj than is

parations. I

i 1191.)

Bulletin de l'Academie de Medecine, Paris
82,

p 185.

oinot.—p. 191.

Twenty-Five Years of Diphtheria Antitoxin. -Martin ana-

and mortality

of diphtheria since the introduction of antitoxin in 1N'<4.

The hii - r hundred thousand inhabi-

Berlin in 188

at Paris. 100 in 1882. Since then 1'aris has never
-~ ' except in the year l'X)l. arid the average every-

as been below 20, and often below in The improve-
ment has been progressive and continuous, "Would that

oiher diseases might soon profil in the same way," he
exclaims, "by this fruitful union of the bacteriologist and the

practitio

Improved Technic for Cultivation of Anaerobes, -l.ignicrcs

ttention to the advantages ol .i semiliquid culture

medium for cultivating anaerobes, a s,,n, tremulous jellj

made bj adding onlj 0.2S per cent gelose to the bouillon.

He calls u "quartei gelose," and inoculates it with the germs
from a pipel as usual. In addition to the ordinary solid and

fluid culture mediums we now have the semifluid, which
affords the complete response to our qui

Operative Correction of Wrinkles. A method of taking

tip a fold in the skin in the shadow of the hair, etc., to

smooth out wrinkles was described in these columns. July
.
;

. 1919, p. 70. Bourguel gives the details of the principles

here, bul no illustrations.

Hyperthyroidism as Responsible for Sterility.—Blonde]
comments on the prevalence during the war of the emotional

factors known to cooperate in the production of exophthalmic
goiter, and remarks thai he has not been surprised to find

hyperthyroidism much more prevalent now than in former
peciall) in women, \ny one of the main symptoms,

the exophthalmos, the tachycardia, tremor or goiter, may
alone reveal the excessive functioning of the thyroid, and
explain any one of numerous trophic and other changes.

Chief among these he has noticed a decrease in the size of

the ulertis. This atrophy of the uterus is possiblj the

explanation of sterility in certain cases, and as such the

causal hyperthyroidism should he combated. There are

several ways of doing this, raying the thyroid, injecting

serum from thyroidectomized animals, thymus treatment, and
other means.

lie prefers thymus treatment, and has been using it for

- the routine treatment in exophthalmic goiter. He
gives half of a raw thymus from a lamb, chopped and mixed
with a little Hour, salt and butter to make small halls that

are mixed with soup as it is eaten. Subcutaneous injection

of the extract is more active, hut less convenient for (In-

patient. Thymus treatment is logical, he reiterates, on

account of the antagonism between the thymus and thyroid,

and years of experience have proved the soundness of these

premises. He warns in conclusion that we must be wary
in giving iodin in cases of amenorrhea or we may whip up an

incipient exophthalmic goiter. The thymus treatment in

these cases of sterility might be supplemented by massage
of the uterus and dilatation with laminaria for three or four

days, each month or two months. The pathologic condition

does not seem to be able to righl itself spontaneously but

with this treatment pcrscveringly carried out good results

btained in the majority of his cases.

Influence of Repose on the Blood Pressure of Army
Aviators.—Ferry explains the two main phases of aviators'

asthenia, and comments on the depressing and sclerosis-

inducing action on the human organism of aviation, and on
means to tavi this ofl a long as possible by rest, diuretics,

epinephrin, and heart tonics.

Calculation for Doses of Radiant Energy.—Guilleminot
gives the mathematical expressions for the penetrating power
of the roentgen rays.

Bulletin Medical, Paris
Oct. 4 and 11, 191". 33, Mos. 42-43

p 555.

'Traumatism of 1 1, - Wri
I

d A. Mouchet.—p. 567.

Curability of Renal Tuberculosis.—Cathelin discusses

whether there is a possibility that the tuberculous processes

in the kidneys which surgeons remove might have healed
under medical measures alone. The intense cystitis is the

surgical renal tuberculosis, and it is no more possible

medical measures alone than the lesions in

the kidney above. He defies any one to find a single speci-

men of kidneys preserved in the museum of the Hopital

d'urologie in which any medical treatment could have offered
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any chance of a cure. The medical cases, he reaffirm^, are
those with lesions in both kidneys, with pyuria and had
general condition. "Medical." here, means only "Bilateral:
Hands off." whatever the anatomic form may be. Study of
the physiology and the chemistry of the kidney will bring
further progress; the pathologic anatomy is of little moment
as the tuberculous process is single, although we encounter
it in different phases.

Mechanism of Traumatism of the Wrist.—Jeanne and
Mouchet illustrate the exact mechanism of the different ways
in which the wrist may become dislocated or fractured. This
gives the clue to treatment in each case. See review in Paris
Letter, p. 1625.

Bulletins de la Societe Medicale des Hopitaux, Paris
Oct. 10, 1919, 43, N

Prevalence of Acute Anginas. Courcoux and J. Lermoycz.—p. 79-1.

Kmetin with Bilharziosis of Bladder. Collignon anil M
ential Auscultation. L. Azoulay.—p. 797.

1 ?itinc Angle Tumor. P.
C. Chatelin and H. Bouttier.

•Alcohol in Cerebrospinal Fluid. E. Lenoble and F. Daniel.— p. 804
and p. 809.

Differential Auscultation.—Azoulay remarks that bifocal

auscultation seems to be almost unknown in France although
it has long been practiced in the United States but has
never been utilized to the full, he thinks. The lumen of the

stethoscope is too narrow, as a rule, and he has found that

it works best in connection with a telephonist's he
Oianges of attitude may facilitate the examination.

Alcohol in the Cerebrospinal Fluid.— In this fifth commu-
nication on this subject, Lenoble and Daniel report that

eight persons demonstrated that exactly 325 gm. of

absolute alcohol must be ingested before any appears in the

cerebrospinal fluid. It appears first in the urine, and dis-

appears early here. The subjects were in the hospital for

white 'welling, pulmonary emphysema or other chronic
pathologic condition, and the alcohol was given in wine or

rum. They describe further five cases in which the alcohol

found in the cerebrospinal fluid gave the clue to the diag-

nosis. In three cases this demonstrated that the alcohol bad
been responsible for the fatal cerebral hemorrhage, and
testified further that at least 325 c.c. of alcohol ha

ingested. In another case it proved that irregular epilepti-

form seizures and acts of impulsive violence which had been

ascribed to the underlying epilepsy were in reality the con-

sequences of alcohol intoxication. This case suggests the

necessity for revision of certain phenomena which .

attribute to petit mat. In the fifth case, mental impairment
and tendency to ataxia in the man of 5-1 were explained by

ii"l found in the lumbar puncture fluid during
eighteen days. When it finally disappeared from the fluid, all

the symptoms subsided also, and the diagnosis was cl<

the first time.

Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux
Oi ;

. I'M'', »»,

from Fractun oi Pelvis, I \ p, 423.

•Intermittent Claudicati p 427.

Mi of Sprrmatic Cord 1 Papin
•Path..l . -., ol Pupil Reflexes Cabai

Watch Station. J. Pi

Deformity from Fractured Pelvis.—Anderodias relal

cesarean section was done just as labor began, with com
h the bit side of the pelvis was reduced

at least a half from the obi fracture

Intermittent Claudication. Corner's patient was a woman
of 75 with renal sclerosis and intensely painful artel

the tibial An elastii Land was thrown around
the thigh at the upper third to relieve the pain, which it

accomplished at once The constriction was not tight enough
the pulse in the dorsal artery in the foot; it "as

kept up for two hours and repeated twice the next da) The
Intermittent claudication had been rapid]) pi

the edema, hypo-esthesia, hypothermia and some purpuric
patches indicated obliteration oi But the imme-

ibsidence of the pain and edema and the retrogression
of the entire syndrome seemed to indicate merely spasm of
the artery, on a basis of arteriosclen
Torsion of Spermatic Cord.— Papin reports two ca

one the torsion was of the recurring form with occasional
attacks of pain and abdominal reflex phenomena. In
Lapointe's compilation of thirty-seven cases, seven were of
this recurring form. In two thirds of the cases in which the
pedicle was untwisted and the testicle left unmolested, sup-
puration compelled its removal later. The infection respon-
sible for this may have been blood borne, or from the
usually coexistent hernia, or the operation may not have
been aseptic, the damaged testicle being defenseless against
genus that a sound organ would speedily master.

Modification of the Pupil Reflexes.—Cabannes di
retlex pupil anomalies in one or both eyes, especially non-
tabetic anomalies.

Journal de Radiologic et d'Electrologie, Paris
191 ::. Mo. 9

•Increase in Outline of Heart on Reclining. II. Dausset.—p. 385.
•Tubes for Roentgen Work. F. Arci 1

•Roentgenologic Signs of Abscess in Liver. I. Colancri.—p. 395.
I icctric Reactions in Tetanus. R. Gauducheau.— p. 403.

I Radium Emanations. A. Labordc.—p. 408.
loric and Duodenal I

> r iere an.

I

Jeandel.—p. 410.

Roentgenogram of Horseshoe Kidney. X, Voorhoeve. p. 414.
motherapy in Paget's Disease G Sard p. 416.
Dts of Luminous Particles in Gas. 11. Guilleminot.—p. 419.

Change in Outline of Heart in Different Positions. -

Dausset calls attention in particular to the increase in the
i i the heart when the subject reclines.

He found that the heart spread out in this way in twenty-
two of fifty men examined while twenty-five showed no
change. These were the strong and robust; men with flabby
muscles and not breathing with normal force were more apt
than others to show this spreading out of the heart area, hi

some, on!) a certain part of the heart spread out in this
way. which may prove useful in differential diagnosis. The
outline of the area may increase by as much as 30 sq. cm.

Tubes for Roentgen Work.— Arcclin analyzes some of the
phenomena presented by the tubes in instantaneous radi

ograph) with his timing record. They may throw new lighl
on the e. imposition of the rays He remark-
that the size of the /one of impact is an important factor in

the results. For radiotherapy, the zone of impact should be
generate and diffuse heat, but in seeking for a

minute foreign body, in the eye for instance, the smaller the.
/one of impact the better. It might be well to ask dealers to

specifj tl a tube.

Roentgenologic Signs of Abscess in the Liver. I

shows by six illustrations the presumptive sitins of at: .

in the liver. He (lasses them as static or radi

mat or radioscopic si«ns

The Electric Reactions in Tetanus. Gaudui
lb.- findings with elei I plied to muscles and
in i man who had quite recovered from tetanus, and in a

sei on.
| man just entered on con ponses

II far from normal.

Table for Radium Exposures. Labordc publishes ., long
table for read and compari
duration to radium emanations in closed tubes

Radiologic Findings After Operative Treatment of Gastric
and Duodenal Ulcer. -The numerous roentgenograms repro
I'" ed confirm tl ome when the pylorus has

bided by throwing a ligature around
above the lesion

eluded. Although the

.et thej havi

Roentgenotherapy in Paget's Disease,

woman of 70 lb- has now
. Ille date- from illli.

while two cases are still improving \in'\'

, more opinio
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The Movements of the Luminous Particles in Gases.—

Guilleminol describes experimental confirmation ol the kinetic

i heat, commenting on tin- special interest this has

Journal tl'Urologie, Paris
-.

and Delortj

"

Ascending Ureteritis. Rochet has been studying on dogs,

pigs infectio in the lower

urinary th intact or onlj slight!) involved kid-

rhe findings confirm his clinical experience that

spread upward, favored bj some retention or

chrome congestion of the ureter from some fi

i trauma of the ureter from a calculus or catheter.

g infection is less grave than the descending,

irrested in time by curing the cystitis, correcting

n and disinfecting the whole tract and rendering it

ermeable throughout. Some minor operation may lie

.
. tor this, to remove constricting bands, eti

ed in a young woman. She had been having

pain in the right ureter region, and
the catheter showed pyuria in the lower segment while urine

pelvis was normal. There was a history of occa-

brief nnld cystitis; onlj tin- colon bacillus and diplo-

• ! Horn the urine. The exposed
ureter was found dilated in the lower half, and embedded in

a thick fibrous sheath although the ureter walls were supple.

The ureter was merely freed from this adherent sheath, and
the clinical cure ha- been complete during the nine months

het ha- found that an oily or fat vehicle for

of the urinar. clings longer to the

effectual than an aqueous solution of the

ant. He is now testing the application to the
• the hladder of substances that may generate gas or

fumes that can find their way spontaneous!) into the ureters,

iodin. hydrogen dioxid or formaldehyd, for example.

Hydronephrosis Revealed by Trauma. -The hydronephrosis
in the ho> of 12 developed in about live days after the fall

fin the abdomen, anil .? liter- of blood-stained urine were
the kidney. In the eighteen similar cases on record

the average interval foul wick-, but in some
The operation in this case the

fifth day demonstrated beyond question that the hydro-
inding, and that the trauma had

and revealed it. The hoy's girth had
rather large.

Incontinence of Urine in Renal Tuberculosis.—This is

mmunication on this subject, and
relates that nocturnal incontinence of urine was the

ring the patient to the physician in two
twenty-eight cases of renal tuberculosis.

:

: and 17 years old. and the incon-' of increased frequency of

Microscopic Examination in Urologic Cases.—Two
ling instalment of Yivier's

examination i- instructive

and that there i- no
' plan i- to send the

Paris Medical
B,

Wounds Involving Both Chest and Abdomen. Schwartz
the diaphragm from

and he here lirii..

with the ample experience of the war. The
nled recently.

used for diaphragmatic hernia.

Chronic Tuberculous Endocaiditis. The 1>"\ of 13 whose
case i- described b) Nobecourl has chronii endocarditis
although he ha- nevei li.nl .null i heuinat ism. chorea 01

->.it let fever, but he -how- numerous local tuheivillous

lesions, caries of the -pine, spina ventosa, tuberculous
abscess, tracheobronchial glandulai lesions and mediastinals.

The hoy is thus km luberquleux el tin eardiaque, and treatment
and prognosis have to bear this in mind

To Combine Orthopedic Treatment and Heliotherapy.

Jaubert refer- to tuberculous joint disease, and shows the

different casts, splints, beds, etc., which ensure immobiliza
lion while permitting ample exposure to the sun. Hinged
plaster ca-t- can be removed during the exposures, and he

the technic for making very thin light casts with

celluloid or plaster and glue.

Presse Medicale, Paris

Oct. I 19, 2T, N i
i'"

ent of [ntolcranci for Milk. E. Weill.—p. 601.

To Cure Infants of Intolerance for Milk. Weill relates

that in the last six months he has had thirty hreast-fed

infants and eleven partly breast fed who all presented

digestive disturbances for which no infection nor intoxica-

tion could be incriminated, and no lesion of any kind could

be found. lie reasoned that these digestive disturhanc.es

must he a manifestation of anaphylaxis, and he sought to

combat them by antianaphylaxis, that is. by subcutaneous

injection of milk. The favorable results surpassed all his

anticipations. This vaccination is specific; human milk vac-

i inates against hreast milk alone, and cow's milk against

cow's milk. The infants given the injection six months ago
have had no relapses and have developed normally since.

Mr describes eight cases to show the different types of dis-

turbance- from intolerance of milk in infants without organic

lesions. Some vomit soon or late after most of the feedings,

and the milk may he quite fluid; some have a higher number
of stools. They are greenish and accompanied with chafing.

< lr there may be tenacious constipation. These digestive

disturbances are usually associated with nervousness. The
hake often screams after feeding as if suffering, until it

vomits. It is restless, starts at the slightest sound, stiffens

in its mother's arms, and is hard to get to sleep, but there

is no fever and the general condition keeps good. Eczema
or impetigo may be observed, but no eruptions suggesting
anaphylaxis. Change to another milk or food or certain

drugs may correct the disturbances, but only transiently; the

latter return sooner or later. The best results have been

obtained 'Alien milk w-as dropped entirely, hut infants are

unable to thrive in the long run without milk.

In some of his cases the intolerance for hreast milk was
apparent from birth; in others, not until a month or two
later. ( iiii previously healthy infant developed them at till-

age of 1 month when the mother had a phlegmon. Inter-

current disease in either the babe or the mother may modify

the milk or the digestion so that this intolerance may become
manifest at any time. The identity of symptoms and of the

therapeutic influence of the subcutaneous injection of the

milk -bows the common basis for the primary and
ir) intolerance. He injects the milk in the Hank as a

nili With row'- milk, there is a rise in temperature for

a few hours but not with the milk from the nursing woman.
i'ir, n, .n induced slight shock for ten or

fifteen minutes, the extremities growing cold. The hreast

milk can be injected raw, boiled, or heated to HO C. J cow's

milk should be boiled or heated to 110 C. for twenty minutes.

II be best It the improve-
not pronounced, he mak< a econd or third injection,

ing always by the Besredka progressive method, first

then 2 c.c. an hour later and not until after three

hours the full dose of 5 or 10 c.c. In one case severe

laryngospasm in an infant of 12 months seemed to be
arre-ted by less than I c.c. of the milk injected twice. Weill
is now trying thi- antianaphylaxis in cases ol congenital
vomiting, injecting boil, the mother and the infant with tin-

milk.
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Oct. 22, 1919, 37. No. 61

•Surgery of the Large Intestine. J. Okinczyc.—p. 613.

im Cacodylatc in Relapsing Fever. J. L. Peyre.—p. 615.

Artificial Anus.—In this instalment of his article on the

surgery of the large intestine, Okinczyc gives an illustrated

description of the technic for making and for correcting an
artificial anus.

Oct. 25, 1919, 37. Xo. 62

lis of the Stomach. R. Ben-auiie anj L. Rivet, -p. 621.

Syphilis of the Stomach.—Bensaude and Rivet review the

manifold forms in which syphilis may manifest itself in the

stomach, describing with the ro ic findings a

number of typical cases. There are no pathognomonic symp-
toms, but when everything else can be excluded, syphilis can

generally lie accepted, as also when there is multiple localiza-

tion, as in esophagus and stomach, or the skiagram is

unusual. A vigorous course of arsenical treatment improves

the general condition whatever the cause, as a rule, but in

syphilis the local lesion shows marked improvement

By this twofold effect they were able to differentiate and
cure the syphilis in ten recent cases. This drug test is most
instructive when it has been preceded by failure of dieting

and the other ordinary measures for treating stomach
derangement, [odin and mercury by the mouth are usually

well borne in case of gastric syphilis, while lesions of other

kinds are aggravated by them. Stenosis once installed is

scarcely amenable to any medical treatment, but before this

stage is reached there is no pathologic condition which yields

brilliant therapeutic successes as gastric syphilis

Progres Medical, Paris
Sept. JO. 1919, 34, Xo. 38

•Primary Suture tor Skull Wound-. E Chauvin.— p. 371.

;enology of Tuberculosis. L. Ribadeau Dumas.— p. 373.

•Ether in Treatment of Tetanus. Audrain.— p. 376.

•Vaccine Therapy of Typhoid. I'. LaFa
Presentatioi II Vignes.— p. 378.

Primary Suture After Wounds of the Brain. '

reports eighteen cases with thirteen healing by primary inten-

tion after primary suture. The outcome is not known in

the other cases or they arc still under treatment; onlj one

was still wearing the drain when discharged. He sutured

without draining only in four cases, but he never left the

drain in place for over three days.

Early Diagnosis of Tuberculosis.—Ribadeau-Dumas expa-

tiates on the valuable aid from roentgenology in di

incipient tuberculosis. It not only locales the focus in the

lung but shows up the diseased mediastinal glands winch are

the most evident tuberculous lesions in children.

Ether in Treatment of Tetanus.—Audrain slates thai the

benefit from intramuscular injection of ethei in wl

cough inspired him to treat tetanus by inhalation of ether.

The amount was not enough to put the patient to sleep.

The patient held tin- mask himself and the ether was given,

morning and night, by the drop or teaspoonful

patients thus tn - red, but the eighth died il.

il which chlorin impurities m the ether

were probably responsible

Vaccine Therapy in Typhoid. LaFo
s of i;, phoid ;

all r.

under the vaccine was striking in 24;

in 1-'. and 1" de eloped complii ..-

1 ion- and 4 had a rel

Breech Presentation. \ 1 11 recent publi-

ject,

Revue Franc, de Gynecologie et d'Obstet., Paris

August, 1919. 1 I.

'The Juttominor I'. Ivi in. mi lit

I I rine Cervix. I' I

lly.lr
i Uterua. J. D

I Uteni A. Gi

The Justominor Pelvis. Demelil ippl to the

11
1 narrow in u 1 ell formed

It may l>c "i the adull typ< bu( undulj small or il 1

of the infantile, funnel shape. The hips are narrow, the

diameter from crest to nest is only 24 or 25 cm. instead of

the normal 27 or 28. and the diameter from spine to spine

only IS to 21 cm. Menstruation is usually late, and some
endocrine disturbance is n or ibis and for the

premature junction of the epiphyses or primary points of ossi-

fication which arrests the growth of the pelvis, jusl as pre-

mature occlusion of the fontanels arrests the growth of the

skull. The accoucheur should lie warned by the external

measurements of the pelvis, roentgenography, etc. Pre-

mature delivery at the eighth month is advocated
I

but this has more drawbacks than advantages. If the con

diameter is 9 cm. or less, cesarean section at term is

far preferable. Forceps is better than version if delivery

by the natural route is attempted; the head should be in the

oblique diameter and convergent forceps chosen. The diffi-

culty increases with the progress of labor with this type of

peh is.

Erosions of the Uterine Cervix.—Christides extols the
advantages of Filhos' paste as a caustic but nontoxic treat-

ment for erosions of the cervix Its former vogue died out
on account of the difficulty of applying it. but he h

quered these difficulties and describes seven cases in detail

to show its superiority to other methods of treatment in old

rebellious cases when operative measures are refused. The
caustic of Filhos is a mixture of caustic potash and quick-
lime in alcohol, in pencil form. Aubert has also reported
excellent results in fifty cases. The caustic is applied with
special forceps to the erosion and is held there until this

mucosa turns black and oozes. This takes only two or three

minutes at most. The surface is then wiped off and tam-
poned with medicated gauze Two vaginal douches are given
daily and the application is repeated when the eschar has
dropped. From two to four applications are the maximum.

Premonitory Signs of Eclampsia. Van Cauwei
writes from Ghent to comment on the frequency of eclampsia

and the scarcity of warning symptoms from it. The
urine was often apparently normal, hut eclampsia was most
common when there had been digestive disturbances, uncon-
trollable vomiting in particular. In suspicious eases, vene-
section may be useful, or at least the natural losses

should n- '--il before an amount of 1,1 I equivalent

to a venesection has been lost. Hence pituitary tn

is contraindicated. In one of the five lampsia
reported in detail, a primipara of 18 had had actually no
symptoms, except a little pain in the stomach, when the
eclampsia developed. Ill another case, except lor two periods

of vomiting, early and late in the pregnancy, conditions were
normal, but the young woman died in a convulsion. Another
woman had a rapid deliver] after iiittiit.it > extract I

inertia ot the utei i

labor had commenced, accompanied b\ frequent vomiting.

Deliver) was rapid btil the uterus kepi contracted for forty

eight hours, and there ' any blood lost. Thirteen
hours later cramps in the stoma, b 'lowed in four

dsioiis and coma, but the woman rei

In Iwo previous pi. • had been vomiting bill

in. eclampsia. In this latest delivery, the piti

was no) the 11,11.,

Ii ]iri\ iny the worn in nt, and
tipping tin s.ai,- 11.

| impsia. The intei

which it i: .Is,, tend 1., bring

In the fifth c.i

minima but during labor there were headaches and dia

turbailee in vision and a little edema in pulsion

was rapid and then I bl I. The
bleeding kepi up j,'i some time, bui be refrained from

il or pituitai , to ai .,1 blood w as

followed by immediati

di m that eclampsia had been impending m •'

I. H aided oil bj ll

Revue Neurologiquc, Paris
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lnti.ispin.il Treatment of Syphilitic Diseases of the Central

Nervous System. Lafora now has .1 record ol fifteen cases

il paralysis in which the manifestations "i the dis-

ised undef his treatment, not only the

symptoms but the laboratory findings in the lumbar punc-

ture fluid .i- well, ["his lattei does with the

spontani il paralj sis. I he -

- i.. diagnose the disease in its earliest

. it has been under waj foi more than six or

eight months This 1- possible, he explains, by the laboratory

.! fluid and blood ("wo of these

laracteristic of general paralysis

namely, the Wassermann test applied with only 0.2

11.il fluid, and the special curve of ilu-

i- figure being very different from the

erebrospinal syphilis, With these

an be detected even before

symptoms become manifest. Then intraspinal

- and perhaps permanently.

be Wept up possibl) for a year and a half, thai is.

until the five laboratory reactions are permanently negative.

or ten months sufficed in some of his cases.

atmenl proved almost always effectual in eight

-. the subjective symptoms rapidly subsiding,
•-. symptoms. It also proved the

ffectual means to arrest progressive amaurosis, and
in syphilitic radiculitis it suppressed the pains much better

than intravenous treatment. He gives intravenous treatment

in the intervals, testing the susceptibility In gradual thera-

pentic preparation, both intraspinally and by the vein,

- in minute detail. His list includes also four

I syphilitic spinal and two of cerebral paraplegia.

1111 prepared in vitro by the Byrnes and
injections are made by the

intervals of from four to six days, <hi] gm. of mer-
cury and arsphenamin. The first intraspinal injection was
made with arsphenamized serum, never more than

I the maximal dose ever reached was 4 111%:. of

mercuric chlorid or 7 mt of (French) neo-arsphi

The int< from twenty to forty days while the

the vein were made aboul twice a week, alter-

nating the mercury and the neo-arsphenamin and suspending
.'i six months. The

of this treatment is extremely manifest in syphilitic pn
•• invaded the deep parenchyma <•( the

m, and meningeal lesions are only jusl

I lis previous report on the

mentioned in these columns, Dec. 14. 1918,

Nervous Manifestations of Typhus.— I'aulian refers to the

in typhus, and the unequal pupils.
-" per cent, of his cases, and it was

months later. suggesting syphilis. Neuritis is also

cases with this complication. In

•
. :al diplegia developed nine months

in two others during convalescence.

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel
19,

. Kffect ol Opium Pr< j'.i

Partial Antigens in Diagnosis and Treatment of Tuber-
culosis.- Wahhard Much partial

• timon;

• applied them in 1

irally healthy. 54 with bone
!

4.? with urogenital tuberculosis.
.: 157 tailed to respond and >'

rere normal chil-

dren and young people. The titer of the 1 espouse varied
within brief periods, the conditions being apparently

ime at each •• 11 as if the theory of the

partial antigens is not based on solid premises, but it is

important for re-car. h on immunity, and deserves further

:ght on many obscure points. Striking

was not obtained with the partial antigens in any

instance, bul some improvement was evident in some of the

29 .ascs of bone 01 joint tuberculosis and 5 of urogenital

The Influence of the Motphin Content on the Constipating

Action of Opium Prepaiations. The research ».is done on

cats, ami ten roentgenograms show tin progress of the

1 meal. Uhlmann states that his findings con

the different action of morphin and opium Ilu former

whips up peristalsis, while tin latter induces relaxation,

a< tual atony. Willi coli, pains, morphin arrests the paiiis

Inn the peristaltic movements persist or may Ik- exaggi 1 ited

Opium arrests the pains likewise, bul in a different way, by

relaxing and quieting the bowel

Gazzetta degli Ospedali e delle Cliniche, Milan
Sept.

Psychology 1
' Simulatii ol War. Pellegrini.—p.

Policlinico, Rome
Aug 17, 1919, 26,

i ..null.. Artom.—p. 985.

"Acute Lymphatic Lent.. 1: Ga isirrini.— p. 996.

Typhus in Prisoners' Camp in Italy. Artom found at the

ies dining an epidemic of 5011 cases of typhus at the

prisoners' camp at Bari thai edema of the brain, bronchoi

pneumonia, and nephritis were constant. The mortality

among the prisoners was 2(1 or 30 per cent, as they were
debilitated from inadequate food before they had been

taken prisoner. Among the Italian troops in the region the

mortality was only 4 or 5 per cent. In one case there was
no spotting at any time and none could be induced although

the typhus was otherwise typical \.mong unusual complica-

tions were laryngeal paralysis, panophthalmitis, intensely

painful peripheral neuritis, and inflammatory processes in

ear and parotid (fifty) and gangrene from arterial throm-
bosis, bilateral in most of the cases.

Acute Lymphatic Leukemia.— The boy of 15 died two
months after the first symptoms had been noted, but a

period of marked improvement had followed an intravenous

injection oi antistreptococcus serovaccine. There was a

violent reaction with intense chill for an hour then fever of

40.2 C. Then great improvement followed; by the third day

the leukocytes had dropped from 220.000 to 55,200 and by
the twelfth day to 6.4(H) and the proportion of immature cells

was much reduced. The uric acid content of the urine

increased materially at the same time, confirming the actual

leukolysis. An intercurrent febrile gastro-intestinal derange-
ment from an error in diet aggravated the anemia, and the

boy died within two days.

Aug. 24, 1919, 26, X... .!)

ii Typhus. K Montel le.— p. 1009.

Modification oi Bassini Method. M. Battaglia. p. 101 J.

River Fever in Japan. C. Basilc— p. 1016.

The Cerebrospinal Fluid in Typhus.—Monteleone was
impressed with the high tension and high albumin content

of the lumbar fluid in typhus, while the Nonne reaction was
constantly negative. Agglutination with the proteus X

i<-(l parallel with the blood and spinal fluid.

Improved Herniotomy.— Battaglia extols the advantages of

edification of the Bassini technic which he describes.

pan the threefold layer as for a Bassini, and sutures

with cross or D'Antona sutures if the muscles are stout. If

not, he takes U sutures, the loop passing through the muscle

above and from within. The suture at the pubif

the rectus muscle. When the sutures are drawn up
the planes lap. and recurrence of the hernia is practically

impossible With this technic he has never felt the need
for plastic reenforcement, not even in men of 60 to 75 with
hernias of ten or twenty years' standing, actual eventrations.

Brazil-Medico, Rio de Janeiro
", 191V. 33, No. 35

final Fistula J. Adeodato.— p. 273.

S, I'M''. 33. No. 36

Quinin in M:,lar,:,. Alvaro da Franca Rocba.—p. 281.
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Vesicovaginal Fistulas.—Adeodato relates that the gap in

the vesicovaginal septum in the case he describes v.

in diameter. The perineum had been lacerated, besi

the delivery about two years before. The fistula was readily
corrected by a modification of the Fergusson-Braquehaye
method, but he ascribes this succes rstematic prep-
aration of the woman for the operation. With a retention
catheter the urine was diverted, and hexamethylenamin and
sodium benzoate were given, along with hot vaginal douches
and tonics. Under this treatment the urine returned to

normal, and the fistula became much smaller so that the

operation \va- much
facilitated. He dis-

the tissues to

ite the vesical

and vaginal walls for

1 cm. back from the

fistula all around,
leaving a layer of

\ aginal tissui adhi i

-

i nl to ili<- bladder tis-

sue in a ring around
tula. The blad-

drawn up and su-

tured, turning in the

a with the

crown of vaginal tis-

this to

the blad-

der lumen. I

inal o p en i n

then closed with a su-

ture thread passed
i the farthest

I
oints of the

tion of the 1

1

vaginal tissue Bj

this means the fi

tula was strengthened with quadrupli

ill prob-

tbly bei in time as the bladdei stretches

and relaxes.

Gaceta Medica de Caracas
26, No. 17

al method

2 and I

method.

•\

i

Kerran.— p. 181.

Ptosis of Liver with Cholecystitis. The woman had had
attach .if vomiting and fever with pain in the ilia''

Fossa but tlif region was to,, tender for palpation and the

walls were rigid I 1
1

- laparotomy on the

chronii appendicitis, disclosed instead a much
in the galll !

the li\er had sagged until it reached near!} t.. thi

The tip ni' the gallbladder wa
illbladder

and pus gn ing at; m The
i 1918, hill a

number have been d

Care of the Insane 'lie revolution

in insane as] lums sini

and desi of the kind in . ha

Cabred in \> the Magdalcna colony in Peru.

: . k! -. and -

1913, ami. without wailing for the

in- authoritii

asylum burned the "Id strait-jackets and oil

fur forcible constraint, "It was like an ..

former daj s,"

d the new
follow in thi

Peru

Vaccination Against Tuberculosis. I In- i

his method

against tuberculosis, as he presented it at tile recent Spanish
medical congress. See Madrid Letter, page li >74

Gaceta Medica de Cartagena
July-September. 191", U. .v.. 19-21

iitjr for Sanatoriums for Tuberculosis. J. D. Tunon.—p. 3.
Placenta Praevia. Lengua.—p. 8.

Ktliics. - p. 12.

Necessity for Sanatoriums for the Tuberculous.—Tunon
says in the curse of his .

progress would lie realized ii the public dread
as they dread leprosy, and made provision in the same way

legation. Leprosy is very far from
as tuberculosis, thi which are s|

every breath, every
to the authorities for the Ec a sanatorium

il His in the Cartagena district. There is already a

sanatorium for lepers.

Code of Ethics.—This proposed code was described in

these columns recently, page 1170.

Medicina Ibera, Madrid
s,.

193.
•Infantile Gastro-Enteritis. .1 I

Infantile Gastro-Enteritis at Malaga. Llorens .Molt,.

-i milk stations and well I)

mean- avail 1. the extremely high death
Hong infants in Malaga.

Oct. -1. 1919, 9, Xo. 100

ing of Pathologic Anatomy. I. p, 1.

i for Heli itfa

D

Differential Diagnosis of Hydatid Cyst. Lopez in

-pie examination of tin- sputum, i puncture
fluid in search for thi vines of the parasite:
also on the eosinopl il

plement test, the value of which With

disease without sul

futile operation.

Plus-Ultra, Madrid
Jim, 2, 1.'

H
Instrur

en . h: lumi ienc)

'Recurrii '

I

Insanity in the United States.

with much detail the census compiled b) the < ommil
.ii ..1 Mi in., i i

that "the lai

tin - mount up to 1,500 a month, a

r. and the
I

.

Pure Insufficiency of Pulmonary Valves. Del

id dilation with a

murmur heard loud

:
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Recurring Dislocation ol the Shoulder, i

g dislocation t" relaxation ol the sub

•in- bj suturing the free

the anatomic

the lips of the biceps 1 his simple

d the purpose admirably in the single case in which

date The man, an .n iator, has had no

during the seven m

Prensa Medica Argentina, Buenos Aires

Jalj

Syphilis.

Syphilitic Perienteritis ["his is the concluding instal-

illustrated article on the

chronic »yn en which mA > be a u,r ' 1 >

herited syphilis ( astex and Delfor

a very frequenl -perhaps the most fre-

- bands and kinks. The inherited

et of chronic symptoms with-

mic lesions. The disturbances i

the endocrine glands which arc

stimulators an.l regulators, the suprarenals

particular. This type of chronic disturbance

and treatment quite different from those

peri-enteritis, but the two types were

. . .., In six I pi al cases described,

nd two women of 25

irgical measures besides specific

H or a complete cure was

cd in all.

I

63.
i

. mary

Ascites from Inherited Syphilis. --'I he child of 4 had had

rth, and the liver

ites had de

treatment for

•" intercurrent

b) return ol i ridently

md intervention

Then under mercurial treatment

nical health.

Heliotherapy plus Tuberculin in Treatment of Tuberculosis

of the Urinary Apparatus. three cases of

• both, in two men of

m which all the symptoms

nder combined heliotherapy and

treatment. He began with only five minutes'

The doses of

imitate Nature's

al amounts gen-

ii three other similar

d, and in a seventh

Rcpertorio de Medicina y Cirugia, Bogota

. iiional Medical Congre*

Revista Medica, Puebla, Mexico

;• 14.

ional Secrecy. Vallejo discusses whethei the

ii.,\ , an] i ighl to i ompel a phj jician to

. . ,

,
i onnection « ith

'•

,, bill wa

lature to com] i to report to the I

li Salubridad all thi syphilitica among their client*,

Vallejo quoti i
I [ippoi rati s' oath o I

liability of the pi oft i I ecret/, and states thai a

miliar .ted of the medical graduates of the

itj oi tkiontpellier. He would like to have a similar

oath made pari of the graduation procedures everywhere.

I he Mexican laws on privileged communicatioi

in the main on the United Stati law He reproduces the

principal paragraphs, and points out certain contradictions,

ami emphasizes thai society has other and more important

interests than mere conviction of criminals.

Intravenous Injections in the Neck.—Vasconcelos' two

photographs show the technic for injection into the jugul n

vein IK cites Najera, who witnessed in 1912 injections by

the jugular vein, and Leredde who in his (1917) work men-

tions the advantages of the jugular vein For injection in

children. Vasconcelos congratulates Kaliski for hi

work on the subject in Thi Journal, May 31, 1919, p. 1613,

seeking to render more popular this method which with a cer-

tain --kill is simple, harmless and useful. He has applied this

technic himself in giving arsphenamin to five men and neo-

arsphenamin to five women, and the patients found it more

le than by a vein in the elbow. But he prefers the

latter for the routine route, next the jugular, or a vein in

head or foot, or by the rectum, never utilizing a varicose

vein, as Kosenheck proposes, as tins might set up phlebitis.

Hospitalstidende, Copenhagen
Oct. 1. 1919, <fi. No. -til

'Simultaneous Extra-Utei ' egnancy. M. Fei

1113.

'Abnormal!) Si H K. Secher.—p. 1119.

Normal plus Extra-Uterine Pregnancy.—Fencer comments

thi rarity of the coincidence ol intra uterine and extra

uterine pregnancy. In Neugebauer's compilation of 169

case-, the diagnosis had been incarcerated retroflexion in

.md the attempt in 3 of the cases to con
hi 127 of the cases rupture led to

intervention, hut in the majority the intra-uteriile pi

red at the time, the changes in the uterus

iiilnii.il to the influence of the tubal pregnancy. The
gravid uterus usually expelled its Contents soon afterward.

.i- in the personal cas< he di tcribe Eleven days after the

laparotomy Eoi the ruptured tubal pregnancy, phlebitis devel-

.i found in the vagina. The preg-

nancy continued uninterrupted only in ,S of the 70 ill this

group. In 4ii oi the 169 cases the uterus abortion occurred

fust, and the extra-uterine was not suspected; 27.S
i

i lac! "i proper operative measures when the tube

ruptured. Death usually occurred in an hour and was
ink from the abortion. Even in the cases in

winch a prompt lap; I
woman, the ectopic

iip,: 111 L' ol I In Id'' cases hoth preg-

continued to the twenty-eighth week or to term In

4 cases both children were viable, the accoucheur delivering

one from within and one from outside the uterus. Ill 10

he extra-uterine fetus was expelled through a fistula.

the women succumbed to fulminating intraperitoneal

hemorrhage ill these late ear- The main thing is I" hear

in mind the possibility of a normal plus an ectopic pregnancy.

i in that we are apt to foi

leugebauer, the true condition n ed al the

m only in 7 cases.

Small Hearts. Secher n ent literature on the

ill or drop heart, pendulum heart and
: il

r powei

ion Gei| j figui i

.ma ol the hear! and d the figure

rial

it under 14 in 10 pi
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RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY OF THE
HAND*

JOHN' C. WILSON, M.D
LOS ANGELES

AND

CLAREXCE II. HYMAN, M.D.
CLEVELAND

One of the most perplexing problems that were pre-

sented to the orthopedic surgeon during the war was
the restoration of function in injuries of the hand.
Each case presented many difficulties rather than a

single problem. Complete restoration of function, or
as nearly complete restoration as possible, is essential

before the full duty of the surgeon to the soldier is

fulfilled. An all too frequent mistake has been to send
the man with imperfect function of the hand to bis

home to work out motion in the wrist or some of the

small joints of the hand by himself. Many of these

men live in remote districts anil will never come under
medical supervision again.

It has not seemed practicable to divide this subject

in any way; therefore an attempt will be made t<

the picture as it actually presents itself. Injuries of

the wrist joint will be considered in a general way
because of tbe necessity of securing the proper relation

of the hand to the forearm.

INJURIES TO SOFT PARTS

Dorsal Surface of the Hand.—These wounds were
found to be due for tbe most part to machine gun
ballets or fragments of shell casing, and as a

rule they were of the oblique type, ["he doi sal surface
of tbe band is exposed to projectiles to .i

man the palm because of tbe position assumed when
it is hanging by the side or when it is active. Cica-
tricial tissue follows these wounds because of tbe

presence of in fi -i tion in all instances. |

Unsightly, often tender and easily abrade. 1, but they
interfere to a l< er degree than does the presence of
scar tissue in the palm of the band.

Frequently, cicatrices of the dorsum of the band
may be excised and tbe skin freed sufficiently to allow

closure of the defect due to tbe removal of the scar
tissue, in case this procedure is followed, care must
DC taken to preserve tbe circulation in all parts of
tbe skiti flaps, for. although 3 J small skin

I
s Army General Hospital, No. 6

at which Or. Wil K is , bit f ol

I lie of lack of space, this article is abbreviated hy tin
of many , ,

copy of which may be obtained on appli ithors.

slough lias occurred, this method of skin repair has

ed satisfactory.

Palmar Surface of the Hand.—Extensive scarring

of tbe palm of the hand may lead to contrac-

tures of tbe thumb, as in Case 10 ( bigs. 1, 2
and 3). The skin of tbe palm cannot readily

be mobilized ; hence excision of an appreciable
amount of scar tissue leaves defects that must be

1 by skin and fat from other parts of tbe body.
'Tin's is best accomplished by transplantation of a

seetion of skin, fat and superficial fascia from the

abdominal wall by means of the method d

Babcock as illustrated in Figures 4 ami 5. The aTea

of scar tissue is completely excised in order that the

Upply between tbe flap and bed max be readily

established. A flap of skin, superficial fascia, and fat

is dissected free from tbe abdominal wall, except for

the pedicular attachment, which should if possible be
the superior portion of the flap. Great care should be
taken to make the flap lit tbe bed accurately. It is

then sutured along tbe free border to the skin margins
of the bed, care being exercised not to constrict the

pedicle of the transplant. The hand is then put up in

a comfortable dressing for a period of about nine days.

During this time the abdominal flap will acquire suffi-

cient blood supply to allow the pedicle to

In all probability tbe union between the sutured flap

and tbe skin margin will be complete; but it may be

possible that one of tbe corners of the transplant will

show signs of necrosis, and a definite lim

tion may be present. In case this h;is occurred, the

ma . be m mimed away and the

edge of the transplant approximated to the skin mar-
gin, usuall) resulting in prompt union By this means
a serviceable skin led in pla

tender cicatrix, and a suitable bed is secured for the
tendons.

TENDON INJURIES

Eew of tile projectiles passed completely l'

tbe band, and as a result tbe greater number of these
cases w.-re injuries onl\ of tbe extensor tendons. In

twenty-five eases tbe extensor tendinis were involved,

and in three cases only tbe flexor tendons; m four

cases both flexor and extensor tendons bad been sub-

jected to injury. In tbe last group, tbe dam.'

done by a ptoje. tile entering mi tbe dorsal sui

tbi- band and passing out through tbe palm.

I line distinct t
, h tendon in

men) may be described, namely, complete division,

partial di\ i-ioti and adl

Complete Division.—Winn complete division bad

taken place, it was not uncommon I

ends embedded deepl) in callous oi in the
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hand in a plane correspon Ijng to the course of the
projectile. B) careful dissection the tendon could be
freed and often exhibited very little destruction, a fact

that proved of great value in considering the repair.

Partial Division.—In the small number of cases in

which the tendons were partially divided, an over-

Fig; 1 (Case 10).—Perforating gunshot wound of the hand with lar Ko

tin- thumb and the nrst
two lingers have been divided. Note the adduction deformity of the
thumb.

production of fibrous tissue along the remnants of the

tendon sheath and beneath the skin prevented return

of function. Prior to operation it was impossible to

differentiate this group.

Adherent Tendons.—Tendon adhesions were due
to lacerated wounds in the long axis of the hand,
followed by infection. The differentiation between
this ty: and complete division presented no
?reat difficulty for the reason that attempted active

extension of the digits showed distinct evidence of

force being transmitted along the tendon course.

For the sake of classification, these three groups
have been described in detail ; hut one must hear in

mind the fact that rarely was a single one of these

conditions present at one time.

Treatment of Tendon Injuries.—That a moderate
range of joint motion must precede tendon function is

an axiom well worth remembering. It is useless to

a repaired or liberated tendon to combat an

:trix has been excised, tendons repaired, and
tirel]

ankylosed joint; therefore in describing the treatment
of tendon injuries the range of motion
of the joints of the hand to be moderated;.

Complete Division.—When tendon division had
taken place, tendon repair or tendon transplantation
was, of course, considered. By careful dissection it

was possible at times to separate enough of the tendon
from the cicatricial tissue to allow end to end repair.

When such yaps were present that end to end repair

was impossible, the extensor indicis and extensor
minimi digiti were available for transplantation as

extensors to any of the digits except the first. The
tendon of the extensor carpi radialis hrcvior may he

transplanted into the distal tendinous portion of the

extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis or extensors longus
or brevis pollicis, as iii Case 38. In case of ankylosis

"i the wrist, the extensors carpi radialis longior and
brevior, the extensor carpi ulnaris, and the flexors

carpi radialis and ulnaris may he utilized.

Partial Division.—When partial division had taken

place, the rational procedure was followed. The ten

don- were liberated from the bed of scar tissue and
the divided portion sutured. In many cases of com-
plete or partial division, adjacent tendons were found
to he hound down to the metacarpals or the interossei

by dense scar tissue.

Adherent Tendons.—The problem of tendon adhe-

sions was met by tendon liberation and early active

motion, which should he understood to he due to active

contraction of muscles which will produce motion of

the affected tendons, or by tendon liberation and an

autogenous fat and fascia transplant. Fat and fascia

were transplanted in eight cases, infection following

in one case within forty-eight hours. In four cases,

the skin remained healed for fourteen days, when the

skin margins separated slightly, liberating a consid-

erable amount of oily fluid, the result of fat decom-
position. In two cases, the wounds healed promptly
after the discharge, and in the two remaining, infection

followed and the transplants were extruded, leading of

course to absolute failure. In three cases, satisfactory

return of tendon function followed. If a fat and
fascia transplant is used, the difficulties of skin closure

arc multiplied several fold. In view of the skin defects

that were dealt with, it is possible that conclusions

should not be drawn from these cases. However, the

fact remains that the best results were obtained with-

out fat and fascia transplants, in cases in which early

active motion was instituted, often within a few hours
after operation.

IKACTURES OF THE CARPUS

Fractures of the carpus are considered only so far

as they are factors in determining the relationship of

the hand to the forearm. In several instances, frac-

tures of the scaphoid and semilunar bones with dis-
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placement of the proximal fragment were found to

limit dorsal flexion by mechanical blocking, and as a
result the muscle balance of the hand was destroyed
(Cases 7 and 12). This lesion was only a component
part of the picture, but necessitated consideration

before perfect functional restoration could be gained.

Even though a considerable range of motion was pres-

ent in an arc of palmar flexion, measures to bring the

hand into a position of dorsal flexion with somewhat
of a sacrifice, if necessary, of the arc of motion seemed
advisable for the sake of restoration of the normal
muscle balance.

When the carpal bones had been extensively
destroyed, radial deflection of the hand was found to

occur in conjunction with palmar flexion. The articu-

lar surfaces of the radius and ulna were often

destroyed by the injury or the associated infection.

Motion in the position of deformity was painful, and
the deformities showed great tendency to recur after
correction by mechanical measures.
The best results were obtained by carporadio-ulnar

resection of bone, sufficient to allow correction of the

deviation of the hand and to allow the hand to be set at

an angle of 40 degrees of dorsal flexion, with fixation

in this position until firm bony ankylosis had occurred.

care being taken to preserve tendon and joint function

during this period.

pedicle a

vasculari;
free.

rid ready to be cu
dotted lines allow skin
to be approximated.

FRACTURES OF THE METACARPAL BONES

Fractures of the metacarpal bones calling for spe-

cial consideration by the orthopedic surgeon are of two
varieties: those with nonunion, and those with union
in such a position as to disturb the alinement of their

respective joint surfaces.

Nonunion is rarely seen when approximation of the

fragments has occurred. The lack of union i- gen-

erally found to be due to defects in the shafts, and
may In- associated with destruction of either of the

articulating extremities.

The loss of proximal metacarpal fixation is a trou-

ili "Hi.
I tctor, i 3p& ially if associated with .-in

of the metacarpophalangeal joint-, because of the

False point of motion. .\ti attempt to secure proximal
metacarpal fixation is advisable, either bj implanta
tion of the metacarpal shafts into the carpus, or, if

tli'- defect is t^" great, b) means oi an autogenous
bone transplant that will bridge tin- gap between the

metacarpal and the carpus in juxtaposition. This
bavins,' been accomplished, the proximal arm of the
I'm: becomes fixed, and the problem of restoration of

motion in the metacarpophalangeal joint may In-

attacked.

Ununited fractures of tin- metacarpal bone- disturb
the function of the metacarpophalangeal joint- because

the proximal end of the distal fragment becomes tilted

forward, throwing the articulating surface backward,
changing the arc of flexion, and destroying the muscle
balance of the linger in question. At operation the

fragments may be properly approximated ami the

defect in the -haft repaired by a carefully cut tibial

Fig i. ii'i-, 16).—Amputation of four tinjicrs through distal part of
atesl tenderness over the ontj

oi apposition for the thumb.

transplant or by exogenous bom. In two cases of
repair by autogenous bone, the results were most
gratifying, while exogenous bone (beef) was used in

one case with an unsatisfactory result.

Destruction of the distal metacarpal articulating

surfaces presents greater difficulties. The manage-
ment of this condition depends on the number of

i

involved; and if only one, the extent of the

will determine the treatment \ point of
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approximation for the thumb should be preserved, and

if need be, an ankylosed metacarpophalangeal joint

may be considered to obtain this end. Should the

M).—Amputation of indc
l with extensive

function of the remaining digits l»c undisturbed and

one metacarpal be extensively involved, amputation

of the digit with resection of the fragments of the

metacarpal shaft will give the best result, as in Case 24.

Fractures of the metacarpal bones with union in

malposition do not require special remark except that

rmal relationship of the joinl surfaces must be

secured to insure the return of greatest function. This

realinement is easily accomplished after an osteotomy

at the point of election.

JOINT INVOLVEMENT

Of primary importance in reconstructive surgery

of the hand is the condition of the joints; for regard-

how ingenious or how skilfully executed, an
operation on tendons, failure to secure a good func-

tional result will he certain if there is marked limita-

motion or ankylosis of the joints to be

nated. Muscular contraction is a me

-

the thumb.
ion for the

- 4-jsc A ankylosis of the fourth and fifth metacarpophalangeal

ing joint motion; and if there i, not already
motion in a joint, it i- a waste of time and

energy, both to the patient and the surgeon, to per-

form a tendon operation and then expect a result. In

those cases in which ankylosis or limitation of motion
is expected, there are positions of election to secure

the maximum degree of usefulness,

Limitation of motion in a joint may he due to

extra-articular causes, usually when associated with

gunshol wounds with infection, to a thickened con-

tracted Capsule, or to intraarticular causes, usually

.t fracture extending into the joint, or to destruction

of the articular cartilage,

\11 injuries of the wrist joint should he treated

with the wrist in a position of dorsal flexion, partic-

ularly when there is any likelihood <>f a resulting lim-

itation of motion or complete ankylosis. If the wrist

is in a position of palmar flexion or in a neutral posi-

tion, the force of the grip is diminished because of the

loss of muscle balance. The position of dorsal flexion

is the position of strength. To secure this position, it

is necessary to devote special attention to the splinting.

Any of the ordinary cock-up splints will usually suffice

if properly applied and observed. If the tendon injury

is uncomplicated by joint involvement, the mere
passive attitude of the hand in palmar flexion will

result in a deformity that may require months of treat-

ment to restore function.

In practically all cases of injury to the tendons of

the fingers there has been a marked limitation of

motion of the metacarpophalangeal joints, and the

Fik' 10 (Case 2.1).—Persistent hyperextension of metacarpophalangeal
joint a^ a result of excision of scar and a posterior capsulorrhaphy.

fingers were as a rule found in a position of hyper-

extension. This deformity was associated with thick-

ening and contraction of the joint capsule. Baking,

massage, contrast baths and other physiotherapeutic

measures commonly used seemed of very little benefit

without elastic traction. A very satisfactory apparatus

may be improvised such as is shown in Figures 15

and 16. The rubber tubing is attached to the fingers

by adhesive plaster and then attached to heavy iron

wire embedded in a molded plaster-of-Paris palmar

splint that will extend to the elbow. The traction

must first be made in the line of deformity. By bend-

ing the wire, the deformity can gradually be overcome
and flexion of the fingers produced. In conjunction

with this traction and flexion, it is important that daily

massage and manipulation be given with the splint

removed, with the exception of the adhesive bands

1 to the fingers. Good results have been

obtained more rapidly by a transverse posterior cap-

sulorrhaphy at the time of the tendon repair. The
fibrous capsule of the metacarpophalangeal joint is

in< ised transversely, allowing the maximum of

palmar flexion at this joint immediately. Massage and

e must be used faithfully after this operation to

obtain the be I resull .

I >i 1

1 case of recurrent dislocation of the first carpo-

irpal joint was observed in this series of cases.

This was due to impacted fractures of both the tra-

pezium and trapezoid bones of the wrist which altered
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the plane of the articulating surface of the trapezium.
The joint was partially stabilized by passing a heavy
silk ligature through the base of the first metacarpal,
and thence through the body of the trapezium. This
ligature was tied with the thumb in a position of
extreme extension. The result seemed most satisfac-

tory, for at the end of four weeks the patient had
recovered complete function of the first digit and had
suffered no relapse at the time of departure from the

hospital, several weeks later.

The limitation of motion in the interphalangeal

joints caused comparatively little difficulty, as these

conditions were readily amenable to physiotherapeutic

measures.

AMPUTATIONS

Evidences of conservation of the structures of the

hand are seen constantly. Thanks to the able surgery
performed at the front, metacarpal stumps that might
be of value as apposing digits have been preserved.

It must be borne in mind that a functionating thumb
with a point of apposition will make a useful hand,
and that the artificial hand with all of the delicate

mechanism has never been perfected to the degree of

digit, except the first, should always be treated by
amputation of the digit. Metacarpal shaft destruction

which may occur without tendon injur)- docs not

lit; 11 (Cue 23).—Limit of voluntary flexion of th- fing. r

after dorsal transverse incision of the capsule of the metacarpophalangeal

usefulness equal to that of apposing digits or parts

of digits,

are amputated, the point of

apposition, which will necessarily be metacarpal

stump-, must 1»- covered with integument that is not

sensitive. Unfortunately, laceration of soft p
more extensive than tin- resection of bone, resulting

in tin- formation of cicatricial tissue over the osseous

structures. Scar tissue is prone to crack and

abraded with the slightest trauma. This cicatricial

tissue may l»- replaced with skin and fat by n

of the entire scar and transplantation of a pedicle ol

fat and fascia, after the technic illustrated in Figures

4 and 5 with the result shown in Figure 7. In this

particular instance the result was most pleasing,

because a tender unhealed stump of a hand was trans-

formed into a functionating memb
The question of finger amputation is "pen ti

controversy; but it seem- to be agreed that

in case both flexor and extensor tendons of one digit,

excepting* the first, are involved, amputation should be

considered. Metacarpal and metacarpophal
joint injury with tendon involvement of only one

Fig. 12 (Case
palmar flexion
and extensors
joints of the
treatment.

1).—Ankylosis of the wrist joint in a position of

ith marked disturbance of muscle balance of the flexors

f the fingers and partial ankylosis of all of the small

and. This condition was not amenable to mechanical

require amputation of the digit if the distal articular

surface of the metacarpal is uninvolved.

TIME OF OPERATION

The time of operation in the cases reported was

earlier than has been customary. Rarely was any

plastic work attempted before the wounds had been

healed two months. After this period had elapsed,

the area of injury was subjected to intensive mi

ical irritation ; and if no reaction appe red in the skin

or subcutaneous tissues, pain and tenderness being

absent, it was felt that the problem might be attacked

surgically with impunity.

\ few infection^ occurred, but the percentage was

so low that early operation is to be i ncouraged in order

that the soldier may be restored to usefulness as soon

as possible.

Cask 10.—A soldier, admitted, Dec. 26, 1918, had received a

perforating gunshot wound of the palm of the hand,

1918. Infection followed immediately. On admission a large

irregular scar was present in the palm with a contracture

It a
|

fonnity.

causing an adduction deformity of the tl ui

(,f the index and mi
•

digitorum to tl
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eight weeks. The flexor tendons to the thumb, index and

middle fingers were repaired and the entir* mass

excised A I skin, fascia and fat was

ted into the palm bj the two stage method. The
ten days later. At present, five necks

ken 6ve weeks after repair of

following operation, the skin transplant is healed and there

v.on power in the thumb, index and middle

fingers. Repair of the extensor tendons is to he done later.

Cask 16.—A soldier received a machine gun bullet wound

of the right hand. July 28 1918, resulting in amputation of the

four lingers at the metacarpophalangeal joints. There was

normal motion in the thumb but there was difficulty in apposing

stump, which was covered by a tender granulating

surface with surrounding skin poorly nourished. Operation,

Dec. S, l^l*. when the entire -car over the end of the stump

was excised and a thick double pedicle skin flap from the

abdomen was sutured in place. The flap wa- cut loose nine

• lays later and the skin of the flap was sutured to the hand.

The skin flap was entirely healed three weeks after operation;

on the patient's discharge, two months later, there was a
• encircling the transplant with a good

tough pad, to which he could appose the thumb.

Case 21—March 15. 1918. a soldier accidentally cut himself

with a kniic on the left palm. Infection followed which was

treated by multiple dorsal incisions. When admitted. July

23. 1918. there wa- a bony ankylosis of the wrist in extreme

palmar flexion, with ulnar deflection, and no motion in the

metacarpophalangeal joints. Massage, manipulations under

and plaSter-of-Paris Wedging were tried with no

improvement. Operation, Feb. C. 1919, when wound- had

been healed six months. A wedge of bone was removed from
the lower end of the radius, scaphoid, and semilunar to allow

the hand to lie brought U] il flexion. The wound
healed by first intention and at pr> eks after opera-

tion, ti ,t ion of 30 degrees dorsal flexion,

ere is no ulnar deflection. There is also marked
ment in the range of motion of the fingers, each of

can be apposed by the thumb.

Imitted, Oct. 25, 1918, had been
I lie thumb

proximal half

of the second metacarpal bone. On admis-ion the wound was

metacarpal bone was removed. The wound healed, Feb. 1,

in all of the joint, of the remaining
excised and manipula-

, all of the joints except that of

the third metacarpophalangeal joint. A posterior capsulorrha-

Five days
• g operation, active motion le a; these joints.

The wound healed by first intention and at prc-cnt, seven

weeks after operation, the patient can flex the metacarpo-
phalangeal joint 60 degrees and he has good motion in the

interphalangeal joints.

24.—A soldier received a perforating gunshot wound

of the right hand, July 15, 1918. On admission the wound

was healed. The index finger with the distal end of the

, 01 d metacarpal Was amputated, and there was an ununited

fracture of the shaft of the third metacarpal with a Rail

I I] ation, Ian. 15. 1918, when the wound had

been healed four months, The scat was excised and the shaft

of the second metacarpal was transplanted between the

remaining ends of 'he third metacarpal. The divided extensoi

tendon to the middle fingei was sutured. One week after

operation there was a separation of the skin edges of the

wound. The wound healed iii two months with ankylosis of

t arpophalangeal joint, but the whole middli

which wa- abducted, was a decidedly useful member. There
wa- good union in the fractured third metacarpal.

28.—A soldier, admitted, Feb. 1". 1919, had received a

perforating gunshot wound of the bit band, Oct. 1, 1918.

tmd became septic and drained about one month. On
a. inn-. I.. n he showed a -nidi healed scat on the palm and a

large stellate scar on the dorsum of the hand. There was
laceration of the extensor tendon to the ring finger. The
extensor tendons to the middle and little lingers were hound

down in scar tissue resulting in complete loss of function of

the middle and ring fingers. There was only slight power

of extension in the little linger. There was also a com-

minuted fracture, ununited, of the shaft of the third and

fourth metacarpals, with marked overriding. Operation,

March 22, 1919, when the wound had been healed ten weeks

The tendons of the middle and little linger were liberated

from the scar and the extensor indicis tendon was trans-

planted into the distal end of the extensor tendon of the ring

finger. Bone grafts, 4 cm. long, from the left tibia were

transplanted between the fractured ends of the third and

ill joints
M. C, J'r I

ction splint used to obtain
suggested to us by Major

fourth metacarpals. The wound healed by first intention, and

at present, live weeks after operation, there is good union in

the fractured metacarpals and almost complete power of

flexion in the middle and ring lingers.

Case 38.—A soldier received a gunshot wound of the right

forearm, Nov. 1. 1918, which divided the belly of the extensor
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communis digitorum muscle and destroyed the nerve supply

of the extensor longus and brevis pollicis, resulting in loss

of power of extension of the thumb and third and fourth
fingers. The wound healed four weeks after injury. Opera-
tion, April 9, 1919, four months after wound had healed,

spiv

when the muscle belly of the extensor communis digitorum

was repaired and the extensor carpi radialis brevior was
freed at its insertion and transplanted into the distal tendinous

portion of the extensor longus pollicis. Eight weeks after

operation, the soldier had almost complete return of exten-

sion in the thumb, third and fourth lingers.

1210 Baker-Detweiler Building—821 Schofield Building.

THE GASTRIC HYPERMOTILITY ASSO-
CIATED WITH DISEASES OF THE

GALLBLADDER, DUODENUM,
AXD APPENDIX

A CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY *

GEORGE DAVID STEWART, M.D.

AXI)

WILLIAM HOWARD BARBER, M.D.

NEW VORK

The stomach in a general way is recognized by the
diagnostician as the spokesman for disease anywhere
within the abdominal cavity, bul particularly for
organic disturbances of the gallbladder, duodenum and
appendix. It is not only very difficull to ascertain
which of these three organs is afflicted, bul il

impossible to free the stomach entirely from u

of disease, it becomes, therefore, of the utmost impor
tance to the abdominal surgeon to have some system
of classifying gastric motor pictures by which a patho-
logic condition of the stomach is established or elim-
inated, so thai he may determine whal organ is path

i the stomach is normal, and to what extent die
I organ is involved.

There are <A,\ iously two means of studying the refli x

activity of the stomach: the review of recent hospital
records, and the duplication, as far as possible, of the
human disease equations in the experimental labora-
tory. The reports o f gallbladder, duodenum, and

rsity ami
II. II,

i

i

Session ..f the Amerii
ity, N. J., June. 1919.

appendix cases in the Third Division, Bellevue Hos-
pital, from 1911 to the present time, have been
reviewed, and from these have heen selected only those

cases with full roentgenographic reports based on com-
plete gastro-intestinal examination confirmed or modi-
fied by direct inspection of the open abdomen. In those

few instances in which the roentgenographic diagnosis

did not correspond to the actual findings at operation,

the error, which was one of inference and not of obser-
vation, was corrected. Eor example, a persistent

irregularity in the outline of the stomach has been
called organic and, at operation, the stomach appears
absolutely normal ; this same stomach is known to func-
tionate normallyin terms of emptying and of secreting;
it is obvious that the "irregularity" described as organic
may be either organic or inorganic; and. on the fore-
going basis, the roentgenographic description is changed
from "probable adhesion" or "scirrhus involvement"
to gastrospasm. The pathologic findings have been
purposely omitted; their significance, as far as the
stomach function is concerned, may be the measure of
the stimulation or depression of the stomach.
From these surveys, it appears that the percentages

of hypermotility, hypomotility and normal gastric func-
tion in gallbladder disease (meaning cholecystitis with
or without cholelithiasis) are: hypermotility, 68.4;
hypomotility, 0; normal. 31.6; in diseased duodenums
i duodenal ulcers): hypermotility , 75 ; hypomotility,

pylorospasm secondary

\2.?\ normal, 12.5: and in "chronic append
hypermotility, 55; hypomotility, 0; normal, 45.

I here are in this, a in any similar n\ iew i

statist! ,
,,-. \ few "I tli'

the general condition of the patient ; the emotioi

of the patient at tin- time "i the roentgen ray examina-
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tion; the irritability of the stomach al the time of the

examination, and the presence or absence of other dis-

eased foci in the body. [*hese factors should enter into

the accompanying tables as variables; and the extent to

which they affect the motor pictures oi gallbladder,

—Duodcnospasm secondary to postappendical obstruction,

with retention in stomach and duodenum, as shown by the retained

duodenal and appendix-stomach cases should appear in

the variations in each set of cases. Hypermotility is

evidently the rule in each group; hypomotility and

normal stomach, being variabli sample,

malnutrition, depression, a phase of gastric inactivity,

TAIU.E 1 SURGICAL G AT TRLADDERS

nion of Adhe-
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mary of these observations. Table 5 comprises a list

of canine experiments. Each dog, which was to all

appearances a normal animal, was prepared for opera-
tion by having breakfast withheld and by being given a
hypodermic injection of morphin : he was etherized by
means of the Janeway intratracheal apparatus, which
keeps the subject evenly under the anesthetic during

TABLE 3.—SURGICAL APPENDIXES
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ething will come of it From experience with

utlined, one is led to

li thai the incisura or localized gastro

which may be a response to direct or to

traumas, should practically always i ed with

rtric lesion and should relatively infrequently

any the diseased gallbladder, duodenum and

appendix. Given the pathol ing of indi-

viduals that the roentgi is probably

true that the incisura is |uent aftei

of the gallbladder and duodenum, and not uncommon

after appendicitis. What lia- been said of the incisura

probably largely applies to spasm of the pyloric

>n the other hand, diffuse pylon

infrequently follows clinical and experimental disease

gallbladder, duodenum and appei

itimate in advance from a study of gastric motor

physiology to what degree the suspected organ

il be out of the range of human possibility.

n the roentgen-ray and

experii ratories, operating room, and patho-

. work to this end. There are two

i that throw some light on a means of

ing the dis< and the extent of disease :

dsis in the stomach, and the other

sponse of the fundus and pylorus to

mulation. Both of these problems are

undergoing further study

MARY

01 the past eight years, the records of chronic

.•. ithout cholelithiasis, du

ulcer, and chronic appendicitis bearing roentgen-ray

Function and verified by

ic hypermotility for gall-

per cent., for duodenal ulcer in

cent., and for chronic appendicitis in 55 per cent.

I out in the open

surgical abdomen antedating this clinical revi

gallbl idder 61 5 per cent.,

J trauma in <><>.7 per cent., and for appendix
• in 100 per cent of experiments.

he motor characteristics of surgical lesions of

mach are the incisura, and pylorospasm (pyloric-

sj,hin in that they probably more frequently

::, the pr. sential disease, Diffuse

ppean ^cry often "n-llexly."

I OF DISCUSSION

really is.

cntly by Dr. Kyrne
i ly which

may lie

. Iiich may be
I stand here

ite of jel.

that is

ii ospinal

hypermotility.

ahcrcas

per cent, and the appendix In my

• in disease of

im and appendix. The r« .

ii. ,i lie , i m idei ed in gallbladder

.is clinical ["he nerves of the ime from both

pneumogastrics and sympatl ining medula

noiunedu : ympathetic system is a ."in

plex of both i nerves that supply the

^1 mach come from the gastric plexus ami these also supply

the upper level of the duodenum thus hypermotility in

duodenal ulcer. Tin is the more important in

this connection, in that it supplies fibers i" the postei

of the stomach, the solar plexus, spleen, pancn
midcolon and suprarenal. Thus the stomach ha

connection with the appendix a> is the tact with the duode-

num. The nerves of the gallbladder cqme from th<

through the hepatic plexus, which is in th

omentum in company with the bile duets, hepatic art

portal v ill. ites with the left vagus but th

supplies brani lies to the anterior i stomach over
:. h thus tin- gallbladdei is

very indirectly connected with the stomach and then only

in small part. I feel definitely that the roentgen ray teach-

I jrpermotility of the stomach as a symj

bladder pathology should be eliminated.

On. R. Walter Mills, Si. Louis: I do not understand^

what Drs. Stewart ami Barbei mean by hypermotility,

whethei I
ic motility, initial motility,

or fractional motility, which, by the way. may be the method

of the future. In a series of 2,500 eases in which 1 deter

mined the exacl thni ol total gastric motility alter a stand

i 1 roentgen-ray test meal to within seven minutes, no

such findings as have been given by the present

•.:ati>rs were obtained. For instance, in that series there

were titty-three eases of gallbladder disease and 25 p

of them showed hypomotility instead of hypermotility, as

d bj a six-hour rcsi'lue after the barium meal. In

a scries of 203 cases of duodenal .ulcer, 49 per cent, showed

tility in the sense of total motility. In appendicitis.

was practically that of a series of one thousand

eases without any organic or marked functional disturbance.

factor in estimating gastric motility is the

individual. For instance, in the two extremes of bodily

habitus, the stomach of the asthenic often will not clear of

an average contrast meal in six hours. I have seen the same
meal emptied from the stomach of the other extreme of type.

the hypersthenic, in one and one-quarter hours. These are

extremes. All motilities hetween these two form a gradient.

If all persons are grouped in four types, hypersthenic, sthenic,

hyposthenic and asthenic, their stomachs will be found to

empty about as follows: The hypersthenics in four hours,

the sthenics in four and one-half hours, the hyposthenics

in five hours and the asthenics in live and one-half hours.

The work of Dr. Alvarez on visceral neuromuscular activity

as related to peristalsis and motility indicates that many
gastric hypomotilities where the le ion is within the stom-
ach, are the result of inhibition rather than to crippling of

the gastric expulsive mechanism.

Dk. I. O. Palefski, New York: The conclusion reached

by the authors is generally recognized among roetn

gists—that hypomotility is usually found in intestinal cases.

However, I do not believe we can take that as a clinical

application, because usually gallbladder cases that come
under observation show that the predominating feature is

that of gastro-intestinal stasis. At Bcllcvue Hospital, it

n my invariable experience from the clinical point

of view that the reports showed hypomotility; while after

a really mixed meal there is, perhaps, in about 80 pi

es a residue after en hours. I do not

believe we can test the gastric motility through barium. In

order to test the motility we must take into consideration
the factors which enter into motility or the evai nation—the
normal acidity, the normal stimulation. I feel that this is

a very important point in gastroenterology and it requires

team work on the part of the gastro-enterologists as well
as th. igisti to come to a coucbi

Dk. Van Valzah Hayes, New York: It seems to me
that we do need a more thorough method, a more satis-
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factory method of testing the motility of the stomach. Just

one example

:

Recently a patient came to my office. I took an ordinary

test breakfast and to my surprise found present pieces of

vegetable eaten at dinner the night before. The patient was
then sent for roentgen-ray study and the barium was given.

The roentgenologist reported that "the stomach evacuates
itself rapidly and is almost completely empty at two hours."

Dr. G. A. Friedman, New York: I would like to ask

Dr. Stewart whether he has had occasion to examine his

patients roentgenographically after their appendixes or gall-

bladders were removed, and whether the roentgen findings

in regard to motility of the gastro-intestinal tract were dif-

ferent from those found before operation. If the distur-

bance in motility was due to the diseased appendix or to

the diseased gallbladder, normal motility should have estab-

lished itself after the surgical procedures. If. however,

the postoperative roentgen findings were identical with the

preoperative findings, it may then be questionable whether

the altered motility discovered previous to operation was
really due to the pathology in the appendix or gallbladder.

May it not be possible, then, that the disturbance in nerves

regulating the musculature was the primary factor for the

disturbance in motility ?

Dr. William Howard Barber, Xew York ; In regard to

the connections of the extrinsic gastric nerves with "reflex"

gastric motility: keeping in mind the anatomy, as Dr.

Bassler has described it, it is very difficult to interpret the

effects on stomach tonus produced by traumatizing, clin-

ically or experimentally, extragastric tissues: it is difficult

to affirm positively that such effects are vagus or splanchnic.

These nerves have been divided in the chest and in and about

the stomach. From these experiments, it appears that the

vagus nerve carries motor fibers to the fundus and inhibi-

tory branches to the pyloric part. Appendical, duodenal
and gallbladder irritation in the present series is in

associated with gastric hypermotility. One occasionally sees

in the course of an operation, gastric motor waves I

(as the traumatism of handling continues) by fundic relaxa-

tion and. later, by pyloric relaxation or total dil

These changes may be due to the loss of vagus conf

to tin- stimulation of the sympathetic.

Under the head of hypermotility are included the gastric

spasms Pylorospasm may be confined to the anatomic
i or to the pyloric end of the stomach. It is

that the spasms are qualitatively identical with hypermo-
tility. Increase in force characterizes the spasmod
tractions, but increase in rate charaeo

ristalsis. Hypermotility must be differentiate!

"emptying time" for it is evident that a forcibly contracting

Stomach may be associated with earl) emptying or reten-

tion accordingly whether there is pyloric relaxaf

obstructive pyloric spasm. For this reason, thi

"motor" meal is not a m I I neal at all 1 .lit sigl

of the time of gastric emptying. Of i "iirse, the at

i« ken i if by I 'r. M ills, are to bi

the variables influencing the tone ami motility of the mean
of the opaque meal and tl

grams have been left with the

raj department The gastrii motor function fol-

lowing operation was largely a persona! equation. It is to

ted that this improves as tin- general condition of

Report on After-Care of Poliomyelitis.—The annual report

New Y"rk committee on tin- after-can

paralysis patients has just been made public, and shows that

during the past year 8,253 patient ared for. The
hows that regular

and in mans instant es in perma-
nent cure. It finds, h"\\c\rr. that there is still a K' r

to be di under way indicates the

necessity of complete cripples, additional clinics,

and inert of transportation, and the development

BLOOD TYPE ' CLASSIFICATIONS, WITH
A SLIGHT MODIFICATION OF

i<l [NIC

REPORT OF THE RESULTS OF MORF THAN
A THOUSAND CLASSIFICATIONS

GEORGE R. MOFFITT, M.D.
Major. M. C., U. S. Army; Officer in Charge

GEORGE F. KLUGH, Ml).
M, I „ l" S. Army

AND

CHESTER E. SIM PARD
Second-Lieutenant, Sanitary Corps, I". S. Army

FORT MCPHERSON, GA.

During the year ending Feb. 1, 1919, 1,122 blood
type classifications we're completed in the lahoratory
lit the I'. S. Army ( ieneral Hospital No, 6 and the

Department Laboratory, Southeastern Department,
I '. S. Army, Fort McPherson, Ga.

The whole blood, slide method was employed, the

technic of which, having been slightly modified by this

laboratory, is herewith reported.

I In- blood 'if tlie individual to be typed is collected

from the finger tip in a leukocyte counting pipet. The
pipet is not washed out with sodium citrate solution

before taking the blood, as is usually advised; hut the

citrate solution (2.5 per cent. ) is drawn to the 0.5 mark

RF.sri.TS 1.
1

il ASSU |, \l IONS

Number Per Cent.

of the pipit tube and the blood then drawn up until

the hull) is half filled, when the- blood remaining in the

tube is drawn up .i1h.ii: 1 mm from the tip or point

of the pipet and the citrate solution again drawn tn

mark, \- ,i resull of drawing the blood up to

about 1 mm. from tin- tip of the pipet. a small space
of air is placed between the blood and tin- solution,

idmixture of the two thuds in the tube so

that tin- solution may he drawn to the 0.5 mark with-

out difficulty. Without this little bubble of air, it is

impossible to observe tin- surface of the citrate solu>

tinn in the tube since- it mixes with the blood
1 1

has I,,,.en observed that bj drawing the citrate solu
tinn twice to the 0.5 mark instead of once to the 1 <»

mark, a clot never form- in the bulb, since the solution

ami bl< ire thoroughly mixed.
Several bulbs of blood an- collected and Mown into

a small tube, such
i

' .. ermann tube. Blood from
a known Type 1

1 individual (several of whon
duty in thi- laboratory i is similarly coll,, tod

Tin- admixture of tin- unknown ami known
is made by using the white blood counting pipel i

pillary tube. The l\po II blood i- drawn to

the 0.1 mark and then the unknown is drawn up until

l
lied, I his admixture is blown on

a slide and thoroughl) mixed by being drawn up and
down in the pipel several I broken

ig Mown mi through the
; entire

amount of mixed blood is then drawn into the leuko

cyte pipel tube and hb.wn on a drop of phj

sodium chlorid solution on .mother slidi
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md an) bubbles arc I roken as before and a

cover slip dropped on it

The same process is repeated, one perj <>t the

unknown being used and nine of the rype II. which

attcr being mixed is placed in a drop of saline on the

end of the same slide Hie agglutination is

i with the low power of the microscope and is

complete in ton minutes, sometimes in a much shorter

time.

Am agglutination ai onl) one end means a Type I

or Type IV, the latter if nine of the unknown
II. rype I if nine of the known 1

1

itinates the unknown.
ation on either end of the slide com-

. pe II ; bui there is an exception to

m\ below, and agglutinations at both

fpe 111 with the following exception:

I jrpe l\' bloods possess such high agglutinating

that the one tenth amount causes agglutination

in the nine tenths of the Type II. giving agglutinations

at both ends of the slide it so happens that the agglu-

n occurring in this manner is generally somewhat

is pronounced at one end than at the other,

but tlii> is not always the case. Ii is t here tore cus-

tomary in this laboratory to verifj all Type 111

tinations with a known Type III, and also to corrob-

the result further b) agglutinating with known
I and IV.

The exception to the statement that no agglutination

on either end of the slide ind pe II is due to

the fact that some bloods are apparentl) lacl

nl which, in a manner similar

•i of complement in fixation reactions,

mits the agglutination When
ol which this ingredient is wanting

are bl aggl Itination results

I the type they may be. The accidental occur-

rence of such phenomena on several occasions in this

labor:r us to confirm all results which indi-

cate Type II by agglutination with a known Type IV.

ON DIGITALIS MEDICATION

ILD t B PARDEE M 1).

L TH KtH E OF
HE BODY

to maintain a patient under the full

of digitalis, we have alwa.

not know the rate

tance by
likely from

that both of

iren, or

l series

thai the

rimenl would not

the marked
variati

The question was therefore applied directly to the

patient-, by the following method: The dnij

so as in produce one of the mild toxic symptoms and
then stopped entirely for a number of days. It was

then given again until the same toxic Sign reapp
The amount of the drug used in the second course,

divided by the number of days between the two toxic

points, would give the daily average ol the drug thai

had disappeared from the body in the interval, assum-
ing that there is no change in the patient's tolerance

for the drug, a fair assumption, as will be pointed out

The initial course was given so that the toxic symp-
toms appeared in from two to six or eight da) >, U ually

1

1 minims of the tincture every

four hours, or even 1 dram for the Srsl three

and continuing with IS or 20 minims every four hours.

The second course was usually given in a similar way,
starting with large doses and continuing with 20
even 10 minims every four hours, or three limes daily.

The second course was completed in an average of six-

days, though in a few ca prolonged, by using

smaller doses, to ten, fourteen or seventeen days.

SIGN FOB DISl ON I CNUING DR1 G

Vomiting was the symptom thai was most frequently
used as a sign for stopping the drug, as it was fell thai

this was a quite definite end-point. In one case the

appearance of dropped heats due to heart block was
used, electrocardiographic records confirming the clin-

ical diagnosis, and in two cases severe nausea without

vomiting caused the stopping of the drug at the end of

each course.

The patients included ten cases of chronic cardiac

valvular disease, three cases of chronic myocarditis,

and one case each of chronic adhesive pericarditis,

chronic parenchymatous nephritis and chronic inter-

stitial nephritis. At the time of the lirst course they

all showed signs of a rather marked degree of heart

failure, but by the time of the second course, most of

them were in better condition. The same lot of tinc-

ture of digitalis was used throughout this series. It

tandardized by the cat unit method through the

kindness of Prof. R, A. Matcher and was found to he

about an average strength tincture, having 1.25 c.c.

per cat unit.

The details and results of the administration of the

test on twenty-tWO occasions are shown in Table I.

The figure that represents the average rate of disap-

pearance of the drug from the body is 12 minims of

the tincture per day. In half of the cases the figure

low this and in half above it, the maximum
variations being from 55 per cent, below to 82 per cent.

above ti of disappearano
i

to he independent of the amount of digitalis present in

I) ai the time, for h does not vary with the

number of days elapsing between the lirst and the

;econd point of toxicity. Nor was any relation noted

en variations in the rate oi disappearance and
cither the weight of the patient, the size of the doses

of the tincture at the time vomiting occurred, the

rapidity of administration of the total dosage, or the

of heart failure shown by the patient at the time
of the test. Susceptibility of the patient to the drug
ilid not appear to influi ult either, for the

I disappearance of the drug bore no relation to

the quantity of digitalis per pound which was required

to produce toxic symptom- in the patient's lirst course.
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In five cases (2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 in Table 1), the test

was repeated after an interval and in one case twice
repeated, so that we have a total of six repetitions. In
three of these the difference between the first and the
later figures is not great, but in one case it is 9 minims,
in another 10 minims and in another 17 minims. This
variation does not seem to depend on the dosage used
or on the length of time elapsed between the days on
which digitalis was stopped in the successive co
ii does, however, vary with the days of administration

TABLE 1.—THE BATE 01 DISAPPEABAXC] 01 DIGITALIS
FROM THE BODI

liny- I

Con<}j- betwei D
tiiui Two Points Minims,
of of Stopping Totlll in

Patli in Pal [i rit Digitalis Oflurse
...

tration
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u da) s and .he second in nine da) s,

Allowing for a daily disappearance from the bod) of

JJ minims of the tincture for each of the tivc extra

days, the figure for minims per pound o( bod) weighl

i- reduced to 2.8 minims, which is nol i

from the -M4 minims of the firsl tesl in this case,

rhe time factor has a much more evident effed in the

! i-i two cases in Table 2, neithvi of which are included

in the average for the seri< i he fig res of 6 1 min-

ims anil 6.64 minims per pound ol bod) weighl repre-

sent the amount •< the drug given over periods ol

id twenty-one days respectively, When
: in allow fot a dail) disappearance

ch da) o\ er the average

. namely, six days,
' 23 and 4 minims per pound,

which makes them quite comparable with

es the data for these experiments, the

the seventeen courses being 3.3 minims
weight, rhe variation is from 36

nt. below this to 50 per cent above it.

with which this ma) be compared is

I
i

ston, who also found marked
il the tincture, variations

- cent. below to 71 per cent, abo

Since he used larger doses of the tincture,

ippeared in his series after an avei

only three days. His results, moreover, were reduced

rd strength <>i tincture such that one cat

i tincture than ours I f

figure of 2.2 minims per pound of body
rected for the difference in strength

tinctures it is raised to 2.75 minims; and if further
• the three days longer that were required

\ie effects in our experiments, consider-

22 minims per day were dispi I taking

ount that tli weight of his patients was
jure becomes 3.23 minims per pound,

which i^ quite in agreement with our figure of 3 3

TIIKI i

Three things among these results seem to demand
I he importance of the period of

er) great, for each day s e of the

>m the body. The
n quired to produce a full

is found t0 he n

. . iations from
ii considerable

found.

\ utt -

unci in

the drug from the bod)

,

i the problem of digitalis

iugh digitalis

of the

early I omiting. If

I iled while the drug is

i much,
.' disap-

i .;

pearaiuv. \\ e must cam thl

ceptibilit) and variable d early in mind.

and combine with them the fad thai digitalis is con-

tinually being disposed of by the bod) even during
the period of administration, in order to avoid two
common errors of clinical observation which may
arise when digitalis is given When a patient does
not react to a usual dose of tincture ol digitalis,

it does not necessaril) mean that the tincture is

weak, lii ma have a

high susceptibility, and ma) require perhap
5 minims per pound of bod) weighl instead of the

usual 2 or 3 minims, or the drug may have been
gnen at such a slow dail) rate as to little more than

ice with the disappearance. • In the other hand.

the reappearance of vomiting a -hurt time after resum-
ing digitalis does nol mean thai the patient is one
whose stomach cannot » drug. The time

that has elapsed since the lasl vomiting must be con-

sidered, as well as the daily do

FACTORS MAKING FOR A LOW VENE-
REAL RECORD IX THE AMERICAN

EXPEDITN INARY H >R< ES

P. M. ASHBURN, M.D.
: M C, U. S

D. C

The venereal disease incidence in the American

Expeditionary Forces is considered as probably much
lower than that ever obtained in our own army or in

any other army operating in Europe. This opinion is

u ceptible of proof as regards the armies in

Europe, as the methods of reporting eases and estimat-

ing rates are not comparable. In the American army,

eases were found largely as the result of physical

inspections held at least twice a month, while in most-

other forces only those cases in which excuse from

duty was granted or hospitalization occurred became
known.

THE VENEREAL DISEASE RATE

The American incidence rate, based on inspection

and stated in annual rates per thousand: varied for the

part of die tune during which American troop-

were present in large- numbers in France between >>2

and 31, averaging in the neighborhood of forty-live

|

I r thousand men per annum. This rate was
never before closely approached in the U. S. army, it

rose rapidly as troops were being sent home, hut this

rise was partly fictitious and the true rale at that time

was undeterminable. The corresponding im
rate in the United States was always reported as In !

than in iveraging above 60 even after the

armistice. It is thought that this was an em
then- is no sufficient reason known to account for a

higher rate in the I Ignoring that rate,

however, and considering only the low rate in the

\iuerieau Expeditionar) Forces, this appeared the

more for the following reasons:

Many men in th ted States were
eiently near their usual safe sources of sexual gratifi-

cation, whether wives or mistresses, to enable them
to indul ally and so avoid the call set up by
prolonged abstinence.

(ft) One of the most potent influences affectm -

the public opinion of a home community. \\ hile
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in America most men were within reach of that

opinion, in France they were away from it. Further-

more, public opinion in France differs radically from
that in America in regard to male chastity. Notorious
lack tit such chastity certainly carries reproach in the

United States. It does so to a much les- degree, if at

all, in France.

(c ) Discomfort, overcrowding, mud. wetness, lack

of fuel and lack of amusement were more marked in

France than in the United States, and the comparative
luxury and comfort of the prostituted room was
greater in France.

(d) Solicitation by prostitutes is nowhere in America
anything like so common, so open, so attractive, as it

Was almost everywhere in France. In cities like Paris,

Tours, Nice and Marseilles, real virtue was in

to resist it at all times.

(e) Alcohol was much more easily, cheaply, abun-
dantly and openly obtainable throughout France than

in the neighborhood of any camp or post in the United
States. Alcohol has always been considered an aid to

prostitution and an important factor in the spread oi

venereal disease.

i USES FOR THE LOW INCIDENCE RATE

Aii effort was therefore made to obtain information
which would account for the low incidence rate and
which would furnish data for formulating answers to

certain important, but at that time, wholly unanswer-
able, questions, namely. What proportion of Americans
remained chaste in France? What proportion of expos-

ures were followed by the use of prophylaxis? What
is the average number of unprotected exposures per

case nf infection? What is the average number of

exposures with prophylaxis per case of infection?

With this object in view a questionnaire was sent out

in order to secure information on the following sub-

jects :

1. What i^ the percentage of chaste men among sol-

diers?

J. What is the average number of nonpn
venereal contacts to each case of venereal disease?

3. What proportion of men have been exposed to

venereal disease i that is, what proportion have had
sexual contacts j n France) without using prophylaxis?

The suggestion was given that information mi these

subjects might In- obtained by having organizations "i

white soldiers addressed by urologists, who would set

forth tin- need oi this information and state to tin- men
ir aid was desired in obtaining it. Tin- urolo-

ould then ask the men to till out and turn in

without signature a mimeographed questionnaire card

giving the following information:

1. Have you had sexual intercourse in France? It

so, approximately how often?
2. Have you always used prophylaxis after inter-

course?' It not. how many tunes have you tailed to

Use it? i It' the exact number of tunes is not known,
make an estimate or state average frequi

3. I lave you had venereal disease? It so, did it fol-

low intercourse with prophylaxis? I 'id it follow inter-

course without prophylaxis?
It was requested that an inquiry of this natun

scale as large as was readily practicable be made and
tli.it the result, be promptly repot <

The questions were answered more or less com-
plete!) by 13,648 men located in four base sections,

principally at Bordeaux, St. Nazaire, Brest and Tours.

The men's own papers from Bordeaux and St. Xazaire
were unfortunately not sent to me : only compilations

of the replies were sent. But the papers from Tours and
Brest, more than 3.000 in number. 1 received myself
and have analyzed carefully, and certain deductions are

based on that analysis only, for the reason that that

was the only material available for an analysis of the

sort. The total replies covered more than 104,000

illicit exposures and 215 acknowledged cases of vene-

real disease. Among the Tours and Brest papers there

were 7 per cent, in which the men failed to answer
the question as to whether they had had venereal dis

ease; and the compilations sent from Bordeaux and
St. Xazaire did not give information on that point. It

is probable that the majority of men refusing to answer
this question had had venereal disease in some form.

In addition to the foregoing material, the deductions
set forth are based on a questionnaire put out by Col.

George Walker, which was answered by < > 1 -4 men who
had contracted venereal disease, on reports nf prophy-
laxis and on all reports concerning venereal disease

incidence in the American Expeditionary forces. From
these sources I have drawn information that seems to

me to justify the conclusion that antivenereal measures
are effective in the following order :

1. Those that keep men chaste.

2. Those that diminish the opportunities for sexual
contact, especially efforts at the suppression of prosti-

tution.

3. Those that diminish the dangers ,,f contact, I Sp<

daily venereal prophylaxis.

4. "Those that exact punishment.

[NFLUENl ES I HAT MAKE FOB CHASTITY

Thirty-four per cent, of 13,648 white men ta]

random in the service of supply, abstained from sex-

ual intercourse while in France, a period varying from

eight months to two years and probably averaging
about tell months. < >ne third of all men were tin;

practically excluded from the possibility of obtaining

,1 disease, and one third of the possible venereal

rate was thus eliminated. As to what induced this pro-

portion of men to remain chaste, I can advance only

opinions, not proof.

My opinion, based on conversations with men. gra-

tuitous information inserted in replies to question-

and im observations of the men. is that bv far

the most important factor wen those inherent in tin-

men rather than in the antivenereal campaign, factors

such as character, religion, love, loyalty and self

respect.

I he most common reasons advanced by men to

account for their own chastity were loyalty to a wife'

or a sweetheart at home, or a resolution of abstinence
before sailing and pride in keeping it.

Vnother thud of all men indulged in intercourse so

infrequently as to make their chances of acquiring di-

lite small; and relative continence was pp
after real chastity in keeping down

venereal di i

\s to how powerful the vigorous and extensive anli

il campaign waged in all camps and
United States from the time we entered the war was
in hading men to avoid prostitutes there is no means
of knowing; but there is ample reason fo

that it was a very potent factoi Well reared boys

i i
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and men in general desire i<> >'o what the) know to be

right; and when ii is difficult to do so, :i little encour-

agement from the outside is of the greatest \ iliu- Sui h

encouragement was certainly afforded bj the campaign

of propaganda.

Another, and in France even more powerful, encour-

agement and aid was General Pershing's well known
ird to venerea] diseases and prostitution.

I lie effect of that stand and of the vigorous action

make ever) line officer in the Araer-

an Expeditionary om generals down
ond lieutenants, n ever before that he had

responsibility for the occurrence of venereal

men : and there grew up a disappro-

bation of venereal contacts and of prostitution that

eventually I" ieral as almost to deserve the

name of public i ip

and duty, public opinion, especially

.mi locality, is one of the most po

in influencing the conduct <>t' a man. The two
• I. the campaign of propaganda in

ind the official attitude of the high

authority in the American Expeditionar) Forces in

to immorality and prostitution, together iiillu-

irmy public opinion most favorabl) and usefully,

II) in bringing home to inexperienced line offi

cers their responsibilities for the instruction and control

ami the standards and public opinion in their organi-

. and t'or the resulting bearing and behavior of

en. The obvious facts that the acquisition of

.! disease was purely an affair of individual con-

duct, and that the company officer was in a hetter posi-

tion than chaplain, physician or any other stafi

to influ duct of his men, had not been seen

i ' them.

A..rk. play and amusements in keep-

m prostitutes cannot be expressed in

but it was great, and the Red Cross, the

...
I olumbi the Y. M II. A.,

•:- that so liberally provided

i very valuable work in keeping
as in many other respt

tPOSUB LEJ.A1

PKI

' that not nearly all exposures to

ollowed by disease. I lie same
Furthermore, some, if

can be introduced only

-kill or the mucous membrane,
d nge rhi fact that I

any informa-

are followed

rincipal reasons for send-

in

onl) those men who h

i rongly

her than un-

til thirty at

followed by

twenty -

. 'Ills

It the replies of all men wh
infrequent - nplovment of prostitutes,
and who an liether or not

the) had acquired venereal disease be included, the

Brest rates rose to US and 1 IS, while it total admit I
•

i

venereal disc. is,- be divided among total reported con-

tacts, making do allowance for the 7 per cent of met
who do not state whether or not they had venereal dis-

ease, the St. \a/aire rates rose ! or fell
l to 312 unpro-

tected or 1,180 protected exposures per case of

infection, while in the whole series the rate was 204
unprotected or 615 protected exposures per I

From an analytic Stud) of replies in my possession

and from collateral evidence, I think that in France
there were about thirty Unprotected contacts with

women of promiscuous sexual habits for each

resulting venereal disease, while prophylaxis as used

duced the incidem e to ab iut one third of

what it was without prophylaxis or, roughly, to ninety

exposures with prophylaxis for one infection.

I his proves up, iii a way, since from one fourth to

one third of contacts are not followed by prophylaxis,
while half of all venereal disease followed the

i if proph) l.t.xis.

The one third as man) exposure, is balanced by the

three limes greater liability to infection.

Mis FOB i ox I mi

\ fact that stands out clearly, from whatever angle

of approach the inquiry he made, is that venereal dis-

ease incidence rises anil falls with the rate of < o

or the intercourse rate. ["his is one of the Strongly

condemning facts about licensed prostitution or permit-

led houses of prostitution. ' uders issued from general

headquarters placed all prostitution under a ban and
all known houses of prostitution "out of bounds;"

but various influences, among them an honest belief

on the pan of some officers that regulation of prosti-

tution was the best mean- of controlling venereal dis

I to occasional and sometimes frequent neglect

or violation of this order, 30 thai there were many
opportunities for observing the effect of open or toler-

ated houses. \lwa\s. so far as I could learn (and I

made diligent inquiry), the result was an increase in

the contact rate, manifested b) a rise in the prophy-
laxis rate and followed by a rise in the venereal rate

So, in addition in being condemned as a sin against

marriage and against a society grounded on monog-
amous marriage, and as a corrupter of police and
public morals, the house of prostitution is condemned
by it-, fruits and as a producer of venereal disease.

third (approximately) of all men in France
indulged in sexual intercourse less than ten tim<

many of them only once or twice. If. as I belie

there were thirty unprotei led contacts or ninety pro-

ones for eacl ii.ie.'il disease resulting

in the respective classes, it may be seen at once that

lines of any one man in this third of the total

acquiring venereal disease were very small and that,

hastity, relative continence was probabl) the

next most important factor in keeping down the in< i-

An interesting sidelight is thrown on this question

insideration of the incidence rates of the armies

as compared with those in the service of supply. The
Oi the former group were for several month,

only one third to one half as high as those of the latter

group, owing principally to the fact that the oppor-
tunities tor exposure were relatively exceedingly lim-

ited in the territory occupied by the armies. Later,

a- the armies moved into Luxembourg and Germany
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and the men became acquainted with the people, but

particularly as large and larger numbers of men were
sent back to leave areas, the contacts increased and
the venereal disease incidence rose until it almost

equaled that of the service of supply.

BAD INFLUENCE OF LEAVES OX VENEREAL RATES

The experiment of sending men to leave areas, an
experiment based on most praiseworthy desires to

interest and educate the men. had a deplorable influ-

ence on the venereal rates. The release from strict

discipline and in many respects from military control,

the transition from a busy life to a wholly idle one,

from one wherein women scarcely entered to one in

which their seductions were very appealing, and the

pocketful of money that the leave men carried, were
sufficient to account for much disturbance of conduct :

but, in addition to that, some men actually expressed
the opinion that the purpose of the leaves was to allow

them to have a good time with the girls after a pro-

longed forced abstinence. The unfortunate result was
that the contact rate among men on leave was high,

and in a short time the army rates began to rise. Inves-

tigation of each individual case then showed that from
50 to 70 per cent, of the venereal disease in the armies
was coming from leave areas and towns en route

thereto.

As indicating the high contact rates in the areas, it

may be stated that, although the men stayed for only

one week, the official reports of prophylaxis showed
128,637 treatments given to 430,646 leave men, a

prophylactic rate of 29.8 per cent, per week. The rates

in different areas varied from 5.6 per cent, in the

Pyrenees area of Eaux Bonnes, where the population

and prostitutes were scarce, to 104.7 for Nimes, a rel-

atively large city with only a small number of leave

men.

Financial condition naturally has a great influence

on the contact rate, which rises at and imme
after pay days, yet 27 per cent, of 614 men who
acquired venereal disease in France a serl d'th

had dune SO without money and without price; and

from place s,i widely separated as Antwerp an

ritz, it was officially reported thai most sexual contacts

witli American soldiers did nut involve i mot

sideration

Season lias an influence, and both i onl i I ind inci-

dence rates rose markedly in the late spring ai

summer. I low much of

to seasonal influences and how much t" psychologic

I to the approa< h of peai e and the prospei

'

of return home is undeterminabl
That entertainments or othei o i upation had

influence in keeping men out of mischief is not t" be

doubted. Man) I ate that a majority of

venereal contacts were i
ippenings, due

often to temporary lack of other oi cupation or interest

That they were easily and surely prevented !>'

ful word in time i own by the results of the

if a very remarkable woman in the service of the

Y \I C, V in Paris, who. at the time when I last had
reports of her work, had d 1,100

American soldiers from French street walkers between

the hours of 8 p. in and 2 a. m.. without one failure

and with but one insull from a soldier.

atements made by 61 1 soldiers \\ ith

venereal disease, alcohol seems to haw played a*smaller

part as a factor predisposing to veni real ; in the

American Expeditionary Forces than would be sup-

posed. < >f the 614 men. only 215 admitted the use of

alcohol before exposure, and only eighty-five admitted

intoxication. Considering the reads accessibility of

alcohol in France and its well known reputation as

an attendant and promoter of venery, these figures

: prising ; but as the |
i istainers

from alcohol in the American Expeditionary Forces is

not known, their significance cannot be fully appre-

ciated.

rNFLTJENCES THAT DIMINISH THE DANGERS

The most important of the influences tend

diminish the dangers from illicit intercourse are i 1 )

inspection and detection of diseased persons and their

segregation in such a manner as to prevent their trans

mitting their diseases, and (2) venereal prophylaxis,

which, as prescribed in the American Expeditionary

was simply an intelligent and controlled effort

to disinfect a person and part already exposed to infee

tion.

Inspection, if followed by segregation of infected

. should do great good; and as applied to sol

diers it is thought to accomplish much. In our army
the practice is of several years' standing, and inspec

tions must be made at least as often as twice monthly.

Men found to have venereal disease are placed under
treatment, and supposedly under r< il move-
ments until freed from infectious lesions. There is

some evasion of the orders, but the enforcement and

results are generally good. The men are kepi from

Spreading their diseases and are given early an

treatment. Inspection of prostitutes should theorel

ically likewise be of great value. That it is so is

extremely doubtful. There is no doubt as to the wis

dom of segregating a prostitute found suffering with

but that routine inspec

lion, especially inspection foil

to freedom from disea e, does g 1 is /er) doubtful;

that it does harm is certain. The doubt about the good
resulting is based on'these facts:

ions furnished are usually so imper

feet as to be mere formalities in many instances, and

without value. I know of no more striking evidence

of this than that furnished l>\ i ol George Walker,

thai in five ears only five i a >es of syphilis

ution in

all the cit) of 1 'aris

or many reason-, main

nomic. cannot be made nearh so frequentlj as expos

nd a woman found free from one da)

ma) develop it the next and hav< with a

hundred or more nun before the next inspection.

tute has man) ret ishing

gregation and withdrawal from her busi

nes, am
inspection,

\ thorough and efficient inspection is a time

consum illed procedure, and it mu I b< paid

ordingly. I f the state or mui
cost is considered prohibitive If the woman pay-.

there i ur presumpl

partiality,

I larin is done by examinal

good health

create unjustified.

|.,, r ,| hould

llol be '
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control, ami it should not he followed by certifica-

f good health: but, it used, it should be followed

- gregation and treatment of women found

It was a measure almost entirely ignored in

Vmerican Expeditionary Forces, and was without

influence on the low disease rate.

. KEAl. PROPH\ ! -

Venereal prophyl; - on a somewhat similar

but different basis. There 1- some reason to fear that

in the value of prophylaxis, and

ially oi a propli -are taken in advance

of connection, may relieve inhibiting fears and so tend

romote illicit connections, t hi the other hand, the

dut) protect a soldier from his own folly

and to save his ser\ici -
.. ivernment, and to dis-

infect him and prevent his acquiring venereal dis<

hich he has been exposed, i- analogous to the duty

iting him after his wilful exposure of himself

•hat of treating him to prevent the pos-

eye injured in a drunken tight of his

he use of prophylaxis, after tlic c.r/v-

I and a duty in that sense. As stated

ixis as is used in France, that is.

without making allowance for errors in technic or delay-

in - luced the liability to venereal disease

to about one third of what it would have been other-

It is probable that improvement in administra-

tion and elimination of delays would further improve

The much greater relative frequency of chancroid

in France, approximately two fifths oi all venereal dis-

npared with less than 4 per cent, of the total

se brought in with the draft, and the

tive frequency of gonorrhea, two fifths as

pared with four fifths, taken in connection with the

that the relative proportions were not greatly dif-

.t in France among men who had contracted

>r after neglect of prophy-

laxis, make- it very difficult to state in what degree

effective against the, individual dist

r, "ur impression in France was that, as used.

- effective against chancroid than against gon-

orrhea or syphilis.

N PREVENTING
VENEREAL DIS1

In America, the man excused from duty bee;

acquired in line of duty reci

Furthermore, if

he : from an exposure not

he is tried by court-martial

In the American Expedi-

te acquiring a venereal disease was in

be tried by court-martial,

rate count. Fur-
time, all infected men were

.j-t-gated. a meas-

inishment in some respects, and
tive punishments.

re inflicted on

ing high venereal

ments were effective in bring-

i.l influencing public opinion
•• ithin the organization, but

->• they puni-hed

th the guilty, and they were ther

pped

It is wholly just and fair to stop pay for time 1,.

from duty because of the man's own misconduct : otl

erwise a premium is placed on misconduct and a ma
could escape much disagreeable and hard work an

still draw his full pay by the expedient of acquirin

venerea] disease. Furthermore, the result of this polii

in reducing venereal disease justifies it.

Good arguments can be advanced fur making t!

acquisition of venereal disease and the neglect of pn
phylaxis military offense- and demanding trial fur tl

offenders.

It is probable that the knowledge that punishmei

will follow the acquisition oi venereal disease cause

some men to abstain from intercourse; but it i- ah

probable that this influence i- less potent than tho

previouslv discussed, for the reason that most men 0.

not themselves expect to "get caught" at any specil

time, and the additional reason that, as stated abov>

a large proportion of illicit contacts are ver\

affairs and are brought about by circumstances th:

lead to the forgetting or neglect of prudent counse

oi "safety first." What can most be depended on t

stand against the alluring circumstances of a temptir

n are fixed principles, and fixed habit- i

thought and character. These are the effects of rea<

ing and of lifelong education rather than of sporad

efforts spent on adults.

STUDIES OX HYPERTHYROIDISM *

FRED M. SMITH. M.D.

CHICAGO

This report is based on the study of thirty men i

whom the physical findings were -uggestive of hype

thyroidism. They had rapid pulse, enlargement of tl

thvroid gland, tine tremor of the hand';, moist, clamtr

palms, and some of the eye signs usually associate

with exophthalmic goiter. The object of the observ

tions was to determine if possible whether the thyro:

gland was the basis of these physical findings.

METHOD OF STUDY

In addition to the usual routine physical examinatic

and laboratory work, blood sugar determinations we:

made following the administration of glucose r

mouth. The response to epinephrin and the effect <

thyroid feeding were also noted.

Technic of the Sugar Tolerance Test.—The test wi

made in the same manner as that recently de-crib

by Janney and Isaacson 1 except that the blood sug

determinations were made by the Lewis-Benedi

method. 2 The patient was not allowed breakfast. Abot

8 a. m.. a sample of blood was taken for the initi.

blood sugar determination. The patient was th;

weighed, after which he was given a glucose drin.

containing 1.75 gm. of glucose per kilogram of hoc

weight, dissolved in from 250 to 300 c.c. of wate

in the work, blood was withdrawn fi

determinations at one-half, one. one and one-half, to

and three hour periods following the administrate

however, as we were interested only in whetl r

the blood sugar returned to the fasting value withirfl

two hour period, blood sugar readings were made t

iical Service. Ba^c Hospital. Camp Travis, Texas.

1. lannrv. N. W.. and Iasaacson, Y. I.: Blood Sugar Tolerance T(.

1 A M A. TO: 1131
I Biol. Chem. 20: 61. 191

r
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TABLE 1—FINDINGS IN THIRI",
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;
1 : 1,000 epinepbrin (adrenalin) solution

was made into the deltoid muscle. Records wen- made
of the pulse, respiration, and blood pressure every two

minutes for ten minutes, and then every five minutes

for one hour. Following this, observations were made
at ten minute intervals for one-half hour. In the mean-

time, any subjective symptoms that might arise wire

carefully noted. We considered a reaction positive

when there was an increase of from fifteen to twenty

points in the pulse rate and blood pressure, accom

panied by an >n of the tremor of the hands,

nervousness, palpitation of the heart and artcri.il pul

sations.

Method of Thyroid Administration. The men were

put to bed and isolated in one end of the ward. I ither

convalescent patient- were instructed not to disturb

them. The desiccated thyroid gland of sheep was used

i Lilly's preparation). The initial dose was one-fourth

grain morning and ["his dose was ini

one-fourth grain each day and was continued until

there was a response <>r the patient was getting S grains

a <lay. The pulse was taken four times a da) 1 In-

nurse was instructed to take the pulse, whenever pos

silile when tin- men were asleep. A definite increase

in pulse rate while asleep, associated with increased

nervousness anil irritability, was regarded as a positive

reaction and the thyroid discontinued.

In Table 1 arc given the physical findings, differ-

ential blood count, blood sugar determinations,

epinephrin and thyroid, final diagnosis,

ami the disposition of the thirty cases studied.

GENERAL HISTORIES AND SYMPTOMS

Most of the men gave Texas as their native state.

Illinois was represented by four; Pennsylvania and

Arkan>a> by two each : Mississippi, New York, < >kla-

homa, Colorado, Wisconsin and Missouri by one each.

Fifteen men had been in service from two to six

months, and nine from sj x to twelve months. Four had

given one and one-half years ,,f service; one, prac

tically three years, and one. four years. The majority
- men had responded well to military service.

Only four gave a history of being unable to do their

• ally all of them were convalescing from influ-

enza. They had been retained in the hospital because
of their rapid pulse. In eight instances the influenza

mplicated by pneumonia; in two, the pneumonia
iped during tin- course of mi

The predominating symptom was nervousness.

four made this complaint. Ten men had. in

•i. palpitation of the hi i f breath,

d a feeling of exhaustion
i

. men had no complaint other than

d during the

lines-.

mptoms were not noted prior

In fifteen instances, thi

. four, six
j

n child-

rmined, the armj
had t mptoms except in three

men hail become more nervous
and had lost from unds in weight in the last

They still, however, wire able to do their

work fairly well.

PHYSICAL FINDINGS

All of the men except two had a lagging of the upper
n Graefe's sign) This sign was variable: one

day it might he marked, and the nest day nol demon
strable. In ten cases there was ,m apparent widening

oi the palpebral fissure i Stellwag's sign i. N< ne had a

distinct exophthalmo

Thyroid Gland, tn ever) ca i the thyroid gland was
distinctly enlarged. In most instances this enlargement
was recorded as being slight. The right lobe was the

portion that was involved in the majority of cases. ( In

palpation the gland was found to he of soft consistency,

w ith the exception of an occasional firmer area in either

Hi. uppei oi the low er pole.

Pulse Rate. The pulse reading was made in each
instance after the patient had been quiet in bed for

several minutes. In practicall) all of the cases it

ranged from 90 to 100 under these condition-. I m, .n

the noticeable features was the marked increase in the

i, it. hi the pulse under the least excitement. The true

rate could not he obtained until the men hecanie

acquainted with their physician and hecanie accustomed
to having a stethoscope placed on the precordia, or the

radial artery palpated.

Blood Pressure. The Mood pressure was based on

several determinations made under uniform conditions.

In twenty cases, it was aliout normal for men between
20 and 30 years of age. In ten, tin- systolic pressure

ranged from 130 to 155, and in one case it was as high

as 170 mm. of mercury. In none were there any evi-

dences of kidney lesions.

TABLE 2.—BLOOD st'iiU! VALUES IN CONTROL (ASKS

I !ase

Number
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after the administration of glucose varied very little

from that of the fasting level.

Response to Thyroid Feeding.—Six men were def-

initely sensitive to small doses of desiccated thyroid

gland. This was manifested by an increase in pulse

rate, flushing, nervousness, and palpitation of the

heart. In other words, there was a definite aggravation
of the symptoms that these men presented. In two
cases, the reaction was noted when they were getting

Chart 1.—Blood sugar values at stated periods in a hyperthyroid
case following the administration of glucose. The urine contained
sugar at the one. one and one-half and two hour periods.

1
' _. grains a clay: in one, 2 grains, and in three. 2'j

grains. In the remaining cases, doses of 5 grains a

dav had no appreciable effect.

Epinephrin Test.—Eleven men responded positively

to ihe epinephrin test. In two otto I

a reaction which we did no( think was sufficiently, def-

inite to record as positive. The six cases that were
hypersensitive to desiccated thyroid gave a i

response to epinephrin.

ni v.nosis

The diagnosis of hyperthyroidism was made in six

cases. The most convincing evidence in. favor of this

the response to thyroid feeding. There
was also in these cases a suggestion of di turbed car-

bohydrate metabolism and a hypersensitiveness to epi-

nephrin. The latter two facts might be considered as

supporting e\ idence.

Seven cases wen- diagnosed as irritable heart. Ml

<>f these patients had the symptoms >> horte

breath, feeling ol . and palpitation of the

on exertion. In five instani mdition

had existed prior to their entrance into military service.

In the remaining two cases, the trouble resulted from
influenza. Three patients gave a positive n ponse to

epinephrin. None reacted to thyroid.

The remaining seventeen cases wen diagnosed a-

simple tachycardia. < me of these men had a subacute

bronchitis following influenza. In the remainii

teen patients no etiologic basis was established for the

rdia. Four gave a positive epinephrin re

MSP
Two of the men diagnosed as having hyperthyroid-

ism hi; ided for "a sui gi

disability ondition of these men had definitely

existed prior to their entrance into the army, and it

did not seem likely that they would he able safe!) to

do full duty again mill},' four \

to duty. They had givei rior to then

illness. At the time of their discharge fi

hospital their g neral conditio;:

influenza wa lably a big factor in the produc-
tion of their condition.

Five of the men diagni ing irritable heart

were returned to duty. These men had a toll

for exercise equal to that prior to their illness. The
two remaining patients were discharged on a surgeon's

certificate of disability. Their disability was not

incurred in line of duty, and graded exercise an,] gen*
eral treatment did not appreciably improve the

erance for work.

Those men that were diagnosed as having simple

tachycardia were all returned to duty. They were able

to do strenuous exerci e. Chi symptoms that some of
them presented disappeared. None of the men con

sidered in this report returned to the hospital within

the two months' period during which they wei
lowed. As far as we w> re in, they were
giving good service.

COM Ml-; N'T

Value of the Sugar Tolerance Test.— It is w 11

known through the work of ( ieyelin,' Jannev and
son. llamman and I lirschmann. Wilder and Sansum,"
and others, that there is a disturbed carboh
metabolism in a large percentage of cases of hyperthy-
roidism. This is manifested by a delayed blood sugar
curve, as illustrated in (.'hart 1. This represents the

blood sugar values at stated periods in a hyperthyroid
case following the administration of glucose, a

ously described. It is noted that the curve is rounded
and does not reach the fasting level until well after
two hours, even though oi the glucose was'
excreted in the urine. Chart 2 represents the blood
sugar curves in control cases. In each instance, the
fasting level was reached in two hours.

The value of the test for sugar tolerance in the diag
early hyperthyroidism has nut been definitely

determined. Janney and [saacson seem to think that

hen the

fasting blood sugar concentration is normal. These
thai the difl

ing blood sugar level ind thai Following the

administration seldi 0.01 per

i •.

i
•>
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tin cases considered in this reporl ranged from 0.012

to 0.036 per cent. alu>\ <_• tin- fasting level al the two
hour period. When compared with the results oi the

remaining thirty cases and with those of the controls,

they arc at Ua-t suggestive of a disturbed carbohydrate

metabolism, ["hese results might, therefore, be con-

sidered confirmatory evidence in favor oi the diagnosis

of hyperthyroidism if associated with other reliable

positive findings.

The Epinephrin Test- It seems to have been fairly

conclusively proved by Cannon' and his associates that

there i- a hypersensitive sympathetic in the cases <>t

hyperthyroidism. Goetsch,8 working on this basis,

devised the epinephrin test employed in this wink. I lis

conclusions, that this tesl is of considerable value in

the diagnosis of borderline cases of this >( unlit inn, seem

convincing in view of the operative results in his series

May we not have a hypersensitive sympathetic which

i> not associated with hyperthyroidism? Frazier and

Wilson," Peahody," and I have obtained a positive

test in men with irritable heart in whom the thyroid

has not been established as the etiologic factor. The
men considered in till- repent who had a possible dis-

turbed carbohydrate metabolism and who reacted to

small doses of thyroid gland all responded to threshold

f epinephrin. Seven other men, however, who
had a normal blood sugar curve following the adminis-

tration of glucose and did not respond to thyroid

feeding also reacted positively to the epinephrin test.

Further investigation is necessary to clear matters.

Thyrmd Feeding.- Even though the theory that

hypersecretion of the thyroid i- the cause of hyper-

thyroidism is questioned, it is admitted that a large

percentage of these patients are very sensitive to small

f thyroid gland, so sensitive, in tact, that the

thyroid in doubtful cases of hyperthyroidism is

considered a dangerous procedure. Musser" and

Forchheimer" cite cases of hyperthyroidism in which

a small dose of thyroid caused death. In the experi-

here reported, possible harmful results were

lM>rne in mind and the desiccated thyroid -topped as

IS a definite reaction was noted. No ill effects

resulted.

HYPERTHYROIDISM AM) IRRITABLE HEART

The part that the thyroid plays in the etiology of

irritable heart has been a much debated question. This

pecially true in England during the earl

war, ami to a less extent later in this country.

Goodall," 'ii thi- Chadwick lecture, based on the study

irritable heart, thought the thyroid

ble in a largi he cases. Sir

Barr," White and Herman-Johnson,
I • and hi- co-workers,

on the other hand, reported a thyroid enlargement in

only 4 - studied. 'II

rthyroidism was an unimportant

McK.: Am. J. Physiol 41:58 (July)

l
-

I Jul) I 1918.
2

! i

l

Internal Diaeasi
I 1917.

i ril l
r

i 1916.
• 1 : 78 (Jan. 8)

\ \1 \

Dn I I, 1919

\ number of their men were tested with

thj mid extract.

In this country, Harlow Brooks" believes that the

thyroid plays an important role in tin- cause of irritable

In. ii i Friedlander and Freyhof 18 take an opposite

stand. Other verj reliable medical men who have
expressed themselves in my presence are divided on

the question,

["hese studies 1 have made go to show that in -ome
cases that mighl ordinarily pa-s for irritable heart, the

thyroid plays an important role, though its 1 1 \
|
hi

activity may be unmasked only after most searching

inquiry into the history, careful physical examination,
and special investigation by such means as th

tolerance, epinephrin and thyroid feeding tests.

CONCLUSION

1. Thirty men were studied in whom the physical

findings were suggestive of hyperthyroidism. In six

instances, this was the final diagnosis. This diagnosis
was based on the response to thyroid feeding, the reac-

tion to epinephrin, and the blood sugar curve following

the administration of glucose. The results of the

thyroid feeding wen- considered the most reliable evi-

dence in favor of the diagnosis made. This was fur-

ther substantiated by positive response to epinephrin

ami a suggestive disturbed carbohydrate metabolism.

2. Seven cases were diagnosed irritable heart. In

five instances this trouble had existed prior to the

entrance of the patients into military service. In two
cases, it seemed to be the result of influenza.

,!. Seventeen cases were diagnosed simple tachy-

cardia. In sixteen instances, no cause for the tachy-

cardia was found. None of the cases diagnosed irrita-

ble heart or simple tachycardia responded to doses of

5 grains of desiccated thyroid, nor was there any sug-
gestion of disturbed carbohydrate metabolism.

122 South Michigan Avenue.

PROGNOSIS OF SPECIFIC AORTITIS

WILLIAM 1). REID, M.D.

BOSTON

Tn January, 1909. the brst case of syphilitic disease

of the aorta appeared in the necropsy records of the

Massachusetts General Hospital. Jn this case the

Spirochetes were first successfully demonstrated by

Professor Wright, and thus the clinical entity of spe-

cific aortitis was given pathologic confirmation in this

country. A recent informal discussion disclosed the

fact that no one really knows much about its prognosis,

and it was suggested that the medical records should

be analyzed to see what light could be thrown on the

subject. The importance of specific aortitis is the more
apparent when we note that, since the above-mentioned

i January, 1909, the disease has been found in

5.5 per cent, of the hospital necropsies, and in 4.5 per
cent, it was in an advanced stage or was the primary

of death.

Iii pursuance of the foregoing suggestion, 1 have
• .in fully examined the 10s records from the outpatient
department in which the diagnosis of specific aortitis

d For the purposes of this study the

low: Am. J. M. Sc, 154:726 (Nov.) 1918.
\ . and Freyhol w i [nti nsive Study of Fifty
iilatory Asthenia. Vrch [nt. Med. 22:6?.' CDei I
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investigation has been limited to cases in which the
diagnosis was made before a definite aneurysm was
present, as it was in these presumably earlier cases that

the information as to prognosis was desired. It was
felt that aneurysm may better be studied b) itself.

Believing that some readers might hesitate to accept

the diagnosis in some of the cases, I have further

excluded all records in which the diagnosis was not

confirmed by a positive Wassermann reaction, roent-

genographic findings, or both, or at least supported by
repeated examinations made by more than one member
of the visiting staff.

It is evident that a study with a view to obtaining
data as to prognosis i- attended with serious handicaps.
Three of the more evident difficulties are :

1. Ignorance of the gravity of the disease and sheer
inability to leave their work prevented some patients

from attending the clinic frequently enough to be given
treatment in its best form.

2. The patient- were not all given identical treat-

ment, owing, no doubt, to the fact that the exhibition

of arsphenamin and allied arsenicals ha- been in process

of evolution. During its first years, I recall, it was
not considered proper to administer arsphenamin in

cardiac cases, and since it has been extended to such,

the administration has varied in size and number of

deses.

3. A trouble that directly affects my own attempt to

find out results i- the failure to trace patient- who an-

no longer attending tin- clinic. Thus, I obtained only
twenty-two answers to follow-up letters.

THE MATERIAL STUDIED

\- the primary purpose of tin- paper is information
as to prognosis. I shall not go deeply into th
and symptoms; bul some statement i- necessarj in

order to give a picture' of the material on which 1 am
basing my findings. Resort to the medical lii

ha- purposelj been avoided, so that, if possible, I might
bring a fresh point of view to the subject.

I -elected sixty one cases, of which fifty-six wen-
men, and five women, with the average age

and 44.4 years, respectively. The female group i- too

small to make it appear practical to separate further

the statistics by sex.

History of Syphilis.— In thirty-five cases, previous
syphilis wa- admitted, in eighteen it wa- denied, and
in eight there wa- no statement on the record. The
average number of years, in the thirty-five ca

which the disease was admitted, was 16.

Wassermann Reaction.—The reaction

Its strongly positive in twentj five, ami varied from
positive to suspicious in twenty time Mill, r cast h.

two of the patients the reaction was negative
.-Hid later be< ame positive.

Symptoms.— Shortness of breath, pain in th.

or both, were present in all of the , .|i was
present in tit: ind cardiac palpitation in nine.

1 he duration of the symptoms before reporting to the

hospital was recorded in twenty-five cases, the shortest

being two week, and the longest fivi ..n-. with an
e and a quarter years.

Physical Findings. - Supracardiac dulness was
d in twenty-sevi three

patients there was a diastolic murmur best beard in

the typical aortic ana,, ami in nineteen then
murmur in the ame lo. ation u hil in twenty

cases both murmurs were present II" heat

enlarged laterally in twenty-nine cases and downward
in nineteen, respectively. In one of the patients an
aneurysm of the right subclavian artery developed
while under treatment.

Roentgenographic Findings.—The average width of
the aorta, in the twenty-two cases in which orthodiag-
raphy was employed, was 7.5 cm. The greatest width
recorded was 10.3 cm., and the least 6 cm.

RES

Twelve patients are known to be dead, ten living, and
thirty-nine untraced.

Dead.—Twelve patients died, of whom five were
given arsphenamin, and seven received merely mercury
and potassium iodid. Table 1 gives the age, dosage

1 phenamin, number of doses, the year in which
the treatment was given, date of death, 'and the dura

life, in years, after the diagno lis wa-
established, respectively.

TABLE 1. -DURATION- OF till: IX PATIENTS TB
WITH ARSPHENAMIN
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improvement noted is in symptoms and not in

physical signs. It should W observed that a dilatation

of the aortic arch to more than 9 cm. is not, in two

cases, incompatible with relative freedom from symp

toms ;m<l ability t<'

I \m i I PRES1 M CONDITH IN 01 NINE PATIENTS
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A CASE OF RAYNAUD'S DISEASE
ASSOCIATED WITH

SCLERODERMA

FREDERICK P. MOERSCH, M.D.

ANN' ARBOR, MICH.

Up to the present time we are still without definite

knowledge regarding the etiology and pathology of Ray-
naud's disease and allied conditions. The present case

offers some interesting features, for which reason it is

thought advisable to add it to the literature. It has
been frequently noted in Raynaud's disease that there

is a hereditary tendency. This, however, has not been

determined in the present instance, and from our obser

vations no definite etiologic factor could be established.

Occupations and various trades have been mentioned
as possible causes; but in the light of more
investigation it does not seem that they have any def

inite relation to the disease. In the case here pre

sented the factor of exposure enters; but it is

questionable what part it played in the etiology. We
id this patient under observation from Febru-

ary, 1919, until a very recent date.

REPORT OF CASE

History.—Tin- historj as given bj tin- patient i- practically

negative. There is no indication of any >imilar trouble in

the family. Alcoholism is denied; there have

epsy, migraine or other nervous disorders either in

antecedents or collaterals.

The patient wa* burn in 1889 in New Mexico. As a child

he was healthy and strong. He attended school til' '" the

age of 18, after which he

tions, always making good money and never being di

He has been a moderate drinker, but never ml
di rate smoker, and a

real infection. He is married and has one living, health)

child. His wife i- in good health and has had no mi-car-

l'rior to entering the service, he was empli

a ipe< ial officer for a trust company. In November, 1916,

-tally shot in the left thigh, making a speed)

There i- no history of tropical disease or other

serious ailment. He has had no operations.

1917. lie entered the service, at which time he was in very

good health, going to France in the serine, of 1918.

Present Trouble. — The first indication of any trouble

appears to have been evidenced by the man early in

1918. At that time his organization was in "support," ha\

ing been in the trenches a few days before. It was during
on. of these days as he was writing a letter that In

a queer feeling in his finger-, and it appeared rather difficult

to hold a pencil. On close inspection, he found that the

knuckles of both ring fingers appeared somewhat swollen

and blue. He gave this condition no special attention, con-

sidering it some passing and harmless ailment. August 5,

a few days after he had noticed the first trouble, he was
gassed and sent to the hospital because of some lung dis-

turbance. He apparently recovered within a few days and
was returned to duty, feeling about as well as usual. He
believes, however, that following this experience his hands
and fingers caused him more trouble. It seems that his

hands would become cold and blue, and if he got chilled,

the fingers would turn white and become numb. This con-

dition continued for some months. At times it would bother

him considerably, and again he would go days without any
apparent difficulty. Oct. 7, 1918, he sustained a so-called

shell shock, when he was confined to the hospital for one

month. He returned to this country early in 1919 and has

been under observation since that date.

following his shell shock in October and while in the

hospital, he believes that his symptoms gradually became
more marked, that the Othi I

his fingers became
. and would become stiff, cold, swollen, and at

times white. During his stay in the hospital, he developed

a small mass on the sole of the left foot which was opened

and a serum expressed. At the same time the heel of the

ecame black and numb, two small bluish white

spots appearing in the center of this Mack mass. An
incision was made, and apparently the discoloration vanished

without any sloughing of the skin. He denies that he sus-

tained any injuries to his extremities while in France, and
t believe that be was ever exposed to extreme cold,

at least no more so than any of bis comrades.

Examination.—The man was well built, and there was no

general deformity. The skin and mucous membra] i

normal with the exception of the condition here noted.

Physical and neurologic examinations were negative except

lor the findings here recorded. There were to be noted over

the joints of the fingers on botli hand n in the

accompanying illustrations, symmetrically placed indurated

nodules which were adherent to the skin, but independent of

the hone. These nodules occurred at the junction of the

.ind third phalanges. These were not painful, but

in tendo -

Stiffness in the joints. Immcdi-
light impaim

sensation to touch ami pin prick. Tint' I Oted ill

the palm- of the hands an ap| tig along the

tendon -heaths of the thiol fil tilt firm and
i. There •.

hile on the right foot thi I

ning of a similar condition. I h

been m '

fingers had

illy followiii'.

of the fingers lud ' n e wl il

Would f

could I

faint trace of albumil
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serraann reaction was negative on repeated examinations.

The blood count was practically iu.rm.il. Nasal smears on

s were reported negative. A section i

from one of the masses over the fingers showed a rnarki i

of fibrous and connective tissue, vep "inch "> ,,K '

nature of a fibroma. Along the margins, which were rather

ar in character, many small bundles of connective tis-

sue were noted. There was very little cell infiltration, and

no acid-fast bacilli v

At the last examination, July 15. it appeared thai the

patient's i<lnsical *

' about the sa

wer)
'

at tunes he "hat

he condition of his hands had gradu-

ally j. The nodules had increased somewhat in

ere painful and caused considerable stiffen-

ing, . As a result of this the thumb -

hardly be moved. The thickening, which

self to the palmar side of the hands and plantar

feet, gradually increased, and the mass thai had
• was now fairly promi-

nent. There wen
imination was probably n<

COMMENT

The d : this casi seems fairly certain.
_
As

to etiology, no positive factor can he ascribed. The

history of exposure enters very strongly, but with so

many individuals experiencing the same hardships, it

to ume exposure a- a causative

factor. Thus, in spite of a negative history one may

have to assume a neuropathic groundwork and an

unknown exciting cause.

May 2. 1917, the left kidney of Dog B97<> was

transplanted into the neck by uniting the renal arterj

,ii n- bifurcation with the common carotid artery, and

l vein to the external jugular vein. Some of

the details of this experiment have been published.1

ALLOTRANSPLANTATION
KIDNEY *

OF THE

CARLETON DEDERER, A.i:..

BAY CITY, MICH.

MI).. M.S.

In 1917, after devoting several month- to an experi-

mental 'he elements of vascular suture, 1

attempted the autol 'ion of a kidney into the

-
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August 27, the ureter protruded about 6 mm. Every
ureteral contraction shot a stream of urine. Four c.c. of

urine could readily be obtained by pressure on the kidney.

August 30, a detailed examination- was made of the state

of the hydronephrosis

:

8:15 p. m., the animal was quiet, not alert. The outside

diameter of the kidney in the neck was 7.7 cm.

8:16 p. m., the ureter was opened by a slit about 1 cm.

long. This resulted in the escape of more than 25 c.c. of

urine, which was tinged with blood from the incision.

8:25 p. m., the size
1

of the kidney ("external measurement)
was 4.7 cm. including* skin and fascia ; the kidney was in

its proper place in the neck.

8:34 p. m., 5 c.c. of urine were excreted in one minute
(5/» drops), and a stream about 1 mm. in diameter could

be pressed out.

8:58 p. m., the dog was standing quietly, not alert.

9:01 p. m., a specimen of urine (3 c.i I it to be

clear and alkaline with a faint trace of albumin, and to

contain a few erythrocytes. There were no casts and no
epithelial cells; there were triple phosphates.

Fig. 4 Renal artery at site of anastomosis,
hematoxylin and cosin; X 50.

9:09 p. m., its weight was 7.8 kg.

9:36 p. m., the weight was 7.7 kg. I
lost 0.]

Uu. in twenty-seven minutes after the obstruction in the

ureter had been slit open.

i OMPARISON OF URINE

Surface
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In experimenting with the transplantation of a dog s

kidney to the neck, the question of hydronephrosis may

become of importance, ["he signs of a de>

hydronephrosis are quite characteristic. They consist

apparent enlargement of the kidney which has

been secreting orily, as can be easily observed

in the luvk, and hypertrophy of the ureter, which is

evidenced b) a strong squirting of a stream of urine

away from the >

DERMATITIS FACTITIA COMPLICATING
HYSTERICAL PARALYSIS*

SAMUEL WRES, )h.. M.D.

REPOR1 OF I \-l

History.—Miss M. G, aged 28, unmarried, white, was

bj her physician to the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital with a dia osteomyelitis because of pain and

paralysis ol the leg with a cutaneous lesion involving the

foot an

The present illness, as told by the patient, began eight

years before when she and her cousin were "tooling" around

with a male boarder at the cousin's home. As the patient

town the front steps, the man stretched out his

her and causing her to fall three or four

She remained unconscious all night, and the next

1 that there was soreness in the left hip and

1 pain on attempted motion. She felt "sick

• and was kept in lied for two weeks. Then on

ing to walk she experienced severe pain in the left

C felt determined to be up and around, however,

. held the left leg stiff and dragged

it. The I after a time she found that the

1 could not be bent easily. About
.11 her physician applied a wire splint,

led from the waist to the ankle and immobilized

This was worn continuously for two

jent only at times. Since wearing
• been able to walk without crutches,

El at the knee and ankle and to

ome extent at the hip. During the previous year the pain

from the hip and now involved the entire leg.

The pail deep, sharp, and interfering with

.risibility in the entire leg had been

from the beginning of the present illness.

the patient experienced a ner-

reakdown, which her physician said was probably due
• itting still and sewing. This began with

increasing irritability and crying -pells, which later devel-

•I what was called "meningitis." This so-called

ime on gradually at first, with pain in the lower

I up to the head. The entire duration of

it two years, the patient being con-

fur fifteen months. She had many
accompanied by unconsciousness and

heterized fre-

ot recall whether she had any fever, or

es during convulsioi
• of her illness

rial pain dip

I that she had many

phin v.

- thirty injections a

th for the relief of pain

n months the patient had lived at a sana-

here she went for • morphin-

ism, and it was from there that she was suit to this hos-

pital for the skin condition, pain in the leg, and vomiting.

During the past three weeks she bad vomited aftei nearlj

meal.

the patient the skin eruption on the left foot,

leg and thigh bad been present for the past two or three

months. Her description of its development is enlightening

in \ iew ol our ov n findings

:

"It began first on the big toe and looked like purple

blotches. These spread over the foot and up the leg, usually

purplish at first, sometimes red. Sometimes the blotches

would persist for several days, and then little drops of blood

would ooze out." The patient stated that on several occa-

sions she had witnessed the drops of blood "ooze out." There

was some soreness in the skin lesions, but no pain or itching.

The family history revealed that the mother had a ner-

vous temperament, one paternal aunt had nervous attacks of

choking and spasms, and the father had congenital nystag-

mus ; otherwise it was negative.

The patient had had an appendectomy ten years previously;

had always had occasional headaches ; had had nystagmus

since birth ; had worn glasses for near-sightedness since the

age of 9; had had transitory blurring of vision tor ten

years; had had double otitis media following measles five

years previously; had worn upper and lower lalse teeth since

the age of 18 because her teeth decayed; had had pleurisy

during childhood; had always been constipated; had had

attacks of vomiting ever since she could remember; had

had irregular, painful and scanty menstruations, the last

period occurring six months previously ; had had nocturia

for four or five years, and two years before had passed

stones by the urethra accompanied by pain and hematuria;

had had occasional fainting spells since childhood, and had

never weighed over 100 pounds.

Examination.—The left leg was the interesting feature of

the physical examination. The extremity was almost rigid

in extension, only slight flexion was permitted at the hip

because of pain ; the knee allowed only the slightest pos-

sible movement, and the ankle was slightly movable. There

was complete anesthesia to touch from the hip down; a pin

prick, however, was perceived as a tactile sensation. The

sensory disturbance was less marked on the posterior aspect

of the leg.

Sense of position in the toes was completely lost. The knee

jerk was not obtained, and the plantar reflex was sluggish.

Reflexes elsewhere were normal. Over the dorsum of the

foot, extending just beyond the base of the toes and upward

over the medial, anterior and lateral aspects of the lower

leg, also on the inner aspect of the heel, there were areas of

vertical, parallel, short scratch marks, some with adherent

crusts of dried blood. Over the foot, especially, there was

a diffuse background of dull red or purplish discoloration,

which, however, was absent higher on the leg. On the

lateral aspect of the thigh there was a discrete area, the size

of a half dollar, consisting of vertical parallel scratches with-

out any discoloration.

The skin elsewhere was normal ; there were no scars or

other evidence of abscesses over the spine such as the patient

described. There were no other neuromuscular disturbances

except for the nystagmus, which was congenital, and paral-

ysis of the external rectus muscle of the left eye, of uncer-

tain duration. The remainder of the physical examination

was essentially negative.

Roentgen-ray examination of the involved leg disclosed

some atrophy of all the bones but no involvement of any of

the joint surfaces. The systolic blood pressure was 155,

diastolic 100. and respiration did not vary from

Thi pulse averaged 90. The urine showed a very

trace of albumin, mani whiti Mo.nl cells and epi-

i nl no casts. The Wassermann reaction and

the white count were not taken, but there is no reason to

believe that they would have added any information of

tance.

A steel phonograph needle was found in the patient's hand

bag. On the point of the needle there was a small red
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stain, which was demonstrated both chemically and mor-
phologically to be blood. When the stain was dissolved in

physiologic sodium chlorid solution, hemin crystals were

obtained, and red blood corpuscles could be seen under the

microscope.

When confronted with our evidence the patient denied that

the dermatitis had been self-indicted. The facts, neverthe-

less, are interesting, especially the objective appearance of

the skin with the obvious scratch marks, as contrasted with

the patient's description of the development of the lesions.

Treatment and Result.—Our treatment consisted largely of

psychotherapy, together with active exercise and passive

movements. Dr. Robert F. Loeb, who had the immediate

care of the patient during most of her nine days' residence

in the hospital, explained in detail the nature of her dis-

order, and endeavored to rationalize it for her. We were
unsuccessful in discovering any repressed emotion as a cause

for the hysterical manifestations during the past eight years,

but from the circumstances attending the onset, it is not

improbable that the patient told us only part of the story.

However, we did not insist on learning the details, but

advised her to confide in some one who was sympathetic and
who could be trusted whenever situations arose with which
she was unable to cope. In spite of her "severe pain" we
found it necessary to give chloral hydrate only once, and
acetylsalicylic acid only on a few occasions. No treatment

undoubtedly has a neurotic predisposition as shown
both by her family history and her past history. It is

quite understandable how a menial conflict lodging in

such a soil can produce the hysterical picture

described.

The lesson to lie drawn from the cutaneous lesions is

that, first, the appearance of the lesion is mure to be

trusted than the history, ami second, a lesion that is

obviously artificial in appearance is probably artificial

in etiology. Such self-inflicted injuries may be done
to excite sympathy, to escape duty, to assist in winning

damage suits, or occasionally, as is probable in this

(.i-i', they may In- done in a state of amnesia or semi-

ii iusn< ss.

As illustrating that the neurologic condition

described above is not rare, a companion case was
recently discharged from this hospital relieved of a
spastic paraplegia with anesthesia of over two years'

duration. The history, examination, and treatment

were essentially similar to the foregoing case, except

that there were no cutaneous lesions. On entrance the

patient was entirely unable even to stand; she did not

feel the floor under her feet. After remaining in the

hospital two months, she was able to walk unassisted,

Dermatitis factitia produced Ij>

aside from cleanliness was needed for the skin lesions. The
patient, herself, requested not to be given morphin. She

d intelligent and desirous of getting well.

It is always gratifying to know that our measures have
been successful. The patient was sent back to the sana-

torium in Maine, and both she and her physician wi

that there was no organic trouble ami that she would
complete use of her leg by following rational treatment

—

active exercise, passive movement
a proper mental attitude, realizing that her paralysis was due
to functional ii kin lesion w i

inflicted, even though she herself may not ha actively

Conscious of the act. Two weeks later one of thi n

this hospital received a letter from her, which r<

part: "I'm getting on tine—can get about my room without

although I often lose my balance and my
leaves me, but 1 shall persevere until I can do better."

COM U

This ease illustrates ; , condi ion that is well

nized, hut not as generally, apparently, as it should be.

It bring., out een treatment and mis-

treatment. In other words, a patii nt who has been an

invalid, unable to walk without crutches for eight

years, finf]s herself in the COUrsi of three weeks under
rational treatment perfectly able to use her "para-

lyzed" leg and to walk without crutches. Tin

nsation had returned. A few weeks after dis-

a letter was received in which she stated that

her improvement bail continued, and that she could go

up ami down stairs and could walk almost as well as

ever—and this after two I

invalidism, treated

by her local physician for "incurable spinal trouble."

Striking the Source of Infection.—A knowledge of the

and the regulation of the |

individuals making up a unit or i

eiated group is fundamental in all community health activi-

ty |i , the cu torn ni m ida; for a munii ipalitj i

t.. pass drastic laws regulal

lis and pig styes, the cleanliness of slaughti i

and the distribution of milk and foodstuffs. . . . While

such laws may be rigidl iricr, a

vi.tim ol

one of the serious communicabli
tuberculous

carrier in a community may do as much harm to tl

viduals thereii

of the laws pcrtamn

the in.

screenini

John Sundwall, Pub Health
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Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and

New Instruments

EMnr cM 1 111 ( I > I'M

History H. C, aged 22, white, American, a coast

i S. Marine

i

!

, right iliac 1 - The complaint had lasted

- nauseated but he had not vomited. The

e, which had no connection with eating,

, patient compl arrhea.

was nothing significant in his past illnesses or family

n al disease. His parents and three

living and well.

ramiHa/ion.—The only abnormalities not

the right hypogastric region and a slight

rigidity of the rectus muscle.

Aire

elicited by pushing gas around

in tl lerate ten-

derness was noted in both

lumbar r, y riorly.

The- minal

I p palpation

led a mobile mass, the

small kidney in the

right iliac l'ossa. It was of

fecal impaction.

I

manipulation and by the

thing.

fnder ether, a

high reef

a n

l with adhesions, and

nded in the subpei

ubblcs of g

crepitant to the touch,

like lung tissue. At one point

on the outer side of the

cecum, among a mass of sub-

peritoneal gas '

that gave an ap-

pearance of milkiness, such as

a chylous or a leukocytic in-

he small fatty

ended

of the cecum: 1,

ileocecal junction;

with small gas bubbles. After the separation of a few adhe-

•Itc omentum to the colon and of the colon to itself,

was thus anal

The t- normal. At the hepatic flexure

harp angulation marking the limit of the gaseous

ximally the ascending colon was markedly

apparent thickness of its walls (three

i

1 wed caudad to the

. the umbilic

.dated, it was followed into

nd to the right as far as the gall-

that the cecum an<l I of the

. timal portion

nt in the antiparallel direction. The appendix

1 end of the cecum,, lying

in immediate contact with the gallbladder. It was inflamed,

but no more so than the cecum. It was not crepitant. It was

nds in its mi

ly from the ti

tery and a number of band- in tl

toneum to the I the cecum permitted, the restora-

tion of the cecum and ascending colon to their ordinary

position. The fixed portion of the iliac mesentery was then

sought, and the terminal 8 inches oi the ileum isolated and

. udad to the ileo 1 1 al valve. It was found that

,n.dad tO the valve, the ileum was bound down

broadlj and tight!} ovei the psoas muscle for an inch and a

half. II" appi arani i wa ol a ital ai - mgi mi nl plus

additional bands of inflammatorj origin or due to traction.

The ileocecal valve laj on the outer and distal side of the

described by the cecum and ascending colon. The

arrangement was such that the terminal portion of the ileum

from the ileocecal valve to the ill U hment was under

tension, which tended to increase with functional movements

of the colon. This tension was completely relieved bj the

division of the bands and the replacement of the colon in its

normal position. The two angulation'- of the colon appealed

a\*., i,i be sufficiently relieved. The degree of distention of

the ileum cephalad to the psoas adhesion was judged to be so

-mall and the symptoms, that is, the obstructive symptoms,

50 mild a^ not to justify a separation of this broad and well

functionating adhi ion, i pecially considering the dangerous

proximity of the iliac vessels. Xo attempt was made to covi I

the raw surface on the oilier side of the colon or to dictate

the final position of the cecum
i tiler than its replacement by

hand. The appendix was re-

moved and the stump buried.

The wound was closed with-

out drainage. Three small

bits of gaseous injected tissue

were removed and sent to

the laboratory, and dired

smears and aerobic and

anaerobic cultures ordered.

/ aboratory Reports. — The

first smear, stained with

methylene blue, contained

in any p o 1 y morphonuclear

leukocytes with intracellular

diplococci. In the second

smear, fewer numbers were

observed and the diplococci

were stained- positive by the

Cram method. All cultures

were reported negative after

,ne ... ,
i k's growth. As the

laboratory was rushed with

work incident to the epidemic,

I have not regarded this

result as legitimate but simply

as an unavoidable misfortune.

Progress of the Case.

The patient left the house in

two weeks. On full diet, he

experienced no trouble. He

stated that he was then conscious that there had alwa;

something wrong with Ins abdomen. The mass had disap-

peared, and there was little postoperative abdominal reaction.

416 Argyle Building.

Experimental By-Products.—The first voyage of Columbus

was an experiment. It is not always that experiments may

rmed in the laboratory, for many of them must be

.,n a national or world wide -ale. as is true today of many

Sometimes the by-products of an experi-

ment are themselves of great vain.-, an illustration ol this

is Columbus' discovery of the variation of the magnetic

declination. Nol alv ourse, are the by-products of

the main experiment so evident as they were in this case of

oyage; nor are they so overshadow,.! bj

mci of the main result. In such by-products may

alue of the experiment. While the result of

the main perimenl is usually the reward of clear thinking

and precise manipulations of the experimental apparatus,

ually the reward of a comprehending
'] he Realities of Modern Science."

urn unde
appendi:



MENINGITIS—BERGHAUSEN 1841

A HOME-MADE ORTHOPEDIC TABLE
Lloyd M. Bergen, M.D., Highland Park, III.

There is often need of an orthopedic table where the small
volume of work does not justify the purchase of elaborate

wheels are part of a Ford motor car, and cost one dollar

apiece at the dealer's. They requite some turning down in

a lathe, as in the original they are too thick to go through
the slots in the piping.

The cross bar for arm extension rests on the table frame.
and bolts are dropped through perforations in the two pipes..

It is lifted off when not in use.

cral and shoulder supports removed with
roentgenography or operation.

and expensive apparatus; the home-made table

here illustrated will supply this need.

1 made a small model in a few hours, and the

table itself was constructed by the janitor of the

Highland Park Hospital, chiefly from pieces of

scrap piping. The illustrations demonstrate

clearly the construction and application.

The patient beinj^ placed in position, the small

steel cables are attached to the ankles, and
traction is applied. The four padded leg sup-

ports are then dropped out of the way by simply

pulling out the four pins with which they are

transfixed.

The post supporting the sacral rest i

of slightly smaller piping, slides easily tl

tin- "four way" fitting, and rests in the 'I

below. In this way the post and saddle ate

t>

SEROUS MENINGITIS FOLLOWING INJECTION OF
AXriTETAXIC SERUM

Oscar Berghausen, M.D., Cincinnati

aged 3Vs years, who had been in the best of health,

stepped on a nail two weeks before I -aw him, Sept J

The wound was indifferently treated by one physician so that

Dr. George Sikcs of Pleasant Ridge was consulted t

later. The wound was then opened, cleansed and i

cauterized. The little boy was given 2,000 units of antitetanic

serum; the wound healed perfectly. A week after tin

was given, a typical serum rash developed but soon subsided.

Four days later the child was playing in the yard as usual,

when he began to drag the injured leg. That afternoon he
was taken sick rather suddenly, and fever develop*

there was no nausea or vomiting. The mother noticed th.it

the child could not move the injured (right) leg or the left

arm. He seemed to hold his head toward the right side. Dr.

*

Shoulder, sacral and leg supports in place to receive patient.

imply lifted o

ordinary

wrought with ordinary ball bearing roll

wheels, obtainable in any g 1 hardware ratchet

Fig. 3.—Patient (>ul of the w ly.

G lied and decided not to use antitetanic

serum, giving the chili i istor oil instead. The next

the child was no better so it was brought to a hos-

pital in I
1 " city where I saw him just two weeks after the

n il injury.
' ild was crying. The skin

reddish macul i confined mostlj to i!

extremities. I [i m. I be

pupils were equal; tl involvemenl of the cranial

;id lungs were apparently normal; the

examination of the .. Ilild held

the family that in my opinion tb, i| be due

to tetanus, and expressed the opinion that it p

to the injection > :

rash had
:

ping, the child w

Di I i Id w i tli me.

In ad

and an i

dition .i 'I meningitis according to
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ih,
i

the cause of which was unknown, IK advised a spinal punc-

rhe fluid came out under great pressure, «av clear,

1 no cclK. no increase in globulin, and gave a nega-

tive Wassermann reaction. Within two hours' nine the child

and the temperature was nearlj normal.

All sym irently had disappeared, the child could

and the edema'w

Within • rently was well, and

went i,
i a recurrence

ot the symptoms. To my nun. I the foreign
,

serunO ' an anaphylactic reaction which was

nplicated l>y the development of an acute serous

m< ningitis.

19 West Seventh Street.

-. i ,'V in ri i ruM

.
mii. Si\ Francisco

The note on a glass tumbler in the rectum' bl

miml a somewhat similar case that 1 observed in 1907:

A marine engineer, alter an

was the victim i

Next day. while searching within the rectum to

determine the cause of certain unusual symptoms, lie located

something that felt like the I ass Manual raanipu-

. the intruder. 50 he tried thumb
The result was that a particle of the i

snipped "tT with each grasp of the instrument,

as shown in the accompanying
illustration, around the top of the gla

nation in the knee-chest position, with the vaginal

speculum and long dressing forceps, revealed the base of

cites within the rectum.

gauze bandage were dipped in plaster-of-Paris

paste and inserted with long dressing forceps repeatedly,

rip was
sufficic: free for trac-

.'. ithin half an hour the pi traction

ter pre-

and splintei

bringing

itfi the vaginal

speculum, and tlie foreign bodj was withdrawn with little

no bleeding,

object proved i" be > common 5-ounce "high hall"

glass. The victim returned t" dutj next day. There was
.1).

i aftei -pain or complications,

\ , \M 01 BILATERAl CONGENITAL FUSION OF THF.

RADII S VND ULNA

D :

,

This case is. 1 believe, of sufficient interest from a develop-

mental standpoint to warrant its being recorded, Whether

af right

it is just one of the freaks of development that we encounter

so often, or whether it has some atavistic significance, I am
not prepared to state.

Private A. J. L., white, aged about 24,
1 was admitted to our

hospital area at Mars-sttr-Allier, France, complaining of

"joint trouble." As long as he could remember, he had had

only limited motions in both his forearms. The condition had

been becoming progressively worse. Flexion and extension

were somewhat limited and painful. There was only a mini-

mum of pronation and supination,

I linically, both the arms were held ill the position of mid-

pronation. Extension and flexion oi the forearm on the arm

was but little limited, the patient complaining of slight pain

during these motions. That there was true ankylosis could

easily be inferred by the complete loss of active and passive

pronation and supination. Actions that involved these motions

were compensated for by using the shoulder joint.

enogram of both forearms revealed an exactly

symmetrical fusion of the upper extremities of the radius and

ulna, with rather incomplete development of the radial head.

Following the coins, of the radius from below upward, with

the forearm fully extended on the arm (by means of stereo-

scopic plates), one saw that the radius crossed the ulna from

iut, anterior to it. fusing with it in its upper extremity,

the radial head lying at about the level of the capitellum, hut

slight! erioi to it.

There can be little doubt that the condition was a con-

genital one, It- long-standing history, the absence of trauma

or any I gi< factor, and the symmetrical involve-

ment all point to this.

M A. 72: plete data
ation from this area.

;,alicnt'»
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Therapeutics

A Department Devoted to the Improvement of Therapy.
a forcm for the discussion of the use of i'm ...

and Other Remedies in the Treatment of Disease.

USE AND ABUSE OF CATHARTH
{Continued from page 17(><J)

AGAR
Having shown that there existed a variety of con-

stipation, characterized by the passage of a scanty

amount of fecal matter in the form of dry, hard lumps,

and that this was due to exci rial digestion

of cellulose, Adolf Schmidt 1 suggested the use of agar,

well known as a bacterial culture medium employed

because it is not liquefied or digested by micro

isms. This substance, a dried mucilaginous material

(hemicellulose) extracted by hot water from certain

Japanese algae, i- almost indigestible in our alimentary

tract. Hence it passes through the intestine, adding

bulk to the feces and softening them by virtue of its

property of retaining moisture.

Agar generally occurs in bundles of translucent

pieces, but is best obtained for medicinal use in the

form of shreds or coarse powder. When finely pul-

verized, it may produce colic. It has a slight odor and

an insipid mucilaginous taste; it is insoluble in cold

water, but slowly soluble in hot water, a 1.5 pe

solution producing quite a stiff jelly on cooling.

Agar is indicated in thi if chronic constipa-

tion in which it is considered desirable to increase the

bulk of the feces, ami in which bran is not well borne

or does not act well. Persons in whose intestine cellu-

digested to an excessn e degi ee are likely to find

bran not onl) deficient in activity, but, like other fer

lie cellulose, troublesome by the produi

flatulence. For such, agar may be just the right i

\- it is deficient in influence on peristalsis,

it is b"kely to be useless in atonic constipation, such as

in that of the aged ; on the other hand, it may be used
in spastic constipation and in mucous colitis.

As in the case of other evactiaots acting chiefly in a

physical manner, agar must be taken in large and liberal

and regularly for a long time. A dose of from
.V) to 40 gm. may lie required. Usually the patient is

directed to take one or two heaping teaspoonfuls once
a day, preferably with his breakfast. From two
days may elapse before an effed manifests itself. If

. the patient should increase the amount
1 by taking additional doses with other meals

As much as four tablespoonfuls and even mure may be
needed. In such a case, it is best to employ some other
evacuanl instead, or in addition. Children of 4 or 5

may require two teaspoonfuls i4 gm.) daily. Once
regularit) has been established for a week or two, the

patient should tentatively redu
the smallest amount required b) him : and this ma\

be continued many months, perhaps indefinitely.

As it, therefore, is really an article of diet, we must
invoke the art of cooker) to make the patient relish

taking the remedy, or it will be discarded sooner or

later, even though it produces a satisfactory result.

Adults usually prefer to take it in shredded form
(cut agar). This may be eaten with cream and sugar.

Many prefer to eat it mixed with gruels or any of the

ordinary cereal breakfast foods. It may also be added
to cooked fruits, v< ir thick sauces. For the

adult, however, it should not be cooked with the food.

Agar may be used, instead of bran, in the varion
ing recipes given in connection with bran. When used
in the making of cakes, biscuits or cookies, h should
always be added just previous

Children require agar in finely granular or liquefied

form. When shredded agar is given in their food, many
of them will carefully separate each piece in their mouth
and spit it out. To liquefy agar, it must be boiled with
water until it lias be, -Lme thoroughl) homogeneous
Several hours' bard boiling may be required. Thus it

may be cooked up with cereal or in soup ; luu such dish
must not be allowed to cool b< fore il therwise
it will gelatinize. ( If course, agar may be eaten in the

f jelly. Strauss2 gives this recipe for :.

jelly :

Wash 5 gm. of agar in cold water, then soak in hot

water, and boil with from 300 to 400 e.c. of water until

'ha:. Strain through gauze, and add any ..ir of the
following flavorings: wine, sugar and lemon peel, cof-

cao, cream, yolk of egg, etc, and s,-t aside to
.

I In limitations of agar as a laxative are perhaps best

shown by the fact that Adolf Schnii.lt. who first pro-
posed its use for this purpose, found it necessary to

make it more reliable in its activity by adding 25 per
cent, of aqueous extract of cascara sagrada. This com-
bination of Schmidt's is being promoted as a propri-
etary medicine, ('tie of the objections to such a com-
bination is the impossibility ,,f varying the relative

of its ingredients, if ii is found necessary to

supplement agar with an active cathartic, let the cathar-
tic be given separately. Then it will be possible to
adjust tiie dosage to the needs of the individual patient ;

and it will also be possible gradually to reduce the

dosage of the active cathartic until the patient is finally

weaned from it. While it may be admitted that little, if

any. harm could come from using agar indefinitely, it i-

certainly true that the indefinite consumption of

sagrada, or of any other active cathartic, leads to habit-

uation of this drug.

• Tins i, iho ninth nf a •
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The Current Medical Literature and other depart-

ments in this issue arc curtailed, owing to the shorten-

the hour.- of labor to comply with the ruling

of the fuel commission. The shortening occurs

almost wholly in the middle section of I ai Journal—

the last forn The precipitate nature

of the ruling i- responsible for this unevenness.

Sympathetic readers will pardon the curtailment as

well as any delay in the receipt of The Journ \i..

DIET AND INTESTINAL BACTERIA

There are many indications in the recent literature

of alimentary bacteriology leading to the con

I can play a
' role in determining the

.i flora of the intestine. The attempts to estab-

rypes of micro-organisms in the enteric

tract by feeding bacterial cultures have not pro

sful in the way that the enthusiast- of the Metch-

| were led to expect. Despite the posi-

• • manufacturer- of such product-.

the preponderant view at present is against the proba-

bility 1

m in the intestine by feeding culture- of them.

1 in the other hand, there i- growing evidence that the

tundly altered by changes

in diet.

Torr ted the striking effect of vari-

I al flora of typhoid

addition of from 250 to

he other

light about a transforma-

tion from the ordinary typ

u acidophilus. In more

ha- further

• 1 uniformity with which they

in their predominant ali-

ment., r

•
•

out, the determination of the conditions under which

desired intestinal floras can be established pin- up a

fruitful field for the clinical investigator, This is

further emphasized by the new observations of Porter,

Morris and Meyer' of the University of California

I School. They show thai children whose diet

i- well balanced arid \\ hose nutrition is normal I

intestinal flora consi iting of fermentative and putre-

factive types of micro-organisms without preponder-

: but when large quantities of cow'- milk

. the flora becomes more complex and tend- to

include a predominance of facultative putrefactors.

Putrefactive bacterial types are. furthermore, charac-

teristic for children who -nil -i from certain form- of

alimentary intoxication with malnutrition.

According to the San Fran i Harridans, the,

return of such children to normal health i- coincident

with a regression of the intestinal flora toward pre-

dominantly fermentative types. Such a change, thej

further aver, can hi' brought about in the infant by

withdrawing animal protein and persistently I

large amounts of lactose and other carbohydrates—not,

however, by mere administration of cultures of B.

acidophilus. Since the progressive cessation of the

symptoms of intoxication and a return of I" emi<

patient- to nutritional health coincides, to cite Torter,

Morris and Meyer, with the recognizable dominance

of a fermentative flora, the therapeutic value of snit-

able dietary regulations is obvious. For years it has

been customary, in the management of infants suffering

from putrid diarrhea, to furnish cereal decoctions or

carbohydrates like lactose and maltose to them. The

wisdom of Mich dietotherap} in suitable cases i- being

established on a scientific basis by some of the studies

like those to which we have just referred.

BOTULISM: I

The striking symptoms and high fatality of botulism

given to this disease, a- to rabies, an intereal

and a conspicuousness far beyond its relative impor-

as a cause of death rwo recent fatal out-

break- of "food poisoning." one in Ohio, the other in

Michigan, have been attributed, it seems with justice,

to botulism intoxication from ripe olives packed in

California, and these tragedies have increased the

.Hi' pet -"ii- about the d

hi- cause. American investigators in the past

few years4 have added much to our knowledge of

.1 iin N'.itritional

Putrefactivi [lite iti

i- 19

i. Burke, Georgina S.: The I f Bacillui

lod P in I, .1. A. M. A.

ran. 11) 1919. The :

73:611
; Edmondson, Ruti

i
.in Canned A p

iztrl, Fohn: Bai teriology of Cannol Foods,

;
• \jinl 5) 1919. P

...v. 1) 1919.
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botulism, and several recent articles, especially, have

helped to define the conditions under which this serious

form of food poisoning may take place.

It has been shown that the name of botulism, or

sausage poisoning, is quite inappropriate to this form

of bacterial intoxication as it occurs in the United

Canned string beans, asparagus, corn, apricots.

ripe olives and cheese have been implicated at various

and places, while meat products have seldom

been causally connected with such cases. Apparently

the majority of outbreaks on record in this country

have been due to household canned foods, and one of

the points in dispute has been whether a similai

i- in be feared from factory canned foods. The
difference of opinion among worker,- in this

exemplified by c< rrespondence recently appearing in

fouRNAL from two correspondents.3 s

interest.

There is no doubt that th

van Ermengem, the discoverer of /•'. botulinu

stance of this organism are ii

if applied I all strains. Most of the

American si r from being killed bj

to 80 C. for one hour, will withstand much higher

temperatures, ture of

boiling water for
i nod. The

of the canned food

ordinary processes of household canning without

lion. It seems to be a fact that, as far as

only two or three instances of botu-

lism poisoning have been traced to factory canned

in -t a much larger number attributed to

prepared in the household. Whether this diffi r-

superior germicidal

method of heating or to the circumstai

or swelled canned g Is at to be

eliminated in the course of ordinal

or to a combinatii -

finitel)

t 1

that we are justified in asserting that a dai

entirely absi nt bei slight,

main point of difference between the

on the inti i

VVeinzirl 'to the results of an

bacterial examination of canned food- undertaken in

dicine at Harvard

ity." The investigation foi i

prehensive stud) of canned f Is, which is being

carried out in ! >,-. M. J. R
with the aid of a granl supplied bj the National (an
tier- Association. The coi Irawn by Weinzirl
to which particular exception has been taken i- that

M \ j::
; a

» 30

"food poisoning organisms, such as B. botulinus, B.

enteriditis, etc., are not found in commercial canned
foods." 1

It is unfortunate that this matter was not

allowed to rest in the form in which it appears in the

summary of results: 8 "Members of the para-
Hi- group wen not found, nor was B. botulinus

ever isolated." This plain description of findings

irl in his "

into a general statement which would hardly
be justified even by a more extensh

. i ion than
that here under discus-ion. and which in it-

|

torin might lead to serious misinterpretation.

the other hand, it must he admitted that a rather

isitive tone pervades portions of Mrs. Burke's
It is hardly jusl insinuate, h

ers is influenced by any
-ration other thai

i ek the truth

and find it.

ins hardly fair or wise

work of a group of inv< stigators, cor

•some of the best known nami

cntly on the ground thai the money for the work has

been provided by a

rcial" is frequently ral term

would haw

"bad" commercialism. Ii

is not our understanding that money was given to

1 harvard I Ini the purpos rating"

.aimed goods from any charj ,-r. but

simply for the purpose of discoverirf] iditions

far a- thi

1' can hardly

any of the members of the Natio

'ion would favor for an instant a plan to

might exi-t. Their in".

as simply human, lie wholly in the direction i

it can best b<

SECURING OFFICERS FOR - THE ARMY
MEDICAL CORPS

The Militar) Commiltei ol the House of Repre
-entati.

regular arm;.

numbei

the anii

for the national guard and
i

corps unit-. Probably, therefore, from 1..
v'<ki

I

regular medical officers will be need* d. Tl

securing young men for the Regular Mi

has long b< i n a difficult
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merely emphasizes the problem, At the

time the difficulty i- increased because ol the

low pay, although undoubtedly thi> will be removed

bj a hill now bef >s which provides For a

.>o per cent, increase m pa) and emoluments, ["his

tion which will compare favorably

e income of the majority t>i" civilian practition-

er, the increase in pay alone will not be enough

, t a sufficient number of volunteers to the

under present edi onditions.

Many state licensing
'

requiring a

.'. internship in addition to the four years' pro-

I training, and an increasing number of med-

u-e requiring a fifth year of hospital work

ting the degi ital year is a

r as the public is concerned, one of

the most important advances in medical education,

mng physicians with such training are

more allurements in private practice than

in the army. In addition, there is the worry and work

;

!i!,' the army examinations. Hence, if the army

I on this class of well-trained nun

rrps—and it i- this class that is wa

it will take a long time before the Medical Corps will

its full quota under present methods of tal ing

men.

But why should the army wait fur this complete

:': Why should it not take the man when he

mpleted hi- fourth year and give him hi- hos-

pital year a- a noncommissioned officer in the Medical

tment? The Walter Reed Hospital offers a

! opportunity for such work as the 1

uire : in addition, there are the

available dn tab ff such a method of

;

. it would he a double advan-

tudent: l 1 i He would he taken from an

I on hi- record in that school,

without having to go through the ordeal of an exam-

tudents would he an attractive

pay and subsistence

during the 1 r, at the end of which he ould

diploma, JUSl >tlld if the year had

rhese factoi

r. should appeal to i
1 fourth-year

Ther this proposition, neither

First, the law require-.

Ii I Corp of the Army
nd well-

the media I

which requir

landing wil

! a- satisfying their

•

. slight modi!

it by having the

officer I in- second also can surety he overcome, Eoc

certainl) medical colleges will willingly grant

nition to the divisional l the army—at least

to the great \\ alter Reed 1 lospital.

Current Comment

THE FATE OF PROTEINS INJECTED
INTO THE CIRCULATION

The fact that considerable quantities of blood, a

fluid exceptionally rich in protein, can he introduced

into the circulation without untoward effects and fre-

quently with benefit ha i a ionall) Fostered the belie!

thai other more easily obtainable protein solutions also

could Ik- infused occasionally with advantage. Before

tin- role of digestion a- a preliminary to assimilation

was undei itood as well as it is at present, the

bility of direct nutrient benefit from proteins and other

foodstuffs introduced directly by injection into the

circulating medium of the body or less directly by the

subcutaneous path seemed more plausible. Today it

i> the amino acid digestion end-product, in the case of

protein-, that count- as the real nutrient unit. The
nitrogenous pabulum of the tissues i- believed by the

great majority of physiologists to circulate as amino
acid.-, which are the prime sources of constructive

transformations in the tissue.-. If this hypothesis is

correct, unaltered, that is. undigested foreign protein

which finds its way into the blood stream maj he

expected to behave essentially like foreign material in

dy. There are many experiments on record to

indicate that this is true so far as the appearance of

protein in the urine is evidence that protein introduced

parenterally fails of utilization. Casein i-. in a sense,

imt an entirely foreign protein, since it is actually

manufactured in body cells by the mammary gland.

:
l.

. even this substance is not retained in the

lien it is introduced through channel- wl

digestion is avoided. Aaron/ who ha- repealed some
of the earlier attempts at intravenous nutrition with

. has succeeded in recovering in the tune' as

much as 58 per cent, of the casein injected in animals.

Futility of further procedures in this direction

should henceforth he clearly understood.

THE PREVALENCE OF SYPHILIS

It i- difficull to obtain accurate figures -how ing the

[isease Many observers have

attempted to collate stati I i ertain inherent diffi-

culties have always ]<> 1 sati factory results.

The disinclination of patient- to give out information

regarding these so-called "secret" maladies ha- always

troublesome I he development of the

complement fixation test has enabled us to reach con-

trding syphilis that are more definite than

am obtained before the introduction of this method.

id McNitt2 have recently studied nearly 3,000

B D -
'

.
.
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patients in the hospital and outpatient services of the

Barnes Hospital of St. Louis. Among their well-to-do

patients, a little over 6 per cent, gave a positive Was-
sermann reaction. Among the middle class, repre-

sented by patients in the paj wards, something over 13

per cent, gave evidence of syphilis, and in the lower

class of white patients, nearly 20 per cent, gave evi-

dence of the disease. Among the colored patients,

30 per cent, in the wards gave a positive VVassermann
n. In the dispensary nearly 16 per cent, of the

white and over 40 per cent, of the colored patients

gave a serologic evidence of syphilis. These figures,

covering a comparatively largi atients, indi-

cate the prevalence of the disease among the a

sick and not among the average well. As the existence

of a previous syphilitic infection predisposes to other

as well as sending many patients to the hos-

pital with the late manifestat philis in the

interna! organs, the figures cannot be considered appli-

to the general population.

Medical News

Association Nev/s

THE NEW ORLEANS SESSION
Announcement of Personnel of the Local Committee

on Arrangements

The following Local Committee on Arrangements for the

New Orleans session, April 26 to 30, 1920, has been con-
stituted : chairman, A. E. Fossier; secretary, T. J. Dimitry;

r, Paul J. Gelpi.

CHAIRMEN OF SUBCOMMITTEES
Advisory Charles Chassaignac
Sections and Section Work Homer I lupuy

istration idas

Finance J. W. Newman
ertainment \medee Granger

Halls and
'

ices William Seeman
tels J. I. Wymer

Scientific Exhibits i

unercial Exhibits \Y. II B
Information \llan Eu

licity Hamilton
Printing \Y. [|. Km

E. 1 Lei kert
Transportation H. YV. I

thrie

Golf John B. Elliott

Membership William M Perkins
1 linics Hermann B. ' iessner
Women Phj sicians Elizabeth Bass

Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Department

ending I lecembei 5, the Medii al Cot

the i.iiter of eight) -one from th<

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

Adrian I D.

NEW YORK

VV .1

I

'

J G
fill"

DEfARTMENT 111'

AS RELATE r<

CALIFORNIA
Joint Meeting.—Tl ntj Medical

tion held a joint meeting with the Southern California Med-
ical Society, December 4 and 5, in 1

of the president, Dr. Edward W. Burke, Redland,
"Medical Readjustments Following the War."

Soldiers Honored.—A ba given at Hotel Alex-
andria. Los Angeles, December 11, in honor of the members
of the Los Angeles County Medical Association wl
been in the military service during the world war
265 members gave up pracl er the medical
and of this number all but twenty-four have returm

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Changes in Faculc /illiam II \rilmr, M. C„

I S Wmy, has beet appo lilitary hygiene
Georgetown University, Col. William 0. Owen, M. C.,

1 S, Vrmy, head of the department of anatomy, and 1):

William C Ir lies in the institution

Personal.—A reception was tendered bj Major-Gen. Mer-
ritte W. Ireland. Surgeon-General, U. S. Vrmy, and Mr-,.
Ireland, at their apartment in tli. recently, to the

and student office

i

mj Medical Scl 1

ihew A. DeLaney and William J. L Lyster, colonels,
M. C, U. S. Army, were '

i| Wales
with the order of St. Michael and St. George, at the inves-
titure, November 13.

Testimonial to Dr. Kobei. the admiration ami
gratitude in which D M. Kober is held bj In

kers, it has b to issui

as a testimonial tc these sentiments an publica-
tion dedi , entieih birth-
day, March 28, 1920. Dr, George I ull

selected as chairman of the organization; Mr. Feli
: the Army Medical Museum, a! Mr. |ohn

is treasurer, at the committee
E. Noble, Drs. Charh

Wiltred M. Barton, J. W. Fewkes, Walter l> H
Hrdlicka, Washington, and I. Michleson,

Prof. W, II. Holme,, and Mr. \. M. Judd. The anni
publication will be the issue of the Ameri
Physical Anthropology, which will be published in i!

part of March, and will he known as I

Anniversary number.

ILLINOIS
Personal.— Dr. Josephus .1. Brown, I

( alifornia. I >r Lee < Hai lai

ion of the i

Chiropractor Convicted. According to
N Mettl

over the - 1 a t e of Illinois and low
t. It is undersl I thai I I

a license and continue his practi land.

Chicago
Election of Officer

I . Reid, wi

Mr \ugu

LOUISIANA
War Sen l< i Phy
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1 ! I

ecting the following

inder, Di John B Elliott, [r.; v'\

\ |
finance

i

Personal. l>r. Wal irmerl) ol V.

I

1 lospital, New i >i li

ients.

Case of Yellow Fever in New Orlean

all precautio

Bubonic Plague.—The to) the dock

;ni expendi
dually be—The

d this year in New
.! of John I nger, a rat catcher in the Public

n nil the disease, N i

27. (

I

ber 22, and v

linistered, but it was
it« to save the lifi

MARYLAND
Personal Dr Raymond Pearl, :try and

giene and public health at

- University, has been api ited statistician lo

Hospital.

Fire at Johns Hopkins. McCoy Hall and others of the

ipkins University were dt

insurance, but

valuable libra- ii ne and
i ccupied the •

were destroyed with irreparable loss. ( >n die day b<

biometry and vital statistics in the school of hygiene at Johns
Hopkins his entire private scientific

including about 1 j

undated unpabtisl work for the
i i

Arthur Xcwsholme lost many of his private papers in the

NEW YORK
Addition to Hospital.— \ twent i to the

ipal Ho I'ital for Infectious Disea
ropleted. This addition consists of i

til wards, and gives tlie hospital a total

of more than 100 I

Personal.— Dr. Albert H. Garvin
•lie State Hospital for Incipient

<.k to accept a similar position at a

near Detroit,

tion, near Charlottesville, Va.

New York City

Academy Election.

r. Riifus

Gilman Tho
Sidney

Dr. George I

-

OHIO
Library Given Medical Society

J. II. Himes,
i( ty a medical

Personal.— Dr. Erwin A. Pet<

American Kcd Cross. Dr 1'aul G. Woolley, Cil

the University
resigned. 1

1

f the \ ill. i the fiftei nth term lie

has served as executive officer of the village Di Van S.

I >i atou h if Troj Dr. Clarenci W,
Russell, Springfield, who has been ill w i 1 1 1 hi

i

pi actice Mi s Rena D if Dr. Chai lei

A. L. Reed, Cincinnati, dii from cerebral hera-

PENNSYLVANIA
Personal. D

appointed asi tanl chiel oi th< hild hygiene of

i elect
of the I i hi I Mien I

i

' on, Phila-

I for ilie

>i the Philadelphia I Jem i il I lospital

i a similar position at the Si - lital for the

1 tany tile.

Tuberculosis Night.— A special meeting held at the
F Physi i

Deci mated "
I uber-

ight." Similar mi

oi the Philadelphia I II open to the

["his meeting i >i

against tuberculosis. Dr. I Martin, commi i

i

of health of Pennsylvania, spoke on the work ol the in

'in ird B. < onnelli

missioner of labor of Pennsylvania, poke of tuberculosis in

its relation to the wa I dward Keenan, p

of the central labor union it Philadelphia, discussed union
labor's interest and place ill the tubei CUlosis crusade.

Jefferson Establishes a Dietetic Center.—The I uberculosis
of Philadelphia has established a dietetic center at

oi the I best at _'.18

Pine Street. The first class attended by state nurse I ok
up the preparation of economical and nutritio I: and
the ultimate plan is to establish dietetic clinics throughout

1 he nurses will be taughl to instruct mothers of

families and urge pupils to attend the classes. Ultimately it

is hoped i" establish regular dietetic clinics ai all hospitals,

are under the supervision of Miss [delta <. Miller,

a dietitian furnished by the Tuberculosis Society. These are

held each afternoon and evening and consist of one and a
half hour periods. Instruction will cover preparation o£

simple food! and the making of ideal menus designed to sup-

ply the greatest amount ol strength. The Social Service

Department headed by Miss Eleanor Finken, is

ating in this movement.

Philadelphia

Society Honors Service Men.—The L. Webster Fox Oph-
logical Society of the Medico-Chirurgical Coll

Philadelphia held its annual banquet at the Universit) Club,
'.in honoi of its members who were in the

military service during the war. Dr. John A. Brophy presided
as toastmaster.

Hatfield Lectures.— Lecture No. _' of the Nathan Hal laid

h ill be delivei ed at the Collegi ol PI i

Philadelphi 10 p. m. by Dr.
Cushing, Boston, i surgery in Harvard

University, on minal Neuralgias and Their
Surgical Treatment."

Tuberculosis Days. is day was observed in the

of the city. December 5, was observed in thi '

Di en ber 6, and in the Sunday schools and i

r 7. Special attention was called to the sale of Red
• .ils. now- being condui ted under the

auspices of the Philadelphia Tuberculosis Committee.

CANADA
Personal.— Dr. John A. >.

i
i ol minister

Of III-.'! I
'

I

'li' 1

Gordon Bell, provincial bacteriologist in Winnipeg, to dis-

called sleeping sickness reported
from western Canada.

Public Health News.— Ii is now definitel) stated that the,

smallpox outbreak in Ontario has been traced to Toronto.
ii i there was a total of 1,6!

in that province with no deaths. Most of these occurred in

being 1,356. The disease has occurred
in ilni ; November, the ' Intai I

ol Health supplied 240,000 individual doses of small-
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pox vaccine. There has also been a considerable increase in

Ontario of other communicable diseases. There were in

November 438 cases of scarlet fever with seven deaths

theria. 621 cases with 48 deaths; typhoid fever. 53 cases, 24

deaths; tuberculosis, 157 cases. 124 deaths. During the

month there were 275 cases of venereal diseases as against

96 for the same month in 1918. A deputation of Montreal
physicians in 'he interests of public health is isiting Toronto
and interviewing the medical officer of health with regard to

the outbreak of smallpox.

GENERAL
Personal.— Frederick F. Russell. Col., Mil S Army.

has been appointed official representative of the Medical

Corps on the government division of the Xational Research
Council.

Biologists to Meet.—The executive committee of the Fed-
eration of Biological Societies has called the annual meeting

at Toronto, Ont.. December 29 to 31. This federation includes

the American Physiological Society, which at this time will

held its thirty-second annual meeting.

New York Medical Weeklies Resume Publicatio

congratulate our contemporaries, the New York Medical
Journal and the Medical Record, on having resumed
t:, .u after a six weeks' vacation, the resull of a strili

journals are issuing the belated issues as rapidb, as possible,

and. unless further troubles ensue, within a week will appear
normally.

Meeting of the Child Hygiene Association.—At the annual
meeting of the American Child Hygiene Association, held in

conjunction with the convention of the Southern Medical
Association at Asheville, N. G, last month, St. Louis was
selected as the next place of m< i

officers wen- elected; president, Dr. Philip Vai

dent-elect. Prof. Charles A. E. Winslow, New Haven; vice

presidents, Drs. \V. M. Chapman. Montreal, and Howard C.

Carpenter, Philadelphia; secretary, Henrj I Helmholz,
ton, 111. (reelected); treasurer, Austin McClanahan,

Baltimore, and executive Miss Gertrude B. Knipp, llaltimore

(reelected).

American Red Cross Wishes Fifty Physicians.—The
American Red Cross wishes to obtain fiftj medical officers

fur service in Europe and elsewhere. Qualified practitioners

who have had military experience are preferred. '

and lieutenants will be given preference, but those who held
the grade of major will 1 ! provided they are
young, active and efficient. The pay will be that which they

i in the scrvi. .
. plu I

11
i" i

i nt eas, with a
liberal allowance for commutation. I

not desire to sign a contract for a period of less than one
ilthough when necessary in i

will be for a period of six months. The qualification
be similar to those required by the Anm and Navy for

entrance into these services. Young men, preferably not
over 35 1 They must be physically
sound and of good moral character, as the) will be n
tatives of the medical profi ion of the 1

ry. The work will be interesting. For further

Brig.-Gen Robert E No
ical Museum, Washington, D. C.

FOREIGN
Centennial of the French Academic de Medecine. \s Dei

is the centennial of the Academie d

Paris, a committee of *i.\ members wa
to have charge of the celebration i rsary.

Harveian Festival. The Harveian festival

with full honors b) the Ro ' i .in - of Lon-
I L913. I he oration VN as deln ered

nd II P. I raw fot d. and dealt v. Mb
runner, ol Mo i in antiquity. I supported the
tin i , ih.it in the ma

i he Balj
Leonard E. 1 1 ill

LATIN AMERICA
Red Cross Commissioner to West Indies.—The \

Red (V n V Swan, I

' K i
.

1 1, s. \iui
,

,

the Virgin Islands.

Haiti, and Santo Domingo, and m
["here is now one Rei pital in Santo
Seibo, which I

and manned b) the

Foreign Correspondence

LONDON
Nov. 19

The Medical Research Committee

The fifth annual report of the Medical Research Committee
appointed under the national health insuranci

undertake ued its fifth annual report. This
surveys the advances in me during the w

es how they may be utilized in peace. Some very
interesting researches arc described. One is that of I h

Benjamin Moon on "photosynthesis." He finds that in the

presi e of sunlight, but without the aid of bacteria, both
fresh water and marine algae are able to lake nitrogen out

of the air and to "fix" it. The nitrogen is taken up p

as nitrites and nitrates formed by the action of 1 i j_i 1 1 1 on
nitrogen and oxygen in the air or dissolved in water. Evi-

dence has been found that the so-called "active oxy|
fresh country air is not ozone, but nitrogen peroxid, probably
formed by ultraviolet light causing direct union of nitrogen
and oxygen. The ultraviolet rays are largel) filtered out of

the light in city atmospheres. Further, there seems to bi a

relation between whal is • . 1 1
*

» th etric" chart and
the energy of the sun.

An important investigation on the prevention of influenza

by the use of gases has been undertaken bj Dr. All

r for Falmouth. He noticed thai the

s in sas works did not suffer from influenza,

uggested that gases might be used as a proph
Dr. Benjamin Moon ited with him in devising
methods for the slow and safe discharge of nitrogen pero> d

at a conccnti. breathing and with othet

(sulphur dioxid. nitric acid and acetone). It was found thai

exposure to thi ed a great diminution in the
growth of bacteria obtained from swabs of the tin

no i
I
be application of these results is described in the

llrilish Medical Journal by Dr. Gregor. An outbreak of

influenza took placi in a 'amp. and it wa
disinfect the men en masse with nitrogen peroxid, which was
generated by placing snip, ol copper in nitric acid. The

arranged that the odi
not irritating or disagreeable. The men were kept in the
gas for ten minute ilainl was made as to any
untoward effect or aftei effei I

through th. chamber in five days (Jnhappilj the battalion

process of being broken up. for which ri

re uli i ould n ed Howevei
Ii -bed that it was qu I le to expose bodies
to tin' fumes without i rt or ill effei

\ gang of navvies living in a large shed in di

experimi i I

.. • men whi
1 to the hospital. sulphur

ilphui ]»i thousand i ubii fi

burned slowly in their sleeping quarters while ill.

led and rising In the morning. This ,

and little irritation, and i

days, No other case of influenza

Anthrax in Shaving Brushes

anthrax from infected shaving brushes
imported from Japan has alread) been n
again i from that i

Ik and two in Londi
Andrews, bacterioloi Bartholomew's llospu.il. has
found anthrax bacilli in six out of nil

Memorials to Lord Listei

I v. ,. 111, mi 'i ial tablet to 1 • u d I i let havi

one at i "I the other at I ni

indent and house surgeon from

II. iid I

monument aln
Sir I. I. I hi

m with the

laimed to ha
fellow in I860



MARRIAGES

ith the adm
• o t as I '

'~

time man) important I
i

ng the setting up ol

for the invi ••'"'. ''"'

establishment of thi

the council with I

;„ I
scourtesy in him was

uniraaginal
' microbe

. tuall) .1- his

cd the germs ol fi From the

His kindliness was conspicuous. In deciding

he sympathized with

:ul more than he rejoiced with the victors

PARIS 1919

Congress ol Orthopedists

\t the first congr. h orthopedi

given m The Journal, November 29,

•he subjects fere: war spondylitis, and

treatment of pseudoarthr.

WAR

Iii his communication, l>r. Froelich, professor of clinical

urgery on the Facull

review all tlie chronic lesions ol the

. that he has s Cen in soldiers. Among the non-

traumatic affect

particularly syphilitic lesions, the true character of many

of which fails to be recognized; rheumatismal spondylitis

occurring in voung subjects and marked by rapid develop-

I litis, and acute osteomyelitis; further-

. ers, acute kyphoscoliosis, the n

attended with fever and a general del

; the staphylococcic infection descr:

n under the name of "kyphoscoliosis of appren-

^ the traumatisms maj he mentioned spinal lesions

. and fractures caused by
i

The internal traumatisms
idylitis: "vertebral

. in which a simple

overable roentgeno-

illy, causes a trouble and often presents

ects difficult to control; hysterotraumatic
has been called, occurring

who have been engulfed by the bursting of a shell,

vertebral sprain and consequent

of the roentgenogram for

.. alive, but they are often present nevertheless.

intil they have worn a cor-

,r. All too often such men have
: as malingerers; whereas, the fact i>. some of

gh there has been a

Then there lil-Kummcl type of fracture of

; •. hich in three :

ii : a brief ; rain after the injury.

. and then a p
ients are often

support to the

lich thinks that

in the start by means
ipression in the

• Hibbs or the Albee
mid be indii

k part in ' u were
is much

f psi lo-ai

e were: the extent of th(

>:.ds, the

ie, latent

reinfected, and
I in the end
Hopitanx dc Paris

and at-
a een the

f the war and the wounds in the

last years of the war, after the practice of conserving
adherent bone fragments and the primary and delayed

wei trod In s] f this improve-

ment the treatment was siui much more difficult than in

irthrosis in peace times, which explains the variet)

in the methods of intervention used during the war
Dr. Judet of Paris stated that he was somewhat ske]

I to bone grafts I whether of dead hone 01

likew isc m ith leriosteal gi afts, I
!<•

cited two cases in which he had followed Eoi a long time, by

ol roentgenog " and osteo

periosteal I their resorption without

reproduction ol hour I le bad »e< n roen

grafts and the reproduction of thin transverse strips of bone,

but be had nevei leen a large, solid bone.

I>r. Rocher of Bordeaux ion to fudet's state-

He iliinks that the results shown in the roentgeno-

gram are not always an accurate measure ol the actual clin-

ical results. Some ca i

soli, 1., lion to the palpating baud, whereas the ro

.lie or notbn: hanges. In fact, there are
i tain parts

no corresponding roentgen! is

sonally, Rocher has used •'
fl or the total fibular

graft without the periosteum, ff a focus ol o teomyelitis is

is should be done. It is useless to try

to apply a graft if the loss ol >ubstanci i ii Mii/a-

tion should lake place before a graft is applied. General
J bj mi .in i ol '. inothei ap; and heliotherapy; also

"i of a coexisting diabetes or syphilis, offer great

aid. Methodical exercise help I i adapt and strengthen the

graft. It the first graft is ni >S, others may be tried

and often prove successful. Bi fore ittempting operations of

this kind the su ould be well equipped with instru-

ments and should be well supplied with "bony armament."
The graft should not be pi ition "approximately

but should be wedged in and fitted tight, for osteo-

genetic growth will thus he much facilitated

Dr. Albee of New York City, in a long communication,
the results that he had secured by the use of hone

grafts in fractures and in pseudo-arthrosis. The r« nils

have been published in his work on the surgery of lone

grafts (1! IS). In the last ten years he has performed 1,950

bone grafting operations. He emphasized the disadi

of dead bone as a graft. Since 1911 he has used only live

bone. The graft should include the whole thickness of the

bone: periosteum, outer compact layer, cancellated tissue,

um and marrow. lie emphasizes also the sup

of the electric twin saw over the hand chisel in preparing
the graft. The advantages of this saw are: great rapidity

tinutes being sufficient for most graft opera
fractures) and greater exactitude in the coaptation of the

bone fragments. In pseudo-arthrosis there are two essential

features to be observed: il
I the use of grafts that are long

ich the health;, bone It does not suffice that

;it is left in contact with the fibrous, decalcified ends
of the sound bone. All the bad results that are not due to

infection come from too si If the fractures are
of old origin and if fruitless attempts at suture have been
made, the grafts should be ol greater relative length than

tse; (2) the absolute adaptation of the graft to its

Herein lies the advantages of the "inlay graft," a

technic described by Albee. Such an inlay graft i, resistXflf

iii- be applied even to a suppurating bom-.

Immobilization of the member i- indispensable, the apparatus
. with the condition and mobilization are

begun very soon, but restriction of movement should be con-
for three or four month-

Marriages

Charles Milleb Ilvn her, \-st Surg.. Lieut, (j. g.), U. S.

Navy, I'. S. Naval Hospital, Las Vnimas, (oh,., to Miss

[anice M. Miller of Massies' Mill,. Va.. at Richmond, Ya..

r 21.

II u.i II tcl OY, Lieut.. M . R b.. \sh.-

ville, X netl of ( harlottesville,

Kami \ Thomas ( Mrs I.ilic Wright Lowerec.
' ity. at Greenwich, < aber 15.

. Flesher, Edmond, <>kla.. to Miss Mar-
I lizabeth (."berry of \rdm»re. Okla.. October 18.

Km ii. MiNoi.n Schlageter, Chicago, I

New Richmond. Wis . September 18.
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Deaths

Edgar Reid Russell $ Asheville. X. C. ; University of
Maryland, Baltimore, 1895; aged 49; a member of the Ameri-
can Academy of Ophthalmology and Oto-Laryngology : .me
of the founders and formerly professor of diseases of the eye.
ear, nose and throat in the North Carolina Medical College,
Charlotte: a member of the surgical staff of the Meriwether
and Presbyterian hospitals. Charlotte, and of the Charlotte
Sanatorium, and president of the Charlotte Medical Society ;

died, November 2/ , from septicemia following a scratch of
the hand.

John Robert Tackett, Meridian. Miss.; Tulane University,
New Orleans, 1889; aged 50; captain. M. K. C, U. S. Army.
and honorably discharged. Jan. 10. 1919; a veteran of the
Spanish-American War; professor of theory and practice of
medicine and internal medicine in Meridian iMiss. i Medical
College; a member and once vice president of the Mi
State Medical Association, and a member of the Mi
State Board of Health; surgeon in the National Guard of
Mississippi; died, November 25.

James Milton Flint, Medical Director, Rear Admiral, U. S.

Navy (retired), Washington, IX C. ; Harvard University
Medical School, 1860; aged 81 ; who entered the Navy, April
14, 1862; was made medical inspector in 1893, and medical
director in 1897; and was retired in 1900; he served as Beet
surgeon of the Asiatic Fleet in 1894 and 1895; was honorary-
curator of the division of medicine of U. S. National Museum
from 1881-1882. 1888-1891 ., ; died. November 21.

Walter Seymour Reynolds, New York City; University of
ihe City of New York. 1892; aged 55; a member of the
Medical Society of the State of New York: clinical assistant
ill genito-urinary diseases in the College of Physicians and
Surgeons in the City of New York since 1898, and attending
surgeon in the genito-urinary department of University and
Bellevue Medical College since 1900; died. November 24.

Willis Clark Noble ® Montclair, N. ).: University of the
City of New York, 1891; aged 65; for eighteen years a med-
ical missionary in charge of the Mission Hospital of tin-

American Board ( of Foreign Missi
Paotingfu. China; ph tant attending surgeon and
radiographer of the Mountainside Hospital. Montclair. since
1902; died, November 21, from cerebral hemorrhage.

Simeon C. Adams, Mexico, Mo.; Louisville (Kj i Medical
1880; aged 67; for twenty years proprietor of the

Mexico Hospital and Adams Institute for Treatment of
Drug Addicts: formerly secretary of the Audrain
Medical Society; died. November 23, at the Amanda Hospital.
Mexico, a short time after a surgical operation.

Leonard Basil Gapinski, Chicago; Chicago '

icine and Surgery, 1916; aged 26; firs)

i

nber 1. in St. Mar. - Hos-
pital, Chicago, from streptococcus infection following an
accidental cut of the lip.

Abraham Joseph Arbeely, Wash ian Pro-

ler and
president of the Syrian-Greek Orthodox Church an I

olent Societj . founder and publisher of the Stat
died, October 30.

William Gilbert Povey, Detroit; University of ,\i

Ann Arbor. 1899; aged 46; formerly demonsti il

Lakeside I

died. November 24. after a surgical operation.

Maurice J. Vigneux, Nelson, B. C; McGill Un
• had just returned after

months' • > identally drowned.
22. while endl girl who had fallen

into the lake at Connaugbt Park. N

William H. Perry, Carterville, III : < ollege of I'i

and Snri iber "i

the Illinois State Medi al Society and president of the

Williamson i bounty ( 111 i

November 15. fi hemorrhage.

Frank Dwight Crim I

and Surgeons in the

member of the staff of Faxton Ho

$ I ti.li it

-esident of Lincoln, Neb., and for a time coroner of
Lancaster County; died. November 27.

Jesse Yeager Scott, Washington. Pa.: University of Petm-
ia, Philadelphia, 1875: aged 71; a member of the Med-

ical Society of the State of Pennsylvania; surgeon to the
Washington Hospital; a director of the Washington Trust
Company ; died, about November 28.

Clayton Welch Seaman, Buffalo; New York Homeopathic-
Medical College. New York City. 1896; aged 50: a member
of the ' ety of the State of New York ; visiting
physician to the Buffalo Homeopathic Hospital, and Ingleside
Home: died. November 13, from tuberculosis.

Oliver J. Gronendyke, Newcastle, Ind. ; Medical College
of Ohio, Cincinnati. 1885; aged 55; a member of the Indiana

Medical Association; for eighteen years a member of
the local school board; died at Martinsville, Ind., Ni
23, from pneumonia.

Walter B. Helm® Rockford. Ill : Northwestern University
.1 School, Chicago, 1884; aged 60; president of the

Tri-State Medical Association; consulting surgeon to Rock-
ford Hospital: died in Wesley Hospital, Chicago, November
28. from pneumonia.

Edward McLaren Darrow ® Fargo. N. D. ; Rush Medical
College, 1878; aged 64; thi mer in point of
service in North Dakota: died in Si John's Hospital, \'o\ em-
ber 25, from carcinoma of the liver, after an exploratory
operation.

Robert Hanley, Kingston. Out.; Queen's University, Kings

-

.
for eight years a member of the city

surgeon at the Portsmouth Penitentiary; died in "the Hotel
Dieu. Kingston. September 18. after an operation for appen-
dicitis.

George Washington Cocke, Bartow. Fla. : College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons. Baltimore. 1885; aged 58; a met
the Medical > n a hospital in Char-
lotte, N. ('.. November 12. after a surgical operation.

Harmon Baker Gibbon * Tiffin, Ohio; Cincinnati I

of Medicine and Surgery. ^'77: aged f>7; president of the
Ohio Stale >.' ciation in 1916 and 1917

mber 2.^, from angina peel

David Hopper Warner, Newmai University of
of Xew York. 18So : age! 57: a member of the

Medical Society of the State of Pennsylvania; died. Novem-
ber 24, from cerebral hemorrhage.

Alonzo H. Lothrop, Lexington, Ind.; Kentucky School of
bonis-, ille, 1876 ; Louis\ ille ' Ky i Mi

., veteran of the Civil War: died. Novi
from tuber, ;;'

Louis F. Klemm * Milwaukee: Milwaukee Medical Col-
lege. 1' 00 ; aged 49 .

u-d. recently, from chronic interstitial nephritis

Louisa Schlegel, B rk Medical I

pital for Women, Homeopathic, New Yoi
1889; a

Alexander C. Smith, Ind . diana Eclccti
ical < ollege, Indiana;

a pra

Beyan A. Rabc, San Francisco; Wesb
eland, 1871 I \\ ai .

James Wesley Alexander, Woodland M

n all.

John M. Turk, i

Jacob Heater, Philadelpl Medical Uni

Mason J. Skiff, North I

.

Samuel L. A'l

William Thompson Houur,
i.al In '

-

Robert Leonida.i Knox,
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Correspondence

•DEFECTS IN THE TEACHING OF PATHOL-

OGY, AND THE LAY PROFESSOR"

ill you allow me to reply to th< articl. bj

and the ' '" Jo^nal, No^ 29, 1 '1 '. p.

lied laj professor is

uraimel, a lack ol appreciation oi the contribu-

te,, ... medical progress. The naive admis-

,gical, but is essentially human

dence that there has been engendered

against the acknowledgment that

whatever his training, may have any conception

of the labyrinth of medical subjects unless he has success-

tnpleted a prescribed course in a medical school lead-

M D. ^s 1 look at it, the first task ...

lividual entering on the study ol medicine is that he

F the i rmal human bodj in its strui

I mechanisms. l
r
.>r if he knows not the norm

deviations therefrom? And what dot

,,1 microscopic, embryology, physiology, and

listry purport to teach it not these fundamental con-

. ol the make-up ami workings ol the normal organ-

lation is established, the lack ol informa-

Is deviation or pathologic conditions

rspective, sense of proportion, or appreciation of

s
..n the part of the "lay p ' rather

in the teaching inability of the later instructors.

expect a teacher of mathematics to be the

ice. a teacher of literature

da teacher of the

i- i.. have run the gamut

irriculum fro to psychiatry. Not

nj that that man who does

.in intelligent interest in medicine as a whole, and

knowledge of his

,, unfit for teaching medical students

;

•hat the man need ' tacked

in.. re than an

. traction,

ormed and intelligent individual for one

lieve that medicine, medical schools and medical

;i rs by having as teachers such men as

M ..
i limn, and many others possessing

t lr that these men arc

live, appreciation of relative values and

those that doubt show equal con-

gress, and I will gracefully retire.

. I'm I) . West Philadelphia, Pa.

cases the toxic symptoms developed in syphilitica

wno had received foui arsphenamin with intervals

,.
t ., week between treatments. This is not intensive treat-

ment,
1, is ini note, furthi i mon . that the authors seem

aware -
I

' Ii' i ' unrelated to largi

dosage or frequent administration because thej (correctly)

state thai "this accident [toxic jaundice] is liable I m
i, dose

"

We do not know the factors on which the occurrenci oi

toxic jaundice depends. Millions ..t injections of arsphen-

amin have been given bj the once a week method; thi

ute degeneration ol the livei number probablj less

than a hundred. Why intimate thai "intensive" treatment is

msible for them?
\ year or more ago, the editor of a widely read medical

journal, commenting on deaths from hemoi i hagi< em ephalitis

alter arsphenamin. issued a warning against "intensive"

methods and large dosage, ignoring the fact thai the deaths

in question had occurred after tin ordinary oiice-a-wcek

treatment with moderate doses I Ine tact is that deaths from

hemorrhagic encephalitis have occurred after a sin. I.

as small as 11.2 gm. and also after treatments administered

at intervals of tin ee we< i...

We know as little of the causes of hemorrhagic encephalitis

after arsphenamin as of ..cute yellow atrophy. We do know
thai large dosage or frequency of administration are not

\ ..1 even usual factors. The ipse dixit s of prejudice

and unfounded assumptions will not help us in the solution of

lH " q««tions.
S| ,, M , ,„ PoLLrrZEB, M.D., New York.

INTENSIVE" ANTISYPHILITIC TREATMENT
dei i- likely to

than from tables of figures

I he title of the interesting

Lynch, T. J. and Hoge, S. F. : Toxic

tisyphilitic Treatment. The
- unmistakable
ere the results

: with arsphenamin. Perusal of the

the term "intensive" wholly at variance

in the so-called

arc given at

of the term

nd by this term the

n u. full doses at short intervals

which I

helically,

:lt whatever— three full d

at in the

Queries and Minor Notes

[MUN1CATX0 S mill qucri

ed I .... lettei must contain the

>.m1 h. omitted, en request.

on postal cards will not

ritrr's name and addreas,

POLYMORPHONUCLEARS IN MALARIA
To the Editor:— Please describe the changes, it any, in the poly-

morphonuclear neutrophils in estivo-autumnal fever.

M. S. I)., Dothan, Ala.

\\s\vik. -While in the acute malarial attacks of average

Severity lh. absence "f leukocytosis is of considerable corrob-

orative value, a slight leukocytosis amounting to about

nil an increase in the percentage of polymorpho-
nuclear cills. has been observed by Billings and others. In

the more severe estivo-autumnal atlacks a definite leuko-

cytosis has been observed, cspeciall. in the hemoglobinuria
or blackwater type of malarial infection. The extent of the

helm-en 10.000 and 35.000, although many
..;il to cause any distinct increase. During the

afebrile periods the eosinophils are usually increased; neu-

trophil myelocytes are occasionally present, rarely eosinophil

Pigmented leukocytes are seen in the majority

, especially in the severe and fatal cases. They
include mononuclear and polymorphonuclear leukocytes.

1
i BRII WING It I.I.Y

To the Editor: Please publi .. t"
i I lubricating

jelly. The cost of jelly, when ... rfice practice,

; nd ..I. ill- iut
i .' old in 'Ii' druH

S. E. M,.' ,,. \i n . Rochester, Minn.

r.—The subjoined formula for an inexpensive lubri-

cating jell) which ha- been used in the German Hospital

(now the Lankenau Hospital). Philadel] lia foi a number

was published in I ai Foi R u May 12, l''17, which

see:
3 Km.

ii 25 c.c.

1.5 Km.

iffii i. Hi quantil
i

to n al i 100 c.c.

a .' pu mi" a wide
dded and tin- botth is

.ken.
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Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

Book Notices

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Alabama: Montgomery, Jan. 13. Chairman, Dr. Samuel V.

i.iery.

-Sec, Dr. An
hoenix.
vdo: Denver, Jan. 6. Sec., Dr. David A. Strickler, 61

Bldg., Denver.
District of Colombia: Washington, Tan. 13. Sec., Di

ind, The Rockii
Sec. Dr. G. A. Munch, 1306

Franklin St.. Tampa.
Hawaii: Honolulu, Jan. 5-8. Sec, Dr. J. K. [udd, Honolulu.

Dec 16-13. S
Capitol Bldg.. 1

1

Maxyla .. Dr. J. Mi P. S if. 1.17 \Y.

Washington St.,

• ta: Minneapolis, Jan. 6-9. Sec. Dr.
Lowry Bldg.. St. Paul.

Jan. 12-14. Sec. Dr
Jefferson City.

National Boakd >jf Medical Examineks:
25. Sec, Dr. I 1310 Medical Art* Bldg., Phila

Mexico: Santa Fe, Ian. 12-13. Sec. Dr. K. 1.

uces.

i rk: New Yoi B
I
in. 27-31.

North I
>

Forks.
Oklahoma: Oklahoma City. Jan. 1 J M. Byrum.

Shawnee.
Oregon: Portland. Ian. 6. Sec. Dr. Frank W. V.

Bldg.. Portland.

lvania: Philadelphia, Jan. 13-17. Pres., Dr. John M. Baldy.
Harrisburg.

I>r. Park B
Washington: Spokai - .. Dr. C. X. Snttner, 415 oid

National Bank Bldg., Spokane.
Jan. 13. Sec., I>i S !

Bldg.. Chari
'

Second St., Ashland.

Illinois March Examination

Mr. F.
(

". Dodds, superintendent of registration, Illinois

Department of Registration and Education, reports the writ-

ten and practical examination held at Chicago, March .1-6.

1919. The examine 10 and included

100 questions. An average of 75 per cent, was required to

pass. Of the 168 candidates examined. l.iO passed and 18

failed. Fifteen candidates were licensed by reciprocity. The
following colleges were represented :

Year
College passed

Bennett Medical College , 1

Chicago I I Surgery I 191! 10
lical College. Chicago 7

Tenner Medical College (1917) 1

•• 6
Rush Medical ( liege

31
ity

'

I

Johns H
t

1

National i

1

1

I.
. t

Trinity "
I

I

"

1

3
I

I

4

3
College

College
Koithwi - 'v

Mrharry M
rsity

rw Medicine: \ Exposition of the

En
ics. B>

the Lenox Hill

nic. Neurological
Price, $5. Pp. 612, with

orations. Philadelphia: P. B 1919.

In presenting the subject of electricity in medicine, the

authors have restricted themselves almost entirely to the

electric currents in all fields of medical practice.

exclusive :ry. Thereto rapy and the

'i ray are d :ly in a fundamental way.
:;iucr is presented

mental laws, the ability to use instruments in

their application, and such the physi-

: icity as a remedial agent,

ik is divided into six parts, on electrophysics ; appara-
tus required for the therapeutic and diagnostic use of

electric . electropathology ; electro-
' electrotherapeutics,

and special ele [n view of the extensive use

made of electricity in the diagnosis of disturbed function of

the muscles and motor nerves, the section on electrodiagnosis
ami ele .articular interest. The numerous

and tallies add the value of this section.

The an
'

i| presented anything new; but they have
collected information from man . present
it in a concise manner which will appeal to those who arc
interested in the use of electricity in medicine.

of the Ear in School Cn the 1'rc

I I) I R.F P
I

$1.75. Pp. 94. New York: V I <J
1 9.

trried out ii

gow, where children with ear trouble are treated. Such
ive the child and the parent the loss of time I

to a hospital dispensary for treatment. This
is an in. ation, as ii usuall

<.:h the children and the p
i: ::t at tin- hospital dispensary. Separati

ters ai the relation of the

ii trouble. 'I h

:.:i . deafness
In this applies the principle of the mcndelian

..lid makes a

the public on the ine\ itable

I le i^ dealing
i en. hut his ir the elimina-

thal whi

ird hopeful!}

ontrol of the

b) the

Ml. M

aiilhorit :

symptom
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mmended Its

matter were more
more quit kl;

Current Medical Literature

Medicolegal

Inability to Take Treatments Contracted for

I . Supp. MS)

. a *> ork, \pi • in, First

p300 and costs

the plaintifl

m, holds that a person who contracts to paj a

ied time, but is physically

the treatments and prompt]) notifies the other

for the treati

ration for the contract. The court

it the plaintiff was a bus

lish, maintain and operate an institution

in which pei 'ion for rest,

I jii nic treatment."

b in ill health, was induced to look over

ters, and finally to remove his clothing.

Mined by listening to

them, he was art-ax >a1 and given

which he was informed were charac-

treatment which he would receive it he entered

• with the plaintiff. Among other things, he

setting-up exercises, as they

tiled. The medicine ball was tossed, and. lying prone

his hack, he was required to work his neck "it

•r this treatment was completed, and he was
all hi il,

;
.' signed what was called an

that he applied for membership in

three half hours pi i n eek foi

eeks, and agreed to pay $300 on

> offei But the day following he was sore

and lai trouble developed with his neck.

to the trial treatment ; and he at once

the plaintiff that he would he unable to continue, or

atment mentioned in the applica-

ich he had signed. Moreover, he testified that his

that it became necessai

,1 days, treated him i"r his con-

iMc with his neck; that at the

red. and was then tinder

'he difficulty. The proofs showed that he was
the treatment tor which he had

r which he I 0. In short,

ration that he receive the

ontemplated in the written appli-

The furnishing of such treatment and
- to pay.

time he made the applicat

lake the treat-

.

itied the plaintiff that he

let. I (nder such circum-

ed from liability to pay the

incut in favor of the

All of the members
n this.

rt think that a

laimcd right of

the defendant lay in the I u statute

the New Yorl plaintiff

; the pratticc of medicine without
on 160 of the

the majority, or three members of

the court, hold otherv the opinion that the plain-

not engaged in the practice of medicine within the

the statute.

rked

AMERICAN
acted below

Arkansas Medical Society Journal, Little Rock
Novembi i 1919, 16,

I reatmenl of I m it. Kirbjr, I ittli Rock,
; 19.

Pellagra. D. A. Pi Iton, 1 • ity.- p. 121.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
,181, No. 22

'Specific i
i

I. W. R. Stokes and II W Maldeia,
i

,
i,.tS.

I C. G. Lane,
—p. 641.

Specific Treatment of Typhoid.— In thirty
1 Stokes and Maldeis with vaccines the

ised 10,000,000 bacteria, usually given subcuta-
' of several days. The number of doses

varied between one and six. No practical results were
1 bj this small dosage since the average duration of

was thirty days, and patient who i fen received

the first dose on the second, third and fourth day- showed no
tendency toward a decrease in the duration of the disease.

The niorialit \ in these cases was five, oi 16.1 per cent. The
ol cases treated numbered about sixty. Doses begin

0,000 eria with an increase to 1(10,000,000

and 250.0(10,000 at intervals of several days were used. The
iase was shortened in a fair number of

showed actual rapid decline of the tem-

perature to normal after several of the doses had been given.

The records in this -.erics were lost, hence exact data cannot

In the third scries, ten patients were treated by

ions of a sen ttized typhoid vaccine made
From the Rawling's strain. Immune serum was added to the

vaccine until the agglutinins had all been saturated by the

iniiminc serum. Of these ten patients, six were treated before

the tenth day of the disease. The diagnosis was verified

blood cultures and the Widal reaction. Four patients

were treated after the tenth day and showed only a positive

Widal test, the blood cultures being negative. In five of the

six early cases, two injections were given at intervals of

about tour days and in three of these cases the disease

seemed to be al orted. In two other cases the temperature
gradually dropped to normal in about eighteen days and

ed so. In the other earlj case only one injection was
and the case followed the regular typhoid course,

of 300,000.000 bacteria wen- given and the injection

Owed by a slight chill ami a rise in temperature of

from 1 to 1.5 I\. and no dangerous symptoms were noted.

In the four late cases the Widal was positive but the blood
culture was negative and the vaccine did no harm but no
apparent -benefit was derived from the treatment.

What Is Influenza?-- Soper states the weight of evidence
of all kinds indicates that the influenza which was pandemic
is a highly virulent form of a disease which is commonly
with us.

Transposition of Viscera, Tertiary Syphilis.—Lane reports
a case of complete congenital transposition of viscera, func-
tionating perfectly, associated with tertiary syphilis bul no
his',,ry of pi' "ins.

Colorado Medicine, Denver

mmunity of Colorado
Denver.— p. 268.

16, No.

to Pulmonary Tube- H. B. v\

Immunity of Coloradoans to Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—

A

conviction held by Whitney for many years and expressed
emphatically in this paper, thai mo t I oloradoans are prac-

t 1
v tuberculosis, has beer

strengthened by his investigation of some statistics. Only
mall percentagi of deaths from tuberculosis are said

to occur among the native Coloradoans.
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Indiana State Medical Ass'n Journal, Fort Wayne
Nov 15, l"V. 12, No. 11

•Active Mobilization in Joint Condition-. E. B. Mumford
apolis.—p. 287.

•Meningococcus Cerebrospinal Meningitis. J. A. MacDonald, Indian-

apolis.-
:

•Blood Sugar Tolerance in Cancer. S. Edwards, Indianapolis.—p. 296.

Active Mobilization in Joint Conditions.—This paper was
abstracted in The Journal, Oct. 18, 1919, p. 1309.

Meningococcus Cerebrospinal Meningitis.— This paper was
abstracted in The Journal, Oct 25. L919, p I

Blood Sugar Tolerance in Cancer.—This paper was
abstracted in The Journal. Nov. 1, 1919, p. 1390.

Journal of Bacteriology, Baltimore
September. 1919, 4, No. 5

Classification of Colnntyphoid Group of Bacteria with Special Reference
to their Fermentative Reactions. C K A. Winslow, I. 1. Kligter

and W. Rothberg, New York—p. 429.

'Bacteriology of Fuso-Spirillary Organism; Its LiTc History. R. R.

Mellon, New York.— p. 505.

•Occurrence of Bacillus Botulinus in Nature. G. S. Burke. Palo Alto.

p. 541.

Bacillus Botulinus. G. S. Burke, Palo Alto, Calif.— p. 555.

Infection by a Fusospirillary Organism.—Mellon isolated

a fusospirillary organism from a case in which it caused

generalized infection, involving also the kidney and rung,

the point of origin being presumably in the appendix, lis

branching filamentous forms relate it closely to the

thrices. while its bacillary and coccal phases relate it to the

lower bacteria. The branching filaments were not cultivated

from the renal abscess or the lung puncture, although many
of them could be demonstrated from the material in both

locations—in fact they constituted the hulk of the flora

present in the lung puncture material. They were cultivated

from broth blood cultures, however, partly as the result of

an irregularity in the preparation of the medium and partly

from a radical change in the environmental conditions at a

certain stage in the culture'- development.

Occurrence of Bacillus Botulinus in Nature.—Two hun-

dred and thirty-five culture- were made by Burke from
samples collected in five localities in central California. 50

or more miles distant from each other. The cul'Mrc-

a wide range of material, including tap water, hay, leaves,

vegetables and fruits in various condition-, insects, spiders,

towbugs, snails and caterpillars, garden soil, manure from

horses, hogs, and chickens, and also samples from the claws.

crop, gizzard and intestinal contents of bird

cultures containing B. botulinus wore found

eludes that /•'. botulinus is widely distributed in nature.

Journal of Industrial Hygiene, New York
i

.

Electrostatic Method "f l>u-i I

\ir .1 P Bill, Cambridge, H
Applications of Psychiatry to Industrial Hyi

bridge, Mass.- p. 341.

Platfi

Health !

nois and Ohio. E. R. Hayhui

Journal of Mental and Nervous Diseases,

Lancaster, Pa.

:

Beling and H
II \\ U i

Pathology of Human and Experimental Poliomyelitis. -

in which th<

to infiltration of the pia and blood i lels,

in which the man:
turn of the motor cells in the anterior horn, accompanied bj

the proliferation of I

the mixed type. In the second group the changes in the

central nervous system of man are polymorphous. The reac-

tion in the ganglion cells and nuclei makes it possible to

recognize not less than eight different forms in the degenera-

tive process consequent to the poliomyelitis infection. The
first group presents the more general reaction of the organ-

ism to the infection, manifested by changes in the central

nervous system and the lymph tissues of the holy. In

human poliomyelitis the pathologic reaction to the virus is a

mixed one.

• Maine Medical Association Journal, Portland
ID. No. 4

tals. K. C. l p. 91.

Teaching of Sex Hygiene. W. T. Ron Rumford.—p. 107.

New York Medical Journal
Oct. 11. 1919. 110. N i. is

Fever and What it Really Means. W. H. Po -p. 605.

•Differential Diagnosis of Hyperthyroidism. (i. W. McCaskey, Ft
Wayi

ry and Medical Officers Reserve Corps. R. T. Frank.

Nev. York.—p. 610.

. 612.

•is. J. C. Densten. Scranton Pa.—p. oU.
I C. Seal. New

;.. 616.

Differential Diagnosis of Hyperthyroidism.— Basal metab-

olism and alimentary hyperglycemia, with special reference

to the differential diagnosis of hyperthyroidism from clinical

ince to it. is the subject of

McCaskey's paper. Another purpose is to point out the

limitations of these laboratory methods, which, however

valuable they may be, should always he regarded

sidiary to the general clinical picture. McCaskey i

vinced that the symptoms of hyperthyroidism and hypo-

thyroidism are due to quantitative variations of thyrotoxin

in the body cells; that the fundamental phenomenon which

dominates the entire clinical picture from cretinism to

iwism" is perversion of the metabolic rate; that this

metabolic rate has its absolute equivalent, in accordance with

fully established physical laws, in the the heat pro luction of

the entire mas lis; that this heat production is

essentially a process of oxidation and i- equivalent to the

quantity of oxygen consumed, the latter being re^'il

lendcnl on. t
1

lat it i- now possible

with the comparatively simple respira-

tion apparatus to determine clinical!) the oxygen consump-
period of time, saj ten to fifteen minutes,

with sufficient accuracy for all clinical purposes; that it

m is eliminated bj twelve to fifteen hours'

starvation (the usual normal condition in the morning 1,

and the metal elnni

time), then nly the

"hstii of the

inism, n ith -in. ill and prob-

. additions tor the
|

the intracellular chi

while at rest, whii I his

! metabolism . in the

< ,1 but in all iii'l'

proport i

from thi

folloWII.

probabl

.

hour in normal

although it m ' thirty

in two I

olism in
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slant direct ratio between u< intensity and tin- height ol the

,>\ hyperglycemia, although, in general, the blood

igh. Too much importance

should hed to alimentarj blood sugai values

lood, althou]

i cannot >ct be drawn.

New York Suae Journal of Medicine
19,

\ ll.i.i-.

n.
F.

R, \l Smil

. .ii..l ,i ( in.-.

Operative Methods in Empyema, rhis papei

Atropin in Pylorospasir. \\ .i- abstracted in

I5<
'

Colon Bacillus Pyonephrosis in Early Infancj

.. \i . May 24, 1919, p. 1S66,

Northwest Medicine, Seattle, Wash.

i i\ Marshal!

199.

1

K Wins! w,

FOREIGN

rhe first three cardinal points are those which com-
onsideration first; the last three as umc

importance in f:h^ in which, on the basis "i one oi more

of the first three points disabling hearl disease is already

tion and Treatment of Rickets. Pritchard maintains

ih.n practicallj .ill occurring dur-

ing infancj ami earlj childhood tend to terminate in rickets,

ufficientl) se^ ere oi long enough i on

tinned. Thej should nut. however, be regarded .i evidence

,.i rickets unless thej are actual]) accompanied bj the typical

M i.. .;ic w iii. h .it. i ..I the disease I in

essential and central feature <•! rickets, Pritchard says, is the

want ..i calcification or mineralization "i developing bone,

.mil tin-., in its turn, is due to tin i
i

> ol requirement

for calcium, which for the time being an more urgent than

ii "i in requin menl i an
the necessity fot neutrali ing acid bodies in the hi I; in

othet words, to neutralize ot compen; tte an existing ai idosis

Pritchard argues that all chronic conditions of malnutrition,

of whatever kind nr from what arising, finally

terminate in an acidosis, and all claims on alkaline bases

arising in connection with the neutralization of this

musl bi attended

to.

Herpes Zoster of Glossopharyngeal Nerve.—The symptoms
ed in Neve's case were: (I) fever and vomiting; (2i

facial palsy of peripheral type; (3) an auditory nerve affec

i 4) on the mi lci applied by the glosso-

pharyngeal nerve an eruption resembling that of herpes

zoster; (5) pain felt behind the ear and down the left side

of the neck posteriorly.

Gynecomastia in Young Boys.—Ingleby's patients were 7

i ol agi n pe lively. Onlj one breast was hyper-
trophied in each case.

Edinburgh Medical Journal

Archives of Radiology and Electrotherapy, London
2 I.

17.1.

Fistulae. X.

System to

ten, and

Injection Medium for Roentgenography of Fistul..

acia.

British Medical Journal, London

. 6J 1

.

Cardinal Principles in Cardiologic Practice.—Among the

ibdivided into

i trophj

.

td.rillai <> When

Mi nber, 1919, 28,
(July 1918 April 1919, inclu ) T.

ai d I ram .1 Youn

in Scotland
303.

Field Ambulanci in Gallipoli, I

P I

Japan Medical World, Tokyo
Oct. 1". 1919, No. 305

i

i

Oct. 26. 1919, No. 306

Suction Apparatu D ied for Drainage in Surgical
'. O. Ueda.

Kidni j
• due to Inn..', enou I iection ol \V

!
I

I

Fatf. I I i Int. rstitial Tissui T. Hattori.

nary An P oniae. R. Got,,.

Pathologic Changes in Kidneys due to Intravenous Injec-

tion of Alcohol. -Honda found that by infusing alcohol into

the vein of the rabbit, an acute inflammation oi the maj

bodies develops. Bj infusing alcohol continuously

abl) long time, the itiflam-

graduall) assumes a chronic nature and at last turns

ophy. During such process, a passive increase of the

connective tissue is observed to take place. N

een demonstrated in the malpighian bodies, By the

intravenous injecti I alcohol, a large quantity of fatty

granules was seen deposited in the epithelial cell layei di

the malpighiai tiring the earl} pirn,. I. but later

probabl) by transportation,

inji i tion of alcohol, the deposition ol

tance in the main duct has not been seen to oi i til

during the earlier stage, but later the fatty degeneration ha]

ed to take place somewhat remarkably.

No\ ' 1919, v.. 307

i
i :

i
i ramati r. M K., .iliara.

' Iphthalmology.
All uminuria. S. Vamaiia,

uld be Known in pics. S. Sugi-

Pyoktanin in Ophthalmology.—Hori uses an aqueous sol'u-

pyoktanin, from 1 to 5 per cent, strength, in inflam-

mation of the eyelids, conjui lea and lacrimal glands.
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Lancet, London
Nov. 15, 1919, 3, No. 5020

Prognosis in Surgery. D. Power-— p. 861.

*\Vei!-Fe!ix Reaction in Mild Epidemic of Typhus, Occurn:
Typhus Ridden People. L. E. Napier.— p,

•Weil-Felix Typhus Test. A. Compton.— p. 866.

>f Osteitis Fibrosa of Femur. E. G. Slesinger.— p. 867.
•Specificity of Agglutinins Produced by Pfeiffer's Bacillus. A. Fleming

and F. J. Clemenger.— p. 869.

Rupture of Intestine without External Injury. L. Lindop.
Case of Generalised Tuberculosis. F. J. Natrass.
ISilharziasis in Natal. Treated by Tartar Emetic. F. G
—p. 873.

Filaria Loa (Subconjunctival!. R. R. James and E. L. Hunt.—p. 874.

Weil-Felix Reaction in Mild Epidemic of Typhus.—Napier
is of the opinion that the Weil-Felix reaction will still have

to lie classed as an aid to diagnosis only. From the fact

that a positive result in a dilution of 1 : 50 is given by 8

per cent, of normal refugees. 25 per cent, of patients with

(ever other than typhus and typhoid and in nearly every

case of typhoid fever, it is obviously unsafe to make
tive diagnosis unless a higher titer than this is obtained. It

is very except n any agglutination in a dilution of

1:100, except in cases of typhus and typhoid: so that, if one

can exclude the latter, one can with comparative safety

regard a case that gives agglutination in this dilution within

the first six days of the disease as one of typhus. 1!

as in the Widal reaction, the most reliahle points in diag-

nosis are the increasing titer in the early and the dei

titer in the later stages of the disease. Comparing this reac-

tion in the diagnosis of typhus with the \\ idal in the diag-

typhoid, Napier points out that the former has two
distinct advantages: ilia positive reaction can he obtained at

an earlier date ; and I ! curs in much higher

dilutions. Of fifty-nine cases, including eight cases which

were classified as doubtful, only twelve failed to caus.

tination in a dilution of 1: 1,600, and of these only two were
adults who were tested at a period of the disease when one
would expect to find a high agglutinating power in the blood

—that is to say. between the tenth and twentieth days of the

disease. None of the fifty-nine probable typhus .i-cs failed

to give agglutination in a dilution of 1:640, and of the

seventy-seven control and two probable nontyphus cases,

classified as doubtful, not one gave agglutination in a dilu-
tion of higher than 1 : 400, and only one in a dilution as high

as tin,. Thus there is a very sharp line of ill

between the positive ami negative results. A disa'l

of the reaction is that in an ordinary severe case by the

seventh day, the earliest day on which one can guai

definite result, the diagnosis, clinically, i, usuall}

doubt. This, howevei does not apply in the milder form of

;.e. where the diagl in doubt until about

the fifteenth day. when the temperature drops suddenly.

Weil-Felix Typhus Test.—Of fourteen cases of typhus
fever tested by Compton. thirteen showed a well marked
Weil Felix reaction; one case gave such a feeble reaction

that it might well have passed unperceived and been n
as negai

Specific Reactions of Pfeiffer's Bacillus.—The re-^nl t -

I leming and Clemenger show clearly that the

various strains ol Pfeiffer's ' a< illus are very different in

their agglutination reactions. In mosl
ic either quite specific to the particular strain

injected, or they are very nearly so. and in e

one agglutination wa in a much higher dilution

with the horn n than with any of the

The one exception agglotii r tin- hetet

strains to the same titer as the homologous Strain, and it

trains tested I

indicate that the K. influenzae of Pf
really an tcria without the marked
unity in immunity rea

such as typhoid and cholera. Th< •

with Park's re, ult, and are ,, strong indication that Pfeiffer's

acinus is not the primary bul that the
primary infective agenl av .misms
which have I.e.

in the rcsf.ir •

Sei-I-Kwai Medical Journal, Tokyo
July 10. 1919. 38, No. 7

Degenerations Produced in Rabbits Immunized with Pi

Fennel Tokio.—p. 31.

Special Degenerations Produced in Rabbits Immunized
with Pancreatic Ferments.—A hyaline or an amyloid-like

ration was produced experimentally by Wago in ani-
mals immunized with pancreatin, trypsin and amylopsin
Therefore, he concludes that the occurrence of these

erations seems to show a relation between the quantity of

the antigen given and the duration of the experiments.

Archives des Maladies de l'App. Digestif, Paris
i o

i

with Death from Ulceration of the External
Iliac Artery. A. Chalier and C. Dr.

iphylaxis with Asthma. V. Cordier.— p. 287.

Giant Gastric Ulcers.— Moutier reports three cases of gas-

tric ulcer and cites a fourth case in all of which ulceration

of the lesser curvature covered an area of 6 by 1-' cm.: 8 by

14 or 4 by 15 cm. The patients were men of 48 to 56 and
the\ had had stomach disturbances for from five to ten years,

with periods of remission of from six months to two years'

duration. Thes of silent latency, the absi

vomiting, and the distaste for meat seem to be characteristic

of this type. Hemorrhage was responsible- for the fatal out-
come in two of the cases, the vicious circle after gastro-

torny in the third

Alimentary Anaphylaxis and Asthma.—In Cordier's case
the man developed asthma for the first lime at 42. following

errors in diet. New attacks were brought on experimental!)
ii.n of peptone, and he was cured by atttianaphylaxis

The asthma returned later after a serii i ts, the

attacks menacingly severe, the dyspnea and distress keeping
up all day. hut there was no nausea or other digestive dis-

turbance. The following day he refused all food and there

.islhma that night. The next day he ate his usual

meals and had frightfully severe asthma that night, with a
syncopal condition. The connection between the abundant
meals and the asthma was determined by various ti

also the fact that the albumin wa iible element
The man was then given twi In gm

lved in milk, wit]

• principal meal-. injections he
could eat albumin, etc. at will, and for nearlj twi

that this was kept up he was free from asthma Then, with-
out hi- knowledge, the peptone was omitted from tin

lion one day, and that night the asthma returned a

as ever. The asthma,
namely. from animal albumin or by taking the

antianaphylactii eraas. The patient finally .

of these measures, and diet the anti-

anaplnlaxis loa herapj proved
d for a time. 5 c.C. of bio

itaneousl) Km aftei a tune th

lost it, power, and the asthma i, now regular, but me
every nig like those of

ire common.
•a. and a mild but fetid diarrhea I in- asthma in

mentan

Archives Mens. d'Obstetrique et de Gynecologie, Paris
9,

Biologic Diagnosis of Pr«

venom.
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stinci findings until so Utc in the pregnancy thai "•>

:,-i is required. 1 he reaction to mir.ulcim.il inoculation of

.' peptone u.i- vague and uncertain in the -'.; pregnant

and U nonpregnanl women tested, but this method of testing

with placental > to the skin and intri

tuberculin tests they think deserves further study. "The

results achieved show how rich will be the harvest for those

tinue the work only outlined .ii present Then we

wiU undi i the mechanism of the rapid adaptation

inism i" the development of the fetus,

. and the anomalies in tins

I this « xample of a phj iture will

tlir..\\ light '' the mechanism of immunity." I In- report is

- of the test -I 1 * 1 pregnant

nonpregnant. The findings in the 310

>, :, rhalden method confirm tl

. rmption that a negative response maj be i

.,s eliminating a developing pregnancy, but a positive

not certifj to .1 pi this may be

tin other conditions. The response was

irer 100 certainly nongravid women

Welfare Work for Mothers. -The aim of Keiffer's

which was delivered at the recent Congress of Gynecologists

ways and means to lighten the

vomen,

Bulletin de l'Academie de Medecine, Paris

in French Regii

•;
p 216.

217.

Tetanus During 1918.—The statistics cited show th

during fensives, the number of cases of tetanus

surpassed 0.3 per thousand any-

Bovine Tuberculosis. Moussu deplores the practical fail-

ed t" repress the spread of

in cattle. In principle they are logical, but in

e, as private interests

omprehend their import ults might he

ers \» ould organize and 1

.1 cattle inS| and protect the

how to impro\ e their

S-i. No. 33

p. 225.

others.—p. 227.

p. 241.

D -: r.tfim. Holland.—p. 243.

Acute Appendicitis.—This is a continuation of thi

at • mi •• or defer to a quii

• ed that acute appendicitis belongs
• m and that he should be summoned at once; n < >t

ide whether and when to

Syphilitic Vesicorectal Fistula. all attention to

I the kidney in his case, although
nto the bladder for months.

urgeon had

Icei ition in the blad-

ut the ti sues around
1

i re, but a

I under mercury and iodin

iid rectum healed up com-

Neuropathic Vomiting. Le Noir has found that isolation

ping the patient

be on the bed-
nothing but water the first

I. on the stom-

al first.

ol vomiting ol he sometimes succeeded bj

allowing nothing bj the mouth during the day, and giving

water by the rectum in the morning, and toward evei

injection ol 4.15 nm each of chloral and potassium bromid.
Then a full meal is given, lingering over it until th

ol the sedatives become; apparent ["hen the patient i lefl

t|tnct in the dark .is she drops to sleep I ven it she vomits

in the morning, the food bj that time has been passed along,

With the above measures, isolation need not be so strict, but

ii must be rigorousl) enforced with true hysti

Bulletin Medical, Paris
::::. V. ii,

i of the Wrisi h \ \t in
I p

'Perinephritic t'w*. L. Th.

Trauma of the Wrist. See Paris Letter, page 1625.

Perinephric Cysts. See Paris letter, page 171J.

Bulletins de la Societe Medicale des Hopitaux, Paris

Ocl i

.
i".". 18, No. !8

Ca 'i Multipli Manil tatioi ol tertiary Syphilis. K. ].. Clere

p 813.

Quinin Prophylaxis "f Malaria in Troops E. [ob arol L. Hirt/iii.mn.

—p. 8i7:

'Jaundice during faspbenamin Treatment, G. Milian.—p. 821.

phenamin Treatment. Sicard, Haguenau and Kudelald.

p. 833.

•Nephritis of Intestinal Origin. Heiti Boyer.—p. 81J

Jaundice During Arsphenamin Treatment.- Milian insists

that arsphenamin has no affinity for the liver, and that the

jaundice which may develop under it is referahle to the action

ot the syphilis on the liver. He describes three convincing

cases which demonstrate, he says, the nontoxic character of

the jaundice, and that pushing the arsphenamin is the only

means to conquer the jaundice. It is often rebellious to treat-

ment by the usual technic, but may yield promptly to mer-
i in v given by the mouth. He declares that all drugs to act

on the liver are more effectual when given by the mouth, as

the drug goes straighter to the liver by this route. In the

cases reported, the jaundice disappeared when more and

larger doses of the arsphenamin were given. He advocates

selecting the route as called for by the individual case to

h ai Ii the points involved; that is, by the vagina, glands, rec-

tum, skin and digestive apparatus, besides the intramuscular,

intravenous and arterial routes.

Control of Arsphenamin Treatment.—Sicard and his

co-workers give daily intravenous injections of 0.15 gm. of

neo-arsphenamin to a total dose of <i or 7 gm. in women and

of 7 or 9 gm. in men, about forty or sixty injections in all.

They keep watch for signs of intoxication by the terminal

(not tin initial) erythema, the absence of the Achilles tendon

reflex, the tardy jaundice, the variations in weight and tem-

perature, and chief of all, by the urea content of the blood.

They disagree with Milian in regard to the nonaffinity of the

drug lor the liver saying that it damages the liver and the

amount of this injury is reflected in the urea content of thi

bl 1 Another sign that might be instructive is the presence

of blood iii the stools, as neo arsphenamin has an erosive

tendency on the duodenal mucosa.

Nephritis of Intestinal Origin.— Heitz-Boyer remarks that

colon bacillus nephritis has been well studied in children and

in the pregnant, but he knows of no comprehensive work on

rorenal syndrome' in adults and the elderly. The sup-

purating type is the best known. He has had fifty cases of

hi: in some the septicemia, in others the cystitis or

ephritis dominated the clinical picture. The clinical

i bi widely variable, but the lack of am
etiology, and the rebellious and recurring character of the

mptoms are characteristic. But the most important criterion

is the recovery when treatment is addressed to the intestines

and the urinary apparatus is left unmolested. This was par-

ticularly striking in elderly women with pendulous abdomen.
I oca! treatment of the bladdei and pelvis gave only transient

relief, but treatment of the enteritis cured the whole clinical

picture. The i di cribed confirm the blood-borne origin

tis and that the bladder is infected only secon-

darily. The intestinal pathologic conditions in these cases
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vary within a wide range, from chronic constipation of long
standing to quite mild enteritis. The bowel symptoms may
be slight and fleeting, as in one case in which pyuria with
rebellious cystitis for five years healed soon after the intes-

tinal pathologic condition had been cured. Hydronephrosis,
lithiasis and ptosis were excluded and an intestinal origin
seemed probable to explain the colon bacilli in the urine.

Several consultants were unable to detect any bowel disease.

but, from lack of other factors, Heitz-Boyer persuaded the

woman to follow a strict intestinal regimen. On this the
urinary disturbances promptly retrogressed, and there has
been no return during the five years to date. It would be
interesting to examine the urine for colon bacilli as a routine
measure with enteritis. Latent bacilluria might explain a

number of puzzling conditions in the urinary apparatus.

Lyon Chirurgical
May-June, 1919, 16, Xo. 3

"Atony of tin' Esophagus. Devic ami L. Bouchut.—p.

Thcrmocauterization of Gastric Ulcer. V. Pauchet.— p. 234.
•Heliotherapy (or Cutaneous Tuberculosis. A. Dufourt.—p. 2-46.

The Leukocyte Formula with War Wounds, M. Petzetakis.— p. 235.
Secondary Suture of Wounds. J. Ducuing.
Magnesium Sulphate in Tetanus. A. Reverdin and A. Beuf.—p. 287.
Indications for Trephining. L. Kojen.— p. 293.
Tests before General Anesthesia. G. Jeanneney.—p. 307.
Toilet of the Abdomen with Perforation. K. Rouviere.—p. 313.
Transfusion of Citrated Blood. R. Rouviere.—p. 321.
Plastic Operations for Loose ] cer.— p. 325.

Atony of the Esophagus.—The necropsy findings showed
nothing to explain the dysphagia. It had become installed

after a bicycle accident, and the difficulty in swallowing was
so great that during the eight months the man of 60 had lost

nearly 60 pounds in weight. There was no pain, but he found

it almost impossible to swallow, fluids often escaping through

the mouth and nose. Nothing to suggest stenosis, spasm or

compression could be discovered during life or after death.

The whole trouble seemed to be merely atony of the esopha-

gus, no peristaltic movements of any kind being detected. This

pseudo-esophagism or dysphagic atony usually allows fluid

to run down into the stomach, the reverse of what is observed

with spasm. Solid substances are also liable to pass along, but

soft, pasty substances are unable to progress. In the case

reported, all the types of food seemed to find equal difficulty

in reaching the stomach; there was probablj some pa

of the pharynx which aggravated the disturbances. Roent-

genoscopy and exploratory catheterization readily differenti-

ate this type of dysphagia, the contrast suspension forming a

narrow, continuous band the length of the esophagus.

Heliotherapy of Cutaneous Tuberculosis.— Dufourt has

given systematic sun baths in fifty cases i berculids

and has been much gratified with the benefit therefrom lb-

first open- and removes the cheesy matter before applying

the heliotherapy, saying that surgical aid is indispi

to render the heliotherapy effectual. The sun will heal the

living tissues, but dead tissues havi nt of the way
before it can accomplish its task. With lupus the raj

to be concentrated witl out the ultra-

violet rays, and the lupus tissues have to be compre
force out the blood which would, otherw loo much
of the healing rays. Eight or twelve months or longer have

to be devoted to the treatment of lupus, a-- a rule, but there

are exceptions to this. In one case lupus which had di

trils and part of thi

the cheeks, healed completely under five months o!

minute- insolation daily. He trii

as they seem to do more harm than good, and he reiterates

that heliotherapy can be applied anywhere, even in the big

if a suspicious lesion improves under
heliotherapy, this is good testimonj to ii- tubi rculous nature.

"If it pr. Syphi-
i not heal under heliotl

has been his experience.

Lyon Medical

i and 1

128, 10

C. Roubier D IBS, ('.

Medeane, Paris
October, 191". 1. N 1. General Surgery Number

French Surgery. 1914 -1918. P. Mathieu.
Surgical Treatment of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer. P. Lecene.—p. 9.

'Pseudarthrosis. C. Dujarier. p. 14.

The Sympathetic -'.ethology of Limbs. R. Leriche— p. 17.

Chroi I 21.

leute Rebellious Dysci
Colon. J. Okinczyc.

'Cancer of the Rectum. H. M
Pleural Fistulas and Cavities. Roux-Bcrger.— p. 30.

Tumors of the Bladder. E. P
Reconstruction of the Face. L. Dufounnentel.—p. 36.

•Use of Ether in Ini 10. .

jections in Tu p. 41.

the Uterus. G. Massabuau
Early Diagnosis of Renal Tuberculosis. E. Papin.—p. 45.

"La Medecine."—As will be seen by the numbering
pages, this new magazine aims to give a number i

articles on vital questions of the day, written by men who
are contributing most to settling these questions. There are-

no illustrations and each of the monthly numbers is to be

me one branch of medicine— surgery this time.

A brief summary in English and in Spanish follows each
article.

Pseurlarthrosis.— Dujarier remarks that the pseudarthrosis
of peace is usually simple, and the cause is the inter]

of some fibrous or muscular tissue. After removal of this,

the fragment- should be freshened economically, generally by
scraping, and then after reduction and coaptation the parts

should be held in place with a wire tied around at i

points. Where this ol practicable, a plate should

ived on or the parts held with clip.-.. If the pseudar-
throsis is accompanied by loss of quiring a graft,

it is better to wait until the fistula has healed Bu1 this is

not indispensable. Me has operated in a suppurating
with coi- - in a number "i cases, paying great

n to ample draining. He now has a total ri

140 cases of pseudarthrosis.

Acute Rebellious Dysentery, -toitc ad endicos-
tomj earl>. not merel] as a las) n :patiates on its

advantages for flushing out and disinfecting the lower bowel,
preferably with a 1 per thousand solution of silver nitrate.

once or twice a day. Tin- brought rapid improvement in his

Ory to the ordinary measure-.

Cancer of the Colon. The main point in treatment is an

ads for an exploratoi
'"'ii a man or woman over -15 ha- constipation or it

with frequent digestive disturbances,
and blood in the stools, and these minor symptoms persist.

To wait for occlusion is a fatal error. He discusses the tech-

nic, advocating colectomy at one sitting, with end
suture, i' Hi omentum.
Cancer of the Rectum. Mondor regards irregularity in the

-tool- in a person our 45 a- a revealing of the

rectum. If the physician heeds it. and make- a digital exami
nation of the rectum, it ma) save him the humiliation ol

diciit for months on the mistaki

of dysp ;

- or chronii

when an ition might have cured him ..| In

lination m dl i onfirm the di i

-'lit cc| till- I-

tal gland- I

ibdominal and the p

Ether in Infection

ether into the

peritoneum, alter the pus 1

then wiped out ayan ., .it i, .11. until

left, and the cavit) 1

w ise ho|

Paris Medical
B
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Di

Cerebellar Dysarthria V treatment as

ilis and trail onditions

ail with no improve-

ment to date oi th( ' OS.

Progres Medical, Paris

34, '

I

logy oi the Greater Omentum. Vimes reviews in

omentum, its

its movability; the phago-

il can call into play, and its antitoxic and its

like the chemiotaxis of the leuko-

leritonitis

itinating

i sodium nucleinate, or by sub-

nucleinic acid i Mikulicz i

or bj ii the abdomin . . . .

in mind is to refrain from hinder-

and hence one shqpld be charj of

The abundant vascularization makes par-

ticularly important all measures to ward off hemorrhage."

ies when the omentum lias

Itilizing to the full the protecting

and plastic propertii mentum to reconstruct and

has even u

omentum to patch the mesentery.

Revue Medicale de la Suisse Romande, Geneva

I onc'n.

;- 4.M.

rier.—p. 442.

Trauma of the Chest and Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

illowed by the

•

pUl| per cent, of his

rj of contusion

ulous inmates of thi

-
. t and Mantoux found only 9 and 5 per

- contusion ol the

is -4- per cent.: thi

of the imprisonment
per cent, with

e 1,033 tuber-

m the thorax

.
• survi illai l) clear up a

tudying, only 14 di

on. Shell and

volution than

:ve Scrapings with Uterine Cancer.—Gonin n
'

1 be the guide

ive find-

hat the clinical

: the slight

uterus although the

seemed normal throughout, except fi

pitch not quite so smooth as the rest. In a second

woman of 35 noted thai the menstrual discharge was growing

ivelj more profuse and thai there was a pinkish
< ilui ing the intei t al vi "' had bot m

\.ii ., trace oi malignanl disease could be detected with the

curet, and the presumptive diagno

tion of the I
>ai ienl mad.- se\ eral trip to hi ilth

resorts but there was no improvement during the yeai rhen

she expelled two small tumors, one a polyp with a large clot

oi black blood, including formations n chorionic

villi. This was accepted as indicating that there ha

nancy. But thi tin was too suspicious

of malignant di ubtotal hysterectomj di i

spuidle o ith these ca ;es had

; n anything suggi

prai II ;hout, hul thi

matOUS polyp in one case and the p

expelled in the other warned of
i

ible mali

ii the women are in good health to dal

since the operation.

Dangers of Radical Treatment of Frontal Sinusitis.—

rerrici regards frontal sinusitis as a more serious c<

ease in the antrum of Highmore. Fatal complica-

ii cur so often that tl eal to opei

moderated. But a radical operation is the only means of

salvation in many cases. Opening up the sinus ma) precipi-

tate the evolution of postoperative complications, somi

therebj to activity. Phlegmon of the

upper lid or brow is the consequence of defective draii

[I iu.ii reinfect the sinus, and entail meningitis or

,i absi < s 1 1" i at iabilil . in the size and shapi

sinus is an important factor in the outcome, the large

having usually thin walls, and dehiscence is frequent

I crevi api complete disinfection, and

collect in them, and sequesters form— this is always

menacing for the intracranial organs. The ethmoid

should also be scrupulously investigated. The symptoms ol

a new infection may take some time to develop, so the sur-

veillance after an operation should not he abandoni

early. He quotes Boenninghaus' statement that he know!

i 26 cases of death after the Killian operation alone: menin-

gitis was responsible for the fatality in 20 of them. Whether

the technic or the gravity of the condition is responsible, this

high mortality is impressive: the temperature suggests involve-

ment "i the meninges even befon the operation. \u incom-

has been the cause- of many disasters; the

ii itself seems to enhance the virulence of germs that

escape disinfection. \n abscess in the frontal lobe

erally be regarded as an extension of the sinusitis. If the

olfactive zone is involved, the infection spreads by the

tics He describes a personal case in which old

pansinusitis in a man of 48 with pyocele in the left frontal

sinus had entailed considerable destruction of hone. Death

ed from purulent meningitis the third day a

'i on the pyoceli ing into the brai

any sinus was discovered.

Tardy Tetanus.—The man of 34 had a small erosion on

the left wrist from an automobile accident, with o
of the shoulder and slight contusion of the brain. \nti-

-erum was injected (10 i c.) and the man returned

to work the fourth day. Thirteen days later tetanus di

' tin- man recovered undi erapy, a total of

of tin antiserum in seventeen days. Phenomena of

anaphylaxis 1 treatment materially, but

in, bj diluting the antiserum. Tin- 293.5 c.c. of

ntetl 190 c.c. of fluid 'I h

i utaneously •

vein wi id tta followed b) rigors, and the man (eit that he

Correspondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, Basel

Oct. 2. !
.

:• II>.

i

mach. A. Rodella.—p. 1623.
Ml..

I
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Differentiation of Fats by Histochemistry.—Escher gives a

colored plate which shows the color reaction of a large
number of different fats to the same stains. Research in

this line affords a basis for greater precision in estimating
and classifying fats and lipoids. The color react'

characteristic and specific for different groups of fats. He
declares that the varying affinity for stains has not been
utilized to the full to date in studying animal and plant

We may yet lie able to distinguish different but
seemingly identical substances by the optic changes, just as
the mineralogist distinguishes them with his optic methods
in the mosaic of stone dust.

The Hard Boiled Egg Test Breakfast.— In this fourth
account of research on lactic acid in the stomach. Rodella
emphasizes the instructive findings when the test breakfast

of a hard ' (without the yolk) and 400
gm. tea. This ensures that the test breakfast is tree from
bacteria, while it contains a fermentable substance to which
t!ie stomach is accustomed, and the amount of penetration of
bacteria into this substance allows an estimate of the bac-
terial action going on in the stomach not only by fermen-
tation but by in He gives the details
of ten cases of various gastric patl to illus-

trate the information derived with this test breakfast, not

r way. The rolls, etc., of the ordinary
test meals are liable to contain many bacteria. Tl

meal does not inform in regard to fermentation processes or
allow differentiation of the fermentation bacteria—all of
which is possible with the hard boiled egg meal, he says.
With this he has ascertained that with nervous dyspepsia free

from catarrhal complications the recovered egg white never
contains any micro-organisms. The larger numbers and the

most species are found with chronic yuMric catarrh with
much retention, and with incipient cancer. He adds that
just .1- the presence of lactic acid in the stomach has proved
Sometimes an unreliable guide in respect to gastric cancer,
the whiti breakfast may prove unreliable in cer-

tain cases. Hut on the w hole, he i

to prove a valuable addition t,, our diagnostic mi
especially in combination with Uffelmann's ferric chlorid
reaction.

Policlinico, Rome
Aug. 31, 1919. 26. .

'Meat from Animals frith I I

p. 1039.

Hematoma in Pancreas Cyst. Ruggi's patient wa
io had bumped the table ; pains in

i ing, with -.
i

i in an
oneal cyst in the pancreas, lb- fastened the

walls of the cysl to the lips of the transverse incision, 15 cm.
long, in the abdominal wall, alter suturing a tear in the
peritoneum. Healing was complete in a little over two
months.

Is Foot-and-Mouth Disease Transmissible to Kan?. \>-

Pace citi from various countri that the

tie i .in be transmitted i" man.
contagion occurs comparatively rarely. Milk from
animals t danger. \ trace of fluid

from one of t!
i ontaminate

amount of milk; one cow with the di i

milk from the whole dairy lint thi

that the virus invades the m and there m

the animal is slaughtered

well cooked I n •

fulfilled, the meal should n

heat may spread to (he tin:

Prof. Mazzine <

Turin district have in. -at it. m
aphthae, and that he used il in his own famil)

without From.

I

G i

Dissociated Paralysis of Peripheral Nerves After War
Wounds.—This is the concluding instalment of Mingazzini
and Fumarola's extensive experimental and clinical study of
dissociated paralysis of various peripheral nerves. Their
findings do not confirm the assumption of a distinct internal
topography of the fibers of a peripheral nerve.

Nervous Lesions from Influenza.—Tanfani reports three
cases of unilateral postinfluenzal neuritis, and four with
cerebral hemiplegia evidently of hemorrhagic origin.

Riforma Medica, Naples
.....

'Influci

"ii wuli Superposed Hands. G. Boeri.—p. 874.
I'ullio Meucci.—p. S7b.

K. AievolL-

Influenza.—Certolini discusses the literature

of influenza on the circulatory, digestive and urogenital

Superposed-Hands Palpation of the Abdomen.—Boeri
extols the advantage- n of the abdomen when the

left hand is used for the palpa it were the palpating
instrument, while the right hand,

applies the force. The lingers of the left ha

onl) have to register the sensations experienced from the

palpation, the fingers of the other hand, applied slanting on
the lower hand, doing the pushing into the depths for tin-

palpation. The mental work of appreciation of the findings

and the muscular work are thus thrown on separate hemi-
spheres of the brain, and greatei attained. He
compares this with the common observation that persons

seated at a lecture or play listen and understand better than
those who stand throughout. This palpacione mediata is

i when the abdomen is extra large, or distended, or
the walls contracted, or when it

Cervical Ribs. Mi .mother to the thirty-five

es of cervical ribs he has found on record
iung woman had nol four winters various

in one arm. formication, prickling,
weakness, etc.. but these disturbai ubsided during the
warm weather. They returned in a graver form each Winter,
until the entire arm and shoulder were weak, and an
sure caused pain. No benefit was obtained from tonics.

i and electricity, and palpation finally revi .

cervical rib. It was resected through an incision a!

trape, ius.

Brazil-Medico, Rio de Janeiro
: :.

Diagnosis of Leukemia. I

with a stain composed of t'gni. methylene blue in

water anil 10

chlorii acid. The the hemoglobin of the

erythrocytes while the bin. . leuko-

tain, that thi

with normal '
;

Enterocolitis from Inherited Syphilis, lie I
.

typii al ' ase in wlm h the child

thai whi
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ghi and restlessness should

inherited n without other symptoms Hie diar-

it the di

usal inherited taint I '<

i to tins in p

ihilis docs not

. syphilis ii ing it is

diat rhea i

at undei treatment the child

itcal

ta Medica de Mexico, Mexico

. I'M.

s

I , rnandez.

I Cervera.

The Blood Changes in High Altitudes. -Ocaranza discusses

the incn ' corpuscles in persons liv-

ing on ttu high tableland of central Mexico, and reviews the

literature «>n the SU

Esophagoscopy with Stenosis—Peredo expatiates on the

advant.i. p> ' it lias shown that spastic

hagus is more common than Formerlj

odic element may complicate all I. inns

the constricting spasm may lie ol exclusively

rigin In a ease described, insidious stenosis of the

cardia entailed great dilation of the esophagus above. To
save the w.man from starving to death, an emergency gas-

The painful contractions in tlie cardia

phagus ajid the fetid vomiting continued, and the

itfa esophagoscopy continued lli.

pathic origin. Clinically normal conditions wen
dilation with sounds. Similar

I m two other cases rapidly cured by
instrumental p dilation after esophagoscopy had

ussion that followed.

several reported typical ca In some
rely with certain foods or with

ild fluids. In one hysteric woman the

I
:

.'out; with .

and am emed to cure the tendency to

Pneumobacillus Septicemia. I osio says that the case in

• are the

. the twenty-eight i

us hemorrh epticei lia on

Reform?. Medica, Lima

; p. 91.

..

Revista Medica del Uruguay, Montevideo
: :

n<l E.

212.

Congenital Obstruction of the Posterior Nares.

iman who hai

.

turbinate
tin l>etter ac< later cut away the

ing wall of bone under local anesthesia, ["he die. id

and extreme indocilil

bone rendered the operation vei \ difficult and thi

I he hemot rhage on tin- side oi the

operation was arrested, but was followed by hemorrl
the other side. The hemorrhagi Eoui days later

when the tampons were re ved, compelling tamponing
again. 1 het e was at ind suppuration
in both ears, but this j ii Ided to tl :

the nose is now normally permeable fot air on l>oth > El

had been the intentii hi new opening a little

wider, hut this had to be a nl of the

hages.

Angina Pectoris. Escuder Nil

ori to -'i"u the va '
;

!|
;

> m "

induce it. including aortic insufficiency, aortitis, i

t
i m oi the hen t and abnoi mallj high blood pi es ui e oj

cardiorenal origin. Necropsj in one ol the cases tailed to

show the slightest pathologic changes in the co

arteries. Necropsj has often, besides, shown the coronaries
I. pathologic without any symptoms of angina pec-

toris during life. Treatment should be individualized to lit

tin cause. In some cases the aim should be to act on the

peripheral vasodilators. But in every case the rule should

be to provide for hygiene in the diet, for the kidneys, and
for the digestive tract, and suppress tobacco, alcohol and
other poisons,

Semana Medica, Buenos Aires
Auk. 1 I. 1919, '.:<;. No. 33

"The Physician and Hia Dutj to s " G Araoz AJfaro, i>. I6J.

pithelioma oi the Eye in B i Five. E. Ii. Di

i. of the llc.iri i.i Vxri ted Heart Vction under Anesthetics,
M. .1. Petto P. 1'5-

rapy <>f Tuberculosis. F, Jauregui and N. Lettieri.— p. 177.

The Physician and His Duties to Society.— This address by

Ufaro at the commencement exercises of the medical

school has been widelj copied. In conclusion he remarked
that if any of the recent graduates did not feel inspired by

lov< for humanity and sympathy for the pain of others, and
did not feel capable of self-abnegation and sacrifice, he urged
them to withdraw from the ranks of the profession and seek

other spheres of activity more propitious for an easy, pros-

perous life. "The joys of the practice of medicine are moral
ones. It is superior to other careers by the high spirit of

sacrifice which inspires it. Without altruism, without love

for mankind, it will he a dreary burden to carry. Ally other

profession or livelihood would he preferable to it in this

case." He gave a few aphorisms, the last one warning to

distrust already published opinions. "Try to correct them
or verify them. . .

." Mr advised tin- graduates to go into

petty local politics, or subservience to men in

but the politics oi educational progress, of e< mil

ial reforms, movements for hygiene and public health,

oi institutional truth ami wise prevision, which
ii i -\ the country far on thi road of progress."

Hygiea, Stockholm
Auk. 31, 1919, 81, No. 16

i ctional Capacity ol thi Li i Georgi Kinbi rg.—p. 689.

Tests of the Functional Capacity of the Liver.—Kinberg
the Inn., lure and reports the results of much per-

sonal research on the elimination of amino-acids and
ammonia in health and with a diseased liver. He tested the

.1 capacit) further by ingestion of gelatin,

of glycocoll which I mmended for the purpose.

i constant test diet with low nitrogen content for

days, 50 gm. of gelatin dissolved in hot chocolate
was taken fasting. The metabolic findings are tabulated
From Fo tnd i* health] subjects. He did not
find any increase in the output of amino-acids with liver

pt after the gelatin test. Then the output

i onditions in the liver, as

with cirrhosis, but not with nun catarrhal jaundice or
''

and not in health. The output of

ammonia was almost always found higher with livei

than in health, both absolutely and relatively.
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TYPHOID FEVER IN THE AMERICAN
ARMY DURING THE WORLD WAR

FREDERICK F. RUSSELL, M.D.
Colonel, M. C, U. S. Army

WASHINGTON, D. C.

It lias now become possible to compile the statistics

for typhoid and the paratyphoid fevers for the period

of the great war. The figures for the year 1917 were
published in the last annual report of the Surgeon-
General ; and the figures for 1918 will soon be ready
for publication. I am permitted to select the compila-

tions presented here from the forthcoming report

of their immediate interest.

In Hawaii, during September, 1917, there was a

water-borne epidemic of typhoid of the classic type,

giving the first opportunity since the introduction of

vaccination into the Army for a comparison of the

rates among the vaccinated and unvaccinated. The

TABL] i TYPHOID EPIDEMIC IN HAWAII, H. T., IS ill)

PALL OF 11.17

Population No. ol
od Castcer Cases Cases

Water o( per
System Typhoid Thousand
4.087 66 13.45

812 45 55.41

pet

T.I

8.62

infectious material was traced to a Japanese laborer

who had been employed, until he was taken sick, in the

construction work on the water supply system.

I he salient facts in this water-borne epidemi of thi

type are set forth in Table 1.

The morbidity was four and one-eighth times as

high, and the mortality eight and si times

as high among the unvaccinated as it was among the

vaccinated In addition, there were eleven othi i

among unprotected persons who used a different water
supply, and from the date of onset of the disease there

on for believing them to be contact i

com ponding contai I

cinated. Between September 23 and January 17. there

wa- a total of 111 cases, fifty-five among the troops

and fifty-six among the civilians.

In 1917, then- were in the entire arm) 2

typhoid, thirl of paratyphoid A, and
if paratyphoid ii. A large proportion of these

ere in the ini libation state of the di eas< on the

patients' entrance into the military service, and the

reports received from France -how thai mam- of the

cases occurring there were among men who had, foi

one reason or another, failed to receive the typhoid
vaccine.

The ratios in 1917 for the Regular Army, National
Guard and National Army were : Regular Army, 0.25
per thousand of strength; National Guard, 0.70, and
National Army, 0.27.

The high rate, relatively, among the troops in the
National < ruard was due to the fact that they were
mobilized in their own states and did not come imme-
diately under federal control, and in many cases vac-
cination and sanitary protection were delayed.

The total rates for the entire army, officers and men,
white, colored and native troop-, for the past year-,

are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2.-RATE OF TYPHOID 1 I A I B Q) 1111 ABUT AND IX
THE OOBBE8PONDING \..| GROUP l\ .!\n. I ! 1 i: FOB

I III PAST 1 loll 1 I i \ I
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From Tabic 3 of the parat; phoid fevers in the Army,
parent that they have not, in our experience,

been of very much importance, and until the outbreak

oi the world war. it was never considered nece

impose the discomfort of vaccination on the entire

army to proteel against so slight a dan|

From a consideration of Table 2, it is evidenl that

during the firsl year <«t' the war. 1917, the rati

BATES FOR PARATYPHOID

1911

0.03

ooo

0.00

Army, including all cases, both among the vac

and the unvaccinated, was 0.03 per thousand of

strength, as compared with a rate of 1 I per tli

illation among young men of ding a«e

at home undi m 1918, the Army
rate « in 1917 I, owing to the

number which developed in France. Yet,

including all these cases, the rate was less than half

the civil rate for males in the eleven original registra-

0.11 per thousand I.

The Army rate for 1918 is made up from data for

the United State-, where the rate was

nd for the American Expeditionary Foi

which the rate was 0.08 per thousand; so it is seen

that tl

erably less than the civil rate at home. B) those who
nd who know the conditions under

which our troop- were compelled to live al timi

in view of the almost continuous exposure to large

us material, coming both from enemy
and from the native I lation of the

country side, this low rate of 0.08 per thousand is

tive power of

the T inc.

point, however, should be brougl

before making final deductions from this table: it is

ngth of 2,

II 1 oli I M II I-FRIOD

Pol
I

One Case

7 71

' rci "-'I 9.090

a few
tual number of men in the service

nual strength. On the

in the I

alone. If typhoid were one of the diseases which
i in the life of man. the annual r

the average strength, would nevertheless be a fair

statement ; but, of course, typl

occurs twice m the same person; the number oi

directlj on the number of men in the

regardless of bow long they remained. We Know that

during the period oi the wai
I

Vpril <>. I'M", to Nov.
11. 1918) approximately 4,000,000 men served in the

\iiiiy; and during the full two yens we had a total

i 065 bases of typhoid Fever, oi one among every

3,756 men. In the Spanish war then- was one cast foi

ever) seven men i 141 per thousand). In 1917 and
1918, the total number oi deaths was 156, or one d< ath

among 25,641 men. In the Spanish war there wa
death among every seventy-one men til per thou-

sand ).

In the restricted registration area given in Tabic 2,

there was one death for every 7. 1 4A males ( 20 to 29
of age) in 1917, and one for every 9,090 of the

same age group in 1918. These figures are recorded
in Table 4.

The relation of the mortality in the present war to

that of previous wars can be shown in another way:
that is, by estimating the number of deaths in our

army in the world war. according to the rate- which
d during the Spanish and the Civil wars I he

period covered by Table 5 is from Sept. 1, 1917, to

May 2, 1919. The two diseases, malaria and dysentery,
which have been most often confused with typhoid, are

also included for completeness.

I M'.l I 5.—RELATION OF MORTALITY IN THE WORLD WAH
TO Til 1 1 o| Plvl \ [01 s WARS
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THREE CASES OF AORTIC ANEURYSM
TREATED BY WIRING AND

ELECTROLYSIS

HOBART AMORY HARE, M.D.
Professor of Therapeutics and Diagnosis, Jefferson Medical College

PHILADELPHIA

On a number of occasions in the past I have reported
in the pages of The Journal and in the Therapeutic
Gazette cases of aortic aneurysm treated by the intro-

duction of gold-platinum wire and electrolysis. The
previously reported cases combined with the three

herewith presented, make a total of thirty.

THE ESSENTIAL POINTS FOR SUCCESS

There are several points essential to the success of

this method, and a number of others which, when
understood clearly, show why it cannot always succeed:

1. The aneurysm must be sacculated, not fusiform.

and if it be of the dissecting sacculated type it is the

most favorable for good results. It is not only useless

but dangerous for obvious reasons to operate on a fusi-

form aneurysm.

2. Although it is not at all necessary for the aneu-

rysm to have eroded the chest wall so as to protrude.

it must be close enough to the chest wall anteriorly or

posteriorly to permit the insulated needle to enter

the sac.

3. The wire must be of gold and platinum so that it

will coil properly in the sac. A gold-copper wire is

useless because the copper is eaten out so rapidly by
electrolytic action that the procedure cannot be com-
pleted.

Fig. 1 Aneurysmal growth, 10 inches in width and 8

inches from helow upward.

4. Great care must be taken that tin- skin "ver the

sac is protected from electrolytic action by having the

external part of tin- needle well insulated as well as the

shank.

5. Depending on the size of the sac, the amount of

illy from 15 to 20 feet.

<>. The time during which the current i> allowed t"

pass is usually about forty-five minutes, and tl

n-tit strength must 1><- turned on and dually

7. If the street current is used, great care must be
taken that the proper reducing apparatus is employed,
and also that the table on which the patient lies is

insulated with rubber pads and that the operator and,
his assistant wear rubber-soled shoes.

The tacts that stand in the way of complete success
are that in a large proportion of cases the entire aortic
wall is diseased, the area operated on being chiefly in

- (Case 1).—The crosses she
introduced into the aneurysm.

the points at which the wiring

trouble. Solidifying the contents "i the sat is well so
far as it goes, but other parts of the aortic wall give
way later. In many cases the entiri , ^tem is

who did not

get relief from pain before the operation was finished

died suddenly sometime later and tin- necropsy revealed
a second sacculated aneurysm just above the diaphragm
which had ruptured.

mi PROGNOSIS

The prognosis, therefore, depends largel} on the

general state of the vessels. If this is g I and the

aneurysm seems to ilted chiefly from injury,

the prognosis is better than if the general vascular
bad. Syphilis i- manifestly an active i

When the growth is very large, and particularly if its

dy begun to cause pulmonary edema
or pleural effusion, the ;

lorn hope.

The value of thi e lies in the following

facts

:

I. The extraordinary decrease in pain, which, as

d, usually take- place soon after the cur-

rent begins to pass. Whether iIun easement of pain

is due to decrease in the tension in the sac with its

associated diminution of pressure on adjacent tissues

or whether it is due in whole or in part to a sedative

f the current, I am ui it I am
inclined to the former view. This relief froi

which has previously reqi

phin, justiii.

ged.

_'. Arrest of thi

the direction in whi< h it thr< ture I have

ed a numbi i
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was actually ooring through th< discolored skin when having occurred to the left, » ition was per-

treated, but who lived for months. formed. 16 feet of wire being used ... avoid the tendency

rupture and in order to relieve pam caused by the new

out i hi e. I wo da} s alter this set ond opi iREPORT

pain in tlic cl 1915, when a diagnosis of aortic

™ass of fine coiled wire found at necropsy in

;
rtion of an enormously dilated aortic arch.

an. Dr. Koder, who
24 1915, it bulged distinctly, and

pain ai airly constant. When, examined
: a very large aneurysm

pointing
i and 1J

ischn

4 the entire arch, but pointing anteriorly, as shown
in Figr- Jan. 17, 1916. I introduced
8 feet of wire, the largest amount I had on hand, and passed
the current tor thirty minutes, the maximum being 35 milli-

amperes. Great pain was completely relieved in one hour.
The tortuosity of the abdominal veins due to pressure is

well seen. Twelve days later, an extension of the bulging

the patient volunteered to tell the students in the amphi-

theater that he bad slept seven hours the night before and

suffered no discomfort except a "coughing spell."

This man died, Feb, 16, 1916, from pulmonary edema, and

revealed an enormously dilated aortic arch in the

cending portion in which a ma iled wire was
found surrounded by bl I clol Evident!) the wire used

at one i>f the operations coiled not in the sa. as intended;

but it did no harm. This dilated part of the aorta com-

municated directly with a large tumor-like sac in which

another mass of blood clot was found about the second coil

of wire. This is shown in Figure 3.

Life was prolonged in Case 1. bul the chief gain was
in the relief of pain.

2.—In S. K., aged 42. a bottle blower, a very large

aneurysm of the descending arch pointing anterolateral^

Kiff. 4) measured 14 inches from below upward and 12

transversely. The illustration docs not show quite

Fig. 5 (Case 3).—An aneurysm of the ascending arch about 2^ to

3 inches in diameter, sharply defined and sacculated.

the true elevation. The subcutaneous tissues of the entire

side from the axilla to the pelvis were purple from
extravasated fluid.

The operation was performed, July 25, 1918; 18 feet of

wire were introduced, and the current was passed for one
hour and eleven minutes, the strongest being 40 milliamperes

continued for eleven minutes. This patient had some evi-

dence of pulmonary edema before the operation, but it cleared

up afterward. The purple color of the side already described

changed in a few days to a light yellow, showing that the

extravasation had ceased. Twenty-four hours after the

operation, the pulse returned to the left wrist. The patient

was, however, very difficult to control ; he continually got

out of bed and walked into the corridor. He died, Aug. 26.

1918, from internal rupture of the aneurysm, one month and
one day after operation.

Case 3.—F. \\\, aged 50, an iron worker, referred to me
by my colleague, Dr. McCrae, eight months previously began
to have pain in the right side of the chest, just outside the

sternum. A month later he noticed a slight lump. He com-
plained on admission of moderate thoracic pain increased

by effort. His general condition was good, and he had no
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cough nor tracheal tug. A roentgenographs examination of

his chest disclosed an aneurysm of the ascending arch about

2Y2 to 3 inches in diameter, rather sharply defined and sac-

culated. The descending arch was slightly dilated.

June 4, 1919, I introduced 20 feet of wire and passed the

current for forty minutes, the greatest strength being 46

Fig. 6

operation.
pearance of the lays afte

milliamperes. This patient was also relieved of pain very

promptly. Figure 5 shows the site and size of the growth
one week after operation, the broken area being clotted

blood and collodion. It was difficult to keep him in bed.

He persisted in getting up and going to the toilet. Never-

theless, pulsation steadily diminished and tin

decreased in size, so that by the expiration of fifty-four days,

July 28, the mass was as small as seen in Figure 6. Two
days before this last photograph was taken a man in the

same ward became maniacal, and. leaping out of bed at

10:30 p. m., ran to the end of the ward, where he seized

the nurse by the throat. My patient leaped out of bed shout-

ing for assistance, ran to the man and threw him to the

floor, and all this without any apparent detriment to his

aneurysm. At the time of writing this report, ten weeks

after operation, the man is urging that he lie allowed to go
back to work, and only a very faint impulse can be felt

in the spot involved.

WENT
Tin' best result so far achieved in my series

has been in the case of 1 man who lived in comfort foi

three years, although threatened with pulmonary
when operatccl cm. lie did tint die from his aneurysm
hut was killed by a freight train that backed down mi

him as he was walking along the tracks.

1801 Spruce Street.

Is Your Community Fit? -Have you a safe water supply?

How do you know that it is safe? You cannot know utiles-.

you have bacteriologic tests made frequently and regularly.

Typhoid fever, diarrhea, dysentery, and other water-borne
<

: may be expected unle - your water supply is kepi

safe. Do you permit a large proportion of you
use water from wells which may be polluted? It your town
is small and not provided with waterworks it is possible thai

insanitary privies and unsafe methods of disposal of human
excreta are polluting your wells.

—

Pub. Health Rep .
April

25, 1919.

TRUE PROSTATIC CALCULI

REPORT OF T\\" CAS

E. P. MERRITT, M.D.

Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery, Emory University (Atlanta

il College); Cystosci -
1

Hospital;

Urologist, Georgia Baptist Hospital

ATLANTA. GA.

The two cases given herewith present true prostatic

stones. The etiology of this type of stone, according

to Young and Thompson1 corpora amylacea, is as fol-

low-: I he stones, having attained tin- size of their

enclosing follicles, act as foreign bodies, and in con-

sequence of the general law that all mucoid membranes,

when sufficiently irritated, throw out a deposit of cal-

cium phosphate and carbonate, ultimately form calculi.

The amount of earthy matter varies from 45 per cent.

in the concretion to 85 per cent, in the calculus. The

number of stones i- large as a rule, although one of my
patients had only one. buried deep in the gland.

REPORT OB i ASES

I.—History.—A white man. unmarried, aged 25, whom
1 -aw. April 21, 1919, reported a family history of no impor-

tance, and .1 good pasl history except that he had had a severe

case of typhoid fever in 1910 winch had necessitated his

being in bed for two months, alter which he was weak for

some time. He denied venereal disease. His present trouble,

burning sensation while voiding which increased at termina-

tion, had begun four months before. Bl esent 111

the urine at intervals. Strenuous exercise caused much dis-

comfort and increased uneasiness in thi d pelvic

regions. Nocturnal emissions occurred every few weeks.

followed bj severe p. on- and frequent urination. Thi

had taken all forms of modern treatment for verumontanitis

and prostatitis with no relict. IK [eared sexual intercourse

on account of distressing pains afterward.

Examination.—The patient was in fairly good physical con-

dition, but had a "hang-over" look 011 Ins lace. The physical

examination was negative The urine contained a few pus

cells, the specific gravitj was lulu, it was amber, and the

reaction was alkaline. there were 11.. casts, no sugar and

no albumin. The genitals were normal. The prostate by
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urethra and a somewhat enlarged aiul inflamed verumonta-

inim. The b I marked redness; the bladder

rmal otherw

state \\.i> thought of, as the

treatment for the troubles mentioned « "I A
tied a small shadow in the median line

on, which was

performed immediati

the patient, August IS, in which

better than I have for years

;

am not up to urinate at

i d 44. married, with

I saw, March 1. 1919, reported a family

i I. had alwaj s been healthy,

irrhea twenty years before which

onths, giving him con

eighteen stones were -

By this procedure
i. as well

ile complications. He had
His present

trouble had i t urination, hunting, etc.

i increased in

tnfort at

uch that work
id in the

perineal
and j*'

jn the

! and at

Me on
account or the pains that followed. The patient was very

u iatcd and distressed.
The ph lnce otherwise.
The g< i

It what enlarged and baggy.
Secretion showed much pus and low grade infect:

stone could be felt. In the urine there were phosphates,

albumin in abundance, and much pus. The specific gravity

was 1 .015. 1 he urine Was alkaline.

and cystoscopic examination revealed

rethra and the prostatic urethra tight, and the

Litter highly inflamed. The struct! m m/c;
1

1 the prostate was enlarged.

copj of the urinarj tract proved negative

except for a shadow in the median line of the prostate region.

Diagnosis. ["hi condition was diagnosed prostatic calculi,

was advised. The patient gave immediate con-

sent, Eighteen small stones were removed. There has been

complete recover) to date as far as i know.

CONCLUSIONS

We overlook prostatic stones when we should not.

Like cancer, they appear in a majority of cases after

thirty years, although tin's should not be misleading.

The symptoms vary and arc misleading, especially if

the patient has had gonorrhea previously.

A more thorough examination of this class of

patients is indicated, and they should have more
thought than they usually obtain, especially when the

ordinary methods of therapeutics do not relieve.

1 cannot agree with Hubcny 2 when he says that every

case may be definitely established by means of the

roentgen ray.

The percentage of failures has not been recorded,
so far as I have noticed. There must be some, but a

high percentage is no doubt demonstrated by the roent-

gen ray.

The method of removal after diagnosis depends on
several pathologic presentations. No fixed or set rule

for every case is advisable.

It is fairly well established that venereal diseases are

not absolute predisposing factors.

The symptoms arc well worth studying.

CHORIO-EPITHELIOMA OF THE TESTIS

WITH REPORT OF A CASE

HARRY JACKSON, S.B., Ml)
Attending Surgeon, Cook Count \ Hospital; Associate in Surgery,

University Medical School

Much of the mystery and confusion that surrounds

the subject of mixed tumors of the testis has been

cleared up in recent years by the work of Schlagen-

haufer and Pick abroad, and of Ewing in this country.

These men have shown that practically all of the

so-called mixed tumors of the testis are teratomas

having tissues composed of the three primary germinal

layers, the ectoderm being represented by cysts lined

with flat epithelium, the entoderm by cysts lined with

columnar or ciliated epithelium, and the mesoderm by
connective tissue, cartilage, bone, and muscle. These
primary tissues may form organs and blood vessels in

a more or less orderly imitation of a fetus. Very often

one type of tissue grows more rapidly than the others,

and overshadows or even suppresses them, so that the

presence of only one tissue is not absolute proof against

its teratomatous origin. Should the tumor undergo
a malignant change, as sometimes happens, more than
one type of germ layer may be represented, giving the

picture of a carcinoma in one part of the tumor, a

sarcoma in another part, and an endothelioma in still

2. Hubeny. M. J.: Prostatic Calculi from the Roentgen Ray Diag-
nostic Stand|>oint, Am. J. Roentgenol. « : 286 (June) 1919.
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a third portion, whence the term "mixed tumor." Usu-
ally one type of the tissue predominates, however, and
first produces metastases. In some tumors, the imita-

tion of a fetus is further exemplified by the finding of

chorionic villi either in the form of benign hydatid
mole or the malignant chorio-epithelioma. The tumor
herewith reported is that of a simple teratoma occur-
ring after an operation for hernia, and showing a

gradual growth for two or three years. It then grew
much more rapidly, and in two months had attained

three times its previous size. At its upper pole a sepa-

rate mass had formed, which, on microscopic examina-
tion, proved to be a pure chorio-epithelioma. The
metastases in the lungs and liver were those of chorio-

epithelioma.

HISTORICAL DATA

Marchand's dictum that chorio-epithelioma is a

tumor occurring only in the female no longer holds.

Sehlagenhaufer 1 was the first to point this

out in 1902, when he noted in one of his

cases of mixed tumor of the testis that the

malignant portion was the exact counterpart

of chorio-epithelioma in the female. He
then examined the material in the Vienna
collection and found five cases, each of

undoubted hydatid mole and chorio-epitheli-

oma, among the mixed tumors of the testis.

Since his unique report, Warthin, Emanuel,
Mm 1 lansemann, Debenardi, Albrecht, Ewing
and others have reported similar cases.

Cooke- collected forty-six instances from
the literature in 1915, and added a forty-

seventh. Woglom," in 1917, collected re-

ports of sixty-five cases, and added two of

his own, showing that the condition is not
so uncommon and is being diagnosed with
greater frequency.

Before 1902, these tumors were reported

under a variety of names. Malassez, as

early a- 1878, accurately described one, and
reported it as a "sarcome angioplastique."
< (thers reported it as lymph endothelioma,
embryoma, alveolar carcinoma, teratoma,

rcinoma, cystoma, adenoma, etc. Re-

cently, Ilartman and I'eyron4 reported thir-

teeu placcntomas and fourteen choriomas
from their material, i lartman differentiates

these by the fact thai choriomas are com-
if primitive cells of the chorio ecto

derm which in proliferating retain their

embryonic character. The placentomas,
which lie believes have received too little attention,

show cell types of adult placenta.

ETIOLOGY

There has been much speculation as to the etiology

of teratoma, both in the female and in the male I >ne

of the earliest theories is that of Virchow, who believed

that cells could undergo metaplasia, \.s our knowledge
increases, there is less and less belief in the idea thai

cells may change their morphology in the sense thai

Virchow taught. St. Hilaire believed that these tumor
grew from fetal inclusions, Waldeyer taught tl

tain cells of the testis could develop parthenogenically.

1. Schlagenhaufer: Wien. klii '

2. Cook: Bull. Johns Hopkn II m;
• Wogl m: St. 1 iki I Ho pit i M i

1917.
i Hartman

Marchand and Bonnet considered the possibility of

development of a polar body. The same authors also

taught that in the early cleavage of the ovum a blasto-

mere became isolated and later developed into a more
or less imperfect embryo. These early blastomeres,
arising as they do from the first few divisions of the

fertilized ovum, are totipotent and are thus capable of
producing all of the tissues of the body. Later divi-

sions are only multipotent; they can reproduce many
tissues, but not all. Cohnheim's theory of their develop-
ment from remnants of the wolffian body or Midler's

duct has been put forward by Carazonni, recently.

Perhaps the most popular theory today is that these

teratomas develop from sex cells whose normal
development in the male into spermatogonia has been
suppressed but whose potencies remain intact, ready to

express themselves in the various forms of simple or

complex teratomas. 5

**'

?
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Fig. 1.—Chorio epithelioma of testis: syncytial cells encroaching on the blood

uses in the center ami to the right; Langhans cells toward the periphery at the

PATHl

ti ratoma of the testis presents a variable gross

ince

:

In the simples) forms there may he seen two or

more tv

.

ue, usually i

glandular tissue, held togethei bj a troma oi embry-

that i^ lymphoid in cl

I he more i omplex i ontain a number of differenl kinds

the structure of an embryo
more cli isely. I hey .ire very > iftt i

being lined by flat, cylindric or ciliated epithelium.

ontain portions oi

as heart, hint,', kidney or thyroid, but show no

arrangement of pan- I he ' mmonly

sticular.

.. 18:
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reratomas are usually well circumscribed and have

their origin either within the testis or from one pole,

They may grow slowly for several years and then

suddenly assume a much more rapid growth, become

malignant, and produce imi.i~t.i-r- This change t<>

malignancy affects more than one type of cell coinci-

dentally, and the metastases may have the build of a

teratoma or of only one type of cell. Chorio-epitheli-

l^^^Br^
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Examination of the primary tumor revealed a firm, globu-

lar mass with an enlargement at its upper pole, the diameters

of the entire tumor being 11 by 6 by 10 cm. The larger

portion that lay in the scrotum was about the size of an

orange, being smooth and well encapsulated by the tunica

albuginea, which was somewhat thickened. The consistency

was firm, and on section it cut with considerable resistance

in some portions, which on close inspection' proved to be

due to the presence of cartilage. The tumor on cross section

was grayish in some portions, and light yellowish in others.

The central portion appeared softened and necrotic. Scat-

tered over the surface were numerous small cysts about the

size of a pea. Near the periphery of the section at the

lower and external parts were two separate areas of cartilage

each measuring 2 by 3 cm. in diameter. The upper portion

of the neoplasm, which seemed to arise from the upper border
of the main tumor, presented an entirely different appearance.

This mass was much softer in consistency, the color on cross

section showing areas that were light and dark red, resem-

bling recent and old blood clots. It was quite friable and
showed a network of grayish trabeculae. The metastases

from the lung were soft nodules that were quite friable, and
red. On cut section these nodules resembled quite closely

the appearance of the upper portion of the original tumor.

Microscopically, sections taken from various areas of the

main tumor mass disclosed areas of cartilage intermixed

with areas of connective tissue and cysts lined by flat and
cylindric cells. The cysts were numerous and many of them
microscopic in size. The connective tissue was lymphoid in

character. In one area there were large spindle-shaped

cells, with little or no stroma, which was quite suggestive

of the structure of a large spindle-cell sarcoma. In other

areas the tissue was myxomatous, and in the central portions

it was undergoing necrosis. There were numerous blood

vessels throughout the section. Sections taken from the

smaller, hemorrhagic mass revealed blood cells, some fairly

well preserved, others in various stages of degeneration.

There were many bands of fibrin of varying thickness inter-

lacing the areas of blood cells. Toward the periphery there

were bands of fibrous tissue, infiltrated with round cells, on
which lay a tissue that was quite characteristic of the

chorio-epithelioma as seen in the female. Surrounding the

numerous wide blood spaces of this region were cells com-
posed of nuclei that varied in shape and size, some of them
clustered together simulating giant cells. These nuclei

stained darkly and were surrounded by a vacuolated cyto-

plasm but no definite cell wall. They encroached on the

walls of the blood spaces, and in some instances were found
within blood spaces. Beneath this syncytial tissue were
cells that had smaller nuclei, surrounded by a vacuolated

cytoplasm and a definite cell wall, in papillary arrangement,

which resembled the layer of Langhans. Sections taken

from the metastases in the lungs betrayed a similar picture

to the foregoing, except that the hemorrhagic areas were
smaller and the syncytial are.is proportionately larger.

SUMMARY ANh CO CL1 SiONS

1. More than 80 per cent, of the solid benign tumors
of the testis in the light of recent investigation have
been shown to be teratomas. The finding of two or

more types of tissue in a tumor of the testis, whether
benign or malignant, speaks for a teratoma.

2. In the malignant forms, distant as well as regional

metastases should be looked for, and to this end a

roentgenogram of the lungs is essential.

3. The finding of a tumor mass in a teratoma, which
on cut section resembles old nr fresh blood clot, is

pathognomonic of chorio-epithelioma.

4. One should be on one's guard in cases of tumor
in the scrotum, with hemoptysis and loss of weight,

against making a diagnosis of tuberculosis without tak-

ing into consideration the possibility of met

from a chorio-epithelioma.

5485 Cornell Avenue.

DRAINAGE OF THE ABDOMINAL WALL
IN ACUTE APPENDICITIS

DANIEL N. EISENDRATH, A.B.. M.D.

CHICAGO

Every surgeon is familiar with the fact that a more
or less extensive infection between the layers of the

Fig. 1.—Peritoneal incision closed with chromic catgut.

abdominal wall frequently complicates an operation for

the removal of the acutely inflamed appendix. One

y' I

internal oblique tibci •

.

would, of course, expect suppuration

I. I ha

the term 'V
is in all

i
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that it in.iy occur own when there is no visible sign of

a spread of the infection beyond the walls of the

appendix is not generally appreciated. Not infre-

quently one sees extensive infection of the abdominal
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forty-eight hours, and an empty soft drain reinserted

and gradually, shortened. 2

Drainage of the abdominal wall by my method of
individual layer drains does not interfere with the heal-

ing of the wound, and it shortens the period of con-
valescence. The drains are not pulled out until the

skin sutures are removed—about the eighth to the tenth

itli drains placed in various layers of abdom-
preceding illustrations.

day. If infection has taken place through the unavoid-
able contact of the acutely inflamed appendix or some
|>us with the abdominal wall, there is no opportunity
for burrowing to take place in tin- subserous, inter-

muscular or subcutaneous spaces. The pus finds a

pathway toward the surface, an.! secondary drainage

THE PREVENTION OF SIMPLE GOITER
IX MAN*
THIRD PAPER

O. P. KIMBALL. M.D., J. M. ROGOFF, M.I).

AND
DAVID MARINE, M.D.

CLEVELAND

I In- report is based on the reexamination of the girls

in the public schools of Akron, Ohio, in grades from
the fifth to the twelfth, inclusive, made from Nov. 26
to Dec. 3, 1918—nineteen months after beginning the
prophylactic use of iodin. The first report 1—a survey

TABLE 1.—ANALYSIS 01 THE RECORDS OP NEW PUPILS

Date Total Total
Exam- i:.\:iin- New
ined ined Cases No

"..s:-2 1,688 43.5
. 1,418 1,772

1,037 55.4

No. %
1,931 49.9

Uarked nomas

% No.

246 6.3 7 0.2 39 1.0
121 6.8

4 0.2 6 O.S

of the incidence of thyroid enlargements (goiter)—
was based on the examination made in April, 1917.

The second report- gave the results of tin- examination
in November, 1917—seven months after beginning the
prophylactic use of iodin.

TABLI RECORDS OF PUPILS TAKING PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT
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ination in November, 1917, are added. The subjects

included in this table are all new admissions to the

public schools ami presumably bad not previously

received iodin. t taring, however, to the very extensive

use of iodin in some form, both by the public and the

••mi. it is probable that some of these pupils had

had iodin tor one ri >on or another, but no attempt

was made tO di I >es. Iodin administered in

any form m II) affects the thyroid.

I'ln- - in the first line represent the result-- of
•• irvey of all girls in grades from the fifth

to the twelfth, inclusive. Hie figures in the second line

nt: (li incoming fifth grade girls; (2

entering other grades of the public schools between
April and November, 1917, and (3) girls of two
schools that accidentally lost the records of those not

taking the prophylactic treatment. The figures in the

third lm<- represent only girls in the incoming fifth

ntering other grades.

The progressive increase in the percentage of normal
thyroid-- (43.6, 47 and 55.4 per cent.) for the three

is due to the preponderance of fifth grade girls

in the second and third groups. Fifth grade girls

of age and are for the most part

the age of the greatly increased incidence of

thyroid enlargement.

EFFECT OF PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT

- ime method as outlined in the iirst paper and
modified in the second paper was used, i. e., 2 gm. of

sodium iodid were given in 0.2 gm, doses for ten con-
secutive school days, repeated each autumn and spring.

The re-ults are given in Tables 2 and 3. For refer-

I comparison, the figures for the November,
1917, examination are added.
The most striking fact brought out is that not a

pupil in whom the thyroid was normal at the Novem-
ber, 1917, examination, and who took iodin, showed
any thyroid enlargement; while of those not taking
iodin. I finite enlargement. This
effect is similar to that noted in last year's examina-
tion. As was noted last year, a distinct therapeutii

in that the glands of 38.1 per
cent, of the pupils with slightly enlarged glands

ise of iodin. while of the glands
of th. taking iodin 27.8 per cent,

i/.e. This difference is much
n that found last year and suggests that many
with slight goiter wire taking iodin privately,

fleet is also noted in those with
te and marked enlargements, and again the pcr-

those taking and those
than last

The main ;he administration of iodin

ire -mul.-ir to those
I he danger of iodism or

•iter from the use of such amounts
own to be negligible.

MARY

in man may be prevented on a large
scale.

2. 'I he method u'ed is practical and economical, and
can be recommended as a public health measure in
goiter districts.

3. Two gni. of -odium iodid given twice yearly, as
we have indicated, seems adequate.

I R] A I MIX I

R \1 I'll

i >F

1\ HAKI.uK
1IKOOK1 \ N

I MIA KM A

\! D.

During the past two years many new method oi

surgical procedure for the relief of tlu- ever increasing

of ca-es of empyema following influenza and

;^^
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wired tubes after the manner of the treatment used at

the Rockefeller Base Hospital in New York. These
irrigations were continued until smears taken every
second day showed only one bacterium in five fields,

after which the tubes were removed and the wounds
closed. We had varying success with this method with

Fig. 3.

—

Tube and chest pad in place.

adults. Of sixteen patients, two died ; the wounds in

the other cases, with the exception of one, were com-
pletely closed at the time of the patients' discharge.

The time required for closure varied from twenty-eight

days to eighteen weeks. With small children, inter-

costal drainage and irrigation were resorted to. Of
five cases between the age of 1 and 5 years, there were
three deaths and two recoveries. In these three babies,

a complicating pneumonia on the opposite

side occurred. There is no doubt in my
mind that continued contact of the body
with the wet dressing, especially in the win-

ter months, was a contributary factor in

these sei ondary pneumonia-.

The Macinyo Method. A N'o. 1 Dakin

tube was inserted into the seventh or eighth

intercostal space by means of a trocar and

cannula, a safety pin was passed through

the edge of the tube, and small squares of

gauze were placed on each side of the pin.

The gauze was strapped to the skin with ad

hesive plaster | he pus was then aspirated

with a urethral syringe followed by irriga-

tion with Dakin's solution every two hours,

after which a clamp was placed over the

end of the tube. This method of aspiration

and irrigation was shortly abandoned be-

cause of constant leakage of pus around the

tube, four or five days after operation, due
to the contraction of skin awaj from the

tube. I he thr< e patients on whom we used
tin- method ed and treated

by open drainage and irrigation

The Phillips Method.- En January, 1919, Lieutenanl

Phillips applied hi- negative pressu us on a

patient with empyema in one of our clinics. When
observed four days later with the roentgen ray, the

thorax still appeared to be half tilled with pus, and
although the negative pressure was constantly main-
tained and the cannula kept .lean by means of Un-

attached curet the pus ceased to flow into the bottle.
After another four day interval, a roentgenogram
again was taken which disclosed the same condition as
before. 1

It was at this time that the apparatus began
to leak slightly from beneath the rubber cap ; so it was
removed, and the patient was treated by the method
that I shall describe later. I did not use the Phillips
method on any other patient as I had thus summed up
its disadvantages: First, the pressure of the metal
cannula between the ribs was extremely painful when
the patient moved about so as to bring the outer por-
tion of the apparatus in contact with the bed. Sec-
ondly, the cannula did not permit the passage of large

of fibrin even after several da vs.' Thirdly,
there could be no assurance that the pleural cavity
was free from infectious organisms at the time the
apparatus was removed. The cost, which was high,
would have been of secondary importance if the
method had been ideal.

THE AUTHOR'S METHOD
After having observed the advantage of lung expan-

sion as brought out by Phillips' negative pressure
apparatus, I felt that a combination of both the
Mazingo and the Phillips method would produce a

technic which, while maintaining a negative pressure,
would permit irrigation with Dakin's solution.

First, after a roentgenogram of the patient has been
taken to determine the location of the pus in the
thoracic cavity, the skin over the affected side of the

thorax is prepared with 3.5 per cent, tincture of iodin.

After two or three minutes, the iodin is washed off

with 95 per cent, alcohol and the area for the insertion

of the trocar is anesthetized with 0.5 per cent, solution

of procain. The area usually selected is the seventh
or eighth interspace in the midaxillary line. The pres-

Grnrral \ i

carriage with pump connected

ence of pus and the thi< km -- of the thorai i< wall is

now determined by means of a 31

1

and aspirating needle, after which a small ii i

made through the skin at this point to permit

i
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of the trocar and cannula. The trocar and

cannula are inserted slowly to the previously mi

distance; then the trocar is withdrawn and the thumb

of the left hand is placed quickly over the cannula to

prevent the outflow of pus or inrush of air. We are

idy for the passage of the rubber tube through

applied to patient in children'? surgical ward, showing entire proce

.nula into the pleural cavity A stiff-walled

rul>l>er tube about 14 inches in length and conforming
No Frem

small side openings are cut about

ths inch from the i nd. I his is called the

is the i me which is placed

the thorax. the tube, the miter end
1 with an artery clamp, and the inner end placed

that, as the thumb over the cannula is

d quickly into the

ufficient. The can-

did when just free of the skin,

a clam- behind it. the outer clamp removed.
• ,i I .tier syringe is then

a small quantity of pus
•

• of kinks.

placed, it is

maintain it in this position and also to prevent

implish this, illy designed

applied

ap, the

through the cylinder of the

pressed

2

I around the chest.

From rolling up. The patient is

then ion of the :

tube mini be properly alternated so that no
nto the thorax while the cap is being

A small box hanging from the middle cross bai al

the head of the bed contains a 5 liter bottle fitted with

.i two hole rubbei toppi i through which pass two
snugly fitting glass tubes benl al righl angles. 'i'| lc

tubes pass into the bottle jusl as far as the shoulder,
one being an inch shorter than the othei Hie shorl

tube is .- mi it-, ted with a 3 im h pie< e

of thick walled rubber tubing con
1. lining a hard rubber 5tO]

which in turn is connected with the

tube from an electric \ acuum pump.
I he longer glass tube is com
w ith about 3 feet of the same rub
her tubing, which runs alongside the

pillow and is joined through a hard

rubber stopcock to a hard rubber V

tube, the stem of which connects

with the tube leading from the pa-

tient's chest. The third arm oi thi

Y tube connects with a third similar

stopcock and a piece of rubber lull-

ing running to a bottle of Dakin's

solution mi a hoard above the pa-

tient's head.

\ gage, graduated in millim <

of mercury, is attached to the pump.
If the pump is started at about 40
mm. negative pressure and the stop-

cocks an turned in the proper di-

recl the pus will begin to flow

freely into the bottle. When the pus
ceases flowing, the stopcock in the

tube leading to the bottle containing

the pus is closed, while the stopcock

in the tube from the Dakin bottle is opened and about

50 c.c. of Dakin's solution are permitted to run into the

pleural cavity. This stopcock is then closed, the one

leading to the bottle is opened, and the Dakin's solution

passes from the pleural cavity into the bottle. This

aspiration and irrigation is continued until the return*

ing fluid from the pleural cavity is clear. The proce-

dure is repeated every two hours during the day, and

every four hours during the night. After a few days,

-).—Pleural cavity Ix-fore, and four day

when thi pus has nearly ceased, the Dakin's irri-

gations are given only at 8 a. m., 2 p. m. and 8 p. m. At

each oi ods, 15 c.c. of glycerin, containing

Eoi maldehyd 1 1 hildren, 10 c.c), are injected

and all stopcocks closed and kept closed until the time

arrives for the next irrigation,

When patient - are able to he up and about, the - hesl

tube may he clamped and disconnected, and the clamp
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pinned to the dressing so that it will not drag on the

tube.

Dressings should be reapplied at least once in two
weeks or oftener if they show any signs of leaking.

Care should be taken that the chest tube is not removed
and that it is safely clamped.

Since January, fourteen cases have been treated by
this method. Two children are still under treatment.

COMMENT
It would have been gratifying had I been able to

carry out this method of treatment on a larger number
of patients before reporting the results obtained, but

the ease with which the operation is borne and the

absence of all discomfort following the application of

this method prompts me to report it at this time.

Among other advantages of this method, I might add

:

There is no collapse of the lungs, and therefore no loss

of function. This is of great importance, especially

in an associated pneumonia of the opposite side. There
is no deformity of the chest or spinal curvature as

generally follows a radical rib resection. There are no
wet dressings to be changed, as all pus and washings
are out of sight in the bottle behind the head of the

bed. .Most of all, there can be no pocketing with the

lungs drawn down, filling the chest cavity : if we have

no pocketing, it is safe to assume that we shall have

less, if not entire absence of, chronic empyema.
Besides this, we obtain chemical sterilization of the

pleural cavity under a constantly maintained negative

pressure.

711 Beverly Road.

EFFECTS OF HOOKWORM DISEASE ON
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT OF NORTH
QUEENSLAND SCHO< ILCHILDREN *

J. H. WAITE, M.D.
State Director, International Health Board

ANT)

I. L. NEILSON
School Nurse, Queensland State Department of Public Instruction

CAIRNS, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA

During 1918, the state of Queensland, Australia, the

Australian Institute of Tropical Medicine, and the

International Health Board conducted jointly a hook-
worm survey in the northern portion of the state of

Queensland, and through stool mil i py fi

per cent, of the total population to I"- infected. The
parasite was harbored by two fifths of the schoolchil-

dren, a great many of tvhom showed physical dwarfing
and sexual retardation.

In order to learn whether mental impairmi nl might

to hookworm disease, thi> investigation aimed
itality of a large number of children.

and then I mpare the results of the infected group
with those of the noninfected group. The measures

of inti lligi nee employed ird's 1911 I

'

of the Binet-Simon scale,1 and the Porteus i

both of which were applied and scored accord

lack of space, t'

by the omission of tabular a: i

i .tril in Tnr. J

The complete article ppean

the standard methods prescribed, excepting only the

use of Australian copper and silver currency, and the

substitution of < loddard's alternative problem sentences

for the 10, 11 and 12 year groups.

The selection of 340 children for menial testing was
made by one of us (Waite) purely on the basis of

TABLE 1.—A COMPARISON OF TH1 PHYSICAL AND MENTAL
ELOPMEN1 OP TWO CHILDREN, ONE HOOKWORM-

INFECTED AND ONI HOOKWORM

Hookworm Hookw<
HOB)

tual 10 yi 11.a :

Height 47.5 inches riches

(8.0 pounds
Hemoglobin 70 percent. BO |

Age, mental by Binet-Simon test s years 11 >

Mirth ccr-

microscopic findings, limiting the selections to children

from 6 to 14 years of age. For a negative diagnosis,3

each stool required four separate examinations: two of

the plain smear preparation, and two of the centrifuged

children
at the left 1

Torirj.infected and thi

it the rigbl • -Three childi
" Ibi

whose physical and mental hookworn
given in Ta ;

>le I.

id ment.ii

The experiments described in this paper were conducted during
n by the [ntl I

ndation and the government of Queensland.
H.: The for Intrlli

I. January, 1910

J. Psycho Asthenics, June, 1915.

Rockefeller I

lard
gence, Tra

2. Por'

sediment. Therefore, the school population wa
lly divided into three somewhat arbitrary

"heavily infected," who showed hookworm
the plain smear examination; the "lightly

TABLl A COMPARISON "I ill! PHY8K 11 .ND MENTA1
DEVE1 0PM1 NT OF I HR1 I OHI] Mil >. I WO

WORM FBI 1 ASH "Nl HOOKWORM INFE1 ill'

, Bi

infected," who showed ova only in th<

sediment, and the "hool

ova in any examination. V\ i

be taken to this rough method of groupii
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considered suitable n>r the purpose o( the present

study. The 340 names so selected were then assem-

bled alphabetically by one of us (Waite) into one

I VI. i !
II. J

-

ill. M6,

-

II I

. . 12.96

A comparison of the group data so obtained clearly

demonstrates that hookworm disease slows down the

mental processes, and that it impairs the mentality.

1. Mental Sluggishness.- In Tables 3 and -I. the total

success times are registered for Binet test VIII, 2, and
for the Porteus ma; es [*o < ounl backward

Veins of Age
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months. The Porteus mazes give similar results al a

somewhat higher scoring level, which is probably clue

to the method of scorii

Further light on the impairment from hookworm
disease is gained by the comparison of the yearly age
groups in the three classes of children, as shown in

Table 6.

Assuming thai hookworm infection and reinfection

is oT long-standing duration, the results here shown
indicate that the disease produces cumulative mental
retardation to the extent of 6.6 months al 8 year? of
age. 1" months al 1 1 years, and 25.9 months at 14 years
of age. over and above ordinary retardation found in

noninfected cases. A similar observation has been
reported bj Strong" in his .North Carolina study.

In this connection, Stiles has shown in hookworm-
infected children a cumulative impairment of memory,'
and a failure to advance .n normal rates through the

grades.8

O >MPLEM :nt fixation test
tubercud >sis

F< >R

J. STUART PRITCHAKD. M.D.

C. E. RODERICK, M.I).

li.XTTL! CR1 KK. MICH.

In this -cries. 4h<> cases were studied. The final

diagnosis was: pulmonary tuberculosis, including sus-

xtrapulmonary tuberculosis, 13 ; nontuber-
culous, 233.

METHODS I

All patients were first given a general examination
by the internist who referred them to us tor intensive

study of the lungs on account of pulmonary physical
findings, the past history, or present suggestive symp-
toms.

Ttmt 6.—BINETSIMON RESULTS ItV AGE I
;
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stive distur-

rs of thi terns. Hiis

accounts for the lai mtuberculous

•mil in tin si

•

-
i
pulmonary |, 123, or

i If thirteen tuberculous

tuber-

gave a reaction,

gures that the pulmonary and

ui the same percentage.

is patients were not robust; all com-
;'

t th 1" .
; per cent,

i

i"
« in i < I in healthy individuals.

tuberculosis Association

- studied. Sixty incipiem

tion in twenl 3 per cent. Sixty-

gave a reaction in

per cent. Thirty-six advanci

ion in twenty-seven, or 75 per cent Fifty-

• eaction in twent)

In the fifty-nine susj we did

tif) a positive diagnosis,

. that a pulmonary tuberculous lesion was
!i case. We found it difficult to distin-

guish manv i mi incipient cases. The classi

• always di

on tin- knowledge and skill of the

their standards. We strove to

2 per cent., wei

Fori r 20.4 ] er cent.,

inactive. Fifty-nine cases, or 26.9

i red suspii

, ttx in Different

reacted

ort'y-five,

reacted in thirty-

i Twenty-nine active,

our instance-, or 83

of error in attempt-
•
i> ity ami inacti\ ity. ' >ur

I
out whether we could demonstrate

being absorbed from the pul-

inanv instances it was found diffi-

cult t' li d suspicious.

nervous irritability.

itli malnutrition, physical signs,

active.

normal. We
nl absorption

nt's indisposi

to a Prez'ious Ilis<

m which we
line from the

im were

." f'len-

eventy-

I

Reaction in Relation to Previous History of Rectal

rhere wen- eight patients with ;i historj of

fistula in ano dating from the time of the examina
Hon to a period a- far hack a- fourteen years pre\ ion-

;

five of these gave a reaction.

Reaction in Relation to History of Exposure.—Of
i.iit-. sixty gave such a In tor) ol exposure,

and thirt) five, or 58 per cent., reacted. In this test

we considered onlj such patients a- gave a history of

a father, mother, sister, brother, wife or husband who
had had tuberculosis and with whom the patient had

li\ed for sour- time.

ii roil of the Complement Reaction with

nit Tests.—1. The intracutaneous test con-

sisted of mis mg. J,, o.05 c.c. dilution < >f Forty tests,

twenty-two were positive to tuberculin, while live gave
positive complement fixation reactions. Of the eigh-

teen that were negative to tuberculin, two gave a posi-

mplement fixation reaction.

_'. Calmette, 0.5 per cent. * >. T., Vaughan's1 method

:

» M' twenty-three routine tests, twelve were positive to

tuberculin, and three gave a positive complement fixa-

tion. Of tin' eleven that were negative to tuberculin,

two were positive to a complement fixation.

IV HI E I. 1X1 RAPULMONARY CASES

Negative Totd
:

rution) .

Tuberculous appendix

i the hip joint

Tuberculous intei 1 1 , s

il glands
ilosis

Chorioretinitis

Extrapulmonary Cases.—Of thirteen cases, seven, or

i
cent., were positive. In this series we failed

to find any frank pulmonary tuberculosis.

I Mil. I. 2 NONTUBERCULOUS I

Positive Negative

pulmonary 2
In itis, chronic 3 4

Ar.hntis 2
Asthma 5 1U

. . .1

Bronchitis, acute 6
Bronchitis, chronic 5 19

ise 4 11

tdenitis 1

tis 1 4
3

angioneurotic 1

Kmphyscma 1

Focal infections 8
1 1

5

1 8
1

-/a. convalescence 1 3
i 6

ia, chronic 3

Malignancy, pulmonary I 2
trie 1

hronic I

1

r 3

2
ease 1

duodenal .

.

1

angina 1

11 H4

39 194

Nontuberculous Cases.- < >f 233 cases, thirty eight,

or 16.3 per cent., gave a reaction. In the tif teen cases

of asthma, five reacted. It is possible that a tubercu-

C, Jr.:

Early I'uln

1913.

nportance of the Tuberculin Reai

.1 A, M. A. 81: 1591
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bus punt" was veiled by the signs of chronic bron-
chitis, luit we could not demonstrate its existence. < hit

of the twenty-four eases of chronic bronchitis, five

reacted, and as in the cases of asthma, a tuberculous
process might have existed without being detected. In

the cardiac cases, distant grams and electro-

cardiographic tracings were made. Hie cases of chole-

cystitis were proved by operation. Ml three

of malaria gave a strong positivi reaction, and in each
case the plasmodia were isolated. Tuberculosis may
also have existed without our detecting it. In the four

i malignancy, two were positive to the comple-
ment fixation test. We can offer no explanation of
this, although all cases weri pro ed to 1"' malignant

ration and by stud) of removed tissue. In

ninety-five cases we could detect no evideni
i of any kind, and eleven of these reacted. Small

tuberculous foci may have been present and not

observed regardless of our investigation.

Wassermann Reaction.^A routine Wassermann test

was made on all patients. In 233 tuberculous cases,

four, or 1.7 per cent., were positive. In 233 nontuber-
culous cases, seven, or .} per cent., reacted. In 4: n

cases studied, eleven, oi -' 3 per cent., were positive.

LABORATORY TE( I1MC

The serums in this -cri< •- of cases were examined by
the fi illow ing technic

:

With few exceptions, the blood was collected before
breakfast, which i- an important factor in securing

satisfactory serum. The collecting of a specimen after

a meal will often give "fatty -num." This, in turn.

may bring about unreliable results, especially when a

bacterial emulsion antigen is u ;ed

Fresh serum was used in nearlj all the tests on
which our finding- were based. In a few instances, the

specimens were placed in the ice box over night. A
certain number of samples were preserved for a period

of from one to seven day-, and the test was repeated

every twenty four hour-. This was done in the hope
of causing more accurate and clean-cut reactions. We
found, however, some serums eon the nr-i day
which I; e positive; but most of them wen
anticomplementary after the third day, and conse-

quently gave unreliable results.

Antigen. I he antigen used in this -cries was the

of Miller, some of it obtained from
a manufacturer of biologic product- and some made
in our own laboratory. The two antigen- gave prac-

illl 5.

Since the conclusion of this series, we havi

1 1 i iur ow ii, three antigi

us by Pet i I

in the near future. These antigens are all i

rather than emulsions of the tuberi le bacilli. The
extract antigens -how a higher titer and le-- tendency
to be anticomplementary.

Complement. Anesthetized guinea pigs wen
from the heart. The same pigs could be used again

in the com i ol three week- fi »

The serums of three guinea pigs were pooled and used

in all cases within the first sixteen hours.

Mi interesting observation was recently made when
all tubes in the • omplement Titration _' showed inhibi-

estigated and the

complement found to be at fault, although there was
complete hemolysi in Htration I, in which no antigen

was used Another group of pigs was bled and the

serums were used for a complement fixation on the

first three pigs, none of which gave a strong positive

reaction. This experience led us t<> make a routine

complement fixation test on our pig-, classifying them,
according to their reactions, into positive and negative
groups. At present we are attempting to ascertain

whether a guinea pig giving a positive reaction, when
oi complement, will haw any effect on the reac-

tion of a patient's serum.

Amboceptor. Rabbit antisheep amboceptor, made
and titrateil in the usual way, was used throughout.

Sheep Cplls.—The sheep's blood was obtained from
the jugular vein and collected into 1 per cent, sodium
citrate solution made up in physiologic -odium chlorid

I VI I vi|\ VKV AMBI iCEPTi >K 1 [TRATION

i omplement
Amboceptor

Complement 0.05
it 0.15

Complement
ptor 0.1

solution. The cells were then washed in salt solution
from live to -even time- at 3,000 revolutions per min-
ute, or until the supernatant solution was free from
albumin by the heal and acetic acid test. A 2.5 per
cent, suspension of washed sheep cells was made and
used.

Sail Solution.—We use a 0.85 per cent, salt solution
and agree with Petroff that the reaction of this n
is of vita! importance and should be that of the blood.

Glasszvare, vll glassware used must be dry, and
free from chemical-. Although it need not necessarily
be sterile, it is preferable to have it so

Technic. < in each da I the reagents are
titrated for their respective values. A convenient and
satisfactory manner of determining the strength of the
amboceptor and the complement at the same time is to

use guinea-pig serum in a 10 per cent, solution and
dilute the ami i that one unit is contained in

0.1 c.c. (Table 3).

TABLE 4 TITRATION OF COMPLEMENT

1

lent

Sheep cells, 0.5 i i of a 2 suspension,
were ad i incubated in the water
hath at .^7 ('. The -mallest amount which p>

i omplete hemol) sis h as read and noted.

rial antigCIIS, SUch as we have- Used ill this

series, have a marked tendency to retard hemolysis.
In view of this fact, we have found ii well to titrate

oui i ompli mi n a \ in Table 4. which lead- to a more
rmination of the unit. I he antigens were

diluted so that ' 1. 1 c.i equali d one unit.

The tubes were placed in the water bath

hour at 37 i
.

.n the end of which timi

ami" , eplor and one- unit c f shi

rack i- again incubated in the watei bath

hour and a reading made at the lowi I which

hi mol) -i i- ompli

then taken foi the unit and used in thi I
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Six tubes ,• tivel)
.
from one

implement, were used a -

in. and the complem*
ime wa) . omitting the an

e inactivated at 56 ( for one half

.nun was n -i-t i throughout,

as called attention to the length of

| Peti temperature. \\ e have

two ln>ur incubation at from 36 to 37 C,

ch the cells were added and the rack placed

ath for twenty minute-, to estimate the amount
Later the proper amount

added and incubated for thirtj minutes. A prelini-

ading is made and the racks placed in the ice

. cr night, and a final reading is made in the

morning. We have found no noticeable difference

a the evening and the morning readings.

1. In this series the complement fixation n

>is, and not as a control

tment. In attempting this study, we did not

or tuberculosis which could be considered

we were only hoping to find a new link in the

idence leading to a diagnosis oi clinical

J. This reaction jive as valuable or con-

information in relation to tuberculosis as does

i in regard to syphilis,

it information may be gained I

mtine application.

- have been reasonably accu-

! active moderate!) ad

\. ith 16 per cent, react-

tuberculous, we feel that the

mid be included in the routine

hould not be relied on without addi-

Rales in thi

linical tuber-

i] . sign •
-

i pi tuber-

•lli in the sputum, and even this observation

•; itum examina-
1- to our informa-

usive in itself, should be used

k in the chain of evidi

ireful study of the

of an active

fixation with the

tuber-

the patient's

r than to ti

i" pulmonary tuber-

nation of 1 1 1 1
—

may be

us in diffi

on.

i

II. We should like to call attention to CaulfieldV
able work on this reaction in 1911.

rown and Petrofl hue pointed out a very

practical application of the lest in which they were
ile the exercise of the luherculous patient.

IX IK \ UTERINE IX I ESTIN \L I IBSTRUC-
I [l IN FRi >M INSPISSATED AND

IMPACTED MEO »NIUM

JESSE G. M. BUI I I >W \. Ml).

\ Ml

ROBERT EMERY BRENNAN, M.D.

I OB ( VSI

Babj W. was born in the Nut erj and I hild's Hospital

after normal labor. She was immh.iI except for her abdo-

men which, in i tpoid, was slightly distended.

At the time m> significance was attached i" tli i -
. Twenty-four

hours later it was reported that the baby had not pa led

tnpei .it in e h as 97 F.

Examination revealed .1 iligbtlj rounded .'i" 1 men
ored in the upper portion. No masse could be felt

there was an indefinite resistance in the right uppi

rant. The rectum was empty. Through a small Kelly

pe in the rectum, a small dimple was seen about

1 inch above t lie amis. A small amount of sebaceous mate-

uded from time to time through this opening. There
training against the cystoscope.

The following morning the temperature had risen to 1<>2 !•'.

domen was tense and much more swollen, and the

wen drawn up. That aften n under chloro-

form anesthesia, Dr. Brennan made a median incision. Con-
siderable tree fluid was evacuated. The coils o) thi

tine wen vered with fibrin, and much di

um was visible through the thin walls. A thin, tape-

d passed from the right lower quadrant across the

abdomen and ended in the blind anal pouch. This proved

to he the totally collapsed large intestine which was 1 era.

ind had a perfect lumen. The contents were whitish.

•
1 1 similar to that which had exuded into

I n of the small intestine ler-

d in a funnel which ended in relatively normal sized

iboul 1'- inches from the ileocecal junction. The
appendix was apparently normal. An ileostomy was Imr

riedlj and five hours later the child died.

1- found that the intestinal blockage was
due t" impaction of the white inspissated and stratified con-

rentlj then was no gross abnormality of the

intestim in to remove ;< portion of the intestine

was not obtai

Com WENT
We havt found no report of the occurrence of a

similar case. The situation of the obstruction l'o

inches from the appendix suggested the influence of a

diverticulum. < u this there 1 was no macro-

d nee. No muscular abnormality was visible.

The cause of a local inspissation of the intestinal con-

tents is unknown. The tentative preoperati 1

'
'

1
t ruction : (1) from voh ulus ;

(2) maldevelopmenl of the intestine, especially lack

of fusion of the sigmoid and rectum.

Tin-
i

I rhj thmic movements which 1

a dimple to appear in th . and thi evacua-

tion of even small amounts of sebaceous material

to indicate that there was a muscular continuity

I. M Res. a I :

,1 Willi. .,f Omplemcnl
1

I thi Mu.lv of 540 Cases,
•

!
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of the intestine. This should prove of great value in

the future.

This . as giving the absolute
lie colon in the new-born, as well as the origin

of at least part of the meconium.

62 West Eighty-Seventh Street -t West Sixty-Fourth

Clinical Notes, Suggestions, and
New Instruments

ARSPHEXAM1N VERSUS NEO-ARSPHENAMIN

Jay Frank Sckaiiberg, M.D., Philadelphia

i - of Dermatology an.! S

Graduate Sena
Medicine of the t .iuia

There a world-wide campaign for tin

and sup] syphilis. The medical professio

ol this disease

an the new organic arsenicals and mercury. No cue has

olved a crystallized formula for the treatment of

syphilis which has been generally ..
I
here arc many

standards of treatment, but no standard. Different authori-

i their individual : as to the strength of

of the arsenieals. the frequency of administration,

the duration of the course, and the choice of the compound
mployed. In other words, the medical profession is

to tind a therapeutic procedure which will combine
safety and maximum efficiency. The trend of the best opinion

is to make the treatment, particularly in th<

ive as is consistent with safety. The curability of

is, in general terms, directly proportionate to

in the early

i very .

which requires early solution is

mparative merits and demerits of arsphenamin
arsphenamin. Heretofore, the best qualified phy-

sicians in the country have dominantly employed arsphena-
I 'it tin itc recently new light has been shed "ti the

properties of these two compounds which prompts a rccxam-
n of the sul

'.car. nearly all of the treatment of syphilis

tl e lighting fn ml bj Frem h,

lan physicians was with

phenamin. Dr. Hugh Young of Johns

s York

ad an enthusiastically favorable impression of 1 1 1 i
—

f treatment. Lei us examine briefly the relative

disadvantages of the two compounds in the

I arsphenamin si ilutii ms is mi i

phenamin, requiring

do neutralization vvith sodium hydroxid. The drug

given in a gravity buret with al least 120

en in a piston s> ringc

Mowed tins p

idly and
:

,

In .r 20

to insert into

small veins, n ticnl less

pain. I In >r arc ad

the simplii it) of tin i more
imp n. mi qui stii 'i- u. hich n

• and i" tin mnds.
I think that most '..it arsphena

mi, and in '

are correct. The circular accompanying the original German
arsan marketed in this country stated, "The activity

of neosalvarsan is at least as great as that of salvarsan."

This 1 believe is erroneous.

to the arsenic content of the two compounds
(about Ju and ,>n per cent., respectively) 0.9 grain of neo-

arsphenamin should be equivalent to 0.6 grain of arsphena-
ni;;ii. but as a matter of fact it is not. In a paper recently

read before the Philadelphia Pat

! that instead of requiring

; cent, more neo arsphenamin than arsphenamin to

sterilize rats experimentally infected with Try;-,:

cquiperdum (horse syphilis or "la dourine"), it required

approximately twice as much of the former. This trypano-
some reacts chemotherapeutically much in the same manner
as Spiroehacta pallida.

It might be admitted that twice as much neo-arsphenamin
as arsphenamin must be given to achieve the same results.

In terms of arsenical content, one third more arsenic would
duced into the body. This would appear to lie most

undesirable were it not for other fat

Schamberg, Kolmer, Kai/iss and Weiss, in a communica-
: bt fi ire thi

in Atlantic City in June. 1919, demonstrated that arsphena-

min. in practically all concentrations in which it is used.

es red blood cells in vitro. Neo-arsphenamin on the

other hand, does not hemolyse the cells in any of the concen-

ordinarily employed. Furthermore, the hydn .

concentr; -arsphenamin is practically that of the

alkaline and acid solutions of arsphena-
i: ion concentration. There

i^. therefore, less biochemical disturbance of the blood and
ifter the administration of neo-arsphenamin.

Studies of the comparative toxicity of arsphenamin and
phenamin are mosl interesting. In general ten

two and one-ball
I

white rats, by intravenous injection, than the arsphenamin
from which n of arsphenamin which is

! by rats in tl

weight, when converted into the "neo" compound, will be

tolerated in from 250 to .'IHI nig.

The addition of the "formaldehyd sulphoxylate group"
apparently lessens the affinil p mnd for thi

plasm of the parasite, but • > the affinity for the

body proteins still m iffinit) i^ due to the

e of the "amil

We should expect from the i

phenamin would be subjectivel) better tolerated than

arsphenamin, and this, as a mar
i must be realized thai neo-arsphenamin is

much more unstable and thi ergOCS change ill the

powder form much more readily, than arsphenamin.
// should never be administered if the solution is i

liantly clear, for a cloud} solution will produce in

with syncopi ital ) a- the di

symptom. If flltcriiif

lion, it should
I

I)' -piir ti, b reactions, the cloud) solution

animals. to be

nical.

SI MM VKY

illy than ars

in, but the di

up In the •

'

cd dose
• ii.niiin in full

mmonly
administi

moil i the lb,,..! and •

amin,

compound will ull

cannot hi

compar; I

an iii'
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Therapeutics

i

AND

RADA
The :" me of this drug, rhamnns f>nr-

T. Pursh, who described the

1814, has been changed by our present phar-

of tin- older, shorter, and more

Spanish settlers of California, who
this hark used by the native Indians as a

•

; ic.

iil 1878 that tin- drug was
favor -ii rapidly thai it is now

in all the |

'

epting the Finnish

1 it is one "t" tla' most
I Granting that, like all other cathar-

1 much oftener than it should be,

is such a thing as fashion in

yet we mu-t recognize that a sub-

with such a history must have some merit.

ws that it i- a mild yet reliable

rom tendency to griping and
contraindications, a remedy which

on prolonged use. As
pecially indi-

t i< in. such as that of the bed

ugh to be used in pregnancy.

lly one finds a patient in whom
nna form

ither slowly acting, requiring

when a single

! at bedtime.

ind perhaps more efficiently, it is

• the purpose of increasing the irritability

Iministered in

and at

hitter ta^te. This

prescribed in

form patient whether he

er, the hitter

hed by treating the bark

•I c fluid -

ler and

that the

lor the

r fluid-

than inhuman, the following

of the aromatic fluidextracl mai be required:
C.c.

1

. 4

From A to *

The expense is probably the only objection of using

ition in the adult, for the plain or bitter

fluide.\

:

is effective in nun h

smaller dosage < from 1 to 4 c.c.) I lie bitterness of

besl overc e bj ha'v ing the patient

I
in the dose into gelatin capsules just before taking,

i tne or two of the larger sized gelatin •

filled with the fluidextracl generally suffices to secure

i peciall) when taken after each meal
bedtin ing to the presence of 75 per rent.

water ill the tluidextraet. such capsules cannot be kepi

on hand or prepared by the druggist. Patients readily

fill these capsules for themselvi provided with

a medicine dropper.

I he hitter tluidextraet lal en without encapsulation

be valuable in a ease in which, in addition to

constipation, anorexia is to be combated. For such a

patient, tin's prescription might be of advantag
i

I: Fluidextracl <>f cascara sagrada
ind tincture of gentian 30

Mix. I poonful, in a little water, half hour

In this prescription the compound tincture i

' d as a vehicle to avoid presci ii

dropdosage, which, being less convenient, should be

employed only when distinct advantage is gained

e of ascending or descending
:

To this prescription, tincture of mix vomica mighl he

added with possible advantage in doses of 1 c c, unle s

the patient is suffering from excessive reflex excita-

bility.

h is often successfully employed as an adjuvant to

the dieletie and exereise treatment (discussed under

"Bran and Ag; r") ol chroni constipation, in the fol-

lowing manner: The patient, provided with a pre-

scription for the tluidextraet (bitter preferred, but the

aromatic if the patient objects to bitterness), should

first of all determine the smallest dose required by

him to obtain an action of the bowels at li

and not more than twice a day. He should be told

that the medicine is merely given him to provoke a

i all to stool ; ami that, if th
:

j is neglected, the pi

day's di been wasted. As initial dose a half

mful might be suggested, to be taken before

md at bedtime. This dose is used regularly
lor a week ; then half th' itinued for a week;
and tin 111 in hall' and taken for a week; and
so on, until it has I

1 to bul a drop or two,

when it might he discontinued. A patient who fails to

1 to a faithful application of this combination
therapy is in need of some form of physical treatment

(enemas, massage, electrotherapy oi urgi rj I, after a

careful and thorough study of his ca e i including

ion
) ; and, if physical therapj

i- inapplicable or fails,
i to be fitted with a

habitual cathartic, for which purpose administration
in pill form is best.

vtract <if cascara the least reliable

n. While the average dose of this

'ii bj the pharmacopeia at 0.25 gm.,
which i pill, even two or three times
this dose may fail. Extract of aloes is so much sup
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rior a cathartic for administration in pill form thai the

extract of cascara sagrada is likelj to 1".' useful only

in the mosl sensitive cases of obstinate constipation.

(To be continued)

New and Non official Remedies

The following additional articles havi been accepteo
as conforming to mi: rules of the Coi sen on Pharmacy
Axn Chemistry of nit. American Medk u \ssociation for
ADMISSION TO Xr.w \ N [» NoNOFFICIAl REM S. \ COP1 01

THE RULES ON WHICH IHI COUNCIL BAS1 WILL BE
''""•- W. A. Puckner, Secretary.

LACTIC ACIDPRODUCING ORGANISMS
AND PREPARATIONS'

Milk soured by the accidental presence ol acid producing
bacteria (buttermilk, the intentional addition of

certain >ti cteria with or without the association "f

cing yeasts (kefir, kumyss) has been used as

a food for centuries. This is due to the fact that the prod-

ucts were palatable t" many or t" a very general opinion

among the laity as well as among physicians that they

were advantageous for certain disorders of the gastro-

intestinal tract. A great stimulus to the employment of

fermented milk:. was given by the theories of Metchnikoff
regarding intestinal putrefaction. These theories, entirely

unsupported bj cientific evidence, were- in part thai the

products 'i intestinal putrefaction, elaborated chiefly in the

large intestine, were absorbed and largel) b) thi i

On t ho walls of the blood vessels prod u

and premature senility. He also advanced the theory thai the

growth of the proteolytii bacteria, man] ol them ai

which elaborated these poisons could be modified 01 prevented
by the presence in the intestines of lactii acid-producing bac-

ly sub-

nions ai the presenl time; but, on the

Other hand, then ci that the administration
milk products is at times bent ficial. This is particularly

true in pediatrics. In this field fermented milks have found
a wide application. They arc used in vomiting and in acute
diarrhea a- uell .1- in chronic disturbances of the ga-trn

intestinal tract. Under certain conditions it may be advis

give verj little fat; under others .1 dimim
this maj ssary. By the usi of culturi

pr.nhu ni milk of any fat content maj be fer-

oicntcd and tin ion max be inhibited al any time.

On what the particular value ol these milks '

known at the 1 There can be no doubt but that a

wide clinii a! obsei vatii ti .
i for tin- opinii

for certain types -i gastrii and inti inal di

Oiented milk
1 milk with a

similar fat, >Ugar ami protein 1 "in

organism to mu< h mi 1

nets than do others Bacteria of the Bulgarian bacillus
group.

1
; mii with '

1 laclicus,

have been found particular!) satisfactory.

showing thai organism
Bulgaricus gr.'tip can be implanted in the intestinal tract.

They may be found it

1 them

indii ati- that liquid

cultures

membranes "i in arresting putn uppuration in

n such ondil

1 ill in tlir r

inlk may bi

I
milk, the lactic acid bi ii g

article

produced by action of the paralactic acid organism .'

'adieus which grows readily at room temperature, or
in the form of sour milk produced by Bacillus bulgaricus,

alone or in the presence of us. Kefir and
kumyss arc produced by the action of lactic acid-producing
organisms associated with an alcohol-producing yeast, which
also acts "ii the proteins of milk and renders them some-
what more digestible.

'

When the ferments are administered in the attempt to

cause their implantation in the intestinal tract, the Bulgarian
bacillus is commonly, though without good reason, given

preference, either in the form of tablets or of liquid cul-

tures. Liquid cultures, and still mure the tablets, containing

the Bulgarian bacillus deteriorate with age. the deterioration

being retarded by low temperatures. All lactic acid ferment

11 11- must be Stored in an ice-chest and should be

marked with an expiration date, after which they are not

to be used. Bacteriologic examination of various commer-
1.1I cultures and tablet- ha- often shown them to contain

tew. if any, living Bulgarian organisms.

Bacillus bulgaricus bi

scientific attention. This group is widely distributed

IhroiiKh nature. Bacillus bulgaricus is a long bacillus, sometimes

Fairly slender ami sometimes fairly thick. It has a tendency to filament

in old culture-. It grows preferably under anaerobic con-

ditions, but crows well also under aerobic conditions. Different strains

\.ry in this respect. Young cultures are gram-positive, hut in old

cultures gram-negative forms may appear. If the pram -tain is

applied and a red counter-tain used, one filament may appear blue in

some parts and red in others. Sometimes there is a tendency to grami

lar staining if methylene blue is used. Branching is occasionally

observed, the bacillus taking on the shape of (he letter "Y" or "T."
and thus resembling another organism of this group. Bacillus bifidtts.

Carbohydrates are of material aid in successful cultivation of this

bacillus. Broth with .' per cent, dextrose is quite suitable for ni"-t

strains, especiall) if calcium carbonate in tin- : f marble
is added, so that the acid formed during growth i- promptly neutralized.

on par excellence i- milk or some medium prepared from
milk. ^1 ircd to- precipital

m excellent medium. -

added. Milk i- acidified rapidh with little

of whey. The amount of ai b different

strains I
I

Slightly different yarn- are used for the prepa-

alled Bulgarian milk. In some
mori or less slim) ; in others, thi

is smooth and of a creamy consistency. Thrro should !>-

ilatabilirj of tin

product depend- largely on the early interruption of the incubation
keeping the milk at a low tempi

:

itter fat and I t rU e the
and the result

The pronp of bacilli to which I), hnl.iari,

called "lactobacilli." I to multiply in

considerable amount of acid and then I

misnamed acidophil. 'I 1

word, bin - linguishing
species in tin- cr..up. or only ....

Probably the lactobacilli form a large wr..up consisting of mat
r the |

will probal

Market milk
usually contains bacilli "f this group. The optimum temperature for

"

., tub. tut

aod 5h0W

milk. The Bull

by using

rapidly.

living bacilli t |

Int.mt Mortality. Die infant

the bin;

93.8 in 191 isl Hll in 1916 and n

ol Rhode Island, \ug..-t l''! 1 '
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This issue of The Journ \i was made up during the

time the strict orders of the Fuel Commission were in

[Tiese prevented our printing department from

working more than three days a week. When the

order was rescinded it was too late to rearran

issue, as the front and last forms had already been

printed. This explains the small size of this

It will be noticed that the advertising as well as the

- have been reduced; this was mule pos-

sible through the our advertisers

who complied with our request to omit the usual

n of their announcements. We hope to catch

up next week, although handicapped with a I

and the index number.

HYPERTENSION AS AN EXPRESSION OF THE
LACK OF THE WELL-BALANCED LIFE

Within comparatively I e sphygmomanom-

i permanent place in the armamentarium

of the physician. Like other instruments of pn

e technic of diagnosis and made

and diastolic

ii them kl

mething definite.

ii have attained a familiar

that a well known phy-

with which high

of the

"I think at orker would

iuld learn it in fifteen minutes.

most impor-

ent the

in the

The

interrelations bi tween hypertension and condition

often occur along with it have al o been much misun-

derstood, I he familiar statement that "there are two

main causes of high hi I pre ure ai

and kidney trouble"1 has latelj been called into que

tion by those who have carefully analyzed the problem,

\\ hatever the ultimate origin may Be, the immediate

cause of arterial hypertension must he either an

increased output from the heart or an increased resis-

tance to the escape of blood from the larger arteries,

The latter alternative seems to be the only tenable one

on the basis of the evidence now available. The resis-

ts the h) pertension is by no means

of the larger vessels ; for there

are records of not a few carefully studied cases occur-

ring without evidence of cither kidney or arterial

i ise. Iheie is undoubtedly often an association of

sclerotic changes and high pressure; hut it does not

follow that this is invariable or that the hypertension

is the sequence.2 A recent writer3 has thus presented

ii of the situation: The finding of a certain

ogic lesion at postmortem is no proof whatevei

that this lesion was the cause of the signs or symptoms

during life. A lesion may very well be the end of a

physicocheinic.il or metabolic process which is not

demonstrable at necropsy. It would he equally logical,

for instance, to conclude that the left ventricular hyper-

trophy or an apoplexy is the cause of hypertension,

although we know that these lesions are results and not

causes.

I [ypertension may be regarded as a sort of compen-

satory process in an attempt to bring greater efficiency

to an impaired circulation. If we may think of arterio-

sclerosis as at least occasionally secondary to this

-Hi from the normal—as a sequence to circulatory

pensation or even as independent of it—to what

shall the ultimate etiology of hypertension he ascribed?

if arteriosclerosis and Bright's disease have the same

pathogenesis, the lesion being determined by the nature

of tin- oie. in or tissue involved, what induces the pri-

mal')- vascular or circulatory defect? These questions

cannot yet he answered definitely. To attrihu

to exci ing or drinking, to tobacco or alcohol,

to undue discharge of epinephrin from overstimulated

suprarenal structures, to the damage of "wear and

il our ignorance in well sounding words.

Without attempting to determine the "why" of hyper-

o .itz
::

has ventured to describe a type

of person, conforming to certain physical and psychic

exes, in whom hypertension is very likely to

picture

:

The patients are overweight and sometimes even obese.

i. is short, the mu ii theii bodily move-
ments are sluggish, ibeir carriage and walk are ungraceful

and they lack the spring and clan of the former athlete.

iphii Me Li< ine, New York,

E.: Hypertension: lis Significance, Relation to

ind Nephritis and Etiology, Am. J. M. Sc. 158:
L919.
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Physically, these people are tense ; they pursue their vocation

with tremendous seriousness and worry over trivialities.

Phlegm and hypertension :ire, in my experience, antaf
Furthermore, these individuals have narrow intellectual

horizons. Their interest in anything outside of their business

is desultory. They have no hoi

The prototype of the candidate for hypertension

whom Moschcowitz has thus cleverly portrayed shows

his most conspicuous mental incapacity in an inability

to play. If it shall prove of value in prophylaxis to

know the type, we must regard him, according to

Moschcowitz, as the antithesis of the child, both in

mind and in spirit. If the psychic, as well as the physi-

cal, takes a part in the development of hypertension,

we may well advocate, vigorously and often, a larger

element of play in the routine of those who conform

to the type. If age is not merely a matter of years, we

must keep alive that spirit of childhood which is not

"blighted by the premature struggle for existence or

the gloom of a depressing environment." In anticipa-

tion of the danger of hypertension we must put back

play into the lives of those who know only adult work;

for in a well balanced life the spirit of the child, with

its humor, imagination, its enthusiasm for sport and

love of vacations furnishes that which "neutralizes tin-

corroding acid of the 'fret and fever' in our 1 i \
>.•->."

GOVERNMENT TRUSTEESHIP OF
MEDICAL PATENTS

Tn the various scientific departments of the n

government, workers have discovered new

dure, or new product-, which gave promise

of ln-m-tit to mankind. Man) of these discoveries

have been patented and dedicated to public Use,

though relatively few have yielded practical results,

the ideas having been a contribution to academic

discussion rather than a stimulus to industry. The

reason is apparent : Capital will not venture in a

new industrial enterprise unless it has son

protection during the developing period — that i-. a

limited monopoly. \ concomitant drawback tin.

present system of public own has been the

reward or adequate recognition of tl

eminent inventor; this dull- the incentive to

new improvements or useful additi

As an attempt to remedy these i vils, tl

introduced recently in both ho i bill

"authorizing I

' Trade < ommission !•

and administer for the benefit of the public and the

encouragement of industry, inventions, patenl I

patent right - ime to

time be tendered it bj emp
i nment

or by other ri I
italics out

i- proposi d I
hall grant I

for the use of tin- inventions, then

.

a certain percentage of which would be disbursed for

remuneration to the inventor.- of such patents as have
proved meritorious. Thus the advantages would be

the commission of a definite official agency to be

-tble for the patents, to be alert to see that the

patents are respected, and to insure adequate recom-

pense to both the licensee and the patentee, without

undue commercial exploitation. Hut of greater interest.

especially to the medical profession, is the possibility

of a satisfactory patenting of medicinal and surgical

articles; the bill provides specifically that, in the inter-

est of the public, "other individuals" may tender their

rights to the Federal Trade Commis
It has been regarded as against the principles of med-

ical ethics to patent instruments or medicaments for

personal gain. However, a- was pointed out recently in

The Journal,2 this does not mean that patenting per

se is wrong; in fact, it is at times desirable to patent

new discoveries, especially drugs, in order to insure

reliability. The problem has been how to mala- avail-

able the patented product in the interest both of the

public and of medical science. It would seem that

the proposed bill suggests a means, acceptable to the

medical profession, for the control of patents in the

if medicine and surgen ; the success will depend

on the wisdom exercised by the Federal Trad

mis-ion in thi of granting licenses. I

from the recent activities of this body in the licensing

of former enemy owned patents (such as barbital,

procain and arsphenamin), a wise policy will pn

be followed. The bill as pn opportunity

for the medical research work Ejnition,

ssible emolui live contribution-,

without making him subject to criticism. It contains

many constructive possibilities, .and should receive the

ment of tl <
I d in the altruisti

•'

science.

BOTULISM: II

In one respect the work of the Harvard investi

' as thrown some light on the

ility of botulism ;

Both Wcinzirl' .

commercial canned in the marl.

nt lining

i. but may I

food, tl

10
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material, they too may iv-i-1 heating; but they may

subsequently grow in the absence of oxygen, leading

to swelling of the can, which is then discarded as not

being merchantable. The odors of spoiling or souring

ihat appear usually to be caused by B. botulii

stitute an additional safeguard, and th<

warning may conceivably be a more efficacious pro-

in the case of canned foods purchased in the

market than in those prepared in the household. There

seems n<> reason for supposing that food material con-

taminated with th '. bolulinus maj nol be

subjected to ordinary factorj processing without

destruction of the spores; later these spores may

germinate and produce a potent toxin, ["he extraor-

dinarily small number of botulism outbreaks

- indicates that practically the

is very slight. This, however, does not mean

caution against its occurrence

should not be taken.

has In en known until recently about the dis-

tribution and habitat of B. botulinus. Outbreaks of

n reported in Belgium, France and

•i\ : but it is a singular fact, often commented

on, tha ritain appear- to have been entirely

In the United States the majority of the

' reaks have occurred in California, or

if the ripe "lives referred

Is packed in that state. Cases have

.ever, in Idaho, i lolorado I
attributed to

in Kansas), Indiana (source of food

ier localities. Par-

- rvations have been m:

bolulinus to forage poisoning, and

ganism been Isolated from material

ioning both in Kentucky' 1 and

in \)] v i- thus evidence that B. botulinus,

relatively common on the Pacific

rts of the country.

itulism, the bacillus

rely found in nature. Kemper

reported rinding the orj

i normal hog; but until

nice has remained

Mrs. Burke has succeeded in isolat-

ul of 235 cultures made

central

isited yielded

d ranch.

material. B.

ohjects as the

plant, moldy hay. busl

the evidence

.

i

Strongl) suggests that B. botulinus may he closel) .i^n-

irith or disseminated by spiders or insects com

mon in gardens in California. It C clear from these

nous that the organism maj be present on

fruit- 01 vegetables when thej are picked. Further

observations of this character an- needed to determine

whether B. botulinus occurs a- commonly in other

i he l nited States as in California, and whether

in that state certain localities an more seriously

infested than others

< hir present knowledge of this important pathogen

indicates that it i- of more 10111111011 occurrenci in

than 111 others; that it may find its way

into canning factories a- well as into the family

kitchen; thai its spores may survive relatively high

temperatures to germinate subsequently and produce

.1 potent toxin, and that in spite of the usual warning

given by signs of decomposition, contaminated 1 1

in. i- be eaten and cause death. Methods of canning

on a large and on a small scale should be devised

which will kill the spores of B. botulinus. Meanwhile

we may urge again, as we have heretofore, that canned

food showing signs of spoiling should not be eaten.

It should also be remembered that the toxin of /-'.

botulinus is destroyed by boiling, so that canned foods

boiled before they are eaten are rendered materially

safer.

Current Comment

WILL YOU HELP?

With the expiration of the calendar year, subscrip-

tions to I 111 [01 ir- m .mil Fellowship dues for 1920

will become payable. To send a hill under first-class

to each subscriber and Fellow entails a total

expense of several thousand dollars, and is more or V
a dispensable formality. Therefore, instead of a pei

SOnal statement being mailed, a slip for 1920 subscrip-

tion and dues will be inserted in The Journal next

week. This slip, though less formal than the personal

statement, will perform its essential functions. It \vi I

remind you that dues are payable, and it will be a

convenience in remitting. We are counting on your

cooperation.

THE PASSING OF THE AMERICAN JOURNAL
OF OBSTETRICS

publishers announce the discontinuance of

bnerican Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases

of Women and 1 hildren with the issue of Decern

1919, after fift) one years of continuous

publication. It was founded by Dr. Benjamin F.

Dawson in May, 1868, and continued as a quarterly

until 1X72. when it was taken over by William Wood
npany and changed to a monthly. Dr. Dawson

editor by Dr. I 'aul F. Munde and
he. in turn, by Dr. Ilrooks [|. Wells, later with

Dr. George W. Kosmak. Since the death of Dr. Wells
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in 1917, Dr. Kosmak has acted as editor. As its name
indicates, when this journal was started it was I

to till a need, for then it was popular for a physician

to claim as a specialty obstetrics and the

women and children, these comprising the bulk of

practice. Today, however, they are practically three

distinct specialties linked only by a weak relationship.

The American Journal of ( Obstetrics has had an I

able and useful career, and has been a credit

its publishers and its editors.

Association News

THE NEW ORLEANS SESSION
Address of the Local Committee on Arrangements

The Local Committee i -cuts for tl

Orleans session. April 26-3 ;" which
was announced last week quests that all

communications for the attention of the Local Committee
on Arrangements, or the chairm:. commit-

ill be mailed to Room 1216, Maison Blanche Build-
ew Orleans.

CHANGING THE FLORA OF THE
INTESTINAL TRACT

In spite of scientific evidence demonstrating the diffi-

culties nf changing the intestinal flora,1 some physicians

nmend the use of organisms

Bacillus bulgaricus group to displace other supposedly

harmful intestinal bacteria. Without denying the pos-

sibility that certain forms of bacterial infection

digestive tract are harmful, it is not untimely to point

out again that the mere administration of Bacillus bul-

garicus or similar organisms will not result in changing

the preexisting intestinal flora. Recent!}

Sugden2 have demonstrated that those organisms which

produce indoxyl and allied substances in the test tube

are the same organisms that produce them in the human
ith the resulting appearance of indicanuria. Vs

an incident in this investigation, the authors found that

it was impossible in the lower animals to displace the

existing inti b) feeding antagonistic bac-

teria. < in the contrary, they showed that all that was

iry to produce this desirable effect was a

in the diet of the animal. It cannot, of coin

definitely concluded from these experiments that a

similar course of events takes place in human i

but the work strongly emphasizes that the best mean,

to reduce one variety and to increase another variety

of bacteria in the intestinal tract i- to change the char-

acter of the diet. In lower animals, when the

priatediet is introduced, the bacterial substitution takes

automatically.

ARROGANCE NOT DEFEATED
of Munich

in a most optimistic manner, the situation of ti

man chemical industry :

German brains, it i- now pi

gold and

salvarsan by pi

a Munich chemist an am

To those who are familiar with what \i

chemical industry has accomplished during th

this item would be amusing if it did not n-.

fact that the old arroganci and conceit, which it was
lie war would somewhat t lify, -nil di

degree the i ierman mind

I. Compare t \ M \

;

2 l> 13

Medical News

(Physicians will confer a favor by sending for this
department items or news of more or less general
interest: seen as relate to society activities,
new hospitals, education, fltbi.ic healt

CALIFORNIA
Tax on Physicians.— By a law .>t" California, an annual

tax of $2 due. Jan. 1 i ery individual
ids any form of certificate which entitles him to

practice any system of healing a he pay-
ment is not made within a linquency
becomes operative and a fee of ^lt) is required to reinstate
ilu- certificate of such delinquent.

Injunction Granted Health Institution.—The San Diego
the Cure and F

victory on No ranted a tem-
porary injuncl

From further interfering with the operation of the
hospital. The

, is that it had
e maintenam •

hospital within the i Diego. 1 he
1 maintained, first, that I

to the incorpoi

nducted under the
of health, and that a municipality cannot pass ordinances

Cting with a state law.

ILLINOIS
Hospital Staff Changed.— Dr. Charles B. I

Peoria i

tendent of the ; II ir. 'I nomas
1 i. Leonard, resigned.

INDIANA
County Honors Service Men. -The meeting of ti

A Society held in

the world war. 1

1

I

Personal. I

1

!

and has

:

t

MARYLAND
Annual Meeting of Baltin

annual I

I

Minlding for Hygi '

1
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Di

Hopkins Univi

the Johns Hopkins Uni\ i

• .1 int. i tin- Baltim

m height.

Plans lor New Hospital pital at Curtis

,.t' virtually all the

11 tin- district, have decided to
i January, for

-

or Uni-
I

Personal.— Dr. lames J. Mills has fully recovered from an

i ned t" liis home in Balti

it .1 1 \ of the Mental
s in Levermi
27, when Met

Johns Hopkins University unit

tnnounced that all records of tl"
1

that the manuscript
n which In- has been working for >n -

MINNESOTA
Personal. D tch, superintendent

ii. Walker, has been appointed

under the Serbian Relit I

and will leave this month for his new
5t rbia.

Pioneer Honored. -Dr. I

i County, who
in the simiiii. 'I later served

i honor at the meeting of
i rritorial

Southern Minnesota Officers.- \t the annual meeting of

held in Man-
d as the next

lis, and Walter I. Richard-
Nil i

i
I .mil Red

I . Merritt, St.

Conservation of Vision.— At thi

laturc .-. the establishment of

ppropriating a

child requiring tin
'

I

irhent, and I h I
>

d his ser-

id treatment of

MISSOURI
Semicentennary of Dr. Griffith.—At the meeting of the

decided
March 4, 1920, in I

annual meeting of the I

mber 2,

John F.

F. Kuhn.
Medical

and Dr.

:rer.

NEW YORK
Personal

cecded
inty.

oi Medical Jurisprudence Elects. \t th

and fifth regular meeting of the New Yorl
risprudence, December 8, the following

for the ensuii dent, 1 >r. Nathan I'..

i n. New York; vie
. .ponding si

1

1

''hi:; ecretary,

. Richmond 1 1 ill.

New York City

Personal. Hi Mark J. Schoenberg has been appointed
adjunct i an M

Hi Royal -
s

. Copeland, commissioner of health, it

! Decembet i the

refusal ol the comptroller to permil thi Board ol Estimates
to pass 10,000 foi thi treatment of

drug addicts. The mayor refused to accept the resignation

and intimated that the board would eventually make the

iation.

Reconstruction Commission Urges Increased Health Activi-

i Smith bj the

\cu York State Reconstruction < ommission contains recom-
mendations urging ili> establishment ol community health

centers throughout the state. Since the appointment oi the

commission last January, its committee on public health has

been studying the problem oi community health mi

In twenty nine communities thai reported to the committw
there were only five cl lildren of the preschool age.

compared with forty-eight infant welfare stations, i i.

welfare w.uk would be to house all activities

in one building: child welfare work, prenatal, dental, tuber-
i medical clinics. This work, in the

opinion of the committee, should he taken oul ol the held ,.i

private philanthrope and should he fullj supported by the

state and the local municipal governments. The report also

recommends an extension of nialcrniii work, the

oi ordinance! requiring the pasteurization of milk.

and tin- establishment of new courses to tit women to do
health work below the technical standard required of the

ed nurse, ["hi reporl says that a year of training in

a hospital, with a large experience in bedside care ol the

ould tit a large number of wbmen so that the.

In- able to care for must cases of illness.

OHIO
Health Commissioner for Toledo.—An examination board

in Drs. Walter W. Brand, ( hester \Y. Waggonei
and William H. Fisher, has been appointed by the civil set

vice commission to conduct the examination for full time

health officer of Toledo. The position will pav a salary of

a year.

Personal.— Dr. Paul i. Woolley, Cincinnati, is repi

cci pti I
iIh direction ( ,i a laboratory for medical diag-

• Detroit. Dr. Nolan E. Leake, Van Wert, who
has been two years in the United States service, has returned
and resumed his position as pathologist at the Van Weil

I [ospital.

Tablet Unveiled.—A memorial tablet to the late Dr. Phineas
, Conner, Cincinnati, was unveiled at Hood Samai

itan Hospital. November \2. Dr. Conner was a member of

the staff of the hospital for forty years. Exercises were held

in the i elivered by former slu-

Dt ' onner, including Dr. Louis Schwab, Roberl
: and Clement C. Fihe. The tablet was unveiled by

a grandson ol Dr. O
Hospital Standardization. II- pital executives from vari

i- of the state met in conferenci '.died by the stale

department of health. I >•
i mbei 3, at which questions aris

ing the registr.i
1 'h ification "i hospitals were discussed

etat oi the American Hos-
pital Association, Slate Senator Howell Wright, secretary of

Hospital Conference, and others.

OKLAHOMA
Personal. D Go Pawhuska, hat I"-' 1

i nil for Osage County. Dr.
W'ilher i Bartlesville, who was operated on recently
for the removal of gallstones, is repotted to he convalescent.

University Hospital Dedicated. ["hi state Universit) Ho
iklahoma City, established primarily to servi

i the slate who would otherwise he unable to

formally dedicated Novcm-
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ber 13. Dr. Jabez N. Jackson, Kansas City. Mo., delivered
the dedicatory address. The hospital contains 175 beds of
which twenty-five are in private rooms, eight ward
taining separate wards for men and women, and for white
people and negroes. There are live operatii

ample diagnostic laboratories.

PENNSYLVANIA
Personal.—Dr. Theodore II. Jones, West Hickory, was

operated on at St Mary's Hospital. Rochester, Minn-. Novem-
ber 22, and is reported to be doing well.

Mellon Lecture.—The annual Mell n lectun
Research of the Universit) of Pittsburgh will

ered by General William C Gorgas at Pittsbi

Jan. 8, 192U. The subject of the address will be
Fever." General Gorgas has just returned to the United
States fr>»m an extensive trip through Central and South
America. In his address he will describe the present plans
and progress of the work on yellow fever.

Millions to Hospitals.—By the will of Henry C. Frick, the
residuary estate is to be divided into 100 -hares valued at

about half a million dollars each. Oi these, Mercj Hospital
ten shares, or abou and each of ihe fol-

lowing institutions receives one share valued at about
$500,000: Pittsburgh Free Dispens; n ylvania

I, Pittsburgh ; Unii mtown ;i State
Hospital, Connellsville ; \\ • ensburg;
Mount Pleasant Memorial Hospital; Braddock General Hos-
pital; Homestead Hospital; Children's Hospital, Pittsburgh,
and Allegheny General Hospital, Pittsburgh,

Philadelphia

Personal.— Dr. Richard M. Pearce h i ed chief

director of the Division of General Medical Education of

the Rockefeller Foundation.— Or. Joseph M. Sterling has
been selected as assistant in the state tul erculosis dispensary,
Dr. Norman S. Rothschild has bi an assistant in

the prenatal clinic and Dr. John I) Donnell) i

appointed head of the baby dispi is Insti-

tute. Dr. Dorothy Child, who spenl a year in France in

charge of the Children' II pital, Wion, has b
head of the division of child he ilth, a reci

of the sta

i ;istant to Di Child Cap! I Irlando

H. Petty, attached to the
Corp-, has been awarded the ( ongressional Medal oi

by President Wilson for courageous care of wounded during
the battle of Belleau Wood, June 11.

Pathologic Laboratory Dedicated. December 11. a new
pathologic laboratory was dedicated at the Phila

eral Hospital. The building, which is three stories high,

cost with equipment about built with an
appropriation from the city councils, which have also pro-

vided an annual budget For a corps of men m all departments
itory work. The exercises were opened with

address by I >r. Riesman, chairman of the commi
II. I )r. Wilmer Krusen, direi

irities, received the i.e.- from the architect, Mi
Philip Johnson, and accepted them on behall

ity. 'I he principal addi
William H. Welch of Johns Hopkins University, who

important pari played by morbid anatomy in the

menl of medicine. I >rs. \i ihui I I

and Louis B. Wilson, Rochester, Minn al o spoke
lion of the building followed the

CANADA
University Will Rebuild.

d buildings reci I he

Canon meetii all the meml

Personal I- Phail, Montreal, has 1

1

I

ned from the ;

iiot -hip of

I, England
Toronto, who had . h ior the

British military mission, Siberia, has returned to

ih the
• rm) Mi dii al t orps in I i am e Dr. J

White, Moose Jaw. Sask., who saw service with th

Medical Corps in Gallipoli, Egypt, and other places,
and who was also on the western front, passed through
Toronto recently on his way to the Pacific coast. He will
return east shortly and spend the winter in Peterboro, Out.

Dr. John B. Playter McMurrich, professor of anatomy
in the University of Toronto, and director of the anatomic
department, has hem elected dean of the faculty ol

Dr. George F. Stephen- ha- been appointed superintendent
of the Winnipeg General Hospital. Dr. Hei

: superintendent of St. i

-it. B. C. Dr. William C. Vrnold, Dubu
head of the medical branch of the Sob
lishment for Saskatchewan, has been appointed depul

il medical service for Canada with the department.

GENERAL
Change of Meeting Place- Unavoidable circumstances

have necessitated the change o( the meeting plao
Federation of American Societies of Experimental
This meeting, which wa- to have been held at

December 29 to 31, will be held on the same dates at Cin-
cinnati.

Tri-State Physicians Elect Officers.—At the thirty-fifth

annual meeting of the Tri-State Med
Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee, held in Memphis,

under the presidency of Dr. James W.
dray, Clarksdale, Miss., the foil. .-. were elected:
president. Dr. John F. Sanders, Blytheville, Ark.; vie

Irs. Thomas F. Hudson. I.uxora. Ark..
Arthur F. Cooper, Memphis, and treasurer, Dr. .lame- A.

an, Memphis ( ri elected I.

The Work of Nurses in the Wai. \ reporl of the work of

army nurses on the western front, from May 8, 1917, to May
ndered to lie

Julia C. Stimson, acting dii Vrmy Nurs
Of the 21,480 nurse rps, 10,245 saw

inded in action.
All of the nursi

i

•- v, ere

h the nursing
oi the \i-i' :

Deficiency Appropriation Asked for Regulating Sale of
Biologic Prodi.

•ns and anal lu ts, the
iry between Februar) and

and installation of furniture and equipment for
i- to the Hj

|
\\ ashington, D. C.

Bequests and Donations.—The
donai innounced:

I

i tie will ..t John Kio
. and an add

l W I).

.

Expenditures for Public Health. \ i

Baltimoi

Bill to Administei Patent
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Personal. l>r John lira! ippointed pi

of Medicine, < ilasgow, suc-

eceased I

''
<

oplej Medal to Prof.

\\ M "

1 1 > contributions t" general ph

and I

Professorial Appointments.- At the Univers
Dr Mouriqu n appointed i

Professor Lesieur,

has been appointed proi

ij and histology, succeedii Renaut,

Secure Passage Early, Th( International Congress of

i i mnl 'i

ggested that

ii steam-
stimated that at least

a :11 leave the United States nexl

Personal. -Sir William < >>Kr. i i medi-
who i* reported to have been

al pneumonia, is now said to be
Dr. William W. Peter and family sail from

1

il er l.i, on th

and are due to arrive in Shanghai,
I >r Peter has been for ten year- a missionary

Biologic Products Legislation in Spain. The government
ning the

manufa and importation of bio!

lucl can be sold in Spain it will

their impor-
licensed

in addition to

-Swiss Intcruniversity Conference.—Delegates from

students
ponding work. Pro-

lie were the

. and they estab-

d, m the m
in cither

vitzerland was
itin Switzerland and

fore they can go into

LATIN AMERICA
Paraguay Organizes for the Fight Against Tuberculosis.

a anti-

. and .1. P. \ •

ic new leagui

-men which hi

illion for the
llous.

Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Department

I .u the week ending December 12, there were on dutj h

the Med
'

! the Mcdii al Resi i

contained -+.11 4 . an increase oi ll<5 ovei th< previous week.

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

ALA
i, P

• M

I! tSKA
Weai .1 VV .

Brooklyn—Cn [. 1
n .-

i ..
i

il. m, heer, \\ C

Philadi Iphin I i nnoli I \

VIRGINIA
I ronl Royal Klein, II I..

Foreign Correspondence

MEXICO CITY
Nov 30, 1919.

The Academy of Medicine

This association has moved its offices to the medical school

building which it occupied once and was compelled to ^ i \
<

up about four years ago. In the meetings held last month,
several important subjects were discussed. Dr. Demetrio

ported thai he has begun to use the method recom-
mended by Danielopulo for the treatment ol typhus lexer

This treatment consists, as can be seen from an abstract in

The Journai (March 23, 1918, p. 891) in adinini

intravenous injections of chlorinated artificial serum I

although not committing himself definitely, because of the

small number "I patients he has treated, says that the trcat-

i impressed him verj favorably. The vacuum extrai

lion- ol cataract according to Barraquer's method (sum-
marized in The Journal, Oct, 25. 1919, p 1318, and Dei 8,

1917, p. 2006) was the subject of another communication bj

Dr. Velez Vftet studying carefully the technic of the

Spanish oculist, he has practiced the operation both on
cadavers and on patients, and declares himself pleased with
the rculis. Dr. Velez showed Barraquer's original appara
ins. and explained the advantages of substituting the aspirat-

ing pump of the original apparatus, which is operated bj

mewhat like a bicycle pump but in the reverse direc-

tion), for one operated by electricity. Dr. Perrin presented
a paper illustrated with lilms on the development of the

and explained the different stages of the sea urchin
after fecundation. Drs. Villarreal and Arroyo discussed the

treatment of malignant cancer ol the uterus through electro-

coagulation and radium and the different method's of staining

\aeta pallida, and the respective diagnostic value ol

these methods.— —As a guest of honor, the session "f the
19th instant was attended by Di Roberto Maurer, the
medical officer of the Uruguayan cruiset ' ruguay, who is

1 with an official mission from his countrj to

Dr, Antonio F. Alonso, former corresponding
ii demy in the city of San Luis Potosi, aftei

fulfilling the a equirements, has been appointed to

a vacancy in the section on ophthalmology,

Sanitary Conditions in Mexico
There were onlj thirteen cases of typhus fever in this

city dm ; ling to the sanitary authoi iti(

mpulsory bathing and delousing among the

i bi en obset . ed ma ••
I I

malaria i

,
hemorrhagic type in different parts of

the i our Ei
i ha i bi en found in differet

ii ora i" i hiapas, on thi '

ind even in the i entei ol

luanajuato
ol the gulf ports ha e been invaded by the plague,

i lal s u nli New < It lean

rei eived of the oci m
' plague in the I nited States, the department ol

public health ol Mexico quarantined the ships pr
from Ni
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Nothing new has been heard about yellow fever in Yuca-
tan. It is understood that the di ent, since

the quarantine against the port of Progreso is still

The Blind

According to statistics that have been compiled
there are about 120,000 blind in this country, among a popu-
lation of about 16,000.000. About 80 per cent, of thesi

seem to be due to ophthalmia neonatorum.

Monument to a Physician

There ha* been built in the cemetery of Tepeyac a monu-
ment to Dr. Antonio Marquez, who belonged to the Cruz
Blanca (White Cross) Association. Dr. Marquez h>st his

life in this city when he was attending professionally the

numerous persons wounded during one of the riots engineered

by the n o depose President Madero in February,
1913. The monument was built on the initiative of the above
mentioned society and the inauguration was attended by
many prominent persons

Donation

Mr Edward I Doheny, president of an Amerii
company, has g« en the sum

ciedad Protectora del Nino (Infant Welfare S

Other persons have also made generous gifts, among them
being Mrs. Esther C. de Nieto.

Personal

Dr. Agustin Garcia Figueroa, director of the

Library and well known as an author and politii i

died. Dr. F. Caturegli has been appointed on an

mission to London. Drs. Ocaranza and [zquierdo, pi

and assistant p the school of medi-
cine, have been designated members of the American Asso-
ciation for the Study of Internal Secretion Dr.

tillo has begun to discharge his du
legal corps of the federal district. Dr. Pedro Fucntes

inted member of the superior board of public

health to fill the vacancy bit b) the death of I h I

\ aides Di ftieod

U. S. \nn>. is now in Mexico representing the yello

commission of the Rockefellei Foundation, headed b

eral Gorgas Di Lystei has conferred with Di Jose Maria
Rodriguez, director of the superior board of public health

ered to help him in everj possible waj Dr Lyster
to visit Merida, Yucatan, to continui

ments on yellow fever; and after completing his work there.

plans to go i" Brazil

LONDON
Nov. 19, !

- '

The Declining Birth Rate

The great loss of life in the war has drawn ii

attention to our declining birth rate \i the 1

the National Birth Rate Commission, Sir Rider H
(the author > said that within the last half centurj n had

known that the birth rate could be kept down by

artificial means Woman bad 01 en of the fruit

of a forbidden tree of knowledge At first, the practice was
confined to the uppei cla led that it was
gradually spreading through the whole community of every

i and m one. France, was in Full operation, so

- ite, which continued
to fall. In our educated and professional •

ined io prevent ini re

the nun ons" killed in the war. I hi

onsiderablc propor-
modern women, nor vvas the paternal instinct always
in men It was not i ight tl

a breeding ma. hine, but it abli

to health, a married woman hould en

lation bj children. \

children in the

some startl

li within the next I

-

from the

remaining population
rhaps the ...

Coming into being, would as a in

i'ii individual telfishnes -.
'

ll

nation toi
I

ital problem.
\i the i hui i land Routh i

:

on the birth rati- He

natural increase of population for the first t'me in our statis-

tical history had ce t^ the six

March 31, last, the deaths I

the birth- i. 126,445. Smalier the upper and
middle classes were mainly the result of widespread

• how to prevent conception. It was often arranged
i efore marriage or eariy in the honeymoon that for a certain

number of years conception was to be avoided. Was it ever
right to avoid conception permanently in the marriage state?

He believed not except for mi '.'teal rep-. al would
be that no methods of conception control, except abstinence.
should be used without previcuslj obtaining the advice of a

physician. There were medical reasons why a given couple
should not have further children: but the pli

decide. There were four groups of alternatives which under
varying "circumstances might he adopted to discoura
ficial control of conception: continent
nence "with consent for a time," as advocated bj St. Paul;
midintermenstrual abstinence, as sanctioned by most of the
churches, and natural alternati control.

to decide was whether the relativelj poor who
had large families should be so educated in till the methods
of cone, i liould have the same knowl-
edge and be supplied with the same appliances as the rest

of the community: or whether we .should not concentrate
rather on educating the middle and upper classes and warn
them through the agencies of the church and the medical

ti of the dangers, national disloyalty and moral
wrong of contraceptives Our nation owed its position in

the world to its former large families and could not have
too many children today for it to protect and populate its

colonies.

PARIS
Nov. 1.'. I

Loss of Life in the War
•lis Marin has just published .statistical info:

ectly by the war of

1914-1918, as shown by official reports from all branches of
i vice.

The losses of the !

to the time of the armistice, Not 11. I
1

I

figures established up to Jl Since
the armistice. 61 lei treat-

ment in the hospitals, ha\
disease. The losses in the

1919, have risen to I of only
i is definitely known, the Lai I, being

unaccounted for. This final report

counted for I re| 14 per cent .of the m ibil

-1 10.000 men i •

French privates. 260,000 territorials from northern
and 215,000

the beginning of the war. 4,19 ted and
; sick have been admitted to hospitals. Ma

1 1 times. M. Mil i

Seers and pi i
i

I ooo.

The total loses of the French land force are, thi

ad or iin.iir lied lor i and
I, half of whom were wounded more than

i

the 1,383,000 killed. 36^00 were officet

mi the Frem I in. 515.

of whom 5.521 are known to have died, »'
I

unaccounted for.

'I'he losses in the allied armies up to V, ... II '

187,000 '

Italy. 494.000; Roumania, app
however, li

The number of living prisoners up to

Empire, 171."

Mann

Birth Rat Ul and tin Election Campaign



'

/ lis

1. 1919, p. 1
:

la in fa> >i

indispensable to

nch birth i.i stabHsh anew
French families. The Comiti

nent ilc la natality wi M Paul Deschanel,
declara

lion the committee demands that the candidates at the

,11 insert in their platform the

following '
!

,| ' 1 franchise,

.i lull that
'

il burdens now resting on thei

remiums and gifts in favor o

the campaign against wretel

procuring hygienic apartments and

ings for large families :

. . I
H-

. I neomalthusian propa

right of direct summons t>> the Public

sideration ol the furnishing of

ordei that the league may be given the

"cleaning u| ind ol watt hing o\ er

make more effective the laws foi the

the family and of childhood; (6) relief, in

families from a portion of their

ishment of a

.,11 matters pertaining to the raising ol

the birth rate.

Personal

\i a recent meeting the Academy of Medicine elected

e membership in the section on thera-

,;nral history as applied to medicine, to succeed

I Blanchard. Dr. Vaquez is profi

internal pathology on the Paris Faculty of Medicine.

Death of Dr. J.-L. de Lanessan

I>r. J.-L. de Lanessan, former minister of marine, died

the age of 76. De
nt-Andre-de-Cubzac, July 13, 1843.

a time, and later was admitted to

. ,. .... orps, fri im whii h he resigned in 1870

i Baillon
• of natural bistorj on the Faculty

hed the "Manuel
re naturelle Later de Lanessan was

municipal counselor

afterward he was elected to

the chai His knowledge of colonial affairs

nor general in

d in the Waldeck-Rousseau
minister of marine, in which position he

t activity and put through a number of impor-
tant r< -in published a large number of

"I >> la colonisation," "\

Bilan de notre marine,"

de I'Entente cordiale

etc.

Deaths

Marriages

tO Miss
si ptember 17.

Miss Helen

i Miss Lillian

both of Chetek,

to Miss I >oro-

Mentoria

hi Snead, both

both of

ember 5.

Wn.i to Miss Mary
Wrofina Simi

Martin, 1 oth of Rirh-

AiiRiiatus Spaeth, Philadelphia; Bellevue li

Medical I
I
ite oi the N< u \ Mil

College of Pharmacy, in 1891; a veteran ol the wai with

I tnl surgeon, U. S Vt my, Ft i im 1900 to

1902, with service in the Philippine Islands; from l
(,d7 to

l>i(i<i on dut\ with the Panama < anal ( ommission; major,

M. R.C.,1 S Vrmy, and honorably discharged Dei 12 1918;

dud. in the Abington (Pa.) Memorial Hospital, December 3,

Edward O. Powers, Baton Rouge, La.; Tulane I ni

leans, 1896; aged 54; a membet ol the Louisiana
i member of the general assem

I |3 from 1904 to 1908, and ol the state senate sim

died in the Baton Rouge Sanitarium, Decembet 1. as the

result of injuries received in an automobile accident,

Novembet 29

Paul Barnett Cob!e * Capt., M. R. C, U. S. Army, ln.li

i ollege of Phj sicians and Sui

ili 190 aged 3S ; dud. May 11. al Camp Hospi
tal ,\ci. 1, Gondrecourt, France, from the effects of phenol

sell administered, it is believed, with suicidal intent.

Samuel Houston Landrum * Alius, Okla.; Cnivcrsity of

Nashville, Tenn., 1899; aged 52; honorably dischai

It, M R I ., U. S. \rmy. Dec. 21, 1918; while mak-
ing a night call near Altus, during a blizzard, November IT.

was killed by the overturning ol his automobile,

Henry Clinton Hood, Palm Beach, Fla.; Long Island i ol

lege Hospital, Brooklyn, 1883; a pioneer practitioner

Beach; a member of the Inlet commission and during 1917 a

membet of the legislature; died at the Emergency Hospital,

Wesl Palm Beach, November 18.

Otto Nicholas Bergmeyer, Dayton. Ky. ; Eclectic Medical

Institute, Cincinnati, 1916; aged 31; who was horn rably dis

charged as first lieutenant. M. R. C, U. S. Army. Jan. 9, 1919;

died, in Seton Hospital, Cincinnati, November 24. after an

operation for appendicitis.

Washington Kilmer, Orlando. Fla.; Albany (N. Y.) Medi-

cal (ollege, 1860; aged 81; a member of the Florida Medical
ii ii , .i \ eteran of the Ci\ il War ; one of thi

combated yellow fever during the epidemic in Florida in

1887; died,' November 24.

George Hamilton Stubbs * Birmingham, Ala.; Southern
I

College, Atlanta. Ga., 1895; aged 50: oculist ami

aurist to St. Vincent's and Hillman hospitals, and to the

Southern and Alabama Great Southern Railroads; died.

November 28.

James M. Walker, Denver; Homeopathic Medical College
ot Missouri. St. Louis. 1871; aged 72; for six years a mem-
ber, and for three years president of the State Board of

Medical Examiners; a veteran of the Civil War; died.

I lei ember 3.

Vaulx Gibbs, Chattanooga, Tenn. ; University of Nashville.

Tenn., 1878; aged 63; a member of the Tennessee State Med-
ical Association; formerly .physician in charge of the Fast

Tennessee Home for Disabled Soldiers; dud. November 30.

Henry Gansevoort Cooke, New Brunswick, N. ).; College

icians and Surgeons in the ( itj of New York, 1857;

formerlj a member oi the attending staff of WelK
irial Hospital. New Brunswick, dud. December 4.

James Haggerty Struble, Kearny. X. ).; Albany (X. Y.)
i Ollege, 1869; aged 77; a veteran of the ( nil War;

formerly practitioner and druggist in Passaic, X. .1.; died, in
1 abled Soldiers. Kearny, December 3.

David Albert Gleason, North Bennington, Vt ; Baltimore
Medical '•

Ii i 1896; aged 49; a member of the Vermont
ety, district surgeon to the Rutland Rail-

:rd. December 4. from cerebral hemorrhage.

Charles Pickhardt Haller, Bridgeport, Conn.; Hahnemann
Medical 1902; aged 1''

; honorably dis-

'barged as eaiii.nn M i . I'. S. Army, May 11. 1918, on
ii al disability ; died. November 9.

Lionel Rideout Lumby, Pontiac, Mich.; University of

Michigan, Homeopathic Medical Scl 1. Ann Arbor. 1893;

of the Michigan Stale Medical Society;
died. November 21. from angina .pectoris.

T. Eugene Stokes, Ciei nv ill, . s C; Atlanta (Ca.) Medical
was killed neai Duncan Mills, November 24.

by the overturning of the automobile in which he was riding.

an Medi al Al
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Terrence Gustavus Riley ® Harrington. Del. ; University
of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, 1888; aged-54; while perform-
ing a surgical operation at the home of a patient in Harring-
ton, Xnvember 26, died suddenly.

William P. Gamber, Ann Arbor, Midi.; Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, 1881; aged 64; formerly secretarj of

the board of education of Stanton. Mich.; died. November 17.

from chronic nephritis.

Edward Blanchard Patterson, Sandpoint, Ida.: I ni

of Michigan. Ann Arbor, 1886; aged 61; a Fellow ol the

American Academy of Medicine; died, November 5. after an
emergency operation.

Hazenwood A. C. Bradfute, Loyston, Tenn. (licensi [\

nessee, 1889); aged 74; a practitioner for more than fifty

years; a veteran of the Civil War; died, November IS, from
bronchopneumonia.

Charles Winthrop Fish Los Angeles ; Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, 1884; aged .

; '»: one of the founders oi

the Pacific Hospital; died. November 25, from septic pneu-
mi 'ilia.

John McFaydan, Yuba I ity, I alif : University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia. 1876; aged 69; died iii the Rideout H"--
pital. Marysville, Calif., November 24. from heart disease.

Thomas Greenwood Howard, Selma, Ala.; Washingti
versity, Baltimore, 1868; aged 71 ; a member of the Medical
Association of the State of Alabama; died. November 23.

Oliver M. Beck, Feesburg. Ohio (license, n
practice, 1896); aged 86; a prai titioner of Brown County for

sixty-three years; died. October 23.

Virgil E. Andrew, Indianapolis; ( entral College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, Indianapolis, 1890; aged 58; died.

m cerebellar cyst.

Henry L. Hutson, Garw I, Texas (license, rexas, Fifth

Judicial Board, 1901); aged 46; was found dead from heart

disease, in his office, November 29.

Eleanor E. Fish, Chicago; Loyola University, i

1910; aged 50; died in a drugstore in Chicago, December 6,

fn 'in ' rganii heart disease.

W. G. Drummond, Bryan, Texas ( license, I i

fudicial District Board, 1899) ; aged .

;
1 ; died, November 24,

rebral hemorrhage.

Oscar L. Peak * Tnpeka. Kan.; Cincinnati ("liege of

Medicine and Surgery, 1878; aged 70; died. Novembei 29,

: ebral hemorrhage.

George W. Newcomer, Connellsville, Pa.; Physio

Institute, Cincinnati, 1867; aged 74; a veteran ol the Civil

War; died. November -'1

William Benjamin Kayler, Toronto; Queen's University,

; ( int.. 1896; aged 5K
; died, September 7. from car-

mach.

Claik Everon Brothers, East Heron, Ohio; I cl< ti< Medi
cal Institute. Cincinnati, 1881; aged 66; dud. December 2,

from heart di

George W. Vickers * Phoenix, \n/.; Starling

College, Colum I >hio, 1882; i

from hi

Elizabeth Cubbage Geis 9 Casper. Wyo. ; I hicago College

of Medicine and Surgery, 1914; aged M ;
died, November 19,

from pneumonia.

Gaston Boyd, Newton, Kan.: Medical Collegi

cirnati, 1874; aged 75; for several terms mayoi ol Newton;
died, recently.

Francis M. Sexton, N M ; Tulane I niversity,

leans, 1876; aged 69; died, No ember .1. from cerebral

bage.

John Leffler, San Franci Medical Colli

d 77 : died. \"'. ember 26, from
ni phritis,

Harry Spenser Brown, CI Gill University, Mon-
73; aged 73; died, November 26, From cerebral hem-

Homer W. Osborn, ' Homeopathic Hospital ' ol-

li eland 1871 : aye. I 7o
. died, November 20, from heart

d

Laurence Frank Keith, Wareham, Mass : Boston Univer-
sity, 1907; aged 36; died, Septembei 19, from valvular heart

Tonathan L. Wilkinson, Dundas, ' hit
. ; Victoria University,

Coburg, Ont 1870 4, from pneu
ni' nia.

The Propaganda for Reform

In This Department Appevr Reports
i on, of the Council

on i'hakmacv
Laboratory. Tog Matti r Tending

Aid ] o Oppose
Fr.U D ON TIU Pl

LACTIC ACID FERMENTS
Report of the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

The following report has been authorized

by the Council. The revised general article on Lactii

;ill ( Organisms and Preparations, which will appear in

New and Nonofficial Remedies, 1920, is published in the New
and Nonofficial Remedies department of this issue of Tin
Journal. VV. A. Pi ckner, Secretary.

In preparing the 1920 edition of New and Nor
Remedies it seemed desirable to give careful reconsideration

to the use, in medicine, of lactic acid bacteria- and products

d bj means of these bacteria in relatii

\ special committei con i ting of a physiologic

chemist (Lafayette B. Mendel, chairman I. a pediatrist (John
Howland), an internist (W. P. Longcope), a rhinologist

(11. I. Lillie) and a bacteriologist (L. F. Rettger) took up
the problem. The following circular letter was sent to a

large number of well-known bacteriologists, clinicians and
manufacturers who might be assumed to have experii

information which would enable them to express a helpful

opinion on certain debated questions rela practical

us,' of lactic and bacilli in clinical medi

"Dear Doctor: The Council has been discussing the

question as to whether oi nol the lactic acid-producing
iiisms. and preparations pro* thi ir at t ion,

shall ni Xew and Nonofficial Remedies; and
if so, what, if any, revision should be made of thi

eral discussi learing in the 1 k.

"Although there is still wide diversity oi opini

regards the possible value of these products, either as

istei ' d I", mouth or for applicat I putn
n in wounds, the enthusiastic support of their use

on thi their formei advocates seems to have
ears. \s the time for more exact judg

ment concerning their therapeutic value appears
tunc, the Council would value your "pinion on an) or

all of the following quest ions;

"1. Do you regard the adn nilk loured bj

ni" the Bulgarian bacillus, alone <-i "• combination
i the administration

milk, buttermilk or milk

what advantai i d to milk pn
obtained by actio llual

D ' ii rati il to admii

laining viable cultures of thi :11ns with t!,.

in the intestii I I

'.-, h.it fai

bacillu

"-I It in j "in Dpinion thi i

Bulgarian bacilli, m 1 al

cultun
1

1

"In .in wei ing the • qui tti " it hould be borne in

not .'

natuialh a 1 1. devotl d to

"Y'.ur replj to all "i hi. "I the

be apprei iated."

" tins letter, whili

'. aluahli i" ii •
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ms that thi

s show far less enthusi

n man)
.it it is

with which th< •;
' c| '" a con-

• , idently

.mmittee,

to retain those

a ith ,i revisi

•

I that it

ie over-

the usefulness

the bacilli it

In \ic« of the • i of the

mmends that cultures

in N X R at present.

• the cult nr.

done in the past ;mJ must

sed state-

immendation
• icd therein be made

Correspondence

INFLUENZA AND EPILEPTIFORM ATTACKS"

his report ol influenza

which epih p ptiform attacks

. .
' i »t

influenza, since there

are nun- n the literature from previous epidemics,

of influenza .seemed

on patients already

,,n in the dip lucing epilepsy

or cpil, rd G. and Brune, in the

•J 7

"The Influence

"The Influence of Epilepsy

inly much more pro-

pter.

I ha-. • 1 with practically all the

! to the

! in answer to the query as

[or whose
idered a

'None."

. although we

d by influenza

!-i regard

nza Lec-

marized in Ins

Malaria,

h trans-

w ith an

sider "those cases in which directly following the influenza

il but chronii i pili "Me thinks

i these eases end ir hat there

I of permanent cpilepS) followin

en a lie then cites one ease in detail, and proceed to the

ll

lurhances in i I iubsequenl to influen a,

Leichtcnstern also points oul thai the earl) German name
for influi ilarrh, had reference to tfii

of the d nes various i irms of convulsive
as on p. lg( - 5' 3 and 599 of thi : June, in these

nelly in children.

Other references are:

I.: Die Ii

Berlin; Berlin, klm.

Van I' 13: 49.

Pari ,. 780; Not! D
740.

tnd a brief discussion of the subji

presented in the course of a more general article in the

Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry (September, 1919, pp,

291-337).

Finally, one is moved to inquire if the child reported by
Dr. Clark were not possibl) hypophrenic or at least retarded

ti> start with. A child capable, al 2

and the abilit) "to walk with slight support,"

would hardl) be considered up to normal standard

the brief reference to these faculties has permitted too wide
an inference.

Karl A. Mi [.] >.. I opek t, Kan.

"THE OMISSION OF DRAINAGE IN COMMON
DUCT SURGERY"

To the Editor:— I have welcomed the important communi-
i Drs. Richter and Buchhinder on this subject in

December 6. Although undoubtedly not giving

the last word, the authors "1 purpose of stimu-

lating controversy on the vital ubjeel of drainage of the

bile duct—a subject which in greater part su

the world over seem to regard as -'tiled.

authors emphasize the desirability of closing the

abdominal wound without drainage in order to avoid adbe*

sions, taking it for granted, I pn ;ume, that it would be

superfluous t<> call attention to the much mure serious and

nally disastrous results which follow the prolonged
bile by way of the incision into the common duct. To

wdio are nol prepared to follow the example of

'.liter and I'.uclilnndcr I would recommend drainage
of the common duet by a small tube passed well into it

through the cystic duct. This is the method practiced by me
ent The incision into the common duct is closed

with great care and the lim tested bj injections

the tube in the two ducts. On the third or fourth

day the tuhe is clamped and. if the Idle is found

freely into the ductus choledochus, is removed. Usual!) the

leakage thereafter of bile is insignificant in amount : there

may even he merely a slight stain on the first dressing after
.ii the rube.

All til is a rule by drainage of the bile duct

i >n rhi relief is afforded by drainage
of the cystic duct and tends to insure prompt

of the line of suture of the common duct. Aside from the

Ie condition of the patient brought about by the great

m ii ' al i place a drain in the

common duct through the line of the incisi'/n into

it with the expectation that primary healing of the

in the duct will usually take place. Unquestionably the entire

hire, coi laminated inside and out with pus-produc-
and further imperiled by the presence of the

has in many instances broken down.
Very slim cigaret drains (three or four or more) should

surround the tube in the cystic duct and bi

' tips which serve P>

hold the drains in place should project hardly if at all
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beyond the gutta-percha shell. Such drains may be removed
without distress to the patient. The suggestion of Dr. Follis

to rotate them on their long axis when beginning their

extraction is a helpful one. The sinus leading to the cystic

duct should be sterilized with bismuth paste or other anti-

septic. I would warn against the use of Dakin's solution in

so fresh a sinus lined by intestines. The results obtained by

Dr. William C. Lusk by the persistent and frequent use of

an antiseptic in the treatment of rectal fistula are significant.

W. S. Halsted, M.D., Baltimore.

"STANDARDIZATION OF LABORATORY TESTS"

To the Editor:—In view of the comment on the desirability

of standardizing certain laboratory procedures in the interest

of uniformity of interpretations (The Journal, Dec. 6, 1919,

p. 1773 1, readers will be interested in knowing that the

if the American Public Health

tion has. for the past fifteen years, had committees on stand-

ard methods for various puhlic health laboratory procedures.

The more active of these have fieen the committees on the

bacteriologic and chemical examinations oi water and

sewage, and on the examination of milk, oi shell-fish, and of

air. There have also been committees on thi

arious diseases and on the making of various

ic products.

The work of these committees has been oi yreat value.

The report of the Committee on Standard Methods of Water
Analysis has been rather generally adopted by water labora-

tbroughout the country.

The existence of standard methods of procedure has not

tended to discourage research work On the other hand, it

has encouraged such work. Aside iron

initiative will lead them to carry on resean

under any circumstances, the workers in various lal

d in various methods of proi
I working under

different conditions have carried on exten ive investigations

with t lie idea of determining whether or nol

methods are an improvement on the

employed, and wherein such methods fail under various

ons. Research work, once started, always
r lines of investigation.

All. .ut five years ago, a committee v. ,

sider the establishment of standard methods for thi

luded, . if course, thi

test. The committee reported that in view of the fact that

time few public health lal.oratories were making
Wassermann tests, it was thought inadvisable to h

• •n proceed witli the adoption of a standard

The situation has. however, material!) hanged. The Was-
sermann test is now made in practically all tl

hoard of health laboratories as well as in the larger city

Loud ..f health laboratories. Your suggestion is therefore

opportune. It will he called t., the attention of the Labora-

Section of the American l'ul.lie Health Association.

Hh.sm Albert, M.I).. Iowa '

"ACUTE ABDOMEN"
! ..r am I hypercriti

oid even som
! that might i .-

. ailed a. "acute

al domen" in man 1 hai e nol yel

17''7.

M. W. Lvi Ind.

I
Respectfully refei i (he shoe

fit--; and there are several of Inn

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

Maternal Welfare Clinics in Rural Districts. Maternal

clinii s should bi established in rural communities as well as

in the larger centers of population. The work should he

mal. There should he mi ing so. nil and
economic relief and there should he mi

medical and nursing supi rvision ami care.

—

Minnesota Ih-olih

J.. Nov. 20, 1919.

COMING EXAMINATIONS
Alabama: Montgomery, Ian. 13. Chairman, Dr. Samuel W. Welch,

lery.

nix, Jan. 6 7 «
Bldg., Ph.. -.nix.

no: Denver, fat 6. S D David A. Sti ckler, 612 Empire
Bldg., Denver.

|

!, The Rock-..

Hawaii: Hon D lulu

Minneapolis, I.. D McDavitt,

Ian. 12-14. Se.

House, Tetters, i

Ku of Medico
I

S. . Ho I S Rodman, 1310 M
1'a.

Santa Fe, tan \L \ I Sec., Dr. R. E

\v York: Nev, iforx City, Albany, Buffalo, Syrai
>'

I imilton, Albany.
Grand K..rks, Jan. o > M. Williamson,

Oklahoma: Oklahoma City, Jan. 13-14. Sec., Dr. J. M. Byrum,
Shawnee.

.' ••
. Portland, Jan. 6. Sec. Dr. Frank W. Wi
.ilan.l.

vania: Philadelphia, Jan. 13-17. P.
Harri ImrK.

Dr. B. U.

. Waubay.
\V<sio s,„„u .

ri 4i5 oi.l

Bank Bldg., Sp
, Jan. 13. Si

Jan. 13 15. Sec. Dr. John \1 I.

Second St.. Ashland.

Maryland June Examination

Dr. J. Mel' Scott, secretary of tin loard of

reports the ination held at

B iltimore, June 18- 21, 191 co\ ered 9

subjects and included K«i questions. \ ol 75 per

cent. w; amined,
[lie following colleges were repre-

sented :

Pel

Howard 1 J) 91
1918) m

University

s.l

i

Dr I M I' 'hat thirty-fi

were licensed throui m Nov. 1''. 1918, t..

Aug 1. I'd'.

I
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itomy, and he
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is psychogenic in nature.

mthor also lias repeated the views which

16 "ii the nature and causation

d since

[e raaki that hi

red structur;

by far the more I

and which he calls "emo-

are quite distinct, although

in the same
perpetuate the grave

nice dis-

issed. Excellent

re given and com-
:i monoxid poisoning,

ne much work. The descrip-

r are excellent

itial difference

of peace

matology was
• military nature of the conflicts

called them forth. The views expressed

.id, though i

histologic

m malingerin

dix is a valuable and well

tudy and examination

Ipful to the

>rd to be

per week.

Medicolegal

Treatment Obtained Without Notice

to Kmployer

i/ I Uich.),

The Supreme Court of Michigan, in affirming an

ml bj the state ind

i

pital expenses incurred by him as the t

.1 injur) which he sustained while in the defendant's

may arise in which the em

will he liable for such expenses although not given an

furnish needed medical and I

required hy the workmen's compen ation act. The court

says that in this case the plaintiff, in attempting to lifl or

Dine tn

which he did not then apparently understand or local

i ivorl telling his "boss," who

Was the lent, that he was sick and had to k»

lich he did, an iving then 9 and 1

knowing what ailed him. Shortly

before noon he discovered that he was suffering

hernia. During the day he experienced increasing pain and

lie wife summoned their family physician,

who called shortly after supper, and found the plaintiff

suffering with a strangulated femoral hernia, which in the

physician's opinion, demanded prompt surgical action, and lie

isultation a surgeon in whom he had

confidence, and an immediati iras d emed hy them

necessary to save the patient's life lie was thereiq taken

iii an ambulance t.. the citj hospital before dark that even-

in. and operated on almost immediately, remaining in the

ninetei n daj s. \\ ;>- thi ' er liable

pet es thus incui i >eared un lisputed that

withm twenty-four hours after the accident

was fully notified of it. and told where the plaintiff then was,

by his wile, who requested aid in his behalf. Vftet

equesl I rea onable opportunity to furnish or

required treatment, and failure to act, the defendant

was clearly liable for the plaintiff's reasonable expenses in

securing them during the remainder of the three weeks after

the injury. The more serious question was that of the

incurred in the claimed emergency prior to

In this case there was. as the result of prompt and i

action after the plaintiff's critical condition was ill i I,

an early and full recovery, at small expense to the '

compared with a death loss, winch was threatened and would

have been the result of delaj until the followini

the undisputed medical te ved. It was im

that tin et urn home and he
increased, was nol in a ph; si, il or mental condition to judge

or act in the matter. His wife was not shown to have then

known he had sustaii lental injury. She knew he

irhen his condition indicated the need, called

1 family physician, who 1 I the et

mi in -d servi( e to be

paid for by the employer involves the combined in et

both parties. What services were actually and rea

o end, and wdiat is a fail ion there-

are the vital inquiries.

Unquestionably that construction of the statute is

and the li sound, which requires notice an

(unity to the i ii ian .md furnish the

the pre ii i ibed three weeks befoi e the

injured r's e> pense ; hut in

the man itions which arise in industri
1 con tri "i of the

i' put pose cognize as inferal le

i
n the sin i ounding

« ol the injured party

demanding prompt :
i

I ioni

nt the injured part) in securing the

at the empl i pensi vithi
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giving notice and opportunity to furnish or offer it. Such

cases are, of course, distinctively exceptional and

sequently rare. When such exception is claimed, the ques-

tion of a pressing necessity demanding and excusing prompt

action before reasonable time for notice and opportunity

thereafter for the employer to act becomes primarily an issue

of fact.

What Constitutes an Insane Delusion

(In re Sturtevant's Estate (Ore.), ISO Par. R. 595)

The Supreme Court of Oregon, in holding that. .

was some evidence on which the testator in this will case

could found a perfectly natural belief that his son had not

dealt fairly with him. it was not an insane delusion :

the belief was probably a mistaken one, says that a "delusion"

is -. fixed belief in a proposition which has no foundation in

evidence, and which i- so extravagant that a reasonable man
would not adhere to it. 1; is a fixed ami extravagant belief

that a fact exists when there is no evidence t" furnish a

basis to such belief. The rule in rega - this matter is

very similar to the rule adopted in Oregon in regard to the

verdict of a jury. If there is any evidence to sustain the

verdict, it must stand So here, if there is any evidence to

support the belief, it is nut a del : iermore, it is

not sufS a testator had delusions on some
if these delusions did not affect his mind in making

.tests.

Society Proceedings

COMING MEETINGS
Mass., I>Society of American Bactcriologis

Southern Surgica Orleans-

SOUTHERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

thirteenth Annual Me, lit

it oncluded ft

Serotherapy of Whooping Cough

Dr. K. M. Pi , S. C.

entiate sharply between the use of a va

prevention or of cure. It is true that at tunes, when it is

a prophylactic, we realize after thi

is present already.

u ed in well children as an immunizing agenl

exposure or bi

are quite varying. In a few eases I ha - the vac-

cine in well children who have never had the disease Sub

sequently they were unintentionally exposed and did n

tract it.

Otitis Media

I) K . L.AWR1 ' I Ro Va.: Onus media

ur v.uh fever ami without pain, or with pain and

without irmer is m
i- ur .re likely to

later childhood. It is an •

child does not ha'.- . there is

inflammation. In Norfolk - influenza

n, while, dm i

- ly larger number of , hildren wen

both outbreaks, the il 'itis was lare,e. I

ment of uncomplicati

aratively simple, though I

gratifying. 1 tan

an otitis media by applii drum through the

external auditory i anal. I

treated in this way eventually require an incision than I

subside und i mly red

drums, even without bulging, should I In cases

'ly red membrane- it has been my CUStom Jo use

\ ith the

1 111 e -
1 ml raci wollen mi

thereb)

promotes drainage of the middle ear. When cases of middle

ear inil: mpanied by tenderness over the

cells it is generally agreed that the drum should be

cut under the supposition that drainage of the mastoid cells

through the middle ear is promoted. Conversely, then, why
should not early incision be made, thereby promoting drain-

age and relieving pressure, thus preventing extension to

ells?

Cases of Spinal Muscular Atrophy Probably of Werdnig-
Hoffmann Type

Drs. J. H. Mason Knox, Jr.. and Groves F. Powers, Bait i-

We are inclined to believe that the symptom
three cases, namely, general symmetrical muscular weakness

; birth with loss of reflexes, and diminution in

lectrical stimulation, can be explain)

satisfactorily on the assumption of a primary spinal

and secondary muscular involvement, although the

bility of a reverse >1 be excluded. The third

patient, who is still living, has apparently improved some-

what, which may l>e accounted foi bj pment of

certain intact and innervated muscle libers remaining, it

m>4 literature

occur between the group of

cd as myatonia congenita (Oppenheim) an 1

those of infantile spinal muscular atrophy (Werdnig-
Hoffmann), and that both these conditions may be due to a

congenital defect in development of the lower motor neuron
tract, affecting certain ganglion cells of the cord and the

' they supply.

Treatment of Enterocolitis in Infancy

Dr. W. W. Harper, Selma, Ala.: The indications for

treatment are: prompt cleaning of the intestinal c;

and enema; withdrawal of all food for from t\\ent\

four (,i forty-eight hi i
i the intestinal canal with

'.n ile ctic acid bacilli; an abundance of water
rectum and (, i In podei

administration of alkalis, ami, 11 the use

to prevent urinary
supple- ii ;;. and eat Ij leturn to the hi < a

initial p castor i >il. 1 1 the first di

and if this is vomited, a

thud dose is given. From the ti fHcient oil will

act \ soda enema (two teaspoonfuls of

sodium quart of warm water) i

e first twenty-foui I hours

These enemas (bar the intestine I furnish water
and alkalis to the tissues All food is withdrawn at once
and water is i inimum amount of water I

the amount of milk taken 111 health. When the inn

mainly confined to the colon, after the initial purge, pare

d to diminish the ft

as frequent
irritate the bowel and ,1. For

tenesmus, and nothing ha

well as an enema of silver nitrate solution, from 0.5 t" 1

in distilled watet ,
I he inti stint ha\ u

with sterile

are allowed to run into the colon through a '

While the patient is straining to pas, this, the mui
turn is painted with 12 per cent, silvei nitral

whole painted area i- neutralized b) allowing

I In- g» is mark* d i

Rupture of Hepatic Aneurysm

1)H. ED« Mil' !'

patient's history, his radial aneurysm, tin- Inn

liver, the gangrene in In- toes and lati

general arterial disi

hemorrl

of the liver, and that il .

that onlj a peripheral '
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Injuries ol the Spleen: Repoit of Foui C

1

in the Kit

tl al the man

and anemic
an

,,. and found the spleen

the liilimi. with the abdomen

een amputated and the

, the

promptly, and the death attrib-

leg. The

my. and removal of the

uture,

irring hemorrhage that i

itive trauma, than packing or

Surgical Intervention in Acute Intracranial Injuries

injuries

the head, and above all, insist

orphin, which interferes with

ain

mlation; but

rectum ar> revive the

During

tl in, physical

I
kind It i> very difficult for

this.

Treatment of Empyema

The treatment is

applied the

inges and

interfering with lung

the various

•per drainage,

.•.ill often

and the

l'ke the

the lung

n, that if

I the lung will

life in the

the pro-

• advance.

Current Medical Literature

AMERICAN
i b< 1 IW.

American Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases of

Women and Children, York, Pa.
Novembi r, 1919, 80,

lodified I A. ]•'.

497.

Ill Cases. J

p
•\\ h> Prenatal Care. C. A. B

wife Pi
•

I

' rubes. M. R. Robin*

•
, rorsion and I

• • irian Cysl with 1

: i) ol

urgical Shock. S. L. Freeman, Wilki

Induction of Labor. W cases at the

irnia Ho pital, bag - have been i mpli

for more i>r less classical indications to induce I

en twenty-three

(yen even hours average for the

primipara of tin I twenty hours for the multipara.

The shortest labor was tour hours in a case of placenta

praevia at term, the li four hours. The I

I
in forty-nine of th sufficient^

it tight against the cervix. Failure to maintain the pains

after the bag was expelled undoubted.} accounts for some
delay, yet the great majority ol thu followed

The lack of uterine irritability is evidence in thai 79 pet o nt

demanded treatment because of cessation of pa

and inefficient contractions. The cervix was sti

one or more times in 31 per cent, of cases. The
membranes were ruptured in 17.8 pei cent, of cases shortly

after the bag was expelled; and pituitary extract wa I

in 30.3 per cent., in contrast to Reed's figures of 45 per cent.

The bags remained in the cervix for an average of thirteen

hours although the majority were expelled within ten hour:'..

lied spontaneously in all hut three

Twice it was withdrawn because ol the onsel of convulsions

anil twice because labor did not ensue after it had remained,

in the cervix for thirty hours. The average time before

llowed tl"' insertion of the bag was live hours and ten

minutes. They began almost immediately in eleven cases.

The fetal mortality was 15 per cent, four full term children

and five premature. Maxwell says that the induction of

labor in normal eases at term cannot be judged in the light

! vittl 1 for classical indications since the

former d ol normal uterine irritability. The
of casi • '1 and the < I

of his n well to the belief that thi

is worthy of trial, not by practitioners but by

institul

Why Prenatal Care?—This paper was abstracted in The
fui i 28, 1919, p. 1937.

Applying Heat to Patients in Surgical Shock.- Freeman
•lure which may be applied anywhere

trii lighting current is available. The heat is

' tributed and i^ capable of raising the

temperature in the bed several degrees. The device

'.. Mo. I.
. bed and heating lamp, and is sold in any

electrical su]

Journal of Medical Research, Boston
19, l<>. No. .)

• Cervix of Uterus
'. \l Mi. .. Ball p. 2 It.

Hyperi rophj oi Thyroid II (a) ETypei

trophy in Autotransplants ol Does a Deficii

Function lull.
I bility? (c) Hypertrophy in

Multiple Transplants of Thyroid. L. Locb and C. Hcssell

p. 265.
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Essential Atrophy of Pancreas. H. Oertel, Montreal.—p. 289.
Pigmentation of Nerve Cells. II. Lipocbrome a Plant Carotinoid

Pigment. D. H. Dolley and F. V. Guthrie, Columbia. Mo.— p. 295.
•Quantitative Study of Wound Healing in Kat. I. Cell M

and Cell Layers during Wound Healing. H. Akaiwa, St. Louis,
—p. 311.

Studies of Endothelial Reactions. Macrophages of Loose Connective
Tissue. N. Chandler Foot, Boston.— p. 35.*.

Quantitative Study of Wound Healing m Kit. II. Cell Growth During
Wound Healing. H. Akaiwa. St. Louis.— p. .171.

"Primary Lymphoblastoma of Intestine; Three Cases. Plea for Logical
Classification of Tumors. S. Graves. Louisville.— p. 415.

f Oxidase Reaction with a-Xaphtho] and Paraphenvlenedia-
mine. M. L. Meuten, Pittsburgh.—p. 43.1.

•Three Cases of Combined Tumors of Kidney in A, lulls. F. B. Berry.
Boston.— p. 459.

•Toxic Necrosis and Regeneration of Acinar Cells of Pancr,-:i<. F.

Parker, Jr., Boston.— p. 471.

Origin of Tumor in Mice. VI. Internal Factor, I. Loeb,
St. Louis.— p. 477.

Blood and Bone Marrow in Yellow I urd Gas) Poison-
ing. Changes Produced in the Bone Marrow in Fatal Ca-t-. 1 I!

Krumbhaar and II. D. Krumbhaar. Philadelphia.— p. 497.

Growth of Tissues in Test Tube Coder Experimentally Varied Con-
ditions; Mitotic Cell Proliferation. L. Loeb and M. S. Fleisher,

S. Louis.—p. 509.

Cervix of Uterus After Radiation.

—

Alter's study of about

275 specimens showed that the primary effect of the rays of

radium in the case of t lie basal cell carcinoma of the cervix

is the destruction of the cells of the malignant parenchyma.
The increase of stroma is secondary, due to the disappear-

ance of the parenchyma, having been formed mostly from
wandering cells. The chromatin substance of the parenchyma

cells displayed the greatest sensitiveness toward the rays of

radium, sin.wing conspicuous features of destruction. The
protoplasm of the parenchyma cells shows marked but not

obvious changes.

Essential Atrophy of Pancreas.—Five cases have been

studied by Oertel. There exists a well expressed essentia]

atrophy of the pancreas due to loss and collapse of its

parenchyma associated with irregular, diffuse, aborted regen-

eration. It leads anatomatically to a definitely recogi

entity. It appears that this lesion represents a pathologic

exaggeration of normal, physiologic processes of regression

arid progression which are constantly going on in the

pancreas.

Wound Healing.—The points established by Akaiwa as

the result of his study are: larger wounds close relatively

more rapidly than smaller wounds. Shallow wounds cb.se

more quickly than the deeper ones. The contraction . >l the

oes not participate in the processes leading to the

I
i- wund.

Primary Lymphoblastoma of Intestine.—About 24o
i i es

of lymphoblastoma of the intestine were collected bj

from tin- literature and three new cases are added, in one

of which the patient is in good health approximately three

years afti ises in

the lungs and elsewhere seven months alter operation. In

one case there i-. apparently recurrence within the abi

cavity thirty-eight months after operation.

Combined Tumors of Kidney in Adults, i If the three

tumor -petmi' : nils the

fibrosarcoma and ol a uprarenal cell car-

cinoma; the second is a combination of a fibrosarcoma and
Of a papillary Mia; and the thin!

suprarenal eel i and leiomyosarcoma.

Acinar Cells of Pancreas. -The diseases in which toxic

•lis were found most frequently by

I'arker were pneumonia, diphtheria, ai 'is and
other processes due

I

rarely to Kins which
in the heart, liver, kidney and suprarenal

similar lesions in the acinar cells of the pal

ire have been over!

Kansas Medical Society Journal, Topeka
i ••.

A ...
231.

I, men W I

Mi nl .i i' Inenzi K A U

Medical Record, New York
Oct. 4, 1919, !>«. v

Angina Pectoris. II. C. Gordinier, Troy. N. Y—p.
; 75.

'Auscultatory Percussion in Diagnosis of Cardiac Lesions. YV. F.

Milroy. Omaha.— p. 581.

'Therapeutic Problems in Pulmonary Tuberculosis with Disturbance
1 irdiovascular System. E. Zueblin, Cincinnati.— p. 584.

'Blood Transfusion as a Therapeutic Aid in Subacute S
with War Injuries. A. Zingher, Xew York.—p. 588.

A Returned s ildier Carrier of Meningococcus. C. H. Nammack, New
York— p. 590.

Commotional Shock Caused by Shell Explosions. A. Leri, Paris
—p. 591.

Angina Pectoris.—Gordinier maintains thai patients who
have angina pectoris associated with or followed bj myo-
cardial insufficiency, and particularly auricular fibrillation.

flutter, or alternation, should receive digitalis until relieved

and then be treated for a long period of time with small tonic

doses of the drug. After the paroxysm passes the

should be advised to rest absolutely for a period of

days, and should be coached carefully in regard to diet,

elimination, exercise and work. lodids lessen the severitj of

the pain and widen the interval between the attacks, and may
cause their cessation.

Auscultatory Percussion in Diagnosis of Cardiac Lesions.

--Milroy again calls attention to the greater diagnostic value

and accuracy of auscultatory percussion of the heal

other methods. He says that in ignoring this mel
examination the profession has been depriving itsell

aid of -the utmost value.

Cardiovascular Apparatus in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—
Zueblin points out that in the study of pulmonary tuber-

culosis certain disturbances bearing on the cardiov;

apparatus deserves attention. The heart and vessels show
abnormal function and pathologic changes to a greater or

lesser extent in tuberculosis. Deviations from normal func-

tion and size are of interest not alone from the dia

standpoint, but prognostically and therapeutically as well

Zueblin presents his findings in both male and female

patients in various stages of tuberculosis as to the size and
position of the heart and the character of heart sounds; also
the pulse, blood pressure, cardiac activity and vasomotor
changes.

Blood Transfusion in Subacute Sepsis.—Zingher advises
t li.it blood transfusions be used more extensively. The
special indications considered are subacute sepsis, as:

with extensive suppuration or with infected compound frac-

tures, with anemia ai on of varying
as a prophyl led indi\ iduals

ative surgical

shock resulting from extensive loss of blood during an
The transfusion should be ot moderate amounts

1 from 250 to .Ml CC, and repeated, if neci

every seven to fourteen days.

Modern Medicine, Chicago
i

.

Vital Statistics and thi I

bridge, M

lluru:-
i

555.

What l!i I

in Industry. W A i

i

I I

Will

Ami Tul '

I
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Air Control and Reduction ot Death Rate After Operations.

— Him:.' out tli.it vai

as humidity, but it

winter when tl i

• '" the

dominati itions "' temperati

than at the time of

during the entire time from

rom the hosp

I) diminish the death rati

the gain to be derived from

proper hum

Industrial Clinics in General Hospitals.—The ind

I

- in new 'li"

and injuries of indu oteworthy feature ol

clinic is the - le between the clinic

and in portunity to train

medicine in i

and thi e a clear cut and well defined type of

Treatment of Burns.—In considering the treatmei

he treat-

individual and the treatment of the part

The treatment first should be directly for the burned

(1 treatment of a burn is practically the

,i -urns. Alter the sur-

repared and the blebs attended to,

i red with a suitabl

.huh the most favored are

1 Jwr , ric acid and saturated solution of

which the mo
I per cent. 3

I

;.'. Dr A.

I .urns:

: C.C.

3 iss

J.

intment in one-sixth strength i

The : I at La Panne, B

The tl. sing is warm wax.

New York Medical Journal
1 10,

ii with diphtheria is

ularly if the fall in

v 60 in child-

hood p i
sinus bradycardia ( influenced by

ttion I Fat r has found n • of he irl

block in diphtheria, i e., in children, demonstrated by

instrumental means and of several others identified by clin-

ical observation, tn addition, neci I howi

involvement of the bundle ol His, but withoul d te din-

have been publi

Lymphosarcoma of Thymus. Strai i ise of

thymic neoplasm which im adi d H

that he has found onlj one other similai led in

rhe growth was a lymphosarcoma which

penetrate. 1 the Wall of the ri

obliterated the supet i
he collateral route for

the circulation was from the subcla> ian veins into the cuta-

neous vessels, from there to lh< ;uperior epigastrics and

hack through the ili.us and the inferior vena cava.

Gastric Disorders as Sign of Tuberculosis. Kit/ insists

on the importance ol .; careful and painstaking examination

of the lungs in cases of gastro enteric disease, using all

means ami methods at command to determine whether or not

the case is one ol pulmonary tuberculosis. Two illustrative

cases are cited.

Nov. 1. 1919, 1 to. No. 18

Sign,: i i I Defoi nitii .1 M Taylor, Phila-

701.

[•rcatme i H
706.

Treatment ol Vnor. i tal Di as. s. J. F. S.ipliir, \.« York,

p. 709.

•Tlu- Narcotic Addict in Relation to Health Department. R S. I p

land p 712.

Antipituitarj Serum. C. L. Laura, New York p. 713.

[ not Aim.:. ... E rom| kins.Pa p. 717.

Sodium Citrate in Treatment of Pneumonia.—T 1
1

•
• pro]

erty of sodium citrate in preventing coagulation and redt

.. the bl 1. Weavet >aj nukes it doubly valu-

ment of pneumonia. He gives sodium citt

with plenty of water, at the rate of from IS to 20 grains

each hour, ot I

1

) grains every two hours, sometimes more, to

a full sized adult, and continued night and day until the

result is attained. Occasionally, this dose will act as a

purge, and the salt passes off through the bowels. This

should be clucked by a few doses of an opiate. The medi-

cine should be continued into the second or third day, after

the crisis, to assure complete r. solution [f the blood pres-

sure is low from cardiac disease, old age or other causes,

and the pulse rapid, digitalis and strychnin should lie given.

All patients with lobar pneumonia of influenzal origin treated

with sodium citrate recovered. Weaver is convinced that

there is a scientific basis for the action of sodium citrate in

pneumonia.

Narcotic Addict in Relation to Health Department.—Cope-
land urges registi drug addicts in order to check

the use of narcotics and secure conformity with the Har-
rison law.

South Carolina Medical Ass'n Journal, Greenville
October. 1919 !">.

I I Soda in 1 reatment of Com-
; 587.

I.I. S in

I M. Davis, Greenville.— p. 593.

Virginia Medical Monthly, Richmond
1919, Hi. No, 5

Suppuration i.. ! * ind Ascending I lolo

J

! C. Bryan, B

' l a Girl '•

I. I'

ual Sphere. J. Bear,

Quarantii i J. C. Gittings, Phita

116.

Diffuse Suppuration in Walls of Cecum and Ascending

Colon Without Perforation.—Cram- like pains in the right

.1 few minutes

or a few horn m ig at intervals ol a month
be six months was the principal complaint made by Hen-
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son's patient, a male, 26 years of age. He also had some
pain in the abdomen after almost every meal but less severe

than the pain in the attacks. Then he had an attack more

severe than any he had experienced before. The pain was
different (not cramplike in character! and not localized to

the lower right quadrant entirely, but extended across the

abdomen to some extent. He was sick in bed a week. A
diagnosis of chronic appendicitis was made. At operation

the appendix was free but thickened and indurated, and
because of a tumor mass, which led Henson to suspect car-

cinoma, the last 3 or 4 inches of the ileum, the cecum,

ascending colon and 2 or 3 inches of the transverse

were removed. Incision into the wall at almost any point

revealed pus. The epithelial surface of the mucous mem-
brane seemed intact. Typical tubercles were found on micro-

scopic examination thus clearing up thi

Cancer of Stomach with Associated Pe'lagra.—Bryan's

patient was 49 years of age. He gave a distinct hisl

ulcer of the stomach twenty years ago. rs ago he

commenced to lose weight and noticed a small knot in the

stomach. His tongue was thickened, red and had d

ind there appeared on the back of both I

symmetrical eruption. He consulted a physician who pno-

nounced it pellagra. The di; ancer of the

was c •nfirmed at operation and microscopically.

Case of Hodgkin's Disease in Girl Two Years Old.—The
unusual features in Porter's case were: (li the eai

of onset; (2) the female sex of the child (males are affected

at a ratio of 6: 1) ; (3) rapid onset which f illowed what was

dly an infection involving the gastro-intestinal tract;

(4) early and extreme involvement of the mesenteric and

glands; (5) late and slight involvement of

the cervical glands which are usually affected early and pro-

foundly; (6) remarkable, extensive and early involvement of

the skin in morbid process; (7') extren the legs

while the anemia was still far from profound; (8) intcrmit-

;ymptoms which on several

occasions gave an unwarranted hope for improvemi

repeated but temporary improvemei

agent, < ium hodgkini or othei is in the

glands for diagnosti<

lung septums by the endothelial cells characteristic of this

disease; (ordinarily such invasion is limited

bronchial and superficial pleural area- of the lung

unusual size of the spleen, which in thi

is but moderately enlarged. It extended as far forward a-

the umbilicus and down to within an inch

FOREIGN

British Medical Journal, London

Surgical I

:

Giant Mucocele of Appendix.—The tumor in

was / n

Polycythemia Vera (Rubra) Complicated with Hyperthy-

roidism. In Tyrrell'

the imi"
• .lie blood p

A compli

white blood corpuscles. 25.000 per cubic millimeter; hemo-
globin, 125 per cent.; color index. Ferential

blood count revealed: polyi . 80.8

per cent.; small lymphocytes, 10.4 per cent.; large lympho-

cytes, 5.6 per cent.: eosinophils, : lis, 2.8

per cent.; myelocytes, none. Then ith poly-

cythemia and leukoc)

Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, London
2 -'

.

J. B.

Chri '

111 g by Trypan— P. W.
Basset! Smith.— p.

Infection of Their Young by Trypanosome Infected Mothers.

—Smi: -

can pass direct from thi mol

Medical Journal of Australia, Sydney
-.

•Compound Fractures of Femur in Upper Thil

Earlv Diagnosis of C.i

Compound Fracture of Femur in Upper Third. I

he essentials of correct treatmenl

femur and descril es Jiis pelvic femur splint which

of an adjustable grip with two pads which lit th(

and modified Thomas' frames for both lower extremities are

hinged on to the pelvic grip. The-c frame, can be

to any desired position. There arc no band-

limb, hence no interference with the cin

an adjustabl tlie arm. The

splint consists of twi the trunk

and hip'; the oilier carries the limb I
I

upper extremity with the whole wi

hence the limb is kept quite stead) and

Oct.

Vertigo. M. C. Lidw
I \l K H-:

\ !'

p. 331.

•A Palm

Pulmonary Condition Found in Warfa

in the

by numt

in the sputum

Case of Sm
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. and one hall how s aftei the I

psj showed ili.it the right pleural cavit)

almost <lr.iiiu-<l of fluid Soulhwood
that Riesman's "congestion b) nation applied

i the lung g; hanges in its

. expansion led to transuda-

serum. The death was asphyxia! ii

Archives des Maladies du Cum, etc., Paris

i i

Variations in the Blood Pressure During Piulonged Bxam-

mation. Ii\nr examines the pressure in the 1uimht.iI artery

altation for five minutes al .1 lime. This protracted

examination with K aled, he says,

illation : the normal,

stole .uid stead} diastoli ;

and the abnormal, o( which there ma) be twi

with no fluctuation in the tension, and those with e:

lup maj ha> e an emi

heart, or an le sympathetic

11 alj -1- ..1 the vessels.

fluctuation may be explained bj pre-

the moderating element (vagotony),

hidden lesions of the an. inexcitability of the

the blood pressure should

include, besides the M\ and the Mm in nun. mercury, men-

ethod employed (oscillometer, palpation, auscul-

icamined, the correspondin

and whether the blood pressure was initial or ter-

five minutes I. \ detaile

iter yet. With these data from a five minute

ition, we have complete oversight of the conditions

in th-

Bulletin de l'Academie de Medecine, Paris

-'55.

I

Prophylaxis of Child Abandonment. Bosi relates that the

infants in the public hospital at Tours

igh, reaching

Ithier children were boarded out in

compelled to remain and

onths No applicant was received

afterward
his period her board and lodging

lay, about

'. n child,

and nurse the

iuru -two

Ii tained in this

of 1 1 1 i — plan is that

hild for a month :

abandoning her

with them, and

but they

Eith- • ior Ovariectomy.

1 e in the

ither features.

ih a retractor

the pe; 1 and the lips separated with a

i ind this expo

adnexa and thej were removed, I In patient was then

on the right side ; the cecum then present) d and the appendix
a.i- removed. He calls this the Iran vet e and lateral

esthetic suprapubic incision, and commends it in high terms
( tpeciall) as the difficult) ol differentiating

between lesii ms, as it alii iws acci to

both, while reducing the trauma ol the intervention to 1 li>-

minimum Even with a pn En im om to thret

months, the uterus is left practicall) unmolested. II. ha!

applied ihis incision in about twent) eases, with im

:ii.n.

Tieatment of Fractures with Bone Grafts. Dauriac ia

enthusiastic over the fine results >.i immobilizing fi

with bone grafts cut to fit b) Albee's technit with elec

1 [1 liai been tn tting fractures in this waj im < 191C

with constantly perfect outcome, rhi onl) metal for holding

in place that answers its purpose is Trcve's alumi-

num alloy, The tissues seem to stand this metal without reac-

tion, and he has found it useful in various ways. He no«
hav 11 ik screws and a r.ilde made of this alio) which he thinks

promise well.

Pathogenesis of Loose Joints. Dauriac states thai there

are 15,000 wounded soldiers on record who have bei

with flail j.. mis. membra biillanls. He ascribes tins mainly

to the "condition ol chronii and profound intoxication which
was the result of the t • << • exclusivi use ..1 meat in the arnt)

I Ins with .ilni-. ol alcohol and oi vinegar prevented
normal repair." Ii cannot be charged to suppuration because

fourteen cases of simple fracture which never has
1.. I. although the nun are not syphilitic, Vn addi-

tional factor is the lack ..t' reaction on the part ,,1 tin nervous
system from the .strain of service uii the tiring line. He
explains further how the bone softens and loses its minerals

11 11. 1. lure breaks up the natural tatii conditions of

thi boni from both ends. This pressure must be

to keep the I e normal, and for this reason lie

always uses when possible a long implant of bone, reaching

al each end into normal tissue where it can obtain a good
blood supply, to restore the primitive dynamic conditions of
axial pressure. From the fact of this pressure, the implant

come organized, become stronger, and adapt itself to

acquin the shape, the size and the resistance of the born- in

which ii ba - been im oi i».i ated.

Bulletin Medical, Paris
Ocl . 1919 ::::. No. 47

I '
1 tin I'onguc. P. Sebileau.—p. 617.

Idem. VI Vail |i 6

El f tin I on| ui M. Ferrand.- p 6 "

I
i ukoplakia. P. Fernet, p. O.iJ.

Cancer of the Tongue. Sebileau emphasize; the necessity

La prompt and complete removal ol all the tissues possibly

involved, and discusses the preferable technic. The statistics

ord all show the favorable outlook when tin

removed by the natural route, and the gravity oi

ons by surgical access otherwise, although omi even
i patients have survived for ten to twent) years, But

ei IS per cent, are living by the closi of the fifth peat

Vallas' own experience has been 4-1 per cent., surviving for

ears at least when the cancel wa ;
on tin movable part

,,i the tongui
.

none urviving with cancel al the base of the

pet .hi mrviving with cancer of the Moor

nouth, but in three cases the interval since I.

ears. Reviewed further in the P ri Letter,

1712.

Early Diagnosis of Cancer of the Tongue. Ferrand ayi

that in i. s of 17 case oi i am ei ol thi

i I . . ,
I toll) one was in an

in a di eli >p as a papillomatous
growth oi m a small tumoi with earl) erosion ami ulcera-

n . . a ulcei wnli hat .1 ba e M ii i o

ol a scrap would reveal the malignant
growth early, even before the growth has assumed the appear-

plasm. With a suspicious lesion, no time should

ling its further progress, especiall) when
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the malignant disease is installed in a syphilitic inflammatory
lesion or leukoplakia.

Leukoplakia.—Fernet remarks that the transformati

patch of leukoplakia into an epithelioma i< of such frequent

occurrence (from 15 to 50 per cent.) that some think that

leukoplakia is a potential cancer. He warns against irritating

the growth with caustics, and against wasting time on treat-

ment of syphilis or waiting for glands to enlarge. lie warns
further against trying roentgen and radium treatment, as

lo no good and may do actual harm. If the micro-
's not reveal malignant disease, every effort must he

made to prevent local irritation. When the leukokeratosis is

thick and fissured, to ward off cancer it may be will to strip

off all or part of the mucosa, cauterizing then to arrest

hemorrhage.

Paris Medical

Nov. 1, 1919. 9. No. 44

"Recent Progress in Therapeutics. P. C'artn.t and F. Rathcry.—p. 333.

Treatment of Gangr I G. Lard* i>. .147.

•Pituitary Treatment of '
i

rial Anemia. Sarailhe.— p. 358.

A. Guillaume.—p. 364.

Recent Progress in Therapeutics.—Carnot and Rather}

review what lias been accomplished with proteosotherapy,

vaccines, chemotherapy, etc., in the last twelve months. They
conclude by calling a, le researches on the physiol-

ogy of nutrition, the indispensable amino-acids, the minimum
of nitrogen and of vitamins. "The American and English

schools have contributed the most to the study of the

tions. They are destined to revolutionize the old principles

of alimentary hygiene and dietetics, ami have considerable

interest for therapeutics."

Pituitary Treatment of Diabetes Insipidus.—Lerehoullet

concludes his discussion with the assertion that subcutaneous

injections of the posterior lobe of the pituitary in

insipidus have proved then- certain symp omatic action. Both

from the standpoint of diagm
sis, the results achieved form one of the most interesting

chapters of modern organotherapy,

Presse Medicale, Paris

Nov. 1. I'M '.
-•".

.

•Primary Grave Jaundice. If. Gamier and J. Reilly. -p. 641.

tiles m Cerebral Ventricles. G. L. Regard.-

Primary Grave Jaundice.—Gamier and Reilly expatiate on

the discovery of the icterohemorrhagic spirochete which has

shown that what used to he all grouped a- i

consists really of two widi i

teristic feature of the spirochete form i- not insufficiency of

the liver hut just the reverse. The liver i- whipped up to

extra functioning, hut the bile is poured into thi

of into the biliary passages although the latter are

le. The kidney function it entirely sup-

i ict primarily on t]

cially the hem ducing clement-; it whips up the

liver and blocks thi

gravis thai

form of grave jaundice, grave jaundii

grave jaundice with anuria, hi

ephritis with jaundice.

The other form ol ellow atrophy

of the liver. I

ristic of tin- type, the metaboli m < Fats bearing

the brunt of the attack, jusl as the protein elements hear it

in the spirochete jaundice with a whole

army during three years has confirmed that pi

primary grave jaundice fell into one or the other of

Projectiles in the Cerebral Ventricles.—Regard comments
on the ease, simpli laratively

,
of the removal i ile from thi

venti i' le und

the fourtl death follow

operation i an he 'Ion. a!

cutting the large flap, and Lit. i

without general anesthesia I the operation

inopsia, hut thi- dis; en when it was
total at first. The patient also seems a little dazed for a

lev. days hut then throws this off and if no other lesions

interfere, recovery i

... 65

: Growing Child

•Massive Saline Infusion at Amputati

The Diet for Children. ses the proper

children from 2 nr .! to 1 I it. He

i

have thrown much 1 ially so

far as children are concerned. I' wing the

proper proportions at different

Secondary Suture of Suppurating Wounds. Bergeret and
!
ii typical cases to demonstrate that

thorougl >n with neutral solution of chlo

soda, h

.

painful wound- and the complical

suppuration.

Injection of Saline During Amputation. Lapeyre's expe-
ndicates that injeel ion of a I

into the principal vein of a crushed limb that i- being ampu-
tated attenuates materially the gravity .if tie

these patients are always sufferin shock.

Progres Medical, Paris
Oct. 1!. 1919, :: I, '

licating War Wounds. R. Dui
p

\ I

Pericarditis a

Operative Treatment of Adhesive Pericardii li

litions in .ii I!

i

standpi iii Hall u and Di ely and
partially applied this cardiolysis, and ni etnent in

the play of the heart all

t wholly in the n

I

ha- not been

of the pariel iura with thi

in itsell dhesive peril

by the

• I the outer layer of the pericardium with the

and to the eh

sequent!) the wholi

lis in their i

Revue de Medecine, Paris
i,

The Temperature Scn'.e

II

under physioli

War Bl

and urini

mental derangemi nt, thi
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Di

nd mental disturbs widel) in the

and urine returned to normal •

Puerilism. Pieron discusses mental puerilisi

when a

talment.

Revne Neurologique, Paris
-•'.

- -

Benign Form of Biown-Sequaid Syndrome. Gi

syndrome in

with nothing to indicate

1)1 1 diseas

.,11 in Russian Jews.

rule in :ill phases of the disease, and the

inied with sj

untered a number of

;,,nn but th( i 'I are all that

ition for at li ars up to

the insidiou

if the paresthesias in

Tardy Epilepsy and Endocrine Disturbance.— Pet rin and

pluriglandular endo-

predominating,

ment of tardy

n1 gland

definitely

in extract

nid ih usual. When three

doubled,

tr.l. The attacks in

Traumatic Demem: . the features which
'runic asthenia

Acute Mania Cured by Thyroidectomy. The n'td of 18

he devel-

type, early in

art of the

It, the pathologic imilin^ in

indicating abnormal
tain the thyroid

] ne mania was
. normal

I the patient was young- -

promising.

Correspondenz-Blatt fiir Schweizer Aerzte, Basel

Simple Ga I

Ma with anachlorhydria in

In all. the ni

functional dis-

ful, while after the

symptoms subside although the chemical findin

unmodified. In two cases anachlorhydria, lactii acid and
..,

, uli blood pointed to i ancer but the si

ile pal ii e been elude malignant
ii> ii '.'.ii di the i tal hemoglobin

.' ..I ill. uonexi tence "i cancel Ii was
lal in his • imph achyli im ilher si^n is

"i u eight und Fori unati Ij

n i" afford .i special predispoi

Carcinomatous Lymphangitis in Pleura and Lung. Von
irg reports two cases in worm n ol 71 and J

l in which
the metastasis of a gastric cancer had pread along the

lymphatics of the stomach to involve the glands in the

nun and the liiluni ol the lung In Girode .nut

..ii' casi ill pat ients w * 1 1 betw een 30 and
ipton dj spnea and palpitat ions.

Gazzetta degli Ospedali e delle Cliniche, Milan
Si i'i II I". No, 75

f the M ''.'
i

'

'

Si i'i 21, 1919 I".

.

j
M.il.n i.i Ei rico Cartolari

in. No. 77

SI7.

Splenectomy in Malaria. -Cartolari insists thai the

enlarged spleen in malaria should lie removed when it is

causing disturbances b) its excessive movabilil pti

sion of the pedicle or adhesions in an abnormal location, lie

has done tlii-- operation in five such eases and witnessed a

sixth, in all bul one ,,i which the reliel was immediate and

permanent, with no untoward by-effects. The roi

grams •-how that in one case the spleen lay altogether in the

ide, low in the abdomen. In Iwo it lay horizontal, in

one behind tin pubis. In eighteen other cases he sui

with medical measures alone in reducing the size of the

spleen more or less. When the enlarged spleen is causing

disturbances it will general!) be found abnormallj movable,

v, huh facilital i emoval. In his one unfa /orabli

the much enlarged in its normal seat hut was
i organs and there was much hemorrhage,

; to the acute anemia not Ii i

Blood Cyst in Spleen.— Federici reports the fourth case of

a blood cyst in the spleen that has been published in [tal]

Vs puncture of an echinococcus i irded as danger-

as aspiration maj be incomplete with a plurilocular

- rativ e intervention oreferabli from the start,

failure of medical measures.

Pediatria, ' Florence
;;. \". in

i<25.

i Canelli p 639
' Purulent rfl mallpoji nd Influi nza R K ha

6
1

1 ,; C, I. mi,-

Urine Test for Typhoid.—Cozzolino ha heen applying to

childn ii i H i hnic. It

In ililo , hildren, but in those

with typhoid eliahle and in tructive than

the Weiss or Ehrlich tests and warned ol an impending

ildren with typhoid or paratyphoid, the

i ive in every i ase when tl

een, bul in all had heen under way
m four to twenty days. In the 89 children with

oilier disease , thi i eai tion .> a stantlj

transiently at the height ol the pneumonia in 11 or

of I »l"ii meningit i i, oni e in

ij anied l)> bronchopneumonia, and

in far i I uben ulosis, but never

1 gland tuberculosis. The test is madi
1 i" _' c.c. of deliqw 1 1 d

..I the filtered urine, a

"ni down the wall ot
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the tube. At the line of junction a brown ring forms, and

this tint spreads upward, and sometimes a gray cloud forms

on the surface of the urine above. In twenty-four ho

the fluid is an even brown. Albumin does not interfere with

the reaction.

Angiokeratoma.—Canelli describes the clinical findii

the pathologic anatomy in five cases of angiokerat

young adults. One patient he had known from childhood.

The fingers and toes were the seat of the lesions in all but

one.

Purulent Arthritis After Smallpox and Influenza.—One
' 4 months developed purulent polyarthritis after

smallpox, and the 10 month babe purulent monoarthritis

after influenza. Both children recovered promptly and com-
pletely under treatment with an autogenous vaccine.

The Alleged Rachitism in the Young of Thyroidectomized
Babbits.—Rusca reproduced the experiments in this line of

Claude and Rouillard (1913) but with absolutely negative

results.

Policlinico, Rome
Sept. 7. 1919. 36. No. 36

•Occupational Lesions in Nasal Septum. A. Ranelleui.— p. 1057.

•Typhus. Vittorugo Giacanclli.—p. I

Ulceration of Nasal Septum from Chromium Fumes.

—

Ranelletti remarks that ulceration and perforation of the

nisal septum are the characteristic occupational injury from

the production of sodium chlorate by electrolysis fro:-

sium bichromate. In the last three year.- he found this

ulceration in the nasal septum in twenty-five of thirl

workers examined, including lour with perforation. The
ne other workers also pre
: per cent, of the sixty-nine workers in the factory

had the ulceration, and in 15.7 per cent. i
••. those affected

there was perforation. This proportion is less than was
reported by Hermann in Germany in 1901). where 79 ]•

Df -'57 worker- wire affected. A loose piny

gauze introduced into each nostril seem- tin- best individual

preventive known to date: cotton interferes with breathing.

Typhus.—In 10 per cent, of Giacanelli' patients

at a camp of war prisoners, defervescence occurred b

and suppurative parotitis developed in in per cent.

Riforma Medica, Naples

•Reaction of Peritoneum I

* 1 1

.

I -.Ileal Curriculum. A. Ferrai

Reaction of Peritoneum to Tuberculous Toxins
experimental research on thirty- 1 ..

in detail. The findings of the cellular response are tabulated

for comparison as the guinea-pigs were normal or tuber-

culous.

Paralysis After Injection of Quinin.— In Tanfani's three

C nerve had been injured duriii.

injection of quinin. In om
.i bullet.

arn of the nei essitj for kee]

the level of the greau-i

and slanting it upward.

Oct. •

A A// -[

The Metabolism with Chlorid Poisoning.
in nine

a otemia ri-es and falls ii

Lethargic Encephalitis, i'

month-. He is CO

or manifestation of influenza.

Laboratory Infection with Typhus. Pepeu rel.i

Professor Miiller. sixteen lied an
emulsion of typhus-infected lice on his hands, deve'

attenuated form of typhus

tagion was known at the time.

Archivos Latino-Amer. de Pediatria, Buenos Aires
i 3

•The Child Well
•Tuberculous Gland- ii

— p. 2S5: Idem. L. \

Treatment Iren. R.

Espinola.— p. 313.

The Child Welfare Congress—The Archivos i- thi

organ of both the Argentine and the Uruguay Socicdad de

Pediatria. and this issue is devoted to the

Congreso Americano del Nino.

of all the principal addresses, with the <

i

i d the

ons adopted by tin i the leading

addresses have been recently reviewed in these columns

when published elsewhere, especially lb myelitis,

hysteria in children, early diagnosis of bfain tumor- in chil-

dren, motor plastic amputations in children. •

Tuberculous Glands in the Neck. \ rs reit-

erated that the tonsils are usually the primary source of

tuberculous glands in the neck, and that treatment

include the mouth and nose in general

"La radiotherapia es el tratamiento de eli

adenitis tuber ic neck. Surgical measures are

preferable when several glands arc in

injections have little prospi !'t when there

a few and v

that particles i
with the hea

well kept mo
which entails a defensive reaction in thi

of the nasopharynx. This in tin*

permeable for

Classification of Gastro-Intestinal Disturbances in Infants.

hief of the Institul

Buenos Aires, and I

;

on Finkelstein's prem
\ elasco Blanco pn % a- the

food, infection

Me. emphasizing thai thi to"

by the

Roentgen Treatment of Bone and Joint Tuberculi

Children

ling place among the metho
tuberculosis. The ti

individualized

-

more, he says, the

proporti

to the

-

I
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in Fallopian Tube Vdeodalo operated on the

ilateral c) stic salpi - with chronic

tonitis I lu red dui ing thi

m and a dead ul 10 cm long, dropi

, the lubes into the intestine could he

li .1 .ii aii> point.

Medicina [bera, Madrid

Hemorrhages oi the Retina in Influenza. Gonzal
1 ihe retina during

nrluenza. He gives illustrations of the

>'l He obtained

improvement or even clin th sweats and

. ion of heat. Instillation of a drug to

. ~s in the ]

h hemorrhage of the retii

in the retin;

The Prognosis with Valvular Disease. remarks

pends as much ii not more on the liver

Mitral valvular disease

than a pulmonary valvular

articular!) lial

foilis Hem «• the extreme impor-

nts with anj form of heart disease,

liver and kidney functioning are

they should he, in the routine examina-
. ient with heart disi

Gastric Disease of Endocrine Origin. Hernando here con

the inaugui

Advancement erf

rks thai the glands with an internal

..,;

[i - of tiiis origin,

odified h) the functioning of the

uall) in the line of hypo-

pi rchlorhydria

»ive thyroid function-

il thyroid lias a stimulating
:

inhibiting a

arch has demon-

gastric ulcer.

modified functioning

id in the stomach, ami the

al. I le has

v, uli s) mp
taratively

. in the

The injurious

vith hyperchlor-

by the exhaus-
This explains

iprarenals n
:

I

ill titles,

and Kendall;.

Progresos de la Clinica, Madrid
s

Operative Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Morales
«Wlar. 1] pneumothi

1

purpose, and thai the induced pneumothora
0111 lung is gravel) diseased while the other lung

is sound "i neai I) sound h i indii ated al u « hi n then

is profusi 01 fn qui ntl) recurring hi mo| I
1 .ill From the

,.n, lung 1 .mi 11 the othet lung is "touched," il is still rels

tivel) ii eighing well all the circumstances, A
1 ition must 11,, 1 he 1 eg irded a pai lii ttlai lv

grave; it is general!) applied onlj in cases in which all

other means have failed and the disease is progn

I In- mortality is below 5 pei cent., he ;ays, while its resull

igh on the whole to n pa) I le noted fi moi al

thrombophlebitis in 1
di igreeabli complication

of thorai tnd knows of anotner case ol (he I I,

I In- tendenc) to hemoptysis wa prompt!) and permanentl]

arrested h) the collapsi ol the lung He resects the ribi

the spine, the incision starting at the second rib

and curving awa) from the spine in the lower third, ending

[1 \ cnili rib, n ecting I 01 in i m. of each rib. The
patient's tolerance is tested first by making onl) thi

; on and resecting onl) the seventh to the

eleventh ribs, If this i borm well, thi operation is 1 luded

hi" 1 (pei aii' ms directl) on the lungs ai

rarel) indicated. The mortalit) is enormous and tin b

it, .1- .1 1 tile. In 1I1 ' which .> cavit) wis

nd drained, ill thi patients died. But it might bi con-

upplemi niary to thoracoplasty ;, alwa) - b

in mind the 1 hronic fistula which it usuall) entails. Surgical
in pulmonar) tuberculosis should aim merel) to

ia\ or the n.'ii in al he iling pi 01 1 sses.

Chemical Analysis of the Blood. Poyales 1 cpatiati on

portance for the general practitioner ol determining
• in "i the blood in sugar, crealinin, urea, ui

•
1
in. and In desi ribe 1 implesl tests for the

in
1

1 lorimeter and centrifugi He also give)

'I plate showing the color findings with thi

substances in the hi I.

Roentgenography in Renal Tuberculosis. Sen's repro-

"inc instructive roentgenograms, and remarks that

the shadows of calculi are generally within the outline ol

the calices or pelvis, while tubercles arc in the kidne) tub

'ii Even when calcified, the tubercles di 1 1
1

such a solid and uniform shadow as a stone, while the out-

col regular like thai of a stone.

Repertorio de Medicina y Cirugia, Bogota
Octob. 1. 1919, I I . No. 1

The Hum Metabolism: Modification in Fevei I Gome* \ p, I

i'
1 p in

. ..I the Insane A Gaitan U p. 17 Cont'll

Knowledgi ol I egal \1 edii ine le 1 .1 gal I Penal
Authorities. R. Fajardo Vega p. 34.

The Coitieal Center for Vision and Hearing. Ribon dis

cusses i
1 " topograph) and the physiolog) of the brain centet

or centers which allow perception of the impressions tran

the 1 ipl ii and auditoi
s

nei ves He expal i:

the close connection between these nerves in this n peel

and on
1 which music often takes advantage of

' -
; .11 11 il color. 'II

of the wood-wind instruments represents one color, other
' hi ' .'in. in. 1

1 olors. 'I he llutes and horns

introdui tion to Ha Creal ." for example]

coloring of the morning.

Revista de la Asoc. Medica Argentina, Buenos Aires
::i>. 1

1 Fractured Skull. Raul Argafiaraz and Delfoi 'fit

p .177.

ii 'I uberculi us 1 Pedro B p 100

I mil.. 1 R, Chiappori and ' Bos< It Vrana

I
:

1
!

'.i:i 1 ' in Lung, Domingo Pral p Hi
1 1., 1 \\ - ncope. G. Zori aquin

447.

Exophthalmos from Fracture of Base of Skull. I he

, ' identl '.in ''I I" an

!

in. ui 1 he aneurysm
Il oi a railroad accident fracturing the basi ol

the skull and ihe temple region, nine months before, Hi
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complained of an intense intracranial murmur which sounded

to him like the scraping of a saw. Compression of the

carotid arrested this murmur. The communication b

the two lateral sinuses explains how the arteriovenous

aneurysm from a rupture on one side may induce exoph-
thalmos of both eyes. In all such cases rupture of the

carotid on only one side was found, with a single exception.

In a second case, a compressing bandage and injections of

gelatin were followed by retrogression of the exophthalmos
and murmur which had developed after an automobile acci-

dent. There is evidently a tendency to a spontaneous cure

in a large proportion of such cases when the concomitant

lesions are not irreparable. In the first case described, the

carotid was ligated and the murmur and -pulsation

disappeared at once on one side and nearly so on the other,

and the exophthalmos retrogressed somewhat. The symp-
toms retui on the other side, and the carotid on this

side was ligated also. After month . blind-

ical motor aphasia, and agraphia with some paralysis.

as is described in detail, he gradually learned to

anew and is able to go about alone.

Ileus in Tuberculous Peritonitis.—Bolo reports si

in children and adults, and emphasizes that operative treat-

ment is directly contraindicated under these conditions.

Revista de la Universidad de Buenos Aires
July-September, 1919. 41. No. 142

•Tin- Evolutioi mism. Ernesto Quesada. p

nage on the Retina Is Not Inverted. R. Senet.- p. 398.

iphyseototny. D. Iraeta.— p. 417. Conc'n.

Evolution of Pan Americanism.—Reviewed elsewhere.

Image on Retina Not Inverted.—Senet gives diagrams to

Sustain his arguments that the image on the retina is not

in\ erted.

Symphysiotomy Versus Pubiotomy.— In this conclu

his long article on the comparative merits and drawbacks of

these operations, Iraeta declares that all

in favor ol He tabulates bis own extensive

feperience with bi h, and the results in other clinics, Ameri-

can and foreign.

Semana Medica, Buenos Aires

Aug. 7, 1919. 26, Ni

•Emctin Cures Nonsuppurative '

K. Sammartino. p.

•Treatment of Congenital terine Cervix and of A
K. A. Boi P. 143.

Advantage luicc in the Arthritic Diat

Davison.—p. 146.

•Examination of GcnitoUrinary Patients

•Normal Copper in Toxicology. L, P. J Palet.

: Welfare Work for Infant-. G. -

Aguilar and J. C. Navarro, -p. 154.

Pulmonary Amebic Lesions.—Destefano and Sammartino

port a case of what they call right co The
onset, the acute exacerbations and the prol

nl symptoms gave no clue a> to whether the tuber-

the pneumoi it.lt- for the

hi ture. rher
ilm t- i and by the' third month thi

uberculosis in the "h anemia

and profuse night sweats, For three ,n had

been having a constant cough, with profuse bl 1

tpectoration but no puration. At -

Bum chlorid, horse serum, cpinephrin, etc.. had tailed to

arrest the hemorrha
daily growing worse, emetin w i

injected ilt from the

very first injections was most surprising.. The
ts bad perm

by the fifth or sixth injei lion, and by the truth, tl

injection, nothii ol the whole i

on of the excursion in the

e, with slight sul d

ilar mm mur. In

34 bad i unds.

They know of only three

. in the lung [i

patient had chronb has were
in the sputum. In the othei s thi

tive. Rousseau was impelled to examine the sputum for

in In- case el hi noted
between the sputum and an his total

group of Ion-

capable of inducing congestion in the lu

without suppuration, and even without . linicalb appi
in bowel or liver. Even whe i can be

found in the sputum, in pu :uropulmonary
's. a rapid and enei

might not only clear up the diagni rmptlj cure the
patient.

Surgical Orthopedic Correction of Congenital Stenosis of

Uterine Cervix and of Congenital Anteflexion. I:

tted description ol In- owi
.stout wire, sh rig I n. The
handle is introdui ed throu

;

slit on '
i and the

whok- is left in place for twenty, thin
calls this device the histeroteinoi thai it enables
the general practitioner to correel ital anomalies
responsible for dysmenorrhea or sterility or both.

Examination in Urogenital Cases. Ibis ,

egular lectures in the urinary
disease.

Normal Copper in the Liver. i fifty-

lavers tailed to confirm the p i in the
normal human liver i

i with magi
found a simple and

out, -in of ti

Welfare Work for Infants. The Sociedad de Pedi

Vires appoin ed a i ommi yays and
mean ; t irork foi pi ofc

of wetnurses and of unmarried mothers fed< II

working in this line, and mi
i

I

Siglo Medico, Madrid
86

1

'

Bactcriologic Prognosis in Typhoid. Pesel relates thai

among I

years vi in which bi itl

although the !
-

tations oi the ond question b I

Ml in this group

whether such ital out

-

Conservative Turbincctomy. Botella lye the

entire leogth portion ol thi

The oiu. •

ill, tnc
other rav

i to hold Ih .in the

method

and S i

The Idolatry of the Facl

too man
when in real

Nederlandsch Tijdschrift v. Genecsktindt;, Am

i
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I in- Superficial LeishmaoUsis of Surinam.

opical fram sm in. mi. and

of the -km acquired in tbe inu rioi is called "bush

nionst rated thai the lattei

•'mi it seems t.' be iIk- onl) fi laniasis

lands West Indies I"he fact tl

(or the \ irus in somi |dant.

Can Mutation of Bacteria Be Induced? Schade w

ing propertii

then tras noth-

lenta of Fetal Thorax Like those ol Respnation.

n Mink'- .mi. le (ol which a si

182) He insists

re birth the fetal thorax is making movements

respiration \hlfcld called attention to them

I Kouwer has repeatedlj demonstrated them

[Tie movements j » -1 1 Ok- whole trunk, and these

nents can occasionally lie felt with the hand

the abdomen. They differ complete!) from all other

• the fetus, and when thej isuallj in

ii 60 I" tin- minute. The advantages

from thi- preliminary exercisinj

! le ascrilies them to irritation ol the ri

imulation of carbon dioxid This maj become

iring the birth process. If there i- too much
. res| or) center becomes paralyzed. In

• measures to resuscitate the child born in

ssful only in -o far as they mechanically

I le describes how th

ilacing the child in .i hoi bath, and

tongue forward in clearing the throat of secre-

Undei these circumstan ion cannot be

I ion. It .'am

ire filled t leep with amniotic fluid,

im ami mucus drawn in during intra-uterine life bj

ition of the regular phj sii ilogii

the fetal thorax resembling those of respira-

ng the child is firsl • a mi ans Foi

iration; any reflex action with it is onl) secon-

I'.nt when artificial respiration lias improvi

ng the respiratory center from the excess of

I, then the means to induce reflex action are

le work as the ibility is

tting ..'.ill a feather and blowing
ir the other, as Mink ad

i is liable to lie idled with

ires might do harm.

Herpes Zoster and Chickenpox.—Bruijnin
es in which herpes zoster had been fol-

Gara has reported

children in one family hail chickenpox

all within i

.

tei in a

loped chickenpox ten days
later an older child.

' child, all di

of a man who
I

typii al

Acta Medica Scandinavica, Stockholm
.-. :.

rman.

The "Acta Medn,, 'rdiiltt Uedicinsltt Arkiv,
: name in a l.ridal

leading intern-

id one from Denmark and
from Finland, with a I in each

in the international

Residual Nitrogen. Bruit's article fills this entire issue of

.
i lating his findings in n » ai • h on the notiproti id

in the blood serum and ci ebro pinal fluid in pel

-oils with chronic kid H with then
findings those from ten other persons with health] kidnej

i in kidnej cases are classified according to tin pathologic
conditions, and tin- findings are tabulated for comparison
and espei iallj the rela tin ei am

i
. Iati\ c pi opot Hon- ,.i ili, , ai ions , I. m, nts of

the residual nitrogi

Norsk Magazin for Laegevidenskaben, Christiania
V so. No i I

rreal I
I Pill rulierculosis I' Hull

r 1105.
'

I V|i|

Mailing p 1130.

ulous; typical

,. 1153.

.
i Presentation, i Kii Hand, p. 1197.

Thoracoplastic Operative Treatment of Pulmonary Tuber-

culosis. Hull has done a thoracoplastic opera! in .17

. pulmonary tuberculosis and he tabulates the details

and outcome in all. The mortality was .!() per cent, in his

earliest 11 case- bul since then onl) 4 pel cent, and he

this improvement to his practice of doing thi

lion at two sittings, with an interval of three oi foui week

[hem. Of the .v.i who survived the operation. 7 died

later from the progress of the lubcn il"-is. one sur\ i

ears; one succumbed to influenza, hut 25 are still

In mi', and 11 of these can he regarded as cured, with full

earning capacity; 7 still show symptoms, and in 7 tin intej

val since the operation i- too short for determination of ihe

outcome, hut most of them regard themselves as cured

' orable outcome was thus realized in over 33 per cent,

of .1(1 patients, including a number with an interval

almost live year-. When there i- a cavity, he aids in the

"collapse therapy" by implanting a piece of adipose tissue,

cut to lit. from the abdominal wall. In lip

little if any improvement, the operation was in

i the general health so poor that the thoracoplasties

should not have heen attempted. ( hie died from inter, in -

ease and in 7 the other lung became affected. Inllu-

en/a al-.. cooperated in rendering the outlook less favorable

than might otherwise have heen the case. The danger id' the

other lung's becoming disease. 1 is the Damocles sword to

fear. It is possible that adhesions in the lungs ,

responsible for the failures in certain cases; this is a ipies-

uiring furthei study. The thoracoplasties doc- oof

interfere with the use id" the arm. nor disfigure, especially

when fat implants were used.

The Nose as a Factor in Disease of Lacrimal Passages. -

Mailing reviews literature on this subject from 1NH0 to dale,

ami describes his own examination of 192 patients with

abnormal overflow of tears without macroscopic evidence ol

in the lacrimal passages. In 155 of them the uo-e

or its annexes showed more or less pathologic changes, and

this had evidently heen a factor in 96 per cent, of the tota]

without macroscopic lesions in the lacrimal

Pathologic conditions in the nose or -inn

found in 58 per cent, of the dacryocystitis cases Ihe nost

and it- sinuses should he thoroughly overhauled in all cast

of disease of the lacrimal passages. If thi- i- detected in iff

i ma) be possible to cure it in time to ward oil

stricture. lie te-ted the permeahilit) of ili

instilling into the col drop of a solution of (1.2

gin. fluorescein and II. .15 gm. potassium carhonate in in
i I

\ftrr waiting two minutes, through a nose speculum
with cotton the mucosa just below the

i

turbinate. The interval befon Ihe cotton shows tra.es ..(

in is an inde ol tin pi meabilil ol thi

, etc. If no tain appears in fifteen minutes, he

hi the usual wav and treats anv

catarrhal conditions found.

Forceps with Transverse Presentation. Kielland give-

in i" ' ial foi . eps and i le of applj

.•'111
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DO CALORIES MEASURE THE VALUE
OF FOOD?*

HENRY DWIGHT CHAPIN, M.D.

NEW YORK

As the attention of physicians is being called more
and more to problems of nutrition and their solution, it

may not be out of place to reexamine some of the

foundations of our teachings and sec if they are alto-

gether sound.

CALORIES ANT) Finn VALUES

Much is written and said about calories. a>. the food

value of a certain substance i- so many calories; and

there is a suggestion that a calory is a sort of fund

ingredient, the real value of food depending on the

number of calories present.

A calory is a measure of heat, jusl as grams, ounces

or pound-, arc measures of weight. If a table of food

values was prepared which Stated that a definite quan-

tity of milk yielded 6 pounds, meal 8 pounds, bread

! pounds, and soup 1 pound, the natural question would

be, "Pound- of what?" Scant attention would be paid

to any one dwelling on the value of particular foods,

because the pound- were then-. I- it any more rational

always to dwell on the value of a definite quantity of

food simply because it contains so many calorie-" The
nio-t diverse kind- of food may have the same caloric

value but a very different nutritive value.

The calory method of fee-ding is based on the

assumption that nutrition processes depend solely on

the oxidation of food, and that the heat given off a- the

result of the oxidation is the sole measure of tlie value

of the food. In practice, the tendency i- to keep a

table of calory values from which a diet i- mad< OUl

by an arithmetical process, and the physician i- likely

to feel that if the calory count i- correct, if

problem i- properl) solved.

In experimental nutrition, however, it i- soon found

that nutrition i- not a simple oxidation process. Many
experiments have been conducted with animals

if food material- from different -our..--, haying

supposedly the same chemical composition ami yielding

the same number of calories a- the result of oxidation,

have the same practical food value < Ine of the most

notable of these experiments was made b\ Hart,

Met ollum, Steenbock and Humphrey' at the Wiscon-

sin Agricultural Experiment Station with a large mini-

: a period of four year-, and some "i

Vforc the American Pediatric Society, Atl

June. 1

1 Kr-..,r,li Hull 17,

Station.

their remarks and conclusions make interesting r<

They say, in part

:

There is evidence from the data that there is a disti

important physiologic value t
. a ration not measui

present chemical methods or dependent on the men
of available energy. While the latter arc important and give

valuable data for a starting point, they arc. nevertheless,

inadequate as final criteria of the nutritive value of a feed.

. . . Probably none have felt the limitation of mathe-
matically constructed feeding standards more than those vvlv

have taken a prominent part in their development, and even
the practical ami successful feeder uses these standards onlj

as a help, varying the kind, a- well a- tin- proportion

nutrients in the ration to meet the requirements .a' the indi-

vidual. The kind of nutrients, however, receive- lu- attention

only when their effects are extremely pronounced and imme-
diately apparent. . . . But in addition to the Mi

of mathematical standard-, which consider onlj d

nutrients. • >r the total net available emu on, there
arc -til] other important factors that mu I ed. We
refer to what may be called the phyi of the

ration. . . . There are many djfferen ill addi

tion to nitrogen-bearing bodies of nonprotein character; fats

of different compositions and degree of saturation; carbo-
i almost a host oi undetermined

and undefined bodies in thi

mal. . . . Unquestionably the physiologic value of a ration
i- largely dependent on its chemical constituent

determinations made on feeding materials do not reveal the
character or manner of combination of mam
stituents. Consequently, the physiologic value can bi

mined in the present state of our kni

continued observations of the reaction n the feci! on the
animal.

Since the foregoing experiments wire conducted,
animal feeding experiments have ben widel)
on. and it seems to be the universal finding that the
number of caloric- a food yields on oxidation i- not at

all an indication of it- feeding value. Bayliss

lbal- nlv give lie

alue of foi

. . . In the animal body, from chemical
combination. Thi- : rted mi"
various other forms without the n<

the form of I

AN tEROBIC tND AEI

At this point it may be well to call attention to

not generally known, namely, that large quanti

the common fond- an- used b) annual- I'V an

metabolism, since air i- not essential lo animal life in

Mammals and birds quickly '1

of oxyg
atmosphere containing no oxygen. Fisl 1 n

II.,. li -. VV M :
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without air for some time, while insects will

active in :i vacuum for several days.

live ten days without oxygen. Bunge'

many experiments with the i of the

I myself thai th li v '' '"

i- not i!

hich cat the common
from them

time in tl
lIT >' on their

the result o

r them tin- amount of heat tl

;idation of the food they utili

no in:

In t!
' higher animals it appears that the

ire a combination of anaerobic

ns. From reading Bayliss it would

ttled that the primary pro

in tin-
'

her animals arc anaerobic, and that

the aei indary. The contraction

There is neither consun- r evolution of

ss. ... To

the potential energy which the system ha-

nergy is supplied l>y another reaction of a

re, which succeeds the contractile stage. . . .

The energy required for the second process is afforded by a

rbohydrate or fat. is

Mud is used and carbon dioxid given

..f life without oxygen '

w that the actual source of the free energy required
' try matter. If it cannot be

n, other chemical reactions, although of

• 'ncicnt kind, arc made use of.

If tl,- to understand how the

umber of animals that can live without oxygen
iply use more food and

oint at which oxidation begins in the

animals.

t \CTS TO THE PHYSICIAN

f much importance to the practicing
- U I to -oho numerous problems

all for the selection of fond of the right physio-

lot a given individual. What may be the

ne may not be suitable for

that the difficulty lies in a per-

in another. It ha- been conclusively shown
rice the caloric value of a food is no strict

lue, but it has not been
'. ith the recognition of the fact

a furnace in which
- of chemical

lifficult to see

annot be obtained with

their oxidation properties. To
igain:

The . i that the cell

• hemical energy

and that they

Impendent of the particular chemical reaction which
' h) it.

tnimal body is highly complex, with a metabo-

lism that is in part anaerobic and in pari aerobic, aa

some tissues live by the former process and others by

the latter.

SUMM \uv

1 1 cat or energy may be produced '<\ chemical cleav-

age as well a- 1>\ oxidation. I
'

of energ) . and in the human organism it i- an e*
Heal measuremenl alone i- nol a ui for the

ealctd.it i his is especially true at

the beginning of life when growth is the all-im]

factor. The foods thai build rather than those thai

readil) undergo oxidation must be properly gaged if

we are to have healthy development.

\ false theory does harm in that it points in the

wrong direction, and it i- a question whether it is not

o weigh carefully the calory theory of feeding

tricl or partially abandon its use. To take its

.,] of tea. hing mu tructed based

on a knowledge of the physiologic properties of the

various food el. mi til- and the fai I thai there are mixed

5omi form of biologic testing of

foods musl be elaborated if an always reliabl

of nutrition i- to be established.

51 West Fifty-First Street.

ANAPHYLACTIC DEATH
ASTHMATICS*

IN

T. HARRIS BOUGHTOX. M.D.

CHICACO

The increasing frequency with which antitoxic

serums arc being administered, both for curative and

for prophylactic purposes, and the increasing numbi t

r which antitoxins can be prepared, make
.et of anaphylactic death of particular interest

to the clinician. That many cases of bronchial asthma

arc the result of sensitization to the emanations from

presents an added complication, for the exist-

ence of this sensitization makes these persons unusually

Me to horse serum, and thus it is occasionally

dangerous to administer prophylactic or curative seruaa

in amounts sufficient to lie effective. There are many
cases recorded in t lie literature in which serious col-

lapse ha- followed the administration of antitoxic

serum, and a few instance- in which death has

occurred.

It is, of course, needless to remark that the total

number of such cases is an almost negligible per-

centage of the total number of cases in which injection

\t first, these cases were frankly not

understood, or they were ascribed by some to status

lymphaticus.1 Now, however, we recognize that most

of these cases of sudden death are due to anaphylaxis

—a condition brought on by the sensitization of the

patient i rum. This sensitization may have

been induced during the treatment by the necessity

of giving tw loses of antitoxin over a period

or it may have been caused by

an injection of antitoxin given for some previous ill-

factor seems to have caused few, if any,

ii due to some unknown
I
for a long time. A large pro-

Department of Pathology of the University of

iicinc.

'ure, Jan. 20, 1906.
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portion of these sudden deaths are found to occur in

asthmatics. Thus Gillette 2 reports a case of his own.
and has collected from the literature and by personal
correspondence twenty-nine more instances in which
collapse or death followed soon after the administra-

tion of antitoxic serum. Of these thirty patient

teen died and fourteen recovered. Of the

patients that died, ten were in good health at the time
of the injection, three were suffering from mild attacks

of diphtheria, and in two the degree of illness

stated. In all the onset and course of the attack were
so typical that there can be no doubt that these were
genuine anaphylactic deaths. In one (Case 8) there is

room for some doubt, as the child was quite sick and
lived for ten hours after the injection. In nine of the

sixteen fatal cases there was a definite history of

asthma. In two of the nine instances, it i- stated that

proximity to horses brought on the attacks ; in the

Other seven, the exciting cause i- not Stated. Of the

fourteen patients that lived, nine were asthmatic; in

two case-, the attacks were brought on by proximity to

horses; in the other seven, the exciting f

mentioned. In two of the nine instances, the asthma is

reported to have been cured (one was a typical horse

asthma: in the other the excitant is nol stated i : in one

case, the asthma was definitely not cured: and in the

rest, the later course of the asthma is nol recorded.

Walker has recorded a case of asthma in which the

disease was brought on by an injection of horse serum
(antitoxin), though it had never been present before

the injection. There is at least one other such case

in the literature. Sewall 4 record- the case of a man
who developed rabbit asthma after an injection of rab-

bit -erum.

In all the recorded cases of serum anaphylaxis, the

historj of the attack is strikingly constant.

invariably it begins within two or three minutes after

the injection, hut in one recorded nonfatal case (Gil-

i the attack did not begin for twenty-four
hour-, but then it was perfectly typical. In fatal

cases, death usually occurs within five minutes after

the infection, though occasionally it is postponed for

from thirty to forty-five minutes. The most prominent

symptom is dyspnea. This may 1»- accompanied by
! the -ite of injection, or in the i

head. I leadache is very common. A marked cyanosis

usually comes on al once, and frequentl) urticaria or

edema is present. A sense of impending death occa-

sionally occurs. The heart usually remain- -trong, and
has ceased.

In three of the cases reported by ' lill

terns are recorded. In the Langerhans case no ana-

tomic 1' found beyond an enlarged thymus.

In • lillette's own case the postmortem report

that the lung- were larger than normal and pi

was an adhesion of the pericardium

to the heart i there was a history of rheumatism for

several years). The kidneys were softer than normal,

and more moist I he -pie, n wa engorged with venous
Moo, I, dark and granular. ( nherwi-c all organs were

In one other case, tie- postmi ii ten

the lung- and cavities of the heart were

I. U. !»:

1

a

(June) 1914.

in such condition as could only he brought abi

sudden and extreme spasm, such a- might bi

for by an acute attack of asthma." 1 have collected

record- of several other cases of anaphylactic death
which will lie reported elsewhere in detail, hut in none
of these cases is a history of asthma recorded.

There are in the literature the reports of nini

of bronchial asthma with postmortem record-: Ellis

rds of seven and has repoi ti

has added another. In Brown's case,

tient died from pneumonia, lie had been suf
lerinr, from myocardial insufficiency and cirrhosis of

the liver ; he had had no asthma for the last two or three

months of his life. In the other cases, death "

during an asthmatic attack, hut the postmortem
covers only the condition of the lung-. In ni

these cases is the exciting cause of the asthmatic
attacks mentioned. It is impossible to -how any direct

relationship between these casi - and anaphyla

REPORT of CASE

History.—A man. aged 2'). who, tor the last ten oi twelve

years, had
in proximity t horses, and who had read .i good d<

on the relationship of anaphylaxis to asthma,

i lie was familiar with the danger. lie was taken t"

a hospital, and 1 minim of normal h'.r-e serum was admin-
istered intravenously.

Within two minim
He wa- given in minims of epinephrin (adrenalin) intra

venously, with definite relief for about tin minutes. In all,

50 minims of epinephrin were given in five doses, intrave-

Each gave relief for several minutes: lint eventually

the patient died, forty-five minutes after th<

scrum. The postmortem was performed within an hour and
a half after death.

Postmortem Findings.—The body wa- very slender ; the

waist wa- narrow; the ribs were "dished in" a: the level of

the lower end of the sternum. The fa otic; the

Hi n, hut herpes was
still warm: postmortem rigidity was not present Thi

very In;'' is fat.

The abdominal cavity showed intense injcctii

-el- everywhere, being especially marked in ii

stomach, mesentery, gallbladder and appendix. TI i

small intestine was bright red. and tin- dilated subi

d distinctly through the intestinal wall. The
parietal peritoneum was markedly injected. N
visible in the peritoneal cavity.

Both lung- wire enormously <li I emalous.

portion ol the h iw I w nil .1

gelatinous organizing exudate at this point. Oi

ind to he dt

largely obliterated by firm \" fluid wa
present in cither ea\ ity. i

Thi pericardial cavity wi

cr, which was paler than

one inch

The -i' d the "houl

•

The me

I

1 18
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The kidneys were about normal in size; I ule was

. a Meckel divi

I constriction ;u the tip.

here was n

\ little mucus, and a few

in some of the broil

well developed. A few

I walls, and many showed

Heart the M1>"-

wed thickened walls, and

Hum.

r< the most marked change en. The

epitheliu

eration and
tvrstitial hemo

• not extensive. There were no chronic

•nal: There was marked passive hyperemia, and there

were a few minute hemorrl
hyperemia, and there

mall hemorrhages. Most of the smallest arteries

the larger arteries showed a marked edema of

numerous. In one large

uith 6 per cent, of

ted t.i be S per cent, of the

lis present

wry marked edema involving practically

no passive

mia, ami there were no hemorrhages. Very fev

md cc l| infiltl • -resent. Many small

d marked thickening Is. No areas of

e were seen.

Tlii- asons

:

n to the recently popu-

ethod of treating tho

E certain other clinical conditions)

ecific protein-. Undoubt-
jhould have been treated with high

I by I. Chandler

: the undiluted serum.

small amount of serum
the other re

which 1.2

>1 amount of

an infant received

diphtheria antitoxin; one adult n

units . in three instant i

ildren, "an immunizing
ollected,

larger than in this

f the striking .similarity in appear-

experimental

distention of

rrhages

I anaphylaxis.

, from
morbid con-

id in which micro-

necropsj findings in a case of anaphylactic death in a

child with scarlet fever and suppurative tonsillitis;

bul the microscopic findings ire all referable to the

sent.

Further, we are able to observe here a case in which
d anaphylactic shocks have been experienced,

and thus to stud) the cumulative effect ol this inl

tion. Undoubtedly, the repeated asthmatic attacks to

which this patient was subject have not meant as

severe intoxication as is usuall) experiei

inimals in experimental work, yet it is interest-

ing to note that the edema, degeneration and necrosis

of the epithelial cells of the liver and kidneys and the

thickening of the arterial walls in spleen, liver, lung

rl correspond closel) to the changes that 1 have
previouslj described8

in experimental chronic anaphy-
laxis.

h has keen well known for a number of years that

one nuist exercise extreme care in giving curative

serums to asthmatics. No satisfactor) method oi

desensitization has yet keen discovered to ma!

the administration of serum to asthmatics with acute

infections, such as diphtheria, in which time is such

ii in treatment. Besredka's method
of "doses subintrantes" ° has not justified the claims

lly advanced for it: and Weil 1 " has pointed out

grave objections to its use as a routine. \i best, the

methods of desensitization are uncertain. In experi-

mental work, animals sensitized with a small di

serum can be desensitized with :< small dose. Animals
sensitized with a large amount of serum require a rel-

atively large amount to effect desensitization—an
tndi i d, thai would he fatal to an animal sensi-

tized b) .i -in. ill dose. 10 Since we cannot know whether
i.i in hould lie desensitized by a large or a small doe,
this method is unsatisfactory for practical use. Ike

giving Cl a seta; s it do.es ;;f ;;,:iduali\ increasing size

may, in ome cases, produce desensitization. but in

others it will bring on a fatal attack of anaphylaxis
instead. 1 '

< >f course, the intravenous method of admin-
istration in tin-,- case, is mure dangerous than the

subcutaneous. And yet in only a small number of

cases i- the danger great. Walker, 1 - in an analysis of

150 cases oi a thma, found that only _'i» per cent.

were due to horse proteins, ind of these hut 20 per
cent, (or only 4 per cent, of the entire series) were
sensitive to horse serum: the rest were sensiti

to horsehair protein. When it is desired to give a

curative serum to an asthmatic, it would he well to

il th( utaneous test with diluted serum to

see if he i, sensitive to horse serum. If not. the thera-

peutic dose would probably not produce serious symp-
lor the benefit of those asthmatics who are

sensitive to horse serum, it might he worth while to

prepare curative serums from other animals than the
horse.

SUMMARY
rtain proportion of asthmatics (4 per cent, in

Walker'- series) are sensitise to horse serum. In

jhton, T. H.; Studies in Pi . I, II, III,

I I 1917; 4:213 (July)

in i. ctioni suliiit-
•

I11 Its Theoi ucal and Pra i

r -.-!):

.Ill: 401. I'M '.

i. ... ...
i

cli dcr patbologi n, 1913,

.1 Treatment of Bi

i A. M. A. «9: 363 (Aug i 1917.
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these the injection of horse serum (antitoxin) may
produce serious symptoms or death. As compared to
nine previously recorded cases of anaphylactic death
in asthmatics, an added case, in which death resulted
from the intravenous injection of 1 minim of horse
serum, presents an instance of the smallest amount of
serum that has produced death in any recorded case.
Both the gross and microscopic appearance of the
organs at necropsy show a striking similarity to lesions

previously described in experimental anaphylaxis.
There is uncertainty in existing methods of desensitiza-

tion. Asthmatics who require curative or prophylactic
serums should be tested by the cutaneous method to

determine their sensitiveness to horse serum. If they
sensitive to horse serum, therapeutic doses of

antitoxin are probably safe. It might be well to pre-
pare antitoxins from other animals than the horse for
use in patients sensitive to horse serum.

ACUTE DILATATION OF POST PARTUM
UTERUS AS A CAUSE OF Pi

PARTUM HEMORRHAGE
ITS ANALOGY TO ACUTE DILATATION o| THE

STOMACH, WITH A SUGG! HIE
ACTION OF INVOLUNTARY MUSCLES:

PRELIMINARY REPORT

JOHX P. GARDINER, M.D.

Obstetrician, Dispensary of the Tolr ciation

TOLEDO, OHIO

Acute dilatation of the post partum uterus may
occur: (1) during the third stage of labor in which

the placenta and membranes are —-till in utero, and (2i

in the early puerperium, uncomplicated by the placenta

and membranes which have been discharj

1. In the third stage of labor, the uterus has a func-

tion to perform: the separation and discharge of the

placenta and membranes. As the child is being born

the fundus follows the child until it is -topped by the

hulk of the placenta which it snugly surrounds. The
liquor amnii, usually clear, though it may be highly

tinged with Mood, is discharged, with some bright

blood following. The uterus slightly relaxed, globular

in shape, and situated below the umbilicus, gives good
evidence of muscular tone. After a halt dozen pains

the placenta ami membranes have become separated

and are pushed down into the lower uterine segmenl

and vagina. The fundus rises, having becorrn

I, and i- found in the median line below the

umbilicus; being well contracted, i's outline is well

marked. The flow of blood i- not great, anil normally

are presenl I hi average loss of blood during

a normal labor is less than 500 c.c. In contrast to

this picture, acute dilatation in the third stage of labor

a uterus which has increased in -iz<- until it

may till the abdomen. It- limit- an- ill defined : it- wall-.

instead of being resilient, an- sofl and doughy. The
. and membrane- arc -till retained in the uteru-.

and the uterine cavity tills with blood. By \i- ;i tergo
the hemorrhage, unless blocked by the membrane- in

the lower uterine segment, appear- at the vulva, where
it is recognized a- a posl partum hemorrhage. I be time
of onset of the acute dilatation i- not fixed, but it

1. AVIfel.l: Zi.chr. f. Geburtsh. u. liyn^k. 51:341, 1904.

comes on while the uterus is apparently functionating
normally.

2 Acute dilatation in the early puerperium occurs
usually within half an hour, though it may happen
within the hour, rarely later. The normal put
uterus at this time is in the median line; it- fundus is

felt midway between the umbilicus and the pubis. The
size of the individual uterus varies. Its outlini

marked, it is well contracted, and the membraro
placenta are entirelj discharged. There is present only
a -light lochia! hemorrhage. By the end of an hour
the uterus, being larger but not losing its muscular
tone, has risen to or near the umbilicus In acute
dilatation, however, the uterus may extend above the
umbilicus, or it may be but little larger than man
partum uteri functionating normally. Its walls are
softer and they have lost their muscular tone, allowing
the blood to escape from the open sinuses of the pla-

cental site. It is obvious that the bleeding i

rapid as in the third stage, yet this posl partum hemoi
l nough to cause death within an hour or

two. Cragin.- in ition, calls it

iing of the uteru- with it- accompanying hem
orrhage." Hemorrhage from other portion- of the
posl partum uterine endometrium must of necessity bi

slight in comparison to that from the placental site.

1 fader normal conditions after the birth of the child.

the uterus contracts and retracts closing the sinuses
ollowing a few pains, the placenta and mem

branes are discharged. No unusual hemorrhage occurs.
The placenta, however, in some cases is retained, and
yet there is no hemorrhage. That retention of the

placenta in itself is not deleterious i- shown by the
fact that articles appear from time to time issuing a
word of warning against any mechanical intei

with the uteru-. as with the Credc method, befi

placenta has had time t. The mosl common
danger of retained placenta and membrane- or poi

i them is that they may become splendid cultun
mediums, causing puerperal infection.'

When an excessive quantity of blood appears at the
vulva after childbirth, the place from which the hem
orrhage i- coming must be determined. If hemorrhage
from tin cervix, circular sinus," or lower bin!
ean be excluded, it is a posl partum hemorrhage from
the placental site. Hemorrhage from the placental site

i- due to the lack of pressure which should control
the (low of blood from the uterine sinn .

r tlii' expul-1011 1

placenta. Williams' and other writers state that "the
danger of hemorrhage does not end with the expulsion
ot the placenta, a- the uterus sometin
tin- hour immediately following" labor.

Acute uterine dilatation must not be confused with
uterine inertia/ If there is retentii

.
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aration of the placenta without hemorrhage, uterine

inertia is present. If there is retention of the placenta

with hemorrl ive ol birth injuries and other

pathologic uterine conditions, acute uterine dilatation

i present

The three cases outlined herewith illustrate the dif-

ferent I ite post partura uterine dilatation:

REPORT
ntaneous labor, the

- short. The child weighed 10%
nd membranes were discharged

• ihe birth. The uterus was well

d there were ii" injuries to the birth canal.

chial hemorrhagi was normal. Fiftj minub

mIi. the utei the umbilicus ; ^
i here \\as a profuse hemorrhage, and

oated. Under active bimanual

ulation the ul ted to midway between the

d pubes. R( uneventful.

indipara, after normal lab

birth to a child weighing 1" pounds. The uterus

ifter the birth. Within ten mint

the uterus had increased in size until the fundus was mid-

m cartilage and the umbilicus, tl 1
1

—

The uterine wall had I
cular

jns oi hemorrhage, though none

: the vulva. By bimanual compression and the

method the uterus contracted, expelling intact the

1 membranes and many clots, until the fundus

the pubes. The cervix and lower birth

' were not the seats of any hemorrhage, only a small

perineal laceration being present. The patient made a good

ecundipara, after labor, the first stage

. owing t" an unyielding cervix and

j short, owing to a relaxed perim

in apparently good condition thirty minutes after the

birth, when I saw her: the skin was ol ' the

- dus was midway between the

and placenta were

arged entire aliout ten minutes after the birth. Forty-

or the birth the patient showed sigl

hemorrhage, the skin was pale, the lips were blanched, and

Tin-re was some vulvar hemor-

rhage present, hut it hardly sc-med enough to account

dure were no injuries to the

ted. other

'he hemorrti

o-ther exam;! i led that there had

the vulva. Then the

d under the Crede method it

of a two in

pregnant uterus. Furtl I t interfered with.

tF.NT

The uteri:: is an involuntary muscle and

involuntary muscles

—

if the physiologic action

What is known
• fly from the experiments on the

It i

iluntary muscle can

end of the fiber,

timulus applied to any

involuntary lihers may travel all

imple fiber, a- in

the ami in the contractions of the

form of mechan-

lelphia, W. B.

,njr. Sttwan 4, Phila
I P

uf increasing tension on involuntary muscle may be

twofold: First, if produced slowly, as in the gradual

filling of the urinary bladder, relaxation i- the result;

itation produces increased contrac-

tions. The I ewises8 reported that the powei of rhyth-

mic contraction exists in involuntary muscles in the

culture growths of the chick amnion, a- an inherent

property of tin- protoplasm of the involuntary muscle,

ami may It exhibited either bj a bundle of cells, hy

an individual cell, or by a pari of a single cell. This

l- .1 -iv.it advance in pointing out thai the movements
of involuntary muscles arc not dependent entirely on

their closely associated network oi nerve fibers. Fur-

thermore, they found that when tin-, phenomenon,
rhythmi< contraction, ceased, it could again he instituted

cither by touching the cell or by the addition oi cal

cium to the culture medium. The point which the

Lewises Initio forward is \er\ timely, as many author!

speak of a paralysis of the placental site as a can e pi

post partum hemorrhage. By their experiment, it is

seen that the movements of involuntary muscles are

not dependent entirely on their closely associated not

i nerve fibers. In view of this fact, it appears

that involuntary muscle fiber cells and even parts of

cells posses, the inherent property of rhythmic contrac-

tion without any demonstrable nerve control, just as in

the anieha. Here, then, one may question the assump-

tion that a true paralysis of the placental site occurs,

and affirm rather that it is an acute dilatation or. more
properly, a relaxation of the uterine muscle which
allows the hemorrhage from the placental site.

All lmllow viscera have involuntary muscle walls and

seem to posses a property which may cause them to

acute dilatation after a period of undue Stress,

It is frequently noticed that an old person in his usual

health, after a more than ordinary exertion during the

day, may die during the following night. Here, the

heart must le has continued apparently as normal after

the period of stress; then later it enters into perma-
nent diastole. The same thing occurs in younger
people, after a period of extraordinary strain, such as

a sharp run or severe physical exercise, when not in

training for it. The heart continues apparently nor-

mal for a time, and then goes into permanent diastole.

It again occurs as a complication in operations. The
stress on the heart muscle may lie great enough, even
before anesthesia is complete, to cause the heart to

enter into permanent diastole. Diastolic rest may also

occur in postoperative cases. In severe infections/

diphtheria, it is sometimes seen.

The involuntary muscular coats of the blood vessels

this common action of dilatation, as the

dilatation of the abdominal vessels in fainting. This

lilatation is seen in the vessels about local inju-

1 infections irrespective of their location in the

body. It is possible that this acute dilatation of the

blood vessels is one pf the chief features in the pro-

duction of that condition which is generally known as
shock.

As there i, an acute dilatation of the heart and blood

there is an acute dilatation of the stomach.'"

been broughl forward to explain

R., nnd Lewis, W. II.: Am. I. Phj liol. 11:6? (Aug.)

stomach acute dilatation the following
iltcd:

i ,. 1872, p. 73.
i i. .1. Grenzgeb. .1. Med. u. Chir. 8: (Aug

I 7
|

I : Ann. Surg. 63:418 (April; 1916.
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the cause of acute dilatation of the stomach: first, that

there is a primary paralysis of the stomach; second,

that there is a mechanical obstruction by the mesentery

and mesenteric vessels. All cases of acute gastric dila-

tation give a history of preceding stress, as i< shown
in postoperative dilatation of the stomach. No matter

what part of the body is operated on. dilatation may
follow. 11 Gastric dilatation follows delivery—post par-

turn dilatation of the stomach.12
It is often a compli-

cation of acute infections, as in pneumonia. Thomp-
son, who has studied the subject extensively, states

that while in no way denying thai some cases may be

obstructive in origin, he is inclined to believe that a

primary paralysis of the organ must be regarded as

the underlying cause in the majority of cases. It is

suggested that instead of a primary paralysis it is an

acute relaxation of the involuntary muscles of the

stomach walls which occurs.

The intestine is likewise affected : the condition is

known as ileus.
1 '

The urinary bladder is another organ which is fre-

quently affected by acute or fatal dilatation, when the

body has undergone a period of stress, as i- frequently

seen following operation-, labor, and as a complication

in infectious diseases.

From physiologic experiments we learn that involun-

tary muscles ]in^c^ the power of rhythmic contraction,

and that the walls of the heart, stomach, bladder,

Uterus and other hollow organs are made up of invol-

untary muscles and possess the function of rhythmic

contraction. The involuntary muscle walls of the

uterus reveal an added function during and after labor,

that of retraction. Therefore, involuntary muscles

under some circumstances have two functions, rhyth-

i raction and retraction. Furthermore, the heart,

stomach ami bladder, after a period of stress, may
assume a State of acute dilatation due to the acute

tion of the involuntary muscle. This -ante con

dition I have found in the uterus, and it appears with

such dignity and purpose that 1 have been impressed

with the possibility that it may be due to an inherent

quality in involuntary muscles. < )ne may object to the

dilatation of the uterus theory on the basis of a simple

distention caused by the blood, coming from the pla-

cental site, accumulating in the uterine cavity and pro-

ducing distention. The point in the differential diag-

nosis is that in a distended organ the walls possess a

characteristic resiliency or muscular tone, while in

acute post partum dilatation the walls of the uterus are

soft and flabby, having lost their muscular tone. W'il-

peaks of a relaxation of the uterine walls post

partum; Cragin3 of a ballooning oi the uterus posl

partum; lvl.ee" mentions thai dilatation of the uterus

curettage. I here is. then, an acute

dilatation of the uterus, and it is a function it

in the uterine musculature which may prove rapidly

fatal.

Acute dilatation may prove rapidly fatal not only in

the post partum uterus but also in acute dilatation of

the lieart, stomach and bladder. These organs when
m a state of acute or fatal dilatation -how within a

limited time a uniform tendencj to re-pond to stimuli,

and ma) recover to perform their normal function.

It ( .,1,1,. I V i '. i 111

12. Thi
I . '

i

r. A. M. A I!'

14. Del
Saunders i ompany,

Several patients with acute dilatation or diastolic rest

of the heart are reported as recovering bj the employ

ment of cardiac massage. Cardiac massag
employed subdiaphragmatically, through the abdominal
wound: the hand grasps the heart and compn
a n-w times a minute, and indirectly massage is applii d

by tapping with the fingers over the right auri< I \

unique report is that of \igaud.'" In a decapitated

man, aged 20, Argaud saw spontaneous conn
forty-live minutes after decapitation; from this time

to sixty-two minutes, mechanical stimulations, partic

ularly of the right auricle, evoked cardiac contractions.

Then he opened the heart, and by electrical stimulation

produced a response to the eighty-third minute. He
found the most excitable region of all corresponded to

the tenia of His. the Keith-Flack node, and the valve

ol Thebesius, the regions richest in nerve ganglions.
I le recommended in diastolic rest lighl taps by the

finger tips over the right auricle at intervals of Mom
ten to thirty seconds, watching for myocardial response

Two patients with asphyxia neonatorum'' rea
by cardiac massage, artificial respiration being simul-

taneously practiced : one child, after an hour, the Other,

after three hours.

In acute dilatation of the blood vessels, there is

response to stimulation. In fainting, stimulation is

produced on the acutely dilated blood vessels b) a um
ing the horizontal position; or. if the cerebral anemia
i- great, it is produced by the convulsion following,

That pressure applied in local infections has

effect, because of its support of the acutely dilated

ves-eK, is well known. This js exemplified by the fact

that many a one advocates the continuous administra-

tion of ergot to keep the post partum uterus (its

sinuses) well contra* ted I regarded also as a preventive

ol puerperal infection i. In shock, the Mood vessels

are acutely dilated; and the advantage of the stimu

lation produced by massage, bandaging the extremities

and abdomen, the Trendelenburg position, ami drugs
i such as suprarenal extract ) is also well known.

It is known that the stomach, when directl) irritated,

contracts; hut in acute dilatation it is impossible fot

the stomach to relieve itself because of the two sphinc

ters which control the outlets ami probablj respond to

muli a- tin- muscular wall- oi the stomach
In this case the only relief is the introdi

stomach tube.

Tin- bladder responds likewise to stimuli, but hen i

sphincter also prevents relief, which i~ obtained onlv

by the use of the cathi

I In- acutely dilated post partum uteri in tl"

reported responded to stimulation and fund
normally

This reaction from acute dilatation predicate

inherent property in the involuntary muscle walls.

'I In- preliminary repot t points to thai all

n tary muscli b< sides rhythmic contrai

. the property to functional

mally for a lime, after a p lien to

as-titm relaxation, and further, within

..,. ,1:

Iphi w B
Kidd, w v Hot vt i i

i

i
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a limited time, to react on stimulation and return to

• mal functioning.

The uterus, being made up of involuntarj muscle

is subject to the laws governing involuntarj

mil-.
'

211 Colton Building.

SUPPURATION AND GANGRENI OF
Mil. LUNG

A STUDY OP ONE HUNDR1 D I

HARRY \\ ESS1 ER M I»
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\ • ik K

Although , mgrene and bronchiectasis

l>elong to the i irer lung diseases, their study is

acquiring a greater interest and importance, because

more familiar with their cai

the increasing possibilit) of curing

them by operative procedures.

In t! description of these diseases, they

are usually accorded individual notice as though these

ere distinct and separate conditions. In the

attempt to carry out this classification in the individual

r, the clinician at once encounters difficul-

ties. In a large percentage of these cases—which may
comprehensively be described as cases of "lung sup-

puration"—abscess Formation, bronchiectasis and gan-

• •. and it is not at all an easy matter to

minating rol of them.

•<ler to make clear &ome of the more salient

e affei

value to analyze a series of 100 cases

which came under im observation up to 1918.

In r their etiology, these cases may be

is in Table 1.

D I ISES OF
rO THKIR

: OCY

ippurative lung condition,
-

ial into the bi

ually on the

primary lung inflamma-
nd the

dly represent

int for 94 per cent, of

llaneous

causes, [ha >i metastatic lung

iccur in the i ourse of sepsis, as

thej are uncommon and do nol usually appeal prom
inentl) in the clinical picture.

Mi. e two gri iups not onl; ;

i to their

causation, bul they also show a divergence in their

symptomatology and pathology. ["hi . however, is

evident onlj in their earlj stages; and in order to rec

ognize these differences, it is n i obsen'e them

from their inception,

PATHOLOGY OP

The Frequencj of suppuration of the lung after ton-

sillectomy, and its rarirj aftei operations on other parts

of the body, cannol fail to ntion ft is plausi-

ble tn assume that it stands - i lation to the

i condition of the tonsils. It is probable that

the infectious plugs which arc expressed From the

tonsils during the operation are forcibly aspirated into

tin- bronchi, where they lodge. If a small amount (if

blood is aspirated with them, its coagulation will seal

the bronchus and prod ice conditions favorable for the

growth of anaerobic organisms. The abolition of the

pharyngeal reflex appears to be necessary, as disease

developed only in those cases in which a general anes-

thetic was administered. A similar mechanism will

probablj explain the Few cases which followed pro-

Found uncon due either to drugs or to

alcohol.

The immediate result of the lodgment of such a

of infectious material in a bronchus is to set up

a localized bronchitis. < >wing to the nature of the

organisms, the process is destructive and gangrenous

so thai there'soon results a weakening and dilatation

of the bronchial wall. The initial process is therefore,

strictl) speaking, a localized bronchiectasis which soon

invades the contiguous lung tissue. The examination

h lungs excised at operation will always reveal

one or numerous such irregular cavities, which may he

small and still show evidence in their walls of bronchial

structure; or, on the other hand, the cavity may i >e

large and all vestige of bronchus may be destroyed.

Coincidently with the bronchial changes, the adjacent

lung experience- the effects of the infectious material.

A small or a large area of the lung about the necrotic

Focus, sometimes a whole lobe, becomes the seat of an

acute or subacute pneumonitis, with consolidation. It

is significant for the later course of these cases that

ii process in many case- has from the

i irganization, so thai ull

the lung undergoes induration. The latter, owing to

of fibrous tissue about the smaller

bronchi, compresses them and thus there are produced

ous small secondary bronchiectases. The
ondary bfom

:

is a rule do not achieve
i

n onchial d

on mici ection. < >n the other hand, tb

ted b) the sei n tions of the primary bronchiec-

tasis and breaking down, in their turn, the}- may
terminate as larger cavities. This, in short, is the

evolution of an abscess or bronchiectasis following

aspiration.

It will he noted that this is primarily a bronchial

. and in this sense may be described as a bron-

is. On the other hand, in all cases an
cavity sooner or 1 >p« But it must not be

it a very impoi tanl md e isential element
in the d i pneumonitis, whii h al
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panies it, and which, because of it- tendency to indura-
tion, constitutes one of the main obstacles to its cure.
From the clinical standpoint, aspiration abscess of

the lung is always an acute disease, although later it

may assume a chronic form. A study of the chronology
of the symptoms will show that the acutene
process stands in intimate relation to the development
of a gangrenous type of inflammation. It is a striking
fact that signs of gangrene, consisting of the expec-
toration of fetid sputum or of a foul odor to the
breath, are invariably noted thirteen or fourteen days
after operation. The same thing is true of nonopera-
tive cases of aspiration abscess. It will therefore be
seen that such cases have a definite incubation period
which must stand in close relation to tin- bioli

the infecting anaerobic bacteria. In fact, all the facts

at our disposal [joint strongly to the presumption that

postoperative and aspiration abscess or bronchiectasis

is an acute anaerobic infection of the lung, which
ha- a definite pathology and incubation period, the

subsequent course of which is to a great extent dom-
inated by the fluctuations in the intensitv of the gan-
grenous process.

I'ATHOLOGV OF POSTPNEUMONIC ABSCESS

The pathology of so-called postpneumonic abscess i-

not at all as easily studied as the previous form. This
is due, first, to it- frequent insidious onset, ami
secondly, to the fact that under the term 'postpneu-
monic abscess" a variety of diverse types of lung
suppuration is included. If we analyze the fifty-eight

presumably postpneumonic suppuration which
are the subject of this study, they may he divided

roughly into two groups. In tin- first group there will

he found sixteen case- in which tin- symptoms and
other evidences of the disease, later to be discussed,

differed in no wise from those in the aspiration

In these patients, the evidences of gangren

always noted from thirteen to fourteen days after the

onset. For reasons to he discussed later, the q
will arise whether these are really cases of

monia on which a gangrenous process has been
engrafted, or whether they are not primarily ca

lung gangrene and bronchiectasis. The remaining

forty-t- parently have a different pathology,

ommonly result from an attack of broncho-

pneumonia, which is frequently of the grip type.

Instead of resolving in the normal way, the infiltration

persists and acquires a librotic character with a result-

ing induration of the lung. As a result of p
of the lihroits tissue on tl

numerous cylindric bronchieel I his i,

evidenced by persistent fever, cough, increasing expec-

toration and occasional hemopl
is slow and subacute, and it is months before the out-

spoken symptoms of lung abscess develop. II

gangrene to these cases is variable. In many
appears otilv late and may he only a transient

manifestation. In a large percentage of the i

some time during th

expectorates fetid sputum for a few days. Bui at

any time, it may become a major fa< tor, and by causing

a rapid breaking down of the lung tissue it may convert

a relatively benign case into one thai is rapid!

The distinction between these two groups of lung
: • tasis may he further noted in the

distribution of the inflammatory process in the lungs
Postoperative and aspiration abscesses are found twice

en in the upper lobes as in the lower lobes
Exactly the reverse condition obtains in

postpneumonic abscess of the chronic type. This is

well brought oul in the tabulation of ninety-nine
presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2.—DISTRIBUTION OF IXFI.AVV VTOBY PROCESS
IN LUNGS

Kind of Abscess
Aspiration abscess ig
Nonaspiration abscess

Idle 1 *e

\ separate consideration of the cases of acute posl
pneumonic abscess with early gangrene shows thai in

also the upper lobes are involved more
frequently than in the chronic postpneumoni

•• interest to note that in the children in this
series, postoperative abscess invariahlv was situated in
the upper lohes.

SYMPTOMS AND 1'in SI( Vi SIGNS
In the case of aspiration abscess, the characteristic

symptom is the onset after two week, ,,f foul
toration. It is evident in these cases that the devel-
opment of this symptom after an operation w ,

tbt as to the diagnosis. This is true also
postpneumoni es. On the other hand, a

cough persisting for some time after a pneumonia,
especially if there is onlv a moderate purulenl i

i
does „,,t warrant the diagi mchiec

tasis. In th.- diagnosis must usually remain
in doubt for some months, until the more characteristic
symptoms develop. These

| nmonly have
a persistent fever, and usually slight hen,-
which will raise a strong su n indurative

Only the ! multiple
bronchial dilatations, with profuse expectoration, will
lend certainty to the previou The' dis
tinction from tuberculosis should

of the absence of tubercle bacilli, hut especial!)
of the usual localization of the condition in

the lower lobe. The pn which
d in twelve cases, max be ol help in tl

lop relatively early in the com
bronchiectasis, at times as earl) a- -i\ weeks, although

in a few ni' er hand, clubbing

tuberculosis.

It is a fortunate circumstance th.it the diagni
suppuration of the lung ma) b(

lUSt depend oil the
ration of an area of iiitiltrat ion m the lung,

and also, in

It is surprising hov
area ma) produce.

diminished breathinj

lutely no physical signs. In this

cavity wa
nnation. all! -

inatioii showed them I

determine the extent of the d

dependent on thi
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It should be emphasized that i" the diagnosis of

suppuration of the lung, the demonstration ol one or

multiple cavities is not at all essential, nor is it pi

in more than a fair percentage of the cases. When
- atv buried in infiltrated lung, when th

full of secretion, and when thej are small, they will

ny kind of examination. Only the larger cav-

re usually discovered. [*hese are much more
frequent in the postoperative cases and in the acute

.mi. in:,- i.i-t -. In other words, in those cases in

which the gangrenous process plays n major role, large

cavities are early formed. Their frequenc) is indi-

in Table 3.

r \|i CAVITIES IN POS1
POS1 I'M l MONK •

No Cavity

. 1 3

16

13 30

. |. PROGNi

gj of lung abscess lias a decisive influence

and prognosis. The prognosis is best in

stoperative cases. < If these, nine patients recov-

ontanepusly, eight of them being posttonsillec-

tomy cases. In the process of cure, it is remarkable

ivities may disappear in a very short

'ime. The necrotic wall of the cavity sloughs out and

ited, and as the surrounding pneumonia

undergoes resolution, the lung once more expands and

the cavity. The cure of postoperative

iplished in every ease within two
which persisted beyond

this time invariably went on to a chronic stage, with

lung induration, and later developed the
'

ie and complical

ranci of all symptoms and physical

should not without more
decisive evidence of it- cure. This

:

ceptive remissions during
_ - which iv great caution in the

e of the a< u

ome quiescent or

roentgenographic exam-
will usually reveal a small ana of infil

! examination.

manl of the disease will be

tivity, and the symptoms of a gang]

roduced. The disease will then take

until it is termina

plications which contin-

these, pulmonary
mentioned. Hemoptysis

inly than it doe- in

and not infrequently it is

has ruptured
ura with a resulting pyopneumothorax.

• 'ina develops. In

of the brain caused the

In addition then- are periodic

erity of the symptoms which
due to an extension of the inflammatory

This may occur slowly or may develi

spilling over of the content- of a

into previously uninvolved portions of thi

The prognosis ol th< po tpneumonic cases appears
almost absolutely had; but two patients recov-

i red hi this -cries, although the case of one oi thi ie

is doubtful, al least, as he died subsequently of brain
I he perforation of a superficial abscess in

postinfluenzal cases in their early stage appears to be
i able occurrence. Three patii nt . obsei ved lasl

year, in which this complication occurred, recovered
promptly after drainage of the pleural cavity. It

appears probable thai the rupture of the cavity into

the pleura served the purpose of pulmonary drainage,
which apparently may be an effectual method of cure

before the lung has become indurated.

Mo-t of the postpneumonic cases continue until there

i- a progressive induration of the lung with the forma
tion of multiple bronchiectases. Unless the condition

is fatally terminated h\ one of several complical ions,

the patient- may live for years. Their lot, however, is

sad and hopeless. Usually, the course of the disease

is punctuated by periods of aggravation of the symp-
toms, in which the patient- are harassed by a constant
cough, profuse expectoration, which i- often so fetid

as to require their isolation, and attacks of high fever.

' )n the other hand, there are case- in which the pal lent-

enjoy a considerable degree of comfort for many
years, their only symptom being a copious purulent

expectoration which is evacuated every morning on
arising. They may have no fever, and there is usually
no gangn ne I hese cases usually date from childhood,

and may result from an attack of bronchopneumonia.
In the-e cases the disease may be purely a bronchial

one, the lung parenchyma being not at all involved.

I In- roentgenogram reveals multiple glohttlar dilata-

tions of the bronchi, usually of a lower lobe, so that

the lung has a spongy or honeycomb appearance. It

i- evident that the prognosis for the life of the patient

in this type of case is fairly good, although a cure

cannot he expected.

TREATMENT

The medical treatment of suppurative lung disease

offers little that is encouraging. It can he only symp-
tomatic. The disease responds favorabl) for a time to

climatic treatment ; hut there is sooner or later a recur-

rence of the symptoms. Symptomatically, the relief of
tin cough i- an important object to accomplish. Con-
stant violent coughing, by projecting the infectious

material farther down into the -mailer hronchi,

undoubtedly disseminates the disease, and also pro-
mote- the formation of bronchiectases by weakening
the bronchial walls. Periodic upsetting of the patients

will facilitate drainage. Irrigation of the hronchi

through the bronchoscope accomplishes the same pur-

posi nid may also keep the anaerobic process in check

so that the expectoration is less offensive. This pro-

cedure cannot, however, cure the-e patients, as it has
no effect on the pulmonary infiltration.

OPF.RATIVK TREATM ENT
Acute lung abscess or gangrene is usually not an

operative condition. A study of the cases here recorded
ha- -how n thai at least one third of the patients with
aspiratii recover spontaneously usually
within a period of two months. For this reason any
operative procedure for the cure or relief of lung sup-
puration ofitably he postponed for several
"""ill'- Two type- of operation may he applied to

thoracotomj with drainage, and lobectomy
or more lobes of the lung.
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Thoracotomy can at best be but a palliative proce-

dure. By supplying drainage of the cavities, it diverts

their secretion from the upper respiratory tract, thus,

to some extent, shielding uriinvolved portions of the

lung from infection. It may produce a distinct

improvement in the condition of the patient. A
knowledge of the pathology of lung suppuration

teaches us, however, that the only hope of complete
cure rests in a complete removal of the infiltrated lung.

This, no drainage operation can accomplish. Unfor-
tunately, lung resection is an operation fraught with

the greatest difficulties ; it demands the highest surgical

skill, and the operative indications in the individual

case are extremely narrow. They may thus be formu-
lated: The patients must be young: the operation in

those who have reached the age of 40 has a prohibi-

tive mortality. The case must be uncomplicated, that

is, the pleural cavity must be free of den

so that the lobectomy ma litiously performed.
Operations which last much o ir result in a

high mortality. The disease must In- unilateral. When
the operation has been successfully performed, the

patient is completely cured; and surgery records no

more brilliant or dramatic achievement than tl •

ration to health of a person afflicted with this most

dreadful and hopeless disease. < >f the patient- in this

series, five were cured by lobectomy by Dr. Lilienthal,

all of whom remain well to this day.

Of the other surgical procedures, mention should In-

made of artificial pneumothorax. It is difficult to see

how the injection of air into the pleural cavity may be

expected to cure these patients. The conditions present

bear no similarity to those which obtain in tuberculosis.

It is not desirable to stimulate fibrosis, as there is

already a tendency to fibrosis. The collapse of a cavity,

if this is possible, which is doubtful, will not bring

ahout the removal of a gangrenous focus. No
is this procedure of no value, but it also may be dis-

tinctly harmful. The collapse of the lung may lead to

a dissemination of septic material into distant portions

of the- lung with a rapid extension of the disease. In

two of the cases in this series in which artificial pneu-

mothorax was performed, not on!; was there a marked
extension of the disease, to be observed on th<

both patients died suddenly

.

after the last insufflation.

It is important to emphasize the value of broncho-

scopic examination preliminary to any operative pro-

cedure. In children, especially, it is not unusual to

find a foreign body in the bronchus as the unsu

cause of a lu . and unless the disea

long standing, removal of the foreign body ma\ result

ure.

CONCLUSION

It may be worth while to emphasize a few points in

the patl if suppuration of the lung. There

o be little doubt, from a study of the •

postoperative abscess, that the disease is bronchogenic,

qually probable that the infection is primarily

gangrenous and o -hi to definite form- of

anaerobic micro-organisms. I he p
pneumonic abscess is, however, i

r. In

the chronic types there i-. undoubtedly, primarily a

pneumonic process which i- due to the usual bacteria,

such as the strept I pneumococcus, which

have tin- power to in. it

.

of inllamma-

I
i here is, however, a group I acute

postpneumonic abscesses or gangrene in which, without

any evidence of operation or aspiration, there is. never

rheless, a primary gangrenous inflammation. In these

if which there were sixteen, the onset of fetid

expectoration occurred on the thirteenth or fourteenth

day just as in the ca 'ration. They resembled

the latter also in the frequent involvement of the upper
nil in the early development of large cavities.

The question, therefore, arises whether these are truly

t" pneumonia with subsequent development oi

gangrene, or whether they are not also due to tin-

aspiration of septic material from the teeth or tl

sils, perhaps in the act of snoring during sleep. Thai

this is not improbable will be evident from a consicl

eration of several ol in which aspiration gan-

grene developed during unconscious state-. This

occurred in on -lose of morphin,

and in another after alcoholic coma. In both these

cases, the chronology of the symptoms and the clinical

course were identical with those of postoperative cases

It i- to be hoped that a clearer insight into the pathogen

e-i- of lung suppuration will he obtained when we
I

in reproducing the disease in animal-, and

wlu-n systematic studies of its anaerobic fact.

have been made.

30 West Seventieth Street.

fAMINATION OF THE HANDS \\l>

[•HER OBJECTS IX Till SPREAD
til- DIPHTHERIA

TONS ON S CTIONSIN
I ALS FOR cox rAGIOUS DIS1

GEORGE H. WEAVER, MI).

JOHN' T. MURCHIE, B.S.

us in hospitals for contagii

are always a matter oi concern, and the technic

followed in modern hospitals for these

ted with the special purpose of preventing

such infections. Since the transfer of the infi

important to know just what the i

measures to avoid it- acti\ ity. Ii i-

imagined that the hand- of nurses and otl ers which

an- often in contact with patient- ami which frequently

mtaminated I" from the throat,

nay readil)

Observations were made to learn if the lout

in the hospital v.

hands. Cull

whether the hand- oi i

from tin- organisms which tins had acquired in ban

dling patient- after the washing with ; uniting

warm water which we I

the hand-. The observations

the hospital principally devoted to diphthi

Two form- of

namely, tin- diphthei t.i ba< til" and hi m
. Neither of tl-
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pointed out that hemolyzing streptococci do nol occur

on normal (.lean >kin. Since they commonly arc pres

cnt in the secretions in cases of diphtheria, their

presence on the hands of those caring for persons with

this disease can safely be inferred to be due to con

lamination with patients' secretions. Similar condi-

tions apply to diphtheria bacilli. Cultures were i! o

made from door knobs leading to the vestibule of

patient-' room-, since it' they become contaminated

they may soil hand- thai have been properly

The cultures from hand- were taken a tier routine

n not knowing when they were to

n. Cultures from door knobs were made after

.m\ been unwashed for several hours.

i'he material for culture- was secured by drawing

sterile cotton swabs, moistened with sterile water,

beneath the nail of the right index finger, over the

palmar surface of the same finger, and over the

of a door knob. I he swabs were rubbed ovei

tier*- solidified blood serum, and then washed
off in -terile hroth from which 5 to 10 drops were used

iii preparing Mood agar plates. When organisms

ling diphtheria bacilli were seen in preparations

from the culture on Loeffler's serum, pure cultures
;

( inly those were finally recognized as

diphtheria bacilli which produced typical lesions in

ind were protected against by diphtheria

in. In the blood agar plates, minute hemolyzing

n transferred to hroth. and those strains

grew in chain- and which produced a wide zone

id agar streak were listed as

The observations were car-

of five month-. The
marized

:

animations were made on forty-five

min ttions being

same individual. < If the 268 cultures

nail and from the palmar sui i

. twenty-five, or 9.3 pei

and eight, or 3.0

illi. « )f the forty-live nurse-,

nl . yielded hemolyzing strepto-

ii beneath the nail, two from the

I two i '"in both loca-

or 13.3 per cent..

bacilli, three from beneath the nail,

and one
Jo individual who had ten or

show hemolyzing stre]

four graduate
';. trained in the care of

m five to twenty culturi

In fifty-one culture-,

I hut once, that is,

I Hphtheria bacilli were never

patients,

ontamination.

ults in highly trail

nltures

cent., yielded

oi 6.7 per cent.,

h of the thi yielded

diphtheria bacilli from beneath the nail

taken imme-
diately after scrubbing the hand- following the making
of a necropsy in a case of diphtheria during which no

rubber gloves were worn. \ll of their hemolyzing
streptococci were from beneath the nail.

i ultures were taken from the hands of four diet

maids, • >ut of sixty-four cultures, hemolyzing strep-

tococci were found heueath the nail twice, or in 3.1

pet cent. No diphtheria bacilli were found.

\n orderlj who handled the laundry hag- and waste
material- yielded hemolyzing streptococci from beneath
the nail four times oul of eighteen cultures, hut never
diphtheria bacilli, Cultures from persons in the hos

pital office and laundry were uniforml) negative.

Cultures were made from door knobs 137 times, eight,

or 5.8 per cent., yielding hemolyzing streptococci, and
-i\. or 4.4 per cent., diphtheria bacilli.

Ml I HODS OF AVOID! NG I ROSS INFE( TIONS

The significance of these findings is evident. While
the streptococci may not always have come direct from
patient-, this can hardly be the case with diphtheria

bacilli. It i- evident that washing with soap and warm
running water as carried out by most individual- does

not entirely rid the hand- of pathogenic bacteria. That
it can he done, however, is indicated by the result of

cultures from the hand- of the specially trained nurse.

The -oiling of door knobs, etc., by unclean hand- fur-

nishes a mean- for contamination of clean hands, and
50 one careless person may annul the efforts of others.

It would seem necessary to give special detailed

instruction in the care and cleansing of the hands,

especially of the nails, to all pupil nurses and interns

when they begin work in a hospital for contagious

diseases. They should be taught to avoid needless
-oiling of the hands as well as proper cleansing. They
In uld be impressed by the great danger of the hands

acting as carrier- of infection to patients and to theni-

selves.

In caring for patients when gross contamination of

"1 cannot be avoided, and when performing

necropsies, the difficulty of complete cleansing would
suggest the use of some mechanical protection, such

as rubber glove-. The routine making of cultures

such as we have indicated, and which we propose to

continue, might well he of value as a check on the

technic of persons working about contagious diseases.

I lour- so constructed that knobs are eliminated would
us of hand contamination.

F.veil with the most perfect mechanical conditions,

es of cross infection can be eliminated only by
intelligent, conscientious care by every person who has

ith the patient-. Those who are careless should

not be tolerated about hospitals for contagious diseases.

Fight Against Hookworm.—The annual report (if the Inter-

national H ilth Record of the Rockefeller Foundation states

• entral America, the West Indies, and Far East,

and tv\> the United States are enlisted in cooper-

ative work in the campaign against hookworm. Requests for

aid in c i ived from Colombia,
the Barbados, < uracao, and Santo Domingo, West Indies,

the Madras Presidency, India, Kelantan, and the Federated
Malay States, and Mauritius. In the United States, Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana. Maryland, Missis-

sippi, North i arolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and
added to the states actively engaged against

ease. In the W< i [ndie
, Guiana, St. Lucia, St. Vin-

in ' entral America, Costa Rica, Guate-
i idor; in the Far East,

I chelli Siam and Queensland, Aus-
nd in Brazil, the federal district of Sao Paulo, and

Rio de Janeiro.
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ASYNCHRONISM OF THE RESPIRA-

TORY MOVEMENTS IN L< (BAR

PNEUMONIA*

WARREN COLEMAN'. M.D.

NEW YORK

The type of breathing to be described tirst attracted

my attention some twenty-five years ago. Subsequently,

it was observed with such constancy that I simply

assumed it to be well known. A recent review of the

literature, however, which included the more recent

textbooks, various systematic discussions of

pneumonia, and all of the suggestive titles in tl

ond edition of the Surgeon General's Catalogue yielded

only two references to the subject. Grocco' gave a

brief description of the phenomenon in 1904. Frugoni,2

his pupil, included it in an extended stud) of pathologic

changes in the respiratory rhythm in 1910.

In 1904. Hughlings Jackson8 reported an isolated

case of "latent pneumonia" in which there were no con-

tractions of the intercostal muscles with ordinary

breathing. The rate of the respiration was 44 per min-

ute. The intercostals acted, however, when the patient

was told sharply, "Breathe!" "There was loss of auto-

matic movement of the intercostals with per

of the voluntary movement of the same muscles." The
diaphragm appeared not to act iti the "voluntary"

breathing since the epigastrium sank in. This case only

remotely resembles the type of breathing under discus-

sion. Jackson himself thought that the phenomenon
was due to a circumscribed myelitis of the lateral

. if not more, of the cord.

Asynchronism of the respirator) i is char-

acterized by a separation of the moment ol

of the diaphragm and intercostal (and other tl

muscles by a definite, though variable, time interval.

As far as my observations go, the diaphragm always

contracts tirst: the abdominal wall is forced outward,

and then, after varying intervals, the contract

the intercostal muscles follow. Careful attention may
be necessarv to detect the lag in the movement of the

thorax; the lowermost intercostals may contract ll r-t

and the movement of the thorax spread from below

upward, or the delay in the contraction of the inter-

may result in completi nism. In the

fully developed type of asynchronism, the diaphragm

reaches the expiratory ph the contract!

the intercostals set in. and the abdomen and chest rise

and fall alternati describes the

impression conveyed. The time relations of 'he con-

tractions of the diaphragm and intercostal inn-. It

of the auxiliary and associated respiratory mus-

cles (for example, dilatation of the alae nasi l have

not yet been determined in detail, but dilatation oi the

alae nasi has been obser ede the bul

the abdomen, which in turn preceded the movement of

the tlv

[N( o '

Grocco st.ites that he has •'
' nchronism of

the respiratory movements in meningiti

liminary rrport was n

i •

ind the Thu I

I. Gro
1 1 . 1910.

3. Jackson, I 111

the basilar form), typhus fever, pneumonia, heart dis-

ease, uremia, and cerebral abscess, hemorrh
tumors. In my experience, a slight delay in tl

tractions of the intercostal muscles lias occurred in

uremic stupor, pulmonary abscess following pneu-
monia, and in cases of indefinite febrile disease; but

complete asynchronism has occurred only in lobar

pneumonia.

(ABLE CAUSE AND

ecial interest

from two standpoints: ( 1 i its probable cause, and t
_'

)

its prognostic significance.

!. The Cause of Asynchronous Breathing.—The
search for the caw

id that the phenomenon may help to clear up
problems in the physiology of respiration which have
not yet been solved. For example, the time re

of the contractions of the various respiratory muscles

and groups of muscles have not yet been determined

with certainty, nor have the identity and respective

functions of the different parts of the central nervous

system concerned in the regulation of the respiratory

cuts.

In 1849. Ilutchinson' described the normal respira-

tor) movements

:

In ordinary male breathing in man the abdomen first

utward; the ribs and sternum nearest the abdomen
gently follow this movement until the motion, like

is l"st over the thoracic region. In costal breathing, the

upper ribs move first, and the abdomen, second. This is

the ordinary breathing in women.

YVitho atement to tl Keith'

- the impn e inspiratory

muscles act in unisi und that if tracings are

taken over the epigastrium and over the apex of the

ie descent of the d irecedes that of the

apex; but he explains this on the ground that for

anatomic reasons the apex cannot expand unli

lung descends, and that the downward piston like

thrust of the diaphragm causes the lowermost part of

the lung to expand first.

In I (ally's discussion of Keith's paper. !

initely that reciprocal exciting and inhibitory impulses

control the action of at least some of the inn

respiration :

temporal

in ils active d . ith llir

powerful muscle group which
vertebral column, whilst in expo

men,

I low elk states that "the inspiration in man i in quiet

breathing I is madi

diaphra

virtually it

i

VV l:

: 1

1
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.\ in the death agi nj only tin- diaphragm is

active, while the intercostal muscles are paralyzed.

\l-o. according to Luciani, tin immediate cent

the respiratory nerves arc in the gray mattei

cord; they depend on the controlling center in the bulb

-formatio reticularis which i- probably under cere-

ntrol. Moss ; leasl a facial,

a thoracic an. I a diaphragmatic center for inspii

In discussing il • ' the existence oi more
nter, I .uciani asks, "Do the

functional association and succes

the several muscles or groups of respiratory

n,l exclusively on the bulbar centei
;
or

spinal centers cooperate actively; or

gree of ex< itabilitj of these centers

_:wn moment when they receive impulses from

ounl ?"
1 le does not give the

5 ; but tin- questions themselves evidently

'relief that under certain conditio

ition of tin- different muscles may In- disrupted.

If Hutchinson's views ami the similar views of

Luciani and Howell arc correct, the delaj in tl

the intercostal muscles in lobar pneumonia

i- merely at tion of the normal dissocia-

»n the other hand, if the contractions of the

tory muscles are controlled, a- Dally su
' exciting ami inhibitory impulses, asyn-

;m indicates a more or less profound distur-

ontrol of respiration.

In thi i it "ill be of interest to inquire to

iration in pneumonia can he brought

lation with the control of the respiratory mech-

in health.

Hal, lane' ami his associates have shown that the

discharge of impulses from the respiratory centi r is

mong other factor- ) by the carbon dioxid

re in the blood and alveolar air. 11m n

adjusted that fractional

dioxid pressure in the

I .all forth marked responses (an increase

i dioxid in the alveolar air

fall of l), 2 per cent, cause- the

i. however, that the car-

die oxygen pressure must
but relatively low ) level.

e i arbon dioxid conti

1 in pneun instantly diminished

f the urine run- parallel with it.

little relation

. il tend- to he lower in

In two unusual cases .the car-
• above normal. In

metabolism in pneumonia
m dioxid, the dim-
•it of the bli

ing power of

I elimination through the

t the ( yget

•.a- within normal

drawn from Pea-

mely, that one of the m

•• ! hy the

Blood in

l 8
in Lobar

i -

death iii pneumonia may be in realit) the result of

excessive reduction of the carbon dioxid in the blood
i

i with so great a fall of venous blood pressure

(venodepressor effect of Yandell Henderson1') that

--ii 1 1 1. lent blood is removed from active circulation (as

in hemorrhage) to precipitate the fatal issue.

Peabody's results make il clear that the cause of

the rapid breathing of pneumonia must be sought in

other factors than the cathon dioxid and Oxygen pics

sures of the blood."

Porter 1 and his associates have studied the func-

tional state of the respiratory center in experimental

pneumonia (produced b) Friedlander's bacillus) in

dogs h\ measuring its reaction to increasing percent-

arbon dioxid in the inspired air. They found

that the center was progressive!) depressed as the

advanced fn \ iew oi th< fa< I thai the i entet

was not depressed in bacteremias produced by the same
organism, they concluded that the depression was not

due to the action of the- toxin of the hacillu- on the

nerve cells of the center. Similarly, by allowing the

animals to breathe pure oxygen they eliminated lack

of oxygen as the cause. Since section of the vagus

ner\e- prevents depression of the respiratory center.

m luded that the depression was due to exhaus-

tion of the center by afferent impulses from the

inflamed lung. These results are suggestive, but they

should be applied to pneumonia in man, caused hy a

different group of organisms, with caution.

It is generally believed by clinicians that the res-

piratory center is depressed in pneumonia; and this

opinion is supported by the action of morphin in the

disea-e. Iii 1890, Loewy" found that morphin raises

the carbon dioxid threshold of the respiratory center

in man. These experiments have been repeated and

confirmed a number of times for both man and lower

animals. Henderson and Scarbrough17 confirmed

experimentally what has long been known clinically,

namely, thai the carbon dioxid threshold of the respira-

tory center is raised hy morphin to a greater extent

than tin afferenl threshold ; in other words, respiration

in opium poisoning may be maintained therapeutically

by afferent impulses (vigorous flagellation, etc.).

Ih, available evidence appears to justify the belief

thai ih< respiratory center is depressed in pneumonia;

but whether the depression is caused by direct action

of the pneumococcus toxin on the nerve cells, or by
i impulses from the inflamed lung, or both, must

remain open questions for the present.

I hi i ompli te di oi iation of the contractions of the

diaphragm and intercostal muscles (the one being in

the inspiratory phase, while the other is in the expira-

l.i. It. I Harvey. S. I Am I Physiol. 46:
533 i A

li Since this article was written, Stadie's work on the oxygen
, arterial .in,

I

pp< r, >1 (St.-ulie,

i M :tO:.jli [Sept.] 1919) in which it was found that

tion in the oxygen content of both arterial and venous
..t pn, iHiM.ru.,. The avenge

content as trasted with oxygen capacity)

tienl vit lobat pneumonia .-. ho recovered

per cent.; in thi ee fatal caw ,
t. for arterial and 59.5 per cent, for

per
and thos, ol Haldani .

i Response to Anoxemia, J.
i

. Breathing, ibid

rate oi respiration

leficiency of <

I II.: Am. I. Physiol. 42: 175

renc, vill be 1 1 here. Newburgh, I H .

r, v. I Bo ton M. & S. J. 174: 464 (Mar, h

••].. f. d. kos. Physiol. 47:601. 1890.
1! Henderson, Yandell, and Scarbrough, M. M.i Am. J. Physiol.
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tory) makes it apparent that the central nervous mech-

anism is unequally affected. But whether the

depression is confined to the 1 miliar center ( format io

reticularis), or affects the other centers as well cannot

at present he determined. When it is recalled that

the facial, abdominal and costal movements may all

occur asynchronously, strength is added to Mosso's

belief that a facial, a diaphragmatic and a thoracic-

center tor inspiration exist.

2. Prognostic Significance.—Asynchronous breath-

ing was first observed in patients with lobar pneumonia
who were dangerously ill and who required constant

attention throughout the night. As opportunity for

wider observation came, it was found to occur only in

the severest cases. Without having kept st;

records, I can recall only a few patients exhibiting the

phenomenon, at least in a well developed form, who
recovered. It usually develops late in the disease, but

it may appear within the first few days, and give the

first intimation of the gravity of the case. After lung

observation I have come to regard asynchronisn

sign of the gravest import. While patients who develop

it generally die. it does not occur in all fatal cases. In

the influenzal pneumonias of the recent epidemic, asyn-

chronous breathing was comparatively uncommon in

my experience.

SUMMARY
Asynchronous contractions of the respiratory mus-

cles occur in many cases of lobar pneumonia. In the

fully developed type of asynchronous breathing, the

diaphragm «tnd thoracic respiratory muscles contrad
alternately, with the result that the abdomen and the

chest "see saw" up and down.
The cause of the phenomenon probably lies in

unequal depression of different parts of the central

>iis respiratory mechanism.
The development of asynchronous breathing usually

augurs a fatal termination.

58 West Fifty-Fifth Street.

EOSINOPHILOUS MYOCARDITIS IN

DIPHTHERIA

FRANK NUZUM, M.D.

.11.1.1 . wis.

The pi ophils in the myocardium was
Srsl imted by Straubli 1 in a guinea pig with ti

RindfiV also rei orded the condition in an

interstitial myocarditis, Freund' found eosinophil cells

throughout the myocardium in high grade blood eosin-

pphilia following teniasis. And Wulffiu

and Liebman" have described eosinophils in the myo-
cardium after death from diphtheria.

So far as I know, recorded exampli - of eosinophil

myocarditis are nol described in American literature.

The opportunity to obtain material from the D
al of the John Me( ormick Institute for fnfec-

i prompted me to search for the

iii the myocardium after death from acute infection.

In sei ti' hi- from \ arii iu the auricle

tricles a
|
diary muscles, stained with various

1. Straubli: Tri.ln.i

2. Rin
.1. Freund: Bert khn. Welirnchr, 19
4. V, i

'

3 IO: If, 191

I ; I -I

blood dyes, eosinophils were found in seven of twent)

nine hearts of children that had died of diphtheria. I

did not find eosinophil cells in the myocardium of

patients that had died of various other diseases, includ

nig scarlet fever, meningitis, poliomyelitis, measles, etc

The cells were polymorphonuclear in type with man)
sharply stained granules. They were so prominent in

-ectioiis stained with Wright's stain as t" be delected

easily on glancing oxer the field with low power. Thej
usually occurred in groups of from four to twelve. In

one instance, sixteen were noted in one field. The cells

were grouped about among the individual muscle fibers

and the connective tissue stroma. They were not more
frequent in the hearts showing the most pronounced

rative changes. So far as 1 could determine,

the myocardial eosinophilia had no relation to the

severity of the clinical symptoms or to the degrees ol

litis or the amount of serum used in treatment.

The average dose of serum in our patients wa
units, or about 25 c.c, with a maximum of 110,000

and tile minimum 4.< H H ). The cells were never found

iii the structures which make up the specific conducting

system of the heart, that is. the -inns node. Tawara's
node, the His bundle, and the Purkinje fibers.

In my instances of eosinophilous myocarditis, the

myocardial changes characteristic of diphtheria were

t, but in no wise were they different from -neb

l which eosinophils were not found. In all of

the hearts studied, the myocardial changes were most

pronounced about tin- blood vessels Vacuolization of

the muscle libers, cloudy swelling, hyperemia oi the

small vessels, and blood extravasation between the

muscle libels and about the capillaries were regularly

tation « as not noted. Such changi s

have been described main times, more recently by

A\ iragnet and others. 7

I have studied serial sections of the sinus

Tawara's node, tin 1 lis bundle, and the Purkinji

io determine whether changi- oi the special impulse

conducting system of the heart might be made responsi-

ble various disturbances of rhythm so fre-

quently noted clinically. In one heart, mailed

extravasation of the blood was found in the I lis bundle.

In the others there were varying ' cloud)

swelling of the individual libers of the I lis I

Statements sometimes made to the effect thai the fibers

of the His bundle are enlarged a- a result of cloud)

swelling, etc., are rather indefinite, and depend in a

large degree on the interpreter. Vftei

i lis bundles and the n I ,,ied stnii tun which

go to make up the special impulse condll

of the heart, the changes found in this group of diph

theria bents are not considered striking But, since

bundle is surrounded b) a firm and

connective tissue sheath, in son ill) the

sheep, this sheath often i

ble thai even slight -welling of the individual i
!

the bundle might result iu an in

within the bundle of sufficient degree to inhibit the

of impulses. I hi- compression, with
|

- within the fibers themselves, ma)

ble for arrhythmias. ibis afford

ition for the :| block th il

in diphtl
1 ,r fibrillation follow ing he irl bio

theria has been recordl d

i i
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It is held that diphtheria toxin is responsible for the

rdial changes in diphtheria. Hume and *^ Kl;^
'

I to have demonstrated that the toxin lias a

:tion on tin- bundle of His, causing both inter-

stitial and parenchymatous changes, h is reasonable

to suppose that the changes 1 have observed in the His

bundle are due to the toxin.

Electi ms were nol made in the cases from

which my material was obtained. However, the clin-

ical charts <>f the patients show marked variations in

the pulse rate from time to time, and frequently marked

irregularity. The hospital cared for 805 diphtheria

patients during the time that I obtained my matt-rial.

and of tin- number ninety-three, <>r 1 1.6 per rent., died.

However, in 6 per cent. «>t" the fatal cases, the patients

were moribund i>n admission and died within twenty-

four hours. The heart- I studied were about equally

divided between the group of patients that died soon

after admission and the group that died after several

• observation. In each instance, the an

is began with the item tonsillitis, acute diph-

theric pharyngitis <>r laryngitis, etc. Frequently, acute

nephritis, myocarditis, and bronchopneumonia were

ilso in the n

The degree of myocarditis varied materially in the

different specimens. It was most marked in tl

toxic cases in which little antitoxin had been used. It

i- interesting to note that in one case in which 110,000

units (about 250 c.c. of serum) were given, the myo-

carditis was moderate and no eosinophils were
|

Then >l three possible explanations of the

disturbance of the pulse rate in diphtheria: The
t.nne changes in the myocardium due to the

eria toxin may cause it; similar changes in the

the nerve fibers and endings in the

heart may be responsible; or changi in the terminal

mi. as the Purkinje fibers at the point

• ith the individual muscle cells of the

rdium, may cause it. When heart Mock occurs,

ment of the His bundle is certainly present.

In other instances, myocardial, nerve and bundle

ted, and each may he partially

nsible.

ral explanati .opinion- myocarditis in

diphtheria i ''-rid. Schlecht and Schwen-
-i that anaphylactic reactions play a role

and that serum therapy increases it- occurrence.

ditis fol-

tion of 40,000 units of antitoxin.

irditis does not seem to

erimentally with serum

Ithough it has been caused b) epinephrin

aka, who found this con-

n diphtheria heart-, regards it

infection, and hold- that

.1 -i^nificance. Bubano 1
'

1

istraubli,
1

ntly Sternberg,1 have regarded

in the myocardium as having been

by a positive chemotaxis.

We I. m of the

and this render- more difficull

I

<h. Arch. I. Win. Med
IOS

Erkrankungrr led, Bergman, 1

l : 1914.

Arch. I. path. Anal. 217:.1, I'll
• ;i 17, 1914.

.1 57,

factory explanation id' eosinophilous myocarditis. We
know that these cells take a prominent part in the

reaction of the body to alien protein. 11 In helminthi-

asis, an eosinophilia ari e owing to a substance intro-

duced by the parasite into the host."
1

This substance

actually attracts the eosinophil to the precise region

in the intestinal wall that i- injured by the worm.11

In subacute appendicitis, the lymphatic structures of

the appendix may he packed with eosinophils. Like-

wise, in gonorrheal salpingitis, the gonococcus causes

a chemotaxis of sufficient intensity to attract large

numbers of eosinophils to the tubal tissues.10 In con-

stitutional or familial eosinophilia, including hay-fever.

gOUt, urticaria, mucous colitis, and asthma, a Mood

eosinophilia is often present, especially during con

valescence.18 Here, also, introduction of foreign pro-

tein into the bod) may he held responsible for the

eo-inophilia. Whether 'the eosinophils invade the ti--ue

in these conditions is not known. In Hodgkin's dis-

ea-e, eosinophilic myelocytes and polymorphonuclear

eo inophils are found in the lymph glands and ill the

lil I .i part of a terminal leukocytosis. These nil,

are morphologically slightly different from those found

in eosinophilous myocarditis
;
hill in I [odgkin's ill-ease,

the stimulus that leads to the production of eosin-

ophilia may he so strong that disturbance of the bone

marrow results with production of immature eosin-

ophil-.

In view of these conditions in which an eosinophilia

occur-, and also the production of eosinophilia by the

infei iion of alien protein, the most acceptable explana-

tion of eosinophilous myocarditis seems to he that it

results from a positive chemotaxis, some substance

being present in the myocardium in response to which

. o inophils migrate from the capillaries.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

\n eosinophilous myocarditis was found in seven of

twenty-nine cases of diphtheria, but it was not present

in many cases of death from various other acute infec-

tiou di-eases.

The myocardial eosinophilia had no relation to the

of the clinical symptoms or to the degree of

myocarditis.

\ model ate degree of cloudy swelling was found in

the bundle of His and in the special impulse conducting

system of the heart.

There is a possibility that the various .types of

arrhythmia in diphtheria are due to a compression of

the fibers in the bundle of His as a result of moderate

cloudy swelling or to the degenerative changes in this

system.

I he changes in the specific conducting system are

not proportionate to the degenerative changes present

in the myocardium.
In all probability, eosinophilic myocarditis is the

result of a positive chemotaxis.

225 West Milwaukee Street.
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METHEMOGLOBINEMIA DUE TO BROMO-
SELTZER POISONING *

\V. S. McELLROY, B.S., M.D.

BURGH

REPORT OF

History.—A white man, aged 36, was recently presented for

diagnosis exhibiting marked cyanosis, associated with pallor,

which gave him a peculiar leaden aspect. Respiration was not

augmented to the degree ordinarily seen with a similai

of cyanosis when due to '1' ion oi blood. \i the

age of 21, the patient had experienced "stomach trouble,"

manifested by pain after eating, which began at the left

anterior costal margin, associated with abdominal distention

and belching. The condition lasted for from one to two

hours. At times vomiting occurred, which gave immediate

relief. The symptoms were always accompanied In severe

frontal and occipital headaches. The condition grew "worse,

and numerous kinds of medication were tried. The patient

iking bromoseltzer in 1911, about S ounces every three

ii four days. The headaches ceased, but the <>ther symptoms

persisted.

In 1912. the bromoseltzer was discontinued, but hi

taking about "Tie bottli i il dailj

.

In l
l<13, he resumed the bromoseltzer, taking S onnci

i oi four days. This he continued, gradual]) ii

the amount, until June. 1918, when three or four 5-OUnce

...re consumed daily. In October, 1918, lie became

weak, nervous, dizzy and restless.

From November, 1918, to Vpril 20, 1919, the pa-.'

ti
i im four to live 5-ouno u isell *er daily.

April 23, 1919. he was admitted Pi the hospital. The chief

complaints were nervousness, severe frontal headache, dizzi-

ness, and shortness of breath on exertion.

i - put I,, bed ami given elimination treatment, sodium
nil iron. The mucous membranes wen

the skin was pair anil dry. and there was COnsiderabli

tion. The reflexes were i ine 'hit were
i- di tected.

From April 11 to May 26, the patienl was delirii

physical restraint wa From May 26, his mind

began to clear gradually until June ID. when In- mentality was
normal, and he was up and around, \t this time 1

that he fell better than he ever had in his life. Th,

•.till present light cyanosis of the mucous membran
pallor an.l general emaciation. The headache and di

had di-.

i

[hi hortni of bn ath on exertion

persisted.

lieu. 'I 'i '"ii th. In. pit it.

Ii

tp.e eXI i'pt fo

blue Color of the •km.
i peciallj ol tin- mucous ni'

I he pulse was tegular but weak. While

l\ ing in bed, the pit. i espiratorj di

I lined a taint i

as no 1.1 1 pigmenl I he bli ..

r,. I 1,1. ,o,| corpuscles, 4,400,000; whil

corpuscles, 8,100. Th was : polyrm

small lymphocytes, 1? pi

transitional. 0; eosinophils, (i.

: from the arm vein

on the tirst, fifth and tenth d

blood was of a dark line with a I

n
, did nol assume th.- bi ighl irlet I

of ii" i ni.il art. i ial 1,1
1

' pi

i oi the

serum fa

\ portion oi the whole blood, hiked 1.

i

pronounced absorption Land in the nd tin tin addition of

hi sulphid, the band in th,- red di app< tred and the

i

spectrum of reduced hemoglobin appeared. The position of

the absorption band in the spectrum, and the reai

ammonium sulphid, was that of methemoglobin.
. The second sample, obtained live days later, was to all

appearances the same as the first. The same dark hue was
noted which on aeration did nol readily become at

hue. \ portion was centrifuged. The serum was blood
tinged, owing to slight hiking which had probably taken place

after the blood was drawn from the vein. Spectroscopic exam-
ination of the serum ami .,1 the whole blood lake. I In adding
water demonstrated the hands of oxyhemoglobii
in the red. which disappeared on the addition of ammonium
sulphid, as in the lirst sample.

The third sample of blood, taken ten days after th

Still showed the dark color which, however, was less pro
On aeration, this sample was found ti

brighter than the two previous samples. Put it was still unlike

normal arterial hi.,. ..I. The serum in this ease wa
and no hand of methemoglobin could he detected, Lake.

I

whole blood, however, still gave tin spectrum ..t' methemo
globin which, on the addition of ammonium sulphid, gave the
characteristic reaction.

\ fourth sample, obtained I was to all appi

normal, rapidly becoming of arterial hui
11 pically, only oxyhemoglobin could be detected.

\s it is well known that main
I

ing phenacetin and acetanilid, when into. .lire. I into tl

in sufficient amounts will convert hemoglobin into methemo-
globin,' the presence of methemoglobin in this ease fs attri-

i
the acetanilid containi ,1 in tl" bt omoseltzer,

The oxygen capacity wa- determined bj the method
Slyke.-' and the hemoglobin bj thi method ol Pal

the third sample the oxyge item' was also determined.
The accompanying table shows thi ethei with the
hemoglobin calculate, I From th,

••

•
i in OXYGEN IND HI Moot 0B1N

OAPAOIT1 OP Till r.i Ol

.l.ii

Call , oplc
Oxygi Venous i

i. Oxygen Palmer s Blood, tl.

Method, Volutin Hi
x,, Date percent, percent, per Cent, per Cent. globin

117 1

I6.(X1

:t 5/10/1!) 17. i». H2.00 llo. 7.2
< '• 5 III 19.00 I02.6S I ... \

In a> rating the 1,1 1 t',,i tin deti rmina-

ire lo air wa
fteen lo

of such aeration.

Ih. difference bel ween the hemoglobin as determined
by the method of Palmer and a- calculated from (he

, capacity apparently was due t" (he methemo
globin, which does ii"t give up o the vacuum
luii adds in the i rmination. In (he

e of methemoglobin, (hi refore, the hemi
as determined colorimel rive (he ti lie

picdire "f (hi

It inighl be (hou differeno be(\vi en Ihe

. Lilated from (he would give (he
1 of methemi nol 1

1

<•-

im, mil i,t i
. than

indicated by (he diffen lobin i

I quantitati' el) lo cai bon monoxid

i

•

i

i
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iwnisfa lint doe- not match well with
-

[MARY \M> CONCLUSIO

1. A man developed the bromoseltzer habit, which

led eventually t<> the ingestion of extremely large

tin- drug

2. ["he outstanding features of the toxic effects were

tent methemoglobinemi d with cyano-

I mental derangement.

3. The methemoglobinemia can probably be attrib-

the acetanilid contained in the bromoseltzer.

4. T! an he explained on tin- basis of the
' pigment. 'Hie altered pigment was

examination to he methemo-

globin.

5. Tl capacity and oxygen content of

would seem to indicate why tin- cyanosis

iated with symptoms of air hunger except

e nf methemoglobin, the determina-

tjlobin colorimetrically does not give

the tru :he oxygen carrying power of Mood.

which, however, can he estimated by determining the

city,

cnue.

ACTINOMYO (SIS TREATED
RADIUM

^ITH

HEYERDAHL, M D.

spital

CHRISTIAMIA, NORWAY

inuary, 1914, 1 demonstt tin- Medical

hristiania the fir ctinomycosis

i with radium.

ng man. aged 32, was removed
.1] from the surgical

nider treatmei 30, 1912, for

the right check. December
the check had been incised

: all quantity of pus together with a soft

i ! A similar incision

had been made on the inner side of the cheek in which a

rm gauze had l>een placed. The patient.

an internal treatment

i iodid. He then felt better until th<

13, when the swelling in the cheek grew
that the eye slit finalh Feb. I

11
. 1913,

R spital.

• the right cl lien, especially

injected.

nder the

prominent area the central

Ming reached farther.

the hair and on the outer side to the

abial furrow. The mucous
infiltrated and thick-

ln front of the
'•• an cden; ing was

lary 11. the ^ ubjected

im treatment, and the patient had for three days

Februarj II. it was noted that the swelling had abated
soinrwli.il after his arrival.

Vpril latient returned for renewed radium treat

uu'nt. I hr -welling on the right cheek was now di

better, and the right eye was about hall as wide as the lefl

is ti ue that e> en now the chei k wa red in

ei in iboul I squai e centimeter -

on the '1 below the eye : a small

seen in tin center of the infiltration.

The patient was then subj i three daj

ment with about half as strong doses a> tin- fii I time.

Ma> 26, the patient came for further treatment ; but as

the cheek showed no more trace- ol he was
released on the same day and lias been well since.

17 cam.- from the surgical poly-

clinic into the radium section, Feb. -'5. I'M 4. on account of

actinomycosis faciei ami colli.

In the beginning of December wallowing had become
painful, anil at the and the neck

under -the left car began to swell. Hie -welling im

slowly, and irhich there ran thin

pus containing -mill granules (under the microscopi

to contain actinomyces). Later on, several ah ci - formed.

When he entered ' n, a diffuse, firm infil-

tration reached across the left cheek up to the zygomatic arch,

infiltration covered part of the neck, the

skin was very much injected, and in the infiltrated area

1 fistulous openings were to be seen,

In the mouth, in the mucous membrane above the left

canine tooth, there was a projecting swelling the size of a

bean, with a center of pus. Here could be felt glands, up to

.1 a bean, hard and insensitive, on the neck along-

side the front edge of the sternocleidomastoid muscle and in

tin- supraclavicular fossa.

adium treatment began. Feb. 25. 1914. On the out-

side tumor- 21 eg. of radium (tube preparation! with lead

filter. 1 mm., were placed for twenty-four hours, and a sur-

face preparation of 2 by 1 cm. (0.5 mm. lead filter) in the

mouth for five hours.

April 19, the radium treatment was repeated with half

isible relapse. The patient was cured at

• and no relapse had taken place at the last inspec-

tion, ,me year after radium treatment.

Case 3.—A laboring man, aged 44. suffering from actino-

mycosis transferred from the surgical section to

the radium division, May 4, 1915.

The ii' with a small "lump" under the skin over

the right lower jaw four months before his entrance to our

section. This grew little by little and developed into an

infiltration, as hard as wood, of the soft part of the neck.

The swelling on the right side reached the mastoid process,

downward to within a few centimeters above the sterno-

clavicular joint and across the middle of the throat to the

angle of tin left maxilla. The swelling was sensitive, the

skin covering it was red, and there were indications of

i tuation. and actinom demonstrated in the

radium treatment commenced. May 4. In all, 20 eg. of

radium i tube preparation) were used, with a strong lead filter

of 1 mm., for twenty-four hi

\ repeated treatment to..k [dace. June 9. with about a

half dose as compared with the first treatment, and. July 30,

• radium treatment followed (4 eg. for twenty-four

man. aged 79. a mason by trade, was moved
tion, Ian. 15. 1914, from the surgical section,

where he had been treated for actinomycosis.

ding to the history, the illness bad cm ted for fivi

rgica! ect ion, in im i
-ion had been made on

the neck v. h had been cvacu-

uli were found in the pus.

to the radium n i
I ion, the soft parts of

left idi .'.
i i

• li rated by a Rat swelling,

ing 10 by 10 cm., which reached

to within a few centimeters across the middle line of tlie

throat and behind to the back edge of the sternocleidomastoid
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muscle, and from the collar bone to the lower jaw. The
swelling was immovable on its base, the skin nodulated,

infiltrated and bluish red. Pus trickled out through a fairly-

large incision.

It was a case of a serious, deep actinomycosis in the neck.

The patient was subjected to his first radium treatment.

Jan. IS, 1915, and 10 eg. of radium ( tube preparation) with

lead filter of 1 mm. were used tor twenty-four hours, also

surface preparations.

As early as a lew days after the radium treatment, a

perceptible decrease of the disease was noted.

A repeated radium treatment was undertaken. March 2,

with about the same doses The swelling was b) this time

evidently on the decrease, stretching in front to the middle
line of the throat, above to within two linger breatb

the lower jaw. below to two linger breaths above the collar

bone, and behind to the front edge of the sternocleidomastoid

muscle. The infiltration had become considerably flatter.

One more after-treatment with surface radium prepara-

tion^ ua> arranged. The patient was now cured and has

been well since.

5. \ man, aged 18. was brought into the radium

section, Dec. .S, 1915, from the surgical sectii

had been under treatment for actinomycosis of the neck and
<• the last of Xovcmber.

The whole of the lower right side of the face was
covered by a firm infiltration, hard as wood, stretching from

the zygomatic arch across the whole of the right cheek and

behind to the back edge oi ' muscle

and downward to within two cm. above the collar bone. The
skin over the infiltrated part was slightly injected, and one

part round the angle of the jaw was red and inflamed

an area about as big as a florin, where a fluctuation might

be traced, formed a lump. There was considerable trismus.

The patient was able to open his mouth to a distance of 1 cm.

between the upper and lower teeth. By puncture, a few

cubic centimeters of pus were obtained, in which were found

typical actinomycosis granules.

On the same day. an incision of the abscess was made
and about a soupspoon ful of pus was taken out. The radium

treatment commenced, Dec. 9, 1915. In all 20 eg. of radium

(tube preparation) were applied for twenty-four hours

_!an 11. 1916. a renewed radium treatment was applied with

20 eg. of radium, lasting twenty-four hi

January 2.1. it was recorded that infiltration of the right

cheek hail considerably decreased; it now covered an area

entimeters below the ear and round thi

of the jaw Over the angle a small Rstular opening n

The redness had decreased.

The radium treatment was repeated, March 1. 1916, with

I radium for twenty-four hours.

i 6.—E. R., a farmer, aged 27, entered the surgical sec-

tion, Feb. 2. 191 Mi. An extract

from the histi

A month before pain in the throat a)

wallowing; be 'a.<- hoarse and felt weak.

.i fortnight before, the neck began to swell on the

de just below the lower jaw. The -welling spread little

by little over the right half of thi ' dowil-

the jugulum, During thi

swallowing had increased, and breathing had ! i

had difficulty in speakit

temperature

strongly coated, and there

of the neck was considerably swollen, the swelling

the right half of the face upward to tl

orbit and to the right nasolabial fun
reached 23 cm., over the sternum and a little beyond the

middle neck line, backward to tl

domastoid n

I the neck upward, the tissue fell firmly

infiltrated. I
I

tight and bluish red.

down, below the lower jaw, fluctuation could be felt, and a'

the right of the middle line under the throat a lump I

of a large walnut was seen, which fluctuated strongly, The

mouth and the fauces could not be examined, as the infiltra-

tion prevented the opening of the mouth.
Immediately after the patient's entrance into the surgical

section, three incisions were undertaken, and pus wa
removed from a lar|

found actinomyces. Radium treatment was started. Feb. 12.

1916. In all. 20 eg. hi radium (tube preparation) with .i

lead filter of 2 mm. thicki Mi..! outside on the
neck for twenty-four hours, and in the mouth 2 eg. of radium
with a lead filter of 1 mm. thickness were applied for tweiity-

urs.

The repeated treatment took place, March 28. with applica-
tion of the same doses as the first time.

A slight thickening was still to be seen round the incision
scar,. The patient was permanently cured.

I III'. DIAGN< ISIS ( >F CHRi INIC CI

( OSTITIS C< IMPLICATING CARD] \<

LESK INS

Ri (BERT 11. BABCOl K, M.I).

Although 1 do not wish to reflect invidiously mi the

judgment of other practitioners, still I think I am not

making an extreme Statement when I say that there is

a tendency among some physicians in attribute to a

red cardiac lesion most, i

i" not all, of tin- symp-
toms of which the patient complains. This is illus-

trated by precordial pain. If opinion is sought by the

patient because of pain in the region of tin- heart, and
if the physician recognizes the existence "i a valvular

defect, for instance, the symptom is likely to In- attrib-

uted to the heart and treatment instituted

If the pain i- evoked or intensified i
. this i .

red proof positive of the

conclusion, and the patient n

: told to keep quiet. Soreness of the
1

muscles or tenderm nay not

Ognized or may In- ignored, and no careful

attempt ide to differentiate between m
or simple neuralgia and angina pectoris, or to

m the throat, mouth or

digestive tract that may he responsible for the pain.

of the cardiac lesion. That in s

an indirect connection ma) exist between the pain and
the state of the heart is admitted; bul it is an error

of judgment in most instances to conclude that tin- lat

ter is tin- cause, and the former tin i

What has been -aid of pain about tin- hearl applii •

[ual, if not certain symptom
pertaining to the digestive system, Vcute at;

indigestion, or especially what is termed "chronic

stomach trouble," when complained of h\ a

whether valvular or myoi ardial.

Thai persons with pronounced circular

disturbam

granted, in consequence probably of sluggish circula

tion. and therefore mot

and altered retion

Mull di

ai i umulatioi ; with

Mtii fermentative ai iditj . and
lint not infi

attacks of pain, gi

"spells of biliousness" with

i -it l ii r in the median
'



,c or at eith I requently il

ination the physician d(

wry likeh

I

and the latl

[uence of thi

In 1!

n to the production

wholly

,, r j„ pai tdder. Since that

t,me ] ha : il attention to the

i with heart

r nature who complains of indiges-

. and frequently I have

llbladder di

irely diagnostic, but is often very

tandpoint, typhoid

m life may furnish a clue: but even when
of inflammatory rheuma-

is infection may be

nt, since - have proved
: the mucous membrane

I lcr more often than of the

Then, if the patient I:

tract rather than
\ difficulty, or if attacks of palpitation

11 as exercise

spi cially if such attacl

trie distress, attention should be

org -. that is, i

lix. And here it may he stated that

i"m tlu- offending structure, a

future |ia|ier. Duodenal
oust In- borne in mind, hut their

tnlike that of cholecystitis that

rarely be confused. Their differ-

• i- not apt to b
1 by the patient in

holecystitis with or

leuli sufficient to excite

hied of this di-

the anamnesis and symptoma-
i ould not disregard data, no

lind. however, that pain of a

i- a frequent
lie different. The

ling of sore-

. and may be

1 of its

i duct. \\ I

i of the

it may

omiting
than is

be attributed by the sufferer to > ute indigestion espe-

cially if suc< led diminution
>'i pain. These are the symptoms

1 and mentioned ol biliousness."

I hat the differen is of chronii cholecys-

often a in [i e it diffii ulty is readily

admitted, It requires nol only a discriminating study

of the history, possible etiolog) and symptomatology,
but also a careful examination of the abdomin

Bj the last i- meant a painstaking and precise

palpation of the liver. In most instances of cholecys-

titis, th plainly palpable, the i

enlargement depending chiefly on the acuteness of the

gallbladder infection and the frequency, as well as the

intensity of die symptoms produced.

I he liver is not ordinarily palpable, or at mo
its thin, smooth, regular lower edge can be fell during
forced inspiration ; therefore distini

a it of some unusual influence

on it. In cases of cardiac disease,

ement of the liver is the result of passive con-

gestion and is so frequentl) observed that, when due
to chronic cholecystitis in a cardiopath, one may very

naturally attribute its increase in size and tenderness

quence of impeded circulation. It is

this very circumstance that renders the diagnosis of

gallbladder infection difficult as a complication of car-

diac les

The following points are of great aid in arriving at

the diagnosis: in passive hepatic congestion from
heart di preserves its natural and char-

acteristic outline unless this is prevented bj adhesions

or by changes produced b) cirrhosis, the chronic

indurative cirrhosis of long-standing portal stasis,

irrhotic, but merely swollen by congestion,

the left lobe is palpable and tender as well as thi

and on.
|
the rioti I' separating the two lob »

Thi- i- a point of great importance in case- of i

particularly valvular disease. Furthermore, when
secondary passive congestion of the liver exists one is

very likely to find evidences of venous stasis in other

organs and tissues. Consequently, the physician should

search for these before concluding that the liver

change- are the result of passive congestion merely.

These being absent and , uns being referable

to the abdomen rather than to respirator) embarrass-
ment, suspicion should be attached at once to the liver,

not to the heart.

riedel's lobe

When cholecystitis is responsible for enlargement of

the liver, it causes a characteristic alteration in the

form of the right lobe first described by Riedel8
in

Known as Riedel's lobe. As a rule,

the more acute the gallbladder infection, the more pro-

nounced is this change in the outline of the liver; and
yet this may occasionally he very pronounced in cases

of chronic cholecystitis. This alteration consists in a

convex enlargement of the right hepatic lobe down-
that the edge of the organ curve- downward

I
the right for a variable distance and then

r shortly below the margin of the ribs. In

cot ex bulging may he small and
obscured by the right rectus muscle, while in other-,

Riedel's lobe may reach from the median line nearly or

ii mil oi the liver at the riylit. It

d also by careful palpation that the portion
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of the viscus lying to the left of the median line is not

at all, or only indistinctly, palpable.

In pronounced instances, there may be an appreciable

bulging of the part of the liver overlying the gallblad-

der, so that in well-marked cases ii gives the impres-

sion of a rotund mass like an orange beneath the liver.

If the liver or the gallbladder is sensitive to pressure,

the right rectus muscle is apt to stiffen in distinct con-

trast tn the corresponding muscle on the left side. It'

Riedel's lobe is small, it may be obscured by the rigid

muscle, and yet by careful palpation the liver may
usually be detected at either side of the rectus, and
with the characteristic convex shape described.

In many cases on deep inspiration, the hand can

deteel the softer and exquisitely tender gallbladder

itself extending slightly below the lower edge of
Riedel's lobe, while in Others the hand must be thrust

sharply upward underneath the edge of. the liver in

order to come in contact with the gallbladder and elicit

evidence of pain. This procedure causes the patient

out and shrink from the hand, and is followed

by unmistakable rigidity of the right rectus muscle.

Palpation of the liver in these cases is a tine art.

Nut only should the knees be elevated so as to relax

-luminal walk, but the flank should be raised

either by the examiner's left band or by a firm cushion :

and the physician should avoid too firm and rough

palpation since by so doing he is likely to frustrate

his own object. I have frequentl) been able to feel

the lower edge and the shape of Riedel's lube- by merely

resting my flat band lightly on the abdomen and allow-

ing the patient to breathe regularly and with moderate

force. B) so doing, pain is avoided, the abdominal

walls remain relaxed, and the lower hepatic border can

be perceived to glide back and forth beneath the band.

If this procedure is perform' side of the

median line alternately, the state of the two rectus

muscles, as well as the outline of the two hepati

may be compared.

Another sign of gallbladder disease of corroborative

value in some cases is the so-called Ewald's area of

cutaneous hyperesthesia on the right lower back.

When this is present, simultaneous stroking of the two
sides behind, from above downward, just internal to

the posterior edge of the scapula, will elicil more 01

of the skin at th .<-r the

course of the tenth and eleventh intercostal nerves.

ign has seldom been absent in eases of well

ystitis as shown by the evidence obtained

by palpation of the liver.

I hi degree of systemic disturbance, as shown by the

temperature and leukocytosis, depends on the intensity

of the gallbladder infection. If the cholecystitis is

. hronii .
rei i .dmg its presence i hiefly l>\ digestive dis-

order and onlj moderate pain, the bod) temperature

may be but slightly, if at all. raised, and may n<

attract the patient's attention, while during the inter-

vals between attacks of acute distress the temperature

is likely to be quite normal. Indeed, it may be Said that

dom from febrile or other systemic disturbance

furnish on why these chr are apt

The leukocyte count in like manner is subject to

slight deviation from normal. In -tin 1 1 \ chronii

without marked symptoms, the leukocytes are not likely

to show an increase of over eight or nini

ten thousand with, of course, no pronounced prepon-

derance of the polymorphonuclear elements One

should be careful not to regard slight increase in tem-
perature ami white count in a given case of valvular
disease as indicating an exacerbation of a chroni

carditis. Except in acute instances of cholecystitis,

more information is to be obtained by history, sub-

jective symptoms, and painstaking manual examination
than by study of temperature and leukocytes or even
roentgenologic examination unless, of Course, the

roentgen ray is so fortunate as to disclose the presence

Of Stones.

REPORT OF C

i -i 1 — Mrs. J. II., aged 5-1. the mother of nine children,

lination in November, 1917, was found to lie corpulent

and i" displaj dyspnea on exertion, this together with some
edema "t the left lei;, bleeding hemorrhi

stituting the symp i which she sought relief. There
was a history of inflammatory rheumatism, typhoid fever,

pneumonia and an attack of heart collapse a year and a halt

prior to my examination.

The pulse was accelerated and irregular, of the type due to

auricular fibrillation. die systolic pressure was 14

as near! determined, while the diastolic Stood at

l1) mm. The apex beat was -)'
; inches to the left of the

median line, and the transverse dulness seemed to be fully f>

I he mitral first tone u,e indistinct because of a

tolii murmur, and the pulmonic second e was
I The liver was palpable and teni

uniformly so. as the left lobe was rather larger than was the

portion to the right of the median line. The lun|

and the -ingle specimen of urine examined in the

..is alsi. negative.

is was myocardial incompetence wiih mitral
insufficiency, hepatic congestion and obesitj D
cathartics, rest and light diet were prescribed. During the

succeeding year, this patient was seen onl) two or three
times. \t these, limes she showed very little improvement
despite continuance of treatment.

In \pi il, 1919, she suffi red an

and w.i- i acute

symptoms
i at daj -

of treatment. I did not see the patient until July, 1919, when
she appi ition of the origins

I he heart w ,. perhaps rathi

arrhythmic and rapid. On gning over the livi

ink by the distinctness of Riedel's lobe, ami by the
circumstance that di tth and below its

margin there could he f.lt a soft, very ti

gallbladder, During

mtline of the
liver did distinct until after the a. me attack in

April. I'd''.

to have the galll.ladder drained was heeded,
and when the galll. ladder was opened, hundn

• I \ drain ti d, and
. 111.wed to drain for a m

ition is now greatly improved Her I

still irregular, hut the

p. lints which, taken il

« I 'us and her ahilio

I

limn.

I lere thought to be one of heai t d

but which was complicated by a gallbladd. i

ii which, a- the operation has pn
realit) res|x>nsible for t

;

I'm u hicll n lief w.i- sought.

Miss \ B . aged it

'\ a- I. ill and thin, hi

six mi. nllis I

what w.i
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-

:

rh) ilimi.i. and
and a

ed heart with th ;tic rumbling

murmur of mur.il stenosis, while the tender lower bo

the level of the umbilicus

\ the urine umin.

she was
ible treatment.

im. The

UlptolllS

1 high temperature, so thai

! I'llls W.l-

hesia, and iv.

'. for ten days,

but thei wed promptly.

at work daily.

r must be kept draining, for as soon as the

:lar and
rapid, and the patient soon thereafter displays perceptible

standpoint, cholecystectomy

; but il is doubtful whether her heart would
the operation. We are content, there-

This case illustrates the difficulty of recognizing

chronic cholecystitis complicating a decompensated
The acute attack in February, 1919,

1 in the spasmodic pain running up into

k and shoulder, the nausea, vomiting, and
-tiiur hours later the intense icterus, that one

nd how it could be overlooked. Yel

ignized it- feature- as identical

with the attack in January. 1918, which was pro-

1 pleurisy and was followed by the cardiac

.-. hich ad\ io

mber. It is my opinion that had 1 given

the history of the supposed pleurisy,

and examined the greatly ci r more care-

fully. I might h;: fence of the

gallbladder infection before it made itself so obvious

rbation. It strengthens my belief that

in ever. .
•• with a history oi

'initial disturbance, minute attention

''ladder and appendix, the latter in

many i the chief offender, as I hope
me future communication.

reappeared in March.

that he had been in bed for nine

was cyanotic.

cart in cod

the hase

le tender liver. The
•>. and the urii I albumin.

il and placed under
'

: that at the

ilse also had greatly

'lined a

. and the

ily a Riedel lobe, this

Under-
neath could emed to he the softer and

mptoms referable to

ind as the circulation

listurhancc interfered

advised to have the gallbladder opened and di

!
-

i
. he would not consent, .md

i his home. No repi u

him ha
I I ire.

rhis case, like the preceding, illustrates the dim. ull
j

prizing the exist cholecj -litis in

a person suffering from the distre

broken compensation of a coincidenl cardiac lesion.

But it also emphasizes how serious may be such a

combination in its effect on convalescence, that is,

tion of cardiac efficiency, and how important is

a clo-c study of the hepatic condition. Il N so natural

to regard the obvious circulatory embarrassmi
responsible for the phenomena thai unless each
i- scrutinized daily, we ma) overlook complications
capable of turning the isl recovery.

iiue.

ALLEVIATION OF DISTRESSING DIGES-
TIVE SYMPTOMS IX "CARDTO

RENAL DISEASE"

SO Ml

' M. NILES, Ph.G., M.D.

aa

All practitioners of medicine, particularly those

specializing i:i gastroenterology, have patients with

! "cardiorenal insufficiency" who complain of

indigestion, of distressing flatulence, of sen ations of

epigastric fulness after eating, and of a general feeling

of digestive discomfort. These patients may present

tr lesions in varii of compensation:
there may In- arrhythmia or myocardial inefficiency or
tumultuous heart action. The urine may he loaded

with albumin, may show granular or hyalim c
both, or at times it may he fairly normal. The ques

of actual cardiac and renal pathology will not be
discussed in this study, hut rather the method- of

steadying the- heart's action, of aiding compensation,
of allowing more physical space to the thoracic and
abdomii . maj he less handicapped
in performing their functions, and of lightening the
work of the kidne) s.

teadier" pin- a diuretic, I have much
confidence in the infusion of digitalis—more, perhaps,

than in any other preparation of this drug. I i

fusion must he fresh and must he made from
nd dependable digitalis leaves, otherwise the

ill be disappointing. It is my custom to give

timi thi first clay, especially if the

i rated. After that I have found _' tia-
1 doses, four times daily, a sufficiency. It is

well to omit her every fifth day, and if the

omit it every fourth, or
ery third day. This minimizes the danger of

a cumulative effect. I'uless the bowels ate

which i- seldom ti :mploy, with good effect,

this prescription

:

Ltia (C. P.) aa 5 'ii

Tri' -

nfult in one-l iter on

iption should produce two or three free

watery stools, hut the dose may he varied to obtain

In some instances^ when the watery move-
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ments seem to cause debility, this prescription may be improvement progresses, certain variations or modifi-
on alternate mornings, or even three days apart, ration- in the daily regimen may be allowed; but any

For the distressing accumulation of gas in the inclination to increased dyspnea or inefficient heart
stomach, which so emban heart's action, this action should indicate the necessity for a prompt
prescription has proved most helpful: lvuirn t0 the strict diet and regular medication.

B |piri
.
tus 3" There will, of course, be found some persons who

Magraae magn" s^ae"
.

'.'?.

.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'. ' :K'k the mental Stability required for the successful
advancement of this method: then. too. there will be

M. Sig. : O til every Mt. . . . . .

'

needed for P;,«. found both hearts and kidneys seemingly beyond the

Thi< ,an he repeated almost ad libitum. It can
power of compensation or recuperation. '

produce no had effect, unless the magnesia acts as a ,

Nevertheless, in a liberal proportion oi these melan-

hydragogue cathartic, and generally it promotes the ,"'> and
.
long-suffering cardiorenal cases, th( brief,

free expulsion of the disquieting gas. of which the Jut practical suggestions herein ottered will be found

patient complains so bitterly, fn many of these uncom- '" ;,u

pensated cases there is frequent dyspnea, coming on
Candler Building.

after slight exertion or without apparent cause, or

deepening in intensity during the hours of night.

The following combination, while it unfortunately (l fANEOUS Rl V< [TON TO QUININ
possesses an odor both foul and fierce, has u, ,„an> IX QUININ fDIOSYNI RAS^ -

sufferers under my observation afforded a most i:i

ful surcease for this distress: " M EDLAVITCH, M.D.

B Spiritus ammo "'Rr " UN '

Elixir ammonii valerianatis 5a _ . ,

en minutes to Some individuals are susceptible to tin action of
°" r

'
ra ~ '""" K -

certain foreign substances. The urticarial
i

I In-, hke the previous prescriptions, ma> be repeated brought on by strawberries, the eczematoid dern
quite a number of times due to various proteins <>r food product-, the asthma

Dietetic restrictions and regulations are most impor- caused b) white of egg, the hay-fever or asthma caused
taut, as they tend to diminish intestinal flatulence. io b\ pollens of plants or bj inhalations of animal emana-
encourage intestinal peristalsis, to lighten the elimina- tions or derivative-, the skin reaction to tuberculin,
live burden of the kidneys, ami to proi il and the various symptoms following the use of certain
nutrition. drugs are specific examples f such idiosyncrasies.

In the suggestive dietary herein offered, it will be Symptoms commonly observed in hypersensitivi
noted that sweets and fats are avoided, so far as possi- viduals are:

( li urticarial or eczematoid
hie, and that vegetables containing onlj 5 and 10 per (2 o-inti itinal disturbances

; (3) tl ha
cent, of carbohydrates are allowed, while the starchy i/ed a- asthma, or i4i those indicating

foods aie for the mo-i part prohibited. Fresh lean pharmaco on of the antigenic drug,
meat may be eaten freely, but must be broiled, baked drugs to which man manifests this idio-

. -ed. The string beans, squash, onion-, turnip-, syncrasy i- quinin. This facl has :

'

etc., ma) bi cooked, but the green vegetables, usually \n attempt to develop a specific -km
eaten raw, may be cut up into a combination salad quinin was successfully made by Boerner. 1 By apply-
and flavored with lemon juice instead of the ordinary ing quinin bisulphati to a skin scarification m;
condiments. A limited amount of fresh buttermilk is himself and a colleague- both of thi tible to

admissible, and a small amount of cereal for breakfast, quinin— he was able to obtain a definite and well
if the patient insists on it. a- sometimes i- the case, marked local reaction in each case. Simil
When cereals are eaten, a very -cant amounl of sugar in nonsusceptible individuals gave no reactions what

permitted. luded, therefore, that this reai

si. d i

''"' and
.

wa llo
V"

ced when "
hi per cent, solution ,,t quinin bisul]

< >'Malley and Richey 5 tried oul tl in twi

ol quinin idii inder their observation
I O . II (

'1 10 per cent. i|immi bisulphate and obi
' 'mile reaction- tlm- ,-, ,1 1 h i n i i n. . Iions, tnus i onnrming i

ilso obtained an equalh w e|| niai 1 «
• 1 lot al

tliirst. - .
, , ,

ith a 3 per cent <|Uiiun dilndio
Iilorid. With cinchonin or cinchonidin sulphatiit ii . .with various other drugs tested, they could gel no

In twelve non -u-c piil,
1

.

This diet will seem quit itionary ch.
i , u|th I|M|]|||| su ,

many patient-, and some Will lor a while complain at |;

the prohibition ol breads and sweets especially. In a reaction is a good ii quinin
short tune, however, in a majorit) ol h, ,|„

tinal flatus will markedly diminish, the dyspnea will ,,

lighten, the heart will been :dv and eflfi ,,„, u j,|, (hi i

cient in its action, and the albuminous content in the
-ii iurine will lessen or entirely disappear.

This dietary doe- not promote a gain in

fin the contrary, there i- generally some loss; but thi
i

•'

i . . i i i
•

\ i '
'

i- not prejudicial to the invalids welfare. \- general
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iron, quinin,

one for.

. cheat, whicl

..sWeil whether there nin in the me

ad never beei

the entir. ' thtrc

had had an a<

h she did not

•i all over 1

nine the same

the only member of her

The opportunity tint- presented itself to test out the

Accordingly,

r 19. and again. November 5, the skin of the

• iut 3 inches

the proximal abrasion 10 per cent, quinin

ite in aqueous solution was applied. The distal

. control. Within a few min-

e patient '

el an itching sensation
• h into which the quinin had been

r an edematous papule

to appear around this scarification. It reached

in. in diameter, in about

one-half hour. Surrounding this area of edema \va-

erythema measuring about 3.5

ide after

end of a few hours had
al or control

note occurred other

tal normal re i ving traumatism of

il. Evidently the

definite

id can really be

:.\ry

i to quinin.

O'Malley

to be ver)

Till-' MAXIMUM NONFATAL OPENING
rHE (.HI'S I" \\ \1.1.

kl> A GRAH \M. M l>

In a previous article, by the present writer in con-

junction with R. D. Bell, 1 evidence was presented to

show that in the normal thora ure relation-

ships are always practically equal in both pleural

cavities and that therefore the prevalent conceptions

of collapse "t one lung and maintenance of respiration

with the other in the condition of open pneumothorax
are incorrect. In the same article also, it was shown
that a bilateral open pneumothorax in a normal chest

is practically no more dangerous to life than a uni-

lateral opening unless the combined areas of the open-

both si.K-s are greater than the area of the

single opening on one sick-. Both theoretically and
experimentally effects of practically the same severity

result in the case of one or more openings into one

pleural cavity as follow tin- creation of a double

pneumothorax, provided that in each case the combined

areas of the various openings are equal. Moreover, it

was shown that the maximum opening in the che-t wall

compatible with life in the normal adult (that is.

without pleural adhesions or induration of the medi-

m) could be approximated by means of the

mathematical expression

:

Ri
V T

in which I' is the vital capacity
aspiration before the ipening i- mad'"

rhe rate of respiration after the opening is made
T is the tidal air (approxin..,

* factor less than 1 (assumed to tie 0.8).

the area of the glottis ah >ut 2.25 sq. cm.)

In the substitution of numerical values. 3,700' was
used to represent the vital capacity. 2 This was the

commonly accepted average vital capacity, and on the

if it a value for A* was obtained of 51.5 sq. cm.

(8.1 square inches). In other words, the computation
was made that an opening of 51.5 -<\ cm. in the chest

wall was the maximum for which ition could
be made. At that time we were not acquainted with

the work of Peabody and W'entworth3 on the vital

• study it was found that in general

the vital capacity of men is greater than that of women,
and that an approximate relationship exists between
the height of the individual and his vital capacity. In

men, for example, the average normal vital capacity is

4,6.53 c.c. ; but in men 6 feet or more in height, the

normal vital capacity is 5,100 c.c, and in one man it

e the very high value of 7,1X0 c.c.

The accompanying tables are quoted from their article.

It i- at once obvious that whenever the value of V
mathematical expression change-, the value of

.V will also change in the same direction, that is, if
/'

ater, the value of X .nil also be increased,

and vi [f in substituting numerical values in

our equation we insert 4,800 for V (the normal vital

y of men with a height of from 5 f

! Bell, K D.: Open P Its Rcla-
f Empyema, Am. I. M. Sc. 156:839 (Dec.)

Philadelphia, 1911, p. 646.
I nical Studies of the
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inches to 6 feet), instead of 3,700 we obtain a dis-

tinctly larger value for X. If we assume as before
that /?, (the rate of respiration before making the

opening) during complete resl is 15 per mil

the maximum rate, R2 , for the greatest possibl

of respiration is 61
' per minute, then:

1_>5

A'= ii 3, or
125

X=67.32 sq. cm., or 10.4 s

Criticism has been made of the incorre< I

mathematical expression on the ground that the value

obtained tor the maximum opening compatible with

life, which was published in our previous articl

too small when compared with what was sometimes
found clinically to be possible in connection with both

war and operative wounds of the chest. But it should
be remembered that the value of 51.5 sq. cm., which

eviously given, represented merelj an average
value based on what was commonl] considered as the

average value of the vital capacit) As found in the

TABLE l.-vn At. 0APACIT3 "I TH1 LUNGS IN NORMAL

Height Ni.ruiiil Ncj. Highi ' Lou No
In Vina Within Vital V

I

Peel Ci Ca- Ca Pci n
" of

age Normal

I II f 6,100 9 7,180 5.030 141

II u .vsi .-
t .s.Ki || 5 ..». |, 100 I II

'-'

III :.s YV to 1,000 I] 1

5-8 Vfe"

TAHI.l 2.—VITA1 CAPACITY 01 im iim.s i\ va
1 !

-

.1 Normal N" Highest Lo» H
in Vital Wil

I

No. and pai

I ;i

n
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Dec.

\ nun given during

laining small amounts
1. .<iul ;i!1 were invariable followed :

sm: flushing of tin and even .it times

ptoms were somi what mitigated

1 \ diluting the dose with a large amount ••: w

I
informed me th;n his w

'niik even the weak Chim
howing sympt

ill mcdi-

II or in m i

A nun en, Inn in no
. illowing

•

Cat

A , OWING A SULPHURIC
ACID BURN'

red concerning tin- circum-

surrounding the cause of cancer, thai any new facts

seem worthy i
- irted. With this point in view,

in in a city clinic, i- submitted.

tory, presented

.a the clinic with a prominent tumor mi the dorsal

surface of his right hand. Seven months prior to this, his

hand had been burned by a low drops of sulphuric acid in a

|y, the tissues in tin- region had.

the patient, .. normal. The initial

hum left a small ulcerated surface about the size of a pea

in. hut which refused to heal. Three
n the size of the

and in height. Growth continued

for the next four ni

three-qn iting a reddish, ulcerated

and a distinct red border. In the center, thi

is from which a slight yellow discharge

emitting a disagreeable odor. Pain was confi

the periphery, where it had been continuous for the past few

The axillary

I palpable at the time of examination.

employed
taining his position at the

dye fac re. He had always enjoyed good
gative.

Newark, X. J.,

Healing wa> slow

lermined with pus and sloughing

11 in with healthy pink granula-
ated area. A

d the fact that the tumor
'

i arcinoma, the diag-

When the patient was
entirely healed, but

• the size of a

'tn the inner anterior part

involving the

ted three

and had
;

•nient.

ritants have

a malig-

"f the tissues

for cancer.

i'h later may

into chimnej sweep's cancel I ..1. ...... in its com
bustion gives ofl certain irritant products which maj lead

I- ulcers ..i tin- lip oi tongue, and a resultant mal
growth, Workers handling guano and anilin dyes often get

:. exposed parts, which, in time, maj
i "ii Fibiget ha expet imentallj pi odui ed i an. . i

..i the stomach u. animals as a i nil ol ch ii irritation

b; nematodi -
. and \ oma d eloped epithelioma

kin in rabbits bj irritation with tar.

In all well as In the present one. the

cancerous condition followed a chn healing ulcer,

which, in turn, was produced bj the chemical irritation, It

appears that the health] cells are in some way altered by the

ulceration so that il a predisposition to cancel i

the malignant condition will follow. It is verj until

.i the acid itself was the etiologii rai tor

in the production of the tumor, as thousands of sulphuric

acid burns never become cancerous. A suggested explana-

tion is that the acid hum and subsequent ulcerating con-
dition merely provided a place of lowered resistance, which,

combined with a certain predisposition and the "canci

of the patient, led to the development of the malignant
grow ih

CEREBRAL GAS EMBOLISM OCCURRING DURING ADMINIS-
TRATION OF Militn Mi I'M I MOTHORAX

J. D. Thom Ohio

History.—W. W., aged 37, white, machinist, native of

Scotland, who had been in the United Stat.- four years, was
admitted to the Ohio State Sanatorium for Incipient Pul-

monary Tuberculosis, Maj 27. 1918, and his condition

tied as moderately advanced (Turban II). He gave a history

of having had tuberculosis ten years before, with several

pulmon.it> hemorrhages at that time. He had recovered

with no recurrence until April 1. 1"18, when he developed a

heavy cold which persisted. On admission he weighed 166

pounds, which was normal. He was 5 feet, 5 inches tall,

stockily built, had a short, thick neck, and was of the typical

apoplectic type.

Examination.—The sputum was positive for tubercle bacilli,

May 31, July 23 and Dec. 10. 1918, and Jan. 4. 1919. The
urine was negative on several different examinations. VugUSl

17. the sputum was streaked. On admission, the temperature

Mom normal to 99.4 F. until the middle of August,

when it subsided to normal until October 8. At this time,

the patient had an acute exacerbation ranging to 99.8 F. for

a few days, when it again became normal. The pulse rate

was always low, ranging from 54 to 70. The appetite was
good, the bowels regular, and the patient felt comfortable all

the time. There was considerable cough and expectoration.

it was not possible to develop any stable degree of exercise,

even under the most careful system of graduation.

ment and Result.—December 30, physical examination

Ii nee of a cavity formation in the right upper

firmed bj the roentgen ray. It was then

artificial pneumothorax. January 1. this

i i
... nitrogen gas being given in the fourth

interspace, midway between the nipple and the sternum. The
]. all. nt showed no disturbance and experienced no disCOm-

oreness at the point bl puncture. Cough
ion 'i.i. i i.illy diminished after the firsi treat-

lenl treatments were given, as follows: Jan-
uary 2. 300 ex.; January 18, 30d i i : January 25, 600 ex.;

February 5. 650 c.c. ; February 17. 600 c.c, and March 3,

The patient was feeling very well and showed
unmistakable signs of improvement.
March 14, after the usual procedure and with a manometer

in — 3 to — 7, about 100 c.c. ol gas hi

ni turned his head slowly, far to

Mi.i. ii something wrong." The face

the pupils Were strongly contra, ted ; the

chin w.i he right ho tldi
i . breathing was slow

ere drawn to the right ; the entire

quite rigid, with complete loss of consci.

and with tonic convulsions and frothing at the mouth. After
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about eight minutes of convulsive movements, he relaxed and
subsided into a semicomatose condition. Whei
he had a staring expression and would immediately relapse

into a comatose state. There was compl

and reflexes. The pulse rate \\ ration was 18,

and was somewhat labored. During the night follow

experience, the patient wa involuntarily

throwing the bedding, moaning and sighing aloud, and fre-

quently calling out and beating the bed with the ri

Left side movements were wholly

get out of bed, but he could not coordinate his

During the day of the fifteenth, he was still uni

and very restless, moaning and talking incoherently all the

time. He made an attempt to get out .>! bed, bul fell on the

floor and had to be lifted back, lie bad three involuntary

actions of the bowels, and voided urine frequentl

involuntarily. Toward evening, be be- net and

seemed to show some return of consciousness, lie had a

quiet and restful night, and in the morning he was perfectly

rational The second day after tl I to get

out of bed for a short time. The third up for

all meals, and was about the cottage ' >n the fifth day, be

was allowed to go to the general dining room. U el

well as usual. He showed absolutely no untoward results

from the experience and was discharged, April

"quiescent."

REPORT OF A CASE OF VOLV1 I
I

ix russusi i ri roN

E. L. Eliasok, M.D..

- ..— I. A., a negro, aged -'-'. was admitti

pital, July 3. complaining ol

On the preceding February -

on for acute appendicitis, and on June 17. foi abdominal

adhesions which were found and idmission, July

3, 1916, the temperature wa- 97 1 thi pulse 84, and i

I

areas and no masses were found. There bail been n

ing, and the bowels were regular and had moved the

type of pain ever since hi- operation i

days before. He was given a simple eni jrain of

be felt relieved and

Clinical Course.—July 13. the patient retui

pensary complaining ibdominal pain, [

again admitted and given '.; grain ol morphin

ours later, be was given 10 gram- of barbital

sterile water hypodermic b;

i hysterical element in tl" condition. The patienl

I relief and slept.

Jul> 14. the temperature was '"'I the

on 24. The leukoi

old he had voided urine i

I, ut. ..ii 'be conti

with relish and asked for ni"'

rwed no distention, and a

peristaltic sounds. The urine howed no blood but did

show marked indican

Inly 15. the night nurse's report f..r I a. I

effect t'

of the night. Hi

The nurse's 2 a. m i

perspiring profusel)

pun When I ..i» hint

abdominal cat

I

, let mi-- in Hie I' fl iliai

'inn— A midline i'

;angrene. When the volvulus was untwi

of an intussu urn, the

is were

too firm to separate. Owing to the extreme condition of the

ed and the tv

of the normal ileum brought out of the wound
ised. The patient died ten hours later.

MENT
- nation of the removed in tied beginning

\
loop of the volvul;

. as in the la

and just ready "to slough off into the ire had

made a firm an

loop into the other.

be drawn that

the intussusception had existed for da> nice his

nteen days before, while the out
only evidence of strangulation luration.

In all probability the volvulus occurred at 1 a. m.

; of the operation, thus a or the patient's

Sixteenth Street.

AN ETHER DROri'l.R

T. E. Hi him., Mo.

annoyances of the anesthetist is the

rj dropper fi ir the ether can.

Ever;. ives many am nine or

hed for a d( thai would do

Top o:

nli the inserting of the

similar

the ether from the can in a suitable manner.



THERAP1 UTICS
\ ",„$

Thi.rinjnH/'f -"' )
,u '

: " 1 ' 1" 1 '" ground coffee (8 gm.) and infu ed
iiierapiuiii.*

wiii ; h oi ho| coffee and ho( mj]U .

n|
.

r| r

a teaspoonful of senna leaves be tied up in a small

a i muslin bag and stewed with 250 gm. of prunes, in

either case adding sweetening to taste. Senna formsii , i !• i .1
ilic laxative ingredient oi nearly all tin- various 'herb

teas," so much used by grandmothers. In these

AND ABUSE OF CATHARTICS* of the automobile and the aeroplane, however, the

slow and tedious, even though economical proo
domestic extraction, is bound to become obsolete.
(
'offee or prune juice may more readily be nude purga

senna is more powerful than cascara m ,. ,, v l]u . add jtiori ,,,- a dose ,,, syrup ,„. of nui ,|_

... and often acts when the latter fails, it
extract of senna.

requires from foui >urs for action. Large The , llnM p
ieasant way (l|

-

fakmg senna ;s t0 use lho
n in the morning; small powdered leaves, letting the alimentary tract do its own
;

bedtime. It is much
extracting, xhus, the compound powder of glycyrrhuta

more prom produce griping, and in some patients oweg j(
.

p0pUiaritv ,,, ils rather pieasant taste. | t

to cause a feeling ol abdominal soreness.
J

in thi n i

conta jns is per cent, of senna, glycyrrhiza and sugar
ciple that the mildest is the best, ca e pi

For sweetening, and oil of fennel for flavoring. The
na, especially for prolonged use. When

sulphur contents (8 per cent.), would probably nol be
r, a single prompt, thorough evacuation is aimed missed if jt wrR . deieted ,-,.,.,„ ,|„. formu ia ; for sulphur

is a verj feeble agent as compared with senna. The
n has demonstrated that ,,,,„,, f comp0und powder of glycyrrhiza for an adult

senna exerts its chief effect on the large intestine.
is a teaspoonful or more stirred' up with water. For

Hie. mi stomach and small mtestme are not children, the dosage given in the accompanying tabula-
markedly changed; but, the moment the bismuth meal

,,,„, niav |„. ernployed.
al valve, it traverses the colon in great

This makes senna useful to complement the dosage ob compound powder of glycyrrhiza

al purgatives, such as the mercurials, Age of Child
F0K

'
HILDREN

cm.

and - the old prescription of blue
','

™°"th
f

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.".'.' oio
mass at night and "black draft" in the morning. '•••

j

,
. ,

,

.' years 2.00
From then. little tendency to ears 3.00

atharsis, inflammation, or to constipation after —

,

, . ,
, ,

una is the mosl drastic of the '
'"' confection oj senna was very properly deleted

Heated in spastic from the present pharmacopeia. By no stretch of the

,1 ,:, conditions of intestinal inflamma- imagination could it have been called a confection in

For patients with hemorrhoids ii should be pre- the modern sense. A more pleasant preparation can

nd only in small doses. hv made in any household after the subjoined formula,

tter of senna wh,ch vv,u yield a can(1 >' medication of approximately

that this the s;mlt> strength and dose as the compound glycyr-

urini red under the influence of alkali. The rmza powder.

1 the i Ise fear of •
laxative fri 11 cake

ematuria. Some of the cathartic prin- .f.^??.
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

'. I

into the milk of nursing women. ....... of each, equal part.

the mother may also purge the nursling. Rai )

not nearly as ^'1*7JIX 1"""* '

'' "'" bi """ :"'" H!
'

r°" in,
°

c* 1 ""''" "

more easily ""-"
; ' Blicc '

'">'" '" •"•'"" according to size of the patient.

syrup of senna.containing |Vrh „„. u . pleasantness of this preparation is
• and flavored With con-

a disadvantage as ,, may inviu . unnecessary use. and
• r most children to take

thus ,ead
*

llu , perrficious practice uf habitua]
! he aromatic syrup of senna 01 the .. ., . . •.

ore pleasant and only of
/(

.

flr/ gf ^ be used ,„ numncr
It), though I also con-

sjmila/ 1(1 that Qf c

y

ascara Yada and for the same
. 5 ixr cent, of lalap, ,

P- , ,
.... • ,,... - 1

, ,
purpose to increase intestinal irritability— in the cura-

• rhuharh, and M) per cent, ot alcohol. , r . •

J
, c ttreatment ot chronic constipation, 111 doses ot from

,
1
cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg and lemon. A - , , , • , , ,

rup or two teaspoonfuls
° 5

.
t0
J

"-several times daily, and progressively

lent to act on a sensitive £duced
1
!

'"" else ,n dose °* tn,m
.

2
.

t0 4 «; for a
n

s ",g c

old babe would be n
h
c°n
roUgh evacuation. The addition of from 0.2

[ional Formulary prepa-
0M cc

:

of t,,u,un
'
of bellado"na f* 1

'
dos^ t0

dily available it is
antagonize griping, is suggested, though the patient may

' '

'
' edryne 1 of the mouth and the impairment

1 |

on Produced
.

t
J
he

.

rel
c , „ ,

. .

,

iid in favor of the old abominably

hardly
tasting black draft, the compound infusion oj senna,

1 its efficiency. It is a relic of
th> days, fortunately now past, when nauseous medi-

on the nharmacoioKy. tine was given hv the teacupful. The combination of
the common laxatives and t c iia s i.senna (o per cent.), which is chiefly a stimulant to per-
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istalsis, with magnesium sulphate ( 12 per cent), which
keeps the feces riuiil but does not have much effect on
the musculature, is an instai 1 synergism.

The manna ( 12 per cent.), on the other hand,

feeble in activity and in taste to 1"- of much value

either as an adjuvant or as a corrective. Fennel i-

used as flavoring. The average dose of 120 c.c. of this

preparation will open the bowels, n" it i< within the

of any cathartic to <lo so. It mi«j!it be remem-
bered as a last resort, when other cathartics have failed

and intestinal obstruction i- probablj not

When it fails, a strong suspicion of mechanical inter-

ference with intestinal evacuation maj he entertained

Of course, when intestinal obstruction t> known to be

present, this powerful agent itraindi-

cated, as it is more dangerous than the surgeon.

{To be cov .

New and Nonofficial Remedies

The km.lowing additional articles ham
as conforming to the rules of j i' \rm.u i

and Chemistry of the Amerii vk M
ADMISSION TO New ami No
THE RILE.- ON WI1L II HIE < ' WILL BE

SENT ON APPLICATION. \y A. Pui I HER, SECRETARY.

BENZYL BENZOATE (Sec X. X R., 1

Benzyl Benzoate for Therapeutic Use—Van Dyk and Com-
pany.—A brand of benzyl benzoate whi

X. X. R. standards.
Manufactured by Van Dyk ai trademark.

LUMINAL. — Phenobarbital tarbituric

Acid.—Phenyl -Ethvl-Malony I- L'rea.

NH-O i '
ii.

/ \ /
CO c
\ /\
XH I

2.4,6- trioxy-5-phenyl -ethyl pyramid in Phenobai bital

nal) differs from barbital (veronal) in thai oni

has been replaced

-It is claimed thai thi introdu

the phenyl group increases the luminal

(phenob
Luminal is said to produ

a satisfal t' >rj i ange betw een thi

affording a deep, quiet sleep, without ii

ticii or circulation. Wry :

leep.

It has a sedative actioii on respiration, Ii ening
r breathing, although the volun

is increased. It kills by respirato [I i

nated by the kidneys, a certain port

posed in the organism. No renal in

turbam
Luminal is i laimed to be a useful I

insomnia and < ondil io

08 (in. 1 12 grains i shouli

-

Luminal TabU-u 1\ , <ira-.«<. I

Lamina)

Lorn i

Shak.
.

I

I Cm. of luminal for five minutes in 10 D
iroxide. Amn:

luminal in 5 Cc. of
ide and lieat the solution

\

melt al 147 C.
Uimin.il in 1 Cc. of concenti .

0.5 Cm.
i The ash amounts i

LUMINAL-SODIUM. — Phenobarbital Sodium.—
I larbiturate. — Luminal Soluble. — Xai <

nin salt of phenyl-ethyl-barbituric acid.

I / 'ses.—The of luminal.

dermic injection luminal-sodium
in the form of 20 per cent, solution, prepared by dissolving

distilled water: 2

of the solution contain 0.4 Gm. (6
luminal-sodium. The dose of luminal-sodium is 10 per cent.

r than that of luminal.

Luminal-sodium may be given hypodermically in doses of
i

I hemical Co., f

ly 7. 1912; expires 1

'her and chtoro
lias an alkaln

v stallization from dilu

Gm. of luminal-sodium. The n
diui

linm with hyl
i

: r luminal I which
es without r. -

n from harhital sodium, which requii
than S0C I

ut 1 Gm. of luminnl
ulphuric acid. I

SAJODIN. — Calcium Monoiodobchenate. — l ( . 1

1

ilcium salt of monoiodobehenic acid.

used as a substiti

iodides. The iodine ing longer retai

I rom I
' daily.

I
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CHLORINATION OF WATER SUPPLIES

The chlorination of water supplies is probably the

mosl ,, ntribution made by this country to

purification. In fact, this process

out as the most useful procedun

lor insuring the safety of a municipal water supply.

The results that could be achieved by adding calcium

ter wen- first demon trati '1 in some

experii |
\. Johnson at the Union

Immediate publicity was given

to this work by the treatment of the Jersey City supply

•mm and the celebrated lawsuit that followed.

The n<
'' velopment in

plants using calcium hypochlorite,

tion at the

191] |
> of the lime

I, due primarily to the lack of uni-

formity in the strength of the commercial product and

fficiency, following

emical. These disadvantagi

y the introduction of liquefied

chlorin liquid chlorin." Greater precision

through

ie liquid chlorin cylinders

powder. It is

proximately 2.500

the United Stat

of liquid chlorin.

that chlorina-

ration, thi

tl

inditions, chlorina

plies. The expense

r million

r, for a municipality of

r, including depreciation.

t chlorination has

disagreeal

tly a matter of
]

many hlorination has been practiced

and wl have not taken up the matter

in a sensational way, tl en no material objec-

tion on the part of the consumers, I he interesting

experience of the city of Milwaukee' shows that the

occurrence of Unpleasant Odors in a water supply may

be chargeable only in part to the chlorin, In thai

cii\ it was found that the sewage was laden with COal

tar derivatives and that the odor wa primarily due

to these substances, perhaps acted on by the chlorin.

The extremely disagreeabli taste in the Milwaukee

water vanished altogethei when sewage from a coke

plant was diverted from the lake, although chlorination

was continued. It seems likely that in other cases in

which the chlorin itself 1 < used, the presence

of other substanci . especiall) the coal tar derivatives,

has been essentially responsible.

I he remarkable decline in typhoid fever in American

cities in the last ten years has been clearl) set forth

in the annual statistical summaries published by Tin:

fouRNAi ; and some sanitarians, especially waterworks

. have been inclined to attribute this improve-

olelj to water chlorination. This is probablj

an extreme view, since other factors, such as the

growth in milk pasteurization, have been opi

during the same period to reduce typhoid prevalence

Even, however, if it is impossible to ascribe all the

credit for typhoid diminution to water chlorination.

it is enough to say that this procedure has had a large

share in the improvement effected. If it were still

more widely used, especially in the smaller towns and

cities using surface water without filtration, there is

no question that a further impetus would be given to

the work of typhoid prevention in the United States,

IS ALCOHOL A STIMULANT?

Until comparatively recently, alcohol was regarded

as a respiratory and cardiac stimulant. Whisky was

probably the most popular domestic remedy for such

as fainting, in which stimulation was

ably required. I he popular idea that alcohol

is a tone stimulant has so often proved to be untenable

on the basis of scientific evidence that it seems almost

superfluous to refute the mistaken notion anew. No
one will deny that a feeling of relief often follows the

use of alcohol in conditions in which stimulation seem

to be indicated. In such cases, however, it has been

shown to act merely as an irritant to the mucous mem-
branes of the mouth and throat, promoting thus a

beneficent local reaction before the alcohol has had

time to be absorbed and stimulate in any way the

depressed function.

There would be little occasion to refer again to the

subject at this time had not a layman of prominence,

Mr. (j. I-;, flint, recently, in a fiery volume,- vigorously

i d alcohol as a stimulant. Any tyro in physiol-

1. J. S «: 515, 1919.

u Alcohol, with an Inti

!•>• Dr. Abraham Jacobi, New Sfork, the Macmillan Company, 1919
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ogv can find contradictions in Flints book which, as

a recent reviewer- remarked in The Journal, ".some-

times quotes confidently as fact what is absolutely not

true." Consider, tor example, this statement

155):

That alcohol is very easily digested i- proved by the fact

that the carbohydrates cannot be digested as such, but only

after they have been changed into sugar and finally into

alcohol.

To the author of such statement . eemingly

endorsed by a medical expert, alcohol is distinctly a

"heart stimulant." And then there i- further instruc-

tion: "That alcohol is not a stimulant has never been

proved."

In animal experimentation the use of anesthetics,

which are commonly employed to insure painless

in such studies, may interfere with the inter-

pretation of the observations in which alcohol, itself

a narcotic, is concerned. Lately, satisfactory methods

of investigation without the usi of thi ani ;th tic when

alcohol is being tested have been devised. Hyatt,'1 who

has given the most recent report, found that when

alcohol is given by mouth there is a rapid ri < in blood

pressure followed by an immediate return to normal.

This is a purely local effect due to irritation of the

gustatory nerves and igmovemeni

result can be obtained with dilute acids. When the alco-

- introduced directly into the circulation with-

out preliminary contact with mucous membranes, there

was either no effect or a fall in pressure. An anes-

thetic dose may actually he given by introduction in

this manner into the circulation, to which it must find

its way in any mode of administration, without any

stimulation of the heart or respiration Even when

moderate doses of 40 per cent, alcohol are introduced

into the stomach -lowly b) the use of a gastrii sound,

no change in pressure is produced.

These experiments confirm the earlier studies of the

same sort which Bi described in The Jour-

nal. Why need the subject receive furthei

ment? In refuting the claim thai alcohol is in any

a direct stimulant of the heart, a (listing

British committee reporting to thi I entral Control

Hoard thus formulated i

I the i ontn

The fact that the beneficial cfiVi immedi-

ately and long befon ant amount

for thi

local and indirect nature of the a< tion It - n >e in these circum

stances is, therefore, comparable with that "f smelling salts.

or the irritating fumes itionall]

employed for the same purpo e. When, in conditions

has a beneficial efTect. this must be attributed

mildly narcotic and sedative a< tion relieving il"

\ M \ ?.". : I

lion, J. Lab 1 i lii M

Unaneslh. liicrl Animal. J A. M
1

Stationei p. "6.

the action of the heart from the influence

of pain and anxiety. The promotion of a patient's

the relief of mental strain, may be an essential element in the

treatment <>f disease, and an important factor in recoi

it, however, justify the description of alcohol as a

i the heart.

THE DETERMINATION OF RACIAL RELA-
TIONSHIPS BY MEANS OF BLOOD

question of the relationship of different i

one another is a matter of considerable interest. Up
to the present, morphologic criteria have been used

exclusively in attempts to decide what this

hip is. Various anthropometric tests have

rised, for example, the so-called cranial index.

ial angle, and similar tests. aR.
j n

liffen'nces in stature, and such

striking differences in conformation as the peculiari-

ties in the eye slits which characterize the o

With the advent of immunologic knowledge.

the methods of -serology were applied to the study

ial peculiarities. In the early days of serology,

ipitin test was used to demonstra

ship between man and the I The
possibility of differentiating groups within thi

• a- not apparent until

well established. Indeed, it was not until

Landsteiner '

; ed the fact thai serologic differ-

d among iiuli\ iduals of the same
that the possibility of using serologic methods became
apparent

In certain fields of operation in connection with the

war, extraordinary op;

for the stud) of different races on account of the

bringing together of military units from various parts

i in Mesopi

il rly, an exl :

\dvantagi of this was taken by 1.. and II.

1 firschfeld, 1 two Swiss serologtsts, who m;

studies of the blood nalities

and of the population of Mesopotamia. I he

blood i'

the transfusion of blood, namely, the

determination of the group into which individuals

should be placed with I

'

e method as ordinarily

individuals in one of four groups

l nglish, French, Italian. Serbian, Greek, Bul-

garian, Russian, Arabian, I ui

mese and Indian soldiers, an.

I

II

'i.- to divide the :

I
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according to the studies of Landsteiner and von Dun

gern, would also contain the Germans and ^ustrians;

an intermediate group containing the *vrabs, rurks,

ns and Jews, and an Asio African group con

taining the negroes, East Indians, and natives oi fndo-

China and Madagascar. The authors draw th

elusion that these results are suggestive of a dual

origin of the human rac< Vccording to this concep-

tion, the European type and the Asio Vfrican type

originated independently, and the intermediate type

fusion of the other two types. The

validity of these conclusions may, of course, be ques-

tioned; but the studies arc certainly of interest not

onlj on account of the immediate results bul also

-i further studies of different races

along serologic lines.

HEMOGLOBIN DETERMINATION

Tlic method for the determination of the hemoglobin

content of the blood introduced by Sahli is probably

ommonly used today. The method

is fairly reliable and the apparatus required is not

complii nsists of a simple color standard

(usually acid hematin) and a calibrated tube in which

the measured amount of Mood is treated appropriately

' linical chemists have recog

. that the Sahli method is open to certain

ons : the inaccuracii he variations in the

calibrations and in the construction of the tubes; the

fading of the standard;1 the variations of the readings

in different lights; the delay in the development of the

and the "personal equation."

Aboul Palmer5 suggested converting

bin to carbon monoxid-hemoglobin and

ring this with a standard solution of liki

i made in a colorimeter.

in thai enhanced greatly the accuracy and

; initiation. Since then Cohen and

of the Yali f the Chemical Warfare

that the Palmer method is di

in one particular: Palmer recommended artificial

in monoxid; Cohen and

that the standard made at New Haven

likely owing to the use of an

; illuminating gas. Hence they have

•i of the I 'aimer method by

ndard hut retaining

'diner proce-

tations, for which

as used as a

I. A. M A. 66: J 3 70

S. Army,

I

19

33 I dical Wat

control, the Sahli Palmer modification was shown to

be accurate within 2 per cent., even in the hands of

relatively inexperienced workers. Its limitations are

that a special form of colorimeter is required, ami

due time must he allowed for the full development

of the acid hematin coli

Berman8 has just propo ed an acid hematin method,

modifying the Sahli procedure shrink in two respei I

Instead <<\ diluting the hemoglobin standard with part

water and part tenth normal hydrochloric acid solu-

tion, the dilution is made entirely with tenth-normal

olution, and after dilution, the acid hemoglobin

mixture is boiled one minute to hasten the formation

of the maximum depth of the acid hematin color.

According to the author's data, the accuracy of the

Intel method may he kept within .} per cent. It i

doubtful whether the many laboratory users of the

Palmer method \\ ill w ish to return to the brownish acid

hematin color in preference to the beautiful and easily

contrasted pink color of the carbon monoxid-hemo-

globin; perhaps the difficulty may he solved by a

refined method of securing a satisfactory grade of

carbon monoxid.

Current Comment

A REMINDER
A blue slip to be used in remitting subscriptions and

Fellowship dues for 1020 is inserted in The Journal

this week. Last week we explained its use tinder the

lira. ling "Will You Help?" The use of this slip by

Fellows and subscribers will result in a considerable

saving for the Association on the cost of sending indi-

vidual statements. In each of the several years past,

more than 20,000 subscribers and Fellows utilized sim-

ilar slips, and it is hoped that even a larger number
lirs year will give their cooperation in this matter.

Little things promptly performed constitute most of

life's courtesies.

INFLUENZA AND TUBERCULOSIS

The reappearance of influenza a year ago led to the

prediction by many writers that a marked increase in

pulmonary tuberculosis was sure to ensue. Fol-

lowing the epidemic of 1889 1890, a number of articles

appeared in which the statement was made that influ-

enza frequently caused a lighting up of quiescent tuber-

culosis. This view became curiam with the medical

Mil and I'd to the foregoing prophecy. Some
observations of Fishberg8 seem to indicate that

: ion of our views is necessary, Fishberg

points out that when a patient with tuberculosis states

that the onset of his disease followed influenza, it is

very necessary to determine just what the patient

by influenza. The terms "grip" and "influi nza

1

' "i 11. moglobin liv tin Ai id

[ill Ii a - I: 553 (Nov.) 1919.
:: : 132, 1919
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are used so loosely by both the layman and the physi-

cian that what the patient describes as influenza is

frequently not true epidemic influenza at all but an

ordinary upper air passage infection such as is likely

to occur at any time. Furthermore, the early symptoms

of tuberculosis itself may take the form of just such an

upper air passage infection. The question is also com-

plicated by the fact that many of us have not yet

learned to differentiate pulmonary tuberculosis from

the postinfluenzal pulmonary lesions that simulate it.

Fishberg's conclusion-;, and they are supported by evi-

dence from other observers, rather indicate that

patients with tuberculosis are as resistant to influenza

as the average individual, that they develop pulmonary

complications possibly less frequently than the non-

tuberculous, and that the ultimate effect of an attack

of influenza, in most instances, is not to cause the tuber-

culosis to light up. Fishberg's article is timely and

calls attention to the necessity for a critical analysis

of the late complications of influenza. We arc inclined

to believe, however, that it is as yet somewhat early to

decide whether as radical a change of opinion is war-

ranted as his article would indicate.

A QUARTER CENTURY OF SERUM
THERAPY IN DIPHTHERIA

In a recent address before the Academie de mede

cine of Paris, Louis Martin 1 recalled that in Septem-

ber, 1894, Roux communicated to a medical congress

in Budapest the results of his pioneer studies on the

scrum therapy of diphtheria. To physicians of the

present generation it seems long ago that Behring

and his collaborators, Kitasato and Wernicke, defi-

howed that the cell-free blood scrum of animals

immunized with diphtheria toxin acquires the power

to protect other animals of the same and different

poison. Yet, in the quarter century

that has elapsed since Roux put to the test of human

clinical experi eatmenl discovered by Behr-

ing, what enormous practical advantages to mankind

have been derived from these brilliant scientific inves-

tigations. The out, cine with the first larger group of

diphtheria patient- who received no other medical

treatment than administration of antidiphtheritic

Serum was 30 striking that the procedure found

piition from clinicians. Serum therapy in

1 ia became an accepted method. It is un

sary to dwell on the fact that the mortality in this dis-

ease has been reduced from 30 per cent, or moi

it, or less in practice. I If beneficent results can

i.-d from the experience of every community in

the civilized world. The maximum of therapeutic

efficiency has not yet 1 peedier

:-. with more direct methods of introducing

the antitoxin, with better concentration an. I pi

tion of the latter, and w ith moi

. the result- seem destined t' n more

favorable than they have been in the past. Now that

the war is over and men can (.nee more turn then

1 Martin Lou ihMique,
i

thoughts to activities that are worth while, let us

remember that the discovery of diphtheria antitoxin

was not an overnight affair or a chance find. Only
patient, laborious researches brought ultimate success.

In the study of diphtheria, by which such brilliant

results have been achieved, the laboratory and the

clinic have worked hand in hand. Looking forward

to further great discoveries in the domain of medicine,

let us not fail to encourage in tire case of other diseases

likewise this fruitful collaboration between science and

practice.

THE ORIGIN OF MACROPHAGES
In his earliest explanations of cell ingestion, or

phagocytosis, of foreign panicle-. Metchnikoff
;

out that the process is quite comparable to what takes

place in the intracellular digestive functions among
unicellular forms of life. In the lowest animals the

single cell must perform all necessary functions,

whereas in the course of evolution to the higher forms

a division of labor has taken place, which is expressed

by a differentiation in structure and activity. Bearing

in mind the evolutionary history of the cells, we should

not be surprised if various types u f cells besides the

lized leukocytes could, if occasion arose, assume

the primitive function of cell ingestion. Metchnikoff 1

ha-, indeed, distinguished between the "motile" and

"fixed" phagocytes, the former the leukocytes

circulating blood, the latter certain connective tissue

cells, endothelial cells, cellular elements in the lymph
node- and spleen pulp; in fact, all phagocytic cells that

are ordinarily confined to some definite locality in the

body. Among pi lis Metchnikoff further

distinguished between "microphages," by which he

olymorphonuclear leukocytes of the

circulating blood, and "macrophages." The latter

include the mentioned, together with the

large mononuclear element- of the blood. Following

In- conceptions -till further, we ma\ regard the

macrophages a- concerned primarily with the engulfing

of cellular detritus and foreign particles, whereas the

microphages are more commonly engaged in the

resorption of bacteria. The origin of these ph.

cell-, between which no -harp division of classification

can be drawn, has been the subject of consideral
'

ulation. Are they derived from connective tissue,

endothelium or lymph cell-, to all of which they have

at time- seemed to bear some relation? What i- the

identity of the various phagocytic cell- which have

received > diversit) of n rs and

which seem to be -o important in the defense against

certain path. nism? With

1 tin- conclusion that, a- lymphocytic 'ell- do

not possess the power "i ph the macroph

macrophages of •

10
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reality '.I origin. From studies conducted

in the department of pathology at the Harvard

tl at they do not originate in the

omentum or the connective tissue cells, 01

lymphi they are probabh

i the proliferating vascular endothelium

in the immediate vicinity of the lesion that call

forth, rather than from the vascular endothelium in

general.

NEW NURSING LEGISLATION PROPOSED
FOR NEW YORK STATE

the influenza epidemic of last year with the

:d reforms in nursing legisla

tion in order to make available an adequate supply of

inary times but also for times

has received a copy of a bill

which i

-

I to introduce into the 1920 legisla-

amendment to thi

The main features of this bill arc

definite qualifi

title R. X . and an annual reregistration. A
be known as trained attendants, with the

ion T. V., i- created ; it is to include .

ge holding a certificate from a school

ined attendants connected with any institution.

giving a course of at least nine

onths of prai tii al experience.

annually. In

'; as trained attendants with the

qualifications mentioned, the regents may lie.
i

one wh '
~ : and submits satisfactory evi-

lore than 18

character, that -he has had two years' experience in the

[ualified to practice as a trained

5uch candidates must also he certifii

three licensed physicians who have personal knowledge

qualifications. Finally, there is a

clause, whi lined in

'hat he or she do time the

ertified, graduate i I nur •

! nit.

SUPERVITAMINS

Thru ,me diet with the addition of 2
' vitamine, I

theii

that will pro

ful.

Hematogenous Peritoniti =

i and produi c

There
i . ntcr the
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CALIFORNIA
Illegal Practitionei Fined. Shew Ping, a Chim

i San Francisco, was I
of practicing

! $200.

Chiropractic Act on Ballot. \n act providing
iminers ap i

i il examiners \\ ill i" on

ILLINOIS

Society Organ Resumes Publication.—The Bulletin, a

irgan of the Mon
Medical Society, which was suspended during the

I
publication u ith the No>

Physician Acquitted. In the case of Dr. Horace Ri

with the murder of his father and a

ii in their home near Jerseyville several montl

the jury, December 10, found the defendant not guilty.

Indicted as Illegal Practitioners. report)

Miss Victoria fapa ol 4423 Walton Street,

lit of registration ami education

midwife without a -late license, and was
Andrew Garratt of East Si

!

For practicing medicine without a licen

I co He ( ould i 'i paj 'lie fine and was
commit! nmty jail fur two months.— -Carl E.

ilso at lb the department for

in Illinois without a state license.

"'il and costs, the total amount heing

whii 1- he paid.

Chiropractors Fined. -For the third time in eighteen

I
itima Calvin of Monticello has

praetor without a state license. 1 he

tin. in each ot the former comactions was $150 and costs,

and i 'i the third conviction the fine is $200 and costs and
ten days in jail. This is said to be the first jail sentence

the Illinois Department of Registration and Education has
ei me against a chiropractor for practicing

Mr-. Calvin graduated from the

Palmer School of Chiropractic at Davenport, Iowa, and
claims '' oi such graduation she is entitled to

without regard to any law on the sub-

ject. II. X. Mettler of Nock Island, another chiropractor,
1 and costs tor practicing without a state

license. Mettler is also a Palmer graduate and, like all

other cl /ho are not licensed, claims that the law
On a former occasion. Mettler was

violating the medical practice act, paid the

line, and started tight to practicing again.

Chicago

College of Surgeons Secures Home.—The Nickerson resi-

l Erie Street lias heen purchased by the

members of the American College of Surg> :o

turned over to that organization to he used as an adminis-
home,

More Money Asked for Speedway.—In order to complete
Hospital it will he necessary to ask <

to appropriate at least $2,500,000, bringing the cost of the

" 'I he Sin I, U. S. P. H. S.,

Washingtonian Home Closed.—The W'ashingtonian Home,
i more than half a century

I o
. will close its

I, i ci ount of the decrease in patronage
from I

1 "' patients a month to fifteen. It is expected
'hat tli the organization will he devoted to the

II ug addicts.

Grant for Medical Research.-- At the annual meeting of
for Grants for Research of the

Advancement of Science, the sum of

ii B Vrej Ph.D., of Northwestern
;

'

'

1 m upporl of his studj
or osteoclast
hone dissolution.
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Former Assistants Honor Professor LeCount.—December
17, former assistants of Dr. Edwin R. Le Count, professor of

pathology in Rush Medical College, tendered him a banquet
and presented him with two paintings as a recognition of

esteem and gratitude. The presentation address was made
by Dr. Frank R. Nuzum, Janesville, Wis., who presided.
Addresses were also make by Drs. Herman A. Brennecke,
Aurora; George E. Clements. Crawfordsville, Ind.; William
H Burmeister, George H. Coleman. Arthur H. Curtis.

Morris Fishbein, Edward H. Hatton and James P. Simonds,
Ciiicago.

Physician Convicted.—Dr. Lillian Hobbs Seymour, also

known as Dr. Lillian R. Hobbs, is said to have been con-
victed of murder by abortion, December 16, by a jury in

Judge Scanlon's court and to have been sentenced to

imprisonment for fourteen years in the state pen it

This is the second time Dr. Hobbs was placed on trial in

the same case. In 1916, she was found guilty and sentenced
to fourteen years imprisonment, but later was granted a new
hearing on technicality. The conviction ive been
based on antimortem statements of the two young women on
whom she is said to have performed an illegal operation.

INDIANA

Personal.—Dr. Augustus R. Schaefer, Alexandria, was
found insensible and almost frozen at hi D
10, and is under treatmenl in thi ia Hospital.

—

Dr. Benoni S. Rose, Evansville, was elected president and
Dr. I. S. Stephens, secretary, of the Medical Service Club of

Evansville. Dr. Milton ( Wilson, Lafayette, has been
ed physician for the county farm and county jail.

Dr. William C. Dunscombe, Lafayette, has resii

superintendent of the Wabash Valley Sanitarium. 1

Dr. George S. Bliss, superintendent of the Indiana
School for Feeble-Minded Youth. Fort Wayne, has resigned.

MARYLAND
National Guard Item.—The Adj al of Maryland

en authorized by the War Department to organize a

field hospital company (motorized) for the national guard

of the state.

Libraries to Be United. According to plat

considered by the authorities of the Johns Hopkin
sitj . the libraries oi the hi hoi il of hj gi<

ultimately will be < ollei ted under one
roof in a new library building to in the hospital

group.

Health Wardens Named.—In naming the health warden

>

imore city, Health I

made but five change- among the twenty-eight wardens

nnected with the department. Th
Dr-. Maurice Feldman, J. Walker Thomas, Roscoi

II. J. Carrick and W. Edward Grempler.

Appointments in Baltimore City Health Department.—
Health Commi Hampson Jones, inaugurating the

merit system in the Baltimore City Health Departmi
nted Dr. John !•'.

1

1

health. the bureau of communii
and Dr. Marion B. Hopkins, chief of the bureau of fi

dairy il

Joint Meeting. \ joint meeting of the Maryland
attic Sociaty, Baltii Medical Association and
Mai.- Lunai i to which the men

ti and Baltin

ember 17. at the Si

nsville, to discuss the question of the can
made bj Dr. A. I'. Her-

i mmission, and
to be laid befon ure for 1920

were considered.

Appointments to Baltimore Health Department.
depart

iiiriu on an efl , Dr. C. 1 Ion; foi es, health
1 iwing : I >r. William

i
for the prevention of infant mortality; Dr.

Mary C. Willis, assistant to Dr. Sherwood; Di

Ewing, assists ^i-t, and I I

superintendent oi the tuberculosis dispensary. In

he has appointed: Dr. Howard I Maldi
examiner; Dr. Standish M
iner. and Dr. Bartus T. Baggott, assistant physician in the

tuberculosis dispensary.

MISSOURI
Bill for New Marine Hospital in St. Louis.—Congressman

L. C Dyer of Missouri has introduced a bill (H. K. 11,333)
in the House of Representatives authorizing th<

the Treasury to sell the present marine hospital site and to

acquire a suitable and sufficient site in or near St. Louis
for the construction of "a complete hospital plant for the
treatment of beneficiaries of the War Kisk Insurance and
Pul li( Health Service." It was referred to the House Com

ii Buildings and Grounds.

NEBRASKA
Personal.—Dr. Ira H. Dillon, Auburn, has

|

chief of the bureau of public health of Lincoln. —Dr. Alfred

lha, is in Manchuria working against
tinder the central division of the Red ' n>ss. Dr.

David G. Griffiths, formerly superintendent of the Beatrice
I for the Feebie-Minded, has been appointed super-

intendent of the Lincoln State Hospital for the Insane and
i succeeded at Beatrice by Dr. Samuel J. Stewart.

Hastings. Dr. Philip H. Bartholomew, Blue Hill, has been
succeeded by Dr. Richard T. Leeder as representative of the

government in the office of the state board of health.

NORTH CAROLINA
Personal.— Dr. Joseph A. Speed has ited col-

lege physician of Trinitj I
I

' lirham. Dr. Harry
Q. Alexander, Pineville, lias resigned as pn
North Carolina Farmer's Union, and will resume practice.

New Sanatorium.- Dr. Watson S. Rankin, Raleigh;
Richard M. King. James E. Smoot, Joe \ Hartsell, William
I). Pemberton and William II. Wadsworth, all of t

have purchased the Wagoner (,ro\e and will erect on this

site a hospital, to be known as the Cabarrus Sanatorium, at

a cost of about $60,000.

Plans for Health Work.— Dr. Watson S. Rankin
tary of the state board of health, Raleigh, November 22,

held a conference with Drs. II '

I ounty :

V i Bulla, Forsyth I ounty, and J. L. Smith, Wilson
plans Foi thi

"I the state for health work during the nexl

New Officers. Guilford Count} Medical Society, al its

annual meeting held in Grei

Charles \\ I dent; Dr. Robert A. Schoonover,
irice pn '

surer, all of Greet icians of the Tenth * on

lal District met in Vshi ember • 12, and
organized the Tenth District Medical S

ers were elected; president, D
\sheville; vio Drs. John R. Mil racken, \

\ 1 1 li-. M ! K. Bennetl
Swain Count;
and Benjamin I.. Ashworth, Marion. McDowell Lor

. Dr. William J. Hunnicutt, Asheville.

PENNSYLVANIA
Gorgas in Pittsburgh. -January 8, Gen. Will

funnel I 5. Army. « ill di Ii

address on "Yellow Fever," in Pittsburgh, undi

of the Si

Pittsburgh.

Field Hospital and Ambulance Companies Authorized
I be Adjutant < .' n< ral ol Pi nn l\ .una has I i

i motorized ) and om ind four an
i guard

•

First Social Disease in Quarantine in Pennsylvan-
ii.i was

irtment of be. Jib and the

ihh department I he •> ii tim,

nid hei

cell quarantined. Sta health authi

the hou
the nam

luiirs

Philadelphia

Gift to Hospital.
1 1. ..pit. i
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Personal.- IV I A. Lichty, Pittsburgh,
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il

TENNESSEE
Branch Laboratory Established.—The firsl

f health has begun work in West

In health at Ih

CI i ards and I
i

I fron tl i

| I rl

tital wh ded in 1918

i ium i ment i- made that \ andei bi

i iallo« a) Menu it ...I Hospital,
i

. omplete it antl put it in

ion,

Vandeibilt Gets Four Million Dollars. It has just been
;

;

.. i leneral Education Board, New
i anderbill University,

I. This

amount t i Funds of the board
Mr, Rockefeller's recent donation of

the promotion of medical education in the

Hates.

Harrison Law Violator Sentenced. --In the case of Dl

idman, Memphis, wl tve been t

of violating tl" Harrison Narcotii Law, and who appealed
in the distrii i Is and ! en to the Supreme

the deci of tl

has bei n ndant, who had been
r two ; eai i in the p

lentiary, Atlanta, was taken to Atlanta, Di

begin hi

Personal. Dr. Waltei S. Nash has been appointed chief

of the medical I he Knox\ ille I

B \. Turner, Newbern, has been appointed presi-
'

1 1
1 u; Dr,

D i burg, resigned. Dr [verson U
ille, is reported to be seriously ill as the result

.
I Irs. Wor< ester A. Bryan,

I. ucitis E. Burch, and Robert W. Grizzard, Jr., have been
as the executive committee of the medical staff of

the Woman's Hospital, Nashville. Dr. Herl
k, has been appointed registrar of vital si

ite I ' alth.

TEXAS
Convalescent Home Burns.—The Red Cross Convalescent

Home, Fori Bliss, in which about fifty returned soldii

i destroyed by fire, December 6. All the

i d "1 safety.

Health Department Plan Adopted.—The county health

been inaugurated in Wichita and Bell

and will !»• inaugurated in Wilson, Tarrant, and
January 1.

Memorial Hospital for Cooper.—A movement has taken
tangible form to build at Cooper a hospital to cost nol less

• as a memorial to the soldiers from Delta
who fell in the world war.

Clinics at Dallas Hospitals.—Medical clinics were held in

Dallas. November 24 and 25. by Drs. Liewellys I-'. Barker,
Baltimore; Joseph C. Bloodgood, Baltimon

Rudolph Matas ami
I

New Orleans. The clinics were held at the St. Paul and
sanatoriums, and the City Hospital.

Personal.- I >r. Beverly T. Young, San Antonio, superin-

itern Insane Asylum for several
' riled hy Dr. Job G.

lit Lane B. Kline has resigned as

led trttt-

porarily by Dr t arl B. Young. — Dr. Gustavus V Spivey
n ap

I'd as a meml -til of the Em

CANADA
Personal D Neil Macphater, Calgary, Aha., w

i

ti Hi >ital, Ch
glaucon ted to be doing well.

Hospital Newt;. The N. C O's and mi ' auadian
IcGill University) have taken steps to

club to be < on mbers of

II. S. Birkett, C.B., commander of the

in 1915, presided at the initial meeting.

land, B. < '., was dr, trued by
i i, 1919. 'I he

j tired

Medical Societies. \i its recenl annual convention, the
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president. Col. John A. Gunn, M.D.. Winnipeg; secretary. Dr.

Thomas K. G. Hamilton. Winnipeg: treasurer, Dr. Sidney j.

S. Peirce. Brandon. The Alberta Medical Association has
elected the following officers: president. Dr. William F.

Gershaw. Medicine Hat, and vice presidents. l)rs. Walter S.

Galbraith. Lethbridge, and Robert B. Wells. Edmonton;

Public Health News.—The Toronto city council having
refused to issue a proclamation putting the Ontario Vaccina-
tion Act into effect as regards compulsory vaccination in

that city, the provincial board of health has taken up the

matter, and an order of the court is being sought to compel
the city of Toronto to do its duty. The case comes up for

hearing on December 23. In the meantime smallpox con-
tinues to spread in Toronto, and the total number of cases to

date is more than 1,600. So far there have been no deaths.

All Ontario is now in quarantine so far as Montreal is

concerned. Xo person traveling from the province of

Ontario into Montreal, nor any citizen of the United States

Montreal via Ontario, will be permitted entrance

into that city unless able to produce certificate of vaccination

within seven Ma:-. Failing such, or immediate vaccination

by vaccinators on the trains, they must return to their homes.

University News.—Extension courses and lectures for

graduates in medicine are being established for the prac-

titioners of the province of Ontario by the .Medical Faculty

of the University of Toronto. A standing committee has

been appointed to advise as to clinics and lectures. The
committee will be prepared to arrange lectures to aid med-
ical societies or groups of physicians who desire to keep
up to date. Talk has been revived concerning the removal
of Queens medical faculty from Kingston to Ottawa. Mem-
bers of the board of trade of Kingston and citizens recently

d it at a largely attended meeting of that body and
a resolution unanimously passed thai every effort should

be made to retain the medical faculty in Kingston. Principal

Taylor said that if the entire medical college wa
kept in Kingston, $1,000,000 would be needed, while if part

of it were mo a. one or two chairs would have
••Heated. Pressure to make the move had come from

the graduates of Queen's and Principal Taylor said it was
not to be lightly regarded.

GENERAL
Society Changes Name.—The Western Roentgen

at its r> changed its name to the

Radiol
[ of X'orth America.

Industrial Nursing. -The industrial nurses of the National

Organization for Public Health Nursing plan to form an

industrial nursing section in the National Organization at

the meeting in Atlanta. Ga.. next April. The object of this

section will be the formation and maintenance of high stand-

ards for service in industry.

Hygiene and Prohibition Help Health. Surgeon General

Rupert B at the improvement of the health con-

ditions in the United States during the lasl year has been

tly to prohibition and parti) to the lessons of hygiene

learned iii the war. The relief from war strain also

factor in the reduction of

Bequests and Donations. -The following bequests and

donations have recently la-en announced:
100, the proceeds of a musical

' . ' ibcr 7.

•

Idren, $5,000, by the will "t Caroline S

I, Chicago, $100,000, the proceeds of

Bill for Examination by Physicians of Pension Bureau.—
A bill to empower examining surg< ld..\ed by the

u to make medical examinations for the War
Risk [nsui am e Bureau and

.ton of Michigan. It is undersl I that the

I the reduction of duplica-

tion of effort in performing examinations. Thi

been referred to t!
i

Foreign I It is 1 1. R. 10,972.

Sioux Valley Physicians to Meet. Sioux Valle)

Ml hold its ' semiannual
at Siou and -'-'. with headquarters

at llot,l Martin, under thi of I )r. Mired K.

anquel will be held on the

evening of the first day at which Col. Robert M. Culler.

M. t'.. U. S. Army, will deliver an ad 'Medical
Memories of the War." and Dr. Donald Macrae, Jr.,

'

Bluffs. Iowa, formerly colonel. M. C, I' S. Army, will speak
on "Who Won the War."

Personal.—George A. Lung, Captain. M. C, U. S. Navy.
who has been for a long time in command of the U. S.

Naval Hospital. Brooklyn, and has recently been transferred
to the command of the Naval Hospital. Newport News. Ya..

en a farewell dinner and theater party, December 8.

After the theater. Captain Lung was the guest of a supper
party at Hotel Astor. Dr. William .1. Mayo. Rochester,
Minn., and Dr. Franklin H. Martin. Chicago, will leave for

the Argentine Republic and other South American countries,

January 7. Dr. Robert H. Crawford. Rock Hill. S. C„ has
been awarded the Greek Medal of Military Merit.

Seaboard Physicians Hold Meeting.— The twenty-fourth

annual meeting of the Seaboard Medical Association of Vir-

ginia and North Carolina was held in Norfolk, Ya.. Decem-
ber 2 to 4. under the presidency of Dr. William I.. Harris.

Norfolk. Elizabeth City, X. C, was selected as the next

place of meeting, and the follow were elected:

president. Dr. Cyrus Thompson, Jacksonville, X. I

presidents. Drs. Edv Taliaferro. Norfolk. Ya.:
Zenas Fearing. Elizabeth City. N. C. : Thomas I'.. Luxford,
Princess Anne. \ a., and Stuart M. Mann. Moyock, N. C;
secretary. Dr. Clarence Porter Jones. Newport News. Va.,

and treasurer, Dr. George A. Caton, Newbern, X. C.

Deficiency Appropriation for Public Health Service.—Both
branches of Congress have pa sed an urgent deficiency

appropriation measure which carries the. sum of $2,000,000 to

l.e expended by the United States Public Health Service.

This amount is to be expended "for medical, surgical, and
hospital services and supplies for war ri-k insurance patients

and other beneficiaries of the Public Health Service, includ-

ing neci ussioned
Publii Health Service, clerical help in the

District of Columbia and elsewhere, maintenance, equipment.
fuel, ii^hts. water, printing, freight, transpi

and travel, maintenance am of passenger motor
vehicles, and reasonable burial expenses." The measure

o ides for tin' completion i
i nment hospital

at Broadview i i/cs the

try of the Treasury to submil additional estimates up
to $2,500,000 for making it a "complete working hi

The measure has gone to the President for a] I

FOREIGN
Honor to British Admiral.— Surgeon Nice- Admiral Sir

Robert Hill, medical dire. I Navy,
has been awarded, in the name of the U. S Navy, the

Distil ii e Medal.

Prize Offered for Cure of Foot-and-Mouth Disease.—The
Policlim "'it the Federation of Dairies in the

Cremona disti

that will arrest the damage wrought bj epizootic

d-mouth disi

Prize to Swedish Physiologist

ttion has awarded its jubilee pi to l't

the physiology ]., rolinska

1 ii - 1 it nt for his work on the fun nth. It

published in thi

From Palace to Hospital. The Charlotti
•• at Berlin has Keen transformed into a I..

pital and vocational school Bar-

n the grounds to supplement the

building

limbs,

New Quarantine Hospital at Newchwang, China
quarantine hospital is being built at Newchwang under the

auspices of tin- Mai
10,001 awn from the

•( .111, I >! \\ II I il

una and c<!

Urdu,:
hospital.

Chinese Physician Goes to Johns Hopkina School of

H

Timet it
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Italian Internal Medicine Society. -The annual nicetinc
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luring the war in our knowledge of di
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For the coming
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:ation of the Milan Instituto Sierotera-
fifth anniver-

th much cen

I in the
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lied Hie age limit, this is his last
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Status of Public Health in Hongkong. Although Hong-
imii waj under

i i h Empire, thi

liny to

i/, Septembet 191

of smallpox and bubo
eulosis reigns

i

II no hospital worthy

name when- the Chinese could sec with their own

during the t Ho ipital is -.till rim

on primil ' nder so-called "native" treatment, the

mortalil in the medii

1918 issued by the British col i Hongkoi •
•

\ 3S.9 per

rent., whereas undci "western" treatment, the mortality was
only 17.1 per cent. It is suggested thai if the I

_:i\eii the exa entlj managed modern
vhich the Hongkong University could send its

nts. the prejudice ol the Cantonese would

LATIN AMERICA
Medical Students in Chile.—During the year of 19hs there

... ... tudi

of whom wen I here were 233 stud

pharrn •

New Quarantine Station in Peru.—There wa established

I

•: quarantine ation ol

when suspected of having disea-.es that may threaten the

Railroad Hospitals in Mexico. -The railroad

department of Mexico has at present seventeen railroad

hospital points and provided with the

ipment. During the year September,
were treated 2.217 hospital patient., and

Memorial to Dr. Hernandez.—As a memorial to Dr. Jose"

i pi ominenl phj sii ian wh d
'

i the Students' J

ii! patients a clinic which
him ind will be ci mnected with the

1

1 1 1

j
,

,

Monument to Dr. Finlay. Vmong recenl appropriations
: '25,0 oi emodel the

iinent to

thi

in the city of Guan
inds tliat surround the town of

'he construction at the national

ilding for the school of pharm
d

and $24,000 for the

in the cities of Nuevitas and

CORRECTION
1 Diagnosis of Hyperthyroidism." — In die

t of Dr. G
in is i'

i
.

I lee. 13, 1919, p. 1855, the

:
nig. of sugar in

I o 1,000 c.c.
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Government Services

Personnel of the Medical Department

For the week ending December 19, there were on duty in

the medical department 2.212 medical officers, including 1

major-general, 2 brigadier-generals. 163 colonels. 162 lieu-
tenant-colonels. 528 majors, 836 captains and 520 first lieu-

tenants. The medical reserve corps contained
an increase of 74 from the previous week, which included 2
brigadier-generals. 74 colonels. 254 lieutenant-colonels, 1.125

1.75.5 captains and 890 first lieutenants.

MEDICAL OFFICERS, U. S. NAVY, RELIEVED
FROM ACTIVE DUTY

MISSISSIPPI
Raymond— Hagaman. F. H.

OR11COX
f. P. M.

ARKANSAS
Nashville—Nelson, C. H.

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco—Winnard, VV. F. R

MASSACHUSETTS
okline—Wilcox, J. M.

PENNSYLVANIA
Coudersport—Smith, J. H.

Report of the Surgeon-General, U. S. Navy

The annual report of the Surgeon-General of the Navy
for the fiscal year 191'' reveals the efficiency which has

always been characteristic of the Navy. The report includes

health statistics up to the close of the calendar year 1918,

and operations of the Medical Department of the Navy to

June 30, 1919, practically completing the record for war
work, except as regards the return of the Army sick and
wounded from air. .ad. and the efforts for the reeducation

and rehabilitation of the disabled of the Navy and Marine

The main concern of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
has continued to be the health of the Navy and of the millions

of soldiers committed to its care on the Atlantic in home
and foreign waters.

The transportation of Army troops to and from Europe
by the Navy and the return of the sick and wound.
out among the most brilliant achievements of the war. This
work was con ssels constituting an integral part

of the Navy, the cruiser and transport service and the Army
transport service. The number of sick and woundi',

returned was far too great to be carried by the naval hos-

pital ships, and therefore an arrangement developed by
which Navy transports on the westward passage would
Serve to the limit of capacity for the return of Army sick

and wounded, and this plan was worked out with great
i the service. Before the armisti.

100 Army patients were return.

kly and
safely in case of accident. After the removal of ;

:

marine menai i patients were carried >n each
lired new organization and ail

in the hospital corps complement. During the lis.

.-nty-six hospital corps men were received ai

laboratory work before assignment to duty.

The transportation of Mck and wounded after the

of the armistic ted an increase in the ti

service from thirty-eight t.. 12'' vessels. Many
1. bays for healthy

but not infrequently sick and wounded wi

troop ships. It was thei i

h partmenl adequati
and for this purpose th< •

i .i more than 500 men. I

Nov, 11. 1918, a.M June 30, 1919, 1,235,933 troops bad bee,,

returni d and of this number
11.522 wen ick or wounded
July 1. l'»l''. the total of the Medical I orps On active duty

number.
the permanent i holding temporary
appointment^, and eighty-two former pharma.
stoned as assistant urgeons. At present there an 301

cies in the Medical Corps ,,f the r'-gu!...

incy list

ern. It i

mended that Congress provide means whereby officers holding
temporary appointments in the Officers Reserve Corps may

le permanent corps, and that in view of this fact the

statutory age limit be waived and one of 41) years
uted. This will insure to the government twenty-four

pective service before retirement on account of
age would become opera: -

Much thought has been devoted to the provision of an
educational program in the specialties fnr officers of the
regular establishment, and it is suggested that a course be
mapped out at the United States \a\al Medical School
which will extend for a period of about three months, dur-
ing which each officer will be carefully observed to de'.cr-

mine his especial fitness. It would then be desirable to
e special courses in one of the larger medical centers.

\liei such courses, these young officers would be available
ignment as specialists in the naval hospitals, in addi-

eneral medical officers.

I he assignment of female nurses to ships, a practice that
was inaugurated during the war, has proved satisfactory;
and the character of the professional work, the manner and
bearing and general adaptability of the nurses have been
most favorable, and the influence has been good. The inter-

ests and efficiency of the nurses assigned to the Philippine
Islands, Guam, Sam. .a and Haiti in the developing training
schools in their own work, and also the development of

training schools for native women, is most praiseworthy.
Many hospital men served independently of medical officers

on transport service ships, destroyers and other vessels.

cquitted themselves most creditably. For the training
of hospital corps men the medical department m
one training school at New] ikes, 111..

and one at San Francisco, with a capacity of 300 eai

an advanced hospital corps school also with a cap
300 at the United States Naval Operating Base, Hampton
Roads, Va. The difficulty of maintaining a sufficient propor-

hospital corps men is emphasized. If the Navy is

recruited to its allotted strength of 191,000 men. or 218,400
including the Marine Corps and Hospital Corps, at least

7,500 men will be required. Since January. I'M', there have
been only 493 reenlistments. and of these 400 are eligible
f.r release; and during the same period more th.

men have been discharged
Casualties in the Medical Department on duty with the

Marine Corps commissioned officei and twelve
enlisted men killed, eight commissioned officers .

enlisted men wounded or gassed, and one enlisted man taken
prisoner.

'I he medical personnel of the Naval Wiatio
Europe consisted of seventy-two me fifteen

dental officers, four pharmacists and 294 enlisted men. anil

their commander reports most favorably on thi

ability and devotion to duty of these men.
The most general complaint of officers and men on duty

on submarines was with r. . ith the syn-
.1 middle-ear catarrh. A number ol

strain prevailed toward the end •! ' p.ttr.ijs

'I hese w en- belie\ ed I

use oi tl I .ting, refrai ti tnd glare.

The majority of the personnel were constipated during the

patrol; it was nol practicable during the patrol t.,

pen air on di

deterioration of officers and men
eeeded. This, m general, was not ol a serious
the great majorit)
June 30, 1919, there rema ivailablc

beds under Navy control in hospitals on ibis continent.
During the year the hospital

Pauillai , Plymouth and t orfu, and oi

ued.
Ilurii

and fori

enlisted men v.

i ommi •
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The Medical Strike of Jerez de la Frontera

le la Frontera, which has a world repu-

« itnessed the

trikc ..i physicians. I 1

the municipal authorities, disregarding all statutory

trusting to political influence, failed I

ilaries due t' finally

0,000) When the

tng that, in this pi i

r labor, they wen nes who
" the wages they had earned, the)

iyor and
council were very indignant at this

•heir argument- running somewhat as I II"

'

ir in mind the fact that we cannot
how partiality

paid, it is an
much fur

hull tight.

.tit every oni

them, we

pended all i

•

• municipal and who, while continuing
suhmit any reports, would

•I the municipal dis

en

•

t due thi

ly in the

rnment.

Medical Syndication

irally have :

are i esponsible foi the soi ial re\ i-

ln tin Id i sevei il '

.in. I ,i

i \\ hen a S3 ndii ati ol ph) -i. i ins

00 Madrid
,
pi

thi progt i in up i 18, only sixty-
1 tl il Section 6 ol the fii si article

i- the pat ' to whii h mat
i

t. Il is hew
thi physici

1 1 1 \ i

idvanced leaders "t Sapnish anarchism,
1 a lecture .i few days ago. After making many

radical statements, he attacked medical syndicali

ipinion that physicians should nol

shirk their duties, In the same place, another physician, the

laryngologist, Dr. Hinojar, attacked Dr. Mcdinaveitia's state-
i rid adi i-cd in ' alism.

I )i i ,afi 'i a, a neui
i li in, saying thai

[i ii the ph) mi i. in to consider him
irer.

Professor Pil I
l>r. Juarros have

lii ilism. The journal l.<i Medicina
it, while the dean of the medical press,

El Sigl in >t it.

The Medical Meeting at Malaga

\ meeting I ^ndalusian physicians- was recently held at

luding Madrid,
rhi in" i characteristic note of the meeting

protest againsl politicians and the government. This
i- explained by the fact thai the physicians are losing all

ig I ets MH ceed ea< li other,

and still the municipal physician- are left at the mi

local authorities without receiving the protection to which
they belii elves entitled. The medical !

think they have found a remedy fur this condition, i. e.. in

the payment ol theii iala'ries bj the national govi

p ilitical element in Ea\ oi ol pi Ail ii al

aul mi is attacking this measure. It is a fact that Spanish

tan have nol taken part iii politics as physicians but

,i. individuals belonging to different parties. Although they

ha e tried to improve national sanitation so far as they had
the powei to do so, they have always been handicapped b)

thi indifference and ignorance which the politicians display

i
.

,ii tters

Death of Dr. Rodriguez Mendez

dez, former president of the University

of Mai ' of hygiene of the Barcelona

if Medicine, died shortly after receiving news of his

retiremet ' having reached the retirement age.

alth hefore his death, and it is asserted

death was due to grief over his enforced withdrawal

from public life Mendez w as a scientist

whose careei I bj enthusiasm for medical
oid healthy patriotism. The hitter

ulsed Barcelona could not alter bis

For the city of Barcelona,

listed all sanitary improve-
Igemess and tireless activity that he had

no enem ired by all for his achievements.

PARIS
Nov. 20, 1919.

• The Parliamentary Elections and Social Hygiene

In lh' political platforms that have seen the

ection with the election campaign pre-

ions, questions pertaining to

have not occupied, it must be confessed, a

However, I wish to call attention

emphasized the necessity of improving
i quantitatively and qualitative!]

i d families. At the In-. id of the

irho signed this manifesto stood the name
I, I" imcr pri ' linical obstetrics on
It) of Medicine. Pinard has been one of the

i the child welfare movement in

The I igue nationale contre I

1

of which Pro-
Faculty of Medicine,

the various political parties the
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TO THE FRENCH TEOPLE
France, though victorious, is almost exhausted. There resl

fore, on us the paramount necessity of recuperating our strength.

Our industries that have been destroyed by the invader mu>:
up again. Our domestic and foreign commercial relations, w
the source of our normal economic life, must he reestablished. By

indu try and thrift our exhausted stocks of merchandise
must be replenished. And. what is still more important, we must
regain our vital equilibrium after the terrible bleeding to which we
have been subjected.

But there can be no industry; there can be no commerce; there
can be no toil; there can be no thrift; there can be no health, so

long as alcohol shall remain the master of France, ruining production,

paralyzing trade, diverting labor from its proper channels, devouring the

savings of the people, Uld generating disease, folly and criniv

now facing a different kind of a struggle—an enemy so implacable that

the British prime minister has publicly announced that a world crisis Ira.s

been reached which is even more threatening than that imposed by the

Germans.

The nations round about us. neutrals as well as allies, though not

so deeply affected as ourselves, have comprehended the dangi
way. Sweden and Belgium have imposed on themselves severe restric-

tions. The United States has prohibited all intoxicating be*

Is France alone incapable of renouncing - and its

liqueurs ?

Demand of your candidates that they shall take a definite stand as

of the immediate prohibition of beverage alcohol or at

least declare themselves disposed to prepare the way for such prohi-

bition by voting for: (1) the radical suppression of the privilege of

private stills; (2) a marked reduction in the number of place!

to dispense intoxicating beverages; Li) an increase of the tax on

beverage alcohol with a crrcsponding reduction of the duties on alco-

hol used in the industries; and (4, denial of wine mercha
license to conduct a tobacco store in connection with a wine shop.

Refuse to vote for those who give you a negative or evasive answer.

Voters: remember that if France does not suppress alcohol, alcohol

will suppress France.

Antituberculosis Propaganda

The various representatives of the societies in the

States. Great Britain and France that are concerned with the

world-wide antituberculosis campaign held a meeting here

recently under the chairmanship of M. Leon Bourgeois, pres-

ident of the Comite national de defense contrc la tuber-

culose. It was decided that a conference should be held

in Paris next year in October "for the purpose of drawing
up ilu constitution of an association to be composed oi th<

of the national antituberculosis societies of the

it countries that constitute the league of nations.

A Resolution of the Surgical Congress

The Congres de chirurgie, at the instance of it- president,

Dr. Walther, has unanimously adopted the following

resolution:

Whereas, The Congres francais de chirurgie is fully aware that:

(1) the indigent sick in hospitals (formations hospitalieres) are entitled

to receive such care as will secure to them all the phj

of safety that comport with present medical

large number of surgical services are still inadequately equipped and

lack the indispensable equipment for the examination

the sick—often even the necessary apparatus for the sterilization of

instruments, etc.; therefore, be it

Resolved. That in all these hospitals (formations hospitalii

hall be provided with: ill such equipment
guarantee the sterilization of instrument,, water and all

lentgenographic outfit, including

the rcqu.: utlicicntly

ami chemical examinations and to

or-.e of the examination and treatment of patients.

A Move to Protect Pedestrians Against Mud-
Splashing Autos

M rges Lemarchand, in a letter to the chief of police.

has p..j n t,-,| out the advantages that would aci rue if an order

could lie lotted requiring all automol pecially

ucl^. to be fitted with fenders similar to tho

on the autobuses of the Compagi imnibus.

ol 'be bad condition o( the >ti eel • inj

being neglected dun:

which not only damage clothing at this time,

but also constitute a the hygieni<

The Attendance at Swiss Universities During the War

1913-1914 there were 8,111

iniversities, 6,775

In 1918-191'
•

in the relative representation of I

5 per cent., while the number of women had decreased 34
per cent.

A study of the proportion of different nationalities
some interesting facts. In 1913-1914 th -

: Swiss
in attendance as compared with 4.185 foreigners. In 1918-

1919 the figures had become 5.32S ami 1,979, respectively,

which was an increase of 36 per cent, in the Swiss repre-

sentation and a decrease of 56 per cent, in the number of
foreigners. The u;r'-at decrease in the foreign representation

ought about cbietly by th the number of
whom l Poles are included) fell fi to 486. The
Bulgarians decreased from 527 to 78, and the Germans from

320,

Swiss universities, in recent years, have been unusually
well attended. Before the war they had 21.3 students
I including those who had merely visiting pi

10,000 inhabitants: France had only 11.6: Austria. 9.4. Ger-
many, 9.2. and Italy. 6.8.

Personal

At one of its recent meeti Medicine
three foreign coir.

, Professor Ba
Florence. Dr. Van Krmengcm of Ghent, and Dr. Pawinski
of Warsaw.

LONDON Nov ,6 1910

Refutation of Lombioso's Theories in Official

Work on Criminology

The most important work on criminology that has

appeared in this country, or indeed in any country, has just

been issued by the government. In 1901, Dr. Griffiths, deputy

medical officer of Parkhurst prison, formed the idea of sub-

jecting a large number of prisoner- convicted of certain

similar offense to measurements to ascertain whether the}

any deviation from what might lie regarded as the

normal, or noncriminal type. The sug commended
itself to his superiors, who recommended that the observa

e extended to the general tivicts S

that the exist-! igy, particular!} those
of Lombroso, ested, I' conjunction with the

medical officers of the chief convict prison-,

drawn up and the data were tabulated by the 1

Charles Goring, deputy mei
In order that they might be subjected to stud

statistical methods, the aid of Prof, Karl Pea
of the hiometric laboratory at I niversitj •

obtained, and Dr. Goring was di

under him. The main conclusions are as foil

The criminal type marked by physical and mental si

as described
criminal no character!

which are not shared by all people. Criminality i

morbid state akin to physical diseasi v. Inch can be ill.

and established by pure observation. On the other hand, the

'criminal" man is to a large extent a "defective" man. phys
ically and mentally, ami tin

human qualitii mined more by nature than bj

nurture. A "criminal diail

physical

tional characters, it i

parental "contagion" is ini in comparisoi
the influ lny ami menl
the most important factors in the proi

Dr Goring's work illusti

Irawn from
criminal

;

method

criminal
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d of con tutional soundm i onsidei -

ther criminals and ol the

;.,is .in.! inccndiarii
'

. riminals, are inferior in stature

odil) habit in

and \miIi the law-abiding
which the theories

•in.il anthroi

nificant.

with the age incidences of liability to

,s inclined t<> interpret the facts as

•
, itutional proclivitj i> the

Alcohol-

ism, epileps sexual profligacy, and insanity in their rela-

ys dependini
defective intelligence and

nee that defec-

ted with the defective physique,

ear to be selected from the noncriminal

lependent factors: .1 mental constitution

stitution, each, however, differing from
population in degree and nol in kind.

1
,,1' tin- data allows that

• country, is due only in a trilling extent

id inequality, adverse environment, or

other ma of what maj be comprehensively termed

nces."

The Prevention of Venereal Disease

venereal di ues to be the

the lay press. The National Council

Venereal Hi-ease has published a letter

in !he .
firmly opposed as ever to

prophylactic packets to the civil

1 he council holds that the prevention of

oblem. In the

attack, ample facilities foi treatment and

the public occupy the first place. Concerning

after risk is taken, the council has

I the value of cleansing and disinfect-

pplicd early and thoroughly in diminishing

ntion from 1 infection

,-t the ordinary risk of the

means.
1. si inter-

t certain that he is not infected. He or she

leansing at the earliest pos-

a thorough application of

i
! iwed, ii possible, by
bi n oramem

tions sensibly reduci

ithin four hi th< afford no
women, satisfactory self-

medical attention at

le moment is necessary.

Drunkenness as a Defense in Trial for Murder

1 1

was convicted

irl of l.i win'"

50 drunk when
me that the jury should find a verdict of

the law. the judge
man and she

lething which kills her. to

commits
-iil only
what he

in furtherance

to manslaughter.

drink that he
.r that what ing was

lie had applied

'iich the del'

that the vei

! he crime was of the gravest character.

servitude

Marriages

i \Kn Turgasen, Marshfield, Wis., to Miss

lovi of \\ inona, Minn., Noveml

Newman Packard, Saranai Lake, f> V. to Mil

Mary Bissell Betts of New Vork t ity, Novembi

\m in u 1 .11 1 ill.-, S, < .. i" Mis

ol 1 11111.111 I'aik. Atlanta, Ga., Novembei 18.

CLARENCI III N u
•> BoREN to Miss I t li/.il.eth

Mueller, both of Marinette, Wis., November -'-'.

1 [., N. Y., to

M iss Edith Bow i' 'ii oi Flushing, L. I., reci

roN io Miss i ,eiH\ iei 1 R

both of New York 1 i
t > . Noveml 1

Springfield, 111 . to Miss Carrii

Roberts of Decatur, 111.. Novembei

Rii-, J, Hoi mis, Wadley, Ga., to Miss Esther Smith of

Bai tow, 1 ..1 , .it Wadlej . No> ember 1-'.

EGATl I' 1 RMAN Io Miss 1 lelen Pryor, both

..I Newark, X. ).. September 27.

Walter Jami Sullivan to M iss Kathi i
- Keith,

both "i t hicago, Novembei "

Lumir Roberi S\t\Hiis to Mis, Madge Dunnell, both of

New York Citj .
I >> tober In.

John Danna Thomson to Miss Ruth Arnold, both of

Atlanta, Ga., November 15.

James Leonidas Kin... Macon, Ga., to Miss Crace O. hie
oi Ball imore, Novembi i 2i

Raymond Francis Wivell to Mis- Anna Conley, Loth of

Pittsburgh, November 27.

Robert Ellis Weaver to Miss Ruby Scott, both ..' Hopi
Ark., November 22.

William Ions s, nous t.. Miss Myrtle Bonnet, both of

Chicago, recently.

Deaths

Robert B. Wilson, Montreal; McGill University, Montreal.

ed 53; tor uian\ years superintendent of the Western
Hospital. Montreal; a pioneer in roentgenology and clectro-

ii. hi. -ii.mi colonel, C. \. M. i .: who went overseas

with the first Canadian contingent and was attached to

Canadian General Hospital No. 1 in France, latei
:

ville Canadian Special Hospital. Ramsgate, England, from
tin-re was called to London and given charge of roi

raj w..rk. and equipment of all Canadian hosp
consultant in electric and hydrotherapeutic treatment in

and responsible for this equipment in all Canadian
hospitals in the Dominion, with headquarters in Toronto;
died in St. Andrew's Military Hospital, Toronto, November 1.

Robert Lee Randolph & Baltimore; University of Mary-
land. Baltimore, 1894; aged 59; attending surgeon to the

. I . and Ear Hospital; ophthalmic and aural

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad; chief

to the Chesapeake Steamship t ompanj : assoi iat«

clinical ophthalmology and otology in Johns
Hopkins Medical Scl I, Baltimore; winner of the

Iga prize of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia
.mil the Boylston prize of Harvard University in

1902; died. December 9.

Robert John Sloan, Shanghai. China; University of Michi-
gan, Ann Arbor, 1863; aged 81; assistant surgeon of the

Thirtieth Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and later promoted
to major and surgeon, during the ( nil War: who went to

Japan in 1869, and since 1877 had been located in Shanghai,
China; died, June 5, from dropsy.

John Milton Tate, Fulton. Mo.; Bellevui Ho pital

aged 77, itive from Calloway
County in the legislature in 1893 and 18''5 ; a director of the

Calloway Bank, Fulton, and later of the Williamsburg Bank;
his farm home. December 2, from cerebral hemor-

rhage.

Louis J. Goux * Detroit; Detroit College of Medi
and Surgery, 18<M; aged 48; a I the American

# In-li- I
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Academy of Ophthalmology and Oto-Laryngology : ophthal-

mologist and otologist to the Eastern Michigan State Hos-
pital, Pontiac and Grace Hospital, Detroit; died, December 1.

Charles Arthur Vanderveer, Phoenix. Ariz.: Coll

Physicians and Surgeons in the City of New York, 1890;

aged 72; formerly a practitioner of Long Branch. N. J.; and
then a member of the staff of the Baltimore Sun; secretary

of the Phoenix Board of Trade: died, Deceml

William Thomas Williams 9 Mount Carmel. Pa. ; Univer-
sity of the City of New York, 1875 ; aged 65 ; local surgeon
of the Pennsylvania and Lehigh Valley systems; ior twelve

years head of the state department of health clinic at Mount
Carmel ; died, December 4, from pleuropneumonia.

Dwight Birdsill Hunt, Otego, N. Y. ; New York Homeo-
pathic Medical ew York City, 1873; aged 73; for

many years a member and dean of the facility of his alma
mater; a member of the staff of the Homeopathic Hospital.

New York City; died, December 6.

Colon Junius Spence # Milford, Ohio; Miami
College. Cincinnati, 1883 ; aged 61 ; president of the Clare-

mont County board of education for ten years ; for several

years a member of the surgical staff of the Jewish Hospital,

Cincinnati ; died. December 3.

William Pinkney McKee, Washington, D. C. ; George
Washington University, Washington, D. C, 1903; aged 43;

a member of the Medical Society of the District of Columbia,
and a specialist in ophthalmology; died, November 30, from
multiple sclerosis.

George Edwin Adams, Worcester. Mass. : Harvard Uni-
versity Medical 1880; aged 62: a member of the

Massachusetts Medical Society; died suddenly from heart

disease, November 29, while making a professional call.

William Wymond Walkem, Vancouver, B. C. ;
Queens

University. Kingston. Ont., 1873; aged 69; in 1894 a member
of the provincial legislature from the district of South
Nanaimo; died, September 29.

Charles Franklin Updike, Capt., M. R. C, U. S. Army,
Browntown, Va. ; University of Maryland. Baltimon
aged 55; a member of the Medical Society of Virginia; died.

October 14, from diabetes.

Albert Carlton Baxter® Oswego. X. Y. ; Albany
Medical I 196; aged 45; health officer of

County; consulting physician to the Oswego Hospital; died,

about December 1.

John Ellis Rodley, I Missouri Medical I

St. Louis, 1881; aged 67; for four years local

tern at St. Louis; died in Xapa, Calif.,

December 2.

Joseph John Cronin, Boston; Jefferson Medical

1885; died in the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,

November 30, from septicemia, due to an infected wound of

the hand.

James Casey, Chicago; Northwestern Universit)

School. Chicago, 1902: aged 68: a member of the Illinois

State Medical Socien ; died, December 10, front chronic

nephritis.

Thomas B. Hayward, Baltimore (license, Marylai
• ual Examim I; a practitii

nearly half a century debility.

Thomas McFadden,
aged 81; tor many years .i practit n X. V:
died at the home of bis daughter ember 4.

Vernon Clayton Goodrich * Barre. \ t

Arlington, 1873 : aged 73
;

iber 29. from pneurn

Christopher A. Frame, Ri

ical Ui
the Civil Wai 12. from he

John D. Mutters, Ashlar
Columbus, < H,: I

iber 1.

Thomas G. G. Ritchie, Cochran, Alia.; F.P

ously injured in a

Haryr Cook, I Irbana, I >hi

I 16; died in

i 1. from organii heai I

Edmund G. Shower, Baltimore; Hahnemann Medii

[ed 73; die!

plicated by heart d

Millard F. Pritchard, Cherokee. Iowa (license, years of

practice. Iowa. 18S6); aged 67; a practitioner since 1874;

ivember 22. from pernicious anemia.

William R. Smith, Pinckard, Ala.: Memphis (Tenn.) Hos-
pital Medical College, 1886; aged 56: died in a hospital in

Dothan. Ala.. November 24, from droj

J. Bruce Hess, Benton. Pa.; Jefferson Medical I

; died in the Geori ;er Memorial
Hospital, Danville. Pa.. Novembei
Edwardo S. Navaun, Detroit (license. Michigai

practice. 19U0) : aged 66; a practitioner since 1S72

:

druggist; died, November 27.

August A. Guglieri, Madrona. rnia Eclectic
Medical College. Los Angeles, l'X)l ; aged 60; formerly ol

San Francisco; died, November 30.

Charles Schomberg Elliott, Toronto; Harvard University
Medical School, 1860: aged 80; a specialist on nervous and
mental diseases : died, Octo

Jessie M. Green Estes, Chicago; Saginaw Valley
College. Saginaw. Mil
fmin an overdose of chloroform.

William Charles Rutledge, Denison, Texas; Hospital Col-
Medicine, Louisville, Ky.. 1898; aged 58; died.

Xovember 8. from tuberculosis.

Henry John Charles Sprehn, Reno. Xev. ; Californi;

tic Medical College. Los Angeles. 1913; aged 42; died in

Oroville. Calif., Xovember 13.

Albert Riley Cain * Cambridge. Ohio; Columbus
Medical College. 1892; aged 69: died. November 30. from
cerebral hemorrhage.

William R. Eareckson 9 Elkridge, Md.: University of

Maryland, Baltimore, 1890; aged 52; died. December 10. from
cerebral hemorrhage.

Alfred Raymond ® Seattle: McGill University, Mi
1886; aged 59; died in Rochester, Minn., December 3. after

a surgical operation.

May E. Tracey Callender, Middletown, Conn. : Nei
Medical College and Hospital for Women, 1865; aged 83;

<er 1.

Romanus M. Smith, Manzanola, Colo,; University
ville, Ky., 1 65; died in Long Beach, tain.,

James T. Sweetman, Ball ersity of
i

21.

Anthony I. Hoon + Mercer, Pa.; University of the

New York, 1881; aged 63; died 6, from beau
disease.

Charles Wesley Pillsbury +

. X. II.. 1>-

Edwin H. Sims, Columbus, Ga.; V

John W. Scnlt, Jamestown. X.

Elbridge Simpson Pixle\,

William Henry Mays, Newmai

George M. Oversto
cr 1.

William Caswell Maples 1

l 24.

Alois F. Juetlnet, I

Martha Hays Poll"

William A. Marner, M
.

George H Killer,
I

Charles S. Wight,

Bennett G. Willi,.

Milo Leonard Ken

William I H *
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Correspondence

•DEFECTS IN THE TEACHING OF PATHOL-
OGY, AND THE LAY PROFESSOR"

r:—1 have been t><'tli interested and in

b> the communications ol Di Douglas Symmers (The

Sept 20, 1919) and of Dr Francis Carter Wood
table falling off in the per-

orated i" our representath

cnt medical officer of the Philadelphia

lal (Blockley), this fact has caused me con-

. rn.

were in our wards 3,235 deaths in 1918, S3S of this

ccurring from September 23 to November 1, during

lemic of influenza. Of this number, 6.83 per cent.

1 Hiring the height of the epidemic, the work in

mortem room was at a si more pressing

manded the attention of all. From Jan. 1. 1919, to

1919, 1,324 deaths occurred in our wards, of which

e performed in our hospital morgue.

Early in June, before the new class of interns reported for

endeavored t< me plan for increasing our

rvice. It was decided thai each month a post-

etfieiency sheet should be published, in which the

postmortems and deaths in each service should

forth in order of rank.

Each visiting physician was also to he notified on a

printed form, drawn up for that purpose, of his percentage

tor the current month. Talks were given the intern staff

on the unquestioned teaching value of comparing clinical

and pat' Tin result was indeed gratifying,

au by the a. table for the months

of July, itember, October and November.

OPSIES

Deaths

II"

Average
Necropsies Per Cent.

41

40 24.69
44 33.58
45 38.46
36 24.00

percentage can often be traced to fail-

physician to make known
t that hi

;

i case studied in his

rs. Hut this is not enough,

unless a resident hospital

wer to simplify the method
em permissions, but also continually

that a high percentage is

• ach intern, and that his efficiency record shall

formation as to the practical results of

It is not felt at the

pital that an intern is interested

the highest commendation, unless

ently high.

' he Bellevue, Boston, and
are similar.

of the state anatomic
in 35 per cent.

June, and 25 per cent.

The materially increase the

held at the Philadelphia General
ire required from the rela'

all coroner's cases, except those in which violence is

ted.

It has been found that the most fruitful procedure to adopt
tire the writl re death takes place.

The verbal permission, legal in Minnesota and po
tes, removes one of the great stumbling

to solving this problem, and probably explain the hi|

aminations reported from hospitals in these

localil ii

Finally, as is suggested bj Dr. Wood, there extsl > direel

pei • trance and interest thai the \ isiting

an.
I resident staffs display ami the number of examinations

rtem examinations can be secured in a

rcentage of cases if intelligent and wideawal
i< persistently made.

Joseph I '.. I >oa •>
.
Ml ., Philadelphia.

Chief Resident Physician, Philadelphia

il Hospital.

"/',' the Edit u I have read Dr. Hammett's replj to my
article on this subjeel i [\hi foi R ll, Dec. 13, 191!

1852) in which he refers to my "sti| of the

so-called l.i\ professor in the medical scl 1 as untimel and
as showii iation ol the contributions of such

men to mi dica! pro)

1 regret that my statements should have been interpreted

.is an effort to stigmatize gentlemen for whom and for whose
i foments I entertain respect and admiration. 1 made

no reference to the scientific achievements ol nonmedical nun
which. from Pasteur onward, have been universally

acclaimed, bul confined myself to criticism of the value of

nonmedical men as teachers in the medical school. Doubt-

less the nonmedical professor is a necessary factor in that

stage of evolution through which the schools are now pass-

im;, since modern medicine has failed, among other things,

to provide its own teachers in the more strictly scientific

branches; but I venture to predict that, as time goes on, he
will be replaced by an educatoi whose knowledge of medi-

cine will have been developed by a broader experience than

that of the laboratory alone. \s it stands now. the medical
curriculum is overloaded, not only in the fundamental
branches, bul elsewhere. In the grave responsibility of

proportioning the teaching of physiology, biologic chemistry
and anatomy, and in the choice and emphasis of facts to be

presented to the student, I believe that we shall ultimately

receive more valuable assistance from the properly trained

physician than from the highlj specialized products of the

schools of science. _ _ ,,_
Douglas Symmers, AID., New York.

"TEST FIGHT ON SOCIAL INSURANCE
IN NEW YORK"

To the Editor:—There is cold comfort for the medical

profession of Xew York in the editorial announcement in

i ier 6, p. 1774, of the coming effort of the

i of this state, backed by the Xew York State Federa-
tion of Labor, to put through the scheme for compulsory
health insurance at the coming session of the .state legis-

lature.

After wrestling with this matter for four years, the Med-
i the State of Xew York has definitely gone

on record against it. This step was taken at a special
meeting of the House of Delegates called to discuss the

subject. The Xew York Comity Medical Society has long
been on record as opposed to the "principles" of compulsory
health insurance. Xevertheless, much of the vitality of this

measure has been due to the pleas for "constructive" work
and for "study" of it by the influential not to say the ruling
portion of this body.

The present attitude of the county society on this question
is one of unanimous disapproval. This was brought about
by the exigencies of an election contest, just closed, in

which both sides were compelled to declare their opposition

mpulsory health insurance as a matter of safety.
In the same way, it may be stated, the state society was

compelled to take a definite stand by the growth of associa-
tion,, leagues and guilds of medical men organized to

nilly than had been done in

by their local and state organizations.
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For four years the medical men of -V v. York state have
been compelled to fight this battle at each session

legislature, at a loss of time and at an expense of money
which many of them could ill afford against paid public

servants and others who were not losing anything by advo-
cating a system of compulsory health insurance. At I

gestion last year, the late president of the Medical Society of

the State of New York, Dr. Thomas H. Halsted. called the

attention of all the county societies of the state to this

matter early in the session of the legislature ins

waiting for the perfunctory hearing toward the closi

session to take action on it. Again this year I advised an
active discussion of the subject by medical men with their

candidates for the assembly well in advance of the date of

election, instead of waiting till after this event, as was the

case in its discussion by the state society.

In your article you say that New York "is an ideal state

in which to discuss and test out this important subject."

Judging by the facts given above, it has been tested out by
medical men in this state, not only to their hearts' content,

but to their hearts' sorrow. For them the discussion is

closed. An official presentment of this fact by the Medical
Society of the State of .Yew \ .'tested to the

governor and the legislature should be the only action on
their part at the coming session of the legislature in regard
to compulsory health insurance. If this measure

i

enacted into law. let it be definitely understood that the
great body of the medical profession of Xew York will have
to be impressed into carrying out its medical provis
the hand of the state, a form of compulsory medical service
which the people will not be slow to recognize as one in

every way inimical to their interests and unworthy of the
traditions of the great medical profession.

John P. D.utx. M.D., Xew York.

Medical Education, Registration and
Hospital Service

Queries and Minor Notes

[CATIONS and queries on postal cards will not

be noticed. Every letter must contain tile writer's name and address,
but these will be omitted, on request.

GRADUATE COURSES IX PUBLK HJ

To the Editor:— Please let me know if any medical school in Chicago
grants a degree in public health, and if any of this work can be done
during the summer. M ,, rndia

k.—Xo medical school in Chicago gives public

health courses lead it \ I ist of thi

giving such courses and a description appeared in Tin:

Journal, Aug. 16, 1919, pa|

The New Netherlands Law on Narcotics.—Although the

three international conferences on regulation of the con-

sumption of opium, el Id in the Netherland
1913 and I'JIA), and France, England an

'cct only in October, 1919

Oct A. 1919, is said ti i be a model

galling law

countries. A full summary of the law i- given in tl

landsch Tijdschrift vo I iov. IS), 1919,

with comment by Professor Muntcndam II

narcotics i- letherlands in

comparison with other countrie

of absinthe a

much dep< nds on I e

i Igment on thi il medi
cines" and other pro| urns.

COMING EXAMINATIONS
ntgomery, Tan. 13. Chairman, Dr. Samuel \V. Welch,

tery.

nix, Jan. 6-;. -
! Martin, 207

10: Denver, Tan. 6. Sec., Dr
nver.

\: Washington, Fan. 13. Sec, Dr. I

nd, The Rockingham, W
Hawaii: Honolulu. Jan. 5-S. Sec, Dr. .1 ilulu.

M.D.iviit.
Paul.

,, Dr. Georgi
City.

,l Board or U
. Dr. J. S. Rodman,

Pa.

I-xico: Santa Fe, Jan. 12-13. Sec. Dr. R. E.

rk City. Albany, Buti il | in. 27-31'.

: Examinations, Mr. H
North Dakota: Grand Forks, Jan. 6. Sec. Dr. George M. Williamson,

Grand I

.nd, Jan. 6. Sec, Dr. Frank W. V.
nland.

: Philadelphia, Jan. 13-tr. Pi M Baldy,
>urg.

; Providence. Jan. 2-3. Sec, Dr. B. U. Richards
State House, Providence.

I : Pierre. Jan. Waubay.
.: Burlington, Feb. 10-12. Sec., Dr. \\ . S

Underbill.
Washington: Spokane, Jan. 6-8. Sec, Dr. C. N. Suttncr, 415 Old

National Bank Bldg., Spokane.

Wisco
Second St., Ashland.

GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN GREAT
BRITAIN AND FRANCE

LOUIS n. WILSON, M.n.

At the meet

on Medical Education of the American Medical

:

I the previi n

' to include a study of the entile

medical instruction in thi;

our allies. The pei

I Ison, i hairman ; X. P. i olwell,

John M I >od ion, A mcr. U illiam

military duti

init. It

April, 19

time he ha

I

Sir Will

I
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CalmelU Institute; Dr.

: de Hopitaux

ons Medical School,

and numerous othei French medical officers met incidentally.

I with Mr. George II Nettleton,

i nivcrsitj Union ii

t the Britisl

No opportuni

medical situation in

would indicate that

irtunities for Ameri-

ory sub-

: itain and

; nterim report in the

some "i the

unit) for graduate

in mi dii ine which

medical off!* American

itice furnished

larly in the

ing the kind of \M>rk

students. They also

.1 students tlic high quality

mditions then

of this experience, Sir William

rmulated, with the cooperation of

i he four

ospitals, a

ihc fundamental medical subjects, clin-

ind outpatient departments,

iagnosis, patho-

ti nish medical schools

ecured. Special

e also available

I be must excel -

I
I greatly appre-

them.

I council made up of

pating teaching institutions,

lucation, the Medical

iid American univer-

i tbe organization of

Fori in the various

rmation concerning

II have a building in

if the organiza-

• r medical graduates

the allied nations. American

: the American

1. London, or

ford.

tween the Osier

-pital of

•1 largely

'he finan-

and Eng-

hospital

nts but also for

attending

the most

irofession,

!'-nts will

ing information

inquire ol Mr, Phillip Granklin, No, 1 Wimpole Street, S. 1.

London.

Information at present is not at hand concerning the grad-

edii ine a< tuallj open to Vm< i i< an n

! itish medical cl dc of 1 ondon.

iown, however, that there an luch opportunities,

particularly a1 Edinburgh and Liverpool. Enformatii

cerning these obtained dii ect Ei om the ecn

i.i. ulties.

. .in medical students, of course, will find great varia-

tion in the kind and quality of the teaching by the individual

in Great Britain, In general, however, they may

expect to find the British medical man .i thoroughlj trained

clinician, a sturd] advocate of the unvarnished truth, not

taking kindly to unsupported hypotheses, without much rever-

, ,]|. , tablished medi< al "authoi ities," and

in criticism likelj to hew to the line, lei the chips fly where

they may. Hit pet onal atmosphere contains no "London

fog," and is delightfully "bracing."

I RANI

though ill medical education is under the

general control of the minister of education, each medical

school has us own peculiarly individual plan of work. Dur-

ing the war the French medical schools werr almosl com-

I

lint they have made rapid progress at

ation Mine the armistice. Perhaps the graduate

lOSt readily available to Vmerican medical students in

,i present i- that offered by the Association des

Hopitaux dc Paris, of which Dr. \. Beclere, 122 Rue la

is president. This organization, which was formed

ontains a large number of the most prominent physi-

cians, surgeons and specialists in Paris, who have associated

themselves together for the better utilization for ti

purposes of the clinical material which they control in the

various hospitals. The courses offered by the different mem-
bers of the association are announced annually in a bulletin

which in. i be i om the president of the association.

Whatever divergence of interests may have previously existed

teachers of this association and the School of

Medicine of the University of Paris has now been corrected.

and the two are working together in harmony for the develop-

ment of graduate medical education.

In cooperation with these French organizations is the

Union in Paris and the "College of the

United imerica." Mr. George II. Nettleton, direc-

the American University Union, Paris, during the

war interested himself not only in the purpose for which thi

\meriean University Union was primarily formed, that is,

"to meet the need of American university and coll

and their friends who are in Europe for military or other

service in the cause of the Allies," but also in the promotion

of a broad basis of better relationships between the educa-

ts of the United States and France. Through

M. Andre Tardieu. < ommissaire General des Affaires de

Guerre u i icaine, and M ( oi ille, din

tion, he did much to bring about an under-

standing of the need of American university students and of

Unite to French university

students. The American University Union has been given

a grant of land i which to place a building for its

general headquarters. Funds for the erection of such a

building are now being obtained. This building will no

a general meeting poinl and source of

'ion for university students in France. Graduate

n ing information concerning the coui i

1 respond directly with the American

at 8 Rue de Richelieu, Paris.

"The College of the United States of America," which is

the laws of the State of West Virginia,
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with its principal office at 24 Boulevard dcs Capuchines, is

supported by a number of wealthy Americans resident in

Paris. It announces that "the object of this organization is

to create in Paris an institution of learning to promo

lectual rapprochement between France and the United States,

to constitute a clearing house for the exchange, discussion

and dissemination of ideas in all the various branches of

education, science and learning, and finally to constitute a

sort of administrative home for students in France. It

proposes by way of beginning to establish immediately in

Paris an office or bureau as the headquarters of the new

institution where may be found a complete list of the teach-

ing facilities of France with the names of all the well known
savants willing to accept graduate students in their

clinics and laboratories."

Outside of Paris, probably the best opportunities for grad-

uate study of medicine in France will be found at the med-

ical schools of Lyons, Lille and Strasl ourg. \11 of these are

in the process of reorganization and will soon be able to offer

good opportunities for graduate study

An American graduate medical student who has com-

mand of the French language will find study in France most

inspiring. The Frenchman has none of the wearying, plod-

ding methods of the Teuton, but he arrives at his conclusions

across lots, apparently by intuition, actually by the sub-

conscious guidance of wide clinical experience and a wonder-

fully clear mental vision, which is a racial characteristic.

French university undergraduate medical teaching in some

places has not materially advanced since the days i

Oliver Wcndclt Holmes' great instructor; but the French-

man is an intense individualist, and the American medical

student who seeks inspiration in almost any clinical specialty

or in research by search can find some great teacher in

France who is sure to give him a new and original point of

view. Mention may be made of the special excellence of

French work in the roentgen ray, diseases of the nervous

. skin and venereal diseases, and ophthalmology.

EXPENSES

The expenses of American graduate medical studi

England and France, except for the ocean travel, should not

be materially greater than in the United Stab

hoped that endowed traveling fellowships for study in these

countries, paying at least as high a stipend as those pi

for graduate medical study in the United States, may soon be

greatly increased in number.

THE INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

This article would be incomplete without mention of the

Institute of International Education. 421 ll"th Street. New
York City, under the patronage of the Carnegie Foundation,

which is now promoting an extensive plan of exchange of

instructors between the United States and allied countries,

and which later, I believe, expects to develop a similar plan

exchange of stud'

Book Notices

New Mexico April Examination

Dr. R. E. McBrfde, secretary of the New Mexico Board of

(edical Examii

censed b) endorsement of their diplomas, and

a- licensed by reciprocity at the meeting held April 14-15,

)19. The follow ing I

College
•

I

Year R

I
'

The Health of the Teacher? Bv William Estabrook Chancellor.

.. $1.25. Pp. 302. Chicago: Forbes & Company. 1919.

According to the notice on the cover, this book di

every question of hygiene associated with the teaching life

"in a clear, practical way by a recognized authority." One
of the four reasons given in his preface for the preparation

of the book is that "such books as have appeared for adult

teachers have not been written by men with medical training

and experience, but by teachers of hygiene who have con-

sidered the subject pedagogically rather than medically."

The author also states that the book is the outgrowth of

early studies in physiology and hygiene and medical training

followed by thirty years of educational experience.

While not a graduate of a medical school, the author has

apparently read widely along medical lines. The bo
queer mixture of practical advice and common sense with

sweeping generalizations and unwarranted statemi

pathologic and hygienic questions. Evidently the author has

been deeply impressed with the present day dis

ductless glands and their functions, and separate

the working hypotheses of ph) larch workers

from accepted scientific fact. His physi may be

gaged by a few extracts. "Meal nulate all the

ductless glands. Conversation, public tl rela-

tions, serious reading, hard exen i ick rid-

ing, tea, coffee, chocolate, the alcoholic stimulants . . .

and sugar, one and all stir up th

suprarenals." A deficiency of pituitary gland secretion

"causes one to develop thin, blue flesh and fat and to be

nervously weak, while an excess of its secretion can-.

red flesh and fat and high The human race is

divided into five different "temperaments," namel)
in. tor. sinewy-motor, muscular-motor, vital corpuli

anemic sedentary, and the Vi il, moral and
;

of each class are laid down with a definiteness

and minuteness that remind

cine" almanac or a populai

tia is "loss of mind from fret and misunderstanding and

ig." There is no mysterj simply

"a natural growth gone to mad excess" Tight collars arc

"very bad for the thyroid gland." I a "liver

ed and almost separated into two parts from tight

in early youth." The "cases" that are repoi

: the various theorie

Patient 3 was "twice turned over

of age and the second time at 40 years." I I

lapse was due to the wearing out of the

It was not, however, "due wholly to errors of diet, but in part

•: of the spine at the point of exit and I

the kidney nerves. Massage, pediatrics, and physii

rest have cured the spine at this point tlj there

are brilliant results to be secured by the use of "ped

in the treatment of a +1 \. t, even in on<

"kidney nerves" are normous
amount that his sku

and his kidne
Machine whi

cloth. tim.

li t that this 1

firm vv I

reliable and authorit

it the e

should
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Medi:olegal

Loss of Time Partly Undei lntlucn.a Regulation

Mew i oik. Appellate I erm, First

ment that was rendered in

that he v ployi
: under a

k for the defendants a pi

week [*he

- in the morning until 6 al night, with time out

Saturday. In other words,

hours of !

luch ;ui hour.

trad period the city was visited

,. and the board of health

employment in the defen-
-i p. in ' )ne of the

hat he called the workmen together, and

the hours from 9: M) a. m
thereafter they flatlj refused to

ght, and thai the plaintiff regularly went

ontinued over a period of four

irae was deducted accordingly. In

. cr the amount of payment thus

lict for the full amount, on

• ry that he was ready, willing and able to do the

forty-nine hours a neck. Yet by his

luntarily let; an hour and a

itting lime b< hen- was not

e demonstrated that

ire into Hi ^ own hands, and that

-. I. if any. was on his own part. The

Physician Not Liable for Burning of Patient

• in. in affirmh

which revet .-MOO and costs

that the mam
whether the i

i ient to support

id finding the defendant guilty of negligence. The
rform an operation on the plain-

on a Mrs. Lcnga was
wife, to take care of

children, and at the request of the defendant
• ! to warm it. which it was

Mrs. Lenga was a
; two children, was

iiff, and was an intelligent, competent

id no experience a a nurse. There was no
the record that the defendant told Ml

of the patient. Giving the

in for the plaintiff, it

place the irons

her feet.

nidge whether
. i the defendant, and

that if it was hot enough to burn,

The defendant

nowledge and believe

irn the patient.

-. ithin the

. on the

nga, not

and that the relation

did not

in the emplo
umed that the

to place

that the

defendant told the person in charge of the patient and her

children to keep hei warm bj placing warm or hot stove

lids in bed with her. and, construing this evidence in the

most favoral d li| hi foi the plaintiff, it could not mean that

the iron was to be placed so as to burn the patient. ( learlj

the defendant could i ite that anything of*the sort

would be done; hence one ol the essential elements ol

mate i.ui^e. namely, rea onable anticipation, was wanting
in the pro,.

i I in- defendant could not have anticipated thai

an ordinarilj prudent and intelligent person would
the iron a- to cause the injury complained of; and, when

no evidence to support the essential element of

reasonable anticipation, proof is not sufficient to make .,

case. In order to charge the defendant with damages in this

case, ii must appeal from the evidence that tin del

ought to have anticipated that the persons in charge of tin-

patient would place the iron in the bed al such a he;

temperature and in such a position against the body ol the

patient as to 1 •urn her. tin this point this court is of the

opinion that there was no evidence sufficient to support a

verdict foi th< plaintiff, and hence that the defendant was
iltj ol negligence,

Information as to Atterrdance and from Necropsy
Not Privileged

(Chadwicl Insurance Co. (.Utah), 181 Pac. R. MS)

The Supreme i ourt of Utah says that in this action on a
i life insurance, where the defendant alleged that

the insured had in his application for insurance falsely

answered certain questions asked him by the medical exam-
iner, a physician called as a witness was asked as to whether

at ulted bj the insured prior to hi -

insurance, and he answered, "Yes." lie was then

asked if he had been consulted on more than one occasion

er the objection of the plaintiff, was permitted to

answer that he had. The ground of the objection was that

the witness was prohibited by statute from answering. The
Utah statute prohibits physicians, without the consent of

their patients, from testifying in a civil action as to any

quired in attending a patient which was neces-

sary to enable the physician to prescribe or act for the

The question asked did not call for the disclosure

information, but was limited entirely to the fact as

to whether the witness had been consulted by the insured.

It was not within the statute, and under the issues the testi-

mony v. .i pi opei I) admitted.

The same witness later in his examination, against the

;i of the plaintiff, was permitted to testily that he

performed a necropsy on the body of the insured a daj or

• r his death, and found that he had died of tuber*

i the spine, lie testified also as an expert, in sub

and conditions were such that the

insured would know he was not in good health for two and

a halt months before his death. As the policy was applied

for about the last of May and the insured died on the Uth
ust next following, this testimony was elicited mani-

festly for the purpose of showing that the insured must have
known that be was afflicted with disease when he applied

for inst i ["he statute abovi referred to was invoked
and relied on in support of this objection. The grounds of

the objection were ut n every point of view. The
i does not exist at common law. It v

ferred by statute. In order to be available the claim of

privilege must be brought within the clear meaning and
spirit of the statute. Just bow information acquired bj
means of a necropsy can be said to have been acquired to

enable the physician to prescribe or act for the patient

the mind of the court an insoluble question.
When the pal ; he is no longer a patient. The
only functionaries that can thereafter he said to act for

him are the undertaker and the and as to them
If it bad been necessary for the witness

ii ii Foi luation acquired at the neci -

information he acquired during his attendance on the patient,

i his death, a different quel*
tion would be presented.
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Current Medical Literature

AMERICAN
Titles marked with an asterisk (*.) are abstracted

American Journal of Anatomy, Philadelphia
! 5, 1919, 26,

Hypophysis Cerebri of California Ground Squirrel, t'itellus Beechyi
.. Palo Alto, Calif, p

1 Eialophiphilus Baird and
t,.rard. K. D. Lillie, San Francisco.- p. 209.

•ive Studies on Growth of Skeleton of Albino Rat. H. W
Donaldson. Philadelphia.—p. 237.

American Review of Tuberculosis, Baltimore
November, 1919, :t. No. 9

i Field m Tuberculosis. A. K. Krausc.— p. >\i.
•Inriuenza and Tuberculosis. M. Fishberg, New York.—p. 532.

ration of Laryngeal Tuberculosis. J. DwQrctzky, Liberty,
N. ^

'in the Treatment of Experimental
Tuberculosis. J. H. Lewis and L. M. Dewitt, Chicago.- p

i Introduced into the Upper Air Passages. A !..

Bloomfield, Baltim

Influenza and Tuberculosis. Fishberg believes that influ-

enza has no etiologic relation to tuberculosis and cannot be

considered as a il lesion. Tuberculo-

sis patients are not unusual] It to influenza, nor is

the latter disease more severe in them. The pulmonary
of influenza arc quite generally nontuberculous

and do not require tuberculosis treatment.

Treating Experimental Tuberculosis by Continuous Injec-

tion Method.— Lewis and Hewitt applied the Wood)
tinuous injection method to the treatment of experimental

isis. Various concentrations of methylene blue,

1 : 500 and 1 : .5,000. were used. On ral

lion of the drug was disastrous, while dogs

for six hours with !>._' C.C. per kg. bod) weight per minute

of a 1:500 solution usually died in twei irs. The
; these dogs drawn immediately after the injection

inhibited on glycerin agar the growth of the same strain

lie tubercle bacilli used in the experiments. The

authors believe that the continuous injection method is

ing of further consideration and experimentation.

Archives of Internal Medicine, Chicago
'-• i. Mo. 5

n Hearl
• ition An-.i-. C, .1. Wiggi i

of Ventriculai

graph. .1 Meakins, Montri

I
4'<7.

- li K [ndi , i oi t in ulal irj Sj >ti m .1

ia " F. M All) n. M. B. \\

I. M

f Hi moglobin

K I pham
I

Intensity of Heart Sounds. In ibis study the hearl

over thi d pulmonai

oi in pairs :
< sound

recording < apsule: d II was

found that the

ime of bl I g- 'In r

-

.-. ing of the hear!

increased, the firsl sound i

site of the firsl sound over all ri

•i developed within the md with

i

the pressure (aortic or pulmonary) at the beginning of
diastole. When the pressures at the beginning and end of
systole increase, particularly in one circuit and relatively lit-

tle in the other, an accentuation occurs, predominantly in the

sounds referred to the circuit in which the changes predomi
natc. In circulatory conditions where the pressures at the

beginning and end of systole vary in opposite directions in the

greater and II its, the intensity of the pulmonary
and aortic sounds changes in opposite directions. Direct
experimental evidence supplements the anatomic basis for
believing that sounds heard over the second :

space are transmitted from the right heart and lesser circuit,

while those heard over the right second intercostal space and
apex have their origin in the left heart and greater circula-

tion. When reserve and caution are exercised, a chl

iound over any ana is goi

I a change in tension developed during systole of the
ventricles, while a change in the intensity of thi

sound over the aortic and pulmonary areas may safely be
an index of a change of pressure at the beginning

of diastole in the greater and lesser circuits, respectively.

Wilson's Disease.—The anatomic diagnosis in the ca

by Howard and Royce was: cystic degeneration of the basal

ganglia; cirrhosis of the liver, colloid cystic degeneration of

the parathyroid glands; bacteremia: uniform COi

lungs. The histologic diagnosis was: progressive di

the neuron and glial elements of the basal |

tensive in the lenticular nucleus bul involving the

optic thalamus, caudate nucleus, internal capsule

nucleus and. to a slight extent, the white matter just beneath

the gray matter of the cortex; chronic interstitial hepatitis;

lymphoid hyperplasia manifest in spleen and
lymph nodes; acute

loid cystci degeneration of the parathyroid glands. \ latei

more careful examination of the brain, after it had been har-

dened in liquor formaldehydi. disclosed - in the

lenticular nuclei charai

eral symmetrical cavitation and atrophy. l"hi cavitation is

rply confined to the lenticular nucleus itsi

involves, although ti the internal capsule
Minus on both sides. There is a flight

discoloration of the globus pallidus.

Energy Index. The S. I). R. index a o abnoi

malities in fum
•

i 99.95

I scular exami-
nation, i. e.. in the clinically doubt -. I >. R, index

proved a ent. < >i the -'-' pel

which the index failed mori fourths of the cases
wire tachycardias. The index di

compensation" or "physical fitness." It desig-

which the circulator) system i^

putting forth A high index mi

.
either the ,o lion of the hi

oi inabilil

their work at a normal i they are fully

capable of doing their work. I

function .<ii)l the
i .ii the inde fr< im thi normal ill atti

\ low index means ruber I li.it till nlisbed

with littl

ffort. Minoi
the slight* iii the bodil] fum tii

Meningococcus Meningitil

:

The inn'

I

intraspinal and

and intra
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Cholesterol in Blood in Jauudi.. tructive

almost inva-

1

.it tins

the intensity

di-lur-

retention of

In one

I
.1 rather

linsl a normal

ted w ith

i oi the liver,

or mult:

the intensity of

Renal Glycosuria. of renal

I no dia-

the literature

i, the authors

ich commoner than

ii i.i. Ihe eti-

trauma
There

raality in any

normal phenol-

ncphthalein elimination. Ihe e> tance in

be an unknown sugar, dis-

ir incompleti
• important observation

bility of closer

urine in such ..i-i> for accurate

Serotherapy of Pneumonia.—In cases Tenney ami
u intra-

day and night, until the

r lower, or evidence

made it advisable to

red by crisis.

and nine died, a mortal it) of 14.7 per

-.lobin Determination.—A rapid, accurate determina-

nnan with the acid hema-
ined with a carefully cali-

hen the patient I had the

diluted with tenth normal hydro-
lade at the end of one min-

licn the fluid in the calibr irefully boiled

iter permitting it to

diluted with tenth normal
madi standard

Mood should

id error due to

Roentgenograms of Gout

McClure
; from which sodium

linically

I he find-

•innot be

arthritides and are.

ii their presence, since thej are almosl

invariably found in some of the bones < the wrists, hands,

ankles or feet in true gOUt.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
n, . i i *- 1

.

1919, S. H. Osl
w ii , Sub-

W. 665.

Adequate Reduction and Care in Colles' Fractu

onsists in. first, traction and rocking, with the

little extended (backward) so as to tic- ihe displaced

ii and tin di lot ated ulna : then, v

thumb under the ulna, making it a fixed fulcrum, drag the

iwn into flexion and pronation, kcepin

1 with this flexion and rotation. Flexion is best held

in plastei trip-splints ol i ighl to tin

ol plaster of Paris, bandage, one on tin- bad
elbow to linger knuckles, one in fl

palm. 'I' "in with i Few turns of plaster-of-ParU

bandage. Splinting i

from the time of reduction, splints should never immobilize

the tin

Scarlet Fever Wave in 1919.—Osborn urgr^ that quarantine

of the scarlet fever patient should he c;<- twenty-

lays from the onset of tin- disease and thereafter until

infective discharges from the nose, throat, ear and i

have ci

Florida Medical Association Journal, St. Augustine
and Jacksonville

November, 1919, (J, No. 5

Experieni

J. \V. Plant City.— p. 94.

Medical Record, New York
Oct. 18, 1919. 96, N'o. 16

'Influenza, with Special Reference to the Pandemic 'if 1V18. J. K.

Hurli i.51.

Peripheral Xervi1 Injuries. W. \V. Bahcock and I ,1

p. 664.

'Repudiation of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in Modern Medical
Teaching. S. L. Dawes. New ** ork. -p. 667.

Influenza.—A review of the literature on inlluen

Hurley to the belief that mixed bacterial vaccines, including

icci and pneumococci isolated from fresh cases, are

and worthy of trial, in the prophylaxis

and that the results derived from wearing gauze face masks,
particularly those made of three-ply buttercloth, are such as

' measure not only by those
' contact with the sick, hut by all pel

during the presence of an influenza epidemic. How-
ever, the gauze face mask should not be depended on ., .i

l, but as an adjuvant to all other measures of

prophylaxis.

Repudiation of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in Mod-
ern Medical Teaching.—The practical abandonment of the

of materia medica and therapeutics in the

schools is regarded by Dawes as bring a grave and serious

defect in modern medical educational methods, lb- says thai

the pendulum has swung far. indeed, from the day when a

nd the treatment of symptoms occupied
first place in the curriculum, from the period of polyphax
macy and "shotgun prescriptions," so far that it ma
i ommence a backward movement to stop ultimately in a

middle zone.

New York Medical Journal
110, No. I'

philis. J. Win. nb ;. lir., ildyn. -p. 669.
' tnldren. I. S. Wile, New York.—p. 675.

thesia \ II Miller, Pi '
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•A Home for Aged and Infirm Physicians. W. Freudenthal, New
York.— p. c.S-.i.

Rupture of Membranes Fifty Days Before Labor. II !.

Birmingham, Ala-
|

Home for Destitute Physicians.—Freudenthal is convinced

that destitution among physicians is rather common, and he

would have a home tor all such unfortunates. A society

with that end in view has already been formed, and will

soon be incorporated under the laws of Xew York state. It

is Freudenthal's idea to raise a fund of JliHt.000 and pur-

chase a big tract of land somewhere. The physicians' home
should he opened to three classes of physicians (and their

wives) : (1 I those who are able and willing to pay all that is

necessary in exchange for congenial surroundings; (2) those

who have only a limited amount of money: (3) thi

have no means whatsoever.

Nov. 8, 1919, HO. No 19

Potential and Acquired Static Flat Foot E. H. Ochsncr, Chicago.

Primary Causes and Hygienic Treatment of Constipation. D. H. Mur-
ray. Syracuse, N. Y

Elastic Closure ami Systematic Paraffin Gravity Drainage for Clean
and Infected Wounds. A. I.. Soresi, New Y/i rk. p. 753.

il s in Hemoglobin from Inhalation I

A. Hare. Philadelphia, p. 755.

Some Ph C. I'. Oberndorf, New VorV.

Drug Addiction and Crime. .1. A. Hamilton. New York.—p. 760.

I
Lower Third Molars. A M. Nodine, Nev I

Syphilitic Phlebitis. C. ti. Cumston, Geneva, Switzerland.
—p. 766.

Cases of Brain Tumor. -Tn one of Friedman's ca

disclosed miliary tuberculosis and a large solitary

ond case a perithelioma was
i the left parielal region. The hypophys

! to twice its normal size, due to diffuse adenomatous
hypertrophy.

191 i, i to.

Significance of Vascular Changes in Socalled Pandemic Influenza. D.
rk.—p. 789.

i:i Paraphrenia. A. A. Brill, New \

Spindle Cell Sarcoma of Rectum. J. F. Saphir, V

U 800.

Bronchopneumonia in France. M. L.

C. B.

805.

iria I G

Pathology and Bacteriology of Bronchopneumonia. The
ions reported on by Morris were made in \'.

of bronchopneumonia comii The right upper

involved 150 times, the righl middle lobe, 130

Ihe right lower lobe, 16S times; the left upper |i

the left lower lobe, 166 times. Jaundice was
uimor, in 25

irditis. in 7 cases ; acuti

endocarditis, in .' cases. The most striking

involvement in a majority of t! ..

of the lobes, with thi

and the right middle lobe the least frequentl

splenic tumor
i

polymorphonuclear differential count. The blood cull

during life.

Oklahoma State Medical Ass'n Journal, Muskogee
i :

I

'

311.
:

'

Glucose in Pneumonia. Racks lays thai

Houston Base Hospital th<

solution in the pneumoni

with good results. The acidosis suggested its use and the

results were that, after its administration, several hours of

quiet rest ensued, the cyanosis was diminished, the evidence
of edema lessened, the heart strengthened and elimination
increased. To avoid the chill that sometimes followed they
almost habitually added one-eighth grain morphin to the

solution; also if digitalis was indicated it was added.

,
Etiology and Pathology of Spanish Influenza.

his postmortem observations Turley feels justified in

holding the belief that there is a separate disease entity

commonly called the Spanish influenza, but which is more
properly a hemorrhagic pulmonic's or a pulmonary phlebitis.

He thinks the infective etiologic factor is most pr0
very minute ultramicroscopic organism, possibly Streptococ-
cus pandemicus or the (titrable micrococcus of the

investigators. The characti is are in the
system of the lungs rather than in the parenchyma of those
organs, and the picture seen at necropsy can heat be explained
on this basis.

South Carolina Medical Ass'n Journal, Greenville

15, No. II

I Heart in II I I; i

6N.

p 617.

Southern Medical Journal, Birmingham, Ala.

12,
An Alphabet of Abdominal D

ndothelium to Purpui as, Ed
Allii E. C. Thrash. Atlai

I e Todd
p. 667.

Intestinal Disturbance- -

Met h;o.

Administrative and Edu
^ Abel

679.

686.

lys with Hema

gical Treatment

iperative Treatment. It \l llarhi

Vessel Endothelium and Hemorrhage
called idiopathic capill u

hial hemorrl

the changing from flattened tube-forming

mitotic globul the purposi ling the

economy against an invadill

•a ma)
otil It)

nd from thi

Anomaly of Kidne-,

fusion •

I to the

t light of, the pi
1

iw Ihe

of the l

loiniitn .-.
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I State Journal of Medicine, Fort Worth

p ii s,

•I Ux\? \\r '

Treatment of Gonorrhea in Women
home i

nitil hi"

in and with

lj inserted. \ S ti

the vulva, covering

\ \w\\ fitting

treatment is applied

II) v ashed with mer-
1. the

tilled into the

1 and if (lie cervix is

in glycerin and

lirectly in thi

;t the part. If

i solution is used to

applied cautiously to the

all amount inserted in the orifice with a

>mall glycerin and argyrol tai

Is are applied

nal lo the tampon, the p.

tment and the vulva pad is applied,

rrhca Turner illowing

3 iv

.*, i\

in 1 : 1,000 to

1 dram to the quart of water, is

required,

ength until thi

Virginia Medical Monthly, Richmond

v,

,

Wisconsin Medical Journal, Milwaukee

live treatment for malunion ol a

bone grafting, though m usually

ttcr enl i esultS than t lie U I plate,

Treatment of Fraci^ iijcct of

lis have

1 triall of

FOREIGN
l below.

British Journal of Children's Diseases, London
July Septembei i". Nos 187 189

A Visit i' 129.
1

1

111

i

[
i 1 51

.

Dietetic Treatment of Adenoids. < ampbell claims that

faulty intestinal digestion causes adenoids. The chiel fault

lies with ods, which are consumed in a spongy,

.us form. We eat too much spongy

(noncrusty) bread and pul too little

etable t I in the shape of salads and fruit.

resull of this kind of diet the maxilla t

ing the rynx and salivar) glands)

develop properly: the local flow of blood and lymph

is not adequately stimulated; starchy funds do nol undergo

adequate salivary digestion; and an excess of wholl) nun

i (as well as i isses into thi

give rise to indigestion and putrefaction (as shown

b) the malodorous motions). Then follow I

nutrition, diminished resistance to infection catarrh, and

adenoids.

Abdominal Sarcoma with Metastases in Skull.—In

Cautley's case the primary tumor was situated in the lumbar

Between the two kidneys and in the middle line

there was a liilateral growth as hig as a small orangi

adherent to the periosteum of the spine, and compressing the

more especially the left one. The growth e

along the spinal column downward and branched off into

each iliac fossa, where large nodules were formed in con

with the periosteum. The inguinal glands were
d. In color the growth was dirty blue, and

sistency spongy in parts. Microscopically it proved an
ah volar sarcoma.

Case of Multiple Epulides.—James' patient, a girl, aged
11 years, suffered from the growth of a fibrous epulis asso-

ciated with each tooth of the temporary and permanent series

Removal of the growth don. y

lowed by recurrence, which does not take place when the
teeth are also removed. Up to the present all the temporary
and eight of the permanent teeth have been extracted

British Medical Journal, London
i. 3073

1

'

: to Old
I Asylum and H 1 Y. M. ti

To be

659.

I I! Hume.— p. 661.
K. Petren. p

1 nlilrcn \a
-\ H

D
p. 665.

Kala-Aza taenia and Its Incubation Period. C. A
,> 667.

Pathologic Changes in Testes in Mental Diseases. -Macro
. fr, oi hard

in a majority -

ill in thi adult hospital

in the asylum cases the most marked deviation from
rmal condition was found in two groups ol

neral paralysis, (2) dementia praeco:

the macroscopic cortical changes
in the l paralysi and the morbid chat

;ree of n
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scnpic change of the testes in dementia praecox conformed

to the duration of the mental disease and the clinical signs

and symptoms of the mental decadence rather than to any

obvious macroscopic changes or defects in the brain. In

general paralysis, the dementia corresponds in great measure
to the degree of cortical destruction ; nevertheless, there is

no correlation in this disease between ilie brain atrophy and

the testicular atrophy. With ihe exception of cases of senile

dementia and congenital imbecility with epilepsy, the testes

in other fatal asylum cases did not, as a rule, show any
marked departure from the normal, for example, i

epileptic insanity, Korsakoff psychosis, paranoia and manic
depressive insanity.

Enlargement of Thyroid in Malaria. -Although the fre-

quency of occurrence of marked thyroid enlargement noted

by Hume is probably not greater than from 5 t" 10 per cent.

—the caM-~ with some \ery slight temporary enlargement
immediately after an attack of malaria might probably repre-

sent an additional 10 per cent.—he is inclined to believe that

the changes in the ductless glands in malaria may be far

more marked than present knowledge shows. These changes

may be due to sporulation of the parasites in the capillaries

of the gland, analogous to the condition in cerebral malaria.

This would cut off the supply of iodothyrin from thi

stream, and upset "thyroid equilibrium." To regain this,

compensatory hypertrophy takes place, and equilibrium is

regained in the course of time. The remaining thyroid

swelling becomes purely a hyperplaisa; or there is a com-
pensatory hypertrophy of th< othei ductless glands. On th<

other hand, enlargement of the thyroid may be compensatory
for the exhaustion of othei part- ol the endocrine
Degenerative changes have been described in the suprarenals

in malaria ; and disturbance of these glands may be the

cause of the "algid type" of malaria, which, clinically, injec-

tions of epinephrin are most valuable in combating. The low

blood pressure, and the subnormal temperature, win
lasts for days after an attack, both indicate a condition of

hypo-adrenia. The bis, r.i sexual power frequently o

after attacks i t both treated and untrea i
is likely

also to be due to the effect of thi

Lancet, London
Nov. _'->. 1919, 3. No. 5021

Voluntary Muscular Mo Ca F. \V.

n Immunity. A. (.. Shrra.—p. 909.

R. G. Gordo ;> 914.

•Treatment of Lupus Vulgaris. R. W. MacKcnna. p. 017.

: Death in th<

919.

asia II B SI

Methods of Choice in Immunity. In this paper altera dis-

im should be

employed; against an endol

nbination of both exotoxin and endotoxin both

a serum and . on the

trcatmi infections.

Treatment of Lupus Vulgaris. In McKenna's opinion the

:il Of |UPUS •

the mucous membranes, either of the nose or mouth, is

1 1 it .11 with the electrocautery. I method
. it i - ad\ isable to mal

llCl .

Werdnig-Hoflmann Paralysis.—The rase cited b

and Ingleby differs from I rded in that

i. is was ;i pronounced symptom and was probably due
to the morbid condition "i the oculomotoi nucleus; also there

was profuse sweating almosl from the first ,\ .

i given.

Case of Extreme Esophagectasia. Shaw claims tbat on

i e s\ mptom • made in ibis

ii without the aid ol

pain at the epigasti nun
; (2) this pain

npanied by what '

really regurgitation of food; (3) the act of taking the solid

food soon provokes a cough; (41 it sometimes happens that

the patient becomes breathless, and this is particularly so

after attempting to take more solid food than usual: (S)

liquid food causes none ci these symptoms.

Archives Medicales Beiges, Liege
June, 1919, 72, No. 6

Research on Cyclopean Microphthalmos. G. Van 1> e. r

Conc'n in No. 7, p. I.

., in Belgium.
I

I
660.

'Stuttering of Endocrine Origin. A. A. da Costa Ferreira.—p. 680.

•Spontaneous Rupture of Varicocele. I Van den Branden.
The Transmissible Diseases in 1918. M Si

! and Treatment of Pithiatic Paralysis, K. Mai

Cyclopean Eye.—Van Duyse's studj of a cyclopean single

eye throws light, he says, on the pathologic anatomj and
pathogenesis of such malformations and on the embryology
of the eye in general.

Stuttering an Endocrine Disturbance. Da Costa's clinical

experience at Lisbon lias revealed morphologic, phj

and psychologic evidence that Stuttering is only one tnani-

t a general endocrine disturbance, which the phy-

sician is often able to modify and thus cure the stuttering. I le

here reports the pulse findings in two stutterers which reveal

that there is a tendency to a neurosis of the sympathetic

System This is presumably of endocrine origin, and. most

probably, the thyroid is primarily responsible.

Spontaneous Rupture of a Varicocele. -Van den Branden
relates that the young man was shaving when he suddenly
experienced such pain in the scrotum that he swooned, and
the operation two days later showed a hematocele. There
were no i races of venereal disease, but treatment bad been

lit years before for acute varicocele. Palet's com-
pilation lists only five cases of spontaneous rupture, and
these were all in elderly men.

Archives de Medecine des Enfants, Paris

Novembi 22, No. II

Tardy Scurvy in Children. I 561.

Diabetes Mellitus in Children. I p. 573.

til of Children, P. F. Armand-
Deli

•Multiple Relapsing Phlebitis. A. Roux. p

(S Paulo) :

Deficiency Diseases in Children. Weill and Dufourl relate

of scurvy developed in a group of children

occupied by the Germans. Enteritis and dyscnterj bad been

rid although the gingivitis was extreme and

painful, and the children cried day and night, the Hue diag

nosis was not suspected. The enteritis 1 om three

to ten months the children, and fruit and green
i dropped completely, as tending to

Weill ( banged all this .it

ted with bin

ement when the antiscurvj diet was gi

the most .skeptical. All the children were completcl)

cured within a month.

Diabetes Mellitus in Children

in v. in, h diabi te mi llii of 11

Uthougl uria was pronounced and it proved

impossible to reduci it, the general health bad k< |.t compara

good during the seven months, except that ihe child

kward in her growth. On an antidiabetic dit

ipparent, and she was thi

iod, with SO
|

Hon, and under tin- the diacctii acid content ol tl

grew less \\ hen -iilmi wa juppt •

returned, but

1 li had thu in this

for adult - ["he <
• ill with ilns

form of diabetes m child

which the girl ..i IS

and thirteen month i
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cushion and wound bandage renewed daily to
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Hydatid Vesicles Obstruct Bile Duct.—DeVe operated on
e that had persisted tor

chicle as

md live

tula then healing in

roub 1e d

ire not

•

the hydatid

the liver, as in the case here reported Thv
directly on the

j

the jaundice d.. not differ

from those with ga.l

of pain, a I ulging of the liver

enlargement of the gallbladder, eosinophilia

and d: -ent.

Flat Humerus in Prehistoric Races.—Baudouin dis

what he calls the platybrachia noted in the arms of child

The femur, on the

other hal adults than

at man was an absolutely

quadruped animal at

Wounds of the Eye.—Lagrange shows that the gravity of

;-ends on whether the ciliary r<

medical man should be able

to enucleate the eye at need. Even when the ioreign body
!iody. if the eye is somewhat tender,

and the- md the nutrition is suffering, it

should be enucleated, as also when there is old cycli

inriammatory reaction resisting appropriate treatment for

ral months.

Bulletin Medical Paris
:

T. Belot.—p. 641.

Inoperable Cancer of the Tongue.—Belot say- to "always)

impossible, the roentgen r

radium afford palliative treatment which is often very

useful but sometimes absolutely ineffectual. Radiotherapy
:e cancer, but it does not cure

-eem to augment the chances for exter-

He has been applying

- to the raw surface before

mammary cancer, and the out-

logical to apply this mca-
r removal of cancer of the tongue.

3 (,

Oper .

Endocrine Insufficiency in Children.—Tixier analyzes in

e clinical manifestation

s

riency of the

and genital glan

that the minor signs

ely common between

vadache or

the morning, with lassitude afti

and dr- ting, and the children crj

mities cold.

lion to a milk
• e or twice a

I

per day.

10 or 0.15 gi

lance is necessary. The parents

ake the pulse mo- --nine, reclining and

[f the pulse goes up
-

I

I without waiting lor
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tremor and other symptoms. In the majori

few weeks of thyroid treatment abolish temporarily or

permanentlj these minor signs of thyroid insufficiency. It

maj lone up the thyroid so that ;t tendency to myxedema
may be thrown off. With actual m\ thyroid

treatment, he says, should be given twenty days each month
throughout life. Treatment of pluriglandular insufficiency

does not require strictly specific organ extracts. On
of the synergy of the endocrine glands, one extract may

ffectual when others fail, even when t

extract does not seem to have anything to do with the

symptoms observed, continuing the treatment possibly for

months, and alternating or combining the organ extracts

according to the results obtained. If there is any tendency
to a positive Wassermann reaction, mi irsenical

treatment should supplement the organotherapy. In anj

organotherapy of any kind requires medical surveil-

Bulletins de la Societe Medicale des Hopitaux, Paris

1919, i:*>. •

'] : D'O and L. Cornil.

Mi ningitis II I
" u ffei and S Bi

from Small Transfusi if Blood. !. B

itic Meningomyclitis. P. Nicaud. -p
K77.

'Tardy Jaundice after Arsphenamin. Sicard, H Kutlrlski.

p. 880.

D lelouin.—p 889.

Vasomotor Reactions with Lesions in Pleura and Lungs.—
D'( lelsnitz and I ornil state that in diffen

hfi arm on that sid< shi iw S

inces. The latter differ with dif-

ferent forms of pleuropulmonarj diseasi can be

besl with the oscillometer, and they are evidently

irritation of the cervical sympathetic. Tin

In. ii studying these phenomena with cpinephrin, amyl nitrite,

mechanical, heat and otlur tests, elastic constriction of the

arm. and compression of the eyeball. The fim

ding arm may prove

a useful d e i" upplemcnl the routine mea-
\ ith latent intrathoracii

Mixed Meningitis. The man of 54 presented the

lecture of meningococcus meningitis following menit

..Mil,,, with joint lesions Slight improvement

serotherapy but it w I and tubercle bacilli were
i g with tin ii From th

d from the sylvian region of the brain

Shock After Transfusion of Blood. Only 41) c.C of citrate, I

ed in ii eatment • il-

ea in the young woman, bul an extr.

shock followed at once, and with the sixth day

and then coma for four days, with final n

transfu ii

ified to the hemolj tic action of ;

:

npatibility bi I

' lood of

tion to such a small amounl of hi I

d with the utmost precision *t techi - painful

it albu-

minoid shock

ii the writers

septicem ion which may
follow. I iliat the septicemia would

Syphilitic Mcningomyeliti.i. Nicaud repi

den i

disturbances, the tenth yeai irsphen-

amin recoverj was ; ornplcte in three months,

Jaundice and Neo-Arsphcnamin. Sicard and I

jaundice that develops during arsphenamin tn

! ; tht ii I'"'

syphilitii i the nervous system treated b

method of small frequent (every day or every second •

day) intravenous injection of 0.15 gm. of (French) neo-

arsphenamin to a total of 30 or SO injections. The drug was
d when the jaundii

I in all bul one case.

and this case was the only one that proved fatal. In two <>i

the five eases the drug was being given for some patl

condition other than syphilis, there being nothing to

either inherited or acquired syphilis. Among the other argu-
ments presented is that the azotemia slowly ard progt

increases under the neo-arsphenamin and for some tit

its suspension. A further argument is offered by Vb

recent cases in which fatal hemorrhages followed a o
phenamin, accompanied in one ease with jaundice.

These symptoms developed six weeks after the course (total

dose 8.50 gm. in six weeks at five day intervals), X
revealed acute yellow atrophy of the liver. The} 'denounce
Miliau's assertion that the syphilis is responsible tor the

jaundice, and they point to their success with frequent small
iv signs ,,f anaphylaxis, as the most

reliable and harmless means for administering a

amount of the drug in a given period, far safei than bj

weekly injections. Milian replied to this by asking ihcm to

transfer to his service the next case of what thej consider
toxic jaundice. He reiterated that with the present technic

there is no arsenical toxic jaundice; 95 pei cent, ol tl

arc the work of syphilitic hepatitis roused from slumber by
lie treatment. The other 5 per cent, are ex.'

denies, catarrhal jaundice, gallstones, etc.

Different Forms of Nephritis.— I lelouin expatiates on the

tnce for treatment of an exact diagnosis of tl

of the iii
I lists nine differ a side from the

tuberculous, syphilitic and pyelonephritis forms II.

the treatment for each according as the kidney is or is not
permeable for chlorids, urea or water.

Chloro-Azotemic Nephritis. I lelouin applies this term to

nephritis in which there is retention of chlorids and urea bul

water. The symptoms are slowl) pn
lion and

ntestinal derangement, bul no fever or chill

dyspnea gradually grows and edema a

The til ii much albumin but little

chlorids or urea, and the blood pressure and the Vmbard
constant are high. If the patient is allowed nothing bul

water for a time, all these symptoms subside in the mild
In the graver cases, acute ptilmonarj edema

i

to develop at any moment. It might he brought on bj

administering salt for the i

:

in ia 'I reatmenl of this type incl
I drastic

purgatives, restriction to water, and al mi milk.

albuminoids and chlorids. As this form of nephritis

but not until the un
the blood a chlorid

hloridcmia seems to pi t

uiist the a/oh mia. The ,
. I, in., pei

has to he gut out of the waj ; then the nl. sides,

and along with this the edema. If th.

I.", much tor complete restitution the ant and
igh, and a , i izotcmia

is liable to entail fatal pulmona

i

Paris Mt'dii al

p 385.

The Otorhinolaryngology Course

pita I is

clinii . and
it might
not ,, nl

il'illir

Influenzal Meningitis, I
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i The fluid rough the lumbar puncture

ging fluid escapes between

lie ami the means
ire. He mm

•i plain

rather than .< >uld be

I in it

Presse Medicate, Paris
-

.

The Triangular Hi

: d. The right

a number of chart- show -

i heart, and add that

liaqucs and be

uch.

Snapping Hip Joint e in which the

• m.il tension over the

- that runs from the

lin over their bridge, and simple

: an end at once to all the disturbance.

nanism to he studied when

Progres Medical, Paris
.: I.

:: I.

I

a

The Claude Bernard-Horner Syndrome.— Karl «' d

i the neck.

Gazzetta degli Ospedali e delle Cliniche, Milan

to,

-

Pediatria, Naples
2 ;

.

705.

ma Nodosum and Tuberculosi no tabu-

rythema
' The tuberculin skin test

illy pro-

i multi-

the fact

Pernicious Anemia in Infant In tin- and in thro

lis; plu

I he anemia n erne I to I

in all.

Policlinico, Rome
Si pt. I I, 86,

1

i
. Vperl

Vaccine Prophylaxis of Scarlet Fcve;

from the children's clinic at Rome I nfirm the develop

hildren it

lated with antisi

Cristina' ilarch 1, p,

HI titer that he const LI

tonse to the deviation of complement test, applii

i' i |Ui 'I Si .'i Loin A

I he tin i hildren gn en

Freelj with scarlet lever children, MH
a- two month ., and even nl

tunc-, hut none fever. Their blood showed
He asci ibes the

success of this preventive vaccination to the active immunity
conferred by tl ties ra her than to tin passive immunity
from tin- serum from the scarlatinal blood, lie is now

ify this a ssumption.

Obstruction of Intestines by Clump of Ascarides. Vperlo

removed a mass "i sixtj ascarides from the ileu

intertwin hs had completely obstructed tin bowel
in the hoy of 7. The loop of bowel was sutured to the

abdominal wall for fear it might he necessary to i

ind this loop ulcerated, so that three months later

potent had t" be resected The ascarides may act hy

ically obstructing the lumen, or hy irritating the

bowel SO that spasm is induced, which closes the lumen
likcw ise.

Sept. -
1
!. 1919. 36. No. 38

'Hypertonic Solution in Ti I Bone anrl Joinl rub
ruin'

I
Duranl 1 105.

Treatment of Tuberculous Bone Lesions. Durante has had

of large numbers of tuberculous soldiers and he

here expatiates on the fine results he obtained in 400

lie filled them with a hypertonic

to induce hy osmosis profuse secretion of lymph and attract

irtes to the focus. I In- solution that proved moal
effectual was a 2.5 per cent, solution of magnesium chlorid

in distilled water with ID drops of liquor formaldehydi per

gram, ad old He clears out the abscess, rinse,

and tills the cavity with this solution about every four day.,

t't c.c. of the fluid.

Aim 15, 1919, 26, Surgical Section No. 8

Wounds taints. R.
i . bi

'Thrombophlebitis of Sinu
implications of Typhoid. (Jmberto Tassone.- p. -'74.

Thrombophlebitis of Sinus Cavernosus.— ( ,.!

e after multipl in a case of thrombophlebi-
1

itl eci mdary to an

ty ol the facial vein. The
exophthalmos, chemo the conjunctiva an

in the fundu Ited fn >m the distur-

n the return circulation, but direct tut

is of the third, fourth am
ihthalmic nerve that runs in

i I lie general symptoms were
mainly tl mia ...

I li delirium
"i, and the extreme prostration suggested

lid form. In three similar cases he has en tteredl

tients died in I two days from the fit I

symptoms. Operative treatment is the only resource, but
'.illy such a slow process that the eye on thai

as in the case described. Foul
required and antistaph I erum was

ith local measures First the jugular vi

I iod, and I

i. and veins in the scalp were re ected oi
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phlebitis. The man was in the hospital for three months.

When he left he was in good condition except for th

blindness in that eye. Vision in the other was good.

Bone Complications After Typhoid.—Tassone comment- on

the predominance of young persons, between 11 and 20.

among those that develop bone complications after

He suggests that the greater liability to bumps and knocks

in the young may explain this. The hone complications may
he merely pains suggesting rheumatism hut terminating in

spontaneous resolution, or there may he actual acute nr

chronic osteoperiostitis, with suppuration, or a chronic form
without suppuration, with a tendency to exostosis prod

and years may pass before the complication di

and any rise in the temperature after typhoid, especially

during convalescence, should suggest the possibility of com-
plicating hone disease. In a case described the young man
had lively pains all over his body during convalescence from

typhoid. The pains subsided in a few days except in the

left ankle where a suppurative process developed. It spread

to the knee, and the fistula in the ankle kept suppurating for

a month. There was also pain in one ear and dischai

a month. The lids also swelled but returned to normal after

two weeks or more, and the left eye was left totally blind.

The crippling of the left leg entailed by the long suppurative

process was corrected by an operation when the inflamma-

tion had entirely subsided. The multiple suppurating foci.

the extensive and profound destruction of hone and the

hyperplastic tendency thereafter were notable feature- of

this case.

Archivos Espanoles de Enf. del Ap. Digestivo, Madrid
Octo!.. .... 10

'Frequency of Cancerous Degeneration of Gastric I'lcer in Spain.

I.. I'rrntia. -p. 579.

'Determination of Dia.-ta.se or Amylase in Body Fluids. J. Luis-Yagtie

y Espinosa.—p. 586.

Malignant Degeneration of Gastric Ulcer. Urruti

that in 17." per cent, of 158 cases of gastric cancer of which

he lias full records there was a history of stomacl

From three to fifty years before the cancel

per cent, the cancers had the aspect of an ulcer-cancer and

12.5 per cent, of the hard, boring ulcers showed -

malignant degeneration. His personal experience, therefore,

has been that from 15 to 20 per cent, of chronic callous ulcer-

develop cancer. He cites similar statistics from othi

tries; they range from Fenwick's 3 per cent, in England, to

80 per cent, at the Mayo Clinic, ai 'it. in Zenker's

service in Germany.

Determination of Diastase and Amylase in Body Fluids.—

Luis-Yague gives some tabl nputatioi

amount of amylase in the

ins with which any phj sici

imate content of diastase and amylase in the saliva, urine.

blood and feces. He adds to 1 aliva or other

eing examined from 0.1 to 0.5 c.c. water, usin)

of test tubes and then pours in •

ked -lowly until transpai

interprets the findings with the different body fluid

little iodin i-

Archivos Espanoles de Pediatria, Madrid
::.

Tuberculosis in Children

found tuberculi
!

lum an'l the) examined 105 tubi

child cadavers. The tuberculin

tuberculous at this early age, and the tuberculous i

formed ''.. ; per i enl

inmistakable i or ;cnital I

'They dl

in children rved it in only two

i

Gaceta Medica de Cartagena

\;>pendicitis Flares up during Influenza. X. M. I'az. —p. 5.

Marriage of Lepers. J. A. ' 10.

Medicina Ibera, Madrid
Oct. 18, : •: :>. S

Spastic Organic Parap!
—p. 37. Conc'n.

Pathogenesis of Adenoids. Prada —

Oct. 25. 1"19. 9. No. 10.!

for Inoculati I

Plus-Ultra, Madrid

iphy of Liver and Rig p. S.

- al Carcinomai
Recent Progress in Ophthalmology.— p. 14; in On-

cology.— p. 23; in Bacteriology n Oterhinolaryng

p. 37; in Heart Disease—p. 43; in Instruments, etc.—
;

'Kidney Anomalies and Si;'. rid.—p. 16.

'Stovain and the Blood Pressure and Heart. V. Alsina, T
and M. Banuelos.— i

'Pneumococcus Peritonitis. Victoriano Juaristi.—p. 30.

The Diet After L L. Vague \ I

p 47.

Mercurial Polyneuritis. W. Lopei 1

Brain. A. Hen
p. 57.

Topography of Liver and Right Kidney Tumors
comments on the difficulty in certain cases in distingi

between a tumor in the liver and in the right kidney. The

liver may sag so that it may present in the lumbal

or be in contact with the abdominal wall, and the kidnej

may likewise he in either of these position-, lie

number of illustrations showing the conditions ai

distinguish a kidney tumor from an extrarenal tumor, and

explain the displacement of the liver liable with either.

Abdominal Carcinomatosis. ! the man
four months from the lirst symptoi

and especially the liver presented cam i i

The article is illustrated.

Kidney Anomalies.—Threi

kidney anomalies which mi- ' 'ne kid-

ney shows three large arteries. \ specimen from another case

egg-shaped kidneys with multiple arn :

Action of Stovain on Heart and Blood Pressui

experiments on dogs reported confirm the ac
sympathetic w

The blood
|

but small dosi

• the heart, along with

hile weaken:

Pneumococcus Peritonitis

, nte. I b) pni

."'I thai

within.
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ibilitj oi tiii- pai

ining. Inothi

meed tendenc) to formati

nbal tin- lu-

lu his

. rapid meltinj domem-

lion.

Acute Mercurial Polyneuiius tail what
h< acute

lomel in three

hj t iic I
and the three

Jit days' intervals,

mercurial poisoning is i

Prcns.i Medica Argentina, Buenos Aires
• ..

G tlii Imctti and C

.;.'.. II

p, 105.
_

Tardy Inherited Syphilis, i astex and Palacio h

elude tl syphilitic disease of glands.

, i- personal experience and

firsl clinical

on of the considerable share of

':- iii the pathogenesis of Banti's d

mplete cure under mercurial treat-

Enlargi ei ol the spleen at 29, pro-

anemia in the thirties, aleukemic lymph-

hildren, paroxysmal hemoglobinuria, i

and glandular dis-

..
'

ill es oi all these are

prompt retrogression under mercury
• - . philitic nature. V.

not much benefit from any treat-

Siglo Medico, Madrid
86,

981.

p. 88.5.

treme cases of

iiad been having t

he eyi lids and
r..ni the stom-

- with imaginary

ral hours
condition during the

• or the family

tip, lids an<!

er an attack of

eseel ion, and have

ictor in Glycosuria. Bonilla warns that while

in the met al iii-

86

p 912.

Vertebral Tubercuh

to the

-

ins, have shown inscriptions dating from I I

recording the efficacj of sun baths and saline baths in the

1

1

e.itmetit of v( an ipt to carry to

extremes the directions given them, and allow the children

lo tak< sun baths even up to four hours in an August noon,

bui the children in Spain seem to thrive under them and the

i.nus improves in a few months to equal what is reali ed

. onl; in a - u oi two
lie gages the length of the sun baths niainh by the tern

p isure. Simpli and harmless heliother-

apy, which costs absolutely nothing, has been applied bj

physician ovei two thirds of Spain to an extent and with

ond thi highest dreams ol man] foi eign ph
mi i.ins el ads foi heliothi rapj as a routine

oi ' .in the mosl neglected and desper-
1

1 results cannot be expected when only a

small area is exposed through an opening in the plastei cast

The patients begin to improve at once when the opening in

the east is closed and a full Sun hath taken. This is the

Case also with lii|i disease, even when the pelvis is in

i in hemoglobin maj plaj in human being thi ami roll

irophyll in plants. The fluorescent pigments, chloro

phyll in plants and urobilin and bilirubin in animals, may
destroy toxins and microbes to a certain extent under thi

action of sunlight. The action of the sunlight seems to take

place mainly in the superficial circulation.

extols the Lorenz and Redard frames for vertebral

fering the best conditions for immobilization

while permitting heliotherapy, lie decries the Vlbei tnd

..tires as illogical, and contrail

the early phases. Time will show whethei thej should

nol be discarded completely as complicated, useless or harm-
ful in all other stages of the disease. rhey should be

. uh a progressivi course in spite of sys-

tematic oilier treatment.

Nederlandsch Tijdschrift v. Geneeskunde, Amsterdam
Sept. 27, 191". a, No 1

P. II. Kramer.- p. 894.

of the Yi How ' Optic Nerve. G. Ten
' 06

Oi iniiati Publii Hei II II. \ an Eyk. -p. 913.

H Bolti n p. 915.

Abnormally Short Umbilical Cord. J. A. H. van den Berg. p. 922.

Typhus. Kramer applied the agglutination lest with the

proteus X in 119 ca i ol typhus al Rotterdam, and found it

at a dilution of 1 : 500 or higher, but it threw no
i'ii prognosis. The Widal agglutination test was

positive late in typhus in 10 per cent, of the cases.

The Yellow Spot in Relation to the Optic Nerve.—Ten
eports two cases in which the relative location

of the yellow spot and the optic nerve differed widely from
'ill. i Hi refei to some other recently

published eases showing similar anomalies, and theorizes to

explain them.

Hysteria in Children.— Ilolten reports eight cases which
illustrate the manifold forms that hysteria may assume in

He .alls attention to the hypotony in the sym-
pathetic nervous system which he has found constantly in

children and adults with hysteria. lie thinks research on
is system in hysteria may throw new

av. ameboid movements in the
• during attacks of a hysterical nature.

were i ident in Bolten's i ighl cast -

rapy, instructing and train-

hildren to i erl their will power nol only to arrest
k but to overcome the tendency to hysteria. By

iking the child realize that he himself has aided in

throwing off the pathologic condition, much more is gained
than can be obtained by hypnosis, rapid 1

', acting sugg
li h leave the causal hysteria unmodified. All the
with hysteria that he has examined had various

i.illy in the nails and teeth, and
motor disturbances, spastic constipation

and other signs of a substandard sympathetic nervous system.
nned by the subsidence of these disturbances
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